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SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OP 1967

* WJ~bDf1bAZr 1SPThXDR 20, 1907

Cowurrrnu ox; Frw*cn,
Wa.Mngton, D.C.

The committee met, p)ursuant to recese, at 10:05 &.nl.t in Wrolk 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell 13. Long (ch&ainAn)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Gore, McCarthy, Hartke% Metcalf, WiI-
liams, Bennetti and Curtis.

The CHAImmAx. The hearing will eoiif6 t order.
On yesterday we had - ~up of people speaking o efr esn

who parent wrig, and do not vaht to Work; wrho came he*e aixd
refused toobey the law A~nd evtntull%' they left.must say that, ab ;dirmsn of this committeerty reatlontoths
kinds of people. is that if tH 6*'y can find time t -tki'irh the, streets and Ifthe can fi4 6in, topce ogeeonal c~nitteee, aid if they canfindX tiame toa Stitmal 0 & in cowte heaiks, 4vheni they Wa been

head, nd enyoterpeop! -their' right-to b6R'6Aid-pedpl 64ho havethat much time; available- to tVe shud have'time-to dosome Wor.
I think they very much hurt the ease lot tlios6 who-*6dd lik, o drtwelfare payments and decline to work, all at the ian tIr i

It seems to mo folks like that have plenty* of timne to work. N'ithefuture we may find it'neessary to- decline to permit certain 6eopletobe i this cofimittee room, Just'aA1todY *61 &re tiotitin6t666people back. If we hear them before thi committee agai, it will _beafter everybody else h#s, beent heard 6 they 4ah just si reuitX mid-
night if they want to.

Iisth ffhi lieia ey iceIhv aee a~imbe6.
,comimittee thiit we have haid to have. i pb&eiof thiq7 Ir 46with
p &ple of thit kifidt ~le'that tht kind of %vntil noftl* iscommittee or any other hit~futifr6. l~t

We are'pleased to haveili, us oday0 thWlnoral1l' Phillib l3urtonqU.S. Yprsitativ a f ro~i Lhe ,'ilth bidiqo 0Yaif a.i
ST ATEMNTO HON.: PHILI VA!A I~

O.&AIMR 1,14! 1W 1 '11

~was not6r yier ttinwith. referouc "~ f it

Siie ielpig xipqrepo f 1t~q*

it, Woi qY 4.4 qx P, M4534



SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1067

security than any Member of either this body or the other body. With-
out the efforts of the distinguished chairman of this committee, a great
many of the aged and handicapped and poor families in my own State
would be a good deal worse off but for the continuing and, in many
instances, magnificent efforts of the distinguished Senator from
I.ouisiana4 A

The CHAnIMA. I thank you very much, Mr. Burton.
May I say that in years gond-bylhavoe been the principal sponsor of

a number of ampnidinonts to inrepse -wolfaropayments both for
mothers and depeimdenf children *hh for the aged, so much so, that the
late George Meisin, who came from your State, brought me a little
plaque.to-putt~n my mantel which said "Friend of the Poor," some
such.thingas that.i rather cherish that because I did regard myself
s being 4p advocate of tho.e who, through no fault. of their own, need

sqj e tliep from their Government.
But I have sofie aoubt about it When I see people who cari find tinme

to-d alotf tQhings that are not igh ,a lot of this that are. improper,
and cannot find time to do somethingproper suc. ai hell) themselves
insofar as it is reasonably withiA their cap~bilties to do so.J, appriate YOUr.situatin qongrecman Burton. You relpreent a
very gr'teS and I appreciate your interest in this matter.

Mr. Buwr~. Thank yoii, Mr, Chairmian.,'.
I wl attempt toquickly and specif! ally indicate some recommenda-

tions i hi'e for the 66nmittee's cons! Oration.
it let me state ~hI would hop- a minimum-th committeewquld pp.the adfi:istrtionk,% recommendation with refer ee to

biceqses in hi taxabl ,wage 'bse, the perentago of taxes applied to
thathba , and the minimum and other benefit amounts to social purity
be;6n4riesjncndifig the extension of 'medicare to the disabled

,Sec¢ndly', o~ldlike.tovrgo tho committee to retain the adminis-
traio, r0' 1 and'the Ho4seaction making the aid to families with
depei(enthildren where the fathers Unemploved a permanent provi-
sionie0f the lawq -

There, 4 ,o aspect of the. House action I would hope .'would be
reversed by theSenate aid that is the proposed January 1967 freeze.
This action most unfairly discriminates against the growth States such
aa Calfornia. I" provision will create, in my. vow, unmanageable
adminietm ive problems, as -well as denying, on the basis of an irrele-
vAnt yantick, assistance to those who need it.

Third, I would hope that tlie Senate would enact a provision, apartfrom the' basic mathing program for child aid, that would perniit a
50 percent open-end matching to'children living under foster care in
a* foster home or child-care institution ..

1:4F1li Isupprt t e a4mnistrat p roposid ith referonc to per-
mitting AFDO 'amili6s to retain it p6rion f then' &amed income..
Fifth, I would hope that the Byrnes-Prouty proposals 'which

blanketed in older persons without adequate wage credits-be reduced
from the age of 72 to 70 and this amount be paid on an actuarial basis
oikt of the g6nieral fxnd rathM -than the trust fund.

Therei_ one.pohit thitI bliev6 to benost 'important. That is that a
c,-of-livng factor be ificluded inthe basic laW 6f theScial'Secwurity
Act eVehif thig would mean for pur poses of the flrst year- therm would

1538
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be a less apparent real porcmntage biefit iliirease than otherwise
would be permitted. I would recommend that. all social security " cost-
of-liVig increments be borne out. of the general fund rather than, the
trust fund.

As the chairman is aware and the inemberi-of tile committee "are
aware, the public assistance recipients received, by and large, no con4
sideration in the House bill.I assumethis in no small measure is a
tribute to this conimitte and to'the Senite inthat it was asumed that
this oversight in terns of the public assisance recipients would be takiei
cdre of on-this'side. . ,.
.I would hope that tlI aged, disabled, and blind public assistant

recipients would be given the sme increase in permitted earnings as
is'conteinplated, for social security beneficiaries. Tiis. is at. the rate, asI understand i,.;f n iiicr~e~eitofome$15'a month. ' " •= :

I would hope that. thedisabled public assistance recipients, Wliocur-
rently are bot perinif ted to telain iny earnings, be permitted the saime
earnings rights as blind publi'aeslStauc i cipients. Would hope that
these earning provisionsbe made mandatory soi he States muMt.permit
these earnings, rather than pennissivo as is the casetoday.

There is another important provision of the kaw that was eitab-
lished a few years ago permitting undercertaincithcumstances -blind
and di bled i'rshs whose assets exwded t| *ich otherwise
Would permit them to be eligible for public Assist~ice, This provisioni
permits each State for a period of 3 years to' have special, tmiiinfig
prograin aimed at helpingg these people become self.supporting. I
would urge that the 3-year i iiitationi b6 iloriased'so-fiatfit is without
limit so )qng as the potential recipient is in an earnig orvoeational
setting.' More particularly,'J am thinking of ',bilnd erinnor'a'post-
polio vltim who is starting oh his Wiy.to olleg6,*% &d thmiWhy',e a
4-3ear 6ourse.or perhaps a 7-Year course if he it gbing tb laN school.
Currently the States are limited to a maximum of 3 yeats Federal
matching.

I w6uld hope that.on al'rmissive bsis--tle old-age asistnce
Federal matching. Would be provided to'th6se' tte's tha chose to
reduce the OAA-age of 65 to 60. . "'.

Also, I woild urgO that 'the' matching formulai for all the public
a!istafice titles be inerased.

I would urge" that theh"Icreare take plce primarily'at the 1ower end
of the Federal contributions sale, and I uwouldreq-ulre 'that this in-
crease be passed along to the recipients of publib assistance.

We are faced with the'- amentable fact that the bill- as it left the
House does'not provide a-si le ni kel for any agd blind disabled
public assistance recipient in the country, not a nickel. We are ficed
with the further faet- .. '

Senator 0rr. s"Ma I ask: question right there-
Mr. Bvmo. Yes r.;,
Senator Ciump.r. What programs, if any, were dlscontinoed ,

Senator CvrTIs.,That is all. ., , ""
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Mr. BumroNb The bill, ts the distinguished Senator knows, is di-
vided basically into two elements: one i the basic social security niech.
anism and the other is the supplemental public assistance titles. There
were increases in the wage rate and the taxes and the benefits on the
social security side. There was no increase whatsoever to the public
assistance recipients.

In that respect I urge that the committee consider two actions: One,
to Increase by an amount of $5 to $10 the public assistance side of this
bill.

Secondarily, to require rather than permit a passing on an amount
of $10 of the social security increaw The low currently-thanks to
the efforts of the chairman of this committee-permit States to ignore
$5 of outside income which, in the main, is social security income. I am
not aware of any State that has taken advantage of this. We are going
to find that the greatest number of low.income social security benefci-
aries whose amounts are going to be Increased this year are going to
have a corresponding dollar for dollar reduction in their public assist.
ane grant. So I would urge that the committee require that the States
ignore $10 of outside income. This is another way of saying to those
on the low income side of the social security scale that they will be
permitted to retain, in fact, if they are also dependent on pubi icassist-
AnOe, at least $10 of that social security increase. Otherwise we find the
lowest Income people will have their benefits raised on the social secu-
rity side, their public assistance decreased on the other side, and be
without a penny increase as a result of the action of thief Congress. I
don't think that is our intention. I know this is the effect of the legisla-
tion in its present form.

I want to deal for just a moment with the residence problem. The
courts have recently ruled, I believe this matter will, be sustained
by the highest court--that residence requirements are in violation of the
,Constitution. Either on a contingency, basis or recognizing without
regard to how the highest court will rule, I would urge that ip order
to ease the impact of the decision on those States in the adult cate-
gories that have a 5-year durational residence requirement at this time,
that the Federal Government increase its contribution in a declining
rate so that at the fifth year it is at the current rate of Federal contri-
bution with' reference to the various States, and the proposal I would
consider as a basic point, of beginning would be for those r cipient3
who ore in the State the first year the Federal contribution, 9Q percent,
decline to 80, 70, 60, andthen 50 percent for States like California
and correspondingly forx States wit different income charaeterisi es,
where the 'Fed erncntrlbution varies because their income is less than
the. $IAtio '1 iwaerage,

There is another small point that has feen overlooked | the 1yrnes-
Prouty proposal. That, point, is this. Tho conference c0mnitte last
year in adopting a varatomi o'o the 'ruty pro,6p sa eliminated any-
body who'hm aaypens 0x igh froi any public soIrcej think if the
staff and the committee will 6 ok lito te matter they wilifid outthat
they are unfairly discriminating--repeat, unflairly 4iscriminting-
against those who receive veterans' pensions or the widows of those
who receive veterans' pensions.

IM
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Without belaboring (he relationshil) of public ussistice, veleran
i(wnsions and social securitv, the committee arrived at an objective
just. the opposite to that whIdel they wereo intending to arrive at, and I
would urge that the exclusion for veterans or widows of veterans be
eliminated from io impact of the Prouty amendment.

I support (he House version increasing very modestly the Virgin
Islands and Puerto Rico contributions, and I t(h ink that those increases
not only be in order, but even further increases in the Federal contri-
but ions should be adopted.

There arev only two other points, Mr. Chairman I would like to
make. The first point is that it is proposed in the louse velsiol of
title XIX benefits--the medical cale benefits, the extended version, if
von please, of Kerr-Mills--be very seriously limited based on a Ia-
iio0nal income stanlixl-in effect-tho standard to be decreased in
stages, in two or three stages.

Now, I don't quarrel with the concern of the Congress in terms of
modifying or reducing the level of Federal commitment in many areas
and in developing a scale of priorities in that regard. I do deciy that
the louse version has lhe effort essentially, of telhng to my State and
,Xew York and a half dozen of the high-c} 4, high-bicome States, "the
Federal Government is going to reduce its level of commitment In this
arva at. your expense onily." This is not an across-the-board national
reduction of Federal comnnitment. It is a big State, high-income reduce.
tion only, and I think that that is not the best way to legislate; particu-
larly considering that these are also the States (halt receive the smallest
ercoitage if you please, of Federal matching in title XIX. Title

XTX'was an extension of Kerr-Mill.% As the members of this commit-
tee know full well, Kerr-Mills was developed as a supplement, to the
medical care lpro ided the welfare indigents. It was a program de-signed for those wiho were not on welfare, but whosQ income charac-
teristics were such in the light of their health needs,thi.t they should
have made available to then some kind of a publicly supported healthprogram.

The House version coriiplotely reverses the thulst of Kerr-Mills
extended through title XIX--rnaking the low middle income and the
near poor no longer eligible in many instances for nuical care, revert-
in ri ht back to tihe old notion of medical cae for welfare recipients
oly. I submit if we buy tho Iouse version we are hastening the day
wlhen the cry.in the country will be medical care under social security
for everyone in our society.

I cant. understand. this complete and radical departure from the
clear legislative history of Kor-r-Mmlls. The language of the testi.
umolnw in the report of this conuittee and on the floor for Kerr-Mills
and titlo XIX is at complete varince with the justification for this
cutback in title XIX. f we chose to cut back on title XIX funds let
us cut back across the board on a percentage basis, let us cut back the
distinguished chairman's State from 80 to 75; California 50 to 47, the
other States as you please, but let's not make the cutback in the form
that uniquely cits back Federal contributions to the big, high cost of
living States. I I

$3-231--1--4. 3-3
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My final point is this: I pelonally havo introduced legislation, anl
I look fonvard to the day when we will bring order out. of chaos to
these income maintenance programs of the aged and the physically
handicapped. By that I mean thist: Legislation I have introduced iipro-
vides that we shall, as national policy, establish till ineolie-gutrantee
program geared to the wage level of the iniitinum wap'. Income from
all sources will be cbOnsictered, gaps, between that. iitoiie and thih
mininium wtge annualized would lie made up by' llo Federal Govern-
ment. There would be no public as.,.istance income maintenance
matching programs at. all. 1%'c would either set this inimiinUl wage
Federal standard or a lesser amount if that be the collective judgment
of (lie Congress. Then the States, if they chose, could increase this
amount if tiey had the Iesources and the will. But we would efiininato
this variety of matching forimulae, Federal standards, and all the rest
of tie unn sary complications in meeting our national respomsibil.
ity to provide an incoe-minimal though it may be--to those who
ara 6) and over and to those who are blind and phymcsally hnliveald.

The day will come when we will reach the conclusion that this Is the
rational way for us to deal with this problem rather than with this
hodgepodge of income inaintenance programs. The present confusion
of programs really leads us, and large, to taking care of some people
to a greater extent than we otherwise might intend and leaving those
who don't fit into the neat definitions of thIiese various programs with-
oit alny income lit all.

Thait, Mr. Chairman and members of the conintittee, are the sug-
gestions that I would hope that you would consider in marking up this
hill.

The ClAtRMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman Burton.
Senator Williams?
Senator WI.t.IAs. Congrecsniai, Tgathered that. you are, endorsing

the administration's recommendations for additions to the House bill,
plus a few other recommendations of your ownI

Mr. ButTox. That. is correct.
Senator WIlLJAMs. Now, the administration lit a price tag on their

increased recommendations of around $3A billion, and I assume yours
would go, well it would go beyond that-that is an annual cost.

Would you recommend an increase in payroll tax to finance that.?
Mr. B&wro.'. First, as the distinguished Senator knows, the ad-

mninistratioii proposal only affects in the main the social security bene-
ficiaries. There is nothimY for the puilie assistance recipients:-the
aged, blind, disabled, and family progranm-nothing at all. 1 would
recommend an increase in the taxable wage base, sir, not an increase in
the taxable percentage applied to the base.

Senator WtLTJAMS. Part. of it, I understand you recommend,'it. be
financed out of general funds, general revenue? .

Mr. B Jun'oN. ,Just the cost-of-livig factor. I think the cost of living
is highly desirable and useful for those on fixed incomes" hut. I do iot
thilnk tlis is an obligation-nor should it, be-of tle trust fuid.

Senator WILLIAMS. We were advised that out of this $3 billion that
each percentage point increase in income taxes yields the equivalent in
revenue of approximately a billion dollars, and we were advised that
about 3 percentage poinis of a 10-percent tax increase of the admin-
istration was to take care of these increased benefits of this category.
Would you endorse at least that much of his recommendation for in-
creasing income taxes?
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Mr. JhTrox. I would sul pol opening up the ceiling oil the taxable
wage base, gear tile revenue. ava liable on that and then take a look at,
very cautiously, any increment, if any, in the pereeltage of taxes up-
pli d to the wage base.

Senator WI.uaMis. Well, we are advised that that would not take
care of ih, all of it, increased recommendations, and what I was ask-
ing the benefit of your advice is whether you would endorse an increase

Sinlcome taxes topay for it.
Mr. Bt'roN. Oil yos.
Senator WIL1MsA. You would?
Mr. BuMloN. Oh, yes.
Senator WILMAks. Thank you.
The CIIAILMA,. Senator Gore?
Senator GoRE. No questions.
'Th1e CuAntUA.x. Senator )BennettI
Senator Bi k .r. I didn't get lere in time to hear the testimony.
The CHaUMWAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator Curtis. No questions.Mr. Iluirro. In general, I am suggesting tvo things: the public

a.sistance side be given equitable treatment and that they not lose the
benefit of the social security increase; secondly, to pay the cost-of-
living 1)roposal out of the general fund rather than the trust fund-if
tile committee decides, as I hope it will-that a cost-of-living factor
should be in (he basic Social Security Act. for the social security
beneficiaries.

'rhauk you, Mr. Chmairwmmah.
Senalor Cuiris. 11r. Chairman, I would like sonc meviortaidum ob-

taining the basic utilization and cost information which underlie the
basis for the tax rates in the health insurance proposals of 12080, to have
it reduced to a meinorandum form and I would ask unanimous consent
of the committee that we night quest this from the Department.

The CnAULV.r N. All right.
(The above-referrle to appeans at p. A2101.)
'The CHAIRA&N. Now, the next witness is the Honorable George K.

Wvinan, commissioner of tile State of New York Department of Social
Welfare.

We have requested that the witnesses limit themselves to 10 minutes
in their principal presentat ion. I believe, M'r. Wyman, if there ar soic
questions why, you may answer them.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE . WYMAN, COMMISSONEU NEW YORK
STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

Mr. WW'MA. 'Mr. Chairman, and mnbers of the committee my
name is George K. Wyman. I an the commissioner of the New +ork
State Depairiment of Social Services. I welcome this opportunit to
prese-it this statement on behalf of the department and of the kew
York State Board of Social Welfare, our citizen policymaking board,
which is celebrating its 100th anniversary thiis, year.

1.R. 12080 which you have under conSidreration, is a very broad
piece of social legislation, Nit I intend.to o eoifne my remarks to those
portions of it whill are most pertinent to New Yo'rk State.

With regard to the social security benefits, the IMouse bill, while in-
creasing payments to social security beneficiaries by 121/2 percent, does
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not go nearly far enough in meeting the incone-mainteunce rtqlihe-
nenis of tho.e persons lit the lowest end of the scale. It, prop.es to

increase Minimum benefits from $4 to $50, wheil in reality tile mini-
mum belnetit should be at. least $TO, as proposed by the Federal admin-
istrat iol. If the minimum benefit is Inerased, a substantial number of
ol-age assistance recipients who must lxm supported now through the
wel fatre program, can have their inconie-mainteance requirements met
under the social insurance program. For example, move than 50 percent
of ore1 old-ago assistance recipients require such help because their
social security benefits are. iladequato to meet even minimm mieeds.
To make two separate payments for income maintenance represents
needless duplication and overhead. We could discontinue this sipple-
mentalion if the mninimim social security benefits were increased to a
reasonable amount.

'to argument is raised that to d so would call for an unwar'ralited
increase h'i'the social setliritv tax. As a former dcputv commissioner of
social security. I think it. is high time that generall tax revenues are
used to support the social security trust fund, at least in small part.
Precedent f-orthis rlconimendatfin is found in the financing of very
social insurance system in the civilized world and in tile fact liat our
own system now lAraws on general tax revenues to pay benefits to per-
sons over agAe 72 wl hai e not. had sulffitient covered mployment, and
to match the $i per month contributions paid by benef ciaries under
part B, title XVIII of the act;

Title XVI1, medicarn: The Federal administa ton's proposal to
cover about. i million disbled beneficiaries under title XVIIIshould
be adopted.
Tho CHATR3.AN. Let me just.'ask one question about that. If we put

this minimum high enough to take those people off State welfare by
existing standards, as n practical mnAtter wouldn't. that. result in .fle
States simply boist Ing th eir standard higher than that and continuing
those same payments in addition to it.?
Mr W'. r, Only if tMe necessity f6r raising the standards: was

quite Iapparent and itfi Is apparent, Mr. Cl1airman, when the'cost of
lhying has gon6 up gi'/ percent. this past. year.

'the CHIR. AN'. Well, I understand tlat. C ut my impression is that
whei e reduce these welfare payments in Federal matching if the
States have the money they just take the money they have and al)(cate
that through their welfare depart meats to people *ho are applying
for -ielp, the Pe0pop the existinge.aseload, s if they had ben get-
tine by witlet': sa, a maximum of $60 and we mo ke V25 or $80 hnore
availa ble to' rtStAte per MApita titn they" |st boos thor standard up
to a. hundred dollars and go right ahead dividing tle money they have
avdablo t6 them on that' basic. It tends t b the case because they have
adminipt, ive discretion to do it. and they" have th6money tleirand
rather than tting to sm6 otheo program the welfare administrators
just. sAy "well, let's adopt this now regulatfioh in a hurry, oterwise
the Siate legislature might 6pend it, hi'highways or something else."
Now, it might well be a gqd idea for thi Federal Goveriment toso

raise iS qoeual security standards thityon would have very little
requirement for State -. lfar pi okiaiis; 'ut I wonder if we would, by
just simply raising the welfare pityments without achieving thatobjec-
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tive if we just raised it, without (10ng sometibig about thec State
p)rogramns?I

.Mit. 11Ymx 111e)!, 1 certainly' agree with you that, Mr. Cliaiin11,
tiat. States should not rely upon iirae eiftsca euiybene-
fits, as a winldfall to olffset. stkie expendliture.,

On the oilier hand, I think k thie gieat, ailvan 'tige to 1hP recipients
flivmniselves is thiey would Ix- abde to look forward to having Oo my
iiit., one check. i ezms (o me there is q ile it bit of needles-- -- p -it-
tioli in 0111. pre.*nL situtiioj whlie c oli I be triledied if the mnninunt
benefit, at least, were subsAtntilly increased to take care of tis inor
SUlp1henlelltat i0o wiihi WC IIZliC t0 110%W perforIti.

Senator llm~rmr. NMr. (iiairkiun, lot uma ask the Comm i ioiler:
Wh'len you make y-our- defer-liinationl of 111e anmount11 (1tht is kieeded do

youJi take into coIisi(lellation ltamount of Cash you have onl hand in
lte State fund or is thie dIetermuinat~ion of iievd b)ased onl the require-
ments for taking care of a family orI whoever is involved ?

Air. Wymx Our situation in New Y'ork State, Senator, is soille
different. from many -Stateo. W1e have an omen Ond approprintion, and
we have nto linnil. oil tlie iuldividlual gra tot- assist ance for ally of t-11 ce
jur'grAIIns. So that if al individual Ileedls$2tkJ a month onl a ni eds basis
we will grant thint.

Senator IIARTKV. Yes.
Air. WMAN. Ntully111 We have an appropriat ion, but within thiat

AllJwprutiofl we hatve no ceiling ,S Ol H1indtida alwi
Sena,0tr hART..... Yet foi each oie of these cases iou have to imike an

indlivitlittd determination as to ueed; isn't that ti.ie?
Mr. WYMAN. 'hat is correct,
Senator IlAimr. Ifyon have a- person, for example, who comes in

and make.% an mpplication and there is a determination by thle investi-
gator Clint. lie lins suficiezit. need, then at a later (late it '10 determined
thint, his need has ceased to exist under your standards, and anl investi-
gator mankes thatt. finding then lie will. be dropped from the rolls; isn't
that true?

Mr. WYMAN. Correct.
Senator IIANTRE. How does lie come back on the rollsI
31r. WYMAN. Whenever lie reapplies.
Senator JIARmRE. lie ]titis to reApply; isn't, thit. true?
M1r.WIYMAX.0Oh,y ye.
Senator HAmrryE. So in effect. what you are, Saying here, and what. I

want to congratulate you for saying it, is thirit it- it; preferable to provide
a system whiereby these people can receive individual nan'teimiiice of
needed income, from a social securityqssteml which is based on a regular
procedure rather thian utiliziniF investigations and then having~ this
constanitthiought of "Big Unclo 'looking over your shoulder, anid 'if yon
would provide him $100 a month minimum,,as I have suggested in iy
bill, rather than the $50 am give by the House or the $44 as it is now or
the $70 as given by the administrator, you, would have. a multiplying
effect. Fi mt yout would take a group of people off the investigator rodls
You would reduce the aniount of mioney3 involved in welfare mayments.
You would also make it possible, for these people to come 61T thle welOfare
rolls. A $100 rninitrwm would take a hot off, won't it?

Mfr. WYMAN, Yes, sir. 1
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It would take more than 70. I recommend 70 because that was the
proposal from the administration.

Senator HMrrK . Just. for your information it would take over
1,400,000 off the rolls nationally if you take $100 and that is a very,
very conservative estimate, and I hope-you keep on pressing it and
putting pressure on all of us good Finance members to recognize the
need for taking care of it in this way.

Mr. WYMAW. Thank you,'Senator.
Turning now to title XIX, Mr. Chairman, and members of the corn.

mittee, the proposal before you would drastically reduce Federal par-
ticipation in the payment of medical assistance on behalf of medically
ntey persons in New York State and in 13 other States. Unfler tle
present law, States are authorized to establish their own standards for
medical assistance, just. as they are permitted in all other public assist-
ance programs. New York State, acting in good faith, estaislied its
standards in accordance with the provisions of the present Social Secu.
rity Act when title XIX was implemented in our State in May of 1966.
We have had a program of comprehensive medical care for medically
needy persons since 1929. Since 1936, all medical services have been
made available without durational, monetary or therapeutic limitations
of any kind. Prior to the adoption of title XIX our standard of eligi-
bility for a family of four needing hospital care was $152 and $47 for
all other medical services. In order to meet the Federal requirements
for "maintenance of State effort?' and not to substitute Federal funds
for State and local funds, it became necessary to raise the income stand-
ards. We would have raised these standard; to $5,700 for a family of
four in any event because the previous standard was based upon 1963
pricings. In the course of legislative consideration of the program in
New York State, agreement was reached to set the standard at $6,000
for a family of four where there is one employed person. If there is no
employed person the level is $5,150.

The proposal before-you would reduce this standard to 150 percent
of the cash assistance standard for a. similar size family (without in.
come and resources) on July 1, 1968 140 percent of thie standard on
January 1, 1969, and 138 percent on Janua y 1i 1970. This proposal if
enacted, will eliminate medical benefits for 600,000 pOtentially eligible
persons in the first 6 months' period, 760,000 persons in the iiext year
and 900,000 persons the third year. It will jeopardize help for employeA
families. It will reduce Federal contributions to the program by at least
$15 million the first 6 months, $70 million the second year, and$50 mil-
lion the third year. But this is not all the harm this proposal will do.
If our legisla'turefinds it necessary to conform the New York program
to the reduced Federal level, program expenditures will be reduced by
$45 million the first 6 months, $130 million the second year,-and $150
million the third year. The reason for this very substantial reduction is
that when one Federal dollar is eliminated from the program, one
matching State and one matching local dollar are also reduced, that is
in New York State. Therefore, the real impact of the Federal reduction
will be tripled. ....
• This propo al seems utterly unrealistic to us in New York State. It
is unrealistio because it proposes to reduce the eligibility standard at
the same time the cost of medical care is escalating at a very ra.pid rate.
It went up 8 percent last year, while the cost of hospital care increased
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16 percent. In addition, the general cost of living has increased at
least 3 percent since the inauguration of this program. No one predicts
a future leveling off of these costs, let alone a reduction in them.

The major cause of dependency in the United States is illness.
Everyone agrees that the "poorest of the poor," those who receive pub-
lic assistance, should have their medical care needs met. Also, most
people believe we should prevent dependent if at all possible. There-
fore it makes good, common sense to help those persons who are able
to support themselves with food, clothing, and shelter but who need
assistance with their medical care bills. This means we should help
the workingman who is faced with a sizable medical bill, in order that
lie will not have to mortgage his home, sell his car, or go into debt in
order to pay the medical obligation, or, even worse, deplete himself of
his resources to the point where he becomes a welfare recipient, The
health of the Natin i's one of, if not the most important of our con-
cerns. Any effort to deny, needed medical care to low-income' people is
poor economy, in my opinion.

The Con.res. need not be concerned with limiting Federal'partieip a-
tion in medicaid, because there is a built-in restriction on costs. That
is the requirements for State and local matching funds. In New York
these matching funds represent'almost two-thirds Of the total costs.
Very few other States have this fiscal capacity. In fact New York is the
only State which has met the 1975 deadline established by Congress in
title XIX which requires all States by that time to have provided
comprehensive medical care for all needy persons The fears expressed
last year over possible runaway costs just haven't materialized.There-
fore we urge title XIX remain unchanged in this respect.

The CHAIMAN. Let me ask you about that for just a oment -
Mr. WymAx. Yes, sir.
The CHAR AN (continuing). To see how it works out.
We'ywere warned for many years if we didn't pass medicare that the

cost of the Kerr-Mills program, which is medicaid, as I understand it,
that. was the genesis of it, was going to skyrocket.

Now, we have medicare and we also' have this medicaid program. As
I undortand the House bill tried to hold the cost of the ihedicaid pro-
gram down. The House is moving toward a program where you pro-
vide medical care t6 those who can't pay, and expect people to 'pay it
if they are working and can earn income. . .

Now, does this House bill mean that you are going to be insisted on
peope paying for medical care who cannot afford to pay for it orwho
cant findways to pay it over a period of time if one advances cidit
to them'and that sort of thing I

Mr. WYMAN. Well, sir, the House Proposal woul4 reduce the stand-
ard of eligibility in our State in which there will be Fderal partici-
pation, for this same family of four from $6,000 to $3,900 by January 1,
1970. So what it really does is penalize the employed person.

The CHAnuMAN. $6,000 to what, $3,900?
Mr. WYMAN. $3,900, ye, r
What It really does, .ou see is ontinue, of course, to take care of

the persorA who is reviving cash assistance the poorest of the poor that
I mentioned earlier. Eve-yone s we should meet their medical
needs, bt what we in New York tried to do-

The CHAIMAN. In regard to this family makiig $6,000' could you
have some sort of a sliding scale so that they would pay perhaps the
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first 10 percent of that medical expense, or pay up to maybe $300 or
$400, and then the State or the State, with Federal matching, perhaps,
pay the additional part of it?

1r. W iAN. Yes, sir.
In'fact we do have that arrangement f6i other than in-hospital care

iii our State, where if the income of the family is above '4,500 they
pay a deductible representing, in eftec, I percent of the income. There
Is no deductible required for rn-hospital care because the Social Secu-
rity Act prohibits such deductibles.

The CHAukAJ. Well, now why should we do that! Why should
we prohibit a deductible? Why should we, at the Federal level, pro.
hibit yoiu from having a deductible that would relate to someone's
ability to- pay?

Mr. WPmAN. It pertains only, you understand, to in-hospital care
and I assume the Congress felt-

The CHAiIAN. Wy should we have that I
• Mr. W .Congress felt this was the most expensive kind of

medical care and, therefore, people shouldn't be expected to contribute
toward their own hospital care.

The CHAM MAN. Sitting as one member of this committee every once
in a while, I run into a ridiculous Federal law, and when I ask about it
no one on this comniitteeor 9n the House Ways and Means Committee
knows about it but we filo that some bureaucrat on the Hill proposed
it and we enacted it without knowing what it Was.' • a

What.possible sense is there in the Federal law saying you can't have
some deductible for hospital care when the States are paying for it?
All we are doing is matching you to go along with your standards.

Mr. WYMAN. Sir, I hope that is a rhetorical question. I am not able
to answer that ! . .

The Ci IAN. You can't answer. *eA, that is all right.g To me it
just doesn't make any sense. I would think that if a fail y comes In
here and they have $7,000 of income, that the answer shouldn't be that
.You can't ask them to pay any part of it, but if they come in here and

h bill is $1,000 1 would think you might be able to ask them to iPay all
that exceeds $700, for example, or pay the first $300 or $400 of it, and
then6 that the State would pay the rest of it for them.

Mr. W MAN. Yes, sir. . I I
We do that where the income exceeds this exempt level of, say $8,000.
Let me give you an example. Suppose the man-
The GC x N, But you say you can't do it insie the hospital?

Mr. WYMAN. No. -

The Cu*qx vw. For hospital care.
Senator 0Artis I
Senator Cuf . want to ,yk now, what is the income limitation

in New York at tlhApresent time
'Mr. WYmAN. For a family of four anet income of $6,000.,
Senator Cumrs. How do you define net-income?
Mr. Wxxa . Tipmq less Stateo pnd Federal income toxes, health in-

surname premipnv, and any court - rered payments makes niet income.
Seiaitor CuiTrq. So that Would probably represent *aes of cof-

siderably 'more than that?"
MA., WymAN. Wages of what, sir1
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Senator Qva'ns. I say ,an individual has to have considerably more
than $6 000 to have $6,000 net after?

Mr. WYMAx. Gross ffcm,,- ssir'. ~aymm
Senator CuRTIs. Now, also this coverage takes cam of any memb-6i

of the family who becomes sick, not necessarily the breadwinner, isthat rilhtifMr.tVif. Yes 'sir.

Sen at O CURis. So in order to be eligible you not otily can have
this net income of $6,000, you do not have to le aged dQ you?

Mr. WYMAN. No, sir.
Senhtor CuwRis. You do not have to be unemployed V
Mr. WYMAN. No, sir.
senator CURTIS. And the breadwinner does not need to be disabled f
Mr. WYMAN. No, sir.
Senator CunTis. How many of these people are you taking care of

who have or have available at reasonable group rates hospital and
medical insurance?

Mr. WY3-AN. Our initial statistical information indicates that be-
tween 40 and 45 percent of the people who are qualifing for this
program in New York State have health insurance, It is either of a
contributory-I mean most if it, however, is of h noncontributory
tyle.

Senator CRTIS. Do they draw those benefits in addition to the
medicaid?

Mr. WYMAN. They draw those benefits first. In fact under our
statute they must avail themselves of these resources before we will
step in and pick them up.

Senator Curris. All right.
Now what incentive is there for an eTployer to continue those?
Mr. Y L-A. Actually there isn't as mnch as there should be.
Senator CURTIS. There isn't any, is there f
Mr. WYM AX. Very little, for this reason. Senator: The only-the

very interesting thing about it, however, is that no one, to my knowl-
edge, has actually dropped health insurance in New York State by
reason of this program. There were many fears expressed that"thi's
would ha ppen, that people would convert life insurance or they would
drop health insurance coverage, and this hasn't happened. One of
the reasons for that is* that Inany of these health insurance coverages
are of a union negotiated type, or they are of nationalcontract type,
and the unions are not about to have their membership drop their
insurance coverage.

Senator CURTIs. So it seems now for instance, a fat~ily of four1 in
New York State could have $4,000 left after they paid their Federal
income tax, the State taxes, which no doubt include the taxes'on their
home.''

Mr. WYXAN. N, air; just State income taxes.
Senator CRT~s.J~uT1st the State income tax?
Air. WVYIAN. Yes, Isir.
Senator (Yu1s. Also their medical insurance?
Mr. WVYMA. And their health, insurance prerniima; yes, sir.
Senator Cimris. How about their Social security pAymentsa
Mre WIVMAN, No. . -.
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Senator Cuii; if they have eveh $6,000 net as defined by. your
law and one of their children had to have their tonsils removed you
pa the entire bi... .Ir Wy ,. yes, Sir,

Senator Curais. Do you realize that there are very, very many citi-
zens over the country who pay some Federal tax who have nowhere
near $6,000 to live on who are taxed to pay that bill, and here the
breadwinner is neither unemployed, he isn't aged and he isn't disabled I

Mr. V'YAN. In Nebraska, Senator, I am sure that that is the case.
In New York City I don't. think that is the case. It costs more to live
in New York than'it'does in Nebraska. 4 .
.Senator CuRTIS. It isn't worth any more, it isn't worth as much.
[Laikhter.] And there is absolute freedom of movement in the coun-
try.

Mr. WYMAN. I think another thing you have to keep in mind, Sen-
ator, is that New York, for example, pays 131/ percent of Federal in-
come taxes and gets back 10 percent in the form of grants in aid and
benefits so when it comes to the standpoint of a State taking advantage
of the FederAl Treasury, I don't think that is the case. After all, N'ew
York is putting up $2 to get $1 Federal here.

Senator CuRIs. You must have quite a good tax base there.
Mr. WYMAN. We have a forward looking Governor and legislature

and electorate who are-
Senator Cums. I am satisfied all are looking forward to Washing-

ton in more ways than one. [Laughter.]
The CrAInMANx. While you aretalking about all of New York's en-

titlements, if I were draining money out of the other 49 States in in-
terest charges the way Manhattan Island is I wouldn't go around
complaining. We are paying something else on poorer States too, but
you are not testifying against the program as a whole, I take it. You
just think that New York ought to be able to continue this program
that they presently have that is what you have in mind.

Mr. WYMAN. Yes, that is it exactly.
Senator GoRE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator GoRE. Mr. Commissioner, you just made a statement that

the cost of living is higher in New York State than in Nebraska. I
am not as familiar with Nebraska as I am with Tennessee and Wash-
ington. What items in the cost of living would you say, are higher in
Washington, D.C., than in Tennessee?

Mr. WYMAN. I should imagine the rents, sir the homeownership
costs are probably higher. I thing food and clothing, these items are
pretty much the same throughout the country.

Senator Gons. As a matter of fact, my wife tells me that groceries
are higher in my hometown in Tennessee than in Washington.

You have named rent. What else might be higher,
Mr. WYMAN. Perhaps transportation, perhaps utility costs. I am

not familiar with the Washington facts in this case. But I believe
these are the things that make for the various differences. Certainly
the cost of medical care in New York City is among the highest in
the country.

Senator GoRE. Why would that be ? Are drugs higher in New York?
Mr. WYMAN. No. I think labor costs, which represent a very sub-
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stantial part of hospital operation, for example, are one of the major
factors nere.

Senator Gouu, Let's take, some of tle items in the cost of living.
Food would be no higher, would it?

Mr. WYxN. I believe there wouldn't be very much difference. I do
not think clothing represents much of a difference, but I do think in
areas of homeownership, rental, and transportation and utility costs.
In the northern part of our State, certainly clothing costs because of
more acute winter conditions would be a factor. But these would make
for some difference.

Senator CoPfz. Does an automobile cost more?
Mr. Wy Ax. I don't imagine so.
Gasoline is about the standard rate throughout the country.
Senator Gonm. Gasoline, as a matter of fact might be higher in

Tennessee, the automobile would be higher in Tennessee, food-would
be higher in Tennessee. What about State and locAl taxes?

Mr. WYMAN. I really have no knowledge about that, Senator.
Senator Golz. What I am trying to illustrate to you is that you

have dismissed the question of Senator Curtis of the justice of taxing
a person in Nebraska who has an earning of $4,000 a year to pay the
medical expenses of a citizen in New York who earns $6,000 a year.
You dismiss that by saying that the cost of living is higher, but some
of the principal items in the cost of living will be higher in Nebraska
than in New York Cit

Mr. WYMAN. Well, Senator, I wouldn't want to leave the inpres-
sion that I was dismissing Senator Curtis' question cavalierly. I gave
that as a reason. I can't-I am not'an economist, I don't have avail-
able to me the information that you are asking with respect to com-
parison of cost-of-living factors throughout the country, but I am
just drawing on a conclusion that may be erroneous. I do think, how-
ever perhaps a more thoughtful answer to Senator Curtis' question
woulct be on the basis of the per capita income in these various States,
and the ability of the State to meet its obligations with respect to its
own needs or medically needy, persons. I think there isn't any ques-
tion that New York State has a greater fiscal capacity to accomplish
this, and in view of the fact that we are already spending almost two-
thirds from State and local funds, it would indicate the willingness
of the citizens of New York to support this program.

My point is simply that I don't think the Congress would want to
place a greater burden than having two-thirds of the costs already
paid by local and State taxpayers stepped up by dropping the Fed-
eral share of the program when New York State pays a very substan-
tial part of the Federal taxes to begin with.

Senator Gour. The Members of the Congress must, it seems to me,
seek to deal as equitably and fairly and equally as possible with the
citizens of Nebraska, New York and any other State. And I must say
to you that it is very difficult or me to justify the situation which
Senator Curtis describes levying a tax upon a citizen in Nebraska
with one-half the income of another citizen in New York, while the
citizen in Nebraska must pay all of his medical expenses and be taxed
to pay the medical expenses of the citizen in New York with an earn-
ing (apacity of much more. How would you justify that?

M1r. VVYWAN. Well
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Senator Goiw: No t"Is a commissioner from- New York, but-as
thOug you were a member of the Senator Finance Committee *it,
an obi igation to deal equitably with all citizeins in whatever State the ymay live.

Mr. WYMA;..I would have to look at it from the standpoint of
what the State itself believed it could support, Nebraska evidently
doesn't feel that it can support a program of the scope that New York
feels that it can. But I think proportionately you would find that the
amount of money, Federal funds that are being channeled to New
York either per capita or on a relationship to the per capita income
or in relationship to the income taxes that the source of which resides
in New York State residents would all point to'the issue I an) making
and that is that this is not charging Nebraska or Tennessee residents
for a program in New York, State.

Senator Gou. Why isn't it?
Mr. WYMAN. Simply because the New York State origination of

the funds is so much more substantial than it is in Tennessee or
Nebraska or anywhere else in the country.

Senator GoPN. Well, you know, Mr. Commissioner, you are really
making an arg3iment here to the effect that to him that hath shall be
given and to him that hath not shall be taken away.

Mr. WVYMAN'. Well let me Put it a little differently, if I may, Senator
Gore. I think that New Yorkers generally support the concept of the
variable grant., the Federal grant in aid program, variable according
to the per capita income or the capacity of the State to carry its own
burden.

Senator Goa. Yes, I understand.
Mr. WY.-MAN'. Now, in New York State these Federal arants in aid

formulas invariably work on the boais of giving New York, California,
and other relatively high income States a lower return and a much
higher return to Mississippi and Alabama and places where the ca-
pacity is not so great.

Now, we have not, as T understand it, have not objected to this con.
cept the haves helping the have-nots, and that is all that is being said
here.

Senator Ooi.. What you are pleading for is for the have-nots to
help the haves?

Mr. WYMAN'. I think that in order to get you the answer to the ques-
tion that yon are talking about, you say that the have-nots would Ie
helping the haves here, Iiist doN't think that is the case and it, won't
be under this program.It hasn't been so far under this program.

Sentnr Gour. Tt. me make this o.ervation about the income of the
State of New York. T think a /Treat deal of that income is derived
from interest. payments from and profits from sales into various other
States. I don't think you can entirely dismigq the inequitablo treatment
of citizens on the baits that one man lives in a State that has a small
nPr capita income while another lives in a Statp with n nrgs ) pr enita
income. True we mitqt deal with States. hut, this m-10 be modified by
the fact tlt we are dealing essentially with the individ-al Ameriean.
And it is nufair, inequitable treatment when voi sanv that hecamo a
certain citizen lives in a State that is 010h, AIu tIh-e him nr~e. WV)v?
Merely beenuse he lives in a State that has a large income. Should you
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olinalize t man, a citizen, an American$ because lie lives in Nebraska, a
State with a low per capita:incoine I

Mr. WYMAN. No,of couY-senoL ' ' -
Senator Go&. Are his need, are his paiis aby les severe ? Do his

groceries cost less do the drugs cost less? 'Iis is a harsh rule we are
attempting to apply here. , . w_
Mr. WYMAN. tink really what you fre saying, Senatbr, is that w6

need a national standard and not. necessarily of income, but a national
progTam of care for people Who need medicalicare.

Senator Go. I think we are approaching agreement. on that. Mr.
Chairman, I didn't mean to interrupt you.
Tho CIAU,MA. Thank you,
Here is an article, and I will'be glad to put it in the record at the

conclusion of y'our statement. I am sure you have seen it. 1t. is from
the A ew York liuies, Septe piiber 17, this year.

"Upstate areas fear binkruptcy from risig cost of medicaid," and
thc3'Just ay that is their statements and those people sAy that, they
just a'imt carry tie county part of this iciicaJ aid expense. They say
that the pooet counties are those being hurt the hardest because they
have the highest preentage of niedicaid patients, and tile people are
quoted here as saying that the costs of this thing have just sky-
rockted. It would seem to me there is a irde 0n on both y;ou a nd us to
see how we can keep the costs of this thing on some znndgeable basis.

Now, we will not let a peion deduct ftromn income taxes his medical
expenses unless they exceed 3 percent of his income, ihe theory being
that everybody had soine medical expenses and unless hehas unusually
high medical expenses lie ought to take care of them out of his own
pocket. Now why shouldn't we put that principle in lipie? I am not
talking about. the welfare cases, but about some one who is making
enough money to paddle his own canoe. Why can't we say that lie is
going to pay at least 3 percent before we start paying for it through
public funds?

Mr. WYmAms. That is a possibility, Senator, and as I explained in the
New York statute there is such a deductible.

The CA-IRUAN. Would it help you if we would repeal this section
of the Federal law that says-how it got there I can't figure out-we
would have no deductible it lie were in a hospital drawing or receiving
hospital care? Just st rike tha out?

Mr. WY3MA-. If I had a chbice I think from an administrative stand.
poinl administering a deductible is a very difficult thing to do, and the
public health people hold that anything that stands as a bar for the
person, particularly in )ow income situations from getting needed
medical care early caln, you know' be adetriment to his eventual health
recovery.

SGiAen an alternative btween a deductible and a lowering of eligi-
bihly J .ould prefer ia loering of the eligibility limit without a We.
duct b for the reasons I gve.

The-0 (AUiMaN. You are talking as an administrators.
Mr.jVTXAXr. Yes sir, solely as an administrator.
T10 Ciem AR i. Iut so far as social.justice is concerned wouldn't a

deaiwb)le related to income be more fair.
Ml AN Oh, certA 0y. 6.,t y..
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The CHAIRMAN. I realize the tremendous administrative problems
you have in handling this and I know what the hospital administrators'
problems are so we will have to think about that.
But I wouid just ask if that isn't one way to help keep the costs of

this thing down.
Here is a story today Wednesday, September 20, that should also be

in the record. Here is governor Reagan of California saying that-
Senator Gore. One of the forward-looking Governors.
The CHAIRMAN. But I suspect he is quite right on this. (Laughter.]
He declares that the public welfare system must be judged a -failure

in this country. le is talking about medicaid and he says down here:
In California alone, hastily drawn legislation in this field can bankrupt our

State unless we have major revisions.
Now, the House is moving to provide some revisions. I think you

would agree that really as a public expense we are just not trying to
pay everybody's medical bill. But we are trying to pay the bill of
people who have great difficulty in paying out of their own resources.
We are just not trying to take care of everybody and providing for
everybody's medical bills at State expense, are we .

Mr. W'TMAN. No, sir, and neither are we. We lust want to kee )
them from becoming welfare recipients because of medical illness.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me somebody receiving $8,000 ought to
pay some share of his medical expenses and I woula hope we could
work something out .along that line. You don't oppose that if it is
administratively feasible, I take it?

Mr. WYMAN. Yes sir, that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. tour answer should be no, you don't oppose it.
Mr. WYMAN. Yes, I concur with your statement, is the wayTshould

clarify the record, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thanks very much.
Mr. WYMAN. May I proceed f
The CHARMAN. Yes, go right ahead.
Mr. WYmrN. With regard to title XIX and supplementary medical

insurance benefits, the actuaries of the Social Security Adminiistration
are concerned that. people over pge 05 will discontinue their $3 per
month payments under part 1, tide XVIII of the act, in order to ob-
tain benefits under title XIX, medicaid. To counteract this possibility
the House bill contains a provision (section 222 of the bill) authorizing
States to "buy in" on behalf of all medically needy aged persons in
the State by paying the $3 per month contrilution not later than Jan-
uary 1, 1970. The penalty for not doing so is that States will not be
able to claim under title XIX, medicaid, for medical benefits that
would have been made available under part B, title XVIII. We esti-
mate there are 1,400000 medically needy aged in New York State
who are potentially eligible under tit le XIX. To "buy In" for this group
would cost $50 miillion per year. However, the bill before you will
not permit States to claim one-half of this cost, as we are permitted to
do now when we "buy in" for old age assistance recipients. This pro.
posal is really an unwarranted penalty on States that wish to make
certain all their medically needy senior citizens are adequately covered
under the supplemental medical insurance benefits program. We rec-
ommend fulI Federal reimbursement in this situation.
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Tunilng now to public assistance, Mr. Chairman, in 1935 when the
Social Security Act was adopted, it was thought that most of the
problems of dependency, except for those of the ihged, the blind
widows and orphans, could be solved as soon as the economy recovered
and the 15 mllion persons then unemployed--out of a labor force
of 45 minlion--could be returned to jobs. Thus the public's concept of
the welfare function was one of alleviating temporary problems. It
wasn't until the 1950's that the basic causal factors of welfare depend.
enoy were generally recognized. These stein from poor health lack
of education, poor housing, racial discrimination, mental deficiency,unemployment, oIld age youth, and other factors-and obviously their
solution is not easW. While welfare departments do what they can-
in conjunction wit i other Government and private agencies in health,
welfare, educe.tion, and allied fields-to prevent, rnleviate, and elimi-
nate those hazards that threaten the well-being of individuals and
families, they have not been able to eradicate the basic causes of pov-
erty in our society and economy. To do so will require,'under Govern-
ment leadership, the massive support and participation of industry
and private agenciks, and by the whole spectrum of civic and com-
munity organizations.

Because the people who require public assistance represent the fail-
ures elsewhere of society, and_ because public welfare highlights the
social and monetary cost of these failures, it is often faulted for its
inability to solve all the problems for all lie people, all of the time.

In 1956 Congress adopted a set of goals and objectives for public
welfare. Simply stated, the. are to encourage self-support, .lf-care,
and, in addition for AFDC families, thestrengthening of family life.
I think it would be well to evaluate H.R. 12080 in the light of these
goals and purposes.

Society has found that the best way to motivate an individual or an
institution is to offer either an inducement for accomplishment or to
prescribe a )unishment or loss of privileges for failure. In other words,
this is the "carrot and stick" approach. Therefore in 1962 Congress
offered an inducement to States to provide social services for recipients
by reimbursing them for provision of defined services, at a 75-porc nt
rate, as compared with the 50-percebt rate for regular administrative
costs. The bill before you now proposes that the "carrot and stick"
approach be used with regard to individual recipients and families.
Tlis technique must be used with discretion because too much "carrot"
or too much "stick" can have an adverse effect upon the individuals
who are to be motivated. The alleged "get tough" policy in ii.R. 12080
is a case in point.

Aid to families with dependent children. The bill proposes that each
adult and each child over 16 in an AFDC family would be Provided
with employment counseling, testing, and job training. This is a laud-
able purpose. Certainly every male recipient who is physically able
should accept training and take appropriate employment. However,
mothers should be offered employment opportunities only when the
best interests of their children would be'served in so doing. To this
end the proposal for expanded day-care services is a very. positive one.
But all mothers should not be forced to work outside their homes.

In a similar fashion,.the offering of family planning services should
be safeguarded, as it is in New York State, by proscribing any coercion
in connection with the offering of such services.
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, C I "NTX ;t ii)sk ylo this wh1 y6yuare oh this subject.
(edatI~ w "Oh6bni*4 -~filled- %Tl ltes~vost rnn

tb~~scoinmittee~~a 161r al a6n eve ogiiii. Why can't tho -4
people b told that if they can fid tinie 'd impede the work f the
Congress that tjiey can nd ti6 t pick tip isomu beer cans iD 'front of
th e ir h o i se , '

Mr, Wi , Preisely, I agee with yo.
The CtLli6. . Iit are able to work; hivo work right in front.

of them, bt can't find time to so much as, etch thb rats in their .o6
h~use, I don't s ey wli ht 'to hav e'them on the public payroll.

Now, it see S to me as though they 'ought to be able to find some-
thing to do i twy can find time to go demonstrate or wraop a ch'al
aromtud a city Imal or come in here and 4eonStrate in the streets and
iinped, th , work 'f the Cones. Those people ought f6 be offreil
the, opportunity to work and if they dop't want to do something con-structive then just shouldn't pay them, period.

MAr. Wiu. AIr. Chairman, I had the pleasure of hearing your
opening.,remaLrks this morning, and I concur *with them t hundred
percent, and I certainly concur with the idea that wherever it's pos-
sible and feasible and in the best inteorets of those children thew.
people should be expected to accept training and take counseling, job
counseling, and ac-c t employment when i's offered.

The CxiAwix..We have a program for unemployment insurance.
The people who draw that unemployment insurance have paroed that
right. They worked under covered employment, gainfully employed,
and there was a tax on that payroll so that when they were no longer
employed because the boss didn't have a job for them, there would-be
an unemployment insurance check waiting for them after 'they had
been without employment for 2 weeks. I

Now, that had to be-suitable employment, too. That is the way the
law reads as I understand it..

So if a person has been a steelworker or a pipefitter he doesn't have
to go to work on a job that doesn't pay a mmunum wage. He would
take the view he is accustomed to doing a higher caliber of work 'than
that and the kind of work that he does is not available to him.

But those people cannot turn down suitable employment and still
draw that unemployment insurance check. Would you mind telling
me why % welfare cient who has never done a day's work in his life
ought to be put above a man who works for a living and pays tosupport thosepepe - .' •1Mr. WYth. ,e I would nt. In fact in our State a refusal to accept

a valid job offer just the way you, have described i means discontin-
uance of assistance and, farther, 41 employable perons are referred to
the State employment office regularly in order to. make themselves
available for employment opportunities.. .... o St . tt
. The Cn .xex. Then do understandd in Now York Stat now, that

you don't provide pu bio ,wlfare payments to people who have a job
available to thqra but wont take it

Mr. WYMN, Yes, sire that is correct,
The (hl ., x Wel, then, Tdont' se Were, ypu an4 I have music

to )argueLa~t ,' -
Mr. ,u do. 3K .

.................................. f,
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My on parent is tht g'~n't t) " k "ll" motbers, you'know,
W )~ynlly S iioi speak, sfiQ~ld b zpeedt ta employment with-

ou 'nsuen th mic-o ~w ~)et o h h6ni6 or the
-iflden Ibltefle-i pr AeuperviisMIoi the .children and day-care

facilities antd- things 'of thiAt kcid, then -I think that is- fine. But I
wldn't liketo see a meat t approach to this.

W(ie CHiAtnfiAxLet 'me say, I 46i't'kiow of anybo4y,' including
the members of t66 Houso Ways akd Means who have suggested that
a mo11thor be required to leave a phlicl without cre' in thes home or
withic~t even approprigto qarem in th.'home -in order to go to work
somewhere.

Nfr. W-vwxx. This is the 0 thg I think we have to gtu~id against.
The0 CnAuITMAX. I had te god f6rtune to have A nu0mbi6r of good

motlibrs working for me, either in Loi inao hereo who do very fine
work and tae very fine people. Theh e found wast poiefor
their children. It is proposed'her6 ia We find ways to hiel, welfare
mothers. to, take care of those children while they do something
worthwhile and something constructive. I am frank to say I am not

impessd ithth ida-h at those welfaree. mothers are Ing some-
thing constructive sitting q iund those homes. Part of the time per-
hiapsso,Wbfall he- tini6 I rathere doubt it. '_-

Bu ohr ohesar upotiug their families and it'semns to me
those welfare mothers could strive to do the same thin.

Does it. seom. fair toyufor those mothers whlo work in my office
anid 'in Laoiisianx to p~y takes; to -suppr:wIlaemoh'swodnt
feellike working? otwlaemohr h o'

Mr. Wym~x. No sir;- I agree with you.
"The CRnMAwfur.hk you ver -Mueh.

* M r.-W~xAx. We support 'the Pederal -adm~inistration's proposal
which ip not tentained in7FLR.12O80,'to ;re-quire Statsto meet the full
standards 6f~ need as determined by each State.'The Advisory Coundil
on Public Welfare last year said that low public assistance pAyments
contri buts to the perpetuation of povi~yaddpr io htetzd
into f -ture orations. ryaddpitonhtetns

New York is bne of the States-that Mnee 100 picetof need. Yh
addition We'reVise anid reprice -our io*ndardp,annifually. Therefore, this
proposal will have no effect in our Stat, but fIt is ,essential if the poor
in many States are not to be c~ad 6f the-iiiiium essentlal f life.

Work incentives: Wo certainly § j poitthe proposaltohav Aiea4rn-ingo eeption apd*als to hkve thbit.0niflormly, apedgaless of
the source of such earniings. It apjeas- to me, that exeippt&n the first
$80 of earned famIly income. pjus ofithi 'd oI anydditlojafeai-ning

ts ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' a0c pte i, h ih ieeln uti mgt:bte $hv c
of eoMption whieh would provide m6ie of anitMuq1e'qert. to th re.

ci pent to. take himself -completely off the welfar" rolls." Such a ita"o
&obd ,provid40 a pr_~sali xmto sthe earm~i

T11'0 CktMAXAtr. Do you ihink 'this I miistrativelly f~silef#
Mr.' Wit~ t Ismr iflut bu P'. altlT"nk it, wo-uld pi-ovido a
gre Jr Suexis or if tu.IW

~ uiei'nloy4 fathers§ Who
ha'e a 6i4i:xpred' i
ment. Some parents, mothers as well, have not had a recent employ-

83-231-4?--pt. 3--4
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meant opportunity, and their children should not be discriminated
against. Similarly, it should not be necessary fot the parents tQ ex-
haust their unemployment compnsation benefits before assistance is
made available. We have found it necessary to supplement these bene-
fits when they are inadequate to meet the needs, especially in larger
families.

Federal payments for foster home care: The proposal in H.R. 12080
to make payments up to an average of $100 per month per child for
those placed in a foster home under court order is another move in the
right direction. Unfortunately this would aid only 5 percent of the
40,000 children which New York State now has in foster care. The cost
of their care is approximately $100 million per year, paid entirely
from State and local funds. We believe there is a valid Federal interest
in the well.being of these unfortunate children who can certainly be
classed as ones who are in the greatest need of assistance and care.
The mere fact that they do not have a relative within the Federal
classification who is able to care for them should not prevent the Fed-
eral Government from meeting its obligation to these youngsters. We
recommend that coverage be expanded to include all needy children
in foster care.

Limitation on number of children in AFDO classification: We are
strongly opposed to the proposal that the proportion of children in
each State receiving AFDjO dne to the absence of a parent be frozen
at the level of January 1967. If this ceiling is imposed, approximately
25,000 needy children and their dependent parents in New York State
would not be ehgible for help. The loss in Federal reimbursement
would be approximately $20 million per year.

The purpose of this amendment, as I understand it, is to restrict
the number of ill tmate children that the Federal Government will
aid. I think this is-asically unsound because certainly an illegitimate
child is as much in need as a legitimate one and he OVould not be pun-
ished for the sins of his parents.

Beyond this, however, is tho fact that included in the category of
absent parents are U.S. servicemen stationed overseas, including Viet-
nam. When their allotments are inadequate to meet the needs of their
families, or when they do not make an allotment, their children, un-
der present law, are eligible for AFDC payments.

The CHii--AN. Why shouldn't we find ways to make those fathers
contribute something to the Support of their children I

Mr. 'WY.%. I think you could, Senator through the appropria-
tions for the Defense Department or some otter legislative means. But
that still wouldn't meet the problem whore the man does make an al-
lotment but he has a large, family and this is inadequate this allot-
ment, large as he can make it is still not adequate to meet the needs of
his family back home.

The CHARMAN. I am not concerned about the man who is making
a substantial effort, but it seems to me there are tremendous resources
available in this Federal Government which are not available to a
private client to see that fathers contribute something for the sup-
port of those children. In fact, We have resources available to us that
are not available to you. We can tax that father wherever he happens
to be, and if he is anywhere in the, United States or anywhere within
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the reach of this Government we have the authority to reach out and
lay the heavy hand of the Federal Government on hum.

I am not in favor of undue Federal interference in any case where
it is not justified, and where it is not necessary, but if we can work
out some way to reach that father who owes support to those children,
and is refusing to do anything about it, would you favor thatI

Mr. Wymxw. Yes.
The CHAntAxa .As a general principle.
Mr. Wym-. As a general principle, and something we are actively

doing all the time is seeking to obtain contributions from the absent
father. In fact, as you know, there is a reciprocal, Uniform Recip-
rocal Support Act, that all States have now adopted, that permits us
to reach across States lines; but it doesn't permit us to reach to the
man overseas and under these conditions.

The CHARMAN. We could help you with that, couldn't we.
Mr. WvxAx. Yes, you could. But in the meantime I don't think that

an arbitrary limitation on the number that the Federal Government
is going to help under this absent-parents classification is going to
help the children back home either.

The CHAIRMAN. We are not just asking you to come up here and
tell us why you don't think something will work. We are asking, you
ought to be looking at the problem, coming in and saying here, "It
seems to us we might have a better answer for this problem." After
all, you are an administrator. .

Mr. WyxAN. Well, I concur in your comments. Senator that a way
would be to put a little teeth into the servicemen's side oi it.

The CHAIRMN. One way we could do it with regard to these ab-
sentee fathers, once we determine they are the father and they are not
supporting the child is to place some kind of a tax on them which
would have thesame effect as if you had garnisheed their salaries wher-
ever they go. We would take part of their check and pay part of the
tx ense.9;r. WYMAN. We want to make certain it gets back home for the

benefit of those children.
If this proposal is adopted, many of these servicemen's dependents

will be eliminated from the rolls, with all the unnecessary hardship
and morale problems resulting.

My final point, Mr. Chairman: New York favors the proposal to
authorize $5 million for the next 4 years for grants to colleges and
universities to develop proms for training social workers. Unfor-
tunately the sum is woefully inadequate to do the job, and we would
recommend that $50 million per year be authorized and appropriated.

That concludes mn .emarks, Mr. Chairman. If you have any further
questions I would bV glad to answer them.

The C AIRMAN. Thanks very much.
Senator Williams, Senator Bennett1
Senator Bzsxvrr. Mr. Chairman, I think you have pretty thor-

oughly explored for the committee all of the witnesses' points of view
and have no questions.

The CIArMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cums. No further quest ions.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. WTrAN. Thank you.
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(Articles referred to previously by the cbtdrman fallow :)
i'rom tho Wootogton Post, Sept. 20, 19071

PORszo W&tYaMn 87ktsi A FAILV M, RkAbAN SAYS

(By Willian .hampan, Washington Pos4, stpq writer)

UA,% FAxcisco, September 19.-Goy. Ronald Reagan delared today that'thie
public welfare system "must be Jqdged a frilure in this country today." 0
., -The goal of welfare, he told a group of uewspaper editors and publishers, Is to
reduce the number of people getting public assistance and y't the welfare rolls
eo'tine to mount, I I

The California Governor, who Is In a struggle with his State's courts over wet-
fare policies, also suggested-that welfare should no longer be ,considered an
"Inalenable right" of the poor."Isn't it something of a glftgranted by people *ho earn their owa way to those
who cannot, or in some cases even to those who will tiotie' he asked.

Answering editors' questlons% Reagan once again Insisted that he hopes to dis-
courage supporters in other states from starting Reagan-for-PresIdet calmdigs.

'I'm doing everything I can to discourage tlis by colitacting these people and
l'^'on't lift a finger to campaign," lie said. lie Intends to lead the California
Repnbican depletion as a favbrite-son candidate to the GOP contention next
summer....t

Ieagani's coninents on welfare follow the general line laid down fit his gulerma-
torial campaign last fall, although they seemed wore broadly directed at the
entire national public asslAtaice system..redat

"!The goal of welfare-should be to wake reciplcnts Independent of welfare." he
aMid, "it Is one government progranvwhost success can only be measured by i
decline In the necessity for continuing It... By these standards, welfare must
be Judged a failure In the country today." ,
The Governor was especially critical of Medicaid, the federally supported sys.

tern of providing medical care for those who cannot afford It. Like other gOr.
ernorp, Reagan has found that the states' Medicaid bills are much higher than
had been anticipated.

Iu California, he said, Medicaid costs are rising at the rate of 50 per cent a
year and the state went,.130 million Into debt to fund the first 10 months of Itsoperqtlons.44M are In deep trouble when in this phase of oar welfare programs," Reagan

told the conference, which Is sponsored by United Press International.
"In California alone, hastily drawn legislation In this field can bankrupt our

state unless we have major revisions."
A conference of officials from large states opens here tomorrow to consider

changes In the Medicaid program. The meeting wag once billed as a political
gathering of Reagan, Michigan Go. George Romnney and New York Go. Nelson
A. Rockefeller. However, Rockefeller has said he Is not coming and Reagan and
Romney will not meet personally at the sessions here.

(From the New York Tilmes, Sept. 17. 19871

UpsTAYt AitAs FLAR BANK oRV1T FoM Rmilio (JOST or ItnicAm

(By Martin Tolehin)

Upstate counties are facing bankruptcy, increased taxes and mounting frustra-
tion because of the vastly increased co4ts of the Medicald program,

Sleepy villages with tree-sbadol gri'ens and Civil War monuments have iwak-
eneti to stormy debates o(er ho* t pay their burgeoning Medicaid debts. Mer-
chants oni two-block-long Main Streets fear that proposed')dcil sales taxes will
drive their customers across borders to tax-free counties and staeA., I

County officials In steepled, red-brIck buildingsconplalin thtplthougs locali-
ties pay 25 per cent of the Medicaid costs, they har no.volce In softlng fees,
which the state has steadily raised. ? I I I I . . "* . " I

Nor do localities set eligibility siandards for recllent,' despite' the grou'hng
rolls of patients and their general conviction that a dOllam-to'es much further
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tii.state than downstate, and hence a poor men i.4N aW York City may be middle-
class in the Adirondacks.

irontally, the poorest eonitlis bear the greatest *x0 abmaunder the program,
because they have the hlghestpercentage of Medicaid patients. They are conse-
quently being compelled to levy sales taxes on clothing, aeals, appliances and
entertainment, which will be paid by those least able to afford it. .-. ,Impoverished Franklin County, ,on the Canadian border, has a per, capita
Inotme of $1,500, the lowest in the state. Eighty per cent of the population iseligible for ,Medicaid, and 10,500 of the county's 44,000 residents already are
enrolle&L

The county voted a 2 per cent sales tax Sept. 1, effective Dec. 1, to cover the
costa of Medicaid. An original appropriation of $840,000 was bolstered by an addl-
tionl $M00,000 appropriation July 1, and "this may not take us through the firstof the year," according to Orra Iangdon, Jr., county director of social services.

A resolution was passed by the county's Board of Supervisors asking that
eligibility standards be made more stiff, making $3,900 the maximum that a
family of four with one wage-earner could earn to obtain free medical care,
Instead of $6,000, the present maximum. The board also resolved to publish listsof practitioners paid by the program, with the amount each has received, "to
show where the money is going," according to Bill Southworth, chairman of the
Board of Supervisors

INCENITV TAKL'q AWAY

Like many upstate ofcials, Mr. Southworth believes that Medicaid "takes the
Incentive away from people."

"If they wanted to budget their incomes, they could pay more of their medical
bills--at least part of them oouldV" he said.

The county's thr hospitals each received last July increased reimbursement
rates, raised by the state, although the county must pay the bills. Mercy General
Hospital was increasW from $A.74 to $49.08 for ward patients, General Has-
pital of Saranac Lake was raised from $37.48 to $41.39, and Alice Hyde MemorialI hospital was Increased from 030.15 to $382.

In adjoining Clinton County, which borders Canada and Lake Champlain, anoriginal Medicaid appropriation of $1.5-million was raised to $2.5-million last
spring, when the county borrowed $325,000 to pay its quarter share. Last month.
the county was authorized to borrow $600,00 more, "and it still won't be enough,"
said Richard Duquette, County Welfare Commiloner.

Clinton County, a predominantly Catholic cotinty with large families and a
per capita Income of $1,900, has 20,800 persons 'on Medicaid, out of a population
of 72,000, with an estimated 50 to 70 percent eligible.

"A lot of people are getting It who don't deserve It," said James F. Barnes,
a former who stood in front of the silo on his 249-acre beef farm ive miles north
of Plattsburgh, the county seat

But a welfare administrator it the county Medicaid office looked up from a
desk littered with forms and said:

"Here are 1,422 dental patients for the month of' April, of whom 819 are less
than 21 years of age. It's our youth we're taking care of. When you consider that
we send busloads of boys to take their physical, and half aren't physically fit... People want to spend money on beautiful schools. Do you want to send sick
yonngsters to school?'

The county has appointed a committee to discuss a sales tax with the city ofPlattsburgh, which is legally entitled to six month's notice before a tax Is Im-
posed. The city Itself enacted a sales tax two years ago, which has provided$750.000 "without bulrtlnw busInesm" according to Joe Mosier, the editor of The
Plattsburgh Press-Republican.

A sales tax was defeated by a single vote at the last meeting of the Board of
Supervisors of Essex county, Just south of Olinton. The county's original Medicaid
appropriation was $780,000, and the county borrowed $3M,000 last spring. "Anqwe don't know how long that will last," said John Oren, County Welfare Com-
missioner. Between 70 and 80 percent of the county population Is eligible for
M!edlcald, and 10,000 of the 35,000 already have enrolled.

"If we don't adopt a sales tax, we'll have to raise the land tax," said Hugh
Morrlson of Keene, N. Y., chairman of the Finance Committee of the Board of
Supervisors. "You can't carry a deficit note beyond the next budget."
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Warren County, on Lake George, borrowed $400,000 last sprl, - to finance a
Medicaid budget that was increased from $825,000 to $1.5, Imi . "We might
be another $W00048506000 short," said H. Russell Harris, %-junty WelfareCommissoner.

Mr. Harris, an elected official who has served 80 years in local government,
will not be a candidate for an appointment this fall because "I don't believe in the
program."

"It's just avalanched," he said. Noting that last year the total appropriation
was $450,000, he said: "We were paying $2 a day for ward services at Glens
Falls General Hospital, and this Included physicians' and surgeons' fees. Our
newest rate is $48 and does not include any physicians' or surgeons' fees."

The borrowed money must be paid back next year. Earl H. Bump, chairman of
the county Board of Supervisors, said:
"We can't live with this. Our real property tax Is high now. The only alternative

we have is the sales tax. Perhaps If eligibility could be set by each county, we
could work with It."

Saratoga County had an original Medicaid appropriation of $450,000, borrowed
$225,000 more last spring, and last week the County Welfare Department asked
for an additional $300,000 "to carry us though November," according to Joseph
V. Gemmlti, County Welfare Commissioner.

The county Is studying a real estate tax. "Taxpayers are going to hate to de-
cide whether a $30 pair of glasses Is worth the $100 increase In tax rates," Mr.
Gemmit said.

"They're all worried about money," said George K. Wyman, State Commis.
sioner of Social Welfare. The total cost of the prokr m has increased from
$40-million In the first fiscal year to $738-million this yehr. Nearly 3 million
patients are enrolled in the program, out of 6 million potentially eligible.

More than 65 percent of the state's physicians are participating and "that's a
pretty good average,- when you consider that many are In teaching positions and
have speclalites," Mr. Wyman said.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Dr. Ira 0. Layton, vice chair-
man of the National Association of Blue Shield Plans.

STATEMENT OP DR. IRA C. LAYTON, VICE CHAIRMAN, BOARD O
DIRECTORS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLUE SHIELD PLANS;
ACCOMPANIED BY 1OHN W. CASTILLUCCI, PRESIDENT OF.THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLUE SHIELD PLANS; AND JOHN 0.
McCABF PRESIDENT OF MICHIGAN BLUE SHIELD

Dr. LAYTOI . Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am
Dr. Ira C. Layton, a practicing physician in Kansas City, Mo., and
vice chairman of the board of directors.

I am vice chairman of the national association.
With me on my left is. Mr. John IV. Castellucci, preiideint of the

National Association of Blue Shield Plans and on my right Mr. John
C. 'McCabe president of Michigan Blue Shield, which is one of the
large part h carriers and he is also cochairman of the part B carrier
advisory group.

Mr. -McCabe will assist me in answering questions relating to the
operational aspects of medicare.

The national association-,
Senator Cuwrxs. Myv I a k ono brief quest ion
In what States if aniy, are you the intermediary 1
Dr. LAY o-. ,There are 33 Blue Shield plans involved as intermed-

iaries for medicare. I think perhaps Mr. Castellucci can tell you.
Senator CuRnTs. For section B?
Dr. LAYTON. Yes, sir, that is what I am referring to,sir.
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*Senator CURIs. Would you Bubmit those for the record, those
StatesI

Dr. LAYroN. We would be happy to.
Senator Cuirns. All right.
(The information referred to follows:)

BLUE SHMrW PLANS WHIfCH Ana CAnwis UrEON. PAWr B, Timr XVIII

Alabama
Arkansas
California (all but two counties)
Colorado
Florida
Illinois (5 counties)
Indiana
Iowa
Maryland
Minnesota (50% of state)
Michigan
Massachusetts
Kansas
Missouri (western counties)
North Dakota
New Hampshire

New York (Buffalo,' Rochester,' and
New York City ' areas)

Ohio (northeastern counties)
Pennsylvania
Rhode l-land
South Carolina
South DakotaTexas
Vermont (New Hampshire Blue Shield)
Washington, D.C.
Washington State
Wisconsin (2 plans)
Montana
Delaware
Utah
Puerto Rico

Dr. LAYToN. The National Association of Blue Shield Plans co-
ordinates the activities of 84 Blue Shield plans in the United States,
Puerto Rico, and Canadaj which provide prepaid medical and surgical
coverage for 60.5 million persons.IAn additional 11.5 million persons who do not have regular Blue
Shield protection or supplementary coverage to medicare are served
by Blue Shield under various governmental programs including titles
XVIII and XIX, the civilian health and medical program uniformed
services, and various State and localgovernment welfare programs.

Thus, Blue Shield is today serving some 72 million persons-60.5
million of whom are ivsidents of the United States.

BLUE SHIELD AND THE TITLES XVIII AND XIX PROGRAMS

Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege for me to appear before you today to
present Blue Shield's views on those portions of H.R. 12080 which
relate to the titles XVIII and XIX programs.

As you are aware, after the passage of medicare, 33 Blue Shield
plnns were selected to serve as part B carriers under the title XVIII
program for 60 percent-roughly 10 million-of the aged beneficiaries.
Speaking frankly, the past 14 months of medicare-which saw the
new, complex, and massive program get underway-have been by far
the most trying period in the history of Blue. Shield.

It was also a period which brought to Blue Shield the satisfaction
of a challenge well met. Today, the 33 Blue Shield part B carriers
are processing medicare claims at a rate of 30 million bills a year.

As for titleXIX, 12 Blue Shield plans are serving under this Fed-
eral-State prom thus far, and the majority of other plans have
applied for title XIX roles in those areas where efforts are being made
to put the program into operation. Presently Blue Shield, plans are
processing title XIX claims at a rate of 25 million bills a year.

Individual Blue Shield plane.
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We ore especially pleased fo ,note that the recently implemented
title XIX program In one State has ibedn purchased on a premium basis
from one of our plans.

As you can readily see, Mr. Chaidnan,l13lie Shield's involvement in
titles XVIII and XIX have been both direct and extensive. And be-
cause Blue Shield hs played'a role in which it'has been placed at a
central point between the public the medical profession, and the
Government, it is in a unique position to become attuned to tle desires
and special problems of these three groups.

It was for these reasons, I am sure, that Blue Shield was encouraged
to present testimony on March 6 of this year before the Committee
on WVays and M[eans on its experience with medicare and on H.R.
5710-ihe forerunner of H.R. 12080.

To avoid repetition, we should like to direct your attention to our
statement on H.R. 5710 in which Blue Shield stressed the need to
simplify administrative procedures, and to utilize the capability and
experience of part B carriers to the full extent of the law. We believe
that Blue Shield is beginning to be used in this manner under title
XIX, and urge a continuation of this trend. Only in this way can
Blue Shield plans serve the public under Government programs with
the same degree of efficiency. economy, and satisfaction that we have
achieved in serving our more than 60 million regular subscribers.

It must be emphasized, however, that maximum service to the pu)lic
cannot be attained without the cooperation of the medical profession
and allied groups, and without the dedicated effort of the taff mem-
bers of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and
various State Agencies.

We are pleased that a number of recommendations made by Blue
Shield were incorporated into h.R. 12080 now before you. We ar,
also ,leased to note that. some of the administrative changes we urged
are beingv considered.

f'IR. 12080 contains a number of revisions that. will improve the
administration of title XVIIT, and we would like to express our
au)precintion at this time to the authors of this l aislntion. At the
same time, we must toint out tlit title XTII is still a compl]ex
program, and that, a "comprehension gap" continues to exist on the
part of many beneficiaries.

With the firm belief that every effort must he made to make the
proran as simple a% possible. the following comments and recom-
mendations are made on specific provisions of TY.R. 120a0.

In our testimonv on T.R. 5710. Blue Shild pointed mit that, the
receipted bill requirement "is causing considerable dissatisfaction and
some hardship to beneficiaries" nnd that this matter "is in urgent
nPed of correction." We applaud the effort made in H.R. 12080 to
rectify this problem. but do not understand fully why a third method
of inavment for nhvsicians' services is necessary.

From an administrative noint. of view. wA believe the obiertives
contAined in section 125(a) "can be accomplished effectively and effi-
ciently by amending (2) (i) I)v chnngin, the word "receipted" to
"itemized" and bv placing a period after the word "service" in (2) (ii)
ann deleting all'that follows.
Tles clinges still nermit either the nhysicinn or the benofliiary

to submit his itemized bills. 'Moreover, the beneficiary may include
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either itemized or receipted bills when he files his claims, and this will
assist us greatly in speeding up our processing time. We are presently
receiving many itemized but nonreceipted claims which must be
separated and returned. I

In addition, this Will enable carriers to adapt existing procedures
to process all claims whether assigned, itemized, or receipted. Existing
procedures will also be adequate to safeguard against duplicate
payments.

Section 126 eliminates both the requirement for initial physician
certification for hospitalization of inedicare patients and the require-
ment for physician certification for outpatient hospital services. We
strongly supported this proposal in previous testimony, and continue
to support this amendment because there are existing procedures which
obviate the certification requirement.

Section 131 authorizes payment under part B of full "reasonable
charges," without a deductible or coinsurance, for radiological and
pathological services furnished by physicians to hospital inpatients.
While we advocate the inclusion -of the services of'these specialists
under the part B program, we are concerned with the potential impact
this may have on hospital admission.

In our testimony on H.R. 5710, Blue Shield supported an amend-
ment which would permit payment for the purchase of durable medi-
cal equipment, when this would'be more economical than rental. We
are pleased to note that this amendment is embodied in section 132
and we continue to support it.

Section 134 would include tinder part '8, diagnostic X-ray tests
provided in the home under the supervision of a physician. We support
this proposal.

Under section 133, physical therapy furnished in the patient's home
under the supervision Of a hospital would be covered by part A of title
XVIIL This does not include the independent physical therapist who
has no arrangements with a hospital but may be requested by a physi-
cian to proved services at a patients home."e urge that a provision
be added to cover this situation.

As for section 140 on an advisory council to study the need for cov-
erage of the disabled, there is little question that there are disabled
persons who need financial assistance to meet, health-care costs. How-
ever, as stated in our testimony on H.R. 5710, we believe very strongly
that the title XIX programs should be utilized to provide the disabled
with the type of coverage they require.

Blue Shield notes that se tion 162 would incrvase the membership
in the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council from 16 to 19 mem-
bers and expand its scope to assume the duties of the National Medical
Review. Committee. Since Blue Shield is a major force in the financing
of medical-surgical care, it also participates in studies and makes rec-
ommendations on the utifization of medical care service..

We believe that. the effectivenesm of HIBAC in its new role could be
enhanced with Blue Shield renresentation. We urge fhat section 162
be amended by inserting the following phrase after the word "medi-
cine," on line 17 * * * "persons who are representatives of organiza-
tions and associations directly involved in mechanisms for financing
medical care services".
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Mr. Chairman, H.R. 12080 would bring about many needed changes
in the administration of title XVIII. These amendments will not-only
be of assistance to carriers, but also to the providers of service and the
public. We are pleased that thought has been given to provide the
carriers with leadtime to prepare for the new procedures on itemized
bills as proposed in section 125. We urge the same consideration be
given to other substantive changes. Our experience has shown that a
tool-up period of 3 to 6 months is essential when major changes are
to be implemented. We also urge that sufficient advance notification
of the changes be given to the public and the providers of service. Only
in this way will we be able to avoid the difficulties that cause public
concern and hardship.

As for title XIX, section 220 provides that Federal matching funds
would be available if the income level of a family does not exceed
either (1) an amount one and a third times the highest amount payable
under the aid for dependent childrens program for a family the same
size or (2) an amount one and a third higher than the State per capita
income for a family with four members and comparable amounts for
families of different sizes.

It is our understanding that application of the proposed formula
in some cases may deprive title XIX benefits to some individuals who
are destitute to the point of receiving monthly cash assistance. This
would change the character of the title XIX pro ram of aid to the
"needy" and-"medically needy" and we recommend that consideration
be given to a more flexible approach.

Because Blue Shield has been working with individual States to
implement title XIX, we are well aware t hat this is primarily a State
matter and that verification of eligibility is indeed one of the most
pressing problems in title XIX programs.

As indicated earlier, Blue Shield is strongly in favor of utilizing the
private sector in the administration of title XIX. Since many of the
Nation's needy are already receiving cash assistance under titles I, IV,
X, XIV, or XVI, we would like to pose this question: If these hidi-
viduals are receiving cash benefits to purchase the basic necessities
of life, why can't assistance be provided by participation in the pur-
chase of needed health-care coverage for those who cannot afford it?

We strongly recommend that there be a study to determine the
feasibility o this approach, which could dramatically change the con-
cept of providing health care for the needy and medically needy of
this Nation. We are convinced that this would effect significant econ-
omies; simplify administrative procedures; and bring the needy back
into the mainstraeni of society in the provision of health care.

Blue Shield also stpports section 226 which would e tablish an
advisory council to assist the Secretary of HEW on mifters relating
to the administration of (lie title XIX'program. Because of (lie major
role of Blue Shield in medical-surgical prepa,'nient, we offer our full
cooperation and willingne.*- to par icipale on this advisory group.

As in the past, we strongly endorse the principle emibodied in section
227, permitting the individual eligible for medical a.,istance to have
free choice of physicians and medical facilities. On behalf of (lie Blue
Shield plan and the medical society in Plierbo Rico, we urge that
there be no deferment of the effective (late of this provision with re-
spect to Puerto Rico.
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Blue Shield supports the intent of section 224 to provide greater
flexibility in the basic services to be provided under title XIX. How-
ever, we believe that by allowing the States to have an option of se-
lectling any seven of 14 benefits, certain problems may arise. For ex-
ample, it is conceivable that this would enable a State to qualify a title
XIX program, devoid of such basic items as physicians' services or
inpatient hospital services. We urge these two benefits be a l)rerequisite
of all title XIX programs.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes Blue Shield's recommendations and
comments on II.R. 12080.

Our principal goals have been twofold. First, to simplify the title
XVIII program as much as possible so that the elderly can obtain
the benefits they are entitled to in an orderly, uncomplicated fashion.
And, secondly, to express our concern and strong interest in the title
XIX program.

Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to discern a growing conviction in
the Congress that many of the social problems we face cannot be solved
by government alone. These problems also need the vigor expert
knowledge, and capabilities of the private sector, which is the basic
strength of our Nation.

As pointed out in our previous testimony on H.R. 5710 and in some
of the recommendations we made today, we believe that the compli-
cations in title XVIII can be lessened by allowing the private sector
as repisented by part B carriers-to play its full[role as envisioned in
the medicare law.

Ilya also urge your close study of the feasibility of utilizing the pri-
vate sector in the title XIX program to minimize the establishment of
new government systems and inefficient outflows of government. spend-
ing. lVe are convinced that this can be accomplished by participating
in the purchase of helalth-care protection from private carriers for
those persons who cannot afford this coverage themselves.

We would welcome the opportunity of meeting with the committee
and its staff if additional inforinnti~n or clarification on any of thie
items we presented is needed.

Thank you again for the privilege of appearing before you. On
behalf of Blue Shield, may I express our best wishes to you on your
important deliberations.
The CII .-HAN. I appreciate your statement, Dr. Layton. There is

only one thing I would like to ask about.
You have urged a greater usage of Blue Shield under title XIX.

Mnmy doctors, and particularly those in Louisiana, have been insist-
ing on the right of direct. billbig of their patients under title XIX.
WVould that have the eirect of further removing Blue Shield from
the scene?
Dr. LAYToN. I would doubt it, sir.
The CHAII.MAN. In other words, I would like to see greater usage

of ilue Shield if that (lid not interfere with the doctor's desire to
bill directly under title XIX.

Dr. LA'ro1N. I know of no plan-virtually all Blue Shield plans
pay directly to doctors but I know of no plan-that doesn't have provi-
sions also io pay to the patient when such is indicated.

The OlA1.n M . When t he doctor hills d irectlv
Dr. LA YToN. Yes, sir; this can be accomplislhed.
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The CTAIR,AN. In- other words, I think the reason doctors want
direct billing so much is because they don't want the Federal (T16vern-
ment seizing upon the Federal activity in this area to tell them how
to run 'their medical practice or what they can do and can't do with
regard to treating patients. I don't. suppose they would have the
same objection to trading with Blue Shield.

Dr. LAYTOX. I am sure not. Such problems are virtually nonexistent
when we are treating with patients who are Bhue Shiehli subscribers.

The CITAIi.,AN. So far as you know, you are still getting along
all right with the doctors?

Dr. L.T-o' . Not as well as we were. But we are getting along well.
The CHAIRMAN. Thanks so much.
Senator WIrrAM s. No questions.
Senator Cun'rs. At tile top of page 3, Dr. Layton, you say-
We are especially pleased to note that the recently implemented title XIX

program lth one State has been purchased on n premium basis from one of our
plans.

Without taking too much tine, could you give us a thumbnail
sketch of how it is handled and a little bit'about. the costs?

Dr. LAYTON. If I may, I woulh like to refer that to Mr. McCabe.
Mr. McCAnRF. Senator, I think what is being attempted, and it is

being explored, as a. matter of fact, in Michigan as well, what is being
attempte-d is the development of a system under which some of the
characteristics of insurance can be incorporated into this as a Govern-
ment-financed program, so that, for instance, we can arrive at sonle
aetuarially sound monthly cost. estimate for those who are eligible,
those who are identifiably eligible-the medically indigent create a
difficult problem because we don't know and the Siate or county (ldut
know who is eligble until they appear and ask for the service.

In the case of those who are on cash assistance, they are identifiable
and you know on an operable basis who they are.

What we are looking for is i system where these costs can he, identi-
fled, not unlike group insurance, so thlt Stnte lenislators. wouldd h
told that this is the .mount we estimate it will cost for the next period.
While none of us, as private organizations, are in position to finanve
a. Government program out of our own reserves, we hope that we can
do something that, will give these short term guarantees with adjust-
ment, if necestry, in the future.

As I say, these are at an embryonic stage.
Senator Cuirris. But, you actually have a plan operating in one

State?
Mr. McCnr. That is right.
Senator CrnrTs. And you charge the State a lump sum?
Mr. 3cC,BE. Charge the State a lump sum, with an identifiable

amount for administration, and there is provision for that l)ariietllar
monthly charge to be adjusted when it proves to be either too high or
too how.

Senator CVRtTIS. NOw, Oil page 6 with reference to the pathologists
and radiologists, the last, sentence of the first paragraph:

While we advocate the Inclusion of the services of these specialist tider the
part B program, we are concerned about the potential Impact this mayhave on
hosplial admissions.
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v question is "Why" " Will you spell out, your concern a little bit
more? I am familiar 'with the fact that they want to be treated as
plhiVians and not as hospital employees and with that I agree.

LBr. LAx-ON. This is not our specific reference and concern. Our
concern is hospital utilization. Where there is 100 percent coverage
rather than a coinsurance factor involved pressures are brought to
bear by patients on doctors for admission to the facility where they
get the greatest coverage.

Senator Cuwris. In other words, the House bill, as it stands, there
is a coinsurance provision that applies for these spcialist services
if they are treated outside the hospital but not if inside?

Dr. LAY-ON. That is correct.
Senator Ctn'ris. And any part of the program that does that tends

to put an additional load on the hospital.
Dr. LA-row. That is correct.
Senator Cunrtis. Now, on that same page 6, purchase of durable

equipment, I take it you are referring to such things as at the piesent
time medicare can pay a monthly rental for a wheelchair but they
can't buy it,

Dr. LAYTON. Yes sir
Senator Cuwns. You would make that permissive to fit the individ-

ual caseI
l)r. IAYTOx. When it is economically more feasilae to purchase

rather than rent.
Senator CumRIs. Now, on page 10 referring to title XIX, you urge

the use of the private sector, including Blue Shield, and you say:
If the." individuals are receiving cash benefits to purchase the basic neces-

sitles of life, why can't assistance be provided by participation in the purchase
of needed health care coverage for those who can afford it?

Why limit itto title XIXI I won't take a great deal of time but
you might be interested in knowing when medicare was adopted I
offered an alternative, but time was such that it was not developed
maybe as fully as it should have been. Bfut it. would have enabled
every aged person to buy hospital and medical insurance.

Isn't it true that one situation where hospital and medical insurance
from the private sector is very expensive is when the aged person
does not have the benefit of group insurance?

Dr. LjAYTON. Yes, sir; very expensive.
Senator Cuimis. Yes. Because there is a tendency for those about

to need the services to take it, and so on.
But the premiums have been quite reasonable where you have in-

sured a group, have they not?
Dr. LAYTOIN. Yes, sir.
Senator Curris. I think we missed a very good bet. The Govern-

ment employees have group hospitalization and medical insurance,
the Government doesn't do the insuring. It is purchased from a pool
of private carriers. The Government, on its civil servants pays a por-
tion but that is because it. is the employer. It is also true that upon
retirement a civil service employee can carry his own-can continue
to carry it, hospital and medical insurance, and lie still gets the benefit
of the group. I

My alternative to medicare, when it passed, was that all aged per-
sons in the United States be deemed eligible for the group hospital,
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medical insurance pool, as civil servants and that the Federal Govern-
ment be authorized to pay from general revenues premiums for'those
people who could not pay or those people who could not pay all of it.

Just by rule of thumb, I assume that the upper one-third, those
living in the upper one-third, income bracket could pay for their own,
where we got the group rate because there would be a tremendous
group if we got everyone. That the lower one-third couldn't pay an
thing and that the middle third could pay half of it, I think we would
have saved about $5 billion a year from the beginning.

I am very much intrigued that you have suggested to buy this erv-
ice from a private source should be explored.

Dr. LAYTON-. Senator, a review of the records will show the Blue
Shield presented testimony at the time in strong support of your posi-
tion.

Senator CURnIs. I know it is true.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The C11A1ATuAz;. Thank you very much, Senator Curti:.
The next witness is Mr. Wallace Smith, speaking for thi American'

Mutual Insurance Alliance, American Insurance Association, and Na-
tional Association of Independent Insurers, and accompanied by
Andrew IKalmykow and John Nangle.

Mr. Smith, we appreciate the fact that your group has joined to-
gether in representing a number of people who have a very direct
interest in this matter. You are well known to the committee and we
know you have done some very fine work here represent iug the assoeia-
tion, and you just proceed as you think best.

STATEMENT OF WALLACE M. SMITH, REPRESENTING THE AMERI-
CAN MUTUAL INSURANCE ALLIANCE, ACCOMPANIED BY AN-
DREW KALMYKOW, REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AMERICAN
INSURANCE ASSOCIATION; AND TOHN NANGLE, REPRESENTA-
TIVE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
INSURERS

Mr. SmiTu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you stated, Mr. Chairman, this statement is presented as a joint

venture on behalf of the American Insurance Association, the Ameri-
can Mutual Insurance Alliance, and the National Association of In-
dependent Insurers.

My name is Wallace M. Smith, an- I am representing the Ameri-
can Mutual Insurance Alliance.

To my left is Mr. Andrew Kalnykow and he is hero as the repre-
sentative of the American Insurance Association; and, to my right
is Mr. John Nangle, who is here as a representative of the Nationaf
Association of Independent Insurers.

The American Insurance Association has a membership of 169 stock
insurance companies, the American Mutual Insurance Alliance has a
membership of 120 mutual insurance companies and the National As-
sociation of Independent Insurers has a membership of 350 stock,
mutual, and reciprocal insurance companies. These three associations
represent member insurance companies which write approximately
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90 percent of the total automobile, general liability, and pri-
vate workmen's compensation insurance written in this country.

Our purpose in appearing before the committee today is to call
attention to an emerging problem and suggest possible solutions which
we consider of major importance to the general public as well as to
our industry.

THE PROBLEM-DUPLICATION

The Federal Government and the private insurance industry have
legitimate and responsible positions in the providing of health care
for our Nation's citizens. The programs of each should not compete,
overlap, or duplicate, but should be coordinated so as to complement
each other.

Over the years, in the development of the social security program,
the significant contributions made by the casualty insurance industry
generally have not been adequately recognized. We particularly would
emphasize that very substantial medical payments are made under
the liability system. Such payments are required of our policyholders
and of our com panies as their insurers as a result of legal obligations
over which neither policyholders nor their insurance carriers have any
control. We call your attention to the fact that duplication of medical
or disability payments presently exists in the medicaid, medicare, and
disability programs.

MEDICAID

The administration and the Congress both have indicated serious
concern for the need to bring about greater control and economies in
the medicaid program. As this program has been developed it has
provided health care to a considerable number of families of moderate
income. These people generally are reached by private health care
programs; and to the extent that their health needs are met through
a legal or contractual obligation of another party they should not be
considered medically indigent.

Programs available to these people in addition to medicaid are: the
veterans programs, State workmen's compensation programs, recov-
eries under the liability system, and private medical insurance.

The committee is probably aware that more than 80 percent of our
civilian population under age 65 is covered by some form of private
health insurance which in 1966 made payments in excess of $10 billion.

What is often overlooked is the role played by the casualty insurance
industry in providing medical loss coverage to the American public.

In 1966, more than $5.5 billion was paid out, by, liability insurers. Ap-
proximately 100 million policyholders and their families are covered
under liability insurance policies, most, of which also include medical
pay premiums. Under these coverages, approximately $1,028 million
was paid out specifically for medical payments.

Approximately 60 million working people are covered under work-
men s compeiat ion programs at the State level. Under these programs
more than $500 million was paid specifically for medical benefits.

General liability )aynments under olher insiran, e coverages would
add to the amount, so that the total medical benefits provided by the
casualty insurance industry would approach $1.8 billion a year.
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Oh,erall in 1966 the total amount of insurance industry benefits the
health insurers and liability insurers paid for medical care amounted
to approximately $12 billioui.

Unquestionably, many beneficiaries will be paid twice through re-
ceipt of benefits'undertie medicaid program, and from obligations
imposed upon the insurance industry by the liability system. To tile
extent that the medcaid program is intended to assist the medically in-
digent, it is not consistent to apply medicaid benefits to those whose
needs are being met by a third party under a legal or contractual obli-
gation. To the extent that health care protection is being provided from
sources other than under the social security program, the resulting
duplication is discriminatory and a wasteful, inefficient used of public
funds.

Additionally, such duplication results in prolonged hospitalization,
delayed rehabilitation, and excessive recourse-overutilization-to the
country's medical personnel and facilities. All of these results create
additional costs and problems under the health care program.

The House of Representatives has recognized this problem and pro-
vided under section 229 for the coordination of benefits to preclude
overpayment in the medicaid program. We strongly support this pro-
vision of the bill and urge this committee to concur with the House
action.

MEDICARE

What has been said regarding medicaid, concerning hisurance in-
dustry payments under the liability system, is equally applicable to
the medicare program. The House in its consideration of this matter
gave as a reason for not including a provision similar to that in medic-
aid, title XIX within the medicare program, title XVIIL the fact
that most health insurance companies already had modified their poli-
cies to prevent duplication. The casualty industry cannot similarly
modify its liability policies.

The liability of our policyholders, and their insurers, to all injured
parties, including medicare beneficiaries, is controlled by the common
and statutory law. The only practical solution to prevent duplication
in these situations is to amend title XVIII.

Such a coordinating provision already exists with respect to work-
men's compensation medical payments. The rationale underlying that
provision applies equally to liability medical payments. We respect-
fully urge the committee to adopt a similar provision with respect to
liability recoveries by medicare beneficiaries.

The "importance of adopting such a provision would be magnified
even further if medicare were extended to disabled persons under age
65. In the event that such a move is decided upon, we will be happy to
cooperate with the Advisory Council study recommended by the House
to d eal with the coordination of medicare benefits to disabled persons
under 65.

DISABILITY OFFSET

In 1965, this committee made a major contribution toward coordina-
tion of social security and workmen's compensation insurance benefits
through the inclusion of an offset provision in the Social Security
Disability Act. Under that provision social security and workmen s
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compensation disability benefits are not allowed to exceed 80 percent
of a beneficiary's current earnings prior to disablement. A worker's
current earnings is considered to be the larger of either the average
monthly wage used for computing his social security benefits or his
creditable average monthly earnings during his 6 consecutive years
of highest covered earnings after 1950.

For example, 1967 earnings which exceed $6,600 would be excluded
in computing this maximum, since amounts over that figVre are not
taxed for social security purposes. If combined benefits from social
security and workmen's compensation exceed this maximum, social
security benefits are reduced. & _

H.R. 12080 would amend this offset provision by specifying that the
amount of combined benefits that can be paid may be computed with-
out regard to the limitations established for annual creditable earn-
ings. That is, all earnings would be counted not just those subject to
social security taxes.

Reasonable arguments can be made for the House amendment.
However we are greatly concerned that if it is allowed to stand with-
out further modification, it will destroy the necessary incentive
needed for successful rehabilitation. We -believe that rehabilitation
of the disabled is a primary goal of both the social security disability
and workmen's compensation programs.

The tax free nature of the 80-percent formula applied to a person's
full wages comes very near or at times may even exceed his take-
home pay while working.

For example, a single man earning $125 a week would pay $23.60
weekly in social security and Federal income taxes thus leaving his
take-home pay of $101.40. Under the House amendment such persons
would be entitled to combined benefits up to $100 per week. This $1.40
difference does not create a sufficient financial incentive for the effort
required to achieve successful rehabilitation with such persons.

Another example, a family of four, parents and two children,
earning $125 per week would pay $10.90 in social security and Fed-
eral income taxes thus leaving a take-home pay of $108.11. Under the
House amendment the family would be entitled to combined benefits
up to $100 per week. This would leave a net difference of $8.11 be-
tween his benefits and net take-home pay.

Considering the deduction of necessary expenses connected with
employment, such as tnsportation, lunches, special work clothing,
union dues, etc., for a disabled person, the 80-percent formula under
the House amendment is clearly excessive as compared to recognized
standards in this field. Authorities generally urge that the standard of
disability benefits should be 66% percent of wages. Such a standard
has been endorsed by the Council of State Governments and the Inter-
national Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions
(the National Association of State Workmen's Compensation Ad-
ministrators). As a matter of fact the U.S. Department of Labor, inits bulletin, No. 212 of June 1, 1961, urges this standard.

Our Nation can ill afid to lose the talents of good workers, par-
ticularly those possessed of highly developed skills. Yet, under the
House amendment, it is these highly skilled high-paid workers who
will be most affected. We cannot believe that Congress knowingly
would destroy rehabilitation incentives when it so willingly votes
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hundreds of millions of dollars in Federal assistance for both physical
and vocational rehabilitation programs for the disabled.

Accordingly Mr. Chairman, we respectfully urge the committee
to substitute the 66%-percent figure for that of 80 percent in the
House amendment.

In conclusion, we believe that as a nation we are fast approaching
the day when first-rate medical care will be within the financial means
of everyone. To encourage progress toward that goal we urge that fulluse be. made of all available resources, private as well as public. Only
through careful coordination and cooperation between private and
public agencies can this national objective be achieved, which will re-
sult in a total cost basis that. is not. unduly burdensome to the public.
As an industry, we pledge ourselves to work with Congress and the
administration in doing whatever is within our power to establish and
make effective this kind of cooperation.

Mr. Clinirman, tlis concludes our statement.
The CHAIRSMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Smith.
I am going to take your statement along and study it. I think you

made a very fine statement here on behalf of your group and I will
certainly see to it, and I am sure other committee members will, that
your suggestions here are carefully considered by the committee in
executive -ession.

Mr. SMrru. Thank vou.
The CHAIRMIN. It iS good to see you back before us again.
Senator Bennett?
Senator BE:,%N . No questions.
Senator Cuwris. One question.
On page 5, the second paragraph, you say:
The House of Representatives has recognized this Problem and provided under

Section 29.9 for the coordination of benefits to preclude overpayment. We strongly
support this provision of the bill and urge the Committee to concur with the
House action.

Now, that is in reference to
Mr. SMrru. Medicaid.
Senator Cuirms. MedicaidI
Mr. SMInTH. Title XIX; yes, sir.
Senator CURTiS. Will you explain how that works?
Mr. 83ITH. Senator Curtis, in simple language that amendment

which was adopted by the House provides that. where a person is
receiving medicaid benefit and that person, for example, is involved
in an automobile accident where one of our company insurers, would
have to pay for the injuries, the hospital care, the doctor's care, all of
the medical attention and needs of that person, then, such person
could not receive medicaid benefits, or in other words, collect twice.

Senator Cunrzs. Is this limited to casualty insurance?
Senator BE Nqrr. No.
Senator CunTis. You referred to an automobile accidentI
Mr. SMITH. No. This would be primarily to liability payments in-

volved in the casualty field, but it would apply equally to liability, to
the liability of any person involved that had to meet that liability for
tho person or the beneficiary under the medicaid program.

Senator Cunris. It would not apply to the individual citizen who
had purchased hospital or medical insurance?
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Mr. K.udlow. I would like to comment, if I may, on that par-
ticular point.

I thifk our language would be broad enough to include that although
I think it is primarily directed at the problem which Mr. Smith cov-
ered, and that is liability insurance.

Senator Cums. As it applies to the purchaser of hospital and medi-
al insurance who incomewise might be eligible for medicaid, to elimi-
nate the duplication then he would drop the private insurance?

Mr. KAL YKow. That would be a matter for an individual.
Senator Cums. Wouldn't that be the practical results?
Mr. ICALxxow. It could possibly be, yes.
Senator CURns. I can see your point.
Mr. SrrH. I might point out that what this-
Senator Cum-s. Clearly when it is paid on a liability payment by a

third person.
Mr. KArmyxow. I don't think this particular amendment, Senator,

does affect that particular situation one way or the other as to avail-
ability or not availability of private insurance. In other words, this
would not induce him to drop it any more than the general situation
as it exists at the present time.

Senator Cu'ris. Mr. Smith, you were about to add something.
Mr. SMI1TH. I was about. to say that perhaps I could clarify- this a

bit by stating that although I don't know that this would get, around
the problem that you mentioned, Senator Curtis, the amendment
states, that where a person, a medicaid beneficiary, is entitled to iceive
his medical assistance from any other source then he would be pre-
vented from receiving similar or duplicative benefits under the medi-
caid program. In answer to your question, the medicaid progriun tn-
doubtedly will cause some persons to drop their private coverage.

Now, the gentleman here this morning from New York as a witness,
you will recall, stated where benefits are recived-I think lie nwn-
tioned the figure of 45 percent of the medicaid applicants in Now York
have private health coverage, and where those people receive such
liability benefits, insurance companies ale required to pay these first.
and then the governmental medicaid benefits come on top of that, it
needed.

There are six States that have such a requirement in their laws in
the country. This leaves 44 other States that would allow duplication
of such benefits that is those benefits received from any other source
and also the medicaid benefits.

This was the purpose of our supporting such a provision to prevent
that duplication and to save the taxpayers at both the State level and
the Federal level the cost to them where we, the insurance industi'y,
would be meeting the costs of that health need. In the case of liability
payments, our companies are compelled to pay these under our policy
contracts.

Senator Cumrjs. Certainly when an insurance carrier pays the cost
of an illness, the individual is not immediately indigent.

Mr. SMrrH. This is our contention, Senator Curtis.
Senator CuwRis. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very inuch, Mr. Smith, and also your

associates.
W. Si - . Thank you, Air. Chairman.
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The C mAu w. The Senate is in session and as we continue thishearing, I would like to ask witnesses to keep in mind that we do
have a good staff.

Senators are required to participate in debate on the floor, but wewill see to it that the suggestions that are made here by the wit-nesses are all considered by the committee--even though there mayonly be a few Senators, sometimes as few as one presiding Senator,here to hear their statements. I would like to see them summaaizetheir statements as best they can and stay within the 10-minute rule,
as closely as possible.

The next witness is the Honorable Norman A. Erbe executive di-rector of the American Chiropractic Association and also the formerGovernor of Iowa, accompanied by Dr. Sidney 0. Birdsley of SaltLake City, Utah, president of the American Chiropractic Associa-tion and Dr. Robert L. Thatcher, president of the Minnoota Chiro-practic Association, and Harry N. Rosenfleld, Washington counsel
of ACA.

I am going to leave the room but I am going to ask that SenatorBennett be recognized to introduce his constituent.
Senator B.ENN=r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I am happy to wel-come Dr. Birdsley here today representing the profession of whichie is an honored member, and representing the State of Utah of

which he is an honored citizen.
Apparently he won't have too much to say, but I am sure he will

give support and encouragement to the spokesman for the chiroprac-
tic association.

Thank you.
The ClrntAN. I have discussed your recommendations with ourstaff, and I believe that for the most part they will receive verysympathetic consideration before the committee. I am going to haveto leave at this time, but I am going to ask Senator Metcalf to take

the chair.
Thank you very much.

STATEMMT OF NORMAN A. ERBE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AMERI.
CAN CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. SID.
NEY C. BIRDSLEY, PRESIDENT; DR. ASA 3. BROWN, LIAISON
GOVERNOR, BOARD OF GOVERNORS; DR. ROBERT THATCHER,
PRESIDENT, MINNESOTA CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATION; AND
HARRY N. ROSENFIELD, WASHINGTON COUNSEL
Mr. ERB. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I thank

you very much.
My name is Norman A. Erbe, and I have served as attorney gen-

eral and Governor of Iowa. I testify to urge the inclusion of chiro-
practic care and services within the medicare bill.

I appear here today as executive director of the American Chiro-practic Association of Des Moines, Iowa, a national professional body
with a membership of 6,972 chiropractors who are licensed by their
respective States to provide health service.

My collea with me today are Dr. Sidne C. Birdsley of SaltLake City, h, on my right, president of the American Chiropractic
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Association; Dr. Asa J. Brown, of Alexandria, Va., liaison governor,
board of governors, ACA; Dr. Robert Thatcher, of St. Pautt, Minn.,
president of the Minnesota Chiropractic Association; and Harry M.
Rosenfield, Esq., ACA's Washington counsel.

Mr. Chairman, 2 years ago this committee favorably reported, and
the Senate approved, amendments to H.R. 6675 to include chiropractic
services in the medicare program (S. Rept. 404, 89th Cong., 1st ses.,
pp. 41-2, 185). We respectfully suggest that such action by this com-
mittee and the Senate was-and still is--in the public interest. We
urge this committee again to take this same action; we trust that the
conference committee will this time accept the Senate's version on
this matter.

Medicare's purpose as expressed by Congress was to provide an
insurance protection to America's senior citizens against the financial
uncertainties and hardships of ill health. In so doing, the Congress
mandated two overriding principles in the very first two sections of
the medicare title of the Social Secuirty Act, as follows:

(1 "Prohibition Against Any Federal Interference," (see. 1801).
so "Free Choice by Patient Guaranteed," (sec. 1802). In fact,

so aamant was this committee and the Senate as a whole about
effective free choice that it amended H.R. 6675 so as to guarantee to
everyone freedom of choice in obtaining health services from any
qualified institution, agency or person. This amendment, which was
accepted by Senator Long for tus committee, was described thus:

The choice of one's own doctor and other provider of health services Is a right
which should be enjoyed by all Americans.

Congressional Record, vol. 111, pt. 12, pp. 15790-15791.)
regrt to say that in its present form the medicare law violates

both of these principles in at least one important respect, its failure to
enable medicare beneficiaries to choose the State-licensed health serv-
ices provided by chiropractors.

First, a few words about chiropractic:
Chiropractic is a recognized health service licensed in 48 States,

the District of Columbia, and in Puerto Rico. Each of these States
or jurisdictions have specific laws defining the practice of chiropractic,
prescribing requirements for licensure, and authorizing chiropractic
services and care. To become licensed in many States, the new doctor of
chiropractic must take the same basic science examination required of
medical doctors and osteopaths. Many State laws also require that
annual license renewal is permissible only after the doctor of chiro-
practic has taken a specified number of hours of approved postgrad-
uate study, thus assuring the chiropractic patient of professional cur-
rency with the latest scientific progress.

Chiropractors have been classified by the U.S. Public Health Serv-
ice in a. 1966 study as among "medical specialists and practitioners"
including pediatricians, obstetricians, and ophthalmologists, among
others.

Claims for chiropractic care are paid by several hundred insurance
companies throughout the various States and by workmen's compen-
sation boards of 41 States and the District of Columbia. All Federal
agencies accept sick leave certificates signed by chiropractors, and
chiropractic care is, of course, a recognized medical expense under in-
terna/revenue regulations.
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Chiropractic is a science which utilizes the inherent 'rcupefttive
powers of the body and the relationship between the musculoskeletal
structures and functions of the body, particularly of the spinalcolumn
and the nervous system, in the restoration and maintenance of health.
Ohiropractic practice is the speciflo adjustment and manipulation ofthe articulations and adjacent tissues of the body, particular of the
spinal column, for the correction of nerve interference and includes
the use of recognized diagnostic methods as indicated. Patient care is
conducted with due regards or environmental, nutritional, and psycho-
therapeutic factors as well as first aid hygiene, sanitation, rehabili-
tation, and related procedures designed to restore or maintain normal.
nerve functions.

Chiropractic is based on the premise that the relationships between
the spinal column and the nervous system are the most significant,
since the normal transmission and expression of nerve'energy is esseni-
tial to the restoration and maintenance of health.

Chiropractic is the largest drugless healing profession. It does not
include the practice of surgery.

Chiropractic professional college require :i minimum of 4 academic
years of professional resident: study, includhtg clinical experience'un-
der-strict supervision. In addition, 2 years of preprofessional education
are required. Eight chiropractic colleges are ffilhated with the Ameri-
can Chiropractic Association which spends; P very considerable portion
of its income for improvement of the Natioh's chiropractic educational
program. The accepted validity of a doctor of chiropractic (D.C.)
degree is attested by the U.S. 01e of Education in its publication
entitled "Academic Degrees," page 169. This is the accepted authority
on the. legitimacy of academic degrees. Appendix I, attached to this
statement, sets forth a short description of the extensive professional
and scientific education in health sciences required before'licensure as
a chiropiactic doctor.

Freedom of choice and States rights:
I respectfully submit that the present medicare Jaw violates the

basic principles of section 1801 and section 1802 of the Social Se-
curity Act by its failure to provide coverage to America's senior citi-
zens for chiropractic health services. Let me be specific:

i. STATE RIGIFF AT r AaIDGED BY FTDmERAL LAW

The assurance seemingly provided by section 1801's "ProhbitionAgainst Any Federal Interference" is vtiated through interfPrnce
with the States freedom effectiVelv to make available to their elderly
citizensthe health services of licensed phiropractors.

This is a serious matter since, as I have already noted, 48 States-,
Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia, all have lieeniinj' laws
which recognize the practice of chiropractic and authorize its health
service for their citizens. Therefore, the Federal medicare law, by
denying .eoverae of chiropractors, penalizes the citizens of thee
States and interferes with the operation of such State lawsw1ithin the
rpsnoctive State boundaries.

A6s a former Governo of the State of Tow, I "feel e.neialy: seri$-
tve about abrd'ment of States rights by the Federd C rn&eetL.
And this d6il bf effective Sttes:rights in titlOe 18 "(1d0 0) is a
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the more strange because true States rights (and the coverage of chiro-
practic services) are allowed in title 19 (medicaid). Our latest survey
shows that of the 28 States which have federally approved medicaid
programs 14 already include chiropractic services. These 14 States
a r e : . .I

California, Idaho, Illinois Massachusets, Michigan, Minnesota Ne-
braskaj New Mexico- New York, North Dakota, Ohio, South Daiota,
West Virginia, and Texas.

In addition, six States, Iowa, Kansas, Montana, Nevada, New Hamp-
shire, and Oregon have medicaid plans in operation but not yet ap-
proved. Of these six States Iowa Kansas, and Oregon provide chiro-
practic coverage and New Aampsbire is awaiting an opinion from the
Attorney General authorizing coverage.

Thus we have the following odd results under the present Social
Security Act:

1. Thi'medically indigent can obtain chiropractors' services under
medicaid (title 19);

2. But them " lly self-sufficient cannot obtain chiropractors'
services under media re (title 18.p

This is an uhjust and r discrimnat A ainst the self-suffi-
cient senior citizens of r"Nation whd should al " titled to exer-
cisetheir right of. tion of health care. We respet urged this
committee to am H.R. 12080 (Jut *k-dt did with th 1965 bill)
so that medica eli Jblesna ntit ed to t-licensed iroprac-
tic services tin r tit e618.

FREEDOM. OF CHOX TO PA

AmericA self-supportin el de ied eeL v fbed of
choice to o tain the eede ne cial h It servi of Sta -Ii-
censedehi patohnIf there as one ntin h Ico nal
debate on medicare, well in the i years of discussio it
was freedom of choi by th tent . alth services fro any
quahfied in titution, w e guaran -
tended by tion 180 . i is h ance te jum
in title'18 w intended to buy. was q object . of X corn:
mittee's and t Senate's a enti 1965. he uohcc tam of
choice" is deni , medical n effect nies tion for eindi-
vidual health, fort, and w of hand e ry seniorA nmericaev o.. '

Let we hasten to sa that as a former Governor, in fully aware
of the need fr campro that often have ado bet ors majpr
laws are enacted. This, ofCg true in 1965 with the
medicare bill; But I reectfully submt thatth time has now come
for restoring the amen ment ipirovWd by' this corittee aad the
Senate in 1965 to allow coverage of chiropractic health services au-
tho'ized and -licensed under State law. Freeom of choice of health
care is the basicright of all Amri0ain.t .-.

I believe it fair and just to say that the coverage of dhiropractors'
services Iunder medicare is a tot of the genuineness of oudedication
to th rinoiples pr&laimed in selons 1801- of the medicare la -

.Pro lbition gained ty Federal interference." -  -
: ,rlee choir bWPotient guarsa.* " V :: ,:-...,-: , :.
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A moment to dwell on medicare costs. We are aware, of course, of
congressional concern with the mounting costs of the medicare pro-
gram. However, we believe that inclusion of chiropractic in medicare
will not increase costs. Such inclusion adds no new benefits to the
program whatsoever, but merely an alternative health service for ob-
taining the benefits already legislated by the Congress and still con-
tinued in H.R. 12080. For example, a beneficiary with a lower back
ailnent who chooses a medical doctor for treatment is covered, whereas
the same beneficiary must pay out of his own pocket if he chooses a
doctor of chiropractic to treat him for the same ailment. The ailment
is the same, but medicare now pays for an M.D.'s treatment, but not
for the doctor's of chiropractor treatment for the same problem.

In fact, the available evidence from four States shows that treatment
by chiropractors may actually reduce costs under medicare. Appendix
II includes data collected from official sources in California, Colorado,
Florida, and Minnesota, illustrative of this cost reduction in fact in
existing programs which authorize chiropractic as an alternate health
service. There is every reason to believe the same cost reduction experi-
ence would prevail in medicare.

Since budgetary considerations were stated in the House to be
responsible for noninclusion of the services of other health practi-
tioners, we believe this rationale to be inapplicable to chiropractic.
Consequently, although we appreciate the thought and motivation
that are behind section 141 of H.R. 12080, and offer our full coopera-
tion if such study be undertaken, we respectfully suggest that there
appears to be no valid reason to defer inclusion of chiropractic for a
feasibility study as proposed in section 141. In passing it might be
noted that nowhere is assurnce given that either the health services
to be included in such study or the State bodies that license such
health service practitioners will be adequately and fairly represented
in the study group or staff upon which the HEW Secretary must rely
for his findings and recommendations.

PROPOM AMEND"MNT

The committee and the Senate have already indicated their belief
in the right of medicare patients to select chiropractic care and serv-
ices under title 18. The particular statutory manner in which this is
accomplished is of lesser importance, provided, of course, it be effec-
tive to achieve its full purpose.

Two major different means have been suggested to include chiro-
practic in medicare, and either one would serve the public welfare:

I. The House-approved H.R. 12080 would amend section 1861(r)
of the Social Security Act so as to provide for podiatrists with respect
to services which they are legally authorized by the State to perform.
This same approach can be followed With chiropractors, as indicated
in appendix II.II. In 1965 this committee and the Senate sought this objective
through amending 1861(s). Appendix III includes a proposed amend-
ment to this same end.

What this committee proposed in 1965 on chiropractic services now
seems within reach if this committee reaffirms its former well-con-
sideredJudgment. We respectfully suggest that this committee was
wise and its action well-conceived when it accorded the right to choose

1580
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chiropractic care and services as part of the health services provided
under the medicare program (title 18) just as it is already authorized
under medicaid (title 19). Anything less in the current bill, H.RR
12080, would be an injustice to medicare eligibles, an abridgment of
States rights, and a denial of freedom of choice by American citizens.
We respectfuli;- urge this committee to amend H.R. 12080 so as to
include chiropiactic in medicare.

Mr. Chairman, I have abbreviated my statement to some extent'in
the interest of time for the committee, and I would respectfully re-
quest that the entire statement be included as part of the record.

Senator METCALF. Your entire statement willbe in the record of the
committee.

.Governor Erbe, we had a very thorough statement from you and
a very objective one and we enjoyed it.

Do you have any questions, Senator Bennett?
Senator BENNT'T. Just a comment. The problem here is very simple.

We faced it before and I see no questions that need to be asked to
clarify it. _ .

Senator M OTCALF. Senator Bennett, as a very junior member of this
committee, we have been over this track many times and I see no reason
why we should have a study or reverse the previous procedure in com-
mittee.

Thank you very much for abbreviating your statement and staying
within the time.

Mr. Eniu. Thank you.
(Mr. Erbe's prepared statement with appendices follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NORMAN A. ERBs, EXEcUTIV DrnREron,
AMERIcAN CHROPnAurza AsI01ATION

My name is Norman A. Erbe, and I have served as Attorney General and
Governor of Iowa. I testify to urge the Inclusion of chiropractic care and services
within Medicare.

I appear here today as Executive Director of the American Chiropractic Asso-
ciation of Des Moines, Iowa, a national professional body with a membership
of 0,972 chiropractors who are licensed by their respective states to provide
health service.

My colleagues with me today are Dr. Sidney 0. Birdsley of Salt Lake City,
Utah, President of the American Chiropractic Association; Dr. Asa J. Brown,
Liaison Governor, Board of Governors, AOA; Dr. Robert Thatcher, President
of the Minnesota Chiropractic Association; and Harry N. Rosenfield, Esq.,
ACA's Washington Counsel.

SENATE POLIOY

Mr. Chairman, two years ago this Committee favorlibly reported, and the
Senate approved, amendments to H.L 6675 to'Include chiropractic services in
the medicare program (Sen. Rep. 404, 89th Cong., lot Sess, pp. 41-2, 185). We
respectfully suggest that such action by this Committee and the Seiate wash-
and still'is-in the public Interest. We urgb this Committee agati to take this
same action; we trust that the Conference 'Committee will this time accept the
Senate's version on this matter.

PUPOS r 05 MUE61OAE

Medicare's purpose as expressed by Congress was to provide an Insurance pro-
tection to America's.senior citizens against the financial uncertainties and hard.
ships of Ill health. In so doing, the Congress mandated two overriding principles
In the very first two sections of the medicare title of the Social security Adt
as follows:

(1) "Prohibition against any Federal interference," (sec. 1801).
(2) "Free choice by patient guaranteed," (see. 1802).
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In fact, so adamant was this Committee and'the Senate as a whole about
effective free choice that it amended H.R. 6675 so as to guaranty to everyone
freedom of choice in obtaining health services from any qualified institution,
agency or person. This amendment, which was accepted by Senator Long for this
Committee, was described thus:

"The choice of one's own doctor and other provider of health services is a right
which should be enjoyed by all Americans." (Congressional Record Vol. 111,
Part 12 pg. 1579W-] )

I regret to say that in ifs present form the medicare late violates both of these
principle in at Iast one important respect, its failure to enable medicare benc-
ftlcaries to choose the State-licen8ed health services provided by chiropractor8.

OHROPRAOTIO, A RECOGNIZED HEALTH PROFESSION

First, a few words about chiropractic:
Chiropractic is a recognized health service licensed In 48 states, the District of

Columbia, and in Puerto Rico. Each of thee states or jurisdictions have specific
laws defining the practice of chiropractic, prescribing requirements for licensure,
and authorizing chiropractic services and care. To become licensed in many
states, the new doctor of chiropractic must take the same basic science examina.
tion required of medical doctors and osteopathsL Many state laws also require that
annual license renewal is permissible only after the doctor of chiropractic has
taken a specified number of hours of approved post-graduate study, thus assuring
the chiropractic patient o professional currency with the latest scientific
progress.

Chiropractors have been classified by the U.S. Public Health Service In a 1966
study as among "medical specialists and practitioners" Including pediatricians,
obstetricians, and opthalmologists, among others.

Claims for chiropractic care are paid by several hundred insurance companies
throughout the various States and by workmen's compensation boards of 41
states and the District of Columbia, All Federal agencies accept sick leave cer.
tificates signed by chiropractors, and chiropractic care Is, of course, a recognized
medical expense under internal revenue regulations.

NATURE OF CHItROPRAOT1O

Chiropractic Is a science which utilizes the Inherent recurerative powers of the
body and the relationship between the muscoloskeletal structures and functions
of the body, particularly of the UpInal column and the nervous system, In the res-
toration and maintenance of health. Chiropractic practice is the specific adjust-
ment and manipulation of the articulations and adjacent tUssueq of the body,
particularly of the spinal column, for the correction of nerve interference and
Includes the use of recognized diagnostic methods as IndiCated. Patient care Is
conducted with due regard for environmental, nutritional and phychotherapentic
factors as well as first aid, hygiene, sanitation, rehabilitation and related pro-
cedures designed to restore or maintain normal nerve functions.

Chiropractic Is based on the premise that the relationship between structure
and function In the human body Is a significant health factor and that such
relationships betv een the spinal column and the nervous system are the most
significant, since the normal transmission and expression of nerve energy Is
essential to the restoration and maintenance of health.

Chiropractic Is the largest drugless healing profession. It does not Include
the practice of surgery.

Chiropractic professional colleges require a minimum of four academic years
of professional resident study, including clinical experience under strict super-
vision. In addition, two years of pre-professional education are required. Eight
chiropractic colleges are affiliated with the American Chiropractic Association
which spends a very considerable portion of Its income for Improvement of the
nation's chiropractic educational program. The accepted validity of a Doctor of
Chiropractic (D.C.) degree Is attested by the United States Office of Education
in Its nublication entitled "Academic Degrees", page 169. This i4 the accepted
authority on the lexitimacy' of academic degrees. Appendix T, attached to this
statement, Pets forth a short description of the extensive professional and
selentfile education in health sciences required Wefore licensure as a chiropractic
-doctor.
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FREEDOM OF CHOICE AND STATES' RIGHTS

I respectfully submit that the present medicare law violates the basic principles
of sec. 1801 and see. 1802 of the Social Security Act by its failure to provide
coverage to America's senior citizens for chiropractic health services. Let me
be speclfic:

L States' Rights are Abridged by Federal Law
The assurance seemingly provided by Section 1801's "Prohibition Against Any

Federal Interference" is vitiated through interference with the States' freedom
effectively to make available to their elderly citizens the health services of
licensed chiropractors.

This is a serious matter since, as I have already noted, 48 states, Puerto Rico,
and the District of Columbia, all have licensing laws which recognize the
practice of chiropractic and authorize its health services for their citizens.
Therefore, the Federal medicare law, by denying coverage of chiropractors,
penalizes the citizens of these states and interferes with the operation of such
state laws within the respective state boundaries.

As a former Governor of the State of Iowa, I feel especially sensitive about
abridgement of States' Rights by the Federal Government. And this denial of
effective States' Rights in Title 18 (medicare) Is all the more strange because
true States' Rights (and the coverage of chiropractic set elces) are allowed In
Title 19 (medicaid). Our latest survey shows that of the 28 states which have
Federally approved medicaid programs 14 already include chiropractic services.
These 14 states are: California, Idaho, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minne-
sota, Nebraska, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, West
Virginia, Texas. ,

In addition, six states, Iowa, Kansas, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire and
Oregon have medicaid plans n operation but not yet approved. Of these six states,
Iowa, Kansas and Oregon provide chiropractic coverage and New Hampshire is
awaiting an opinion from the Attorney General authorizing coverage.

Thus we have the following odd results under the present Social Security Act:
1. The medically Indigent can obtain chiropractors' services under medi-

cald (Title 19).
2. But the medically self-sufficient cannot obtain chiropractors' services

under medicare (Title 18).
This Is an unjust and unfair discrimination against the self-sufficient senior

citizens of our nation who should also be entitled to exercise their right of selec-
tion of health care. We respectfully urge this Committee to amend H.R. 12080
(Just as it did with the 1965 bill) so that medicare eligibles may be entitled to
State-licensed chiropractic services under Title 18.

It. Freedom of choice is denied to patients
America's self-supporting elderly are denied effective freedom of choice to ob-

tain the needed and beneficial health services of state-licensed chiropractors.
If there was one continuing thread during the entire Congressional debate on

Medicare, as well as in the prior 20 years of discussion, it was freedom of choice
by the patient to obtain Hea-th service from any qualified instItuton agecay or
person. This was the guarantee intended by Section 1802. This is what the volun-
tary insurance premium in Title 18 was Intended tobuy. This was the objective of
this Committee's and the Senate's amendment in 1065. When such "freedom of
choice" Is denied, medicare in effect denies protection for the individual health,
comfort and well-being of each and every Senior American.

Let me hasten to say that as a former Governor, I am fully aware of the need for
compromises that often have to be made before major laws are enacted. This,
of course, was equally true in 1965 with the medicare bill. But I respectfully
submit that the time has now come for restoring the amendment approved by
this Committee and the Senate In 1965, to allow coverage of chiropractic health
services authorized and licensed under State law. Freedom of choice of health
care Is the basic right of all Americans.

I believe It fair and Just to say that the coverage of chiropractors' services
under medicare is a test of the genuineness Of our dedication to the principles
proclaimed In Sections 1801-2 of the medicare law

-"Prohibition Against Any Federal Interference"
-"Free Choice by Patient Guaranteed."
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MEDZOARE OSTS

We are aware, of course, of Congressional concern with the mounting'costs
of the medicare program. However, we believe that inclusion of chiropractic In
medicare will to$ increase costs. Such Inclusion adds no new benefits to the pro-
gram whatsoever, but merely an alternative health service for obtaining the bene-
fits already legislated by the Congress and stiU continued in HR. 12080. For
example, a beneficiary with a lower back ailment who chooses a medical doctor
for treatment Is covered, whereas the same beneficiary must pay out of his own
pocket if he chooses a doctor of chiropractic to treat him for the same ailment.
The ailment Is the same, but medicare now pays for an M.D.'s treatment, but not
for the D.O.'s treatment.

In fact, the available evidence from four states shows that treatment by chiro-
practors may actually reduce costs under medicare. Appendix II Includes data
collected from official sources in California, Colorado, Florida and Minnesota,
illustrative of this cost reduction In fact In existing programs, which authorize
chiropractic as an alternative health service. There Is every reason to believe the
same cost-reduction experience would prevail In medicare.

Since budgetary considerations were stated in the House to be reponsible for
non-Inclusion of the services of other health practitioners, we believe this rationale
to be inapplicable to chiropractic. Consequently, although we appreciate the
thought and motivation that are behind Sec. 141 of H.R. 12080, and offer our full
cooperation if such study be undertaken, we respectfully suggest that there
appears to be no valid reason to defer Inclusion of chiropractic for a feasibility
study as proposed In See. 141. In passing it might be noted that nowhere is
assurance ghen that either the health services to be included In such study or
the State bodies that license such health service practitioners will be adequately
and fairly represented in the study group or staff upon which the HEW Secretary
must rely for his findings and recommendations.

PROPOSED AOREE1ENT

The Committee and the Senate have already Indicated their belief in the right
of medicare patients to select chiropractic care and services under Title 18.
The particular statutory manner In which this is accomplished Is of lesser Im-
portance, provided, of 'course, it be effective to achieve Its full purpose.

Two major different means have been suggested to include chiropractic in
medicare. and either one would serve the public welfare:

I. The House-approved H.R. 12080 would amend See. 1801 (r) of the Social
Security Act so as to provide for podiatrists with respect to services which
they are legally authorized by the State to perform. This same approach can
be followed with chiropractors, as Indicated in Appendix III.

11. In 1905 this Committee and the Senate sought this objective through
amending 1861 (s). Appendix III includes a proposed amendment to this
same end.

What this Committee proposed In 1965 on chiropractic services now seems
within reach If this Committee reaffirms its former well-considered judgment. We
respectfully suggest that this Committee was wise and Its action well conceived
when It accorded the right to choose chiropractic care and services as part of the
health services provided under the medicare program (Title 18) just as it Is
already authorized under medicaid (Title 19). Anything less In the current bill,
H.R. 12080, would be an injustice to medicare eligibles, an abridgement of States'
Rights. and a denial of freedom of choice by American citizens. We respectfully
urge this Committee to amend H.R. 12080 so as to Include chiropractic in
medicare.

APPxNDIX I

EDUCATION REQUMMENTS FOR LIOENSURK AS DOoToR o0 CHIROPRAOTIO

1. oHIBOPRAOnO EDUCATIONAL RQUIREMETs

The chiropractic doctor Is educated in chiropractic principles and practice,
anatomy, biochemistry, microbiology, pathology, physiology, public health,
diagnosis and x-ray, clinical disclplipe&, and related health sciences. Beginning
with these basic subjects, a chiropractiq student spends a major part of the
first two years (of a four-year course-not less than 4200 clock hours) in master-
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Ing these fundamentals. The remaining two years are devoted to practical or
clinical studies dealing with the diagnosis and treatment of disease, and work-
ing with patients In applying chiropractic principles and gaining experience of
practice. Approximately one-half of the time of the last two years is spent In
the clinics of the college of his choice.

2. STATIC EXAMINING BOARDS

Each state has a State Examining Board composed of doctors of chiropractic.
In a few states, there are composite boards of doctors of chiropractic and
doctors of medicine.

APPNDIx II-A.-SuMAY or AvERAoz COST Ps OASE UNDER OHnmOPRAOT1o OARE
AND ALL PaonssioNs

Soo rce of Information Cost under Medical cost,
chlropractic cars all professions

Californa:
Old-age secure .................................................. $76.67Aioi the blind .................................................... V 14 13
Ald to needy disabled ............................................... 45.12 121.68
Auto lnjqrl ....................................................... 131.29 166.97

Flora: Bac Inj ... ....................................... $1.00 61.7
Colorado: Back Injuries ................................... .20.82 31.67

Soc ce: H. 0. Higley, 'Cost of Chlr.Vractk Services" (unpublished, September 1966), p. ,

APPENDIX II-B
FLORIDA INDUSTRIAL COMslISSrON DATA ON COMPARATIVE COSTS OF SERVICES BY

oHLJOPBAOTORs AND MEDJIOAl DOOTros

1. In 1060 a study was made of the workmen's compensation records of the
Florida Industrial Commission. The report was entitled "A Survey and Analysis
of the Treatment of Sprain and Strain Injuries and Industrial Cases."

2. The purpose of the research was to compare the-
(1) average treatment costs
(2) worktime losses, and
(3) services rendered.

per case for back injuries, as treated by chiropractors and medical doctors.
3. The study covered 19,666 individual cases, and was checked at each stage

by the First Research Corp., a nationally recognized and independent research
organization.

4. The findings are that as to sprain and strains of the neck, spinal column-
vertebrae, and back.

(A) The cost of the average case was as follows:

Hailed by-
Chiropfaclot Medical doctor

Total trealmentosts ................ ........................ .$51 $65
Compensation WS ..................................................... 9 37

Total ................................................................. 60 102

(B) The Average Worktlme lost was:
Handled by:

Chiropractors ----------------------------------- 3 days
Medical doctors ---------------------------------- 9 days

5. Thu, when a sprain and strain case was handled by a medical doctor rather
than a chiropractor:

(A) Treatment cots--averaged 27.5% more
(B) Oompfelatio 0o1#--averaged 811% more
(0) Work Time Loaes--averaged 8009 more
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1. Benefits from Chiropractic Care In such cases:
(A) Reduced medical costs
(B) Reduced compensation cost
(0) Reduced loss of salary and pain to employee
(D) Reduced loss of manpower to employer.

APPENDIX 11-0

3INNEsOT.%-RESULTS OF A StnvEY OF 10000INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENt CASES IN
MINNESOTA

1. In 1958, Associated Insurance Research of Owatonna, Minnesota, released
the results of a survey of 10,000 industrial accident cases in Minnesota in the
period 1954-1958. The claims all dealt with back injuries incurred in industrial
employment. (No cases of permanent injury were included.)

2. The Survey revealed the folowing facts:
(a) Average Cost Per Claim:

Medical doctors ---------------------------- $64.60
Chiropractic doctors -------------------------- 35.64

(b) Off-the-Job Time Loss, Case Average:
Medical doctors -------------------------- 19. 2 days
Chiropractic doctors ------------------------. 9 days

APPENDIX III

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO H.R. 12080 To INCLUDE CHIROPRACTIC SERVICES IN
MEDICARE

Alternative I-Amesdment to § 1861(r) of Social Security Act, by amending
I 127(a) of II.R. 12,080.

1. Section 127(a) of H.R. 12,080, p. 50, line 22:
After word "chiropody," insert the following: "and a doctor of cijro-

practic or a chiropractor."
Alternative Il-Ancndmcnt to § 1861 (8) of Social Security Act, by adding

a new § 127A to H.R. 12,080.
1. Section 127A, H.R. 12,080, p. 50, after line 20:

Between lines 20 and 21, add the following new section:
SEo. 127A. (a) Section 181 (s) (1) of the Social Security At iN amended

by adding before the semicolon and after "Iservices" the following: "or chiro-
practors' services"

(b) Section 1861 of such Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:

"Chiropractors' Services
"(z) the term 'chiropractors' services' means services performed by a

chiropractor, but only with respect to functions which he Is legally author-
ized to perform as a chiropractor by the State in which he performs them."

Senator M9TcALF. Our next witness is Mr. Frederic W. Richmond,
who is chairman of the Citizens Committee for Medicaid, accompanied
by Harrison Brody of the Citizen's Emergency Committee To Save
Medicaid.

We are delighted to have you before the committee. You have a pro-
pared statement and go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF HARRISON BRODY, CHAIRMAN, CITIZENS
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE TO SAVE MEDICAID

Mr. BRODY. Mr. Chairman U.S. Senator Russell B. Long, and dis-
tinguished Members of the- U.S. Senate Finance Committee, may I
take this opportunity to thank your committee for the generous in-
vitation which it has extended to the Citizens Emergency Committee
to Save Medicaid to present testimony in opposition to certain provis-
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ions of H.R. 12080, which if not revised' would tend to ciipple aid
devitalize the operations of New York State's medicaid program.

On August 17, 1967j the House of Representatives passed H.R.
12080 which abrogated the intent and spirit of title XIX of the
Social Security Act. Title XIX provided that New York State could
set up its own minimum qualifications for imedicaid eligibility without
excessive restrictions. The antimedicaid provsions of H.R. 12080 pro-
vided that by July 1, 1967, a medically needy New York family of
four would be cut off from lifesaving medical assistance if its annual
net income exceeded $3,900, an amount actually below New York
State's poverty level.

In substantiation of the above fact, we offer in evidence the state.
ment of Mr. Geoi'ge K. Wyman, New York State Commissioner of
Social Welfare, wh1o declared early in 1067 that a New York family
of four could qualify for cash welfare payments if its income fell be.
low $8,931.Without public hearings or prior announcement, the House of ep-
resentatives passed certain provisions of H.R. 12080, which would
abolish the present equitable New York State exemption of $6,000
net annual income for a family of four, and replaced it with a repres-
sive means formula under which the income of such a family in order
to remain eligible for medical assistance, could not exceei:

$4,400 after July 1, 1968
$4,100 after July 1, 1969
$3,900 after July 1, 1970

In other words, a family of four in New" York State, would then have
to become progressively impoverished to qualify for med icaid under
the House's new legislative restrictions. The minimum net annual in-
come execptions for other groups of applicants for medical assistance
would likewLse be-downgraded to mendacity.

The chart appended below, perhaps, illustrates more graphically
than words themendicancy level to which H.R. 12080 would reduce
medicaid in New York State:

FAMILY OF 4 PERSONS-ANNUAL NET INCOME EXCLUSION ABOVE WHICH MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY CEASES

Medkald roulette Yet Iy Weely Daily DArly per perm

NowYork State Level Present ....... $115.38 $8.48 $4.12
H.R 12M. Jutyl1........4. 400 84.06 12.00
H.R. 10 Jelyl.1969....... o......o. 100 784 11.2
H. !208 5J0y , 170............. 3900 75.00 10.11 ..68

If. the discriminatory provisions of H.R. 12080 are allowed to go
unchallenged, they will exclude hundreds of thousands of medically
needy families and over I million New York citizens from the benefits
of the New York State medicaid pro rn-a program which is legally
designed to give essential medical and health care to low-and limited.
income families. -

The virtual progressive abolition by H.R. 12080 of essential doctor,
dental, surgical, and hospital care under medicaid-to all families ex-
cept those who are poverty stricken or on the relief rolls--has much
greater humanitarian and national implications than thempty statis-
tics with which Congress seeks to balance the books of huaickness,

15;87
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misery, pain, and suffering. Antimedicaid legislation is part of the same
congressional thinking which made some.House Members deride legis-
lative proposals to exterminate rats as a libel on the efficiency of cats.
As in the reluctance of Congress to pass rat-control legislation, certain
Members of the House have oversimplified the facts about the medic-
aid program and covertly hidden the truth. The truth is that medicaid
applicants are "medically indigent"--not so much because of the lack
of weekly income, but because of the lack of immediate resources of
"cash on hand" to meet the crises of sudden medical emergencies.

New York State and its legislature has understood the urgent need
of its indigent families for emergency medical care and is being pun-
ished for its foresight and compassion by the House of Representa-
tives. In initiating and signing the New "fork State medicaid bill into
law, Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller affirmed that a citizen with "an empty
pocketbook" could not pay catastrophic medical bills. Governor Rocke-
feller also declared, and this citizens committee concurs, that "an en-
lightened medicaid program represents the medical emancipation of
America."

Make no mistake about it. The immediate effect of H.R. 12080 on
medicaid is not simply to raise the income requirements for medical
assistance eligibility, but to restructure drastically the whole equitable
system of New York State's medicaid program and to progressively
render it supine and inoperative. A New York congressional member
of the House Ways and Means Committee, who vainly tried to stop
the antimedicaid juggernaut, has called the repressive features of H.R.
12080 "completely disastrous."

To further increase the income requirements for medicaid eligibility
from its present, modest, realistic, actuarial carefully thought out
levels, on which the bipartisan New York State L.egislature spent
months of agonizing appraisal, would defeat the entire purpose of the
New York medical assistance program for the medically indigent,-
which is honestly and faithfully administered by the New York State
Department of Social Welfare under Commissioner George K.
Wyman, whose record and achievements in this field are well known
to the Members of the U.S. Senate.

The antimedicaid provisions of H.R. 12080 have spawned a hybrid
monster-a federally dominated medical assistance program of
planned chaos which we hope, trust and pray the U.S. Senate Finance
Committee-in its good sense and ibenfcence-will thrust aside, and
reinstate, in its stead, the original provisions of title XIX of the Social
Security Act as they relate to medicaid.

Medicaid payments in New York State, for its fiscal year starting
on April 1, have been estimated at $789 million. Of this amount the
estimated contribution of New York State and its localities has been
some $450 million. The rest of the money has been borne by the Fed-
eral Government. Under the circumstances, shouldn't New York State
be allowed to administer its own medicaid program? Is it fair for
the House Ways and Means tail to wag the body of the New York
State medicaid dog?

Two years ago, title XIX of the Social Security Act, establishing the
present equitable medicaid program, without excessive restrictions
for any State, was passed by the Congress of the United States. To
date, over 2 million needy New York citizens have been given medical

188
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assistance under medicaid. Under H.R. 12080, over 1 million medically
indigent New York State residents would be eliminated from the
present medical assistance essential health and medical services pro.
grams. Such a result would be the equivalent of a legislative atomic
time bomb dropped on the medical services of the needy.

Overwhelming testimony in favor of the medicaid program has
been presented, not only by distinguished Members of t e Oongress,
but also by qualified experts in the fields of preventive medicine, law,
sociology, economics, labor, social services government, and human
relations. Among those who have supported this program of "medical
emancipation," and their names are legion, are George K. Wyman,
John Gardner, Wilbur Cohen, Mitchell Ginsberg, Victor Gotbaum,
Joseph Rogoff Harry Van Arsdale, Frederic W. Richmond, Jacob
Gilbert, Jonathan B. Bingham James Scheuer Daniel Greenberg,
Irving Blumberg, Joseph H. Louchheim Dr. howard Rusk, and
many, many others. Their arguments in favor of the restoration of
title XIX's original medicaid program are even more persuasive today
with rioting in our cities, enormous population growth, and ever-
increasing medical and living costs everywhere.

The present shortsighted antimedicaid provisions of H.R. 12080,
directed mainly against the 17 million citizens of New York State,
would, therefore, be inordinately socially and economically unsound-
for the following reasons:

1. WELFARE RECIPIENTS RECEIVE AUTOMATIC MICAM

Of the estimated over 2 million persons on medicaid in New York
State, 50 percent automatically receive medicaid benefits, without a
means test, because they are on welfare rolls.

2. EIGHTY PERCENT EXCLUSION OF NONWELFARE MEDICAID APPLICANTS

Of the remaining 1.2 million or more persons on medicaid in New
York State, but not on relief 80 percent of those presently eligible
would be excluded by H.R. 120A0.

S. SEVENTY-FI PERCENT OF mEdOam ELIGIBLES oARRY HEALTH
INSURANCE

Furthermore, the congressional H.R. 12080 cutoff program for New
York State eligibles is completely unrealistic--because of those falmi-
lies of four or more who would be excluded-75 percent are covered
by private medical insurance plans such as Blue Cross, Blue Shield,
HIP, GHI, major medial-and medicaid picks up only the catas-
trophio portion of their medical assistance, when required, which is
nominal.

4. H.R. 12080 OPENS DOOR TO POSSIBLE 3,000 PERCENT INCREASE

Of the 25 percent who would be declared ineligible for medicaid
under H.R. 12080, who have no health insurance, they might recede
to the welfare rolls entirely if they don't receive medical assistance
when they require it, with a consequent enormous increase in the ex-
penditure of public funds for their total maintenance.

8W-231--47-pt. 8-0
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3I. MEDICAID IS NOT A GIVEAWAY PROGRAM

The present TNew York State medicaid program is not a "giveaway
program." The New York State Department of Social Welfare's means
test for medicaid is strictly interpreted and uniformly applied as fol-
lows: "Any family applyiiig for medicaid, which has a surplus of cash
resouree.s in excess of 50 percent of its net income exemption, is ineli-
gible." In simple language, New York State now says that if a family
unit of two people, with a net income exemption of $4,000 has over
$2,000 in the bank or in mutual funds, it is out of the medicaid ball
game.

Likewise a pensioner, for example, subsisting on a marginal stand-
ard of $2,300 per year, or $6.30 per day is ao currently excluded
from medicaid benefits by present New York State criteria if he has
resources above that amount in unearned income. In addition, if an
applicant earning $4,500 gross income does not meet his mandatory 1
percent deductible requirement, as having been spent on medical care,
lie is also declared ineligible in New York State under present require-
ments.

6. NEW YORK STATE MEDICAID HAS BUILT-IN SAFEGUARDS

The applicant for medical assistance undergoes scrupulous screen-
ing as to the extent of his financial resources. If a family has resources
in excess of 50 percent of their minimum net exclusion, even to the
$1,000 insurance policy allowed them for each member's burial ex-
penses, they may6 excluded under New York State's criteria.

7. H.R. 12080 WILL PRODUCE EXPENSIVE REDTAPE

The projected new legislation will tear down the old medicaid sys-
tem a.nd attempt to build up a new system. The cost of a new bureauc-
racy superimposed on the old will far exceed the expenses of the past
And present. The economy drive will turn into a new nightmare of
useless expenditures. Parkinson's law will prevail.

8. H.R. 12080 CONSTITUTIONALLY VIOLATIVE OF STATE SOVEREIGNTY

On constitutional grounds, discriminatory attacks against New
York State control of its own medicaid program violate the spirit of
constitutional government and destroy solemn contacts between the
Federal and State Governments, which have as their sole purpose the
general welfare of the pople of the United States.

In conclusion the Citizens Emergency Committee To Save Medi-
caid fervently believes that. the deferred death sentence which has
been passed against New York State medicaid by certain provisions
of H.R. 12080, should be rescinded by the Senate of the United
States-and that the pending regressive antimedicaid legislationshould be replaced by the original fair provisions of ttleXIX of the
Social Security Act under which medicaid has operated so success-
fully and humanely up to the present.

It is certain that as the brightest day follows the darkest night, a
wise and humane Senate would not desire to have on its conscience the
tragic responsibility for a course of action which might deny to the
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outstretched arms of its less fortunate brethren the healing medical
help and surcease from needless and wanton suffering. With the poten-
tial strangulation of the medicaid program-for all but the unfor-
tunate needy on relief rolls-hundreds of thousands of innocent chil-
dren may be excluded from general medical care under medicaid-
from dentistry to correct crooked teeth and jaws, from surgery to
heal their bodies and from the ministrations of preventive medicine,
which might maLe them, in God's good time, healthy and productive
citizens.

We must not allow a misshapen medicaid produce a misshapen
America. Never again must we permit our great Nation to produce
generation after generation of youthful Americans--70 percent of
whom couldn't pass the minimum health standards of Selective Serv-
ice or of the President's Conunittee on Physical Fitness. A healthy
American is a strong America. With the medical emancipation of
our great Nation under medicaid, this Nation can have a new birth of
national health. We know that there is not the slightest doubt in the
minds of this great Senate committee that the health and well-being
of our citizens young and old, is America's most precious heritage.

Thank ou lor your patience and consideration. God bless you for
your good will.

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK W. RICHMOND, CHAIRMAN, CITIZENS'
COMMITTEE FOR MEDICAID

Mr. Ricmiox. Senator Metcalf, first may I takes this opportunity
on behalf of more than 200 organizations representing labor, business,
social service and health associations, and civic groups which compose
the Citizens' Committee for Medicaid, and on behalf of the Citizens
Emergency Committee To Save Medicaid-both committees which I
have the honor to represent-to express our deep appreciation to your
distinguished chairman and the members of this great senatorial com-
mittee for the privilege you have given me and our citizens' committees
in allowing us to come before you to express our point. of view in favor
of Noew York State's medicaid program, and to present our arguments
in opposition to those sections of H.R. 12080, which would effectively
destroy New York State's present successful program of medical as-
sistance under title XIX.

My statement shall be brief and I hope to the point. In a sin-
gle year, New York State has established a landmark in our Nation's
|istory of health care by providing voluntary, lifesa ving medical serv-
ices to over 2 million needy New Yorkers. This figure includes hun-
dreds of thousands of families, over a half million children and a large
number of senior citizens past 65. This humane achievemuit could not,
however, have been accomplished without the good will, guidance and
compassionate cooperation of legislators like yourself and of the ed-
eral Government. However, I have not come here simply to praise
you, but to plead for your help in nullifying the antimedicaid pro-
vision of H.R. 12080% which seek3 to-set aside the original nonrestrict-
ive enabling legislation of title XIX and au).titute a system of re-
gressive restrictions on the administration of New York State medic-
aid. In our opinion, these restrictions are both unwise and unjust.
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It is our conviction that a Federal law which prohibits the sovereign
State of New York from administering its own medical assistance
program, that prevents it from setting up its own standards and quali-
fications for medical eligibility for its own citizens within its own
borders, is impractical in its application and approaches legislative
tyranny in its philosophy.

It is likewise our belief that it is clearly inequitable to grant medical
assistance under medicaid only to those famiihes who have virtually a
welfare status-and deny it to low-income families, even though they
have been declared "medtically indigent" and eligible for medicaid un-
der the present criterion of the New York State Department of Social
Services. Yet, that is exactly what H.R. 12080 would do.
H.R. 12080 has been rightfully called the New York State Medicaid

Exclusion Act because it would, within a year or two, disqualify nearly
2 million medically needy New Yorkers, now eligible for lifegiving
medical assistance, from receiving this care. This kind of legislation-
which would take back in 1967 that which was given in 1965--is un-
conscionable. And, I submit further, it will add more fuel to the fires-
real and otherwise--set by those who argue that Congress has little
concern for those trying to break a cycle of poverty that has continued
for far too long.

For make no mistake, if H.R. 12080 passes in its present form, it
will strike hardest at those families who have managed to pull them-
selves up from the lower depths of poverty, who are just beginning to
see daylight and learning to become productive members of society.

If New York State medicaid is going to be destroyed by being wa-
tered down it would be better if it had never been started. But it has
been started and, in my humble opinion simple justice and good sense
require that the medicaid program tor 17 million New Yorkers should
continue to be equitably and fairly administered, without prejudice
and discrimination of any kind-not public, nor private or even legis-
lative.

We cannot rationalize the anguish of the medically needy with the
unrealistic formula of H.R, 12080 which, in three successful annual
bombshells, sets levels of 150 percent of poverty, then 140 percent and
finally 1331/3 percent in order to receive medical care under medicaid.

In New York State, the impact of such a formula will be to reduce
eligibility levels by over 30 percent during the next 8 years while, If
present trends continue, the cost of medical care will rise by over 40
percent. To play these games with human misery is to out-Nero Nero.

You know as a businessman and a taxpayer, I have been keenly
aware of the dollar pressures building tip against the New York Stat'
medicaid program. In the fiscal year that began April 1, medicaid pay-
ments in New York State are estimated at $788 million. However--
and this is the crucial argument for those who claim New York is out
to break the Federal bank--New York State and its subdivisions will
make their own contribution of $450 million. In other words, fore.very
dollar of Federal reimbursement New York itself will Spen nearly $2.

Under these circumstances, isn't it fair, isn't it suitable, that New
York State-which bears the major part of its'nedicaid costs-should
be allowed to continue to apply its own standards of medicaid eligibil-
ity for its own citizenst Does it make sense for a congressional corn-
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mittee of the House of Representative to mandate, at long range,
which New Yorkers must go without vital medical services I

As you distinguished gentlemen know, and as the record shows, the
Now York State Legislature spent long, tiring months in the prepara-
tion of rigid qualifications standards, and criteria for medicaid eligi-
bility. There are many built-in safeguards. The State legislature acted
upon the good faith of a Congr(ss which, in 1965, passed the medicaid
provisions under title XIX of the Social Security Act.

Are we now to ignore the conscientious labors of the bipartisan Now
York State legislature? Is its fair and equitable medicaid program
now to be thrown out the window I Shouldn't each State be master of
its own work for its own program of medical assistance? Hasn't New
York State proven its fiscal integrity and responsibility in its adminis-
tra Lion of its own medicaid program ?

To establish, as H.R. 12080 seeks to do, an arbitrary poverty stand-
ard for medical assistance in New York State flies in the face of
reason. It destroys the fundamental justification, for the original
title XIX act which contained-no regressive limitations. Title XIX
established a fair uniform standard or medicaid eligibility in New
York and all other States. That standard was--Is the applicant medi-
cally indigent? If the applicant' qualified for medical services byreason of being financially unable to secure them,? then the State
stepped in and extended a remedial. niedical helping hand. Would
we now strike down this hand of medicalmercy?

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of this great committee,
the life or death of New York State's medicaid program rests in your
hands. If some of my remarks have sounded unduly harsh, I know
you will understand that they* were made without personal malice
but in the service of the medical future of the people of the State of
New York. There is no need,here to recount the great need for medic-
aid. For as Dr. Charles Mayo has so ably expressed it, "Sickness makes
people poor; poverty makes people sick."

But I do "respectfully, though' urgently, request you to set aside
those destructive portions of H.R. 12680 which, relate to medicaid, and
to reinstate the spirit and substance of title XIX'of the original social
security legislation. And allow New York State and all States to
establish'their own honest criteria for medicaid eligibility.

The cost to the Federal Government for an entire yeai'of New
York State medicaid is less thanthe cost of It days' conflict in Vietnam.
Surely, the Medical Surfival I of our citizens is one portion of our
domestic program which we can sistain in spite of demands elsewhere,
For what can we value more than human life, lived inder dignity,
freedom, and democracy? What, we 'are discussing here is not so- much
a program of medical aid, but a program of freedomm from medical
want.,',-

The United Statesi which -has dedicated and rededicated itself to
the eMancipation of all mankind, howl through the efforts f this great
senatorial committee, has the historic opportunity .to estAblish -the
"medical emancipation", of '17 million citizens, of NW t Yoik State
and inevitably, tlem 6dical efaiaeipation of our 6iitire Nation;.

Thank you.
Senator MiroMAL. Thank you, Mr. Richmond.
Senator Hartke?
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, Senator ITARTUR. I would like to congratulate Mr. Rihimond for
a very fnne statement. Ills record for public service is well known
throughout. the Nation, and I think it. is important we recognize his
contribution in thle past and also recognize his contribution to thi6,
committee at this time.

Mr. RIChIMOND. Thank you, Senator IHarike.
Senator MMrAL.F. Senator Bennett?
Senator BENi-n'r. I have no questions.
Senator M mvA,,. I want to thank you, Mr. Richmond, for your

very eloquent and persuasive testimony, and 1 know all members of
the committee will give very serious consideration to the points that.
you have made.

I want to ask Mr. Brody a question which was surget(d by the
staff. I note that. Mr. lRichnond says the cost to the Feodral governn.
ment for an entire year of New York State medicaid Is less than the
cost of 7 days' confiot in Vietnam. Many of us who deplore the cost
of any contdict in Vietnam have suggested that. perhaps we should
eliminate that. I don't. like to equate some of these other things with
that. Many of us are vitally concerned with the rising cost, my State
as well as yours, of the medicaid programs. Is there some aotion that
we can take that you think would be fair, specific action that the
Federal Government can take to reduce some of these medicaid ex-
penditures on an equitable basis?

Mr. BRODY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for that question.
My committee sent. here not to argue or flght with the MemberA of

Congress, but to cooperate with them, and what we want is a viable
modus vivendi medicaid program for the State of New York, a pro-
gram that will comply with the best thinking i the United States of
America, and it's useless for the State of New York to be out of line.
It you are going to set standards and criteria for 50 States and New
York State a going to insist on banging its head against a stone wall,
we are not going to get anywhere.

Now, I have taken the position in my statement which is in the
record, that we want the title XVIII reinstated. But perhaps- the
status quo cannot be maintained. Therefore, in the interest of this
compatibility and in the interests of saving money, and through the
coincidence of your distingished chairman, Senator Rusell Tong's
statement this morning, Tlave the honor of presenting a specific reo.
ommendaation, is not just generalizations about why we are against
something or why we are for Something, but. this is speefically a recom
mendation for an amendment to H.R. 12080, and it takes the form of
an exemption to wit: "That. in those States where a percent deducti-
ble is req uire for any eligibility, beginning at 150 percent of AFDC,
the Federal income medical assistance criteria need not apply."

Now, this will save the New York State medical assistance program
because It will enable us to establish our own qualification s and to keep
the 8 or 4 million eligible people on the rolls, whereas under the Honse
Waye and Means formula, which we reject and we respect the opin.
ion of Mr. Wilbutr Mills who has handled trillions of dollars. bit the
fact. is that Mr. Wilbur Mills and the House Ways and Means Coin-
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mittee have strapped the medicald progrmtu of Now York State to
the electric chair, anl July 1, 1008, the first lethal charge of electricity
will eliminate all of those persons in 'New York who are on the medi-
Cal elifiblity lists except for those who are on relief on the welfare
rolls.' lnt Is tie not effect. We don't, need any moro electrical charges
after 19068. By 1969 only welfare rcipents wN1i be alive.

Sinator MA-rom.F. With the price that Con Ed has for electricity
up there, lhopo we can save tho elect rio chnrges.

Mr. BsoDY.Yes sir.
Now, the practical effect, I know Mr. Wilbur Mills will be happy

to aRCct)t this, will be to produce a deductible prerequisite in medical
expenditures as a pereqomsite of lnedicaid of between $100 and $105
million a years on which the Federal share on t matching basis will
be approximately $75 million a year, and I think on the basis of sal-
vaging and saving and enabling the medicaid system of New York
Stateto survive, tiis is a suggestion which I know the chairman had
in his mind, and it is very eential that a deductible be enforced, not
only for outpatient care, which is a small Item, but the inpatient care
wh is a financial hemorrhage when you consider, gentlemen that
upstate there are hospitals which charge $45 to $60 a day, and down-
state New York, in Now York City, the hospital charges from $60 to
$80 a day. So that we must have a medical deduction as a prerequisite
for medicaid assistance, especially in New York City, and based on
an incomeo a net income exemption of $0,000 a year, that, will be about
$120, it might go up to $150. Multiply hait by a million you got the
net. a ate total of $150 million a year and this will show Now York
State's wilingness to cooperate witl Conress, willinges to brake
the program, as Mr. Wilbur Mills says, alid also to show (lint it does
not want to get more than its fair share of the medical funds. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman, for your consideration.

Senator MZ PT^AJ. Do yon have a comment?
Mr. Bnooy. I would ike to enter into the record a certification of

medical expenditures in order to show you it is a simple operation.
Mr. Wyman has said that It is difficult. It is not difficult , and I would
like you to ee the W-668 form which is utilized by the New York
Cit Department of Social Services for one page andits says "certifl-
cation of medical expenses Incurred during the current year." It is a
simple operation, It doesn't take more than 80 seconds to fill out, and
it will make'the program completely viable.. Senator MVroAL'. Without objection It will be included in the record
at this point,

(Form referred to above follows:)
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Certification of Medical Expenditures
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Senator METAL. Did you have a comment, Mr. RichmondI
Mr. RiogmO D. No, Senator, just to bring to your attention the fact

that with living costs as they are in New York City we recently par-
ticipated in a survey made by the Community Council of New York
which shows a family with a net income of $6,000 a year, a family of
four, has a total sum of $9.87 a week after it has paid for its food,.
clothing, and shelter. In other words that $9.37 has to cover every-
thing else, education, theater, books, beer, the movies, vacations, every-
thing.

Now we really believe that in New York City a family with an
income that lov is actually medically indigent because they can't
afford, especially, they can't afford, preventive medicine. The more-
preventive medicine we can get across the country the cheaper our
total medical bill will be because preventive medicine keeps people
out of the hospitals.

Senator MvwrrALF. I want to thank both of you and I know the com-
mittee thanks you for your appearance, for a very persuasive state-
ment and for a constructive proposal that will be given serious con--
sideration.

Thank you very much.
The next witness is Dr. E. J. Felderman, who is president of the-

New York State Association of Physicians and Dentists, Inc.
Dr. Felderman, we are pleased to have you before the committee.

STATEMENT OF E. 3. FELDERMAN, M.D., P RESIDENT OF THE ASSO-
CIATION OF NEW YORK STATE PHYSICIANS AND DENTISTS;"
ACCOMPANIED BY MARTIN H. BINSLEY, ATTORNEY

Dr. FLDERMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce my coun-
sel Mr. Bernsley.

Senator MBf&ALF. Go right ahead.
Dr. FE1 MAN. OK, than you.
Mr. Chairman,'I am E. J. Felderman, president of the Association'

of New York State Physicians and Dentists; and On my right, as r
said before, Mr. Bernsley, who is with me, my counsel. I, represent
approximately 5,000 practicing physicians and dentists of the State
of 0 .w York, and I an :here, to, discuss the impact that the word"qualified" may have on section M7, of 12080, "Free choice by indi-
vidual eligible for medical assistance."

During the past year the New York State's implementation of the
medical program resulted in considerable confusion within the pro-
fessibnal community, due in par to the disto red interpretation of
the word "qu*.lified."0

New York State, and I believe it is the only State, of all- those wvho-
are Participating in the medicaid program, has created arbitrary re-
quirements in excess of State, licensure, for .the, purveyor of. profes-
dional services.
.In a booklet prepared by the U.S. Department of Health Eu-

oation, and Welfare entitled "Questipna and ,Answ.rsMediW! As-
ifstan'ce and' Mdicaid," a question is posed (No. 45): The reply is--
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"that the medicaid program unlike medicare includes no provision
that requires States to allow free choice of physician. The basic in-
tent, however, is to provide for everyone who needs assistance in meet-
ing medical care costs--care that will be equal to that available to
the general population. Freedom of choice is provided in most States."The report of the Committee on Ways and Means on HR. 12080
House Report 544, Union Calendar W0), under the broad heading o
general discussion of the bill, on page 122, (par. i), states-

Under the current provisions of law, there is no requirement of the State that
recipients of medical assistance under the state title XIX program shall have
freedom In their choice of medical institutions or medical practitioners. In
order to provide this freedom, a characteristic of the medical care system In
this country, a new provision Is included in the law to require states to offer
this choice.

Further along in the opinion, it states "it is possible that some pro-
viders of services may still not be willing or considered, and I em-
phasize the word 'qualified,' to provide the service included in that
State plan."

I must, at this time, referyou to a memorandum that was submitted
to the Honorable John W. Gardner, Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, date. June 26, 1967. Attached thereto are several pages
marked as exhibits with a further memorandum on rule 85.10 of the
State Board of Social Welfare of the State of New York. As you can
readily note, the word "qualified" is causing the confusion and in part
is contributing to the failure of proper implementation of the medic-
aid program in New York State.

I I must refer you to section 1802, of Feeral title XVIII, section
85.10 of New York State Board of Social Welfare Rules, and to the
p resent amendment before you, section 226. In all instances, the
language is identical in the substantive part of tie paragraph.

Title XVIII is federally administered and free choice is really
guaranteed to all participants in the medicare program.

Title XIX is a State-operated program, and using the language of
1802 and the interpretation of the word "qualified' has been altered
to mean qualifications beyond licensure. The new amendment, if un-
changed and passed into law, would only further substantiate the
State of New York's thesis that qualified should mean additional
qualifications--as has been arbitrarily implemented by New York
State administrators of the medicaid program.

There are any number of instances where purveyors of services are
denied the opportunity to render such service by the discretionary
ruling and connotation of the word "qualified."

First Deputy Health Service Admninistrator of New York City-
James J. Haughton, in a letter to all physicians dated October 10,
1966, states-
shall be guaranteed the free choice of the person qualified to participate in the
Medical Assistance Program. Accordingly, the New York State Department of
1Vealth has established qualifications for participation of physicians and
dentists-

It becomes rather apparent that in a program of wide scope as is
medicaid-involvinggreat numbers of people, maximum utilization of
purveyor would be the goal in an already small numbered professional
group.
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Today, and for the forseeable future, the medical manpower short-
age is acute. Plans are readied to train the unskilled in paramedical
areas to alleviate the shortage.

Within New York, a large segment of professional personnel are
being deprived the right to participate by the administrators of the
medcai program. This action is well documented in the accompany-
in memorandums.

$here is no doubt that not all purveyors were delighted to partici-
pate--and in an already narrowing horizon of numbers, it is further
cut back by an interpretation which if unchecked, we believe will be
a misrepresentation of the basic intent of the law. 1

A headline of the New York Times of Thursday, May 18, 1967,
"Ten Health Groups Shut to Medicaid." "Health Insurance Plan
Centers Say The Are Loaded Down With Poor." On May 12, 1067,
a New York Daily News report stated that 13,000 poor died in a year
for lack of good care.

Gentlemen the foregoing facts are self-evident. Therefore, I re-
spectflly submit for your consideration a suggested amendment to
section 226(a), section -1902(a) "3 "to provide that an individual
eligible for medical assistance may obtain such assistance from any
institution, agency or person, legally authorized (duly licensed) by
that State wherein he practices, performs those services, or actions
required, including an organization which provided such services, or
arranged for their availability on a prepZayment basis, who undertakes
to provide him such services.' Further, I respectfully request that this
amendment may state that it be effective immediately. The New York
State Departments of Health, Social Services, and Education, have
been for the past year and several. months exploiting the medicaid
program for a projected ' modification of the State education laws.
I feel that this policy is unjust and is depriving many needy of a
basic requirement, which is not only a privilege, but a. fundamental
right.

I hope, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, that you
may consider in your written opinion, the possibility of further
amplifying the concept of free choice in its true and intended manner.

Thank you for your courtesy.
Senator METCALF. Thank you very much, Dr. Felderman. Senator

Bennett "
Senator BzNN.rr. Mr. Chairman, this is a very interesting state-

ment, but it misses the thing the committee needs to know most. What
is the basis on Which these people have been disqualified?
• Dr. FELMZRMAN. The basic concept that is reinforced by the admin-
istratve bodies is they say they have to--if they are going to give
away money-they have to know that it is given to the best qualified
performers of this particular action, and they have set up arbitrary
standards and they are consistent With the Workmen's Compensation
Board of the State of New York.

Now, in New York City alone, and this is authenticated, appiroxi-
mately 6,000 to 7,000 physicians are--have not got hospital facilities.
Tidy have arbitrarily set up AAGP, which is an American Associa-
tion of General Practiltioners.

Senator Bym~mrr. Yes, but there must be two oi three very simple
rules on which you are disqualified.
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Dr. Fxzm.z . Well if you don't belong to the private countryclub of AAGP , ifyou ~oNAn have your certifilcte by the AmericanBoard of Pathology 'if ' u don't have a hospital staff 'appointment
then you are disqualile4l from participating m that program.

Now, the general pf'ctitioner as the foundation 'and Tackbone ofAnerican medicine doesn't have to belong to the American Associ-
ation of Geieral Practitioners or any other group.

Senator BzxNiTr. All right.Is the requirement that you must have all of these conditions or one
of them I

Dr. FE LDERAN. You have to belong to AAGP and have a hospital
staff appointment.

Now, you may not have a hospital staff appointment because of avery complex situation of New York City medicine. In New YorkCity medicine there are--well, let's put it this way-back in' 1949-50,one of the big voluntary hospitals or pro rietary nonprofit hospitals
says, "We are not going to allow general practitioners on our staffany more. You will have to get a specialty rating, become a specialistwithin 2 years. If you fail to comply in 2 years with a specialty ratingyqu won't be on that hospital staff whaever"

So they took these men who were on the hospital staff as practition-e_ and put them aside and they weren't allowed to have hospital
facilities.

Senator Binximr. Now, these people who do not have hospital staffratings, there are still some hospitals to which you take your patients-
there must be.

Dr. FWEM. . Well, a lot of these men have been discouragedfrom undertaking entrance into these hospitals because it has beenbasically a conspiracy of specialization that has been going on for a
number of years.

Senator .B P. I am not interested in that. I am interested in thesimple bac facts of the proble. If they can't take their patients to
hospitals where do may take their patients IDr. Fxm)ERAw. Tiey refer theqpatient over to somebody else.

Senator Biwx=wm. They orefr te patient to someone else?
Dr. Fxmwrnt.4i. Yes, that is right.
Senator BzNNr. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.- ..
Senator MrroAIm. Well, Dr. Felderman I have had an opportunityduring the course of your testimony and Senator BennettS mnterroga-ion to glance through the supporting statements in the brief that youhave, and-I think that yqu have, in response to Senator Bennett, out-lined the problem involved. The ,ommitte-e still stands by the quota-

tion from the chairman that was M by Governor Erbe that thechoice of one's own dotor and other, pro er. of health services is aright which should be enjo ed by all Anmericas as the chairman oft h s. ..te. Yp n ,4 e i n o
ths committee opened the ebate years ago, several years ago----

Senator :zB xwm. 'hat is right.
Senator BMmrALP (continuig). And we still stand on that. So -wethank you f0r, your testimony, your appearance.!The brief that you

hay subnited as apart of your statement willbe analyzed both bythe staff and the members of the committee, qnd it sets forth thisspecial problem in which you are involved.

1/
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Dr. FEWERMAN. Thank You very much, sir.
Senator M=roAr. Thank you very much.
(The brief referred to above follows:)

ASsOoIATION 01 Nzw Youx PHY8IOLANO & DENTISTS, INO.,
Pe&evkeW, A.Y., Jue 86, 1967.

Memorandum to: The Honorable John W. Gardner, Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

From: E. J. Felderan, M.D., -president, Association of New York State
Physicians & Dentists, Inc.

On behalf of: The Association of New York State Physicians & Dentists, Inc.
Re: New York State's compliance with title XIX of the Social Security Act,

Welfare, Medical Assistance (sec. 1904 Public Health Law, 89-7).
The purpose of this Memorandum is to raise on behalf of the above named

Association, a spociflo question of stautory compliance of the State of New York,
with the purpose and intent of Title XIX of the Social Security Act.

This Memorandum is not to be Interpreted as an attempt to create confusion In
the administration of this noteworthy program, but on the otbhi,'land, to correct
an overextension of powers that is being exercised by the State Administrative
Departments in executing the Medicaid Program.

In accordance with Section 1904, we are requesting the Secretary to exercise
the powers herein contained to functionally alter the varied and somewhat chaotic
orders that, appearto be evolving from the State of New York Department of
Health (exhibit #1).

Title XVII and XIX, although representing separate philosophical concepts,
their areas of effectiveness in many instances overlaps and one may readily inter-
change one With the other. The question of semantics, sometimes affords refuge
from a convert act which will ultimately become overt.

Under-the guise of advancing the quality of "care and standards", a set of rules
and regulations have been created on the part of the State Department of Health,
through the utilization of Section 364, chapter 256, of the Laws of 1968, amending
Article V of the Social Welfare Law,- Title XI, New York State, and titled
"Medical Assistance for Needy, Persons". (Exhibits 2, 8 and 4.) The substantive
part of this section states:

f to asure that the Medical care and services rendered pursuant to this Title are
of the highest qaWtV and are available to all who are in need, the responsibility
for establishing and maintaining atan7,ards for care and eligibility shall be as
follows ;" (our emphasis)

. The background for the development of these requirements under thWe Medicaid
Program Is evident In a communication from the University of the Sthte 6f New
York, to members of the Dental Profession in NeW York Stat6, dated May 15,
1967. (Exhibit #5) Although the purpose of discussion proposed In exhibit #5
maY be laud ry-In dome lnstan es-Wls concern and policy isthat of the State
Deportment le Eteation and t's BOard of Dental Examiners. The overextension
4o the State N New York Department of Health's powers appears to be- arbitrary
and 6bt of; It'1', -ju dl ctt po d simply echofta p'rinciple that has first to be
mandated Into law, abd n;t to b6 used ds a Wedge (by the Department of Health)
In the adxlalstr&ton o the Medicaid Program. (Exhibit #6)

This djakfsl6ih Is fiot Intendd to embroil the Depaftment of Health, Ilduca.
-tiod A Welfare In a poY"ea that i eng 6t ~m(4la$d within -the State of
-New T0ok. It I$ vet Ao rAble tmuetftd that eight million people, aporOxl.
matkly'fte-half the i06tilatlon of thb s8te of New tork, evolved In the Medicaid
1'rogtiln, f0uld becouW'bf the natreof its broad scope, require the dministra-
tlveb ag"6is of th6 te of New york to expre s concern and attempt to'dictate
con.pt "s tb allpat iints, although this intent maz or may not be valid and
within the confines of tile Low.

Rule 85.10 of the State Board of Social Welfare, adopted July 19, 1966 states:
"Medi care and Health Services furnished pursuant to-Title Xl,-of the

Social welfare Law, shall be provided In accordance with regulations of the De-
partment and provisions of contracts entered into between the Department and
the Depprtmeqt of Health pursuant to, Section 864(a) *of the Social Welfare
Law wl&, hb regutions and contracts shall Include the right of each Individual
enticed therete to obtain such medical and health arevices from any institution,
.gency, or. jae quJiUfled to plarefpae under medical assistance If such Instits-
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tion, agency or person undertake.q to provide him of 4ueh medical care and
health service." [Our emphasis.)

The underlined words "qualified to participate" under Medlcnl Assistance,
etc., Is almost A direct extraction from Title XVIJI, Section 1802:

"Free choice by patient guaranteed--qualfied to partielpate under this title,
it such Institution or atency- :"

Further definition of a physician, part (c) Section 1861. paragraph (r).
"The term physiclan-legaly authaoried to practice medlete and surgery by

the state--." [Our emphasis]
Title XI of the Social Security Act. Section 1101 (a), (7)
"'The terms 'physician', and 'Medical Care' and 'hospitalization' include

osteopathic practitiopers or. the services of osteopathic practitioners and hospi-
tals within the scope f their practice as deflned by State Law."

By statute and intent, free choice Ii guaranteed tinder Federal Title XVIII.
Federal Medicare Program. One assumes that qualified nnd standards of care
shall be the bext in all instance, whether one Is under the Medicare program.
private paying fee for servie patient, or MedlcAid patient. sine the foregoing
three categories all must receive the best care, ahd furthermore, it may be the
same physician or purveyor of services that renders care to all.

We don't believe that one who renders services to a medicare patient who may
subsequently become medicaid eligible, that the purveyor can change hi.q hat so
quickly or either be unable to do so as to be unable to render medical care, and
to have to transfer that patient to one who the State of New York deems more
able to render such service.In the wisdom of the department of Health, Educaton, and Welfare, in its
preparation of HR 5710, as well as the honorable Mr. Mills, who Introduced the
bill. and which was referred to the Committee on Wayx and-Means, they have
deemed fit to introduce an amendment under Title XIX, Section 226 A, 1902
(a), 23:

"provide that any individual eligible to medical Assistance may obtain such
assistance from any fnstlttllon,. agency, or person, qualified to perform the serv.
ice or services required (inclding An organization which provides such Rervices,
or arranes for their hvailAbIlity on a prepayment basis) who undertakes to
provide him such services." [Our emphasis.)

The terminology Is strikingly similar in all ffistance6 to Title XVIII and rule
85.10 of the New York State Board of Social Welfare.

I do not believe that the intent of Congress In the promulgation of Title XIX
le slntion. intended It to be as restrictive to the purveyor as noted in' the
exhibits 1 through 5. - "1

Within the Public Law F4-07. Title XIX, Section 100, paragraph () (6)
"Medical'care, or any type of remedial care, rcoognized ftnder State'Law,

furnished by licensed prac1tleio6t, within the scope of their practice, as defined
by State Law," (Our emphasis.]
stresses the fact that one, only has to be licensed within th scope of his practice,
in order to practice within thnt state, and it must be the intent of the Congress
that no further extension of the definition was necessary, since Within the Title
XVIII, the concept of free choice was guarantY, d, and the definition of the
purveyor described, as well as In Title XI. Section 1101,() (7). 1 -, 1

The continual problems arising from New York $ta to's implementation of
the Program, aside fr1p its broad scope has been and will be further heightened
by the arbitrary oit 6f context utilizatio" of the word "qualified" which has
bearfig on licenRure, ipd not referable to a newly applied concept, or a degree
of competence, or membership or o rtiflcation by a private professional orga-
nization. or society. Section 364 of the State Iaw, paragrpb, 1,.subparagraph f.

'pr mulgatlhg andi maintaining the qualiflcations for .physicians employed
by th6 Public Welfare Ditricts as Medical Directors, certified to it by the Public
Health Counsel," (our emphslS), '

ps well as Section 304. paracraph 4. the word qualifieatoins baA been tsed
specifically and correctly. In no other In.tance Is It so applied or stated in the
Law.

Section 364 (a), Imragraph (2), subparagraph (a):
"services of-'a qualified physician, etC." (out emphlasik) Is ntili*e4, aid'

believe. It should be consistent with the terminology In Title XVIII aid' XIX
and not any other arbitrary definition.
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It must be readily apparent from your sources as well as our own, too numer-
ous to detail, that the unilateral and arbitrary action of one and several Gov-
ernmental Agencies of the State of New York, has not only Impeded the progress
of this Program, but we believe has acted contrary to Title XIX.

We respectfully request the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
to review this Memorandum, and In the light of the pret eding, exercise the
authority so vested in Section 1004 of the Social Security Law, 897, Title
XIX,

Sincerely,
E. J. FELz. RMAN, M.D.,

Presidemt.-
RULE 85.10 OF THE STATE BOARD OF SOCIAL WELFARE

On April 30th, 1960, Governor Rockefeller signed two bills which became
Chapters 256 and 257 of the Laws of 1900. Together these measures constitute
what Is now known as New York State's Medicaid program. There had been
one dissenting vote in the Senate and twenty-six In the Assembly on final passage
of the two measures.

There had been no criticism of this program by outside, interested groups while
it was before the Legislature for consideration and it was not until after final
passage and executive approval that the public became aware of the breadth
and scope of thi measure.

Then a statewide storm of protest swept across New York, led by news.paper
disclosures of the details and cost estimates of the program that may well pay
the medical expenses of seventy-five percent of the people of the stato at an
annual initial cost of $1.4 billion.

After the Legislature recovered from the first shock waves of public Indignation,
they brought forth a series of proposals aimed at reducing the program's orig-
inal scope.

Concern was also expressed that the program would restrict a patient's f"
choice of a physician when medical need arose.

While some of the changes in the law were proposed in the form of legisla-
tion the social welfare department agreed to insure free choice of physclan
by an 'amendment to the official rules of the State Board of Social Welfare.
This assurance was accepted by the legislative leaders and no bills were Intro-
duced which would amend the basic Medicaid law Insuring the patient's fre
choice.

Accordingly, the State Board of Social Welfare promulgated the following
as a new rule 85.10:

"Medical care and health services furnished pursuant to title II of the Social
Welware Law shall he provided In accordance with regulations of the Depart-
ment and provisions of oeoptracts entered into between the Department and the
Department of Health pursuant to Section 80-a of the Social Weltare Law,
Which regulations and contracts shall Include the right of each individual en-
titled thereto to obtain such medical care and health service from any Institu-
tion. agency, or person qualified to participate under medical assistance. It such
Institution, agency or person undertakes to provide him such medical care and
health services."

Attempting to insure what many believe to be fundamental rights of a citlzen
to the free choice of a physician or other health practitioner by administrative,
rule, and the above tile In'particular, has certain Inherent weaknesaee

In the first place, the rule van be repealed or rendered meaningless by amend-
ment by the same board -which promulgated it. In this respect, It in no way Com.
pares as a safeguaTd to the patient's rights an doel a statute enacted by the
LeAgislature and approved by the governor.

Whether intentional or otherwise, other existing regulations of the depart.
ments administering the program have already rendered 85.10 mean ngless.

The fact that the .iatlent most obtain prior authoriation from his local wel
fare office destroys his freedom of election.

And the Imposition of a free schedule automatically acts as a limitation on the
Individuals right of choice It he wants 0llls paid under the program.

IR considering another of thisrule'q we'nsss itis amid that no littWe
care was given to the precise word i. oyecep, When the rule finally qaks' ot
the patients right of Obolce It Immediately limits this 4ro0ce to 444,"tltsio
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,apewy or p wrn quaifted to partiotpate ,der meWoWo a,8*etanoc." [Lmphasis
auDlied.J

'Te portion of the rule emphasized above immediately creates the potential
destruction of the right which the rule purports to protect.

The Social Welfare department and the department of health will stkll have
the inherent power to determine which "hititution, agency or person" is quali-
fied to participate under this medicaid program. :

While the program is in Its initial stages it will be reasonable to expect that
the departments will allow each patient some latitude In his selection of a clinic,
hospital or physician (after prior authorization is obtained and a fee schedule
agreed to). But the past history of the exercise of administrative powers aug-
Sesto that after the program becomes well entrenched many estrictive provi-
stons will be invoked, considerably circumscriblng the list of Institutions,
agencies and persons qualified to render service under Medicaid.

In any case, the power to limit the choice is there present in an administrative
body and Its mere presence is a violation of the patient's rights.

Not until the right Is clearly spelled out in the law itself can the patient and
those whom he elects to have treat him, know for certain that their rights are
adequately assured and protected.

S PTEMMM 19, 1960.
BxHmT I

STATE OF Nzw Yox DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
Albany, N.Y., Jun 1,1967.

I)EAB Dooo r: Under the regular program of Medical Assistance for the Needy
(Medicaid), eligible recipients have free choice of any qualified physician "and
certified hospital. Such physician and hospital may provide the necessary medical
.and hospital services without prior authorization.

The purpose of this communication Is twofold:
A.'To alert all physicians and hospitals in regard to the existing standards

.concerning qualificAtions under Medical Assistance.
B. To point up that the Physically Handicapped Children's Program is

maintained In Its entirety In regard to the standards and qualificati6ns for
.physicians and hospitals, even though the major funding will be through
:Medical Assistance.

,The following Is a brief summary statement on these two matters. The at.
,tached exhibits are intended for those physicians and hospils wishing more
detailed information. wishing.mor

'A. MEICAL ASSrSTAX0C (MEIOAXD) PROGM ,

-Under- the Medicaid standards, which have statewide application, most gen-
,eral practitioners and specialists are Imnfedlately eligible to participate in the
program without any enrollment or applloation. The standards are contained In
-Exhibit A attached.

1. General practitioners
For general practitioners, please note that all those who are members of the

Active or attending staffs of hospitals holding a valid operating certificae from
the Health Department are immediately eligible without further requirement.
Likewise, physicians who are members of the New York State Academy of Gen.
oral Practice and are continuing to meet the educational requirements for that
membershIp are also Immediately eligible. Other general praettitionersmay like-
wise participate in the program immediately but must have completed the ed.
nationall requirements, as listed in Exhibit A, by Mar0o 1, 1968. Any physician
who has questions concerning whether he ts qualified or how.to qualify shouldmnake inquiry Of h~ls ct~y, .county or district health officer. It is suggese that

h~scians make the e~esuary plans to complete this requirement by Match 1,
unesotherwfr qualified.

S. peok44tsl
Physic ans meeting the apgcalUst ,rel4Walrente li-e4 in' Exhbilt A may serve
'N~e~lst ~enulat.I tboA6edfcad Program Physiclaw, may inquire

_ternitgotheir qi ikffi-atina 4 th5 estblied standard from their city,
county or district health oee . .
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The specialty status of many physicians has already been officially recognized
by virtue of their Inclusion in the Department's File of Clinical Consultants
which was established for the Medical Rehabilitation (Physically. Handicapped
Children) and Vocatloimal Rlehabilltation Programs. Enroilnient ifilis File is
automatic recognition" of specialist qualification in the Medicaid Program, Physi-
cians who believe themselves qualified may apply for qnrolliient in the File of
Clinical ConsblltAnts by sub ziiltting the usual applications form, MIR 3, through
the county'medical society (Exhiblt B)'

The New York State'Ddpaftthent of eilth aid the I6cal health departments
which hti'e "medical responsibility for the Medicald Program will gie every as-
sitsiance to th6se physicians who must satisfy educational requirements to meet
Medicaid standards by aldinghii the development of courses that are desired or
may provide such courses. The objective is to include all pfiysiclans rather than
to exclude any, and to do so In the most convenient and effective manner for
all concerned. I

While physicians not meeting the qualifications in any form after March 1,
1968 cannot be reimbursed for their services under Medicaid, this eventuality is
entirely avoidable, and It is expected the number of physicians so affected will
be minimal.

B. THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN'S PROGRAM

Although care provided under the Physically Handicapped Children's Program
will be paid from Medicaid funds to a large extent, it must be emphasized that
the goals, standards of care and procedures In that program remain unchanged.
For over 40 years, this program has been a source of great pride tO all persons
concerned with provision of high quality care to physically handicapped children.
It Is directed at the treatment and rehabilitative care of children with complex
diseases and disabilities which require the services of highly trained specialists
and frequently subspecialists. Likewise, many of the diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures provided under the program require special staffs and equipment
beyond what'would be available in most hospitals.

The nature of the program, the services covered, the standards and the pro.
cedures are -presented in Exhibit 0. Actually theee services cover a very small
part of the total medical care services In this State. Only about 25,000 children
receive specialized services under this program yearly, and all remain under the
care of their personal physicians for noncovered services. However, to avoid
misunderstanding, It Is important that all physicians and hospitals participating
in the Medicaid Program become familiar with the clinical conditions included
In the program and the type of service covered, as only spec(ail$ qualified physi-
cians a"t hospitals can be reimbursed for them. Moreover, in the Physically
Handicapped Children's Program, 'Prior afthOrfzation is a requirement for
services both by physiians and hospitals This is true whether Medicaid funds
or special medical rehabilitation funds aid used in payment. Other physicians
and hospitals cannot be reimbursed for any of these special services and should
refer.the patient proihply to a qualified resource.

We recognize that there have been many problems in the Inaugurati6n of the
Medicaid Program but assure yqu of our efforts to resolve them at the earliest
possible time with all fairness to providers and recipients of service.

Sincerely yours, II)LLIs .INoRAH., M.D.,

c ommsioner of Health.
Noam-This letter Is being sent to all phsicians and hospitals outside New

York City. New York City physicians and hospitals will receive a similar Corn.
municatlon from Dr. Edward O'Rourke, Commissioner of the New York City
Department of Health.

EXHIBIT 2

Exhibit A.-QuaUfoationsof Practiftoners Pdrtlelpatfn# in the MedicalAssurtance Program". ,

A. L90&L BASIS

Chapter 25 of the Laws of 19066, amending Artlcje 5 of the Social Welfare Law
by adding a new title, Title 11, entitled "Medical Assistance for Needy Persons"
makes the following statements pertaining to qualifications for non-institu-
tional medical care services.

83-231--e-Pt. 8-?
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j 364 Responsibility for standards.
To assure that the medical care and services rendered pursuant to this title

are of the highest quality and are available to all who are in need, the respons.
ability for establishing and maintaining standards for medical care and ellgl-
bility shall be as follows:

1. The department of health shall be responsible for establishing, main-
taining and certifying to the department of social welfare standards for all
non-Institutional medical care and services rendered pursuant to this title:

2. The department of social welfare shall be responsible for promulgating
and maintaining standards for non-institutional medical care and services
rendered pursuant to this title, as certified to it by the state department of
health pursuant to this section;

B. PRIN0iPLES CONCERNING STANDARDS FOR QUALIFICATIONS OF PRACTITIONERS

Any agency, whether public or private, to which is asigtied a public responsi-
bility has the obligation of carrying out that responsibility with consideration of
reasonable standards relating to quality of service. Such standards should be
established by consideration of the accepted practices In the state which have
been established by the practitioners themselves and the professional associa-
tions with which they are associated, beyond what might be the minimal require-
ments of the pertinent licensing law. In the field of medicine, standards for care
have been established In the specialties by several different agencies but inoit
pertinently by the several American specialty boards and by the hospitals.

In the field of generaI practice, standards have been set by the American
Academy of General Practice as well as by community hospitals. To allow par-
ticipation In a publicly supported program by physicians not meeting qualifica-
tions established by their professional colleagues or professional organizations
would be indonststent with the carrying out of the public trust.

The following statement by the American Medical Assoclation is pertinent in
this regard: ,

"Patient care in these programs 'should meet as high standards of quality and
adequacy as can reasonably be made available to others in;the community.'

C. PRECEDENTS -

1. Standards for practicing physicians have ben established by voluntary hos-
pitals and, Indeed, is a requirement fdraccreditatlon.

2. Standards have been established for the specialized service of physically
handicapped children by the State Department of Health. This program would
not be eligible for federal reimbursement without such Atandards. These standards
have been developed in cooperation with nongovernmental consultants and have
been generally well accepted.

3. The medical program of the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation follows
standards similar to the physically handicapped children's program for similar
procedures.

4. Standards are an inherent part of the Workmen's Compensation Program.
5. Standards have been established for certification of psychiatrists.
0. Standards have been established for qualifications of laboratory directors.

EXHIBIT 3

QUALIFIoATIONS OF PHYsICIANs FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE MEDICAL
AssISTANcE PROGRAM

1. GENERAL

Physicians shall be licensed and currently registered by the New York State
Education Department, or, If in practice in another state, by the appropriate
agency of that state and shall meet the qualifications of a general practitioner
or of a specialist to participate in the program of Medical Assistance for Needy
Persons.

2. QUALIFICATIONS OF GENERAL PRACTITIONERS

A general practitioner Is a physician who:
(a) is a member of the active or attending staff at a, hospital holding a

valid operating certificate from the New York State Department of Health;
,or
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(b) is a member in good standing of the American Academy of General
Practice or of the American College of General Practitioners in Osteopathic
Medicine anid Surgery; or

(c) has given satisfactory evidence o completion of a total of 150 hours of
continuation education over a three year period based on standards approved
by the State Commissioner of Health in accordance with the following:

(1) Not less than 50 hours of the 150 hours required shall be attend-
ance at planned instruction which shall include one or more of the
following:

(I) courses conducted by a medical school or school of osteopathy;
(11) planned continuation education preceptorships or similar

practical-training approved on an individual basis by the Medical
Society of the State of New York or the New York State Osteopathic
Society, Jointly with the Office of Professional Education of the State
Department of Health;

(it) for'not more than 20 hours credit In any given vear, prepara-
tion and/or presentation of acceptable scientific exhibits or papers
evaluated by the Medical Socletv of the State of New York or the
New York StateOsteopathic Soclety, Jointly with the Office of Pro-
fessional Education of the State Department of Health;

(iv) continuation education approved for this purPose by the
Medical Slety of the State of, New York or the New York State
Osteopathic Society, Jointly with the Office of Professional Education
of the State Department of Health.

(2) the remaining 100 hours of continuation education shall be satisfied
by allo\ying credit on an hour for hour basis for attendance at specific scien-
tific meetings, such as the following:- -

(I) attendance at meetings of medical groups, such as local, state or
national, including but not- limited to county medical societies, county
osteopathic societies, academies of medicine, academies of general prac-
tice,district and state medical societies, district and state osteopathic
societies, specialty medical meetings and meetings of the American Medi.'
cal Association and of the American OsteopathicAssociation;

(i) attendance at scientific programs, hospital staff meetings or sim-
-lar medical meetings;(Ili) teaching -responibilities n a teaching hospital or'in a medical

school; a nursing school or other accredited school which teaches some
branch of the health sciences;

(iv) as a preceptor-for medical students;
(v) other continuation education activities accepted by the Office of

Professional Education of the State Department of Health, Jointly with
the Medical Society of the State of New York or the New York State

'Osteopathic Society as meeting these requirements.
(3) physicians not possessing the above qualifications shall be given one

year from the effective date of-this Part or the date of licensure to meet the
qualifications;

(4) If qualification is to be achieved by approved continuation education
as provided for in paragraph ."(c)" above, the physician shall complete at
least 0 hours of such continuation education Within one year of the date,
specified as "(3)" above. In addition he shall complete the remainder of the
required 150 hours of continuation education within two subsequent years.

(5) in extenuating circumstances involving personal or family illness or.
disability, health eheigencies or epidemics in the community endangering
the public health, o1 unavailability of adequate medical coverage through
other sources, the above requirements may be waived for any individual
physician at the discretion of the State Commissioner of Health.

EXHIBIT 4.-.

A specialist is a licensed physician who limits his practice to his specialty and
who, on the basis of standards approved by the State Commissioner of Health:

1. Is a diplomate of the appropriate American Board, or Osteopathic
Board; or
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.2. to it fellow of the appropriate American Specialty College, or member of
an Osteopathic Speqflalty College; Or '. 1 1, ,k.1S. has been notified of admissibility to exaOnqniion by, the appropriate
Atuerican Bloard, or Os teopa thle, Boards, or presints o'vidence 4t comphqora
of. AQ , appr~Qprlat iclualfryltig rpOswency- opprove4, 1b the Anweriqon MedicalAasociation, or A rterlcai Qsteopth ssviaitip ;.orI Ir.

.hl an aotJVo start ppQftoftwt peqlially privileges In a volun.
tary, or governx~emalhosliltal which Is approved Xor,training In the spechilty
In which the physician hans privileges; or.I Wi.0. holds a specialty rating tinder the Workmep!s Compen.'rntion Bo~ard, pro-
vided that- 4ub rating was recoinmejided by a county medical society or the
Now York State 0steopathiq -Swoty (wee reverse side) .

0. In psychiatry, a ,physician many be reognized as a specialist If he satis.
Ries the following additional alternatives:.

a. Has been Chief or Assistant Chi' ef Psyobhiatrist In an approved
psychiatric clinicauid who Is recomniended for approval by the Director
of Psychiatry of the Cora -munIty. Mental -Health Board; or

b. Who graduated from Medical school priorto~Yuly 1, 1M40 and who
during the last five years has restricted his practice essentially to psy.chiatry,- and to. certified by the Commissioner of Mental Hygiene after
approval by a Committee of the New York State Council of District
Branches of the American Psychiatric Association appointed for this
purpose by the President of the Council.

cm - Spaclity Rasldeq, Yfelowsip or full-time Equivalent for 1-yoat resi1dency
rating

SJM-12 Allergy.............. SIMI as for S iII lust .ea.......... Staff appointment plus?2 years'
SM46 -Antithesis........... 2 years ...S.lu ya........ . lmtdprcie
SJM-4 Cardiovasular diseases. eam asfo Jpu
SN Dermatology...... yerSJM-3 Gastroenterology .... Some aili)*s Star gii a ls2 er

lml wliora"tke. 2yerSi Internal medicine ... 3 years................... ...... Staffll eoltJ plus 3 ears'
SM-S Neurosurgeay.........1I tostal surgery plus 4 yasv....
SI-i Neurology......... er..........
SL Obstetrics and gyne - .. do ..........

coi ~.
mology..j.do..................S Ooel "sugy ... I general urgery pus 2 years ..

SgKea surew ...... y4ays .
SM-I Rehabllrtatlon ad pliysl-, 3 years .......... ....... 0...... Staff appointment plus 2 years,ca) medine limited practice.SM-?1 Plastlo surgery .... 2 general surgery plus I Years.......SM40 Occupational medicine I year........... ............ 2 years' limited practice.

and public health.
SM-S Proctlogy .......... 2yeasrs.........................
51-2 ............ 3 yeah .........................Sii-2 Pumonary disases.. Samneasl or Si plus I year ..........

so Radiology........... I years.......t...........?
A So try..... 4 Years ..........................

so 0e6=4nr ieasesi I geeral surgery plus 3 yearSim-III Metabolic disass Same as Si pls os(ia training, expert
SM3 asooho" n. and proficlen.I......Same usS$F po wAtaning, expori.

SJM-14 Cndrocrlnology_....Same a's Sipu peIa10 tra1311gL exper. Affilation with acredited hospital
Oralsutery.......eoo, a6 proficieny, )for 3 years as specilst Ia thisSM-i5' rlsrey...... Sam6 as $A' us special training. spoerI. field.

SM-iS 'Vascular and "eno- Same as SA or Si plus special training, ex.
therapy. patience and ooiinySM-1? Thoracic su rgery...Same asA Pu11rti .........

Nese: The above requirements were developed as guldellnes by the Medica Society of the Stale of New York In 1IVA
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ExHIBIT 5 -

THE UNiwEansTi OF THE STATIC OF NEW YORK,
Tax STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT,

Albany, N.Y., May 15, 1967.
To: The Members of the Dental ['rofession in the State of New York.
From : The New York State Board of Dental Examiners.

The office of the State Board of Dental Examiners has receivedt many telephone
calls and letters asking for clarification of the legal positions and responsibilities
of dentists and their auxiliary personnel i providing dental care to meet the
l)resent demands. This communication Is intended to. be a guide this immediate
period.

We all face the fact that confusion exists, largely due to the legislation, botb
Federal and State, which. was enacted In 1066, and called for rapid hnplementa-
tlon of decidedly momentous programs.

Th1iose respolsible for that Implementation In the state have been called upon
to draw guidelines to control the complicated administration of the program
and to insure that the principles of high quality dental care would be Jual atalned
from the very beginning. You have received Information from the New York
State Department of Health concerning these matters. 0 ,

This message will discuss two very important areas of the professional life of
the practicing dentist which have been receiving emphasis in study over the
past several years prior to 1966. These are oonitnung eduozion for the practicing
dentist and the maximum utilization of the services of dcqtal an zllarr pcreon.
nel. The program mentioned In the paragraph above havebrought that emphasis
to an Immediate prominence In all of the health professions. Let us consider each
of those items separately.
Continuing education

Section 1 of the Principles of Ethics of the American Dental Association is
entitled : "'Education beyond the Usual Level." It reads as follows:

"T'he right of a dentist to professional status rests in the knowledge, skill and
experience with which he serves his patients and society. Every dentist has the
obligation of keeping his knowledge and skill freshened by continuing education
through all of his professional life."

This principle is Incorporated in the Code of Ethics of the Dental Society of
the State of New York.

In spite of this declared maxim, held out by the dental organizations repretent-
lg the vast majority of the profession, It is an estAblish-d fact that far too
small a minoritY participate in continuing education. 'Although this has ben
noted In various writings, and greater parr icIpation urged by responsible rh'Pr6-
sentatives of the profession, the response has been ;nlmnl. The state dad of
Dental Examiners has adopted a resolution, as h'as the Dental Soc -yof the
State of New .'0rk, to recofimend to the State Education Department that's
study be made of the desirabillty dan feasibility ot rtqliring sone f6rm oton-
tinuing education for advancing the competency of 'therpractice of dentistry In
New York Sta to, I I I.I-'I I,

A definite stimulus in the direction of such a requirement has been the recent
position taken by the State' Department qf Health that the Individual prActiclpg
dentist must engage 1i a given minimum of continuing educAtion In ordtr to be
eligible for partlclpatlon in the medicaid Program. ILt ths Is ncessary t'assuire
adequate care for those eligible for' medical assistance, then It stands to reason
It Is necessary for all the people in whose name the license to practice dentistry
Is granted.

:To resolve the 'present controversy over what appear to be dual standards,
serious and concerted 4tudlqs must be made by all concerned to establish a sound
policy regarding continuing education for the licensed professions, and ts, rela-
tion to the welfare of the public.

Preliminary steps are being taken toward ways and means of providing ade-
quate opportunity for continuing education to all dentists In the state. An Inter-
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agency conference on April 20, 1907 brought together representatives of such
organizations as the Dental Society of the State of New York, the eleven District
Dental Societies, the three dental schools of the state, the State University of
New York, the State Department of Health, and the State Education Department
to study existing facilities and future needs.
Au xiiary personnel

The published results and analyses of dental manpower studies over the past
several years have shown that the number of dentists available In the state could
not possibly care for the dental defects that exist among the people. In fact the
number of dentists has not been truly adequate to meet the demands of the
public which has sought dental care, and those demands have been estimated
at less than fifty percent of the existing need for dental care.

With the development of insurance programs, dental service corporationR, and
medical assistance programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, the public Is seek.
Ing dental care in unprecedented quantity and the demand is increasing rapidly,
There is a coniens L that the number of dentists available must have more
adequate auxiliary assistance to meet the growing demands.

There Is strong and growing support In responsible circles for Increasing the
abilities of auxiliary personnel and for delegating more of the procedures In
the dental office to those auxiliaries. The questions presented to the office of
the Board of DenMtal Examiners from practicing dentists indicate an awareziess
of the position of the A.D.A. House of Delegates and of the programs of experl-
mentation in expanded duties of auxiliary personnel being conducted by such
agencies as the U.S. Public Health Service.The questions also Indicate a general uncertainty as to the proper delegation of
duties by the dentist in his office under present circumstances. -There seems to
be a mistaken impression that the private office Is encouraged to experiment
in expanded utilization of auxiliary personnel without regard to existing legal
and regulatory provisions.

The Board of Dental Examiners strongly recommends that every dentist
familiarize himself with the provisions of Section 6601, Subdvisioll 3 of the New
York State Education Law wherein the practice of dentistry is defined. While
those provisions exist In their present form, the person who engages In the
activities described in the definition without possession of a license to practice
dentistry in the state is In violation of Section 6012 of the Education Law and
liable for penalties If convicted. At the same time there are provisions In Section
613 of the Education Law which jeopardize the license of the dentist who
employs or Induces, aids or abets an unlicensed person to practice dentistry.

Certain procedures are defined as proper for the licensed dental hygienist in
Section 6814, Subdivision 3 of the Education Law.

Not the least of the concern* in this matter is the potential liability of the
dentist, as well as his auxIllary, if anything, no matter how trivial, should go
wrong white an unauthorized procedure was being tundertaken. by an auxilary.

In conjunction with this present note of caution, the Board of Dental Exam-
iners is fully aware of numerous continuing studies for determining the effec-
tiveness of expanded or additional functions of qualified auxiliary personnel.
The Board will work closely with the Dental Society of the State of New York
In evaluating results of studies as they are received and in making any indicated
further studies with the Dental Society. Should a new position be Justified,
appropriate and cooperative steps may be taken to seek amendments to the
Education Law or pertinent rules and regulations.

DONALD F. WALLACr, D.D.S.,
Secretary.

Senator IMETCALP. The next witness is Mr. Myron L. Maver, chair-.man, Public Welfare Commitfee of the Coniel ofJewish Federat lon
& Welfare Funds. aind Federation Of Jewish Phifantliroptesof New
York. Mr. Mayer, we are ver plead to have you before the committee.
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STATEMENT OF MYRON L MAYER, CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC WELFARE
COMMITTEE OF THE COUNCIL OF JEWISH FEDERATIONS AND
WELFARE FUNDS, AND FEDERATION OF JEWISH PHILAN-
THROPIES OF NEW YORK; ACCOMPANIED BY MAURICE BERN-
STEIN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, COUNCIL OF JEWISH FEDERA-
TIONS AND WELFARE FUNDS; AND MILTON D. LEVINE, DIREC-
TOR, SOCIAL LEGISLATION COMMITTEE FEDERATION OF JEWISH
PHILANTHROPIES

Mr. MAYER. Senator Metcalf, I would like to present Mr. Bernstein,
the executive secretary of the Council of Jewish Federation of Wel-
fare Funds, the Public Welfare Committee secretary, and Mr. Levine,
who is the secretary of the Social Legislation Committee of the Federa-
tion of Jewish Philanthropies.

I have been asked to try to make this brief so if I skip i little and
don't hit it exactly it is alto our mutual benefit. .

I am Myron L. Mayer, and I serve as chairman of the Public Wel-
fare Committee of the Council of jewish Federations and Welfare
Funds. I am also a member of the Federatiori of Jewish Philan-
thropies of New York City, serving on its Committee on Social Legis-
lation.and its Functional Coiimittee on the Aging.

I am here today to testify as a representative of the Council 6f Jew-
ish Federations and Welfare Funds, and also of the Federation of
Jewish Philanthropies.'

I won't go into the details of the Federation Council, they are com-
posed of and represent a great many people throughout the whole
country, and it is indeed a fact that many other businessmen who like
myself volunteer their time and efforts for theii organization such as
the council in the New York Federation, in addition to providing sup-
port for taxes and contributions, also have an interest in the need for
social work. By participating actively we try to do our part in seeing
that the programs we support are carried out efficiently and for the
true benefit of those in need,'that is after all the end we are all looking
for.

On the basis of our experience, we urge the committee to return to
H.R. 6710 which embodies the proposals submitted by the Federal
administration for amending the Social Security Act. We believe that
11.. 710 contains provisions which are superior to H.R. 12080 in
many ways. We feel however that H.R. 5710 can be improved, and we
urgethat several changes be made.

HI.R. 6710 provides, as you know, for A greater increase in social
security benefits-an overall average of 20 percent and at least a 59-
percent increase for those who receive minimum benefits, which, of
course, are very, very low. We feel that the increases should be even
greater, but would regard this new level as an essential step forward.

It seems almost a truism to say that social security benefits should
be sufficient to raise recipients above the despair of poverty. But, un-
fortunately, it seems that this point must be made. And it must be
made even though Congress has committed itself on the record-in
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the Economio Opportunlty Act of 1964-by declaring: "it is the policy
of the6United States to eliminate * poverty * *." It is estimated
that the standards of H.R. 5710 would lift 2 million people out of

Inline 'With the recommendations of:th1e Advisory Council on
Public Welfare, of the Departmnltof Health, Educatioi, and Welfare,
the Council of Jewish Federations has urged the adoption of minimum
Federal standards for all persons inactual need, regardless of age,
family situation or residence. At the same time, the council went on
recordat its annual national assembly last year with these goals:

Elimination of arbitrary distinctions related to residence or categories of aid.
Simplification of eligibility procedures for obtaining assistance.
Comprehensive State plans with universal availability of services to eligible

persons.
better organization and coordination of services.
More and fuller interpretation of the role and programs of public welfare.
H.R. 5710 moved in the direction of these principles in requiring

States to meet the full need of individuals eligible for public assistance
according to the State's standards for the financial aid required, and
as reviewed and revised annually.
The principle of meeting full need is very sound.
We urge that the Federal Government require States to meet. ade-

quate minimum standards set nationally-but taking the differing
costs of living in each State into account.

We could not agree more with the conclusion of the advisory Coun-
cil on Public Welfare:

Public assistance payments 'are so low and so uneven that the Government Is,
by its own standards and definitions, a major source of the poverty on which
it has declared unconditional war.

All too often there isan assumption that most people who require
public assistance should, and can, be removed from its rolls, fnd the
corollary, that being in need of such'aid is itself a sign of individual
failure. 'The fact is that the vast majority of those who are in need are
too young, too sick, or too old to work. And these conditions reonuire
aid-aid administered with dignity and a full understanding of the
condition of the individual.

Such people require skilled social services to achieve their max'imm
potentialities for useful lives-as dakthose others-a small minority-
who are employable but who need aid in qualifying for findinqc, 'aind
holding jobs. and these people. I: think you are taking care of.-

We welcome the increased Federalmatching of.t6 percent with the
States' 25 percent for services to children on the aid to'families With
dependent children program.; We feel that such Federal assistance
should be available for comnrehonsiv. child welfare programs, so that
services may be available for all children who need them including
thoqe not on AFDC.

But, we. are very concerned because H.R. 12080 renuilres that all
adults on the rolls, including mothers and youths over 16 who are out
of school, work or engagA in a work training program-nle.s speepfl-
eallv exempted-as a Econdition of receiving assistance. We lievo thatskilled counseling serviees- as currently provided in the act. and now
expanded by increased Federal financial assistance--are required to en-
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able those parents to work who can do so-and whose best interests,
and those of their families would be served by working-if they can
find jobs.

Many mothers will provide greater benefits, both social and financial,
to their children by acting as full-time mothers rather than being
pushed into involuntary employment

We applaud the increased funds made available for day-care serv-
ices and for foster home placement. Certainly more of such services
should be available for those who need them, but not on an arbitrary
basis.

We regret the new restrictions in H.R. 12080 that would be placed
on Federal assistance to families on the AFDC program with unem-
ployed fathers. We fear that exclusion of such families could only lead
to greater hardship and possibly the creation of more broken homes.
In our judgment, such restrictions should be removed. Fathers without
the required recent employment are likely to be in the greatest need of
the aid and, if this is not forthcoming, their children could be caused
unnecessary suffering.

We urge the provision of work incentives whereby adults in the
AFDC program may be permitted to retain part of their earnings, as
a great step forward. We urge return to the H.R, 5710 version which
makes it possible for such adults to retain" $50 monthly, rather than
$30, plus one-half of any additional earnings, with no reduction in
assistance. The increased amount is more likely to achieve the objective
souht

We are fearful also that the specifications for the requirement that
all States "establish programs to combat illegitimacy" may lead to un-
desirable coercion. ... ., '... :

The Federal flnatidinfg limitation of the number of those on AFDc-
establishing a quota tied in with the ratio of such children to the total
child population of each State as of January 1967-is definitely un-
sound. As a result, children and families may be deprived of assistance
at the level needed for healthy development as good citizens in the
future.

Vh'en the 80th Congresq adopted tile XIXM' , the medical assistance
to the needy program--we welcomed it ac -a maioni achievement. The
program i; still in its beginning states. Not all the Stateq have yet
acted on it. A number of the States which have taken action, in ac-
cordance with the present law. have established effective programs
which should not be undermined. We, therefore, urge the maintenance
of the pro.vram in its present terms--at least until greater experience
makes possible accurate evalut ion.

We do not think it sound policy to tie in eligibility for medicaid with
the amounts paid under the AFDO program.

The bill before this committee would permit the States, as a condi-
tion for approval of title XIX, to offer any seven of 14 services with-
out any necessary regard to the So6il'Security Amendments Act of
1065 which required the provision of five basic services.

Thee five basic services are, I amstior you know, they are inpatient,
outpatient services, other laboratory and X-ray services, skilled nurs-
ing home services, and physicians' services. They are truly basic and
iave greater value for those covered by title XIX than the other nine,
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even though we look forward to the day when all are provided. We
urge that this committee continue the present title XIX requirement
for the States to provide, as a minimum, the five basic services.

In these ways--it is possible to assure required health services for
all people who are in need.

We support. the provision in H.R. 5710 extending health insurance
benefits-imedicare--to the 1.5 million seriously disabled Aneiicans
who receive social security and railroad retirement benefits. As the
President himself pointed out-

The typical member of this group is over 50. Ile finds himself in much the
same plight as the elderly. He is dependent on social security benefits to support
himself and his family. He is plagued by high medical expenses and poor Insur-
ance protection.

We approve the provision for increased coverage in the number of
hospital days in a spell of illness from 90 to 120 days.

Similarly, we welcome the provision for payment of full reasonable
charges for radiological or pathological services furnished by phy-
sicians to hospital inpatients.

We also support dnthusiastically, and very enthusiastically, title IV
in section 401, in both H.R. 5710 and H.R. 12080, 0 which authorizes
grants to colleges and universities and to credited schools of social
work, for the purpose of meeting part of the c6st of development,
expansion or improvement in graduate or undergraduate programs in
the field of social work.

We regard the authorization of $5 million as a minimum initial
amount for this indispensable program.'We urge that it be increased
thereafter to help provide the professional personnel essential to
worthwhile welfare programs.

In conclusion, we recommend a return to H.R. 5l10 with the im-
provements we h'av- suggested. We believe that our recommenda-
tions will achieve the purposes of bringing to self-support. all who
can achieve it, more effectively than would H.R. 12080; and would
serve, more humanely and wisely, those who cannot support them-
selves based on tested experience and analysis of the facts.

On behalf of the Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds,
and the New York Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of Greater
New York. I thank you for the opportunity of appearing and for
your consideration of our views. Thank you very much.

Senator METCALF. Seriator Bennett?
Senator BENNErr. No.
Senator METCALF. Mr. Mayer, the members of the committee thank

you for raising questions and very authoritatively discussing some
of them. They are being seriously considered and they are problems
in the mind of thiq committee. We thank you for your appearance and
those of your colleagues and your testimony before this committee.

Mr. M EYR. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement. of Mr. Mayer follows:)

PRPARFD STATEMENT OF MYRON L, M.IAYER O\ BF TAIF OF THJE CO N IL OF .TFWIRS
FEDERATIONS AND WELFARF FUNDS AND TIlE FEiERATION OF JFWI$l PIIIAN-
ThROPIES 6F NEW YORK CITY

Mr. Chairnhin and Members of the Comnittee: my name Is Myron I; Mayer
nn(I I liveiti'ew York City. I serve as Chairmian of th Public Welfare C'omiiitt-
tee of the Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds. I am aIro a niemlr
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of the Federation of Jewish 'hlilanthroplies of New York City, .erving ol its
Committee on Social Legislation and Its Functlonal colniinittee on the Aging.

I at here today to testify as a representative of the Council of Jewish Fed-
orations and Welfare Funds, and also of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies.

Through the Jewish community organizations which make up Its membership,
the Council is Involved with the planning and financing of local health, welfare
and educational services Is almost 800 communitltes across the country.

The New York Federation Is the largest afflliate of the Comitcll of Jewish
Petletatlons. It Is the communal representative of 110 health and welfare ageni-
cies in Greater New York, whose services are used annually by close to a million
people of all races and religions.

But, I am also appearing in another role. That of a businessman who cOn-
tributes, hopefully, to the well-being of my country in the many various taxes
I pay. I feel that as such a contributor, I have an Interest-and an obligation-
to speak out about the social welfare policies and practices in my community
whether It be the town in which I live, or the country in which I live.

And, I am representing many other businessmen who, like ie, volunteer their
time and efforts for organizations such as the Couili and the New York Jewish
Federation . .. In addition to providing support through taxes and contributions.
We also have an interest In the need for social work. By actively participating-
such as my presence here-we try to do our part In seeing that the progrtans we
support are carried out efficiently and for the true benefit of those In need.

On tile basis of our experience, we urge this Committee to return to It.R. 5710
which embodies the proposals submitted by the Federal administration for
amending th Social Security Act. We believe that H.R. 5710 contains provisions
which are superior to HI.R. 12080.

We also feel, however, that H.R. 5710 can be inprorlcd, and we urge that sev-
eral changes be made.
H.R. 5710 provides, as you know, for a greater Increase in Social Security

benefits-an overall average of 20-percent, and at least a 50-percent increase for
thoe who receive minimum benefits. We feel that the increases should be even
greater, but would regard this new level as an essential step forward.

It seems almost a truism to say that social security benefits should be suffi.,
clein1 to raise recipients above the despair of poverty. But, unfortunately, it
seems that this point must be made I And it must be made even though Congress
has committed Itself on the record-in the Economic Opportunity Act of 1904-
by declaring: "It Is the policy of the United States to eliminate... Poverty ..."
It Is e. inated that the standards of H.R. 5710 would lift two million people
out of poverty.

In line with the recommendatIons of the Advisory Council on Public Welfare,
of the department of Health, EIdhcation, and Welfare, the Council of Jewish
Federations has urged the adoption of inininum Federal standards for all per-
sons it actual need, regardless of age, family sitnalion or residence. At the same
time, the Council went on record at its annual national Assembly last year with
these goals:

"Elimination of arbitrary distinctions related to residence or categories
of aid.

"Similfiflcation of eliglbilily proc.lures for obtaining assistance.
"Comprehensive State plans with universal availability of services to

eligible persons.
"Better organization and coordinatloni of services.
"More and fuller interpretation of the role and prograins of pl1bli1

welfivre."
lI.t. 5710 moved fi "the direction of these principles In requiring States to

imeet the full need of Individuals eligible for public assistance according to the
State's standards for the financial aid required, and as review(d and revied
annually.

The principle of meeting full need Is sound.
We urge that the Federal government require States to meet adequate minimum

standards set nationally-but taking the differing costs of living in each State
into account. -

We could hot agree more ivlth the conqluslon of the Advlsory Council on Public
Welfare: "Publlc'asqistance jayments are so low and so uneven that the (ov.
erniment is, by, Its own standards and deflnItions,,a major source of the poverty
on which It has declared uncondItional war."
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All too often there is an assumption that most people who require public assist.
ance should, and can, be removed from its rolls, and the corollary, that being in
need of such aid Is itself a sign of Individual failure. The fact is that the vast
majority-of those who are in need of aid are too young, too sick or too old to
work. And these conditions require aild-ald administered with dignity and a full
understanding of the condition of the individual.

Such people require skilled social services to achieve their maximum potentiali.
ties for useful lives--as do those others-a small minority-who are employable
but who need aid in qualifying for, finding, and holding jobs.

We welcome the increased Federal watching of 78-pereent with the States' 25-
percent for services to children on the Aid to Families with Dependent Ohldren
program. We feel that such Federal assistance should be available for compre-
hensive child welfare programs, so that services may be available for all chil-
dren who need them, Including those not on A F D 0.

But, we are very concerned because H.R. 12080 requires that all adults on the
rolls, including mothers and youths over 18 who are out of school, work or engage
In a work training program (unless specifically exempted) as a condition of re-
ceiving assistance. We believe that skilled counseling servIces--as currently pro-
vided In the Act, And now expanded by increased Federal financial assistance--are
required to enable those parents to work who can do so--and whose best Interests,
and those of their families would be served by Working-if they can find jobs.

Many mothers will provide greater benefits to their children by acting as full-
time mothers rather than being 'pushed into involuntary employment.

We welcome the Increased funds made available for day care services and for
foster home placemetit. Certiinly more of such services should be available for
those who need them, but not on an arbitrary basis.

We regret the new restrictions In HR. 12080 that would be placed on Federal
assistance to families on the AFDC program with unemployed fathers. We fear
that exeluion of such families could only lead to greater hardship And possibl.
the creation of more broken homes. In our judgment, such restrictions should
be removed.1 Fathers without the required recent employment are likely to l In
the greatest need of the aid and, if this is not forthcoming, their children could
be caused unnecessary suffering.

We welcome the provision 6f work incentives whereby adults in the AFDC
program may be permitted to retain part of their earnings. We urge return
to the HR. 5710 verslmm which makes it posslble' for such adults to retain $50
monthly,,rather than $30. plus one-half of any additional earnings, with no
reduction In assistalce. The' increased amount Is more likely to achieve the
objective sought.

We are fearful also that the specflcationLq for the requirement thnt nil States
"establisIh programs tO combat Illegitimacy" may lead to underslrable coercion.

The Federal financing limitation of the number of those on AFDC---estab-
lishing a quota tied in with the ratio of such children to the total child ompula-
tion of each State as of January, 1967-4s definitely unsound. As a result, children
aid families may be deprived of assistance at the level needed for healthy
development.

When the 89th Congress adopted Title NIX--the Medical Assistance tM the
Needy prgram-we welcomed It as a major achievement. The program is still In
Its beginning stakes. Not all the States have yet acted on It. A number of the
S tnteq which have taken action, in accordance with the present law, have estab-
lished effective programs which should not be undermined. We, therefore, urge
the maintenance of the program In its present terms-at least until greater ex-
perience makes possible accurate evaluation.

We do not think it sound policy to tie in eligibility for Medicaid with the
amounts paid under the AFDO program.

Tho bill before this Committee would permit the States, awqs a condition for
approval of Title XTX, to offer any seven of fourteen services without any neces-
sary regard to the Social Security Amendments Act of 105 which required the
provision of five badc services.

These five base services are: Inpatient, outpatient services, other laboratory
and X-ray services, skilled nursing home services, and physicians' services. They
are truly basic and have greater value for those covered by Title XIX than the
other nine. even though we look forward to the day when all are provided. We
urge that this Committe continue the present Title XIX requirement for the
States to provide, as a minimum, the five base services.
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In these ways-It is possible to assure required health services for all people
who are in need.

We support the provision In I.R. 5710 extending health Insurance benefits
(Medicare) to the 1.5.million seriously disabled Americans who receive Social
Security and railroad retirement benefits. As the President pointed out, "The
typical member of this group Is over 50. He finds himself in much the same plight
as the elderly, lie is dependent on social security benefits to support himself and
his family. Ile Is plagued by high medical expenses and poor insurance protec-
tion."

We approve the provision for increased coverage in the number of hospital days
in a spell of Illness from 90 to 120 days.

Similarly, we welcome the provision for payment of full reasonable charges for
radiological or pathological services furnished by physicians to hospital III-
patients.

We commend, particularly, Title IV, Section 401, In both H.R. 5710 and H.R.
12080, whch authorizes grants to colleges and universities and to accredited
schools of social work, for the purpose of meeting part of the cost of development,
expansion or Inmpr6vement in graduate or under-graduate programs In the fieldof social work.We regard the authoriatrian of $5-million' as a minimum initial amount for this

Indispensable program. We urge that It be increased thereafter to help provide the
professional personnel essential to worthwhile welfare programs.

In conclusion, we recommend a return to H.R. 5710 with the improvements we
have suggot6d. We be0lkve that our recommendations will achieve the prposes
of bringing: to self-support all who can achieve It, more effectively than would
HR. 12080; and would serve, more humanely and wisely, those who cannot sup-
port themselves based 'on tested experience and analysis of the facts.

On behalf of the Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, and the
New York Federation of Jewish Philanthroples, I thank you for the opportunity
of appearing before this Committee, and for your consideration of these views.

Senator MFrToAt±. The next witness is Mr. James W. Fogarty, ex-
ecutive director, Community Council of Greater New York.

_ r. FogartY, there ial't a greater name in health and welfare than
Fogarty becaUe I was formerly a colleague of the great Congressian
from Ihodo Island who made such a great contribution.

STATEMENT OF IAMES W. FOGARTY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COMMUNITY- COuNCIL OF GREATER NEW'YORK

Mr. FOGAnrY. I don't happen to be a relative of his. I used to be
related to the Portuguese Fogartys of Rhode Island.

Senator MErALr. We are delighted to have you before the com-
mittee.

Mr. FoOAnrr. Of course the loss of Congressman Fogarty wa a
tremendous loss to those of you and certainly, to us in this field.'

I am James W. Fogarty- the executive director 'of the Community
Council of Greater New York and a former member of the advisory
council on public welfare which was appointed by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to congressional directive
contained in the Public Welfare Amendments of 1962 to make recom-
mendations for improvements in the public "assistance and child wel.
fare programs authorized under the Social Security Act. The com-
munity council is the central planning, educational, and research unit
for the more than 1,200 public and voluntary social agencies which
seek to serve effectively the health and welfare needs of the eight mil-
lion people of Greater New'York. We have been in this business for
some40-odd years.

The main thrust of my testimony today will be that the community
council supports those proposals of H.R. 12080 that extend services
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and make adequate appropriations. I testified before thelHouse Ways
and Means Committee and I will not repeat that testimony here'al-
though it is attached to my general testimony today.

Senator ME-TCALF. It wil be accepted and received for the record.
Mr. FOOAUTY. I testified on that bill. I believe that bill was better

in many respects than even the one you have before you now, was in-
sufficient to resolve the health and welfare problems of the people
it intended to benefit. But the present bill--:despite some definitely
good and progressive features-is not only insufficient but, like the Mr.
Hyde side of Dr. Jekyll, is vicious, cruel, and unacceptably para-
doxical.

I am not going to follow the written text. I have a very high regard
for Wilbur Mills and his committee. I think that over the course of the

ears he has done a tremendous job. I was terribly disappointed when
saw this bill and saw the language in the bill which returned to what

we considered to be punitive and unjust suggestion, at least, with re-
spect to certain parts of the population on public welfare.

The part I am referring to are sections, title IT, the "Public Welfare
Amendments" of IH.R. 12080 that seek additional law enforcement
efforts in cases of parental desertion or abandonment in AFDC cases
and impose a freeze on Federal financial participation in that same
category of cases. In our opinion these sections of the bill are unneces-
sary because they are already embedded in policy paers and direc-
tions from the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, to the
departments of welfare in the United States. For example, the section
dealing with law enforcement is an absolutely unnecessary cost since
such procedures were inherent in the original act of 1935 and have
been a continuous concern. of administration at the Federal, State and
local level of public welfare administration. For example there have
been clear administrative orders by the U.S. Secretary oIf ealth, Edu-
cation, and Welfare since 1961 requiring that State public assistance
agencies have a central unit for registration and follow-up of non-
supporting parents in AFDC cases and this whole subject was the topic
of a meeting held by HEW in May of 1963 on "Coordination in the
Location of Absent Parents of Children Receiving Aid to Families
With Dependent Children."

The then Commissioner of Welfare, Dr. Ellen Winston, who, as
you know, served as Director of Public Welfare of the State of North
Carolina for man years pointed out the large number of absent
parent cases in AFDC and pointed out the reciprocal support acts
existing between States for dealing with the problem and pointed out
that in her own home State of North Carolina use of these procedures
rwulted in a threefold increase in support by absent parents. She
pointed out that local welfare agencies should have legal counsel since
without such counsel little progress was made in locating absent par-
ents but noted that at that time Federal financial participation was
available for the cost of such legal services.

The second aspect of this is the freeze on certain subgroups in the
AFDC category, based on the total number of such children receiving
assistance in January 1967. I have no intention of going into any
great extent at this time in my testimony for reasons why we have a
million or more minority families in New York City from the Negro
and Puerto Rican group. I have no intention of going into the his-
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torical background of why there is such a high rate of illegitinacy
among these particular group s. I am going to say this through that i
believe that the section on tile freeze in some way suggested that if
you cut off families on public assistance, if you set an arbitrary level
of numbers, and ordered the welfare departments not to go beyond
that level that in some way this is going to resolve the problem of il-
legitimacy or it will force families not to have illegitimate children.

Senator Metcalf, I think we are both too sophisticated, and I think
that the committees on Congress are too sophisticated in our expe-
rience with the Prohibition Act to think that legislation can do away
with fornication and adultery. I think this pro-blem has deep-seated
historical and cultural roots with which the Members of Congress are
familiar and I do not think that any useful purpose is honestly
served by having language in this bill with respect. to both the freeze
and the matter of going after the husband, and so forth.

George Wyman testified this morning, but they already have an
extensive apparatus for this very purpose of going after fathers. The
reason they are not going after many of the faithers is because they are
being pursued by the law enforcement elements which are associated
with this problem on orders from so-called nonsupport courts. I can
tell you, I served in both the family court and the children's court in
New York City as a social worker for a number of years in the 1930's.
I was on the staff of the juvenile court here in Washington, D.C. I am
familiar with the juvenile courts and family courts all around the
Southeastern part of the United States, including Mississippi, Louis-
iana, Florida, Virginia, in fact I have been there for a number of
years, and this whole matter of nonsupport orders is an extremely
difficult, and I would say administratively impossible to do. The courts
just do not have the staffs to do it. They have never been adequately
staffed to do this type of thing, and I have grave question that the
committee itself, and- I think the House Ways and Means Committee,
feel that these provisions were going to have any substantial effect.
At a meeting I attended shortly before the bill was brought out,

Mr. Mills said the committee is worried about the problem of ille-
gitimacy and I said to myself, "Wilbur, so am I. Very worried about
the problem of illegitimacy, I don't think this bill will make a sub-
stantial contribution to that."

In addition to that in a sense it is going to force the State to do one
of two things. Either they are going to cut aid to hiothers, to illegiti-
mate mothers off relief which they have done in some States and for
which the H NW lifted the approval of the State plan because of this,
and you know of the circumstance about which I am speaking or it
is going to force those States as the Congressman from Calilornia
testified this morning, to make an across-the-board cutback in all
public welfare expenditures in order to meet the provisions of this
bill and I think that is regressive.

ow, with respect to medical assistance, there has been considerable
discussion about this and there was this morning before the committee.
Our agency is the agency which does an annual cost-of-living survey
in Now York City.

Last year four people to live in modest and adequate comfort in
New York City cost $6,400 a year. This year it has gone up to $6,600
a year.
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Now, we can talk and talk and talk about why is it so expensive to
live in New York City versus why a similar situation across the coun-
try, as was discussed this morning with George Wyman when he was
testifying. The fact of the matter is that New York City is an expen-
sive city to live in, and the setting down of arbitrary limits which
prevent the State of New York from meeting the medical needs of
the people is going to return this program, the medicaid program, to
the level that it was at and it is going to turn title XIX into a public
assistance program, and if you remember medical assistance for the
aged program a number of States would not participate in that pro-
gram and vast numbers did not apply because they did not want to
be characterized as public assistance recipients. So I think that on the
medicaid I am opposed to again this arbitrary limit that the committee
has proposed to put upon it. I would much rather see a constructive
approach to it through some suggestion being made in our State for
a variety of statewide medical insurance under private auspices or
otherwise.

As the Congressman from California testified this morning, it is this
type of approach which will force us eventually to get. national coin-
pulsory health insurance programs.

Now, with respect to the social insurance and public welfare, the
council on which I serve had this to say about the social insurance
"clearly the social insurance programs need to realize more adequately
their primary function of underpinning income.". Now, we know that
the social security and public assistance programs which are matching
programs ajnd which in the case of one where the insurance program
would increase, private insurance would drop. This has not occurred
as some of the statistics we have heard. For instance there are a niil-
lion people who are getting public assistance and social security at the
same time. There are large numbers, Senator, where the cost ol living
has so far exceeded the benefit rate so that more than one-half are
also receiving old age and survivors benefits. I am sure this would not
be the intention of Congress when they pased the social security bill.
Their intention was to see people would live adequately on their re-
tired benefits.

I am happy to see the child welfare provisions of this bill. I be-
lieve there were provisions in the other bill which were preferable
to this bill, but I am happy to see they-those provisions authorizing
increased health care, for children receiving day care. for increased
day care benefits and services generally, and for providing day care
for those persons of low income groups who are most needy of its
services.

I am also happy to see in here a provision for aid to social work edu-
cation. It happens I served for 8 years as professor of social welfare
and dean of Fordham University School of Social Work in New York
City, and I am familiar with thie problems of social work education,
and I am happy to see this provision in this bill. And we support it,
particularly with the idea that it will also increase the undergraduate
education in this field and I would hope the ceiling of $5 million would
be removed after the first of the year of the appropriation.

I think that that about concludes what I wanted to say. I do feel,
as I said earlier, I have a high regard for Wilbur Mills and his com-
mittee, and I would hope what I consider to be language which is
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retty much out of date would be taken out of this legislation by the
enate.
Tlank you, Senator.
(Statements of James Fogarty follow:)

TESTIMONY BY JAMES W. FOGARTY, COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW YORK

I am James W. Fogarty, the Executive Director of the Community Council of
Greater New York and a former member of the Advisory Council on Public Wel-
fare which was appointed by the Secretary of Iealth, Education and Welfare
pursuant to Congressional directive contained in the Public Welfare Amendments
of 102 to make recommendations for improvements In the public assistance and
child welfare programs authorized under the Social Security Act. The Community
Council is the central planning, educational and research unit for the more than
1200 public and voluntary social agencies which seek to serve effectively the
health and welfare needs of the eight million people of Greater New York.

The main thrust of my testimony today will be that the Community Council
supports those proposals of 11.R. 12080 that extend services and wake adequate
appropriations. This is the same point I made in testimony on H.R. 5710 before
the House Ways and Means Committee on April 11, 1907 (a copy of which is at-
tached as a supplement to today's testimony). At that time I concluded that even
that Bill, which was better in many respects than the one before you now, was
insufficient to resolve the health and welfare problems of the people it Intended
to benefit. But the present Bill-despite some definitely good and progressive
features-is not only insufficient but, like the Mr. Hyde side of Dr. Jekyll, is
vicious, cruel and unacceptably paradoxical. It apparently attacks the stereotype
of public welfare recipients instead of dealing with the realities.of poverty and
human nature. Instead of addressing itself to the basic reforms in our public
welfare system recommended by the Advisory Council on Public Welfare, the
House Ways and Means Committee in H.R. 12080 reflects an astonishingly re-
gressive philosophy that very few states have ever put forward. We support the
good Dr. Jeykll elements of H.R. 12080, but urge the Senate Finance Committee
to cut out the horrible Mr. Hyde provisions.

Your Committee and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-
sentatives has heard testimony that certain sections of the proposed 1967 amend-
ments to the Social Security Act and especially those sections of II.R. 12080
dealing with public welfare are cruel, punitive, unjust and unworkable. While
I agree with this characterization, I will not belabor you with it. Instead I intend
to bring to your attention another argument, perhaps even more persuasive on a
cost-result basis, for the deletion of certain sections of the Bill before you. That
argument is that these sections are unnecessary and utile and additional Federal
expenditure for their implementation is wasteful. In addition to being wasteful
these sections given an unnecessarily harsh emphasis to certain routine aspects
of public assistance administration and they do it at a time when there is increas-
ing legal objection on Constitutional grounds and professional and general public
argument for relaxation of these measures in the name of Just and dignified
treatment for all Americans including those who may be financially dependent.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

I am referring specifically to sections of Title II,' the "Public Welfare Amend-
ments" of H.R. 12080 that seek additional law enforcement efforts in cases of
parental desertion or abandonment in AFDC cases and impose a freeze on Fed-
eral-financial participation In that same category of cases. The section dealing
with law enforcement Is an absolutely unnecessary cost since such procedures
were inherent In the original act of 1935 and have been a continuous concern of
administration at the Federal, state and local level of public welfare administra-
tion. For example, there have been clear administrative orders by the U.S. Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare since 1901 requiring that state public
assistance agencies have a central unit for registration and follow-up of non-
supporting parents in ADO cases and this whole subject was the topic of a meet-
ing held by HEW in May of 1003 on "Coordination in the Location of Absent
Parents of Children receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children." The
then Commissioner of Welfare, Dr. Ellen Winston called attention to the large
number of absent parent cases In AFDC and pointed out the reciprocal support
acts existing between States for dealing with the problem and pointed out that
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In her own home state of North Carolina use of these procedures resulted In a
three-fold Increase in support by absent parents. SeI pointed out that local w'el.
fare agencies should have legal counsel sice without such counsel little progress
was made In locating absent parents but'noted that at that time Federal finailal
participation was available for the cost of such legal services. These services are
available under the 1902 public welfare amendments for Federal flnanclal partii-
pation and on the same basis of "strengthening family life" which 11.R. 12080
uses as a rationale for Increasing Federal financial participation to the 75% level.

The freeze on certain sub-groups in the AFDC category. based on the total
number of such children receiving assistance In January 1007, is not only unjust,
punitive and possibly unconstitutional (philosophically if not In foict) under the
equal protection of the laws clause, but will probably not be feasible of adminis-
tration. Although It Is likely that the Congress cannot be challended In its
authority to determine limits on Federal financial participation according to
formulas of its own devising, it Is probable that the states can be successfully
challenged on Constitutional grounds in their attempts to administer this llml-
tation by denying assistance to certain groups of children who otherwise meet
all the eligibility requirements of public assistance except that they exceed the
total number that can be assisted on Federal matching grants because of this
caseload freeze. This would also mean that intake and acceptance of applica-
tions in public assistance by public agencies would be closed for the first time
since the passage of the original Social Security Act.

Further, those states with progressive public welfare programs and a policy
of providing assistance to all needy persons eligible under Federal and state
policy will not deny assistance to eligible persons simply because they exceed a
given number. Therefore the Federal limitation Is a retrenchment from Federal
policy existing under the Social Security act since 1035 in that It forces a trans-
fer to state financial responsibility of assistance to persons otherwise completely
eligible under Federal programs. It will even be a retrenchment with respect to
administration of public assistance In those states which for a variety of ren-
sons-Including low fiscal capaelty-perlodically cut back on the amount of

sslstance that can be paid even when families meet the state's standards for
assistance and Federal matching is available. It will deny assistance in' those
states to specific groups of people for the first time. To the present, In those
states with limited fiscal capacity the tendency has been to cut back grants tn
all categories of clients or all persons within a given category but not to deny
assistance to persons above a certain number assisted In a given year.

TITLE XIX (MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE NEEDY]

With respect to the new limitations on Medicaid (Title XIX) In H.R. 12080
establishing the maximum standard for medical Indigency at one and one-holf
times the standard for public assistance with respect to allowable income. the
Welfare Commissioner of New York State has indicated that these changes
would deny aid to 600,000 New Yorkers currently eligible tnder that state's
progressive plan, which was approved by the Department of Health, Edilcation
and Welfare under Congressional policy established at the time of enactment
of Title XIX. The immediate additional cost to New York State in maintaining
those otherwise eligible persons under its state plan is estimated to come to over
$35 million under the proposed House changes. These changes would essen-
tially reduce Title XIX to the public aslstance level rather than covering
the medically indigent as Congress originally intended. Therefore it will be no
more useful than its predecessor Medical Assistance for the Aged program
(MAA) which nearly half the states refused to adopt during the five years of
its existence. If the House Intent Is to limit Title XIX to public assistance cnses
then Medicaid is unnecessary legislation since the medical provisions pre-existing
In public assistance are sufficient. Further, the estimated 7 million persons
eligible for public assistance nationally but not receiving It will probably bono
more interested in medical, vendor or reimbursement payments tinder public
assistance-related Medicaid than they were in a money assistance grant under
that system despite their need for medical Care assistance.

There was a better chance of Independent, highly motivated groups of needy
persons In our population to have accepted necessary medical care under a
true medical Indigency program, than under a public assistance level approach.
This Is even more true of those additional persons above the public assistance
level but with less than $6000 annual Income for a family of four.
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Turning to the relationship of our social Insurance and public welfare pro-
grams noted by the Advisory Council on Public Welfare in Its June, 100 Report
and Its conclusion that "clearly the social insurance programs need to realize
lisore adequately their prhwary function of underpinning Income," I would like
to comment on the adequacy of Social Security benelilt increases under 1I.R.
120S0.

Because of the Inadequacy of the Old Age Survivors and Disability Insurance
program It is necessary to have publicly supported welfare services Including
uoney grants, medical assistance programs, chill-welfare services and support-
lg services such as star training and administration. At the time of adoption
of the Social Security Act in 135 It was hoped that eventually all persons
would bo covered under Its provisions although It was geared to the working
population and their dependents. Public welfare programs were seen as supple.
nentary to the base social insurance program and meant to assist those not
eligible for OASDI benefits.

In recent years there has been a steady total of 7 million persons in the United
States receiving Federally aided categorical assistance and an additional 00,000
who are assisted by State and local funds alone. An Indicator of the inadequacy
of the social security grant-which Is obvious to every local welfare department
which characteristically has an appreciable number of persons who receive
OASDI benefits but still require public assistance because their social security
benefit grant is inadequate to meet their essential living cost Is the number
of aged beneficiaries receiving assistance.

In 1960 a minimum of one million persons, or about 15% of the total persons
receiving public assistance, were persons who did In fact qualify for and receive
Social Security money benefits but still required public assistance to meet their
basic living expenses at the public assistance level which in many places Is
below the commonly accepted poverty standard. Actually the one million persons
receiving both public assistance and OASDI refers to the group 65 years
of age and over w-ho receive both Old Age Assistance and OASDI. This figure
does not even account for those other persons receiving public assistance such
as dependent children or disabled persons many of whom also receive some form
of OASDI benefit which, as In the case of the older group, Is Inadequate to their
basic living costs either In a family group or on a single person basis.

If only the Old Age Assistance category Is considered, then almost 50% of
recipients of OAA also receive OASDI benefits. -The figure Is 0% for families
of children receiving AFDC according to a 1961 HEW study. However, examina-
tion of the Old Age Assistance category alone Is pertinent since Congress has
historically been especially concerned with the elderly person who has worked
and earned his way to retirement. As conceived in 1935 the Socity Security pro-
gram would have provided reasonable base maintenance for such persons. How-
ever this has not occurred. The cost of living has far exceeded the benefit rate
to the extent that almost one half of all persons over 65 years of age who receive
Old Age Assistance are also receiving benefits under OASDI.

It Is Inconceivable that this was the original intent of Congress and is one
reason I support at least the amount of benefit Increase i OASDI benefits
recommended by the Administration, that Is, 15% rather th a the' 12.5% 'author-
ized In H.R. 12080. This gap in the Income maintenance ability of the OASDI
program at present benefit levels Is even more dramatic if one considers the
recommendations of the Advisory Council on Public Welfare which'called for a
miniure national standard of income, extension of coverage and liberalization
of benefits under the social Insurance programs, and even consideration of a
guaranteed national income as a right. With these goals In mind it is a curious
paradox that over 5% of the aged population of the United States receives both
OASDI and Old Age Assistance and this figure is Increasing gradually but
steadily. This indicates that the OASDI system Is losing ground with respect
to a group about which Congress has always been concerned-the aged. It also
reflects the Inadequacy of the benefit level.

CHILD WELFARE

The child welfare sections of 1.R. 12080 are desirable in that 'they Increase
authorization for Federal appropriations almost two-fold beginning in Fscal
1069, expand foster home care under the AFDO Programs, and authorize some
liberalization of appropriations for child welfare research and demonstration.
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however, the appropriations authorized fall far short of meeting child welfare
services costs at present levels.

I believe that the purposes of IIR. 12080 would be better served by Iplement-
luig those features of the Burke 11111 (II.R. 1977) providing necessary, suplportive
child welfare services and authorizing npproriations adequate to realize this
goal. This would abet the Intent of 11,11. 12080 in reducing costs of public assist.
ance but It would do so on the humanitarian basim of protection of children rather
than a denial to children of needed basic maintenance through various methods
of either attempting to find fainilies with children ineligible for asslstnnee or
placing an absolute freeze on the number of children who can be served with Fed.
oral financial partiielation. I applaud the move of the child welfare services pro.
gram front Title V to Title VI If the Intent Is to upgrade child welfare services
to children receiving public assistance. however, I would have hoped that such a
transfer miglt logically have led Congre.s to conclude that child welfare service.
appropriations should be open-ended as are public assistance approplrintloi.

I ant pleased that the louse Ways and Means Committee report on IIR. 12080
recognizes the gap between Federal funds allocated for participation In State
child welfare programs and the actual expenditures, but 11.11. 12080 fails to ade-
quately support these necessary State exendltures. The report reconlres that
states are required to match Federal funds on a basis ranging from %, to % but
that In the overall klederal share amounts to only about 10% of total expenditures
of over $397 million annually for State child welfare programs,

I, of course, Support those sections of 11.11. 12080 which authorize Increased
appropriations for the purpose of enabling State welfare agencies to establish,
expand and strengthen child welfare services through the adoption of state plains
which are to be operative according to statt standards throughout the state. I
also support those provisions authorizing Increased health care for children re-
ceiving day care, for Increased day care benefits and services generally, 1nd for
providing day care for those persons of low Income groups who are most needy
of its services.

CONMLUSON

In conclusion, I urge that you approve and perhaps expand nid upgrade
thoso features of H.R. 12080 which reflect a progressive Federal social security
and public welfare policy, and that you delete or amend these regressive features
that this and so much other testimony has pointed out. It is time to stop blaming
the public assistance programs for the defcleences of the Social Security system,
which has never reallsed Its original goal of providing adequate basic innIntenanlm
for Its beneficiaries. Congress should consider these deficiencies realistically
either through greatly Improved OASDI benefits or through serious conRlderation
of a guaranteed national Income above the poverty level. The Advisory Council
on Public Welfare report summed up my point as follows: "If social insurance
benefits are made adequate to help meet ordinary living costs during periods of
Income cessation or interruption, then the public welfare program will be better
able to fulfill Its primary functions: meeting special and unusual needs of wage
earners and their dependents, providing for the Income maintenance needs of
Individuals and families who are not covered by social insurance, extending miedi.
eat assistance, and providing a broad range of social services." And may I add
that all these things should be done on n helpful, humanitarlan basis and not o.
a punitive or coercive basis.

SOCIAL S1URIrY Amr.NDMrrNTS OF 10417 (1R fl10)-T STI.oNY "Y JAmra AV.
FOOAR"Y, Co3mtNITY COUNCIL. or ORnMsR NvW YORKI BKmon TIME COMMITTrr
ON WAYS ANn MF'ANS OP TRit ]ousic ori RrE1F.qNTATIVES

I ann Jntmcs W. Porgarty, the Exeeutive )ireetor of the Commuity Concill of
Greater New York. The Cotmmunilty Council is the recognized organization and
central facility through wlich the citizens of New York City and their morot thnn
1,000 public mid voluntary social ngolces seek to serve ever more effectively
the health and welfare needs of eight million people. It membership Includes
excittives and volunteer leaders of social welfare organization, professionnl
bodies, business and labor, and heads of City departments concerned with health
and welfare, Its Corporate Members encompass more than 800 social service
agencies.

Operatlonally, the Community Council Is divided Into Central Services with
six delprtments and a Program Plnnning Division with five major functional
committees. The following testimony Is a composite of the findings and rtcoin-
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nu'ndatloiia of ouir Citisen'ti Committee on the Aging which Ims given s'peinl
tii vi on to problems of income innintenice and financing ivedleal care as well
its services to voi-erve thie, jiliyiiil and mental health of tlie algedl our Famiily
011l Child Welfare Commiiittee wieci Itili toculted oni the iirovelltffli or failiiy
bireakdowns and( tlie integration of service.- for fniiiilips anl children, midl our
i'i111Vielnth C'omittee WIi!II0 lias a long history of attend ion to itenIith legls-
lation, neighborhood health twrvives and care for [lie medically Indigent. We
hiave' alist drawn front the wvork of our Iteseareli IDeliartuient which murvi-ys
the city's health and wvelfare liroblenis anod from iti r informoationz itureou wivi
10111i4 the jK11*4on Who iteedS hePII tI touch with the orgotilsation best cqiiedK4
to give It. Therefore, my tvsi inony %vlll range through the Social Security,
Mvd lea re, SMcleil, Child Welfare, 1l'ullk Assistance a ndl M1 ujswer setlis or
(ho 11ill.

TIhe min tbrust of iny testlotony will be' (lint while the Community Council
suppilorts these lrolbosals in the tbIil which extend services, many are Gliply
iuisu1fthient to rc.foive thie health findu welfatre problems of the people they oire
Intended to lx'nellt. We believe that where the private and voluntary sectors ore
not uiueing thie healthi nul welfarel u1IiS Of 11ile MlIA111M they beCOM0 th10 fill]
reslionsibillty of (lie governnwnt-and bvecatuse of (lie natuiv of its resources, the
ieervi (Goverinment must diretly or Inilrectly carry an ever increasing are

of the costs. We biellove our nation bits the resources to further expandiv Its *sui
liwrtive, preventive nd remedial services for Its Ioorer citlrzenes. Now to be
sliveliIky

1. SOCIAL SXVVRITY UNItK~lT INCRICAsri

The Inereashig econile in~cnrily of oler people is the moit funidamnental
iiulilic pehicy Ismiue it lte field of aging. The econoniic well-lbelng of (lhe older
ixiiiiiltioii has declined slnce Worhld War 11, durliig a iwriod it luilrece(Ae
economic growth, technological advance undt wide enjoyment of 41hlluenlce. With
veh advance In production and consumpition, olde(r ivopie on ixed Incomes have
had contixtra tively lower puirchiaslug power.

Although f(e aged tofah 101/ of New York City's poplation (800SO lixople)
they account for 28% of the City's poverty P)ulatiolt. Coitwequently, they In.
ereAsingly live in substandard ho~using, suffer prevenltable health deterioration,
and too often tire nieedlessly placed In institullons.

Therefore:
(1) We reluctantly support the reconuoendtion for a 15'ro hinreame Ini coadi

bentelits, feeling that It ts it vitelt lit the right (direction, but very Inadequate to
achieve (lie orIginal, Intent of Congress In the 10351 Social Security Act. At that
(Ine, (lie Conlgress visualiized a social Inquratice system which would maintain
for Nevilor citizens at decent Amnerican standard of livlug.

We strongly recommend (hat this Committee adopt n-4 a goal a level of l'enenfts4
tit least equal to a "inodmct but adetluate" budget. The New York Councli's
Budget Standard Bervioe estimated the monthly cost of Such budget. based on
October 100 prices, as toiling $109.76 for no elderly retired man, and $184.17 for
an) elderly retired womann, These costs coinired to- average monthly RialRI
Security payments to retired workers in New York City of $91.00 asl of Decein.
bee, 1066 and only $78.08 to widows or widowers.

(2) Because further Substantial increases are needed to allevinte wlde-spromd
poverty and prevent health deterioration, we advocate the use of general tax
revenue to suipplement appropriated Social Security taxes. To ktvp this prograin
oin an acturial. basis, IS to penalize the pworst and most needy sections of our
comntrr.

(3) We urge thant the categories of lx'nefleharles furthest be'low tho level of
decent living recive the highest priority fin benefit increases. W~e also support
(lie extension of coverage to disabled widows under 02 years of age and to adi.
(I onal agricultural workers.

(4) We further advocate some tylio of built-In 'provislon for automatic In-
creAses In boeefits tied to the cost of living or Increase national productivity.

(ri) Finally, wve support the rcconuuevult Ions that present eel] Ingo on allowable
earnings be liberahised.

2. TITLE XVIH (?.iKDIOAVIE)

We strongly support the change In Part 8 Section 1215 that would extend to
dIsabled Social Security beneficiaries under a"e 05 the hospital Insurance now
enujoyedh by their elders. This step, plus the option to buy Into Part 83 of Title
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XVIII, will go O long way toward relieving thIs hgh risk group of exce,sIve
medical and hospital costs, which they tire len able to bear.

)espite Its many aeileventents. additional changes nre needed if Title XVIII
Is to fulfill Its promise of becoming a program that would relieve the anxieties (f
the eged with regard to their health. The definition of hospital care in port A
should be expanded to Include anibulatory car,. out-patient dilgnostle workunti
and hospdtatl based ionie care. The effect of such an ahleindlI, nt wold be hent-thIII
to both the patient and to the hospital. PiatittMlt who might otherwise i.uiiy
a hospital bed could then be treated by less costly nmhulatory care anid thereby
reduce the utillzation rate of hospitals. Perhaps even more Imllortant. patients
would also be encouraged to seek preventive care which in the long run Is the
best way to reduce both costs Avid human milsery. Therefore, we opxise the, provi.
slon In Part 3 of sectionn 130 of the proposed anmendtents restricting out-latlont
diagnostic and therapeutic servIces to patients enrolled under Part It of Title
XVIII.

Another barrier to early health care Is to be found In the deductibles and (.-
Insurance features of both parts A and B of Title XVJII. The.se exclusons haid
the laudable intent of preventing over-utilization by those not in need of hospital
or medical care. IIowever effective they have been in thIs regard, they also have
prevented nmny social security beneficiaries from seeking preventive care. the
best and cheapest kind of care available. Therefore. we urge the repeal of the
deductibles and co-Insurance features of both Sections of the law. but portiou-
larly those In Part A. If the definition of hospital care is to be expanded as rec-
oinmnended. then the protection of co-Insurance anal deductibles bones a.ul-
pletely unnecessary.

3. TITLE XIX

We regard Title XIX as being one of the most Important and potentially fir-
reaching pieces of social legislation ever to be passed by Congres.,. However. be-
cause It is a new program and because it has been so recently Implemented by so
many states, too little experience has beenu acalmulated to definitely state what
changes are needed.

In the case of New York State. legislation Implementing Title XIX Irs been
In exlqtence only since last May and actual programs In localities have been In
effect for less time than that. Therefore, at present, we are unable to assert with
any degree of confidence whether any changes should be made. Additionally.
no sudles have been made by the Department of lHelath. Education and Welfare
on the country-wide effectiveness and economy of Title XIX programs, largely
due to the severe limitation on research funds that umy be applied to such studleq.
We woulh suggest that the Department of IflW be asked to research whether
ainenmdents to Title XIX are nece.,ary, and If so, what type. Until their report
is received, we urge that no amendments to Title XIX be IneludNtl i this Bill.

4. PUBr.Io ASSISTANCE

As you know, in 1902. Congress authorized the creation of an Advisory Comiell
on Public Welfare to review the current provIslon of the Federal Government
for public assistance And child welfare services, and to submit recoim ndilations
for Improving them. I was a member of that Council. Our report. relay ea in
June 19M0, showed not only that public Assistance payments were so low and tin-
even that most recipients were living on fminacial grant below tile level of
poverty, but that many other Individuals In need were excluded from such grants,
that methods for determining eligibility were demeaning And confusing for the
Applicants and tine consuming for the workers, and thnt the extreme lock of
adequate services for families. children and youth perpetuated crime. juvenile
delinquency, illegitimacy, mental Illness and multigenerational dependency.

The Advisory Council therefore, reconmnended the addition of a title to the
Social Security Act to provide In cooperation with the States, a new natlon-whie
program of basic social guarantee. To make adequate financial Aid And social
services available to all a matter of right, the Federal Government was asked to
set nationwide standards and nssume the total cost of their Impleanentation above
a stipulated State share. To participate In the new program, each State would
be required to establish a floor of Individual or family income in terms of the
cost of a modest but adequate family budget. All persons with Income falling
below such a level would be entitled to receive aid to the extent of that deficiency,
with need the sole measure of entitlement. Initial eligibility for such al would
be established by personal statement, affidavit or simply Inquiry of their sltua-
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tion. Further, under the comprehensive new program, protective and social serv-
lees for children In their own homes; foster care placement ; adoptive placement
services; services to unmarried mothers; homemaker services; day care and
other special programs for your people would be Included.

I have gone Into some detail about this reim)rt because the propos-ed Public
Assistance Amendments in 1ill 5710 fall short of these recommeiidattons. Many
of the problems we uncovered are simply beig allowed to continue; they ire
Ignored. 'The Community Council supports the recommendations of the Advisory
Council and, therefore, recommends that Title 11 be amended to provide for the
Inclusion of more of the specific recommendations made by the Advisory Council
on Public Welfare.

3. CHILD WFLiFARE

The Child Welfare Service Amendments are diappointing and do not fulfill
even our limited expectation based on the "President's Message on Children and
Youth". It Is simply not sufficient to authorize the Federal Government to Imiy
States 759% of the cost of employing and training additional child welfare jocr-
sonnel. The overall needs of children require the comprehensive child welfare
programs Included In the Burke Bill-HR 1977 and the Gilbert Bill-HR5420.

This type of legislation would remedy a long-standing Inequity by bringing
programs for children Into parity with the Federal welfare programs for the
aged, blind, financially dependent, sick and disabled. Child welfare service Is the
only one of the categories In which the Federal Government does not math np-
propriations and expenditures of the various governments. The suggested 1ills
provide for Federal sharing of the cost of a State's child welfare services, based
on the State's per capita Income, and would authorize the sums of money neces-
sary to carry out the purposes of the act. The Federal Government would pay
three-quarters of all personnel costs and from 50 to S3% of all other costs, plus
grants for special experimental projects.

This estimated doubling of funds available for the care of children would have
a tremendous effect. It would mean availability of services for the first the for
children in half the counties of the United States in which there are presently no
child welfare servihe.. For children in f(amillles where there are serious problems,
It would mean more services to help the child and family stay together. It would
also enable communities to establ.h needed protective services for abused
children.

Mhille the major responsibility for care of children has been left up to the
States, prime responsibility for other delendent groups such n the aged, the
blind, t he widoweml, etc. h)is been assumed hy the Federal Governmient. The money
sloent for child welfare services is one of the smallest expenditures for any of the
programs under the Social Security At.. We urge you to remedy this inequity by
iclusion of the provisions of the liurke and (lilbtrt 1ills in the Social security

.niendment for 1it96.

0. SOCIAL WORK AND MANPOWER AND THAININO

There hans ut-ten a dramatic increase in tile niner.4 of scial programs as new
itceds atind old problems receive ever more community attention, and it Is the
sociall worker who lptimarily services these prograims. An IlENV task force has
estimated flint. by 10)70. for ipnlh, sochil servic.,s abine, 100.000 new social work-
ers will be needed. At best, 20%c of 1lihut nuimher will be trained by that time by
!lI' existing teh(x)s o f voil work. i)epit, the Increase in the use of college
graduates without a masters degree in s cIzl welfare programs, despite the il-
.reasIing loerforiatnn(e of sentil fmnt ions iln these progranll by aldes and

other subprofessonil workers, the swxiI welfare maniul ower short age has reacheld
crisis proportionis, an(d will e .oinme overwhieluthig.

We. therefore, welcopme and endorse the l'rol~oml in Section 401 of Title IV
whhlh iutcouriges exiamtled educational facilitle.s for -(wiil work training. With-
ot)1 social work lsrsonnit,. the potential Inherent in the government's va.t Invest-
ment In health, mental heail.1, welfare housing, aging, comtmnmulty planning
lIverty, etc. uanmot be realized. The maiy new lororanhs to he staffed by iiegll-
borhiotl workers and volimteers, uch as the Fo.ster Grandlparents, and the
Xelghborbood Yoith Corps, leel a high quality of professional leadership from
thase who uler .vise the work, an d0 the tilde eXpandihg older progranms which
fliso utilize volunteers. Whn omipetent leadership has not been available. chnoe
utad Ilndeoniate serves have beei repwatedly seen iln our coinniuitity. Expanded
training Is also miecessary to help eul the increaslhily exliensive conmpetlion for
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the -ame social work personnel. We thus urge your support for the Bills' pro.
vi.lons which will allow the institutions educating social workers to receive the
nec.e.ary assistance to start meeting this major need.

7. SUMMARY

In summary, we urge you to carefully review all of the statistics on the scope
of tihe health and welfare problems as presented by President Johnson In his
various messages. Then please measure the degree to which the provisons of this
Hill resolve the needs described and the degree to which this Bill leaves known
.ijfferlng unmet. The Intent for our testimony has been to suggest that you close
the gap.

Sens.tor METCALF. Thank you, Mr. Fogarty. I just wanted to say as
a former members of the Ways and Means Committe, I share your
high regard for Wilbur Mills, a man who has made a significantly
great contribution both to the welfare and public pension programs of
the United States and who knows more about taxes than any manin
America. I want to say before this hearing is over that whatever criti-
cisms are made of the House bill certainly the member of the Ways
and Means Committee and the Congressmen over in the Hquse of
Representatives were imbued by the same ideals that motivate the
people who have appeared and testified here, and motivate us, we who
sit on this committee to do the bbst we can tinder the circumstances
for the unfortunate oi America. . I

I am glad to have you come in here and give approv'a to some fea-
tures oft'he House bill and make some constructive suggestions. As
a former lawyer who was engaged in hot pursuit of some of these va-
grant husbands, as a formed judge who has participated in some of
these cases, I want to say one welcome innovation in this House legis-
lation is for provision of payment of court expenses and that is some-
thing that I think would be helpful in administering that phase. You
suggested it costs so much. _

Mr. FooARTY. I think unfortunately, the public welfare program is
frequently named for the problems they try to resolve as you know.

Senator MTCALF. I have been associated with it for so nany years.
Mr. FoOARTY. And I hope Congress can make the proper corrections

in the proper places and I think if we can really do something about
the Social Security Act it would be very well.

Thank you.
Senator METCALF. Thank you, Mr. Fogarty.
Our next witness is Mr. Paul D. Hill, vice president and legislative

chairman of the International Association of Health Underwriters.
Mr. Hill we are glad to have you before the committee and please

identify your colleague.

STATEMENT OF PAUL D. HILL, VICE PRESIDENT AND LEGISLATIVE
CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HEALTH
UNDERWRITERS; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT 3. FINNEGAN,
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. HILT.. Thank you, Senator Metcalf. If I can paraphrase Greta
Oarbo I think we are practically alone. I am Paul D. Hill from In-
dianapolis and this is Robert Finnegan, our vice president, our per-
manent head of the organization.
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You have our testimony in bound form. It also includes in the front
of the testimony a two-page summary, so I hope you will pay atten-
tion to that and will take a look at it in total.

We would like to, if we may, because of the lateness of the hour,
take about 3 minutes, Senator Metcalf, and just give you a summary
of our testimony

We would like to say this: That as we all know, HIT. 12080 has
been passed by the House of Representatives. We believe this is a very
reasonable bill for a number of reasons: First of all, it provides mod-
est increases in cash benefits that average about 121, percent. We
believe these are needed now.

It increases the wage base, as you know, from $6,600 to $7 600,
an amount which we believe is not totally out of line with today's
average income.

It provides benefits for disabled widows and widowers over age 50
and we believe that this is good since this should result in a lessened
demand for welfare benefits for these recipients.

It increases the amount that a beneficiary can earn from $1,600 to
$1,680, and we believe that this is also good because it should re-sult
ingreater self-reliance on the part of the individual.

The changes that have been made in the health insurance section
of the present law appear to be modest ones made more to iron out
administrative difficulties than anything else, and as such we support
those.

I n shol, we believe that the bill has been pa.wed as a reasonable bill
and we sincerely hope that not only the Senate Finance Committee,
but the Senate as a whole will concur in that conclusion.

In summary we would like to say this, that as members of the Inter-
national Association of Health Underwriters, and this is an organi-
zation, incidentally, composed of some 5,000 people in 'every State of
the Union, who every (lay are visiting with millions of people selling
health insurance and life insurance, as such we would express to you
this wish. That we could atthis time allow the social security system
to reach maturity. The social seuritv system has gained an accepted
place in the financial planning of Onilons of Americans when they
consider death benefits for their families and retirement benefits for
themselves. We believe that it should be maintained on that basis and
that benefits should be increased only as the cost of living increases,
and that these costs of living increases should be tied to a cost-of-
living index, so that social security increases are not at. the beck and
call of any politician of either political party who is thinking of the
next. elect inn instead of the next generation. '

We believe this Congress should not extend medicare benefits to
anyone under age 65 until experience has shown exactly what the
actual cost of the program is going to be.

We believe that at the same time, that, Congre.ss should put a ceiling
on medicaid programs so that the whole social security system can be
maintained on a sound financial basis.

We believe that any other course of action is goinR to result in a
decreased desire on the part of young people to provide for their own
families at their premature deaths and for their own retirement, and
that it is ultmately going to siphon so much money out of the economy
that a slowing down of business and consequentlyof tax revenues will
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inevitably occur, and could, if unwise liberalizations of the act con-
tinue on an indiscriminate basis, bring about the destruction of 'the
whole system by an electorate that is no longer able to bear the over-
whelming costs.

Senator Metcalf, on behalf of the organization we thank you for
the privilege of being here.

Senator MrCALF. Thank you very much for your summary of state-
ment. Your complete statement, as all statements will be incorporated
in full in the record. You have given us quite a statement of-beliefs,
and I want to assure you that as one who has worked in this field
for many years, that members of this committee are as concerned as
you are about many of the problems that you have raised, and we
hope that we will be able to solve some of them in this legislation and
lay the foundation for others in future legislation.

Mr. HiLu. Thank you.
(Statement of Mr. Hill follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL AssociATIoN OF HEALTH UNDL'RWRITERS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Paul D. Hill, CLU.
I am Vice President and Legislative Chairman of the International Association
of Health Underwriters, and am accompanied by Robert J. Finnegan, Executive
Vice President. Our organization is made up of more than 8,000 members in
nearly 100 state and local associations all over the country. It is our privilege
to visit with millions of people annually about the health and life insurance
needs of themselves and their families; to talk to them not only about the
financial present, but also about the financial future.

Today, people are vitally concerned about the whole concept of Social Security;
not only what it is, but also what it could become.

As we all know so well, the Presidential Study Commission in 1935, whose
activities resulted in the original Social Security Act, conceived of Social Security
as providing a floor of benefits for those age 65 and over after a lifetime of work.
Social Security would provide the floor; those who wanted more than a minimum
standard of living would provide the balance themselves through their own sav-
ings. On this basis, Social Security taxes were paid by workers starting in
January, 1937.

In 1939, before any benefits had been paid under the Act, Congress changed
it to add survivors' benefits and supplementary benefits for wives and eligible
children of retired workers. The date to start benefits was moved from 1042
back to 1940.

In the years from 1940 to 1950, a number of liberalizing amendments were
enacted, but the tax rate remained the same. In 1950, self-employed persons
were brought under the act, and the tax rate, the wage base and benefits were
all raised. Further liberalizing amendments were made in 1052, 1954, 1956, 1958,
1960, 1961 and 1965-seven changes in fourteen years--one every two years.
And of these changes, five of the seven were made in election years.,

From a long range standpoint, of all these liberalizations perhaps those made
in 1965 were the most significant, since they changed the whole concept of Social
Security. For the first time, benefits were paid other than cash benefits. These
"service" benefits were for medical care for those over age 65, thus getting the
federal government into medicine on a base far broader than had been even
imagined a few years earlier. "Medicare" was put into law in spite of the fact
that a majority of surveys taken by members of the House of Representatives
In two consecutive sessions had shown that by far the greater number of Ameri-
cans were opposed to the whole concept.

For this reason, and because of the large number of changes that have been
made in election years, an ever-increasing segment of the American public has
come to think of Social Security as a political football--a method of influencing
a large portion of the electorate by promising them greater and greater benefits,
in return for which they Would vote for those who granted the benefits. And'it is
undoubtedly true that many older persons have 'received a' windfall-instances
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are not at all rare in which a retired person received 100 times or more what he
had paid in Social Security taxes. And those receiving 10 times or more what
they had paid in taxes numbered in the many millions I

But for the young American Just entering the labor market, the situation Is
far different. Today, Social Security taxes, including .5% for medicare, are 9.68
times the original tax, and will go to 12.43 times the original tax just under the
law as it is presently constituted. Many young Americans, burdened with the
costs of purchasing and furnishing a home, raising children, etc., are paying
more In Social Security taxes than they are paying In Federal income taxes I

Their employers are paying a like amount for them, or so it Is often said.
Actually, as we all know, this is far from the truth. Social Security taxes are
a cost of doing business for the employer, Just like materials, labor and the
other costs of overhead. If the money were not paid In Social Security taxes,
It would be available to give the worker the raise that in many cases is desper-
ately needed to keep up with today's rapidly depreciating dollar and accompany-
Ing ever-increasing cost of living.

Officials of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare have already
conceded to Congress that the Social Security tax rate has Just about reached
the.breaking point-that it shouldn't go much higher. Yet, the administration is
asking for a substantial increase in benefits and consequently in taxes I Under
the bill often proposed, the wage base would be raised to $10,800 In 1075--
nearly 2% times the $4,800 of 1065. Social Security taxes, currently 4.4% for
employer and employee each, would go to 5% In 1969 and 5.55 percent in 1973.
Under this bill, many employees would be paying $12 per week just In Social
Security taxes.

It has always been a well-settled principle of Social Security taxation that
taxes should not be exacted on income above the average income of the Anericain
worker. Raising the wage base to $10,800 would violate this principle.

Since many experts believe that neither the tax rate nor the wage base should
be raised, the suggestion has been made that Social Security benefits should be
financed in part out of general tax revenues. This should be avoided completely.
Once a cost becomes a part of the general budget, it becomes all but hidden from
the public view. Should this happen, It will destroy the integrity of the Social
Security system. ,
H.R. 12080 has been passed by the House of Representatives. We believe that

this Is a reasonable bill. Among other things, it provides for: (1) Modest in-
creases in cash benefits, averaging some 12% percent; (2) An increase of $1,000
In the wage base from $6,600 to $7,600, an amount that Is not totally out of line
with today's average income; (3) Benefits to the disabled widow or widower
age 50 and over, which should result in a lessened demand for welfare benefits
for these recipients; and (4) An Increase from $1,500 to $1,680 In the amount a
Social Security beneficiary can earn before losing benefits, which should help
result in greater self-reliance on the part of the individual.

It appears that the proposed changes In the health insurance section of the
present law are modest ones, made more to iron out present difficulties than to in-
crease coverage on an indiscriminate basis, and as such we support these changes.

In short, we believe that H.R. 12080 is a reasonable bill. We sincerely hope that
the Senate Finance Committee and the Senate as a whole will concur, and will
pass the 1967 amendments to the Social Security law substantially In their
present form.

In summary we, the members of the International Association of Health
Underwriters, believe that it is time we allow the Social Security system to
reach maturity. It has gained an accepted place in the financial planning of
millions of Americans when they consider death benefits for their families and
retirement benefits for themselves. It should be maintained on that basis; benefits
should be increased- only as the cost of living increases; these increases in
benefits should be tied to a cost of living index, so that they are not at the
beck and call of any politician of either party who Is seeking short-term political
gnin at the expense of millions of younger working Americans.

Congress should not extend "medicare" benefits to those under age 65 until
experience has shown what the actual cost of the program is likely to be; it
should, at the same time, put a ceiling on the amount that states can spend on
medicaidd" programs, so that the whole Social Security system can be on a
sound financial basis. Any other course Of action will, w6 belleve,'result in a
decreased desire on the part of young people" to provide foi their own fAmilles at
their premature death, and for their own retirement; will ultimately siphon so
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much money out of the economy that a slowing-down of business and con.
sequently of tax revenues will inevitably occur; and could, if unwise liberaliza.
tions of the Act continue on an Indiscriminate basis, bring about the destruction
of the whole system by an electorate no longer able to bear the overwhelming
cost.

Senator, MECALP. Our last witness this morning is Mrs. Dorothy
Ferebee, who is on the national board of the Y1VCA. Dr. Ferebee was
scheduled to testify yesterday, was prevented from doing so, and we
are delighted to have you here today, and you may go rigIt ahead and
close out this hearing for today.

STATEMENT OF DR. DOROTHY FEREBEE, MEMBER, NATIONAL
BOARD, YWCA

Dr. FrzRBj .'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Dorothy Ferebee and I am a member of the national

board of the Young Women's Christian Association of the U.S.A.,
which currently includes 2 million members and participants in over
400 communities. I am here to express the position Qf our organization
in regard to H.R. 12080, the Social Security Amendments of 1967, as
passed by the House and before the Senate for consideration. Be-
cause the YWCA as a Christian women's movement is deeply com-
mitted to work for the welfare, dignity and the full development of
all women and girls, and because among our members and those we
serve of all races, creeds, and degrees of economic and social status
there are many whose lives would be'affected by this legislation, we
feel impelled to make this presentation this morning.

First, I should skip here and there, Mr. Chairman, because, to save
time, on the social insurance proposal, if it is the intent of this
l efislatton to further the reduction of poverty and dependency in the
united States. and to assist individuals and families to become self-
sustaining and participating members of society, then we submit that
one of the best ways to accomplish this goal is through increases in
social insurance benefits. Therefore, we would urge first the commit-
tee to return,' if possible to the proposals'that have been Set forth in
6710, to insure maximum social security benefits of $70, recognizing
that even this increase is far below that needed to maintain adequate
standards of health and dignity for our aged citizens ...

2. The"IYWOA would urge further return to the proposals in
H.R. 5710, with respect to the eligibility of widows and widowers
for disability benefits below age 62. Our experience indicates: that
this is a problem which especially-affects women in the United States.

a. With respect to medicare benefits. we strongly urge the restora-
tion of the recommendation in H.R. 6710 that these benefits be ex-
tended to all persons receivino disability benefits. This would be yet
another way of reaching those on welfare'rolls, and providing a basic
minimum incoern.

4. The YWCA favors no changes in the present title XIX of the
medicare law. We feel that these very much needed provisions need
a longer period of testini before being revised. We are particularly
opposed to the, income limitations which H.R. 12080 would impose,
and to the cutback which would-no longer require that the five funda-
mental health services be provided. To lump these most needed serv-
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ices with optional ones, and make them all optional is an invitationto mediocrity, and to a lessening of the quality of services medical
recipient' have a right to expect.

The welfare proposals, and especially title I. Seldom in its his-
tory' l ha's the YWCA been placed in a more ambiguous and difficult
posltioii in 'elation to a piece of social !iation.-The distingushed
ni~nibefs of this cbmmittea do not nefd tW be told that tie YWCA
has troiigl' 'sppoited f'' years many of. 'the services , proposed in
this bill.' W liave worked loll and hard for more child care services,mot'eand' better training an emplo 'ment opportunities for women
and for youth. We believe thatiadequate provisions, for securing fam-
ily planning advice and aids should be made available; and, of course,
we endorse fully the need for increased funds for soial work educa-
tion-to mention'some of the things in those proposals., But we find
it intolerable, Mr. Chairman, to be played in the position where we
are asked to endorse greatly needed.'social services in a package which
includes coerciveI provisions, and indeed a whole set of assumptions
which subvert the very purposes which we believe'should undergird
such benefits.

We must say to the members of this committee that the YWCA does
not agree with the basic premises which appear to underlie the amend-
ments to title IV in this bill.

The original premise of AFDC, and one which the YWCA stillsup-
ports, regards this assistance as part of a basic right of protection for
needy women and children, who have been deprived ofthe supports
enjoyed by other families, including the option open to the mother to
choose to work or. to remain in the family, so that she can maintain the
family structure. This is especially important if she is alone and thus
carrying a double burden. N ow we are being asked to use social bene-
fits and s6rvicesas a means of social ofitrol. The whole burden of proof
is being shifted from the responsible '6 society to care for the help-

he t W .A the leven of 'proof of uworthines" on AFDC moers.

lesang their behavior.t,
nodicre naor, beievs. athi r wro tou s e seriesing -ourd to ep mak

peoples lives better as an instrument for controlling their behavior.
We believe it is wrong to, use different. standard for poor women.
To fact, soin, legalexperts are questioning the constitutionally of some
ofthese proyisions.

Many womfien ara eager to work, atid would benefit from training
pri0as especially if they lead to meaningful and productive work

'vlta t f'tUreu MBut to make this a condition of assistance is to. deny
them the pOivilege'which other wornxi hae of, deciding whether to re-
main ii'the home. It is putting a highei'xlue on work outside the home
than within it.-It is putting economic considerations before all other
values. *To' add to the already oppressive situation of many of these
women, best with poor health, desertinghusbands, little or no educa-
tion, loneliness, and anxiety, tie further' threat of loss of assistance,
and even worse the loss of their children to foster care is indeed in-
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tolerable. The vague language of the bill provides no real guidelines as
to what would be acceptable as "good cause" for refusing the work-
training.

Moreover, we cannot but view this proposed requirement with an
even greater disquiet when we reflect on our poor performance to date
in helping low-income women obtain wages Which lead to real eco-
nomic independence. A recent Labor Bureau study-Women in Pov-
erty-Women's Bureau, 1964-reveals that of 21 million women with
full-time jobs, 56 percent received less than $3,000 a year, 36 percent
received less than $2,000 and 20 percent less than $1,500 a year. Noit-
ing in the proposed legislation guarantees that this slave-wage condi-
tion of many women would not continue.

Rather the YWCA favors measures to provide a greatly expanded
program of work opportuntisfor example such as the proposed
pub ic employment for lower income groups st forth in several
amendments being considered to the 1967 OEO legislation. Another
possibility is through the greater pooling of public and private re-
sources such as that imaginatively set forth in the recent conference
of the urban coalition. It is our conviction that work opportunities
should provide real wages for real work, without being tied to assist-
ance eligibility requirements and budgets, or used as work in payment.
for relief assistance. ,

The YWCA believes that all women should have the right to work
and earn their living, and have full access to opportunities thigh
education 'and training to pursue meaningfull work-whether volutn-
teer or" employed. But we also believe that women, and especially
mothers, have the right to be at home and to be dependent during
certain critical child rearing years if, dey so decide, The health fthll
welfare of our children, and "the future 6f family life and the social
order require us to see that all' children are sheltered and protected,
preferably in the family. Eveh the most deprived mother will fight tokeep her family together,' ven if it means great privation as we have
learned from recent history.

Child care services are needed not only to allow the mother to WOrk
but to enhance the child's environment, as we have seen so cleirly in
Headstart. Child welfare services are intended for the protection bf
children and should be available to all who need them regardless of
their economic'status.
. The YWCA cannot support title II in H.R. '12080. Instead we

urge a return to H.R 6710 with these further provisions:
1. That the optional provision for children of unemployed parents

in the present AFDC law be made mandatory in the SUtes.
2. That States not only be required to meet the full need, of all

recipients according to their own standards, but the Federal Govern-
ment also set minimum standards of assistance. 'Not only are many
States-not meeting their own standards, but many of these standards
are fir below the l-vel of health and decency.

3. We would favor measures prohibiting States receiving federally
aided assistance from imposing residence requirements.

4. The YWCA favors an increase in the funds available for child
welfare services, including day care services Sufficient to permit the
Federal Government to meet 75 percent of the cost.
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The YWCA shares with the Members of Congress a deep concern
over our failure to find more quickly an adequate response to poverty
in the most affluent nation the world has known.

As a people we are often tempted to find scapegoats for our dilem-
inas, or to seek oversimplified solutions to complex problems. Above
all, we are reluctant to face the costs in money and effort required.
It is easier for us to appropriate $70 billion for defense, and other bil-
lions for space exploration than to pay the real costs of a "war on
poverty."

It is the hope of the YWCA that, in dealing with this particular
legislation, Mr. Chairman, and in all other similar proposals, that the
Congress will replace punitive and coercive measures with those which
more nearly reflect the enlightened and compassionate resources we
are fully able to bring to bear as a nation. We need your leadership
to move us ahead.

Thank you very much.
Senator METCALF. Thank you, Dr. Ferebee. Incidentally, we had lots

of doctors here; what kind of a doctor are you ?
Dr. FEniBEE. I am doctor of medicine.
Senator METCALF. You are a medical doctor?
Dr. FEREBEE. Yes; for many years medical director of the student

advisory of Howard University, and I shall now be medical director
of comprehensive health service for everybody at Howard University.

Senator METCALF. Well, I am pleased to have asked that questioiL
to learn of those qualifications.

You are a resident of Washington, D.C.?
Dr. FREBEE. I am; yes.
Senator METCALP. Even though the statement is for the National

Board at New York?
Dr. FREBEE. Yes; the National Board has membership-
Senator METOALF. I know you dropped by for a second opportunity

to be heard.
Dr. FERxBE. Yes. I was here all day yesterday.
Senator METCALF. We are very grateful for your waiting and we

are grateful that you did stop by, and you have made a very helpful
and informative statement and both the weight of your testimony and
your restige and your influence will be considered by the committee.
Tan 'you very much, Dr. Ferebee.
Dr. Fimmi. Thank you for allowing me to appear.
Senator METCALF. That is the last witness for today and the

committee will now be in recess until tomorrow at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene

Thursday, September 21, 1967, at 10 a.m.)
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1967

U.S. SENATE,
Co ii'irmm ON FINANCE,

Washington, D..
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10 :05 a.m., in room 2221,

Xew Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
p)residing.

Presentt: Senators Long, Anderson, Talmadge, Harris, Williams,
and Curtis.

''110' CiiTWH.,,. The hearing will ome to order.
lofore we hear front our first, witness , it. may be well to announce

that Seeretary Gardner will be back before the committee on Tuesday,
tie Secretary of Iealth, Education, and Welfare for a final wrap-up
to expre I iho views of the Department particularly with regard to
testimony that has been presented to the committee. Some of the testi-
niony has brought, to our attention constructive suggestions for changes
that could be made in the bill before us.

Mr. Walter- Reuther was to be our leadoff witness today but h6 is
unable to be here I re ret, that because he is a very stimulating and
informative witness. however we do havo the good fortune of having
Mr. Melvin Glasser, who is director of tile Social Security Depart -

ment of thoeUnited Automobile Workers here to represent Mr. Reuther
and his union. Mr. Glasser, we are very happy to have you.

STATEMENT OF MELVIN GLASSER, DIRECTOR, SOCIAL SEC ITY
DtPARTMENT, rrUNMO AUTO)03Ir W0AXERS; ACCOMPANIED
BY LEONARD LZESSER, OU RA:L COUNSEL, INDUSTRIAL UNION
DEPARTMENT, UAW; AND DAVID XILLER, PRESIDENT , DETROIT
AREA, RETIRED WORKERS COUNOIL, UAW

Mr. G.Ass.ER. Thank you, sir, ,
Associated with me are Mr. Leonard Lessor, who is general counsel

of'the Industrial Union.Department of UAW-
Te(,Q HAIAN'-. Heis well knbwn to us. lledoes a good job for'

tlieiutmnobileworkerson tlie 1ill.
'Mr. Gr HssE,. Thnk.3u.. ! -.

..And Mr. David Miller, who is president of the Detroit Area Retired
Workers Council, who would like anminute,-sir, to introduce his
petitions.

Mr. MxLL.R. My fiftm is Dave Miller. I live at 0916 Chonlot Striet,
I)etroit, Mich. I represent' 67,000 retired workers affiliated with tht
DetroitL Are UAW lletired Workeis Council. I also represent the
efforts of 300 UAW retired worker chapters across the ountry whose
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175 000 members are deeply concerned with the social security and
medicare programs.

I come here today to present petitions to this august body with
more than 150,000 signatures. Ve believe that it is important for
citizens to utilize the right of petition inherent in a democratic society.
We, in the UAW, are deeply disturbed as -we look at the plight of
many of our older citizens of our country.

We are deeply disturbed because they have neither sufficient income
nor adequate health programs to meet the problems of daily living
with dignity.

When approximately one-half of retired worker beneficiaries are
receiving less than $75a month, , it is clear our social security program
is totally. inadequate., In a country as affluent as is the United States,
tis is both morally and financially indefensible.In our 'titi6h, therefore, we call upon you to strengthen the soial
security program immediately by a 50-percent increase in all bene-
fits; by establishing the minimum monthly benefits of $100 for older
workers retiring -at 05 and for all disabled workers with $150 for
couples over 65; by building in the future benefits automatic cost-of-
living increases and by allowing the Federal Government. to share the
cost of socia.. security benefits equally with employers and workers
bycontributing from the general revenue.

To -b sure, tie medicare prog.m it] a good beginning; however,
we ask you tQ strengthen this health program for the membersof our
society over (5 by removing the economieo barriers. We ask that the
whole bill for inpatient and outpatient and'long-term woivices be paid
instead of continuing the so-called ,deductibles." We believe that we
need 365 days of care instead of the present 90 days in the hosiptill.
We'ask that the law be strengthened so that doctors who participate
in the program shall receive their payments directly from the Federal
Government. We ialso request that al) necessary prescription drugs
be aidforinoroutoftheh spital.£ deem ita pilVilege to have the opportunity to present to the Sen-ate Finance C ttee, not onlt petitions but a brief summary, of
t ie program f r which wepetiin. hope that your committee will
tily come forth with a program which befits the greatness of America.
It is important tht the word's mot -powerful d-mocracy provide its
older members-the 'people, who built Amierica-with opportunity,
dignity, and security.

Thank you, gentlemen for listening to me.
The OAmmA. Thank you very much for your statement, sir. And

I appreciate that petition you presented..
May I say that I can't speak for the committee, but I personally

intended either to offer or vote as the cise may be for a proposal to
raise that minimum to $100. I think that the people who have worked
and reached 65 ought to receive at least enough income so they don't
have to 'ask for public assistance under the welfare program. t think
that you are very correct about that.

Mr. MILLra. Thank you.
The CHAmxxA'.Whi'le I have high regard for the House ways and

Means Committee, this committee has consistently been more favora-
ble to the retired workers than the House has been, and I think that
will bethecasein the future
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Mr. GLASS-R. Mr. Chairman, you start our hearing in a salubrious
fashion.

I apologize again, sir, for Mr. Reuther who, because of a special
executive board meeting of the UAW which was called this morning,
had to absent himself. He was sorry but he is not as sorry as I am.

MY teenage daughter, sir, informed me last hight that my substi.
tuting for Mr. Reuther was lMke a young man kissing his girl on the
telephone. She got the message but the impact was reduced. [Laughter.]

We, sir, are submitting a full statement for the record, and I, of
course, do not plan to read the 96 pages, but to take a few minutes to
hit some of the highlights that the UAW feels are particularly Impor-tant to this hearing.

SGentlemen,we ndthe H.R. 12080 a very disappointingbill. We felt
that the administration proposals in 5710 were exceedingly modest.
The bill before this committee we find less satisfactory and in many
ways I etrogressive. You have already had before this cominittee many
witnesses of standing and direct experience who have .spe01ld out in
detail the gross inadequacies and the injustices in the bill before you.

We associate ourselves with these criticisms and shall not attempt
to repeat many of them.

Our bJsio objection, Senator Lopg and Senator Williams, is to the
present bll'f as written because we b@1ieve it is "essentially a bill which
will puhish the poor. Under each of the titles of thenpqsawe as now
Written', the bill strikesout against thse'whom w8 beheo are~ less able
to defend themselv4 and because s , th* area 'of new" c'ashl benefits
offered It ipiovldes s6 ittleit is bound tobe a source of cru0l disappoint-
men to those whom it professes to ttempf to assist1.

I shall just take a few minutes on each of the four titles.
First as to the ihc€me maintenance programs PBasically i3e income

maintenance programs must be scen, as you khow, sir '*as part of the
war against poverty, and they nust b see ii'this way becuse oe out
of ever fiVe Americans, who are poor is also 65 or over, and real
improvements in the social security'system would, in fact, reduce
public welfare ahd makein.a in reducingpovery.

The proposed $50 minimum'benefit is not a meaningful Step inthis
direction. It is essentially a 12%-percent increase for the. lion of
aged Americans who live in degradg p ovey, and who wl continue
to do'so, sir, with dl.e iken increases offered in the$o$0 nini um.

You have already heard tha one-half of retired workers receivee less
thani$75 a' mnnth. Accordingly, we recommend, first, a minimum
monthly benefit of $100 a month for a worker etiring at ae 65, $100
for a disabled worker, and $150 for an elderly couple, botg age4 65

anden anver.as
Seondly, we r'ommend ani increa6 percentt in the current and

protective benefit payments applicable thrughouithe range of cov-
ered earning. Present averagebenefits of $j000 for attire Worker
and $1,680 for 1n elderly couple, place dhe benefits of, the s social
se#ity pogr~aun firmly below the poverty level defined 1y even the
mo tconservati6e standards.' b e the

HR. 1R2080 has proposed a l2 -perent incrs which represents

only a 4.-percent increase in bene t levels sine 1954. It does very little
for the Aerly poor.
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We have na~do a number of other proposAls, and they are incorpo-
rated in our testimony.

he UAW is realistic about this. We know these income benefits,
if they are to be augmented, require addiioal revenue, and we wish
to put. before you two proposals that will deal with this responsibly.

First, to increase by several broad annual stages the covered earn-
ings base so that it reaches $15,000, and an exemption for the fir-t $600
of earnings.

As you know, sir, whe social security started 05 percent of tie
earnings of all people in covered eiplo)ment were covered by a $0,000
base. The base !i the present bill of $0,700 would cover about, two-
thirds of the earnings. In essence this base means lower revenue for
the system, and it also means a disproportionately higher tax on those
with lower incomes.

This, we feel? is unfair and unconscionable, and wo propose that
the committee give serious consideration to raising the earnings base to
$15,000 in several broad increases.

The second revenue measure, sir, that we propose is that social
security contributions from general revenues now be incorporated in
the measure.

As you well know, every nation that has social security other than
the underdeveloped nations and those which are under Communist
control have general revenue contribitions. We stand alone with Ar-
gentina and Prince against the tide. It is generally recognized by all
tie experts that deal with this that this day Will have to come.

As you may know, interestingly enough , the President's Cabinet
Committee on Economic Security, when they drafted the social secur-
ity proposals in 1035, suggested that general revenue would be needed
probably around 1005. Since then, every committee that has reviewed
this has come tp with this.

We believe that it is fair and eqpitable if this is to be a social in-
surance system. to deal yih the §ocihl costs through general revenues.

We realize, sir, that there are heavy Government commitments. We
recognize that this committee more than any other is aware of'the
financial problems involved f our Governiient's trying to pay its
bills.

We believe, however, that the problem of meeting the needs of. the
poor can be met-by raising the floor immmediattly, mah',Ig 'an im-
mediate commitment'With a very modest initial general revenue con-
tribution, and fi mnmitniOnt for additional general i-evenues further
down the road. We think this is realistic and there ha 'e been a variety
of formula by which this can be done.

But we urgei sir, that the general revenue matter not be delayed: to
further Congresses. It will ave to be faced, and we believe on'ie
basis of equity it should be faced today.

Now, sir, a few words about medicare.
Medicare in- Its present forn falls considerably shiorl of providinig

adequate comprehensive health programs for the elderly. Oar deep
regret is that many of the provisions of the House biltdo Uotdeal with,
tie deficiencies in the program but rather appear to provide now pro-
tections fot the providers of seric-

This is particularly true for the new payment progrm for physi-
cians. We believe th poor continue to be i)enalizcd lk,no protection
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against the escalation of costs of medical care. I believe this commit-
te is converjsant with the fact that in tile first 0 months of 10079 thO
costs of the medical care in the United States increased four times more
rapidly than the increase in the cost of living, and, therefore, if this
inogram is not to see its benefits in effect by any other way, and the
costs continue to rise, these facts must be take into account, we believe,
in the legislation.

We have esentially five recommenmlations to put before you:
First, the extension of the 00-day'timo limit on in-hospital stay to

120 day's is 4 step in' the right directIon. We urge, however, that the $20
coinsunice for the last 30 days and the $10 consuranco for the 60 to 00
days be eliminated. It is at t his point that. the elderly can least afford
to pay for this, and it seems to us (o he a very unfortunate step when
a person is in the hospital, and whefi lie is covered by insurance that
covers roughly 40 percent. of his medical care costs, to impose these
cash penalttes on him.

Secondly, Mr. Chairman we know of your own interest in providing
a drug program under medicare. We ardently support that and urge,
sir, that a prscription drug program be included in the medicare
program now. You well know that the elderly have more than twice
the number of prewsriptions of all otlier groups in the population. But
even moro than this, BO percent of the drug costs ar incurred by 10
percent of the elderly, 50 an( 10. This means that tliis smaller group,
faced with a very low income in the fli.st place, cannot, in fact retain
their health if they can't. pay for d.rugs.

'rhe Cin3, .. Would you mind giving me that again I
Mr. Gissrit. Yes, sir.
Fifty percent. of the drug costs are incurred by 10 percent of the

Whl (r,InRM,.. So'theio are only 10 percent. of thei aged people who
necomnt. for 50 percent of fihe costs of drugs?

Mr. Gi,.ssi:. Yes, sir. And we feel this is a compelling argument
to consider at this point..

Senator A.ammisox. Would you cite the authority for that?
Mr. Gr.Assu'n. Yes, sir. It is'in the testimony. I will give that to you

at the end of the hearing.
Senator ANDERSON. I-thought the testimony was--
The CHAII MAN. lie is abbreviatilg a 0-page statement, Senator

Anderson.
SenatorANnEilsozq. I don't mind that when I get interested.
Mr. GLA0SS RR. I will get it for you.'
The CHAIRMAN. We will get it for you.
Let.s just put that in the record. It is a very interesting figure. We

hadn't heard that before.
Mr. GO.sAm$R. I was trying to cui down 00 pages in a few ininutes.
The CHI*ARMAN'. It is not that we don't believe you, we would like to

see the documentation.
(The material referred to follows:)
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INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED AUTOMOBILE, AEROSPACE
& AoRICULTUP.AL IMPLEICENT WORKERS or AMxROA-UAW,

Detroit, Mib., September ft., 1967.Senator CLINTON P. ANDERSON ,
Senate Finance (ommittec,
Senate Ocoe Bullohai,
Washibngton, D.O.

Dg.s SENATOR ANDER.4ON: During the hearings of the Senate Finance Com-
inittee on H.R. 12080 yesterday, I promised to send you the citation of source
of the statement I made In my testimony to the effect that as much as 50%
of the drug costs of the aged aro Incurred by only 10% of the aged population.

This evidence comes fiom the brief to the Leglslative, Committee of Ontario,
Canada, to the Select Committee on Aging, submitted by Prescription Services,
Inc., September 27, 1965.As you know, there has been considerably more experience with prepayment
for prescription drugs In Canada, and Prescription Services, Inc., Is one of the
teadIng underwriting agencies for these serves.

I apprec late your interest In this matter and hope it will be possible for
the enate Finance Committee to include coverage of prescription drugs in the
Medicare legislation now before this Committee.

Sincerely, .ELVIN A. OrASSE',

Director, Social Security Departwmtt.

Mr. (CLASSER, Further in our recommendations we Would, recom-mend that mjdicare payments for physicin's services be I Iited to
thoie physici hi Wlio acco t assignment. We believe that the provision
in. H.. 12080 which ads the proviso for payment on the basis of
an itemized bill, while it might give some reliOf to the elderly, will
provide a built-in escalation clause again in that'it will not require
physicans to hold to reasonable and customary charges. It provides a
way of their getting assurance of reasonable and customary payments
plus.

We have had, sir, 25 retiree centers around the country in which
we advised on the p problems on nmedicare to our own members and
others, and in this, tiis problem of payment has been a constant prob-
lem. We are concerned that the house formula will, in fact, not deal
With the problem but will make it worse.'

Our fourth recommendation is that coverage be provided for dis-
abled workers as proposed by the administration, and we are dis-
appointed that the House in reporting this out of committee indicated
they were not covering the disAbled workers because the costs were
hiaherfor the disabled workers.

W e believe that is precisely tha' point Because the cost' are
higher they can't mount these bills, and we believe this is a' compelling
argument for this committee to consider.

Finally, with relation tomediare, wewishlagain, to urge that
utilization review progrms be set up not 6nly for part A, thl hospital
part of the program, but for part B, the physician ann d qter. services
part of the program. We again call to your attention that which this
committee heard before, thecos are exeedinglyhgh, and the
are getting 1gher, and we believe there is a responsibility t dtey0 iisbi, ty''o Intel-
ligently set controls on costs. _.i

This brings me to part 3, sir, and that is tle public welfare amend-
ments.

The UAW believes that while the bill professes the desirable obje-
tives of seeking to rehabilitate the poor and reduce the costs of public
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welfare, it. would attempt to accomplish these goals by means that are
repugnant and reflect a harsh and a punitive attitude toward the poor.

We do not believe Congress wishes to do this, and we urge that
corrective measures be taken in this regard.

The provision that no State may have a higher percentage of chil-
dren on welfare than it had at the beginning of the year defies rational
analysis. We wonder if it is the intent of Congress to enforce some
new moral standard by means of the public welfare mechanism. Cer-
tainly this cannot be the answer in a nation which tried on a far more
modest basis to impose a moral standard in the 18th amendment.

If this is not the answer, what is involved here, then, is a shifting
of the financial burden of the care for destitute children to the States
and to the localities. These communities, those communities, with
higher welfare standards would have to pick up the burden although
as you well know their ability to raise increasing revenues is sharply
limited. Those States with lower welfare standards would simply
lower the standards further so that the inadequate payments now
being Made would .be even thinner. .

This arbitrary limitation on AFDO, the UAW believesis an emo-
tional response to what is undeniably a distressing condition in our
country. Its primary effect would be to punish the children for the
alleged errors of the ways of their parents.

We don't believe that you should support that.
Secondly, with regard to assistance for the children of unemployed

parents, we thought a proper step was taken in 1962 when these pro-
grams were set up, and we urge that in fact these programs be made
permanent. I - -

But from our own experience in the labor movement, we can assure
you, gentlemen, that the men in most difficulty are those who have had
no recent attachment to the work force. These families, who most need
the help, are the ones who are eliminated by the House proposals.

The requirement of 30 days of unemployment before assistance can
begin, and the prohibition of assistance when unemployment compen-
satlon regardles of how miniscule its amount must, we believe, be in-
terpreted as nothing more than punishment requiring an appropriate
amount of suffering before ttid can begin. . . ..

'This version of punishment in the public stocks for those who are
unfortunatezenough to be poor. We" don't believe is appropriate for
20th century Americans. And we recommend, therefore, the continua-
tion- of AFb)C by requiring, its implementation in all of, the States,
and With the elimination of the new restrictions proposed in HR.
12080.'

The third item is assistance at full need standard.
The-failu, to. include the adibinistration-hbaked section: 202 of

•5710 is only further evidence that the major .emphasis of th6 ublic
welfare amendments of the House passed billis 6n reduced size in the
c0s4of AFDO rather than as a necessary did- to the States inmeet-
ing the overwhelming social problems that, 6re destroying our, cities.

This ought to be: our, primary concern. It seems inconceivable in
1967 to us that anyone could-serzously entertain the idea of staring
people off of assistance and into self-suflicieny. .

Regrettably, we have had enough experience with that approach
to know that it only increases the misery of those whose best efforts
leave them economically dependent.
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We know that the members of this committee are aware of the fact
that in 33 of the States assistance payments that are at a level below
the standards which the States themselves, the States themselves, have
determined as necessary to meet basiothuman needs, and that eight of
these States pay to the welfare recipients less than half of what those
States have determined to be the minimal rate of assistance.

Accordingly, we urge that to avoid cberbioii and improve the
present unsatisfactory performance of AFDC there be rstoration
of the proposed section, section 2M2, of H.R. 5"/10 which would require
the States to meet their own current definitions of need.

A word, sir, about community w6rk and training
We in the labor movement are fully sympathetic to the basic objec-

tive of this legislation to prepare welfare recipients to become employ-
able, and to assist them ii finding jobs at fair wages and under decent
working conditions. t

President Ieuther, as you know, was partof the group of Americans
who convened the urban coalition in August 1967, and defined as a
first goal at least I million of the presently unemployed be placed in
productive work. There is no question we believe all Americans should
work if possible. I

But we also know something about what motivates people to work
and not to work, as in the present strike which the UAW is conducting,
and we are appalled at this proposal which assumes that the threat to
cut off assistance will force all adults and children over 16 and not in
school into work and training programs. If the motivation to work is
not present gentlemen, these people can be trained from now until
eternity an their training will be useless.

Even if the motivation to work is present, unless job opportunities
and decent working conditions are available, reasonably shortly after
the training periods are concluded not only is the training money
wasted but those trained are psychologically worse off than they were
before.

We urge, therefore that there be opportunities for work and train-
ing. 1e urge that the provision that it be mandatory be dropped.

Yow, a few words, sir, about medicaid.
The new ceilings proposed on Federal grants for medicaid would

work to the disadvantage of the por who can least afford to pay' for
medical care, We believe in the UAW it would substitute fiscal values
for hum an values.

We have two recommendations only we would like to urge you to
consider.

First. that you delete from the current legislation the provision that
would limit IPederal participation in State medicaid programs on the
basis of arbitrary income ceilings. rt is a departure from the precedent
of Federal legislation to set these kinds of maximums. They are un-
realistic. You have heard ample testimony, which we do not propose
to repeat, to the effecV that in numerous States it would cut the aid
available, the medical aid available.- We believe that if one is opposed
to poverty, one ought not only to provide the kind of medical eare
that would help the poor to become self-sufficient, but would "help
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the near poor if you please, to becouie-to be--to be prevented from
becoining so ill tht they cannot work.

You have heard testimony that there is six times as much chronic
illness in those who are earniing $7,000 or more a-I beg your pardon,
I reversed that-six times more chronic illness among those who have
incomes of less than $2,000 than those who have incomes of more
than $,000.

I shall not repeat this.
Our second recommendation with regard to medicaid is that you

delete from the legislation the provision tliat would permit the States
to cut back on the comprehensiveness of a medicaid program by sub-
stituting less essential healthh services for the five basic services now
require... ,

Gentlenien, the five services, as you know, are inpatient hospital care,
outpatient hospital care, lab and .- ray services, nursing home services,
and physician's services.

It is'quite possible to substitute cheaper services for these. It is not
possible to provide decent medical care without these services.

We urge, sir, that these provisions be kept in the legislation and
that the present provision in 12080 be dropped.

Now, one final word, sir, because these hearings have had a great
deal of testimony about the costs of the social security program, the
costs of welfare; there has been concern about this. I

As far as my reading of the record shows, it does not show these
facts. In terms of the rising welfare costs in this country that we have
heard about it has not been brought to thq' attention of this committee
that Federal, State, and local' social welfare expenditures when one
does not include-the social liiin.fices, which are paid for by employers
and employees, have not, in fact1 increased in relation to gross national
product, w~ticlh we believe is a fair measure.

In 1939 and 1940 these expenditures for" ocial welfare Were 17.9
percent of GNP. In 1905 and 1060 they were 7;8 percent of GNP, and
if one wished to define this further anMd take out the education factor,
they, in fact, declined from .'.2 percent in 193940, to 8.3 percent in
19, 5-66.

We believe there'is something this committee should be aware of.
Thetr has ftot been an: increase "l relation to ONP for'social -welfare
expenditures in this country despite much of the propaganda'you
gentlemen hav6 heard tothe contrary.

I would be glad-----
The CHArMAX. I would suggest you put that table in the record.
Mr. GLASSER. I would be glad to.
The CHTAMMAN. Thank you.
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(The table referred to follows:)

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL SOCIAL WELFARE EXPENDITURES
[Dollar amounts In billions for selected rail years 1940-01

social welfare expenditures I
Total Less social Insurance Less social insurance

Fiscal year GNP education 2

Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent
oIGAP of GNP of GNP

" ................ 5,,. 5 . .
199 ................ , 4 .
19 .... 2.2 18.5 32.9 1.6 14. 3.0
19612- .............. 7 2.2 1.5 X0 7.0

19" .... 60 77.5 31.9 494 7.5 8 .
3 87.6 12.3 55 7 7.8 24 33

I Includes public and welfare services, health, medical and veterans' programs, public housing, social Insurance and
education.

Expenditures for education through Veterans' Admialstration included. Excluslon'of such expenditures In 1950 would
have decreased percentage of GNP figure from 4.3 to 3.3 percent. In otler years listed, such exclusions have virtelly noimpact on percentage. - ..

.A oe: The c.ief reasons for th$ Increise in theproportin of GNP allocated towelfare between the rscil years 1950oend
l are the sharp princes In Social Insurane payments and expenditures for education. The social Insurance expendi-

tursoi e OAS OI primarily but also rairoed retremet. sitmployment compensation. and other Insurance eoms.
. urce: Social Security Admnilstraton U.S. De rtment of Health, Education end Welfare, Social Security Bulletin,

Annual Statistical Supolemen, 1965, tabre 1, p. 2; table 3 ,p3 3., Economic Almanac. 1967-68, NICB. Economic indicates,
August 1 7. Co f Economic Advisers.

Mr. GLASSm. Because we think this is iinportant evidence that would
help the committee make decision. We know the committee is con-
cerned about the Costs of Government, we know the committee is
equally concerned about a stable, secure Am erica.

We believe that theIproposals which the UAW is submitting meet
both the objectives of-the committee, and we urge your favorable
consideration.

Thank you for your kindness, sir.
The CAMIRMAZ. Well, thank yoa very much for your statement
I for one, have never objected to the Government paying the cost

of Arugs. I just don't want us to pay any four to 10 times what it is
worth.

Awhile back a friend of mine, somewhat elderly, suffered an acci-
dent, The doctor .old. him that he would have an arthritic condition
for the rest of. his life-,and every, time, he, takes a glass of water he
ought to take a couple of aspirin tablet1,Ipointed out, t him there is
no real difference i aspirin tables they are all about the same thing,
and ij anybody is making an aspirin tablet which is not what it is
supposed to be I will see what 'e 'can'do to make him improve it or
close the shop down.

You can go into a big drugstore, Walgr0en's or Rexall drugstore
and you can buy tablets seven for a penny or even 10 for a penny.

When a Senator goes to get an aspirin tablet he goes to the Senate
doctor. He just hands you some aspirin tablets--there is no particular
name on them-and those are bought for about 10 for a penny.

We are going to hear the drug people today, and they are going
to advocate that we pay 10 times as much or put a premium on the
name.

I assume that the people who manufacture those tablets are part
of organized labor, and in one respect or another organized labor
speaks for them.
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Do you see any point in paying 10 times for what the thing costs
to manufacture or What the man can sell it for if he sells it com-
petitively V . w

Mr. GL.AsSER. Mr. Long, if Mr. leuther were here today he would
tell you that at this moment we arenegotiating with the major auto-
mobile and agricultural implement manufacturers for a prepaid drug
program as part of our collective bargaining package.

The UAW has studied this question. And we are convinced, sir,
that wherever it is possible generic drugs should in fact be used for
brand names.

We believe there is substantial evidence to support your view, and
we would wholeheartedly concur in the view you have expressed.

The UAW does not believe, sir, that if these matters are prepaid
through collective bargaining we should encourage the increase of
costs for the whole community. Quite the contrary. We believe we
ought to attempt to reduce costs. We believe there is sound evidence to
indicate that generic drugs should be -ised wherever possible.

We know , the costs of the prepaid drug program would be very
radiallyreduced. .

The CHArR9A??. Well, as a practical matter, all we-really' want to
know is that this drug is what it ig supposed to be, and if -you check
that it is, there is no particular point in paying 10 or 20 times what
it should be selling for in order to provide it to some aged person.

If that aged person can be fooled into paying 10 or 20 times
what the drug is worth, I! suppose that is his misfortune. But if the
Government is going to pay for it, we should pay no, more than what
it is worth; If the public is going'to be overcharged 10 times the price,
I think that"labor in the drug industry ought to get'their Share of it.

There is no particular point in just letting everybody suffer that
kind of a skinning in order to provide some drugs for some good peo-
ple who deserve it.

I have many times offered amendments to increase- welfare pay-
ments, so much so that sometimes Louisiana has been dubbed the wel-
fare State;We havehad an elaborate welfare program, and I have
helped to put that into effect.

But it seems to me that people who are able to work ought to do
something constructive if they ean; and I;really can't see the logio in
paying somebody not to work., In other words, it seems to :me that in
the last analysis those female broodmares who were here yesterday,
picketing our committee,- are; really. entitled to nhbniore dignity than
people w*ho work in those United Autdmobile.:Wrkm plant.-I don't
see why !we ought to pay them 'whdrnthere is work honorable gbod
decent work Available to them, but tli wbn't take it-q ,;

Sometimes when J go for a ,walk in,frbnt of imy hI e I find beer
cans 'andsoft, drink; cans -and bottles that people, threw:,out bf auto-
mobiles,,I piok them up. I Vould be willing.tod pay s6mibody t6 pick
the tr~isup just as I do whn!I.justfgo out for a walk becauseJI like
tQ.havetheplatcecleanpf- J"1 A ,I ~

If 'I; am, willing: to pay a little something 'for someone to d6 that,
wouldn't itib6 a better answert to simply sdpplemeht that welfare pay-
ment and tell that person if they. don'ttfeel like doing anything, not
evei kill a fly, weare not koing to pay then until they rnove? 1 .... -
,, .Mr, GLssm. I think there arethreelniatfei that I would comineni

on in response, Senator Long. One is there is no question but that we
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would like to see people who re" able to work be given decent job op-
portunities at decent wages so they could work. There is no question
but what that is the sound answer.

The second however, sir,. is that -a very minuscule percentage,' as
you well know, becausoyou have had much te-stimony on this, of those
who are on the relief rolls are able-bodied males who are able to work.

There is an exceedinglynsmall percentage. I
,:As a matter of fact, other testimony has indicated, for.bxample,

other stv.Jies have shown, that roughly 25 percent of the families tiat
have a male head who worked 12 months in the last year are still in
the povertygroup.

So that i -people will continue to work on this basis obviously there
is', wish to work on the part of the overwhelming number of people
who can.

The third question, sir, is oneothat we may. have some difference,
and that is the very real question as to whether one wishes to separate
a mother from her children. Now, this is a very tricky kind of ques-
tion. Whether one can say to a: mother or should say to a mother,"We will deprive your children of basic maintenance unless you leave
them and unless you go and take training for work."

Now, I am not sure, sir-myf wife doesn't have to face that issue, I
don't know what my wife's answer is, I suspect that it would be, she
would not want to leave her children, and I am sure that is 'true of
many of us.

It deals with a kind of authoritarian philosophy that we in the
UAWV find repugnant, sir. We: would like to see opportunities for
work and training. made available.. We would like to see decent day
care available for such mothers and, as you well know, there i.4 a co-
lossal shortage at this time of such facilities.

We would like to see incentives in money for mothers to be encour-
aged to go to work if they feel they can arrange it. Our objection is
to compulsion because we think it treats these women in a different
category and, frankly, -we are horrified at the prospect of, a genera-
tion of children brought up already largely without fathers,'and now
to propose to bring them up without mothers.

We think that the social costs are much too high.,
The CiiAmmA. Well, now, look, it is perfectly all right with- me

when a woman has seven or eight children in that home, Irrticularly
some young ones, for us to pay the entire cost of that woman staying
there with those children. I see no particular advantage in trying to
urge that woman to do any work other than look after those children.

But where a woman has a child) 6,5, 7 8,9,10 years old, and we are
in a position to provide that child with schooling, with 'recreation,
with organized play, in position to have someone who is a much better
qualified person than that mother try-and teach that child something,
why shouldn't that mother do what the lady who works in my-home
in the morning does, go to work and do a few hours work in! the
morning, help clean, straighten the place up, help do something con.
strUctivel It would seem to me a far better answer to just supplement
that. welfare check by whatever amount somebody is willing to pay
to put that person to work doing something constructive.

The people you represent in organized labor, United Automobile;
Workers, if they lost their jobs, after a couple of weeks, they are
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entitled to draw an unemployment insurance check, but, if you have
a job Over here and the man doesn't want to take it, that check is
terminated.

Would you mind telling me why these welfare clients are any better
people or deserving any more than your workers who pay you dues?

Mr. GLASSER. I think the essential difference, Senator Long, is that
in our instance w- are talking about men who are the heads of families.
In th6'situation with relation to welfare, we are talking primarily
about'AFDO mothers, and let me say to you, sir, that in visiting the
innei' city of Detroit which I know reasonably well as I know Harlem
in New 'York City, we have made yeoman efforts, I think we have
tried as any major city in the country to do a job in the inner city
of Detroit in the school system. It isn't)good enough, but we have
tried. We have good schools. We try to have recreation programs.
We try, to improve the facilities for after-sehool' hours, and sir, in
my judgment-one of the real problems we face is that we are defeated
by the fact that these children go into homes where there isn't a-set
of parents to give them care and nurture and affection and protection,
that w feel 'every child should have. ' _ ,,.

We believe that, 12080 is , step in the opposite direction. If one
deprives a mother, and the bill"does not have any age limitations, she
may have children of 3 or years of age, and the mother is taken
away from those children against her will, we believe we will further
increase the social problem which is very trying in this country today,
and in all sincerity we say let'smake wori and training available to
these mothers.

Many will be able to take advantage of itir But let's give them a
chok i those Who don't should protect their children. .

The CHAmAir. Well, now, how about the House bill which refers
to appropriate person and appropriate cases? It says we shouldn't
pay welfare money to people who decline to work in appropriate
situations.

Now, what would your answer be about that woman who just sits
around the house and drinks Hi-Fi or Gypsy Gold wine all day while
the children are out or in school, and declines to take a job-won't do
anything except produce more children for the public to pay for at
taxpayers' expense I

If a- job is available and somebody is willing to hire that person,
would you still insist while that child is in school that that mother
shouldn't do anything more than drink that Hi-Fi-wine?

Mr. GLASSER. I would answer you, sir, in two ways:
In the first place, in relation to your comment about appropriate

work this opportunity or this proviso is now available on a permis-
siblo'basis andin fact has already been used in the States and misused
in 'the States. This appropriate work thing can be Interpreted in any
way in the world by States and is already being interpreted in that
way.

Now for example, what we find is that there is constant criticism
made about the woman who sits, as you say, s ir, and drinks wine.

Well, I am certain there are such women, I have no qutestion about it.
There are even women who drink harder things than wine, but that
doesn't mean one condemns the- whole prograin. That doesn't mean
that one says that these 4 million children should be deprived of
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mother's care when one recognizes there are many more children.than
that, below the poverty line wlie mothers in fact are not on AFDO,
and that there is a constant movement off the rolls as well as on the
rolls.

It is, we believe, very clear that most mothers attempt to protect
their children.

I live in a much 'better class neighborhood than the inner city of
Detroit. The children in my neighborhood are well cared for. We have
among them a group that I would not be very proud of, but I would not
condemn all my neighbors because some children stay up until 3 in the
morning and -drink beer, although they are only 16 years old.

What I am saying, sir, is let's not tar the whole group for the faults
of the few, and let's not pay the social price we are going to have to pay
if we make children be separated from their mothers.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the people who pay the dues to support your
union don't draw that unemployment insurance money if there is a job
available-

Mr. GLASSER. That is correct.
The CHAxnMAN.(continuing). And they are not willing to work.
Now, my guess is if I were talking to the average automobile worker

he would sAyIf those people have a job available-let's talk about the
time while a child is in school-if they have got a job available and they
won't work, I will bet you that the average automobile worker would
refuse to give them 5 cents.

Mr. GASSER. Senator Long, the average automobile worker is a
fiercely loyal family man, and I would suggest to you, that if you said
to the average automobile worker that we have here almost 4 million
children, most of whom are in fatherless families, what would you
think about re*iiring that their mothers be separated from them dur-
ing the day, I do not believe your conclusion is sound.
T CHAITMAN, Well, now, you advocate that mother take that child

out of school, do you advocate that?
Mr. GL.%ssER. No sir.
Thb CHAiRMAN. What is she going to do while the child is in school?
Mr. GLASsEn. She should participate, sir, we want her to participate

in the life of that child.
One of the real problems in the schools of the inner city, as many of

the educators have testified, is the fact there is no involvement of the
child's family. A child is part of a family, sir, and. we can't send the
kid off to school and say, "Go get educated and come home a better
child."

The schools that are a success in America are schools where the
parents are involved, where their mothers are in the classrooms, wherehy are part of the PTA, where they are following up in assisting
their children, whore they are finding what is going on, where they
are home during lunch periods, and incidentally, most of the schools
in the inner city don't even have lunchrooms so they have to come
home for lunch.

With these kinds of things, we want parents to participate in the
life of the child and we think this bill is depriving the child of that.

The CHAMICAN. How is this mother going to participate in the life
of the child when it is school being taught, may I say, by a school-
teacher whose child is also in school?
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Mr. GLASSER. They will participate in a number of ways, Senator
Long. They will be room mothers and part of the PTA, and there
will be other children at, home as well in ma ny other. situations. It
isn't only one child in the school or two. We believe the mother ought
to be providing a home life for the child.

The CHIRmAN. May I say a woman who refuses to work and insists
on living on welfare while the child is in school can do very little to
help that schoolteacher who is out there working while her child is
going to school.

Mr. GLSsR. I would suggest, sir, that we are not getting very far
in a difference of opinion. either you nor I are qualified as mothers,
I would suggest-(Laughter.]

The CHArWMAN. Well, now, let us get to point No. 2.
Mr. GLASSER. I would suggest you ask any group of mothers middle-,

low-, or upper-income group. - I
The CHA A.. Do you have any suggestions as to what we might

do with regard to runaway daddies who leave their childrenI Can
you offer us any suggestion as to what we can do to help us make those
people fulfill their duty to society ?

1er.I GrAssm. I believe this is a real problem. I believe these fathers
have a responsibility and in any way that we can hold them-to that
responsibility they should be held. I don't have any magic way of
doing it. I can only tell you that for at least 40 years on a. voluntary
as well as an offleial basis, I have known of efforts to do a job of holding
them responsible.

However, sir, the thing that we would like to stress to this crm.
mitee, letus not make the children pay the penalty for the errors
of their fathers.

The CHIRMAN. That is something we are just not going to do may
I say, sir. You don't need to worry about that with this committee.

Mr. GLASSER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. But can you offer us some advice as to how we could

better provide for those children?
For example, so far as I am concerned, I think the committee might

agree with this. I would be perfectly content if that father will put up
$50 to help support that family, let that mother have the $50 for the
children in addition to that welfare heck. But somebody is going to
have to find him. I am against unnecessary Federal interference in
somebody's affairs, but as far as that runaway daddy is concerned, and
as far as this Senator is concerned, I would-be willing to put the long
arm of the Federal Government to work finding him and garnisheeing
his paycheck and sending some money back to support those children.
Do you object to that?

Mr. GLASSER. I don't object to that, no, providing, I assume which is
one of your provisos, the proper legal protections are incorporated in
it. I am a little reluctant to testify to this effect because my memory is
vague on it. It goes back a bit, Senator Long, but it seems to me that in
New York City they did some work some 15 years or so ago in an at-
tempt, they had a follow-father clause regulation, and they found in
fact it was costing them just about as much money to find and hold the
responsible fathers as the amounts they collected.

However, I want to make clear, I believe the responsible fathers,
should be hold responsible, I will support that.
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The CIHAIMAN. So- far as I am concernedd' if it cost. more nioley I
would still be in favor of making the daddy pay something. lie has a
responsibility, and at least he ought to learn that he won't gain any-
thing by rtmning across the State boundary to avoid his responsibility
to his family.

Mr. 0assER. I'support that as long as we will not treat. people on
welfare a second-class citizens, and as long as we won't punish the
children for the errors of their parents.

The CHAmmAN!. It would seem to me that we would be making su-
perelass citizens out of them if we are going to tell those people that
they can draw Government money and declno to wolk while tile peo-
pe1 that. you represent, work by the sweat of their brow to make an
honest living, and pay tops to support that kind of riffraff.

Do you know what a Robson's choice crew is? Captain Iobson
stayed in the barroom while the other captains chose their civws, amid
he got what was left. When I was in the Niavy I was given a Jiobson's
choice crow.

Mr. GLAssF.R. You are lucky sir you are still here.
The CHAIRMAN. Some of those fellows, may. I say, weie very good

men but they were misunderstood. They -dit a job. But, generally
speaking someone has to push them a little bit. There as just a' lt of
people wcho could make a greater contribution to society If we tbbk a
little more interest in them, tried to find some-job they could hold, and
subsidize them, if necessary, to do something that presently is going
undone.

Now, I know there is nobody on that-House committee who intends
to be cruel or mean or vicious. Those are good people, and-I thitik they
are seeking to achieve an objective that you would approve if you had
discussed it with them. They want to see to it where people aro'capablo
of doing something worthwhile that they do it.

I could not cite a better example than that crowd who came fit here
to call a sit-in strike on this committee. They had time. to colme from
New York down to Washington 1) .-some even came across tle
continent to impede the work of Congress, protest, just raise tihe devil
around this place for 8 days running, and thro1 te ehedule out, of
line. But they have not got time to pick a beer can off of the street, in
New York City in front of their own house or catch a rat. Peopleoof
that sort, I would think, if they do not earn but $1 of their keop,
could at least do something better than just get in the way of somebody
who is trying to do something.

Mr. GiAssmn. Mr. Senator, this colloquy makes ie say this: We are
all very frustrated by the operations of't he public welfare system in
this country. I do not think there is any question that the system Jas
not achieved its objectives. It has very real defects.

We would like to get the people off the welfare rolls if we can. I
think the real problem is that we are trying to (teal with a very com-
plex situation, a frustrating situation, in a single-minded way; namely,
by changing welfare we will change people.

Regrettably, I wish it were t hatl simple-regret tably it cannot be
done that simply. We have to do the best we can %vi h the welfare
mechanism for tie time being. But we need a system where, in fact,
there are jobs available for all Americans, not only for those on wel-
fare but for the many who are struggling at the same low levels, and
have not applied for welfare.
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IWe need these jobs available at decent wages so that people will 1w
able to work a full year and end a year even, at least at a decent
standard.

We need decent social insurances. We need decent housing, we need
to.eliminate tle etfects of segregation and discrimination. All thesetluings are lart of the picture. •

W e Cannot solve it solely by the welfare mechanism. So what we
tire saying is let us face it realistically and not attempt to believe that
using the welfare mechanism we will solve all of America's problems.

Let us do a decent job in welfare and let us try to do as we are try-
it to do, a decent job in all these other areas that affect the poverty

Tho C|,;.ihI-M.N. H[eOW is one point where we differ, and I just can-
not understand why you differ with me on this.
. If a femlalo worlKer in the Chevrolet hint loses her jQb, starts collect-

ci neploylmeut insurance, and you say, "Look, we have got you a
jog over -the Ford plant doing exactly the same thing you wero
doing in 'the Chevrolet; plant. Report to work there and they will pay
ot the same thing you are making working for General Motors?'

Well, if that woman does not Want to take that job she does not get her
unemployment msurauc0 chOeck in thke future because she has work
available she is fully .capbj of doing. She just does not get the' un-
emplloyment insurance cieok. It would- be a burden. on the program to
pay folks just not to work, and So the check is terminated.
,ows if we cali agree that is correct, why should it be any different

if she happens to be on publio welfare and there is a job she is fully
Capable of performing? Why should sie be treated any differently?

fr. Gp.%ssEa. It should be different for two reasons: In the first
place, she has free choice as to whether to work or not.

Tlhe CHIRMAN. She does not have any choice of whether that check
is goiig to be cutoff when you Say ther0 i; a job available.

Mr. GUssE. She has fIre choice as to whether she should work or
not. I think all Americans are entitled to that.

&condly, these are esentially not the women we are talking about.
These are not the younger women, Senator Long. These are basically
unmarried women or women with older children. There are some ex-
ceptions, but most of the Women who work in the auto plants are the
women who came into those plants in the defense period during World
War 11.

The amount of new employment of younger women is quite small,
and continues that way. So that I do not thiik the analogy works, sir,
because these are not the women who are the same kind of women in
terns of age and family composition as those on relief.

The CHIRMAN. I know a great number of good women who work,
schoolteachers, professional women. They work and their husbands
work, too; they work to supplement that family income. They think it
is a good idea for tho family to live better, have a better home, and
enjoy more of tle bettor things, in l ife, and they work-

Mr. GmAssEr. And they have choice.
The CIIAJIM .N (continuing). To get their family ahead.
Mr, GVhAssEn. Senator Long, but they have a choice.
Senator Loxo. I am not complaining about that. Why should we pay

them if they elect not to work When there is a job they are fully capa-
ble of performing?

s3-231-01-pt. 8-o
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SFor example why not work while th child is in school t if you.want
to ay they should stay home whil6 the child is there, how about when
the child is in school, why not work then and do something construe-
tive besides picket a Seatecomrnmittee?

Mr. Gzssm . Assume that is right. What happens to the child in
the interim?.What happens when the child is Ill I What happens about
tliunch, eriodI -What happens When the Child has to participate in
school activities where parent is iiecessary I

The CKiniiMx. I think we haveexhausted this.
Mr. GLAssER. We have exhausted this.
Senator ANDm oN. I did not get the first part of your testimony.

Did you recommend changing deductibles in medicareI
Mr. GLAsseR. Yess ir.
Senator ANDERSON. What is it?
Mr. Grt ~mi..We urge that first with" regard to the 90 to 120 days

that, the $20 deductible and the $1, be eliminated because we believe
that this is the period when the retired, person most needs the money,
and it is when he cAn least afford t6 pay for it when he is ifl.

I said, Senator Anderson, that our estimates are that medicare at, this
point pays somewhere in the neighborhood of 40 to 45 percent of theexpenses of medical care of thif elderly, s6 obviouly he is ' already
filling a large gap out 6f his pocket, and he could ill afford to do it,

-both on this as well as on'tho Coinsuranba deductibles,
Senator ANDERSON. Well, theo'riginal mt was $40, was it not?
Mr'. Gr'ssER. The original Social Security Act.Senator AvsDna0. The Medicare Act.
Mr. G1..imm -Yes.-
Senator AxDERSON. Have you any idea how much of a battle that

ivast
Mr. GLASSER.I hve some idea, and I know the yeoman fight you

put up, sir.
Senator ANDmRsox. It Was tough enough to get $40 when many

people said that $60 was right. Don't you think we ought to try it at
.$40to find how it works?-

Mr. GLASSMa. We feel, we have tried it' Sentor -Andetson. We have
had now some 20 yeats of experience in the UAW with prepaid medi-
cal care progmms. There are no coinsurance and no deductibles inour
basi& medical care program for'a rson, sir. We want to encourage
early diagnosis and early treatment because that is good medical cate,
and we believe over the. 20 years .we have saved money, not'lost, by
not having coinsurdnce and deducibles.

Senator ANDinsox. Do 'you regard the Medicare Act as insurance
Mr. GLASSER. As it is now written there is no question btit that it is

social insura nce.
Senator ANDxEsox. In 1956 the Congress passed a bill, with t66 help

of Senator Walter George, which'provided for disability at 50. I par-
ticipated in every discussion with Sentor Kerr when we talked with
Senator Walter Norge, and we-had to have him on our side if there
was any possibility of paying it.

ie laid down certaffi r quirements. He wanted to be sure it was a
separate fund and it did not touch general taxes at all.

What about this discussion now, you say about general proposals to
make use of Federal revenues for deficits In medicare?
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Mr. G Ssm. This goes, sirI believe to th"-e--
Senator ANDERsoN. I quote your phrase that you used earlier, that

general provisions are to be paid by, the taxpayer and not by the insur-
ance programs. Is that your contention I

Mr. Gisssu Our contention is, sir, precisely that. We believe that a
sound system with general revenue contributions is essential to the con-
tinuing growth of this.

I stated sir, that we stand with Argentina and France as the only
nations which do not have general revenue contributions, other than
the underdeveloped countries in Africa.

We believe t= ait is more equitable. We believe that employers
would in this way b6 paid and individuals in relation-to ability to pay.

We believe that it is in accord with the social goals of the country
and the disability you cite, sir, the disability situation, is the best
proof.

The House committee, reporting on why they did not accept the
administration's recommendation to cover those who are disabled, indi-
cated they did not cover 'them because the cost of coverage would be
higher per capita than the cost of coverage for the elderlyper capita.

Well, we feel this is just the point There is a real social problem-for
thee people who are sicker, if you please, Or more disabled than the
general population, and it is proper for the Federal Government to
consider a subsidy, if you please, to make this system continue to serve
its social purposes.

Senator Awiucnsox. I think I am the last surviving member of the
group that promised Walter George. How do you think I should vote
when we told him we would be in the black at all times?

Mr. GrAwssm May I ask Mr. Lesser to comment on this I
Mr. LSER. Senator, if I may, Senator Anderson, since I think I

was part of some of those discussions. As you know, we do in the medi-
care program noWuse general revenues to pay for the costs of cover.
ing t ose persons who were over age 65.-

We think that there are certain costs, as Mr. Gla'er said-our system
is a social insurance system-and we think that it is perfectly proper
to pay for some of the social costs of our system out of general
revenues.

We'thinkthe best example of this is the minimum benefit. This is
a benefit which, in a sense, is unrelated to the wage the person earns.
We do need the minimum benefit.

As the chairmansaid, it was his opinion that a $100 minimum was
a prper figure, and it is for this figure that we have testified.

We think general revenues are the proper and equitable source for
the paying of this minimum benefit..

Senate ANDE ~so. I am merely trying to cover the fact that the
bill would never have been passed at thatsession at least, if we had
not made the conesmion to Walter George. He was one of the great
Senators, and he had to have some proof that we would not bankrupt
the Social Security Act by the Disability Act.

Mr. LFwFss. I remember that well, sair.Senator Axinsox, I am glad you support my etmn tlatMr. LsskL. And we did put m the age shoul be at that point.

Senator Aimwxsow. We did.
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Mr. LxSE. And then, if you will recall, some of us said this was not
necessary, and experience showed that age 50 was not necessary., and
2 years later the age 50 was elhninated,.

Senator ANDF.RsoN. I only say, Mr. LeKser-I do not agree with you
when you say the 50 was not satisfactory or necessary, We did have
to change it, But instead of moving it down on an insurance basis
where an insurance company would operate, to 40 and perhaps 35, and
then 30, we would go all the way down and we would have gotten in
the red., . ..-

Mr. L EssR. WVell, you mentioned n insurance Omlny We, in the
UAW and in many other private pension plans Whore we do provide a
disability benefit, permanent and total disability benefit we, too,
started with age 50. Actually we started with ag 50 in 1950 or peiVma-
nent and total disability, and we remoVed the restriction of age 50
and eliminated any ago requirement before-

Senator ANDERsox. But not before 19506.
Mr..ILz B.. Before, we actually eliminated it before Congress alimi-

noted it. Before Congress elininated it. we eliminated the age 50 in our
private programs.

It was in the 1955 negotiatiolVi, I believe, that we eliminated the age
50 requirement for.disability benefits, permanent and total disability
benefits&

-Senator AxDnSox. I still insist the bill would not have been passed
if we did not make certain promises, And those proinises have been very
quickly changed. Some cost estimates have been brought tip to show
that it would be too expensive. I tried to point out the other day, the
fact that the cost estimate was originally $225 million. Anewv estimated
hardly 6 months later showed $695 million, and it would be over a

.billion dollarsaftera while.
We would not have passed the bill on that, I do not believe.
I)on't you agroe with these cost estimatest Are they badly offf
Mr. LSv.s..l think the cost estimates have been greater than those

which were originally estimated.
Senator ANDMISON. We found out about it.
Mr. GLssFaR. May I comment about it?
Senator ANDERSON. SUrely. I am only trying to say here is a hearing

in which a request is mnade for Members of thle Sen'ate to continue to
support many of these things. i, for one, already have had oneoxperi.
eno where we passed this bill and said we would never dip into the
Federal Treasury, and now we are trying to. dip in as fast as we can.

You testified a while ago--I made some sort of a notation-tit. you
didn't believe in using general revenues. a , I

,Mir. GLASSER. May I say, sir, we are not proposing that general
revenues be used simply to pay increasing costs. Regrettably socialmechanisms are imperfect mechanisms at list because they dal with
imperfect subjects; namely, human beings and, therefore, in a new
measure such as medicare, it is going to !,are to be tinkered with front
t in to tme to improve it.

We'o believe that one of the strong measures that. needs to be taken
is a hard-nosed look at why the costs are in fact, going up, and the
institution of a far more effective cost control than now exist.

You have testimony here from Californiaas.to what is happening
to physicians' fees, for example. You have had testimony on what v.
happening to hospital day care fees.
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Now, part of the prol)lein we believe is it is unpleasant, if you
.please, to institute cost, controls in certain of these sectors except that I
do not know any other kind of situation iii the Govbernment Where a
g overnuient, sa.s to a contractor who is going to offer services to the
Government, "W e will pay vyou what you determine to be your reason-
able Mid customary fee. ]ini then if o can get some more money out
of somebody else on (op of that for the same service that is all right
with us."

Now, that is what is written in 12080j sir, and we believe these are
factors which, factors like these which are, contributing to the increase
in cots.

Senator AxvDJi so. You commented earlier on the general provisions
for taxation' and commented that in the original act that was disousged.

Mr. Grtsrjt; It was discussed and recommended by the Presi-
dent'e-President Roovelt'N Franklin. Roosevelt's Cabinet Commit-
tee on Security. lie had a Cabinet Committee, and in their report they
said they thought. this would work'on the basis of enployei-employee
contributions, but somewhere down the road, probably around 195
general revenues would be required.

-Senator Axnvrsox, Could you cite that. someplace where I can
read it?

Mr. Gr.ssF.r. Yes, sir. That one I think I can put my hands on ina pre~at hunrvT .  "• :Mr. l,",qFr. It is the original report of the Committee on Economic
Secuirity3. ." , , _

Mt"J79-Fit. It is the report to the President of the Committee on
Economic Secilrity, 1035, page 3. ; , - 1

SSenator Av.,nE so.V. Well, I appreciats that. I came in hereat that
time and lind some discussions with some officials In my State later on.
I never heard 'that satenient before; that theio was such a report,

We were talking about raising the flooriHow fax would you raise it?
M r. 0CrSsRFr. We would recommend, and we have recommended

and, as I say, my day was mode and Iwasready to leaves soon "as
Senator Long intro(tueed this by saying he supported a floor of $100
for retired persons. le dil not say, but I presume lhe ineant. and I
do not mean to put words in your Inouth, a comparable floor 1or dis-
ahled per sons now on social security, and $150 for a couple is our
revommendat ion. . 1, ;

Senator A Et~rso,. Were yon referring at all to the $6,00
M[r. GL,,sI.r Pardon me?
Senator Axn: ox. Were you referring at all to the--
Mr. Gi.sspm. The wage bas e?
Senator AvDErsoq (continuing), Wage base.
Mr. z, Assiw , With relation to the wage base we urged, and we urge,

that the wage base be moved over sveral years to a $1,000 wage base,
and we recommend that there be an exemption of payments for the
first $600 on earning. ' '.

I need hardly tel yo,, sir that the tax as It is now construed is a
highly retrogressive tax. It. does not, in fact, enableipople who are
better able to pay, topay, and we see no snse in keeping to the
$7,00, for examljle, coiling which Is in the House bill.

Senator ANnrwsox. I believe I made the notion to adopt the $6,600
from the smaller amount, and I harve ,o objection to it becau. I have
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a figure that, shows about $14,500 Would be about the same as -$3.,000
in the 1935 act.
. Mr. GwsEx. Ye, sir. I will not bargain with you for $500. My

fig re is $15,000, Iwill take yours..
Senator ANmmsoN' 1, only want to say that- is not a great change

from what we originally adopted, $3,000. Everybody was satisfiedat that time., ..

The CHAMAN'. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. GLAssr*. Thank-you very much for your kindness.
The CHvAnMA'. Iticidental-y on that '$3,000, if a person does not

own his own home and really lhas no other income, so he would be
having, to pay, rent as well as medical expenses and other things, -he
is drawing, let us'say $20 in social security, and that is all the income
hehas, my impression is that State governments have found means
tomodify their programs so that they will-give him the welfare check
of $3.- ;

Out_ of that the Federal Government iS paying 84 percent. We are
paying. $5 out of every $6. So if we could simply say that the social
security would'be $100 and take him off the welfare rolls, he' would
get all in one cheek -instead of two and the costs for that person
would be very modest, and we would only lose $1 out of $6, and'the
State would probably use that saving anyhow-most States are hard
pressed for revenue-and we would ie justified, I think, in using gen-
eral revertes and taking that person off welfare by raising the social
security payments so he would not be a welfare client.

Mr. GAi . My'I augment your statement in two ways, sir?. One,
you would not require tis elderly individual to go through a de-
meaning, means test if you did this; and, second, you will accomplish
additional savings because you would not have the administrative
costs of investigating eligibility and everything else that is required
in welfare. So the additional $24 would be less than that because of
the savings.

The CHAuMAN. When you-really get down to it, the reason a fellow
is getting a minimum is not that he did not work hard-a lot of folks
who workedf.or low pay are working a lot harder than I am working
now-but he just did not have the good fortune to make much money
for it. He did not have much training and never had a good job, but
he worked very hard.

Mr. Gi.sm. Yes, sir.
The CHArMAN. So for people of that sort they would live in a much

more dignified fashion if they were on social security entirely, rather
than being on public welfare plus what the social security gave them.

Mr. GLASSE:. Yes.
Senator AvDmzso., Can 'I just say I have now rmd the quotation

from 1935. I appreciate your drawing it to my attention. I frankly
never. heard, it., but' it is exactly what you said.

Mr. LAMsIR. You have seen itt
SenatorANqDEiox. Ye§. You arefully confirmed.
Mr GLA".,xn.Tlhtnkyou very much, sir
Mr. I erian. !night say later advisory councils made the same

recommendation. I thiik the 1938 advisory council and subsequent onea,
tooi Senator. , , , - , -,, , . , : ' ,

Senator Avs soN'. All I, wanted to check, was the early, part of it.
There were a great many people here who were trying to establish
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social security, and the group that I had been working with were all
Germans They had the only experience in social security.

Mr. LzcsF. thank you.
The CftARA-N. Thank you very much, M r. Glasser and 31r. Lhser,

and -your, associate. I
(The prepared statement referred, to previously follows:)

STATEMZi4T OF WALTER P. REUTHER, PRESIDENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNION,UN zD AUT OMOBiLE, ABROSPACe & AGRICULTURAL IMmPLEMET W n0KEis OF
AMERIOA

name is Walter P. Reuther, i am appearing on behalf of the InternationalUnion, United Automobile, Aerospace & Agricultural Implement Workers ofAmerica (UAW), of which I am President I am pleased to have the opportunity
to appoor before your committee to present:qur views on the prospectivO SocialSecurity legislation, H.h. 12080. My organization Is concerned with both thesocial Insurance programs and the assistance programs under the Social SecurityAct, Accordingly, I have divided my remarks into four parts to reflect the areasof our greatest concern. The first part deals with the need for substantial re-visions and Improvements to' the present cash 1nsranqe benefit prvlslonS ofthe Social Security Act. The second part states' our views liespecting chatigesand, improvements we feel-would be desirable In Title XVIII (M dieare) Thecomments on proposed aniendmenta t6Title XIX (Mdicaid). The final sectionexpresses our position respecing the public'welfare program.'

L INOOME MAINTENTAiC2 ?flOGRAMs
Monthly cash -insurance benefits paid under Title II :of the Social SecurityAct are the major, source of income for most of the more, than 23 millionAmericans now on t0 benefit rolU,.Ju from the, Inception of the program tothe: present time, beets * have; been chronically Inadequate. We have madeconsiderable progress towards achieving- nearly universal coverage 'for' theworking population and, broadening the scope of the program, but we have failedIn spite of repeated liberalizations, to provide sufficient retirement Income to per-mit security and dignity to which American workers are entitled after a lifetime

of work. The result Is that miillonis of older persons are living in poverty.Members of the UAW and their leaders believe that a free and abundanteconomy can provide more than existence at the. bare margins of subsistencefor workers ceasing active employment because of old age or disability and fortheir families and survivors. The goal of our Social Security systeni should be toassure wage earners upon retirement of Income from the public' programequivalent to at leasttwo-thirds, of average covered earnings in the yearsbefore leaving the work force, with regular adjustments in benefits to reflectchanging economic conditions. Such a program supplemented by private grouppension plans, would assure a, standard of comfort, decency and dignIty which
workers In America have a right to expect.

Important new neasures are required now to achieve practical Improvementsin Social Securilty 'programs. The amendments Included in the HouSe-passedH.R. 12080 fAl to deal adequately with these problems and go toextraordinary
lengths to protect the interests, of those In the most, fortunate economic cr.cmqtances to the detriment of the poorest and the most disadvantaged. Accord-ingly the UAW, In behalf of more than, one and a half million members andtheir, fmlles reCommends the enactment of the, foliowlngs.program by thisCongress: *, . ., , . .

I. Guaranteed minimum monty benefits as follows:
a.,$100 for aworkerretiringat age ,5,

. . $!OQ fora disabled4worker. . . ,
2. $150f fr, elderly co:iple,both age 65 or over.
2. An Imm late Increase of not less than 50,l In current and prospectivebenefit payments applicable throughout the range of covered earnings,
3. An increase, y means of several broad annual steps, in the contribu-

tions---covered earnings base to 415,000.
4.' An 'exemptloh from the payroll tax foi the first '$(iO of covered earnings.5. Prl*slon for automatic, adjustmenfs in benefit payments 'to reflect

not only upWard changes ln'cousumer prlcs butt&ls0 to'enable ben~ffliarles'
to share In the-growth 6f- the American economy as vldeneed by a ivaiftsIn real wages and Improved living standards."," ,
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6. An immediate Federal Government contribution to the Social Senrlty
Trust Funds from general tax revenues and subsequent contributions from
general revenues on a gradually increasing basis, ultimately sufficient to
provide an approximately equal sharing of costs among workers, employers
and government.-

7. Increased benefits for an elderly widow payable on the basis of 100%
of her deceased husband's enitlemebtb, - ,

8. Measures to protect benefit levels of early retirees and workers who
are displaced by technological change or who have suffered prolonged periods
of involuntary unemployment and, to provide benefits for all workers reason-
ably related to pre-retirement earnings by providing for the computation
of income benefits on the basis of the ten years of highest earnings.

9. The specific recommendations of President Johnson enbodied in H.R.
5710 to increase the special benefits payable to persons over age, 72, to pro-
vide benefits for disabled widows under age 62, to cover 500,000 more farm
workers now excluded and to apply federal service towards Social Security
credits for government workers Ineligible for Civil Service benefits.

I. PROPOSALS FOR MEDICARE IMPROVEMENT 8

The adoption and subsequent. implementation, of Title XVIII of the Social
Security Act (Medicare) are proud achievements of recent U.S, history.

Medicare has enhanced the economic security and human dignity of millions
of older Americansby establishing as public policy their right of access without
the humiliating means test, to modern health services under a publicly spon-
sored health insurance program.

For all its great value, Medicare ln its present form, however, falls short of
providing a truly adequate, comprehensive program, H.R. 12080, unfortunately,
does practically nothing -to ineet this need and offers solutions to problems
growing out of the original legislation that are far more responsive to the special
interests of providers of health services thin to the intended beneflclare& of the
Medicare program. To correct existing deficiencies, and t improve the program,
the UAW prOposes the following revisions in Medicare,,

1. Extension of 90 day time limit on inpatient hospital stay to at least
120 days of fully paid hospital care and removal of time and dollar limits
on care for mental illness.

2. Additional coverage for the costs of prescription drugs used outside
the hospital.

8. Limiting Medicare payments for physiclang' services only to those eas~s
In which the physician accepts assignment. '
'4. Provision of immediate coverage for disabled workers as proposed by

President Johnson,
5. Reimbursement under Part A of both the technical and professional

costs of services rendered by hospital based phyaiciahs.
6. Provision now incorporated in H.R 12080 to permit the Secretary of

HEW to enter into agreements with providers-of service to establish alter-
native payment methods to reasonable cost reimbursement as a basis for
arriving at an appropriate payment procedure for group practice, prepaid
health care plans.
7. Establishment of utilization review programs, similar to those in opera-

tion under Part A, under Part B at state and local levels.
. Elimination of present coinsurance and deductible requirements from

both Part A and Part B. This would provide full inpatient hospital services,
full hospital outpatient diagnostic services,: no patient payment in extended
care facilities under Part A and the entire reasonable cost of services under
Part B, Including out-of-hospital psychiatric services.
9. Establishment of National Advisory Health Council to represent pro-

fessional and consumer Interest in the development of administrative policies
under Titles XVII and XIX and under other legislative programs in the
health field.

iM!. PROPOSALS COCERNING TITL2 XIX (MEDICAID)

Poverty and poor health go hand-in-hand. The adoption by the 80th Congress
of Title XIX (Medicaid) of the Social Security- Act was a recognition of the
inferior quality of the health services that have been available to the poor.
Title XIX explicitly acknowledges public responsibility to assure adequate health
care for needy Americans, whether or not they have reached age 65.
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A good medical care program must be an integral part of any comprehensive

effort to,aid :te poor to achieve independence and self-suelency. It would be
tragic, therefore,-to cut back now on the Title XIX program in the manner con-
templ4ted by H.R. 12080. In the belief thaC40e poor require more, rather than
lessiealth services, the UAW propose*,that, there be no major changes now in
Medicaid and calls upon the:Seate tofdelete from H.R. 12080 the following:

-1. Provllilo that would limit federal porticipatlou in state Medicaid pro-
grams on the basis of arbitrary income ceilings.
1 2., Provision that wold .permit, the states to cut back on the compre-
hensiveness of their Mediepid programs by substituting less essential health

-servicenfor the 5 basic services now required,
3.Provlsion- that would dilute, the requirement of the present law for

maintenance of state effort. . . ..
4. Provision that would allow the states to reduce the services made

available to needy persons under age 6.5 by amending the present require-
ment of comparability of services for all ages.

IV. PUBLIC WELFARE AMENDMENTS

ThLe UAW shares the feeling of Concerned,' clf!2ens that the public welfare
system in the United States Is not perform|aig in satisfactory fashion. It Is
degrading to those who are dependent on it, often falls to meet minimum
subsistence needs and has not achieved Its' objective of helping the poor to
become Independent and self-supporting.

WhileH.. 12080 professes the desirable bJectlves of seeking to rehabilitate
the poor and reducing the cost of iiubllc Welfare, It would attempt to accomplish
them 6y 'means-that are repugnant and reflect a harsh and punitive attitude
toward thebpoor.

We In the UAW give our full support to the constructive provisions of iI.R.
12080, but we believe the bill would be much lmpto'ed If the Senate would:

1. Eliminate the requirement that no state may have a higher percentage
of children oin welfare (AFDC) thAn it had at the beginning of this year.

2. Require _all sttes to provide, assistance programs for families withIeplndent children vhen the parents are unemployed without the additional
restrictionss iheluded in H.R.' 1 80.

3. Restore the Administration proposal to require the states to meet their
own current definitions of need.
• 4. Protect the right of' a mother to choose, or refuse without penalty, to
participate in the work and trainingprograms.

5. Remove the incentives that H.R. 12080 would provide the states to
remove a chilldfrom the care of a parent and place the child in a foster
home.

6. Remove tho use of the threat of the device of protective and vendor
payments to force participation In the work and training prograni.

7. Retain the provision of H.R. 12060 for aid to the social work (ducatlon
program, but without the $5 million ceiling after the first year.

V. IMPROVEMENT IN CHILD HEALTH (TITLE II1)

The UAW supports the action of the House in Including in H.R. 12080 increased
appropriations for maternal and child health and crippled children's services
and the consolidation of the two programs into one.

1. INCOME MAINTENANCE BENEFITS

We are living in a time of grave domestic unrest. For the first time since
the Civil War there are those who question openly whether one nation, in-
divisible is attainable oi even desirable. The firmness of our determination to
starhp out poverty In Anmerica Is being tested. Bitterness- alienation and violence
attack the foundations of our national community. Some question whether we
have the will, both public and private, to provide the jobs, the houses and
the education that are needed to assure every American of an" opportunity for
full participation In our society.,

it, is no exaggeration to suggest that our Immediate response to these current
chalierges will shape American life for decades to come. 1 1 ,

As the members of this Committee know the UAW is currently engaged in
major collective bargaining negotiations with the employers in the automobile
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Industry and we are currently on strike at the Ford Motor Company because of
the unwillingness of that Company to make concessions substantial enough to
meet the demands of the workers. High on the priority list of our members
is the security of an annual income, wage Increases to meet sky rocketing costs
of living and decent pensions. These demands, and others which are related,
are so important to our members that they are willing to give up their regular
incomes and accept the personal and family deprivations of a strike to achieve
their goals.

The elderly people in America by and large do not have a strong union, nor
can they strike. Their needs and problems are, however, in many ways sdmilar
to those of striking Ford workers. The problems of deprivation which retired
workers face may be greater, but the proposed remedies offered in H.R. 12080
also constitute essentially token acknowledgement of need, rather than sub.
stantial solutions to problems.

To me, as it must have been to the more than 23 million Americans receiving
monthly Social Security cash benefit payments as retired or disabled workers
and as dependents or survivors, H.R. 12080, as passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives, was a profound disappointment Because I of every 5 Americans who
ar poor is also age 05 or older, real Improvements In our social security system
would make Inroads towards reducing poverty. Instead, the House chose to turn
its back on the problems of the aged, the sick and the needy by passing a bill
with, as it was aptly characterized by The New York Times a "soak the poor"
bias.

Because I believe the current poverty In America is Inextricably linked to
the inadequacies and deficiencies of our social security system. I also believe that
the Senate still has an opportunity to correct the deficiencies In the House bill
and make of it a comprehensive and constructive contribution to our national
well-being.

When It comes to social security legislation the United States remains an
underdeveloped country.

For more than 30 years we have strayed from the original objectives of the
1035 Social Security Act and have perpetuated a myth which has it that the
Old Age, Survivors and Disability insurance (OASDI) programs, popularly re-
ferred to as Social Security, need provide no more than a bare floor of protection
for the lowest paid worker and accepts most grudgingly the need for supple-
menting the floor with a modest wage-related benefit for workers who earned
more than the amount required to qualify for the minimum. For more than 30
years. opponents of adequate Social Security have maintained a successful rear
guard action against meaningful improvement. For years we have refused to ac-
knowledge that the floor of protection concept was hardly more than rationaliza-
tion for a social insurance system that does Ittle more than subsidize poverty.
We have the means, and can surely find the will to aspire to a more acceptable
level of performance for the 1960's and 1070's.

More than 30 years ago, a Cabinet committee reporting to President Roosrevelt
suggested that a program of economic security- "must have as its primary aim
the assurance of an adequate income to each human being in childhood, youth.
middle age or old age-in sickness or in health. It must provide safeguards against
all of the hazards leading to destitution or dependency." 1 The original Social
Security Act In 1035 expressed a similar purpose.

In 1967, our economy has achieved unparalleled abundance with a Gro.s Na-
tional Product approaching $750 billion, yet we have failed to achieve the goal
we set for ourselves as national policy a generation ago. when Gross National
Product was less than $73 billion. The unpleasant truth Is that OASDI cash
benefits are not adequate today, nor have they been adequate at any time in the
entire history of the program.

It was with profound disappointment, therefore, that I followed the progress
of H.R. 120S0 through the House of Representatives. I welcome such changes as
the liberalized test of insured-status for young workers who become disabled.
more favorable treatment for the dependent children of women workers, grant-
ing additional wage credits for military service and the less stringent formula
for reducing dlsbility benefits for workers who are also entitled to workmen's
compensation. But I am frankly appalled that the House can consider a 12'%
benefit increase and raising to $7.030 the contributions-earnings base, as appro-
priate and adequate to our current needs and responsibilities. Even worse was

"'Report to the President of the Committee on Economic Security," 1035. p. 3.
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the decision to raise the minimum benefit by applying the same 12 % to the
present $44 and adjusting that up to the next whole dollar to yield a pitiful $50.

No one can be unmindful of the strains on the economy imposed by our com-
mitments In Vietnam and 9ther parts of the world and by our efforts at home
to cope with problems whose magnitude is only now becoming known to us.
But too many Americans-about 1 out of 'every 8-depend too heavily on their
Social Security incomes to allow us to choose a time when we can "more com-
fortably afford" an adequate benefit increase.

Our economy can support it and our society owes to every American worker
assurance that he may look forward after a lifetime of work to retirement in
comfort and dignity. The goal of our Social Security system should lue to achieve
and maintain a public retirement income program replacing approximately two-
thirds of the worker's average covered earnings prior to retirement, appropriately
adjusted to post-retirement changes In wages, prices and living standards. This
is a realistic goal, and the proposals advanced in this statement are constructive
steps in that direction.

In my lifetime the average life expectancy at birth has increased by 20 years-
from 50 to 70 years. If the advances In longevity made possible by medical science
are not to become travesties, social improvements of equal magnitude, such is
those we are proposing in Social Securty are imperative. It has often been said
and Is worth restating that we must not only extend life, as we are doing, but
also make that life worth living.

By any reasonable measure current OASDI benefit levels are shockingly
inadequate and fail to afford minimum standards of decency and self-respect
to the millions of Americans for whom the monthly insurance benefits are either
the sole, or major, source of income. The deficiencies bear most heavily on the
aged past 65 and those who retire between 62 and 65 and receive permanently
reduced benefitss for early retirement. Together these groups constitute more than
75% of the number on monthly Income beneficiary rolls.

Although the aged make up less than 10% of the total U.S. population, it
appears that about 20% to 25% of those we count as poor are 65 and over. The
Bureau of the Census reported that in 1065, 43% of families headed by a person
05 and over--compared to 16.5% of all families in the population-had incomes
of less than 3,000. Of the families with an aged head having incomes below
$3,000, more than half had less than $2,000. Among single persons 65 and over,
nearly one in three had 1065 Incomes of less than $1,000; another two-fifths of
unrelated individuals 05 and over had Incomes between $1,000 and $2,000

Similarly, in reporting on poverty and low incomes of Americans not living in
institutions In 1065, the Social Security Administration estimated that of persons
age 65'and over, very nearly 66% of unrelated individuals and a third of all such
persons living in family units are "poor and near poor". (For this purpose, poor
is defined as annual Income of less than $1,500 for a single person and less than
$1,900 for a couple; near poor or low-income status means less than $1,800 for
a single person and less than $2,600 for a couple.) Another 13% of those in family
groups were deemed to be "hidden poor"-indivlduals with suj,-poverty incomes
living in families with incomes over the poverty line.'

Without launching a technical review of these Social Security Administration
yardsticks, I believe that the effort to distinguish between "poor" and "near poor"
1% scarcely proluctive and that an excellent case can be made to set the poverty
threshold nt Inwerne levels higher than SSA's "near poor." Using these yardsticks,
however, we find only 16 percent of aged OASI)I beneficiaries with sufficient
other income to keep them above the near poor level without their benefits, and
only 25 percent who would be above the poverty line without benefits. Even with
benefits, 39% are below poverty and another 16% below the low Income level.
With respect to beneficiaries below age 65, the estimate is that 32%/ are poor, but
no estimate is made for the near poor.'

About 80 l.reent of the current population 65 and over are now receiving
regular monthly OASDI benefits. The non-beneficiary aged population consists
mainly of retired public employees and dependents receiving benefits under other
publicly sponsored retirement systems, persons who did not have sufficient

"Current Population Reports: Consumer Income." U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Series P-G0. No. 40. August 1960.

3 "The Poor In 19065 and Trends. 1059-6O" Social Security Administration, Office of
Research and Statistics, Research and Statistics Note No. 5. 1967.

,"Social Security Benefits and Poverty." Social Security Administralton, Office of Re-
search and Statistics, Research and Statistics Note No. 8, 1967.
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covered employment to qualify for OASDI benefits and persons between 65 and
72 whose earnings prevent them from receivlng OASDI benefits.

No one can doubt the link between poverty and inadequate OASDI benefits.
The 1%05 "Annual Statistical Supplement" of the Soclat Sceurity Pullctin pro-
vldes data to give some indication of Just how inadequate the benefits are. The
following statements are derived from data available for 1905 and include
adjustments made by the 1905 amendments to the Social Security Act:'

1. At the (nd of 1005. about one-flfth (10.8%) of retired workers bene-
ficiaries received monthly benefits of less than $50; more than two-fiftlis
(42.3%,) received less than $75; and more than three-fifths (60.6%)
received less than $100.

2. For retired workers arid wives age 02 and over, 20.1% had combined
monthly benefits of less than $100 and nearly halt (48.6%) less than $150.

3. Almost a fifth (10.2%) of aged widows had monthly benefits below $50;
practically another ofie-foiirth (24.3%) were receiving between $50 and
$70; and all but 14.4% we.,e below $100.

Inasmuch as most of our aged citizens have neither significant Incomes nor
assets that can be converted into incomes to supplement their benefits, It should
be unmistakably clear that current benefit levels are hopelessly Inadequate. The
great majority of older Americans now living below the statistically defined
poverty level have put In a lifetime of working and contributing to society.
Their drop to a dreary subsistence stems primarily from having largely ceased
active employment. Others have existed on substandard Incomes and experienced
want for all, or for long periods, of their lives.
H.R. 12080 cannot solve the problem with a simple benefit increase that goes

about 3 or 4% beyond restoring the purchasing power of Social Security benefits
to the level realized on the occasion of the last previous general Increa.e In
benefits. I refuse to believe that maintaining more or less constant purchasing
power for a benefit structure that has never approached the goal contemplated
in the original legislation represents an acceptable performance. But I believe
the questions of adequate, decent Social Security, and the means of achieving it,
should 1wb faced forthrightly now. If the 90th Congress avoids the issues with
another "cost-of-living" Increase, they will fall to the 91st, but the day cannot bt-
put off forever.

We need an unflinching Appraisal of the economic condition of the aged and
a thorough overhaul of the Social Security system to relate Its benefits realis-
tieally to the worklife earnings and retirement security needs of Anlerhmic
workers and to cure perlanently- Its chronic inadequacy. A system that requires
constant tinkering and patching and continues to yield benefits below tile barest
levelN of subsistence for the majority of beneficiaries is patently defective. We
must undertake a fundamental rethinking of the role of social insurance I.n a
free society, so that we can arrive at a system, that is consistent not only with
our tradition of esteeming work and self-help, but that Is consi.,tent also with our
esteem for the worth and dignity of each human being and is responsive to
tile needs of people of all ages.

We can neither neglect the present elderly nor Impose on the young adults of
America. Just beginning to raise their families and struggling to achieve eco-
nonuic security, unnecesary and burdensome taxes on their pay, when the
means for financing benefit increases more equitably are readily at hand.
But we are faced with immediate problems that require more than token

action now.
We need something better than the "soak the poor" bias of 11.R. 120S0, which

dos least for those in most need. The propels outlined below are offered
both as something better and as initial steps towards longer range goals of funda-
niental reform in Social Security.

1. Guaranteed itzhlinitm benefit
TI.R. 120,8-0 turns its back on the problems of the poorest persons receiving

cash insurance benefits; those receiving the ninimum benefit Including a disliro-
portionate share of 'Negroes, farm workers, workers who were unable to utim-
pete In the job market, and ier.sons whose benefits and other resourc(-s 're
so insignificant that they must be supplemented by public a.istance.

Social Security Administration studies indi-ate that approximately 174% of
beneficinrles entitled oil the basis of their eaniings receive the current $44 hii-

$"Annual Statistleal Supplement, 105," Social Security Bulletin, tables 73. $7, ani SQ.
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Ilium benefit or, if retired before age .5, less. The raise InI the rininiuni to $50
voted by the House in approving 11.11. 12)0S0 reflects no credit on the House.
I suspect the $50 ulgure was arrived at for no reason other than that it represents
the smallest whole dollar amount consistent with a 121/j% increase from $44.
As a matter of fact, while the Ways a~id Means Committee in reporting H.R.
12080 to the House issued a 200 page document explaining and justifying the
provisions of the bill, the comment concerning the mitimuni benefit covers less
than 4 lines in the inain section of the report. The report, with remarkable lack
of conviction, says:

"Unfortunately, your committee could discover no definitive guide for deter-
mining what the level of the nhlninmum benefits should be. At this time, a $50
wnnillnuin appears appropriate to the continuation of a wage-related system." '

If there Is a national consensus on any issue concerning Social Security, it
is that the system should provide at least a basic floor of protection. The pro-
tection now afforded by the minimum benefit is so meager that proposals for a
substantial increase in the minimum should command a top priority In any
allocation of funds available for Social Security reform. The present $44 tmint-
inium monthly bnefilt for a worker retiring at age 05 Is nowhere near an acceptable
floor. It is so far below that level that an Increase to $50 should have been
unthinkable. Even increasing It by approximately 60 percent, as the President has
suggested, would still leave the minimum far ,hort of a desirable figure.

We neced to keep in mind that the minimum affects the neediest persons
receiving benefits. Workers who have been unable to build up the credits towards
substantial OASDI benefits can rarely be expected to have any significant savings
or incomes from other sources. Although private group pension plans now cover
un estimated 25 million American workers, benefits from this source amounted
to less than 1% of total income for the aged with the lowest Incomes In 1062.?
11ow little savings the low income aged have Is illustrated by the 1003 Survey
of the Aged by the Social Security Administration. That study reported 32%
of married couples with at least one member over 65, 54% of unmarried men past
6.3 and 55% of unmarried women over 65, as having no life insurance. Another
9% of the couples, 15% of the men and 25% of the women, had less than $1,000
of life insurance.
The conditions in which persons receiving the minimum Social Security belle-

fit exist are truly depressing.
A recent "Social Security Bulletin" article reviewing the status of these per-

.ons said:
"Briefly summarized, the data show that among this group-
-there were twice as many women as men
-in their peak earning year from 1951 to 1963, the majority earned less than

the amount permitted under the present earnings test in the law.
-fewer than half worked In the year before entitlement, and two-fifths had

not worked since 1955.
-niong the men, one-sixth had worked 9 or more years in covered employ-

inent in 1051-03.
-half the men earned insured status at least in part front farm employment.
-close to one-fourth were getting help from public assistance.
-almost one-sixth of the couple but less than 1 In 25 of the nornarried workers

had other retirement benefits." 9
The Administration has recommended a minimum guaranteed benefit ranging

from $70 up to $100 to thov who have made 25 years or more of contributions
to Social Security. For practical purposes the full protection of the $100 amount
would apply almost exclusively to retired workers with a history of long, regular
and continued attachment to the workforce ; those who have made uninterrupted
contribuiions to the system almost from its Inception to the present. For all but
a small fraction of such workers, their own earnings entitle them to the $100
1ilmount.

It Is my belief, however, that we ought to apply a $100 minimum to a much
broader group than the President contemplated. It should include every worker

4,,$4w1al Security Amendments of 10FIT," Report of the Committee on Ways and Means
,a 11.11. 1205SO, iloume temprt No. 544, 00th Congress. first session, pp. 23-24.
' Erdmsn PAlaIore. "Differences in Sources and Sire of Income. 1indings of the 1913

Survey of the Aged." R1oclla sceurily Bwltef n, May. 165.
DIvision of research and Statistics, "Assets of tile Aged in 1062: Findings of the 19063

Survey of tile .ged." I'oe!al cefurH lIultellcn November. 1064.
l,nT,rO A. Eptlen. "Workers4 Entitled to Mhmum Retirement Benefits tTder OASDTII."

.'riol .'rial 'itlj Ilut ictin, Mnreh 1967.
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In the covered workforce Including those whose particular employment became
covered by the system only in relatively recent years and workers who have been
unemployed for prolonged periods through no fault of their own. They should
not be made to suffer for the Inadequacies of our economic system.

We recommend amendments to the OASDI system that would provide a guar.
anteed minimuni Monthly benefit, with no change in current coverage rcquire-
ments, of at least $100 for all disabled workers and workers who retire, or hare
retired, at age 65. For a husband and wife, each of whose benefits commence
at age 65, this would provide a minimum of $150. Payments for other beneficiary
groups would also be proportionately adjusted.

2. General benefit increase
A general benefit Increase substantially in excess of the 12%% voted by tile

House in H.R. 12080 is essential to preserve the historle character of the system
as a contributory, wage-related retirement program for virtually all of the work-
ing population.

To preserve that character, the Social Security system must have more than
a floor benefit. It must also have a meaningful benefit structure well above
the floor, for we are here discussing not simply insurance, but social insurance.

Given current benefit levels, I do not understand how in good conscience
we can consider benefit Increases of no more than 12!/f%. The fact is that a
121% increase will do little more than match total benefit Increases since 1954 to
the increases In consumer prices from that date. The 7% benefit increase provided
for in 1065 legislation did not fully compensate for the rise in consumer price.
after 1058 when the last previous benefit adjustment-also In an amount of about
7%1-had been made, presumably to catch up to price changes since 1954. (Taking
the 1957-59 average as the base, from 1054 to the present, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics Consumer Price Index has risen by almost 249-1054 average of 93.6
to 110.0 as of'June 1007-while benefits were increased in 2 steps of about 7%
each). A current benefit raise of 12 %, therefore, in real terms, amounts to an
improivement from 1954 levels of perhaps 49. In other words, Social Security
beneficiaries as a group, are effectively barred from enjoying real participation
In sharing the fruits of the growth of the American economy since 1054. It Is a
hoax on American workers to make periodic revisions In Social Security benefit
amounts for past increases in living costs, without acknowledging that the base
for determining the amount of adjustment is so hopelessly, appallingly and
chronically Insufficient.

At the present time, the average annual Old-Age Benefit for a retired worker
Is a little more than $1,000; for an elderly couple about $1,kS0. Adding $125
or $130 a year to the benefit payments of a retired worker, or $200 or $225 a year
for a couple is not going to spell the difference between want and a standard of
minimum comfort. Indeed, for the neediest among the elderly, Increases of several
times these amounts would not suffice.

We should have a general Increase throughout the range of covered earnings
of sufficient magnitude to maintain benefits in some significant relationship to
pre-retirement earnings, to provide a fair return to beneficiaries for their con.
tributions, and to avoid requiring the majority of retired persons to forego
even the modest levels of comfort and sefi-sufficiency they attained while
working.

An adequate public program of the kind we are proposing will permit the
development of a supplemental system of private group pension plans. The
private system will continue to have a significant function to perform in our
economy. An effective private system will make It practically possible to realize
and maintain standards of retirement living comparable to those enjoyed prior
to retirement.

We must not forget, however, that the private pension system does not make
available retirement incomes adequate to provide meaningful supplementation
for most Social Security beneficiaries. Only 15% of the current aged have any
income from private pension plans. It has been estimated that about 45% of the
employed In our country are covered by any kind of private pension plan. But
private plan coverage does not reach much of the workforce, and many persons
who are covered at one time or another never manage to qualify for benefits at
retirement. We should continue to look to the public program to meet universal
and basic needs in retirement, while the private system would act in comple.
mentary fashion to meet special needs of Individuals and specific groups In our
economy.
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If these objectives are sound, and I believe they are, then we must recognize
unhesitatingly as a practical matter that we have to rely on OASDI as the only
effective means for reaching them in the lifetimes of the present aged, and at
least the older half of the present workforce.

Most people who work have little margin from their earnings to provide for
retirement. It is to be expected that the o-ly truly significant source of retire-
went income for them, other than OASDI benefits, would be from nongovern-
mental pension arrangements.

The report of the Advisory Council on Social Security to the OASDI Board
of Trustees in 1965, however, indicates that we can expect only modest supple-
mentatlon from such sources. The Council stated:

"About half of the aged social security beneficiaries have practically nothing
(less than $12.50 a month per person) in continuing retirement income other
than their social security benefits; and for all but about one-fifth of the aged
beneficiaries, benefits were the major source of continuing retirement income.
(Only 15% of the aged, for example, have any Income from private pension
plans and even for this 15% the amount from social security is generally larger
than the private pension.)"

We can anticipate only slight improvement in the capacity of the private plans
to supplement OASDI. Over the next 25 years, Commissioner of Social Security,
Robert M. Ball, predicts the percentage of retired workers receiving private
plan benefits will rise to about 25%.1

Regardless of likely future developments in private benefit plans, it seems clear
that the Social Security system must remain the basic economic underpinning of
the retirement security of American workers.

We recomnwnd, therefore, in addition to raising minimum benefits, that a
general increase of at least 607o be provided in current and prospective benefit
payments based on the full rango of covered earnings for both worker and
dependent or survivor beneficiaries.
Broadening the contribution8-carnings base

The Increase in the maximum covered earnings amount to $7,600 provided in
II.R. 1-080 is unacceptable and inhibits the proper growth and development of
the social security system.

No systematic, rational modification of the present structure of OASDI benefit
payments is possible without establishing an appropriate level for the contribu-
tion and benefit base- the maximum amount of annual earnings that is taxed and
counted for benefit purposes. In fact, the equities of an effective, wage-related,
contributory social insurance system requires a substantially higher base that we
now have. It was particularly regrettable therefore that the House voted to cut
back even on the relatively limited Improvement suggested in the Administration
proposal which would have raised the base to $7,800 now and to $10,800 by 1974.
Many of the most serious shortcomings of the benefit structure in the past have
been directly attributable to the chronic and continuing inadequacy of the base.

(a) Almost from the outset, it has not been practically possible to relate,
on some reasonable basis, all benefits over the minimum to employment earn-
ings, because the base has persistently failed to keep pace with the rising
wage levels which have characterized our economy over the last quarter
century. One indication of how far we have slipped is that while the base has
risen from the initial $3,000 to $6,600, average earnings In manufacturing
employment from 1940 to 1965 more than quadrupled from $24.96 per week
in 1040 to $107.27 in 1905.u

(b) Once a worker with earnings In excess of the current base retires,
he has no opportunity to match the benefits of a worker with comparable
pay who retires later with the advantage of a higher base. Earnings over the
base are lost forever for benefit purposes. Those who retire with benefits at or
near the maximum, can, if they survive long enough afterward, live to see
their benefits become a fraction of the prevailing levels of new benefit
awards. The following comparison shows benefits payable at time of retire-
ment and currently to male workers who retired at age 65 with maximum

"Report of the Advisory Council on Social Security-1965. "The Status of the Social
Security Program and Recommendations for Its Improvement," p. 32.

iiRobert M. Ball, "Poliey Issues in Social Security," Sot(al teeurtv Bulletin, June 1060.Ip. 8.
11 U.S. Department of Commerce, "Statistical AbstraLt of the United States." 1900,

p. 239.
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wage credits following the various amendments to the Social Security since
1950.

Monthly benefl 81110nt
Year of retirement

At retirement Current

1951 ................. $3.50 $101.70
1953 .................... l5.00 112.40
195 .................... o
1959 ................. 116.00 124.20

1960 .................... 119.00 127.40
1963 .................... 122.00 130.60
1965 .................... 132.00 132.00

For those with uncovered earnings in excess of the base, the penalty, there-
fore, is double; lower benefits at retirement than appropriate to maintain
a reasonable relationship to pre-retirement earnings and lower benefits than
those of workers who, retiring later, are able to count all, or at least a
greater proport ion of, earnings.

(c) Inadequacy of the base distributes the burden of contributions Inequi-
tably among wage earners. The worker with earnings Just equal to the
current $6,600 base pays at twice the effective rate of one earning $13,200.
A husband and wife each earning $6,00 pay twice the amount paid by a
worker earning $13,200 with a non-working wife, but the working couple
receives only a third more in benefits. I agree with the principle in the
present computation formula which weights benefits in relation to contri-
butions In favor of the lowest paid workers. But the worker earning $6,600
and contributing precisely the same amount as one earning twice or perhaps
several times that, and the working couple, bear a disproportionate share of
the burden of the subsidy Involved In the formula.

In approving H.R. 12080, the House chose to impose a higher tax than the
Administration had requested on those earning less than $7,600 and a lesser
burden on those earning more. This action Is further evidence of the Inequitable
treatment accorded to the "have nots" by H.R. 12080 for the benefit of the
"haves."

The original Social Security Act in 1935 wisely set the base at a point ($3,000)
where 05% of earnings In covered employment wer# subject to the tax and
counted for benefit purposes. In fact, the full earnings of 98% of all workers were
covered. From 193.5 to 1950 there was a constant erosion of the base. Partial
restoration was made in 1950 and on several occasions since then, but at no time
was the 1935 relationship restored. In fact, by 198, the present $6,00 base would
cover the full earnings of only a little more than half of regularly employed
males, and the $7,600 as proposed, the full earnings of no more than two-thirds
of the regularly employed males. To restore the 1935 relationship now, a base
of about $15,000 would be necessary."

We recomniend, therefore, raising the base to $15,000 In fairly broad steps orer
t/ie next sercral years. We also propose to begin to lighten the burden of the
regressive payroll ta on the lowest paid workers by exempting the first $000
of covered earnainga from tie tax.
4. Present beneficiaries and automnal(o adjustments

The House Ways and 'Means Committee Report on 1H.R. 12080 indicated that
the benefit structure of the bill was designed to provide benefits for an elderly
couple at least equal to half of the man's preretirement covered earnings. That is
not a particularly useful standard in the light of the historic lag of the earnings.
benefits base to actual earnings and the progressive changes characteristic of a
dynamic economic system.

It does not matter that except at the very top of the benefit table, the level
of average wage replacement for a couple even exceeds half of average Social
Security earnings. Groceries are not sold and houses not rented on the basis
of average prices, nor indeed should people be expected to live on the average of
the various customary standards prevailing throughout their lifetimes. In ternq.
of earnings levels current at the time of retirement, benefits for a couple under
H.R. 12080 represent considerably less than half of wages initially, and a
declining percentage from that over the period of retirement. The fact i9 that
under H.R. 12080, a worker (with wife age 05 and no earnings record of her own)
who retired this year at age 05 after have made contributions on maxitin

31 Robert .. Ilall. "Policy Issues In Social Security," Social Security Bulletin, June 1066,
p. 8.
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taxable earnings from 1951-1060 would receive, for himself and lis wife, a
monthly benefit of $220.40, or at best 41.7% of what he was earning prior to
retirement.

From 1050 to 105 average weekly earnings of workers in manufacturing
employment increased from $58.32 to $107.27. Price changes account for part
of the difference (the 1950 average was equivalent to $78.44 at 1965 prices)
but the fact remains that average real wages rose a full 40 percent in this period
with no commensurate change in the benefits of those who retired from the work-
force. In effect, there has been a marked improvement in the general standard of
living, but retirees have not shared in it.

The significance of changing economic conditions on the welfare of beneficiaries
Is expressed rather concretely in a recent NSA Re.-earch and Statis.tics Note as
follows:

"The worker who retired In 1054 received an average monthly benefit of $60.60
and increases, in 1959 and 1005, which raised the amount to $70.00. Neither of
these increases, however, completely restored the purchasing power of the
original award. By the end of 19660, a year in which prices increased by 3.3
percent, the 1954 retiree would have required a monthly benefit of nearly $82,
8 percent greater than he was receiving, to purchase the same goods and services.
Similarly, the 1950 retiree, who had his benefit increased from $89.00 to $95.30 by
the 1065 legislation, needed nearly $100 in December 1966 to maintain his original
purchasing power."
and

"The tabulation below shows the amounts paid in 1966 (emphasis added) to
workers who retired In specified years and the amounts that would have been
required to maintain parity with the wage level.

Befieft amount Bneit amount needed Percentage
Yea; of awarJ payable i maintain Parity difference

with wages

1940................ $59.00 $8.00 -441950................ .£9.60 89.85 -29
1954 ............... 76. D 103.95 -37
1959 ................. 95.30 112.95 -19

As shown above, the benefits of the 1D54 and 1059 retirees lagged behind wages
by 37 and 19 percent, respectively.""

Thus there is a persistent gap between what we have come to regard as a suit-
able American standard and what retirees can realistically expect. It Is perfectly
obvious that a 121A% benefit increase will not close It, let alone keep it closed.
In fact, judging from the historical development of the OASDI benefit structure
and keeping In mind that spendable wages have Increased by an average of about
4% a year over the last 10 years, the gap Is almost certain to resume widening
again.

The best that can be said is that Congress has not quite managed to match
benefit increases to increases in consumer prices over that period. I believe it
Is fair to suggest, however, that we are, In fact, fostering a progressive deteriora-
tion of the economic wellbeing of retirees at the more advanced ages.

What we must do, therefore, Is create the machinery to protect the benefits of
workers once they retire to reflect trends in wages after retirement, to protect
against benefit erosion caused by rising consumer prices and to permit retired
workers to share in the bounty of a growing American economy.

As a bast new feature of the system tfee propose the additirm of a built-in
mechantsm in the benilt structure for the automatic adjustimnct of benefits
to reflect changes in both the cost of living and in the average wage ICvcls of
workers still in employnmctnt.
5. Financing Social Security

In its financing provisions, as well as in the benefit side, H.R. 12080 does
least for those who need most and turns away from the basic Issues of sound
social security financing. It hides from the fact that general revenue contribu-
tions are essential to an adequate system, as the experience of other free world,
Industrial nations has demonstrated time and again.

It "OASDf31[ Retirement Denefits, Prices and Wages: 1066 Experience," Social Security
Administration, Office of Research and Statistics, Research and Statistics Note No. S, 1967.

83--21-07-pt. 3-11
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Ever since 1035, Presidents. Congress and ptiblie have proterly Insisted tl a
soundly financed and self-sustahilng Social Security system. l.aeh net of Minend-
ments has been accompaiiled by adequate provision for increased contributions
to meet anticipated benefit claims. Accordingly, the original 1937 contribntiMn
rates of 1% of the first #3,000 of earnings for both employers and emtoloyees
have increased over the years to the 1901 OASDI contribution rates of 4.4% each
on the first $6,600 of earnings. The current schedule calls for reaching 5.6.5%
each on the $O,600 by 1087, H.R. 12080 would amend the present schedule to
provide for a contribution rate of 5.9% on each up to $7,600. Every responsible
person, therefore, proposing improvements i OASDI Is obligated to make
known his proposals for paying for the Improvements.

Beyond question, an overhaul of the magnitude I believe is neces:sary, will re-
quire the fifusion of unprecedented amounts of money to the system. A small
part of the required additional financing Is available from a currently existing
favorable actuarial balance of the OASDI Trust Funds, as reported by Mr.
Robert i. Meyers, Chief Actuary of the Social Security Administration. In fact.
it has been estimated that an Increase of about 716% can be covered by the
current fAvorable balance. 4 In addition, raising the taxable base to $15,000, with-
out changing the contribution rates could finance a further 7% benefit in-
crease."

Clearly, however, both the current favorable balance and any conceivable
Increase In the base would fall far short of supplying the funds to finance the
Improvements of the kind proposed here. The bulk of the necessary additional
funds then would have to be derived either from Increases in contribution rates
or from regular contributions to the Social Security Trust Funds from the general
revenue of theFederal Government.

We believe It Is both possible and desirable now to start with a modest general
revenue contribution and to provide for progressively increasing amounts in
coming years.

Except for the underdeveloped countries and those under Communist dom.in-
tion, the United States, along with a few others such as Argentina and France,
is almost alone In depending so heavily on employee-employer financing of social
insurance. Among the nations of the world, government participation in sharing
social Insurance costs is the general rule. Governments regularly contributing
from general revenues to social security programs include those of Australia.
Austria, Belgium. Brazil, Cnnada, Chile, Costa Rica, Denmark, Federal German
Republic, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico. Netherlands, New Ze&.-
land, Norway, Philippines, Soutlh Africa, Spain, Sweden, Swltverland, and United
Kingdom.

For a variety of reasons, the contributions from general revenues are also our
only logical and equitable choice. This conclusion flows from the following:

(a) Higher payroll tax rates would Intensify the regressive character of
the present contribution structure and place an injustiflable burden on low
paid workers, middle-Income families with 2 wage earners, young workers just
entering the labor force and small businessmen.

(b) The responsibility for past neglect and the deplorable level of present
benefits Is one we all share. If we seek to remedy that neglect And do justice
now, for the millions on the rolls living in poverty and on whose behalf contri-
butions to the system have been minimal. we cannot fairly expect Social
Security taxpayer. alone to assume the cost, particularly when those with
the highest earnings make contributions on le.sq than the full amounts of
their earnings. By every criterion of equity and justice it must be shared by
all taxpayers.

(c) Although what may constitute the practical ceiling for payroll taxes
has been a subject for some debate, the history of Social Security legisla.
tion clearly Indlcates that while we continue to rely exclusively on payroll
taxes, we will never achieve a decent nininm benefit.

(d) More adequate sociall Security benefits made possible by general
revenue financing will reduce sharply the numbers on public assistance rolls.
particularly among those receiving Old Age Assistance and Aid to Fnmlliles
with Dependent Children. By providing an alternative to public os-istance
under a means test, many will become self-supporting. These savings would
reduce the net coqt of the new funds required from general revenue contri-
butions.

It Robert M. Bll, "Policy Issues in Social Security." Social Security IiHellen, Jne 1966.
p. 8.

4"Social Security Keeps Building Momentum." Business Weck, October 22, 1066. p. 44.
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(e) The concept of general revenue contributions for adequate financing
of social insurance is neither strange nor new. Congress has already adopted
the principle for financing the special Social Security benefits for persons over
age 72 and for Part B of Medicare. It has been recommended on previous
occasions by competent and responsible public advisory groups. I refer to
the fact that President Roosevelt's Cabinet Committee on Economic Secu.
rily, iln drawing up the blueprint for the original Social Security Act clearly
envisloned-Interestingly enough, beginning sometime about I9fLI-the neced
for contributions from general revenues. Last year, the "RepX)rt of. the Ad-
visory Council on Public Welfare" also called for a substantial general reve-
nuo contribution. lit between, a number of the Social Security advisory
councils recommended general revenue support, and during the 1940's Con-
gress actually authorized general revenue appropriations, although none were
made and the authorization was repealed in 1950.

The demands of our commitments abroad do not preclude adequate support for
Social Security now. On the contrary, I am convinced that our fiscal capacity
permits, and our national goals demand, far-reaching reform and Improvements
of time system.

Sumpjort of the Vietnam war should not require neglect of our elderly. Nor
should the young adults of America, Just beginning to raise their families and
struggling to achieve economic security, be saddled with unnecessary and
burdensome taxes upon their pay, when general revenue can readily be used
to finance Increases In the Social Security benefits.

We must recognize that ultimately there Is no practical and conceivable
level of payroll taxes that will fully and equitably pay for a Social Security
system that deals generously with" those whose earnings have been lowest
and that provides decent, adequate benefits for those who have more than
minhimn earnings. This is an Issue that will not fade away. It will be with ls
next year and the year after and the year after, unless the Senate now assumes
the leadership and faces it squarely.

Our recommendations for flnmoning Social Secritly are twofold: I'e belicre
first that the subtantirc iniprovcmnts ire propose require the allocation to
Social Sccurity of considerable snims of vionct. The logical and preferable sonrce
of this money Is a reg.ilar contribution to the Soclul Rceurtly Trust Fuvnd
rom the general revcntcs of the Federal Gorernmwcnt. Wc bellere it is both

fcat8ble and desirable to begin now to provide for these improvcrents through
nodv'at initial general revenue contribution with conmntients for more Su1b.
stantial general ret'enue paynwnts in later licar, lWe beliere further that the
contribttlon from general rernufcs of goternnmcnt should be large enough so
that workers, employers and gorernincnt each bear about one third of total costs.

While tihe minimum, the overall benefit structure and the financing determine
the basle shape of the OASDI system, I cannot leave the subject of the income
benefits without advancing several additional proposals atnd commenting briefly
on various aspects of II.R. 12WS0.

6. 1idow's benefits
It is doubtful whether there is any class of beneflcarles for whom benefits are

less adequate than for aged widows. In nuid-10., their average benefit was a
little over $8. In logic, or on any basis. other than as a device for holding down
costs, there is no magic in pegging their benefits at 8211,% of the amount that
was or would have been payable to their husbands on retirement. Without mini-
mizing the obvious public Interest in maintaining a proper relationship between
income and outgo of the Trust Funds amid In continuing an appropriate balance
among the varlons beneficiary classes, I believe the circumstances of aged
widows Justify giving them a great equity in the Social Security system. A.
cordingly we rconmmend paling aged tidows 1o pcrecent of the prihnari a-mouint
that trould hare been paid at age 65 to their husbands.

7. Early retirement benefit reductions
We are concerned with the low Iemefilt amounts payable to the large. and Increas-

hig. numbers of workers and their spouses who elect the permanently reduced,
early retirement benefits available starting at age 62.

Unfortunately, our public retirement system, unlike private pension plan.Q. is
unable to distinguish between those who choose voluntarily to retire and those
who are (isiplaced and forced prematnrely to retire.

lnuler present law, the "drop out" provisions affecting computation of average
enrnilng., in combination with the actuarial riduetlon for retirement before age
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65, may exact an unjustifiable extra toll front the benefits of workers least able
to afford it. Those most affected include workers who are forced into'early
retirement by technological change, plant closings or because of Inability to sus.
tain the exacting pace of many kinds of industrial employment. If these workers
happen also to have had gaps or reductions in earning in prior years caused by
layoffs, short weeks or shifts to lower paid jobs, they lose much of the benefit of
the "drop out".

These are the persons who reach retirement with low average earnings anl
qualify for low benefits--:niuch lower than would be caused by the actuarial
reduction alone. They are required to use their allowable "drop out" years to
exclude periods of unemployment and have to retain for benefit computation pur.
poses years with a low taxable wage base. In addition, If they are male, they gain
little from the "dropout" because they must count the years between retirement
and age (5.

It all parts of the country, I have met workers in their fifties and early sixties
whose skills have become obsolete, who have lost their Jobs when a plant was
moved, or was closed in a corporate merger or whose Job is performed by an
automated machine.

I believe we owe it to these people to assist them to upgrade and update their
skills so that if they are able to do so, they continue to be productively employed.

To anyone who cannot find suitable employment, equity demands steps to
protect the benefit rights he earned while his skills and labor could command a
wage in the Job market.

To protect victims of technological change and other displaced scorker avd, to
establish benefits for all workers reasonably related to pre-retirement income,
we propose a now formula to compute benefits on the basis of a worker's highest
ten years of earnings.

8. Other proposed income benefit chan.e.
Finally with respect to the income maintenance benefits, let me, on behalf of

the XTAW urge your committee and the Senate as a whole to take favorable
nation on President Johnson's specific recommendations to--

(a) increase to $50 ($75 for a couple) the special benefits payable to per-
sons over age 72

(b) provide benefits for disabled widows under age 62 without age restric-
tionR and without actuarial reductions

(c) cover an additional 500.000 farm workers whose earnings are so low
that they are currently excluded from coverage, and

(d) apply federal service to Social Security credits for government work-
ers ineligible for Civil Service benefits.

It addition. I hope you will al.n support the principle expre.sed in the Presi-
dent's proposal to revise the Income tax rules applicable to the aged, though I
believe the exemptions should be higher.

I share the concern of others interested In our social security system who have
voiced distress at the tone and temper of some of the provisions of II.R. 120SO
which are punitive, newly restrictive and would, in effect, widen the gap between
the "haves" and the "have nots". Provisions of this nature in T.11. 12080 that
we urgently recommend be dropped Include those which would:

(a) Estahlish 50 as the minimum qualifying age for benefits for disabled
widows and widowers and limit benefits at age 50 to 50 percent of the pri-
mary insurance amount at age 62.

(b) Limit the special benefit increase to $5 for a single person and $7.60
for a couple.

(e) Fix a ceiling on a wife's or husband's insurance benefits,
(d) Redefine disability on the basis of inability to engage In any kind of

substantial gainful work which exists in the national economy, and
(it) Apply a more stringent definition of disability to disabled widows and

widowers.
Our prnposals concerning the cash Income benefits are more than temperate

when compared to needs and not beyond the minimum improvement justified
by today's economic circumstances. They are in no way radical, and are novel
only In the sense that they represent a break with the practice of periodically
doling out minute benefit increases and tinkering with this or that inequity with-
out ever admitting how pitifully small the benefits are in comparison to the
function a ssigned to them.

Far reaching as these recommendations may seem, they still do not provide
the measure of security and dignity to which an American worker is entitled
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after a lifetime of work. We will not have achieved an effective and adequate
social insurance system until the OASDI program can assure that workers can
look forward to Social Security retirement Incomes of at least two-thirds of
average annual wages before retirement, with subsequent adjustments to follow
wage, price and living standard changes.

There are other nations of the Free World that have tackled some of these
problems successfully.

Starting this year, our Canadian neighbors, for example, are paying to each
eligible resident age 68 or older, without any ineans or Income test, an old age
pension of $75 a month. In addition, those persons 68 or older who have no other
income, will receive a further supplemental monthly payment of $30. An elderly
couple will thus be guaranteed a minimum monthly Income of $210. By 1070,
these pensions will become payable at age 65.

It is significant that the Canadian old-age pensions are not supported by
payroll taxes, but out of general revenues from earmarked taxes on sales (ex-
cluding food), personal income and corporate profits. Canada also has a new
near.universal, public retirement system (Canada Pension Plan) that is financed
by an employer-employee payroll tax and that will provide a wage-related benefit
In addition to the fiat old-age pension.

Although the Canada Pension Plan is new and not yet fully operative, it ap-
lpars that the Canadians have had the good sense to avoid some of tie errors
it the design of the United States system. Tie Canada Pension Plan, for example,
will make adjustments to reflect changes in wage levels. It also provides for
automatic increases in benefits to reflect Increases in the Canadian C'onsumer
Price Index. In addition, it exempts the first $000 of annual earnings from the
tint payroll tax, but Includes this income for purposes of time benefit computation.

Sweden Is another free nation tMat provides a universal, guaranteed flat rate
pension (with supplements for eligible dependents) largely financed frown general
revenues. Sweden also provides a wage-related supplemental pension for earnings
over a base figure. Interestingly enough, both the universal and supplemienial
lv~nislons are adjusted for changes in the price level, and tie supplementary
benellt is adjusted to reflect wage movements. France Is another country that
makes automatic adjustments to reflect changes in national-average wages.
There are many more.

There is no cheap or easy way to meet our responsibilities, and no way in
good conscience to avoid them.

II.R. 12080 falls woefully short, but the opportunity still exists in the Senate
to move forward to meet the social needs of our times. It should not require
domestic strife, dissension, further riots and burning to dramatize for us the
inadequacies of our social programs. The Senate has the power to make of
I.R. 12080 a constructive contribution toward solving pressing social problems.
I urge you to seize that opportunity.

It. PROPOSALS FOR MEDICARE IMPROVEMENTS, 190?

The adoption and subsequent implementation of Title XVIII of the Social
Security Act (Medicare) rank high on the list of noteworthy legislative and ad-
ininistrative achievements of recent U.S. social history.

Medicare gives tangible expression to this nation's determination to safe-
guard economic security and to assure access to the means of protecting and
maintaining health for our older citizens, under a publicly sponsored health
insurance program that implicitly respects the concern for human dignity that
is the hallmark of a free society.

Because of Medicare, millions of our older Americans now share In a fuller
measure of that economic security and human dignity. We in the ITAW are
proud to have been counted aniong the original supporters of the principle that
adequate health care through Social Security is a right to be enjoyed by all
our older citizens.

There is a growing awareness among the American people that health care is
fundamental Io tlie achievement of well-being and security for tile family and the
conmmntinity. We have reached broad acceptance of tile Idea that aneeess to modern
health . ervfeo is a right for all lpple, a right intimately related to lile right
to lift, itself. Medicare, in principle, recognizes tilis right for an important amid
growing segment of the populatoln, and establislhes pulled responsibility for a
1lo niat l rogramn of bash' personal hit-lh care -erviec".
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fIt its first year of operation, Medicare is estimated to have provided some 2.4
billion'in benefits for 4 million hospital patients. Medicare also lhl $040 million
for physicians' services under the voluntary Insurance coverage of Part B.1 As
time goes on, Medicare will touch the lives of more people and pay out greater
.r-ius of money for health services.

Because of the pride Americans can feel over the success of the Medicare pro.
gram, we should exert every effort to make it inore effective, more equitable and
inore aptly structured to meet current health needs. I am convinced that the
II.R. 12080 .Medicare nmeudments fall to meet this challenge and would) l jmit
continuation of deficiencies that not only work to the disadvantage of elderly
persons but contribute significantly to the escalating costs.

I am convinced tait Medicare in its present form falls considerably short 'of
providing the type of financially adequate, comprehensive program which the
aved require, and which must be provided. if they are to gain full health security.
Certain major limitations of .Medicare dilute the basic protection the program
sets out to provide. In fact, it has been estimated by government officials that
Medicare will cover no more than 40 percent of an Individual's hospital and mdi.
cal care costs. We must do better.

Medicare has brought with it some severely troublesome problems, particularly
with respect to payments for care under the control of hospital-based specialists
and the billing and payment procedures for the services of physicians under
Part B. I am convinced that the transfer of hospital outpatient benefits from
Part A to Part B. as provided In HR. 12080 will not untangle the confusion sur.
rounding methods of payment for these specialists or provide equitable treatment
for the public. I also believe that the decision in I.R, 12080 to perpdt payinents
to physicians on the basis of Itemized, unpaid bills represents an abject surrender
to the more backward elements of the medical profe.slon.

The refusal to drop the unenforceable, so-called "noncompnnist aflfdavit"
renmenient of the present legislation Is a futile gesture of defiance and vindie-
Ii vencss tha t ill becomes Congre.".

In addition. while I question the d'-sirability of the ndminiltration proposal to
maike payments from the health insurance trust funds for Medicare services In
federally owned facilltie. I also believe that a number of specific suggestions
advanced up to now deserve favorable action. Those that appear to have particular
mnrit include the propos.lq to limit reinbursement for depreciation allowances
under Titles XVIII and XIX to providers of service who participate In health
f.?ellitles planning through official state lnnninc agencles-: to transfer from Part
1 to Part A coverage for the serviees of physiciqnq whose, ll-enses rc,-trhut lhwir
prartlces to hospitals: to provide for purciiase. In addition to rentnl, of durable
medical equipment inder Part B: to reduce the quarters of coveriige required to
aualifv for entitlempnt to hospital insurance benefits for persons attaltinfi ag.e
(ro In 1.06,8 and extend tie period of time during which persons who (In not have
filly in.ured status may qualify: to establish eligibility for Medicare benefits for
per. -is who (ie in the nonth tlhe. would attain age I5 bit prior to their actual
birthdays; and to nmke several other technical and clarifying amendments.

I hope both your Committee and the Congress will give sympathetic attention
to olher important revisions in the health insurance program, I particularly urge
your consideration of the following:

I. Tine and dollar limitatlons
IMR. 12080. in a limited way. recognizes the, inRalor'oprilateness of time and (1l-

iar limitations in a soundly conoeived program ofthealth benefits. This recogni-
lion consists of an extension of the maxhium duration of covered aly. of
hanitol stay from 90 to 120 and the elhnination of the reduction in hospital
care entitlement now Imposed on persons confined in a luberetmlosl.q or mental
hospital Immediately prior to becoming eligible for Mclare. I recognize these
chnnes as progress, although the pace Is less than breatltaking. l-en the.ve
small improvement.t are marred by the decision to require a lmatient payment
of $20 per day from the D1st through tie 120th days.

A health program for the aged must be based on a full recoilntion of flie
known needs of some patients for extensive care and should provide coverage
anmuroprIate to those needs. Artificial and arbitrary time limits, such as tile
90 day maximum per spell of illness for inpatient hospital care, have no place
in a public program.

is H. J. Mlidenberg, "Health Insurer Discover a New Friend-Medlcare," Ne rork
Times, July 2, 1067.
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MAaximum benefit durations far In excess of 90 days, without eny requirements
for ipallent payments, are comminoilplace in private group, health insurance plans.
Nost UAW biembers (including our retired members over 0.3 for whom our
collective bargaining agreements provide supplemental coverage), for example,
are entitled to receive a continuous period of as mnuch as 305 days of hospital
vat v, If that Is required, for a hospital admissioni.

The rational criterion on limits of care for Individual patients must be mcdi-
al niecssity, not ability to pay. Extelislon of the presemmt 00 day inaximuml to

865 (lays would not go beyond d a reasonable limit.
Slimilarly, flip discrimination imuplicit fit tht- special time limitations and dollar

rutnictlon~s applied to beneficiaries 'fit iieed bt lbyelati'ic treatment Is also
tui1souid. !n ily ju inijt, the pejipctua tloil of thle di stinictionii ade betwcen
physical and mental Illness is botht unscientific and unworthy of a nation that
Is limteoptiig fit Sd indmiy Important ways to recognize the rights and mneet the

mti(sb ie intatllyir
I bivvc it would 1114rqei la'i esra ble,le O~m rem, to p rovide fullyi puld

e',rcrd~ca, cnrfi l a1rC for at Icas 10 11t~ Or' lipy 8pll of flliuess.
is a4h11110nlimou /l thes oI Iim jnormdi teldd to mental 1li."C88
shil~id be dlimerded.
2. Prcscrlption drdU*

Thore hps Weln reimeate4 and exleyishvP inocunntat lon of thle fact that older
jiersons nleedl to have more than twice 11)10 blimbef tot foreseript ions tip(I $))end

moetha'n fwlce as much for them a-A the pptlp p a 11iV)ole. 11oreboer,
there Is evidence froin comnpreh ensive ptepalq drog 1)J 0il liicJI g that as much
as 50% of the drugj costs of the aged Are Incurred by only 1W "67it , I tjeae
ipopuation. Among. the agjed there Is high Incidenice of chronic conl lit 4itns for
whith,, either after discharge front hospital or without requiring hospitilzatin,
eotnj1ulquse of costly drugs and medlecie s necessary.

While 3Idi(eare does pay for driig4 received by hiospital patients, a ln con-
sttly renmideml by CAW refirves who ut pet me or write me that there Is
no coverage for drugs consumed outsiOle the hospital. Our UAW Mfedicare
Advisory centers throughout tile country report frequent conipi nint., abont
then lick of drug coverage among .1fedlcmire lirfi-nlrs. It Is Interesting to
note that ouir (-xlKwriceP parallels that reported hii a recent interview of thle
Comis~oner of Social Security published fin "Hospitals"; Journal of time
AnwrIlcan Hospital Associatin, A!r, Ball, who nalo cited the lack of coverage
for pire4ription drugs as one of the spe*-Ific causes of complaint from the puilic
ai'o'at Aedicare.

Tflhere Is no doubt that the addition of coverage for druig. and miedicine, under
Medicare would btrhig with It nevw t~chial anid administrative problems to be
fnced. At the request of Congress In 1005 the Social Security AdministAration
u'uclertook Ptn Intelsive study of methods of providing lpres(-ription drags; under
time lirogram, anid this highly relevant information 4ionld be ren.idiy available.
Ini addlitioni, our own UAWV experience with negotiated drug benefits for ouir
iviiers fin Catind~a bats demonstrated that such coverage Is feasible, Iractival
,ind of great value. I do not believe that further study Is riquired, nor do I
have hiope, as thle House alppear-s to, that the problems wlli vanishi If wve iore
theni.

I urg~e yon, timefore, to take Jurrvble action noir to ii ed corcragjc for
timhr .t of prcscrlptlon driig* uxud omit-ide time hospital.
I1 Pqa nen ts for profess ion aleer riei

Of all of time vexing problems attending the birth of Mtedicare none has been
more1 troublesome, more divisive, niore productive of red tape, and created more
huirdiship than the matter of disbursements to physi1cians. HfR. 1208.0 tries to
dceil with thigh problem by perinmttig payment on the basis of unpaid bills sent
in either by the patient or the dot-tor.

Promu presiutly avaItlable Information, It appears that as many as hlf of
l'huxslians are niot accepting assignment. There are many areas of the country
where considerably more than hanlf of the doctor fire refusing a."ignmlent.
According to a report fit "Senior Citizens Neuws," a puhilcatiomi of the National
('ointel of Senior Citizenw, for July 107, the percentage exceeds 0) fin the
.litdi-are payment amres that hiltie Ohio (except Cleveland area)-0.0%,,
('levetmnd1 areal-iLGy, Lovislana-~02.8Scfc, and Chhnago area 00.7%. All imidica-
Ihun'4 are that the proportion of physiciamis refuisig tissigment will, If nliy-
tIh'Ig, grow.
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Our experience in the UAW medicare Advisory Centers' (we operates 25 In
19 communities across the coiuntry this past Wlnti & Spring), Indicated that
Permitting physicians to obtain payment via the so-called direct pay rote has
caused unnecessary hardship'to patients and considerable escalation In costs.
We have received complaints from all over the, ciuntrj from elderly persohs
with limited incomes who In advance of receiving medical and surgical proce.
dures are required by physicians to produce' csah, which hopefully they will
receive back in whole or in part from the Federal Government Through the
use of this device physicians are also Inclined to charge "what the market will
bear" rather than the reasonable and usual cost in the community.'

The approach taken'by H.R. 12080, while it d6ubtless eases the pressure on
patients by assuring quick payment by Medicareof 80% Of the reasoiible and
customary charge, for that very reason can only further undermine the assign.
ment method of payment which best serves the public Interest. The net effect Is
to put on an equal footing with doctors who have conscientiously tried to serve
their patients and have fully cooperated with MediCare all those physicians
who have refused to cooper*te-this despite the fact that Medicare assures them
of their reasonable and custom nary fees. I Wonder If the Congress 'would for a
moment tolerate an arrangement with any private for-profit contractor who
would insist that the government not only guarantee his usual price but any.
thing above what he can get.,

I would like to believe that only A handful of doctors are still burdened
with the Idea they alone can properly determine thecost of their services, and

* that the consumer has. nothing "to do with the process, but my better judgment
tells me othermse. Unfortunately there have been too many firebrand speeches
at medical society conventions, public statements by physicians and communl.
cations to patients to believe otherwise.

To illustrate, the following, remarks are taken from statements given by
physicians to patients:

From Peoria, Illinois:
"I am not a government doctor. I do not practice socialized medicine. All

transactions with Medicare shall -be between you and this federal system of
socialized medicine. When you have settled your account in full with me, I
will provide you with a receipt which you may use to collect whatever amount
the federal dictatorship considers Is due you."

'Service charge of % per month will be added to all OVERIDU1 accounts."
From a physical n Lima, Ohio:
"I will Continue to care for you as a private patient as I have always done.
"I will expect you to pay for my medical services as you have always done.
"Medicare is socialized xnedicine It is bad for both you and me because it

will prevent me from doing for you what you and I decide is best for you.
"I Will not participate In Medicare or any government program of medical

services because I am ethically and morally bound-to render to you superior
medical treatment and to protect you from inferior care. Government medicine
is-and always has been-iferlor Medicine In every instance.

"I will not complete or sign federal forms Involving such services and I Viu
not accept federal fees .... , .I

"If you need to be admitted to the hospital and wish to be admitted under
Ithe Medicare plan, it will be necessary for you to secure the services of a
physician who practices under Medicare for your hospital stay, . .

"In this respect if you wish to be admitted under my care, I urge you to
keep (or secure, If you do not already have) privatte 'hospital Inguran't4, that
will, Ii "the case of Injury ole Illness, enable me to hospitalize you tndefndent
of the Federal program." •

"The Medicare law will-not altkr the policies of this office, all patleits being
rendered services a' in the past. Also, as in the' past, fees for services will be
billed idirkctl to the toatient.

"$You _mhy'seid-'or take my remliped (p -Aid); Itemized bill and your Mla tor
.from tho pest to the insurance carrier in ourarea (Natibnwde Iosurance
Cotn th mpcoluib, thi, has ben eetd to: represent ofhe over-
nient In' the handling of fhnd'for'thii'Medicare prograbl; -You ill be reimbursed
by~thb- carrier ftt that "Nrtion)of ksour &eikal e~pense covered; by Qie- law."

rrn, the Pe*Ident ,of-the American Acddem' ol GenerlPrad Icei:
."But overf(ll; my' prediction A that 90 Pelt~et -of 'doetork hIf phacie will

do direct billtog and wvill continue to do direct Wiling uindk- MedicareP, ,.',"These quotatloija are illustrative of physician attitude. I'am deeply Conicerned
about the Impact of this upon the patients. From the thousands of cases that
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have come to our attention at VAW headquarters and in our Medicare Advisory
Centers, the following are illustrative of what happens to patients:

A 72 year old Detroit UAW retiree whose monthly income Is $190.90 had
a c taract removed in'September 1060. Although the same doctor had ac-
cepted,$210 as full payment for this patient from Michigan Blue ShWeld for
removal of acataract on the other eye In March 196, his charge in September
for the pperatIon and 5 follow-up office visits was $500. The doctor refused
initially to assign the bill to Medicare but wad eventually persuaded to do
S by a UAW Medicare Counselor. Medicare and the complemnentary carrier
pald the physician an amount baBed on the reasonable charge Which was
determined to be $350. Citing an agreement between the physician ansi the
patient that the latter was to make payment for any amolpnt hiot. covered
by Medicare, the physician reduced his overcharge by $50 end billed, the
patient for an additional,'$100, When the Medicare Counselor advised the
physician's bookkeeper that Medicare r'gyjattons prohibit billing for addi-
tioyaal ai~onts,if the.doctor accepts assignment, the bookkeePer nonetheless
sugested that the patient pay ivhat he could afford.

A UAW inembrjp, Detroit received a _$0 physician's bIll ofr surgery.
In -rder to. meet the physician's demand that he be paid ifn advance, our
member had to secure ablAnk loan requiring him to get ttn additoipl mort-
gage on his rj~est house as security. After four months ho receiViix $280
reimbursement om Medicare.

A73 -year old retired, UA Wvaaer4*-Q eland reported that his family
physician:who ha, doctor for 16 yea fused to, treat him or to
treataiy We i tents.-.Accordingt thisre h W48 In icbma"
when )is family octorwas summonel and refused t it him. Te doctor
referred him notherphysician whp 14 see him.

A retired general Motors worker n t i
bIlL- fro4 .physician for der er the retirees, ie. The bill
-readasf ows: - , I '

" rgery-.( went's na e). e Cr and Medica Patient to

Af low-up-- vls. he. _py n to asl bill
-to Mefea icre resul'terd In t e a a usal. e p yalcan r s n e ven
to gI the'retiree an itemize t of s..er ce*.

A AWmember in Tol rOhio, rceiv! tie t for a o plicated
hea and kidna ment i he se of som si. ysici as with
a to 1 physc bl1 4 A I hyI nI nt. The
Loce Unilon arr nged foaf

A ichigan W 0reti who U surgery r-a stroke ras pre-
sen with a surgeon' for e attending an e - billed-
anot r $110. ,tb Bil ref to * the bills to - and
sugge ted that, e tient a reimb ent frm.' edicare.Ti enthbad a ional blw rl e vsis

I1 yearold -Caltfornla (non A ) ved hi fo four
phys6icl si snV4 surgeon n owin hear peto ie 11 or doctors

B eued Ignment, optient' anhls f Iy adt Ia te$ re-
red. came tO W care sory Cente to learn how

they could u e ibu t from edcare f~r or q 0044
4 ear olc terbury, Con n t nnn-UAW)t e with 4 monthly

Q 1e of $11506w onl$- medics ica u ra irovided by' )~dcire,
was forced to borrow e and payta !ealon to paya oc tx
bill of $1,950. Reiliblusere or the govnment's liability

was delayed, ap roxi ..ately wo -m t rmediary, h~d to
obtain additionatlnfoi-matoi from e cmant. e

Thet wife of a St -Loul Missoiulr, 'UAW "Ureq, was informed 6y'.her
,dOctor during a routine. o0fce viltlor tmreitpnet.of i chest eOpl ton that
he wouid no log , accept her as a Otlenl -+enceforth l intended 'onily
'to ocept under 45 ienct becaue.Medicare requi+es too much .book
wqr*'? aind "red tape."6

It lb strange Indeed that halt Of t e Urekt geietio of Ameof pil
clane should find themselves c. nscientlouhly unable to ateept en And
perform, the neeai, paper work. The p edile. a" .o m~re 'etf than

tbos irqured, by o oh wn Bloo, Shield orpat~ a AR eon i lIsisc

theai, 01 t 00 mu &, more, to . es ax!d.-,0 t'1' of .Oujed - .bl and
following up on delinquent acOcounts.
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The basic difficulty, in my opinion, stems from regrettable attitudes antl
prejudices of some members of the medical profession. There are tliose In
American medicine who are unable or unwilling to adapt their attitudes to
the social aspects of medicine, even in the face of overwhelming public and
congressional support of new publIc means to pay fairly an(l fully for their
services. Others are incapable of recognizing that under public programs thy,
profession can no longer be given the power to establish "administered prices"
for their services, without regard to the reasonable and fairly determined
charges established by the program for their services.

Even more reprehensible is the continued efforts by substantial groups of
physicians to intimidate the aged by demanding payment at the time of servc-e
in a poorly concealed attempt to sabotage and discredit Medicare.

To confuse the Issue by claiming, as some do, that the government's payment
mechanism constitutes unwarranted interference with the "doctor-patient" rela.
tionship Is blatant misrepresentation.

We believe conditions created by the existing statutory requirements which
permit either the assignment or direct pay procedure cry out for correction. ire
urge the Senate to reject payment on the basis of fnpald bills and to proriflc
instead that Medicare payments be limited only to those cases in which the
physiclan accepts assignment.

4. Medicare coverage for disabled workers
By appointing an Advisory Council to report" in 1069 on the problems of

covering disabled workers under Medicare, H.R. 12080 would guarantee a
moratorium on legislative action for at least 2 years. This is one more instance
of turning away from the problems of the poor and the disadvantaged. We don't
really need an advisory council which, I am convinced, would be merely a
cover-up for an unwillingness to act.

On several occasions President Johnson has stated the ease for extending
Medicare coverage to disabled workers under age 65, disabled adults receiving
Social Security benefits on the basis of childhood disabilities and disabled
widows under age 65. We in the UAW fully share In the President's opinion.
We also believe there is an equally good case for including under Medicare all
other person receiving monthly cash benefits under the system, whether an
retired workers, dependents or survivors, and the under-age-65 spouses of retired
or disabled workers.

I know, for example, that while the UAW has bad some success in negotiating
coverage for survivors at their own expense, most employers, including the
Ford Motor Company to this moment, refuse to pay any part of the cost. It IR
common practice, moreover, in many employee group health Insurance plans to
discontinue coverage for all survivors upon the death of the worker.

Other persons, including disabled workers. may also lose their private coverage
upon retirement, so that even if the retiree is eligible for Medicare, he ma - have
dependents who are not. The entire family of a worker retiring at 62 may be
excluded from all coverage both private and Medicare. Many in these groups
would be considered bad insurance risks in that they have high medical expenses.
Most of them have in common the precarious existence accorded by the current
meager levels of Social Security cash benefits and simply lack the resources to
obtain private coverage.

As a practical matter, however, I know that consideration for p~roidlng
Medicare protpetion to under age 65 OASPI beneficiaries has been largely limited
to' disabled persons and that covering the non-disabled beneficiaries 'would
Immediately put in excess of 3 million additional persons on tie Medieare rolls.
Accordingly there is some reasonable basis for a study And review of the cott
implications and other problems involved in bringing the entire group under
Medicare.There i.s hot the tame Justification for delaying coverage for di.'abled leije.

flelArles. TO postpone action fora minlmlin of 2 years. as the House woihl do.
would be both unnecessary and Inexcusable. Wre therefore propo.qa that the Seint,
thiet on the President's recommendation that Medicare e ctended ,ono to
disab ed beneficiaries now on the rolls 9/the Social Security and Railroad Retirc-
wnent systents.
6. Jlospital-based profc.,sional sertceet . .

H.W 12080 attempts to remedy' the serious blundpr of the original Medicore
legislatlon growing out of the formula for payment fbr the srvlces of hoepital-
based physician specialists. I do riit believe, however, that w can regard the
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transfer of coverage for hospital outpatient services to Part B, and providing
Inpatient radiology and pathology services under Part A, as an equitable or
economical solution to the problem.

The original Medicare legislation restricted the right of hospitals to bill
for the professional component of In-hospital services in pathology, ane.the.iol-
ogy, phys atry, and other ho.-pital-baFsed specialist services. Thig restriction
has seriously disrnpted traditional relationships between hospitals and these
specialists, and Caused Immense confusion to'the public. From it stem adminis-
trative problems that many of the fiscal Intermediaries now consider insoluble.
In addition, it has opened the door to Inflation of costs, and, most regrettable
of all, it has impaired the quality and efficiency of hospital care by removing effec-
tive control by the hospital over the services performed in departments of the
ho.s)ital by the hospital-based specialists for the medical staff.

The roule H.R. 120S0 proposes to travel does nothing to correct the basic flaw of
the present arrangement with Its built-in bias toward cost inflation and the
unJustiflable enrichment of a select group of physicians.

These uncooked for and unwanted consequences grow out of the following:
- .. a lack of any established guidellnesq for constructing fees for only

the professional component of diagnostic services;
. . . loss of the "built-In" cost controls inherent In the fact that tie

remuneration of hospital-based physicians has historically been controlled
by the cost-charge patterns of the hospitals with which these physicians
have had contracts of service;

... Introduction of a piecework method of payment directly related to the
volume of service generated by the departments of the hospital invlored;
and

- . . the continuing responsibility of the hospital to remunerate these
physicians In their capacities as directors of certain hospital department-
Involved in the provision of diagnostic services.

In addition, the Inclusion of hospital outpatient benefits under Part 1I would
deprive persons who have elected not to enroll in Part B, of coverage of the hno-
plital outpatient diagnostic servicems now provided under Part A. Furthermore,
the application, to services now subject to a $20 deductible, of a $50 deductible
under both proposals, is clearly a retrogressive step. The transfer of outpatient
benefits to Part B cannot repair the damage already done, and can only rc-sult In
further confusion to the public.

I must inform you that based upon my experience with 200,000 retired members
of our Union there is massive confusion and misunderstanding about benefltq,
coverage and administrative Interpretations of the program. From the thousands
of inquiries we received from our own members and the general community at
our temporary Medicare Advisory Centers, it Is readily apparent that many,
many retirees are bewildered by the program. Rather than consider the alter-
natives advanced so for, I urge upon the Congress adoption of the recommenda-
tions we are making which would help simplify the program. make It more ra-
tional. more equitable. It is unreasonable and unfair to expect a retiree facing
a health crisis to bring the skills an'd knowledge of a "Philadelphia Lawyer" to
his application for government paid health benefits.

1T hopo yois Irill rejcet the Propoial to trantsfer outpatient benefits to Part B.
I urge, you to amend existing legislation to provide for rniiburscmentt tindier
Part A to hospitals for both the technical and professional costs of serrc.s
rendered by hospital-based specialists.

0. Encouragement of group practito medical care plas -

As an oflicer of the Community Health A.oicatlon (CYlA), a direct service
group prhctico health care plan In Detroit,, I am pleased that H_.f. 12080 In-
cludes provision In Section 402 to permit the Secretary of Health, Education., and
Welfare to derelop. ahd expetlment with, methods of reimbursement'under M4edi-
care, as well as under Titlea'V and XIX,tfor services proVided by prepaid gi-oup
practice plans. These experiments wiuld b1 aimed specifltaliy at 'pr'oviding ln-
cOntives f1r participating ovgantimnlm to furnish health care economically and
efficiently while malntalnlnn hlgh quality stanilard.. - -: - * -

Dilroe' service group piactle plans h/ve clearly' demonstfated that they
can provide comprehensive 'hgh-tuality care at lowe' unlt 'eokts than other
fortin of health Insurance. (hroup pr~itee also "makes highly efficient use of
limited res urces. The UAW has hld extensive and atisfytfg fxperlence with
prePild grotip practice progrank.,
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The present administrative interpretations implementing the legislation do
not sufficiently recognize that the encouragement of this kind of organization
of medical care is in the interest both of the recipients of the care and of
the government, which should be assisting plans with the kind of built-in pre-
ventive medicine and demonstrable cost controls that characterize these organic.
zations.

Group practice plans should not be treated more favorably than other providers
of service, but equity requires a method of reimbursement that does not penalize
them for the economies in the cost of providing services. As a basis for establish.
ing approprate methods for reimbursing prepaid group practice plans, I urge
you to concur In the action of the tlouso and grant authority to the Secretary
to enter into agreements with providers of service to establish payment alterna.
ties to rC0s8onable cost reimbursement.

7. Cost and quality controls
Another disturbing feature of the present legislation is the apparent lack of

effective means to establish cost controls under the voluntary program and the
failure to make full use of fho~e that exist under Part A.

Recent trends in the cost of health care are nothing less than alarming. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index shows the cost of all health
services in the United States in the first 6 months of 1967 rose almost four
times as rapidly as the general cost of consumer goods and services. Physclans'
fees rose three times as rapidly and hospital service charges by more than eight
times. While all consumer prices in the first 0 months of 1967 were increasing
by 1.1 percent, the prices of health services as a whole Increased by 4.1 percent,
physicians' fees by 3.3 percent and hospital service charges by 9.3 percent.

These figures should be cause for serious concern. They demonstrate that
prices for health services continue to rise more rapidly than consumer prices
generally. Competent observers, such as Professor Herman Somers, are an.
ticipating that hospital costs will double their 1966 level by the early 1970's.
Ray Rl Brown, Director of Duke University's Graduate Program In Hospital
Administration, has predicted a 15% rise in hospital costs this year and a return
in 1968 and continuing indefinitely into the future, to an annual rate of in-
crease of 7%, which has come to be regarded as "normal." Walter ,J. McNerney,
Blue Cross Association president, foresees average hospital costs per patient-
day of more than $69 by 1970.

In the light of these figures and informed predictions, it is no exaggeration to
suggest that the entire Medicare program is threatened by apparently uncon-
trolled escalation of costs. Whether Medicare is its author or Is simply swept
along In the general trend, the escalation affects all consumers, not simply those
over age 65. These increases are now being reflected In the collective bargaining
costs of health benefits in contract we have negotiated In recent months. Further-
more, because practically all Blue Shield plans do not cover physicians' home and
office visits, we have had a barrage of complaints from our members about In-
creased charges made by their doctors.

There Is no sound evidence to suggest.that the Administration Is ready to
undertake the necessary efforts to control costs. Another commission to study
costs will not help. We must take positive action and do It now.

The provisions of the Medicare legislation for establishing hospital utilization
review plans and for creating a National Medical Review Committee offered a
commendable and promising mechanism for assuring the public of a well run
system on the Institutional side of the program. There was a chance both for con-
trolling costs and ass x,-ng the public of a high quality of service. That promise
lins not been realized.

I believe It is highly regrettable that there has been confusion between the
wish not to interfere with medical practice and the need to assure medical care
of good quality. It will be seriously detrimental to the health of our people If the
Medicare program continues to ignore the need for quality controls.

May I quote to yot from the findings of "A Study of the Quality of HomItal
Care Secured by a Sample of Teamster Family Members in New York City"
made by the respected Columbia University School of Public Health:

"In the opinion of the reviewing surveyors, only 57 percent of the care given
in the total of all admissions reviewed represented 'optimal' medical care; 43
percent of the care was believed to have been performed in a 'less than optimal'
fashion when viewed in the light of the standards of present day medical practice.

'The principal reason that medical care was considered 'less than optimal'
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was the failure to adequately determine the cause of the patients' presenting
symptoms so that rational, as opposed to symptomatic, therapy could be given."

This Is one of the many studies which would support the thesis that pre-
payment which neglects quality controls undermines the objectives of the
program.

I am also impressed by the fact that comprehensive group practice health care
plans such as CHA-Detrolt, HIP in New York and Kaiser on the West Coust, while
maintaining high quality standards of care, make fair more economical use of
funds than other forms of medical practice. Numerous studles have demonstrated
such plans have significantly lower rates of hospital admissions,( and lower
surgical frequency rates when compared with comparable insurance groups
under fee-for-service medicine. The following data, based on a continuing review
of the experience of more than 0 million persons covered under the Federal Em-
ployeea Health Benefits Program (both options), clearly reflect the impact on
costs of the controls used by participating group practice groups as compared
to nonprofit Blue Cross-Blue Shleld or commercial insurance plans.

HOSPITAL-SURGICAL UTILIZATION STATISTICS 26

A. COMPARATIVE HOSPITAL UTILIZATION RATES

Annual days o bospitl care (eznludIng newborns) per 1.000
members

S 1963 1964 1965
1. Plan statistics:

(a) CHA-Detroit.. 728 719 696
Michigad Bite rss 1,465 1,489 1,444

November 1962 to November 1963 to November 1964 to
October 1963 October 1964 December 1965

2. Federal employees health benefits programs (both_ptions):

Blue Shield-Bloe Cr*$s USA .................... 919 81 (10. 2) 924 (10. 1)
) Indemnity belae plans ........................ 820 88 (8.4) 945 8.5)

( Group prcticq plans ........................... 444 451 (S 4) 416 ( 5.1)

Note: Figures In parentheses Iiicate number of subscribers receiving benefits for ech 1,000 subscribers enrolled.

B. COMPARATIVE IN-HOSPITAL SURGICAL PROCEDURE RATES

Rate per 1.000 members November 1961 to October
1962

Blue Shield,,U.S.A. Group practice

1. Federal emp oyees health benefits programs (both options):
) All procedures- ...... .....- . .......... - "70.0 190

Tonsillectomy andjor adeno<Jectomy ............... !,... - .6 4.0
Female surgery .................................... & 2 5.4
( ppendectomy ..................................... 1.4

The answer to the problem of increasing costs Is not to increase the share of
the costs required of the elderly nor to deprive them of sorely needed increases
in cash benefits. The answer Jies in having the courage to deal with the problem
at Its source.

We believe that intensive efforts are needed now to strngthen th coe& and
quality oon roles under Part A and that similar utilization review programs
should be established at the state and local levels for non-hoopitalized services.

We also believe the escalation of physclaxe fees and 'the possible over-servic-
ing and rendering of unn eeesary care, can be obviated, to the extent that-the
program seeks and obtains the highest level of ooperation ond partiolpaton bu

"A.1 CHA Research and Stat sticks Division, Micbhlan Hospital Service Annual Reports.A.2. Special Suplements to Group ealtlh & We-fare News, March 1984. February-
March 1963, May 196 and -1965 Report of Tiureau of Reffrement* and Insurance, U.S.
Civil Service Commlusion,

B.1, Fedral Employees Health Beneflts Program--Utllsaion of HospitallServies, byGeorge S. eerrott, Abstrat..o paper present at APHA Medical Care section meeting,
October 7, 1964, New York City. .-
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the medical profess on in implementing high standards of care and, there nece.
sary, controlling abuses, under self-governing arrangement.

8. Deductibles and Coinsurance in Part A and Part B
In a program providing services to the public from tax revenues, taxpayers

have a paramount right to continuing assurances that the services are not abused,
and that costs are maintained within reasonable limits. These are the justiflca.
tons most commonly offered in defense of the deductible and coinsurance features
in Parts A and B of Medicare. While we can all endorse the objectives, I chal-
lenge the notion they can, or should be realized by introducing obstacles, In the
form of coinsurance and deductibles to receipt of the services.

Looking back now at the years-long battle leading up to Medicare legislation,
there can be no doubt that the critical issue, once It became clear government
participation Was essential In meeting the costs of care for the aged, was whether
to have a system of social insurance providing non-discriminatory benefits for
all aged persons on the basis of right or a welfare program that would limit
eligibility to those aged individuals able to demonstrate need. Happily, we chose
to rely on right. Having won that principle, it was rather ironic to find It seri-
ously undermined by the decision to require beneficiaries to share In the cost
at the inopportune moment of receiving the services. Such cost sharing bears
more heavily on, and discriminates against persons with low incomes and/or in
poor health. For those who cannot scrape up the first $40 of the cost of a hos-
pital bed stay, the $10 per day for hospital care from the 61st through the 90th
day, the first $50 and 20 percent of the remainder of physicians' charges, the
first $20 and 20 percent of the balance for outpatient hospital diagnostic services,
at least half of the cost of out-of-hospital psychiatric care, and the $5 daily
charge In an extended care facility after the 20th day, the escape from the
means test is illusory. For most others, whose Incomes, I remind you, consist
largely of inadequate Social Security retirement benefits and precious little else,
these cost sharing arrangements can only be regarded as unduly burdensome.

The imposition of these "dollar barriers" represents a distinct hardship for
those aged who have extensive and prolonged requirements for ambulatory care
and are particularly prohibitive for aged persons who suffer periods of insti-
tutional care. What is worse, such charges tend to discourage early and con-
tinuous care and management of illness. They also require costly and complicated
administrative arrangements and controls which only confuse and complicate
doctor-patient relationships.

Economic deterrents to the use of services, moreover, represent a "scatter-gun"
approach to the problems they are alleged to control. There is, for example, no
evidence under either public or private insurance that a hospital inpatient
deductible either deters unnecessary hospitalization or reduces length of stay.

In the place of deductibles and coinsurance, to prevent abuses and control
utilization, it would be far more appropriate to rely on hospital and medical
review and control of the use of covered services. Accordingly, I believe the
Medicare program should be amended to eliminate the present deductible and
coinsurance requirements so as to provide for full inpatient coverage, full hospital
outpatient diagnostic services, no patient payments in extended oare facilities
tinder Part A and the entire reasonable cost of services made available under
Part B, including erv*es for out-of-hospital psychiatric care.

9. National Advisory Health Council
In the structure of the Medicare program, provision has been made to consult

on an organized basis with providers of care, particularly hospitals, physiclans
and commercial insurance, and Blue Cross and Blue Shield fiscal Intermediaries.
As a part of this structure, a National Medical Review Committee was to be
established to study the utilization of hospital and Other medical care and
services under Medicare. H.R. 12080 would bolish this Committee, which I under-
stand has not been brought into operation, and transfer its functions to an
expanded Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council of 19 members, the
majority of whom would continue to represent the providers of health services.
In addition, H.R. 12080 would establish a consumer advisory council under title
XIX, with a majority of consumer representatives.

We gerlously question this particular approach to insuring that the millions
of consumers of care can make known their- needs, interests, concerns and
experiences with the current range of publicly financed personal health service
programs now under Federal or State-Federal auspices, including titles XVIII
and XIX.
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Our basic concerns, however, public review and advisory functions under
Title XVIII being dominated by representatives of the providers of service,
rather than the general public, and creation of a separate body under Title XIX,
remain.

With the impressive eipAnsion of public programs in the field of personal
health services there is now an urgent need to provide an important, high' level
forum for purveyors of service and consuniers to hear, d&cu.s aid make recom-
neidations on all developments in the health care field that are under the aegis
of HEIW. Opportunities tust be provided to bring to the attention of the Ad.
Widnis-tration needs, problems, gaps in service and/or policies which are Inter.
ferlng with ound dev6lopment of the programs . There is a sinllnr need to pro-
vilde a channel for reviewing administrative regulations and interpretations
whichh may adversely affect consumer. of health care and privately negotiated
lorograms, as well as for a nonpolitical public forum to consider and recommend
legislation to strengthen existing programs and to correct lnequlte. that develop.

lVc therefore recommend the stablishmcnt of a single National Advisory
Health Couis,1l to werre the programs under both Titles XI'lII ad XIX aigd
other epeclalized programs under IHIV conecrued with the plaiining dnl develop-
ment and health resources and services, and the provfston oj special disease
oriented or special group oriented programs. This nw body , would replace the
proposed Consumer Advisory Council under TitleXIX as tell as-the Hdlth
Insurance Bcnfits Advisory Council. The new National Council should consist
o0 repre8etatives of hospital, physiCipns and other prorlders of service, but a
majority of mcnmbers should.be broadly reprcsentat ie of the consuming public
including the major segments of the population.

The members of the UAW support fully the objectives of Medicare. We ap-
plaud the vision of the Congress and Administration for the constructive steps
thus far taken, and particularly commend the Administration for the construc-
tive steps thus far taken, and particularly commend the Administration for the
couselentlowsness, vigor and dedication with which efforts were made to carry
out the spirit as well as the letter of this complex legislation.

At ba same time we recognize, as I am confident do the members of this
Committee, that this long overdue pioneering effort in social legislation In-
evitably will have inadequacies and initial incousistencies.

The right to good health Is now established In the value system of the American
people. We know the Congress Is genuinely concerned with making it-possible
for all our people to achieve good health. To enable our older citizens fully to
benefit from the opportunities for improved health which the miracles of modern
science have made possible in recent years will now require the substantial in-
j'rovements we are recommending in the program. The health and wellbeing
of our senior citizens will not be protected nor can it wait the promise of more
sidequate measures at some point In the future.

M. MEDICAID (TTLE XIX)

While Medicare Is universally accepted as an expression of national policy
for establishing the right of access to health care for the aged through the
application of social insurance principles, the adoption of Title XIX (Medicaid)
amounted to an equally unambiguous recognition of the inadequacies, indignities
and generally poor quality of "welfare medicine" as practiced in the United
States 1i 1065. Medicaid represents a sincere, good faith commitment by the
federal government to provide the financial backing for developing a single,
consolidated, Improved and liberalized program of medical assistance for the
medically needed aged, public assistance recipients and needy children and adults.
It explicitly acknowledges public responsibility to assist in meeting the health
needs of people, whether or not they have reached age 05.

It Is undeniable that the Medicaid program has been controversial and has
generated pressures on Congress to make a number of changes.

It would be tragic now, however, to announce, to the poor and -the near-poor,
as well as to the world at large, a reversal of this policy as soon as we are
presented with the check.

Decent medical care, readily available, accessible and acceptable, is an Integral
part of programs to aid the poor to become self-maintaining. Almost five times
as many persons in families whose Income is under $2000 a year are confined to
their homes because of chronic disease as among families earning $7000 or more.
Persons In families earning less than $2000 are almost five times as likely to have
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a disabling heart condition as those In the $7000 plus families, over six times
more likely to be handicapped by arthritis and rheumatism, more 41tan all times
more likely to be handicapped by a nervous or mental condition and very nearly
nine Limes more likely to have a visual Impairment than those In the $7000 plus
group.
The poor, therefore, are faced with a vicious cycle In which their children are

born under more adverse conditions, they become sicker more often and for
longer periods of time, they suffer more mental and physical handicaps and are
therefore less able to secure training and go Into the marketplace to secure work.
Because. they cannot secure work they are forced on to the public welfare roles
where they become sicker and more disabled and less able to achieve Independence.

The heartening aspect of the Title XIX programs was that they attempted to
deal realistically with this major aspect of a situation which helps to keep the
poor front becoming self-sustaining.

The cutbacks In the Title XIX program proposed in 11.11. 120,0 are self.
defeating. In essence by their very limitations they will deprive tens of thousands
who need medical care from receiving it and will add to the very relief roles that
Congress Is trying to reduce.

Among the most damaging aspects of II.R. 12080 are the following:

1. Idmitat"o, on federal partlcipation
I believe the 89th Congress acted wisely in not setting for the states any upper

Income limits on Title XIX eligibility. It would be unfortunate to undo that now
before many of the state programs are even fully operative.

Both the Administration proposal In H.R. 5710 and the House-pamed 1.R.
12080 attempt to set maximum Income limits on federal participation. The
difficulty with these limits, however, is that they Ignore an essential characteristic
of health care costs-their wide and unpredictable variation among Individuals.
Otherwise self-sufficient families, with the most modest Incomes above the limits,
are especially vulnerable If they experience costly Illness. And It is precisely
such families who would receive less of the care they need and bear the brunt of
the cutbacks.

The present standards for cash assistance in many of the states are so low, that.
even the Administration proposed 10 ceiling, based oft each state's highest
standard for cash assistance, would effectively exclude persons In those states
who could qualify on any reasonable test as medically needy. With the ceiling of
1331% of the APi?)O assistance payment level ultimately to be established tby
HR. 12080, the "meldically need.;" all but disappear.

In my own Slate of Michigan. for example. the 133%(% formula would set a
limit of $1100 for a single person. $2100 for t'o persons, $2000 for three, and
$3000 for four. Title XIX intended that the level of medical indigency be above
that of the states' public aslstance definition of minimum need. But because
the present provision of 11.11. 120,80 relates to the amount which ihe state actually
pays for imblic assistance. Missis ppl, for example, which only pays 22.8% of
its own deflnilion of minimum need to its ADO children, would have a ceiling
for medical assistance-that will be approximately 30% of Its own definition of
minimum need.

Of the 20 state., In addition to Michigan, which operate programs that Include
the "medically needy", 13 others-California, Cohnectlent, )elaware, Illinois,
Iowa, Kentucky, Marylafid, Nebraska, New York, O~lalioma. I'ennsylvanla,
Rhode Island and Wisconsin, would eventually be required to make cutbacks.

It Is not realistic to expect, as suggested by the House Ways and Means
Committee report, that the states would provide the additional funds without
federal matching grants. Such a suggestion Ignores the realities of state finances.

I urge that the Scnate not limit, by setting Income ceilings, the existing right
of each state to establish its otcn criteria for dctcrmhniNg medical twed.
2. Required scrviesm

The provision of H.R. 12080 which would modify -the present requirement
that state medical assistance programs provide at least inpatient hospital
services, outpatient hospital services, other x-ray and laboratory services, skilled
nursing home services and physicians' services, must also be considered as an
attempt to reduce the value of total services provided Iunder Medicaid to the
detriment of persons who need health services and are unable* to pay for them.
It also amounts to an abdication of the leadership role assumed by the federal
government looking toward the development under Title XIX of soundly
planned, improved and liberalized state medical assistanqo plans.
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By giving the states the option of providing any 7 of the first 14 types of
health services listed In Section 1905 of the Social Security Act, it becomes pos-
sible for the states to substitute less essential and less costly services for those
now required. This Approach removes the basis for constructing a rational prograili
of comprehensive health services and gives undue encouragement to programs
developed solely on the basis of fiscal considerations and the desires of pressure
groups not necessarily identified with the public Interest.

While it may represent the worst possible kind of public planning, It would be
conceivable, nevertheless, under H.R. 12080 for a state to exclude all of the 5
baslc services and select 7 that represent a relatively small fraction of a family's
total health needs. The fact Is that In 1065 almost 590 of private consumer
expenditures for health services went to hospital and physicians' services." A
program that excluded them might well have relatively low dollar costs, but,
in addition to being virtually worthless, could have extremely high social costs.

It e(crnm particularly important to me, thcrcfore, that the present provisions
concering required services bo retained intact.
3. Maintenance of stato effort and comparability provisions

I would also like briefly to express my concern over the amendments that both
11R. 5710 and IhR. 12080 would make to the provisions on maintenance of state
effort and to the requirement that states make available to persons wider age 65
the services provided under Part B of Medicare to persons over 05 under the so-
called "buy-In" arrangements.

While the changes may ameliorate the problems that prompted them, it Is
not at all clear that the proposed solutions are either the most satisfactory avail.
able or will not damage the program In Important ways. What Is clear Is that
ultimately these changes create disincentives to the development of adequate
medical assistance programs and can only result In a reduction in services.

It It is not possible to dcvisc alternatives that could not havo thcsc consc-
quences, I ean only suggest that you retain the present proWv#ions without change.

I believe cutting back now. on Medicaid would be short-sighted and unwise.
Members of this Committee may have seen the statement of a Bureau of Labor
Statistics official quoted recently by Dr. Howard Rusk in the New York Times-
"health ranked only below lack of education as a causative factor in unemploy-

Medicaid Is an essential ingredient In Any carefully planned system of public
welfare. It should place maximum emphasis on rehabilitation, restoration of self-
sufficiency and overcoming or correcting handicaps. To perform Its function
effectively, It needs to be strengthened, rather than weakened, to provide more,
not fewer, services.

IV. POLITIC WILFARE AMENDMENTS (TIThE II)

On numerous occasions In behalf of the millions of Individuals In UAW fant-
illos and other concerned cltivcns, I have spoken out against the way In which
the public welfare system in this country Is operating. It Is In many ways
overly bureaucratic and complex. It Is frequently degrading to the Individuals
who must be dependent upon It. More often than not It does no provide mini-
mum subsistnce and by and large It has failed of Its original objective to help
the poor become Indepenident and self-supporting.

Accordingly, we In the UAW share the concern expressed by the House of
lIepresentallves In II.R. 12080 to assist the recipients of public welfare to find
new and more satisfying ways of life, to secure adequate training, to find work,
to achieve Independence. We concur In the views expressed that If these objec-
tives were achieved the poor would be better off and the escalation of costs
of the program would be reduced. It Is a source, however, of the deepest con-
cern that the route propxoed by H.R. 12080 to achieve these objectives Is based
upon discredited approaches to the problems and a harsh, punitive attitude to
the poor, more characteristic of Elizabethan England than of the United States
In the twentieth century.

Underlying many of the public welfare proposals In Title II Is the Implicit
assumption that people want to live In poverty and that Its causes lie primarily
In the Individual and very little In the society. If the error of these views Is not

1Ruth 8. Jlantt, "National Health Expenditures, 1950-65," Social Sourity Bulletin,
February 1908.1, Dr. Howard A. Rusk, "Poverty and Health," Ncto York Time, August 28, 107.
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already clearly apparent, a very short visit to Watts in Los Angeles, downtown
Newark, Harlem in New York, or Twelfth Street in Detroit would. provide
object lessons on the role of the society in perpetuating poverty cycles.

'The proposals In 1H.R. 120S0 by their very restrictive and punitive methods
would largely vitiate the achievement of time very objectives they seek.

1. iIDf Ircczc
Tie provision of II.R. 12080 which would limit federal participation in aid

to families with dependent children, on the basis of n parent absent from
borne, to the proportion of children In each state on the roles In January 1067,
defies rational analysis.

Is It the intent of Congres" to enforce souie now moral standard by mrahs
of the public welfare mechanism? Certainly this cannot be the answer in a
nation which once tried on a far more modest basis to lmpoge a moral standard
in the 18th Amendment.

If this Is not tihe answer, what is Involied here then is a shifting of the
fliacial burden of the care for the destitute children to the states and localities.

Those communities with higher welfare standards would have to pick up the
burden, though as we well know, their ability to raise increasing revenues from
state and local taxes Is sharply curtailed. I"

Those states with lower welfare standards would simply lower the standards
still further so that the Inadequate payments now being made would be spread
even thinner.

Certainly It cannot be the intent of this measure to require that AFDC
mothers who have the misfortune to bear children after the passage of this
legislation be required to withhold sustenance from these children and restrict
It only to those fortunate enough to be born before tie 90th Congress acted.

This arbitrary limitation on AVDO is an emotional response to what undeni.
ably is a distressing condition in our country. Its primary effect is to punish
the children for the alleged errors in the ways of their parents. It will encourage
states either to seek new ways to disqualify needy families, to reduce the level
of support already provided, or by other means to punish the children and their
mothers.

This is upsoutid fleflatlox rind I urge its rejection.

2. A*sistatkv to ch Ltdrcn of ut*nmployed pa ren ts
The 192 Amendments to the Social Security Act which set up the AFDC-UP

program were sound in that they were designed to remedy an unfortunate situa-
tion which developed In the federal programs, namely the encouragement of
'economically insecure fathers to desert their families so that those families
would be eligible for AFDO.

We In the UAW strongly support, therefore, the proposal In II.R. 12080 to
make this program permanent, although we would have wished to see a
requirement making it mandatory for all states.

It Is with deep regret, however, that we again see in this provision of H.R.
12080 expression of tie "punish the poor" theme through the introduction of
additional devices which would require withholding assistance from needy
families by:

a). excluding families In need because of the unemployment of the mother;
b). requiring 30 days of unemployment before assistance can begin;
e). prohibiting assistance when unemployment compensation, no matter

how little, is paid; and
d). eliminating families In which the father has had no recent attachment

to the labor force with no apparent regard for the cause of his lack of
attachment.

From my own experience in the labor movement I can assure you gentlemen
that the men in most difficulty are those who have had no recent attachment to
the work force. These families who most need the help are among those who
would be eliminated by this proposal. The requirement of 30 days of unemploy-
mnent before assistance can begin and the prohibition of assistance when l1nem.
ployment Compensation, regardles of how miniscule, ts paid must be Interpreted
as nothing other than public punishment requiring an appropriate amount of
suffering before aid can begin.

This version of punishment in the public stocks for those who are unfortunate
enough to be poor Is hardly appropriate for twentioth century America.
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lVo recommend, fn ae¢ordancc with the proposals of the Advisory Council on
P0ibo Welfare, the continuationaof AlF~I-UI' by rcquiriny its Implcolentation
in all of the states and with the elimination of the new restricttons proposed in
11.11. 12080.

3. Assistance at fall nced standard
The failure to include In 11.11. 120S0 the Administratloh-backed Section 202

of II.R. 5710 Is only further evilcnce that the major emphasis of the public wel-
fare amendments of the Uouse-passed bill is on reducing the sive and cost of
AFDC* rather than as one necessary aid to the states In meeting the overwhelm-
Ing social problems that are destioying our cities.

It seems inconceivable tilat anyone seriously cor~ld entertain the idea of
"starving" people off of asltaice and hilto self-suficlency. Regrettably, we have
had enough experience with that Inhuman approach to know it only increases
the misery of those whose best efforts leave them economically dependent,

I believe that the members of thi& Committee well know that in 33 of the
states, 'sslstance payments are at a level below the standArds which the states
themselves have determined as necessary to meet basic human needs and that 8
of those states pay to the unfortilate welfare recipients less than half of What
those states havre determined esential for minimum subsistence.

I beard roeitly of an AFDC mother who required surgery and was Informed
that the Welfare Deartinent'.1 appropriation for medicall care had run out
amd the only basis on which she could obtain the surgei'y was if she paid half the
cost. The welfare workers could not answer her dilemma when she pointed out that
if she had the funds to pay for half the cost of surgery she would not be eligible
for AFDO In the first place. This poor lady's novel proposal finally shocked the
local Welfare Department into action. She suggested that they authorize the
doctors to take out only half of her tumor-that half for which the Department
was prepared to pay.

The states presently paying below subsistence levels are not only the poorer
ones. They Include those who have among the highest per capita incomes in the
nation. In 19065 Indiana was paying 49.1% of its own standard of need, Nevada
40.2%, Michigan 71,7' and Delaware 69.6o.

Furthermore, among those states paying 1009 of need, none defined the need
level as high as the officially recognized poverty level. I wonder whether any
member of this Committee genuinely believes maximum encouragement will be
given to the restoration of families to self-reliance and employment when at the
same time no provision Is made for decent subsistence of those who are to be
rehabilitated. Is the implied device here to starve the poor to become independent?

To avoid cocroon and improve the present uneatflsaclory per/oriw ice of
ARDO we recommend the restoration of proposed Section 202 of H.R. 5710 which
would require the states to meet their own current definitions of teed.

4. Comniunity tcork and tratnng
WVe in the lAbor movement are fully sympathetic to the basic objective of this

h-gislation to prepare welfare recipients to become employable and to assist them
In finding jobs at fair wages and under decent working conditions.

As you know, I was one of the group of concerned Americans who convened an
emergency convocation of the Urban Coalition on August 24, 1007. In that Wash-
ll!gtoll meeting we defined as the first goal "at least one million of the presently
ummeployed be placed in productive work at the earliest possible moment."

I al o know something about what motivates people to work and not to work,
and I ain appalled at this proposal which assumes that the threat to cut off
aqsltanee will force all adults and childilen over sixteen and not In school into
work nnd training programs. If the motivation to work Is not present, these
Ieoplo can be trained froiA now until eternity and the training will be useless,.
E'ven If the motivation to work is present, unless job opportunities and decent
working conditions are available reasonably Ahbrtly after the trainingAis con.
eluded, not only is the training money wasted, but those trained are psychologi-
cally worse off than If they had not gone to the effort of taking the training and
having their hopes built up needlessly. If welfare reelplfntsa-re assIgnd to
training In work for which they are unfitted because appropriate programs for
them are not available, they will be worse off than before. If welfare recipients
are assigned to programs at 754 an hour learners' wages they will not earn
enotigh on which to live and will undermine the standards of other Workers who
are Iperforming sinilar Jobs at more alppropriate wages.

I find it hard to believe that the Committto would be willing to go along with a
program which requires that all.AFDG mothers who are available to work take
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training or work as a prerequisite to continuation of AF'DO. Are we now moving
to the totalitarian philosophy of some countries which believe that a growing
child does not need the supervision and care of a mother and that Impersonal day
care centers can provide the appropriate nuture and love which a child requires
to grow to sound adulthood?

Certainly some AFDC mothers can and should profit from training and work
opportunities. In the tradition of a free democratic society I urge that such
facilities be set up and such mothers be given a choice as indeed all Americans
should be given. But let us not make mandatory such an unsound provision.

I am told that If all other considerations were set aside, this proposal is un.
reallse and impractical It is just not possible at this point in history to make
available adequate day care centers for the children who need these services. I
am informed that there are now some 350,000 places In day care centers available
to children and that there are long waiting lists In all these facilities. We would
need to increase this number almost Immediately to one million places. Has
any consideration been given as to who would build the physical facilities, where
we would find the trained personnel, who would supervise these programs? It
Just cannot be done In the terms suggested by this proposal.

I recommend that the Senate protect the rights of mothers to choose to par.
ticipate in work and training programs or not to participate, without penalty,
so that if they determine their places are at home with their 'children, that
determination be respected.
5. Foster Home Qare

In the name presumably'of encouraging participation In the work and training
programs, discouraging Illegitimacy and having children brought up in more
wholesome surroundings, H.R. 12080 provides tLe states with incentives to
remove a child from the care of a parent and place the child in a foster home.

It Is apparent from the Ways and Means Committee Report on H.R. 12080,
that It is Intended to increase very substantially the number of children In foster
care. But good foster homes are scarce now and there Is not the slightest reason
to believe there would be an increase In facilities suWclent to handle a much
larger number of children.

I believe these provisions of H.R. 12080 are of a piece with others I have
enumerated In that they are punitive, coercive and unwise. In addition, they
will be both costly and unpractical. Even If they are not, there i no morAl just.
fication in a free society for confrontlvg a mother, for exampdte, with a choice
between being separated from her child and being forced Into work and training
that may be Inappropriate or worse.

Accordhigly, I you ask to strike these provisions from H.R. 12080.

6. Protclive and vendor payments
For reasons similar-and no less firmly held-to those already mentioned in

connection with other objectionable features of the public welfare anIhndinents
included In H.R. 12080, 1 also protest the use of the threat of the device of
protective and vendor payments to compel participation in the work and training
programs.

I urge you also to eliminate these amendments.

7. Social work manpower
It was recognized by the House Ways and Means Committee in its report to the

Congress that to achieve the goals of independence and self-maintenance for those
on welfare requires the skills of far larger numbers of well trained social workers
than are now available In this country. I note with satisfaction that the Secretary
of H.E.W., In an Internal reorganization in the Department, has set up a new
Social and Rehabilitation Service for the purposes of providing more effective
social rehabilitation services in the welfare programs.

I am sure the Secretary of H.E.W., as well as the members of this Committee,
recognize that structure alone will not achieve the purposes and that we require
far more trained people than we now have. Accordingly, It Is a progressive step
that H.R. 12080 Includes a provision for general aid to the social work education
program. The $5 million ceiling Imposed on this aid, however, appears to be
unrealistic and unsound. It may well be that in the tooling up stages In the
first year no more than $5 million could be soundly spent. There are substantial
Indications, however, that In subsequent years larger sums than this will be
required and would be effectively employed

I therefore recommend support of the aid to social work education program
and elimination of the $5 m4ilion ceiling after the first year.
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Improtvtent of child health (title 11I)
Our experience in this country with public programs which provide medical

care services has repeatedly demonstrated that we have dual problems in
assuring continuing high quality care through such public programs and avoid-
Ing fragmentation of services.

The vigorous fight made by the Children's Bureau from the very beginnings
for high quality health care for children is favorably reflected in what are gen-
erally considered fine child health and crippled children services throughout the
country. These deserve support In increased appropriations.

Furthermore, I believe it is a progressive step to reduce fragmentation and
assure maintenance of quality medical care to bring together the maternal and
child health and crippled children's services, as Is proposed in Title III of H.1.
120,40.

We recommend support for increased opproprations for maternal and child
health and crippled childreiu services and for consolidatton-of thca two pro-
grams Into one.

I recognize that the Congress has been under pressure to "do something" about
the growing costs of public welfare. I believe that the most affluent nation in the
world has the means to eliminate poverty and alienation of millions of its
citizens. The basic error in the Title II proposals of H.R. 12080 is that they
assume that by punitive means all these problems can be solved by a public wel-
fare system.

Reforms are essential in that system. They will not, however, provide many
of the answers. Rather, solutions are more likely to be found in a series of inter-
related economic and social measures that have been endorsed by growing num-
ters of thoughtful and responsible citizens. Among the measures which must be
Included in a meaningful and effective reform program are the following:

1. In a society that is work-oriented, there must be opportunities for
employment at decent wages and reasonable conditions of employment for
every American who can, and whose family responsibilities permit work.
While we would want the private sector of the economy to be encouraged
and stimulated to provide the bulk of these Jobs, public employment should
be available to take up any slack.

2. For those who leave the workforce because of old age, sickness, dis-
ability or unemployment, we need improved and expanded social insurance
to maintain the incomes of these workers and their dependents at decent
levels, consistent with prevailing community standards. The fact that so
many Americans now receiving social insurance benefits live below the
poverty level or require public welfare supplementation, emphasizes the
urgency of substantial improvements.

3. For those Americans either unable to be self-supporting through work
or whose history of attachment to the work force is so limited as to prevent
them front qualifying for adequate social insurance benefits, there should
be an assured minimum Income provided, without a means test, perhaps in
the form of family allowances, or through a categorical guaranteed income
plan, ore negative Income tax.

4. In a context of adequate income guarantees a reformed and reorganized
public welfare system assuring basic living needs and needed social services,
along the lines recommended by the Advisory Council on Public Welfare
becomes feasible and manageable. The need for soundly conceived and
decently administered public welfare programs will continue for many years
to come.

The CHAI-RmA. Now we will call Mr. C. Joseph Stetler, president,
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association.

Mr. Stetler, we are pleased to welcome you, notwithstanding a minor
difference of opinion between some members of your organization and
myself."We think you are doing a fine job in producing drugs for the people
of this country, and I believe we share your objective* even though
some of us differ with your idea about how some of us ought to gto
about buying somp of these products.
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STATEMENT OF C. JOSEPH STETLER, PRESIDENT, PHARMACEUTI.
CAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED-BY TEO.
DORE G. KLUMPP, M.D., MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS; AND
LLOYD N. CUTLER, SPECIAL COUNSEL

Mr. S iTLr.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and member's of this com-mit tee.
I am, as you have indicated, president of the Pharmaceutical Mani-

facturer -Association, and I am delighted to be here today, Senator, to
discuss our views on the drug bills that are before your committee.

I am accompaniedt today by Mr. Lloyd Cutler, who is legal counsel
to the PMA, and Dr. Klumpp, who is a member of our board of direct.
tors, and president of one of our member firms.

We havA two statements for introduction into the record, but we are
prepared to give a brief summary if that is agreeable.

The CHAiroAN. We 'Will print the entire statement, Mr. Stetler.
Mr. STE'LER. Thank you.
In presenting the association's position before the. committee today,

I am going to concentrate on two bills relating to drugs which have
been proposed as amendments to the h1ouse-passed social security
amendments. They are S. 17 and $.2299.

At the outset, f would like to say that the PMA fully recognizes the
very proper interest of the Government and this committee in attempt-
ing to control the amount of Federal expenditures for drugs and, of
course, other benefits under the various social security programs,

We feel strongly, however, that the bills in question would establish
an impr-actical andl unjust method of controlling Federal expenditures,
and that they would imlair competition in the manufacture and distri-
bution of drug products, and would adversely affect the quality of
health care provided to beneficiaries under the Social Security Act.

In light of the complexities and subtleties of the problems in the
areas covered by the bill which are so vital to the national welfare, we
strongly urge this committee to delay action on the subject, matter of
these bills until completion of studies currently being conducted, as
you know, at the President's request, by the Department of Ilealth,
Education, and "Telfare.

S. 17 and $. 2299 have of course, many' provisions which are quite
siinilar. S. 17, however, would provide in addition for the expansion of
benefits under title XVIII, part B of the Social Security Act, by au-
thorizing partial reimbursement of prescription drug costs incurred by
nonhospitalized beneficiaries.

The PMA does not oppose reimbursement for drugs to title XVIII
nonhospitalized beneficiaries, but, urg&, because of tle current HEW
study on the subject and in light of other proposed- changes t1 the
Social Semurity Act, affecting both benefits pnd tax rates, that the
expansion of medicare benefits, as proposed by S. 17, not be'adopted at
this time.

Now turning to S. 2299, Our comments fall int4 several'th'as 1We
think it3 administration wqu ld present 66imis ipractical diflulties.
These have already been jkinlid 6ut in dbtail;:b; SecretairV Gaidner
in his September 1 statement to thi6 Senate Fina'c 'Comiiittee aid by
Dr. Goddard in his testimony last week. We felt that the bill woull
jeopardize the future development of new medicines; that it would
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interfere with "the physician's fr&'e choice of those drug products that
his individual experience and training have indicated are best for his
patient, or would unfairly penalize the patient whose physician pre-
scribes a drug product that is familiar to him and in which he has
faith, but is not. included in the proposed formulary.

In our opinion, the Formulary Committee that is proposed by the
bill wouldbe presented With an impossible task in carrying out. its
assignments, and in attempting to determine such things as whether
drug products listed in the "U.S. Pharmacopeia," the "National For-
nmlary," the "U.S. Homeopathic Pliarmacopeia'l or "Accepted Dental
Remedies," 1find currently in general use pursuant to existing law,
should nonetheless be exluded-from the formulary because they are
of "unacceptable quality" or "unnecessar.y therapeutically iuplicative
for purposes of diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention
of disease in man."

11e think the committee would have trouble in determining whether
combinations and other drug products not currently listed'in USP or
the other cited compendia, should be inserted in the new formulary,because they are"proper or necessary" for treatment of disease.

In this connection it should be noted that about 100 of these com-
bination products which are thus "disadvantaged" by the language
of the bill are among the 200 drug products which were most fre-
quently'prescribed by doctors in 1966.

We think they would have trouble in determining-this is the
Formulary cOmnittee--which pibducts arie to be included in the for-
mulary by their trade name desigoiatlon based on the criteria estab-
lished in the bill; that is, lower price, or that they are the only rsuch
products of quality acceptable to Ithe formulary committee; or that
they have distinct demonstrated therapeutic' characteristics not other-
wise available.

Aid, lastly. the committee would have trouble in promlgatinq reg-
ulations establishing requirements for drugs prescribing conditions
and quantities they use to assure, as the bill idiates, proper usage of

Now, we already hiave tinder the existing Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act, comprehensive mechanisms for assuring thalt. only safe
and effective drug products are on the market. To superimpose upon
this existing system a separate set of standards and decisions under the
aegis of the proposed Formulary Committee would lead to great con-
fusi soradditional expense dela hnd uncertainty.As noted, the bill prbvides'that t6 Formular Committee may in-
clude drntgs or combinaiton drug products by'trademark designation-
but. ofidy if these produp6t'are sole ource6 items, or if they h ave distin ct
delnonstriated therapefti6 characteristics not otheiwis Laailable,' or
if slich 'Prodiucts are aitail.able at ei lower price than oth~r productssold bv'th same geoneric name. p..oducts"

f h'ih&V words, the traeintark ,roduct. is not entitled 'to a listing
in the formulary by it,-'tidemAk infme' if It. 1 just as glood r csts

o mosre than aeprodict sold nly by its generic name. Rithr,; i order
to' b 'tfstht'b.'dtde'mn'npiii1 tiducf mist be bet-
ter--not just.'as good, but better; or the trademark product must be
ch wptnot costhsame, b. bbechxeaper,

Oiie n Am'oIW wn ter why nth stititin of trademark, which isfuiidtifnenta' iii the Aiitir'icn b t system a a f. fe4wntify-
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i kg thie produoiiig source, shiouild thuis lie selected for speohial jiljudi.clii ttntininofa a dugproducta tire concerned.
fixdd tbiin to the above, t be bill, if oictedl, would( sCI'i01151 liiiit,

the phvsicinns freedom of choice inl prescrilbilg thmse drug products
WhiCh )IN trainling anid exporieo inilicate is best for the part iculair
pa t lt, coiicene(1,

We agree with (te proplosiliion elldorsed by the0 uwl liiea profess-ion
itself that physicians Should price ill selectin~g drug products as well
11s1anY other n;iedically indticated prcdrBr iaun.lnt till ivolil(1
agivo, we belive, that. filhe pilyician' (1priary onsdratio loll 101d
ren11l the select ion of tho par t iilar drug rdUidiitgilidsio prot~-
duro. or tveauxwit. best. suited for theii~ iiul pa teMnt'S MVu'diAl

a1Ilays ben that, tin' physic-ian Shouul1d 63. flre to eXer-Cise his; pro-feS-
siol111' jlldguin'iit. ini s-h'CtiHg the drug pixgduet. which ho coniiels~'
most. beneic ial for his patient. -

flow flrek would the physicianu really he ill (lrii pres)cribinig with
the Forulary ConuittW deteruiim * whether t to products of his
Choice a1re of '1accoptable qualit-v" or 11WIlether they, tire "mmlcessarv or
therapeutically duplicative "1 orL-iu the case of comnbitiolli anld other
druig products not iludqeI in existing compendia--whether they are
"iecessiry or proper" in the treAtment of disease?

Even more serious, we think, because of its more general applica-,
tion, would be the inhibitory effect of S. 229) onl thle 1)1 rvsicimi'S choice
among various products included, in the Formulairy. boctors would
be deterred from preribing a particular, preferred version of at druK
lproduct-whether sold onl a brand name or generic balsis-where it Is
sold at a price highPler than the price for the drug specified by thie
Secretary of IINV. Again, the p hysician could be forced to chmoe
between selecting a product which lie feels may he inferior, or ipro-
sihitig a, higher priced product. of his choice and inatiuially pelinhiz-
iug his pilt ikkilt.

Such a limitation of reimbursement to it speclc ceihingF price Of the
80-0110ed generice version Of tlIm (11mlg jproduet is basvd oil the fillse
assumption thlit. till products containing til ingredient, with the samel
geneorio nme are chemically identical, mid equal inl their thera-11peultic
ottect.

One thing is certain, however, and tlint, is that. it. is niot possible for
finy Formulary Commlittee, governmental or otherwise, to manke
sceontifically slIiPiort able value judgments applicable to every patient.,
reardinig the relative therapeutic value of oneo drug pixotiet over

antler, a9 would be required by this bill.
We have no objection to generic presribing in those ca."s where

the doctor wishes to delegate to a pharmacist the selection of the drlig
roduct. Nor do we think it inappropriate for lphysicianls to prescribe
by using the generic name of the drug and designating the product. of
a prticular mannu fact urer. A bind name pieriPtin qftr all, is
but a convenient shorthand method for doing ,rc l this.

tOn the subject of therapeutic equivalency,- Dr. '(luuupp is preflared
togve a brief stattemnent after I have, completed my remarks, which I

shall do very shortly.
Onl the siibject, of cost range guide and that is an liiiportitnt part

of this bill, S. 2'299 would auth orize the Secretary of 11 EW to estnh.
lisl and publish- a'guide Aohoig the "reasonaible6 cost range" ot 'eachi
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Squalified drug. Tile reaonlble cost would I the amount at which
the tprduct generally available by its estahlished name, "or if lower,

which the Oo\'ermuent would nuthorze for reimburseient, wouldosi s t acquisition cost to the dispen r, within the reasonable
cost nuo, plusa 'Aianbsoialilo l)rofeosionnl feo."
Thus, under the so-called reasonable cost range provision of the

bill, not only would the manufacturers and wholesaler be faced with
fixed coiling prices but also a price regulation system which would
drastically ilmit prnmpt and flexible adjustment iil prices in future
periods to take cars of posible higher material or labor costs or any
other doveloptont.

As if the sweeping economic and price control regulation or drug
pr)ducts, as set forth in this bill, were' not enough, pxilucors and
supplieors-by tie terms of tie bill-would be required to accept the
adlmlinistrative decisions as to prices made by the Seetotry or his
representative without. any right to admiinistrative review or any
right to a hearing.
Wo had major price control legislation during World War 1I

and during the f oli nn X6n fliet. Under that legislation-which did
not incldentaliv select. oilv on 'category of pro(lucts to control-there
was pwovision "for-administrath'o review heArings; and for an pal
to the courts by those individuals or firms who felt that a giveln decision
made by som government official was wrong.

The price -of a product must e such that it equhtes demand and
available supply. Prices provide a measure of re-lative value of dif-
ferent. factors employed in the production proce., If the returns to
such faclors are arbitrarily cut off or lowered then they will seek oth-
er uses. This reallocation of resource out o the pharmaceutical in-
dustry certainly, in our opinion, will not be to the benefit of the
sick,

Now, on drug prices, there is one further aslet of the proposal
to limit Government reimbursement for drug products to 'generic"
price levels that deserves comment. This Is the assumption that there
is no valid reason for a drug product, manufactured by one phar-
maceutical company, to be priced higher than a, product made by an-
other eonpany. This obsnrvation overlooks the vital differences among
tirmN with respect to services 'performed in behalf of the health in-
dustry. Some firms are quality eonscious, research oriented, innova-
tive, andfurnish substantial and valuable servicee'to physicians and
pharmacists, while others, very frankly, are concerned little, or not
at all, with s10h matters.

The costa of maintainli expensive laboratory facilities and large
staffs of ighl y trained sc ent.ilhoand'medlcal personnel; onductmIg
animal and caintIcl testing, and striving to Insure the poduction of
cpnslstntly top quality products, arb enormoiisMany conipanios bear
tnone o on lyafrct Iion of these costs. Other's spend large sums on the'e
activities-and on inforining physicians about tleir products and -i
maintaining medical reference sorvtces for physicians. They maintain
expensive and reliable national distribution systems. They market t b-'r
pr ducts In less ixpular but ImporLant dosage forms, and they develop
Mid make available so.e~alled- 'pbli service drugs" used tor treat-
ment of rare diwasoi: Noan ofthfse costai Is borne by the typicl
productcopying company.
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Recent statements with respect to drug prices may create the im-
pression that drug product price levels are rising as much or more than
other products. Let me assure youthat exactly the opposite is true, Not
only have manufacturers' selling price levels for prescription drug
products declined but so have drug products at retail, wile prices
of most other products in our economy lave risen,

In fact, the U.S. Department of Labor reported at the end of last
month that the consumer price index for prescription products dropped
1 percent in the first 6 months of this year. Since the 1957-59 base
period, prices of all consumer items have increased 1Q percent, while
the price index of prescription drugs products declined 11 percent.

A similar price trend is di splayed by the Wholesale Price Index
for ethical pharmaceuticals, also pubished by the U.S. Department
of Labor. The most recent Government report shows that the level of
manufacturers' prices of ethical pharmaceuticals has declined 8 per-
cent since January 1961.

The final provision of this bill deals with expanded FDA authority.
Under this provision, the bill would entitle FDA, for all practical

purposes, to cause a particular product to. be taken off the market-
or the closing of a plant, without an opportunity for the manufacturer
to be heard. This most extraordinary authority is included in what
might appear to be a simple system, requiring manufacturers to place
thegr registration number on their products.

While we believe that the registration number and the name of the
manufacturer or distributor should be p laced on the label of each
package or container of a drug product, S. 2299 would go on, to pro.
vide that if the Secretary of HEW, or some other.person in that
I)epartment, makes an inspection and concludes that a product is
adulterated or misbranded, within the meaning 'of other provisions
of the Food and Drug Act, that. the manufacture would beyProhibited
from placing his assigned registration number upon any o the drug
product packages involved. This administrative action could be taken
ubv anofficinl of IIEW without according any hearing to the manufac-
t urr. The manufacturer would, under the language of thisjbill, be
entitled to a hearing only after the action was taken.

The net effect of this procedure would be to ban a manufacturer's
product from the market by administrAtiveaction, without. a ih'aring.
It. is immaterial whether by precie. legal interpretation this provi-
sion is applicable across th board to the sale or drug products genre
rally or only togthe Sale of dru , products to a beneficiary under one
of the social security programs, since the manufacturer'spiroduct wold
be effectively foreclosed from whatever private market may remain.

In summary, we are opposed to the bill because we believe that it
will reduce the quality of medical care for social security beneficiaries;
that it sets up an involved and expensive scheme that wouid be diffi-
cult, 'if not impossible, to administer fairly and successfully; that it
would interfere unduly with physicians providing the best possible
medication for patients under social security programs; and that it
would jeopardize the ability of quality, research-oriented pharmaceu-
tical companies to perform effectively.

In closing, I would like to say that we strongly support Secretary
Gardner and Comnissioner Goddard in asking this committee not to
approve the provisions of S. 2299. We also believe that the Congress
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will bo in a better position to appraise all possible approaches to the
questi6ns which have been raised relating to the reimbursement for

irug products tinder federally financed programs after the Dep)ait-
meiit of Iealth Educition, and Welfare has completed its compre-
liensive study o this subject and has made its report available to the
Congress and the public.

'Tfiank you, M r. Chairman.
(The statements of Mr. Stetder and Dr. Klumpp follow:)

STATEMENT OF C. JosEPH STETI.ER, PRESIDENT, PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION

I anm 0. Joseph Stetler, Pre.sident of the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Asso-
clation, on whose behalf I welcome the opportunity to appear before this Coin-
wittee today;. Accompanying me are Lloyd X. Cutler, special counsel to the PMA,
and Dr. Theodore G. Klutopp, a member of the Board of Directors of our Associa-
tion an d President of Winthrop Laboratories.

PIMA is a voluntary, non-profit trade association composed of some 140 com-
panies engaged in the development and production of prescription drug products.
These firms account for 95%, of the prescription drug products made and sold
in the United States today.

Among our members are those companies, significantly engaged in pharnaceuti-
cal research, which are primarily responsible for making available the great
number of life-saving and life-sustaining medicines that have come into use during
the past 30 years. Most of the prescription products which are widely used today
were unknown or unavailable ten years ago.

Our member companies have facilities in 44 states and employ more than 121,-
000 workers, including a high percentage of scientists and research specialists.
These companies have an annual payroll of more than $897,000,000 and pay taxes
of approximately $506,000,000 annually to federal, state and local governments.
In addition, PMA companies have su- 4*antial sales in foreign countries and
operate at least 230 manufacturing facilities abroad.

Our member companies vary greatly in size. Several do an annual pharma-
ceutleal business of less than $200,000, while others have drug sales of $100,000,000
or more. Approximately one-half of the P3A member companies would qualify
as "small business" as that term is defined by the Small Business Administration.

This is simply another way 9f pointing out that the drug industry i4 not a
corporate monolith representing the concentrated power of a handful of large
firms. Rather, this industry, ono of the most. Intensely competitive in our entire
economy, is comprised of great many companies, large and small. It is highly
significant, I believe, that no one~firm accounts for more than 7 per cent of the
total prescription drugs sales which last year exceeded $3 billion In the United
States. 1

In presenting the Asclation's position to the Committee today, I shall con-
centrate on two bills relating to drugs which have been proposed as amendments
to H.R 120,0. 'l'hey are 1.. 17, otherwise identifledas Amendment number 265,
and S. 2299, offered as Amendment number 20-,r, -

At the outset, I wish to asure you that the PMA fully recognizes the very
proper. interest of the government in controlling the amount of federal exPendi.
tures for drugs and other benefits under various Social Security programs.

We feel strongly, however, that the bills in question would establish an' im-
practical and unJustmethodof controlling federal expenditures, would impair
competition in the manufacture and distribution of drug products, and would
adversely affect the quality of health care provided to beneficiaries under the
Social Security Aeti .. %. ... 1 .-1

Further, we fall to see how the legislation can be regarded! as other than
rilseriminatory toward the elderly and financially unfortunate. Under Its terms,
these beneficiaries of federally financed health programs would become a second.
ary class of patient. The number and variety of drug products now available
to them at government expense would be curtailed while the whole range of
the nation's drug products would remain available to other Americans, ,- -. ,

In light of the complexvties and subtleties of the problems In this area which
are so vital to the national welfare, we strongly urge this Oommittee to delay
action on the Aubject matter of these bills until completion of studies currently
Leing condnete, t the President's request, by the Department of 11a4t* Nduea.
ton and Welfare.
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S. 17 and S. 2209 have many provisions which are quite similar. S. 17, however,
would provide in addition for the expansion of benefits uider Title XVIII, Part
B of the Social Security Act, by authorizing partial reimbursement of prescrip.
tion drug costs incurred by non-hospitalized beneficiaries.

The PMA does not oppose reimbursement for drugs to Title XVIII non.
hospitalized beneficiaries, but urges, because of the current HEW study on the
subject and In light of other proposed changes in the Social Security Act, affect.
Ing both benefits and tax rates, that the expansion of Medicare benefits as
proposed by S. 17 not be adopted at this time,

Turning to S. 2209, our comments fall into several areas. We think its admins.
tratlon would present serious practical difmicultle,. These have already been
pointed out in detail by Secretary Gardner In his September Ist statement to the
Senate Finance Committee and by Doctor Goddard in his testimony last week.
We feel that the bill would Jeopardize the future development of now medicines
for the ytt unconquered diseases; that it would Interfere with the physician's
free choice of those drug products that his individual experience and training
havo indicated are best for his patient, or would unfairly penalize the patient
whose physician prescribes a drug product that is familiar to him and In which
he has faith, but isnot included in the proposed Formulary.
The bill would: (1) establish in the Delmrtment of elth, Education and Wel.

fare a Formulary Committee with the power to determine which drugs and drug
products would be qualified for reimbursement for beneficiaries of the various
Social Security programs; (2) require the Secretary of IHW to establish and
publish a "cost range" guide for all qualified drugs and establish. h naxinmn per.
missiblo professional fees for phnrinfcists; and (3) modify the present compul-
sory registration system for prescription drug mniufacturers and through this
and other provisions place substantial additional authority In the Food and
Drug Administration.

Formutary Oommlitce and the Publication of a U.L Formulary
The Formulary Committee would be comprised of the Surgeon General of

the Public Health Service, thoCommissioner of Food Atid Drugs, the Director of
the National Institutes of Health, the Commissioner of Narcotics, and five non-
government members from the fields of medicine and pharmacy. The chairman
of the Formulary Committee would be named from among the non-government
members.

The Formulary Committee would be required to prepare, publish, and perlodi.
cally revise, a listing of drugs, biologicals and drug products by their established
or generic names. To be included in this Formulary would be those drugs and
biologicais which are included or approved for Inclusion in the United States
Pharmacopela, the National Formulary, the United States lomeopathic Phar.
macopela, and Accepted Dental Remedies, except as the Formulary Commit-
tee decides to exclude specific drugs or biologicals.

However, the bill expressly provides that the Formulary Committee shall not
Include in the Formulary-

those drugs or biologicals whichh the Committee determines to be unnec-
essary or therapeutically duplicative for purposes of diagnosis, cure, miti.
gaton, treatment, or prevention of disease in man.

any drug product which the Committee determines to be of unacceptable
quality.

The bill would provide that the Committee may also Include in the Formulary
combination drug products and biologicals, if the ommittee determines these
combinations to be "necessary or proper."

In addition, the Committee would be authorized tbificludd In theFormulary a
druglor combination drug product by trademark designation-but only If the
product has distinct therApeutlca characteristics not otherwise available, If the
product is available at a lower price than a generic name product with no trade-
mark, or if the product, which is sold under a trademark designation, Is the only
such product of a quality acceptable to the Formuldry Committee.

Finally, the Formulary Committee could Isue rignlatIons. In Idenifing a
drug"quallfied for reimbursement, relating to prescribing corditlons and quanti-
ties'In order to "assure the orderly, efficient,- and proper use of drugs andbiologicals." , . . .

In our opinion, the Formulary Committee would be presented with am impos-
slite ° ta.4k, in carrying oit' thee assignments atmd in, attempting to determine:

(1), Whethebr'drug pioductM, listed in the* USPihe! National 'Formulary, the
O.AIn.-Mkon"thl. Pharnm-AMl'.ei 'ot" A'ejte4Peiital Ikmeies,- and'currently
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In general use pursuant to existing law, should nonetheless be excluded from the
Formulary because they are of "unacceptable quality" or "unnecessary thera.
peutically duplicative for purposes of diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or
prevention of disease in man."

(2) Whether combinations and other drug products, not currently listed in
the USP or other existing compendia, should be included in the new Formulary
because they are "necessary or proper" for treatment of disease. In this con.
nection it should be noted that about 100 of these combination products that
are thus "disadvantaged" by the language of the bill were among the 200 drug
products most frequently prescribed by physicians in 1988

(3) Which products are to be included in the Formulary by their trade name
designations based on the criteria established In the bill, i.e., lower price; that
they are the only "such products of quality acceptable to the Formulary Com.
nuittee"; or that they have "distinct demonstrated therapeutic characteristics not
otherwise available."

(4) Requirements for drug prescribing conditions and quantities to assure
"proper usage of drugs."

We already have, under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, compre-
hensive mechanisms for assuring that only safe and effective drug products are
on the market. To superimpose upon this existing system a separate set of
standards and decisions under the aegis of the proposed Formulary Committee
would lead to great confusion, additional expense, delay, and uncertainty.

With specific reference to the first point mentioned, suppose the Committee
finds that similar drugs are being marketed throughout the United States which-
under the language in this bill--are "therapeutically duplicative."

Which of the drugs would the Committee exclude from the Formulary and
in effect condemn to extinction? Which one of the drugs would be permitted
a viable commercial life, virtually free of competition?

Surely a government committee should not be empowered to decide the life
or death of a particular drug which Is lawfully on the market; nor should a
government committee be empowered to decide the life or death of an entire
company.

As noted, the bill provides that the Formulary Committee may include drugs
or combination drug products by trademark designation-but only if these prod.
nets are sole source Items, or if they have distinct demonstrated therapeutic char-
acteristics not otherwise available, or If such products are available at a lower
price than other products sold by the same generic name.

In other word, the trademark product Is not entitled to a listing in the
Fornulary by its trademark name if it Is just as good or costs no more than
a product sold only by its generic name. Rather, in order to be listed by trade-
mark name, the trademark product must be better-not just as good but better;
or the trademark product must be cheaper-not cost the same, but be cheaper.

One can only wonder why the institution of trademarks, which Is fundamental
in the AmericAn economic system as a meahs of Identifying the producing source,
should thus be selected for special prejudicial attention, insofar as drug products
Are concerned.
Effect of formilary on medloal practice

In addition to the above, the bill, If enacted, would seriously limit the physi.
clan's freedom of choice 'in prescribing those drug products which his training
and experience indicate as best for the particular patient concerned.

We agree with the proposition endorsed by the medical profession itself that
physicians should consider price in selecting drug products as well as any other
medically indicated procedure or treatment. But all would agree, we believe,
that the physician's primary consideration should remain the selection of the
particular drug product, diagnostic procedure or treatment best suited for the
Individual patient's medical problem. As far as pharmaceuticals are concerned,
our position has always been that the physician should be free to exercise his
professional Judgment In selecting the drug product which he considers most
beneficial for his patient.

Much has been made of the fact that S. 229 does not speclfillly compel
generic prescribing, and does not purport to limit the prescribing practices of
physicians. But how :free would doctors actually be to precrlbe, for patients
under Social Security programs, drug products that are not included in the
Formulary-for which no reimbursement maybe obtaned---or those drug prod-
ucts listed in the Formulary but sold (whether on a brand name or generic basis)
at a price higher than the price ceiling determined by the Secretary of HEW-

for which only partial reimbursement may be obtained?
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h1ow tree would the phystaia really lIR- In drug jiro 'r~infi wit llii Fortmllry
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fore'go linrO4crihIltg the therniviutic agent Ito (oliitletrq best, or hlit ilit iluaataly
ix,-z~ixe the platient by jiresvriiiig soniethhIng for which nto ribre in y
bel obitaineul.

Eoven more serioll4, W~'tnio of Its' more 'geiteit niiqrilktioli, would be ft)
ittitilltorv effec of 1.. 212100 on thitystelan's (hoice oniong variousi jroliucts
Intcluded'in the Formutlary. Doetor.4 would Wi deorre fromn jaroerlwibg n liwtrlivt
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lia~siA) where 1t Is sold at a price higher than the p)rice (or the thing spocillie by
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Such at limitation of reinitiursemnt to It sptlk( eiling prlceo ti' hocl
"generice" version of the druig product Is based1 oil the foi-.lis ssiumuptionl 11h11 till
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moint. . -'
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only3 would tiot iiitimitfntiirr an~d wh~teilei~'r lit, Meet] with flxt'4i v'Clis lirict'sA
but fiito n tirict risgniatit s tou w itch woccit tirivit ily limiit prompt andi

hiexhiletl~ittbt I ll tt i rix's Ill ftifure lwr~~luil to Inke, cansV of lipQsit'1oe litigivir
mnitorini or lAhm'r costs or flly) either titwclopplopent.

A14 It lte sweellicl~l twoeomue Alui j'riep &icirol "~ginlon of trtg jarotluel-, lus
set fthi lin i l, w~en) ittot enough, imrineerz; alt sAcpiliN-Iv14- fit,' teruis
of thip lill.--wouild 114: reilicil tn atseelt flip' ilhllhuttive 1eesloix- ns to vri't'
muailo by thio Seerefary or him~ representnllve without any right to aililiithtntt ie
review or cuty right to it hearlin.

Wse hadut mlaijor lirlcc coutrol. loiegsitieuit tiurij: W~orld War It amldticcring tipt
israc eoniti. Undater tlint legi-411t Itell--WT1Ifell Ilio t 1101 lit'i1'ltllyi silet only

tills cotegorv tif lirtliwlt4 it) voictrodl- there Wits litrvislon for Atiltirativvi
review ticarii; and fo~r ctil api))Jl to lte v4tirts iby these tilhll~imi or lircis
Who felt that il given uiIsfi~i~ iccado by sticit government offIViII woo wrottg,

Thlis provision of tilii MTcall ie sel.en a1s~ an atleip liti rjlee-thxtg
Iltensurt' that would discourage voinjwtition at the nlitiuffictllFOI' and1 retail
ioeei. It would givo uttjisitieti status to a tow drug products ii ech tlteritetfe
olaos Where mtany now complete. II

. venc In thio shiort-ruil the ceilng p)ric, oIieraclillet ly tho Stet ry on flipe
lin.i41i of generic icanue Item ticrroutly availdblo onl the market, uity not1 enutiie tipt
till-Pervico i)rlx'4iU)'1 to break evect. 0i

The priee of a lirotct ut lithe suich (hunt It evplnesq dtitnid aund alaiihsh
supply. Prics provide At meica ro of relative value of dtffereist factors emtployeds
In flt, prodtion process. It the returns to such factors ore urbitmarily ccit off'
or lowered, then they witl seek other tsos. This trealocattioll of resovrces ouit of
lite pharaunceutlkal Industry will 1ot. be to thle benleft of lthe sick.

There Is 0110 ftirther aitpcet of the proposed to liit~overluipctct reilbur~enent
for' durg prodlccds to. "generice" prico levels that s:c1erves conjict. This 1,4
the mmulItPtloii tti4 there Is no0 valid reason for at drugt product mnunfacturcd
icy (*1110 pblnrfkiejt teal comnpiy to bo trt el htgbet tManl 'i product nit 0 cy'
m iter oompacny, This observation overlooks thev nito differences atuoui fmus
wht4 meiect to n rvifesperfori u-NI in beluilf of 016o bmeitiu industry. So firm.,o
are qiillty~con811lsci i reuear~h-drleztcl. innoyiltb*f'And furnsh substAMItirl id
valuable services to phskyleton anid phiArmists, while others are concerned
Ilt tko. or cnot at all, with such Maltters.

,to costs of Itontaltilcg Oxpeialve la~ormtory facilities nd iargo Staffs of
lhi tmlied seituhtitc and mIa edict Pert)Obe conduetIng alicituh a04 elical
testing, Acnd strIvin# to hi~tire the limbrelt fC0iis18tocutly' toll qucciity 1motitlets,
are eonormotis. Mtany compuiles tioar jlo;e or only a frietion of tliesm Costs. Others
smidu largo sms oft thesoet10iti 'A lu 10 04 infrmng hicias about their
Prot iad, tin mAitAining nicillcl -reference pervices for ph~slmias. They
mcintcain Oxim isztvqtpit( reilatt nationitl distribution ztystetivio. They markt't their
prodticts lit less popular but 4iltant -dowte forme and they develop mlid make
~Iialclo, so-caled "u blk, Oorvl T drugs"! osci tot, treaitnint of rarm diseases.N'octeof theme cot Is borno'by th6 typicM,prioiuCepyig ocpn

At this jucture, Y& w ~111-6 to correct tile Inupie&sii thY t toe Federal
Government's ".rirtg car@h ('xpendittlre" oxceed'Indbitty researvch pending.
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On the contrary, the pharmaceutical Industry's drug research and development
expenditures are about three-aud-a-half times as great as the Federal Govern-
ment's drug-related research. Our studies show clearly that the Industr, is the
recipient of less than 4 per cent of Its research funds from governmental sources.
Annual expenditures on research directed by prescription drug producers now
exceed $400 million a year.

Research-oriented, innovating drug manufacturers, in sum, perform a vital role
In protecting the nation's health. The "product" provided by these companies
to physicians, pharmacists and to society-in terms of new and effective drug
products, information, research and service-is, in the lost analysis, a very
different one from that provided by the imitator. Any action by Congress which
would reduce the Incentive to companies offering high "total product" values
to continue to operate their businesses in the way they do, and the Incentives to
others to Invest capital and resources in such companies, should be approached
with great caution. The health of all of us and of future generations are de-
pendent on the continued growth and vitality of a progressive and successful
pharmaceutical industry.

Recent statement with respect to drug prices may create the impression that
drug product price levels are rising as much or more than other products. Let
me assure you that exactly the opposite Is true. Not only have manufacturers'
selling price levels for prescription drug products declined, but so have drug
products at retail, while prices of most other products in our economy have
risen.

In fact. the U.S. Department of Labor reported at the end of last month that
the Consumer Price Index for prescription products dropped one-and-a-half
per cent in the first six months of this year. Since the 1057-59 base period, prices
of all consumer items have Increased 16 per cent, while the price index of pres-
cription drng products declined 11 per cent.

A similar price trend Is displayed by the Wholesale Price IJdex for ethical
pharmaceuticals, also published by the U.S. Department of Labor. The most
recent government report shows that the level of manufacturers' prices of ethical
pharmaceuticals has declined 8 per cent since January 1901.
Expandcd Authority in FDA

Finally, the bill would entitle the Food and Drug Administration, for all prac.
tical purposes, to cause a particular product to be taken off the market--or
the closing of a plant, without an opportunity for the manufacturer to be heard.
This most extraordinary authority is included in what might appear to be a
simple system of requiring manufacturers to place their registration number
on their products.

While we believe that the registration number and the name of the manu-
facturer or distributor should be placed on the label of each package or con-
tainer of a drug product, 8. 2209 would go on, to provide that If the Secretary
of HEW, or some other person In that Department, makes an Inspection and
concludes that a product Is adulterated or misbranded, within the meaning of
other provisions of the Food and Drug Act, that the manufacturer would be
prohibited from placing his assigned registration number upon any of the
drug product packages Involved. This administrative action could be taken by an
official of HEW without doording any heari# to the manufacturer. The manu-
facturer would, under the language of this bill, be entitled to a hearing only
after the action was taken.

The net effect of this procedure.would be to ban a manufacturer's product from
the market by administrative action, without a hearing. It Is immaterial whether
by precise legal Interpretation this provision Is applicable across the board to
the sale of drug products generally or only to the sale of drug products to a
beneficiary under one of the Social Security programs, since the manufacturer's
product would be effectively foreclosed from whatever private market may re-
main. A prudent wholesaler or retailer could not tolerate being placed In the
position of selling a product which haq been labeled "illegal" by a government
official.

Under existing law, a drug product belleved by the FDA to be adulterated or
misbranded Is subject to seizure, but only pursuint to a Court order.

We simply cannot understand why there should now be proposed this extra-
ordinary procedure for taking a drug product off the market, without the right
of an administrative hearing or even without a Court order based upon a,
determination of "imminent hazard to the public health.'"
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Stinmaary and Qonohsmon.
Section 1801 of Title XVIII of the Social Security Act which was enacted In

16, provides;
"Nothing In this title $hall be construed to authorize any federal officer or

employee to exercise any supervision or control over the practice of medicine or
the manner In which medical services are provided or over the selection, tenure,
or compensation of any officer or employee of any institution, agency, or person
providing health services; or to exercise any supervision or control over the
administration or authoriMtlon of any such institution, agency, or person."

If 8. 2299 is enacted Into law, it will, in our oplulou, constitute an abrogation
of this provision.

In summary, we are opposed to the bill because we believe that It will reduce
the quality of medical tare for Social Security beneficiaries; that It sets up an
involved and expensive scheme that would be difficult, if riot impossible, to
administer fairly and successfully that it would interfere unduly with physicians
providing the best possible medication for patients under Scial Security pro.
grams; and that it would JeOpardize the ability of quality, researchoriented
pharnaceutical companies to perform effectively.,

We strongly support SecUitary Gardner and. Commissioner Goddard In asking
this Committee not to appftve the provisions of S. 2290. We also believe that
the Congress will be In a better position to appralsb alipossible approaches to
the questions which have been raised relating to the reltlbursemunt for drug
products under federally financed programs after the Department of Health
Edcatibn. and Welfare has completed Its comprehensive study of this subject
and has made its report available to the 0ongres and the public.

SUPPLEMENTANY STATFMENT or THE0OJOtJ . KLumPP, M.b ,
Mr. Chairman, i am pleased to have the opportunity to suppleent Mr. tet.

ler's statement on the question of drug equjvaIeuy, During my career I have
had many opportualtles to #eal with this inatter--lrst as an Instructor and As-
s-stAnt Professor of MedqlIne at yale, and at Oeorge Washington Unlveriity as
AdJunet Clinical Professor of, Medicine and between 13 and 1941, when I was
the Chief Medical Officer and later Chief of the Drug Divislon of the r and
Drug Administration,

I am also acquainted with ti important and litgely unheralded services of
the Vnit States $laooopela. 1050 1 have served a Vice Preside6t'of
the U.S.P.

By virtue of these Ags" iMedts and my #ctvitle& in the pharmaceuticals indus-,
try, I knoW $omethlng bout the fa tois that affect dru-g quality and I als
aware of the limittions taglng the dtligept but ovor-exteaded people of the FDA
in attempting to hbnltor this VYiIaqe dru; Indvstrv., comped of hndieds
of firms of widely varfed technical capabilities. It is simply wrong, given the
present state of the art of ioiarmaceutica manufacture andthe capabilities of
enforcement agencies, to pitead. that all drug products of like generic name are

e mer MA krdo naf' once tei lded t tl the decor
age010 tls too bis egal aet$6 414 times on drug cmpsitions vioatrns aansti fiems that proldo o ty p n f the, nations ru ucts; he said
FD>A ead to taesl tn onl foor t e against the firms that producedSjpr cent. Mor reez4Iy 'o0 missioner eoddard has made 't plin that whi
he Would like t'boe ab t say, all (DpeiII the marketplace are zeriable, this ,
Just not true afthe'present time

I submit we arer not likely to have tat Wssurance soon despite. the beat effortsof Mfl Involved. Recent, fiurgs oifFDA Inspection, f~r example dliteoenur-
age tptiniaini in thils lrcegr T p'1 4gency, m rade %r51, inspectons of drg plang,In 1W(18; ip esMve-as that ay seeip, It Is 150 In'Kpetions lowe r than the 196figu're, and 341 lo*er thhn It was for 1084. 1 do inlt, recite these figures to rriti.vize the, ]FDA, Mr.. Chair~n~o., Thieir 14ijpecoops; of Fmeeeiae coig or
0611 lex an~d' time~ con suming, i nd 'DX, peisorneso ages arepersistet.

11 iie bfoe ~e lstig f paracutiqo) si~ n oew York State furnishedto'ni6 by the State flprnetof Commer ce, ''ero are23$ firms either making,
Meling or distributing pharmaceutical ujd&r their.own names of the 23$ firm;
ii n 'ow:n state, Z have no knowledge and h e r1%eve'r,h;ard o f some 200, and:I

88-231-0-pVt. 3-3
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have been concerned with drug manufacturers for almost 46 yeats. Based on my
experience with the 'Food and Drug AdministrAtlozl, I ' ,ould'suspect that there
are also many concerning which the FDA has no record of inspection. While
New York Is a highly industrialized state, and therefore not typical of the coun-
try as a whole, nevertheless these figures reflect the enormity of the problem of
trying to assure the Identity, strength, quality and purity of each batch of every
pharmaceutical-produc:It, seems to me that It. would,.be imprudent to rely
heavily on this mechanhim as "the methodI of assuring drug quality.

Even if we make the unassumable assumption that all manufacturers are
capable of passing an, FDA inspection, we are still in no sense out of the dilemma
of generic equivalence.

There'is the matter *of conforming to U.S.P. or other standards. The question
is not whether drug products should conform, but whether each batch of every
drug product conforms. The fact that standards exist--and that companies put
"U.S.P." on drug labels-does not establish that in fact the companies actually
have adequate controlprocedures, or that they follow them. In short, the question
Is, do drug- products conform to the standards they claim to meet? FDA drug
recall figures provide a partial answer: In the!12-month period ending in June,
1967, FDA. reported hundreds, of drug recalls.- Little known or obscure firns
wore involved more than 80per cent of the time, That Is, the firms that make
about five per cent of the drugs-had 80 per cent of the recalls. I would suspect
that the figures would be still more lopsided were it possible for FDA to intensify
its monitoring program to give increased attention to marginal operators. .

,-In all candor, as one who haslong participated in the work of the U.S.P., I
must also note that the-standards.of the U.S&P. do not pretend to include all the
standards and tests that a highly skilled manufacturer requires of his product
before he will put his name on it.

The fact is that the detailed specifications needed to produce a quality drug
product uidei good control procedures are of an utterly impractical length for
inclusion in a book of this sort. Quality control tickets used in leading drug
firins, for 6veh theo Sfnplest drug product, are mani'yairda 10ng-and they simply
list steps that are to, b taken. On one product Alone, manufactured' by my
company, for example, over 200 tests are performed. lrhese begn with the raw
mateataq'n41 end with4the finished perparation. details s of the 'procedures
required on the control tickelwould contituie a Wook iffitielf.

what I am sa nii is that coniformanice t0 compendlal'Fsandards like those
of the U.S.P., whilp of unquestioned importance, presentt only part of the
story. otal, quality ont6Ol involyes:huch more. A qtdaiity control department
14 of Ao consequ6neI if lt'fails to test for, andgno'ke 'ra'riatlons in, raw mate-
rials used for compounding pharmaceutical preparations. The best production
teinque S eueless If tl'shelfhiftleof the drug- 10 ,nbt tested and if the drug
deteri6otes under' iiormal "ai well Ias . uhnpAl cohditi6ns Of transport ad stor-
a06. It 1.5 6f ihhll coifif6rt to th6!Ang. na' ttentwh6ee pain is not relieved to
tell him the 'poduct niet US.P.' spe-dlations when first manufactured andtested.:: • ' "" -  . . .' ' : . .
-Indeed the' etpe iehe of the most sophit,ated miss bi-hasers of drug

products, adeftcieg"such as the Defense Departtmt' and the larger hospitals,
show that drug companies possess varying techplial capabilities. PDefense, ''a
fo.ldr-year peld;'found it necMsary to i'ejet bide ftm 449 of tho eqmpanies
who tried, to sll it drug, oh' the basis of ptint, 'Ispectons. 'And 10 the same
period, 540% of the 'samples of drug products submitted to that agency by low
bidders failed laboratory tests. We havO seen many'.kapli of a similar nature
among cohimuhity hospitals, where -xper mteo hrs tAlutti that to aVoid mils-
adventure the'istitutlon must insist on the product 6f flrms it trusts.

But even if one ignores all of this experience and assumes that all drug prod-ucts of a :iten name"are produced with equal-competelice, the doctrine of
therapeutic equivalency still remains a dangeroUj myth. The fact is that when
tWorgfnlzagtions set out t produce the same product, they commonly' pr'ce64
in' different'ways,; and while the agents they produce may meet legal or othet
standards, they 6fteh tary In many other r'e.pects. • ;
, !The importance 'of particle for iindi'Sli6e in antibiotks, like 6hloramphenico

and sulfadiazine and the anti-fuilga! agents come t rmind, Variabiiity, in re-'
sp6nse to different fornulatlomioftb'ntcoagulant dcumar1aresos-Ignifle nt
that the choiee-of brand Is ea Important the' choie"bf the agent It4lf. With
pdrtlcles of one'size larger, duses'are' required to prv~ht the formation of blood

Sotsf. With another brand In- whehicthe' articles are in i inor state of sub-
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dliwii tlwo eeot (e same dose Is'excetssilve, and dangerous'' bleeding occurs.There tre i~ily exijuipies of this sorr

,A few, 0_:tmp~es, 6f the steps ever, and above standard priidures or oMelal4tazntards'i~k~n by A qualo manufacturer to, Improve his. product and distin-guish ittroi:4 0mpeingproducts are the following:
(a1) '10 16essen pan Pu injection. 4 You 'no doubt, aill Iknow, the Injection ofM t~e drugs fis painfu.'NiWe are.constatlkstrlvIpgto, ies~asuch pain and someof uts have learned that by tho addition of ceitain~redlen ts we can produce aproduct that produces less pain on Injection. For example, In*vestigators 'told usthat our. Influenza vaccine was the leabt painful on'the market. This didn't

(J lrdu6efetit isparticularlynjtots, wich lessenl the liability
of alleriW reactions, which are q6mctinies n ot Just trouiblesomie but, Ott occasion,fatal Mut-h can be done to exclude as far as-possi1ble Ingredients suspected ofcausing such reactions. Again, such p~rocedures$ are sometimes costly, but themanufacturer who Yalues his Identity and reputation will c~nstaritly strive toattain higher levels 'of' puity. Tho manufacturer who competes on price alone0a 6i'iscot to idu~ei0tlznate ilefiuemidnt fin imisroduet.(e) 'Tld produce hofb P'rollbpt solutioh in'the stomAch and absorption In theblood Where thh6 Is desired, AVariations ht manufacturing procedures, differencesIn the state of The active 1ngredlent akpd'its purity, djfferengs, in the conbina-tion o4 q'cpieibts, 'i ahtect, gastric solution and distingjuish one product fromanother.: Vch differmcos May hae' a Crucial effect on the'therapeutic efficacyof, the pk6dtlet.

(d) To retard solution fin the stomach where the active Ingredient Is betterabsorbed'l lrthp intestinnI travt, or ppirorms Its functlop better Itfit is graduallyreleased, All this Is and &Wi be inhueliced by different ndeth'ods of 6bznpoubdingthe Irjmiior; by'dif~erent, timblet'coating, or'by'tbie'Ucdlto f o thr onactive Ingredients. -? othe no
(e) -To mask bad filtor of, an active Ingredient WThich -iot Infrequezutly causesadults -asxivell as ,children to resif( and., 'Oen refuse4, to-take the ulecline. Thmeproblem of getting a child to take a prescribed aild Oft mues'ex treinely neces-satyzn'editc4ne Is something'thdat'eveiy mother is ffamilhArwitb 1edatrll is andgemei praitifoners -choose 'their medicines carefully alud~by specification withthis In ind. ,I~ently,,Nve undfrtoqj a. c4 rful searcli of the Itora ure on the effects of drugformidlat~on' on iherapeut Q aefftity of , drug product We 'rapidly - o1etkd atotal of 211' reerenies"9Vaihalf df Atm'alre reports Idivarlato~is In thera-peutic activity observed in human volunteers and patIents;, die second hat coverboth (i Wr and in vftrol laboratory experlences Thq-,e~artl",.s I should pointout, y -r.e9yrelated, to t~e spbj~c~ ofgeneric #qd .therp tie 'q' valenace,In fatt mu6) 'additioli ti'iIiteraituie' o i lormaceuticallrscfees, pbihd'i

60b ids '& "M(1Wshn 6 alY, bears 'oh! th ,Is 4uestfOh-Mi uh 'of It relatft tocorollar'y Iubjects like .'stabilityi variations, behior'bf Inaefive constituents 6ffinished drug prodlucts,.particle sfxe4nq forit and other-slgnjficant, factors ulti-mately atTfcting quality. Gentlemen, there is a whifoi profesion, Intfernational -itscpwitb thousands of practitioners who are dedicated to the study of thesesubjects. T6'k 6~fififlehitdrhiturb ohtbi~iff "these seientistW bag bemestitited.
toboneriiw ,O(0airticles ea~h year. ','I~Th;lgopio rg"Io ar~biieig sllp Ifo; ap, ywqyqgble over-stnipliikgtjon, 9f an me(l'I-corn I' rolc iAs f uhidorstaih it, ne Of~e 661X6848. o! 2611;,uld 61:6toOliit orto.&iiWfihefa~e~itc dnpfldattbn of.di-tUg lO6duct., In AI!6'blinon;'siich'a stepwould serve as a devastating setback to. medical, progm~e4s and deprive pal~entsof es4entjal ndiain It.luspateit A yryf 4tlAeir fespopse to, edlc(-
tolerahces of drugs. all I.f;, .

It 14., for examplee' k We)),'kno~ti-f~ct thAt)46fie'&~t ti 6'drugs are suitable'for the treatment bf' all cas~is of, epilepsy.-The wide sp~etrum of druks'Aval tablefor epleplSy;exists solely bgcmi~e a htqI4ceqLkiryqp experiencee. hqs altqwn thatthere i8 a great varitblitty Jpi,ho 6nU~ a e~etc epndtaalbe
drugs, andl what we need Is iore and ~Ibt' fewe * rm"t'irow'Th'6 "Oui k&6' %11~6 tiej disease AhdV'dfblit. Thb r6~r the thiera-peuti Wrna men tat', uW the Ibetter,6frt iphysicians , dan care for, the sick' ompd'suff4rink; -Thehdrm, of eliminating. ione ,necM!ryd -~~fr qi4,ie gh jhe al-

SirP1. Cimairtinlti offen ofP 6l~~lt 11h dr" -od~t ekrinetoo obvious to b 1i'ord 'h nhbllft 6f'PDfA tio'6'st ve'b onpis'
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all drug firnis, let alone the clinical equality of their products, Is too long-
stAnding to brush, aside, and the possibility 'of tl"at situation *cbanglag is ex-
tremely remote. Reasonable approathep to the problem of' 6ntrolltig drug eosts
will, I earnestly hibpe, be' worked out In the d yiead. Of one Itht. I am cer-
thin: tying the doctor's hands, binding him in A kind of pharaeeutical stralght-
Jacket, will not answer the problem. It will compound It. It will be more con.
structive to work toward a Federal drug program that Will take eogpIlzanee of
all the realities of medicine and pharmacy today. And In that task we are most
anxtoNA to Join yop.

The CHAIRMAw. Well now, let me just ask you a question or two
about this matter. I am sure you are familiar with the story I have
told about my*father's experience when' he used to Sell 'two:pat nt
medicines. One of them was named igh poplalorum and* the other
was named low poplahirum. :Both of them were extracted from poplar bark. The onlVdifference
was that 016 was M, de from poplar bark skinned down tbe treb bnd
the other was made from popar bark skiniied up the tree. Ohe cost
60 cents and one cost $1. Most, people bought the dollar bottle but
they were of the same size and no different in quality whatsoever.Now, knowing this if a ian was voting to buy that stuff why
shouldn't you buy the one that cost half as much It is all the samethin,. 8Ar, Swrum, Mr. Chairman, I am not familiar with high popla-

lorum or low poplalirum drugs, but I would like to comment on the
point you have made regarding price.

The CHAIRMAN. It is all the same thing now--all the same-not a bit
of difference in it. Really, the fellow manufacturing the stuff did not
know whether the bark had been skinned up4or down the tree. He
just put. out one that he sold at 50 cents and the other that he sold at

11r. STMrLr. I have a distinct feeling tiaat either the manufacturer
of high poplaLorumv or low poplahirum would'be out of business to-
day given the FDA regulations.

The CHntmAIR . Yqu would be surprised- Have you ever heard of
Hadaeol f The .productgot so well known that my !Uncle Gborge had
a product called Vitalong, and he had somebody in the back stirring it.
It had a little wine in it, a little sherry wine and he mixed some brown
stuff in it and Vitamin B, and you would Ieel better after you drank
it.

.fr. STm'Len. On the point about, the varying Prices you aked, when
the last witness was here if anybody would suggest that it is proper
or that the Government particularly should pay 10 times as much for
the same products Well, I thinkno one could sug est to you or anyone
else, and certainly I would not apply it to myself in my purchasing
practices that. anybody should pay 10 times for the same thing. I think
the points on which .we may disagree, or where there is certainly a
point for discussion, is whether there is a 10 times difference in price
or whether we really are talking about the same products.

We think we can show you that it is not the same thing and it is in
this area of chemical and therapeutic equivalency on which most of
this legislation has been, we think, falsely based.

I wonder if I could ask Dr. Klumpp to make his presentation which
really does deal with the subject of therapeutics equivalency, sir?

Te CHAM RAN. Before you get off on that let me ask you this. Here
are some products which I am sure you are famitilar with. Achromycin,
Paunycin, Polyoycline, Steclin, Teh'acyn. What is that?,

1704
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Mr. &SELZR. Variois i-roducs -of Tetracycline.
The CHAmmN. It is Tetracycene, right. Lederle makes Achromy-

cin; Panmycin, by Upjohni; Bristol Myers manufactures Polycycline
and Tetracyn is manufactured.by Pfitzr. Which is better

Mr. S 'rL=. I am not pe'pared to say which is better, but I can say
that a physician who has had an acquaintanisip with all of these
products and knows about the particular condition of his patient is
able to make value'judgments bAst6 ' ihich of thesO products works
best for the conditioh of fisparticulai~pbtVent. .

The CHAIRMrAN. 'Do You know how I went about getting those
products.? I did not pay anythi for them. K got them r Iause
my cousin was head of the doctors associatioh in L0pisina. Any time
I had some bacteria in my body he Would just reach down in the desk
drawer' aid pick up a handful of free samples your salesmen left
with him. It did not make any difference whether it came from Lederle
or Squibb or -Bristol Myers, he w'Odd just'hand out a bunch of free
sanple. He did not see any.,point 'Amy going to the druisore:forwhat little difference there night' be in Squibb or Bristol Myersle
would just hand me a free sample,.all of the same thing

You say you cannot tell me which one is better. Can the doctor tell
me which one is better I

Dr. KLUmPP. I might be able t, senator Long if I were treating
you as a patient andl in'the long experience of treatIng paients I
would find no doubt that. ,there are differences among those
preparations.

TheCHAIMAN. How would you know ?
Dr. KLJUMPP. By the results,,The CHAIRMAN. Would you give the ame--would you give all four

products to the same patient ? , - ., -'-. ,
Dr. Ki xrP. No, but that is evenied out by a long experience in

treating many patients.
The CHAIMAN. If you take 16 of those capsules it is going to kill

every bacteria in your body, I am told, including those which are good
for you, someone said. Is that corre•t?

Dr. KLUmPf,. I have found patients that are sensitive to one product,
not so much because of the active ingredient but because of other
features of that product, -that they siniply cannot tolerate - Another
product may work perfectly and still have the same active ingredient.

The CHATRMAN. Here is Squibb producing one kitid to sell under
the trade name and the Other kind to sell by the official name of
Tetracycline off the same production line with the same labor and the
same material Which is better?

Dr. Krumw. Mr. Chairman, I do 'not know where you got that
information, but I am taking my own experience with my own
com any

T9e &AIRMAN. Which& company is thatI
Dr. KLUMPP. Winthrop Laboratories.
The CHAnI AN. Do you produce a great number of brands?
Dr. KL UmP. Yes, sir.,
The CHAMMAN. Do you produce Tetracycline?
Dr. Kzumw. No, sir?
The CHArSMAN. What are some of the things you sell most?,'
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Dr. KLumpP. We aretho . pia for
the Armed Fores'., i bne ... i. : p Jnria, ly" s ' r

:The 114U l~ o'tt bs 1~~Yty

The CaowAn, 6r '4 bid for it'o r u oft' Q Do
yon bid tf it ht ep ien'tPA 'ntede aou 1, .-.' o . t '.

The GARA~~tm ~r
inferior gbk~i~~Uhv obd o ome of That businiei&' I)bt6r f
Does. that downgrade te~q uhy~ of your, prdut hli lave to
bid With' TeDePAiTiet of Dfne

Dr. Klii .Th' is'th'e wa'y the"DePartment of Defee s6ts it ip'.
But thefal&is 'that: e have been fort uato enoigh'tq receive All the
bids for tfe antimai rialsIisMd In Vietiiaii, in World Var It, -and in

The C AikRiA . I&6W inch competition is there? Does anybody elsemanhufactuiie it? ;.. .. ."

JDr. KU ;r. nobody else manufacturers this parficula r one used
now.

The CHA-'ANWhat do you manufacturer that you'have to compete
toget busine s o

Dr. KLMPP. Well let me say this-TheCH3N . '~hat do you produce that somebody else produces
Dr. KLMPP. We have. competition here in that there are other anti-

malarials of a different composition and structure. We compete with
them.

The CHAfIRMAN. But that is not: the same product. What 'do y'ou
manufacture that somebody else manufactures the same thinf? I'o0u
say yovi d6 iotatnufature Tetracycline . I coud run through this list
of things Just name something you manufacture that somebody else
manufacture. "You do -ot manufacture aspirin tablets, I take it.l .

Dr. KLumPP. Yes, we do. 'We are the largest manufacturer of aspirin

Senator AwxmRsoN. What is their name? .
The CHAIRMANG, What brand name do you sell it under I
Dr. KLumpp. Bayer aspirin.,
The CHARMAN. Yours is Bayer? [Laughter.] , Let me ask you this.

Does anybody manufacture any better aspirin than you?
Dr. K;JTP#, No, sir. -
The C11AIBnMAN; an you state for certainty that somebody manu-

facturesany Worse?, ..
Dr. KLutMPP. Testimony before congressional committees given by

members of our organization showed differences between the aspirins
that are on the market.. I .;_ 7

The' CAIRMAN. Vei), they will not let you put in your advertising
that yours is better than the other fellow's. Why not ? Yow1.ay there is
none better and that is correct., therjs none betterbut you .4not say
that yours is betterfthan the other fellow's and he cannot 4ay his is better
thanyours. Why not?

Dr. KTLUMPP.* We can s ayit is the best aspirin. . ( 1' 21, I
The CHAIRMAN. You haie not and you are not gowng, tq' Wy,,that.
Dr. KLUMPP. We, do.
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*rIho CHIAIMA.,, You dQonot say it on tevio. 1

Dr. KLuMPP. I think we do.
The CHAIR3,ANq.J I aye .seen your ad4 ig4y ,tjimes "NXonaibeit"

whih lave a ot o le, desired became the' others fellow i, privileged)to saiy exactly the same thing,
iDr. I(LU31P. Well, thie cruX of, the situation, MIrd Senator-7-,.The CHAIRMAN YOu, ay you produ'ce'Bayier aspirin.
Dr. KT-u31PP. That is rigl* -i ; .:.:The C1IAIRbfAN. Does er es elta same asprn
Dr. KLUmpp. No sir; Qsolutelymfot. 

, .The CHIAIRMAN. YQU~only sell it by the trade"''~Dr. KLUMP. Yes ;, aidwedno Ce tat sirin to anybody else tomarket it under any other latbels. .The CfHAiRMAX. How about your-
Dr. KLUMfPP. This is thq-oinly formulation of aspirin, thot we makeand sell and we sell all of it. : .*'The CHAIRMAN. Is your competitor!' gon."'.ge i yuthat

Bayer aspirin is the best? I heard'him advertise there is none bettereither. None better., It islai1l the sam hi! ngjrdit~ l~k6 sugqr.s It is allthe same thing whether you buy lousiana cane' or 'l~rjdMa can -ormake it out ofbfeets.-
Dr. LUMP. M. Chirnan, in~ Bayr'alti weCond -4 150 con-'trol tests t6 be'isure'that the'product.mnt om very tAMbIh tth. highstandards that we have set ~friadI'eiul usinwhe~her our

competitors go to the same pain,, the same troubleavdexnstop-duce an eqal goo asiin. adepns opoThe CI*AHir&X 6~l whenI et 6apirin, Idk iot r0 wh mak esit. I do not-knlow' whetiir_ you made itfrs~eoye~~id tjust go to the* doctor anid, say, "D1octor, I have ia headache," and hehands me somne -mpirlA'-tablets- and he does nioitbll ,me who mifanufad-tures it., Th4t is hqWv th P idpitgesbs'irn~be~
Dr. XLUMirP .. -oyour lfxain
The CHAmmAw. So far aa -I know the7 drugs: that are supplied bythe Departmen t of Defens6ehiv,6 ,n tbsted A'g etrde ithose'that you ovts~Jder thfir.gi haDr. KWU~i. Mr Lng, untililast year iw supplied th~e"~ji thatwas usedin the two~ go, erlnnehtt hodols it_ Bethedai d Waltor
The CHIAIMAN;. Did you id for it?
The CHAIRMAN. Row much did, you sell themMtwe ju16bidding for that business? 031 ' 4b(o W.~~?i$r
Dr. KCLumpp. I do not know. That is not my prt' of the busmRss.'Th6 CHAtiMA~R.'VWould bufrhm dind ipg U and 'Pio~iiding, it forthe record? I

Dr. KVA~rp Ye, sr I 'cn.-
The' Ciiirsirk4. Myl~pieO ion 'it that y6 * i6~~l1rVig-#-1to theGovernment at about 10 tablets for a cent. 41f Pu3y Te16M Airs - -" 6,counter and buy tleft'b U6 h o'am "1Bayeri*'M.ii0Aosa penny a]piec6for them. 'Wh" shol ''o,( ~f~~ h~we buy~~ inqatt ou tli &y~ as iiie h wenwbth hi q~otl h i re'er6e Idn rgt~ Yoii' Wt'4ii' adil*a

are you not? I- I~

-1,707
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Dr. KLuxPP. I do not know whether we'are bidding for the asilrini
business now.

The CHAIRMAX. You do not know. Why do you want to come to
testify before a Senate committee if you do not know how you do
business?

Dr. KLUMPP. As I mentioned, this is a proprietary over-the-counter
product, and you have gotten into a part of the business that does not
concern me, r am testifying about prescription products.

The CHi.RMAN. I want to know why we ought to pay 10 times as
much for aspirin tablets as you can sell them for if you have to bid
for the business. When you say you do not know what you are selling
them for- iy reaction is, why not provide it to is? I just urge you
to provide for the record what your people sell those aspirin tal;lets
for when you have to bid for the business.

Dr. KLUM P. I would be glad to do that.
The CHAIrMAN. Thank you.
(The material referred to follows:)

Following my appearance before thia Oommittee on September 21 I coaisulted
with those-who have direct and immediate responsibility for the manufacture
and sale of Bayr Aspirin.' As I told the Committee, I, personall.v, am directly
responsible for the operations of Winthrop Laboratories, which deals solely in
ethical, pharmaceuticals, and not with Bayer Aspirin,, which is a proprietary
medicine. I liave been advised that my understanding of ]Bayer Aspirin sales to
the lovernment which I comniunicated to the 0omittee was not cOrrect. In act,
A review of our records shows that Byer Aspirin has never been sold to the
Government on the basis of a bid. I have been further advised, however, that
in September, 196, the Department of Defense told us that it needed imzntense
quantities of aspirin tablets in a very short period of time and rqueste1 us,
the largest manufacturer of aspirin in the United States, If we cOuld, to supply
100,008.000 tblets of 5 grain aspirin within two months. We were further advi-sed
that no bidding would be Involved because the Defense DepArtment was of the
opinion that Its then critical need for aspirin brought, it within the statutory
provision allowing the npgotlatI0n of a punhise cptract witl4out bidding or
formal advertlsint when "the public exigency Will nOt permit the delay incident
to advertising." (10 U.S.O. 2304(a) (2)), in view of the expressed national need
in" this situation, we Agreed to help the Defense Department solve its problem
an were awarded a contract for eight trucklOds of aspirin tablets (1O0,OKO.00O
tablets) at a total prIce'of $140,011.2Q, WO 4e pleased to state that we were able
to satisfy the Defense Department's n"eds and made titiely dlivory.

The (^xt;N.,.(qw, -avong these pructa ! ee, Achroiv'in,
Panmycln, ol ycyoline, and Tetracyn, can you tell me which one is
better than the other?

Dr. KLUMP. I could if I were using those products in the treatmentof attonts; ye%, slr, .,
PhnAID* 'RAN. You think you could.
IDr. K ~rir X"~ sir. n a o
The CjAl N. ut cau yoi tell me someone who cosay fo er.

tain one is better than the otierI
Dr. KLUMPP. I think you would have to go to practicing physlcians

:who hays had experience in using those products ii the actual treat-
ment ot patients.

The Ci~ vAz. Wlhst does it cost to produce fieln
Dr. KLTtx4Py. We dVo & ot make those products. I do not know.
The CH WiAx. Wh. knows thIt, speakiig for the Pharmaceutical

Manufacturers _Qia n. Who kinow what it costs to produce a
capsule of that? Can you tell me, sir I
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Mr. SmmLzR. Can I go back just a moment to your basic point and
that is: Is one any better than the other? We do not state that only
brand name products are good products, and that products that are
marketed generically are baid products. All we say is that whether it is
the Government that is purchaser or a physician, or an individual,
that they should know something about the source of the product. Now,
many of those products that you mentioned are manufactured by very
fine firms, and I am sure that there are many of them that are ver
fine products, but we are trying to make one point-that in the appli.
cation of some of these very fine products in a particular patient for
a particular disease there differences in effect, and no one really
but the physician who has the patient and knows about him and has
had the experience with various drugs should make the decision-
not me and I think not 4 Member of Congress-as to which should
be available to him. That is really the point we are trying to make.

As to what they cost to make, I am sure it varies a great deal, and
as to the cost of the entire manufacturing process for these various
firms, as I have tried to state, that varies a great deal, too.

The CHARMxAN. Let me ask you this:-Are you familiar with the
speech I made about the fact that Upjohni Lederle, Bristol, Pfizer, and
Squibb were for some time In an international conspiracy to price
Tetraoycline at 50 cents a capsule although it only cost about a cent
and a 'half a capsule to manufacture?

NMr. STM'ELR. TIam familiar with your speech. I am familiar with
the charge. As a matter of fact, that case has not been decided. It is in
the courts right now; the charge is there, but the decision has not
been made.

The CHAIR5fAN. I have talked to a man who would like to compete
with those fellows. He is manufacturing Tetrcycline, and he says it
is ridiculous to charge 50 cents a capsule for that product. Would you
think the product is any better if you pay 50 cents rather than a nickel?

Mr. STRTLeR. I would have to know who the manufacturer is. The
manufacture of Tetracycline is not something everybody should be
longn. If he knows how and he is doing-it properly and lie can do all
this is a fine way and sell it for 5 cents, that is quite a phenomenal
performance.

The CHAMuAx. Do you know what happened to Tetracycline prices
after I made that speech f

Mr. STEYMER. No sir -
The HARMAN-. Well, it is your business, or you represent them.

The price came down, at least it came down some.
Mr. STMmER. I do not know that it was the result of your speech.
The CHA6AN. Why should we pay 50 cents for something that

only costs a cent and a half to manufacture?
Mr. Smm . Wlen a mgianufacturer s a price, whether he is a

drug manufacturer or in any other business, there are a lot of elements
involved and I mentioned a few, not just what the basic ingredient
for that particular product might boost but what it has taken to develop
it, to research it, to get it through the Food ana Drug AAministration,
to promote it, to distribute it nationally to make that product known,
ali of those are, proper elements. Also a manufacturer like Dr.
Khupp's firm that manufactures 97 products does not survive or exist
on its price for one product. I think they manufacture a great number
of biologicals and if you were to look at the price structure on those
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Oy do.) hey' 6;j do b~~nes'At~bi1f~t rc f~
piNodtt basm d oni the! basic' in redientH of that proditet or thoy would

~Tito Ott11mmm;.'Vo -1 Yilic wit George Squibb's statement
thili ter day that 1ppre "diinthtpe.s1, know it-eatsdtyoiiridutiy

soec6nsteiiition. He said lhit-6e is no othoV-infdustry one6arth that
attblmpts to'do, buili 'esthb Wivf,'yea peopIS do. I takd it lie hlitrtly
in mind thAt VOU mitnufitctur'the samne product on the same~ produc-

tionline~ ~ ~ ~~ cp adl1neo 0timshepice you sell the other for. Why
sliould somebody- py -10 times as much if holi knows whathe is buyingI

Mi.SmrjEk; Can-Pclninent oii'thft Squibb statemed f
-The C1AIni&A. Sure.
Mr. Sfl~rul.' The statement by, George Squibbviai juit made, avail-

able, tomeyesterday for the first tit-e, and Iliad not seen it before
fhhtt,'butI1 hamt read -it.

Sento 'u~rs a ~,is that, the, telegn st to: Varions
members of .tho c'Omnd'ttoof did

'Mr. ~rrJA Th ''Ii& 4s!a 30 , " statement, but I bolfrve youdi
ket w telegramn in relationwsli1PA t this partlelae stAtemeont fuld the
way -it has been disctissed'in a. story in the Washington Post and with
respect to its relationship to the logilation before this tomulittMe

Sntor Cuwrxs. May we have thie faelgram. put:- in, t he 'rOdrd In
i T, iINAC. At-the-conelusi6ni of hi14 statement. I will putlti

(Mr. Squibb'sc statemenlt-Fand a telagrm received from him appear
at pp. 1424 an.4 1.425.)

MYr. STrii. This statement I unde rstand was put in in its'entirety
by Senator'Nelson yesterday -,hi the Congressional II.cord. Blut as
Iread this'statement. and it is a long one, and I have not Atudied ft-

i OUA i MAN. l'd o aeo o o read the' whole tig
Why niot summarize it?

Mn nmK. -would sAy- it- is a summary of a rat nuinber of
problems that have been -diseusied' vitally. affecting. the, drug _idustry.
Think it has not been accurately-described In thestory in I Ast week's

Washington Post that was insertedl in the record on Tuesday of thlis
wookiandI think really -f:J,'gj1 the matter hiis boen brought up
it would be well to put the compete stateiit~ into tho record because
Mr. Squibb says a lot of things. I do not tinkiit could be categorized

a'adehunciationof the drug iiutry. Ile makes a'-lot" f statements,
some favorable, some iinfavorable. B lut'the, miaiii-p~lt ia--:-

The CliAMUIA2 . He is in the drug'busgines as'yoii knmv." His coi-
pany,'manufacetures these pOrdncts.z They sell , them both by 'generic
namieand also sell by trade nanim.

Mr. STmirp. Georke Squtibb -is at former einplbyee of Squibb&
,The -COtAIptimN.lWbtn didilie, cease ~to b6,tt n ploye? When he

epesd, his' honetk oh inlon 'a bout tth mtter orpo'toht
Mr 7r& dbi~me his ielatlonilp vi*Ihqffib la0t Maieh,

many onths'a;Iwitho t an reilationship,4 t tlsdoumnt.. Now
What IT want t t Wh*,*1is tha hbdhas.,Spok'na anzihidividual ah he b44

6vriy rht, t6 dqhtiind tiam not tr&1n~g to discredit hin or A-1ipte his
fight hifV4 his idbasV'Ie did n"t9eakt for the'drug industry, he6 did
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not, ppak fqr th'PA& lie, d id not e~onh sik'f MI on ei cdrnpaxty, but
that: is al right.- He has' ita perfect bright to expross liiisel f.I

The CHAIRMAN~. IHe ought to know something tibout~ it. Hle has been
in the. drug business all h~is life alid his father before hun

IMr. $m'tJm,,' Hovknows Admthing about'it, and id' has, foriedcoer-
tali c6nelusions some, of which' I Wotil4I igro4' wlth liartlly, some I
might disagres With, but hie. is'an -iridivi dutl. 13 tt 1 thiink in fairness
since the document has comie tip it should be placed in the record in toto.

The CtAIR3rfA3. We Will put It In the record,'
Mr. STL-rixp:. Because to give the matter b -A , o hv o oka

the whole thiffg. *h whl tn to loka
Tit he I~.Tewoe-hn, appears' In the Cdngressional

Record at page 13315.
Mr. SiwTJ.F.R. I -said it appeared yesterday.
TheJI ChAIMA N. If you want to put it in thep -cord' we will put it In.

Go ahe~ad.
(The iiaterial referred to appears atp. 1425.)
Mr. Sqrix~ni.Th~fatiAtll I have on hig stittnient.
The CHAIRMAN. He0ro' are the hazn~s of SOYA4 products. Let us see.

Wha9it is Serpivite WhMat is that?
11r. SmrER. Serpasil?
Thto CHIHWAN No Ser01pivite?1
Mr, SmEi. -1 will lot the doctor speako othat.
Dr; Krtirp.4 iam not sp ec ifialy, familiar ith'0 that. There : are

over 7,000O different. drug produ~ts on thie -market Ibnt I assume it is a
comintion of Serpnsil and av'itaminjust judgi" by-the nane.

The CnAm iir. et, m e see, this product; here, Kitine, X(-i-t-i-n-e,
whatis that?

Dr. KLU'irP I am sorry, I have-neVer heard 6f ii..
The CHAIRMAN- YOU woulId not know whether it- would be good for

me or bad for me if took itright now. -
Dr. KCLUX MP. No Ai is Laughiter.] .t

The Ci1A3fAVhoVw aout this stuff" ver ]li*, --- w-o-4-e a-f I
Dr. KJATmp?. That is a preparation of Rautwohfi a, which is tlie'plant

froi'whioh 86~phsil is witracted.
Tme Ch1A1iRMA. All ri"ht.

Dr.rKL~xr; '. H~h1ti~ n extract of 'Raauwolflai
Theo COrAicRmA. All right'.

Dr. KL~uMpp. IBimasilI
The ChAAIMAic; lanasll.
Dr ".~
I he Ulf' iMANO Ybli wotld notfknow whether -~iti godlor me

or bad. I might be taking mny life in my hatnds to try-i ; t -
Dr. 1CLUrX1Pr'I would want tovknow- a givat deal more before I said

it was ko6dforyoti-r badfor you.. - .

Thb'07Y1RAn~CA. All fight4 sir. Heore is this_ thi hoerhe, Si-e-ri
f-i-wAVWhat is that?

Dr. KJ.Umi'p. I amt sorry, sir, I 4ot'know Wh erevoit' oblhat lists
The CHIRMAN. I am just iinding' 'tfi sl Ifrom! h Aoetunent'bVilhe

Americap" Plirnmkceiti~al Asso~iatil foil whomio 'du are tekitifyig.

ffil
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The CHArRMAN. I am sorry, these are the folks that sell the drugs,
the American Pharmaceutical Association. This is your ofliciM pub-
licationf

Dr. KLupP. No, sir.
'rhe CHAumAx. It says American Pharmaceutical Association.

"These are folks that sell your products, these are people you sell it to.
They list here Anquil, Bnasil, Elserpine, Eskaserp, Key-Serpine, Ki-
tine, Lemiserp, Raurine, Rausingle, Rauwoleaf, Resercen, Reserpoid,
Resine, Sandril, Serfln, Serpanray, Serpasil, Serpate, Serpen, Serpi-
con, Serpivite, Serpoid, Se.tina.

All that is Reserpine, it is all that it is. This is Reserpine as far as a
fellow who is selling this stuff is concerned.

Senator ANoRpsox. Does he admitthat.?
The CHAIRMAN. I was asking about that. Can you tell me the dif-

ference between these products?
Dr. KLuMPP. Mr. Chairman, my understanding is that the list of

names that. you read refers to brands of Reserpine, and that there was
testimony before Senator Nelson's committee that 22 percent of those
that you rferred to did not meet USP standards.

The CHAIMAN. What percent?
Dr. KLUMPP. Twenty-two.
The CHARIx[KN. Do you not think we ought to test to see whether it

does or does not meet. sandards, no matter who manufactures it?
Dr. KLuMpp. I think that each manufacturer, if he is a reputable

manufacturer, should be doing enough tests and all the tests that are
necessary to demonstrate that it not only meets the standards but that
it meets the highest standards that. we can achieve in this business. That
is our objective.

The CHAIRm AN. All right. Here is Serpasil, manufactured by CIBA.
s that better or worse than the other products ?
Dr. KLumPP. I have not made such tests, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMMAN. What do I pay if:I buy Serpasil?
Dr. KLuMfPP. I think you have that information in testimony, I

do not know.
The CHATRMAN. No, we do not have that. I want to know if I buy

some Serpasil what it would cost.
Dr. KLUMPP. I beg your pardon, the testimony was given before

another committee investigating the same matter, "the Nelson commit-
tee. but it is available in the record.

The CHAMIAN. You are here to testify on this matter, but you do
not know what T would pay.

Well, I made a speech" about that matter some time back,, and I
think what I said was something to this effect, that-let me ask you,
does Mr. Stetler know what do I pay if I buy Serpasill I made
speeches about it myself.. I

Mr. SarxLR. I am not sure what you would pav at a retail drug-
store where you would buy Serpasil, but. it is true the manufacturer's
price for Seripasil is higher than most other brands or generic prod-
ucts of resernine. This was a matter that, was discussed, as you know,
in some detail before Senator Nelson's committee.

The COHARMAN. How much higher? -
Mr. Sri . At retail probably relatively little. I can tell you gen-

erally what the differences in price are at retail.
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The CAIARMAN. Tell me the Wholesale price. What is the difference
at wholesale between that and other products?

Mr. ST=-ra. I think they run the whole gamut because there are
about I think what, 50 60 manufacturers of these products and I just
cannot relate to you all the different prices at wholesale of all of these
manufacturers.

Th1e CHAMrMAN. Can you tell me whether Serpasil is superior to
these other products?

Mr. STurR. Serpasil is a fine brand and a good one and it is better
than many of those from other manufacturers, there is no question
about that.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you produce scientific proof that it is better
than the others?

Mr. STZ R. Some of the others yes
The iCJAIn Mx. Than most of them
Mr. STrzR. Ye, sir.
The CHAMRMAN. Would you please provide that for the record with

the prooff
Mr. STrthn. I will put it this way, and, I think I can: In the testi-

inony before the Nelson committee about 9 weeks ago, Mr. Slloway,
who is the head of Ciba, did testify, and he referred to some tstin
by independent laboratories that was done on is product which is
Serpasit and other brands of reserpine. I think I can get that infor.
matio'n ? r you, and based on hait one contingency, that he will make
it available to me, I will be glad to put it into te. record.

(The infoinatioin referred to was received by the committee and
made a cartof the official files.)
The GIAIRMAx. As you know, Senator Nelson said that was a, phony

and fraudulent study.
IMr. STO"iPInE. I know Senator Nelson said that. but I do not happen

to gree. I know something about the study, and I think it was a valid

The CHARM~AN€. Assuring that same company sells that sane prod-
uct from the same prod action line and has to hid for the business, do
they sell it for the saie price?

Sir. SrnaM, Do they ell what attheosame prico?SThe ChMANs. 'If thoy have obid forte business. Suppose tley
wait 'to sell to the 1.S. ('03verninent and liave to bid f6r it, do they
sell at thesame price ?

Mr. STrLAR. No, they do not.,
,The CIFAR3i . What is' the difference in price if they have to, bid

for the business IMr. Smt-i'. Well, it varies f6f " irse, a lot, ut I would e that
they sell it cqieper to the Qoveinnent,. I e ta

The CIJAIRMAZ4. My Jnlprsioi is if they haveto bid for the business
they might:sell it for 20 percent of. halt they would charge if they
o]d without bids.

Mr. STmTY ,R. TIere is tio'qnestio d hditiohaly whep yol, crc talk-
ing bout drugs or aut6inobil, orWinoho t else, they- sll nore
¢heapl0 to thN 6overnmept Wijeh i' is a Wis or wrong decision

( o, t know, bit It io ,i
T1i4 C3IATI. Je me ask1 yAt)M PNJ6f they lose money when they

sell iOd4li6 Governm6eit I"
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Mr. S~mmwt. and some 4O not. :: '

Mr. SThrLXR. Ti iolII '' I
They dM~~ i'i i~t tie'0r d~~ logo n6y?

Th CAiniAr Yu r not hiill the1y 10-96 n , 1
Mr. Sw,-nER. Not ah~ays, b~ut once ill a while.
The Ci4,AIMA.'d6 y'oi k&%w iihy of yourpol voj~~dlbr

atelybid for buisines to losernoney?
'A r. S 8 -Mi.' . Ndl. Sne iv bid fo'r the Govornmient an'd Ijav lost

Molley. Dr. IKlurnpifs firm is one.
Tile CHAIRM3AN, Inetonly Can even Dr. Klumpp say you01 ho,.Ve

victu'~Ily bid for Gov~imnt busi A6ess'ivhen you kneow youi wirb going
to lose Money?

Dr. KLUPP. Yes sir.
The CIHAMMAN. f'ntentionallyt
Dr. KLUMII'. Yes sir.

.Dr. Kump. Why 1
The CAIA.Wy
,Dr. Cft~u nbr.'Mr. nhourmrnThe IIAI'RMN h-I did4 you bid for'busine~ ~os ig n r

going to'losdm~yi yu fdwaticote
Dr. it.n~. tBeC Al e ~r Ir' to, 'hav V 06 1 b IiA C Y16 i~n* k i

to'tho f.h~'4kians in the Gover1nment I' the AiieaI~rorces , i iorth
reason we 'are "' iinhg.,Ai t in, an1i sonetimeS more frdljuehtl , thanh
not, to bid actually and lo86 ni6hey: xow let M6 just' ill', stiae.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just mhke this clear.-I& do2t WIt Oti je6
pie to Ilose, money'on I'anyt hIng you %sell. So' far as 'thi $eh tdr- is cbn-
cerned, I want Tqu to make money every time you 'ndike iii't't16 e ut
this'thing of *fiaklng the 4Piibli6 pA "20 bi~ 50 times khA t-6, thin is
worth does not make, any sen§ , and 0 dontse&wyuin jiiti
that.

Dr. X *P~. Mr. Clir: 'ii; fh6'figue shw hat on th,,a draeih
products that -you are referring to, the trakdeni arke pro~lu~, cot no
twice or three tims but 23 percex~t more than the,enerip prick

The CHAIRMAN.I will? bet y.$tduthathe'Bayer 'asp i out ,of that
dispenRsary over here which we get for aout 10 for a peny'ill riot be
sold across the counter to me for that price.

Dr. KLuMPPr. No, sir.
The CmHAIRMAN But you would sell it to 'he Government.
Dr. KLUMPP. But we want you to 'use Bayer aspirin and we are will-

ing to lose money so that SenatorLong will uso Bayer aspirin and not
a competitive brand.

The CHAIRMAN. Let Me tell you, when I go to Sa drugsor I do not
buy- Bayer because itis too explosive. I buy stuff that lasjiist as good
that ss for 10 percent of tapieByr sella aspirinfr, a il
ing to use yours if you sell it at the same price as thie other.'

Dr. ICm' L . You lookJin very kobd h~falhto mb'
Senator AzDERsoN. I thugt his Itness testifieda while a 'h

did not have any idea of 'costs. tidIAyou not answsmomehi~u uetrpnk a
while ago that you, did not have knowledge 'of cost4-dand VM§6edpon that
basis! Yet now .you have a khoivled -of cost. Youi do'not khow" that
you bid and lost moneyI

IT 4



Dr. 4CRLUMjpP.. 1 ~I jk ssuiNwjjipg, Mr. ,Andqwoda M'. Logs~ae
nert tat t w~ bin ~pd i~t.a tnthofa'cen; s0tabUet, I full assuwingthat at that tlgnu R ~' ot n4ing 4ny mopwy.: BuLt l.ep.n

thiog ji context liero. I pmn h~od of ft division iqur CP'njpany, and thatis the pharniaceutijal.4ivjsjqn# ,The Byqr epwi is-sold by an entirelydifferent diyisioni~ pani~t in detaIfiiii 'hterbdtIi
pricesor anything of tbgt kind.

Sntor ANDMRSON. I was pst curious, because I have~jxen takin~insulin for O somne'yeirs a~t th same price, $1.50~
$0.99 at another,ltL Nvagetl1 sano pritz.jall, tJheway throulgh.-'The CHIR.MAr.N. Let me ask you how -many of your niagfitoturers

Mr. STR'r.R. A lot of tlie'm. I cnnot tell you the exact number 4 Wehtv-e 3I40 companies in- oilr: tisqla iton and ny of them manufactureanld-you.1kow nul drugs hAve. a generic iintmei but they. market thentinder a, rlonerio namle, a lot of them.*j:vThq %IAAj Osci yo" tolm~in -what. coo~paplesar hpinia
manufacturers of drur boldbygenexjonaji~ue;~, . *MrS'rTrr,r,, One1.kn_)w hmas koepmieferred and Nvyyourself Rndone of the better ones N~ B Ii Ijlly CQ. It; i one ;of our, bigger membersand they rnanufst~tv'ro-and market. anderageneriq nan -aid tliqyare

The CHAMAN. I am~n told Lilly and Sqluibb are, probably the tWo
largest. 

. *Mr., Smrr. They qp' Squibb is another. They. l,_gene1c

-The CHA'IRRMN Provide, for the record it you will', what percentage
of your firms sell by~etierlenatnef.

Mr. $ r~rr~. Iwmll~gt pit. figute and 'Ipr~ie t yo~ "T'~
no v fur vhat t'4' Prbe, St,

(Tkhein'ormaktion referred to -folows:) '

Approximatl I9 pe4e~ fap~cuia anufaci'AeUopjmbers inaOf~uteany, dr.sb en~a~
The C HAIRMAN. Whalt total generic drug, production, comes frommembers of yoour srgm~wition?
Mr., Sw~rLkg.. Well, since, we produrc VP pqrvwnt Of 811.,pre"qriptjondrUgS,. A) Am suore we,,prod~uc sOmething comparaA ttatin terms~of brandaind generic.1, - is j# _-'%U

ThBCHIRI~~,.. W e, hav beon told that whnadu i siedor.!alled iin by'FDA, ths hearingcoe after the FDA, acs8sta
sustuiidl tue n thrwo'd -w'.hen the FDA pei zes -a drug or re-cfJs it, the ,hoaring hpns after the f~Ahsatd

Mr. STMrrR. If it is a limited seizure, if they 'peiize like ne pack~tgqof qiie product~ that would be trueyes.The iOHA1RXA". Now,- summary. seizure is provided for in the drimgabuse, law .Was tbiit supportedb'y your a~soiaionf , i,: *-i I"r.SR'LE~ Ysit ' a_, . _.

drng said uliycn'owas inmPortent but it Pon'stitut~l Qnly a" smallpart of druag .I ntond theresearch oret of -,esription drigwmlpobably, not qxoeed 7, percent. hy tben -flio treinelusdfe~
enQ81r4price or roduoet?' :
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Mr. STerLmF_. The research expense of our industry in the United
States is in excess of 10 percent, but it is true that quality control is one
element. I would not say it is an unimportant or a small element, but it
is one element. The elements, as I mentioned in my statement, that
go into the pricing structure, are research, development, quality con-
trol, all of the things I mentioned, that is just one, as is research.

The CHAutxAN. Can you tell me the total research expenditures of
the industry

Mr. Siwi x. In 1966 it was, in excess of $400 million. That is an
increase of a great percentage. I think in 1959 it was something like
$50 million.

The CHAMUN. How much of that is applied research as compared
to basic research?

Mr. SnmLFx. There are some of both in that. I would have to give
you a breakdown, but the total figure is $400 million, but a good part
of it is applied.

The CliAIRxAN. Provide it for the record. How much of it is for
over-the-counter as compared to prescription drugs?

Mr. STErrMR. That is not included in that because we do represent
only the prescription. I say ethical and I should say that is prescrip.
tion products and drugs that are promoted only to doctors.

The CHAIMAN. If you can get it, I would appreciate your providing
that information.

(The information referred to follows:)
In 1967 the' research expenditures of PMA members will exceed $476 million.

On the basis of our information, wes estimate that 17.3 per cent of drug research
and development financed by the pharmaceutical manufacturers In the United
States Is basic research, defined as "original Investigations for the advancement
of scientific knowledge... which do not have specific commercial objectives,
although they may be in fields of present or potential interests to the reporting
company." The National Science Foun4ation studies using this definition show
the "drug Industry" to be the leader among industries engaging in base research
with Its own fuds.

We do riot have data on research expenditures for nonprescription dr6g as
such. Our estimate Is that less than 5 per cent of total drug research expenditures
Is for nonprescription products.

Mr. STrLiR. $400 million is for the prescription product.
The CHAnIRMz;. I would appreciate your giving me the breakdown

as to how much is'for over-the-counter drugs. Now what proportion
is research costs to worldwide drug sales of American companies?

Mr. SMrMwR. Well, +We represent 140 firms..I Would say about 50
of our firms haVe worldwide sales. Our association's membershiP sales
in 1966 were $3 billii dom~ically, They weie $4.7 billion"worldwide.
That $400 million applies. I guess, to your questions as I understand
it, to the $4.7 billion figure.

The CHAUMAN. You have been critical of tihe formular, committee
which will choose drugs for which the Government will pay.' Does
not the medicare program choose the drugs we willpresently pay fori

Mr. STrRn. The medicare program talks about drugs that are Il-
eluded 'iin the USP, thia' NF, the Hoiieopathic Pliarmacopeiu,,New
lbru~s; and A'ccpted Dentai .Reiedies, andl it makes provision for
'ther drugs that are included in other formularies. 'It is not a ati'ict
prohibition or a linitatioflof 'd_ ugs thatlari cited' in those compendia.
As a matter of fact, if you look at the experience under the title
XVrIII-A program you will find that they reimburse for drugs across
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the board. There are no limitations that apply really to just those
drugs in those compendia. '

The CHAIRMAN. Do not a number of States and cities also use for-
mularies?

Mr. S&rrm. Yes, they do. There may be another point on that if I
might: Many State programs, title 19 programs, and some city pro-
grams, have the problem that we all have, and that is limited budgets,
and although they have included drugs under their programs, they
have had to limit in various ways what they can cover.

Now, to live within their budget, they have set up formularies which
restrict in various ways the payments for drugs. Some places it is so
restrictive that it is a distortion to really say they have a drug program.
In other words, they have x number of dollars and they very arbi-
trarily say only such and such drugs will be accounted for.

The CHAIRMAN. Do not the majority of accredited hospitals use
formularies?

Mr. STW.LER. Many of them do. I am not sure of the number but
there is a distinction between a hospital formulary and a State formu-
lary and a Federal formulary.At the State level the formulary is an open-end proposition where
the doctors that serve on the hospital staff have a very Jefinite voice in
what is in the formnulary and if they want to prescribe outside of the
formulary they can. It is a method of controlling inventory within a
hospital, but it is a much different formulary than would be involved
in a State, in a Federal bill.

Dr. KLumPP. May I add to that, Mr. Chairman, t heuse of
drugs by the Department of Defense, 30 percent of the drugs they use
are also purchased outside of the formularya-I mean outside of the
table of supply of the Department of Defense.

The CJuAiRmAN. As I understand it, your association has been oppos-
ing tlhe use of formularies by the States under title 19. But is it not true
that the States have been adopting State' formularies anyway not-
withstahding your opposition ...

Mr.' Srrx5i. That is not so. We have not oppose State formularies
under title 19 programs.

The CHAM[AN. The States have been adopting them, have they not?
Mr.. STiTniR. I think 10 have, but we now have some ideas about

hoW they should beset up..
TheCHAIRMAN. Asyou know, sir; I have discussed this matter with

you in my office on occasion and from time to time we find some area
of agreement, even though .we find maybe we disagree on some issues
involved 'But I want tb m-Ak6Jt clear thatI 4Ver intendedithat this
drug am'effdnieht;hould initerfere witli good medical practce or with
the ci iscretjemif doctors. I have complete rApet for doctors and the
fine 'ibb they dorid also'fr'the doctor -t ttint telationship. I am sat-
isfied that-th do *rs should have tb" rig't to Jprescribe whatever drug
he thinks is - iAicularly dW rable for his ptie t.

Now]. V ould'be Willing to -o an" xt mi'le with reg.rd'to thia
matter 'ahd Yhndi fy the :din6A e thtt fihatve introdu6 d in bl
form at the time that i 0f'er:it." The changq would authorize Feod-
eil' mtchink 4wfd the full'a¢jisition cops( of an drug oduct,iigAirdls 'of Whether it w~s inclilded' in the fo ur ., when it is
i rsi-bed urnder- it bgneri nante plus th nta14oftIle manuater.

S3-231--67-pt. 3-14
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In otliqr words, if tle dQctor waits Reserpine ianJfaptuyfd by Parkj,
Da'viis, all right, h6 just Wvries downi Parke, K.N if. 1' Waints"it
manufactred by sompon else do so by spn/qg,tohor n~ue.. This, pro-
cediiro is recommended by medical 'edicators, phainmacologits, and
other physicians. It is also endorsed, I jund.rstand,,in you pmpared'
stAtemept. Thism'hns tfhat if a d.6ctir.nts d.ug produeea by, aspedi~e ja~iu/factur1tr6 h can get what he wants p idng he Is will-
ing to indicate on his precriptioi the official name of the plduct
and i(s producer.
The provisions of this bill now provide for a July 1, 1969, effective

date. Cdmmissionier Goddard' says heu needs nore time to get* ready
so i ai iling 'to niddify the amendment to p o 1ido 3 years and niake
t 6 _tecivc 6da 6 july 1, 1970, to give them, l tiie time they need to
to6l up, and do a01, the testing they want to do before" they put it into
effect.

My purpose in tiis matter is to simply see that when we pay for
the: rugs that we, jisofar as possible and, practical withrppt !uduly

Xirring. with medical' practice, get them at the best pice that we
canii bat ivohld mieet some of your objections, but I knew it would
not meet all of them, o say w i a '. :s,,,r:- d
:M.SM , Seiat6r, as you saly, W av bad disussgns regardingspine 6[ this in thd~past. I am not quite sure of the effect of this change
ir.cI haye just iow heard of it. I do notknow how. it would affet

thevariouis provisions of your bill so far as th-'ost range is con-
ceined. If the change were made, I am not sure. 1,h't would be left
in theobill in te'ms of the cost range, the reimburabJe amount, orthe
critei-ion that 'wis set for establishing. the for nutriy Which we find
most objectioiabl'

But ag we said inie satemeni and ve'mean it si rely,ve would
like to work wth IEW because we thinkthere is a very proper con-
cern by this committee abo0L how to control Fede] i,_epefndftures, Wethink wve have'a' rqs "iJsbility as mnufacturei s, to be~a par. of that
study' and that decision; and weare'trying to Work,with them..

We just think.that, there are other ,ways in which it could be-ap-
proached which '4ould not have the bad effects that we see in the
bill.

The CHAiRMAN. Well, you see I am not being s6 cruel as to suggest
that you bid for the business. I am still willing to allow you higher
price'than you would get if you had to bid' for it. All I want to, do
is be sure that when we buy this stuff we get it within a rea snablo
price range.

Mr. STETL.R. As you know, under various of -these sopials purity
titles and certainly under 18(b) as they extend to drup wo are going
to deal with a great number' of retail outlets, 50,00 drustoreq, and
7,009 hospitals. We are 'not in a situation where we are gomg to, have
a central procurement and you should not. But wien you look at the
differences in retail price last' yer, you find it is notainyti'ug like what
you referred to as 10 times. The actual percentage aiff wcq between
prescriptions that"aro written by brand And writtei genetically is
28 percent that is not 10 times". And that i's the actual percentage for
1960 oii all prescriptions written, brands and generic There is a, 23,
percent difference which we think is fully justlfied by the different
factors that I have mentioned that go into the pr'o'dution of a quality
drug product. ' t o hi o u

1.71$
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Th6 CHAIRM~AN. Senator Curtis,,, o -. ,
Senator Cunris. The U.S. News & WVorld Report, I believoe.for Sep-

tember 18, 1967, had a paragraph on medical t./I nothav it
beforetme, but as I recall it, it .std that hospital costs in 19 years
had gone-up: 08 percent' i and tlhat 1 L.sriptjon di:ugs during that same
10 years had gone down between 1 aud 2 percent. Woild thait. be about
ri it as far as the drugs arconce'n .,d,

Ir.STETLER. That is right. All drugs, over the counter aid prescrip-
tions, have just about held the line, but prescription drugs haye gone
down, Other elements in nfedictl costs have gone up a great deal,
and the chart, that was in Medical World News and Time about 2
monthsago showed that very specifically. ..

Senator CIrTIS.:,Well, hospitals led the parade, 60 recent.', ' hSn' a They have gon'o upa great deal, that is corieeb. "
Senator Cumrris. And I;thi nk : hysirians' costs. ome AQ0years ago

went up between 20 and 25 prceilt. ,, . ,
Mr. STZTLHRr . At least that amo L .. ,........... I
Senator Cuyrs. Is there ,ajAyiotl'o line of prodticts other, than

drugs and prescriptions where you 'have a similar problem of olassi-
flcafion by name or is this somethilig that is p.eculiar to the drugbusiness? . ;

Mr. STOTLER. Right off I cannot think of anything, thatiscompar-
able. Think it isrelatively peculiar to the drug bpsmess, Where you
hlve an established or generic name and all dru s lave It and',ome are
marketed just by that name and then in additionothers hav0 superini-
posed on them brand names, and they, are sold by those brand nanmes.

Now:brand names, :of coui,,re, are common, but the generic counter-
part, is what is )Aot common in other products.

Senator Curis. But it becomes milch more ,,nsitiVe. becatiiscof, the
potency of drugs and the dependence of healthon drugs, afias well
as-what can happen with the misuse of drugs

Mr. STr.LER. No question, high quality, high standards,,potency,
purity are imperative in a drug product....;

Senator Crnris. Yes.
I imagine. ,. the Government-undertook to have a uniform prlca of

a pound loaf oLbread, the source of the bread might be of great con-
cern to the consumers o theountry. . , :: " I . I !''

Mfr.,S . nix, They wo.ld becon.rned just as we are concerned.
Senator CprTs., Yes. But on the other hand, it would not be as im-

portant because'even poor bread would not hurt aperon.very much,
b ut a _Ixl o r ax g m ig htb e very di.S tyO S . . .. .

Mr. STIMER. When you tak about bread and'you talk about varia-
tions in price; this is a place where there might be a great. variation.
It ranges all over the lot; you can buty bread at a'dollar a loaf and 20
cents a loaf. You Ir1v4 five, times difference in retail in. this and other
food products& YOU donot find tjiat iii drugs At retail.; ' " *

As Said, last year the difference is 23.percent between brand and
generic. You find these variations, there is no question, in all types of
products.Senators CURTJ. Tell me this, does the gene 6 inamd include every

fr:n iii h. iegeneri nMeith nam, apple to t;bm sio
TETIalRe Tie~d tor ti

ingredient, Combination prod'sf that have a variety of, prod ets do
not have a generic name to describe the inactive ingredients. .
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Senator Cuwm. The generic name does not describe everything in
the drug.

Mr. Si mrLr. No, sir.
Senator CuRTis. In other words, there are perhaps filler-not. neces-

sarily filler--but something that holds the capsule together.
Mr. STv rE. Inert ingredients.
Senator Cums. Other ingredients.
That is all.
The CHAIMAN. May Isay that certain members of your association

certainly have some influence in this Government. Here is Abbott
Laboratories sending a letter to Members of Congress. In this they
enclose copies of a memorandum about this bill, S. 1303, introduced by
me, that my committee has been trying to get for a long -time as
critical to finding and correcting objections to the bill. Strangely
enough here is something dated May 3, 1967, that I have not been
able to get to this date but I have it now through Abbott Laboratories.
They got it out of the Government. I cannot. I am chairman of the
Finance Committee, and I am privileged to know the top defense
secrets of this Nation even though I am not on the Armed Services
Committee. But I am not privileged to know what the responsible
officials over at the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
think about providing drugs and buying them at a competitive price.

I must congratulate Mr. George Cain, chairman of the board of
Abbott Laboratories, for his fantastic influence in this Government.
It is exceeded only by certain members of your association who stc-
ceeded in stealing research secrets out of Government laboratories
and applying for private patents on them. So I can understand why
maybe you would like to work with those people at HEW. They have
been very cooperative with you, but not with the Senate, not with
those of us tryingto pass laws.

Mr. STfmm. Senator, I do not know the source of that document,
and I do not know that it contains 'anything that was not in their
statement that was submitted on September 1 to, this committee from
HEW.

So far as the comment on the research and the patents, I think that
is another subject. I question the word "steal," however.

The CHAmmAN. Well, any time-any time people go over there and
apply for a private patent desiing to make it thea howi private itos
session and hope .o charge thetpulio far mo than thy can selI it
for on a comr..itive basis on drugs developed with Government
money and in Povernment laboratories by Government employees , it
wiuia seem to me that that is about the kind of word that you Can
think of to use for it.

Mr. ST=ILER. Senator, as you know, we have talked before: about
Government patent policy. This happens to be one are where I think
our industry and your views are not too diverse. I' do not think you
have ever had the b6po'tunity to sit down and discuss with usthe stfite-
ments that e ma= e t6 the cClellan committee. W do 6ot happen
to think that a research effort, whQther it is in the drug industry o&
ay other industry that Is howly subsidized by Governhent, that
the patent rights should come to this industry. We thifik there, arA
eraif quitia- that shOld be exphored. we d
~"I~thlnh this is onof the 'areas where we do have Aome conmmoh

ground, and I iould'lik6 fo discuss it with yoA."..

1720
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The CHAIRMAN. I do not think that you contend for a moment that
when the Government discovers some drug with Government money
in a Government laboratory by Government employees, anybody is
entitled to a private patent on that. That is something that the public
has paid for already. They should not be charged twice for it, and you
do not contend that.

Mr. STVMRr . No, I am not familiar with those specific instances.
But thie illustration as you give it, of course, is a pretty extreme case
and I am not familiar with that.

The ClArRMAN. Well, that is worse-when that type of thing hap-
pens. It is worse than a case of improper influence. That is just down-
right thievery as I see it when someone steals something out of a
Government laboratory and turns it over to somebody to apply for a
private patent on it. That sort of thing has happened on occasion, and
I have denounced it when it did.

But I am not accusing your association of that. Your association
did not do it. Maybe it was a member which did that, but your asso-
ciation did not do it. Nor did your association so far as I know, suc-
ceed in getting this information that Abbott Laboratories got. That
was strictly their own idea. I would think that that is subject to severe
criticism when a Government employee declines to make available to a
Senate committee that has the responsibility for this legislation, and
for their department, information which they make available to pri-
vate firms.

Mr . STMLEn. Obviously I do not know the history about the rela-
tionships of your request to HEW so I cannot comment on it.

The CHAIRMAN..Well, thanks very much.
I have some additional questions that I am going to submit to you.

You can provide the'answers in good time after you think about it. I
am not going to ask all of those at this time. I think we have kept you
on the stand long enough. Thank you very much.

Mr. STnmER. Thank you, Senator.
(liesponses to questions submitted to the Pharmaceutical Manufac-

turers Association regarding S. 2299, by the Chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee follow.)
QuestIin #1:

Yon say my bill would "Impair competition" among drug manufacturers. In
fact, however, wouldn't It increase competition by providing a market for the
small fellow who produces a quality generic and who doesn't have all the
money that the big companies spend In propagandizing doctors? His products
would be paid for if the drugs involved were included in the Formulary.

Haven't the small manufacturers of quality drug products successfully bid
for Defense Department business and that of many leading hospitals where
the biding was on a generic and not a brand name basis?

Response:
We do not believe S. 2299 would "Increase competition by providing a market

for the small fellow ;" rather we think the effect of the restrictive formulary
envisioned by this bill would unquestionably result In fewer competitive pro-
ducts being on the market, probably more to the detriment of the smaller manu-
facturer than the larger. The eal possibility of elimination of competition from
the market-rather than an Increase In competition-was recognized In the report
of Secretary Gardner, dated September 1, to the Senate Committee on Finance.
S. 2299 rvquires the proposed formulary committee to exclude from the formulary
any drug or biological which Is found to be "unnecessary or therapeutically
duplicative". The above question assumes that the small company is more likely
than the large company to have its products included in a formulary, The
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revbrse Is more likely becausel4t will b the larger rosearch-o-ented companies
which wi)l more likely 44re "sole sou"" rugs; It, will be the smaller firins
whlch do nqt engage In research and dqvelopinent of new; drlig products but
aire largely In' the business of manufacturing "Iic too"' ulrugAI' a'ndmarketing
themn under generic jiarnos which, logically, Wtulal'hhv0 their pr1oduttts charnec
terized as "unnecessary or, therapeutically duplicative."1 Tkinving asideeseia
medical and pharmacological factors and considering solely, the e-oiimtc factors,
we do not understand why It should be any less desirable to have several com-
Peting drug products than to have; for example, 'several competing brands of
gasollne.Perhaps If this nation had only one braldl of gasoline to use in our
automobiles and only one manufacturer and one huke chain of service stations,
matters would be ".simpler" for the American motoring public. For example, we
would have only one gasoline credit card to keep tack of, assuming we could
persuade the sold supplier to Issue one. We wou ldtit have to 'hmiAke bother.ome
judgents between one brand of gasoline or another Or one company or another.
Along with all of, iiese advantages of a "simpler life" it Is self-evident that
with oneor a few brands of gasoline available to the Amerlcan public, ,comle-
tetition would certainly be drastically reduced or eliminated.

How can It be any different with any other product, including prescription
drug 'ii'bdct

It Is perfectly true that some "small manufacturers" have successfully bid
for Defenpe Department bitsine-ss. First, the "Defense Departinent does not
restrict Aidding on drug products to those which have only a gencril name.
Nvery brand name drug product also has a generic name. According to our
information the majority of drug products 'purebased by the Department of
Defense' in recent years have been purchased from research-orlented firms.
A detailed analysis of Defense Department records on purchase of drog products
wlQshow that he companies which market only.,by generic name and which do
not etnigag In new drag research and development are certainly not the Principal
suppliers to the Department of Defense.

Question # :
You say my bill would adversely affect "the quality of health care". What

adverse effect would result If we used Upjohn's prednisone which is available
at one-eighth of the price of Scbering's?

What adversity would occur if we used Squibb's reserpine Instead of Clba's
high-priced product?

Reeponas:

We would not assume that for each and very patient there would be ,aiy
adverse effect with one company's less expensive prednisone rather thhu another
company's more expensive product. Neither, would w6 claim, anid we dop't think
the medical'profession would claim, that for every'patient one company's pred-
nisone would be just as good as another company's prednisone. The saien
observation equally applies to one company's reserpine as compared with ,n.
other company's reserpine.

We do not suggestat all that the most expensive drug product, Is the one
that every doctor should always prescribe for his patienL Nordo we think that
the cheapest drug product available is one which the prperlblng,,Jhlsiclan
should never use. Rather, we feel strongly that the professional judgment as
between one drug product and another, should be made by, the attending physi-
clan In the light, of his: knowledge and experience with the specific patett
Involved. The precise decision for prescribing a drug for an Individual should
not be based on the mythical "average patient'T assumption anymore. than the
appendectomy on an Individual should be handled on the asstunption he must
be an "average patient". The attending phys-iqlan should not be restricted In
exercising his best professional judgment and he should be held responsible
f6?'his profegsionAl medical'judgment.' Pitrtl er,'we emphasizethat the practic-
ing physlcliAI hni: America, through, their own prpofesslofial * Assolation-the
American Medical AssOciatlon-have fully.- ~ guizdd the 'responsibIlity of
physicians to take into account drug product pileeh as well as the quality of the
product which they prescribe. We think this ia6 it should be. In stating In
my testimony that S. 2299 Wrould adversely' affecf the quality' of dng Care, I
had In, mind the ovti'all long range effect 'which *b61ld slen tb be almost cer-
tain., S. 2209 would restrict competition 'bY having a ft trltlve formulAry and
reSfiictive cost guide, and thereby keeping '4lh g 'lIilucts, othewisi'. deter-
mihed'to be safe tid effective under"present'FI)A statute, off the'"oArket.
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WMitit tils type of *'rfeilnnit control and riestrictioh in effect; there is bound to
be a debilitating impact on the capacity of mwnufaeturers to spend the money
and tae the risk in new prodUct re s6arc. Thus, S. 2299 not only poses the
threatiof deriying Social Security program beneficlarles the best available
drugs--because of the reitrictive formulary and the cost range restriction-but
also pqses the real threat of inhibiting future new drug product development andmarketing. •

Question # 8:
Do you agree that my bill does not involve price fixing? Doesn't It simply mean

that the Government, based upon thb prices prevailing In the wholesale drug
market, will determine how high it Is willing to go towards the coste of aoy
properly made product of a given drug in the Formulary. We don't decide the
pric--the manufacturers and the wholesale market develop that. You are still
perfectly'free to go on overcharging anyone for drugs except for those preserip.
tons which are paid for by the Federal Government.

Rcl Opnao:
We very definitely believe the effect of 8. 2299 would be to Iose price fixing

or price regulation. Under Section 2004 of the proposed new title e XX, the Secre-
tary of HEW is required to publish a "guide" showing the cost range 6f qualified
drugs and the cost range cannot exceed the price at which a drug is "generally
primarily available for sale In a given strength of dosage form by its established
name or, if lower,l by tradeinark designation." This bill further ovides that
reimbursement 'for drug products under the 8ocial Security programs shall not
exceed the amitounts listed in the Scretary's published guide. ' I .

First, assuming the Secretary of IIEW publishes an initial "guide" Msed on
actual market I)rices at that time, S. 229 requires tht Secritary not to exceed
the amount at which "tiie drug Is generally primarily avalthble for sale by Its
generic .nme only.'rhls Indicates the Seerotary is required t6 baseohis gi d on
the middle range of prices at which a drug product Is apt tO be available. The
impact of this procedure is quite obviously an immediate "price 1fxing" as to
thome drug products which may then be selling, at prices higher than the pub-
lished guide, inasmuch as these drug prodticts Would b;e denied full reimburse-
ment under the Social Securlty programs. The fact that this would not be a
direct law prohibiting sale of drugproducts above a stated price would be of
small comfort It the nt ecdnoinlc effect Is thesam!e. k.72M9 would in fact con-
trol the prices of drug products made available to benehclaries under Social
Security programs atid it must _e recognized that the§Vplogramq are now of
suffielenf size and impact In 'the total economy-and will bekane even greater in
the years nhend-as to control subqtantlally the remaining "fbxvate matket".

Another effective price fixing impact tinder S. 2299 would come into play after
a period of time, affecting eveli the lower price products bhh formed the basis
for the Initial publiation of the required cost guide, flew'i*ould these prices
be edJ ste I hi'future years to take care of Increasledcosts''f' doilg business ?
Once p16blik-Ded, reimbursement would not be available beyond the published guide
months, weaning thore would likely be noprincipal or riniary pr es for those
drug products above the published guide limits. 11ow then, is an actual market
price experience at higher levels to be established as a basis for Inter-revision
of the "guide"? .

Que-tfon # 4:
Isn't It true that my Mlli Wild still pernit ,drug coinpanl . to charge What the

traffic will bear for patnted 0'rogs Included In the Formulary? Aren't the majority
of the most frequently 'presi rjbed Artigs patented? •

Rc-9pottRe:-
According to our information, a majority of the 200 moAt 1fir&|jtntly pre.ribed

drugs are patented. Tl' does not mean that all of those drug products still
under patent ore still "slngie-gpurce productss" While we do not,have the exact
data, it is ii'ally k6own that some drug products 'll under patent are
Ucensed for production and sole by other maxufacturers.Obviousb', if i pairtleu-
'i rdrng product is a sin'gle-sonrce Item it Is'not In the same compet6iVtO situation

as would exist if there were competing products posses.ing the snno pharma-
cologlcally active ingredients. It is Incorrect to suggest, however, that a mnnn-
fancturer can, sell even g ,tr$ctly. sIngle-soure product at Just any prime ho may
choose.,In the final analysis, cost AtndI pce to the ultimate purchaser must always
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be taken Into account In determining the marketing of a product. Also, In talking
about the 200 most frequently prescribed drugs, It should be kept In mind that
there Is significant fluctuation In this list of 200 from year to year. For example,
of the 200 leading products In 105, 80 Increased In rank In 1066 and 100 dropped
In rank, 4 remained unchanged, and 18 of the products on the list in 1965 were
off the litat in X9O6 and replaced by 10 other drugs. Also, It should be noted that
the majority of the 10 products which fell out of the ranking 200 In 1060 are
under patent, three-fourths of these having been Introduced on the market in
the last ten years. This is simply to illustrate and to emphasize that, contrary
to what may be popular asumption on the part of some, drug companies cannot
simply charge what the "traffic will bear", and the f.tt that a drug product Is
under patent Is by -to means a guarantee of Its being a commercial success.

On page 14 ypi' sY:, "Prices provide a measure of the relative value of dif-
fereit factors employed in the production process."

Parke-Davis testified that It produced prednigone for about 500 per 100. Does
that Justify charging the local pharmacy $17.88 per 100?

To prove your point, why don't you provide this Committee with the actual
costs of production of the 25 most frequently prescribed non-combination drugs
and the wholesale price range of the trade name products for each of these drugs.
Re., one :

Parke-Davis also testified that for all practictil purposes it has sold little or no
prednisone to local pharmacies in recent years and that really the item should
not have been continued In their catalogue. Further, Parke-Davis testified
that their actual overall sales price has averaged $1.30 per 100 tablets, not the
$17.88 published as their list price. Their testimony was to the effect that at
average $1.36 per 100 tablets price, they barely covered overhead, handling, dis-
tribution and Inventory costs. The company reported that It never turned a profit
on It8 prednisone sales. The Parke-Davis prednlsone experience Is really an Ii-
lustration of the point I was making on page 14 of my statement. When the mar:
ket for a given drug will not support the price which the firm feels it 'iiust
obtain, the company cannot remain In that market. As Parke-Davis testified, they
have never been a significant factor In the production and marketing of predul-
sone.

We, of course, do not have production data on the 25 most frequently pre.
scribed non-combination drugs. Individual company production cost figures are
regarded in all industries as confidential, and the drug Industry Is no exception.
In any event, it Is unrealistic to use production costs ts a measure of the value
of any product and drugs are no exception.
Question #6: : I

Isn't the basic objective of drug company re.qeawh to develop a patentable drug
on which you In effect have a monopoly and can barge what the traffic will be.ir?

Isn't this the way you recover the cost of "false starts" and reap profits?
How much money did your member companies receive In royalties last year

on patented drugs and processes?
Reaponse :

We think It is clear that one of the objectives of research in any Industry i to
develop products which will have some chance of commercial success, whether un-
der patent or not. And all Industries, including drug manufacturing, must cover
the cost of "false starts" by what is earned on .commercial successes. Other-
wise, the companies Involved will have no choice but to go out of business.

This association does not have data on the amount of royalties received by our
member companies during last year on patented drugs and processes, and there-
fore we cannot furnish this data as requested.
Questlon #7:

You say that "approximately one-half of the PMA mejnber companies would
qualify as 'small buslnesesi'....
How much research do these companies do In terms of dollars and as a per,

centage of total sales?
Response:

We have data on only 20 of our member firms which are in the lower halt of
our membership Ini terms of size. Accordln* to our Information, these 20 firms
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have allocated for 1067 approximntely 4.8 percent of their sales volume to re-
search and development. In dollar terms, this amounts to approximately 8.2mllilon.

Question #8:
On page 20 of his memorandiuu, Mr. Squibb sAys: "It is true their efforts

duplicate each other's, their products often overIap, their sales pressures are
strongly competitive, and their prices are related to what the market can bear,
but this also can be said of every consumer product Industry."

Now, if this is so, why shouldn't the U.S. Government apply the same common
sense to drug purchasing as it uses when It buys other consumer products?
Respon4e:

I do not see bow this question about Federal Government drug purchases,
In the context of S. 200, Is applicable.

Our very serious problems with S. 2299 relate to the fact that this bill would
regulate and control the private market place with respect to purohasee made by
or eis behali of private htdivldal*-'ot with respect to purchases made by the
Federal Government. The only large scale drug purchases by the Federal Govern.
ment today are by the Department of Defense and the Veterans Administration.
S. 2299 does not purport to control the drug purchasing procedures of federal
agencies. The PMA has no quarrel with the general purchasing policies of these
departments. Physicians practicing in federally operated hospitals are free to
prescribe those drug products which, In their medical judgment should be used,
even though a given product Is not on a central supply list. Our view is that
civilian beneficiaries under Social Security Act programs should be entitled to
the same availability of drug supply'as military beneficiaries and private physi-
clang should certainly be no more restricted In the exercise of medical Judgments
than military doctors.

We do not believe the Federal Government should restrict drugs available
for Social Security Act beneficiaries' nd regulnte the prices of these products--
nil of which are made available through private commercial channels-amy more
than the Federal Government regulates the brands and prices of bread that wel-
fare program beneficiaries may purchase from their local grocery store.

Questfots # 9:
Until recently, isn't it true that the manufacturer discovering or developing

a drug usually selected the generic name?
Isn't it true also that his usual practice was to choose an unpronounceable or

difficult generic name so that generic prescription would be discouraged and
this "catchy" brand name used Instead?
Respowoe:

Under 1962 amendments, the FDA was given authority to d&tennilne olelally
the generic name of drug products. Prior to this enactment there was no govern-
mental determination on generic names. Traditionally, the generic name of drug
products Is evolved by the scientists who work with the drug frohm Its incep-
tlu. In its eaily btages of development, a drug may be described only by Its
complete chemical name which of course is usually most unwieldy. As more and
more is written about a drug by scientists the full chemnlcal name is likely to be
shortengd. Usually what turns out to be the generic name has become rather
accepted in the literature before a new drug is marketed. According to our in-
formation, there have been few if any Instances where FDA has made an
official decision on a generic name which Was significantlyy different from the
shortened chemical iame already developed by* the scientists'working with the
drug during the several years of Its development.
.I Furthermore, anyI close look at generic names in general will quickly re-
fute the Implication contained In this question-that is, that generic nam-es
are always-chosen to be difficult and are in fact more difficult to most people
than the brand name which way be later adopted by an individual.manufacturer.
For example, s the generic name reserpine any easier to remember than the
brand name Reserpold? Is the brand name polycycline any less difficult than the
generic name Tetracycline? Is the brand name tofranil more "catchy" than
the generic name Imipramine?

Undoubtedly, there are examples of unpronounceable and difcult generic
names and unpronounceable and difficult brand names. To the average layman,
probably most* of each category are viewed as unpronounceable and quite dim-
cult. It does not seem, however, that there is the kind of name-developing con-
spiracy which the above question appears to imply.
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Question #1o:
Doesn't a registerp'd trade.name on a drug provide a means for continuing to

get a "monopoly" price for a drug after the patent has expired?
Response:

We do not think so at all.
A registered trade name on a drug product has the same kind of values as a

registered trade name on any other product-whether a food, an automobile,
gasoline, or clothlng-that Is, to Identify one company's product from all competi-
tire products. Of course, the manufacturer of any product drug or otherwise,
wants to he in as strong a sellig position as possible even though a patent may
have expired.

Obviously, the price that a manufacturer can got for his product will be af.
fected by the degree of competition. The experience in the pharmaceutical in.
dustry is that when a patent expires the manufacturer who held the patent right
will not continue to bare a "monopoly". Of the several hundred drug manufac.
turers in America which market prescription drugs, the vast majority do not de.
velop new drug products and do not hold patents on drug products they mann,
fracture and sell. Furthermore, the so-called "me too" ,or strictly generic type
manufacturer Is not required to market his drug product under the generic name.
He may, if he chooses, select a trade name for his drug product to differentiate
it fr6m products from other sources. We certainly think that the use of trade.
marks or brand names should not be prohibited to manufacturers of drug prod.
uets;'either directly or indirectly by financial pressure, any more than to any other
Indidstry.

The CHAIn~rAx. At this point in the proceedings let me inert, in the
record a resolution submitted to the committee by Dr. H, Ashton
Thomas, secretary-treasurer of the Louisiana State Medical Society.
This resolution, adopted by the society, objects to what it described as
"overt. and covert compulsory generic pr&cribing." I do believe the
Louisiana State Medical Society would applaud the modification I
announced earlier to give doctors more flexibility in prescribing drugs
for their patients.

(The material follows :)
LOUISIANA STATIC MEDICAL SoETY,

New Orleans, August 2, 1967.
Ms. THOMAS I. 0. VAML,
(Ohief Vounmel,
Senate Finance Oommittee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D..

DtAu Ms VA L: Because the Senate Finance Committee will discuss the mat-
ter of Oenerie Drugs In connection with the Social Security Amendments (H.
12080), we would like to sibmIt for the record the official actions taken by the
Louisiana State Medical Society In regard to this matter. We respectively sub-
mit that this resolution be included in the recorded testimony.

Sincerely,
H. AsnTio TnOUAS, M.D.,

SecrctarV-Trea8srer.

REOLUTON OP 01CRIA, PARISH MEDICAL S6orr

Whereas ($17) Senator Montoya and (5110) Senator Alken seek to relm-
burse only the cost of generic equivalentt" prescriptions' (covert compulSory),
and

Whereas Senator Russell Long plans a bill to edimpel physicians to prescribe
by generic name (setting up a fiatonal formulary) for any patient whosO care
is subsidised in part or in whole by the federal government and going even fur,
other to1equire mandatory pharmacist substitution In filling preserlttions (ove-t
compulsory),, and , - . : . I -. I

.Whereas it has been the policy of the Louisiana State Medical SoCiet y and
the Iberia Parish Medical Solety,'to oppose confpulsory generIctpteskrIbtng as
an IftrusIon into the freedom of the physician who must bear the tesjonsibility
for the treatment of the patient by his'usual and' customary judgments, and
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.*Whereas above and other provisions of these b ills (regarding hospital .pclal-

Iit' ,aild fee sehdiiles) 'hhve vt Fy seIdus Implications and corobot~te the. pre-
AMlUA COntentlous of'niany that the ultimate result of such legislation will be to-
tal control of all phass bf medical care: Now, therefore, bp It

Re-sohcd. -That tl ,Ieria Parish Medical Society In regular sessol6n asseni-
bled th1s11 day of Aprhl 1067, hereby'and herevith' makes kitowi its (IM ntinuei
bp)posltion to overt and i*'ert comluulsory generic presribing regardless of the
Status of the patient, and further I I

Reeolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to all Loulsianians iii the
UnIted States Congress, and further f

Rcmolved, ThAt this resolution be presented to the House of D)elegates of the
Lo1slana State Medical Society.

1 AInMA.oi. The'comrnittec will stand in recess until 2:30 this
afternoon.

irmn;OOq ksSION

"Senator ANDE ON (presiding 'The hearing will'come to order'.
Our next witness will be N illitni H. Robinson, representing the

National Council of Churches of Chbrist' in the U.S.A., accompanied
by Leonard Boche, representing the Board of Christian' Social Con-
cerns of .l)e Methodist: Church; Huber F. Klemme representing the
Council for Christian Social Action of the United c hurch of Christ;
Inabel B. Lindsay, representing the Action Group on Poverty, Exec-
ut6v Coinoil of the Episcopal Church; Roger Phillips, representing
the Office of Church and Society of the United Presbyterian Church
in the U.S.A., and the National Presbyterian Health and Welfare
Asgociation; and John McDowell, National Council of Churches.

Dr. Robinson, I appreciate you and those who are with you working
together to prepare a single statement for the committee. Your joint
effort is greatly appreciated and Will serve to expedite the Work of
the committee on this important bill.

You are recognized and may proceed With your statement.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H, ROBINSON, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN 'THE U.S.A., ACCOMP'ANIED BY
LEONARD BOCHE, BOARD 0F CHRISTIAN SOCIAL CONCERNS OF
THE, METHODIST -CHURCH; HUBER: F. KLEMME, COUNCIL FOR
CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ACTION OF tft UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST;

' 'A EL B. LINDSAY, ACTION GAOUP ON POVERTY, EXECUTIVE
COU NCIL OF, THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH; ROGE9R P'HILI , OFTICE
OF CHURCH AND SOCIETY OF THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH IN THE U.S.A. AND THE NATIONAL: PRESBYTERIAN
HEALTH AND WELFARE ASSOCI ATON' AND OHN MoDOWELL,
NATIONAL COUNCIL: OF C0URCHES'

Mr.f.RoBiNsox. -Mr.- Ch'irmahiand members, of the com-nittee, my
iame' is' William: H. lblnson. :Iani the dihctr of" Cok County

Department of Public Aid in. Ilinois. I am appeariikg before y6 in
my c#ikcity as chairnianW' o tie Committee on SojalWelfare of lhe
National Council of Churcho of 'Christ in the U.S.A.''

Four constituent denominations as well as the National Covnbij 6f
Churches requested aft b6 po'i'tity; to appear beof6re 'out ' inibitteeto p1'ient tettmfony. l ant'to '.qou' rest that the National
Co-ni.l Of Chut oh a iiiI c6 stituent bodies. edordift theiir testi-
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mony so that a single oral statement could be presented, I speak,
therefore, in behalf of the National Council of C.hurches And four
constituent bodies. The organizations are submitting in accordance
with your suggestion, detailed individual statements for the record.

I speak also for two other groups, the American Baptist Conven-
tion, and the Board of Social Ministry of the Lutheran Church in
America. These two concur in the statement of the national council.

Thity-four Protestant, Anglican, and Orthodox communions con-
stitute the membership of the National Council of Churches. The gen.
eral board, which is one of the two bodies which can approve po icy
statements on behalf of the council, approved a resolution on social
insurance and public assistance programs on June 2, 1967. The testi-
mony I am about to give is based on this resolution as well as on
earlier policy statements passed by the general board or the general
assembly of the National Council of Churches. It has been specifically
endorsed by the church organizations whose names appear on the cover
sheet for this testimony. I ; .

The churches speak to the provisions of this bill, particularly as
they relate to public assistance as a matter of conscience. We believe
in the God-given worth of persons, of families, and of conmunitie&
We object, therefore, to any attempt to treat some persons as of less
value than others. We find such elements in some provisions of the
proposed, Social Security Amendments of 1967 and we are deeply
concerned.

The testimony which follows is based on the professional experience
of hundreds of thurch-related agencies engaged in social service pro-
grams from one end of America to te other.

OC)IAL SECURITY BENEFIT INCREASE

The 121/-percent increase in social security benefits will. still leave
many Amercaus in abject poverty. This is )articularly true because.
the increases are not. weighted as much aswe believe fhey should be
in favorof the lower benefit lrecipient4. We urge that your committee
submit provisions for raising minimum payments by a substantially
larger amount than provided in I.R. 12080.

We approve the. provision of the bill that requires 'that the series
perfornid by a clergyman in the exercise of his minitY be covered
automatically under .age, surv ivors, and diability insurance unless
within 2 years he states that heis conscientiously opposed to coverage
on religious grounds.

The coverage of agricultural labor under OASDI whiJi was pro-
vided under an earlier version of the bill is omitted from fhe HIuse
passed bill. The correction of this omission is urged since itseffect is
to continue a glaring social injustice to farmworkers.

The moving of adults from public assistance rolls into productive
employment is an objective that we all share.

However, to do so by threatening children with even more drastic
deprivation of food and clothing and shelter is not a humane way of
approaching this objective.

The provisions of the public. assistance. amendments outrage our
sense of American standards of decent ;for a number of reasons.

1. They remove from the mother of AFD families the right to
decide whether her children's growth and development can bigt be
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nurtured by her going to work or by her staying in the home to provide
them. with the tender loving care every child needs for healthy growth.
Some. mothers may choose to go to work, directly or by way of a
training program, and to leave their children with a day care center.
Others maiy sincerely believe that they can make their best contribu-
tion to their children and to society by staying at home to care for
them' This is not a choice that any agency of government.should dic-
tate. It is a thoroughly unjustif6, intrusion of government into the
private decisionnaking responsibilities of a substantial number of
American mothers. These provisions undermine the human dignity
and sense of worth of AFDC recipients in a shamefully un-American
and unethical way.

2. It is bQ. social policy to pursue a goal of regularly removing
mothers fr o their pormal duties ofecaring for their young children
in. their oweihomes where fathers are absent. Counseling services
should be miade available to such mothers so that when they want. help
to dec.de, whether to go to work'or to stay at. home to take care of their
children such lelp is available. Acceptance of such counseling services
should not be a condition of financial aid. For those motlers wishing
to engage in Woik and/or training programs, day care services of high
educational quality should be provided to their children, These.day
care centers should be staffed with people able to provide a mother-
sulltitute to children while tuder their care Our so.ioty will certainly
not benefit from h saving over 3 million children in the coming gen-
eyrtion deprived of a mother's cars during many hours of the day.
Children growing up under such conditions will certainly provide a
disproportionate share of the delinquents, the mei.nta~ly "ill, and the
socialy and ecoziomieally unproductive citizens of the next generation.
Our society cannot afford such a dreadful waste of human resources

3. We do not believe that largo-scale work and training programs
should be developed under public welfare agency auspices. We ilo be-
lieve that large-scale training programs with tai incentives to encour-
age private industry participation should be developed under more
appropriate auspices. There should be a better network of Public em-
ployment services with branch offices in neighborhoods of high unem-
ployment. There should be a permanent adminitrafve structure to
provide employment in production of needed community facilities and
services to those unable to secure employment in the private sector of
the economy. Appropriations for this purpose shoulder geared to the
level of unemployment. The program should be concentrated in geo-
graphical 'areas with a high kate of unemployment. It is clear that
emergency appropriations of substantial proportions are needed for
this purpose now, I .

4. 'AkmassIve compulsory work program as provided in I.R. 12080
may very well seiously undermine labor standards which'have been
established through the~years. It permits assignment of assistance
workers to private employers, makes no mention of labor conflict. sit-
ittions. And, suggests a subminimum wage level. It could easily estab-
lish a kind of peonage asan alternative to public assistance. It is hfrd
to see how substantisl 'i"volunta servitude" can be avoided under
the provisions of this title in the bill.

5. The provision (H.R. 129080, sec. 208(d)) that the proportion of
all children under age 91 who are receiving aid to families with de-
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pendet lyildren in ch n er o an wh6 otA e basi thathe

fh a t e n* 'ds e i t re o mc t h he i es ; ba m 6 t b e' e c a te eed "rd t a f t e r 1 9 6 7 , c a n
Faedea t dsg Thef cs on suhfmilies' and -children if it: is n

elniatlbyfh enate. It,"will eitheri'enalie All dependent child., n
.irshe State or discourage exercise of ttes o t right of all e igbe

Thi s rov ppy r ssiotance. Unlses States out of their own funds
Pay full benefits f&Or dpndent chldreni in eXONSS of i97poorin,
cer fam lilies witldePendent children where the father is absent will
be aet d only fr gen a Irelief, which MtoeSes wereit

unexit suath c ircmstanc e th s State wh rei

est sa muc o weieel than AbFDC' And is completely from
Stelcali fuids. This will mean tht 9 'very serious inequity will

occur Purely on the basis of dates of app tion Tmther o

eb~~~~~~t~~~~~l~ oit Sa birtonO h abor oedlnin cooi

ties Dspeately to manage on her own wth6ut Afo may find that
when -she does ply she is in 'the category that cannot- b aided by
Federal fuhds. This is unjust, inhuman and condtrlve to an earl

reunh to gC ur ensAF roIs Some Stits or various reasons my have
bendou rgn ADC apphicante but'it is to b6 hoped that, the

adated. A gof th e problem maylead them t "more humane attitudes.
This provision wilI not allow States to imarovbe their program by
overin. 'l eligible children e xcnpt ant t she athe p isinbe

te er essimed* that there will ab no improvement in programs
under such cir nterumstancps.

Th6! condition which cause an. whereas in r bon of children
eligible f6r' AFDC beAuse of theabsence of ta t ather are t all In
contrlon th States. Migration of the labor force, declining economic
conditions;' and similar conditions ''can cause' a substantial increase
in AFDC failie"n certain States. It is uhjust ho penalize either
the familiesolfr athos States or the States th teaslelvosafor e conditions

thats ar i a ltayncteir cnterlcmn Fdrl i g~et

Th *'are in Hf3 by12080, itle irg 1ma soey prvisions tat the National
Co"'icil of Churches aAd some of is e ristitumdntficommunions have
advoatoed. Among tiseare the p ovisire offamily counseling and
family planning service, day care;foster ate, and Other protective
services ahl45lditional incentives'for welfare recipients to earn some
ine6lne. We eeply regret that 'aintsuppoit the p revision f '
thek services- ii t context f 'A larwhieh in itsrvery statement of
purposes goes cone taprnucment, of the'General Assemnblv
oAft National Council of C hurche hs e, o Reeentatives .
Thia'statement is is follows:adpeonDcm r8,16.

teryeas fiv minlusion eole hiin'th nt d States are dependent each
montl upon public asslaetancefor the ne eit on l thbaisofe: Belt'

Resolved, That the' Churches be uirged'to 'Work for' avatlab*lty of adequate
public assistance for all needy people; the elimination of state awl local requilre-
ment8 for 'public assistance; and the replacement o,4 Federal aid f9r, certain
qategorift of -people by a single program based solely upon need' and
*That, he Aid to Dependent irii en e modified imrhedfiitely :
(1) to prevent discrimination against childrent because of the circumstances

of their birth and'",'
(2) to eliniite the1 requirement that employable fathers be absent as a con-

dition of eligibility.

Weuge- the substation 'for- title aIi this bil -Provisions similar
to those in H.R. 6'710 which were discardedor radically revised by the
Ways. and Ue~ws Committee of th -Hoiisq: of i Repreentatives. 'Par-tihrly ure. inclusion of, the provision that the Statb'ruid
by July 1, 1969, to make' assianc'e payments on the basis of the stand-
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ards for needy pArsons which they use to determine the eligibility forpublic aid ...
i aAMENDMENTS TO TITLE XIX ,

We have no quarrel with the general intent Ivhich seems to underlie
these amendments. We do regret certain restrictive measures contained
in them. The limitation of the level of eligibility for meAical assistance
to medically indigent persons to one and one-third times the highest
amount which would ordinarily be paid to a family of the same size on
cash assistance will leave many medically.indigeht families on the edge
of poverty without aid in times of illness or accident. We urge that
this limitation be raised since it will mean that 18 States will be forced
to lower their present eligibility standards. This isthe wrong direction
to move in provision of medical services to the poor in America.

Mr. Chai-rman, this is a statement of the church ' on the amend-
ments.

The CaAnRmAx (presiding). Thank you very much.
Mr. RoixNsozq. This is our statement on the'ainendments to the So-

cia l S ec u r ity A c t.' 1 ?11 . *
The CHAMMAN, Do you have any question, Seiiator Anderson ,
Senator ANDERSON. You asked me if I have any questions. I have

nono on this. I' just hope the National Council of ,Churches as they
work in this field might check up on som of'the r.pivo6sals for In-
dian'legislation with respect to other parts of the country.

You have a representative in the New Mexico area, who butchers me
day by day for a bill in which I tried to help the Taos Indians. I won't
go into all detdil9'of it, but a eat many po thought it was very
fair., But the National Councilof Churches has in ,their leadership a
girl' wh used to. be secretaiT to John Collyer. He's a very fine man,
but She justbutchers me day by day.'I hopethis matter on which you
askS ~to, have' charity, might . wflect & charitable attitude nthe part
of tie'National 0oun'cil of Ohurch es. .

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(The statements referred to previously follow:)'

SgiTEMENT 'BY BISHOP JAMES S. THOk0MAS, BISIO,0P OP THE IOWA AREA"OF THE
METHODIST CHURCH AND A] EMBER OF THE COMMITTEE'ON SOCIAL WELFARE OF
THE GENERAL BoA9D OF ClIRISTIAN SOCIAL CONCERNS OF THE METHODIST CHU CH

Mr. Chairman; and members of the SenateFinance Committee, my.name is
James S. Thomas, Bishop of the Iowa Atea of The Methodist Church aUl mem-
ber of the General Board of Christiah'Social Concerns of The Methodist'Church.

The Social Oreed of, The Methodist Church approved by 'the General Confer-
ence of The Methodist Church in 19064 in regard ,to social welfare states:

"We believe that meeting human need is bOth a private and a community re-
sponsibility Adequate public assistance should be made available to all persons
solely on-the basis of need. Every individual should provide for his own needs
and share responsibility for the needs of others to the full extent of his ability,
but we believe that no person in an affluent society should be demoralized because
of unmet need.'

The 1964 GJeneral Comference by resolution declared:
"Social Welfare increasingly implies the concern of all persons, organized for

the welfare of all persons. Continued high levels of unemployment and pockets
of poverty highlight the critical need for public and privateassistance to those
unable to earn an adequate livelihood.

"Public programs of welfare are needed which: Provide physical necessities
for the destitute; respect the integrity and dignity of persons; encourage eco-
nomic independence; provide for services such as homeinaking, birth control,
literacy development, and cultural opportunities, offer a maximum of flexibility to
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meet individual needs; assign to social workers caseloads which do not exceed
professional standards.

"The Church must develop specialized ministries to the blind, the physically
and mentally handicapped, unmarried expectant parents, the divorced, the social
deviants, and other groups of special need. Face-to-face contacts between the
socially privileged and the underprivileged are seriously needed." ,

House file 12080 which has been passed by the House of Representatives and
sent to your committee has contained within it provisions which benefit the
whole society. The bill also raises issues of public responsibility for those who
are unable to care for themselves as well as the very nature of the family itself.
We would like to address our concern specifically for the dependent children and
the family in which they are found. Other provisions of the bill have natural
spokesmen with political sophistication and voting strength. On the other hand,
the economically-dependent children have neither spokesmen nor political power
and hence It Is on their behalf that we express our concern to you.

We Join with the House of Representatives in viewing the growing number
of families and Individuals on AFDC with concern. We see this growth as
symptomatic of the larger problem of family breakdown in our, society. The
family in our culture Is under excessive strain due n part to industrialization.
urbanization, migration, and changing value systems. With the breakdown of
the family and insufficient financial resources to support two household units, the
result Is often thq need for public assistance to protect the children.

We, too, are concerned With the welfare system as it now operates, in that It
seems to perpetuate economic dependency rather than help people to economically
re-establish themselves. It appears that the person caught within the system
is unable to find a way out. One of the contributing elements to this phenomenon
is the apparent paradox that low levels of economic support tend to produce
dependency rather than motivate the Individual to economic Independence. When
the caretaker of the family of dependent children has to Invest all of her energy-
both physical and emotional-in the task of survival, she no longer has the
capacity nor the basic security to launch out on the uncharted course of economic
lilependence.

The process of application and justification of her need to welfare authorities,
the continued public Identification of her dependency by such things as food
stamps, the social stigma and criticism that she feels on the part of society,! all
basically add together to debilitate the caretaker and to limit her ability to
re-establish economic independence. The first step to helping the family with
dependent children to become economically' independent Is to provide enough
financial resources so that the family does not have to be obsessed with survival
and can give attention to other elements of living.

H.R. 12080 provides several constructive elements, which we would like to
commend to the committee.

A. Requirement that all states establish a work-training program.
B. Requirement that all states have an earnings exemption to provide

incentives for AFDO recipients.
0. Requirement of the states to furnish daycare service for family in

which the caretaker Is employed or involved in work-training experiences.
D. A program of emergency assistance for families for a temporary period.
E. Making available to those who request It family planning services.
F. More adequate protection of children from abuse and neglect.,

We are, nevertheless, very deeply concerned about the provisions of the bill
which make work-training programs mandatory in "appropriate" cases and
the se&ion of the bill which makes provision to freeze, In so far as Federal
participation is concerned, the largest AFDC category at the present proportion
of each state's child population. These two provisions together raise several
issues which we find to be disturbing and In conflict with the best interests of
the dependent child as well as our society as a whole. These Issues are:,

A. Through the proposed provisions. It is no longer axiomatic that the
best place for the mother is -i, the home, but Infers that the best place for
her is In the market place developing economic independence.'

B, Through the provisions for coercion, the amendments raise serious
question as to whom has the right to decide if of when 'the mother of
dependent children should enter the work force. It appears that it would
be altogether possible for the'final decision as to the children's welfare and
relationship to their caretaker may be the function of welfare administra-
tion. This we firmly object:to. ', . ..
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C. These provisions assume that the employment market can asslmllatq
welfare recipients at the Job level'to which they can be trained. This assump-
tion Is questionable in that there is considerable evidence that in the urban
centers the Jobs are not where the people are, who are receiving AFDO.
Hence the limitations of mobility of the welfare recipient is one of the serl-
ous handicaps to employability.

1). These provisions assume that people will not'leave welfare dependency
until they are forced to do so. This type of thinking is part of thO stigma
which has been erroneously used to describe the welfare recipient and has
little basis iii fact.

B. By placing a proportional limit on Federal involvement,' the burden for
families with dependent children Is placed on the states. This provision does
not take into account such real elements as, migration and changing eco-
nomic or social conditions which affect the family. Ftirthermore, it places
considerable pressure on the states to so administer the provisions of the
bill that AFDO cost will be stabilized quite outside of consideration of need.

We urge that the Senate Finance Committee give serious consideration to the
following:

• A. Making mandatory on the states the payment of full minimum needs
under public assistance by their own definition as of'January 1, 1067. -

B, Making mandatory on the -tates the development of work-training
experiences In which recipients may voluntarily participate,; but which are
closely correlated with existant jobs in the employment market and Inte-
grated with existing mechanism tor Job placement.

C. Making available adequate child-cpre facilities for the caretakers Who
request to become involved In Job training and employment.

D. Providing more liberal opportunities for recipients to retain earnings
while still receiving welfare asqlstance as a means by which they may be
able to ultimately become economically independent.

B. Removing from H.R. 12080 the provision tO freeze, the AFDO category
at the present proportion of each state's child population which forms an
arbitrary limit not-related to the real need ofthe dependent child and his
family.

SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF THE' EPISCOVA! AoTrxoN O ore o,q POVERTY By -DR.
INABEL B. LINDSAY, CHAIRMAN, SocIAL, GOALS SuBcoMMiT-rE

Th'eEpiscopal Action Group on Poverty consists of several hundred clergy,
social workers and other specialists in the human relations field. -1his'Is a olun-
tary organization which is officially recognized by the Church.' This group is affili-
ated with ftb Division of Community Services of the Department of Christlani
Social Relations of the Executive' Council of the Episcopal Church, which has
more than three million members throughout the Unitd Stdte-. , . - - ,

Our concerns regarding the'harsh and puiltive Asipects of Bill AHARl 12080'are
rooted In our Christian commitment to promotion of the welfare, equity and social
Justice to ahmankind but especially to'those handicapped by poverty andlother
crippling conditions. Our group lhas called upon our Churci,' now in General Con-
ventlon at Seattle. Washington, to give guldatfic and active'support to its nem,
bers with' regard to -measures respecting social Insurance, publIl Welfaie iand
Income uialateiicOe.i : ' '' "'

Our objective is to lend active support; and 'eo-otierati6n .with'othirgroups to
achiete the ellitinatioh bf poverty. Inthis thO icliest hitloli I histbir 0thetdlire
still approximately 30 million people in bo%,ert,.'To*permit this'condition td 611t
not only reflects adversely upon our democratic principles but deftlves 'the nation
of billions of dollars In productivity; In October 19064. theiHotse of Bishops issued
a "Position S Statement' on Poverty" which! et, forth the' moral imperative for
Christian participation In a comprehensive Wad on Poverty. Our convictions, mo-
tivated by religits conscience and our commitment to work with others toward
the elimination of poverty from our 'rich' society'and for the protection, of the
rights and dignity of allwithout distinction, Impel us to present our grave 'con
cerns about Bill H.R. 12080 to amend the Social Security Act. , , : ._: :

We recognize that R8. 12080 contains many provisions which -alm at social
goals which we support. These Include proposals to Increase federal .financing for
certain social services such as family counseling, day care,' family planning,
foster care and other protective setvies; for research and demonstration' proj-
ects; to contribute to the costs 'of work and training programs; for the training
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of social workers and their aides; and to provide for an incentive exemption on
earned income. However, it is highly questionable that the social goals sought c.an
be achieved through the coercive, harsh, punitive, repressive, and regressiv
methods of implementation written into the bill.

Proposai8 in Title I for the Incease in benefits in the old age, survivors' anm
disability insurance payments are woefully inadequate. The proposed Increas
wouldafford a minimum payment to an individual of only $50.00 per month (o
an annual income of $000.00). A more humane and more economical approach
was submitted In theAdministration's proposal (in the discarded H.R. 5710) for
a $70.00 minimum. Even that minimum Is inadequate to insure a decent level o
living for those dependent solely upon Social Security benefits. The Administra-
tion recommended a 16 per cent increase, which In H.R. 12080, has been reduced
to 12 percent. We believe the smallest incrbase which can be supported call,
for the'15 per cent fitcrease. Any less falls'even to begin to adjust benefits to In-
creaPs In the cost of'lvlng.

Expansion of th Medieare'Orogram to Include the disabled was reomminende
by the Administration' (in H.R. 5710)- but is denied in H.R. 12080. The disable(
are in general, equally as handicapped as the aged for entry into the labor market
and should bave as much protection. We urge the extension of coverage under
Medicare to all OASDI beneficiaries as well as to their dependents and survivors.

•FederalaSsistance to the states to enable them to offer medical care (Medi.
cald) for lo, income-persons inder 65 yearsaold was provided under Title XIX
of the Social Secuity Amendmehts'of 1065; The 1907 Amendments, als provided
In H.R. 12080, would Introdue.-a cut-off point for federal financial assistance to
the states. Moreover, H.R. 12080 plAces i major restriction on the level of eligl-
bility for the medically indigent by requiring that the eligibility level not be
moi'e than'oie and one-third higher than the amount a family group of similar
size would, ietlves in'cash assistance; or more than one-third higher than the
average per capita Income in the state, whichever is lower. Furthermore, the new
amendments rem6es the retulirement that state programs provide five basic types
of. qervives, (ipatltit' hospital services; outpatient hospital services; other
labo'iitory and X-ray services; skilled nurAlflk home's~rvtces; and physician
services). In addition, the present program offers nine services which are optional
(until 1975, when all become mandatory).

In the amendments offered by the Ijouse, states would be permitted to provide
any .even of the worst 14 services outlined in section 1905 of H.R. 12080. Also states
would no longer be required to provide comparable services to persons under
65, Thls would in effect, limit or drastically reduce the care now possible in
families with children.

The enactment of these limiting and restrictive provisions In Title XIXwould
have disastrous consequences. The high cost of medical care is impossible to meet
on a low income-or even modest-budget. Meeting of medical needs would be
postponed or neglected, with the result that many, who with minimal health pro-
tection, can entor or return to the labor market, would be unable to do so, and
consequently might be forced to resort to public assistance for support at much
greater cost to the government than the price of essential medical care. Ob-
viously, all possibilities for preventive medical care would be lost. These very
serious restrictions proposed In Title XIX are diametrically opposed to the intent
of H.. 12080, If that intent Is as it seems, to remove people from the Public
Assistance rolls. Obviously, increased medical costs beyond.the patient's ability
to pay, would increase dependence on public assistance.

The amendments to Title II of the Social Security Act pertaining to Public
Assistance programs as proposed in H.R. 12080 are particularly harsh, punitive
and coercive. The concerns of the House that earlier identified goals have not
been achieved are Justified. The public assistance programs were designed to
provide basic financial support for the needy coupled with services to encourage
self-support and self-dependence to the extent possible. Failure to achieve these
objectives has not been the fault of operating personnel but rather has been due
to grants too low to support even a minimum of health and decency; the
methods of delivering services have increased feelings of worthlessness and
despair and, if anything, have intensified dependency; and the complex adminis-
trative structure in most programs has prevented the investment of the time and
skill essential to the provision of constructive help. Notwithstanding these de,
ficlencles, the proposed amendments will do nothing to remedy the situation. On
the contrary, these amendments will undoubtedly increase the problems,- frus-
trations and unmet needs of those eligible for public assistance.
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The most drastic, and punitive changes proposed are those affecting children
dependent upon or eligible for Aid to Families with Dependent Children. In the
attempt to legislate morality, H.R. 12080 Imposes a work or work training require-
ment upon all adults on the assistance rolls, Including mothers and youth over
10, not In school as a condition for the receipt of assistance, unless specifically
exempted. (No defiiition of conditions of exemption is provided). The admin-
istration of the work-training programs by the welfare agency Is itself unsound
and undesirable, but the provision that such programs can be delegated to
voluntary or profit making organizations (with no requirement for meeting
minimum standards) could have most damaging results.

This requirement that recipients accept work or training as a condition for
receipt of assistance Is accompanied by the recommendation that minimum
wage laws be waived, and there is no requirement for conformity with labor
standards. -

Should potentially eligible recipients refuse to accept the work or training
requirement, the following punitive measures may be invoked:

1. Exclusion or elimination from assistance.
2. Adults would be eliminated In the calculation of the budget (This would

of course, have the effect of stretching an already Insufficient grant to cover
the entire family).

3. Relief payments could be made by voucher (denying freedom of choice
or limiting the possibility of selection by comparative shopping).

4. So-called "protective payments" could be made to a third party, although
the presently existing restrictions upon such payments are not provided.

6. Children could be removed from the home and placed In foster care.
Assuming that the quality and suitability of foster homes would be guaran-
teed (though this is not explicit In the proposed amendment) this Is entirely
unrealistic because of the severe shortage of acceptable foster homes In all
Jurisdictions at present.

In the further attempt to legislative morality, H.R. 12080 proposes to reduce
the Incidence of children in receipt of AFDC because of Illegitimacy or desertion
by these measures:

1. Requirement of programs of family planning. Desirable as such pr.1grams
are,, there is thinly veiled compulsion in that states would be required to
report the numbers to whom such programs have been made available and
the "extent to which It has been accepted." Financial penalties are Imposed
upon states which show an Increase over the percentage of children on
the relief rolls over the prevailing percentage in January 1967.
: 2. Requireinent of co-operation with law enforcement agencies to deter-
inlne paternity,, locate missing fathers (including use of social security rec-
ords) and sharing the cost of enforcing support orders (thus further
reducing amounts availk.ble for assistance to needy people)

3. Report of so-called neglect and abuse of children on the AFDC rolls and
referral to foster care finwiced by the APDO program. If the definition of
"abuse" or "neglect" is based on the fact of illegitimacy (as seems clearly
Implied), this would undoubtedly serve as a deterrent to application by the
parent eligible-for assistance.,

4. The financial penalty (referred to in paragraph-1 above) would require
that federal assitanee, to the states be limited to the ratio of children from
one parent homes to the number of such children In the total child population
of the state as of January 1907. This provision takes no account of the rate
of population Increase, changing ec6nomie conditions (possible increases in
unemployment), Immigration, or other social and economic changes which
any state might normally anticipate. The result would most likely be that
states would have to Impose more restrictive eligibility requirements or

Reduce the level of assistance. "
The result of these punitive measures would be to further penalize already dls-

advantaged children, Increase tensions in poverty stricken areas and probably
increase crime and delinquency. Imimorality of parents has a better chance of
correction through programs of family counseling, and sound medical and educa-
tional services.

The most positive and hopeful provision In H.R. 120g0 Is that for support of
Aoclal wbrk education anl training; Although the annual ceiling of five million
dollars is'xtrenely modest and could not be expected to relieve entirely the acute
mnanpower shortage In this human relations field, It would be. a hopeful beginning.
In- addition to the vast reservoir of unmet personnel needs In the public Welfare
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prograinls there are Increasing demands for adequately quallfled social work
persointiel in new fields such as private Industry, new nedlieal programs (Includ.
lug community mental health centers), anti-poverty programs and community
development.

However, If the House passed Amendments to the Social Security Act in II.R.
12080 are allowed to stand, the.e would undoubtedly serve as a deterrent to

recruitment of social workers elcting a career In public welfare. Young, Idealistic
college students could flnd no fulfillment of their ambitions to further the goals
of democracy and social justice in programs where they would be required to act
as policemen, jailers, or punishers of"crine."

• We urge tie Senate Finance Committee to preserve the Integrity of Ilie Social
Security Act by modifying IHR. 12080 in such ways as will trengthen, rather
thanA Weaken, family life; encourage, rather than destroy, potential for optimum
fulfillnent of every human being; and open, rather than block, the roads to pre.
vention of social breakdown.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF T11% COUNCIL, FOR CHRISTIAN SOCIALt Ae-rioN, UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST

'he Council for Christian Social Action is an instrumentality of the United
Church of Christ. Its twenty-seven members are elected by the General Synod of
this Church to study and make recommendations on Issues of social justice and
the common welfare. Although the Council appears here on its own responsibility
and does not commit any of the two million members of the denomination except
by his own consent, It does speak on the basis of the mandate of the nationally
representative General Synod which, in a Call to Christian Action In Society, In
I9I) called upon its local congregations and their members to pray and work
"for economic institutions and practices which provide meaningful work, serve
human ends. eliminate blighting poverty, prevent unemployment and harmful In-
flation, and bring about more equitable sharing In the goods and services which
our i)roductivity makes possible;... for the support and expansion of necessary
public services such as . . health programs; ... for the provision of adequate
so.il services for special groups such as the young, the aging, the handicapped,
the mentally Ill, and the victims of alcohol and drugs ..

The Sixth General Synod, In June 1907, among other measures to deal with
poverty expressed Its support of "humane and adequate policies In public welfare
and social Insurance program&"

The Council for Christian Social Action has not. only issued educational ma-
terials and conducted consultations. It has also adopted -poley. statements on
vitrious questions affecting social Insurance and public welfare. In n statement
on "Overcoming-Poverty," adopted In February 19605, the Council pointed out that
the effort to eliminate poverty will require the full cooperation of the private
business sector, the government, and the voluntary agencies, Including the
churches, in

".... directing their programs and services toward the well-being of the whole
jIrson and the whole family so that all may enjoy as their right the essentials
for the good life and share the resources of this good land which God makes
possible."

We then urged twelve areas of action, two of which are especially pertinent to
the legislation now before this Committee:

"5. To prevent the poverty and hardship which today are occasioned or ag-
gravated by unemployment, underemployment, accident, illness, and disaster,
provision should be made for adequate and inclusive programs of social inuranoe
toprovide for human needs and to maintain income during these emergencies ...

k To prevent the poverty which exists where no member of the family unit Is
employable-particularly the aged, families without fathers, and families In
which the father Is disabled or unemployed-and adequate Income and essential
services must be assured not only through social security, private or group
pensions, and public assistance but also through public policies that make decent
family life, honsing, medical care, health services, and educational opportnlflics
possible for all."

These paragraphs embody four criteria for evaluating present practices and
proposed changes In the administration of social security and public welfare.
1 (1) One Is the principle of univcrsality. Our statement calls for action "so
that all may enjoy . . . the essential for the good life" (Italics added). On
various occasions we have protested the exclusion of particular groups, such as
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agricultural workers, from certain health and welfare services or binvslls-
whether through dscrlimhintory legislation or idniilstiiratlve shortcominig- at
state or federal levels. 'There Is no reason why puillic nfstlance should int lie
available to cV&cyonO in the population who needs It.

(2) A second principle Is that need le the basic crIterl6n. The Couicl lilleves
that all should enjoy as their right "the essentials for the goodlife." In our Inter-
delndent society, where mobility is essential to the efficiency of the economy its a
whole as well as to the Individual's freedom, residence requirements no longer
make any sense. Even less Is there justification for humiliating requirements,
still extantin some states nd local jurisdictions. lilting public assistance, to
families in which there Is no father, or excluding women with children born out
of wedlock from assistance. The Counc.ll has spoken 'specliflcally and sharply to
such practices In the sentences Immedlately following the passage already qumoted:

State law and local welfare admInistrators sometimes require tMat the
father must have left his wife and chlIldren as a condition of their reclvhig
assistance. Sometimes the supposed 'worthlnes4' of the recipient rather thrn his
need is made the criterion of such assistance. Even In cases Where Indigence is
related to personal delinquency, rehabilitation, ralier than retribution, should be
the ain If we are to break Ihe chain of poverty which extends from one generntloi
to the next."

(3) The third criterion Is adequacy. Whatever may have been the case In more
straitened times, In the present affluence which our country enjoys there Is no
excuse to deal penuriously with those who do not secure adequate Incomes or
ainiass abundant savings. Nor, especially i an age that requlres increasingly
skilled manpower, is it right to deprive their children by denying them the
flnAncial prerequisites for education, vocational training, and full partlcllmtion in
the common life. Our economic and social policies need to be directed "toward the
well-being of the whole person and the whole family so that all may enjoy as their
right the essentials for the good life and share the resources of this good land
which God makes possible."

(4) The fourth criterion Is Indicated in the word right. If, as wv believe,
It Is Ood who makes our re.ources x,&ible and we tre intended to share them,
it III behooves any of us to askume that out of our goodness and generosity we
may choose whether or not a lIttle of this bounty goes to those among the
unfortunate whom we decide to favor or who meet. some arbitrary criterion we
sot ul. Of course, there need to be legislative codes and administrative gide-
lines, ani'these need to be reviewed from time to time. Nevertholes. the shift
from the poorhouse to social security symbolizes an Important advance In
respect for human dignity. Even so, we need to Insmist that public assistance,
given those for whom wages and social Insurance either db not exist or do
not sutffce, Is support to which they ari entitled as joint heirs in a heritage' for
which no individual or group can take solo credit.

The Council for Christian Social Action, therefore,'was gratified by the pro-
posals of the President, calling for amendments to the Social Security Act. We
shared a widely held hope tlitthe Congress would take this opportunity to
broaden Soclal Security benefits and up-date public welfare standards, in the light
of the above mehtloned criteria.

'IO recognize that 11R. 12080 as passed bit the Housc of Representallres
incorporates some much oteded Mirprovernt ts. 'he increase of Social Security
benefits, however modest.; lifting of the taxable hase, even though' tis should
have looked ahead to further Increases; the provislons that a retired pensioner
can earn as much as $1080 without l6is of benefits; Some Increases in federal
financing of fanilly counslng, filly planning, day (are and foster care; some
provislons for the training of sociAl workers al nonprofessional aldf+-these
are steps in the right direction. We welcome them, but would even ignore gladly
welcome larger steps and more of them.o

Vecarc, hotve,, profoutidlyt disturbed by some of the provisions (W the pubUe
assistaneO section's of the proposed bill, itle I of H.R. 12080, as passed by the

For example, the requirement that the states set up foork training programs for
twinpogied oiaiehs oand for children over 16 wh6o get-Weltaie.assistance may

be unexceptionable In Itself. However, If partilipatlon In' Such programs Is to be
made mandatory on th6 part of all familieS receiving Aid toFdmllies with De-
pendent Children, the way would I* open to grave Injustles.-

We--and, we trust, your committee--will also insist on satisfactory answers
to a host of questions that must trouble anyone who reads this bill.
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Are all children over 16 who get w~fare assistance going to be required to
engage in work training? Who is going to set up the standards and oversee
the work? Is the work going to be of the kind and quality that contribute to the
child's future usefulness? Are considerations of health, progress In school, and
the total home situation to be disregarded? Who will determine exceptions, on
what basis, and what appeal is there from an adverse decision?

Are all mothers to be required to participate in such programs, regardless of
the needs and demands of their own children? What assurance Is there that
day care programs will be available? What standards governing day care centers
for children in such families will be established, and by whom? Are we really
prepared to force the poor mother to leave her children in another's care, regard.
less of her preferences-when society heretofore criticized the woman who left
her children to take a job?

Is It Intended that every unemployed father shall be required to participate
in a work training program, regardless of factors of health, accessibility of the
Job, and conditions of work? Is It to be public policy to compel these people to
undermine minimum wage standards and to work as strike breakers? What
safeguards against such abuse are provided? Will these programs be adminis-
tered and supervised by experienced agencies such as the Department of TAbor,
or will they be at the mercy of state and local agencies with no real understand.
ingof what work training is?

Similar concern Is occasioned by the provision that federal aid to any state
would in future be limited by the ratio of dependent children to the total number
of persons un4er 21 years of ago as of January 1, 1067. What evidence Is there
that this ratio will forever remain constant? Is the regulation of birth and milgra-
tion going to be the new prerogative of Congress or the states? Or is the proposal
drawn in callous disregard of the fact that the number of needy persons In any
category may vary upward or downward both In absolute numbers and in per.
centages?

Such policies are not, to use the language of our General Synod resolution,
"humane and adequate.!' They are the precise opposite. One has a suspicion that
the House of Representatives yielded to the arguments of pe:'-ons who are more
punitive than creative in their approach to the problems of unemployment and
dependency. We should hope that your Committee would be both more com-
passionate and more resourceful in dealing with these questions. We commend
the more statesmanlike approach of the Administration bill, HR. 5710, as the
minimum required to provide for the economic necessities and spiritual hopes
of human beings in these years that tempt the poor to the deadly alternatives
of desperation and despair.

With this in mind, we bone that your Committee will reject at least these
aspects of H.R. 12080 and will give preferred consideration to not only H.R. 5 710
but also to two of the many excellent recommendations offered by the Advisory
Council on Public Welfare on June 29,1060.

One of these is the establishment of a national mintmufm standard for public
aeslatane below which no state may fall. At the very lease the states should lie
required to fulfill 100% of their estimate of family needs: but safeguards should
be built into even such a proviso, so that states dominated by lem enlightened
views do not reduce their standards to what they are prepared to pay.

The other reeqmmendaticn would be that we move toward a nationwide
comprehensive program of pubUo a*astance based upon the single criterion
of ted. Under existing state and federal laws, large groups are not being helped.
Kentucky, for example, has no General Assistance program. Work Experience
and Training programs under Title V of the Economic Opportunity Act, operating
In only 19 of the state's poorest counties, have brought parents hope, given
children the chance to stay In school, and kept whole communities froM going
under. When this program was threatened by reduced funding, hundreds of
fathers-who did not qualify under programs for the blind, the permanently and
totally disabled, ete.-had nothing to fall back on. Unjustifiable inconsistencies
exist among the states and within states as among various categores-the aged,
the blind, the disabled. etc. Justice as well as efficiency would indicate that we
should progress toward a simplified, comprehensive, national program of public
assistance to supplement the various forms of "ocial insurance where these are
inn nplIcable or Insufclent.

It is evident that Influential groups regard these measures as too costly-or
capable of being deferred until we no longer need to bear the grievous burdens of
war. We, however, do not believe that this nation must or can choose between
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seeking the difficult way to a just peace overseas and waging the war against
poverty und related problems at home. We cannot afford to neglect or delay the
responsibility at our own doorstep.

In July 1960, the Oouncil for Christian Social Action said:
"Our domestic society cannot stand the debilitating effect of prolonged desti-

tution and unemployment, the bitter frustration which leads to a Watts riot, the
sense of helplessness which imprisons many dwellers In Appalachia, or the
inferior education and training which lower the quality of our common life. To
develop our human resources does not diminish but rather enhances our national
well-being,"

We trust that this Oommittee and the Congress will agree I

STATEMENT Or THE NATIONAL PRESBYTERIAN HEALTH AND WELFARE ASSOCIATION
Or THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN OHUR H IN THE U.S.A., SuBMirED BY I. ROGER
PHKLtps, AOSW

This statement has a two fold purpose:
1. To place before the Senate Finance Committee the overall commitment of

the United Presbyterian Church through the National Presbyterian Health and
Welfare Association to meet problems of human need In ways most likely to be
of service to the Individual and society. The Association represents over 400
service units in the fields of child care, health services, services for the aging,
neighborhood centers, and institutional chaplains.

2. To comment briefly on what we believe are regressive aspects of HR 12080.
even though the bill contains many provisions that are desirable additions or
Improvements in social welfare legislation.

The General Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church has committed
the Church to promote and foster health and welfare concerns in our nation. It
has called upon members of the Church to support local, state and national
private and public programs of health and welfare, and financial assistance. The
Church recognizes the importance of Federal Government participation in
welfare so that physical wants In large measure will be prevented and the
number of people in distress will be minimized. Elmphasls is placed upon the
welfare of children and affirms the principle that welfare programs should
enable persons to achieve the highest potential of social functioning In keeping
both with social purpose and Individual need.

We, offer the following comments on the bill based on the Church's actions and
policy statements:

1. The Intent of the proposed legislation to facilitate the movement of welfare
recipients to self support and self care is a commendable goal In which we concur.
It is our conviction, however, that this goal must be realized only through pro-
grams which secure and protect the basic rights of people and which preserves
human dignity of the most disadvantaged among-us. Unfortunately, the pro-
losed legislation suggests a major shift in national policy In the care of depend-
ent children and advances programs that do not meet this test, We are con-
cenred with the conditions that the proposals would impobs on those who seek
aid atid how these conditions will affect parents and children, - t-

2. Cetain aspects of the legislation portray a bleak and pessimistic view of
hums hopes and aspirations, and assumes unfairly that persons needing assist-
nce are less respowdble or moral than their more fortunate fellow citizens.

3. The only qualiflcatio for assistance should be that of need. To do otherwise
labels asslstAnce as a badge of shame and shows a lack of respect of the human
dignity of the Individual. For some, public assistance must be continued as it is
their sole means of survival and sustenance. - , 1 . ...

4. We affirm that government has the obligation to provide opportunities for re-
solnible participation In society l y welfare recipients. Assistance should not be
used to enforce a particular code of behavior or Its denial be allowed to serve
as punishment. Thus the provisions in the legislation that would limit the num-
ber to receive federal aid in cases where a parent Is absent from the home, and
the reg~latlons dealing with Illegitimacy should be removed.,

6. We note that certain sections would limit responsilble choices by welfare
recipients. All persons should have the freedom to choose how they may express
the meaning of their lives. The tests of such freedom,- which we all covet, is
whether it is found, ossssed and capable of being exercised by the weakest
and most deprived members of society. The effect of the proposed legislation
would be to diminish rather than enhance and make possible the exercise of
responsible freedom among welfare recipient& This Is particularly true in ultua-
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tions where a mother's Ju'dgmient on how she can best discharge the responsibility.
ties of 'parenthood comes in conflict with the Judgment of those who have the
power to withhold aid.

0. Finally, we deplore the fadt that the"proposed legislation fosters an untenable
division' of the citizenry of this nation lit' the worthy and the unworthy, It In-
fers, unjustly, that personal, ioral degradation and pervdrsity are the significant
causal rattors of welfare problems. .. 1
I We urge the Committee to reliiove the coercive and i repressive elements of
the proposed legislation: and to deielfop positive measures, which" the bill now
lacks. Funds should be provided to assure adequate assistance in all states of the
nation so that dependent' children will -be protected from devastating depriva.
tion and neglect, and to affirm and honor the basic work and dignity of all
per.ons.

The CAiMAN.'. The next iiness ill be Dr. Leonard Ganser, and I
believe he will be sharing his time with Dr. Robert Gibson in order to
expedite the hearing and get on with our business.

STATEMENT OF DR; LEONARD GANSER, VIOE PRESIDENT, NA.
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAXI
DIRECTORS; ACCOMPANIED BY HARRY SCHNIBBE, EXECUTIVE

Dr. GNsER. -Mr. Chairman, I am' Dr,eonard Ganser, adminis-
trator of the Division of Mental Hygiene in the Department of Ilealth
and Social Services in the State of Wisconsin.

The CHARMAN: Pardoen just 1 minute.
Senator ANDFRsoN.. I merely wanted 'tb say that Dr. Oibsoii, who

is here, was a very wonderful helper in medicare, sound and kind and
helpful. I wish to admit that publicly, and I commend you for that.
positin.

Dr. GIBO., Thankyqu, sir.
Dr. GA S E. In addition, I am the vice president of the National

Association of State-Mental Health Program Directors, and repre-
senting that organization here.

.Accompanying me are Mr. Harry Schnibbe' who is the executive
director, of our association, and Dr. Robert Gibson, who, as Senator
Anderson has mentioned' has been here before, and is here represent-
ing the Am¢rh-an P.,ychiattidkAss6ciatin and National Association
of P rivate P Sychi it c H o pitals.9. , " - , e r. % . - , I h

The Ass oclationiof State Mental 'Health Directors represents the
directors of the programs.forkthe mentallyill and the retarded in the50 States and territories. i - "

We had p p tamentswhih We would request, Mr. Chairman,
be included in the record as they are submitted. But in order, to con-
serve time, we woulct like to read shortened: statements representing
the viewpoints of these three ve' ititereAted 'organizations.

Th .CHAMAX*. We will prinftthe full' statement and'we will let
you summarzeit.

Dr. GANSER. Dr. Gibson will: start in by reading the statement rep-
resenting the viewpoint of the'American Ps ,chiatrio Association and
the Nat1'0al 4s oation of Private Psychiatrie Hospitals.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT W. GIBSON, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION AND THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF PSYCHIATRIC PRIVATE HOSPITALS

Dr. GBsoN. Mr. Chairman, Senator Anderson, I am again honored
to have this opportunity to speak to you on behalf of the American
Psychiatric Association, whose 15,000 members have the primary re-
sponsibility for the medical treatment of the mentally ill in our
county, and to speak on behalf of the National Association of Private
Psychiatric Hospitals, whose 130 member hospitals have the primary
responsibility for the private hospital care of the mentally ill.

I should like first to express the gratitude of our profession for the
very significant progress that has been made by the inclusion of broad
benefits for the treatment, of the elderly mentally ill under Public Law
89-97. The psychiatric profession has hailed as a major breakthrough
those provisions of both title XVIII and title XIX that permit treat-
ment of the mentally ill person over 05, in a general hospital, a private
psychiatric hospital, a State mental hospital, or a community mental
health center. In short, these provisions make it possible for the psy-
chiatrist to utilize the full range of modern psychiatric facilities for
the treatment of the older patient.

So, ge.tlemen, when I speak of our disappointment with some of
the provisions regarding the mentally ill,'and our hopes that these
provisions can be modified, I should like to make it clear that psychia-
trists are appreciative of the progress that has been made in providing
benefits for the treatment of mental illness in our older citiens. But
we are particularly concerned by the severe restrictions of title XIX
imposed on the treatment of the mentally ill person under 65.

Let me briefly review the benefits for the mentally ill under title
XIX. For the person over 65, deemed medically indigent, State plans
can supplement title XVIII by meeting the cost of diductibles, by go-
ing beyond the 90-day limit for a single spell of illness, and by going
byond the 190-day lifetime limitation for psychiatric care. Such pa-
tients may be treated in an institution for the mentally ill or -in the
psychiatric unit of a general hospital. Title- XIX also provides medi-
cal assistance for persons under 65 who are in families with dependent
children, are blind, or are permanently and totally disabled, and whose
incomes and resources are insufficient to meet the costs of necessary
medical services. Recipients under the age of 65 may receive inpatient
psychiatric treatmenton the psychiatric unit of a general hospital, but
not in a mental institutiont whether-it be a public or a private mental
hospital or even a community mental health center.

This imitation is highly objectionable, Not a single State in our
countrythas a sufficieit number of psychiatrico units in general hospi-
tals to treat the persons now eligible for benefits under title XIX.
Many States have virtually no psychiatric units in general' hospitals.
Let me be specific. The most recent surveys of the American Psychiatric
Association show that there !tire noP sychiatric units, in general hos-
pitaIs in Alaska- and Wyoming; only one unt ini Dlaware, Idaho,
Maine, and New Hampshire; only two units in Arkanavs,'Hawaii
Montana, Rhode #Island;, Vermont, Arizonai and New Mexico;" and
only* three units in Nevada, South" Dakota, Mississippi, and Oregon.
These 17 States have only a handful of beds that ebuld not begiI to
treat the patients eligible undei titleXIX.

1741
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Furthermore, the psychiatric uniit of a'general hospital provile-
only a limited spectrum of car Such services are primarily diagnos-
tic and limited to brief stay,. usually measured in days. They seldom
have the full range of specialized mental health professionals neede
to rehabilitate the patient suffering from a psychiatric illness. Thi
shortage of facilities equipped and staffed to treat children is particu-
larly severe. I want to emphasize that the psychiatric unit of a genera
hospital does serve a valuable function in te treatment of the men-
tally, ill, but, it has a specialized role and cannot be considered an
equivalent'or a substitute for the programs of the State hospitAls, the
private psychiatric hospitals, or the'community mental health centers.

Treatment in a public mental hospital, a private psychiatric hospi.
tal, and the community mental health center was included by the
Congress under title XVIII, and the failure to do so under title XIX
is fundamentally inconsistent and wholly out of tune with the new
approach implicit in community psychiatry which the Congress has
so vigorously supported.
I We do not ask you to include more persons under title XIX. We

do not even ask you to expand the benefits under title XIX. We
do ask that you make it possible for eligible persons to got the treat-
ment to which they are already entitled. To do this you must include
all the properly qualified institutions. We want tihe definition of a
hospital to include the public mental hospital, the private psychiatric
hospital, and the community mental health center.

This would mean deleting the phrase "other than services in an
institution for * * * mental diseases." (Public Law 89-97, title XIX
sec., 1905 (a) (1).) 1 .

I would now like to address myself briefly to title XVIII, which
does provide broad benefits for the mentally ill person over 65. Under
the supplementary medical insurance benefits for the aged, outpa-
tient treatment may be paid for after a $50 deductible,' with the pa-
tient paying 20 percent,'and with not top limit. But, in the case- of
psychiatric treatment the patient must pay 50 percent after the
deductible, and there is ia top limit of $250. This limitation seriously
curtails outpatient psychiatric treatment for the aged patient.' Many
elderly patients can be successfully treated on an outpatient basis.
If such treatment is denied because of financial limitation, the in-
evitable result will be hospitalization. Such unwarranted hospitaliza-
tion may not serve the best interests of the patient, and will most
certainly add to the cost of the hospital insurance program. Thus we
ask for the eliminatioA of discriminatory provisions limiting out pa-
tient psychiatric care for the treatment of the aged under title XVIII.
In other words, we would like outpatient care for the psychiatric6 pa-
tient to be on an equal basis to that of outpatient care for patients,
persons suffering from other illnesses.

This would-mean deleting thphrase 1(c) -Notwithstanding any
other provision' of this part, with respect to expenses incurred m any
calendar, year Iin connection with the treatment of mental psycho-
neurotic, and personality disorders-of an individual who is not an
inpatient of a hospital at the time such expenses for purposes of Sub-
sections (a) and (b) only whichever of the following amounts is
smaller: "(1) $312.50 or (2) 62 and 1h. percent of such expenses" Pub-
lic Law 807S title XVIII, section 1833(oI )

,Again addressing myself to title XVIII, there is a 100-day lifetime
limit placed on treatment in a psychiatric hospital. No such limit is
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placed on treatment in ia general hospital, even if such treatment in
the general hospital is for a psychiatric illness. It makes no sense to
force a patient, after an arbitrary period of'time, 190 days, to shift
from one institution to another for the treatment of the same mental
illness. And that is exactly what can happen. We r ize that the 190-
day lifetime limitation grew out of the fear that psychiatric treatment
of the aged is generally just custodial, but the facts show that such
an assumption is totally unfounded. Studies which I have conducted
of aged'patients in private psychiatric hospital indicated that approxi-
mately 80 percent'of these patients improve sufficiently withizi 60 days
to return to their homes. Therefore, we ask you to eliminate the 190-
day lifetime limit on treatment in a psychiatric hospital under title
XVIII , . .

This would mean deleting the phrase "(3) inpatient psychiatric ihes-
pital serTices furnished to im after such services have been furnished
to him for a total of 190 days during his lifetime" Public Law 89-97,
title XVIII, section 1812(b).

In conclusion, let me repeat that the American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation and the National Association of Private Psychiatric Hospitals,
consider this legislation a momentous advance in meeting the needs
of the American people. But, at the sametime, We cannot rest until our
mentally ill citizens are accorded the same identical benefits provided
for citizens who suffer from other illnesses. We do not ask that more
persons be included until under title XIX nor do we ask that more
benefits be granted. We ask simply that the Congress amend the social
security legislation so that all qualified institutions-State and pri-
vate mental hospitals, and community mental health center--can pro-
vide the psychiatrictreatment so desperately needed. We ask that title
XVIII be amended to permit outpatient treatment foray psychiatric
illness to be carried out on the same basis as treatment for any other
illness. We ask that the 190-day lifetime restriction on treatment of
the aged in a psychiatric hospital be eliminated.

At the.very least, we urge that immediate studies of 0sychiatrio
utilization be made. We are convinced that thesestudies will show that
"the suggested amendments are warranted and fiscally sound. Such
studies were explicitly authorized for title XVIII of Public Law
89-97.

'Section 1875(a). the Seretaiy ab aearry on studies ind devpeop recom-
mendationts to be submitted from time to time to the Congress relating to health
came of the aged, including st~ldles and1'reihomeadatlons concerning (1) the
adequacy of existing personnel and facllilesfor health care for purpoe of the
programs;under parts A and B; (2) mefod fr encoura.ing the further d.evel-
•opient of emfieenit and econoxnkal jorms pf.ftcalh .h wkhtmeb are a'Ocstructlve
alternative to inpatient hospital care; and (8) the effects of the dedtutibles and
coins rance Vi*ions upon teneflci4rls, persons 'who provide health sevices,
and the financing of tb program. . . ,,,.

We believe that such Studies are indicated and sho old be explicitly
authorized for title XIX. Our professional associations pledge their
cooperation on making suoh studies..

W6 ask for no special privileges* but we do ask fo an insurance and
benefit system that would enable the profession of psychiatry to- pro-
vide the right kind of treatment, at the right time, aid at the right
place, for:all persons deemed eligible for'health benefits. Our associa-
tions pledge their wholehearted support and-cooperation tothe Con-
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gress and to the public and private agencies in making such an equi-
table system fully workable and maximally effective. This is the prin.
ciple on which we stand, and we hope we have your sympathetic ear.

Thank you.
The CHARMAiN. Thanks very much.

STATEMENT OF DR. LEONARD GANSER-Continuing

Dr. GANSEt. Mr. Chairman, I would like now to complete the state-
ment of the National Association of State Mental Health Program
Directors. Incidentally, the mental health officials from the State of
Louisiana have actively supported the preparation of this position and
are interested in it.

We propose an amendment to title XIX of the Social Security Act
as follows:

In Public Law 89-97-at the end of section 1905(a) (1) after "in-
patient hospital services," strike out the pl]rase: "(other than services
in an institution for tuberculosis, or mental diseases).

This amendment would not change the eligibility provisions of title
XIX coverage.

It would not expand any benefits now available under title XIX-
mental illness is now treatable with Federal assistance.

It would simply broaden the availability of treatment for those al-
ready eligible by removing the exclusion against hospitals that special-
ize in treatment of mental illness (or tuberculosis).

We further propose, in an effort to keep the cost of this amendment
to a minimum, that its effect not be retroactive--that it apply only to
those persons who become eligible for medicaid subsequent to the pas-
sage of this bill.

Covering only new admissions would put mental hospitas on an
equal lever under the law with psychiatric units in general luspitals,
since they have very few long-term psychiatric patients.

We realize that covering only new admissions would not be the most
desirable answer to the problem of improved care of the mentally ill
indigent, including those who are now resident patients. However, if
at this time we cover only new admissions to mental hospitals, once
we have some working knowledge of the scope and cost of this prob-
lem, perhaps it will be financially feasible to cover all of the eligible
persons. For the present time, however1 we feel what we have proposed
is apiudent first step in the right direction.

Under the present law, title- XIX now provides Federal assistance
for medical treatment of the iedically indigent (a) aged, (b) blind,
(c) disabled, and (d) families of dependent children. ! ) bi

Under title 19'the aged are given full inpatient psychiatric coverage
in public and private psychiatric hospitals as well as in psychiatric
units of general hospitals. They are also eligible for full outpatient
treatment.

However, persons under 65 years of age in the other thre assistance
groups-the blind, the disabled, and the dependent children families-
are excluded from inpatient treatment in a specialty hospital. The
specialty hospitals that we are referring to, that is, private and public
mental hospitals, are specifically designed and staffed and equipped
to provide a continuity of care for people with all ranges and severity
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of mental illness and mental deficiency, and are routinely called on to
treat illness too complex for the general hospital unit.

We treat the actetely ill and the chronically ill, the psychotic, the
neurotic, adults and children, the alcoholic, the aged, and the other-
wise disabled.
We are specialty hospitals whose treatment programs are completely

focused on alleviating disorders of the mind.
It makes no sense at all to us for the Congress to prohibit the treat-

ment of persons with mental disorders in facilities whose sole purpose
is the treatment of mental disorders.

This is an inconsistency difficult for us to fathom.
It is worthwhile to note, on the other hand, that some $150 million

in Federal money will be invested this year in public and private
psyehiatrio hospitals.

or the Federal Government to lend extensive financial support to
State and private hospitals and then deny access to these hospitals to
reci ients of Federal assistance is an imcomprehensible inconsistency.

here is a table in the text of my material which indicates the money
tbit is going into the special mental hospitals and the mental health
centers.

The provision which'denies the use of the mental hospital to persons
was not in the 1905 original House bill but was added Vy the Finance
Committee of the Senate in 19065.

Our studies, as indicated on pages 0 and 7 of my statements, suggest
that of the four, and a quarter million persons now on categorical
assistance, and of the other four and a quarter million who would be
eligible for medical assistance benefits only some 3 percent will be
likely to require hospital care for mental illness., -
The aritlinietic of this reveals that. about 253,000 persons under the

age of 05 would become eligible to receive benefits if they are hospital-
ized in a mental hospital.

Since these people airealready eligible for care, for mental illness, in
a general hospital phychiatrie unit, the proposed amendment adds
no new benefits and includes no new persons not already eligible for
medical aid imder Public lAw'89-97:

Anyperson now eligible for medical aid under titl X1X('and who
becomes mentally ill and requires inpatient treatment can,be treated
for about $45 per day in one of the 20,000 beds available in phychiatric
wards in general Ioslitals. -

fIle &n be treated, that fs, if he livesnear one of the general hospital
that operatespsychiatric facilities; ifthere is space available, andif he
does not require extended treatment services.

Mr. Chairman, there is another section of H.R: 12080 in which the
State mental health program directors have a powerful concern and
in which we recommend it be clarified either in the legislation or, in
the Finance Committee report. I am referring to the social work
manpower and training amendment. That would be section 401 of title
IV.I It is our recommendation that you make clear that organizations
representin redzional compacts of the States on eduation and mental
health be eligilIle to receive Federal grants to improve social work
tra ning. • ,,
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I am referriiig especially to compacts such as the Southern Regional
Education Boar4-which is directly concerned with improving social
work training in the colleges and universities in 1 Southern States.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman,-I would like to offer for the
record a letter our association has received from Dr. Harold McPhee-
ters, director of mental health training and research for the Southern
Regional Education Board in Atlanta, Ga. I also submit a statement
from Dr. Ray Feldman of the Western Interstate Commission forH' her'Education..

Ar. McPheeters and Dr. Feldman explain clearly the merits of this
case in their statement.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be included.
(The documents referred to follow:)

SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD,
Atlanta, Ga., Septcmber 18,1967.

Mr. HARRY 0. SOHNBBRP-,
Rxecfiite Director, National Association State Mental Health Program Directors.

Washington, D.O.
DEAn Ma. SoHNiBB: It would be most helpful to have the Association through

Len Ganiser put lnae few words in favor of adding "regional compacts" to the
Social Works Training and Manpower amendment of the Social Security Act
Amendments of 1967 (H.R. 12080). We had submitted a statement for the house
hearings on H.R. 5T10.

The regional compacts of course would not do any direct training of social
workers. However, they are in a position to take aggressive regional action in
deevloping many aspects of social work training.

(1) Promote faculty development for both graduate and undergraduate social
work programs. Famulty shortages are currently a serious problem. For example,
we can conduct a summer workshop on how to teach, use of instructional T.V.,
curriculum development, etc., for all the social work practitioners in the South
who could be recruited to move from practice" to teaching to help them in the
change-over.

(2) Encourage and assist colleges and universities to establish undergraduate
social welfare programs with matters such as organization, curriculum offerings,
field experiences, faculty recruitment, etc. Many colleges now are at a loss to
know how to proceed. Through region-wide meetings, guidelines and consultants
we can speed up the process of developing college programs throughout the
region.

Keep In mind that both SREB and WICHE are oriented to action to improve
the training resources of the region-not mere studies and reports. Keep in mind
also, that these are regions of particularly acute shortages of social workers.
We are trying. Four new graduate schools of social work are being organized
in our region this year (University of Houston, University of Texas at Arlington,
University of Arkansas and University of South Carolina), but we need help
from all sources--the Federal Government through support such as H.t. 12080
and through the' efforts of regional mechanisms such as SREB and WICHE.

Sincerely yours,
HAROLD I. McPamE s, M.D.,

Associate Director for Mental Health Training and Reaearch.

STATEENT RE HI.R. 12080, TITLE 4, 0F THE WEsTERN INTERSTATE COMMISSION
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, a regional educa.
tonal compact of thirteen states dedicated to Increase educational opportunities
and to expand the supply of specialized manpower in the west through regional
action.

1. Urges the passage of Title 4, H.R. 12080, providing for federal grants
to colleges, universities, and an association of graduate schools to develop
and expand so,. al work education.

2. Pleads that the wording be construed or amend, d to provide that.
regional organization such as Western Interstate Commission for Higher
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Education and the Southern Regional Education Board and the New England
Board of Higher Education also be eligible for these grants to assist in these
efforts on a regional basis.

Dr.' GANSE. M r. Chairman, the State Mental Health Directors as
far back as May of 1061 publicly asked the Congress to eliminate from
the Social Security Act all discriminatory provisions against the treat-
ment of mental isorders. You, ,especially I think, because of our
leadership in this program, are aware of the history of these efforts.

The last vestiges of discrimination in Federal welfare programs
against patients m specialty hospitals remain in section 905 of Public
Law 89-97. -

We believe that our proposal to remove the discrimination in title
XIX against care in psychiatric hospitals is a wise and a just o0ne. .

We also understand Congress may have reluctance to legislate i
an area about which complete and accurate information is not always
available.

The State mental health directors have a good working knowledge
of the medicare-medicaid programs in their own States. We appre-
ciate the fact, however, that due to the newness of this law informa-
tion about the operation of the programs throughout the country as
a whole may not be readily available and as a matter of fact, as you
know, many States have not had time t6 mpile their experience.

Therefore, if this committee feels that it does not have at its com-
mand sufficient information to justify amending the law, as we request,
we ask that this committee make provision for a study of this problem,
including the utilization of the public mental hospitals and the private
specialty hospitals for title XIX eligible persons.
Present has .been established for this type of study by section

1875 of title XVIII of ' Public Law 89-7. i . .... •
This section directs the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

to carryout studies and develop recommendations with respect to
title XVIII programs.

A similar section written into title XIX or even language written
into the report of this committee can be a major step toward resolving
this problem of discrimination against mental hospitals and the wel-
fare recipients who require care in those special hospitals.

We thank you very much. Mr. Chairman and Senator Anderson,
for giving us your time, and if there are any questions, why, we would
be very pleased to answer them.

(The, prepared statement of Dr. Ganser follows:)

TESTIMONY OF LEONARD GANSEE, M.D., ADMiNIsTRAToa, Division OF MENTAL
HYGIENE, STATE OF WISCONsIN, REPBESENTINQ Tl E NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STATE MENTAL HEALTH PORAM DxrAoToPs

Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Leonard Ganer, Administrator of the Division of
Mental Hygiene, Department of Health and Social Services, State of Wisconsin
and Vice President of the National Association of State Mental Health Pro-
gram Directors. Accompanying me is Mr. Harry Schnibbe, the Executive Di-
rector of our Association.

I am representing the directors of the programs for the mentally iII and
retarded in the 64 states and territories.

The State Mental Health Directors administer over 1100 hospitals, training
schools for the retarded, community mental health centers, clinics, aftercare
facilities and psychiatric training and research Institutions.

1.5 million mentally disordered persons are treated In our facilities annually.
We employ 284,000 persons and our annual operating and capitol budgets total

$2.3 billion, which is larger than the 1968 combined administrative budgets of
the U.S. Departments of State, Justice, Labor and Post Office.

I- 1747
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT

We propose an amendment to Title XIX of the Social Security Act as follows:
In PL 89-97-at the end of Section 1005(a) (1) after "inpatlent hospital

services", strike out the phrase: "(other than services in an institution for
tuberculosis, or metal diseases)".

This amendment would not change the eligibility provisions of Title 10 cover-
age. nt exft

it would not expand any benefits now available under Title 10 (mental illness
is tiow treatable With federal assistance).

it would simply broaden the availability of treatment for those already
eligible byremoving the exclusion against hospitals that specialize in treatment
of mental illness (or tuberculosis).

We further propose, in an effort to keep the cost of this amendment to a
minimum, that Its effect not be retroactive-that it apply only to those persons
who become eligible for medicaid ilibsequent to the passage of this bill. Our
amendment would put mental hospitals on an equal level, under the law, with
psychiatric units in general hospitals.

We realize this would not be the most desirable answer to the problem of
Improved care of the mentally Ill Indigent. We would prefer to have coverage of
all eligible indigent. However, If at this time we cover only new admiisaons to
mental hospitals, once we have some working knowledge of the scope and cost
of this problem perhaps It will be financially feasible to cover all eligible per-
sons. For the present time, however, we feel that what we have proposed is a
prudent first step in the right direction.

TITZ PRESENT TAW

Title XIX now provides federal assistance for medical treatment of the
medicplly indigent (a) aged, (b) blind, (e) disabled and (d) families of depend-
ent children.

Under Title 19 the aged are given full Inpatient psychiatric coverage In public
and private psychiatric hospitals as well as in psychiatric units of general hos-
pitals. They are also eligible for full outpatient treatment.

However, persons under 05 years of age, In the other three assistance groups
(the blind, the disabled and the dependent children families) are excluded from
inpatient treatment in a specialty hospital.

They can receive inpatlrnt treatment only In a general hospital.

SHORTCOOMINGS IN LAW

There are several Inconsisttncles in the Title 10 exclusion.
First: In terms of availability of Inpatient treatment service--there are prob-

ably less than 20,000 beds being used for psychiatric inpatient treatment In
general hospitals.

On the other hand, in public hospitals for the mentally Ill and mentally de-
ficient there are 665,000 available beds.

Dr. Gibson has described to you the severely limited general hospital psy-
chiatric facilities In some 20 states.

May I add to that this information: in the 3500 small general hospitals In this
country-that is hospitals with less than 100 beds-there are only seven psy-
.hlatric treatment units.

If the Congress is going to offer support of treatment for mental illness,
then It appears totally Inconsistent to e.rcltide two sources (the private and
louldle psychiatric hospitals) that offer 35 times more available treatment ca-
pacity than the one authorized source (the general hospital).

Second: In terms of continuity of service many of the chronically mentally
Ill need Intensive treatment over a period of time more extended than that
provided in a general hospital.

As Dr. Gibson has pointed out, the general hospital provides largely diagnostic
and acute treatment service.

The average length of stay In a general hospital psychiatric unit is 17 days.
Another 25% of all patients admitted are eventually readmitted for further

treatment.
The "specialty" hospltaLq (private and public) are designed, staffed and

equipped to provide a continuity of care for people with all ranges and severity
of mental illness arid mental deficiency.
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We treat the acutely III and the chronically ill; the psychotic, the neurotic;

adults and children; the alcoholic, the aged, the disabled.
We are "specialty" hospitals whose treatment programs are completely focused

on alleviating disorders of the mind.
It makes no sense at all, to us, for the Congress to prohibit the treatment of

persons with mental disorders In facilities whose sole purpose Is the treatment
of niental disorders.

This Is a n inconsistency difficult for us to fathom.

ANOTHIEH INCON ISTENCY

It Is worthwhile to note that some $150 million In federal mioney will be In-
vested this year in public and private psychiatric hospitals.

For the federal government to lend extensive financial support to state and
private hospitals and then deny access to these hospitals to recipients of federal
assistance Is an incomaprehensible inconsistency.

The aforeme'tloned $150 million will be Invested in public and private psy-
chiatric hospitals in the following manner:

Hospital improvement grants ------------ ------------------------- $18
Deparimenit of Defense dependents medical care program --------------- '13
Training servicei) ------------------.---------------------------- 12
llIIl.ltirton -------------------------------------------- ------------- 4

O1N0 (VISTA, etc.) -------------------------------- ------------- 8
Conunmunity nienfal fialth services (Pulblic Law 89-749) ----------------- 7
Conmmunity mental health center.--------- --.......- 50
Coininutilty mental health stalling ---- ------------------ -46

Sotal--------------------- ----------------------------- so

How MIANY AFVrThD nY DISCRIMIlATION?

A most logical question by members of this Committee would be: "flow many
persons sufftiring from mental dic'0rdcr are affected by theoe di.erlidnatory pro-visions in Title 11), aid If It were removed what would It cost to provide themtren tument?

14 figures released by the 1)eprtnent of Hlenth, FPAueation and Welfare
indlchtd ithat n total number Of 4,220,022 persons were receiving welfare Pay-
mnents under one of the assistance categories-A1d to the Permanently and Totally
Disabled, Aid to the Blind, Aid to the Families of lDependent Children.

,Information supplied by the states indicates that the ratio of medically Indigent
persons who are "related" to the throe pertinent public assistance categories, but
wh6 are not now receiving any public assistance is: On to one.

In other words, for every blind iperson receiving Title 10 federal assistance,
there is another blind person not receiving publle assistance, but who is "zuedi-
cally Indigent" as defined by state law.

Thus the uiiverge of people who would become potentially eligible for assist-
ante under this amendment Is approximately 8,441,844.

To further deflnethe potential nnunber of persons who might apply for Asst-
aneo were this amendment to be adopted, we can apply a percentage of 3% to
the universe of 8 million. Figures supplied by IMi Indicate that approximately
3%'"f a cross-section of people under 05 years of age annually require hos-
pitalization for mental disorders.

This arithmetic reveals that some 253,255 modleally indigent Individuals under
age 065, eligible under Title 19, r:ght require hospitalization for mental illness.

Under our proposed amendment these Individuals would be eligible for Title 11)
assistance in a psychiatric hospital as well as a general hospital.

COST OF THE AMENDMENT

The proposed anendnients adds no new benefits and Includes no persons not
already eligible for medical aid tinder P 1 8W-07.

Any person now presently eligible for medical ald under Title 19f, and who
becomes mentally Ill and requires Inpatlknt treatment, can be treated for about
$45 per day In one of the 20,000 beds available in psychiatric wards in general
hospitals.

83-231-07-pt. 3-10
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He can be treated providing: (a) he lives near one of the 465 general hospitals
in the United States that operates psychiatric facilities, and (b) space is avail.
able, and (c) he does not require extended treatment.

Mr. Chairman, there is another section of 11.R. 12080 in which the State Mem-
tal Health Program Directors have a powerful concern and which we recommend
be clarified either in the legislation or In the Finance Committee Report. I am
referring to the Social Work Manpower and Training amendment (Title IV,
Section 401).

It Is our recommendation that you make clear that organizations representing
regional compacts of the states on education and mental health be eligible to
receive federal grants to improve social work training.

I am referring especially to compacts such as the Southern Regional Education
Board which is directly concerned with improving social work training at the
colleges and universities in 15 southern state.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer for the record a
letter our Association has received from Harold McPheeters, M.D., Director of
Mental Health Training and Research for the Southern Regional Fducatlon
Board In Atlanta, Georgia. Dr. McPheeters explains forcefully the reasons why
regional compacts of states should be eligible for this grant money.

(The material referred to has been previously submitted for the record by Dr.
Oanser.)

Mr. Chairman, the State Mental Health Directors as far back as May 12, 1061,
publicly asked the Congress to eliminate front the Social Security Act all dis-
erlminitory provisions against the treatment of mental disorders.

Following our action the Governor of California called upon all other gov-
ernors to join him In getting the exclusions against mental hospitals removed
from the Act.

Over the next several years Senators Long of Louisiana and (Oaruwon of Kansas
tried and failed to get the discriminatory provisions removed.

Senate amendments, removing the exclusions, were Included In H.R. 11805,
the Social Security Act Amehdments of 1064.

They failed in conference with the House.,
Finally In the 89th Congress (PL 89-7) most of the exclusions were removed.
The last vestiges of discrimination in federal welfare programs against patients

in specialty hospitals remain In Section 1905 of PL 89-7.
There are also discriminatory provisions against treatment af mental illness

In Title 1& Dr. Gibson has called these to your attention and we endorse his
recommendatlonR.

We In the state mental health programs believe that our proposal to remove
the discrimination in Title 10 against care In psychiatric hospitals Is a wise
and Just move. We also understand however, that the Congress may have a
reluctance to legislate In an area about which complete and accurate Informa-
tlon is not always available.

The state mental health directors have a good working knowledge of the
medlcare-inedfcald programs In their own 'states. We appreciate the fact, how-
ever, that due to the newness of this law, Information about the operation of
the programs throughout the country as a whole may not be readily available.

Therefore, if this committee feels that it does not have sufficient Information
at its command to Justify amending the law as we reqeut,4 we ask that the com-
mittee make provision for study of the problem.

Precedent ha been established for this type of stud.v In See. 1875 of Title 18
of Pb 89-97. This section directs the Secretary of I.N.W. to carry on studies
and develop recommendations with respect to Title 18 programs. A similar section
written lnto'Title 10 or even language written Into the report of this committee,
could be a major first step toward resolving this problem of discrimination against
mental hosplbtl.

Thank you for giving us your time and attention.
The CAIMR-MAw. As you know, I fought very diligently to provide

additional help for people suffering psychiatric illnesses, and we did
succeed in saying that we would not deny assistance to people merely
because thev are in these mental hospitals, and we have made some
iOlhey available to the aged. How is that coming along as far as the
improvement of treatment and services for these aged people are
concernedI
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Dr. GASE. I think in those hospitals or in those States where the
title XIX applies to mental patients in the aged group, the over 65
group, that this is proceeding relatively well, and this does include
about 20 States now, including Louisiana.

The CAIILVAN. Well, there are a great number of people who are
presently just given custodial care in these institutions who might be
put to some constructive use, I am told. Is that your impression

Dr. GANSER, I think the public mental hospitals throughout the
country have been used as a storehouse for people who, for a variety
of reasons, are thought to bx--it is thought to be necessary to get them
out of the community. Many of them are truly mentally ill. Others of
them are not mentally ill, but rather have some kind of what might
be called social malaajustment that makes it somewhat easier to get
along with them if they are in the hospital.

I believe really that this program used productively and positively,
can help that situation since it makes clear that in order to receive
benefits in a mental hospital the individual must really need to be in
a mental hospital.
. I think the utilization review kind of aspect to it, with which you
are familiar from the medicare, the title XVIII part of the law, will
be of positive benefit as it begins to apply to public mental hospitals;
and this, as a matter of fact, is what the public mental hospitals have
needed, a good reason to be looking at whether these people really need
to be there or whether some kind of alternate facility can properly
take care of them or whether they should be back in the community
even if it is in a marginal adjustment in the community.

The CHAiRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Dr. Gmzisrt. Thank you.
The ChAIRMAN. Thank you and your associates.
Senator ANDERSON. I just wanted to repeat to you that I will read

your statement more carefully.
The CHAIRMAN. Thanks so much.
The next witness is David Fleming, of the Southern California

Pharmaceutical Association.

STATEMENT OF DAVID FLEMING, GENERAL COUNSEL, SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED
BY FRANK SCHULER, PRESIDENT, AND CECIL BLACKHURST,
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Mr.:FLM.FIINo. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Finance Com-
mittee, my name is David Fleming, general counsel for the Southern
California Phtrmaceutical Assocation. I am here today with Mr.
Prank Schuler, to my right, president of the association, and Mr. Cecil
Blackhurst, to my left, as its executive secretary.

We of the Southern California Pharmaceutical Association deeply
appreciate tie opportunity to appear here to express our views on
I R. 12080.

Tito SCPA is composed of independent pharmacists iin the 11 south-
ern counties of the State of California. The population of the geo-
graphic area served by our association is presently estimated from
census sources to be in excess of 13 million people. Southern California
has attracted, and is constantly attracting, many of our Nation's senior
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citizens who look forward to retirement. (te primarily to our climate
and our recreational and housing facilities. Some 70 percent of (ali-
fornia's senior citizens, numbering roughly 1,800,000, reside in the area
served by our association.

Our very real interest is, of course, directed toward the prospect of
tile inclusion of drugs for the aged under title 18(b) of the social
Security Act, We are not unmindful of legislation introduced in the
Senate during the second session of the 89th Congis providing for
the inclusion of drugs undertitle 18(b) ; and I might. interlineate, nor,
for that mat ter inS. 1303.

Because weliave a. higher proportion of irenior citizens in our area
than in most otler regions of the Nation our members atre more keenly

walre of the posible etrect of this legislation oil their liVelihood.
We estimate that the aged are recipients of from 10 to 15 percent of

all prescriptions filled by our memiers. In a business. where profits are
not substantial, where labor, overhead, and inventory costs are con-
stantly rising, this 10 to 15 percent. of the total drugs sold is a sig-
nificant amount.. We can foresee the U.S. Government, either directly
or indirectly, becoming our largest single customer. ]il light thereof,
we are Most concerned about this area of- proposed legislation.

We wish to make two things clear at, the-outset. Fist we are not
opposed to the inclusion of drugs for'the aged tinder th Social Security
Act per se. bloodd health care should be available to all Americans and
especially to our senior citizens. No one should be deprived of this gift
because of financial reasons. It has been the corner pharmacist who
hasserved the drug and health needs of his community for year.s on
end. lie knows only too well the vital importance of adequate drug
care.

Second, we believe in-economy-economy in government and in
every problem un(lertaken by government. We believe that every Fed-
eral dollar spent shoul receive in return the most. value possible. That
is why we support the principle that government, should purchase
drugsoby generic rather' than by brand name. We bear in mind, of
cor.e, the need for constant surveillance of' high manufacturing
standards of all drugs and believe that quality control must never be
forsaken when healfli hangs in tl& balance. Yeti having met these

standarxds, there is no reason why the Federal Government. or any
branch of government, aiding citizens in their drug care should spend
more than is absolutely neces ary to fulfill this goal.

Some of our members have conplained bitterly to our State govern-
nment in Sacramento regarding the handling of Ole Medi-Cal progTam.
Under Califonia law, our inembers are not allowed to fill welfare
prescriptions calling for brand names with lower priced but equally as
effectivegenerieproduct.

retrilyelene is an example. Most of our members use the generic
rather than the brand product. We have not found complaints regard-
ing Potency or efficacy of the generic tetracyclene. Yet, thebrand n ames
of tetracyclene cost. from six to eight times higher' than the generic.
Those extra costs are needlessly borne by our State and tilt iiiately,
in part, by the Federal Government. We have gone on record as op)-
posing this extravagance, and, in Califormain, we are trying to (to some-
tiing about it.
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While we are concerned with keeping Government cost down, we
areo equally is concerned atmut tlie assuranco of financial protection to
the pharniacists.

The CInArAN.. Let me just ask you about that because someone
contested this idea today. You say that as, speaking for the phar-
nateists-

Mr. Fi.i: ixo. Yes, Senator.
Tte (IIAInRMr (continuing). Of southern California. Your ex.

perience has been that. with tegatrd to this wonder drug, tetracyclene,
as an example, that it is all the same thing, no matter which one of the
manufacturers is producing it, and yet if you buy it. by the brand
name vou are goIng to )av about six% or eight times as much as you
would'luving it by tte olcial name of tie product?

Mr. FJi..wo. This is our experience, Senator, yes.
T10 CHAIRMAN. Let'S take the tetrmoyclene experience and apply it

to an APC tablet. As I understand it an APO tablet is an aspirin tablet.
with a little bit of stimulant. added to it-a little caffeine in it so that
it, might stimulate you a little bit, such as a cup of coffee would. It is
supposed to give a'little additional reaction in addition to the aspirin.

If a fellow comes in and says, "Give me some Empirin tablets," you
just hand hin the APO tablets, it is all the same thing, but it would
cost himi maybe about one-eighth as much as EmpirinI

M r. Fviv.3rxo. Yes.
Th C I InAM It is much more pronounced when you get into these

drugs which have to be sold by prescription, as I understand it.
Mr. Ftimwo. That is correct. And, as you know, Senator, we can-

not, in California, fill with the generic when a brand name is pre-
scribed.

The C(mhnui,. Well, go to the State legislature and get a law
passed. It is the same proposition as I was telling about my dad's
patent medicine experience, high "Poplarlorum," and low ."Poplar-
hirum," where you have two bottles with exactly the same thing, same
sized bottles, but you cannot sell'for one-sixth the price because these
fellows went down to the State legislature and got a law passed that
would prohibit you from selling the man the same thing for a fraction
of the price, even though the poor devil might not be able to afford it.

Mr. F'ixxtxo. This is true in California, and I understand in some
43 other States they have the same laws.

As I pointed out, our 'members have complained bitterly to the
State welfare department about the fact that we cannot fil generic
tetracycline when the brand name is prescribed. We feel this is
wasteful. I

The CHAIMAN. As you know, I had no interest whatever in reduc-
ing the inebme of the community drugstore. So far as I am concerned,
those people do a good lob. If anything, I would be in favor, all things
being equal, of finding a way to help tL community drugstore to com-
pete with that supermarket that has various and sundry ways to get
an unfair advantage over that local drugstore.

But there should be a way that we can give the public the benefit
of price competition for these products.

Mr. FLw.ma. Our association is certainly in agreement.
The druggist in this country is,,of 'course, not a pharmaceutical

manufacturer. He is not an individual of great wealth or affluence.
The average druggist is, instead, the epitome of the small businessman.
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In most'cases, he is the sole proprietor; a professional member of his
inesscommunity who is-active in the growth and developmentof

the city or town in which he lives. Like so many other Small busi-
nesses, he operates under the profit squeeze, with rising labor, overhead,
and inventory costA In most instances, his life savings are invested,
in large part, in his business. He has no financial cushion to withstand
a substantial profit loss.

We all kn6w I am sure, that the pharmacist's role is not to prescribe
drugs, but to dispense them. He sells his stock at a markup of usually
one-third and charges a standard and customary fee for the filling of
a doctor's prescription. These markups and charges are, of course, com-
petitive with his neighbor druggist down the street. He seeks only a
reasonable profit for the services he performs and the investment he
must make. He asks nothing more. It is in the light of this that we ad-
dress ourselves to the complexities of compensating the pharmacist
under any proposal for inclusion of drugs under title 18b. ,

The members of the SCPA have discussed at length themerits and
drawbacks of the proposed system for the payment of a set fee to the
pharmacist for the filling of medicare prescriptions. The fee system, itseems to Us, has some distinct drawbacks. Problems arise when we try
to use a common denominator, for all retail druggists. In our area, the
overhead and other costs to operate a store in, for example, Newport
Beach, or Beverly Hills, Calif., is far greater than those for a store
located in Gardena or Venice, Calif. Yet, while drugstores or phar-
macies differ in overhead, and operating costs, the fixed; fee concept
suggested and used today under State welfare programs ignores this
fundamental fact.

Demographic factors must be brought into play in determining a fee
schedule if fees are to be fair and just. One means of accomplishing
this would be by the use of surveys eliciting the usual and customary
markup in fees foi each drugstore by area. The results of those sur-
veys could be used in determining appropriate remuneration to be paid
to pharmacists *within a given community commensurate with their
existing charges.-

We should also point out that in the determination of adequate fees,
the quantities of the drugs'prescribed should be taken into considera-
tion. This is especially true of senior citizens who receive, in large part,
the maintenance drugs which can be prescribed' in large quantities.
Regular7 fees should: be adjusted upward for the filling of large-
quantity prescriptions.

These sugge~ions are made for the sole reason of attempting to
devise a System whereby the pharmacist is allowed his usual and regu-
lar return for the dispensing of drugs under the medicare program,
whether his store be in"Pasadena, Saii Diego, Bakersfield, orWiitts.
Anything less than a: fair return would mean that the pharmacist him-
sell would d have to pay more than his fair share of taxes to support this
program. Drug needs of our senior citizens can and should be provided
for; but the cost should be borne by'all of our citizens. We ask nothing
more than this.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the Southern Cali-
fornia Pharmaceutica Association deeply thanks you for the oppor-
tunity to present its views on H.R. 12080. It has been a privilege for us
to have appeared here.
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The-CHAIR 'A., I apieciate your statement. I know you have been
iniporttned b the pharmaceutical manufacturers, particularly the
bigones to take a different attitude on this matter, have you not?• Mr. 'KJi2io. Wehav6 been approached. Yes; we have discussed
the niatt&rwith tho' phai'iiiaeutical manufacturers.

The CHAmMAN. They are good people, but I do not think they ought
to blame you'for the high cost of drugs when they, themselves, seek to
maintain a prcing method t6 charge the public six or eight times what

prbdut ought to beselling for.. h f
'Mr. FEmixNo. We hopethe public understands the fact Senator.

*The CHAiRmAN. Thafik you very much.
- Senator Talmadge, any questions I

Senator TALxADGE. NO questions.
The CHAMMAN. Dr. William A. Garrett, president of the American

Dental Association. I am informed that Dr. Garrett is from Atlaita,
Ga., Senator Talmadge.

Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Chairman, it gives me a great deal of pleas-
ure to welcome my -friend, Dr. William A. Garrett, of Atlanta, Ga.,
who is president of the American Dental Association, to our committee.

STATEMENT -O DR. WILTIAM A. GARRTT, PRESIDENT, AMER -
CAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION,- ACCOMPANIED BY BERNARD L
CONWAY, _CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

Dr. GARmur r. Mr. Chairman. Senator Talmadge, I am delighted,
sir, to have you here. My name is Dr.'William A. Garrett i of Atlanta,
Ga. I am president of the' American Dental Association. With me is
Mr. Bernard J. Conway, chief legal officer of that association. We are
pleased to have this opportunity to discuss that portion of section 301,
title III- of H.I.12080, whichwould add a new section 510 to part 4,
title V, of the Social Security Act.-

This -new section would authorize special project grants for the
dental health of children to be awarded to State or local health4agen-
cies or to other public to nonprofit private agencies, institutions, or
organizations. It would be a 4-year program beginning in fiscal1969
and Federal participation would be limited to 75 percent of the cost
of such projects '

The American Dental Association sup ports the intent and principle
of the proposal and urges this committee to give it favorable con-
sideration.

A detailed statement of our position has been submitted and we
rea petfully request thitt it appear in full in the record. We are aware
ofthe limitations on the committee's valuable time and we will restrict
our oral testimony to the major points made in that statement. .

Every member of this commit is, we are sure, aware of the seri-
ousness of the dental disease problem. Almost no one is immune from its
ravages and the Nation pays a high price for its historic dental neglect.

This has long been a matter 6fintense concern to the dentists of the
Nation, especially since so much dental disease could be readily con-
trolled'and prevented. The gap between what can be accomplished and
what is being accomlished is enormous. t

In attempting to ( evis ways of dealing with thi situation, the pro-
fession's attention has always been focused on children from low-
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income families. It is not possible to control dental disease solely by
providing restorative treatment to all age groups within the popula-
tion. If, however, we can once manage to bring a generation of chil-

dren to a state of sound oral health, it will be a relatively simple mat-
ter to maintain that conditions as each child reaches adulthood and
Jives out his span of years.

The dental profession recognizes that achievement of this goal re-
quires close cooperation between the private and public sectors.

It is the private sector that encom asses nearly all the professional
manpower available to the Nation. Most families are quite cable
of maintaining, as they do at present, responsibility for their dental
health care within the private practice system. No one, as We under.
stand the measure before you, is suggesting Federal support of dental
care for children whose families are well able to afford it.

Within the private sector, the association has constantly sought bet-
ter ways to organize the delivery of health services. One example of
this is" the rapid and most welcome development of prepayment
mechanisms that has occurred in the past few years.

For the most part, this has taken the form of group dental care
coverage for employees and their dependents. Approximately 35 pri-
vate insurance companies are now engaged in underwriting such'con-
tracts. In addition, the profession has encouraged the State level de-
velopment of dental service corporations, which are nonprofit, prepay-
ment organizations similar to Blue Shield. At present, 30 States have
chartered dental services corporations.

Though only about 4 million people are now covered by one form or
another of dental prepaymut, there is sufficient evidence amassed to
document-the feasibility of the idea aifd to-show that it is readily ac-
ceptable to consumer grOups of various kinds.

The CAIRIMNA. Doctor, I am going to have to ask you to suspend
for a few moments. We are voting in the Senate on final passage of the
bill. It is a big appropriation bill; and I will have to go vote. I will be
back just as soon as I can. So if you will just wait, sir, I will be back.

Dr. GARwrr. Thank you .... ,
(Whereuvon, there wits a short recess.)
Senator HARRIs (presiding). The committee will be in order. The

chairman asked me to preside until he could return. You may proceed.
Dr. GARRnFr. Thank you, sir.
The proposal before you will, in our view, give impetus to this pri-

vate sector activity.
At the same time, the association has taken a number of steps to call

Government's attention to actions that it could legitimately take. For
example, in an appearance before this committe. in 1965, the association
strongly recommended that dental care for children be named as one.
of the mandatory services offered by the States under title XIX of the
Social Security*Act. Indeed, Sen'tor Ribicoff introduced an amend-
ment to that kffeet that was accepted by both the committee and the
full Senate, though it was not adopted in the subsequent Senate-House
conference.

The public sector's involvement in a total program of dental care
for children would have two basic purposes.- There are, first of all,
some activities that cannot realistically be carried out on an individual
basis, such as dental health education and fluoridation. And then, pub-
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lie sector cooperation is required for those who are needy or medically
needy.

The long history of association' activity on this question climaxed in -
late 1966 with adoption of a dental care program for children that.
spells out in detail what we believe should bedone. A copy of that
program has becn made available this morning to each member of
the or inttee. i wu be

The first step in iinplemlntation of the association program would be
the establishment of a series of pilot projects designed to provide the
actuarial and operational experience necessary. .

The proposal contained inH.R. 12080 also-provides for such pilot
projects. In his testimony bef0r the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, HEW Secretary John W. Gardner indicated that the admin-
istration expected to establish,10 such projects in the first year, encom-
passing some 100,000 children..

We are,,of course, pleased tht the administration's thinking seems
to be following along the same lines as that already elaboratedby the
pfofe sion. While, candidly, we would prefer to see i larger numberof projects begn in the flrs year, we recognize that Congress must
balance needs in a great many arms and allocate resources as fairly
as possible. The important point, the essential point, is that a beginning
be made.

It is not possible to tell from the information in the bill how much
money would be allocated to this project in the first year. It is our hope,
however, that the administration will request in fiscal 1969 an amount
sufficient to make an adequate start.

The administrative authority contained in the proposal is, of course,
conferred on the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. He
will, in turn, designate the HEW agency responsible for implementa-
tion.

It is our conviction that the agency so designated should be the Pub-
lie Health Service. It alone combines the depth in staffing, the exper-
ience' with dental activity and the professional expertise necessary to
carry out this multipurpose program. This is a most vital considera-
tion o us. 1ew .actions could do more to insure the eventual success

f:this undertaking than designation of the Public Health'Service as
the agency with primary responsibility.

Tht6r would, naturally, need to be the cl0kest cooperation on all
levels with those agenfiies concerned with education and with welfing,.

In addition to these comments on the dental health pilot progralI,
the association would also like to call the committee's attention to a
technical amendment that we think is necessary in section 230 of H.R.
12080. The present amendment would permit direct payment at the
option of the State for physicians services rend6redunder' title XIX.
Obviously, a wider range o f health practitioners than physicians pro-
vide such services. We are sure that the exclusion of dentists was in-
advertent and suggest that the committee make the appropriate change.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our testimony. On behalf of the asso-
ciation, may I once more express our appreciation for thid opportunity
to present our views. Mr. Conway and I would be glad now to respond
to any questions.
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(The prepared statement of Dr. Garrett follows:)
STATEMENT OF THE AumuoAN DENTAL AssoorATio0

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name Is Dr, William A.
Garrett of Atlanta, Georgia. I am President of the American Dental Association.
With me here today Is Mr. Bernard J, Conway, chief legal officer of the Associa-
tion. We are grateful, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to appear before
you to discuss section 301 of Title III of H.R. 12080 which would add a new
Section 510 to part 4, Title V of the Social Security Act.

T¥,' iw section would authorize special project grants for the dental health
of children. These would be awarded to state or local health agencies or to other
public or nonprofit private agencies, institutions or organizations. The bill would
establish a four-year program beginning In fiscal 1009. Federal participation
would be limited to 75 per cent of the cost of such projects.

The American Dental Association supports the intent and principle of this
proposal and urges favorable consideration of it by this Committee.

The authority conferred by the proposal Is delegated, of course, to the Secre-
tary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, who will in turn
designate the agency responsible for implementation of its provisions.

It Is the conviction of the American Debtal Association that the agency so
designated should be the Public Health Service. The Public Health Service
alone combines depth In dental staffing, the experience with dental activity and
the professional expertise necessary to carry out this multi-purpose program.

The Association believes this consideration to be a vital element In the
success of this endeavor and believes, further, that few actions could do more
to ensure that success than designation of the Public Health Service as the agency
with primary responsibility.

DENTAL DISEASE STATISTICS

The scope of dental disease, as it exists today, qualifies It as one of the most
frustrating of all the Ills that plague us. Its mo4 common manifestations are
tooth decay and gum disease, There is almost literAlly no eoie In the country
who is not-suffering from one or the other. And yet, there are few diseases that are
as readily controllable and preventable as are these two. The gap between what
can be accomplished and what is being accomplished is enormous.

Secretary Gardner, In testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee,
recited some of the deplorable statistics: 'By age 5, a child has an average of
8 carious teeth. By age 15, the average youth has 11 permanent teeth damaged
or destroyed." The impact of this is such that in later years "a vast percentage
of Americans have suffered the loss of many or all their natural teeth."

Such dental disorders exact a heavy price. Recruits to the armed forces need
extensive dental care, costing an average of $63 per recruit, before they are fully
fit for duty. It is estimated that In industry there is an annual loss bf 85 million
manhours, valued at $250 million, because of dental disease. And these dollar fig.
ures cannot, of course, take Into account the pain that is suffered or the perma-
nent disability with regard to oral health that often eventuates. Nor do they
reflect the dollar difference between what it costs to rehabilitate a long-neglected
mouth compared with the more modest amount that would need to be spent for
routine preventive care.

FREQUENCY OF CARE FOR NEEDY

It should be noted with regard to this last point that there Is a discernible
relationship between income and the frequency with which dental services are
sought. Nearly 70 per cent of the children whose families earn less than $4,000
annually do not receive dental services. For children from families whose Income
exceeds $10,000, the statistics are more than reversed, with 80 per cent seeing a
dentist on a reasonably regular btsis.

The dental profession's long-standing concern over this problem is centered
about children. The reason for this is that It Is'neither feasible nor professionally
desirable to control the dental disease problem in this country solely by provid-
ing restorative treatment to the whole population. If however, we can once man-
age to bring a generation of children to a state of sound oral health, It will then
be a relatively simple matter to maintain that condition as the child grows up
and lives out his span of years.
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PU13UO SETR-PRIVATE SECTOR COOPEATION

The profession recognized long ago that achievement of this goal required close
cooperation between the private and public sectors of the nation.

It is the private sector, first, that encompasses nearly all the professional man-
power available to the nation. The vast majority of dentists actually engaged
in chairside care-as opposed to those carrying out administrative, educational
or research functions-provide that care within the private practice system.

Further, the vast majority of families are perfectly capable of maintaining,
as they do at present, personal -responsibility for- their dental health care.
Neither the profession nor the Administration, as we understand the proposal,
is suggesting federal support of dental care for children whose families are well
able to afford It. The Association does believe, however, that an income tax
credit for the amount spent annually by a family in securing dental services for
children would provide a useful and justifiable incentive for regular care. Thg.,.
Association, additionally, has long advocated complete deductibility of the cost
of health and medical services.

Finally, the private sector's importance derives from the rapid and wholly
welcome development of prepayment mechanisms that has occurred in the past
few years. For the most part, this has taken the form of group dental care cover-
age for employees and their dependents. A number of private Insurance com-
Ironies are now engaged in underwriting such contracts. In addition, the pro-
fession has encouraged the state-level development of dental service corporations,
a non-profit, prepayment organization, similar to Blue Shield, that contracts with
groups for the provision of dental care benefits in the offices of private dentists.
At present, 28 states have chartered dental service corporations.

While the total number of people now covered by one form or other of dental
prepayment Is not'large, there is enough evidence already available to document
the viability of the Idea and to indicate a rapid growth in its acceptance in the
years immediately ahead. One reason we favor the proposal 'before you is our
belief that it will give further impetus to this private sector activity in the area
of prepayment.

The public sector's involvement in a total program of dental care for children
is twofold. There are, first of all, those activities that cannot realistically be
carried out on an individual basis. Dental health education within the school
system would be one example of this sort of activity. A second would be fluor-
idation of communal water supplies. This safe, inexpensive and highly effective
public health measure has been of inestimable benefit to thousands of om-
munities across the nation, reducing the incidence of, tooth decAy among chil-
dren by as much as 00 per cent, an effect, of course, that benefits the child
throughout his life.

And then, public sector cooperation is required for those children whose faml-
lies are needy or medically needy. There can be no question but that we are
today in a time' when it is clearer than ever before that the opportunity to
obtain health care i regarded as a right and that our society is0 pledged to the
development of mechanisms effectively assuring that all Americans share' fully
in this right. The "medically needy" concept, probably first impressed upon the
public consciousness by the Kerr-Mills law, has proven a highly useful tool In
the nation's effort to improve the accessibility of health care services.

EffORTS 3Y THi PROFESSION

Through the years, in its efforts to meet the challenge of dental health care
for all children,, the Association has been consistent in its espousal of private
sector-public s*tor cooperation. While constantly searching for ways to better
organize the delivery of health services within the private sector, the Association
has made frequent representations to Congress, and the Executive branch, con-
cerning federal activities in the area that the Association felt would be ap-
propriate. When Title XIX legislation was first being considered, for example,
the Association strongly urged that dental care fo- children be named one of the
mandatory services offered by the states under that program.

The long history of Association activity climaxed last year In the adoption
by its House of Delegates of a dental care program for children that spells
out In detail what the Association believes should be done. A copy of the prO-
gram has been made available to every Member of the Committee, attached
to our summary statement, and it is our hope that each Member will have
an opportunity to review it.
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In broad terms, tho program envisions a step-by-step progression toward the
final goal of making fully adequate dental services available to all children.
It takes note of a number. of reasons why intermediate stages are essential.
Paramount among them, perhaps, is the fact that there are still a good many
things we need to khow before we can be sure which approach, or combination
of approaches, is preferable., And then,, an attempt to inaugurate an elaborate
program overnight would place a strain on existing resources, particularly with
regard to professional manpower, that might prove disruptive. -

It is pointed out in the Association's program that a soundlybased plan would
not consist merely in providing chair-side care. Equally essential are such ele-
ments As dental health education, intensification of our present efforts in pure
and applied research and widespread use of the known principles of preventive
treatment. The profession is firm in its belief that it would be the sheerest folly
to attempt a program based on Just one of these elements. All are necessary.

The program envisions that a major share of. the planning would be done on
the local and state level. Though there is no section of the country that dogs not
have a serious dental disease problem, the components of the problem obviously
vary somewhat from place to place because of economic, geographic or population
variants. Prime responsibility for planning public sector participation should be
lodged with the state and local departments of health since, In each locale, it is
this agency that has the necessary expertise to Judge health needs. On the
national level, the program assumes that responsibility for administration of the
public sector would be vested in the Secretary of Health, Education and Wel-
fare and discharged by dental health oriented personnel which are available it
the Public Health Service. On all levels, of course, there would need to be the
closest cooperation between such other appropriate agencies as those concerned
with welfare and education.

Finally, the program notes that the great bulk of activity would remain where
it Is today, in the private sector. Some $3 billion a year is being spent presently
within the private sector for dental care services. Public funds would never
represent more than a very small fraction of this total. In our effort to extend
comprehensive care to all children, we should not lose sight of the fact that
most children have those services already available and if they do not avail
themselves of it, it is for reasons other than economic ones.

IMPLEMENTATION

The first step in Implementation of the American Dental Association Dental
Health Program for Children would be the establishment of a series of pilot or
exploratory program designed to provide the actuarial and operational experience
necessary. The projects would be as diversified as possible, with regard to the
complexion of the communities chosen, so that the information elicited would be
valid when applied nationally.

The legislation before you provides, for such pilot projects. In his testimony
before the House Ways and Means Committee, Secretary Gardner said the
Administration contemplated establishing ten projects the first year, to be located
in areas of acute poverty and encoi, passing some 100,000 children.

The Association is, of course, pleased at this indication that the Administra-
tion's thinking seems to be developing along the same line as that already
elaborated by the profession.

We would, candidly, have been happier to see a somewhat larger number of
projects initiated in the first year. A larger number of projects would mike it
more certain, to our mind, that we will be able to elicit all of the necessary
information In a reasonably brief period of time v1A then move ahead in an
orderly, knowledgeable way. We do recognize, however, that Congress and the
Administration must balance needs in a .great many areas and then allocate
resources as fairly as possible. The important point, the essential point, is that
a beginning be made. I

The ultimate success of the Initial program and its value to our future prog-
ress will, of course, depend to a great extent on the quality of its administration.
As already noted, the A.sociation believes that the Secretary should assign prime
administrative responsibility to the Public IHealth Service, as the only agency
having adequate dental expertise and personnel. We also believe the Secretory
should seek the advice of nongovernmental experts through the appointment of
an appropriate advisory body.
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SUMMARY

In summary, Mr. Q.halripan,. may I express the AssoNatloii' conviction that
the problem to which this proposal Is directed I9a real-and pressing one. Indeed,
we know of no one concerned with the nation's health who does not agree that
something must be done soon about the appalling rate of dental disease, especially
among needy children. There will never be a more appropriate time to begin
than today, when we can take advantage of the considerable Impetus already
developed within the profession, other private sector organizations and on all
levels of government.

Ohe of the most comforting aspects of the situation Is that the solution to a
major part of the problem is all but within our grasp. As I said at the beginning
of this statement, the gap between what we kpow can beaccomplished and whit
is in factbeling accoiaplished Is enbrmous. It is iot a *ndtter, as It is s Often
when dealing with" national problems, of applyifig a solution that one hopes will
work or that one thinks might work. We already possess most' of the basic
knowledge and tools. We are In a position to move abeqdrapldly. What we need
to do is'to make a start In terms of organlza(ion and administration to assure
thht that knowledge and those tools are applied as'efficlently and effectively as
possible. The suggested amendment to part 4, Title V of the Social 'Security Act
would enable us to make a prudent beginning. On behalf of the American Dental
Association, then, may I urge this Committee to give favorable consideration
to section 301, 1le III of H.R. 12080.
The Assoclatlofi should al ca mittee's attention to a techni-

cal amendment that sho made In Section H.R. 12080.'The present
amendment would' It direct payment, at the optio of the State, for physi-
cians' services un Title XIX. Obviously, a wider rangehealth practitioners
than, Juvt plhyst gn are -presently p ming service un Title XIX. The
ARsoclatlon e s tands that the excl .sOn entista was Ina vertent and sug-
gests thatS on 230 be app tely ended.

This con udes 6ur te sa ony Mr airman. n behalf of t Assoclation,
may I aga thank tb ommitte & to present r. views. We
would be glad now o try to a swer a estions and Me rs Qf the
Committ may have.

Sen r HA RIS. DrOa In o t! nk u on beh If of the
comm ti eeyou and Mr. -ay, for o. r Ren hereand or your
patini this af n as v ia a vo n theS nate.

I u drs had that ut uch with ur staff
on the Finance ominit, can work out on t.h amend-
lnent8 ou lae s ggeste the a our testimony.

Dr. ARV.6 1. at Nyi I ,Re.
Sen HARRI _ well. oi yery muc for you presence.
Dr, G nRrr. Thank you s _muw h, an pl.eas press in apprec "

tion to Se ator Lon an o -Senat Tal adge r their c isideration.
Senator ARMI8 t.
We will n t be lea m Mr. 'dward parer. I want

to express to'y I tho gratitude of the committee fo your willingness
and itbility to wo out a oknt statement in be f of the Columbia
University School o ia Tork, A I for Youth, and Proj-
ect on Social Welfare Law diversity School of Law.

We will be glad to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD V. SPARER

Mr. SPAnifR. Thank vou, Senator. I should stress, I ain speaking as
an individual, although I am relyipig in great part on the experiences
of the Center on Social Welfare IPolicy and Law at the ColuAbia
University School of Social Work. I -also speak on behalf of Prof.
Norman worsen of the NYU Law School's Project on Social Welfare
1I4w and others of NYU and on behalf of Mr. Harold 1othwax of
Mobilization for Youth's Jegal Service Division.
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I am testifying only with regard to parts 2 and 4 to title II, on
public assistance of H.R. 12080.

I have handed in a rather lengthy written statement in which I
have attempted to make some analysis and argument, and not just,
take positions.

In the time I have for oral testimony, I will just make some com-
ments on some of the things raised in my written submission as time
permits.

I agree very strongly with the draftsmen of the House bill that
there is a great deal wrong with public assistance. A great many
changes, I think, are needed in public assistance. But it is my feeling
that they have got the wrong ones in the House bill, and that what.
they have done in the bill is worsen some of the problems rather than
remedy the ones which are in need of remedial action.

I would like to run over a few of the provisions of the public assist-
ance title in the House bill. •

The first concerns the freeze. It seems to me that what the freeze
does is throw us back to pre-Social Security Act days. Tie one great
advance that the Social Security Act of 1935 made over poor law
traditions was its guarantee to all people who meet eligibility tests of
the various States that they will be given lublio assistance.

What the freeze does is make it impossible to enforce that part of
the Social Security Act. Obviously, all eligible people are not going
to get assistance, and obviously we are going back to the poor law
clays of picking and choosing on an arbitrary basis who does and who
does not get assistance. Almost any kind of rule can be justified so long
as itis related to the freeze provision.

What is particularly striking in relation to the freeze is not only
the argument concerning its constitutionality that can be raised, and!
not only the argument that can be raised about its conflict with the
Social Security Act's purpose, but the factual errors which seem to
underlie the reasoning in the House report on I.R. 12080. The House
report seems to indicate that the reason for the freeze is that there has
been a great. growth in that portion of the AFDC program which deals
with the absent parent. population, children who are eligible because
of an absent parent, and that the reason there has been a great. growth
in that part of tile program is that there has been a great, spread of
family breakup and illegitimacy in the country as a whole. The least
that c an be saidabout such reasoning is that it is erroneous in terms of
the facts it assumes to explain the growth of the AFDC program.

The figures and the sources that I cite in my written testimony show
that while it is true that the AFDC population-from 1955 to 1063,
for example-doubled (the number of Parents. the number of families
doubled, the number of children doubled on the AFDC rolls), when
you compare that doubling to the number of families in the. population
as a whole who were headed by a single parent, you find there no com-
parable growth. There was only a slicrht, increase in the number of
families in the United States headed by a single parent during that
period.

Similarly, while there was some increase in the rate of illegitimacy,
the increase was comparatively slight (according to whatever figures
that are available for 1955 to 1963) and in no way in that sense can
they account for the growth in the AFDC population.
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Further, according to what information I have been able to get, tile
number of illegitimate children while on AFDC rolls have remained
relatively constant during this entire period, 10 to 17 percent.

So to suggest. as the House committee report suggests, that the
grow-th of AFI), the AFDC program, is due to a huge spread in the
population of single-parent fami ies and of illegitimate children is,
Think, factually wrong.

Thesuggestion that Iwould like to make-I will be hard put to prove
this, but it conforms to the experience that I have had-the suggestion
that I would make as to tl~egrowth in the AFDC rolls in this period is
that it has not got anything to do with the general increase in popula-
tion of single-parent families. What it has to do with is the greater
access which single-parent families have had in the course of file last
dozen years to welfare departments and to making welfare applica-
tions.

There has, for example, been a large migration from the South to tile
North, where wel fare programs are more accessible.

There has been a much greater understanding-in welfare depart-
ments, among welfare client organizations, and among social worker.-
of welfare rights. There is a very large shift that is taking place in
access to welfare programs and in the knowledge of the relevant popm-
lation concerning their eligibility to welfare, and I think that is what
is accounting for the increase.

To the extent that I am right on this, and to tie extent that tle House
committee report is factually wrong, putting aside philosophical
differences and putting aside differences in the interpretation of the
Constitution, it seems to me that a very grand, a very gross error is
being made.

The second point I would like to make about the freeze and about
certain of the other provisions in the House bill is that while it does
not call directly for such measures, it seems to me inevitable that the
consequence of enacting this bill into law is going to be a striking in-
crease in the number of State eligibility rules which prohibit aid to
families with illegitimate children on one basis or anoth er.

I have tried to demonstrate within the written testimony I have
handed in just why this is going to occur, and how it relates to current
eligibility rules.

I thinlK this is the kind of thing we ought to avoid and ought to avoid
very much. It does not make any sense to let a child go hungry because
of the status of his birth.

I would like. to comment very briefly on the work test, that is created
for mothers within the bill. I do not think it makes any sense.

It may be relevant to suggest that there are a great many work
tests which exist right now throughout the United States for imothers
on the AFDC rolls. About half the States in the Union have a work
testsimilar to that in the House bill.

Some of the States go to what I think are extreme and absurd
lengths right now. For example, there is a litigation going on in Fed-
eral court in George concerning the Georgia em ployabl6 mother rub'.
What that rule does is require as the touse bill wou,1(1 a moter to
accept a job when in the welfare department's opinion sie should.
Once she is on a full-time job, the bill goes on the require that she be
cut off from all assistance regardless of ]how little she makes at work,
and no matter how far she is Iblow I lie welfare levels.
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Wo have a good deal of experience with work tests for mothers here
in Washington1 D.C., by the way. As I understand the l)istrict of
(.olunibhia rule, it cuts a mother otfor can cut a mother off from welfare
assistance the moment. the welfare dlpartment, concludes she is able to
work, whether shehas a job or she does not have job.

The experience tlt. we have with such welfare ruleo regarding
the employment of mothers is that they (o not work out well at all,
that. tho result in a great deal of harassment.

The experience that we have with the kind of rules which would be
created on a Federal level by the House bill is to the sme effect. For
example, I was in vexas the day before yesterday, and heard the story
of one mother who seemed to he perfectly eligible for AFDO. Under
the Texas rules, as I understand them, site could not. be denied AFIDC
on the basis of employment unless there was a job available and
someone could take care of her children. But site was denied AFC)
anyhow. That. sort. of thing happens every day.

kimilrlv, it. seems to me to make no sense whatsoever to engage
in the other re.,trietive tests put forth by the House bill on the inenui-
ployed parent section of the program.

It. does not. make any sense to deny aid to a family because of
a long term nnemulloymnent of the father of the family. In Kentucky,
for example, where I was recently, there are men wio iave been out,
of work, ex-miners who have been out of work since tile 1950's.

Now, Iho original unemployed parent program is needed in Ken-
tucky. These men are in the worst. possible condition; they have Ige
families, families of eight, nine, 10 children, and they do not have any
work. Their situation is almost, impossible. Yet even if they (1o get,
an ADO mnemployed parent program in Kentucky, these men would
ie ineligible under the restrictions created by the House bill, and it
makes lo se0se .

I would like to comment in passing here on the protective payee and
the vendor payment provisions of the House bill.

It is just. incredible, I think, that. a protective payment or a vendor
situation should be created without the protection (which is presently
in the law) which says that. a State cannot apply flint kind of status
to a recipient. unless it is paying the full amount. of need flint it,
ouzht. to pas, under its own dehiitions of need.

fi tile State. of Florida, for example, a mother with 10 el hiln is
entitled Only to $85 a month, even though sie, has no other iNcome.

Now, it Is imll)Osgil~he to judge, whether or not this mother is a
competent. ilanager of affair.s. I is just impossible. And it seems to me
lint, when you remove tile protection of the present law you are ereat-
ing an absurd situation, one which is going to result in even nmere
harassment of welfare clients than we have today.

It also seems to me lhat while it. is good to be concerned with neglect
laws, anid it is good to be concerned with tile care that is given to
children by welfare clients, it. is bad to use oulr welfare laws to provide
1 basis for special prosecution of neglect, proceedings and other family
o'fi-Ris t lhroligh special invest igat lils of welfare clients.

Welfare clients, some of them, may neglet their children. Some
rich matihem-,s may neglect their childre-n; some middle-class mothers
may negleet 1heir children. If we are going to enforce neglect laws,
we 'might to do it on a clahsless basis and not create it special approach
Iowa rd wel fare mothers.
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Finally, to skip a whole series of things which I have gone into in
detail in my written testimony and to tal one of the presumably con-
structive steps urged in the House bill, that dealing with the partial
payment remedy, it seems to me that that notion is not nearly as
adequate or as helpful as many people seem to think.

First of all, I think HEW slightly exaggerates the situation when
it says that it has been helpless to enforce Federal regulations in the
public assistance area because the only remedy it has is the cutoff of the
whole program.

The fact is that if we review the history of HEW enforcement tech-
niques over the course of the years, with only one exception, and that
exception was written into the law by Congress, every HEW enforce-
ment effort which resulted in compliance proceedings produced action
by the State to remedy the situation. Such compliance proceedings
under the Social Security Act did not, in the end, necessitate the cutoff
of the program.

Seconly, it seems to me that the problem in recent years with HEW
has been that it has been hesitant to enforce its own rules and has used
theproblem of remely as a kind of excuse.

Yow, I think it is true that it is no real remedy to cut off a welfare
program because a State is not enforcing part of the Federal law. I
thik it is also no remedy to cut off a part of a Federal program be-
cause a State is not enforcing part of that law.

What full or partial cutois do is make the welfare client or recipi-
ent suffer the penalty for noncompliance with the Federal law by a
State. Indeed, a partial cutoff remedy may even encourage certain non-
compliance. It seems to me that among the several measures which
could be taken, which would be much more adequate than cutoff, par-
tial or total, would be that of granting an enforcement, right on the
part of recipients to require the States to comply with the Federal law
so long as they are accepting the Federal money and, perhaps, to give
the clients a treble damage action if they have suffered from noncom-
pliance.

Further, it seems to me, that if a State is going to accept Federal
money for the program but refuses to comply with the Federal law, a
more appropriate remedy than cutoff wouldbe a Federal receivership
design to guarantee that the intended beneficiaries of time program
are actually helped.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CmIAl1,-%x. Thank you very much, sir. We appreciate your

statement.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Sparer follows:)

PREPARE STATEMENT OF EDWARD V. SPARER

For the convenience of the reader, this testimony and analysis of II.R. 12080
is otlied below according to tople. The testimony is conflned to Title II,
Part. 2 (Public Assistance Amendments) and Part 4, Section 245 (Partial Pay.
wents to States)

I: Qualification of Witne.s and Sources of Testimon
iG (eneral View of the Deficlencles and Abuses In Publie Welfare.

111, The New Restrictive Provisions for the AFDC 11roram.
A. The "freeze" on mothers and children eligible for AFDC,
11. New restrictions on assistance to children of the unemployed.
C. The new "work test" for mothers and the current status of "'work tesis."
D. Apparent Congresslonal sanction for some versions of the arbitrary "substi.

tute father" rules.

$3-231-67-pt. 3-17
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'IV. The New Purpose of the Public Assistance Laws Under H.R. 12080 (to reduce Illegiti.
macy) and Its Restrictive Con sequences.

V. The "Rehabilitation" of AFDC Recipients by Treating Them as Second-Clasi Citizens.
A. The destruction of the "money payment" principle.
B. Expanded Intrustion into the privacy of AFDC recipients as distinga shed

from other citizens.
C. Special enforcement of neglect and other laws.

V1. The Positive Features of HR. 12080 and Their Negative Effects.
A. Exclusion o AFDC recipients from home ownership repair grants under

Section 48.
B. The earnings exemption under Section 202 and the rollback of present earning

exemptions.
C. The relationship of certain positive provisions, such as those for expanded

foster care, to the restrictive features of the bill.
D. The "partial payment" remedy.

VII. Conclusions.

L QUALIFICATION OF THE WITNESS AND SOURCES OF TESTIMONY

My name Is Edward V. Sparer. I am a lawyer and teacher of the law of public
assistance at the Yale Law School. I have also taught the law of public assist-
ance at the Columbia University School of Social Work, and lectured on that
subject to several hundred lawyers, caseworkers and welfare clients In various
prts of the United States.
. My testimony today Is also offered on behalf of Profeor Norman Dorsen of

the Project on Social Welfare Law of the N.Y.U. Law School and Harold Roth-
wax, Esq., Director of the Legal Services Unit of Mobilization for Youth, Inc.
The Project on Social Welfare Law has served as the principal clearinghouse
for information for attorneys and others Interested in current legal issues In
public assistance. Its staff is engaged in various legal research projects relating
to such issues. The Legal Services Unit of Mobilization for Youth has been the
prime source for legal representation for welfare clients in New York's Lower
East Side. Its activities have served as a model for neighborhood law offices
throughout the country.

I am a consultant to, and until this month was Director of the Center on Social
Welfare Policy and Law of the Columbia University School of Social Work.
The Center Is an institution funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity for
the primary purpose of giving special legal counsel and other assistance to legal
aid offices, neighborhood law offices and other lawyers giving free legal service
to welfare clients, and applicants in their legal problems with various welfare
agencies In the United States, Prior to my experience with the Center. I served
as attorney for many scores of welfare clients In New York City.

In the course of this testimony, I shall be drawing In great measure upon the
experience of the Columbia Center, its litigation activities., Its research and
Its library (which serves as one of the two places In the United States where a
majority of the public assistance manuals of the various states are collected;
the other Is the U.S. Department of HEW).

A most important additional source for this testimony has been the knowledge
gained from my personal relationship and friendship with various welfare clients
and rejected welfare applicants. They have taught me a great deal about the
odious effects of restrictive welfare laws, low grants, 'exclusion from assistance
programs, and the aspirations which they-together with other Americans-
have for a decent life.

IL H.R. 12080 AND THE NEEDS OF PUBLIC WELFARE: A GENERAL VIEW OF THE
DEFICIENCIES AND ABUSE IN PUBLIC WELFARE

The draftsmen of H.R. 12080 are surely correct In their view that the American
public welfare system needs changing. It is a tragedy, however, that the bill
omits to remedy the major abuses and failings of the system. Instead it worsens
them. Among the many things presently wrong with the American welfare sys.
tem are the following:

As a result of the categorical nature of the system, and other failings,
three out of every four Americans who live below the federally defined
poverty levels receive no help from It whatsoever.

Grant levels for those who do receive aid are almost entirely below federal
poverty levels.

A majority of the states do not even grant what their own state welfare
departments set forth as the minimum necessary for adequate health and
safety.
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Even the grant which the states do allow is often miscalculated on an in.
dividual basis-almost always with the result of a smaller than legally
proper grant for the recipients.

Abuse of the legal rights and entitlements of recipients is rampant. Few
recipients are adequately Informed of these rights. The "fair hearing" sys.
tern in most parts of the most states of the country barely functions.

Federal requirements for public assistance programs, issued by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare under the mandate given
to it through the Social Security Act, are honored as often in the breach
as In the observance. Enforcement efforts too often do not occur.

Arbitrary rules of doubtful legality pervade the public assistance system.
As examples:

"Substitute father" rules-wbleh deny eligibility to an ADO mother
because she engages in sexual intercourse with a man (as in Alabama
and other states). Other such rules which assume nonexistent income
from the man still operate despite HEIW prohibitions.

The "unmarried minor mother" rule (unique to Louisiana) which
results in an eligibility requirement that both the child's father and the
mother's father be absent from the home.

"Best interest" residence law#--Twhch disqualify some newcomers
who need welfare but not others, depending on the local welfare depart-
ment's view of where the newcomer should live.

Non-sn pplencntatlon rules, as in Georgia which require mothers to
work full-thue and then disqualify them from AFDC supplementation,
no matter how little they earn.

S x-month separat(on rudet, requiring that a six-month period pass
after the desertion or separation of a father before aid will be given
to the children, regardless of how clear it is that the father has de-
serted and regardless of how needy the children are.

Search and interrogation 'rocedures which assume welfare clients
have no Fourth or Fifth Am ndment rights. One type was recently de-
clared unconstitutional by t. California Supreme Court In Parrish v.
Alameda county. Many other types exist.

No "retroactive" payment rules are followed in some states, so that
rejected welfare applicants who are later adjudicated to have been
wrongfully rejected, cannot obtain any of the wrongfully withheld grant
money-no matter what debts, pain and other harm they suffered as a
result of the wrongful denial.

Numerous statutes (and in many cases, rules) treat federally matched
public assistance grants under the Social Security Act not as grants at all,
but as loans to be recovered the moment there is a turn In the one-time
client's income.

Welfare procedures and practices merge income maintenance with so-
called "service" functions where in psychiatric or "psychiatric type" exam-
inations of mothers are made conditions of aid to children. (A rash of such
cases recently occurred In one locality). Genuine service and counseling too
often does not exist, for numerous reasons.

Real job opportunity programs are rare, though work "tests"--both for
mothers and others-abound in welfare programs.

In various parts of the country, disability benefits (APTD) as well as
APDO are withheld almost at whim. A major federal court challenge Is
presently under way regarding certain of the APTD review procedures.

A type of "lawlessness" is not Infrequent In welfare administration. Rules-
when they are protective to clients-are simply not followed in large num-
bers of cases.

The state rules and manuals themselves are almost Inaccessible--especially
to clients-In numerous states and localities. A kind of "secret law" governs
welfare administration to the extent "lawlessness" is not the key.

These things exist despite the best Intentions and efforts of some welfare ad.
ministrators. In major part, they are failings which grow out of the present
Social Security Act. Becau.;e of them, there are people who strive In the United
States, in a literal sense. There are many more people who undergo a kind of
slow death as a result of bad food, worse housing and ragged clothes. A loss of
human dignity is endured by almost all welfare clients.
H.R. 120S0 is based on three totally false premises: (1) that new, arbitrary

restrictions on needy people should be created, rather than a broad extension of
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the welfare provm to the millions of needy people not now eligile; (2) that
more "work tests" rather than real job opportunities is what the AmericAn poor
need; and (3) that more invasion of privacy and more control over the intimate
details of the lives of 'welfare clients is appropriate (i.e., that the trend to a
"second-class" citizenship for welfare clients should be accelerated). Even the
seeming "positive" features of H.R. 12080 are so tied to its restrictive aspects
that they "hurt rather than help." H.R. 12080, If enacted into law In place of the
measures that are needed, will be a true national disaster.

I would like to comment on the particular features of H.R. 12080 in detail.

11. THE NEW RZSR CTNvE PRovIsroNs FOR THE AFDO PROGRAM PERVERT THE DE3O-
CRATIO PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT, POSE SERIOUS CON-
STITUTIONAL ISSUES, REINSTATE DISCREDITED AND ONEROUS FEATURES OF THE
"POOR LAWS" AND ARBITRARILY RELEGATE THOUSANDS OF CHILDREN TO DANGEROUS
LIVNG CONDITIONS

The heading chosen for this section of the testimony is strongly worded. I
think, however, Such language Is more than warranted by the threats posed by
H.R. 12080 to a democratic public assistance program and to the many human
beings, primarily children, who will be seriously damaged by the bill should
Congress choose to enact It.
A. The "Preezo" on Mothers and Ofiitdren Eligible for APDO Statutory and

Administrative background
The Social Security Act of 1035 represented, in numerous ways, a major

departure from the onerous "poor law" welfare systems which existed in the
states and trace back to seventeenth century (and earlier) England. Of the
several significant departures from poor law tradition which H.R. 12080 would
reverse, the single most important one Is the requirement of the Social Security
Act that all persons who are eligible for public assistance be granted public
assistance. The old poor law often gave an absolute, unchallengeable "discre-
tion' to theio*al welfare officials (then called "overseers of the poor"). It cre-
ated a system wherein welfare officials engaged in "picking and choosing" among
the eligible applicants who were to get aid. See, e.g. City o.Aibany v, MoNamara'
pr a classic exposition of this'philosophy. The Social Security Act of 1935,

whatever its weaknesses, was intended to end such tyrannical procedures,
From the first, the administering federal agency for the new Act (now H.E.W.)

correctly took the position that the Act" "removes from the discretion of the
(state and local] administration the right to exclude persons falling within the
scope of the'program, because all persons meeting the eligibility qualifications are
equal before the law and have a right to receive assistance under a uniform
application of the law."

Because of subsequent doubt on the part of some local officials as to the right of
ellgibte persons to get assistance, Congress, in 1950, amended the Act "to make it
clear" that all eligible persons must get assistance. 1950 U.S. Code and Cong.
Service, p. 3470, N471. Congress declared In the amended Pection 402(a) (9) that
"aid to families with dependent children shall be Iurnlshcd with reasonable
promptness to all eligible idivi duals' (my emphasis).

And, to prevent states from circumventing the statutory requirement (that all
eligible persons be granted AFDO)'by adopting restrictive eligibility tests which
frustrate the Act's purposes, HEW properly adopted and at least solnetimes en-
forced its "equitable treatment" doctrine. This doctrine, as stated by IIR1W
General Counsel Willcox, is as follows:'

"* * * it should be remembered that throughout the history of the Social
Security Act the position of the Administering Federal agencies (the Social
Security Board and its successors) has been that, if a State chooses to utilize
criteria of eligibility narrower than those permitted by the Act, the State plan
is approvable only if the classification effecting such limitation is a rational one
in the light of the purposes of pubi ic assistance programs,"

Among other narrow eligibility criteria disapproved under this doctrine by
HEW have been eligibility criteria which: exclude Indians front; the program;
exclude illegitimate children from the program; leave children in so-called "un-
suitable homes" without aid; exclude children of domestic and agricultural work-

lit? N.Y. log (1885).
' Pt. IV. See. 2321. handbook of Puble AsAistapice Ad Ilnlsgratlon.
3W1'lor. Alanson. General Counsel. 1TFW. Memoranei m Concerning Authority of tle

secretary Under Title IV to Disapprove Michigan Bill 4145, March 25, 1963.
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era from the AFDC-UP program; treat recipients differently on the basis of the
source of their Income; assume Income and Jobs wLich do not, in fact, exist. (The
statutory and constitutional bases for the IMW doctrine, and the history of its
approval by Congress, is traced in a recent law review note, Welfaro's "Qondiftion
X", 70 Yale L. J. 1222, May, 1007.)

These historic departures of the Social Security Act from poor law traditions--
the requirement that all eligible persons be granted aid, the prohibition against
unequal or whimsical picking and choosing, the requirement that eligibility
criteria be rational, would be thoroughly perverted by H,R. 120 0 as a conse-
quence of several of Its provisions-but most directly, by the "freeze" on AFDC
recipients.

The nature and effco ol the "freeze"
Under Section 208 of H.R. 12080, a limit. Is placed on federal financial partici-

pation "designed to freeze the present situation" with respect to children receiv-
Ing aid because of the continued absence of a parent (but not because of the
death, incapacity, or unemployment of a parent). The formula offered provides
that the proportion of all children under ago 21 who were receiving ald to families
with dependent children in each state in January, 1907, on the basisthat a parent
was absent from the home, would not be exceeded for federal participation after
1007.

What is to happen to those children of absent parents who need aid but can-
not be eligible for federal financial participation? Possibly som--but surely 1)01
most states, wil provide for them out of state* funds. Posalbly some Atates will
simply deny any aid whatsoever to such children who arb In excel , p the 'er-
mitted number-despite their eligibility under all ellgibilty criteria met by other
such children. Very likely, some states will seek out new restritie eligibility
criteria to ieep the total nuthber dov fi, and Justify those criteria--however other-
wise arbitrary-iln terms of the federal "freeze",.

Can the command of the S6clal Secu~ty Act that "all eligible 'children" be
given assistance be enforced under H.P. 1208M? A state which chose not to give
such assistance' would logically argue that the command of Secton 402(a) (9)
must be read in conjunction with the limitation created under the freeze. A state
rule that it will consider eligible only that number of persons for whom federal
matching is available would appear to be authorized under the Act.

Could the HOW equitablee treatment" doctrine, which has played so im-
portant a role in preventing arbitrary and unreasonable welfare rules (and should
be playing a far more Important role) serve to invalidate arbitrary exclusions
that a State sought to make under the guise of keeping its AFDO programs down
to present levels? Such a function would be most difficult for HEW. The new
Social Security Act itself would be the Justification for such arbitrary rules And,
as the House Committee Report" points out (p. 110), it is intended by the Com-
mittee that HEW make whatever changes "In its administrative directives under
existing provisions of law" are necessary to allow the new provisions to have
full effect.

The historic departure of the original Act from the poor law tradition of "pick-
Ing and choosing" among eligibles would be flatly reversed. The new Social Secur-
ity Act of 1007 would fully authorize such administrative behavior. The most
arbitrary eligibility rule would be justifiable In terms of the new statutory di-
rective. Meaningful concepts of 'legal rights" under our welfare programs would
go out the window in state after state.

I do not think I exaggerate. For AFDO children, the era In which the federal
statute was a source of protection would be over,

(onstitutlonal Issues (oncerning the Freeze
While the freeze would provide federal statutory authority for arbitrary cut-

offs from welfare programs, the question remains as to whether a state which
attempted to act upon the new federal statute by denying aid to eligible children
in excess of the permitted number would be acting In violation of the equal pro-
tection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. I think it would.

Where a state chooses to grant assistance to some needy citizens (children or
adult) and not to others, there must be a reasonable and not an arbitrary basis
for distinguishing each class of citizens. Further, there must be reasonable and
not arbitrary standards for determining which Individual falls within each class.
This much Is clearly required by the Fourteenth Amendment. Yiek Wo V. Hopkins,

a Report of the Committee on Ways and Means on H.R. 12080, House Report No. 544
90th Cong., lot Session. Aug. 7, 1g7 (The Repoit is referred to, throughout the text ol
this testimony, as the House Committee Report).
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118 U.S. 358, 369; Gulf oloorado and Santa Fe Ry. v. E114s, 165 U.S. 150, 115;
Brown v. Board of Bducation, 342 U.s. 483.

Upon what basis is a state to classify a child as ineligible because of the
"freeze"?'The child denied is as needy as the child who has beep accepted. Ills
parent is also absent. He meets every substantive test met by the child granted
aid. He may even be of the same age, attending the same school, living on the
same block. The purpose of the Social Security Act is to relieve the need of such
children. Can he be denied aid simply because the state, acting upon the so-called
freeze, says it will not grant aid to him even though it will to other identically
situated clilldren?

The relevant constitutional principle, Incidentally, Is not different for Congress.
It was succinctly stated by Mr. Justice Felix Frankfurter (Amer. Communica-
tlion's Aes'n. v. Douds, 330 U.S. 382,417, separate opinion, 1050) :

"1Congress may withhold all sort of facilities for a better life but if it affords
them it cannot make them available on an obviously arbitrary basis."

No more arbitrary basis for classification could be Imagined than that at-
temped by the proposed "freeze." This conclusion is reinforced by the shoddy rea-
soning which appears to have led to the so-called freeze in the first instance.

The factual errors underlying the proposed "freeze"
The reason for the "freeze", as set forth in the House Committee Report is

that It is increasing family breakup and illegitimacy which have been responsible
for the undesirable growth of the AFDO program. The Committee acknowledges
that some growth In the program, in recent years, has been due to the adoption
of the AFDC-UP program and to increases the child population (which the Com-
mittee is willing to accept) but adds that aside from these acceptable factors,
"a very large share of the program growth is due to family breakup and
illegitimacy."

While the Committee's statement Is, in one sense, true-it assumes answers
(the vrong answers) to two critical questions:

1. Is he additional growth of the program due to proportionately increas-
ing family breakup and illegitimacy?-or-is it due, in large part, to the
itercaslhjg access to public welfare programs of families wfitch have all along
been eligible under the federal statute?

2. Will arbitrarily denying a certain portion of all the children eligible for
aid on the basis of an absent parent curb illegitimacy and assist the children
denied aid?-or-will such denial have little effect on illegitimacy and
seriously hurt the children denied aid?

Let us look first at question (1). If the additional growth of the program is not
due to increasing family breakup and illegitimacy but to increasing access to the
program by eligible persons, the apparent rationale for the House "freeze" would
veem to disappear. Government programs which increase because of increasing
family breakup and illegitimacy pose one problem. But government programs,
everyone should agree, which increase because numbers of persons and families
lve been, in the past, wrongfully excluded from the program, pose a different
situation. Surely the access to the program of such persons is desirable.

Some figures may be of help in determining whether the enormous increase
in program (excluding the increase because of the AFDC-UP program and general
population increase) has been due to a proportionate increase in family breakup
and illegitimacy.

First: It Is clear that there has been a great increase in the number of children
on AFDO because of an absent father. From 1055 until 1063 (the latest year
available to me as I write this testimony) the total number of children on
AFDO rolls because of an absent father Increased from 083,000 (in 1955) to
1,880,000 (in 1983). That is, the total number of such children nearly doubled.s

The House Committee's Report (p. 95) Indicates that the number of single
parent families on the AFDO roll also doubled during this period.

Btt: The total number of families headed by a woman in the population as a
whole underwent only a slight proportionate Increase. Among whites, there was
a slight dcerease--9% of the total lpoulntion in 1055 Ps compared to 8.6% in
1902 (10.3 figures are ninave liable to me). Among nonwhites there was an increase
from 21.9% of the total number of families (in 1055) to 23.2%. The total number
of married women with husbands absent actually underwent a dccrcase. Among

Ffgur" from The Negro Faomil: The Case for Nation l Action (the "Mfoynlhnn Re-
prt"), Table 7, (reprinted In Rainwater and Yaney), the MINovnllnn Report & the Pl'0ltcs
of Controversy (M.I.T. Press, 1067, P. 100). Also see House Committee Report, P. 95.
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whites, the number decreased from 5.3% in 1955 to 4.4% in 1963 (the same
for 19(4). Among nonwhites, the number decreased from 21.9% in 1955 to 21.2%
of the total families in 1063 (and 20.4% of the total families in 1964).1

Second: There has been some increase in illegitimacy in the general popula-
tion'

But: This Increase could not explain the doubling of the APDO rolls. Thus, In
the non-white population, where the overall illegitimacy ratio is the greatest the
increase in the general Illegitimacy ratio was not a doubling but rather was irom
slightly more than 1 out of every 5 children to more nearly 1 out of every 4
children (from 202.4 of every 1000 to 235.9 of every 1000). The white Illegitimacy
Increase was, percentagewise, larger though with much smaller overall ratios.
Also, of course, it is to be noted that many illegitimate children live in two
parent families and thus illegitimacy growth, as such, does not provide an appro-
priate basis for explaining ADO growth." Most relevantly, as stated in an article
in U.. News and World Report (9/4/67), p. 26:

"The percentage of ADO children who are illegitimate, however, has increased
only slightly-from 16 percent in 1953 to 17 percent in 1904, the latest year for
which figures are available."

Thus the House Committee erred in assuming that the increase in the AFDC
rolls (aside from the increase due to the UP program and the general population
increase) was because of an increasing trend tO family breakup or illegitimacy.
The number of families on the AFDO rolls nearly doubled while the number
of female-headed families in the general population has increased only slightly.
The number of illegitimates on the AFDO rolls has hardly increased propor-
tionately at all.

I suggest a different explanation than that offered by the House Committee's
Report for the doubling of persons receiving assistance as a result of the absence
of a parent. I believe that. a major reason for the increase has been greater
access to welfare programs in the last ten years by single parent families. The
number of such families has been large throughout this period-and before this
period. With almost 1 out of every 10 white families headed by a woman and 1
out of every 4 or 5 nonwhite families headed by a woman, it is by no means
surprising that large numbers of eligibles exist among such families.

Access and acceptance into the AFDC programs for Negro families however,
especially in the rural South, bas been (in the past and today as well) extremely
difficult-despite eligibility under federal standards. Indeed, in Georgia, for
the first few years of the Social Security Act, a quota system against Negroes
existed. See Bell, Aid to Dependent Children, (Col. Univ. Press, 1905). Out-
landish substitutee father". "suitable home", "six-month separation" rules have
been used to deny eligibility, often illegally under their own terms. In Missis-
sippl, even under the terms of its restricted programs, welfare hearings con-
ducted by the State Advisory Board to the Civil Rights Commission last year
demonstrated the extraordinary difficulties placed in the way of Negro families.

When one considers the (slow but existing) broadening of access to welfare
In the South, the large scale migrations in recent years of southern rural Negro
families to northern cities, the comparatively open (however inadequate) access
to such programs in the North, as well as the recent growth of welfare clients'
organizations, legal services, knowledge of welfare programs, the disappointing
absence of Job opportunities, the "rights" consciousness in various social Work
and clients' groups, etc.-the growth of the AFDO programs becomes more
understandable. The kinds of single parent families which should have been in
the program all along--but were not because of arbitrary exclusion and lack
of knowledge of the program-are finding their way to it. And that is appro-
priate and good I

The Second Error in the Rcasnlng of the House Conitnittee Report
But even if the Committee was right In assigning the reason for the doubling

of the AFDC single parent category caseload to the increasing breakup of families
and illegitimacy, the question remains whether it makes any sense to cut off
aid from numbers of needy children in such families.

Two possible arguments can be put forward in favor of such cutoffs: (a) The
children will be otherwise taken care of in adequate fashion; (b) Illegitimacy

sa Ibid., Tables 5 (P. 107). 2 (P. 104), o (P. 108).
' Ibid., Table 3 (P. 105) ; also see Cappell and Cowling, The Incidence oj Illegitimacy In

thc illed Stals, WeI/are In Review, I. 1 (May, 1907, published by IEWV).
"a Ibid.
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and family breakup will thereby be curtailed. Both arguments are thoroughly
baseless. As to the notion that rejected children will be otherwise take care of
In adequate fashion, my comment will be brief. The notion is false. In New
York City I have personally known children of families rejected from AFDO
who have slept on public stairways because there was no rent, children who
caught pneumonia because there was no money to pay for heat and children
of rejected families who were just plain hungry because their families could
not afford enough food. These New York children suffered terribly during the
period of their welfare denial. So too do the many hungry children of Mississippi,
not eligible for adequate welfare, who were the subject of the recent medical
report from the Field Foundation.

'Xhe argument that illegitimacy and family breakup will be curtailed by such a
freeze is equally erroneous. T'e House Committee Report suggests that the freeze
will Induce states to adopt te family planning services and other programs of
the House bill. But those programs are required of the states under the terms
of the bill, regardless of the freeze. More punishment to already broken families
and living children who were born illegitimate cannot aid their situation. (Nor
does It aid the legitimate children who will be excluded because of the freeze.)

Evidence already exists that cutoffs from AFDO, because of the birth of
Illegitimate children does not end Illegitimacy within the cutoff faIL.lies. During
the 1950's thousands of families were cut off ADO aid (most often, but not
excliuslvefr in the South) or dented aid primarily because of the existence of
Illegitimacy within the family. Usually the explanation was in terms of the
notorious "suitable home" policy. Mississippi was the only state among the
many engaging In such cutoffs and denials which attempted to study the effect
of the cutoff, or denial on the families involved. As reported by Bell Aid to
Dependent 0hildren, p. 101, Col. Univ. Press, 195:

'The most significant finding of the study was the vastly Increased Incidence
of Illegitimate births following the family's exclusion from ADO."

Contrary to the reasoning underlying the House Committee's Report, it is
not AFDO financial assistance which causes illegitimacy. Illegitimacy is a direct
reflection of poverty, lack of good job opportunities, poor housing, inadequate
education and other factors which deny opportunity to Improve life conditions.
Adequate financial assistance In AFDO is a necessity If the other factors en-
couraging illegitimacy are to be combatted, though such assistance is not sufficient
alone. See the excellent summary of facts and source materials regarding il-
legitimacy in Illegitimacy and Dependency, Indicators (Sept. 19063) published
by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

The primary relationship between AFDC programs and family breakup, il-
legitimacy, etc., lies not In the fact of financial aid but in the fact that under
most AFDO programs, financial aid will not be given unless the family is
broken up as a result of the desertion of the father. This situation, of course,
is continued and worsened under H.R. 12080 in that the bill fails to require
the states to adopt the AFDC-UP as a condition of any federal AFDO aid;
instead the bill makes the AFDC-UP program even more restrictive than it
presently Is.

A final comment on the attempt to reduce the number of illegitimate children
through an AFDO "freeze". HEW has repeatedly made clear to the states that
denials of benefits on the basis of Illegitimate birth as such, before or after
receipt of AFDO aid, is an impermissible eligibility criteria because of the" "un-
reasonable and arbitrary classification" thereby created. Indeed, HEW's con-
cern over such misuse of the fact of illegitimacy played a large role in the
adoption of the so-called "Flemming Ruling," prohibiting states from denying
AFDO aid on the basis of "unsuitable homes" unless alternate forms of aid
were provided. (The reasoning of the "Flemming Ruling" was subsequently en-
dorsed by Congress when Congress amended the Social Security Act so as to
authorize application of the Ruling with a somewhat later effective date.)

Unreasonable and arbitrary classification offends not only the present Social
Security Act. It Is, as already noted, offensive to the Constitution. A dependent
child's Illegitimate birth does not alter his human need-ani relief of the hu-
man need of dependent children remains the overriding aim of the Social Se.
purity Act even under the House bill. The specious reasoning underlying the
proposed "freeze" only serves to further demonstrate its unconstitutional nature.
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B. The New Restrictions on'Assistance to Ohildren of the Unemployed
Last month, in Hazard, Kentucky, I had occasion' to listen to several ex-

coal miners from Perry County, Harlan County, Letcher County and other places
in the Kentucky hill country. The account by Mr. J. N. is relevant to this Com-
mittee's task:

Mr. N. has a wife and seven minor children. He had been a coal miner un-
til the late 1950's; no more work was thereafter available. He sought other
jobs unsuccessfully. For about a year and a half, he was on "government
programs," i.e., W.B. & T. and "pre-vocational training." He was "taught
nothing" in those programs but "foolishness" (that) was not useful in ob-
taining other work. He and his children survive thus far because they have
a small vegetable garden and food stamps. The food from the stamp pro-
grams run out in the middle of the nonth. The children drink milk twice a
month at most. He feels he cannot send four of the seven children to school
this year because they lack necessary clothes. He does not know what to do
and hopes "Washington" will help.

The story of the other men, all of whom have spent the best years of their
lives in the coal mines, was the same. These men desperately want work. There
is none for them. Nor is there public assistance because Kentucky has no AFDC-.
UP program and general assistance seems unheard of.

What then,'does HI. 12080 accomplish to meet this need? What does it do to
help the ex-miners of Kentucky, their children and the thousands of other unem-
ployed fathers who. want work, cannot obtain work, and cannot support their
children? The answer, as demonstrated below, Is that HI, 12080 makes matters
worse, removes all hope for Mr. N. and others like him, indeed seems designed
to end any real meaning for the program and poses, as well, serious questions
concerning constitutional and administrative doctrine.

The present AFDO-UP Program
The present AFDO-UP is the program such miners as Mr. N. hope will be

extended to their children. The program provides for federal reimbursement for
state programs giving aid to needy dependent children who lack a parent's
support due to his unemployment. No family under the present program can
receive AFDC-UP if the unemployed parent refuses a bona-fide offer of employ-
ment without good cause, The program is optional with the states. No single
federal definition of "unemployment" exists, although-as described hereafter-
the U.S. Department of HBW will not approve a definition of "unemployment"
which is arbitrary and bears to reasonable relation to common-sense definitions
of unemployment and the purposes of the Social Security Act

As of the end of 1966, less than half the states (twenty-two) had adopted the
program. That means that in the other twenty-eight states, an unemployed
father must desert his wife and children if AFDO aid is to be obtained for them).
In the twenty-two states which have adopted the program, only 48,900 unem-
ployed parents received aid during a representative recent month.' Of the 48,900
unemployed parent recipients, 64,100 (or more than two-thirds) were in three
states (California, New York and West Virginia). Of the other 19 states which
accepted the program, more than one-half-11 states-each had less than 500
unemployed parent recipients on the AFDC-UP rolls.

In short, the AFDC-UP program has been miniscule, totally non-existent in a
majority of the states, virtually non-existent in a good many of the states which
have formally adopted it, and has not assisted the majority of unemployed or
underemployed persons anywhere. Today the great need is to make the AFDC-UP
program mandatory upon the states, and to make sure its benefits are actually
available to all the unemployed parents who want to work, cannot obtain work,
and cannot support their children.

The protvsons of H.R. 18080
The House bill does not make the AFDC-UP program mandatory. Rather it

creates a set of additional restrictions on the optional program which statc3
must adhere to if any federal contributions are to be obtained. The bill provides

'Uearigs held by. the Citizens Board of Inquiry Into unger in the United States,
sponsored by the CIrens usade Agsdnst Poverty, Au 1 17.

Fires from Table 8, P. 81, Welfare Is Review (May. lbeT r published by HEW).b Fod.
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authority for the Secretary to set a federal definition of "unemployment," surely
a desirable objective oisofat as liberal and uniform standards are thereby set,
and then proceeds to radically narrow the class of unemployed fathers who are
eligible aii follows:

-s Firet: Since, as stated In the House Committee Report, a major objective
Is 'to protect only the children of unemployed fathers who have had a recent
attachinent to the work force' (my emphasis)," the bill excludes federal
sharing for fathers who havQ not had at least six quarters of work (as de.
lined in the bill) in any thlrteen quarteri period ending during the year be.
fore the application for aslstance or who have not been eligible (as deflned
In the bill) for unemployment Insurance during the-year before applying
for assistance. . I

8eoond: The bill provides tjat federal sharing for.a father who has been
recently attached to the work force will not be available' when that father
is eligible to receive unemployment insurance compensation or for any thirty-
day period Immediately prior to the receipt of AFDC-UP aid during which
the father had been unemployed.

Before examining the requirement that the only children of fathers recently
attached to the work force are eligible, it is useful to examine the Issues arising

'around the exclusion of children of the fathers who, having been recently at-
tached to the work force, are receiving unemployment Insurance. By what logic
are such children* excluded?

No theory whatsoever Is suggested either in the bill itself 6r in the report of
the House Ways and Means Committee, A possible clue might be found In Section
407, the present Social Security Act, which permits a. state to deny AFDO-.TP to
the children of any unemployed parent who would otherwise be entitled to such
aid for any month or week such unemployed parent rieelved uidmployment
compensation. As recommended by the U.S. Dept. of HEW, In itsinterpretation
of the Act, In considering the appropriateness of using the option (Pt IV, Sec.
3424.20, Handbook of Publio Assistance Administration) : ,

. States should review the level of benefitsiunder Its unemployment
insurance program and whether those benefits take into account the presence
of dependents or only the need of the unemployed wage earner, : 

Apparently the notion under the current law Is that if a state unemployment in-
surance program actually extends to needs of the whole family, there Is at least
some reason to exclude the family from further assistance under AFDO. Alter-
nately, a state which pays very 1o AFDO benefits (much less than its own stand-
ards of needs) and somewhat equivalent unemployment insurance, might choose
to exercise the option and conserve its funds for a better spreading of the bene-
fits tinder the combined programs. Thus, the present option could be exercised In a
rational and fair way even though It could be exercised in an abusive way as well.

The new bill, however, 'alters the piior law and requires all states to. deny
AFDO-UP to any child whose father receives unemployment insurance com-
pensation. Under the new bill, if a state'chooses to expend more of its own share
of funds to provide for such children in the AFDC program-, it cannot. If a state
which pays very low unempldyniebt insurance benefits (such benefits, it must
be remembered, are paid without Weard to actual need) and wishes to supple,
met-'sueh benefits for seedy children'of unemployed parents, it cannot. What
purp~ lies in changing the present option-to a requirement? The House Commit-
tOe rep0 rtIs replete with statement Of the purp6se: "The number of families on
AFDO is to be kept to the minimum"; u."In shbrt, the various provisloni included
In your Committee's bill are designed to get people off AFPC rolls: not put them
on.'

The purpose of the proposed amendment in the new bill Is not to better dls-
tribute assistance by considering the various effects of the provisions of both
4.F- DUP And unemployment Insurance on needed aId to the unemployed. ItsSh r "in short,'" is to ctztthe rol.ls without regad o the ufering thereby

Vud wht theory is such a.rpetoe direted gjnAthe chIldren of unem-
poyed father who reeve ,nplo ezt Insurance? It cannot.be on the theory
that uneplymnt I). 4ix eet the neiO of he6 ch)Idr(1n"(wic6h' a~ noted,
above, may-have been part'ofthe t ry for the Weerit OPtion). Welfare bene-'

UP. 100.
ip. 107.
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fits are freqtutly much higher than unemployment Insurance benefits;, why
penalize the children of the.#ecently' working father (lin a bill'whieh purports
to favor them 1), Moreoier,'receipt of unemploymn compensation today or even
under H.R. 12080, does not make ineligilble (fo& federalI sharing) ,tb6 children ot.
a mother in a single parent family-7why then.sbhould. it make the children of a.
two parent family Ineligible (where the second parent also has 0-1l0v1on the
some unemployment Insurance grant).?,

Children of fathers who r~eive unemployment insurance. cannot fairly
excluded from AFDO-'UP on thl' theory that their pants' are Xeevinig somfe
other outside assistance wile' the :eligible parents are, reevfngn te
sistance. On the, contrary, appliants for. AFDC-UP .'(and AFDC or Any other
welfare program) may receive'sodial seurity benefits (OASDI) veterans bene-
fits, workmen's. compensation, alimony payments hnd other' relative's support,
income from stock%, bonds, work training program and other sources far, too
numerous to mention here. Such additional -Income (as with "unemploineni In.,
surance today) Is usually subtracted from the projected. welfare- gra-t *t the
difference betwei such Income and the family's inimumin financial &6ed f4e
the welfare grrant. Whiy should children be deprived of' the grant because the-
father receives one type of small outside income while other children receive
the AFDC grant even though their parents,.have a larger income from an out-
side source? .

Interestingly, In the io~on of the House Oommittee Report dealing with the
Impact of the CABDI benVV, Increase on public assistance, the Report vecognires
and apparently endorses the HEOW. " "doctrine (earlier; dqq
serf bed) insofa.* 's thjat doctrine been applied to pr 1, d orim inaifon
based oni source of in-come for, purpo-se of computing gral * ..Yet the bill
recommends total di-squelifi I on on the basis of reeipt -or unen moment in-
surance, kesardlese of hwttle inguranei and-how. much re other
in~oome MA received from er sources bythose weligble, Plain t.wbat
the new.'eligibility' rl amounts to is not arbi excliusgon asme
needy dependeift chIl e from aid 10 t pr m. conti es for otjier y
deliend~t children.,

WhMAtUI* gained such an~a trary diet ction or at re. able pu e
It would be prom ated-ud -ne ca Imagine.
both constitutiooa and humane groun setitiv pro W~on! .Oqul

be -'rejectid.- The, xtrtan eqttally pl p Ito an the i t 'at'childre
of unemployed fae w utsait-8O day teditte th ir eter' poi'g
waxs terminated. oeAl can. a rega I .:of ,tli hijediacy
and degreee -of. t ee- ud. re ) iqaon Suceh chil-
drenii 1 end uf) appyin or tern my" cy stance t0i which
have aeh a pr n oth stated yWill

The reatic againstt aid Ichi ron o e S employed.

i/Not content with 'rirly c'aIng ah 0f o80e Wholi 'who we e
so recently attach to the labor mArket lyve s 6me si amouig of
unemplo meat o%- the bill ofte MWso cl t ~ a
thoswl re -6' o1 -term pnem yed. Aggti ner on
Is It %because sAme oU e on-riyemsy isnge" 'The
present AFDGPC- Pro led euie 4ews ellglb 'pso to
register with the stae em bitereviean o c

ofeponint'whlr* be oloes havoc "Igood caw oreet bill
aieo peeksAo grurmnebat ISO 'Ie l~son ok traIn-

in prgram. No- mau who Ctoi proper UJni
the XvlPqrvpPprOgrAMn

I submit, 9W~ absohe ho. r~tiom;, prs red for'0eWoludin9 ch~l-
dreh merewybecause t Sr q~es -#erm Me~gqeS -6 potpcy other
than #*A~rness Itselt a. A' rtc~ki s I ali a 48luk1 -,

Are An~~c~q on~trmU~Zp yeI,~qta reaai *lp, pnstrated to
b~,i~ iaipgrep ha tier l4dr~ ~e ob ~o~lIQ~ ,lt~~t id

the~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~b chl ofe- the faJrwo04eg)~~ fpe' o vthup4~ si
not pnishe se 4astlclly; h~t~4I~~ ny' r~~etvqprq~t .ndra-

inept&J~~~~ One;,* Ukf4 aktouseup-i~~ ~ e~t~. 1 o
~~prled~~~W oq*o tile 199paertye,',tre~ lau evty)~y.s~4wr
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only to be rebuffed again and again and then consider whether they are to be
considered malingerers and their children left hungry. Under HR. 12080, even
should these examiners finally succeed in bringing an AFDO-UP to Kentucky,
they will be excluded.
'The vehemence exhibited by the draftsmen of H.R. 12080 relating public as-

sistance to recent work history reaches its most perverted form in the disquall-
:ication of the long-term unemployed. The closest analogy I know to the distorted
vlewof mankind expressed in I.R. 12080-:tbat the long-term unemployed must
not be aided or they will avoid all work-was expressed In 1349 In the Statute
of Laborers in England. That statute prohibitWd under pain of imprisonment
both -the asking and giving of alms to unemployed able-bodied persons, or the
giving of "anything to such who may possibly labor or presume to favor them
in their sloth so that they may be compelled to labor for their necessary living."

The theory of the Statute of Laborers- was that work existed for those who
would work. H.R. 12080 punishes the children of those who could not find work.
We are indeed reaching back beyond the dark ages.
0. T2e New "Work Tst" for Mothers and the Current Btatus of "Work Tests"
I Work requirements as a condition of public assistance for able-bodied adults

Is not, of course, newly introduced by H.R. 12080. As a general rule, able-bodied
men are required to work or to seek work and, so too, are able-bodied women
who do not haveyoung children to care for., Some welfare officials in their zealous
pursuit of work requirements, have attempted to criminally punish men who
refused jobs, and some lower courts have agreed with their theories only to be
rebuked, properly, by appellate courts. See, e.g., People v, Lo Fountain, 21 App.
Div. 2d T19 (3rd Dept., 104) and People v. Pikkett, - N.Y. 2d -, 278 N.Y.S,
2dS02 (196). (As indicated by the N.Y. Court of Appeals In Picke t, serious
questions regarding the Thirteenth Amendment arise upon such criminal pun.
ishment.) Nevertheless, it is generally accepted as part of the structure of our
present federal and state welfare laws, that the able-bodied -are required to
accept work.

A different situation exists with regard to mothers of young children on AFDO.
The intent underlying our present Social Security Act is that the right to make
the deosion as to whether such mothers should work or not should not be taken
away from poor mothers just as it has not been taken from other mothers in our
society. In its Handcibook of Publio Assistance Administration, Pt. IV, Sec. 8401,

IW has summarized the legislative history and intent of the, present act:
Tihe aid to dependent children program is designed to provide as adequately

ai possible, such assistance and service as are essential to the rearing of chil-
dren in family homes. To the extent that such help is available, a mother in
an aid to dependent children family Is In a position to exercise some degree
of choice as to what course of action she should follow with respect to seek-
ing or continuing employment and to make a decision In consideration of her
special circumstances, especially the extent to which the age or condition of
-her children may make her continuous presence at home desirable or
necessary. I I .... I

It was clearly indicated by statements made in the reports of the Commit.
tee on economic Security* thatthe intent of the aid to dependent children
prograil was to enable mothers to remain in their homeS, so that their chil-
dren would have the opportunity for parental care and the benefits of grow.
ink Vp iiia family setting.

"tqtenctmeht of I aws'for Aid to dependent children, was evidence of
publit'recognition of the fact that long-time care thust be provided for thfse
children whosefathers -are dead, are Incapacitated,- brave deserted their
families; that security at home is an essential part of a program- for such
care ; and that this seiirity can Pe t[rovided fori this whole group of children
'6nly by public provision for carh in their own homes ..

" * liSefore the adoption'of t4e s laws, it frequently - + .ha ...ened .
that she -Q3ie Iuothek) to keheteptobebt
boipmezakei, and I Whge'earner, with the restult In sichl' cafes' that. thW home
wp.5 b'rok~u, u6p after' she 'hid* failed 1ii her dual oapjtclly'an& the, children had
becomeb deliiiint or teriolsty neglected,"1

~i~ t~m'serof mqthbr'a of yont ehildr~nfroni their h' me into the labor
]A' et~ 1ic46e the w~tnari PW& I inidusti'y Aid dZbeitic si-vice;'bUt
*1iethbt th6 empIo~nidht of seuch 'w~meta 'reeseta *ri ,conoDnte asset -de.

*Special Security Board: Sotl 8emurt in Awrfao, 1087, pp. 298-284.
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pends upon a number of factors In each case, For example, whens childrenbecome IlII, they are, as a rule, eared for in their, Own homes, ind If themother is employed she must usually either stay a ay fro6n her job or neglecther sick child. The time available for domestic iesponsiblitiek is in4ted foran employed motlier. She must elthQr neglect her home or niake InirOads onher phyical resources. The resulting nerve Wtraih way affect her contributionto Industry as well as to the well-being ofter family. Even If, on the otherhand, substitutes for the mother's care are obtained, the children wIll requirea considerable portion of the time of some other responsible adult.The role of the public qwsistance agencies Is, by, assistance adtd other serve.ices, to help the mother arrive at a decision that will best meet her own needsand those of her clhIldren,-)uch help wll involve consideration with fatuliesof such factors as the welfare of childxn during the mothers' absence roiphome and of the type of substitute chlh care arrangementsthe mother mnor wishe to make If she taks full-or.part-tine work. Consultation servicesshould also be available that will help the mother determine what Increasedcosts will be involved in taking~a job; for insta qce, clothes, lu~iches, trans-portation costa and other necessary expenses involved In the mother's absent-ing herself from home. In some instances, a paitt of the potential wages willbe required to provide supervision for the children in their I#ome.or in a day-care facility. The opportunity to discuss these conditions Will necessarily in-fluence decisions since it will often be apparent that akliaipatedeprningswill not, In all cases, provide the eqsentials fofamwily ilfe.,, .The Bureau of Public Assistance ri¢ommends against any policy of deny.lng or withdrawing aid t9 dependent children as a method of bringing pres-sure upon women with young children to accept employment, Publc assist.ance r-cpients should not be subjected to unduq pressure and re eive differ-ent treatment from that accorded other persons In the community i mply byreason of the fact that they are in receipt of public assistance. Iq cases offamilies receiving aid to: dependent children, children, are already, in mostinstances, deprIyed of the care of one parent, and, therefore, need the pro-tection and personal supervision of the available parent.H.R. 12080 would reverse the purpose of AFDC. It would require mothers ofyoung children to work as a condition of unrestricted AFDC aid whenever thewelfare department decides she should work. If the mother disagrees and Insiststhat she care for her own children, "the children Involved could be taken careof only through protective payments or vendor payments Wltiout the need tomake the usual determination that the adult Is not capable of handling the funds."(P. 104, House Committee Report).The House bill, howeker, would thus reverse current policy Only on the federallevel and in approximately one-half of the states. According to a survey con-ducted last year by the Columbia Centeron Social Welfare Policy and Law, theother half of the states have enacted AFDC. regulations wlilch.jrequlre mothersto work whenever the welfare department, under its rule, deems It appropriate.Some of the state welfare regulations reach. incredible lengths Tfius theGeorgia. regulation, on the one hand requires mothers to, obtain full-time workwhenever the welfare dept; deems In appropriate; on the other hand, the welfaredepartment must, under the Georgia "employable mother" regulation, discontin ea Id whenever the. mother obtains a fuU.-time job, no niiatter how little, she earns.Thus the lead plaintiff n a current federal courtsult challenn the h tu-tionality of this particular rule, earns $$4. (twenty-four dollars) .or aorty-..eight-hour work week arnd was deemed notieligible for AFDO supplementation.She has seven children to support Another plaintiff earas.$1. (fifte-li dQ1ars)for a fifty-hiourn work week. She too was denim ed sppplementaition, thoqkSl4:haseleven Children to support..The Washingtou, D.., rule, as I understand.it, goes eve' rather . UD.C. rule a mother who Is deemed able-bodi-d aId av,.ae .rt s Under the

-me able-o.,,,,, m, a.iu uvau e 'for. work Is sub~to AFDO termination even though she has not obta-fied a job, . eveiiiieess, tiemore typical rule does not require terminationi (so long, as ti6 ,otler aeeki,workwhen the welfare department so. decides).'and~wI witi 0rv fqi su enei to 0iof alris n hesigle W~ent family %p to"A' "-ed -eIt~ cite6 sow() ofthe experience under such rules, thereore A$ 4n. IndiCatio- of the n of uand abuse that might develop ~Und U R 00 n ainal basis..e .Y,-ow York Stte has a regulation which empower. the .ocai wel.fare department to require an APDO mother to work when the l wbrtmentdeems It in the "best fnterest't. The conclusion n of theNN*v York City welfaredepartment, however, Is that sueh nrequf iexehta, f -r- .tAl..., dam gI'' wtfth
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mother and inconsistent with the self-respect and independence that is the goal
of the Social Security Act."

Arizona.-A not untypical case of the "employable mother" sort that I have
come across Involved a mother of nine children who was cut off welfare (and
thereby forced to take a full-time Job at strenuous work for little pay). Her
young children were left virtually uncared for. She appealed her earlier welfare
cutoff and was restored to welfare, only to be cut off again on the claim that her
work experience during her earlier cutoff proved that she was "an employable
mother." A protracted appeal and hearing finally restored her to AFDC once
again, but not until she and her children had endured considerably more
suffering.

MtUsstusppl.-How the "employable mother" rule works in Mississippi is best
told in the words of a former AFDO recipient who was cut off because of it.
Mrs. Ora D. Wilson testified at the welfare hearings In Jackson, conducted by
the Mississippi State Advisory Board of the Civil Rights Commission. Mrs. Wil-
son stated:

In the year 1065, I was receiving a welfare check. On the first day of
June, I came to Jackson on a demonstration. I got locked In Jail and stayed
locked in Jail for eleven days, and when I returned home, the welfare lady
who had brought a check-brought my welfare check to my home-she had
been mailing it every month, but this time she had brought it a day before
I returned home, and she left this check with my children, with the two
children. She told the two children, when I come home, to come to the office to
see her. When I came home, I did go to the office. The welfare lady asked
me where had I been. She came to my home, and where was I? I told her
I was In Jackson at that time. And she asked me wasn't I In a demonstra-
tion? I told her, "yes, I was." She said, "Didn't you know that you didn't
have any business to leave home, to leave your children?" She said, "Where
did you leave your children?" I said, "I left my children. They were at home
and they was In good care." She said, "You didn't have any business to go
off and leave your children." And she said, "You should have been here
chopping cotton for $3.00 a day instead of going off on a demonstration."
Then she said, "If you will agree to chop cotton for $3.00 a day," she said,
"you will get your check back In August." She said, "You will get your first
check inAugust."l This was In June. At this time, I belonged to a Freedom
Labor, Union In Indianola, Mississippi. This union was on strike. I refused
to go back Into the fields. I told her that this was a Freedom Labor Union,
and this union was on strike and I refused to return to go back to the
fields. She told me that if I refused to go back to the fields and chop cotton
for $3.00 a day, then she would cut my check off, and she did cut it off.
I didn't go back. She cut my check off.

The Mississippi hearings contained even more horrifying examples of the
use and abuse of employable mother rules. In connection with Mrs. Wilson's
testimony however, it might be pointed out that federal law, both under the
current Act and (s would be amended under II.R. 12080, definition of "good
cause" for refusing work Is left to the states. Mississippi has not chosen to define
"good cause" as Including the existence of a labor dispute and strike at the site
of the offered employment. At the least, a federal definition of "good cause,"
Including labor disputes, ought to be promulgated under new legislation.

One might comment on the examples of wrongful decision.making tinder cur-
rent "employable mother" rules by urging that the right to have a "fair hearing,"
guaranteed in the Social Security Aot, is an adequAte remedy for abuse. 11n.
fortunately, the "fair hearing" Is a most inadequate remedy. As demonstrated
by the Arizona case cited above, the "fair hearing" Is not held and decided until
long after the damage is done.

Moreover, a decision as to when it is "appropriate" for a mother to be required
to work and when It Is not, is a decision made with regard to vague standards
necessarily involving large amounts of discretion. The moment that' discretion
Is placed in the hands of someone (the welfare worker) other thn the ointher,
It becomes extraordinarily difficult for the mother to challenge It. This is
especially true when the mother is an IsOlated welfare client, ignorant of the
rules and her legal rights, and afraid to endanger the grant upon which she
depends for the food and shelter for her children. These factors have led one of

14 See Testmony of Commliloner Mitchell Ginaberg of the New York City Depsrtment
of Social Services, before this Committee, In August 19613.
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the leading legal scholar-researchers In the welfare field to conclude that the
hearing system does not offer mothers protection against the employable mother
rule. See Handier, Oontrolling Officlal Behavior in TVelfare Administration (May,
1000. Calif. Law Rev.).

On what ground should the Intent of the 135 Social Security Act-that of
allowing the AFDO mother to decide herself whether it is best for her to stay
home and care for the children or leave them with others to go to work-be
changed. Protecting the right of the mother to decide such a question is tradi-
tional within our society. When mothers, both middle class and poor, choose to
work to advance a career for themselves and/or add to the family income, some-
thing basically different has occurred than when an Impoverished mother, against
her will, is required to leave her children with others so that she might work
at exhausting, menial activity for the purpose of continuing her children's
AFDO grant.

Of course, employment of mothers who have skills which will bring them
substantial earnings is frequently socially desirable. However, social researchers
have also found that the employment of mothers with no such skills, who want to
remain in their homes and care for their children and who go to work because
of financial necessity, puts sharp strains on family life and may cause severe
damage to the children. For an analysts of such research, see Hoffman, Bffeets
of Maternal Employment on the Ohild, Ohild Development (1961). For research
demonstrating the Importance of home care of young children as compared to
custodial care, see Spits, Rene, Ifospitalltm, an Inquiry into the Geneast of Pey.
chiat-io Conditions in Early Ohildhood * * * in Psychoanalytic Study of the
Child. For research indicating the predictability of Increased rates of Juvenile
delinquency by children whose mothers don't adequately supervise them, see
0lueck. Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency (Commonwealth Furd, 1950); Craig
and Olick, Tn Years Experience With the Olueck Prediction Tables, Crime and
Delinquency, (July 1903); also Monahan, Family Status and the Delinquent
Child, Social Forces, (March 1957).

Some final comments in connection with the new "work test" for mothers:
Experience with the WF&'P and OW'P programs Is mixed. The remark of

the ex-miner in Kentucky, cited earlier, that he was "taught nothing" Is not
unusual. The Mississippi welfare hearing%, soon to be the subject of a
published report, contain extensive first-hand reports of abuse In the
program.

The House Committee Report (P. 105) points out that tinder H.R. 12080
It is possible to pay workers in community, work and training programs,
including those "with private employers" less than is required by the mini.
mum wage laws and the prevailing community rates on the ground that the
workers are "learners". This Is a dangerous approach which subjectR the
workers, the programs and the community labor standards to great potential
abuse. Again, the Misissippi hearings offer striking examples of the reality
of this danger. The "learner" exceptions ought to be removed.

It is not work requirements for mother and others on public assistance that
Is needed. It is genuine work opportunities that would radically alter the sltua.
tion of the American poor. The Job opportunities are desperately desired. So too
Is day care. Indeed, in New York City last week, mothers demonstrated because
day care facilities are being closed down. New York Times, Sep. 13, 1007, P. 41.

Nothing in HR. 12080, however, creates real job opportunities. -The notion is
to test the recipient-to see If she is "deserving" of our Magnanimity and charity.
It Is a vile and degrading approach. The Elizabethans spent all their "poor law"
energies developing one humiliating "work test" after another. In the middle
of the American urban crisis, a crisis quite related to such degrading approaches,
it Is time to be done with them and create a serious job opportunity program.
D. The apparent c'goesional sanction for some versions of the arbitrary "sub.

stttife father" rute that could bp givent under H.R. I2080
Among the most onerous features of many current state AFDC programs 'have

been the various "substitute father" rules. Some of these rules make children
ineligible for aid On the ground that their mother Is engaged In sexual relation:
ship with a man. tle Alabama rule to this effect Is currently the subject of a
federal court challenge. Other "substitute father! ru es are somewhat ioe
subtle, Just as damailng In their effect. 'rhe rule reently IN effect In Callfo6nla
(changed this past pumier undertho pressure-of a federal court action) Is a
good example. ... . c i
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The California rule required that that income of a "min asuming the role
of a spouse" as well as that of a Stepf4ther be assumed as avallableto a mother
and children applying for AFDO whether or not such Iricome was in fact avail.
able and whether or not the.-mother could legally. reqVirO support froni such
man,.,The :extreme results of the rui9. are illustrated In the McPherok'c'ase,
broughttofederalcourt. •, f, , I.
- Mrs. McPherson, prior to marrying Mr. McPherson, had three children by men
who deserted. Her life appeared to be in a hopeless bind. In 1966, however, 'she
met Mr. McPhersoni they courted and after a few, months, married, All was fine
except that Mr. McPherson was an army sergeant and was shipped to Vietnam
shortly after the, marriage. He earned comparativelv good pay there, Including
his combat pay, but refused to authorize the Army-to deduct and send to rs.
McPherson more than an allowance for herself cis his wife. Though Mrs. Me-
Phorson implored, him and, the Army to -send monqy for the children,' they
refused.- Sgt. McPherson wqs not ready to. support the children and the Army
stated that, under its, regulations, it would not deduct an allowance for step-
children without the stepfather's ogrepreent.

Mrm McPherson took thejqgicaj, ptep and applied for AFDO. The Alameda
County Welfare Department turned her down, pointing out that. Sgt. McPher.qon
earned above welfare levels and that under the rule, the money was auto-
matically assumed available to Mrs. McPhers6n. It did not matter that she was
without the money., It, did not matter that no method was available'to Mrs.
McPherson whereby she could legally require the ,Sergeant to contribute to the
children. She took a "fair hearing",dnd the California state department affirmed
,the local decision. - .:

'A federal courtactjon was Instituted on several theories. While the action
was being preparedihowever,' Mrs, McPherson's personal situation became too
desperate for her, She filed for a divorce, having learned that such a step would
make her eligible for AFDC, and thus the goal of the Social Security Act-the
strengthening of family life-was .realized through the Callfornia rule I

Meanwhile, the federal action proceeded and, during Its pendency last summer,
it was made moot by a change In the California rule. Mrs. McPherson's com-
plaint had alleged, among other things, that the 0alifornia substitute father
and stepfather rule violated an HEW regulation which became effective on
July 1, 1967 and said in part (1§ 3124, 3181 Pt. IV, Handbook of Publio Assistance
Administration) : -

Reduced assistance payments based on assured receipt of support pay-
ments or any other Income that is not, In fact, available, are inconsistent
with the welfare agency's responsibility for meeting need and strengthening.
family life.

Effective July 1, 19061, the State plan must assure that * C the agency
will not delay or reduce public assistance payments on the basis of assumed
support which is not actually available.

An unclear section in U,R, 12080 threatens to reverse the new HW regulation
and restore matters, at the option of the States, to where they were during the
pendeny of the MoPherso4 case. Section 209(b) of IR. 12080 would amend
Section' 402 (a) of the Act h6 as to state:

That the State agency shall, in determining need, take into consideration
any other income and resources of any child or relative claiming aid to
families with dependent children, or of any other individual (U1inW in the
same houte as -such cild 4nd relative) Whose feed the State determ e,
should be considered in determining the seed of the child or relative claiming
such aid 4 *.

Under the new 402(a), it would seem quite possible for. California to revert
to the former situation wherein-Sgt McPherson's income could be assumed as
available even though It was not, Sin e Sgt. McPherson was not separated from
the home in the ADO sense (even though away in the Army), Qalifornia could
determine that his in ne should be counted. Similarly, the incme of any man
thought to be "-around'the home' and'therefore "in the h6 e" (under the. old
0atlforpia rule and the current rule In, many states) might ba counted regardless
of that Pan's legal liability t;support, his actual support, the actual availability
of his income, etc. 4

Perhaps I misread the bil. I hope so. But Idrg this Committee to clarify the
matter.
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IV. T E NEW rUSOSE Of TdE SOIAL SEOUMITY ACT (REDUCTION OF ILLEGITIMAOY)

AND iT8 POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES

One of 'the laudable objectives contained within H.R. 12080 is the reduction
6f tbO Ihcidence of illegitimacy through the offering of family planning services
to those on Welfare. Yet, for the reasons I shall attempt to clarify hereafter, there
is serinis reasOn to believe that this laudable objective will be effectively used by
those who, have'a different purpose-the exclusion of families with illegitimate
chIldretlt' from the AFDO program. Reduction of Illegitimacy through family
planning services would be far better accomplished through a separate family
planning seric*, a service that is not, tied administratively to welfare income
maintenance'programs and that is not directed only to those whoare or might
become welfare clients

Let us lobk first at the relevant provisions of H.R. 12080 and then at certain
possibilities under those provisions. For the purpose of reducing the incidence of
llkgltllnwy, H.AL1208Wwould rolufre the states, as a condition for federal ap-
proval and budding for AFDO, to provide "for the development of a program"
for each appropriate person, receiving aid (or living In the same home as a
person receiving aid, If his heeds are taken into account in determining the family
financial need) "with the objective of * * * preventing or reducing the incidence
of illegitimate births." The relevant section goes on to say that states are further
required to provide for there implementation of sUch programs by assuring that
* * * ,in all appropriate cases family planning services are offered to them," and
"In af)propriate cases": by providing aid to families with dependent children
in the form'of payments in themanner described In section 400(b) (2); See Sec-
tion 208(a) of H.R. 12080. Section 406(b)'(2). provides for Iprotective payee"
and "vendor" payments In various situations, and, presumably, would not be
applicable In cases Involving family planning issues unless the mother thereby
shows "such Inability to manage funds that making payments to [her] would be
contrary to the welfare of the child." (Section 406(b) (A) of the Act).

So far, the relevant provisions of H.R. 12080 seem to provide for what the
draftsmen apparently wanted: a non-coercive family planning service. But what
else might happen? Might, for example, a state adopt eligibility rules which:

L Terminated AFDO aid whenever an illegitimate pregnancy occurs?
2. Denied AFDO aid to any mother who had illegitimate children (with

iosslbly;.an added provision that the child was born during the time that
the family planning service wat in operation) I

I have nb doubt that some states will adopt such rules. Several states already
have eligibility rules Which are quite close to the first example. Certain state
substitute father rules already provide that the occurance of an Illegitimate preg-
nancy Is "prima facd' evidence of the existence of a continuing "marital" rela.
tionshlo and that unless the mother thereupon disproves the existence of such a
relationship, aid is terminated. Other states, In the past, used the fact of illegiti.
mate children In an applicant's or recipient's family as evidence that a home was
"unsuitable" and thereupon denied of terminated aid. While the latter practice
was, by and large, formally terminated as a result of the "Flemming Ruling",
the former type of rule (and many variations of it) have been used as ubstitute&
In the case of both types of rbles, much of the sentiment responsible for them
grew out of a desire to keep AFDO from mothers who had illegitimate children)."

Today, not only Is the type of "unsuitable home" rule (referred to above) Con-
sidered Inconsistent with and in Vidlation of the Act, the legality of the "sub.
situte father" rules (referred to above) is in extreme doubt.1 The crux of the case
againstthe legality of such rules Is found in the contention that the illegitimate
status of a child (and/or the sexual relations of a mother) is, as such, completely
unrelated to the purpose of the Act: giving financial assistance to needy children
deprived of the support of their father. Under H.R. 12080, however, such matters
would seen'to be not at all unrelated to the new Social Security Act.

Would not certain state welfare departments argue that the Act now requires
them to'adopt "a program for the reduction of illegitimacy. that ilegtimacy is
rampant because the erring mothers know they can get APDO for their Illegiti.
Inate children, that the only excuse for such' mothers (if any) has been the
absence of family planning services, that the State now provides such services

19 Se 1 b ample, the extensive dieussion of this point in Beli, Aid toDependent Chil-
dren (dol. Univ. Fress. 16) - ... ..

"The leading court challenge presently awaiting decision, Is Smith v. King (Civil
Action No. 2496-N. USDO l. A..). . -
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as part of Its program and that-given all of these facts-the State has not been
arbitrary and unreasonable" In its decision to include within its "program," in
order to make it effective, a rule which cuts off aid to mothers who fail to utilize
the State service (and nevertheless engage in immoral sexual relations) ?

This Is exactly what many states would argue. And their argument would
have considerable force, epectally when one considers the "freeze" also promul-
gated under H.R. 12080 for the purpose of ending the growth of the AFDQ pro-
gram because of illegitimacy. That the result of such rules would be the Inhumane
punishing of children because of their illegitimate birth (a fact which, obviously,
the children are not responsible for) Is another matter. The relevant point here is
that the ability of HEW to prohibit such rules under its "equitable treatment"
doctrine would be undermined and various States would be greatly encouraged to
adopt such eligibility rules as part of their "program." That some counterargu-
ments to the Intent of the Act can be made, that serious constitutional arguments
can be made (see, e.g., the outline of such arguments in Dorsen & Rudovsky,
Equality for the Illegitimate? 8 Wel. L. Bull 18 (May 1967, NYU) is also aside
from the point. We would, under the cited provisions of H.R. 12080, see a new
birth of the very kinds of eligibility rules Congress ought to be condemning.

Let us consider one further issue under the new family planning provisions.
Could a State coerce a mother into making use of contraceptives provided through
the family planning service. It is true that coercion does not seem to be the intent
of provisions. Thus the House Committee Report (p 98) states:

"Family planning services are to be offered to the recipient and, in accordance
with statements on this subject previously issued by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, can be accepted or rejected in accordance with the dic-
tates of the individual's religion or conscience."

Nevertheless, there are various ways In which coercion can be effected so long
as the family planning services are offered by the same (welfare) departments
which administer the Income maintenance programs. One easy way, of course,
Is through the type of restrictive eligibility rules mentioned above. To effect
coercion, however, such rules are not needed. Welfare clients are often in fear
that there will be an adverse effect on their eligibility (or treatment, generally,
from the welfare department) If they do not do what their caseworker suggests.
Suggestions made by caseworkers are often-and inevitably-tainted with co-
ercive effects. But there Is still another method of effecting coercion which Is
(arguably) authorized under H.R. 12080. Section 201(a) (1) (B) of H.R. 12080,
In the same sentence which directs that family planning services be offered "in
all appropriate cases," goes on to direct that protective payee or vendor form of
payments shall also be directed "in appropriate cases." What are the latter
type of appropriate cases? The language of Section 201(a) (1) (B) is not help-
ful. Section 406(b) (2) of the Act, even under H.R. 12080, would require (except
where job refusals are Involved) a finding that the mother "has such Inability to
manage funds that making payments to her would be contrary to the welfare of
the child .... "

But the requirement Is easily rationalized, especially In states which have
maximum family grants. The rationale would be: Mrs. A Is getting all the
money we can give her. She refuses to use (or has not used) contraceptives we
offered. She just became pregnant again, causing her to spend money on the new
child that might otherwise go to the other children. She does not belong to a
religion which forbids such contraceptives (or she does, but obviously isn't reli-
gious because she engaged in out-of-wedlock Intercourse). Therefore she is not
able to manage funds, runs an unsuitable home, etc. We will put her on vendor
payments or name someone else as payee until she accepts our family planning.

The rationale Is next extended to the person who has not become pregnant but
who might. She is told: Better accept our "services", we might have to put you
on vendor payments.

Reduction of illegitimacy Is a proper goal of government spending. Family
planning is terribly needed for many Americans. Family planning services ought
to be provided by the government. But such goals and such services ought not to
be part of our income maintenance laws-.wherc they could provide the rationale
for excluding illegitimates from income maintenance. Services should be part of
a separate and genuinely voluntary program.

V. "EEHABILITATION" UNDER H.B. 12080: AOCELERATING THE TREND TOWARD SECOND-
CLASS CTZENSHIP FOR WELFARE CLIENTS

Welfare clients and the very poor have long been regarded as second-class
citizens. At one time, our Supreme Court considered "paupers" as "a moral
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pestilence." ' Children of the poor could be indentured without even as much as
notice to their parents. Criminal punishment could be meted out to those. who
assisted persons to cross state lines," and the non-resident poor could be forcibly
returned to the state of origin or even, If they crossed county lines within their
state of origin, to their county of "settlement".4 Statutes in some states, as late
as the twentieth century, denied the right to vote to those who received welfare.

Second-clas citizenship still characterizes the status of welfare clients. They
are subject to invasions of privacy that we would consider imposing on no other
group of citizens. During the early 1060's in many places, and still in some places
today, they were subjected to "midnight raids" on their homes for the purpose
of disovering whether they had male visitors.0 In some states welfare mothers
are, today, expected to produce affidavits from "neighbors, ministers and grocery-
men" to prove that they are not engaging In sexual relations with anyone." In
New York City today it is still possible for a welfare caseworker to visit the
home of a client, without notice, and ask any neighbor who happens to be visiting
for her name and an explanation of her presence. The right of welfare clients to
move freely across state lines is still impeded (although recent federal cases are
beginning to topple our long-standing residence laws). Behavioral control is
implicit in numerous aspects of the caseworker-client relationship." And, among
other things, the family law imposed on welfare clients is distinctly different
and more onerous than the family law for the rest of the population. See especially
tenBroek, (0alilornla's Dual Syatem of Family law: Ie8 Origins, Development and
Present status."

What limited protection the welfare client has for his right to equality stems
from two sources: The Constitution and the Social Security Act of 1935. The
latter Act sought to guarantee the welfare client's self-control over the spending
of his grant, confidentiality in his relations with the welfare department and
some pIgnificant measure of equality with other citizens in his relation to the
law. These guarantees have never been fully realized and that has been one of
the reasons for the continuing failure of our welfare system. Now, H.R. 12080
would undermine them further.
A. The Restriotion of the "Money Payment" Principle

One of the principal measures taken by the Social Security Act for the purpose
of guaranteeing the welfare client's equality has been the "money payment"
requirement By requiring that grants be given in the form of money to the
recipient, to spend as he sees most proper, the Act recognizes the right of the
poor to live their own lives. By breaking with the "vendor" payment system of
the state financed programs, the Act sought to protect the welfare client from
the status of incompetent ward. As explained by HEW (Pt. IV, Section 5120,
Handbook of Public Assistance) :

The provision that asstptance shall be made in the form of many payments
Is one of several provisions in the Act designed to carry out the basic principle
that assistance comes to needy persons as a right. The right carries with it
the individual# freedom to manage his own affairs; to decide what use of
his assistance check will best serve his interests; and to make his purchases
through the normal channels of exchange * * * The Social Sccurlty Ad-
minttration1' interpretation of "'.oiey payments" recognize* that a recipient
of assistance does not, because h e is in need, lose his capacity to seket how,
when, and whether each of his needs is [to] be met. (My emphasis.)

The first (and continuing) inroad on the money payment principle was made
by the practice of hll too many welfare workers who, despite the statute and
regulations under it, have dictated the use of the grant in a degrading and often
silly manner. The second inroad, reasonably defensible, came with the exception
made in the statute for medical vendor payments. The third came with the
"protective payee" amendment of 1062, but that too was not onerous in light of
the statutory limitations on its use.

"See City of New -York v. Mis, 36 U.S. (11 Pet.) 357, 889 (183?).
LB Ackley v. Tinker, 26 Kan. 485 (1881).
*A California statute to this effect was declared unconstitutional in Edwards v. Oaii.

/ornfa, 314 U.S. 160 (1041).
"Such still exist In the laws of some states, g., Missimsippi.
' For an examination of the legal issues posed in such raidg, see Reich. Midrgkst Welfare

uearchee and the Social SecurtyAct 72 Yale L.J. 1347 (1068).
At.g., Georgia and Alsbama.
06 8t e.. fkhorr, The Trend to Be School of Social Work. Jan 1062
"16 & I Stanford Law Review 267-817, 614-082, 900-981 (496476s.y-.
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N.R. 12080, however, thtows the door wide open to the destruction of the money
payment principle. In striking contrast to the original Act, the notlon unulerlying
IIR. 12080 seems to be that recipients do not have the capacity to wanago their
owr grants. Instead of leaving the "protective payee" procedure optional with
the states, it makes adoption Of the procedure mandatory (In contrast with its
failure to ihake the AFDC-lJP program mandatory). It further impo,.es the re-
quirememit that states htso adopt a vendor payment procedure for analogous cases.
It then removes te major protections against undue use of these techniques as
set forth Ift the'1092 amendments by.,

Ret4bvlng the riequlrement that "protective payee" (or now vendor) pay"
meht be limited to 5% of the caseload (thereby assuming large numbers of
recipients might warrant such payments).Eliminating all protections against undue use of these payment procedures
where there was a job refusal without "good cause" (thereby not only elimi-
nating from the budget the mother who disagreed with the welfare depart.
meat as to whether she should work, but automatically eliminating her right
to make decisions over how to spehd the grant for her children).

Eliminating for all cases the prohibitions against use of these procedures
in -tates which do not pay grants meeting the state's own standards of
financial need,.

The last provision indicates the absurd lengths to which the draftsmen of
R.R. 12080 have gone. The very common sense notion underlying the 102 amend.
meat was that If a state falls to grant a mother that minimum amount which
the state tSlf has concluded Is necessary to live in (the lowest acceptable level
Of) decent stahdards, then the state is hardly In a position to judge whether the
mother Is a capable manager.*

If, for example, as Is the case In the State of Florida, the maximum grant a
mother with ten children may receive Is $85 (eighty-five dollars) per, month, and
that mother has little or no other income, how can anyone possibly judge whether
that mother is an Incompenent manager? Any such effort Is ludicrous. Worse-
such an effort would rub salt in the already open wound caused by the Impos.
sibly miniscule grant.

It would be far more sensible for Congress to reject the destruction of the
money Payxment systemand mandate instead that states pay grants equivalent
to the fed rally defined'poverty levels or, as a leser alternative, maLdate (the
adpinistration proposal) that states pay grants equivalent to what the states
themselves defines, the minimum standards of fInarcial need. Then, at least, we
will have given welfare clients some money to manage.
B. Further Invasions Into Confldcntiality

The Social Security Act, as It currently reader, requires that welfare agencies
safeguard-keep confidential-Information received from, welfare clients and
placed into the case records. There are numerous exceptions to this requirement
already in existence. Again, the major exception is found In practice which
violates the current safeguards. (Should the Committeo be Interested, this wit-
ness would be placed to supply Illustrations.). The istatuto provides other ex.
captions (i.e. the so-called "Jenner amendment", and the NOLHO amendment),
HOW, through Its "Implied waiver" doctrine, holds that welfare clients Im.
plicitly waive welfare department confidentiality with regard to social service
agencies to whom they make application. (Under the-latter doctrine, some state
and local welfare agencies have opened case-records to such "social service"
agencies as prison parole bureaus, probation departments, juvenile courts, and
public housing authorities--which might use the negative Information to evict
the clients, etc.)

The range of In-practice violation of confidentiality requirements and "Implied
waiver" exceptions have convinced me that It Is not loosening of confidentiality
restrictions that is needed, but a great tightening and enforcing of such iestric-
tions to safeguard the privacy of clients. This ?a especially true in a toclfare rro-
gram which dirett casetoorkers to make dcllbcrato attempts to solicit all k tlde
of highly personal information from ellotts so that good caework services and
Oounacnlga mai be offered to them.:

*The House Report plalntivelI nOted that.0mly seen Stat esbave thus far approved
,,nrotctlve~pIayee' plans (p.'i02). Or epurseJat is almost half the elgi be umber. Only
seventeen mtates gItve grants Whic match the orate's stindatd oftfinancia ee. The Report
also complains that only 50 riplents in the$ seven states are cur.ently begin subJectedm
to protective ayee status. 1perhapo, o that imdiates how toollsh and tnPpropriate
the H.. 12080 provision Is.
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What then does H.R. 12080 propose? It seeks to establish court and policedepartment reporting mechanirms with regard to virtually every area of poten.tial family mat.functioning. To Illustrate In the words of the House Committee

Report (p. 100) :
Thus, for example, if an APDO mother is not caring properly for herchildren, the matter would quickly come to the attention of the courts andappropriate action taken, including the possibility of placing the childrenin foster care * * $. Your Committee believes that some children nowreceiving AFDO would be better off In foster homes or institutions than

they are in their own honies.The specific language of H.R. 12080 would seem to be virtually limitless In therange of matters that might be the subject of joint welfare department and courtor welfare department and police discussion. Thus the AFDO plan, under HR
12080, must:

(18) provide for entering into cooperative arrangements with appropriate
courts and law enforcement officials * * * (B) with respect to any othermatters of common concern to such courts or local agency administering
the State plan.

Section (A) of Clause (18), omitted in the quote above, would cover paternity,support, desertion and abandonment matters. Clause (B) requires discussion onany family matter which might pouslbly have been the subject of state legisla-
tion, or at least so its eis.

Here ts a major weapon of coercion created bF 1BR. 12080 against welfareclients. The welfare worker, following case counseling techniques, delves Intoany and all aapects of the client's personal and family life. Any errant revela-tion-errant, at east, .i the caseworker's eyes--must then be corrected or it maybecome a subject foi police investigation, court-probation report, and neglector other proceeding. it needn't matter, of course, whether1there is any. realsubstance to the client's "deviancy."• Substance is a matter to be determined later,only If the client falls to "cooperate" now. And "confidentiality" and "privacy"
are, of course, irrelevancies under the new law.Why an AMDO mother would wish, In any way whatoever, to cooperate withany so-called counseling efforts by welfare easewOrkerd or others escaped thiswitness. Even should she "trust" her caseworker of the moment, could she haveconfidence that the caseworker assigned to her (next month) will not revealthe notes made by her present worker? I cannot see how.
0. Special Btnforoemfet ol Neglect Low

Through Its destruction of the money payment principle, H.R. 12080 advancesthe assumption that welfare mothers are Incompetent to manage their gantsand their families. Through its undermining of the safeguards requiring confl-dentality, and its creation of welfare department-police-court cooperation re-garding any and all aspects of the elIent's life, H.RL 12080 Incorporates some ofthe worst aspects of totalitarian methodology Into the American public assistancesystem. Through its direction to welfare and police agencies to give specialenforcement of neglect laws against welfat*e clients, HAL 12080 completes aprogram bf second class citizenship for the welfare'clieft and undermines the
general legal structure as well,

As h6ted by the House Committee-Report (p. 100),"cooperatlve agreements"betwe b law enforceknebt agencies and welfare departments are to provide thebasis tor using Me Information gainedd throuh a breakdown of eonfidentiaty
so afeg a) for the P f Jps ofposecutioh of the neglec laws And otherfml1 1, las agaltint'APDO r"eIplentr,. ' ,." , ' . ..

Neglect laws, Were they not so vague, cold be a valuablee part of our legalsystem.,' Specifically eiifftrd against ou very poorest cltisenh only, they are anabomination. Whatever the uncertainties of constitutional adjudication on dig-.criminat o enforcement of the Itr; such endotecnent IsIdeeply offensive tPdem~biil te society. A rich mother may neglect hot child '(as anyonee with sOcl*dknowled-6 can testify), find so maya m idilYecass'mother,, a& so may a hr.ne*elfhrV bt Itmpoverished mother.- All classes ineludt'pareht who ihdulgr inWchild'!iijleeL 'Indeed,z virtually all Parents ftegleet theft, ehildien to one ertentor another, depending upon who defines neglect.
In a different but analogue context, the Supreme Oourt has noted <BShwr v.

,1 U.S. 585.194)
. Who- the law 10- ayAi ,uaeqtl hand o t ha!. c tt -trinsically the same quality of; offense' 6 *, Ovt Uas =ad6'an as tovIdlovis
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a discrimination as If it had elected a particular race or nationality for
oppressive treatment.

H.R. 12080 would single out a particular class-the very poor, the most belp-
less-for oppressive treatment. Such invidious discrimination has no place in our
society.

V1. THE NEGATIVE EFFECT Or THE "POSITIVE" FEATURES OF l1.1. 12080

Several provisions tire contained within MI.1L 12080 which appear to be positive
and helpful in their intended operation. This Is particularly true of the provision
for "temporary emergency assistance," even though it Is drawn on a narrow
and limited basis.* Some of these seemingly helpful provisions have marked
drawbacks, however. Thus:

A. Home Repair Grants.-It Is astonishing that the provislou for federal
matching of home repair. grants (Section 20 ki of H.R. 12080) specifies that
such grants are for only Titles I, X, XIV, and XVI and omits Title IV. Has
stereotyping of AFDQ recipients gone so far that the drtftsmen were unaware
that some AFDO recipients also own homes? Surely this omission should be
corrected.

B. Work Incentive.-In great contrast to the "work tests" discussed earlier,
work incentives provisions are an important way (together with job Opportunity
programs) to assist those genuinely employable Welfare recipients Into employ-
ment. It is unfortunate, indeed, that the incentive chosen for AFDC recipients
was not the standard used in other titles of the Social Security Act (for the
Blind), in the Economic Opportunity Act and In the Elementary and Secondary
School Act; that is, the first $85 per month amn'one-half the remainder. The
difference between the latter standard and the proposed one (the first $30 per
month and one-third the remainder) is, of course, considerable-for many cases,
perhaps, the difference between a token and a real work incentive.

The snall incentive offered by H.R. 12080 is particularly unfortunate for
that significant minority of AFDO recipients who are 'presently benefitting
from the higher incentive and whose standard will be "rolled back" under
H.R. 120S0. In addition, it is most unfortunate that, as noted by the hlouse
Committee Report, the work incentive will not be applied so as to benefit
those non-welfare recipients who are presently at or slightly above the welfare
line (but who, under the incentlye program, would actually be making less
thani welfare recipients). The failure to include such persons will create a
divisiveness that will surely be more detrimental than the $160 million per
year that the Committee Report (P. 107) estimates will be saved by their
exclusion.

But, of course, as the Report adds (P. 107), H.R. 12080 Is "designed to get
people off AFDO rolls, not put them on."

0. Foster (are.-More money, of course, is desperately needed for the itany
children who are in need of good foster care and not getting it. The II.R. 12080
provisions are objectionable because they are part qnd parcel of the restrictive
program of the bill. The provisions of the bill are based on the notion that it is the
AFDO family which Is the problem, and not our woefully Inadequate welfare and
job programs.D. Partial Payments to Statces.-It is true that the only penalty, under present
law, for non-compliance with the Social Security Act Is suspension of federal
funds for the entire program. (Although, I believe, HEW likes to exaggerate the
ineffectiveness of this remedy as an excuse for its failure to Institute non-com-
pliance proceedings; in fat, In the past, In almost all situations where non-
compliance proceedings wore instituted under the Social Security Act, the State'
ended up by complying rather than by abandoning federal funds for the whole
program.)

H.R. 12080 aims at broadening the remedy by allowing HEW to withhold pat-
ments for that port of the program which Is in non-compliance. As an example,
the House Committee Report (Pp. 112-113) gives non-complianee in Title XIX
because of State failure to pay the reasonable cost-of hospital care; the remedy
would be to cut off federal funds for the financing of hospital care, rather thianthe
whole program.

*The provision ought not be optional with the states (but mandatory), ought not be
limited to 30 days n any 1A month ~rtod consideringg the slownres of qome state welfare
programs. tA maximum of at least 0 days Would s0m4n a pp-oprlate) and ought to be
coupled with a teaalrement that states Institute a "declaraton" (afltdayit) procedure for
determining initial eligibility Instead of the cumbersome and time-consumIng Investigations
presently utilized in most localities.
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But that Is an equally inappropriate remedy. Once again. It is the recipient who
suffers. Further, it Is not unreasonable to assume that the "partial payment"
reniedy might encourage soina states to violate federal standards. Ti, wlre
a state wauts to take even more drastic action againsis imase eligible for AFI)C
because of a de.erting father than Is permissible under I1.1. 0!0S0, It would have
less fear that such action would result In withdrawal of federal matching ftuids
for those eligible duo to death, Incapacity or unemployment. Consequently, the
state might be encouraged to act regardless of the federal requirements.
lime proper remedy Is twofold: (1) In the event of State non-compliance,
a direct service program by the federal government ought to toe offered In that
state. (This, In my view, is the only way to make sure that the poor nre actually
protected; by acting in non-compliance, the State has forfeited its responsible
role); (2) Court remedies ought to be expressly opened to recipients for the
purpose of compelling compliance by a State program which is receiving federal
funds despite Its non-compliance. (This, in my view, Is the only way to guaran.
tee compliance In the numerous situations we have today where IEW simply
does not act.) I agree with those others who (I believe) have urged before this
Committee that multiple damages be granted to recipients in such non-compliance
suits,

CONCLUSION

Por all the reasons I have stressed heretofore, I believe that Title II, Part 1
of LI 12080 ought to be rejected in toto by this Cominitte. At the least, the
administralton-sponsored bill (H.R. 5710) ought to be adopted by this Committee
with whatever positive features exist In 11.11. 12080 added. More appropriately,
a bill ought to be designed and adopted along with the recommendations of
the 1966 Report of the Advisory Council on Public Welfare. Having tho Power,
We Have tho Duty.

The CIIIIMAN. We will next hear from Mr. Bernard Diamond,
chainnan of the Government tnd Professional Relations Council,
American Association of Bioanalysts, and State organizations of in:
delndent laboirtory directors, accompanied by Bernurd C. Kaplan,
of New Jersey; Johni Egan, of Connecticut; and Blobert S. Bourbon,
counsel.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD I. DIAMOND, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENTAL AND PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS, AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF BIOANALYSTS, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT S.
BOURBON, COUNSEL; BERNARD C. KAPLAN; AND SOHN 3. EAGAN

Mr. DLO.ND. Senator Long, thank you very much.
We appreciate m~id thalkyou for this opportunity.
My name is Bernard I. Jitamond, director of the Diamond Labora-

tori(., an independent bioanalytical laboratory in Philadelphia, Pa.
I am chairman of the Committee on Governmental and. Profes-

sion.al Relations of the American Association of Bioanalysts, which is
afiliated with the American Institute of Biological Sciences and the
American Association- for the Ativancement of Science. I appear be-
fore you with counsel, Robert S. Bourbon, Esq., of Silver S pring Md.,
sitting to my right, and Bernard 0. Kaplan md John J. Egan, at the
requestyf and representing the following organizations:

A Amssociton od Bioanaysts,
The Maryland Association of Bioanalysts,
The New York State Association of Climiical Laboratories,
The NoW York State Society of 13i0analsts,
Th Noew Jersey Ass9ciation of Clinical, Laboratory Dirctors,
The 0klahoma Association of 13ioanalysts,
The PennsylvaniaAeoiati~nofClinicojLaboratiies,
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The California Association of Clinical Laboratories,
The Rhode Island Association of Clinical Laboratories,
The Massachusetts Association of Clinical Laboratories,
The Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories,
The Ohio Association of Bioanalysts
The Michigan Association of Bioanalysts,
The Connecticut Association of Clinical Laboratories,
The Texas Association of Clinical Laboratories, and
The Florida Association of Medical Laboratories.

The membership of the American Association of Bioanalysts is com-
posed of individuals who have devoted their talents to the direction
and application of the life sciences to clinical laboratory analyses,
those who teach such curriculums, and those who hold similar com-
missions in the armed services or governmental laboratories..

We do not appear here in opposition to the principles of HR.
12080, in perfection and expansion of social security program cover-
age, but rather to present our position concerning and in supplementa-
tion of H.R 12080, as it may affect, or may be made to effect modifica-tion of the basic law relating to laboratory paricipation. .

We were pleased and it was 6 r privilege oioffer testim;n y beforethis committee on May 13 1965, on behalf of the AnPrican.Asoiati.n
of Bioanalysts, urging that independent laboratory services be in-
eluded in the Social Security Amendments of 1965 being now Public
Law 89-97. A copy of that statement is on file with this committee. The
1965 testimony is offered to support and supplement this statement
as an adequate presentation of the arguments for the inclusion of the
independent laboratory as a member of the integrated health team.

The Congress provided, in title XVIII, subparagraphs 10 and 11,
section 1861(s) of the Medicare Act for coverage in te medical in-
surance program of diagnostic tests performed in independent clinical
laboratories; that is, independent of a physician's office and of a par-
ticipating hospital. Two conditions are imposed in title XVIII:

1.The independent laboratory must be licensed pursuant to
State or local law, or be approved by the State or local agency as
meeting the standards established for such licensing or approval;
and

2. The independent laboratory must *neet the standard found
n~cesry by the Secretary of the Depa M'nent of Health- Educa-
tion, and Welfare, to assure the health and Safety of individuals
with'respectto whom tests aiiet beperforrned.

lBoth the medicare pkOgram-and the reguatin'of lndetendent lb-
orsitories thereumkr have come a long way since their consideration by
thlsbmmitteeand'the Cngress in i965..,

6On December 16, 1966,"the DetpaRment of IMhlth,"Educatin; ad
Welfare issued are tinis, published as ruire in the Federl Reg-ister entitled -"C6nditions tr'overage o; 80ies of Indepghde~t
Laboratories."' Eiumerated therein are the' sp, c reQiirei4iit to
be met by independent laborathries to qualify tir Serrvl0si4r reim-
bursement undermedicare,. . ..

These i4iton -1v ei reiebtfi~l n4 bfyvay of
police state entsof nte' retAtion fromtliie to' tme &ixi6, ten. Itmaybe Isaid, iA the ma.k.,t'hat' te Deiartmemt of Hakto d/cation,
and Welfare has made eifo* to cui' c" ita. in° i.eq: tie c i6,4 by the
"-conditions," as they ipply to th6 i dependentt lb o "y.
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Some vry serious problems 'remain, however, under these regu-

lationis.
We are fully aWM,e of the magnitude of any request made for change

in this bill, and of the pr4ctica[ burden assumed by us in that connec-
tion, aftet the overwhelming vote fot its approval received in the House
of Representatives this year. We are cognizant that the COngress can-
not supervise all of the detail involved in the administration of legis-
lation as iornplex as the'medicare program.

Section 405.1812 of the conditions for coverage of independent lab-
6ratories provides for an exception to and from control and regulation
for hospitals, pathologists, and certain physicians, creating an imbal-
a6ce iW favor of such h6spitali pathologist, and-physikian laboiratories,
in that such entiti6s do hot now heve to demonstrate their;proficiency,
as must all other independent laboratories, across the boaiM, without
Wli lt c6llt0 the attention of thi committee the results

of a ii.y: nade by Dr. Morris Schaeffer directorr. of laboratories
for the cItybf 'New Y6rk kid' published in the April 1967 iss A ofHe alth Laboratory Sbie nq -e publication of"the 'American Pullo
H6 lth'A'olatoI, O lititlfdd,"The Clinical Laboratory Improvemeit
Pi bwg 'rimhNeW'York(ity. '
This detailed study showed that hospital, pathologist, and ,Mj ,-

directed laboratories have shortcomings, of a tl.wh~ih were earlier
tdlva'n .tas reasofis n~sitatihg regulation of the independent -lbo-

ratory alone.
It will be remembered that the independent laboratoy is no! lly

regulated under. medicare and is and will be constant y required to
prve'its ~proficeny , in addition to fulfilling numerous other con-
tinuing qualifications.

Recently there h" been substantial national publicity on the bisis
of the stme t of Dr. David Senee , before the Speclal Senate Sub-
committee on Antiimrut and Mono poly, that in excess of 25 percent of
allclinical.l. borator tests in F ed an dispensaries are
minsatisfactor ' Such hospitals, as the -ulatiotid now,'stand, are 'otsubject to the stringent contiOl rel iuedof the independent laboratory.

We are n before this committee pleading for, less control for the
id~pen lenta hboratW".'Wlar we do ik is that th6' sam4, poetionb 446 h4$oit biheat r b e pile ain

tpPubi whether the work be'perf4&ned in"anin~oidait liboratoOAthologi, laboratory, hsita laboratory,
Fhl,,. aI.id Id nrriy 'for his owi patieito.

bcAlII tI iwas the, Ite t of Clxgres t pr-
*Iri~l 1".,040 ' vlbto hdicare b~fi I i -
gaQ~~, 'hei,'i ~t*h/6ni$ eit ie aa pef6nid. NtV
.wrelfof U oJdnl it' 0l l4b'tdr work- is pxib 0 icl' ~Visad
vhetlh6. pe f~e in mdcame -App &fedindepe n l'aitbry,

41780
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May we ask what Persuasive reasons exist to permit thie many thou.
sands of physiolans in private practice and the vast majority of the
Nation's hospitals to bW reimbursed for laboratory services under
niodicam, where the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
has no direCt control over the quality of the work perormed or the
typo of operation maintained by them?
W e comlfllend the following: ,

(a) That the Congres, iln its present, consideration of IT.R.
12080, roexamino, with particularity, its intent with eforenco to
oxwtnptions niado heretofore of physician and hospital labora-torie..
(b) Consistent with the recommendations sot forth in (a) here-

inabove that the Congress consider the following amendatory
ole lowin the words, "No diagnostic tests performed in any

laboratory," after subpangraph () of section 181 (s), of titlo
SVIII, Public Law 8--97, page 3 strike out tie following:
"whiolh is independcait of a Physielan's office or a hospital."

We .therefore i command aid request your considoraion of the
foregoing remarks ausd suggested amendatory legislation,- as they
pertain to regulation of laboratory services under ihe medlcae pro-gram. n •

Thank you, very. much.
The CUAIRW Az. Thank you very much, sir. I appreciate your state-

ment very much, sir..Mr. DiAuom. Thank you Senator.
The COTAJAN. Sea'tor Morse is with us today. Senator Morse, we

are happy to have you here, and it seems like old times to have you
at the same commit ee table.

I was honored to serve with you on the Foreign IRelations com-
mitteo and the Armed Services (ommnitteo. We are very much inter-
ested to know what your views are on this matter,

STATEMENT OF NON. WAYNE MORSE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM TE
STATE OF OREGON

Senator MoRe. Mr. Chairman, with permission from the mombors of
the committee, I wish to make a very briof statement for the record,
which really amounts to a statement of introduction of Mrs. Loretta
Daniel, of Eugoeo, Oreg.,She will be a witness'before this committee
today representing the.id, to Dependent Childrn Assocl tion, Lane
Co"Ity, Or Fourth Coigrsional Distrit. She Is aecom ntodby brs, Vi osey, another very active worker in my State Inuhalf
of the Aid to Dependent Children Assocation of Lano"County.,

These two women are highly Intolligent' dedicated repres entatives
of parents among the ecpnomlcaly poor of my. State. Ea6h one of
them has experienced poverty and hardship. Each one'61 them knows
what it mas to be poor. ach one of them lives and wrks with
people whom ILR. 12080 hs suP Iof t help.

Mrs. Daniel, spoaing for ef of thmaind for the' Ad to open*d-
ent Children 4Assooiation of Lane County, Oreg., will call ott tion
to the shortcomings of 11R. 12080, as see through 't.ho eyes of those
Fopoofmy SIato and of v6ry State who are entitled to- a.btter
legislative 'progran tha L1! 11080 provide ,,

1790
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You will find Mi. Daniel, as Rhe points out in her statement, a
supporter of many provisions of the bill, but a pleader, with justifica-
tion in my opinion, for improvement of the bill by this committee and
by tile Senate. She will testify for corriction of what she believes to
b) the inflexibility and limitation of the education portions of the bill.
She will state her case, setting forth her disapIpointment that tile
initiative and inc'rntivo factors are not encouraged but are penalized
and stifled by tho limitation of earnings.

She will point out that the freze of the number of aid to dependent
children cases in each State will not contribute to the lessening of the
case load but will in reality mean cutbacks in the grants so sorely
needed to bring g necessary help to poverty striken parents in our
Nation. She will point out other shortcomings of the blll and I agree
with her.

I am proud to have her appear as a witness before this committee,
because she and her associate, Mrs. Mosey, bring to this committee
an inspiring grass roots philosophy of mothers qualified to sp for
the poor because they have come from them. Their plea is a plea for
social justice and for improved legislation that will provide better
opportunities for hildren in American homes whose parents need
just economic assistance from their Government In order that they may
htter provide for their chltdrm through taking 'd'ntage of J%
trainingprograms and other economic opportunites for self- mprove-
ment, about which Mrs. Daniel will testify.

I am very proud of both Mrs.' Daniel and Mrs. Mosey, and I am
pleased to mak6 this statement concerning them for the record of this

hearing.
Lastly, Mr. Chairman, I ask permission to file with the committee

for printing in the record a statement submitted to the Committee
through me by the Aid to Dependent Children Association, Laxie
County, Oreg,, giving a Summary of the work of the Committee and
the work of the solf.helpl, selffimprovement program sponsored by
th1 associatiop.

In this suimtnary, the association stWi forth some of its problems aid
teeds. It is an inspiring report concerning the Work of ddicate4 meo
and women who obviously me motivated by a social conscience that.
recognizes we ivQ our brotheo,' keeper.

h'171VI conclude their report .vlth this observation, "Moral: If y01
(1o not train people for gainful employment, you will pay, for them
in Welfare Cases and loss of Tax Revenue I"

.l'heir.ropor tivo'thoso of us In positions of legislative responsible.
Ity muchto consIder..

I ask that their three-page report be made a part of the record of
thmohearings.

.j want to say to you; Mr, Chairn "an members of the committee
11gaiil, I am indebted to you for, yOUrnever fatting "urtey, and $
shall look forward to tile results of your, deliberations and for the
rwommendations that you make to the Senate. Thank you very much.

(The report of the A.P.C. Association 6f LUavne titity, Oreg,,
above-referrd to,'ollows ) .

hhADO,' Z"esoc Wt i .e ,ohartc Otwshes to Wtfothat:
In tho pat year we baye ln rght9118 ala of-felp, self.Inivi'ement

group. We feel for our particular needs this Is the answer.
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Throughout the country today, many groups have started and are starting
on the same road. ; , ; -i , , , - .. .

At the present time we are scheduling sex education classes for tue children
from the Fifth Grade level up We hre scheduling birth control films 4ind speak.
erstor the adult portion of our membership. We are planning social and cultural
enrichment programs for our children including art, dancing, drama and music.
These programs can all be put Into operation Immediately without pddltional
fund. Our programs are being provided with maxlmum, 1upport from the Com-
munity. Our one drawback has been the lack of transportation to and from the
meetings for otr.memberq. From th time of the Institution of our Association,
the local O,.O. Office bat provided a monthly budget of about $800.00 to meet
our needs for gas, mileage, of"lcesupplies and postage.

We have produced evidence In Qur Community supporting the nel for re-
making lives which until recently hav hid nq hope but to hope. We have'seen
the futility of wishing and dreaming-realizlng that our dreams are merely a
temporary escape from a. harsh realty. we must face again and again,, We apo
awake now-we are active now; actively engaged In solving some of the problems
that confront us daily. Yet we are part of this Society-we belong I I We are estab-
lfshing th means to show the Community that we can And will reconstruct our
lite, strengtlieh the futate for our children, and prove to the Community, and
ourselves, that Wei can lead productive lives so that: what, talents and energies we
have will not 0e wasted, but will ,e use4 for the benedt of all.

in December of 100 our Assciation drew up a list of changes we felt wetb
necary to' nipMVt'P Public Welfare in Oregon. Fr~fiil this list Four (4)6 bills
were prWenteo to the Oregon Leislature. These Bills did not ask for increases
In grant despite the ftet that they were living on 1903 at~ndards. They did not
ask for ipcreae,,! the, Housini A.otuint. 7%e Bilks we6r requests to, actually
improve he st*kdarda of welfr Aeecpie to without fncreasijig the Welfare

8udget 6, the T~ P ~ fit, bu t'I
Our bills asked establishment of Scholarships p1muhity Colleges to pro-

vide -Technical and Vocational training for Welfare R ets and their fqmi-
lies. The Oregon Legislature, coId not find it in their budget t' pproriate ftnds
for this bill. Our lobbyists Asked'that the bill be sent out'of Gomnitt withoutut
funding and they would raise the money from the General Public. This money-
would be matched by the Federal GOvernment 8 to 1. The bill was approved by
the Federal offtlc and passed by the State Legislature by unanimous votes, both
In the Senate and inthe House of Representatives. This September we have made
three (3). Scholarships available to the Welfare Recipients and have pledges for
many more.

Another bill that allowed Welfare Recipleuts to share Housing, where proper
facilities were available, has proved to be valuable In moving the Scholarship ap-
plic.tnts from the rural areas to the vicinity of the Community Colleges.

We lost two bills'at the Lgislture that we felt were most Importo'nt to our
We wished to have Recipients trained as Case-Aids to work with the Welfare

Department and allied fields of Health, Mducation, and Welfare to relieve the
over burden of Papr work, and to act as a laislon between recipients and the
'aeworers. We a ked that thbse people be trained on tb'Jio6 and In school
and werilu0d'at theft C(ertficatiot and accreditation. They tried desperately
to get one other bill passed, however We were stopped by ,Federal Regula,"ons.
We asked tbat.csvensbe ,aUowed to earn in additio to, 'their gr4te For
instance In such states where recipients are on staMdaens less 'tan'1007 we
realized It was inpossible for the taxpayers to assume tme bre1e of the Incteiise.
We, therefore iutigebd that recipients -be, allowed- t ein in additon'to their
grants up to what is specified as minimum standard of living. We alsoaslod
that the,.qarnings could be used to purchase prosthetics and dental ,servces not
provIded bythe State medical plan. _Thi reksning behind this waS to make the
itelpieits socially acceptable as well sabphyslcallyfit -

We *ere strivifg towaid providing: more incentive and encouraging Silt-Help
and Self-Improvement. We were auicng our Legislature to give us the key to open
the doors out 0t-our narrow Welfare World.

We fond our problems to be diversified-we had emotional, physical, educa.
tional, and social handicaps. It was a big order for a small group. However
we were pleased to discover there were people right in our Community who
cared and were willing to volunteer their service. Surpri sng enough the
physocologistel teachers and Instructors q; the, Art wer willing to- give of
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themselves. We have been and intend to continue using ezxWutlng agencies of
the Community to further our Social and Cultural Advancement,

We realize that we are fortunate In the amount of volunteer services available,
however we are aware that our conditions do not exist throughout our entire
State or the County.

These recipients can desire changes they can strive for self-help and self-
improvement but they do not have the power to change their sub standard food
or housing allowances nor can they control the fact that they are incapable of
managing the transportation to and from schools, the coat of hot lunches, the
cost of clothing necessary to go to work, the cost of the dental care or the cost
of dental plates which make them socially fit to attend school or acquire jobs
In the labor market.

We think the intent to encourage local Welfare Departments to force recipients
Into the labor market Is unrealistic, since the States cannot afford the services
your amendments are requiring them to adopt if the Federal participation will
be decreased by 1969.

We feel that rather than create new mandatory regulations the Federal
Government should Insist that all States accept the responsibility for maintain.
Ing able children in the schools up to age twenty-one (21). The Federal Gov.
renment should Insist that all States bring the food standards up to more
realistle levels. That housing allowances be Increased according to the areas
and that all States adopt medical and dental ptogramn to provide for healthier
future citizens. .

If the Federal Government cannot seefit to do this, wotld they not then at
least consider allowing the recipients to earn In addition to their grants that
amount that is the difference between the grant and the Department of Agriculture
Standards for minimum Income? As ihe recipients earn the extra money they can
make the transition ftom the Welfare rolls to full employment.

We cannot and do not qssume that we have the answers to poverty. We do not
know that the Investments made in retraining the underprivileged have proven
to beworth' the Investmnt.

,Ueporl from 1966 manpower ieorncnS tratnlnp

Uln-eftqejand wt-lf de ftses train'M---------------- --------- 2,000
Gainftlly empT Yed-after training (75 percent) .-------------- - 1;4
Average annual earz4p of trainees (after training) -- -........,, nn- O
Totol-wages added tb; Wtte economy for 1 ya- ----- *,7000
Total cost of training ($,3 per trail ---)...... .-.-.-..--- $1,072000

(COot 9) Train In Xep'id in taxes end removal from Welfare roes during dnly
one(1) year of employment,,

Moral IlI If you do OM train people fur Ulaitul empIoymtw oI W'l_ PA)' for
them i Welfare Qaa stand 16s b>f 21do RepnuOt/
Thank yo -.

A.D.C. Ass00thT 0N O LK COUZTT iN0.
,The CHAMu 4kw. Thank you verymuoh $sentor.

Now we wi1ear from ,,Loret~ta, r Daiel of the A.D.C. Assoia.
tion qo.4ane County Eugene O reg .

W0 b"ea letter rom the O trn .o.ixl Welarw Associtio,id
we wjl put that inte record att poflan -(The letter aboye-ref~rred to, iodlows:>.. ! /'"i .:.. .

- i ia: N, o OiL *MtLiAag Asso0U O1kIzo,,

..... • + +.,:.,,,Salem, O'-og,, 8pt embr" 19, 1967.

V. cI WaLo_+OD... 0 ,
Sra': The'Merabersitpfil the O'o + Soclal Welfare Asi ,c atiop'B h "nItihg

its Board of Directors protests certain sections of Hi 12080, Title , 11' beMng
pumatIve and not In -the best,.interest, of the people of this country.*We ewe
spel y to thesections of tie,bil which would
+ ( ) requireall adUlt. op ailstncA, Icluding mothers and b-t 8choo!

ik, h-over 10 Wi engage14' work Aid tralnlfg s A' ondltlon, Of receiving
ifitbld assistance.+ fte proposal apparently iMudes etemptloh from minimum
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wage requirements and further provide* such penalties as removal of tile
adult from the assistance budget, discontinuing assistance, or even possible
removal of the children by court and placement of the children in foster
care.I

(2) limit the number of children in each state who could be assisted from
feral funds when the need of the children resulted from a broken home.
This would penalize children and deprive them of their basic needs of food,
shelter, clothing, education and medical care.
(3) so define unemployment that moat unemployed fathers fi this state

would not qualify for Aid to Families with Dependent Children. The majority
offamilies receiving aid under this Title dealing with unemployment are.
farm workers essential about eight months of the year to the harvest of
crops but unemployed the balance of the time. This group of IKople, essential

'to our economy, are not covered by unemployment compensation nor do they
share in many other social and economic benefits of society.

While we recognize that there are elements of lIR 12080 which are highly
desirable, we do not believe that the legislation as now written should be per.
mitted to become law so long as it contains policies both ,evoercivo and repressive

Sinerely,•i: Mrs. LILLt S. Pir, Pre¢ldcnt

STATEMET OF LORETTA DANIEL, REPRESENTING ADO ASSOOIA.
TION OF LANE COUNTY, INO., OREG.

Mrs. DANIEL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Loretta Daniel, and I represent the ADO Association of Lano Counky,
Oreg., Foutth Congressional District. Our association wisles to com-
mend your motives in the education] p!-tion of the amendmerts to
HA.R. 1080. However, we feel that there are certain points Which are
either unclear, inflexible, or unfair.

The strss placed on educating those with work experience rather
than those with no work experience seems, in our opinion to be un.
realistic since it is obvious that the parent without work experience is
the one most in need of assistance. Granted both need further train-
ing but'who is to decide how to separate the wheat from the chaffI

It is our belief that every human being wishes to provide for his
children.'Therefore, when a parent appears to shun that responsibility
he is either lacking in educationt in emotional balance, or is physically
incapable. In any case, he is in need and that is the responsibility of
the community the State, and the Federal Government. He deserves
equal opportunity.

Community work and training programs have no minimum stand-
ards, no goals of dignity. There should be some speoifies for job do.
velopment and some aim toward technical and vocational training.

There should be more encouragement of the recipients into long-
range training programs to give them a4cereditation and cortificatioa.
There is no sense in training a human being for an obsolete job.

Cutting the parents' food allotment if he refuses to work would
cause r ion in the programs of many States, including Oregon.
Oregon has been solving most of her problems but not by p-nalizing
the children's welfare or their parental care We .see this as one mort
contributing factor toward a constantly inc rg juvenile delin-
quenoy r.te, illegitimacy, and prostitution.

Illegitimacy is stressed throughout your amendments-is illegiti.
macy restricted to the poor? Or is illejiitnacy; delinquency, 4nd :im.
moraity'a incer in al levels of our society? illegitimacy cannot be
cured on the basis 6f information alone. When there is nothingleft
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to prove a man's masculinity or a woman's femininity but production
of children, then the illne.,s is in the society around them. Illegitimacy
cannot be cured by fear and punishment.

As there are homicidal mannacs we don't doubt that there are ma-
tonmal inaniacs who would be willing to have children in order to
stay on welfare. It is hard for us to believe. that there are many women
in tlis country wid would be willing to have 10 illegitimate children
at 80 cents a day per child and 30 cents of that must go for )iot lunch
at school.

To support birth control programs and then to set a limit of 1072
as to how long the Federal Government will participate is defeating
the very purpose you set out to achieve. Since there is no assurance
that the States will continue the program after that time.

Educational guidance toward vocational, teehneal, trade schools,
colleges and universities should be mandatorily started much earlier
than high school level not only to eliminate second and third genera-
tion unfrained, unskilled welfare ocipient but to prevent new cases
from occurring. According 'to W. Wilard Wirtz-Faets You Should
Know About. Labor and Vocational Education, March 1963:

Thirty percent of our 'high school children are presently in
vocttional technical programs and are being trained for careers.

Twenty. percent will finish a 4-year cllege or university.
Fifty percent will remainunskilled and unftained.

The stress on education ob~ibuslV shuldj4 piaced before this 60
percent reach maturity. If 50 percent of our y'hunger geneiation are
leaving school untrained, then the present poverty Oats alone is not
entirely responsible for the increase in welfare's rising' costs.

We wdulfsu&ost that rather than enforce new rules and 1*gulations,
more stress shouldbe placed on States being obliged to encourage edu-
cation and the developmentof full potential 4y the mandatov adoption
of keeping children on grants while attending any type 'f training
program or school Which will make them self-supporting atid give them
a chance for meaning. .1 1 _ "

The $30 limitation on earnings is, in our opinion, one of the gross
injustices of the entire amendments.

With the allowance of earings under the OEO program and under
the Elermentary School Act-set at$85 a month, it wouldseem that,ifyou ar P among those fortunate few who secure temporary employment
under either of thes. programs you ar'given special privlege. If you
have enough initiative and anition to scrub $85 worth of fioorgyou
are only allowed to retain $48.30.It would'tppear, therefore, that we
have now set up a caste system among the very people yout are tttempt-
ing to'hep. Under thiV'eSystem"'you are suppressing initiative and
encouraging dependency on prbgris.

With, programs comnisdepe idoncy and which dependency comes
poverty because dependengy stiflesniiative.,

The person who ifnds his own 'job must be encouraged rather than
penalized because he is not depofident riixd showsindications of finding
his way out of poverty. T16 should be encouraged in etvry possible way.
Towad further education, toward upward mobility N his attempt to
find upward mobility the recipient must be a su0d of financial Wip-
port Until he has i'aeahed a minmum of fincial independence
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If there is not in9utive enoug.to warrant the recipient striving to
ea , then he will ncourage to94 eat or st ay where he is and make
no progress. Why not us the bm t f ed-asldoed iontivoe-money.

I is a proven fact thatpeple appreciate thos L)ingi they earn.
They have little or no respect for what is technically i handout.'

The-amount a man contributes to his own well.eing is in part aportion of the self-respect and integrity hehas regained.
The pqrt-time job for many is their first step out into the labor

market, this flame of independence must be nurtured, protected, and
respected--these are the people who could find their way to full citizen-
ship; they only need a hook and line, they can catch their own fish.
!n earning and being allowed to retain, the recipient is encouraged

to become a consumer of goods and he also becomes a taxpayer and,
therefore, contributes to his own welfare.

The, blind and the disabled are allowed to earn and retain $85 a
month. Is not the parent of dependent children in just as vital a posi-
tion inasmuch as they are the main influence on the next generation in
their keeping and their actions and reactions are reflected in those
children.

The parent who is given the chance to substantially supplement the
family income is given the decision of financial responsibility and
achieves independence and self-esteem.

With extra earnings, family environment could be improved cul-
tural enrichment could be provided, nutritional standads coula , im-
prove, and clothingpculd beon a par with nonpoverty children ......

Furniture coula e repaired, curtains could be bought, upholstery
could be cleaned.

Cultural enrichment would include, nus lessons dancing a'0 cor-
munity and social participation.

Nutritional improvement would be achieved with the addition. of
red meats, fresh fruits, and fresh vegetable. ",d adlt's.Clothing is n essential parfevei l d ad We.being
and their feeling of social icceptAnce. The proper clothing imparts a
feeling of unitywith the society around . •,.

In 1935, the Federal C6verfiineft chose' to estblish r'vico atemporary mewsu1 k prvide for the gationp underpr!le. 'hit
service has muhroqni int, a mo r, An 'albatross, a.. to'eea,around the neck of the American taxy, 'A wetoelimmata re.
$no-bility merely .y .yngwe wll help so many andnomore?
Who i to judgetwich are fal citizens and Which are not
Xho influx tothe Nothwe.mak." -it impractical to sr standon the number of ' w for al1lt.me.
, he lumber industryand its flucuiang mqrkebt seasonal 140f nd

declining industrial importance hasand will continue to influence the
welfare rols in Oregon; No doubt other 'res have'thir ow pa cu-
lar problems. .. .,.

Freezing, the number of people on the AF1o i)r s would cau some
recipients to hesitateleaving- theprogr m foi any sort of employment
for fear they could. not, return iithe job- were not successful. Again

fear is replacing independence .
Many large businesses in this country are subsidized directly Or in-

directly by the Federal GovernmdniE If thMe undrprivileled. clldreo
of our country are not worth subsidizing, then there i no; ing left of
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the American philosophy. Even small businesses are financed by the
Federal Government and they have a certain percentage of risk and
failure&

Elimination of AFDC families from the provision for home repair
is illogical inasmuch as it is apparent that any AFDC family that
owns or is buying their own home should be encouraged as much as
possible. These are the homes where stability is a natural feeling-
where the owning and the caring for one's home is a responsibility.
Again, we are discouraging independence, initiative, and ownership
and encouraig dependency, indo&once, and slum housing. The invest-
ment in AFC homeownership repair would alleviate the necessity of
finding suitable housing at a time of low-rent housing shortage.

Many homes could be saved from slowly degenerating into a hovel
with timely repair.

Children reject their surroundings. A home that is in good repair
with all necessities functioning, tends toward lending a feeling of weill.
ben to the occupants.

Is it not as important that children in their own homes are in the
proper surroundings as it is required of foster homes f

In summary, we are pleased with many portions of the amendments
and we are displeased with the inflexibility and the limitation of the
educational portions.

We are sorely disappointed that initiative and incentive are not com-
mended, but penalized and stifled in the limitation of earnings

We feel the freeze on the number of AFDC cases in each S te will
not contribute to the lessening of the caseload but will in reality mean
cutbacks in the grants in order to satisfy the taxpayer who is in revolt
throughout the Nation.

Home repair is again an example of suppressing initiative and
stifling individual upward mobility.
. You cannot force a man to fish for his own food. Nor is it logical
just to keep him from his attempt to catch his own food. All that can
be done is to provide him with a hook and line.

Thank you.
The CNimut;A. Thank you very much for your statement today.
The committee now stands in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow.
Whereupon at 4:20 p.m., the committee adjourned to reconvene

at 10 a.m., on Friday, September 22,1967.)

88-481 0-47--pt. 8---1
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PRIDAY, SEPTR3C3t 22, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
COMMArEE ON FINANCE,

WasAhgton, D.U.The committee mt, pursuant to recess at 10:10 a.m., in room 221,New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Hartke, Williams, and Carlson.
The CARmAxN, The hearing will come to order.
On Tuesday of next week the committee will reconvene for thefinal round of questions for the Secretary of Health Education, andWelfare the Honorable John W. Gardner and his staff.
We will take up the bill in executive session the following week andbegn to mark it up for floor action.
.In.deference to later witnesses I hope that all witnesses will staywithin the time allotted to them. This morning we are pleased to haveas our first witness the Honorable Joseph D. Tydings, the Senator from

Maryland. - .I
Senator, we are pleased to have you here. We know what you haveto say will make a deep impression on the committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. OSEPH D. TYDIIN U.S SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF MARYAND

Senator Tmioe.. Mr. Chairman, members of the Finance Com-
mittee, Ilappreciate ths0 portunity to appear before the Seniate Fi-

nanc Comitee t tetif regarding -this scoial security bill, H.R.128. I want to restrict my testimony to certain as of the wel-fare provisions of the bill. Many portions of the bill ae, I believe,excellent and qui farsihted, and do great credit to the House Waysand Means Committee. The new provision that welfare recipients willnot lose from welfare paymentS 100 percent of any money earned pro-vides & significant. and useful incentive for welfare recipients to go towork. R:o nation of the importance of p roviding family playingservices and day-ea centers for young children of working parentsis also quite, freighted. .These and similar' programs, if carefullydeveloped an4 if applied withoutt coercion or threat of punitive sane-tion, could vstly provee ie livesof-thoebn ptiblic welfare, andcould bing sbtbe tl benefit4to thetelfare system generally.'There's, howeverr, considerable danger, in H.R. 12080 as it is nowdraf -That daner .Is that the bill ppears to overlook the inade-quacy of exisInzg services inareia'ubl* as family liann ing, day-carecente and~}job trading '. -nd, without aokiinwedging that these
17,9
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services are untested or nonexistent in most parts of the country, the
bill appears to force welfare recipients to use the services without re-
gard to their adeuay, or indeed, to their very existence or to ques-
tions of individual conscience. I believe that changes can and should
be made in the bill to remedy these shortcomings-and many are more
problems of presentation than of substance-which would signifi-
cantly strengthen the bill.

First, of all, I want to discuss the provisions of the bill dealing with
family planning services. As recently as 3 or 4 years ago, the concept
that Federal, State, or local governments should make available family
planning information and services to families who could not otherwise
afford them was extremely controversial. Indeed not too many years
ago this subject was never even mentioned on the floor of the Con-
gress. But in a brief period of time there has been a substantial shift
of opinion among the political and religious leadership of the country.
It is now widely recognized that no single factor more certainly dooms
low-income families to continued and deepening poverty than un-
wanted chidren which they cannot afford. And the unwanted child is
himself trapped in the vicious circle. I think you gentlemen realize how
often dependency on public welfare starts with the unwanted child. I
believe there is now a substantial consensus in this country that the
Government can and should properly make family planning assistance
available to those who truly want it but cannot afford it. There is no
reason why only the middle income class and the higher income class
should be able to plan their families. The poor should have the sameopportunity.Pe~t inspite of this new consensus, the Federal Government has done

distressingly little to provide voluntary family planning services to
low-income families. We know, gentlemen, that there are 6 million
women of child-bearing ag in this country who want to plan their
family to restrict the number of children, but cannot afford: to obtain
family planning services. Last year, only 700,000 of these 5 million
women obtained family planning services from all of the private and
public sources combined in this country. .

Based on the experience of planned parenthood, we know that it
costs approximately $20 a year to provide family planning services for
a woman who wants them. To reach the 5 million women who need
and want these services, we need to expend more than we have in the
past.

But the total HEW expenditures for such services last yeax was only
$5 million, which was less than the total expenditures from private
groups such as planned parenthood. Research and training also re-
ceived Federal support at about the same level of expenditures for
services.

Gentlemen, I think it is time to shift the emphasis from research in
family planning and go to work on providing the services. Let me tell
you what they did in Baltimore. The Baltimore City Health Depart-
ment 3 years ago in women's ward of Baltimore General Hospita] ,the
city hospital, put in a family planning clinic and offered services
to those mothers who wanted tem. There was no compulsion, 'no
coercion--the health department just provided poor women with the
same opportunity to plan their family that those mothers who. were
fortunate enough to go to the private hospitals and who had higher
standards of income could provide from their own pocketbooks.
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Do you know what happened in Baltimore after the first full year
this program was in effect? Our birthrate dropped by some 2,000
children. Now these 2,000 children, gentlemen, had they been born,
would have been born in families who didn't want them, who couldn't
afford them. They would have been caught in the welfare spiral, the
delinquency spiral, the inadequate upbringing spiral. In just 6 years
those 2,000 children in the cost of new classrooms alone in Baltimore
City would have been over $3 million not to mention the additional
cost of those who get, involved in delin uency or welfare. Through
this simple program instituted in the Baltimore City hospitals we
anticipate saving the taxpayers millions of dollars.

I don't think there is any way that we can expend funds that will
produce greater returns to the taxpayers of this country than provid-
ing family planning services to the poor who want those services and
who shouldhave them. I am talking about the mothers of illegitimate
children as well as mothers that have the blessings of matrimony in
the family.

The CkAim w. But if half those children were drawing welfare
pa ments at $30 a month-

Senator TDIwNs. Right.
The CHAmMAN. That would cost you $3,600,000 a year over a 10-

year period.
Senator TYDXNS. That is right.
The C3mmAN. Not even considering accumulated interest costs of

it, that would cost you almost $4 million.
Senator TrDiNro. That is right.
The CH mui . For this continued period.
Senator TYroia That is right. I have received one study which

shows that for every $1 spent in this a the rospective return to the
taxpayer in savings is anywhere from $100 to$200

The CHAIPSAN. Senator Tydings, after all the -argument about it,
the more it is discussed, the more people finally conclude that a mother
really has some right with regard to whether she is going to have an-
other child or not.

Senator Tnrznos. Exactly, Senator. H.R. 12080, on its face appears
to promise additional family planning services. But my feeling is that
unless changes are made in the bill, that the promise is going to prove
illustory. The first shortcoming of the bill is that no funds are spe-
cifically earmarked for family planning services. For fiscal year 1969
the bill increased the funding of the maternal and infant care pro-
gram of HEW's Children's Bureau by $15 million. There appears
from the committee report to be an informal understanding that this
sum would be spent on family planning services.

Gentlemen, those informal agreements aren't worth the paper they
are written on. We had such an agreement last year from HEW and
when the time came for action, nothing happened. Let me tell you
the facts.

At the end of the 89th Congress last year, Under Secretary of
HEW Wilbur Cohen stated, in an open letter to me, that the Depart-
ment intended to spend $9.0 million in fiscal year 1908, $25 million in
fiscal year 1969, and $80 million in fiscal year 1970 for family plan-
ning programs and, accor ly, that there was no need for many
of us to press legislation which we had in the Congress which would
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have earmarked special funds for family planning services in theHEW appropriations--so we dropped the effort.This letter, and it is in, the appendix to my testimony here, wassent on October 20, 1966, when the total amount of money, availablefor health programs .was already evident. But when the chips weredown, nowhere near that $&o million would be spent by the entireFederal Government- for family planning in fiscal year 1968.,Why did the agreement evaporate?,, Basiclly, when the chips weredown dnd the squeeze came, there was no one in HEW, who wouldstand up and really scrp and say "We need these funds to give tothe State health departments and the city. health departments inthe field of family planning" , and there were plenty of people presingfor cancer awd plenty for heart and plenty for, .ung programs, andeverything, e but. no one in there fighting for this program.And that is why I feel that this committee has got to specify thatthat 1$16 million budget increase for the Childrens Bureau will beclearly earmarked for family planning services period. In other words,the Congress has got to .wro. it in;the legis't*An that this is whatthe Congess wants. This informal agreement, or informal under-standing is going to evaporate just like that letter evaporated, gentle-men, unless you write it fnto the law.,,.,
The second problem that I would like to discuss with you is-thattho funds the bill envisions for family planning services are pitifullysmall for the need. Now I real* the present budgetary .constraints,but if we want to provide the family planning opportunities for those5 million women in the lower economic classes who want to plantheir family and want tU limit the size of their family, then -we aregoing to have to have expenditures gnmter than $15 million., If youwanted to, try and Iprovide the ability 1 for family planning. for: theentire 5 million, you would have to designate in this bill in the area

of $100 million.
I don't know - whether you- cngo that far with all the budgetproblems thatyou have, but I will say this. Thereare no other'alloca-tions of funds that you are going to make or that- any other com-mittee of Congress isgoing'to make in domestic programs,- war onpoverty, or anywhere else, that axe going to have the benefits that.funds allocated in this field have.,
I[ think that this legislation is a golden opportunit. This committeecan write into this bill really 'the: first really defnitive provisions

which can really start making a dent.-
Gentlemen, we'are never goingtgeinohs war on poverty, wear never going to make a real Aent in the problems in the oitig untilwe give the same opportunty to plan their -family to the poor women,the less fortunate that those who are more fortunate have. You have,I think, a real opportunity here. I think the country wants it. I thinkthe country will support It; and I think that the benefits will accrue,which would accrue from your wisdom, will be felt for generations

to come.
The bther area that I would like to discuss with you in the bill isits reference to day care centers and the responsibility of -States torequire women who receive welfare to put their children in day carecenters and go to work. Let me say this.I am a very strong day care advocate. My sister is on the board of
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the day care operation in Baltimore. I help raise funds for them. I
think that day care centers are vital. I think that the first part of this
legislation as it came out from the House is wonderful-its emphasis
on day care centers, constructing day care centers and funding them,
and so forth.

But there is one Achilles heel in this legislation. The very dangerous
problem here, gentlemen, if you try to coerce or require a woman to
take her child to a day care center when there isn't a propr day care
center, and if you make the States receipt of welfare funds contingent
on their setting up day care centers, you are likely to have, instead of
day care centers which take care of children, slipshod warehouses for
children where they are virtually imprisoned in a building without
any of the benefits which we who fight for day care centers envision.

A day care center is a real opportunity for a child, if it has trained
people there who take care of the children, who try to educate them
and put them to work doing constructive things. But if you just shove
them into a prisonlike warehouse, which you set up all of a sudden to
get additional funds, gentlemen, that is self-defeating. I know I
wouldn't want any child of mine going into that sort of an operation.

There is no question that if you have day care centers and they are
good and they are operated well, the mothers are tager to get their
children in. But the problem with this bill as I see it, it says that the
State in order to receive these funds has got to provide day care cen-
ters and then that the mothers have got to put their children in them.

Let's be practical, let's be realistic. Is the State that hasn't done any-
thing to date in this field going to start suddenly expending funds to
do the job properly and really set up day care centers, or will they just
throw up buildings or rent out anything they can to take advantage of
those funds?

We must deal in the realm of the practical and the possible Pres-
ently, more than a million and a quarter children under school attend-
ance age now are receiving public welfare. We have got day care
accommodations in this country for about 400,000 children, and many
of those are inadequate. What are you going to do with almost 1 mil-
lion children, gentlemen I You can't just put them in any old shack.
It doesn't work that way.

My concern is that that part of the bill is completely unrealistic.
When you provide the facilities, when you provide facilities and set
up the day care centers, the mothers will flock to them. If you can go
out and get a job and put your children in a responsible day care cen-
ter, you are going to do it. It is much easier on you. But no self-respect-
ing mother is going to put her child into simply a pen with a group
of others. The whole concept just won't work.

I think the way the bill is drafted it virtually assures in many
States that what is going to happen is that the State will just rent
bare prisonlike rooms where the children will be warehoused like so
many cardboard boxes while their mothers work. You put a child in
this sort of environment in their crucial formative years and you are
going to have far worse problems of delinquency and antisocial con-
duct as these children grow than we have already.

I have tried to make the point extemporaneously which I have made
in more detail in my prepared testimony. I think day care centers are
wonderful. I think that we should work for them. I think we ought to
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build more., But set up the type of mandatory. requirements that this
bill has, to require one and a quarter million children to go in day care
centers when you only have day care centers, at most, for 400,000 is
completely self-defeating. _".. 

Mr. Chairman, I am delighted at the opportunity to address you.
I am delighted'that the Finance Committee is made up of the Senators
it is because I am sure that you understatid the problems that I have
tred to emphasize.The CnAnraMAx. Thank you very much, Senator Tydings. The
thought occurs, to me thit if the States can solve their own bureau-
ciratio problems between State agencies and put the responsibility in
the right State agencies, a lot can be done. I should think that an or-
derly way of going about providing da care in appropriate cases--
I don't think you can achieve mueh if the mother has 10 children
there to try to put that mother to work and put someone to Work
lookingafter those 10 children. She might as well stayy there with
them. But where-mothers have children let's say from ages 4 or 5 on
up, let's start at age 4, let's say children between 4 and 14, they could
be cared for. Start with those who don't have too many, just one or
two-if you then put them under a good department of education, in
the administering I think they could do a better job of it than the
average welfare agency.

Senator TYmDos. Senator, I think you are right. Let me say this.
This'summer I spent a good deal of time with the mayor of Baltimore
down in the inner city. We met with a number of women in public
housing projects and in other areas.-

The one area of help they requested the most was the establishment
of day care centers. Time and time again the women would say, "If we
just had more day care centers, so many more of us could go to work."

But there are ways to do it and there are ways not to do it. The way
that you are describing is the proper way, because at the same time youcould let the mother go to work and if yu put the child in a proper
day care center, that child woulA be getfing benefits. The child is get-
ting educational benefit. He is learning-things that he wouldn't be a le
to learn'otherwise. But if instead of doing it properly that way, if, in-
stead, you retrogress and just put them in a warehouse with a lot of
other little children, with one master looking down and cracking the
whip every now and then, it is self-defeating.

My concern for, the second part of the bill the way the House came
out, is that it is going to foster that second type rather than the first.

The CHAnmAx. The supervisor in my State has questions with re-
gard to the Headstart program. Why don't you just give the States
some money if they have the organization for it, and most State depart-
ments of education did. They had the teachers, they had the orga-
nization and knew how to go about it.

They say, "Why didn't you just give us the money to establish
kindergartens for children 5 or even 4 years of age. We could have
done it very easily." I .

In this particular area, I would think that if you have the rightpeople handling ~it the 1Ical people to begin with, the people who
now something abu schools, kindergartens, and things of that

sort--
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Senator TYDiNOS. There is no question that the logical people are
the educational people.

The CHAIRMAN. I would think there would be a whole big new
burden to have the welfare department going into the school business.
It might be better to have the education department doing it.

Senator TYDINoS. It would be disastrous Senator. You have an op-
portunity if you educate the child. The emphasis ought to be in edu-
cation, not in welfare. The first part of the theory and philosophy of
the House bill is so sound and so progressive and 'akes so much sense,
and then it seems as though almost in the second part they say "Well,
we had better Cut across the field here, we had better not go all the
way " and they out. back all of the progress they make in the first-part..

Tue CHAIRMAN. It would seem to me if we could make enough
progress to where perhaps in the first 6 months of next year we might
reduce the number of children of working mothers, that is the number
of mothers who are drawing welfare by about 100 000, from 900,000
to about 800,000, and provide day care for that number and then hope
to reduce it by another 100,000 in the next 6 months of next year, we
would be making very good progress.

I for one don't visualize this, just bringing it to the mothers on
relief.

Senator TYDwos. You can do more You will reduce the number of
children on welfare the minute you designate in this bill funds for
voluntary family planning services. You can do more than all other
programs put together.

I could get people over from the city of Baltimore and other places
who can give you far more dramatic evidence than I have, but believe
me, gentlemen, with just a few words and a few specific lines in this
bill s ying that so many millions of dollars shall be spent for family
planning services, period', you are going to make tremendous steps.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson.
Senator AND1ERso. You said awhile back here that the House bill

was unrealistic. What would be realistic? -
Senator TI'DNs. I think it would be realistic, Senator, if instead of

requiring the mothers. to send their children to a day-care center in
order to receive welfare, say that if there were adequate day-care fa-
cilities in the State available, then the mother could use them, or words
such as that.

What I am concerned with is that the States, in order to get the
money, will put up structures and call them day-care centers when
they are not. You see, we know how many day-care centers there -,re,
or centers for children in the United States now. You know also that
you have got on welfare, under school age, children who it will be
logical to go into the day-care center who are on welfare. You know
we have got a little less than a million and a half.

What I am afraid of is that the mothers are going to be coerced to
put their child into what is not really a day-care center but it is just
a stockade, in order to receive welfare, and I think that would be
completely self-defeating. I think if you have itat all the bill must
specify that'day-care centers must meet. minimum standards. But you
really don't have to have anything mandatory in the bill, Senator
Anderson, because welfare mothers desperately want day-care centers
in areas of poverty.
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I know that because I have talked to then The demand they make
on you the most is funds for day-care centers. That is why I e6l the
bill is not realistic.

.The CIHAIMAN, Senator Williams.
Senator WILLAMS. Senator Tydings, I have been very much in-

terested inyou, remarks, and I ain'ure we are all in complete agree-
ment that under no ctreumstanes do- we wrqnt to foster ' program
to set up thdse day-care centers in warehouses or in stockades. But can
you think of any Goveinor of an yone of our 50 Statea who Would
condone such a practice as that I I just can't picture tiny Govei-noi
doing it.

Senator TyDxos. Senator, in the bureaucracy that grows' up, and
it is not just in the States, it is in the Federal Government as well,
there are frightful things that happen. I wouldn'It blame-t O the
Governor, but I would say I:can very readily conceiyeof it. You have
too many people come to you to correct injustices all the time. I know
too much about bureaucracy in this country to ay that such a thing
couldn't happen. It could. In fact, it would be stacked in that diiection.

Senator WiLLIAMs. It could happen; bdt it would have to' be ap-
proved by aroponsibleState agency, and I think we could safeguaid
against this. I just wonder if Oy of our Governors or any of our Stateadnistrators of the welfare program arequite that inhuman ' '

Senator T .os. I wouldn't limit it to6the States, Senator Williams,
n6r would I limit it to those being inhuman. I would say it is'in the
nature of the bureaucracy, And I find this just as much in the Federal
system as in the States. There are a great many injustices occurring
Al the1U time..

I receive about: 10 letters a -week, presenting cases which at least
my-constituents think are eitreime injustices vented upon them by
Federal bureaurias, and I spend a gre#t'deal Of my time and my staff
effort in trying to correct these pioblems. In. many instances there
are grave injustices. My concern is that this bill points iAi that direction.

I think if it stays this way, the system is set up-to create injustice.
The CHATRUMA. Senator CYarlson.
Sena tor C AmLsoz;. Senator Tydings, I just want to state that I ap-

preciate very much your appearance here this morning. You have cer-
tainly been wOrking with some of these probleins, and you-hav'e a great
city in your State which gives you an opportunity to do so.

The statement and theitestimony you have given will be ver help-
ful to me at least in writing the bill in executive session. I appreciate
your 'appearance.,'

Senator Toxsos. Thank you very much, Senator Carlson.
Thank you very much, gentlemen._
The CHTAJAN. In connection with,your testimony, there is an

article in this morning's Washington Post of considerable interest.
Judge Bowen ruled in your State-

Senator Tymbrs. That is right.
The ACHAI=*A. That's woman" who bears two or more illegitimate

children has violated the child- neglect statute by failing to provide
a stable moral environment for their upbringing. That, of cturse,
will be ver much discussed, and it may result in quitea 'coftroersy
and upron anong some bf those whohfiave some of 'the more liberal
thoughts on the idea of civil liberties. But it is a very serious problem
I will ask that that be put in the record at this point.
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(The article referred to follows:)
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IFrom the Wahngto Post, Sept. 22, 19673
IN Pjnuz O tOaOs-InonncaeT Is Rutim Ox. NzoLzorT By Ooim-

(By Peter A. Jay)
Prince Georges Circuit Judge ruled ye.terday that the eight children ofthree unmarried mothers are legally neglected sOlely because they were born out

of wedWk.
'he decision, handed down by Judge Perry 0. Bowen after an all-day hearing,paved the way for criminal prosecution of the mothers, sent a shock wave throughthe State Velfare structure and set the stage for an appeal that may reach the

U.S.Supreme Court.In his InterPretatiQn of MarYland's child neglect law, Bowen held that awoman who Pearo two or more illegitimate children has violated the statute byfa4ifg to provide a skitable moral environment for their upbringing. No other
proof Is needed, he ruled.

Following his ruling, Bowen further Jolted attorneys from the AmericanCivil Liberties Union and NAACP legal Defense Fund, representing the mothers."A stronger dose of medicine it required," -the judge safd, and in the futurehe may "require (unwed mo.thero) to learn methods of birth control and practicethem, at the risk- of losin their children i f they donot.Bowen ordered the Prlnce Georges Juvenile Services Bureau to Inreetigate thecireuimstanes In which the eight cil ren live and ruled they could stay withtheir mother until the case is resolved on appeal.'He could order the children placed In foster homes.The three women were charged with criminal child neglect by Prince GeorgesState's Attorney Arthur A. Marshall Jr. In welfare crackdown last May whenthey came to his office seeking- his signature on a routine. form,-.Mothers seeking welfare payments. for the ,children of absent fathers n4usthave the prosecutor's signature to show they sought to find the missing parent.The charges were temporarily dropped, at Bowea's suggestions, until neglectcouud be legally established. Yesterday's ruling cleared the -way for renewal ofthe charges.
Assistant State's Attorney Vincent .Femla, who began the crackdown, saidafter Bowen's decision that the State would draw new warrants against the three

mothers.'
Singling out the, three defendants, among hundreds of women in similar eir-cumstances in Prince GeorgesCounty alone, was arbitrary and uncon~sttutional,NAACP attorney LZeroy Clark argued.
Present In the Upper Marlboro courtroom for the controyersial case were StateWelfare director Raleigh Q Hobson, Prince Georges director Virgil A. Hamptonand social workersand poverty aides.
Hobson, who earlier -predicted that a, ruling such as Boienswould wreckthe State's aid to dependent children program that provides welfare assstance to24,MlO families a mouth, had no comment Welfare officials. estxnate, that up tohalf these familishaie one or more tlegitimate children.
Clark,, ACLU Attorney J. Franklyn Bourne and Frank M. Rratovl a court-appointed wyer representing the defendants, said they would appeal Immedi-ately either to a special three-Judge panel or the State Court of Appeals.
Tkhe CHAIRAN. Thank you very much. Ifyou want comment

months, youmay.-
Senator TTi RO. My porting remark is again in this field of fianilyplanning, to snke available the services on a voluntary basis, for thepoor mothers, the mothers who' don't want any 'more -children -andcannot afford to ,tin the services themselves It is very important.
The CHaIMaW . Thank you very much., , .I , , ' ._ . I(Senator Tydings' prepared statement, - with attachment, follows:)

PIIMAZas STAMUhMT or SzrATo JoeEpin D. TruNos, A U.S. Sa NAa FloM rT
- ST&TE OP MARYLAND

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the SenatFinance Committee to testify regarding the Social Security bill, H.R. 12080. I
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want to restrict my testimony to certain aspects of the welfare provisions of the
bill. Many portions of the bill are, I believe, excellent and quite far-sighted. The
new provision that welfare recipients will not lose from welfare payments 100%
of any money earned provides a significant and useful Incentive for welfare re-
clpients to go to work. Recognition of the Importance of providing family plan-
ning services and day-care centers for young children of working parents Is also
quite far-sighted. These and similar programs, if carefully developed and if
applied without coercion or threat of punitive sanctions, could vastly Improve
the lives of those on public welfare, and could bring substantial benefits to the
welfare system generally.

There is, however, a considerable danger In H.R. 12080, as it is now drafted.
That danger Is that the bill appears to overlook the inadequacy of existing serv-
ices in areas such as family planning, day-care centers and Job training. And,
without acknowledging that these services are untested or non-existent in most
parts of the country, the bill appears to force welfare recipients to use the services
without regard to their adequacy or to questions of individual conscience. I be.
lieve that changes can and should be made in the bill to remedy these shortcom-
ings--end many are more problems of presentation than of substance--which
would significantly strengthen the bill.
L FITst of all, I want to discuss the provisions of the bill dealing with family

planning services. As recently as three or four years ago, the concept that federal,
state or local governments should make available family planning information
and services to families who could not otherwise afford them was extremely
controversial. There has been a substantial shift of opinion among the moral
leadership of our country. It Is now widely recognized that no single factor more
certainly dooms low-income families to continued and deepening poverty than
unwanted children which they cannot afford. And the unwanted child Is himself
trapped in the vicious circle.

Yet, in spite of this new consensus, the federal government has done dis-
tressingly little to provide voluntary family planning services to low-income
families. But the total HIEW expenditure for such services last year was only
$5 million, which was less than the total expenditures from private groups such
as Planned Parenthood. Research and training also received federal support at
about the same level of expenditures for services.

There appears from the Committee report to be an informal understanding
that this sum would be spent on family planning services.

At the end of thq 80th Congress, Undersecretary of HEW Wilbur Cohen stated,
in an open letter to me, that the Department intended to spend $20 million in
FY 1968, $25 million in FY 1969 and $80 million in FY 1070 for family planning
programs and accordingly that there was no need for Congress to earmark
special funds for family planning services. This letter (Appendix A) was sent
on October 20, 1966 when the total amount of money available for health pro.
grams was already evident. But It is now evident that nowhere near $20 million
will be spent by the entire federal government for family planning In FY 1908.
Why did this "informal understanding" evaporate? Basically, I believe, It evap-
orated because family planning services are a new program and lack batteries
of bureaucrats dedicated to maintaining or expanding those services. In the
Inevitable bureaucratic in-fighting for the limited funds available, the new pro-
gram always loses unless the funds for that program are clearly earmarked and
are available only for that program. I believe that the 89th Congrem was mis-
taken to accept Undersecretary Cohen's statement that earmarked funds for
family planning service were unnecessary. I hope that this Committee will make
sure that the 00th Congress doesn't make this same mistake and that, at a mini-
mum, the $15 million budget Increase for the Childrens' Bureau provided for
FY 1969 will be clearly earmarked only for family planning services.

The second major shortcoming of the bill is that tho funds it envt-tone for
family planning aervioe are ptifully emal compared to the need for suoh
services. As I have indicated, annual expenditures of at least $100 million are
required to provide services to the 5 million women who need and want those
services. According to Welfare Administration figures, 800.000 women of child-
bearing age are now receiving public welfare. I believe it would be foolishly
short-sighted if we were to focus our attention only on providing family planning
services to those women already on welfare. I believe voluntary family planning
services are the most effective means we have for assisting families to remain
self-supporting, by aiding them in spacing their children so that they want and
can support each child when it is born. This legislation offers a golden oppor-
tunity for us to ensure against future expansion of welfare roles by. assisting
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low-income Individuals who want to practice family planning. I urge the Com
mittee to authorize $30 million in FY 1970 and FY 171 in addition to the $15
million authorized for the Childrens' Bureau in FY 1909. This added authoriza-
tion would make available, by FY 1071, $75 million each year which, when
supplemented by local funds, should reach all those who need but cannot now
afford family planning services.

The third major shortcoming of the bill is that it does not euplecently empha-
sizo M voluntary, nox-cocrolte, non-punitive nature of tho family planning
aervioes which are to be offered. Although a careful reading of the House Ways
and Means Committee report on the bill makes it clear that these programs will
be wholly voluntary, I believe that this principle Is so Important that it must
be spelled out explicitly In the text of the legislation. This Committee has already
heard testimony from religious leaders and secular groups urging that the
voluntariness principle be written clearly into the legislation regarding family
planning services. Unless these assurances are given, I believe that the con-
sensus, to which I referred earlier, regarding the moral propriety of government
provision of family planning services will be endangered. And I believe, as a
fundamental moral principle, that no one should in any way be coerced to employ
family planning practices. Accordingly, I urge the Committee to add the following
language to HR. 12080:

Family planning programs under this Act shall be carried out only under
regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare.
Such regulations shall provide that each program must contain and be sup-
ported by reasonable assurances that-

(1) no individual will be provided with any medical supervision or sup-
plies which such individual states to be inconsistent with his or her moral,
philosophical, or religious beliefs;

(2) no Individual will be provided any medical supervision or supplies
unless such individual has voluntarily requested such medical supervision
or supplies; and

(3) the use of family planning services shall not be a prerequisite to the
receipt of services from or participation in any other program of financial
or medical assistance."

II. A number of other aspects of H.R. 12080 suffer from even more serious
shortcomings than those I have discussed regarding family planning, notwith-
standing the admirable aims of those provisions. The provision regarding
mandatory placement of children in day-care center while their mothers work
or obtain Job training would be admirable if it were done on a voluntary basis.
But as a mandatory program, it is both unnecessarily punitive and wholly im-
practical.

The provision is impractical because we cannot wave a magic wand and pro-
duce the quantity of buildings or equipment or trained personnel to establish
acceptable day-care centers to handle anywhere near all of the children now re-
ceiving welfare payments. The provision is unwise and unnecessarily punitive
because, by requiring states to establish day-care centers for all welfare children
we will almost Inevitably prompt creation of places where children are stored
rather than cared for. We will punish the parent by depriving the children of
adequate care, and In the end all society will be the losers.

According to statistics compiled by the National Committee for Day Care of
Children, there are presently accommodations for about 400.000 children In day-
care centers throughout the United States. (This figure refers only to facilities
licensed by states generally certifying conformance with minimum health stand-
ards. and does not necessarily mean that the staff of such centers Is trained to
handle children or that the center has adequate facilities for play or training.)
There are presently more than 114 million children under school attendance age
now receiving public welfare. Thus simply to accommodate these children, existing
day-care facilities munt be increased three-fold.

I believe that an increase in the number of and Improvement in the quality of
day-care facilitleo in this country Is long overdue. But we must not fool ourselves
Into believing that establishment of adequte centers is an Inexpensive propo-
sition-a cheap wsy to save welfare funds. The National Committee for Day Care
of Children--experts in this matter--estimate that minimum annual cost of ade-
quate day-care is $1200 to $1500 per child. This is the range of annual cost per
child In the Children's Develnoment Centers n by the OEO Head Start program.
Usinz the lowest flure, of $1200 per child, we are tAlkine about $1.15 billion each
year for the 114 million pre-school age children now on welfare.
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These cost estimates are not exaggerated or extravagant. Chlldren-partcu.
larly pre-school children-need considerable attention, guidance and affection-
ate relations with adults. This means that trained staff Is needed, not to men-
ton facilities, equipment, food for the children and so forth. We cannot take
children from their mothers and place theum--with 30, 40 or 50 other children-
into bare prison-like rooms where they are warehoused, like so many cardboard
boxes. all day while their mothers work in order to remain on the welfare rolls.
If we do this to children in their crucial formative years, we must expect them
to grow with serious and Irreversible anti-social personality blights. We must
expect the gravest kind of social delinquency to result as these children grow to
adults. This Will happen If we store children In "bargain basement" warehouses
deceptively labelled as "day-care centers. ' ,

.R, 12080 offers nO assurance that this will not happen ankd, because this lo a
mandatory program, I think the bill virtually assures that In many states this
will happen. The bill sets no standards of care-no teacher-child ratio, no mini.
mum qualifications for those caring for the children, no minimum expenditures
for play equipment or teaching materials--which must be met in these day-care
centers. The bill simply requires states to establish somethingg called "day-eare
centers." In fact, many states do not now even require licensing and Inspeetion
of day-care centers, and many of those which do prescribe only minimal sanita.
tion standards not care or staff qualification standards. How many states will be
willing to spend even the 15 to 25% matching funds required for establishing
anything but "bargain basements" to warehouse children while their mothers
work.

Imagine the cruel dilemma this situation would create for a mother on Welfare.
Should she abandon her children for 8 to 10 hours each day to a cheerless child
warehouse, where Incalculable harm will almost, certai'l3' be done to their
growth, or should she give up the welfare payments which are ess~ntlal for her to
feed and clothe her children? We may save some welfare funds by forcing a
mother to leave her children In a "warehouse" and work during the day. But in a
few short years, society will pay a vastly greater price when the results of this
deprivation-In anti-social and criminal conduct--me home to roost.,

I believe this dilemma can be avoided, and our system of public welfare Im-
measurably strengthened by changing this program from mandatoiy to voluntary,so that mothers can choose whether they will work outside their homes during
the day and leave their children at dAy-care cOnters. In addition, we must
specify minimum standards of facility quality and -child care which state day-
care centers must meet to b e eligible for federal assistance. If we a'dooted this
non-coercive approach I think a surprisingly large number of mothers on welfare
would voluntarily participate. At present we have too few adequate day-care
centers to test my supposition. And the present rule which deducts 100% of
earnings from welfare payments Is a strong incentive against work. But, with
great wisdom, H.R. 1290W abandons this 100% tax on earnings And If the bill
would Also make possible the funding of new child day care centers, for volun-
tary use, I beliers that a large number of women will go into gainful employment,
confident that their children are being well care for while they work. But In
many Other cases, a mother's most important place is in the home attending to
the needs of her children. This too Is work which Is vitally Important to the
health of our society, and this basic fact Is overlooked by any mandatory require-
ment that a mother leave home and work during the'day,

I want to make one additional brief point. I urge the C(1mmittee to change the
provision in H.R. 12080 which freezes the number of children eligible for relief
payments based on the January 1, 1907 relief rolls. I believe this arbitrary cut-off
Is wholly unjustified. In my own state of Maryland, I am Informed that January
1, 1967 was a relatively "low" period for these payments, and that in additional
4.000 children have since come Into the state and are recelvingwelfare as-
sistance. What Is the State of Maryland going to do with these children if there
are no funds to feed or clothe them? I synpathize with the goal that we must
reduce welfare costs, but we cannot do it by ignoring the human costs of our
actions, or by drawing an arbitrary line to deny benefits to some while others
Similarly stated receive funds. I hope the Committee will- delete this cut-off
provision from the bill.

AvTzitnzx A
DRAS SINATo TyDixos: Thank you for your letter of. October 10 and for your

Interest In S. 3008 which would enable the Department to develop programs in
family planning.
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We have Indicated In testimony in both the Senate and the House of Repre-

sentatives that family planning programs can be developed as an Integral part of
comprehensive health services within the States. 3. 8008 assures that comprehen-
sive pub)le health services, in which family planning would be Included, can be
develoled through a flexible State grant program administered by the Public
Health Service. This would be accnplisbed in two ways: first, by providing
non-categorical formula grant support to localitles and States for utilizing Fed-
eral assistance to meet their most important health problems, and secondly, by
means of project grants for health services, development which would enable
the Public Health Service to award "grants to any public or non-profdt agency,
Institution, or organisation to coveripart of the cost of (1) providing services to
meet health needs of limited geographic scope or of specialized regional or na-
tional significance, (2) stimulating and supporting for an initial period new pro-
grams of health service, or (3) undertaking studies; demonstrations, or training
designed to develop new methods or improve existing methods of providing health
services." Project grant awards may be made to public agencies such as State,
county or metropolitan health departments, universities, hospitals, and to non-
profit private voluntary organizations such as universities, hospitals, and volun-
tary agencies.

In his recent testimony before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, the Surgeon General, Dr. William H. Stewart, In response to specific
questions by Representative Samuel N. Friedel, indicated that both the formula
grant to States for comprehensive public health services and the project grant
for health services development can be used to support family planning activities.
For the purposes of supporting programs under 8. 8008 in the field of family plan-
ning, our present plans contemplate #20 million in fscal year 1968, Z mull-
lion In fiscal year 1960, and # 30 million in fiscal year 1970, We will review these
figures in connection with our next year's program. In addition, funds are also
being made available for family planning through Tritle XIX of the Social Se-
curity Act, Medical Assistance Program; Maternity and Infant Care project
grants; and formula grants to the States for Maternal and Child Health Services.

Sincerely yours,
WILBUX 1. OMMv,

Under Remetdry.The CHAIRMAn,. Our next witness is the Cogewoman fromthe
17th District of Michigan, the Honorable Martha W. Griffltht.

Congresswoman Griffiths is a distinguished menber of the House
Committee on Ways and Means. As such she contributed greatly to
the deliberations on' the House side tlat culNinated in the bill we have
beforeustoday,.

Mrs. Griffitls is*,0l qualified to provide this committee with an in-sight to the motivations which prompt certain changes inthe approa
to the welfare payments forifamilies with depencTen children. Mrs.
Grifflth; We are honored that you could take time from your busy
schedule to be with us today. I know that the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House on which you serve is involved at this time with
consideration of the President's tax proposal. We appreciate your
taking the time from that and other important matters to come and
give us your judgment on the issues before us.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARTHA W. GERIFITSK A U.S. RZPRSENTA-

TI V IN 0ONGES FROM THE 17TH PISTRIOT OP KMIGAN

Mrs. G~umF e. Mr. Chairman and members of the committf,_ thank
you very much for letting me appear here thismoriin *n but if wyhetI
read in the per is orr 6 f that you need help. Admit y, I
find Owa P ouse Members appeaing in the Senate on any such mis-
sion borders on giving aid and comfort to the enemy. Nevertheless,
Think thityou need assistance.
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Only 12 women in America have a right. to vote on this bill; and of
those, only two have a right to offer an amendment; yet this bill Wffedts
and provides for women perhaps more thani any other bill that passes
this body. As one of the women with a right to offer an amendment, I
would like to express my complete confidence in the welfare provision
of the House bilL.

It is my understanding that an ex-State official has appeared here
and said that we cannot require a parent to work or take training or
if he fails to do so permit his children to starve. There is nothing in
this bill that will permit or require a child to starve because of the
foolishness of his parents. All children Will be provided for. But lot.
me put the official s proposition in its true light. What he is reall
saying is that America should offer each person a choice: "Either wor
or if you don'tlike that, don't work, the rest of us will provide for
you." If eve , person chose not. to work, we could all starve together.
It is a form of togetherness that I oppose.

ADO was set up by a compassionate nation to provide for people
who had no work. This idea that you could make a choice-work or
!be rest of us will provide for you-is, to me, incredible.

Part, of this Nation's problem is the vast number of broken homes
and illegitimate children. In my opinion we are increasing our prob.
lem, if we say to women, "Now you may either stay here with your
husband and let him support the children, or you can leave him and we
will take care of you; or if you don't want to bother to marry the
father of your child, we will take care of you anyhow.

It, is my opinion that to offer such a choice to any woman is certainly
to disadvantage her children who need the loving guidance and the dis-
cipline of a father. Therefore we will find I trust that the home situ-
ation turns out better if we offer work or work training to the mother,
and take care of her children in a day-care center, and if she knows
from the beginning that if there is work, she must work.

Finally, Tfind it difficult to believe that you are doing any young
girl a favor by confining her to welfare payments. She and her chil-
dren or child would be far better off if she were educated, given work
t raining and a job and made self-reliant.

Let me read to you the opinion of a woman employed as the head of
the division of recorder's court which attempts to collect child support
payments in Detroit. I might point out that I sat as a judge in this
court. and this particular division is one of the best divisions in Amer-
ica. She said:

As the Vogram is currently being administered, it is my belief--and this is
one shared by many In a position to know-that In many, many Instances ADO
is causing a very real destruction of the family unit and especially the Negro
family unit. May I point out a few of the things which cause me to make this
statement:

1. When ADO was "born," I'm sure you know, It came into existence to replace
our old Mother's Pension plan with the idea of making it possible for a widowed
mother to remain with her children at least until they were of school age. Gradu-
ally more and more cases of divorced or separated and unwed mothers became
grantees. When I started in my present employment, a mother, who had a living
husband, to be eligible for ADO had to have had an estranged separation from her
husband for a period of at least one year. This period has now been reduced to
three months. This reducation of time for the period required to become eligible
has not only encouraged an attitude on the part of women that they need not
make any concessions in trying to work out marital differences; that they need
not, in short "take anything" from their husbands, but it has also made it ridicu-
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ously easy for a couple to participate in what we call a "separation of conven-
ience" which carries a tinge of fraud and collusion if they have over-extended
Mliemselves with easy credit. By maintaining an outward appearance of a separa-
tion a couple can supplement their income with an ADO grant. Oases of this type
often come to our attention, but prosecutions on the basis of fraud are few as
they defy proof with the many restrictions currently placed on ADO in Its In-
vestigating method&

2. Ten years ago ADO had what was termed a "suitability clause" which
covered many things. As an Illustration, if an ADO mother conceived a child
while receiving a grant, her case was closed at least on a temporary basis and
she had to resort to the regular welfare channels which still provided support
bat at a subsistence level. This is no longer true. In fact, at the present time her
grant is only discontinued (if then) If she conceives a child by her own husband
or by some other man by whom she had had a prevIous child in such sequence
that Is can be described as being a "continuing relationship." Under present Inter-
pretation (In Michigan at least) of policy set forth by HE&W, a woman may
remain eligible for an ADO grant If she has a child every year as long as It
Is by a different man, and although she is In many cases a married woman, the
father of her child may'live in her home-as long as he Is not her husband-
for a period of three dionths If the couple can show any intention of securing a
divorce from the present husband and marrying. I have even known of one such
situation where in ADO worker referred such couple for "marriage counseling".
The Idea of ADO placing its apparent blessing on cases of this type seems to
come pretty close to subsiditing blatantly Immoral relationships, to say nothing of
making a contribution to the destruction of a sound family unit.

8. Until January, 1067, ADO contributed what was termed a "maximum grant"
and In some instances this amount did not meet what they. calculated to be the
needs of the family group. As one of the few remaining requirements of eligibility
for an ADO grant, a woman must make an effort to prosecute an available hus-
band and/or father for support. Up until January, If the maximum grant was
less than the needs of the family, the contribution made by the man supple-
manted the ADO grant until the "needs" figure was met. As a result, if a woman
made the necessary effort to force a reluctant father to pay child support, the
amount she received In her ADO checks increased when her efforts" met with
success and support'was, as a result, Collected.

Such Is no longer the case. Each woman receives the total amount of her
needs regardless of whether the responsible male parent makes any. ontribu-
tions at all or not. Cases are known to our Division (and let me remind you this
Division collects more money than any other Division of any court In the coun.
try) where the husband and father has earned as much as $8,000 to $10,000 per
year, and his wife and children have been supported by ADO through negligence
on the part of the woman to take the necessary steps to enforce support.

4. While In many Instances It Is unquestionably desirable for a mother to re-
main home with her children rather than going but to work, especially when her
Job skills and earning abilities are limited, almost no pressure is exerted on
women to seek gainful employment.

At the time the youngest child (sometimes there is only one child Involved)
reaches age 12, if a "childcare plan" Is available to the mother, she Is asked to seek
employment. But gentlemen, look'at the narrow deinition of a child-care plan.
If for example, the child's maternal grandmother lives In the same building,
but not In the same rental unit, this does not constitute an acceptable child care
plan and the mother Is not expected to look for work outside her home.

This bill makes a great forward step in requiring the States to
permit a welfare recipient to draw welfare, while working. It acknowl-
edges that the welfare alone is, in many cases, not enough and that the
person should be able to retain some of the welfare money and still
work.

There is some truth to the women's complaint that the jobs they, are
offered are dead-end jobs. But Mr. Chairman, that is true of every job
for every woman in America, and for a very large number of men.
Nevertheless, in this buoyant economy, everyone can work or can be
trained to work should be given a chance

88-281 0-47--pt 8-_20
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I urge you to leave the welfare provisions of this bill alone. If you
want to offer some constructive amendments, however, I would like
you to take mine as outlined in H.R. 9715.

Thak you fr, permitting me to appeal here.
The CnARMAN., Thank you very much' for a magnificent statement,

Congrwswoman Grifflths. May I say that it is very refreshing to hear
from the kind of lady that is respect ted and 'admired by all of thepeople where she lves, by all her neighbors as well as the community.

Son* of this testimony causes me to wonder just who it is that is
losing their minds around here. I have always supported the program
to provide assstance for those who, through no fault of their own
were izmable to help themselves, but the idea of just doling out tens oi
millions or more to people as a substitute for doing -their duty to
themlves and their children to me is just patently ridiculous,
Nov as you so well pointed out here, we ought to'be. ryu.g to en-

courage every person to be a good citizei.i Through my lifetime, even
prior Jo the time we had any program of this sort, I have observed
te noble'wqrk of very fine women who were left in distress because
of the'death of their husband, and who went to work and made a
treendous contribution to their soc8,y and their community. They
do-fine work of the highest caliber, selling real estate or working for
others or doing whatever was necessary to provide opportunities for
their -children and they become the breadwinners, because there is no
oneelge to be the breadwinner for the family. It is certainly distressing
to me fto-see how some of these welfare organizations simply accept
the wqrd passed from one to another in these conferences thati "We
are going to be against this". They reject the very idea of suggestingthat bto r you put theso people on welfare, for the rest of their life-
times, that you might do well to see if you can't find some opportunity
for thbm.

We bave people coning here testifying they should not be expected
to work. My impression abbut this is that we don't force anybody to
work i that you don't have to work but you just don't get paid for not

Mr° n. 8is. And par of the problem with this world is that men
have taken care of women and children for such a long time that they
don't really complain.

N6o, I had a letter signed by 26 women in their 50's, who were
scrubbing floors in an office building, and it said "Why should I pay
taxes o support a girl 18 bearing illegitimate children " Perhaps men
can answer that, but a woman can't -answer that question. I can scrub
floors t 50 but I can also scrub them at 18.

Thl CH.ARmmAN. As you know there are a great number of women
who are working today who wouid be happy to provide employment to
someone to do some housework for them while the are working not
that tey are above doing the housework. It is just that they don't have
enough time to take care of their houses as well as they would like to,
if they were there all the time.

Mrs. GRnm s. Many of these women, Senator, would be able to
do ex llent jobs at anything. They need to be given a chance, and
we really never have provi ed that before. But we have a buoyant
econoihy today. We have a tremendous labor shortage. If we can%'thelp
now, we will never be able to do it.

1814,
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The CHAiRMAN. I haven't had the opportunity to study the provi-
sions of your bill. I will certainly study it in detail.

When I started out as a young fellow practicing law, we practically
starved the first year or so, and we worked very haid for everything we
made. The tab to being a success came very slowly during that first
year. I should think it would be well to put some of these young
lawyers to work employed by the Federal Government'to run down
some of these fathers who decline to support their children.

Mrs. Gnxrs. We considered that in the House, and the cost of
doing it is greater than is the cost of welfare.

The CHAMMAN. Well, it occurred to me that even if the cost were
more, it might be worth it. Senator Anderson f

Senator Ax~zmo;. Mrs. Griffiths, you sort of shock me very deeply
as to this work.

Mrs. GlRIFrrHs. I really feel everybody is happier working.
Senior AxDERsoN. I think so. I want to ask one question on this

particular bill. . I
Liast summer I investigated some project. One project was a training

school for maids iidomestic households. Fourteen or fifteen of the girls
graduated. One of them took a job in a hotel but none of them took
jobs as maids. The reason was that they said they had to 'have a mini-
mum salary of $64 a week, and I thought that maybe $64 a week was
a pretty good salary.

Mrs. GRUIFFITHS. Senator, in Detroit I believe the going pay would
be $70 for a 5-day week for a maid.

Senator A PDERSON. Would be what?
Mrs GRIFITI#O, $70. I would like to point out that there are no

training classes in Detroit for laundry workers, although laundry
workers are paid more than the minimum wage, and this is a job which
women do well Still there are no training lessons for this. At the pres-
ent time in the city of Detroit, a window washer draws between $150
and $200 a week. You have a very difficult time finding window
washers.

Senator ANmitsox. I appreciate your statement. You have (one a
very fine job..

The CHAIRMAN. Senator WilliamsI .
Senator WmuIIAMS. Mrs, (riffiths, I think this is one of the best state-

ments we have had before our committee; and I certainly appreciate
your being here, and I am sure and I know your statement deserves,
and I am sure it will receive, the careful consideration' of this com-
mittee. - , I

I am wondering if a further study, if it would not be well if you had
incorporated in the record at this point a copy of the bill which you
say you sVonsor.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. I will be delighted to. My bill specifically refers to
the way social security should be given to women. You see at the pres-
ent time w men really have very. few rights. A woman worker has
very few'rights' under social security. I even think that she should be
permitted to leave her social securityto her widower.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes. Well, I siggepA that that be made a part of
our record for consideration at the proper time.

Mrs. Gmnrms. Thank you very much. I will be glad to.
(The bill, H.R. 9715, follows:)
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90tiz CONGRESSf H. R. 9715

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 8, 1967

Mrs. GRFrrits introduced the following bill; which was referred tQ the Com.
mittee on Ways and Means

A BILL
To amend title II of the Social Security Act to permit the pay-

ment of benefits to a married couple on their combined
earnings record, to eliminate certain special requirements
for entitlement to husband's or widower's benefits, to pro-
vide for the payment of benefits to widowed fathers with
minor children, to equalize the criteria for determining
dependency of a child on his father or mother, and to make
the retirement test inapplicable to individuals with minov
children who are entitled to mother's or father's benefits.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 PAYMENT OF BENEFITS TO HUSBAND AND WIFE ON BASIS

4 OF COMBINED EARNINGS RECORD

5 SECTION 1. (a) Section 202 (a) of the Social Security

6 Act is amended to read as follows:

1816
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1 "(a) (1) Every Individual who-

2 "(A) is a fully insured individual (as defined in

3 section 214 (a)),

4 "(B) has attained age 62, and

5 "(0) has filed application for old-age insurance

6 benefits or was entitled to disability insurance benefits

7 for the month preceding the month in which lie attained

8 age 65,

9 shall be entitled to an old-age insurance benefit for each

10 month beginning with the first month in which such individ-

11 ual becomes so entitled to such insurance benefits and ending

12 with the month preceding the month in which he dies.

13 "(2) Except as provided in subsection (q), such

14 individual's old-age insurance benefit for any month shall be

15 equal to his primary insurance amount for such month as

16 determined under section 215 (a), or as determined under

17 paragraph (3) of this subsection if such paragraph is ap-

18 plicable and its application increases the total of the monthly

19 insurance benefits payable for such month to such individual

20 and his spouse. If the primary insurance amount of an indi-

21 vidual for any month is determined under paragraph (3),

22 the primary insurance amount of his spouse for such month

23 shall, notwithstanding the preceding sentence, be determined

2 only under paragraph (3).

25 "(3) If an individual and his spouse are living in the

1817
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3

1 same household (as determined by the Secretary on the

2 basis of evidence available to him), and each of them is

8 entitled to benefits under this subsection (or section 223), or

4 one of them is so entitled and the other would upon satisf,-

5 ing subparagraphs (A) and (0) of paragraph (1) be en-

6 titled to benefits under this subsection, then the primary

.! insurance amount of such individual, and the primary insur-

8 ance amount of such spouse (who shall be deemed to be

9 entitled to benefits under this subsection, whether or not

10 satisfying such subparagraphs, beginning with the later of

11 the month in which such spouse attains age Of or the month

12 in which such individual became entitled to benefits under

13 this subsection), for any month, shall each be equal to the

14 amount derived by-

15 "(A) adding together such individual's average

16 monthly wage and such spouse's average monthly wage,

17 as determined under section 215 (b),

18 "(B) applying section 215 (a) (1) to their'com-

19 bined average monthly wage determined under subpar-

20 graph (A) (subject to the next sentence) as though

21 such combined average monthly wage were such indi-

22 vidual's average monthly wage determined under see-

23 tion 215 (b), and

24 "(0) multiplying the amount determined under

25 subparagraph (B) by 75 percent.

1818
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1 In no event shall the combined average monthly wage of

2 such individual and his spouse be greater than the aver-

3 ago monthly wvage that would result under section 215 (b)

4 with respect to a person who' became entitled to benefits

5 under this subsection (without having established a period

6 of disability) in the calendar year in which the primary in-

I suranee amounts of such individual and spouse are deter-

8 mined under this paragraph, and who had the maximum

9 wages and self-employment Income that can be counted,

10 pursuant to section 215 (e), in all his benefit computation

11 years. The primary insurance amount of an individual and

12 his spouse determined under this paragraph shall not be in-

13 created unless there is an increase in the primary insurance

14 amount of either of thirn pursuant to provisions of this title

15 other than this paragraph.

16 "(4) (A) Paragraph (3) shall also apply to An indi-

17 vidual and his spouse who are not living in the same house-

18 hold for any month with respect ; to which both such indi-

19 vidual and such spouse have indicated, in such manner and

20 form as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe, that

21 they desire to have their'primary insurance amounts deter-

22 mined under paragraph (3).

23 "(B) Paragraph (3) shall not apply-

24 "(1) for any month with respect to which an indi-

25 vidual or his spouse indicates, in such manner and form

1819
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1 as the Secretory shall by regulations pIrsoribe, that he

2 or sio does not desire to have his or her primary insur-

3 anice amount determined under paragraph (3), or

4 ".(ii) for purposes of determining the amount of

5 any monthly benefits which (without regard to section

6 203 (a)) are payable under the provisions of this section

7 other than this subsection on the basis of the wages arid

8 self-employment incoino of an individual ot hs spouse."

9 (b) (1) Section 202 (e) (2) of such Act is amended by

10 striking out "shall be equal to 821 percent of the primaiy

n1 insurance amount of such deceased individual" and inserting

12 in lieu thereof "shall be equal to the larger of (A) 821

13 percent of the primary insurance amount of such deceased iia.;

14 dividual for such month as determined under section 215 (a),

15 or (B) 110 percent of the primary insurance amount of such

16 individual as determined under subsection (a) (3) of this

17 section (assuming for purposes of this clause that suoh

18 subsection was applicable) for the month preceding the

19 month in which he died".

20 . (2) The paragraph of section 202 (f) of such Act re-

21. designated as paragraph (2) by section 8(b) of this ACt

22 is amended by striking out "shall be equal to 821 perceilt

23 of the' primary insurance amount of his deceased wife" and

24 inserting in lieu thereof "shall be equal to the larger of (A)

1820
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1 82f percent of the priniary insurance amount of his deceased

2 wife for such month as determined under section 215 (a),

3 or (B) 110 percent of the primary insurance amount of his

4 deceased wife as determined under subsection (a) (3) of this

5 section assumingg for purposes of this clause that such sub-

6 section was applicable) for the month preceding the month

7 in which she died".

8 (o) Section 203 (a) of such Act is amended by strik-

9. ing out the period at the end of paragraph (3) and inserting

10 in lieu thereof ", or", and by inserting after paragraph (3)

11 the following new paragraph:

12 "(4) when the primary insurance amount of the

13 insured individual is determined under section 202 (a)

14 (3), such total of benefits for any month shall not

15 -be reduced to less than tihe larger of- ,

16 "(A) the amount determined under this sub-

17 section without regard to this paragraph, or

18 "(B) the amount appearing in column V of

19 the table in section 215 (a) on the line on which

20 appears in column IV the amount determined under

21 subparagraph (B) of such section 202(a) (3). for

22 , such Individual and his spouse (or, if the amount
23. determined wider sh ;pubparqgigph (B) dots not

24 appear in column IV, on the line on which -appears

25 in column IV the next higher amount)."

1821
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1 (d) (1) Section 216(f) (1) of such Act is amended by

2 inserting "(or section 202 (a) (3))" after "determined un-

3 der this section".

4 (2) Section 215 (f) (2) of such Act is amended-

5 (A) by inserting after "'the year preceding such

6 --year" in subparagraph (0) the following: 'nd sub.

7 paragraph (D) of this paragraph does not-apply"; :

8 (B) by redesignating subparagraphs (1)), (H),

9 and (F) assubparagraphs (E), (F),andj(), respec-

10 tively; and

11 (0) by inserting subparagraph (0) the follo*-

12 ing new subparagraph:

13 "(D)_ as provided in paragraph (3) of section 202

14 (a) -of such paragraph is applicable (but, disregarding

15 any increase which might 'result under the second sj-

16 tence of such paragraph solely from changes in the maxi-

17 mum wages and self-employment income that can be

18 counted in the years involved) ; or".

19 (e) Section 228 (a) (2) of such Act is amended by

20 inserting after "section 215" the following: "or under sc-

21 tion 202 (a) (8)".

22 - (f) (1) The amendments made by subsections (a), (b),

23. and' (o) shallapply'only 'with respect to monthly insurance

24 benefits under title II of the Social Security Act for anid

1822
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1

2.

3

4

5

6

7'

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
10

17

18.

19

21

22

28

24

25

26

8

after the second month following the month in which this

Act is enacted.

(2) In the case of an individual or his spouse who

became entitled to benefits under section 202 (a) or section

223 of the Social Security Act prior to the second month

following the month in which this Act is enacted (but with-

out regard to section 202(j) (1), or section 228(b) (2) of

the Social Security Act), the average monthly wage of such

individual or spouse, as the cme may be, for purposes of

section 202 (a) (3) (A) of the Social Security Act, shall

be the figure in .the column headed "But not more than" in

column III of the table in section 215(a) (1) of the Social

Security Act in effect immediately prior to the enactment

pf this Act on the line on which in column IV of such table

appears the primary insurance amount of such individual or

spouse, as the cae may be, for the month in which this Act

is enacted, unless the average monthly wage of such individ-

ual or such spouse, as the case may be, is, after the enactment

of this Act, redetermined under section 215 (b) of the Social

8ec~irity Act.

ELIMINATION OP SPECIAL IIEQUIREMENTS FOB ENTITLE-

M. NT TO HUSBAND'S JNSURSACE BENEFITS

890. 2. (a.) Section ,202 (a) (1), of. the Social Security

Act is amended-

(1) by striking out ", of a currently insured in-

dividual (as defined in section 214 (b))" in the matter

1823
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1 preceding subparagraph (A) and inserting in lieu thereof

2 "of an individual";

3 (2) by adding "and" at the end of subparagraph

4 (B);

5 (3) by striking out subparagraph (0); and

6 (4) by redesignating subparagraph (D) as subpara-

7 graph (0).

8 (b) Section 202 (o) of such Act is further amended by

9 striking out paragraph (2), nd by redesignating paragraph

10 (3) as paragraph (2).

11 (o) Section 202 (p) (1) of such Act is amended by

12 striking out "subparagraph (0) of subsection (o) (1),".

13 (d) Section 202 (s) (3) of such Act is amended by

14 striking out "Subsections (o) (2) (B) and (f) (2) (B)"

15 and inserting in lieu thereof "Subsection (f) (2) (B) ".

16 (e) The amendments made by this section shall apply

17 only with respect to monthly insurance benefits payable

18 under title IT of the Social Security Act for months after

19 the month in which this Act is enacted, on the basis of

20 applications filed in or after the month in which this Act ig

21 enacted.

22 ELIMINATION OF SPECIATl REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLE-

23 MBNT TO WlDOWER'S INSURANCE BENEFITS

24 SwO. 3. (a) Section 202 (f) (1) of the Social Security

25 Act is amended-
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I. (1) by striking out "and currently" in the niatter

2 preceding subparagraph (A) ;

3 (2) by adding "and" at the end of subparagraph

4 (0);

5 (3) by striking out subparagraph (D) ; and

6 (4) by redesignating subparagraph (E) as sub-

7 paragraph (D).

8 (b) Section 202 (f) of such Act is further amended by

9 striking out paragraph (2), and by redesignating paragraphs

10 (3), (4), and (5) as paragraphs (2), (3), and (4),

11 respectively.

12 (o) (1) The paragraph of section 202 (f) of such Act

13 redesignated as paragraph (2) by subsection (b) of this

14 section is amended by striking out "paragraph (5)" and

15 inserting in lieu thereof "paragraph (4) ".

16 (2) The paragraph of section 202 (f) of such Act redes-

17 ignated as paragraph (4) by subsection (b) of this section

18 is amended by striking out "paragraph (4)" and "para-

19 graph (3)" and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraph (3)"

20 and "paragraph (2)", respectively.

21 (d) (1) Section 202 (k) of such Act is amended by

22 striking out "or (f) (5)" wherever it appears in paragraphs

23 (2) (B) and (3) (B) and inserting in lieu thereof in each

24 instance "or (f) (4)".

25 (2) Section 202 (p) of such Act is amended by striking
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1 out "clause (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (D) of subsection

2 (f) (1), or".

3 (3) Section 202 (s) (2) of such Act is amended by

4 striking out "Subsection (f) (4)" and inserting in lieu

5 thereof "Subsection (f) (3) ".

6 (4) Section 202 (s) (3) of such Act (as amended by

7 section 2 (d) of this Act) is amended by striking out "Sub-

8 section (f) (2) (B) of this section, so" and inserting in lieu

9 thereof "So".

10 (e)* The amendments made by this section shall apply

11 only with respect to monthly insurance benefits payable

12 under title II of the Social Security Act for months after the

18 month in which this Act is enacted, on the basis of applica

14 tions filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.

15 RNFITS FOR WIDOWED FATHERS WITH MI;OB CHILDREN

16 So. 4. (a) Section 202 (g) of the Social Security Act

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "Mother's or Father's Insurance Benefits

19 "(g) (1) The widow, widower, and every surviving

20 divorced mother (as defined in section 216 (d)) of an indi-

21 vidual who died a fully or currently insured individual, if

22 such widow, widower, or surviving divorced mother-

23 "(A) is not married,

24 "(B) is not entitled to a widow's or widower's in-

25 surance benefit,
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12

1 "(0) is not entitled to -old-ago insurance benefits,

2 or is entitled to old-ago insurance benefits each of which

3 is less than three-fourths of the primary insurance

4 amount of such individual,

5 " (D) has filed application for mother's or father's

6 insurance benefits, or was entitled to wife's or husband's

7 insurance benefits on the basis of the wages and self-

8 employment income of such individual for the month

9 preceding the month in which such individual died,

.10 "(H) at the time of filing such application has in

11 her or his care a child of such individual entitled to a

12 child's insurance benefit, and

18 "(F) in the case of a Aurviving divorced mother--

14 "(1) at the time of such individual's death (or,

16 if such individual had a period of disability which did

16 not end before the month in which he died, at the

17 time such period began or at the time'of such

18 death) -

19 "(I) she was receiving at least one-half of

20 her support, as determined in accordance with

21 regulations prescribed by the Secretary, from

22 such individual, or

23 "(II) she was receiving substantial con-

tributions from such individual (pursuant to a

25 written agreement), or
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1 "(]I) there was a court order for sub-

2 stantial contributions to her support from such

3 individual,

4 "(ii) the child referred to in subparagraph

5 (E) is her son, daughter, or legally adopted child,

6 and

7 "(iii) the benefits referred to in such sub-

8 paragraph are payable on the basis of such indi-

9 vidual's wage and self-employment income,

10 shall (subject to subsection (s)) be entitled to a mother's

11 or father's insurance benefit for each month, beginning with

12 the first month in which she or he becomes so entitled to

13 such insurance benefits and ending with the month preceding

14 the first month in which any of the following occurs; no child

15 of such deceased individual is entitled to a child's insurance

16 benefit, or such widow, widower, or surviving divorced

17 mother becomes entitled to an old-age insurance benefit equal

18 to or exceeding three-fourths of the primary insurance amount

19 of such deceased individual, becomes entitled to a widow's

20 or widower's insurance benefit, remarries, or dies. Entitlement

21 to such benefits shWll also end, in the case of a surviving

22 divorced mother, with the month immediately preceding

23 the first month iA which no son, daughter, or legally adopted

24 child of such surviving divorced mother is entitled to a child's
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14

1 insurance benefit on the basis of the wages and self-employ-

2 went income of such deceased individual.

3 "(2) Such mother's or father's insurance benefit for

4 each month shall be equal to three-fourths of the primary

5 insurance amount of such deceased individual.

6 "(3) In the case of a widow, widower, or surviving

7 divorced mother who marries-

8 "(A) an individual entitled to benefits under this

9 subsection or subsection (a), (b), (e), (f), or (h), or

10 under section 223 (a), or

11 "(B) an individual who has attained the age of

12 eighteen and is entitled to benefits under subsection (d),

13 the- entitlement of such widow, widower, or surviving di-

14 vorced mother to benefits under this subsection shall, not-

15 withstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) -but subject

16 to subsection (s), not be terminated by reason of such mar-

17 ragee. except that, in the case of such a marriage to an

18 individual entitled to benefits under section 223 (a) or sub-

19 section (d) of this section, the preceding provisions of, this

20 paragraph shall not apply with respect to benefits for months

21, after the last- month for which such individual is entitled

22 to such benefits under section 223 (a) or subsection (d) of

23 this section unless- (i) he or she ceases to be so entitled

24 by reason of his or her death, or (ii) in the case of an

25 individual who was entitled to benefits under section 228 (a),

83-231 O-6-pt. 3-21
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1 he or she is entitled, for the month following such last month,

2 to benefits under subsection (a) of this section."

3 (b) (1) Section 202 (b) (3) (A) of such Act is

4 amended by striking out "(f) or' (h)" and inserting in lieu

5 thereof "(f), (g), or (h) ".

6 (2) Section 202 (e) (3) (A) of such Act is amended

7 by striking out "(f) or (h)" and inserting in lieu thereof
8 ,() (g) , or (h).

9 (e) Section 202 (fY (1) (0) of such Act (as amended

10 by section 3 (a) (2) of this Act) is amended to read as

11 follows:

12 "(0) (i) has filed application for widower's insur-

13 ance benefits, or was entitled to husband's insurance

14 benefits, on the basis of the wages and self-employment

15 - income of such individual, for the month preceding the

16 month in which she died, or

17 "(ii) was entitled, on the basis of such wages and

18 self-employment Income, to father's insurance benefits

19 for the month preceding the month in which he attained

20 age 62, and". 1 .I

21. (d) .Section 203 fo) (3) -of such Act is amended to read

.22 as follows: ,

23,1 . "(3) in which,, such individual, if a widow or

24 widower entitled. to a mother'S or father's insurance bene-

25 fit, did not have in her or his care a child of the deceased
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1 husband or wife entitled to a child's insurance bone-

2 fit; or".

3 (e) The amendments made by this section shall apply

4 only with respect to monthly insurance benefits payable

5 under title II of the Social Security Act for months after the

6 month in which this Act is enacted, on the basis of applica-

7 tions filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.

8 CRITERIA FOR DUrERMININQt CHILD'S DEPBYDBNOY ON HIS

9 MoTHRM

10 SEO. 5. (a) Section 202 (d) (3) of the Social Security

11 Act is amended-

12 (1) by inserting "or his mother or adopting

13 mother" after "his father or adopting father" in the first

14 sentence; and

15 (2) by striking out ", if such individual is the child's

16 father," in the second , sentence.

17 (b) Section 202 (d) (4) of such Act is amended by

18 inserting "or stepmother" after "stepfather" each place it

19 appears.

20 (c) Section 202 (d) of such Act is further amen-ded
21 by striking out paragraph (5), and byreddsigning t aa-

22 graphs (6) through (10) as paragraphs (5) through (9),

23 respectively. , ! , , -' "

24 (d) (1) The paragraph of section 202 (d) of such Act

25 redesignated as paragraph (9) by subsectioh ,(o) of"this
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17
1 section is amended by striking out "tinder paragraph (9)"

2 and inserting in lieu, thereof "under paragraph (8) ".
3 (2) Paragraphs (2) and (3) of section 202 (s) of

4 such Act are each amended by striking out "(d) (6) ," and

5 inserting in lieu thereof "(d) (5) ,".

6 (3) Section (5) (1) (9) of the Railroad Retirement

7 Act of 1937 is amended-.
8 (A) by striking out "(3), (4), or (5)" in the

9 third sentence and inserting in licit thereof "(3) or
10 (4)"; and

11 (B) by striking out "paragraph (8) "in the sixth

12 sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraph (7) ".
i3 (e) The amendments made by this section shall apply
14 with respect to monthly insurance benefits payable under

15 title II of the Social Security Act for months after the month

16 in which this Act is enacted, on the basis of applications filed

17 in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.

18 RTIRiBMENT TEST INAPPLIOABLD TO RETAIN WIDOWS

19 AND WIDOW RB WITH IfINOR O1IILDRBN

20 Siio. 6. (a) The first sentence of section 203 (b) of the
21 Social Security Act is amended by inserting "(except a

22 benefit payable under section 202 (g))" after "any payment

23 or payments under this title".

24 (b) The third sentence of section 203 (b) of such Act

25 is amended-
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1 (1) by striking out ", or a person who is entitled

2 to mother's insurance benefits,"; and

3 (2) by striking out "or such person, as the case

4 may be,".

5 (o) Section 203 (d) (2) oI such Act is amended-

6 (1) by striking out ", or from any mother's in-

7 suranco benefit to which a person is entitled,";

8 (2) by striking out "or mother's insurance ben-

9 efit or benefits"; and

10 (3) by striking out "or person entitled to mother's

11 insurance benefits".

12 (d) Section 203 (c) (1) of such Act is amended by

13 inserting "(unless entitled to a benefit under section 202

14 (g))" after "such individual".

15 (e) Clause (A) of tho last sentence in section 203

16 (f) (1) of such Act is amended by inserting "or was enti-

17 tled to a benefit payable under section 202 (g)" after "was

18 not entitled to a benefit under this title".

19 (f) The first sentence of section 203 (h) (1) (A) of

20 such Act is amended by inserting "(other than a benefit

21 payable under subsection (g) thereof)" after "any monthly

22 insurance benefit under section 202".
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19

1 (g) The amendments made by this section shall apply

2 with respect to monthly insurance benefits under title I

3 of the Social Security Act for months in taxable years ending

4 after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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The CHAnMN. Senator Carlson.
Senator C.%ueox. Mrs. Griffiths, I appreciate very much your ap-pearance here this morning, because I W the great honor and priv-

ilege, as also did Senator Anderson I believe, ofservin on the House
Ways and Means Committee for about 10 years under the able leader-
ship of a great American, the Honorable Robert Doughton, or North
Caiolina. It is a great committee because you have and you do devote
more time to your work dealing with taxes a nd social welfare than we
who are members of the Finance Committee who have to sit on other
committees, such as Banking and Currency Foreign Relations. Our
work is split up. So I not only enjoyed myself there but it was a great
education. I deeply appreciate your appearance here this morning.
You have been very helpful.

Mrs. GwFiTUS Thank you very much. One of the things that we
learned, in spite of the requirements in the law previously, was that
the employment security commissions never carry these people on the
employment rolls, the employable rolls, so that you have great diffi-
culty in getting jobs for them.

I would like to emphasize again to you that I think every person
has a right to work, and I think that they should be given that op-
portunity and I don't think anybody has a right to say to the rest of
us, "If I don't care to work you have to support me." Thank you yery
mUCL

The CHAnMAzi. Thank you very much, Congresswoman Griffiths.
Our next witness is Mr. John K. Pickens, representing the American

Nursing Home Association. I have a letter here from Senator Frank
MoS.

Senator Moss says:
Representatives of the American Nursing Home Association have been in con-

sultation with me and members of my staff concerning the provisions of Amend-
ment No. 294 which I proposed to H.R. 12080 now pending before yovr Com-
mittee. The Association has suggested several modifications to my amendment.
The changes they suggest are listed on the attached sheet.

I understand that when the Association testifies before yoir Committee they
will present these suggestions to you. This letter I to advise'the Committee that
these modifications have been discussed with me, and that I have no objection
to them.

The Cui n"av . I will put the entire letter into the record plus the
sugget amendment.

(The material referred to follows:)

SMM ovC ow ru. ox Aomo,
WaeMsi t,; D4., SeptVmbe 1, 1Wf?.

HOn. Rvssz u B. Lowo,
Ozafrmans, Oommitnee onft PFn,
U.s. Senate,

Dza Russu: Representatives of the American Nursingome Asaom ,tign
have been in consultation with me and members'r o I stAff eoncernln* the
provisions of Amendment No. 294 which I proposed to H.R. 12060 now pending
before your Committee; The Association has suggested several modificatiors tomy Amendment. The changes they suggest qre listed on t attaolpe4 shee

I understand that when t0 Association tetlle eore yqur Committee they
wi1l present these suggestons to'yo6. This lttgr te toadilse the committee that
these modifications have been discussed with me, mid that I have no objectioa
to them.
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The Association also Is concerned with the use of the term "reasonable cost"
fearing that tho principles of reimbursement for Title XVIII will simply. be
adopted for Title XIX. As I stated In my testimony before the committee, is
was not Intended by my use of the term and I think It would be unfortanate if
this were the outcome. Under Title XIX, unlike Title XVIII, the States
administer the medical care programs and determine and make the payments for
care. It seems to me, therefore, that States should be allowed some latitude to
develop their own methods of determining reasonable cost as long as these
methods meet the requirements of the Title. However, If the Committee should
decide to adopt my Amendment, I am sure the Committee's own views and
Intentions with respect to the method of reimbursement can be made quite clear
In its report.

With kind regards,
Sincerely,

FRANK 10. Moe,
U.S. Se ator.

MODVIOATiONS TO AMENDMENT No. 294 SUaOEeTEw BY THE AMRIzoAN NUR8JNO
HoME ARSOOATrON

1. On page 4, following Line 0, add the following: "(28) provide for a periodic
review, not less than every five years, by the State agency (together with an
advisory committee composed of representatives of the professions, occupatons,
Institutions and associations, involved) of the State nursing home code or
lcenstre provisions and regulations with recommendations for improvement
thereof to the appropriate State authorities."

2. On page 5, delete material in parenthesis In Lines 13 and 14, the period at
the end of Line 15, and add the following: "as determined by the department or
agency In the State having responsibility for regulation of lending institutions
within such State."

3. On page 8 following Line 21, add the following: "(0) meet standards
relating to environment, sanitation, and housekeeping at least equal to those
established for certified extended care facilities on the date of enactment of this
Act."

4. On page 8 delete Lines 22 through 25 and Lines 1 and 2 on iage 9 and
substitute the following: "(2) The term qualified nursing home does not Include
any nursing home which by December 81, 109 does not fully meet provisions of
the Life Safety Code (21st EdItIon, 1007) of the National Fire Protection Aswa.
tion applicable to nursing homes and related Institutions."

STATEMENT OF ED WALKER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN NURSING
HOME ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID R. MOSHER, RE.
GIONAL VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN NURSING HOME ASSOOIA.
TION; REV. AUGUST HOEGER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ZVAN-
GELICAL LUTHERAN GOOD SAMARITAN SOCIETY, AND BOARD
MEMBER, AMERICAN NURSING HOME ASSOCIATION; ALFRED S.
ERCOLANO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AMERICAN NURSING HOME
ASSOCIATION; AND TORN K. PICKED, GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee mi'
name is Ed Walker and I am president. of the American Nursing Ion'e
Association. I am a nursing home administrator and am owner of thte
facilities thai are certified as extended care facilities. I am also it regis-
tered pharmacist.

On behalf of the members of the American Numing Home Associa-
tion I want to express our gratitude to you (or this opportunity to
testify on the uYed for seci .ief amendments to th Social Security Act
ad in particular on the titles XVIfl and XIX programs.

The CTAIRMAN. May I just say that. Senator Harris had hoped to Ie
here to express greetings to Mr. Walker, but although he is a ve'y
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hard-working ineimber of our committee he is not able to be hero atlid 11omea. 110 has done a lot, of good work for us. lie wants to wel-
come y'ou1. May I say that. he is meeting with his Commission to discus-
the riots in )etroit, New -Jersey, and elsewhere, and what might be
done about, t hem.

Mlr. Thank vou very much for the message, sir.
Tohe American Nursing flomae Association is a nonprofit organize.

tion of more than 7,000 licensed nursing homes with in excess of
3,000 beds. Our members come from both the proprietary and non-
proprietary fields and we believe that. essence boh of t1ese types
of facilities have the same common goal; mainly, that of providing
quality nursing care for the aged, chronically ill, and the convalescent.

Wehave come here in a spirit of continuing the cooperating we have
given this committee and other committees in the House and Senate
tis well as officials of various governmental agencies in the past.

We have sought to keep our direct testimony brief and to the point,
and we assure you that. we will be happy to answer any questions we
can or submit aditional statements that you may desire,

We have asked two of our members to testify today. Both are well
qualified in the nursing home fleld. Our first witness will be Mr. David
It. Mosher, owner and administrator of three facilities certified as
extended care facilities in St. Petersburg, Fla. Mr. Mosher is a former
president of the Florida Nursing Home Association and presently is
serving as a member of the board of directors of the American Home
Asociation. He will testify and present our recommendations for
amendment on the definition" of a "spell illness" under title XVIII; the
ruling of ]hEjW on supplementation under title XIX; the amendments
proposed by Senator Moss, of UTtah, and Senator Kennedy of Massa-
chusetts; as well as the proposed new benefits provision of State plans
under title XIX.

Our second witness will be the Reverend August Hoeger, executive
director of the Evangelical Lutheran Good Samaritan Society, which
owns and administers 105 nursing homes providing various levels of
service in the Midwest and West. Reverend Hoeger, also a member of
our board of directors, will testify on thet titles XVIII and XIX
reimbursement. programs, on the proposed amendment to require fund.
ingof deprciation, and on compulsory area health planning.

I also have with me Alfred S. Ercolano, executive director of the
American Nursing Home Association and John K. Pickens, our
general counsel, N'either of these gentlemen will testify but will be
available to you to answer questions you may ask.

As a matter of recognition, we also have present in the room Mr.
Phillip Newberg, who is president of the Minnesota Nursing Home
Association anda friend of the good. senator McCarthy, Also Mr.
David R. Walker, who is oawner-administratorof a new extended care
facility and nursing home in Joplin, Mo., the first new facility of its
type there; Mr. Frank Zalenka, assistant executive director; and Mrs.
Nancy Vega of the staff.

Mr. Chairman, I. would like to present at this time our first witness
togive testimony, Mr. David Mosier.

Mr. MOsHER. Mr. Chairman, my name is David R. Mosher. I appeal
here on behalf of the American Nursing Home Association. I am a
nursing home administrator and the owner of three nursing homes in
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St. Petersburg, Fla., certified for extended care under the title XVIIIprogram.rprsog homes, whether certified as extended care facilities under
medicare or operating as skilled nursing homes under title XIX pro.
vide a tremendous cost-saving service for the Government.

Those certified as ECF's are savifig the Social Security Administra-
tion, the Federal Treasury, and ultimately the American taxpayer,
tens of millions of dollars.
I Serving as they do for postacute hospital care, these nursing homes

are helping to curtail the medicare beneficiary's stay in a hospital. In
so doink, tey not only are providing this posthospital convalescent
care at great savings in per diem costs to the medicare program, they
also are relieving sorely needed hospital beds for patients-in need of
acute care and at the same time reducing the demand for additional
costly hospital construction.

Parenthetically I would recall for this committee that estimates
have b en made for a national average hospital per diem cost this
year of $57 while nursing home costs, even under the demands of
medicare, are averaging only one-third to one-half this daily rate. I
also wquld remind the committee that every day a medicare patient
convalebees is, in effect, costing the hospital money.

I offer this testimony for two basic reasons:
First I believe that nursing homes offer a tremendous potential as

a "safety valve" protecting against the rising cost of institutional
health pare not only for the medicare or title XIX patient but for
the patient of all ages who, after surgery or serious illness, needs
nursing care and a p6riod of convalescence without all the other costly
services and facilities that a hospital must maintain.

Secondly I offer this testimony in reference to earlier testimony
you received concerning the fact that the extended care program under
medicare is far exceeding the estimated cost of the program at the time
Medicare was being considered by this committee in 1965.

To this latter point I would make these further observations. First,
of course is that assuming the proper functions of admission and dis-
charge from nursing homes and of utilization review committee in both
hospitas and nursing homes, every day a pationt spends in a nursing
home presents a major savings over the cost of staying in ahospital
Second] no realistic estimates ever were made of the cost of the EOF
programm  and to some extent there was little basis or experience to
make sIch estimate. Certainly the estimate of $25 million was not a
realistic estimate based on SAA's own projections of the anticipated
utilization of ECF benefits.

Last ,October, the staff of the American Nursing Home Association
was told by a spokesman for SSA that the total hospital admissions
estimated for 1967 under medicare was 4,221,000, and that, based on
estimates of the number of SOF admissions per thousand of hospital
admissions, the ECF admissions would total 220,000. Using SAA's
estimate-which we said at the time we felt was low-of 88 days
avera4 length of stay and an average of $18 a day cost of EOF care,
would -have resulted in a projection of a cost for the program the first
year well in excess of $160 million, not $25 or $50 million,.

The facts are that experience has proved that the number of admis-
sions is running well, above projections of last year and the average
length of stay is higher than anticipated.
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On length of stay, I also would point out to you that a study made
by the American Nursing Home Association in cooperation with Mu.
tial of Omaha of 2 793 cases in 160 nursing homes involving patients
admitted to these facilities after at. least a 3-day stay in a hospital
indicated an average nursing home stay of 122 days. Of these patients
in the study, who used the nursing home as at "halfway house" fo1r con-
valescent-restoration stay between the hospital and a return to his
own home, the average length of stay was 18.5 days. The study was
not conclusive but it did raise a question as to the length of stay aver-
age projected by SSA.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I did not want to
belabor this point of the potential cost saving that nursing homes pose
for both the title XVIIII and title XIX programs, but I did want to
bring it to your attention.

I want. to say at this time that throughout my testimony I will use
the terms "nursing homes," "extended care facilities," and "EOF's"
interchangeably. -do this with a certain deliberation because I want
to remind you that until January 1,1967-a little over 8 months ago-
we had no-EOF's or extended care facilities. Nursing homes, as oflate
May 1967, accounted for 230,000 of the then 281,000 beds certified as
EOF's and for 3,094 of the 8,963 institutions certified as EOF's.

We are proud that the Nation's nursing homes have responded so
well to this new program which you and I low is extremely complex.
If the program is complex in its totality, you can imagine how com-
plex it must be to the individual facility and the individual admin-
istrator beseiged as they have been with the whole new system of
reimbursement, new conditions, and standards to meet an entirely
new approach to patient utilization.

We, as members of the association, have consistently sought to co-
operate with both the Congress and those in Government agencies on
whose backs has fallen the responsibility f6r implementing these
programs.
Our problems are many with both title XVIII and title XIX

programs but we are not going to take the valued time of this com-
mittee outlining all of them. However, we do feel a necessity to ex-
plain some because they have a direct bearing on our recommendations
for amendments to, H.R 12080, the subject of these hearings.

Not the least of these problems is the reimbursement formula--a
formula which in its present form jeopardizesethe continued health
and expansion of the nursing home 'eld which is, dominated by
proprietary and nonproprietary church-operated facilities that do not
depend on Government grants for construction or operation..

The problems that have emerged since the inception of the medicare
and title XIX nursing home programs have not been.problems with
the basic legislation but with the implementation of this legislation
as being interpreted by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, .

Consistently, we have sought..to cooperate with not only Congress
but with HEW in the developing of rules and regulations that would
assure successful implementation of these programs.

Much of our effort has been futile,
We have seen HEW,- by administrative fiat, literally amend legis-

lation through issuance of rules and regulations.
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By the issuance of so-called letters of instructions to State agen-
cies and fiscal intermediaries, HEW has actually changed dnd
amended from day to day rules and regulations worked out through
consultation with national organizations--and HIBAC.

We do not know if some of these rules and regulations issued ns
State agency letters and letters to fiscal intermediaries without regard
to the Federl Administration Procedures Act and without, publica-
tion of them in the Federal Register were first presented to Health
Insurance Benefits Advisory Council, that. many of them have been
issued without prior consultation with national organizations as pro-
vided for under the Social Security Administration Amendments of
1965--Public Law 89-97. Let me cite a few examples:

SPELL OF ILLNESS

Directing your attention to the definition of a "spell of illness"
presently proposed by HEW in State Agency Letter No. 65. This
letter will affect State title XIX programs by increasing the costs
thereto both tv the individual States and to the Federal Govern-
ment while working a hardship upon the patient.

In section 1861 (a), "spell of illness" is defined as commencing with
the first day a patient enters a hospital, uses his hospital and extended
care benefits, and ending, 60 consecutive days thereafter on which he
is neither an in-patient in a .hospital or an extended care facility.

An "extended care facility" for the purposes of "spell of illness"
is defined in section 1861(j) (10) as a facility "which is primarily en-
gaged in providing to inpatients (a) skilled nursing care and related
services for patients who require medical or nursing care or (b) re-
habilitation services for the rehabilitation of injured, disabled, or sick
persons. Congress specifically defined an "extended care facility"
for the purposes of "spell of llness." Now Social Secruity Adminis-
tration has radically altered Congress' definition.

The Social Security Administration defines "extended care facility"
so as to prolong a "spell of illness" as a facility which is in charge ol a
licensed practical nurse--who need not be a graduate of a State ap-
proved school-with aides, orderlies, or attendants on the other two
Shifts. Such a facility fails in the essential element that it be primarily
engaged in skilled nursing care and services for patients who require
medical or nursing care. State agency letter No. 65 adds a great deal of
confusion to'the health care field. More important, however, are the
results which follow. This definition denies our aged people medical
benefits Congress intended them to have.

Let's take three examples. Patient A who is 75 years old and living
in a custodial home, a typical retirement type home. He can get
around'but he needs someone to be certain that he eats his meals and
takes his medicine. Patient A has a severe heart attack. He goes to the
hospital for 90 days. He is then transferred to an "extended care facil-
ity" for' 100 days. He then goes back to the custodial home where
he has lived for the past 2 years. He can never again become eligible
for medicare benefits under letter No. 65 because there is 8 hours a day
of "nursing service" available.

Two years later he falls and-breaks his leg. Under letter No.65
he can obtain no medicare benefits because this residential care home is
defined as an ECF or skilled nursing home because it has an LPN
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as a charge nurse. The travesty lies in the fact that this residential
care home is considered by SSA to be an EOF solely for the purpose
of not breaking his spellss of illness." SSA under its other rules
would never certify this residential care home as a skilled nursing
home for participation in title XVIII or title XIX programs. In those
instances, SSA would judge this residential care home to be below the
standards required of a facility for it to be certified as an EOF or a
skilled nursing home.

Patient B is 68 and lives in his own home. He is not well but is
able to take care of himself. He has a serious heart attack. He is in
the hospital for 90 days. He goes to an "extended care facility" where
he remains for 100 days. Thereafter he is transferred to a nursing
home where he remains for 60 days. He then goes home and 10 days
thereafter he falls and breaks his leg. He is not eligible for medicare.

Patient C is 70 years of age. He has a serious heart attack. He
goes to a hospital for 90 days and is then transferred to an "extended
care facility" for 100 days He then goes home and during the next
60 days he exhausts his 100 home health care visits under part A.
On his 61st day he falls and breaks his leg. He is eligible for medi-
care benefits.

Patient C is eligible for medicare because he had such resources that
after being discharged from an extended care facility, he could be
taken to his own home. He could receive 100 home health care visits
and his new "spell of illness" wouid start 60 days from the date that
lie was discharged from the ECF. In other words, an individual is
not required to have a 60-day "spell of health."

State agency letter No. 65 makes one's medicare benefits turn on
his station in life or on' the circumstances under which he is living
at the time that he enters the hospital. The individual who needs medi-
care benefits the most is denied them.

In each of these three instances we have a new illness but because
of the technical misrepresentation placed on the word "extended care

-facility" by SSA two of these elderly people have what amounts to
a cancellable health insurance policy where it seems certain that Con-
gress did not intend such a catastrophe to hap*p.

Our objections to letter 65 are threefold. First, it nullifies the de-
finitions of Congress and causes undue hardships to those who need
medical care most. Second, it defines a"facility primarily engaged in
skilled nursing care" as one that is not rendering skilled nursing care.
We have fought for over 10 years to raise standards of professional
care which SSA now downgiades. Third,"it makes "spell of illness"
turn in part on one's station in life. We thought medicare did away
with any kind of a means test.

I might digress for a moment. Under State agency letter 65 it is
DCF. Under the other rules of SSA it is not DOF, and both things
are true at the same time.

Senator A EMRoN. What- do you recommend f Some of us have
worked really hard on those original provisions The Department has
changed the rules, but what do you recommend now on this - -

Mr. MosHm. I will come to our recommendations, Senator Ander-
son, in just a few minutes, when I conclude this portion of the testi-

0 course, the intent of the situation hert is to apt an amendment
which relates "spell of llness to actual disease or illness or sickness
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rather than to relate "spell of illness" to a physical control, which is
the 'way it is now. Let me give you this actual recommendation as' wehave sghSI uf oeilless" should be defined in terms of a new medical ill-

ness. Accordingly we suggest that section 1861 (a) (2) on "Spell of ill-
ness" be amended to read as follows (amendment is italicized):

"(2) Ending with the close of the first period of 60 consecutive days
thereafter on each of which he is neither an inpatient of a hospitalnor an intent of an extended care facility, tnder title XVIII for the
8am .e da iness."

In other iords, if he goes back to his own residential home or his re-
tirement hbme, this is not a DCF thing, and he should then be able to
become eligible again after a 60-day period.

There is, a very interesting thing here. If in the, case of another
patient in I similar series of circumstances this patient is able, patient
C, to go to his own home and there to partake under part B of the pro-
visions for private nurses to come into his home for up to 60 days, and
if on the 61st day he falls and breaks his leg, he is eligible for
medicare, 4ven though he has had no "spell of health." There is just
no relationhip between these two things. And that is why we make the
recommendation.

The next topic I would like to speak to you about beginning on page
10 of my testimony is in regard to the supplementation under title
XIX, supplementation of fiscal benefit or additional payments.

SUPPLEMENTATION

The Department, in defining requirements for State plans under
supplement D (sections 5320 and 5330) provides that supplementary
payments to providers of services are outlawed or prohibited. These
regulations accomplish this by providing, in part:

D-'5820 QUMhMEN O Fr StATZ PLAN

A State plan for medical assistance must provide that:
1. Fee structures will be established which are designed to enlist participa-

tion of a sufficient number of providers of service in the program so that
eligible persons can receive the medical care and services Included in the
plan at least to the extent these are available to the general population.

2. Paticipation in the program will be limited to providers of sei vice who
accept, as payment in full, the amounts paid in accordance with the fee
structures.

nD-5om ca-mmF T ADx, NI5TATioN Or THE PLAN

S. 'The State Agency eqtiiresecompliance by providers of service with the
fee structures as a condition of participation. The state agency: (a) estab-
lishes. written policies prohibiting billing at higher rates or In additional
amount.

In adopting this regulation (6320 and 5330) the Secretary states
that he relies on' the following excerpts from sections 1902a) (1),
(4), (13),and (19).

section 1902 (a) of the Social Security Act reads:
A StAte plan for medical assistance must- 1.

(1) rovide that It shall be In effect in all ,political subdivisions of the
State, And, if administered by them, be mandatory upon them; . . . -

(4) provide such methods of administration ... as aretfund by the Sec-
retary to be necessary for the proper and efficient operation of the plan;
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(13) ... effective July 1, 1967, provide... (B) for payment of the reasonable
cost (as determined In accordance with standards approved by the Secretary
and Included In the plan) of inpatient hospital services provided under the
plan; ...

(19) provide such safeguards as may be necessary to assure that... such
care and services will be provided, in a manner consistent with simplicity of
administration and the best Interests of the recipients;

Not one of the quotations extracted from the above sections, indi-
vidually or all of them collectively, gve the Secretary such authority.
When these sections are read in full, they make the case for HEW
authority even weaker.

In enacting title XIX, Congress did not adopt any policy against
supplementation of State payments to nursing homes or other pro-
viders of service covering the cost of care for ini nt patient. Subse-
quent to the issuance of supplement D in July of 1961, the Secretary
has given the States I year in which to do away with supplementaryPay ments.

In our'several discussions with representatives of the Department,
these representatives have gven the position that (a) supplementary
payments encouraged smaller indigent payments by the State than
would otherwise be paid, and (b) a I indigent patients should receive
the same care.

The CHAiIvAx. Let me just ask you about that, since you are on
that subject. Let's assume that someone who is important to me--be it
my mother or an aunt or uncle--finds himself in need of medicare,
If I want to contribute something so that they can have a private
nurse or so that they can have a little additional attention or have
a little better room, why shouldn't I be permitted to do that?

Mr. MosHma. I know of no reason at all .
The CHAIRMAN. I would be the first to agree that what we have here,

that the minimum, if it is not supplemented, ought to be adequate
to a person's needs; but if my relative or my loved one has been
accustomed to living a little better than that and has some resources
or has some relatives who work to help, why can't they pay something
and provide something better for the-m? I I !

Mr. MOSHFR. It is our understanding that this was intent of Con-
eas; that through these letters from HEW this has now been elim-inated for a 1-year period, as of January of nest year.
I agree 100 percent that you should have this option. As it stands

now, your loved one either must take the lowest common denominator
or else must have no benefits which they have previously paid for. You
have got these two alternatives, and you either take the entire burden
on yourself and your parent or else you are reduced to the lowest
common denominator of a welfare patient in our state receiving $100
a month under title XIX.

Senator ANDmiow. That is not under medicare. That is what we
call medicaid. - -.... .. :! .

Mr. MOSER. Title X , sir.
Senator ANDwRSON. Not medicare at all,
Mr. MosHzs. Under medicare the payments are made on h reasonable

cost basis which we have discovered does not cover all costs, very
substantially does not cover all costs.

Senator ANDERSON. But, a relative can contribute for additional
service, can heI
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Mr. MOSHER. A relative can contribute to make up for a private
room, and this is an option for a private-care setup., Now when you
get off of medicare onto title XIX or medicaid-this otion-this
option is no longer available because of the rulings of BlEW.

The C.AUMAN. Let's just get that straight so we understand it.
Would this be the situation where a person is under medicare to begin
with, and then subsequently exhausts their medicare benefits and then
goes on to medicaid I

Mr. MOsHan. Are we proposing that, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Would this be one of those situations?
Mr. MosHmt. Yes.
The CHAnMAN. Might it beI
Mr. Moshng. This is possible; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It is possible that a person would be entitled to

medicare treatment. Now after they have exhausted their rights under
medicare, the State might have a program under the medicaid.

Mr. MOsHmr. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Where one could nevertheless have nursing-home

and extended-care facilities available to them, I take it?
Mr. Mosma. Right; yes, sir.
The CHAMMAN. Now, in a case of that sort, if the relatives had been

helping this person by providing some additional facilities or some
additional care, and they went on to the medicaid part of it because
they hid used up their entitlement under medicare, at. that point
you would have the Department telling you that they could not be
permitted to have what their voluntary contributions to their relatives
might gain them? 

Mr. MOSHER. This is correct, sir.
The CHAIrMAN. And you would contend that they ought to at least

be able to have the benefit up to a certain figure?
Mr. Moszn. That is right. ,
Let me cite an example of the way it works in the State of Florida.

And this is pretty poor, but nevertheless the State of Florida, as it is
presently proposing a title XIX program, is raising the payments
which it now gives nursing homes from $100 per month to $200. Now,
$200 will not provide a very good level of care. It is impossible. The
State welfare board recognizes this and has for 5 years allowed sup-
plementation up to $300, that is, $100 to $300 from family, friends,
and other sources.

Now under title XIX, if this ruling stands, the level will be reduced
to the $200 average payment under t9e bill, and the welfare board has
just recently recognized a cost of care in Florida up to $375, allowing
supplementation today under this new policy up to $375. But if this
stands, the welfare board has said these are th kinds of costs we see,
and they will lie reduced to $200, and I can tell you that the only
thing that will be available will be old homes, poorhomes that we are
phasing out, and the lowest-common-denominator type of treatment.
You just can't do it in a new facility. I cannot, do it in any of mine.
It costs me in excess of $300 a month just to give the service.

To show you how widespread this is, approximately 21 States allow
supplementary. payments in one form or another. They are not all the
same. Florida is one of these that I have miitioned.
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In many States, such as m Own State of Florida, where State pay-
ment is only $100 a month buat additional supplementary payments of
$200 a month are allowed for a total of $300 a month---and the new
welfare department poty allows $375--no nursing home could afford
to take welfare patients if the $100 a month were not supplementary.
Representatives of HEW testified 2 years ago during hearings on
Public Law 89-97 that most welfare payments were below cost. Many
State legislatures have not been able as yet to increase their payments
for the care of indigents to provide for rising costs. -

Another example of increased costs beyond the control of State leg-
islators was the coverage of nursing homes on February I of last year
by the Fair Labor Standards Act for the first time. Since nursing
homes-receive no jurisdictional exemption under the minimum wage
law, all nursing homes are now subject to it.

In most Southern States complying with the minimum wage law
will require a 30-percent increase in the payment of wages for un-
skilled employees; namely, kitchen and laundry help as well as aides
and orderlies. The increase in wages in these classifications always
result in a forced increase of wages among the professional help such
as licensed, practical or vocational nurses, and registered nurses.

The increase in coverage of nursing home workers has caused the
increase of State minimum wages in the northern and western sec-
tions of the country (which were already higher than Federal wages)
and proposals in other States of an increase later this year.

Nursifig homes were already under the impact of inciesed costs in
attempting to be ready for medicare and title XIX. All of these fac-
tors make it virtually impossible for the States presently allowing
supplementation to pick up the additional millions necessary if sup-
plementation is prohibited of States who do away with supplemen-
tation. All States are now undergoing budgetary problems and seeking
new sources of revenue to meet the expanding programs. Florida is no
exception.

Representatives of HEW have testified that provision of House
passed bill (H.R. 12080) limiting the eligibility level for medical as-
sistance to 133 percent of maximum assistance payments, the existing
programs in 14 States will receive less Federal assistance. Is the De-
partment to be allowed to say that any State cannot make up some of
this difference by allowing supplementation?

I do not wish to leave the impression that in the State of Florida,
as an example, if supplementation were eliminated the State would
have to find the funds for the $200 supplementary payments now al-
lowed. If Florida implemented title XIX, the Federal Government
would pick up a'substantial share of its $200 supplementary payment.
However, Florida would still have to appropriate several million dol-
lars each year as its share.

I have read the testimony of the commissioner of welfare of Louisi-
ana Hon. Garland Bonin, before this committee on September
11., a ree with his testimony and will not attempt to cover the same
points go did.

We suggest the following amendment at the end of section 1909
(a) (14):

Provided, however, That no State plan shall be required to contain any pro-
vision prohibiting supplemiqOtary payments to private or nonprivate IvDtitutions
on behalf of recipients of medical assistance under a SL-lte plan.

83-231 0-07-pt. 8-22
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I The CuAntMwA. May I say I find considerable appeal to the idea of
letting people supplement care that is available to aged persons. I
suppose inasmuch as the medicaid must be related to need, that there
would be a lot of people who can't come under it. You could qualify
them pretty easily, most of them, if you just figure the level of income
they have, saying if they have $800 or more income a month or some-
thing of that sort, that they become eligible.

In other words, they becom medically indigent pretty quickly after
they have passed their productive years, don't they I

Mr. Moew. This has been the pattern, although medicare under
the title XIX program has really prevented a lot of this depletion of
capital which we used to see, where in 6 months you could be well off
and 6 months later you could be broke because of a long illness. This
has been a very fine benefit of the medicare program.

That is not true today as it was just a year ago, burt still the principle
does hold.

The CHAMXAN. That once they have exhausted their medicare bene-
fits, their resources go in a hurry then,, don't they ?

-- Mr. Mosmm. Yes, sir.
The CHAntMA. And so if they are not eligible for title XIX when

they first exhaust it, they become eligible in short order, their re-
sources are exhausted.

Mr. MOSHER. We have a two-pronged thing occurring now. These
21 States who have supplementation have relatively low benefits whichthey are bringing up,_but it is going to take time to gear up into this,
andwe would feel that if supplementation was to be totally outlawed,
that it should be phased out over a 3- to 5-year period like the Govern-
ment has done on many other programs.

The opposite problem is that certain States that have gone into title
XIX with many benefits, such as New York and California, for in-
stance,- are having fiscal problems which may force them to seek supple.
mentation also as a way out. We have got these two things which, if it
is just cut off, is going to create choas in the field.

Senator ANDRPSON. I might say that many people who worked with
the so-called King-Anderson bill tried to present their point of view
and explain it, but you folks fought us all the way through. We didn't
have the benefit of your advice. You didn't say a word about it be-
cause You were opp to the whole program, isn't. that right?

Mor. eOaHzn. I don't believe this is rigt, Senator.
Senator ANDESON. I do.
Mr. Mosmri. To continue then, this relates to the Moss amendment

No. 294, .which, as the letter which you read at the beginning of tho
hearing idicates we have discussed with him, and these things are
out of the immediate working together.

THE MOSS AMENDMENT

The Moss amendment- writes minimum standards into State plans
in some areas and provides for Federal minimum standards of pro-
fessional care in nursing homes under title XIX. We have reviewed
these provisions carefully and have suggested several amendments
which we believe will improve the Moss amendment.

We oppose requiring thie States under title XIX to adopt a "reason.
able cost reimbursement formula such as has been developed by HEW
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under title XVIII. We understand that Senator Moss likewise has
serious misgivings concerning the title XVIII formula as it now
stands.

We believe the States should be allowed to experiment with various.
reimbursement formulas. If a reasonable cost formula is ever adopted
for title XIX it should consider the fact that nonproprietary homes
need a growth factor and a proprietary home a return on investment.
It should require the consideration of the following factors, among
others:

(1) Replacement of plant and equipment
2) M6dernization and growth, specifically provisions through

earnings for the long-range amortization of the principal of in-
debtedness incurred to finance modernization and growth;

(3) Research and comprehensive health planning;
(4) Reasonable rentals and reasonable interest-type returns on

properties and money capital where supplied by the providers;
(5) Provisions for uninsurable risks and other business-type

responsibilities, where these cannot be shifted and are borne by
providers; and

(6) Reasonable return on invested capital (equity capital un-depreciated.),
The Moss amendment would provide for only one level of care un-

der title XIX namely, skilled nursing care. Over 50 percent of wel.
fare patients throughout the United States need some.nursing or other
care but they do not need skilled nursing or intensive care If title
XIX provides for only one level of care, as the Moss amendment does
(and as the present proposed HEW regulations do), there will be no
Federal assistance program for over 50 percent of the present welfare
patients.

I would like to repeat that. If this goes through as it is now pro-
posed, there would be no Federal assistance program for over 50 per-
cent of the present welfare patients in nursing homes who do not need
skilled or expensive care and who are now receiving custodial or some
other lower level care

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to stop you at that point. I will come
back to you in just a moment.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Pioxswo. Mr. Chairman, I would like to answer Senator Ander-

son's question. He is partly right-when he asked: Did the association
not oppose the King-Anderson bill? Up until 1964 they did.

However, in 1965 the association cooperated with the House Ways
and Means Committee and suggested several amendments, and they
also cooperated with the Senate Finance Committee in 1965. As a mat-
ter of fact we suggested the fire and safety regulations be written
into title XVIII. We sugested that one way of controlling the costs
in title XVIII which wi allow the patient to swap one hospital day
for two nursing-home days, and we had several other amendments.
You are correct, Senator, that prior to that time we had not supported
King-Anderson, but we did vigorously in 1965.

Senator ANDmsoN. I wasn't going to argue about it. I did know
that we had opposition. When we ha the votes we had cooperation.

Mr. MosHEim. If I could return to consideration of the Moss amend-
ment and some of its implications, prior to title XIX, these patients
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were eing taken care of under the Kerr-Mills program. This new ap-proch will cost the State governments several millions of dollars toestablish their own welfare programs for over 50 percent of theirpresent welfare patients. We are certain that Congress did not intend
this, but rather that the whole program o together.

We have discussed this problem -with Senator Moss and he recog.nizes that other levels of care below that provided for in his amend-ment, (or under the proposed HEW regulations) are essential,
We propose an amendment to section 1119 of the act which would

provide for additional levels of care under the present titles I, X, XIV,or XVI on the basis of the matching. formula under title XIX as avendor payment program. This would save the Federal Government
money as some of these patients would otherwise be cared for in skillednursing homes. Many States would be unable to provide other welfare
programs with the result the tendency would be to place all of these
patients in skilled nursing homes. No matter what kind of care, shewould just be shoved up the line and they would all suddenly become
skilled nursing home patients.

All of our suggested amendments appear as an appendix to my state-ment. I discussed this one in connection with the Moss amendment.
However, as I have pointed out, it is essential in view of the present
proposed regulations under title XIX even if the Moss amendment
were not adopted.

We have suggested an amendment on line 9, page 4 of the Mossamendment to require the States to periodically review-not less than
every 5 yearsteir, nursing home codes and regulations and licenselaws and with a. view toward recommending improvements thereto.
We have suggested the creation of an advisory committee composedof representatives of the professions, occupations and associations in-
volved to assist them in this review.

We have suggested an amendment on lines 13 and 15 of page 5 tothe language in the parenthesis to allow the State agency, chargedwith regulating lending institutions, to determine if interest rates forloans to nursing homes are excessive for purposes of "reasonable cost."
We believe such an agency is in a better position to determine this than
the Secretary.

We have suggested striking out paragraph (d) (2) commencing online 22 of pap 8 and substituting two new paragraphs, paragraphs
(d) (2) and (3). The present language would permit the Secretaryto promulgate fire and safety as well as physical environmental regula-tions, we have substituted the present physical environment standards
required of extended care facilities. The Department has spent some18 months in devising these standards in consultation with natia Ihealth care organizations. They were reviewed by HIBAC. The erepublished in the Federal Register and comments solicited. ' cethe
goal is to fix minimum standards for the States, it seems F.,"waste oftime and effort not to accept the standards recently adqAced after 18
months' work.

In connection with the fire and safety standards have suggest
the use of sections 182, 136, 187 (for new consti~etion) 234 and 235
(for existing construction) of chapter 10 of the Life Safety Code (21stedition, 1967) of the National Fire Protect'c Association for similarreasons. It is already worked out. This 9 iation which is composed
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of State fire marshals and others have worked on fire and safety codes
for several years. These particular sections fix standards of fre and
safety for new construction as well as present 'construction in the
nursing home and hospital field. We just say use these.

With the amendments which we have suggested, we believe the
Moss amendment to H.R. 12080 will better achieve the desired goals.

Mr. Chairman, we turn now to amendment No. 298'to H.R. 12080,
as proposed by Senator Kennedy of Massachusetts, regarding the
proposed licensing of nursing home administrators. We have two
amendments, if I may stop for a moment here, or two approaches to
this bill. I shall try to make clear that we really only take one or the
other.

If the intent of the amendment No. 298 were to improve the care
provided in the health-care and medical-care facilities of the Nation
at the same time that it protects the Federal interest in such facilities,
then we would subscrib6 to such a concept. However, amendment No.
298 falls far short of that goal in that it fails to provide for the
licensing of the administrators of all health and medical-care facili-
ties. We believe that amendment No. 298 should be amended to so
provide.

If we are going to license anyone in the health-care field, then we
ought to take the whole field, starting with hospital, nursing home,
laboratory, clinics, et cetera, et cetera

On the other hand, if the committee is not. at this time favorably
disposed to provide for the licensing of hospital administrators, nurs-
ing home administrators, rehabilitation-center administrators, et al,
then, while taking exception to the discrimination contained in amend-
ment No. 298 by its narrowly singling-out nursing home administra-
tors, we believe that the procedure contained therein can be g neatly
improved in such a way that it will better accomplish the realization
of the principle involved!.

Specifically, we believe great improvement can be made in the
following:

(1) The immediate establishment of a State board which has the
duty and authority to administer a program for the licensing of
nursing home administrators-page 2 of amendment No. 298, lines
18-20; and

(2) The composition of the proposed State board-page 2 of amend-
ment No. 298, lines 20-24.

We do not believe that the proposed State boards should be estab-
lished until some criteria has been developed for the following reasons:
(a) At the present time, there exists no substantial agTeement,

neither in the academic world nor in the world of medical care, as
to what constitutes the organized body of knowledge which defines
nursing homeadministrations.

(b) In similar manner, there exists no substantial agreement as
to the identifiable skills which are required of the nursing home
administrator.

(o) Without the prior determination and identiflcation of such a
core of knowledge and concomitant skills, it would be imprudent, if
not obstructive, to permit the immediate establishment of such State
boards whose duty and function it would be (1) to develop, impose,
and enforce standards, which standards shall be designed to insure
that nursing home administration will be individuals who, by train-
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iV or experience in the field of institutional administration, are quali.
Aa to serve as nursing home administrators-page 3 of amendment
No. 298, lines 1-8; and (2) to develop and apply appropriate tech.
niques, including examinations and investigations f6r determining
wh=eter any individual meets such standards--page 3 of amendment
No. 298, lines 9-11.

;The late G. K. Chesterton once said: "Presumably it is the purpose
of every reform to save the world. Unless you know both what you
are saving it from and what you are saving it for, the process will not
get you very far." Mr. Chairman we submit that Mr. Chesterton's
warning is apropos to amendment Ko. 298.

Unless we know from what we are saving nursing home adminis.
tration and for what we are saving it, the commendable end sought
by amendment No. 298-namely, the upgrading of nursing home ad.
ministration to a profession and the insuring of better patient-care in
the facilities thus administered--can suffer a grievous setback if not
be altogether frustrated.

To this end, we suggest that amendment No. 298 be amended to
provide:

(1) That before the States are required to establish Boards for the
purposes set forth in the proposed section 190 , that the President
through the Secretary of HEW, be charged with convening and ac.
tivatlng a National Advisory Council for the licensing of nursing
home nministrators; and ,

(2) That said Council be charged with the following tasks: (a) to
study and identify the core of knowledge that should minimally con-
stitute training in the field of institutional administration which shall
qualify an individualto serve as a nursing home administrator; (b)
to study and identify the experience in the field of institutional admin-
istration that a nursing home administrator should be required to
possess; (o) to study and develop model techniques including examina.
tions and investigations to be utilized in determining whether any in-
dividual possesses such an identifiable core of training and such an
identified aggregate of experience; (d) to study and develop criteria
for waivering individuals engaged in nursing home administration
prior to the adoption of a State plan to licensq nursing home admin-
istrators; (e) to study and develop appropriate programs of training
and instruction designed to enable aF) individuals, with respect to
whom any such waiver is granted, to attain the qualifications neces-
say in order to meet the model standards identified by such Council;
(f) to study, develop, and recommend programs of tiaining and in-
struction for those desiring to pursue a career in nursing home admin-
istration; (g) to complete the aforementioned tasks in 1 year subse-
quent to the first meeting of such National Advisory Council by sub-
mitting a written report. to the President through the Secretary who
in turn shall be required to forthwith commit such report to be printed
and to be disseminated to the Congress, to the States and to all affected
national organizations, and then go to a licensing program.

To this end, namely, the, establishment of such a National Advisory
Council, we recommend that the public interest be provided for; that
the Federal and State interests be separately provided for; that the
interests of the profession of nursing home administration be provided
for; that academic interests be provided for; and that the interests of
nursing homes be provided for.
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To this endi we recommend that the composition of such National
Advisory Council be as follows:

(1) A representative of the Federal Government. Here we would
suggest the Chief of the Nursing Homes Branch, Division of Medical
Care, Public Health Service.

,( ).A representative of State welfare commissioners to be designated
by the American Public Welfare Association.

(3) A representative of the State health officers to be designated by
the Association of State and Territorial Health Officers.

(4) A representative of the American College of Nursing Home Ad-
ministrators to be designated by the college.

(5) A representative of universities which have been and are en-
gaged in providing training in nursing home administration.

6) A representative of AhA to be designated by ANHA.
7) A rpresentative of the pubi to be designated by the Secretary.
A total of 7.)
o this end, we also suggest that amendment No. 298 be amended to

authorize that there be appropriated such sums as may be necessary
to enable the Secretary to establish such a National Advisory Council
and to enable such a National Advisory Council to discharge its desig-
nated takm

In addition to taking exception to the immediate establishment of
such State boards as provided for in amendment No. 298 we take
exception to the composition of such State boards as set forth on page
2, lines 90-24, of amendment No. 298, namely, that * such Board
must be so compo.ed that its members will be representative of the pro-
fessions, occupations, and institutions "directly concerned with the
care and treatment of the chronically ill or infirm aged individuals,
and will be representative of the public.",

We submit that lust as would-be medical physicians are judged to be
qualified by already licensed physicians and that just as applicnts to
the bar are judged by those who are already members of the bar so
nursing home administrators should be judged by already established
nursing home administrators. This is a sound principle and one that
shouldbe applied here.

We suggest that the composition of the proposed State boards follow
that of the proposed National Advisory Council with the obvious ex-
clusions of representatives for the Federal Government and for both
the AmericanPublio Welfare Association and the Association of State
and Territorial Health Officers.In short, we suggest that the envisioned StAte boards be composed
of ipresentativesiof the State government, of the public, of the
,American College of Nursing Home Administrators, of adenic
institutions engaged in programs of training and instruction and in
nursing home administration of the State nursing home association.

To retain the composition presently provided for ,in amendment
No. 208, for -uch State boards would be' to place representatives of
professions and: occupations the practitioners of which would be su.

0ervised by the nursing home administrator in a particular State.
larly, it would plate representatives of those for whose services

the hursing home administration might contract in a position to deter-
mine who are to be the nursing home administrators in a particular
State .
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In summary, then, we suggest that amendment No. 298 be amended
as we have indicated for if such a National Advisory Council vtere
established and activated and its task properly discharged in 1 year,
then two most. desirable and necessary results could be accomplished:
first, the transition of the State from a nonprogram to a program of
licensing nursing-home administrators would be made with a greater
degree of efficiency, and some national standards too; and second, as
a consequence, the subsequent. task of the proposed State boards would
be rendered immeasurably more effective.

Finally, to return to an earlier note, namely, an effort to improve
the health and medical care provided in all of the Nation's facilities
by licensing the administrators of all health and medical-care facilities,
we suggest that if the committee is favorably disposed to this larger
and grander concept) then similar procedures as outlined above should
be provided for licensing all health-care administrators

The next item is definition of custodial care or this care below skilled
or EOF care.

DEFINiTION OF CUSTODIAL GAPE

We know that Congress was concerned lest the medicare program
be used to provide custodial care. We share that concern. However,
intermediary letter 257 may well destroy the entire medicare program.
There are several built-in protections against. custodial care in the title
XVIII program. Among them are the requirement for 3-day hospi-
talization and physician certification as well as the requirement for
utilization review. In order to be eligible for an extended care facility,
the facility must have a utilization review program. Extended care
facilities have spent countless hours and money to develop those pro-
grams as they were required to do.

Without consultation with providers of service, SSA has issued
intermediary letter 257 defining custodial care. This definition is com-
pletely unrealistic. Let us take the example under the definition of a
V atient who had been in an extended care facility for 30 days. The

Utilization Review Committee certifies that he needs additional benefit
days under the program. At the end of an additional 20 days, the pa-
tient is discharged from benefits under the program by the Utilization
Committee. Under the instruction to the fiscal intermediary contained
in letter 257, the intermediary may review the record of this patient
at any time after discharge and determine that all or part. of this pa-
tient's stay of 50 days in the ECF was custodial and the intermediary
then can disallow benefits and payment. The facility is left in the po-
sition of attempting to collect from the patient as a private pay patient.
If the facility is unable to collect, the resulting bad debt w .ill not be
considered a bad debt under the medicare reimbursement formula, be-
cause custodial care is not, covered by the program.

It places the medicare recipient in he untenable position of not
knowing at any time whether the care received under physician and
Utilization Review Committee certification will be paid fortoy the Fed-
eral Government. It. places the provider of service in ite position at
any point upon admission or at discharge of not knowing whether
payment for the services rendered will ever be made by anyone. A pa-
tient is admitted to a nursing home after discharge from a hospital
upon certification of a physician. Such a patient is discharged upon
orders from the physician. Is the only answer to the provider's di-
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lemma a request for a reasonable advance deposit from each potentialmedicare recipient on admission? This is about all that we have left.Below are listed some of the criteria the intermediary is directed
to consider:

The intermediary's evaluation should always Include a consideration of the
following factors.A. Length of Stay In the Institution: The longer a patient remains in an in-stitution, the greater Is the likelihood of a custodial care situation * * *.B. Diagnosis: In evaluating this entry, reviewers should look to see whetherthe diagnosis represents a condition which, once It is stabilized, usually requiredonly custodial care, or one that would normally Involve a wide range of skilleds*rrices entailing the continuing attention of trained personnel.C. History of Inpatient Usage: The Inability of an individual to remain outof an Institution may also be an Indication of a custodial care situation * * s.D. Adverse Utilization Review Decision: A decision by a utilization reviewcommittee that further stay Is not necessary does not, of course, mean thatprior to the committee's determination the patient had been receiving custodialcare. However, it would raise a presumption that care In the prior period maynot have been covered ***.

Here we reach an impasse.
E. Effect of Discharge or Death: A patient's discharge from an Institutionafter a relatively *short period would tend to Indicate that the care furnishedhim was not custodial. Similarly, the death of a patient shortly after his admis.slon to an Institution would tend to Indicate that the care furnished the patient

was not custodial in nature.
This places the fiscal intermediary and SSA over the UtilizationReview Committee on which there is at least' one physician and insome instances, and substitutes an agency regulation for the medical

decision of the physician and other memliers of the Utilization Review
Committee. -In requiring the establishment of Utilization Review Committees toreview medical illness medicare patients, Congress certainly did notintend for medical decisions seriously arrived at to be retroactively
overridden by a fiscal intermediary attempting to interpret letter 257hastily conceived. The utilization review regulations were promulgated
after some 18 months consideration by knowledgeable people in theprofession, consultation and consideration by HIBAC, and publica-tion in the Federal Register asking for comment. Letter 257 attemptsto amend this without complying with the procedures of title XVII
or of the Amninistrative Procedure AcL

Mr. Chairman, we want to reiterate our serious objections in thepresent title XIX wherein it fails to provide for another level of care
less than that of skilled nursingcare.

We suggest that the committee consider amending title XIX toprovide or a program of care which would utilize the present formulafor matching funds under title XIX and which care would be providedin facilities that were (1) licensed; and (2) had a licensed nurse em-ployed full time. This care would be provided to recipients withrespect to whom there was a timely physician certification of need forspecial living arrangements and Flat such arrangements were notavailable to tle recipient in his own home under a program supervised
by a licensed home health care agency.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, ve search for but can find no rationalewhatever to justify the provision in H.R. 12080; namely, section 224on page 153, required services, under State medical assistance plan,
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that the States may have the option of providing any seven of the 14
stipulated services in the present law.

At the present time five services are presently required, and they are
the basic core of the whole medical setup. This new provision we can-
not understand at all.

The five services presently required by title XIX are the basic core
of a, medical program. In addition 1 under the present law, the States
may add to these five and, in doing so, receive additional Federal
matching funds. Thus, under the present title XIX, there is nothing
to preclude the States from providing all 14 services if they have the
money, and, in fact, there is Federal enouragement for them to do so.

Hence, our difficulty in comprehending this- provision for option in
H.R. 12-80. We urge the elimination of this provision.

Mr. Chairman, again I want to thank you for this opportunity to
present the views of the Nation's nursing homes on this important
legislation. If we can be of any further service to this committee in its
deliberations, we shall be happy to do so. I personally wish to thank
you for the opportunity of appearing.

The CfAntmAw. Gentlemen you still have an additional statement,
here-on the nursing home prober, and the amount of time that we had
allotted to hear the American N'ursing Home Association has been
exceeded. I will have to ask that w6 print thosestatements in the rec-
ord and that it be briefly summarized. Just hit the high'points, and I
will assure you that we will read them and we'will have'o0ur staff go
over them with us and we will pick out the recommendations and see
that they are considered. If you will just touch on the high:points that
you have got in your statement, we will see that that is considered. We
will print them in full in the record for the benefit of all committee
members.'

Reverend Howom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The C .AnIAN. That is one reason I insisted expanding the staff

of this committee, so We would have eidequate people to study these rec-
ommendations and see that they are considered by others.

Reverend Hor m My name is August Hoeger, a Lutheran clergy-
man and executive director of the Evangelical Lutheran Good
Samaritan Society.

Senator ANDinsoN. Senator Moss, I know, has been very much inter-
ested in his amendment. For the record do you favor the Moss amend-
ment with the agreed-upon changes I

Mr. Mosim. Yes.
Senator AnvmsoN. Thank you very much.
Reverend Hozom. By the -ay, this Good Samaritan Society is a

nonprofit organization. We operate 120 facilities, most of them nurs-
ing homes, primarily in the idwest and 15 States and'the western
part of the United States. We have a total capacity of over 9,000 beds.

My testimony was to deal primarily with the reimbursement for-
mula. We feel very strongly that the formula, based on reasonable
cost, is simply not workable. It doesn't return to us our cost and it is
far from reasonable.

The Miller amendment, wliich was watered down great deal in the
Senate-House conference committee before it was finally approved pro-
vided very little relief for the proprietary homes in that they have 7
percent of equity, but this relief was nullified by the fact that HEW
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has now declared that depreciation cannot be counted as part of this
net equity so they have almost 7% percent of nothing in many cases.

For the nonproprietary homes the nonprofit homes, the amendment
did nothing. In one sense if this formula stays as it is, the nonproprie-
tary nursing homes are simply going to be legislated out of existence.
There is no way that we can make our mortgage payments simply from
the reimbursements that we receive from t is formula on the basis of
depreciation that we receive.

Senator ANEsoN. Is that taking into consideration the allowances
for depreciation I

Reverend HOEGa, Right; the depreciation over, say a 40-year pe-
riod we wifl never be able to pay off our mortgage, usually on a 20-
year basis; There hasn't been too much hollering and screaming yet
because we are still on this interim financing. When the final account-
ing comes, most homes will realize they simply cannot live under this
particular formula as it is now adopted.

Senator A zmTWSON. We had several programs of depreciation in the
tax bills. What about accelerated depreciation ?

Reverend Homo=L Well, I am not an -accountant so I would not be
able to answer that with any authority, but I still don't believe that
it would be possible to maintain, especially under accelerated deprecia.
tion, where you receive your principal payments in the early part of
the stage, and your loan is amortized and the prinbipal payments be-
come much, larger toward! the end of that loan period,- and it would
make it very difficult,

Seator ANDERsoN.' Could you have one of your accountants check
to see if accelerated depreciation will do you any good ?

Reverend HozE Yes; we surelywill do that
Senator A~w~zsoz. I think it might be.
Reverend Hoz=. The nonprofit as well as the proprietary fields

have always depended upon some margin of income above cost for
them to continue to exist. If we are go i to improve ourselves, if we
are going to expand them if we are going to feel free to innovate new
ideas, and so foithi there has to be a margin above costs in order to do
these things and, of course, the way the principal formula is written,
why-we are hamstrungjust exactly to our operating costs plus this
depreciation, and we see no way possible of even continuing to exist
under the present setup.: , , I ' • . _

The burden of my testimony, and I am just cutting it completely
short, with the idea that it is recorded in its entirety in the record of
the daiy, is that something simply has to be done and our basic recom-
mendation would be that the entire matter would be switched to a
reimbursement formula based on reasonable charges rather than rea-
sonable costs.. ..

Realizing that this Cannotbe ione overnight, that in oerto make
the present situation possible to even live with, we would recommend
the basic changes that were in the Miller amendment in the present
costi-reimbursement formula a's found on. pageq 4 and 5 of my testi-
mony today, .and we believe that/ if these amendments were at least
used, why it would be possible to live with the reimbursement formula
as it now stands.

We also, Senator Anderson, have to e against your bill regarding
funding of depreciation; because if this idepreciation, money which
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we do receive is funded, and recalling we use this money to pay off
our indebtedness if it were funded, we would not. even have this to
make mortgage payments, so we feel that the funding of deprecia-

- tion we definitely have to beopposed to.
Senator ANDRsoN. You recognize there are some problems? A hos-

pital built with funds which the Federal Government provides, and
there is depreciation of the total investment-

Reverend HoE=. This was going to be the burden-
Senator AmEsoN. I don't say it is wrong but there are problems
Reverend Hoom. Right. This was going to be the burden of my

testimony; that I believe the cost-reimbursement formula was designed
for hospitals which have little capital indebtedness, usually they are
community owned, their capital funds were provided by the Govern-
ment or fundraising campaigns to begin with, and the problems would
be quite different from nursing homes, either proprietary or nonpro-
prietary, where the vast majority of the capital funds were borrowed
private capital.

Senator ANDERsoN. Mr. Chairman, I am very sure that we will make
a study of this as well. This is a difficult problem. It relates to the in-
vestment of private money versus somebody who gets grants from the
Federal Government. It makes quite a little difference between the
two. I think we ought to study this.

The CHAnm.Does that conclude your statement I
Reverend How=. If I could just say one of our great difficulties

now is that even after 2 years after the bill has been enacted and after
the program is going for 9 months, HEW has still not worked out, or
at least has not i-eleased its guidelines for reimbursement. We have no
idea where we stand even at this time. I think this is a very difficult
situation for us.

Senator ANDmpmoN. Could I just explain this question I raised awhile
ago about health. I am not complaining about our attitude.

One reason we are not farther along on the other bill is that we de-
layed it for years and years and years. This is somewhat new.

Mr. WALER. Mr. Chairman, we thank you for your graciousness
and your attention.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, gentlemen. We will carefully study
these recommendations, and our staff will assist.

(Material submitted for the record by the American Nursing Home
Association follows:)

AMENDMENTS SUGGESTFJ) BY THE AMERiOAN NURSING HOME AssocxATIoN;
SUGoESTm AMENDMENTS TO THE Moss AMENDMENT

I. AMEND MOSs AMENDMENT (NO. 294)

1. By adding the following new paragraph at end of line 9, on page 4.
"(28) provide that a periodic review, not less than every five years, of the
state nursing home code, lieensure provisions as well as standards of care
for private or public institutions or other regulations by the state agency
Involved (together with an advisory committee composed of representatives
of the professions, occupations, Institutions and associations) with recom-
mendations for improvement thereof to the appropriate state authorities."

2. By striking out language contained in the parenthesis on lines 18 and 14 of
page 5 and insert the following:

(as determined by the department or agency in the state having responsi-
bility fo' regulation of lending institutions within such state).

3. By striking out paragraph (d) (2) beginning on page 8, line 22 and sub-
stituting two new paragraphs; paragraphs (2) and (3):
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"(2) the term 'qualified nursing home' does not include any nursing home
which, by the effective date of this section, does not meet the physical en-
vironment provisions of the Conditions of Participation for Extended Care
Facilities effective July 1, 1966 (HIM-8, 3-66) ; and
"(8) the term 'qualified nursing home' does not Include any nursing home
which, by December 81, 1969, does not meet Chapter 10, Sections 132, 136,
137, 284 and 285 of the LIFE SAFETY CODE (21st Edition, 1967) of the
national Fire Protection Association applicable to nursing homes.

4. "Amendment to provide more than ono level of care in nursing homes (to
itrand alone or to sutpplement the Moss Amendment)

"Amend Title XI of Act by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph: "See. 1119. In the case of any State which has in effect a plan
approved under Title I, X, XIV or XVI for any calendar quarter (beginning
after June 30, 1967), the total of the payments to which such State Is en-
titled for such quarter, and for each succeeding quarter In the same fiscal
year (which for purposes of this section means four calendar quarters ending
June 30), under paragraphs (1) and (2) of sections 3(a), 1003(a), 1048(a),
and 1603(a) shall, at the option of the State be determined by application
of the Federal medical assistance percentage (as defined in section 1905),
instead of the percentages provided under each such section, to the expendi-
tures under Its State plans approved under Titles I, X, XIV, and XVI, which
would be Included in determining the amounts of the Federal payments to
which such State Is entitled under such sections, but without regard to any
maximum amounts per recipient which may be counted under such section,
but only In the case of those recipients with respect to whom there is a timely
physician-eertification of need of special living arrangements in a facility
which (1) is licensed by the appropriate state agency and (2) has a regis-
tered professional or licensed practical nurse employed full time (and on
call at all other times), in charge of nursing service, with a qualified at-
tendant up, dressed and on duty at all other times and that such arrange-
ments are not furnished or available to such recipients in other appropriate
licensed Institutions, or in a distinct part of an extended care facility or
nursing home, or in their own homes, under a program supervised by a
licensed home health care agency, such recipients will require skilled nurs-
ing home care."

OTrn AMENDMENTS

IL "sPELL OF ILLNEsS" AMENDMENT

Amend Section 1861(a) (2) by striking out the period and adding "under Title
XVIII for the same medical illness." Subsection 1881(a) (2) would then read
as follows:

"(2) ending with the close of the first period of 60 consecutive days there-
after on each of which he Is neither an Inpatient of a hospital nor an In-
patient of an extended care facility, under Title XVIII for the same medical
illness."

IWe, SUPPLEMENTATION AMENDMENT

Amend Section 1909(a) (14) by striking out the period at the end thereof and
add the following:

"provided, however, that no state plan shall be required to contain any pro-
vision prohibiting supplementary payments to private or non-private Insti-
tutions on behalf of recipients of medical assistance under a state plan."

IV. AMENDMENTS TO KENNEDY AMENDMENT (NO, 298)

1., Technical Amendments
Amendments #208 is amended (1) by striking out the word "operators" In
lines 7, 11 and 14 on page 2, In lines 4, 8 and 19, on page 3, In lines 2, 4, and
6 an page 4 and Inserting in lieu of such word the word "administrators,"
(2) by striking out the word "operator" in lines 17 on page 2, In lines 13 and
25 on page 8, in line 14, on page 4, in line 17 on page 5 and Inserting In lieu of
such word the word "administrator."

2. Amendment establishing a National Advisory Committee
"d(3) There Is hereby established a National Advisory Council (here.

inafter referred to as the Council) which shall consist of seven (7) persons
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appointed by the Secretary without regard to the civil service laws. The
Secretary shall, from time to time, appoint one of the members" to serve as
chairman. There shall be one representative of State Health Officers, State
Welfare Commissioners, American College of Nursing Home Administrators,
American Nursing Home Association, a representative of universities which
provide training in nursing home administration who are outstanding in
their field and a representative of the public. The Chief of the Nursing Home
Branch, Division of Medical Care of the United States Public Health Service
shall be an exofficio member of the Council. In making such appointments
the Secretary shall consult with the organizations and associations of the
representatives involved.

Each member shall hold office for a term of three (3) years, except that
any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of
the term for which his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed for the
remainder of such term, and except that the terms of office of the members
first taking office shall expire, as designated by the Secretary at the time of
appointment, three at the end of the first year, three at the end of the second
year, and three at the end of the third year after date of appointment. A
member shall not be eligible to serve continuously for more than two terms.

"(4) Members of the Council, while attending meetings or conferences
thereof or otherwise serving on business of the Council shall be entitled to
receive compensation at rates fixed by the Secretary, but not exceeding $100
per day, including travel time, and while so serving away from their homes
or regular places of business they may be allowed travel expenses, includ
Ing per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section 5 of the Admin-
istrative Expenses Act of 1946 (5 USC 73b-2) for persons in the Government
service employed intermittently.

"(5) It shall be the function and duty of such Council to assist the State
Board on a continuing basis in carrying out their functions and duties under
Section 1906(a) (26). It shall also be the function of the Council (a) to study
and identify the4:core of knowledge that should constitute minimally the
training in the field of institutional administration which shall qualify an
individual to serve as nursing home administrator; (b) to study and identify
the experience in the field of institutional administration that a nursing home
administrator should be required to possess; (a) to study and develop model
techniques including examinations and investigations to be utilized in deter-
mining whether any individual possesses such an identified core of training
and an identified aggregate of experience; (d) to study and develop criteria
for wavering Individuals engaged in nursing home administration prior to
the adoption of a state plan to license nursing home administrators; (e) to
study and develop appropriate programs of training and instruction designed
to enable all individuals, with respect to whom any such waiver is granted, to
attain the qualifications necessary in order to meet the model standards Iden-
tified by such Council; (f) to study, develop and recommend programs of
training and instruction for those desiring to pursue a career in nursing home
administration; (g) to complete the functions in (a) through (g) above by
July 1, 1968 and submit a written report to the Secretary which report shall
be submitted to the State Boards to assist them in their duties and func-
tions under Section 1906(a) (26).

"(6) The Council is authorized to engage such technical assistance as may
be required to carry out its functions, and the Secretary shall, in addition,
make available to the Council such secretarial, clerical, and other assistance
and such pertinent data obtained and prepared by the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare as the Council may require to carry out its functions."

STATEMENT OF REv. AUGUST HOEOER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, EVANGELICAL LU-
THERAN GOOD SAMARIrAN SOCIETY AND BOARD MEMBER, AMERICAN NURSINO
HoMsE AssOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and 'Members of this Committee, my name Is August Hoeger.
I am a Lutheran clergyman and Executive Director of the Evangelical Lutheran
Good Samaritan Society. Ours Is an Independent, non-proprietary, religious
charitable organization which owns and administers 120 facilities--mostly nurs-
Ing homes although some are homes for the aged and hospitals--principally In
the Middle West and Western parts of the United States. Our total capacity is
approximately 0,000 beds. The Good Samaritan Society was started by my father
in 1922 with the opening of a home for the handicapped in Arthur, North Dakota.
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Although my father and I are Lutheran ministers, the Society is not owned or
controlled by the Lutheran Ohurch. The Society is directed by a 15-member volun-
tary board elected by the Society membership. It Is made up of prominent, con-
cerned Lutheran clergymen and laymen from eight states.

I wish to discuss the inadequacies of the present reimbursement formula based
on "reasonable costs". It does not return to us our costs and it is far from reason-
able. It was conceived as a solution to reimbursement problems in the hospital
field where most facilities have little, if any, capital indebtedness and are com-
munity-owned and operated. While the solution may work in the hospital field,
it is inappropriate as a formula in the nursing home or extended care facility
field where most of the facilities are proprietary and non-profit church owned or
Independent

Although the Good Samaritan Society Is non-proprietary, our problems are sub-
stantially similar to those of proprietary nursing homes. Both types of facilities
depend upon income-above-cost to continue to provide services--if you wish to
call a "profit", do so. In the case of the non-proprietary facility, this "profit" is
needed to Improve and expand existing facilities and to create new facilities. In
addition, the present depreciation factor is not adequate to allow non-proprietary
homes to make mortgage payments. Under the present reimbursement formula,
many non-proprietary nursing homes, most with long distinguished histories, will
be legislated out of existence. In the case of the proprietary home, this "profit" is
the well-earned return on the investment which created the facility and the
reward for continued efficient operation and maintenance of the facility.

The reasonable cost reimbursement formula encourages waste and inefficiency
just as did the discredited cost-plus theory which was so widely used in other
areas of Government procurement during World War II. The Title XVIII
formula by its failure to return income-above-cost to the proprietary and non-
proprietary home alike, discourages, even prevents, both types of facilities from
meeting the needs on and exigencies of day-to-day operation.

Without exception, the 120 homes owned and administered by the Good
Samaritan Society were built and expanded with borrowed private capital, Just
as proprietary homes are built and expanded by privately borrowed funds. The
Society has not been the beneficiary of any large grants or donations from
church organizations. We have had to borrow private capital to expand and to
build new nursing homes. No non-profit nursing home or other institution can
grow and continually improve its service solely by getting its cost back. There-
fore, It has relied upon income-above-cost to repay the debts which created the
facilities and to continue to Improve and expand its services.

To treat nursing homes, proprietary or non-proprietary, fairly and alike
requires one of two approaches: either a reimbursement formula based on a
limited reasonable charges theory must be adopted or a formula similar to the
so-called 1060 Miller Amendment which passed the Senate, with the support of
many of the Members of this Committee, must be enacted. As you know, the
1066 Miller Amendment was watered down substantially in the Senate-House
conference. It did very little for non-proprietary institutions. The Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare by its Interpretation of equity capital has
made it meaningless for proprietary nursing homes. It has done this by sub-
tracting deprecation from the equity a proprietor builds in his facility. The
result Is that even though the mortgage on a $500,000 nursing home, for example,
had been paid off over the period of the life of the mortgage, the 7/ percent of
equity capital could be 7% percent of nothing if whatever equity is bdlilt up Is
taken away by depreciation.

The concept of reasonable cost reimbursement Ahould be discarded. In its
place there should be a formula based upon reasonable and customary charges
for private paying patients in the particular area. There is only one answer to
the spiraling hospital costs and that is greater use of nursing homes and ex-
tended care facilities. As you know, the nursing home program undertaken a
few years ago by the Veterans Administration has been eminently successful.
It has aided in curtailing health costs In the Veterans program.

At the present time, the Veterans Administration has a reimbursement formula
based on 33 % of hospital cost of the Veterans hospital in the area. There is
presently pending a bill In Congress to Increase this rate to 45%. This is a
recommendation of the Veterans Administration.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I am asking this Committee to undertake a con-
sideration of a reimbursement formula based upon reasonable charge& I realize,
however, that this cannot be done overnight and that, therefore, while such
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an approach is being studied, we must attempt to improve upon what we have.
I urge this Committee to revise the present reimbursement formula along the
following lines:

(1) Reasonable costs for extended care facilities should Include a return
on the greater either of cost or the current fair market value of the facility
determined in accordance with the rinciples of the American Institute of
Appraisers or similar appraisals sufficient to attract capital investment.

(2) In determining reasonable costs, the Secretary should consider, among
other things, the need of extended care facilities for

a. Replacement of plant and equipment.
b. Modernization and growth, specifically provisions through earn-

ings for the long range amortization of the principal of indebtedness
incurred to finance modernization and growth.

c. Research and comprehensive health planning.
d. Reasonable rentals and reasonable Interest-type returns on prop-

erties and money capital where supplied by the providers.
e. Provisions for uninsurable risks and others business-type respon-

sibilities where these cannot be shifted and are borne by proprietors and
f. The payment of a return greater than that customarily paid to pub-

lic utility companies because of the recognition that extended care
facilities operate in a competitive field.

g. The Secretary should also consider the customary charges pre-
vailing in the area for private paying patients.

(3) Insofar as any of these factors are applicable either to proprietary or
to nonprofit facilities, the Secretary should consider such factors in deter-
mining reasonable reimbursement for proprietary and for non-profit facil-
ities, notwithstanding the fact that such application may result in different
reimbursement for one type of facility than for the other.

(4) In determining a reimbursement formula and allowance for costs,
all legitimate business expenses or costs (Including but not limited to com-
pensation to owners) should be allowed in accordance with the regulations
of the Internal Revenue Service and Armed Services Procurement Regula-
tions. Services, facilities and supplies furnished to the provider by organi-
zations related to the provider by common ownership or control should be
includable as an allowance for cost at the cost to the provider as long as the
charge by the supplier is In line with the charge for such services, facilities
or supplies in the open market and is no more than the charge made under
comparable circumstances to others.

(5) The Secretary shall develop contractual methods to be offered to pro-
viders on a voluntary basis for the purpose of encouraging operating effi-
ciencies without sacrificing high standards of health-care.

It is my contention that were the present formula amended to include the
above, then the inadequacies of the present cost plus formula (which permits
little or no profit to proprietary facilities as well as no true growth factor to non-
proprietary facilities and which, therefore, Is unable to meet the great need for
nursing home beds) would be overcome and funds for the construction of nursing
home beds would be available.

Mr. Chairman, in testimony before this Committee on Tuesday, August 22, of
this year, Social Security Commissioner Robert M. Ball urged the reinstate-
ment as a part of H.R. 12080, actionn 129, Part 3 of H.R. 5710, as found on pages
57-62 of the Bill. In addition, Senator Anderson has Introduced S. 283 which
deals with the same subject matter, namely, the coordination of Medicare reim-
bursement with State Health planning which would make planning mandatory
and which would require the funding of depreciation.

At an appearance before the House Ways and Mean-s Committee. we testified
at length in opposition to this proposal. ANHA takes exception to Including
nursing homes that are of a non-governmental character and whose coming Into
existence was not nor Is not owed to public monies under requirements similar
to those of Section 129 because:

(1) Such a requirement would have the effect of depriving the privately
financed facility, both proprietary and non-proprietary, of their own capital;
and

(2) NUrsing homes do not now utilize and therefore do not compete for
costly but highly specialized equipment.

We will not read this testimony today; however, we do ask that our testimony
before the House Ways and leans Committee be accepted by this Committee
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Mr. Ohairmak.- what Is- thi pkovider. to do with this fbrifiuliwhen te'flurtau
On thefirst iagi~ of his kAAiy, Mr.Tiertm#Ywriteg: 

"dowhere intermediaries have, effected. a 8ettlement-'wVith~ pr6Viderbfe upon the reibur.emnefjtipriimeillea'id guidelines Issued or where theyhave exercisedj sound .Judgemient In ap-plying. genero~ly Aceepted pccoulitiny;.JrHuelple6 If' r nwih~~qe ' ipitn 1.~uclp oiifertatiols of the reiniblirenc~ott Princileg were')not ayozlsab, V~BbI~ieiI
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'en~jn P-.,
But on the last page of his reply. 31r. Tiei,ey' ics"Whepref ASI.Ica intgipedla . 'alows', certain iz .Iplx ast -0.e epipd qtieyear ji the 'refr ctire, vioces.s'. and ksutoseqmiiqtiy. there Aq, II jdikalowa ceof certain Costst, the restalti"R.labillit.F wIould be t]1i?. :~wq4pp~iiity of theproVI 10 . _
This. It seems, fideq4Uimiiely describ66' the iigl' in> hich 'wursfng homes Paidthewselvgp. .I I* .. IIH..,*; -Ott page 2,V~r. Thirney wrltc that: etne I..N myntb4"lihe charge 'to pos.t-hyspita1Inl nefcoe('l tpi ~ ''~tbinade over 'regular nursMjg1!otie ptients for rotItne sgrvices in ordeiatorecoverhbIgler costs where a facility has been 1pertifled in its entirely. Withrespwct to routfime services. l&4A the 'cdmint~tration's ostjln thit all pa-tients In thoe ten{Ieo care facility are comsderel to ei~v the -4iwe levelof services ( xtem4ed care)."On page 3, Iin reply to Question 8. UMr. '1'lerney writes:"Expenu." incurred by u lrovitkor in ineeting th1i standards ofpartcipaionl01111110 be allocated directly% to tme, prtgram, T -he program II pay only Itsproportionate share of total patient care coats Iij the extended care faillity. Ifthe costs of care are higher because of the higher requires of thme pro-gram, the program will pay Its part of the higher costs."TIhu,%, If the standards of the Medicare p~rogramu require the services of aphysical Therapist (a It does) and( this therapist 1is required for tlie 20 SMI-care patients In the 100 patient faciit' the program will pick--up only A of theewsof providing the physical therapist: and either time p~rovidler or the otijernon-Mtedic- are patientsq will nintutnie the other 4A/Sths of the- cost.(On page one, 3Mr. Tierney writes:'0Phe year-on'd ,vttlenmientIrocem mady'not necessarily involve the sp-c'ificsteps outlined1 in your Imiter. The mimehod for determining 'relsonab e costs'mis a limitation of nectual costs has not been developed ais yet and It Is in thisioro"f-,s that sevri (of the steltsyou listed are Involvyd."Again. on page 5. he wri tes:
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6f t6i providers Ofte care It 'Is recognlied tat there are Imiportant issues
-. ~cl ~y pt~jj Uat~9z reWo~ved a44 our, sttf lp iyorkig fl9evelop tMe11o6 "A eg4t~s~ri~te§6pirteniMthat t c4,i.0,

nine8 months latter. Tis 8 Program was enacted oh July 306, fq6oj I ;now, Weter

h1 .~4fl. 1~th~veep better hlie erJave beep
ma 0i~ i~ w. $U ilpovIaQ,*rvices bij4 iq~t one page

astKow-fi 0liq p,"deipiliU behlbre o 1 is servIces.jo7sit not
rexnl~~terdforh~ vsl~otld 6ppjo OUT at"104dieut to Tritle XUX which

wo~i 'ii~ 'res~.l~e cot."as the ' ethod Qf reimbursem'eut uder that
MosAunueW('o~4,i oqs not provide

for "rasona. e ~pt"trnuxf Ag Pqiues., TlipeRigilial '.Voss BILl 414 provide fto
aeiIpg ecto~ X2()( (UI) so au-to rq~re t1ho Wites to Pay !.reasnable

Cos , t ~4itn oret Atioi the lpjzigiage )*gInping on line 24 of page 4 of
the liu'eddlmelit N.2~) amends Sect~o4 1,00 aid. referq t~ nursing bezx,.e, it does
not anleanlul tl, 4iskc Wei oil eaonable co 11)00tq (a) (13),(B).. i It Is

M 6Itla e oo4he "re4sogable cost" for~ui elqi~ed by HEW1 under Title
X'VW' l~ ts; tsitr t40j..uo~~e.~'bl~vt the states should
be -oe1 eo przin wJ~vr~ on nn.Xrlite. After. all, the
itA~e fn sjbt$tipoioofteTteNXpoamwereas they do not

the Mtte XV 11porm fa emusmn frua a o worl~ed out satis-
factqFly_ In t~i cep ra hni bu~~o~ebUyfre on the states.

On behalf of? th Amri1 Nusn)HmAsllto, w~ to thank you for
the privilege and opportunity of appear ng before tblp Comnrittee, and for your
COnqi5aezatIO Qf thW~.VieWs.

RPWMA2ixi bnt THE: AiIfiibii XNURjINdO 0*ME ,455ikA1iox IN *"(E5VI~oN 'OFr~lE
it~~ik7OI#SE WiYo k'Ai 4ibiq Cosnv HI ON Igo, PART A.A.'4I Ci10
'WHICH' Rj1%AiUfdAtao Appty ye 8. 283l (N 'ThObUCED BY SZNATOR ANDERSON1%
(NEW MExICO) , "GCRAiMT TO STATES FOR PLAN NING0 TPMEIW NfZDP Y03,ifO5PITALS

AND OTHER HEALTH-CARE F)vrLrnEq" , ,

"Turning our attention, therefore, to &etion 120.- PArt'8, let me stiteatt 'once
that the American Nursng Home AssoOiAtion t~kO exceptioni to Ineltidiuig under
this Section's rquirenftts nut-sing l~imes that '~r6Of a hion-governmnital char-
acter and whose coming Into eylstence either was not or is not due''t.6 puoblic
m ones. I 1 1 J , I I,, V i t _ .

"There Is universal agreement among accountants. that depreciation'I4 an, Item
of operational cost. Further. the record of tcostiiionyebIkncernlng the re*nMburse-
menitformula MO 11' XV1IIi; I6 haractertzied: by ainmost complete accord that
depreciation should be aii includable, item -of cost.

"We are, therefore, confronted wvith a sitiutlob wheroin th6 1cp~rtmnent of
Health, Education, and Welfie, Is saying In'effect thtit eveui though'Aul allow ce
for deprecliation'is a bonA tide cost Item. it 'shall be A 1lowable only if It IA4 iudnili-
torily funtled and Its expenditure jade subjjct to the docipslon.; of a pdanmiliug
agency.

"There then irises the following question: i f,,as Is universallyagreed, depreeia-
tion is a legitimate reasonable cost Item, under whabt circumstances tlleu ctan thle
ftindig of depreciation he Juhtit~nbiy wnadO hiaidat6iy and placed. so to speak.
at the comnunity'A disposal

"Tile Americani Nursing Home Association submnits that If It Nlit all IKossilodf-
to justify thle mnandatory funding of depreciation, It can be juitifled only wheui
the Iteim being dlepreciatedl was purebased with conmmnty fonjls Iii the firvt

"According to at Public Health Service SurveyO published in Junep 1M. 87 J~'r
cent of all nursing homes In the United 11tates, are 'proprietary whoso kexistenc- e
wvas not the result. of Fedleral or other public monies. Right jxr cent of Amierica's
niirsing homes are non-proflt church affiliated institutions all but n fewv of whoml
were likewise bWilt with private fmnds.** The remaining S por cent are Coll mnuitilfy.

*Nntionnl Center for Ifealth Statistics. Series 12, #1.
**lleiween 1962-~10. nn1 4100 nturstng homne. were m'nstrucied with Ih3i1.Durim

funds at an average mitt of approximately $13.000f bed. This Is to too. contrnsted uAitii
an average cost of $7-S.000/bedl in nursing lionies conustructed with jorirate caital.
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owned faciltie built with public monies. Therefore, approximately .9 per cent
of all nursing homes in the United States were coiistructed with private'ovapital.
. 'It Is our contention that If notall, nursing homes, then at least thoso whose

conu'ruction was not owing to public funds should be reinovedfrot the* reqalre-
ments of Section 129. Part 3, ." I:

'Let ae emphasize at this point that the American Nut-sing Home Associi-
tiort has supported and supports the.geperal principle of thte traditional aredwide
planning that has heretofore existed. howeverr: let Ine emphasize even moru
strogly that the American Nursing Home Association is not prepared to d.up-
portt o rotdlcal change. In the approach to areawlde planning that- Is embodied
In 11.11. 0710.' namely, that areawide planning be placed In the hands of a "...
Slato Agency (designated ,by the State) whlch (A) provides tor- health-Oare
facility and equipment planning in all political subditftions of the State.,
(B),ooordinate its activities w1th other, agencies engaged In health servile
plauIng and participates In (an) interstate and. regional health-care facility
progratl, ... (or protdce reasonable deauranc that-it wi oordinals)1V ;t:(ppj 60-01, H .R. 5"/10) .. . .- , , ,:, , •," . . .

"Mr., Chairman and Memters-of tlis, (omnIttee j 'if. we read'pp. 0O'and 61
correctlyj then, where heretofore: areawlde plaijulng has, been .voluntat'y, ;com-
munity-staffed and cowntunity-oriented It now, shall become mandatory imple-
mented from the State Capltol andL ultimately directed from,'some regional
headquarters embracing several states .within Its jurisdiction, presumably an
)JhW regional headquarters, since such Is the only presently In existence.

"Mr.oChalrman and Members of this Committee, ANHA IAenot prepared to
surrender county and municipal authority, much less a state's autonomy. A rep-
resentatives of congressional districts -which contain counties and municipalities
and as representativesof a particular state, we do not believe that you are pre-
pared to do so either,, ,,,'- 1 . I , • ., . .: .

"However, assuming for purposes of clarification that you may be so-prepared,
ANHA respect fully.submits that the factors which make planning desirable do
not at this polIt nltime apply to nursing homes in general. , t ' ,

"The factors frequently put forth to support planning are summarized and in-
cludgl lnt4ie Section-by.Section Analysis of HI. 8710 as prepared by HEW and
I quote thuefrom Qn page 28: -z

TUlnecessary duplication and Ineilent use of health care facilities and
equipment Is,wasteful In terms of public moneys and scarce health personnel
,in, is a signifleant factor in the acelerating costs of health care.':

'1galn, Seo-reary Gardner In his statement before. this Committee on 'ednes-,
day morning lust ,tated on page 31 as follows: o- . I , .. .

'None of us wishes to see these Federal funds utilized In competitive 'drives,
to put ok radio-isotope laboratpry,,a cobalt bomb for cancer treatment, facil-
ities tog, open-heart surgery, or other co tly but highly specialized equip-
ment In every, hospital, large or-small, regardless of practical requlrements."

"I would like to point out (1) that the 95 per cent of nursing homes referred
to above do not compete for Federal funds nor for public monies; (2)' that
nursing homes do not utilize, let alone compete, for costly but highly sleclalized
equipment; (3) that the scarce health personnel for whom nursing homes com-
pete pre primarily nurses. In respect to these, ANNA submits that the solution
to this problem is not to compel funding of depreciation, but, rather to entbark
upon programs which will Increase the number. of nurses and supowrtlng nurs-
ing personnel. I will return to this problem later in my, remarks.

"1 i0ore leaving thls provision Iu H.1. 6710, 1 would like to urdil to these
remark's quotes from The Executive Pro(eedings of 'The Senate Committee on
Finance Discussing Proposed Hospital Insurance Reimbursement Guidelines
With Oficals of The Department ot Health, Education, and Welfare, May 2.
1060, as found on largo 102 of the Committee Print and ontalned within 31r.
Ball's Commentary On Analysis Prepared By Staff of the Comndttece on Finnin(,
"Propo.sedt Medicare Reimbursement Formula". The quote Is as follows:

'Funding is desirable In principle and consideration of enacting of legis-
lation to make It a requirement appears warranted. There are crain I sm4cw
irith regard to compulsory funding that tcould hate to be studied. Propric-
tary Istitllio1s are a special problem since compulsory lundiny may bc
coAiercd 1o ha re the c fect of deprlvinp the proprietor of his own capltal4-
capital many have been Invested In a used-up asset and returned In the form

R RMphaNI't sujpllid.
SEmphasls 16,r4JLled.
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of dept'eclation, but he would be unable to recoup his Investment which
would be tied up in a fund ....

"Mr. Chairman and Members of this Committee, I submit, with all due respect
to Mr. Bali, that not because Mr. Ball, himself, says so but because elemental
Justice requires It that the propriet,,r of an institution which was not con.
structed with Federal or other public monies should not be denied the use of his
own funds as would be the case if the proposed Amendments to Section' 129,
Part 3, as presently found in H.R. 5710were to he enacted.

"I am not at all certain that even when the facility was constructed with public
monies that Section 120 should be enacted. A further examinatloh of the record
of the hearings'of the 89th Congress reveals a continued reluctance on "the
part of HNW to require funding of depreciatioi; Let me quote again Mr. Ball
from the same'source as abov: I

1... Few localities now have effective ,Planning osganirAtions. A requiro-
ment that there be effective planing before funds could be spot might
tie up the* depreciation-4-funds of much of the hospital system until a net.
work of acceptable planning agencies Is brought Into existence. It should
also:be noted that a, requirement' of funding does not mean depreciation
funds will constitute the major source of capital; In Cleveland, one of the few,

* areas where such a requirement has exlsted for many years, over a lO-10 tr
Veriod capital expenditur,9 ivere 4;$ limea total funded depreciation.'*

"The inclusion by HEW of mandatory,funding In the present .1. 5710 ep.'
resents a significant change in the thinking of HEW from what it was in May
1966, less than 10 months ago-and even'less than that If one were t6 ammto
that IRI. 5710 was months In preparation. ..
-"Mr. Chairman, and Members of the iCommittee, [ objectivity has always re-

quired that ,when one' puts forth a proposal embodying a change in the stains
quo, that he submit along with such proposal the need for the proposed change
and the factors which have caused the change in his thinkIng.

"Is it Improper for pis to Inquire whether there now exist many localities thmt
have effective planning organizations when only 10 iohths ago few such localities'
existed? - I ., ; , I

"Is It; improper for,us to inquire,whether there now exists a netwovrk'of
acceptable planning agencies when only 10 months ago4o such network exIted;
whether therefore, there no longer exists the (hanger that tho depreciation funds
of much of the hospital system might be tied up beumuse'of the lackVof such a
network existedl whether, therefore, there-no longer exist.4 the danger that the
depreciation funds of much of the hospital stem might be tied up bee~uke
of the lack of such i network when only 10 months ago such a danger clearly
existed? - "-

I"Is it Improper for us to inquire whether the prolonged experience of Ctavhinnd
which demonstrated, that funded deprecltion , Ws nbt a deterent to capital ex-
penditure Is no longer demonstrable and Significant when only 10 months ago
it w a s s in g u la r ly ro ? -. . . . .. . . I " it'' - 1 - I
, "In short, Is it improper for us tofrinlre If Sectlon 120 doe'slot indeed

represent a reach for excessive'authority on the part of HEW that Is at least
IPremature if not entirely unwarranted? I ' 4 J I

"In summary, then, the American Nurikn Home Asooclation takes exception
to Including nursing homes that are of a no-gouernmental characters and whose
coniig Into existence was not nor Is not owed to public monies uhder the re-
quirements of Section 129 because:

1) Sueh a requirement Winvlld have the effect of depriving the proorletor
of his own capital;

2) -NursIng homes do not now utilme and therefore do not compete for
costly but highly specialized equipment'; ind

3) The solution to the problem of scarce health per.zonnel, ztimely, nurses,
for which nursing homes dO compete I# In no way related to the mandatory
funding of depreciation."

The Cimin.,,'k . Senator Gaylord X%'Som is with .1S. lie is btLy with
other committee activitie3 elsewyheie. Ho came. htere to introduce one
of or witne-ses., and I would prOpoAo that Senttor Nelson lh'troduce
the witness. Senator Xehoon has heeni doing Ssoine, very fine work in-
vestigatiig mitle rel [at ing to (dngs, quality, .9p 'in1g, and wo hope to

Y'-m iohnsiq supplied.
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boifeft -from sonme of the work'thd~ he has been doing i tis field as
we ubdci'tako iconsid('r-Atiotv of thls bill.

Seliator-Nelson, vevor ~eie4~ have y1oiU.

STATEEN OF HON. /GAYLORD P. NELSON, !A U.&. SENATOR FROM

A~enator. NEIW sox. r. Chairman Senator Andersoni, Iappreciate
.Your cor~y iieI(0ha~te some, other comrhitme~is.,

Mr.- Chairman, the. wtse ink hspnl h.Wlim$A e
jisein a close friend of iin for oi Tilfeir , lithQ~ye'y d
thiquIsbed execut ive of the A erican Pharinaceuticatl Assooiatioi'L

IPrior to coining here lie was head of the department of phasrna~y
at) the. Uive'sity of Wlisconsin. HoeIs 'so present, of. thie Arnerboa
Council on Phnrrniccutiql, Educationi. r

'He isareresnt~tlv ofthe. U.S. phlhnacists on'tboQunneii of
Internktational Pharmatceutical Federationjs.H' fleJts1reeived a great
number of distillgtlshed lonors-anld 1. W~olfld ask the chairiun in1
order, to -tioid. repenting- all of thbe biographkfetl creden~tils, if the
list could e iserted i tltp record prior, to Dr. APple's te~4imony..1
ain yery pleased to -have thd opportunity: to intiroduce this ver dis-
guished authority.

The CIEAIINAN. Will you make that. available to ine, Senator Nel-
sowl. I *ould lik6 to kiowabbt Dir; A.pplc'V crodeutiaI-,#hlch, am
Yery iressPive. 1lmnk yoiq very nuVch, and I ji.Uee tia~t this isnmade
avvlt of the recor-..

(Th biographical sketch of Dr. W4Jliai S. Apple followss)
BJOORA'r)IrV1, SJXETC.H WI'.,IAU 3. AI'a'i, 11n. P.; 1,EXCL'VT1M JlIURCrOR,'AMICRICAN

PJJ1ARVACEUTIWAL ASSOCIATION

William S. Apple, Phl. D., Executive Director of the American Pharnmatical
A."oeiation, grew tip. was eduented Ili and] has4 spent his workdug life hli the pro-
fessloil of pharmacy.

Dr. Apple Is -rvhng Ili$; thlid terin as (ip elected adiiirifivue offl-Iuil dof
[lie national professlonal societyr, having iweui elected to the A11hA rpo-s tlrsqt fin
19-50, and re-elecietd for. uuuothee tlaree-year tern) ats IExecutive Director In 1062
mid 196. lie served in tlhe APhA Headquarters as Asasalut Secretary from
105A to 1009.

W1rin iSpokanle. Washiogton, 1111918, D~r. Apple, ill reared Ini Dflitiu, Miicl-
50ta. lie alteluied Wai,'ii state U'lirihIy film) thlzez trail ferredl to the Uiversity
of WI'b*onslu.. it was- at Wlitenosin that lie receivedlM. his Bhelor of Soience dlegree,
In Pharmacy, his Musters degree In ~II us Adnuit~toantli his 1-h-Kwur

of P1hilosophy tiegree, lie continues il% io~trainmev regist.ratloi Ii wis'iisiu,
where he was both a practitioner mid (olnsiltawi.

Hie served ars Head of the D)epartmnt of P1harinucy Adiniustrationi at thiv
Vunvers~ty of Wisconsin pior to wcnnuag lilt APhlA dile Ini Washingtoni.
Active In Wisconisin pliarniney activit~es, D~r. A~ple serve(] as V'lce-Pre~flent,
President andt Cbiaian of the Board of 1Jretors of tMe Wk!couusin Pliarnia-
cutca tn Association.

lDr. Apple entered the V.1.'. Army Ini 111 as at Private andl rose to the mluuk
of JlVkttant colonlel. lie served oin the staiff of F~leet Admirald Nitnitz fit the
Pacific T1heaiter.

Dr. Apple Is i'resiejit of the Anierieuij ('gumnell on Pliaruiame~itieail I"AIeivtiiI.
Ile Is4 at haulerr iltnid Meminlor of Coanmity% health, Ine. lie Is the rielprsentui-
live of UniILe! .Sies ipharumeists enl tl- ('onicli of the International m'iannii-
cetUm Federation mvid at nieubeir of tlhe Board (of Directors of the Ainealean
Aamqclntloi, fnr World Healuhi. Ic. and the 1%.R. 'omumittec for the World Hienlth
Organization, Ile represents the National health C'ouiii oil the! Americeau A.")-
elation of .lnilor Collheges-NIIC Oomunitteoc on Health Techtnology VEducation.
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Until recently, ihe served several terrhis asVicee-President- and, a meiubcr of the
Executive Committee of the NMW. IfiR s tartann, f the Ptariacy, Ceiunottee
on Public Health Service 34dcare T I Ihiplrogramn.-I/

His professional and obbrary oZl i~timbershlps In(ltid6*eh'1iliinl6a
t'esion, Rho Oli and Phi Kappa Phi. His awards Include: Atnicricaff Drulggist
Man 6fl1: t ~&4 106OgJ. Lou~ lscoff' ieabk1l,&fttad(1IYUiP lI

Man of heYer 19 1 go, do %ulmico :]Faffllaeettims de Chill (1901),
Wayne State University, i alshed' eevI 66Xwaid- (190) and the Hugo H.
Schaefer Medal (1960). The University of Wisconsin recognized his "eminent
Iwofes3&pal dervices", ki 1903 with Its Citation, anfd the' tiivemilty bif Long island
awarded h im aI 1qtqrobf elone , (Ho4;nprftry), deSeMiin 196a.He haA been named
reclplent,ot the IQT.RenmIingtop Hopio, *1eda, pregeutatio'n of %vbicli js.,sctied-

-Hlhn'4k is in Falls: Church, Vh*oinla,, wh61- h6 restd~ with his wife, the
former': Laicie l.oephiL Mrs. Appl4, - ikei-her. Husband, comn's from; a -pharmacy

The AIII~he.NOW qe ill hedt fr~m thirAnerican Phaimieu-
.tical Association. W~e will hear-fromi 11r. iApplen,'~w

D1r.! Ap~ple, before 'you: begiwyoir festinony, I want, to; takel'this
opportuhit to thank "4u uic f the very ieavc n sit

luc ta.t 4nerca RPiainaeutical, ks~o .ition haA~ given to. me
'and the members of the staff of -this coninmittee. in tryingtoprodure
high-quil ity dRs' at i-asonabls prices I think. that all t liharmacies

ca proud of thie fine job itlat.Vou~ndm iembetis of your' isspciation
aire doing.

STATIMENT: OF DR. WI.LIA M, sS. !APPLE, *EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
'AMERICAN PHAAKAdEUTICAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
ROBERTZ IF. SF 0ES DIEO IXGLAL DIVISION~ "AkERIAN

PEA &~1~fCL ASOC$krIl~,'A*' t.I EDWAjd'4G.tFELD-
MANNj, DIRECTOR, SCIENTIFIC, DIVISION, AMERICAN PHARMA-
CEUTICAL ASSOOIATIOWC i

Dr. Airrrrn. -LThank y6u, iMr. Chairnimn.
For the record, I amt Dr. Willinim S. Apple director of 4tW efhf-

can, Phai~jiiadetitical 'AssocatioW1 accoipinied bN* Dr. Edwai~d Q. Feld-
mann;,the director of our Scientific Divisioil, and Mr. Robett. F.
Steeves eof our Legal Division. I I 1

The CHAIR5MAN. You referred to your groupl as doctors3. Maty I ask
whiat. dees those include?-

Dr. AI'PLE. These a re Ph.D.'s, Mr. Chairman.
The CHIAIRMAN~. In phiarmancy and pharmaceuticals, Pli.D.'s in what.

field?
Dr. AppLEF. In the, field '4 plmrinacy, yes, sir, Jpha1'inacenlt1ial

chemist ryin the case of Dr. Feidiaun.
The CiIAIRMAIN. 'Thank you very inuch.
Dr. Apr. 'Mr. Chairman uihd inembers of the committee, we are

pleasmd to have this oIpportilnityv to present, onty views of the Nition's
phiarmits on the social securilty amuendipemit. amid time lpropos~ls relat-
ing to drags. Theli Amnericani Phta rmaceuticalI A-ssociation is the nation-
al. professional society of pliarrnacist~s composedl of individual prac-
ticing phiarhmacists, pharmaceutical educators, -scientists and techi-
nologists, 'and pharmacy students. Ouir total miembershi'p is fmbout
45,000.
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The Ami~ ~ d~ld'Ift 1196
and the fttbecve rt chtluon Aesit ~i l exi66t'for thle

To Improve and promote the public health by,fIdlig in -tooe e~tfblisrent of
satistai:t6i- 'itAildatd4. foiigbii "i d'Whid-in 'tle det~etibn apd p knV q
adulteration and'V tutsbt~nding ofr~A -rand d-,kkao 6 ae ~ ich-te
A s an- Alsc~ioa ,e*d1;pratton~wlth otIr,.organza H=~4-a iIwll f son"e
the Prodh ",%, (an4 4;lstbptIqq pfj Olfu~s And14 i4Lti~jt 4le~ ality.
.There :is lifuiversal agreement-in;our dountrt' today thtprescription

drugs are an, essential element of modern; mnsical caretI Cogrew -hmt
underscofed Jts adlceptane of this factiin recent ybars-by, enacting, a
iiurnber of statutes to both i! i6vb thelqiitindletpeid'the:avil-
aibility .of prescribedd -nwdicaiona I While others-taW'&isturbM bylthe
emntinuingrintpemt of Congressin, the .quality)- availability ocostof
drugs, vewelcowe; oongressonalt initeilesb becailse, 'w. Till Ublieve that
wh~to is bost. for, urcoiintry qndltsl people ;wIll continue -to be good
fort& prosioioof phrMaoy.;E ,i..II:

Wve urge tbis,irpjitteeto -ddopti -amendment, No.; 2660"which eon-
con tef with .the Federal. elpetiditues. for. drugs-and -pharn aeu,

tic.,alerios m ~existinigiCovernindnttsupportMd progrinis; We dtrp
ikdqptio: bepaisAe t4bameicltehu provides,,aimoit';rMional, bftsis b6r
prexibing, aund ,xa ,o i~q Uali baas, diribreeWf~-hr
niceutical services than exists W~ay.otmot, GOvnentrsuorted

Thorp i an obvious AWIsncti6na bet*e~ oen~n~sipre a4
Govemmont-opeirstod program $or tl~e general. public.' Federal finan-
cial suipppt> for, programs wjuhchbenit deseifvin or nYi$dy segments

of I~~t VmstrepgthbgnoQiW goipetitive enterprigla sytemi- but Gov-
ernwo;A ei rtd ,rg~sga haVe thq revorsel effetL 'For. a I~ii
p)ivat pertj~cng pheraasts today, are, being, deniied the opportpTiity
to servt,YV ius' Adi~ratio "and Office. of- -Economic Opportu-
nity beneftis 1 .

MWe strQngJy11suppoqrt the "-freedo'm. of ,olhoice!" 1,ptinciple. incorpo-
rated in amendmeiit 26d and which also appears, assecetion 277 -of the
ffouwep~ssed, poil wewiity. bill -(H.14 12080)!. Tli Senate on -sevebil
previous .9ccaion$-ha4,,adOopteol :irnilar provisions. Senator, John J.
Wi11iarn pf, efawaroe-,ponsovd thei rlst such ainendment'adopted
btheSailate iihnIR 05was under consideration in the ,89th
on m Atllo tinie, the flou~e did not concur.,ilce the House

now has incorporated the provision in its own proposl, the Senate has
(lie opportunity .to rals sukre -tliat -its, original ree6mmendatidfl is

This "ifreedomi of Phoice" provisiono. 'Will asueta htCongtess
intends to; be 4- Governmpent-supported progrlami does 4 not become .a
Goverjupnt-9,perated program..

Amielinte~t, 266, does not Presribe a pro '..rewhereby drugs anid
lpharniacquticfti services are to, be dispensed, by. the Governiment. On
(lie contrary,, the amiiendment only delineates the listure and, exj~et of
Government .support for privately operated programs.,

For the pat feaw months, we hanve been partipiplitin in-thfeworki
shopps an4 liscussimns conducte4iby the, Departmient of ealth Edu.
cation, and Welfare's task force on ,prescription drugs. On Voay 31,
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for or against. the inclusion of prescription drug4_in t. medicar-

JIZ1r -i iki~e. aie 6uteositalo Our association
hlas already; gon on! record; in sport of- addin drugs'and phiarniti.

sexvi~ f pv~t'1 itle XVIII. The 1izt '6h0ts
fortc is directed toivard, the objeetiv6 of.265i; not 266., Weimrphasize
tbis beopius6 drugs andi pharmabeutiMa services hre-now covered- .-and
ha~ve been, covered -undpr several other 'titles of'the S6cial Seeurity
A.tjincludihg~tithbi XVIlIfeA. nd XX-.1 i'- oV

Axmiirzient, 266 does ncit extexid this iixisting coveihige for ilrlugi and
pharixiaveutiui I stwicest 1: atny-new oategurieh~';Dr reelpientce , It. does
niftke. a rhtlk~il- attempt- to 'deM'i With1 the grea. cost,,vAriftnteA between
wa. drugs, conttainiftg idditical thIN eui HOitiredkntts. j% supportl
amendment 266 because one of its viruE-isvthblit. proviategh jineh--
tmisi'for htldling tie cdntrov'ersialissufes 1'of quAty-vimsos cost. and
brand ,namp vYersus:g.neric-nan~iinder,'tmk"nmelt,266, these issues
will bWtransiferred from. the -political -, eha'td -w committeeof dis-
thtguishbdrmidical -and '.phkrmnacentlcallbauthorifies.-'We 'thik this.
mak~s-gbodisense: ac, perhks is tlioily, hopefril Niny of teolving
the differing riewpohnts-ntellI n. ' I

The controversy over the euivalency or lack of eqnivalencyoif com-
prable drug- products ',c6htainiii 'the, 60%I he'peutic' iigredlients
involves hioIiy 6oiipi'x and, solihistleated considex'atiniis tflit Im n- best
be evaluated by a, panel of. 16 .x Cogrs Lhs .hssiiwei
1966 in establishiing controls over stimulant- and depre'ssAnt di igq.-

1rhe Commfissiofter of Food aind Dr'ugs andwuhbiie in theinedical
anid phanmacehtical kiences seem generaJly agreed that. th6 lkeli hood
is remote that wdriig product meetings the estliblished standards under
Federal drug laws will not preform clinicallyv us expected. Compliance

wihth stbishedstandards ofp poency ana purity can be determined
by labdratory analysis. - . -T. I.1

Literally,* there htds bwen A r~lgiug cOntroVksrsy Ij this country for
more: than a, de~ade over the cost ad qxxlity'of drugg. Bechtuse of the
intense intereAt in these subjects shown by Cogemkd the pub i c,we! believe that conclusive. -vidence Would beiia lk'~l simcAving a lack

ofclnialqeiiivaleney of druig products ,which miiet-'establishied
stanidards-if it existed. %I I

W6 agree with Senator RuselLn ia ult of health care
should not be sacrificed for econom 'ic considerations. Somiewitnes
have suggested that quality might, be sacrifloed for'oronomy undler
amendment 266i unless coapnarative equivaloey of, fill drug~ products
currently on the market is established by. cliii~a testing.' WVO do not
agree We, seriously question whether thlis country 'should utilize its
limited scientific manpower, for this purpose amid threby risk post-
poning the discovery of flew drugs, suth as those thant coul d mitigate or
even eradicate the scourge of eancerjst to settle what is basically anl
economic controversy.

The Congress is well aware of the c'riticafltl iniiupowqr situation
which now exists in'our'tountry. The shortage- ig Most acute among
clinical pharmuacologists who ar qualified to test (Irtigs. The few who
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are~~~~~~ 16tiie Ii~ ,iad~~tated q ti 4, Ahl 9 icis~

to uffl&ckli tiihe t9,fM1&Ikalohi!6 c'*ii~ 1) e I q,
There is also the ethical -nuftl mbralV" Mc-Amf~V~iiiof 'upw~a

bei Ii 0 toI 'fl?>ci V tt Is 03idro er spei y wless.
rost3 P didi4 -t -m~ Me'.i I FPor Miwt,$lNI hl I 0t
advantage of althe data air'L d'- Iihl4ited -hAW4 -se

nll -mqirk~td, di'd With" t"M MW *jfbitz AI§Ws e
If atdrug 6 di rg;PWi~'(i Vi6ft '~fo acKjejf&

s~to fd lvijw tfe Al -lititd if Usein. M -I 'Clqal

Under title 1XVIII. of the Social $Security Act, we have 9'0
formitlaty -ygtema: iti~ &dratidf(~eiih tillke , Wf &Ih k ihos-

of. th6pe~riicr low, (PIkb~fIi4IkWl89-P)~f hipit

ineltide in tth i6, deral l~niiWaa Iorn'ildtle talk;2F ,xp t n-orn
initttes of thU official born jendia& r;gulurlv'ienifeajdliendlhbi
decigioris fo' -more than A, meftury.-RT61mrea Pitnatt
Asodation eqrries'owthefrevision n-hlq ~ o ~gavi ono of
these. compendia-The National Formulary. (' - I

On the effective date 6f amendment 266', 'paymneti rii-udafiffitfti-
cally b* authorized f or more. thnn 1, 00'd the bmost sikh~ifleanht dri'S,
for hunlan-medical use -The Formuiii Comumittee- coulhen AddN r
delete *drugs -from, the-,bast list,' hs' it lo0und necessary.] T1heia -is no
requirement 'in'the amendment thht every drug and'dri Oroduct on
the market be reviewed,; When ift Eistion arises, the burden of proving
the ratigifale. for subsequently. adding hi'drug or "rlug Oroduct, would
be on the advocate.

This concept, already-bealrt congt~essiontl sftliction in niedllcar.Tlle
p~harmiacy and therapeutics -committee of a hospital. sdrviiig. medicare
beneficia-ries-may add any additional drutg o1' drug: Itodt; to thoSi6
alre dy included in the oiiicial compenditt and other (rug bookslisted
ill sectioli 1801(t),.bt thlereis no i~qulirnient that hndditions banmade.

We hivwe asked oar affiliate, the Amerkon Society of Ho~ipital Phar-
imiflists, to submit, a detailed,,staternent to the cornmitit explaining the
organization and- operation* of the hospital foribulary, system As it
exists in thousands of hospitals today'

Under title -XJ of ,the Social) S~ecurity Act, teeri- public asglit-
Mince pivgrani'i aIlm utilize -a forinulary-typeste 19tMaIkxki incorpo-_
rate. such provisios as the mauxiinum-amobunt of thp-drug that/cad be
prescribed and tile maximumin allowable cost basis for generic or non-
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tra es and si is could utilize the wvor o ted~eral Formulary

W-1 I,. ki

It~ 1e, L4n 'thoe

li )rP Ifflbt ,r"A"I . p g. "qto ,fr birorhtl cr

La ,' r jeud 1L, prp fes p-.9 Stae pu!l a sistess porm

au~ oriz iLdig . ,_rug, p od4 .costng n ore. than.thieFnedera!
Forpxmpbwy al o~w. ce-,the Federal Government would stil!.contribute
its share of its.,estli~hed e:re~able cost,.This, iscrtaiily..less
complicated thptn some ,of the existinl procedures in State pi~blicaSSistF crog!ms"In the State of !llinois. for example ,the attend-

ing phiymo , aterhavingtried the drigs listed Te the Illiois Drug
Mlla rnltt suinit,,. : w, rttoru request with supporting medical fact
to the IllrnoisStft, Medical Society for approval to use a nonlisted
drug or drugprcluct. .,, . * ,, * : , ! ., , .. .
.Ifa State public. assistance-program provides a drug that has not

been, included in theFeder'al Fornulary, no payment will be made.
However, exclusions or denial of.requests for inclusion of drugs inthe Feder Formulary would ntbe arbitrary. Amendment 266 pro-
vides for j judicial review." We would support a change in the language
of the amendment so that therjudicial eview , process parallels that
incorporated in the Food and 'DrugAct for stimulant and depressantWe realize that the Food and Drug Administration today cannot

guar~anteethe absolute safety and effieaey of our Nation's di'u~ supply.ma shock the public, but it comes as no surprise to us. We double
that there can ever be an absolute guarantee of safety and efficacy.
Errors do occurs in the manufacture and distribution of drugs, as
they do with other products. The use of drugs however, dictates that
we constantly strive for zero defects, and a number of recently initi-
ated programs are demonstrating that where there is the will~there is
a way.

For examp],e.. FDA has an increasingly effective surveillance pro-
gram to identify drug products that do not medt established stand-ards. All concerned are working vith FD.A'to make its program to
remove these products from the distribution system more effective.
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The fa"t .is that with th passing, of.each ,day.,'e 1' ,itying more
confidence ip the Nation's drug .pply ,W0ca )s stlA r o4
qiAlity more knb *ledgeably, and, mtolligently, and!ttWi;pern-its us to
move ahe o'and discuss cosV onsilerations,with proper cq.c~rn w for-
but not fear of-quality considerations.:, , C ,. ,. .
• :W6 ai% noti-M -a. Nation%,yei prepared to assurevary lndviaal~of

optinial medical care, Whhtis a eroicamedi L procedure 1A s me rural
hospital, maybe routine at. Charity Hopital, Johns, Hopkins, or t'
Ma Olfic: While oft "goaiL is .ver ,higher fivels of .nedl, car fo
all oitizns, or .. anp er~aid fscal resource".arejpt, nbrited andour syst~msireqttire' 0rthetperfiOOI c i, ... q ,.:# : :. -,,'=.,•,

Just .recdntly, a younggirl. d4ih thi. ¢ty. beeau athe medical
tedm treat ngiier could no obtain thei money to financqt.atent with
ad artificial kidney macl"ine Priodi treatments woul) hAv~ved her.
life anda machine. Was avWaiab1' in"another ihospital.in .this oty. But,
reports indicate that this treatment wQuld hve. icost;$12,006Qpor year..
;-This ek&mple;is certainly iore.dramatic than the usualcase with
drugalthou htwe have ,d1 headI of stancess ,where rw expensive
drugs have &I .- flown to, ap tient im need,, free of cost, by a phar-
maceutical manufacturer,, Iltti in the, case.,of frug _ the argument
appears to be that we must pay whatW&-cost charged=reAsonable or
unreasohkble-4or the drug prVduct the physician Mh.ts without re-
gard to the alterniatives,-whethe ,rational or not,--on the theory that
perhap some'other (lrit or~braid of drug might not, work, And we
are oxpected'to accept this thesis!notwithstanding the apparent lack of
sciefitiflosiipport.-, ", ,, ;
Under. amendhnent 266 theoscientific ju.lgmont Wipursue such a pol-

icy with a giren drug would-be vestvd in-the cbmnittee-of distin-
guished medical and pharmaceutical experts. If this panel has rea-
sonable evideite to suggest that the therapeutic effect or quality
would vary among various products of a given drug, amendment 266
provides that all such products may be included. Yet,. where the evi-
dence suggests that a lower cost product will performnas well ,as the
highest cost product, the Government and taxpaycrA would not be
committed to share the additional costs incurred.

We see no substance to the argument that amendment 266 would
curtail incentives for medical and pharmaceutical research. In order
to arrive at such a conclusion, one must assume that the 17-year patent
protection does not exist or is not'long enough to provide the economic
incentive that it has provided in the past. The formulary system ap-
proach in medicare and its wide acceptance by hospitals has not, to our
knowledge, decreased the incentive for pharmaceutical research. In
fact, the importance of having a unique, single source, patent-
protected product in a Government-supported program might actu-
ally provide an increased incentive.

The Congress has an opportunity, through amendment 266, to help
the Nation's physicians carry out the American Medical Association's
policy of "supplementing medical judgments with cost considerations"
in prescribing drugs for their patients. Physicians are turning to
pharmacists for information and guidance about the differences in
cost between brands of the same drug as well as the differences in
cost between brands and generics.
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iNowafdip titkPreseriptions il dmfe ready. py6hared from, diifereikt
mianufacturer'qr'th e most parkPhelpharxmadist, has &bott1q of dap-
sules thefb.; IV~ fl~hlar'job tobe surethafhe-do~as not give youi the *~
thitkth.t) hW'g1t You, what 1was pr.&9ribed Aby theidbbto± it6
that abotit the way it works for the most part nowaday8%oI i

Dr. ~~ Arpi. ' 3 r. -,Chairman.' The trapsf~rmationmh~Is
tW6 dea;Thh-Us bedotiie froin A;pifessioi of manipulativeAill -to: a
profemion bf'dtifiknowledge. What we can r6vide with olrbraikie

b~craiefa vtf*- l"Aht h%, watwe do -with -our, hand&
WOstfl d~lcosderra1e, coipoundin' of ,some prJ tpin that
ftbbln#Adeitekteor"ikbuly buttha not the emPh&&s of our

activity today. .rn
- Th6 Off1AAV&AN. 'Iut bo'be a;Ph.;-D~ xt that' field,;,asc you aid your

as oiatt'YuAi -you" have, to 4o td oollegeand gbba; nuiiberof degrees,
in ovder~to'khnow' ust'what theW'dpigs are and, Whab, they hve; made
Iiiom; what their'.chemical components arei. .t ,Ii) ,I;I'

Dr. Arprjx. Our" education has increased ,to the -point where today
it, takesa aitiinlmuiof 5, tears and appr6ximately, I yeoar of lihtern'ship
tiainigto reweivo adlicensft as a pharmaiK. In some Stlites our ed~oa-

tiltinimumis 6yew r.. ' bn[
.1 ahv eui4,,h Mihainnnii,, and- Sen~or Anderson, You~can-see that

'lowks members ofthi iAdioal teala to improved -the quality Qf health

The pharmaceutical industry hifs done a tremendous job of fiT.,ding
oh~tioherpeti~a~et~to, attack ispe~dflc diseases. We~tti'eer6iujo in

With biilla-dy6 aooifrtdy owmanV dseasti. I am'skireyouii- qognize that
'tho-more U.irae you- become in-your shot; the mo~re 1poietei'their
ieffect;Drao use today: reuiresxmpr6 care, 6n the, p anof the -p~rson
who prescribes them, on the part of the person who dispeies them, and
!oithparbofthe~ttientwho utilizes them'*. Ii
fivOt Cf(tRMAX. ' hava P Paiphiet heire from which I iasire -qnee-
lions~itout the' prbdu't-of manufa'cturers- I think youtrecnn~e this,

-listing -of' the 1propuiletar -~m and tra names -of' official dnigs,
"TO, iist-phamaceeti~al educator,dniug manufa~tiureN- practicing
ph armacists, and pharmacy students, as well P 9 other meinbers of the
healthl profession%; in! ideiitifyidig -drugs official 'in, the Unit&i St~tes

-Pharinabopela -XVIIl! ind' Nstional; Formula'ry 'XIlt~by their proprie-
taror other ttd ae, oyrikht 16. "i'

t fts, AMA, American- Phatrtnacenttical Assboitiion, .221b Constitu-
tion Aveik6 -W, WtAhingtoni, oi'l ibPiso that a publicationt of yot*r
association i ' '

Dr. AM,-ia; TIhis, ig I tnblication of tfhe sciebntific -division- of bur

The 'O1Yni~im'lDid 'youi put-'thid ,ut to-help d6ctorsl as velas
phin'iiacistg fiidbutjltwhat tey am prscribinr? 'UY -

DJiA r~i{eldman! 6an- toll 'Pouaboiit fliecallu I ve~got fibwi
physicians and medical schoolhi They us~h ~biain~atahh
aid in medical-schools~s l as in O~arknaoy whilol&W '

The CITAM AN. Would youexzpaifi tt I ''*

I Dr. PL qiWMri Chnlrns~eti would dAirftt , yduvtu~Mtfitidr1 Wothe
stittehient, which Iapar o the Ijon Jc6Wr wh~r6e't'myi "Membe4%
of the'pharrndicy o*fsi~ sWlijther Membr ftehst -



and~ie dnd4 r ef1oxnlr4 ~

inthem ndt tel dotht rwoi r, j Ireaen Y fam #jr ~ 1 4eie~~ g hMWl tli ~ ~A ~l&~
r JA kI .1.1,4

er ia i'dt Ira [l I(

TOf thes paw wn 0.in e Id~ p 4~ Dw 1wudte allop4rd alt hayqh4 M hyr aandtv Mrespon41tlit"I 4or

OvA )14~r .1nqOAh Ijufrm uftihfty, 4 e'are N Wit 9 j Xicrspl

inthem. CJ iA tN V10 I 1)I.

Are 'al a wII( Ici maa~a 'a , whoaYOU Jy. * %"iipi~~~j&&T a9 Aey trys MAIMi~kesin



sam les for te doeqranit to poxnd toJl4hs.1~~o

Pro ucte or prese qlpytje f h

one of theSe maninftwturers ii pdertakei x N dell

13,o M II -4 ,1 1

ofth bProdua.. Tha t is mwh! we spy. t Joprne

J1f~~ D-yM uJherQ

task A- NIP) tb', Auu4th~t?"
til I's. i .91C".'M~i ' JT 0J1 4i1ec hnern~ e 6 h ~r~ 4d~ii'~ ~hdIE~cra1 y M ob

formation ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0s10$ off thpolishqevro ~ ~ {d~gi~
woul lik to.see'ati, 21d

iaendvmeortan'thieasotn h isr C nog 1  ~t
taskfoccnton h#W i~f j*6 p1,1 ff1 ir

nouiftmj4- 6f th4 **wkhef the ce al' Yd.Ittib

tbe 4cmmudtforpbr-etiafjits, %adi , ~vt
weh it.migh; befit1 tlitnh n d tii f Ab9 " h

'lilfi tht. 1eit~t~p

iThat di; wiorihii~t; th jvhh y
ftiont wif coheipr6]6*t the :1 3viohbul d'mi~t_

The ld-io-oe any du t0-h;do06i nt wa e o 14M A~~, ig.tYF ir
ainondmet wl tniC hi Athld6As noC qoW'
biling alk fatstwg t, i~ritit

tiie concitngideri ble tAn fliilhlf.f dpAi tile
thiio ha -,4 {tb ~d t's M ' ltnC tij



dM9V11PY tM OUP Qr §eJtj.pd icA ~fa h.iW eiye qv~ ecog-
dvantages in terms 66fI wha th"fnmei il do for dilcr

th amen merit W1 dj~r

WO t~ ~ 'Iuj t.'j Ii~

AMA Xre there a con':d .Avbqrof dng which

LP Mf1wstir"pare,, W Ast pttr of fact,we fl~~ that his isa grown consideration hs drugs en nor
co~pp~p rm si

g.q,99 apine, of ri ha

Th I414 . .-Just, nae yf~ ht ci ou.Dr ~LMANN Pecilin goepe
The PH QT~uh C9l to me, that .fy nve two, or

wo.u&u't tiablmkeit easier to r,ovrlatiwioyt.npy
kQpn xre on ya~ ta e y harphcis couJq simplysell them'as' they' went,,along, r&t* r t4aiflia one, Attiig up tezema1940 by 1a ls kni m ufcturer, hv lI 4d~nt It as manySto. where it is deteriprating JsO th Ow i youd1 0 ta1 lfor it, it is not ofthe quality that it would be if you turn your Inntr
DrhA~p~,.Wewould a reo-comn~t ely witl*,tiio; Senator. It justmakes commrnfsensa, thati yoi. -*ere stocking 20 Identical -produ~cts

bi echhaig; a ifrn a~tat. your jpventqry turnover i6go~g (,b, lqwor, and, thrf~ if it includes products that 4i-or~e~yo.~going to'have larger opens.
te1he tCiAIMAN. Assuming that tese .peope selnOhspriulardrugthat. I refovred to as, one example of a grpea senmbe fthes 4ifr-d

entnines or~oe. po6 assunming.that -you- can'L.Ara any realIdiffeec betWeen O-T thm tsJust pica maudackiurr. Suppossyosaid that YOU thought that Scherinig wos a, good, Inauturor andithelprlc6 was xiht and1yo bought Whs Ortig by, the- nm f ()retonNow would -n~t the, bill O~ep keep downu tho druiggist'q pos~. ntaof -having to stock 12 of these tWO &1gs all ~ld by a iffeient, nome, hecovjld juit st k one'or two of them, whichi the, dri4huh~of~oquaI't ad whqn 0he 4calln "came Io ~ sltat *nei put._Vi atw ouWd cet ~afpr J in., ~s of fill th~nesrption orders the pharmiacAt rieqfr h M;, c ipi, 14t* invqlyedund~rtho. Kaeqp''g ~, ̂and h, §eei od etil pi o'ver
tojhe' geeaibli .T 9  omto4b pharmacy. ovyto he ~ecrierand, the acq-1ajtfnc ofihe. p -- "' wthth
parictrru tat "' proved by the F16 I~ &mm~t t8 3 - 2 3 --07-pt. 3-24
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Tho 1Qtix%. W1e had o. witn* h6MtSfot'3l1&s iilIihc~Aii 6tIcA
mt~nuta eft e*hol MAid h~ltnpO i~~,r OW I

C6. spent v m~tatd~hId t6p, p ropec 011. ai .1w4p~OtJ,01i ierjittA

prpduptlby the! ihtnes' -a4*16A. TheyMfl 6I1"t 1 61 tiWt~,f ta6e.
tylsalicylic acid if I meall correctly, a idaIti l l o6~

wanted something for a helikki ho&afd tie1~~drhpIih~u~

!. hey had won thattiaw~uit.--and they diaV'-Mdt1t 4
11n11de t~lt pr~ for iBayer Aar ditwo'i ehI -aun

bri A4i Ix thtlie 1t id 116m .,11W' Olkhwit'hAt thbit i tf. § fiIW

toMdd u tb&hhddVf bt A l g 9ifd prdfiot1oi~el' bhswt ]is
was brought opt in several of the hearig ad(WW hiv htIa I of
Congtoms.Akidg -of coi'rA on&~$f thf6etcabiig f6i'tbraftdrpg'iil I~ti is
t he advaftgo you have ofprice leAdership. A

lary is ne esrI I i I X' 4 I~

'Dfik'Ai'r, JiWel1, We bblibwe MAC~. N M kfdtuTjia5' F Iim(oMl %d
lsu ist , I& 1 t 4. echiit~t onk- "c f to ltt~tit

t6-40''lcin It~ t'elkctle p~sr~ btl-if infe'estedid
kliopiig whty~i4withmreW 'hib; . ,, .1i -l !!

By the tsokeil, the, 'harwonSA , i Ji tb ktiow wvdj hi
going fwo'A uthbp ed't6Adspet o'hth ~i~re~h&iWftS~

The CITrTIANM. As you kqow, there hns boen const~rnation ninOligt
SoM~j'41~h M9g ifdsil %V1Oth ie. Wfi stmotdieit by

QoreSqttlfb, ~hoifAfl'irhindgt'and Re'~e41tt~~i~ n
be~~thd plftritieeutiil indvstrivpIrt til I b hi.~ quibb

hImnself ''f~tito tliAitbfih4.rTN~Xr. &1ibbkhe~ y-ttAt Auot it Ono
indicated that. the priCi1g1h~thql Ill tligliliffil hiowy ri ~r~lc

NoIdbn' hItt whether thdIV %iih'y M#a'ret 6P nbt. I db galt
the impresskhi ihfte iht 11motcses whbt% p~iJ f tin t4.6 Msl awout~fe
'Without. lgvjig '60d11pete-ithu~t; thafdtiflqiWOohIP06t fil,-n~

my w )ht ho On mtill piitl "Oh~ie 9ft 1te, I' 61 thiht*?tt; i f~1i11
tho' AI tk~'u , ,or bd 1n 0~ Vnith ttl~t~i W

sthe is , Of ioN 1660k S~~t~iit cjieeP1kw&~
t r~ 

tf
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wid iQ t 191f01fliid"a Way itt j ,o~t~l
Ii od g a sariddi1t td IbsthjiE00, th$t

fled before EIho Hoiiui' Cdhifi~fie~onNAii fni~n&4" 0o t~fat
certain *hi~ of the G6vbriifit'k~i' buy~t~fn b~t dtrltenth. or' one-twieftieth-' flwtit tho phtifit6ist Miln buy t Mnl
product. Yr~ the pharmatcist istQd that. lie i''dip~ioi if thwe
phr tlo uc1W vnte

scriptioi),for fre, tile Vetertyil' Admninistvt16n %V6Wd 9a1V,'W11tall
stfi save, ii6fiqy by doint 'sov thrbii
becautlse *e can buy 11r ou lo Wii<Itioi 6

c hav to tiet,71 ua jtibiid 'uii' tdi'.'I'i sai thii611

theie ns" m1uisrtimoI.f' Wr L
'The 0t~uA'i~tA1i!VhdA$ illithl A t& lW efi 'h

jflekd OutA~l~d I1t6tli t'iti dlgm ffi ii fid1*
wil one oyu i~ .ek to it fr ytb- tei V U~b id for

thq busfnm' h dj 11
Selling itbVie~t naes 'Th imi6l0 hi.~ d shft1a1

tiie~wa t~yslql-f1 '(01 66 t in 1 t1o ~bn~iIt1i'fQ1
And theh whierf3j try to I ~ ti ~a~kri t~I ~ O .iIt6Mie
the Say OfWe n. 'b ,uy It. Itistmi Pens~V.

Tile- imga6ni GOOn that th~b'dr ifigfi"1'dqt i~i, 'had bide fbi'tile
bushne~ Ihnte I4i d le~'~iiii n tdti' blcV'for

Nit dhn th~l i t ydW 'Als*7nImtir §f ftt thby votfth the S(Ato
leisatures, as r unidrstaddit' in' 44 Sti4e Infid #of 16 vs Pasiwd bIQ
whna doctor writes. lOwn that i m&Ai'Aoneq you if'qn't sell jim'

with' this d~ilmma ill certainly colimunities have a qt4~~~
coopolrati' vp uyiniF tind aos flrMsto bid' for At~'1ink,
biut tho kralo~~ b to vhe a conriinit~ bm.'n~fblv

TII&CIIftMfAii.' S0 theyv grdt-O' tW~ 8tt c~~na tvi'eta
(p pr-ohibitt compeptitionl ini sellig thle product, and thenol the 6it-liot
1~fimd vol~ O vrin. ikuo hk~l~r, theoky ins "d1flhi6 O
buy it. ' Whiep l d , blaid' IS~.'n WtW4iicthy16gCItft
very reasonable price, whIPch. in soml.-0ecasesfn ctt6

'rhoY, C~ItW.p A course, now' tiffi, fu7eil ~k ~V~.t
l'SA a ip~~y ilQ 'ivM? I IPAli lt lhbfnt od hk moli M~tid I' thiiik'lop

(~O too . 61f io Obi~ lit wi'%vtli't fn ~ ta 'te ~n ii'~~o~
wNvut t1 e OyoI Vp9ple fro'hi hiking #16I0tintt pioft iii

IY N- " .hati Nvi lrnu, we otdVocate hbali
syste Ive' otif t.We thrinkd nofa ters
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i q 0!A1ed AgA qi : il g,(pitVr toI Iev~ tli ie Lm n V i

"stat there tome aOP- frnt il~e A~~nt~'~ k~;r j~
at~is oin~~t~ pj~ jigitj ~e1 oIC Oukhf.t, IV" iept lipAct Xia -y 14irjais NhU dj~1le, to buy, tjii wnova

che ip as the ,(o -'ijqutgni huyj if Juveultor Oljet~'e ali&ii
gs !Ti Kthsizaaq~ontale ii~ugsi~i pic~iis~~ Jrge quanit e

one who does som rese rch' aiod gets alatent Or -eiv' or. qnd t~. h9; is entitled to s. $o ~ w~,i~Q.poehge-puc hu onetto woul _ei.pG apteij ~tatj Q..zp

~ het~e ~ tlop,,sonebd s( 9 aa d
O~~ ~ mopaen.aneytit oit o0 it for 17 i,% 'wuhhi't., it, Ilerecqgip~d tht fropn tllat,. pint ~rivard jJhad tq c9iiipe l'44.4 lip,

beJi. to my a~hintig fo 1 ear-otIlr oldipidc tiproduc-huit aft&r thadt anyhod3 ' could ]prodi0 e "'t. )i:11 nwo

produqct 4man~ he id&oe, e 1rc. in ths area? *'iieDr. AP, 'L n ,Bscly, ourptntp~ tMa~emaik .syt,pr
1rotftctiof, Who tradeiaik" mri1 'eaersip 9 4 :,As the mnanu-
tign'of becoinn the i Jri t jp t'e ih1rket WjtK thebn6~of tbe trdmr lei P ;' osharo of thp, kparlt Thi jshowh6 extends the' effedt0f. Ills ingeihfkLy in- the' flrtpe *,.

Th JAIMAX, TIk ,e ery , inih $eaonerson. .,SeaoArNsImox. IdoniTha,~ ;ily -quest i6ns Oh, the Irut bilsinlesbut-just o Au the'C0;nlUmptjOnlIq n such gc(I health: -16A WjtiI 'live
onl~fi'~difeint sts of pifls" day 1 doii't havie any'qe0Iion1

the OiiAIMN . Senator Ulartke. ,7..

Senator I{ARiT*I. Let ip Osk 'you I pe yo P)Py you..ropposed or rather t'ro.aej~aIt e the 'br'nd uaieea~~
,to ark end~,

Dr. Aii~ htis right, Sir..
SenIator IIAIT K& Do you want it. eliminated cbi~plete1?
Dr. Ar"II. 1 was ta1kin inj the "contextC of drugs".Xil une 1inea

care.
Senator ltARTIJ,. iShOuld wjUSt tr~a t it (under ieql careV Ibeca11sethW is Ionie &~Ar of.it. Are, you in, favor of bhand ijames Or are -you

oppQseI to brand npvies?.
Dr. APLE. Ini tlib case df prescw-ription'dirugs, our, a.sL Otion- haso:01ially: taken, a, posit ion that thp nomenclAt Ire sytem of eith er1flonpropruetnry fnmes, or' btano, namies are b~haotbein our

wjt in a froeenterpi se so Jety,:.4the o' t of a 'situationhehre the b3rari oirasapic
di~p~rtji ovr ud bevoi4.atjuo patent pro ie iseawaire glafdtosee4 come 'to an lqnld

Sena.itori" .%, , 1x'r. Are y ou in" favor- of brwand nae"otpos'o

~PtoI ae -to sy,,that I could' illdiposition1either way.A
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Senator L .Yotid6' t6 know' WAhel you are in fivo'r of 'or

Se.iatr HI TKY DiouIt io A

SenatqHs.omt -o ant to say
'Dr. X& LL l I it. at k'4 ui dfih6 Uw vi ' fII t o' "Itl is'Oiflt'n

D. AXrkfi .Iti t4 tiestipin of s~y1ntp d6 A'o y'jertd h
my brother. 1AA ,0Iiv

Senator HAmrr1v. You 'diVatlid znai In thf~dy th'at
tjieya re. lile the di fference between it sister OifdIAI Aeh~r?V~

t.,vkiirk kb~ut'9M6i61dfiir&In thi' i of'i~rk'ihg' youi '14"1 Wit 14~o
mit~d Notelature, in terms of a spientmfpsyatmQlbiiitfh

TeAmern a 'A 0(icq) Aswoiation, th0 ofica om dii and FDA I

o~ i tl tw ld , f it~~ e. tIf .' i

$enator HAirmmI. Thamt is 11iot jA,6ph p'b yl Ii~W:hte,

Dr. Apry~p. lWe f~oo thlq mkyblk afilr&igbithttAbli~lt14

Senator H(406t;- to taV~b ut.f161'Wttdtfto &
If You 4qn~t .11amlt to just, te.)i mec

Dr. Aiii;k1 n .iiis A8 f the chiin' &t~~~i6 1 Y ~e~~1z
both n~oqienqjaturmsysteuis.*.jm~; AN*AA47*

er.At'rL kk atho10 ende §d'ydu er4gld 11Ak tM ljthbd
mame. era cpmeto (Qed ,IV ~

Sento IjR . Why are vou glad to 6e ~ ~
make apny' 'dmffe'i100 'e-p to 406fiddif tlieVit td ie '6hNt (TId i t
want to &e A bWth't orit M§W ife'fd onefd;1 the nihf bhe '

Dr. Arrr.,. Semitor IHartkj, I have, to-irmnswer yoij thi Ia,..~f~t
a givat. oj"f c6tiffoiii "A -the1A~

Senator H ~ I.t~ Oit f TiWit7t' fh

1iiidei~t iCthA~iffeme*~V 111 Ougo "fAl i id e
in favor of thme brand mitmnes oi- (10 -O AA -h~~~Iuw'~~'o~~i
to'tmi end4? If A-on do0, fill right. It feads vdVN ~j(1lh-~u6

T'o O~lhmiV6W for Wmitif-l(ftIkb ~(f ion sItitl hy--~ou
hesitant heciiums I tlmiik' olee .sy thit %oluM mV itoA4A-

ivhich yqu yourself Ai~lneverdefe , I YzW t ,Q atIii§ti
bhinles 4 lie ii il flbhf. t liw f tbi SQ:j%11M
that. statement, that is Where Io go itko you ''gh t d MY~b
trailI and I do uot want- to mni~ead voil' Mh~CJ: 4ii VA&01wf'tli

opposed .to blrAnd namewI'~ Is yt b '1WFI*~ '1 ~~t~

System. .'I 'IW



generic drugs in the Uitate . Therei are~~ oa I'rs*f
not be given a brand name under~ ppr Jawg,,11,r 1 ,9 I 1 p .lyfirm has made Phenpba~iL~ K ~oima ~~~h-ino brandnme for it. ~~ ~~

I did not ask you abot JJ1Iy.ias&ed 'you a very simple question
whether you want to eliminates O -ntv
liphdia creo~ e~ ro try.u
~. r. '. !XY~h~? fW*iW 4'. f a. T IT

~t t 're t' 'ep" '

hutn t e meie fOr p e f our couty.

asin n;, ayr' islu 4' o hmnuicue. bi le,

4t. iMt Or~

,Senator Ammic. What yqu, a$hr 0~ w,1phr rwy
Dr. A d-,gnxps ri& Vyp)i~pWs.

*Dr. Amsu. No wav , nr,~et.gve
d,So~tr I1ave . Dra d n yo "advertis it l s _in go, qPitt,

servicM enba itl Vrgt ('18

i Senator IAwrrkzi. Yoi rs4i -n n~ vti at. ~ .I .yusl ae

BAyer'.Bae' s41pm ttemi
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Jiayr ap~r~?~Wat do you say, Aprn*~,~i~~ o
other kindds cha~ ? 1 )1 i I II'*, j I I E 'I 1'4) 1 A~ T' .1 ~ .

the ar swerT idno ge il& lf''

that we were boiling as~pirin. I ill ,I!

you M -aX IVe Supi irm wx. a grt wq2 theAlgbt"A,'% War
Ser' zr 0s~ gn % he~~pre

P r~ceR Ow

time, i, w d y91,Re M1eyr g~iqiiy life-

thau ttat dreensMpii 0 Io 'we~s h orq'r"d ou,
~~ ~Mirring1 1 cewlt iyii i~Ad 4

cents a bo on those aspirin o~ tib~one you bught ciaer-'y j."not-
and you still used th,,pw TfP#e .4pug. Xni owvrYq4S; Y94 ~Y
aspirin is the same,DW utw0y,u tre q i ,9"I a

ins on Pgg A (jr ,!

Ato coreq.i. o , h r o ain n qI h 4.~ea

ao pCA C y. ot

to or I, 'A II
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Dt~ !An'ra~t- TIh4* oW~to in 41;t' e 4 -theiidiiYfei~1r

Senator 1-AWrrKI. Is it.cheaoer tothe Govornme'iit?i' I '
'Dr.o AvOLE. Yeg; -0xhctW. TJhat %~ th' Whol fhiiit. ' '
Sell tgr _HAI4TM.i: t &t we institute a natonnl1 sy tmn of littr-

nMaO.i~ th~ II ig 91,-hhevtdV fkth§,if Vwuivof

Dr. Aplilk Nd ifer Mloe -f4i ~ it Itb ce~t 1
(ernnieqcn tl sht. vesn% Whdt:16 ' u% #Ms

tho Un~ttite~ I.r: "g ,tiIJ~

the.hteddy i' .

~;Jif I,, No I, t!jt"'he
Seno~tor 1ARTKE will bogIad I ~kJ" k Jl ., f i)'

m§ over by ~thea Veterans',Ad'iiiistra vj 118
g eatr H RKE ~ nd~xt*~~ lhf?lle ' 6 Ad 'At it.

NV t- softh 'EO tU 1J)0'9MV 17I'igl'ha 1"fIp
it at a grater cost to the Govenmner~t or a lesser c'Jf~l~tI~h

Dr. APPLE It is #b'osV e~ ~AJt~t~4ri~1t &%..1 S4fl
Gjoveruntent agency~can buyi- y i h * 1P

Ar PPJ.E,. I oust li~ve misudertood the Si;i t~ jor.,,416f f( hfk~k!1Abb1 $15h fid, Yt4R~bffllm
tItVAe'df'bgAthOMe

ita1Atii'-* 14 - qj h ~ 'fn

Dsmf~fr. Is W6 0 -ji fdt~dl*.
914-Lirf l-hfdlffe-MA'a de ~ r

-it.~ .si~ ie o~~ienf i'eV
ci6 Mit"' sI A~o Thnfi i(i Wh ' tit, 1 iiit'

Aafihif-, ;y'Tbjj '6iigf. "klt tEt. rf . -Im

route, they f~mtfh~1ti; hivil MAC Mfrd~ ~&f~1eiOff!"



'ena to I~E. on 1)fi w ci~t
Sil 14w qtIji -U?~~v~~rid. f~

Cello~~otuqusfon Qoi f4Ihi0V, 9 Ao ng t

~' ~J~AIAt~ i',, IJJ~~ Plnff a
yip P.- O 91i QR1R1 -0 1  t4 t

pq,,

contributes ideas and information WOcti'a~ ~a
w ~ ~ ,~ t ,.d~~p I';/ :."m ~0

OnPo R,~4 I&rY PitI~c~

~~ei'iaY0 or RiE ,O are ih ay. uu*' Nrit a 1-6

Dr. APPLE I don't a wo qga 'ta~ ~ ~ e

dividuals in our lop~3l$ n

nounced that it is going to establish N) ici pip 0c1g. -0111114
104te~t 41 nj)JhoYM g oitaj ipj . 0, ~pt sI~ji
foi 3r 'nent unsIwoul certainly o ~t9ae u~wt

~to O ye~.ofc.~~j~o ~i~ngp~~1i'~ a1 4it..i time
andenetgy doing w lat. would certainly Lie 'an uaiotavajtingjr all-

Fin oportun.tyt toIokIt qA ;v~ a~e 9sm o~
serious dise6ase that aire Crpln

Senator'1HAwnuF. I undevsta~ 4~ S4~tp ~tp ~f aIItI
There is no question about. th1af, but somebody tnkejI ellte-

drug prolaias ini6jj solwo 98'~ 10, t 4u t-44(nJljm

''Wl w.dl *J' i RJRLit~~If

entr UTH.Are you it'tf
inado? /*a



,14&elkV 6iA eajE '&ttPFI Af~oij

or IT~k I,~it 1d
think that. wiuld seriously interfere with, thp operatoo "E

,I-d, Jt x a:
Sejt IIAwrx,. I aWaski you*f wnhfto stuty one ali

basis~t~fd ofl hisi amenmen fo cy~ r eotb~
do yo t e l t ITT I 'I'd

.aftiV1Ait~ 'i.it qv I ~ Pt III'I~ I'~ ''lJjiJl)

bseno sator men fo WAU tt'~ b opoW iib ktt'

Di.n~16 Ath an #wfit hiiv6 h,~~t liMxbi~~
opposedt thatflhf sffl.fAr6 vtL~'I

~~~~ ~x i *~tl'C U

atDr. ad t e , is ore trmsiy ofi the~~L F1tl

teroiithdd*'~nt" siiet RUA Aoi N.nt~d hf f Uft ,fare, no'h0am soh, hnwa _uwu d it~'*iijtoll Ltbb !s~~ph±'*Ie± a- ke~? 1J AR Ti 14 iri 11JDr. Apput . I am orry, Mr. hirman? Ell
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The 0iw..uppose you fond th~itwo-drgar notequivaL.
lent. Thdn Yd ~oUldsimplylst-up6 o said the NeoIHombieol
and the Oreton Propionate is different from the others, ttiWyou-would
simply 1dt those gt*6' eparatelyune'ta diffei'ent desighatiofi' .-(I

TheO1RAXRMkN2.OrI8 thing, doies, conmrwia little 1M4 iCan [some-thing wo~do*Mt'1 lfo ehs ;ohpkue ans#hc
arie te flditl Aanwiof dius VIn other* * dqe ai these-geneic naviesbe simplified so that it would be easier for people to kno*:iwhsk!theY

.,r~f*A;WA'reAili~a-very 'ed 16-4ii this ra~ea~szo
1961. Th6e exdn Mtedical ~siditio~, tMh'United S6ates haifIiia-copoelie.,tb Nutionail 'Frtnuliry ;,hdI!6the ,interse'd groubs-hNveforrTe~d w-itSAN"UnitedoStite-A!dopte d ~erse~~ o~
tually helping the industry and others find better and siU162 F~gnerip or estAblieh&I~n tieteeentlyr,.th3 'Ff$d And iigiA(din a-tion became part -of this USAN Council, so we have everybody~wflie
indtutrypj thel td~ prrdessionj*n-Afrt " he~nnd-Jthe

The C tAKiA.$q that rexvaWf* tl& ha~ve these Aaifi~sa'inplifled
and more pronounceable in the future, is that correct? I'

Tho OfmAiAk:'No1*,1Iavevyou.Antha4. fuibb me~hor~IrdtHfrtnd

Tbl ti%&xv~1, Do; mikoA ypuripasci~tes ihave any domment8?dftthat? Well, what would be6inl'Winqv iOiAu#oub ai~teslipmA#-
,6-f)%MniwhAt you!'ihTae I resA4 iralout ttho miftidrandmr~ltmjto

OeorgeS Sib''tlmet 1ab6ut.Thqs(Jricig methods? 4u~h Iarugindustry IT i II~ * J '3.I , 9u'' IY(91 i~i 6,w)J P
Dr. AILz.IX0 am x'sur44Jha-tlfre~o' iiyi~ieo01'besdesIGet*ge

SqilbbViprhbupseven myself itho.'eould.h*,ve'#rjtten 1d siilibidovervieirlaIfthe-. gendrali, pr6ber~x t ai*h-the, lindutxyj and ftvc~priofessioni ar6 faced with- id-receit- Yearhv 1thinkthat anyover.4roimamd3-
ciat~d "witli these actiitieseduriig:11ig lftimer-dexeleps -aa oVW~iewofthe pr~blemrisiteseb.'As'i nderstaitdritithis,,memors~ndtmm erelyreflects thiis-4ndividuujl's best-jdtdginont~ Asttrih ithe&Wt~felprobloms
to be. 1t is based on his lifetime of experience. .qii U 11fi'r 1.0

'~Th'Oii*~.Ckn !you tell Inlefomef-of ithb, Major-.duug aaniifac-turifig 3ornpanies which -manufacture,'drusrby. -hemr gneibmnunw aswell'as by the trade name? f1.'1gu,7f.it KIA'(
Dr -Apxaj As 4 indicated4 -o.you; thecEli Lillk 1Co1 wdiahie541is9Indfof.cotirsej isoI ftenjri iaud~mJa th.

are very prouadot the generic drugs. they 2iavetr;ide &foroTidak
eohtindoeito mh .~ ~ 'q '{)-dfqi I), 1' rhhe 911The CH'AmMAx. I am told that two of the larget tnlUiAodfdrs

bPLFxt Squibb,; Parke, Iais anVi~&My ompaies
have some generie dra Of eofirse, every' drug is mado -oisinall.)

abrandnam' O.f O Mina 10aui 'D WoR81-The CHAIRMAN. I see. Then, do you have any -reason to believe tha~t
~~hei~~~ tb[t ooffiti x a u f t djuJikshw ther11 .1i-Iftsl toJb 4
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uneP'jtheigenerJLC4 i10f1tnldr 1way idifferolep in. .quait.!NN Kt&4over
between tV, sold,, under j k~e ~eerio~inmw and tl,@ ,AIr1g tiazat
th" aios0ing mUnrtho tdeii44 IlYII I

Dr.K i., T~kibW~o'~.h .iany fiat, 1-a iy 1 do Anyi t li ke.
that, heirr motive is to produce the Ihikgbe-qualit~ Arii)hey46.s~dy

IfA~h V a41MAwl It. VAoIld b0;iituo11t&l1~iielii t~i.i i
I.",31 4)3 jo t,.! ''1y' 'i' I 3'.! lJ.

Dr'. APP~z I would sit'~ Sir, that, the pheirioamutica[ induwiy. lifs

sel1a-1 img,, N110tlieralin t~baido ~eto ~im,~gv youi
ilha 1 ..Jguity t at. tlioWa te cqip1&lc*of pwduol oin ~igl~ie

%rDtiiAArL)k3Xt1 113,180 Ml~b~ 14,q ev0onornkl Method i f Iproluoing

.Tri .CnAkuitAmi S Jha dk Ipr~duct- just. runs4 off t fe" pmotJion
line and thooi you wana to sellbV, ohnoid oy~ial pt )~
labelon and those yold want to ee by generic namie-you put.* a another

Dr. APPnx. Our food and drig, ,laws,, require -the iame jetanrd~rds
to existiregaxdlensdf w4tAt yotz calfthe drug., Ido "~t lknowhy __ ple
find it difficult to understand this. Our foodsdaid drug, laws, ufid all- thb
improveients. made: In, thenv ii rebenbf yeirs, Ar. not! jprediotitedi on
the nomenclature argutnenU, Theyare predicated onwbiniging to the
Americdtn people the highest. quality medicaftonts. iK j ! f
'fi T.GHetMCrnW~&. iWlien y6u jbu3*' this. drugfrom a cornpany that
xas'twd 6cdu tsj one IW .,brand .homne andtheofftibr by generit

name, what is the difference in .price, or-is there any? f-~~
-A~- ehtis-will varyj ditoursNt from produt ttrfoduct,

depebidW#lg n thie iftrleting stfutur.Ai3at astwo knowj t4sti1t lies
alreadyibien presented to Senator .elsotftha iii the ease ofTriudane,
for example yop canx buy (it I Underits, brnd, iiame from two. major
manufutrers at apprbxxmAt1l $16, 1 Iiundredi or~ youm caki bt trorn
twoi .euiypo it I mi foturbrs' itndter. brand' name 'f1or ap-
ero~immitelY, $.25 And you ,can buiy it, at genetidc prlcea anywhere, ftroni

~J~i. nAzuMw~ litii. at~ernndbs variation. Well thank Iyoit
ThLE ank out Senator,

r. yo~rtetiihoo hee. 1 isMr
_841T6aoPolando.Abreniainnot'agood At ny Spanishtas'you art,

Mroanca"-ofPuert&olico,1t 0 3 .

lHe is 'the Resident Commiissioner representing the Commonweal~th
ofl~uerto Rico.p ' 4)4"3. /t 1

I understAnd yVod. lj~.&f brief. tatelnetit to submit to thb comnittt4e,

STATEM2FT QF RON. 0A2fTjA0O P0LANCOO.42RZ5U11, SDN'O

4* ?4~IONER -OF PUERTO- RIC *1'u

Mr. 1PJAW.ax6 Mr. xChM rn~ int a jiprechkt e tho opportunity
to appear before the S~enate Commitee on Finance to give mny views
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SOCIAL'8ECURItTY-*AMMDMXN OF,1007- 88
and tlibse~of the governin ent of the Coii''icll.ottet ]Rico ()ntli'Soclal-o*ttritv AnOid m Onta ~f 106?'., r i,, ., :; 'i-,,'First of R11, lot mle say that IL RrI9O8O in RtA gorn~rl aspect:811full tand ?ehthlusiastio iup~j)ort,,:Mokv~of Ths rvk~shavotbeenneeded 4or'tilong.,-tine6, and-Ate- 106T, anezian- ivill, greatly-stren Mtien ltli& law Md widre ftdly)jovidefoi' the Nationi','people III

Tfoli-veto tile applicationi of tho siocial Sevurity lawv for Pqi~r't ftio,sinco 19i50 has in many re.4ets been i'udequat' and Aijlkiit for theComi1lonwealth% *ovrnment to, -iO~k with.- Wl invo hadjlm bhia sioiliffirndtzeii s~teuing fro11i limitations piy public asistli-Ce.(1)Wo have had'to work with n hbsolutv dolhirceiling of 4F d.:
(2), V oo had l,,itotm atcl dollar, for clolar. a4. igmnir.the FeeraL

(3 $ ehad toex e ~ ts~ i nw . -. 'i

one-hialf of! tdLapplied. j, the- SttO. Homwo, Iink".1h1'a ira twvo
I)Lsr thpflwe c thi Jailer Jiwitlt~onbs~o

Ro lse 1Vctya rnd Ms toimut li ooived.0 b~i(W4tviutposcI by )SO tbot 1~eeral' ciing il thnat the dollar'hiit focr,

weil bfe, f "cotu! i i~ iihW 1) W. 0-1?Patm

theceQS4M i-ustrated ofaett hp qq p Vr, p~i roa

an lfAAfor"43'~).o~'s I 1 IV eiwl ,ct gfl. ' of Fe~t'olla
wilr tlt "pIrpl.v till!l(,4th t ; tIloJ in: rhia

'lnOveq"rshAMkwy ;l~la I~ ~ d oift iid tils 1i hiitoe
r e si i n g i ~ t b o ~ t a t . C e ~ ii t y ~ t e F ~ d M I O v e r n iie t p n nip b

les conene abxou the se't ~eso

PuY(erto, MJO *4 oJtIi 1060 "vurt YIithi s-.'a tl
aeaSc~gii h~$ae.,*~~ ~ rcItr'~~

1889
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.'I' ik'6thevcidmmitthe to 1Iiberalit.thematehing foriimali fr.Pueilo
Ric sotha th plication 6f;Ahii pblic aistvince provislons may

There Hduse bill oimposd! a Inaximnv cilkpg on Fedei'alpymei~ts
for the nibMcall assihtance. plhbkam udlder title 19. of $20 millibn.per
*~rI! for.,1,Nerto, -Rico.# It~lsio'eductdi the Fedbral medical. assistance
percentage for Puerto Rico Ifrofi5 5 to -60 p~ret'h feto h
prblsbia;'if raind~ls'goink to be thewithdraitlof- fifdical asist-
aii~oth iiMiy' in-PuertoRko'who need it iyoostj even-thou~h the
flkltisht~dards for nii6dical- asistanc6 in the fiflan are exceedingly
conservative. !Te ,eople off Tuerto, Rico *ho need 'this -help, liill io
b6 aitd1 toqbeli~ve thit, CogiesA intended this result.i -,,. 1 ,b. I

Accordingly, it is my most urgent thooe 'tha-ihe Senate Finance
OomWhitt* will frenoeti'e'20"hllli ceiling' of' Fder~l pifftkipf.
tI816 fotr n diaIa*sIstand3, -all~w the Iaw~ tor'rntdn'as I isi ktFPresent

in this respect, and that A new matching formulri-.of, 6( ropto'ed.,
etl 'bi d40 Pertent C nim n*eAlthv ~onttl-bution 'b6stabliihed

" i loiVthotzthis~vin ll h th4'nationid inter ia4 in 64OwfI ~br
fil-gherlkea~l stafdardg foi'w kecton of the, Pueti6o Rkan' pN)op'Ird
therefoik&b ~ obiois itnplicAtlon'fbr ail the l'ue~ro' Ricv I6l
thi~i'w*"id of tlode'qi tet' ViAVii' the' hjalti{ 6f a'few'Is thd~eon&6i

Mra Irtd1thecb~~hitees a~fii~hn6' to thb: r&~ul ts f I to
Chc by' iWd idultilAfii$4 16V' thdial -4iP~ie Tkhwftus hill

utntild9(Ie80)q2 IA 6ve this' *iA'kfibit&iY d&W

effM4i4ft e Atbffr' W e t nd~~~a'a~t

mittee to requlrp in the laqidt11 thtthSecfbtAiif th )e'tmj6
Re6.lthfiEdu6ktIoh- M'id WO~t~,tvd Ifu~ M td'id t!6~e,

ingtl~ e~iib~I~ 'nd~d&Avo' ti't"M f tfie 'i ~e' in"P JAt431 -Ic.

As Inderstand itwhep th oiiscrt

basMo '61' th& factbat thd-pollem~w mid flremen tdl f of State4 bire-
fei~roa thAr 6*n esoh ,a +ih hyfetWii)i be6j~'le
if Aiwcl1 seeurit*l &;Vpra~gae was-e*teti adu 16 m. il ndoi-t fibd that1 Ulte

tic-ular State could be'included, and that thish',*a'ben dA it ;e

du Wlgilton to-ig'tbhih AoeFlebriiy
airyI-int,'r~hiced TILR.' 4902-whidliw6uld coplh'hsrtltby
ameiidingI se~ion-.218(p 'dt the $SciqtS~rt'~ e~~b n
oAddingtRrth'Vora "Wdeingtoni"i the wrl o fe'omo-

we~hofPuto~co'?~ J%. rf .J , ')I a
",Sjice1ttvoulI imp6sern6bontro~ry thswoudb n/~r~i

amendment to the. bill under consideration, this .wduld b~laivappro;T
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tti'~ W q t4% d~Aver pflsiderqtion. A I AA, pthel~k~te~~ icu d thsp6, .Pr;i.porW - . 12696'.'
I ould like: to call t6e commnitteels, atteiiti,6m fif' td WMe ef the most-

of ~~4(er~tizem, providIedta~pro~ 1:q&so~le~ eceivO _aminixAunimonthly- pubio nxnity.t oPudrtD Rico -was~inolided
ip!u. tle tiiria.Prouty wmndmnit, but for s?reao b0oid~P

~ssis~e~lirm t sTiMn4 ete conieincex.
CertaiulYi our aged are no lems aged than thejiircont'inenta cowwtr-Ia's hbr Th les y.in tAiW o 4t*:fhelsobiaI l

'Ou. eritP11 0 N'S Wie., Iour ~peol~ho~k1 MAd t ikeTis is so0 oIOU8 st itdelesargament.. -. ~I ~~tecbmmitteewl orret thea~l~ .11frdice' forth-.
*. ,, I1 ,- 

, 'fl * '. e~ ~
Perhaps though jYqIIm. mk ugsto o 'eimrvmnreduction iii thi cstts of the'Prouio e rntato

whredaking4 tthblat eroty prov p6ision extended & oPurVtoIco
in 'p'J 'pe.ti.

oncer Pwo~Ei nmln

wpean, tharf ah Proyreoeavisiotn exatede t mto(Rpicothe .~prittatIi e ratinisherllei Ationally,n Whould lt
, lit to 

W gh 1 II
eeom 7,qt urtyIio'peile

lheyn stndar 'bvlleAttesntln;raaar aidbyi

the o ins hA have l~ mi esgned ive oial rot,,ie totodnfo~h~fwda4erll ~ parskd aldjihar rl

~ ,Athfrdiatlf Sentrr . 1 h4 a o4'vet

byn rklcii nite and nd a r(~ thg ie oeiaialfile6d)q. 4;

to11 thfv unioRxo, o

.±m E4-ebUn k o ifi;4- o' 'Ir'
MisI a~ e I e% 'h'tatAol~ ' t tb6 I 6mr tptia -W o 6CO"A~ilbtM



ments o thie Jibl| asslsanco" prograW , mofitjhly plyriAhtl .lr only:'aVerdhng
approx .m0ael.y $13,50, .wblch 14 a mere-fratt(on of aveO94 mothlp~aYments'by
thesehe 8taesi .tl1 Ui 7q9 Tkse lydpw pav lit In Verlo
Rico amount to llttler moe than a toen of e n.rjt8,. r sM

s are $9.O0. '
Reeomne,dtios.-XAd6t'or Puertto:Rilk tt b t e'.e tb ti'det k1 t sif g the

th.tebing formula, as that dinployed i with' gard' t6i pnblc at miita'uce .iw the

2~ern in.-m! 12Q 1nrae 6 nft t~~~ ~rf11 Socal
S urlty Actfoto f-taln: tiiizutMrmdlv n! isa, e- $M tn6vr,'ji0'$,%t $40;
and for couples from $52.50 t6 $60.00. ; ' .
I Residentkof Puerto Rico were excluded last, yeau from, pwrtlelpatlon, I 4tbis

noew pror m. J.~129 e9-~1~ 0i ~lao a q n~etolh~e
t~bul~Pieio1lcocpntributes e4qoly-tq 9 ti

Act be A Wnd e dt eldr A R ION whb r1 f It w j.bl:
in the alternative, the inclusion of resldents.6f',PuenV .o RloWiftha1a wbmltodti

per 7q p~d ov w11 0 e r n fyppIill,4 OW)~ ji I

the Commonwealth matching share from 45 per cent to 50 p r cent, Such e f61
i wdjtleimpostlflo f K& difficult~ t atchlligf0rinula+,en 6niy:5e 4t htI'bae" an

v *"s o Ih1P~~~ but c :141 qneD, orUca I"~~tpf.J

1,91) I: "Ji C ) f i t I 9 1') I *J.'I i" 1,( f Y'J Li

,g,uo,4buoelltao. ,*he, $20 nilltoni teltbi f~ri ni~llcalU nttfltabce ; houild ifE

sniranc) tde" lvtiilie' rt& Rkioleo 4d pirre ~tnutuntI:4EsttViti fottll
eligible lndlvfliils who reeve meal ajiIistance tinder i II feT p.l If~

paid ufideI.fhe++ tup[len3 bar txfedtai.- tir~nce.Ptotairf. IPne i fltcoVdoe nbt

PJ~~Al?~'~n0t fth1l~~ !PR~c~. a fj 11ne~I Itrn tgre

eilgib fr "d' , ,l e b r • e ? fqltla - 4 be -+

cfle~lf It p~ ; .'.i ti tp r liht~m tt'++ e,+stii~ m ' +'i't ns. Ieik~+

to instltefe [rI + akOlth it O +,r .j,!i+, 9w;; :,i t/ +"ch1 ++t+,' ,+r

fleeommeitdfton-It is recommended that studies be undertli, ,wt~pe *DeP

e ~ ~ ~ Iq % , ! 1 o e thrj i8 l

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Wefar' houl be the fnal deterni

authority upon the completion of the study..b;tiJrn 30i, l71 agr0.wlten f~

ments In+ H.te 12080, which will extend ard Impove the hlld Welfare ProgrIS

and the'ttalr foti A soeli,0o orntli 1~Or fndtta Inl4C'pto rt1 ;'ji

S7, Oomment-When the 6ta rseirty,liSWeVA;. ldolpted, there were Indi-
cations that many of the Stftes' tirernean nopolicemen felt that 'oelal security
coverage for them ghrrs j6i'ttt lft fsblhereimetpo

qrvh. t,,jl-l lL elrqge- ,, jpjae im i (-.q ,-+ lplqulpr

ftt fpeolt 4Q j,,fAt(o



SOCIAL' SHOtflITY -AMENDMENTS -OF A19067 1893
Rectn,,dauiog."..-12080shotild be amended to frovide for social security,coveraefot the firdnmen aId Policemetitiurt Rico.

IL 'OgsiEALDICSON f

For, ainiost 70 years Puerto Rico 'and the; suitedd States have exi'sted~n politicalassoclaton under. te'sanie,flag, -That-the. relationship has proved to -be a greatsitccess: Is attributable, In no small part, to the recognition by the Executtvpfindl by the, Congress that, Its to the ecotiomloqlnternational, and moral advantage-of the UnIltOe 8tatea to*1have Puerto .Rico grow and .prosperl-an to have theUnited States citizens in Puerto Rico sharein,, thie everrincreaslng abundance of(lie Unlted*States eeouowy.,WQ:heilp to achlevetlj~ goal, qo;fedoral Income tax Isiposedon; crorwrtiono.AJ41n ividiiais -Ii Puerto Rico,'while at the same timethe benefits of gmtis-nlaM progrn xn and other federal assistp~nce measures aregenerally eteded to the WeaP04 imis ~olivy J4 rge in Soctlons 3 and 9 ofthe Puerto RjicoFedeal Relations Act, so far as fe4dra4 tax laws aro concernedand -In, the map~y qtotutes eotabllsbing, federal, aid -Ad l assistance 'programs. In,virtually all of thbe,p~ogrns Puerto Ukio Is offered 4e ppporiunity to partict-pate asfully eanyof thq Stat~e 
-If we look at tbe great'i1deN u~t R1c ba side -14 tilp'lg St twent-vyears,we a W atpy. e be~j wisn tis policy, Th ;pnuo efforts-of teeoicf'het ic adle frghepolicies Of th1fedei ! overn-ment, havei together, aPh4ipvftd the following :specewois mepasqur~'d. in constant dol-lars, per capita income hap imost- cuadiup e4 go~d. 1 nqv $,0 ; th4 iegl< om-monwealth Groea:Prodtick twxeaewd-52.6, er Pent l1 tl~e-last five~r yer;;employ-ment~ InIndutr haaido firon aijevej 9t0E000 lik IN4 to 130 0 in4196; thepercentage ol! 0bilfrep msrelld 1ichool haa been raised f~roi 5,0 jer cent to 85 pert,~it~~ rmilingdzqitl drop. In11 lllerc;ife expectazocy has risen from48 to O year. lndeedomo successful 'eperhnent In lqzovative political assocla-*ItltaSO~eiad.the'Unit iJates to pport, its foreign~ policy, goals, by, pointingto Poerte I ceg as, Itw examplelto emerging nations of rapid economic deelomntwithin,.the framewqrkw of -democeratic prinqIples.' It ha., also -createdt troughaugmnte purhasng pw~rin~erto Jico, a significant market for statesidegoods--1. billion annual sales 'makes It the'fifth, largest extra-continentalma rket, Indeed,, Puerto .Rtqo, buys, miore, U. S. g96ds'than ,any, Latin '4mericancountry and li s epon4 Qnly to, Qanada I* tjis hemisphereHowever, let me quickly dispel any impreisin that we have already achievedthe GreaV t- ocety. In. Puerto Rico.. Per! caplt4t Income in Puerto Rico is $41000,compared to approximately $1075 In-t110 p'oorest state and, the national averageof $2700. 12.3 per cent of the labor force was unemployed as of January 1967,And 'a -Mbst~ntIh1 Isegdiont of dlur, people are -underemploYed. We have come along Way 1 NOu the 1-ead ahead Is Aitili long and kdoU&sWhaer&oMpare the federal policies, as oftilned abbve, to the policy reflectedIn the'p61blto Welfare programs under the SOWta Security Act, We wre Immediatelystruck, 'by'the great variance- Whereas under most -federal programs PuertoRio_ pailicipates on a level. with the States, under Title I,, IVi Xo -XIV andXI'I *of 'the Social' Sectirity At-the prorams, providing financial and otheritfab(6e for the egtdi the bInd, the disabled'and the dependent-the amount offederal parties patlbn' In' Puerto Ric6 Io stflkingly cowiervative.-Under R.U. 1208:an absolute celllng for fddertl -contributions In Puerto Rico Is raised graduallyfor -theip Program% I ftom -the present, $9.8 million to $24 million In 1972, butPuert6 RicoI s requfred; to match 50-50, as opposed to the more liberal formula,whIfh is applicable to the States.' For fiscal, year 1966, federal payments underthe"t Drogmmis totald .$3 102,68 8,000. Puerto Rico received $16,7M3009 whichamounts onlr to 0.6'per kft Of thb total.--1 ' ' ;i ' ifi"'The federal partleipaticn hud matching lImitations on- Puerto Rico -were in-losed In 1950' when' the gibllo Vrelfgre-assistance titles were extended to PuertoRico. Perhapis'there Wvere vald'reasons at that time.. But at the -present time It Isdifficult to understand the basis for this treatment1 Certainly theproemq andliardshIps of poor, handicapped, and sick American citizens living, In PuertoRi1co'are no different'froin those of citizens living on the mainlaiqd.TAoM Iha4'p oRicft do tlql Conft'Thute to S1hegenferal revenues shouldnot be a cttoWifafA ap~ii3~i$'~ eia itetneptc ci

IStrallarly, under Title XIX Puerto Rico. must match an absolute 50 percent rate. ThisTestrlctlon was imposed In H.R. 12080 as It passed the House.
83-231--7-pt. 8-25
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iois. Puerto Rico contributes go the gOneral tcelfare of the Unted States In tany
equally important tcaus. Also, I submit that this factor has little relevance
in the context of public welfare programs. By definition, we are talking about a
category of people who are unable to contribute to the federal revenues, whether
they reside in Puerto Rico or In any of the States. This Is recognized in the Social
Security Act Itself. States with the greatest needs receive extra payments. It
would, indeed, be a strange system that determined, welfare eligibility by the
amount of federal taxes the prospective recipients were fortunate enough to be
paying I

Perhaps there ts a belief that It costs minch less to live In Puerto Rico. This is
contrary to the facts. For example, the'cost of living In Puerto Rico Is higher
than here in the District of Columbia.

If the reason for the limitations was a fear that open-ended federal public
wvtare assistance in Puerto Rico would Involve never-ending and increasingly
large federal payments, I can summarily dispel that notion. The results of our
Operation Bootstrap program prove that it Is'not Puerto Rico's fate to be forever
an economically-impoverished Island; and there Is 'every reason to believe that
the economic and social Yccesses which I previously noted will continue. Of
great pettinence Is the fact that our successes thus farare'directly reflected. in
the public welfare program. In the last three years we have averaged a reduc-
tion of 0,000 cases per year. Finally, there is also the very practical limitation
of matching requirements. Even If Puerto Rico's share were reduced from 50
per cent to 20 per cent, the pressing needs in other sectors stich al, health and
education and the comparatively low government revenues would limit the amount
which Puerto Rico would be able to devote to public Welfare.

This Is not to say that Puerto Rico has not and will not continue to maintain a
strong effort In the field of public welfare. The Government of Puerto Rico has
consistently appropriated more funds for Its publid welfare program than the
available federal ceiling amount, atid Ithas consistently cofitrlbuted-a grektter
percentage than most States. In additor, 'for fiscal year 100 Puerto Rico ex.
pended $15.4 million under federal medical and finaheial'AsVAstAnce welfare
programs, an average of $6.04 pei- $1000 of total pOrsonal Income in Puerto Rico
CompaRing this with the state average of $4.86 and n6tinglthe, fact that only
eight states had a higher rate, we caia see the great effort being made by the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. " .'"'I

ThusI Submit,'there Is now no rational basis for the seVer mAtching formula
in Puerto Rico, and I respectfully urge this Committee to modify thht formula.,

ITT. XCLUSON OP RtSiDENTS nROmL PaboflAit OP CASH HIENEFITS 701%P7BdONSAGD 7t
OR OVER WHO DO NOT QVALIPY F0R SOOJAL 5EOit "tV

As the members of this Committee arq aware, residents of Puerto ieo,were
excluded from the benefits of the 'Prouty tAmendment"? of last year (Section 302,
Social Security Act, as added by PL 8W-M38) by, the Conferees of. this Committee
and the Senate Finance Committe. This step' was apparently, motivamtedby the
desire to cut the costs ofi the measure In order to Increase its clipnvc of passage.

I noted not reiterate My Judgment'of the morality or rationallty oftheis action.
Every consideration I have previously mentioned'In this statement with -respect
to the treatment of Puerto Rico In' the public.welfare proyslons of theisocial
Security Act ls'eqfially applicable to' this exclusionary action.*bhere Is sqimetbing
fundamentally wrong wlth a federal measure whIchaelrbitrarliy deprivpng n- group
of elderly Ameriean citizens of desperate.ly-needed benefits, white, t the same
time extending these befnefita to aliens who happen to reside l the various States.

H.R. 12080 proposes an increase from $35 tO $40 for sinkleIndividuqls, atnd from
$52.50 to .00 forniarried c6uplex. It contains no'provision to extend these
benefits to the elderly American citizens of -Puerto, Rico, thusi ncrensing the
cruelty 'Of the dIscrirtilfltion.* I respectfully urge that thts ComwIttetalke.this
opportunity to end this discrimination. In the alternative,' the incnsion of reil.
dents of Puerto Rico may be limited to persons 72 years old or older who have
nn annual Income of less than $5,000. " .. '

Thpse two figures are metlally much higher, In the fBrt half fiscal yeer 19lO PuertO
RIco dlid not report to HEW a considerable amount of mnedical'i .stt e funds It exndeunder T'lei Iv and XVI because th ceiling on federal psyme'nts lreclude federal ma c-
Ing of these funds.
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IV. THE EFT Ol HR. 12080 ON PrERTO tao'S FISCAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

A. Limftatlion8 on Federal participation
The bill as it passed the Houso imposed a ceiling for federal contribution in

Puerto Rico for medical assistance of $20 million and raised Puerto Rico's matoh-
Ing share froui 45 per cent to 00 per v.ent, or dollar-for-dollar against federal
contributions.

The need for medical assistance in Puerto Rico is great because of the number
of low-income families who must depend on this help. Itis always difficult where
there Is such need, to formulate programs within an absolute and inflexible ceil-
ing. Similarly, the 00-00 matching requirement would impose severe financial
strain on Puerto Rico's resources available for medical assistance programs.

The Government of Puerto Rico would not want to abandon Individuals re-
quiring medical services and will have to pay their entire medical costs. Since
Puerto Rico does not have the resources to bear the costs of Intended Improve-
ments In medical services, the only solution would be a drastic and across-the.
board reduction In the quality of medical assistance.

A solution to this problem would be the elimination of the ceiling and an adjust.
ment of the matching requirement from 50-0 to 00 per cent federal and 40 per
cent Commonwealth,
H. 8e0ih 20: "Permlasfvd' Stato pssrchoae of aupplementlary medical Insura"ce

Section 222 will force Puerto Rico to forfeit a further segment of Its Title XIX
funds, again with no real choice on Its part. Under this Section, federal payments
under Tle6 XIX will be shut off for the costs of medical assistance to the elderly
(08 and over).

Puerto Rico cannot conceivably "buy-in" SMI insurance for its Title XIX bene-
felirles wh:oar6 eligible, Oui experience has been that zuost of the elderly in
Puerto Rico who are theoretically eligible for SMI Insoranice have not purchased
it because of their inability to pay the $50 deductible and the 20 per cent balance.
If Puerto Rico were to buy-in for them, It would have to pay hlso for the
deductibles. and the balance. The cost would be prohibitive.'

At, present, Puerto Rico is providing the equivalent of SMI services through
Its Title XIX plan. It is not doing so because it objects to private medlcal' rac-
tce, or becauoe it Is trying to save money at the expense of the federal govern-
ment or for any other questionable reason. It Is doing so because at the present
time 4 the only workable system in Puerto Rico. Penalizing Puerto Rico for doing
its absolute, beet Is clearly unjustified. Puerto RIco uust be exempted from this
provislono.
0. Section 227-tree choice

The House bill establishtd an arbitrary date July 1, 1972, for the Implefienta&
tlon of the'free choke for the selection of physiciAns and medical facilities aid
serydlce in Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico's economic circumsltnces are entirely differ-
en.A than the economic circumstances prevailing In the States.

Weihro Iagreement with the free choice principles embodied In Section 22?.
If itH6re atalI possible for usto meet this requiremOnt, wve -uld be-welcoming
It right Wibw. F6r e, to, want to offer our citizens without means thelsame media.
eal servles available to their more fortunate neighbors. We really the comfort
and c'*Yiidence that comes from exercising such choice. ' - I I

tBq W6ned to evaluate this new policy In Puerto Rico; to determine the .prob-
able defects of this chnnnge, to restructure out Medicaid Program in acordance
wit the findings, nd to raise the necessary revenues. I realectfully *quest the
Committee'(o provide for studies by the Department of. Health, BducAtIon, hand
Welfare to determine the feasibility of thelimplementation of the free choice pro.
vision in Puerto 1ico In 1972, and that the 60-O matching formula applicable
to Puerto Rico under'Title XIX be modified 'to provide gradual Increased federal
participation until the 00-40 matching formtula Is reached.

V. OONOLUSIO. .

With respect to the benefit increases and broadened coverage under the Old.
Age. Survivors; and Disability Insurance Program, the Commonwealth of Puerto

The cot Is extimate4 tt $7,005,000.



Rico hs no objection. In fact, we btroriglt support the Presildet's recomnienda.
tons. We also welcome the improvements to the Title XVIII Mediere jnumrnce
Program, which will increase the coverage knd servI'e. In Puerto R1i6, * well as
throughout the Nation,.
But with respect' t tho pvblie welfa'eamendheuts in 1,R; 12080, we'nisf

respOectfully request that this 66mmittee anield the bill by ibdItying the diflicult
matching formula so that more needy can be helped more effectively so'thht ntere
tok6kl payments cAn be doi0 away' with. With °respct to thd et, "ifle XIX re.
qutrti~nts,' e must respctfully request that' ty, be made'feasible 1n PuertoR ico. ,+ , ','. . .. . . • + , . + + •

inroItclui,, I 6honld point out that Or task In fighting poy+t,.ifnti sickness
In PuertoRicolt difficult. 1' . ' ,"' I . I ... .'", . .. .•

W6 Are grlitvelf concerned aibott the I robl'z faced by famllltM In Ptlerto lhico
with inconles so smAll that they are prevehttd from participating in our efforts
for continued rogkr'e bud fIL6m enjoting this progre." to Its full potential. In
1003 there were 148,000 familles in Puerto Ric with incomes aildete$S00, which
constitutes 30 percent of an estimated total bf 470,850 families. , " - C

A look t t the age coihposition of thC'poylAtloin Puerto Rico shoWs it is pre.
domlnaihtly .oung,' a fact- that poses sileclliiiroblemg for our ahtI-potert$ -effort+
Median age In 1960 was 18.5 years, while In the continental Uuilted'StAtege It Was
29.5. Forty-three percent of tho population was under 14 years ino 1960 ad 4.2 per.
cent.was 05 years or over, as €mpared tq 31 and 9.2 percent xeppectiely for the
cofresi)kdnt age gros pl t'i Unltad Statei;s.
. AItti'ge pptilatt f low-income families Id Puerto Rico I's teidyf~ig +'erlees

from the ptubllc welfare prdgr i. Intensied-efforta to combat p et of' this
group coud be achleyed through ap. improved public welfare prograhl1.Pklivisions
of 1t., 108O could 'ge t , the grss roots Of mnany, of the problefs' faed by
theSdefaniles, and eon~tctlye financial' assistance from the-fed~il ,gotern,
nent to* inilileinent these provislonS In PertW X00 codid be a great strld in'but

conquest ovr poverty. eI ei and a 1 r:e1t 1tr
Puerto* Rico Is atpresent reviewing andeiftluutlig its tta* g6 eintent *el.

fare program to reorient 'properly Iis efforts to atcelerate aenerl progress and
combat the substandard levels whikh Is still prevalent Ift 4 substantial sector
of Its population. In 'this' renovated elort, the 'ubit welfare program will at-
tempt to find moke effective' ways to get at the: ots of the tahlc'piobleni cails
ing dependent adi~IaladjusthIentini thee faihilled, 'to iehAbiitAte In the
shortest <POssilel t1 e a Ak jftI6s having member With' suh <l~1lities + to
strengthen fathNly lifeand to"pr6vide special seivlces to children dddi ig their
early years, so that many of the social, emotional, and economic problems that
affect them during their childhood and that pave the way for the sort of life
they will live as adults, may be eliminated to the greatest extent possible. ,

Public welfare in Puerto Rico alms at being a more effective weapon in this
fight against, poverty. To do so,, it' must incorporate Into Its regular "programs
additional types of prevetive ,and rehabilitative services that will enrich the
lives of children and famlle- , that will bring to theo reach of the aged and the
disabled the opportunities to, preserve and restore their health, and 'to. parilci-
pate to their full capacity in normal family and community life.- To ftoee ufi.
skilled, uneducated, and untrained, we must provide the opportunity, to, get
basic education, vocational training, counseling, job findingj and placemnent so
that every unemployed or under-employed person could be incorporated into
the main-stream of our progress and be given the opportunity to participate in
this process to the fullest of his potentials.

Basle to these new approaches In the pubie welfare progrt-m in nlerto Rico
is the needed improvement, of assistance stoiidards, since very Inadequate pay.
ments are a serious block to any rehabilitation effort .

In the field of medical assistance for the imppvershed and the ueedy, Puerto
Rico has been planning greatlyneeded Improyements, on the reasonable assump-
tion of continued federal assistance. The very threat of social security changes
this year caused a halt In the implementation of these plans.

At this point in which the developed countries of the world are strongly con-
vinced that poverty, ignorance, disease and despair will not be wiped out from
the world unless those having resources make a concerted effort to help those
who have not, I urged this Committei and the Congress of the United States
to provide a greater impetus to Puerto Rico's public welfare program and to
preserve its medical assistance program so that these systems can play their
proper roles in the war against human, social and economic ills,
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Vinally, 1 s4~ 1 ~ to. pT~eaen foz; t reord 1tbpoflqJ J)o.sitiQp of tjiOovernmelnt o0f £ero -Iclo cout.~iiie4 4nbe, written'sgteen sj byte
Under Secretary foen eleatii bry Meaic lei(Tb'Iit,&f to t "Clflo 13016

STATEMENT O$ BILL H.Rl. 120M, R$F-PFCT1FULLY '3UfljiTT p TO FINANe-C~ir'~U.S. Su9zwmn, nr 1WPARTMIEN1 OF IIIALT1i OF TIM COMXMONWELIOPUETRico EL1.OIET
Th6, 0 Veinment Of Pouerto Hico aippreciales 'the avfio~i taken by tho' -ouseollepesehatles o th U.S Cog~ess in'rasng* the'doiiaj, Jimit for p'ederalt fl.nancial participation in public assistance fo $98ilIst$2mlinsy

1072. We are deeply concerned, however, by the fact that the matching formulaWais not, changed. 31odest yearly. Jacreases% In the miltchling formula by theFedeal U~erlniet hve ben eeted along with the Inereatze In the'Iederalappropriation. We respectfully rcquott that the bill be amjentled s" that the match-Ing formula i- increased gradually fromn 106 through 1972.F111. 12080 IMPOses a ceiling of.$20 million On our, Medical Assistance ProgramUnder Title XIX, This provIsil'1I I affect our beoil rgasavrey buOtw thidea oforPOPulation have such lowv icome that they can not purchasepr~ate~iedialcare. Tile Oounmonwealfh operates its oWn medical system toProvide services for this group. Setting a ;eiling on Federal participation willaffect the Quality and quantity of the services offered. We hope that the O0n.gress eliminates the ceiling imposed 00 this progrqni,1Thp bill requires the establishment ot free, choic6, Ira, puerto 'RICO -by, 1072.ConsiderInk the high cOsta of such a'asteit 6prciiding hWalth service, the c#ll.lug lIposed Oil the Federal share anld the tidditional amounts that would berequired s Commonwealth appropriations, we urge that a study on the fesi-bility of the implementation Of free choice of physical* and hospitals be carriedout before sucll a provision is Included In the Law.
'rue CuA'utMIAN. The ne0xt. wvitness will beA Mr. 'ihoinfis Jenkins, pr'esi.dent, of the Amer'ica~n Associa~t iou Of 1hom1es for the Aging.

STATEMENT OF THONA - M. MEINI $'PRU$DEN, ANERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF HOMES FOR THE AGING

Mi' JE~n~. amu going to summarize.Trle CJIAIRtMAx. Thanlk you very much'l,Mfr. JENKI.-s. Aft. Chairman and Senator, jlrrtke, I am h~masMAf. Jei "s of Sanj yrancisco prsdn fteAei~lamctt
of 11omles for the Aging, andI 1 wol d ask t tOhis time thlat thetsimony wvhich has been Presented in 'Writing with some corrections wlichwe will add be lMde part. of thle record.

T116 C1ILVIAN. That will be done.Mr. jExi.o ur association 1' a' niona mebrhporaizton
of voluntary nonprofit volutary and'goverrnmental home&. We havebeen concerned' with the probem f medicare, legislation 'and havesupported sutch legislation since our ince6ption'.

01n0 of the n4ajor accents of ouroraniaiQpj has, be n the rnilOf continuity Ofk re nd conrehensiven -ess of care, april
We, would like, 'to ,-tro.%=tat ilhs legisltion whM-ich yuoecnsiei ( tthis time is of, 'itaI importance to thO residents of hoetha we represent.tme
In Coppection withi t. coi~cept of quality, and Continuity of, Are,,I would lAke to comment. brjefily pon two general fwei S of concern. ilhefirst is the question 'Of areahis~10 reimfbursement forznul& ]Rever -ndRoaeger' this -morning, .6 o -. ANIAX1e14n atekranilanguages In whc h e tAte thalt you were in effect legislating our Jon
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profit homes out of existence and I would suggest to youthat; that is
strongly'p sible Under' the present remb"remnt formula. ,

We are simply unable, unless there is a more realiitic approach to the
question of costs, to be able to continue to meet our commitments to
amortize debt, to pay mortgages. . .......

Senator Hartke this morning mei)tionel briefly, or perhaps it was
Senator Anderson, talked about the question of Federal payments
for capital in the case of hospitals and not in the case of nursing
homes. I'would suggest to you that even in that are',.bf hospital
capitalization,.that perhaps less than 12 percent of such capitals funds
in the United States is obtained from Hill-Buton ormatching funds,
and that More and more it is necessary to go to private ca~ita in order
to build our institutions both ill the hospital and in the niurliig monae
and in the home for aging field, and we must have somemeans by
which ive meet the mortgage payments. There are over 100,000 v1-in-
tary institutions in the country asking for " our philantfir0pi6, dola .
As lonig as that. continuleq, then -we must have a inlelps by which 4
more realistic formula for reimbursement costs will permit us to meet
our mortgages.

Another area of comment-I will again be bri6f. That is 6nhth, ous-
tion 6f spell of illness. I think that the America Nursiifg, Wine
Association quite accurately depicted the problems we have in that
field, and we would ask your serious consideration or reconsidbration
of the definition of "spell of illness."-

At this time I have received, as president'of th' me rifari Associa-
tion of H6mie for the Aging, nitunerous letter from the institutions we
represent throughout the country, in Which they tell ,us simply that
tfhy 4re now ,dropping out of the prograin for extended care facili-
tties6,l us the benefita 'to tl ic e"vle Whowere' i-n our facilities hfi'
ended. I suggests to V n thatthe i4W[h is that.'this is the home of the
people we represent; and that there is no rational basis for saving for
our people that they are different because thdy-liv0;in't.he facilitytanthe person down the street who is entitled to ivgeenerate benefits. The1-
fore ."*e ask seriously that you consider th 6 UY'e 6f amendmehts sug-
gested by 'ANHA,- and also by th'e Ameriean Hospital A$s6.iation,1I
undertiind, which would relatet"o the medical diiiinosis 0fith'o patient
father than the question of where they live at a particulart.ime.

Let me move then very briefly to some of the specifics in theri legisla-
tion which you have before you. We have supp6rteA And do favor the
social securi ty increases as included in your amendments. Weu pdUolrt
the changes in'the optional medical insurance'-p art B-pokfam of
medicare, which will allow provision 'fe iagostie X-rayg, lntdpodi-

a try.sugsanoda oc
We suggest an amendment' or addition to'your'amendmehts "With

reference to physical therapy. I am sure thatthe OmmittO. is aware
that at present the provisions in sec. 133. previdethlat hyqi6therkpy
furnished to an outpatient in his homeor in'a nursing hoiii6-Will be
funded.

We suggest beeauib there is a difference between the qualifidhtion of
nursing home amid extended care. faculty tht!you add the' wbids "ex-
tended care facility." Thig'is ait area w eri many of the Oeople 1h biir
homes would lose, benbfitg because of the' failure; to add that 'phraseextendede arefadility.'"

1898
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As to two *other matters, we support the principles under what younow call 294; the Moss aihendluients. We think thatthe provision settingininimuui stfdardS for nursing'institutions 'Undertle 19 is apprO-priate. We would suggest, however, thatthe. present provisions in theact as to time are not realistic, and we feel that it will take some periodof time,' & s testedd thiA'morning by ANYJA, for standards to be setup and that perliaps d in0o6 reasonable'time such as 4 years would bein keeping Withi theintent'of the legislation.
We would also adviseyou that we support the amendment knownas the Kennedy amendment or 298. Here perhaps we might be dif-ferent in our testimony than some of theothers, and I might personallybe different. I think that this isthe beginning of an attempt which willset up some professional standards for'those who are administrators inthe 4-ealth field, and I should think that the field, itself would wel-

come it.'
I a~m notsur11 that administrators o'- the homes that I representwould. be, inclined to agree' with that statement. I do feel, however.that there must come a time when standards are set, and when there aresome inimumimfii wi~4h the Federal oO~y'nioent, by the kindof legisla-tion you are considering here must establish ,
I would support the additions made this'morning by ANHA, wherethey gdft' that 'ther* be a period of tije, a study,.the setting ofcilteri~ -l tihe ibaisennet of curridilu'm thIroughout the c6unry for adetermination as to what actually, a nursing home administrator shouldbe. Nonetheless, .westill-say to you'that'with those additional safe-guairds, thr'id need thht nursinghom m'mininitrators have mini-,mum staindal'ds thrughutt lie county and,we firmly suppodi that.
In Mlosi r;, r Chairman, y I say that we have as an associationactively pi iici ptd ift d~vel6, 016itpndirds of clrd."We arepairt of,'ad have gat r0p~t6rtho J 6 innision on Acdreditation ofHo1spitals,-.whose accreditatomi programn for extended caie facilitiesfilly meets th reqttirenients for certification under Public LA -97

in our oph4iij,...
.'Since the law provides authority ft4rie Secr tar.of eth, Edu-cition, and Welfare, to grant reconition of-JOA -accredi&ftion, wewould recommend thaVyou activlYi cOnsiddr requiring such recogni-

tion. '~

We also inue to express our concern about the voluminous p *per-work1generated by medicare It is our position that simplified.metiodsof reimbursement under title 18 can b worked oit Without, jeopardiz.ing the medicare prdran, without 6(ining the door to unethical prac-tices. We *wuld s 4ggest i ' cninecdon w;ith i tcn that safeguards in the"utilization program be more adively considered. We would,'therefore,commend the provision in the amendments for experimental methodsfor relimbursieth'nt and suggesta reexaininationof the p.r diem*iallow-.... s tin Ole. in ... a, an e, _, of .thprdealo
n cebs undercertain' circumstances s an exeriment might be in order.Thank you very much,, Mr., Senator, and Mr. Chairman'.
The CiAat1m .Thankyou very much sir.

PREPARED STATEMENT oF THOMAS M. JENKINs, AMERICAx ASSOCIATION OF. flomla

I am Thoii1&s M. Jenkins, IPresdent of the Amerkat'AssociatI6n of H6ies forthe Aging. The American !Assoclationof Homeg for the Aging Is the'liational
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membership organization of nonprofit voluntary and gQYernmeItal Homev for the
Aged. It provld~eq its me , "rs ,witt a ple4tf,of 14pa ,fInPg qpdpolvfpi probles
of inutitatconceri ae ot 3t1u' prtects rind idvaes the dnte.eeof the r l.4ivid~mls
they serve. The o froiaei ied for exchainge of ex-
perience, technical' assistan*, help'with staff training and eduittion' 1andl-epre-
sentatIon on the nath0jual scene so that HOraes for4be Aged canmorei effectively
servetw, gFWP9, num4 gante-men andwomen inrjeed of reldentlal care.Founded In 1961 With'a -grant frbmn the Fo'ra Pdtidfton, the A§ ulaljj tinpoll.
sored by the National Coufidilbn the Agnis" made up of tinpofititftuois
caring predominantly for the aged and meeting licensfite standards bf their own
community. or. operating under community. sanction,where licensure does not
exist. Membership may also be grated to organs t4ns9t,4er4bn .H0fue and
to Individuals who share the aims and goals fth Asoaltn. , in u

We ppedr in 'support f ,the S6lal Security Aendimientbf 1007'and In sup-
port of the Smeadmentd 81661,intreduced by SenatOr FrankEM. Mo*'and 81662
introduced by Senator. rdward M Kennedy, amnd to presnt.Jur. views on par-
ticular aspects pertinent to our major concerns, , •

The American Association of 1l6imes for the Aging has enddeed the Medicare
legislation since its introduction into the Congres of the United States, iand has
also expressed the concerns of Its members in testhiony befofd the"Ways and
Means Committee of the United States House of, Representatives as redmtly as
Mach 10, 1967.

The Association and ito members deeply apprectte the many p6gi&'esive
steps which have been taken fi belmf of their Clients as Well s all of the aglng
people in our nation. It also appreciates the cordial and cooperative relationphip
which it has enjoyed with. appropriate members of the Departnent'of Health,
Education and Welfare since the legislation was passed, ond it .ook forward to,
a continuing cooperative partnership with' government In all ieaS6f Medicare
and welfare concerns.

The Association's primary concern has been the well-being, of the aging'ot our
country and places special emphasis on the wehl-being of the patients and esl-
dents served by nonprofit Homes. We recognize that a broad approach to the
health and welfare needs of the many millions of aging in the United States may
at times conflict with the well-being and needs of thbae whom the' stem in-
tends to serve. The Association Is hopeful that It can contribute its knowledge and
skills in solving these comfliets and, cooperatively with gov,0bvft,. ltip mako the
program all that Congress and those who administer It certainly Ap d 4to be.

One of the major accents of tb6,Association as been the 'prnple of co_0-

prehensive care and the continuity of are of the oler people. The" Awsociatlor
has again endorsed this principle In its testimony concerning HRM710,- and rep-
resentatives of the Association have On various occasions stated their views con-
cerning the significance of this principle, perhaps more vital to those in institu-
tions serving the aging than in some other sectors of the health field.

In Its concern to provide.high qtalty care the Assoclatlop has lalso adopted
the broad principle that the provides of this care should be sdequ ey and fafry
reimbursed for the services which they. have rendered. - -. : .,:.-,,- ,

Thee principles have many concrete applications, some of which remain the
deep concern of the Association and the voluntary and governmental homes it
represents..

The Association believes that the reimbursement formula of itltXIII')4liuld
deal not merely with the outofpoclxet expenses for caring, for, pitisnt, .brut
should also include a provision for realistic depreciation costs on an economic
replacement basis. It further aflrms the principle that the fm6AtIzafion of
facilities sho4ild be included 4s a. art of. rehMbursablq' eosta.' In s the
Association fully endorses the principle that reimbursement;formulat shuld
be based on, the realistic financial needs of i4stitutions. It'does thisW*ith the deep
conviction that unless these financial needs are zget, the voluntary health, system
of the nation, Including Extended Care Facilities and ,lohg-t~erm careInstitutlons,
will be jeopardized.

The Association further believes that a rbimburseh1i.nt fothiwla -'which dis-
criminates against the voluntary health system and more nol lyreiPbi)-ss the
for-profit sector of the health system is inequitable and not in the bes public
Interest. I ,- , • .,.

M.5. 12080 SOCIALL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967)

We favor the increases in SocialSecurity benefits as included in thee~aeneqd-
ments. Moreover, we support the changes in the, optional medical insurance
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(Part B) program of Medicare which will allow provision for 'diagnostic X-rays
(Section 131) an, -oity ,: , -ti-on;27)-.;-.

In regard to physical therapy, we weIoonre, -Swet-, tli6 addition to the Part 'B
program whic covers pbysal therapyf pushed' to an otstpatlet In his 6wn
home or (n nursing home. We, wduld, urge, an adldition to this secti6n (183) so
that these serIices voujd be coveredwhere they are furhithed-finder the super-
,vision of a ho~pltal or ass extended care facE ity.'

One of the impllcations of the basic pirin4eIpes fourth the iAmerlokn: Ai'6
,clation -of Homes lor, the -Aging sotande fIs, thatt the agiiigeindividbal residift Iii
an institution has the sami right, to generatee his benefits under Title XVIII
is, the individual who ,does not bappeio to have 'or: need (the servI6e4 -of ,a well-
qualified - nstItutioni Essentially,' this right has not as yet been reifgnIed 'b)
law. 'The continuing qrtestlon of -the regewleration of benefits ift a'noniprofit hbmne
for the aging AM-U proves a troubling one;. While attexhpts are -heifig madeto6
regenerate TitL'e!XVXII bttneiftsiuia diti~nctly residential Area of &: hore, it is
our co nvIc0~Qu that agfrg pe93e In long-term ceinstittutions or inilibatjy-loiit-
terM care sections of iustitutions, should -Also,, as a matter of dqvityi be xOeztrtted
the, regpneration of benefits! In these -areas, even.- If they alsoiaiV norznallj desg-nate4 as. HQ~r 'b~nro oe, *~

We notet~oe attemptin these-azendinents to provide an additional 'S0 da$"a'of
('are durlrqg ;t -spello Ollrness.a i ~.ttempt, to provide, more benefits: does'not go
to the corqeot the problem. At present-the~olde? peroft Whorea Idea' rin an~insti-
tutloir which pr~fl es.saYarlety-of besItheareand residential facilltiesAnd has
used up his presently authorized 90 days of inpatient hospital care and presently
authorized 100 days of -extended care facility benefits, cannot start a new spell
of Illness and become entitled to further care unless he moves his residence or is
movedfor atbdast 60 da~s'tolih Inatitttod br,'a'1pkrtof h'istifittttii-*hlcb does-
not-,provlcdliskilled, ftraingI&At ujf'i :. -

'Thas,t he' Ioe% hIsvMedi6Are 6Tb#1ihfesdz~heknd~ ~i e
'care facility, If Werdornot!0rovid6 &'1nMean~ ,o± t944 1y hutnd ,elel
tentss weenerates#PeLq of illneAS beyond 'th41fitAt 1%hM~'tiuv ef
them their human rights and, moreo'rej'NN cfeatAfn f~xh yadi' srosi~e
'for Cotinty fid - tate DelArtnrbnA 16f( Public WelMee 'rd Jleatb

isWe 06te sriotsly,-conaerhed with, thid d1infriunchlienlent, of rbldcr ptpi vio
nrtea ~he nieed ot'and Afti being iPoWded $restddutallaid' lrsing'dhrer hie
same lnstittoit' Mediegre -bedefits b'ooldifit-6iy dblj't6 th6e t'eAldG eak
-tacilltyl4parttlclltiilg rader thea!WntroI'of--u k~pti ~o~i~VHh
'throughout Ithis Country have fought forj-lav'e' developed high ittaudatds, 'ftfd
,have stipported(too; Medicare legislation; fifpriticiple*and Ili fact,' anid*i'bw
discovering mrna$ serious- Impedlilents. r " . - - i' '

H OMENDAT6N'I "' '*

We recommend a more equitablo-_Wnsnof terminating the spell of Illness.
We suggest the full use of 'medical 'dignosis and utilization review irocedures
(provided..for, in the Medicare lbgislatioa) as a meanis of deterfitnin 9'thd ibider

'Person -a eedefor. extended care :and/or skilled :nursig 'care.;TIJ19cWuld U1, An
effective and rfeasibleway-of teininating aispell 'of illness arid still W4sifiit the
older person; his family,, fiscal, Interhddirieb, i',the comnitnity. and? the goVern-
ruent that the -older Ipekron -in tgbtth~g approoltiae -cake and 16 reoc&ivng'his
deserved,'benefit under Socal 'Security. ' - -,; )_;' ,,

We wish to support the principles underlying Bill 81061, Introduced by SRna
to: -Moss of -Utah;f amending. the; Social 'Secutrity Act, as dir attenpt -td provide
high quality, care for'older people.;These "concertis WoUld rerefit theettlre field
of long term darV 61td'w6%ld not place unr'aaonabie* reqV rrenrntkfn; the" *(ky of
this c re.'In -givinge-'lear authority 046'kt nlinizunh 'stadifdhatde r 'lflsitutionis
providing skilled' nursing care to Title X1X' paf(6nts we must *!ntr out that
cleardirectioni and, realistic support of, the96 measures .ned: td, be g'I~n, by the
Department of Health,' Education, and Wsi1fare,-if these-stamdar6i are td ditVelop
realistically and in fact,, To -be *bonslateft with -the cri fnal irtenb't -,f -Nkigtes,
which intended Title XIX', as 'A program whereby the states would prorideo pro-
grams8 of Care# we would suggest that' stbps heed' to be takeU by W6i P a5.tezt
of Health*; Education, abd Welfare, to--.aid states Mi d6+0e16puk those ininimuti
stayidards. In additi~bn we would .sruggeWt a 'reasonable, time -to rbe' established
(Possibly '4 years)' by which time states would be expected t~riA46Vtzinnum
Federal standards. Moreover, we welcome the provision of 'reimbursement of
'reasonable cost of care" to Title XIX as provided under Title XVIII.
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The Association believes that a strengthening of. the Utilization Review pro.
gram, to guarantee that possible abuses' of Title XVIII iiohies dd'not occur,
will help prevent unethical use of Title XVIII funds.

We believe that these measures will create significant safeguardd,. permitting
equity to be granted to the institutionalized aging, who have a right to relm.
bursement for hospital and EOF care, whether they are receiving Title XIX
funds or whether they still retain their own financial resources. It is especially
.this latter group which deserves the full attention of the Fderal Government
In their search to provide equitable care under the Medicare provisions.

It is the firm conviction of the Association that adequate reimbursement for
care on all levels, including the "social care" homes or parts Of homes, from
both the Federal and the State government, will tend to keep the costs of re-
imbu"rsement on the lowest possible level, since It will help to eliminate the
practice of placing residents and patients in unnecessarily high levels of care.

The Association has consistently maintained this position, In' its representa-
tions to Congressional committees and to appropriate members of the Deport-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, it has affirmed Its adherence to the
principle that Title XVIII and XIX should be fully meshed with each other
and should supplement each other. It has pointed up the difficuties Homes in
various states have experienced when the Title XJX' reimbufsenenttayihents
have been inadequate, and the Association has further underscored the fact that
many patients under Old Age Assistance'or Title XIX benefits 6ften need more
Intensive care than do many post-hospital cases in Extended Care Facilitle..

5. 1602 '' '

In Its concern for high quality care, the Association has repeatedly expressed
itself on questions of standards and supported Federal and state efforts to raise
the standards of healthcare in Extended Care Facilities and long-term care In-
stitutions. It has also supported and cooperated with a variety of governmental
agencies in providing the vital programs and training necessary to Improve this
quality of care and to raise national standards.

Therefore, we support the amendment introduced by Senator Kennedy (Bill
81662) as an important step toward developing minimum standards. We would
suggest, however, that the timing provided in this bill Is somewhat unrealistic
and will present real difficulties for many of the states to take the necessary
steps to meet its provisions. We recommend full support of all attempts to en-
courage necessary curriculum development, assistance as well as direction, and
an adequate provision of time (possibly 6 years after enactmenit) to enable states
to take the necessary steps to meet the requirements of -this bill.

We would offer the assistance of our Asociation in developing the necessary
standards and guldelinm for this licensure program.

STA%ARDS "

This Association has participated actively In developing standards of care
for the older people in our country. The Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals' accreditation program for extended care facilities fully meets the
requirements for certification under Public Law 89-97. Since tho Law provides
authority for the Secretary of Health, FAucation, and Welfare to grant recogni-
tion of the JOAH Accreditation program, we would recommend such recogni-
tion. I

The Association also continues to express its concern about the voluminous
paper work generated by Medicare. It Is the position of the Association that
simplified methods of obtaining reimbursement for Title XVIII patients can be
worked out without jeopardizing theMedlcare program and without opening the
door to unethical practices. We would commend provisions In these amendments
for experimental methods for reimbursement and would suggest that a re-exam-
inn tion of per diem allowances be In order.

The Association looks forward to a further discussion of some of these isues
In an effort to resolve them and again expresses Its appreciation and hope that
the cordial relationship between the Social Security Administration staff and
others concerned with the Medicare program and the AFsclatlon will continue
to deepen and increase in mutual understanding of problems as well as their
eventual solution.
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The CHAIRMAt.Nextq we will hear from Mr. August, F. Hook, presi-
(tent of the Hook Drugs Co., of Indianapolis, in behalf of the Nittional
Association of Chain Drugstores, Inc. I

Senator HAU'KE. I would like to point out this witness is a resident
of my home State and owns a series of drugstores in my home State
and lam glad to see him here today. - t I

The CHAIRMAN, Senator Hartke is very hard working and is a
highly regarded member of this committee. We are mighty proud to
have your Senator as a part of our committee. He doesn't always agree
we me, but he is a great advocate of what he believes in.

STATEMENT OF AUGUST F. HOOK, PRESIDENT, HOOK DRUGS, INC.,
AND PRESIDENT 'O THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHAIN
DRUG STORES, IN., ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT 3. BOWER, EX-
ECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHAIN
DRUG STORES; AND 1OHN R. MoHUGH, CHAIRMAN OP THE ASSO.
CIATION'S TASK FORCE ON FEDERAL HEALTH PROGRAMS AND
DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, PEOPLES DRUG STORES,
INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. HooK. Mr. Chairman, my name is August F. Hook and I am here
in my capacity as presdent of the National Association of Chain Drug
Stores. Iam a registered pharmacist in Indiana, a graduate of the
Purdue University College of Pharmacy and serve as president of
Hook Drugs, Inc

I have with me Mr. Robert J. Bolger, executive vice president of the
National Association of Chain Drug Stores and Mr. John R. McHugh,
chairman of the association's task force on Federal health programs
and director of professional services of People's Drug Stores, Inc.,
based here in Washington, D.C. -

The National Association of Chain Drug Stores is an association
which was founded in 1938 to represent the Nation's operators of
multiple-retail outlets for dispensing drugs nnd R wide variety of
nondrug products. The association's 160 member companies operate
more than 5,700 drugstores in the 50 States and Puerto Rico, and have
100,000 employees, 15,000 of whom are pharmacists. Estimated -sales
volume bf chain drugstores during 1967 will exceed $5 billion. Although
chains operate only 24.8 percent of the retail drugstores, they account
for 48.8 percent of sales.

As the tpokesinan for the Nation's chain drugstoies, we are very
grateful for the opportunity to appear before this committee to com-
ment on the proposed legislation and to Rive you our suggestions and
0b4ervations based on our extensive experience in the drug-dispen.ing
field.

Our members strive to bring to the public the widest selection of top-
quality drugs at the lowest possible cost to the customer. Chain drug-
stores are able to dispense drugs to the public at lower than ordinary
prices because our customers share in the economy we effeOt through
volume buying, volume selling, and efficient operation. Chain drug.
stores have traditionally kept drug prices low because of the volume
of nondrug merchandise we also sell,

As taxpayers and pharmacists we are concrne( about the practical
appellations of the method of reimbursement.
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*The preknt: language id section 2005 (a) (4) with respect to re~eon-
able chihrge for drug products cotild have the effect of raising pre-
scription prices by drugstores not; now, using aprofessiotial fee method
of, pricing *to, a level where the usual oe customary charge becomes
the -aine, as. the professional fee. The result would be to. raise the
price of drugs to the general public. 'I"'iFor4 example, if 'a piharmacist-nedftia gross-'profit of, 40 .pertdent
based zon selling price, hie must charge $1 for, an item which, costs him
60 cents and $10 for aii item which costs him- $6. Handline the 60-cent
item is generally- not profitable for- him, buWt because handling the $6
item is profitable, he is able to offset what lhe might lose on the lower

* 7.H6WeV&~,if a'ph-arnacist'nseg cost plus, $2 professional fee,;Iiis
.chargq*-p a. 0-.cont it1m 91lb $2A~0, instead of $1,;-.and )i charge
on a $6Qtmwudb 8 in~a o: $10."-

j]li lnguagg ba~ fte thWe dctuk drxutinig 6e'i arthaus
i~fegsfohA.F feel' 6r ihWs $"uia1 & utwir hag"Whibbever is

In thea i llustration given, the pharmacist 1qsiqg,0 LIm~ p sytm,
would be compelled to charge $1 on the 60-4n ) emn, w the phiarma-
cisib usinig'the fee i YAbxm wottld be allowed to charge $2O.0onthe Paine
iteni. In other words% thd5 customer w6uld pay jujore than two-and-a-
half times as much.. "' '

Since the legislation -would impose a. ceiling on the higher, priced
item, the pharmacist would'not be permitted to charge his ifusual or
customary charge"l on'that -itenij buft Would, b1 fa~ced to'charge his

* kAs practical business matter,;tie! pharmaciSL would have to raise
hiis "Itusal 'o cstoniaiTyoliarge" oht te 1ower- Vriced'1texns or accept
ain inadequate return on those presdritption&,is1,i W
* Tis esimiated thabt'approtiniatelyV 85 percent of. the, piveriptions

we fll are -for Ies,thain$5. S oyou .cn insee'thia the'neteffects of this
bil.as&itis presently writtn would bet6! raise rather than loweardrug
pnces. We do, not believe thatthi isthe intent, df this legi'slation.

Mfiking ' the' two, dftems would 'w6rk :an! undue ha 'Chip on the
I )ractlcltng, iharrncisti iwMo for, comjpetitivbf rw~ons cannot) n 11050.
1 li'gees on lHi§-1w-pri~d; lpremriptions which rbpresdnb ithe bulk

of, the -prescriptions~whickho, dispenses..
Obviously then, mixing the two systems -Would'ibe ineqtpitable. If

the pr-ofessional ffe t~blish.d b'y lthe Sereary oflath,, Edmicatlon,
anid'Wefare is corred, tho'n it siwuqld be. applied to the, lowet, priced
items, as well as the higher priced items.'

We recommend that the-language in the bill be aiikended to reflect
this. It is m-y understanding, our people have been in contact with
your staff 'regardiiig an amendment which wbuld partially, satisfy our

Wile armajoritylofo'0i1i members could support -the professional fee
method, of -pricing prescriptions, many cannot, employ this, system at
this time because' of copetitive reasons., '

Nor, W~ i4ould like to tturn 1t6 another point. There are several terms
used in this bill which are subject to varying interpretations. We rec-
ommend, therefoi*,'that a new seotion be incorporated intp the bill
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containing- specific definitions of the terms used. We feel that this
would help to clarify the intent of Congress and facilitate compliance.

For example, section 2005 (a) (1) (A) refers to the "actual or ac-
counting basis cost."

By "actual" cost we assume the bill means the cost of putting the
item on the shelf, ol one of our chain drugstore units, which would in-
clude warehousing, handling and distribution costs.

It is unclear what is meantly "accounting basis cost."
At the present time, it seems impossible to review every drugstore

invoice to determine acquisition cost. Even if this information were
available to us, acquisition cost Would vary, with respect to each indi-
vidual chain drugstore unit, and also to every other pharmacy as well.

With respect to acquisition cost we recommend that since the Ameri-
can Druggist Blue Book and the Drug Topics Red Book are available
to every drugstore in this country,- the wholesale price to the retailer
listed therein be used'as the main source for determining acquisition
costs, Granted there are variances.' Discounts are available to both
chains and independents when their, buy direct or in large quantities.
But with the blue or'ied books as a source for determining acquisition
costs, you have an accepted pricing, compendium listing every ivail.
able prescptidn or OTOproduot. The Goveqmment would .have less
administrative cost in determining acquisition costs by'using this
method. n'ot yuigti

Since NAODS " represents, sn~all, medium, and large drug. chains
which utilize varius iiethl6ds of pricing prescriptions, we urge that
every effort' W takeni'0 adopt inethod of reimbursement which will
best benefitthe public, the Government, and pharmacy 1,

There is another factor which would ihcrease the cost of drugs. One
reason drugstores are able to "sell drugs at such atlow cost is, that'the
sale is on atash basis. IfA 'hoireverf the driigstdre is forced to await
reimbursement from the' Governmenb4, the costs of this tieup'i capital
will hiive to sbmehbw be, reflect in the cost of the drugs.-It would be
preferable, therefore, that'th6 customer be required toseek reimbu'rse-
ment, tatherthan the phiLnaci t. .

However, if pharmacists are" required to seek reimbursement$ we
strongly uig6 that, regrdless of the ytem adopted, a simplifi~l i0lan
for reimbursement be established i Ucaus8,burdensomertedtape resUlts

Turning to section 2005 (b), the National Association of Chain Drug
Stores is most anxious to cooperate with the Secretary of Health, Edu-
Wt~ iiotai laobf the helth cate 'field. W~ei~~e t b

helpf'il in developing the mechanisms and procedure, f9r ,"p_ 4 et-
ing Federal health programs involving the disp(si" o ilrugs.
NAODS should eddpeoal1y be consulted Whenthelevels o reimbursew-
mentare being1fermated as propose in this legislation. Chain drug.
stores dispense more than 120 million prescriptions per.year'and em-
ploy more than 20 000 pharmacists. NAODS 46 the .spokesman for
these pharndadiste.,gince we have no State affiliatesi NACD$4icton
the local, and national levels to keep 'its members abreast -ofal de-
velopments affecting 'hain drugstors.

With regard to the bill in general we'submit that this may not be
the most appropriate time to act on this legisloAion. Since HMW te-
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seesnUmerous problems which would result from this legislation and
because the task force on prescription drugs has: not yet completed
its study or inade its report, we reconmend that a. decision on S. 2299
be deferred until these findings are available.

We are grateful for this opportuhit, to appear before this coin-
mittee to comment on the proposed legislation and to give you our su g-
gestions and observations hasedo'n ouroxtOesivo experience in the
dIriug-dispensing field. "

Senator HAwrjK. Thank you, Mr. Hook, We are glad to have you
here. I do-not: have any questions..I think I understand what you are
talking about. We apprciateyour-waitingso loIng.

Mr.I-Ioo. I know that' yes, Sir.
Senritor HARTKE. Thank you,igentlemen. ,,
Gentlemen, we have a problemheke. As you know,,,wd haelgone.on

here until it is now close to 6 until 2. We cin do one of two things. We
can adjouni thase hearings and start them back up at 5 o'oloAk this
afternoon, or if the rest of you ,Witnesses think you can complete your
testimonyIam willing tostay until20olock.

Now, Raymond E, Ring, Carl Rachlin, Dr. Elizabeth Wickenden,
and Mrs. Allen, if you all want totry to squeeze it in within the next
7 minutes,& I will be glad to permit you all to take until 2. If you want
to come on back, you may tit your convenience

Mr. King, how long will you take?
Mr. Knso. Mr. Chairman, I think I can do it in 2 or 3 minutes.
Senator HARTKE. How about Carl Rachlin? Dr. Wickenden-where

is Dr. Wickenden? She is not here either. And Mrs. Allen.
Mrs. ALLEN. Mine is very short. • - _
Senator I-ArKv. Can you do it in 2 or 3 minutes ?
Mrs. AL~zbr. About three and a half minutes.
Senator HAwrgr.. I will stay in, 6 minutes if you people can com.

plete it. Otherwise, we are going to adjourn at 2 o'clock sharp, in the
middle of a sentence or in the middle of a paragraph, and we will come

back at 3 so you can make up your minds. If you want to have a nice
weekend you can accommodate yourselves. Tle entire statements will
appear as thoughtbey were read'In full.

Mr. King, I am perfectly willing to come back at 3 o'clock.
Mr. KING. Whatever you wish, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HAW E. I would just as soon go ahead, now but this is up

to you.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND E. KING, ;R., CHAIRMAN, NALU COM-
MITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE
UNDERWRITERS

Mr. KiNo. I am Rayemond King, chairman of the Social Security
Committees of the National Association of Lifo Underwriters. I will
present for the record if I maymy complete staienient.

Senator HARK& Yes; it will be inserted.
Mr. Ki. Let me say just briefly that we approve of, the social se-

curity program as a means of providing basin economic protection
against economic want and need, but believe that overexpansion of
benefits beyond basic nbeds violates the purposes of the program, since
additional supplemental retirement benefits should he provided by the
private sector of the economy.
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I lei on my right is a chart comparing the additional easli 'henlfts
available Atthe-raximum level for social -eciirioy beneficiatIM ttider
the tqrm 'of t i °dministritibfi's proPoSal, ith retlir6menit benefits
provide& fr6i' the equivalent. preinml1 bY priiate insurers. This chart
il|lustrates that, private retirement benefits substantially in excess of-
retirement benefits provided Under social security. are available from
c6imereial insurers. Our prepa'i'edstateient exlilini's the chart in
detail.,, . , . , . ..

We would also like, to draw your attention to our proposal for an
indel.endent and comprehensive study :of the entire s6dial .curity
program, icidig bonofts, fsosts, and tliaicing. W6 bclie,. 11 itt tns

stuy 4 eapinclre .a114 ppi'prJ it alsia of the role of p rivate
et~iu~efileh benefits and their relation to public retirement programs.

We would earnestlynencourage your consideration of a blue ihbboi in-
depend61timW mpreherisive study of'the social security prog 0).

S6n'ator HAR"1E. Mr. Xing,, let me say I asure you'l personally
will go over this entire matter in depth and will look into it. Yam in-
lined[ tOI b ver~y SYmpat~dtl 'ith 'our last suggestion. Iihunk th

one oithe2ieaI trbbems in, Gov 1iiRiws the fact that there is no
really womprehensivelegislative oversight, that is to look over and see
what you have done and reexamine it inthe light of whaityou are try-
ingtodo.

I fr.KmuoWethinkitt i ,,ry dofitely t-ue.
Senator -rraii, Frequently' ,what happens in the Government is

we do something and after we have done it, we continue it ad infinitum
without ever looking back to see whether it is serving the original pur-
pose for ihich itk as iWtended,- or even the purpose which it may hlave
been god for at the time, and times and conditions change and it does
require additional thou ht and approaches, so I want to thank you.
I really think it is a good-suggestion..

Mr. XniUd. Thank you for your consideration. We fel that it per-
haps deservesconsideration. Thank you, sir.

(Mr. King's prepared statement follows :)

PREIPAR STATZMENT OF RAYMOND E. KINO., JR., NrATro,,AL ASSOCIATION OF
Lire. UNDI W RIT "

I am Raymond H. King., Jr., OLU of Charlotte, North Carolina, and I am
appearing before your Committee today as the Chairman of, the Committee on
Social Security of The National Association of Life Underwriters and also as
Secretary of the Association's Board of Trustees. For your Information, our orga-
nization Is a trade association composed of 937 state and local life underwriter
amoclations representing a inemberhip of about 103,000 life Insurance agents,
general agents and managers residing and doing business In virtually every
locality In the United States.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views with respect to certain
of the proposed revisions In the Social Security system.

L IMU. 12080

Prior to coumentlntg on any specific recommendations contained in II.1R.
12080, 1 sho uld like tosunmarlze our basic position with regard to the NaciaI
Security program and 144 objpctlvei and purpo"s'e'.

We believe tliat .the social Securlty program was designed to provide a base
floor of i)rotectloiigalnst economic want and need, financed by earmarked taxes
Imposed upon employers, employees and self-employed individuals and by earn-
ings on the Sm-!al Security trust, funds. It was Intended that upon this basic
floor, each covered per-on, by Individual and employer Initiative, would plan

1907
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and build additional economic'security for himself and life faiily by means ot
private siyvin, investments, insurance, pension pr rfnis gid the like,

As thus' originally conceived and deplgii4 Jt)~ OcIql Security o~amis
socially'arid"econoicjaily desirable; but tolgifae Its cOlntl'nd~d e ;q.tfnce, it 'is
essential that the, program be soundly maintained.- Ov'erepansli ofthe pro.
gram ;nUst be avoided since such overexpansion would substantially Increase
the tremendous. Awnenca1 burden alrea4.y facing 'present and "otre, social
Securlo taxpayers,- and pose a threat to the safety and continued existence of the
program itself.

Apropos of the foregoing, every further expansion of existing Social Security-
benefits, or the addition of new types of benefits, would lessen the traditional
Incentive of Americans to provide economic security for themselves and theirfamilies through voluntary, private programs. In addition,-t~e Increased Social
Securitj- taxes necessary to finance each such expansioti would reduce the.
financial ability of Americans to undertake and carry out ouch voltinttry, private-

We believe that the lgono of Representatives, In rejecting several Administra'.
tlboh P'i0r68osa contained In H.Rl. 5710, recognized the soununs is foregoing-
basic primciples Which have guided the development of the 9oca V seu .ty system
since Its inception. In particular, we are pleased that the 6Hos~lrjected the
Admqinistration's proposal to increase the taxable earningil base Iii three 'steps
to $10,1300.

WO Bupp~pt- a.reasonable increase lIp. csh- be~edt# .to _malt#Wij, ;he. pu'chaing-
po*er of these betiefits In the face of reent toqt-bft-Iing increases an4,thke less-,
ened value, of the'dollar. While we Ar,9'&Wcet~Iied, over 'the. risliik 'tat of livfn'#
and thenfainr trn of th onomayo we recognai -that It'wdtild be unfe i
to place the buyden .of the deyalqqd dollar on, ret~red' and -otb~r Indiduals whoi,
must ive on fied Incomes.

However, we are concerned that expansion of, boedeftq t eyqd bas 1 n~ei(ls
lessens the ability of mlllionbs-6f eCo-rdid'Indiy ,iduals to niiikeb'tyot pr-ovision.
for their retirement needs.- As vle noted, ab4~ve; W6 beliovel1baliSocial Redbilty-

shul ~y4le bale floors of, eneguito prmtetonv bat, that! coyered, Individuals
should: rinteesoibility of building adi ir ,iQ)fqrid 'tjl fmii throu h thei- 6w m EsitnaJ IPAslvedidt 1411% nmen~i I av a crease in,

Social 116CUrty MOOe leasbes an1 Ihd)'ldual;' pbilt y'prOvll iol h4 wn ne
1I6 tid connection, we pre~ared - v study* fbi'thO';Hoi$ Wd Al and Meai4

Coznmnltee at It rqquest,,comparlog,,tbhe additionaI ompb b~niflte avidifable at the
nigiximuim level for Social Security beYneflcaTIea,, 4" .Oe tqrrj of! the. Ad4,inistration's Rrolposal, with- retieetbuf~poie thot~ eqO4a,~etve
mnfuii by jivat d lsfirbrs. Thli Adudy 19 'taeho.t 'oli statemeht as Exib 1 .

We believe this'comparison fIllstrkte-.th6,tied to efti vm ~~ieono
benefits and limit any current benefit iirease toithat. warranted bytidere In
the cost of living. Since private retirement benefits substantially in excess of'
retirement benefits provided under ,.pcijal Security, are available from ~coin.
mie rdl' Iiurers, it is highly undestrable, anid unwise to Increase cash benefits
to a level where they discourage individuals from provIding themselves with
supplemental retirement, protection.' ' ~* ~ '

It Social Security fulfills Its primary function of. providing. covered iifdI ItIMAl5'
with basic, economic protection'at retirement, or in' the event of disability, It hake
fulfilled- its obligation. However, when benefits' Akre' Orp~ided'beyond this eeo
nomie floor, Social Security competes unfairly with'priVat-benefits to the MOM&d
vantageof the Individual."' ' "

.in reference. to .the method.-otf financing, benefitsi'.T fEL-710 recomnmeiiled nas
partial method that the taxable'earnings base be InewoAsd, itl'thie6 t4epsifrqni
the current $6,600.to $10,800 by 1074., This incteased basawotfld raiW' thw-itInA tce
maximum benefit payable to a _worker from $1168 a MnonMthodr, the pfvxwnt law'wi
to $288 a month under the $10,800 base. H.R. 12080 would raise the wnge bas.e-
In one step to $7,600 In 1968. This would Increase the maximum beneft In the.
future to $212.

W~e b~lieve that It Is' undesirable to* flaimce 'the e(MAF~k' - ~tk, o an by-
increats o~ig the earnings bilse beyond the, airke6n 0 vi~f' ered wo'rk-
ers. First of all, this would have the effect of,,'pro"Yidifg' bicr a44.'enefitiM to
individuals with above-tAveraigeearninjA'who ari6 !eA~if fin'need Of suc'(h iieiiflt.
At the'same tithe, because of the weighted nature of th6 bonefLor~i h ifaili60
of lowexi income groups,A idividlials With atbo'&averag6 -eernlhnt3s '-Wu be' lc-
quired to bear an undtil. dfsproportionat shttre of 'the finatnckig of the pro6grntn,
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or, to put it another way, would be required to Increase the substantial "subsidy"
that they are already paying to the system.

Furthermore;- increased benefits to Individuals with above-average earnings,
as we indicated earlier, Impairs the incentive of these individuals to provide
themselves- with, adequate supplemeptal retirement benefits. There is absolutely
no justiuleation fot increasing the benefits of these persons, since they have been
provided with an adequate floor of protection.,

If additional revenue is needed to support a cost-of-living increase In benefits
or any additional liberalization of the program, we believe that such additional
revenue should come from Increased Social Security tax rates, rather than from
any further increase in the taxable earnings base beyond the current level of
$6,600. We feel this will serve to equalize the burden of financing the system
among all covered individuals.

In further reference to the method of financing Social Security benefits, we
are pleased that H.R. 12080 essentially recognizes and adheres to the sound and
vital concept bf payroll tax financing. _ " .

-We wish to go on record as stating our complete opposition to the -use of
general revenues to finance any benefits provided under the Social Security Pro.
gram other than those provided on a basis of real and provable need. Financing.
of the program by- means of earmarked taxes iWd by employers, employees, and
self-employed individuals 'Which, Ard neither, excesve nor inadequate, is essen-
tial to Orovide not only necessAry control over both the types and levels of Social
Security benefits but also a greater measure of 'assurance that scheduled benefits
will In fatcbo paid. (omtrol of the system would be seriously weakened If general
revenues were ever used to finance the benefits to any significant degree since
the'soure 6f thb financing woUld tend to get lost in the over-all Federal budget
abd the true dost of the systefu would be grdatly obIcured., .'l i ! Z---."t, .... I.

, N.L 1060 rejects the Administration'l proposal to extend iMedlcare protee-
ton, to persons who are under 65 but getting Social Security bendfita because
thet ak N ,Vet--dIyfdbled. We tliev* It would be Inapproptite' and unwise
to stflthtI*lWl tbed and expand the' Medicare program at this tine in light
of the limited axd- bntktaln cost experience under the exsin*!tprogram since
Iti eaitetkneltaid implementation, -We beltbve, therefore;;tbkt' the House acted
wisely In postponing any basic.ch~njs In thli program until, the'actual cost of
the, M tdlcare program, can be -more pOecisely determined and the need for thiscoverate,/ratstantiat~cl., i,, ' ,, ,~ -- ; ; .. . .. ,., ,, , .
" H.12080 kso'Inludes protions limiting federal payments for state-admin-

Iste6-d zledial -assistalice ;rbkrams, (Medicaid). Under the proposals begIhnlng
J Vuly 4 0'1968, th6e'federal g vernment-!*ould't contribute- for ' -Medicaid 'for
anyone:lalng morb thdnif150 percent of thecatnual Income 'Standard set by a'
state fdr Welfir4d eligibIllty.' The ceIllhgf *ould drop' to 140 percent In 1960,
and t6 818"et*tceht In" 1970. We sbtloor;th-*is proposal as an" effort!to prevent
undue and excessive utilization by the states of this program. "- 7
"Th.s 'eeoeludegoioir speeifle ' ze ntewith rebhkrd to H.R" 128O- '1i summary,

we agree that th burle ?of ifne6 sed ost-df-livAg should not be breby 4ndi-,
viduals bnfixed incfi.,Adlud'we -*M6i. the 0'ore, Iitpjfta reakonab'Wcost-of-
living increase in- ACOhi benefits.;ButeVW 1hope r that luidue' exAnlon of. the
progrm beyond' aehonable floor of piiotection And trealtoil of ieworr additional
coverage without full prelpiwnary study of all relevant factors will be' avolded..
Xn part ul&,r; We'w6uld. ho.e'that efXp~hslon 'of theproglawn *Ithout adequate
rec6gnttlon: of; th" role Of tbbO priIate sector a'nd 'the availability ;of private
retirement benefits, Wouldbeavkded"'" '0!:

11 I. i1NDXPh§*tft'rikvrzw Az(DY A Otbi# -5 if BOXrtnt'~il YI

-Social Securlty-bts gradually grdwn and expanded from Its modest beginnings
inlOB7, -to, thec point-wbere It encoanpasses'almost the entire working& population
and provides benefits never envisioned at Its inception. Over the years, volumes
of literature-the fruits of years of study and research-have appraised all
aspects of the System. The volumes of testimony presented Congress alone is
ample evidence of the thought which has gone into the study of the various
roles of Social Security in assuring the basic needs of individuals, However,
no comprehensive and overall appraisal of the Social Security system as It
currently exists or as to Its future projections Is presently available.

You are aware, more than we, of the complexities of the system and the
difficulty In assessing the factors Involved in appraising such proposals as those

88-281--67-pt. 3-26
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involved fin H.R.,5710 aind H.R. 12080. We-suggest,.therefore;, that a!,cpreful
study and review of the System and all its.asp~etsis needed;atthis: time.,. Our Association- gravely concerned over the implications involved IniSeveralproposals, to.- expatid -Social: Securityrr as our testlmbny today., Indicates. Weare* farful that the original objectives of the program aVd. itsibaslc- role.arebeing lost sight of and that short range tampering with Isolattd aspects of Social
Security might undermine the total structure,.. , -_ .-,; # : a ; , -iI.

In vl~w of these factors, we believe a comprehensive Independent study ofthe- Social. Security: prograni. its. benefits, costs and financing shouldibe under..taken by-independent authorities representing all segments of.the economy,- - ..We would hope that appropriate abjalysis of.therole, of -prlvate retirementbenefits would be-ineluded as part of Any such study. The Administration, -ina report on "Public Policy and Private Pension Programs' issuedhy, the Presi-dent's - Committee;onl Corporate i Pension Purnds and Other. Private iRetirement
and Welfare Programs and ,Congress, in cnductinglhearngs on private penflonrplans (Joint Economic Committee) and extending: private person coverage
(Senate Special Cotmittee on-Aglng) , have initiated what we:belifeye will bea. loig-range-and comprehensive stitdy of the role of the. private pension systemin providing adequate supplemental retirement income.,The (role, of the private'
sector and:,its present zand, future -Impact on. retirement. programs, Ahould be,thoroughly studied prior to An, expanslon'of, the;publio :roloy beyond reasonableboundaries.' We hope, thereforethe Congress 1will consider.the,,yeu reat re1i
tionship between private and public benefits and refrain from expauding'Social-
Security tounmeasonable limits that might impede thegrowth of private-pension
plans and-other retirement programs •. :: . rr. . , . -t; * ,t.-, ', ., : ,, :. We hope the; Committee will consider this relationship In evaluating the, pro-posals contained in H.R. 6710 andHR-, 12080,and in considering theiheedifor,.further studyof, the respective rolesof both systems inproviding aequate retire-ment protection for the workers of this Nation. -, - , , ... , o .. 0, , .

In testifying be~re the Joint: Economic Committee last .qer,0ot DoRobert M. Ballof the Social Security Administration notetbgt "rivate~pldnq
cannot reasonably-be considered separately from the public -prgram 1,'t Walml-larly,, we do not believe that the public program can be considerel!.0eparately
from the private program. Commissioner. Ball further stated: r f-,j -.

"Private pension, plans In recent times have taken on more of a geneyralpulie purpose and tend now to be justified on the ground that theyf mako an, impor-tant: contribution to the Security of- a lane.number of workers-+-proyIlPg forthemin combination with Social Security a much higher level of living-An tire-ment-that would probably be reasonable to expect from eyen a substaptially-
liberalized Social Security program standing alone.1-here is little doubt thaL pri-.vate initiative will continue to foster plans supplementary, to the brod -base ofthe public -program and It is important that they be shaped in the- publUc In-

The, report of the President's Committee concluded that private pension plans"should continue as a major element in the Nation's total retirement securityprogram.' It added that "public policy, shed contInue to provide appropriate
incentives to private plan growth, and by Improving the basic soundness 4nd-equitable character of such plans, saet afirmer foundation for their future doe-velopment." - -....

We furtherbelieve that our comparative study of Social Security-and privateretirement benefits underscores the need for a complete and comprehensive study
and re-appraisal of the relationship of public and private retirement programs.
We believe this study illustrates the superiority of private programs and the
need to construct public programs that will expand rather than contract the
growth and development of private benefits.

We further contend that a thorough examination of the Social Security pro-
gi-amn would serve to properly focus the attention of Congress on the objectives
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and purposes of the System and, in so doing, remove inequities and restore a
better balance between contributions and benefits.

In conclusion, we believe that comprehensive and independent analysis of the
future of Social Security, the Impact of recent amendments on the program, and
the relation of private and public benefits ls nece ssary to iivaluate the effect of
further liberalizations We, therefore, hope that your Committee will exercise
extreme caution in reviewing the 1967 proposals for changes in the Social Se-
curity program and will initiate a study to-provide a firmer basis for projecting
the future of Social Security and Its relation to the private sector.

EXHIBIT #1

The Committee on Ways and Means asked our Association to prepare a com-
parison of the additional cash benefits available at the maximum benefit level
for Social Security beneficiaries under the terms 'ofH.R. 5710, with retirement
benefits provided for the equivalent premium by private insurers.

We recognize that any comparison of relative benefits available under Social
Security and under contracts with private insurance companies is exceedingly
difficult In view of the essential differences between public and private retire-
ment programs. However, we believe the fo!loWing illustration will show the
comparative retirement benefits available undez'the two systems.

In 1974) under the provisions of H.R. 5710, Soeial Security would entitle an
individual to receive at retirement a maximum monthly cash benefit of $288,
an increase of $120 a month over the maximum retirement benefit he would be
eligible to receive under current law in 1974.

Under the terms of H.R. 5710, OASDI benefits (excluding hospitalization)
would be financed at a tax rate of five percenteach on employers and employees
on a $10,800 taxable earnings base, resulting in a maximqim combined employer-
employee annual tax of $1,080.00. This would represent gn increase of $439.80
over the scheduled tax of $640.20 that would b6 paid in I971 under current law.

According to Robert J. Myers, Chief Actuary of the Social Security Adminis-
tration, 28.3 percent of the OASDI tax represents the contribution for disability
benefits an individual is entitled to receive prior to hlssattaining age 65, and
benefits his survivors would be entitled to receive if he dies prior to attaining
age 65. Therefore, 71.7 percent of the OASDI tax represents the amount con-
tributed for retirement and survivorship benefits lor Individuals who have
reached age 65. -

Applying this percentage (71.7%) to the $439.80 tax Increase contemplated by
H.R. 5710, the combined employer-employee annual tax necessary to entitle an
individual to additional monthly maximum retirement benefits of $120 at age
65 would be approximately $315. A retired individual and his wife would be
entitled to additional benefits of $126 per month, and the individual's widow
would be entitled to additional survivorship benefits of $99 per month.

The chart which follows this statement Illustrates the amounts of benefits
available under annual premium retirement annuities that could be purchased
with the foregoing additional combined employer-employee contribution of $315
scheduled in 1974, if an insurance premium corresponding thereto were paid
from ages 21 and 25 up to age 65.

It should be noted that Social Security benefits are subject to the retirement
earnings test which eliminates benefits for certain individuals whereas the
private retirement annuity is payable automatically when an individual reaches
age 65. Also, whereas the private retirement annuity does not provide death
benefits after age 65, the cash value of the annuity or the premium paid, which-
ever is greater, Is paid to an Individual's survivors If he dies prior to attaining
age 65 or to himself if he should surrender the annuity prior to retirement. This
benefit Is not available to SOmial Security beneficiaries.
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Senator H,&Rixz. All right. Now'then, we have Mr ,s. Allen. How areyou, Mrs. AllenI

STATEMENT OF MRS. DeLESLIZE LLN PRESIDENT, NATIONAL*PEDERATiGW O39fSTTLEMENTS, AND NEIGHBORHOOD, CENTERS,NEW yOur:bITY *I
Mrs, ALLEz;I 1'iei thank you1 sir, ,I am Mrs. Allen of Rochiestbr,.W.Yi, Itnd: a volunteer and Wrsientof the National Federation, of Settletents and. NeighborhooXMen rs.Our testimony, which is in your hands'~--.SenatorF["jjcr1'.This will d1b-6 included in fuji.Mrs ALm t is very speeifie~tonerning provisions, of H.R., 12080,that we sUpp~rt-1t isalsofspeciflo in Constructive proposals we maketo alentsu'rniinb e m luy progressive. There-fore, I.will -inakb my itemarks supporting my testimony, much moregeneral antd Iplan to make them. quite qh~rI.As you knowf~ve ropresejt 4ffifiates who*lhavo, ueigl iborjood. centersini 399 QwjucoIDe amsW.9i ~4 oitie4 in 80 $tate, Our testimony is basedonl a verytit intimae knowledge of the kinds of thistq Ifethlives of these ipe We welcome the 9pporttility oekot~blonl behalf ofj the.well-beingo uinegb~hp and ;our, deep coa-cerii abu~he !_$e5,Wgi how n when we clevotqd~a full afternoonat our- national ,board, reetingin ;Jarnxayt icsso fpbi

cOnut -m~b-thgfq teti ll sji, of;, thle' regioiisUe~ringscOnur eyit 1 g syo W paiq wyelfare, 9f, which I, was
oe f th k all) 4 )40 qoucerned ,ahou- thlefact tha 14hi snoa. en Nait Je~~l, o 8~l~soils are dependent on~ p~r4xoUly 1Q lo el W41 -4-A yianuI) thatall additicqjal 2Vndpion gj) -,pl~lwtjie, incqme loyq~ which thGovernment itf "e'ines " qonstituti g.poyertyi~ tis~c~i~yIbie that .. -hr,,h aIQcnen that thos .,Yw firelphysically anfd. ient'sy abl eb F bgVel the to~ad h re-sources tP vvj)1hp tJiern ,tq, bese e-suftipientysnd contributingmembers-tp our..oqy aIe~t~n Qitn nhnot.However, ~whiojae, small isegmeT, of "the popato isertdout as iii the 4ho~ebl nd pw aid, iiecssr sanctonp are imposedupon individual and' afnancial penalty Is impose'on$taie if dntile family caseload at the January 1967 level,' we Are tojlh a h i eptoward Jbcoming p~ot, a bet~Gene nbttf Qpzsmk ~e
Each- time, th pymept takes 9'n, new prograip tesponsibili tiesthere must eeuaIt pottiii~foha rights of tlhqse cted bythe programs:, and this is wh'ythe advisory -counicil oni public welarereport in emphasizing the rightsand guaneetoh cisnihimost .virable si tuationi fo6 1 ow , the. highesttraditions of Americandemocracy. 

.~ 
1The avsoyouil'jopidouththelack ofsocia serv-ices fcor.famii ; tcildren, young people .ui an dividuaj' isqlaedbage or disability is itself a major factor, in oerpetlatlin of such , cialevils as crime and juvenile doliquezoy, AetAl illnlessT i lpa cy,many generations of dependency, slum environments,"and the widely
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deplotred climate of unrest, alienation,land discouragement among the
many groups of the population.

The National Federation of Settlements speaks from the everyday
personal knowledge and experience of these member agencies in 9"
cities, who know and work with many of the individuals most affected,
and these may be Mexican Americans or Puerto Rieans, Chinese,
Japanese, or Negroes. We also know what can happen when some-
one is given the encouragement and supporting services to work toward
becoming self-sufficient, and I personally have seen women who were
on welfare in AFDC get the kind of training insewing in Iny own
community where there is a large clothing industry, where they were
able to, with the support of the-clothing industry and the Depart-
ient of Labor in that town, and with the support of our own settle-

ment house, go off welfare and become self-sufficient. But it took the
supporting services of all the elements in the community.

I need not tell you what happens as a result of alienation and dis-
couragement, because I think we have all seen it across the country
this summer, and I leave it to you to judge which in the long run is
the more costly in terms of doll ars, and damaging to the economy of
our Nation.

Therefore, we do approve the increase in social security benefits,
the increase in the earnings exemption. We favor as changes an in-
crease in the minimum benefits to $100 a month or $150 for a couple,
extended coverage to agricultural workers and disabled widows, as
proposed by the administration.

We favor changes in the medicare-medicaid programs extending
medicare to those under 65 drawing disability benefits, including pre-
scription drugs and eye examinations and benefits setting the income
ceiling on coverage on 50 percent of the State public assistance level
of needs propose by the administration, making no change in the
present requirement of the five basic services

In regard to public welfare, we a prove making AFDO--UP perma-
nent but without new restrictions. Constructive features such as family
planning, day-care extension, skilled counseling extension of child
welfare services to all children, but with the birih bill provisions.

We favor as changes the elimination of the punitive and coercive
measures, elimination of the freeze on AFDC payments to States, in-
clusion of the administration proposals that States be required to
meet their own minimum standards, and we also approve the pro-
visions of social work education.

We thank you.
Senator HAWrrE. Mrs. Allen, thank you for a very fine statement,

especially for your consideration of the fact that the payments should
be increased to at least, $100 and $150 for a couple on minimum pay-
ment, with people having the opportunity to eliminate the earnings
test.

Do you have any organizations in 'my State of Indiana?
Mrs. ALLEN. YeWs, we have, in Indianapolis. We have a couple of

settlement houses there, neighborhood centers.
Senator HARTKE. I want to thank you for a very fine statement and

for your consideration.
frs. ALLN.-. Thank you, Senator.

(Mrs. Allen's prepared statement follows:)

1914
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MRS. DELESLJE ALLEN, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF
SETTLEMENTS AND NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS, NEW YORK, N.Y.

am Mrs. DeLesile Allen of Rochester, New York, a volunteer and President
of the National Federation of Settlements and Neighborhood Centers, 232 Madi-
son Avebue, New York. Our Federation is composed of 262 affiliates who conduct
neighborhood center programs in 899 low-income areas in 94 cities in 30 states.
Our testirhony is based on an intimate knowledge of those whose lives are affected
by the proposed legislation, and it Is based on the official position of the Federa-
tion, adopted at its annual meeting in May, 1966.

We welcome an opportunity to speak on a bill so basic to the well-being of
neighborhoods. Our deep concern about these issues was shown when we devoted
a full afternoon of our National Board meeting in January of 1967 to a discus-
sion of public welfare. Our member agencies testified at all six regional hearings
conducted by the Advisory Council on Public Welfare, of which I was a member.

Many of the provisions of H.R. 12080 are constructive and in line with the
goals that we have advocated. But other provisions seem unusually regressive.
We shall comment specifically on several sections of this very complex bill.

SOCIAL SECURITY

At its .annual membership meeting in 1966 the National Federation of Settle-
ments declared that its basic goal was a "federal program insuring an adequate
minimum income to all individuals and families." It believes that our affluent
industrial society can provide this base, whether through social security, some
form of guaranteed minimum income, or a combination of measures.

The OASDI program is obviously of basic Importance, for it sets a'floor of
security which can assure a minimum standard of protection for American fani-
lies whose income Is interrupted. This program can lift millions out of poverty.
It has the great advantage of being self-respecting. As Helen Hall pointed out
when she testified for the National Federatlonon the Insurance Benefits Act of
1961 and the Hospital Insurance Act of 1963, "insurance Is universally preferred
to being on welfare." There is no humiliating means test. People feel It is theirs
by right, or through having contributed. Because social insurance is universally
accepted and universally preferred, the National Federation supports all feasible
extensions in coverage and increases in benefits.

In ths context, the National Federation approves the 12% increase in benefits
provided In the Bill, but considers it too modest since It barely reflects the in-
creased cost of living. We are most concerned with those below the poverty line,
however, who are affected by the provisions of minimum payments. Again the Bill
provides for a slight increase, but not enough to enable most beneficiaries to reach
the acknowledged poverty floor of $1540 for individuals (and $180 for aged
couples). Certainly this country should be able to provide Its retired citizens with
a minimum benefit of $100 a month ($150 for a couple). This was originally pro-
posed-by the Administration as a special minimum benefit for those with 25 years
of covered employment. Establishing this minimum would make a substantial and
direct attack on the problem of poverty.'

We wish to call attention to the August 21 warning Issutd by Senator
Randolph's Subcommittee on Employment and Retirement Incomes. The benefit
of any increases will be lost if other payments such as OAA and Veterans benefits
are correspondingly reduced. Some safeguards should be written in to prevent this
happening, as has whose income is interrupted through no fault of their own.

MEDICARE

Our National Federation has pressed for a comprehensive medical care program
ever since 1035. We believe that quality health care can and must be provided
for all citizens. Obviously we favor every step toward more inclusive coverage.
This Is an area where the United StateA has lagged at least three decades behind
other Industrialized tiAtlons.

We support the ertenslon of medicare to those under 65 who are 'now drawing
disabilftybenefjt*,n' administration proposal which was not included in the
House Bill. This obviously low-income group probably will not enter the labor
force and is most In need of health services. We also favor the inclusion of his
dependents and survivors since his family is obviously In the same need as the
prlme beneficiary.

We are fgr the inclusion of prescription drtigi and eye examinations, items
which are bAsic to comprehensive care, and prohibitively expensive for many who
need them desperately.
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*MEDIOAID

We belleve, ttha1iheiiedcad program has been an important step In extending
quality health care to those In iAeed.It-bas already: made. au'enordous difference
In the lives ofthundreds of our neighbors. We heard from many of them when they
volunteered to witness for medicaid" at an infornial!hearing conducted by New
York Olty's United Neighborhood Houses lost April. These neighborhood 'people
told congressmen, and administrators whitt they liked-and-dIdt Ilk". 4n the
medicaid jir6grabi.Xrx. Bertha Jackson Is ode who told'how snedlcaifl m~akes atl
the difference In keeping a low-ineonme family float find. indepeixtefit, Wn in con-
serving -our human resourcest Mrs. Jackson sid "We have two small children-and
you know what happens.

"Out of the clear blue sky you have to figure $1016t~ penicillin injection And
then you have to, figure out three stitches,, that's $10, AndithaV'f somnethington the
regular. weekly'.budiet. You alwAys kbeli figuring. where ls ,the ftho*$F going to
comnefrom to pay for these unexpectedly. ' i *

"iJust beftleO we were able t6 get our, Medi4baid cards myr hUsband hbad an
operation which was $125- Add then 1, bid to go to the dentist and. he told Us that
It would cost $250 for some work on my teeth. And that was just-well that was
just the end, because that was the end of the bank account we had.%We were really
finished-fiat out So we got pur M~edicaid card and rght flfter that I had to go
to the h6616116i three weeks and It took caz~ 6 f eb *rek $fh., Simce that
time I've hA4 other ibeaIica1.at tentio)W b6 invollved1 ai*raYV Wlh1iWdflld'iavei
run us $65; aind my- tittle boy had to h46Uir e extens-I'Ve dentalfr bVO~- fl ljIAteth
which Is goig to be taken care of." : .i

This kind'Of bmarsinal family illutratosrivht' ve'th'oftbgUi ththiig v hlc
the Administrati dn' proposed, was, tod 16W--509o above' tl"iutIdset ince
program. WO, are seriously Opposed to thi6 &6ft'ldt-i Vdrcirisn iii'- all h 1-0, pVr
331A% ab6v1,*Wa~the state is acttuniW Jplt.10, I~publc Assrtfj16 "K1h fll M1 M oft~i
far below' the Otate's own declared- I"e of .n-0-d'.Thl§_iiIl ifi'tib iV4u ftectn
states whIch Alr'eady have higher.t %qs Wdepld dInt'h' ii~tjw

Wel alsoOP o 9os di~fohange In tb'6, p1-knt r6ekide t of" 0"AXco
Any healft- program worthy 6f the ii&)n'qA h6l4V01t6Wj I il n !~d i-At ~ a
out-patle t hospital- oMe, )aboao' hI h x- okk, ald'led' ~I~flk r$'"fild
physicianVs ervIces. 'The prosa iooto I' sirl8jst~ttt h't9i6 f~liT "f
14 services seems particularly 0816kehn col ~r~il~l&~it'jrri
which has nfo real sinfcneIn dadvanJk g' he car6. I

The National, Federationi has-al*ays been -toncerned rfbfiut' public wefa r.
-We bellete thflt',they way In whihwe'liellp those, who 'fre unfortunate mr depend-
ent isare,6fection lipon th~e vety'4uhity 6fhsoclety., we Nere fth-roedf tbe~bhort-
comings of Our welfare program, and therefore welcomed the'l 96)2 Amend men ts,
and testiA&I for them. We approved the !mieasures which woindtr~at indli'dunls
with retipbct,''give them choice and, hope, and ftegtbr# then -to -Independence.
These measures Included work-training, expanded day care,,hothemaking sOrvice,
family planning Information, competent Ind itvdual'coun sellng, and elimnination of
out-dated residence requirements. Sonle of thesiogame constructive prorAmns are
included In H.R. 12080, but in what a different context I The'generalithenie'ls one
of getting tough with welfare, recipients, attempting- to, meet the, problem of
higher welfare rolls by forcing everyone over 10 into work or- training, and stop-
ping the birth of Illegitimate children by punitive measures. Programs such as
day care are absolutely sound when' they~ Provide employable mothers with an
opportunity to) work at a period when It will not hurt their family. M1an piters
could work, an want to work. But dayc& 'drei mnaceptA~ile h6 an djnc '
forced-work program, a concept which completely reverses 6iur belief t at bring-
lug up children Is'a perfectly honorabfe full-timei occupati16m'

We are for the expansion of day Oar for famli-e4 of, '11 eceuomic' levels,
coupled with establishment of federal standards, and rec6lgliing that auch ex'-
pansion will require facilities anid'qualified personnel, T6 rrako& It a crash pro-
gram coupled wlsh work-traininik for mothers is to force cilldrefi-16 :j~y the
penalty' of lna&eqmate care.

We deplore the'whole'series of threatening and putaidi , easior."inA1is4il
measures which open the adminfitrAtion of welfare to manyj personal. judgments
and abuses. Threats. to cut adult" off -from the family paymnit I~ &lyd riot

takea jb w Iis d~emed suftae, threats t6 take away chfldrc~te '-orue
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is Judged unsound-, probably because of illegiUmacies, tying the welfare depart-
ment closely to the courts in determining paternity and locating absent fathers-
these harassments will demoralize those who already feel unwanted and cast out,
and will further aggravate the tensions in our city slums.

Because we work with marginal, low-income families, we have no illusions
about how hard it is to help them. Frequently they are newvomers to the crush-
ing, impersonal city; They have few resources and are easily overwhelmed by a
series-of unfortunate cinrmtarcee. But they are not without-courage and hope.
We know from experience that they can becopue Independ vtThay need patient
and dignifled help, not punishment and coercion. Here are just two stories of
familleswho belong to a neighborhood center in Brooklyn,. The director writes:"Mrs. Dias was helpless. She came to us, for help with Hector's truancy when
her husbandhad Just deserted her and their five children, The o1er children
could never stay in school for even a week, at. a time, and always fqor reasons:
there were no soes or clothes; the welfare check had not come On time; they
bad torbe.at home watching the babies while Mrs..Dia sat weary lirs in the
welfare ofle, o.in t various agencies to which we hopefully referred her for
additional aid. Often those agencies would phone us to ask why-Mr, Dlas had
not arrived for an appointment aud we wonld find her at home, paralyzed
by her Inability to organize herself or her children or her home.

"Lookat them now. Mis. Dias hag a Jolb. In her spare time shellearns to type.
She'6'attn6nd hn Oedtsional concert or a play when we have tickets, She has
become 'a ohe-womti "recruiter for Medicaid, making appointments for neigh-
bors who seek et advloe. T o of her boys are in our Work-stdy program, and
Hector developed enough skill to take on small repair Jobs in the community.
The children attend school regularly '

"What happened? We kept looking for the key which we finally fotMd: a Job
for -Mrs. Dlaz ft She oommunity, so that she can be close to her children. Her
Job involves helping others and gives her confidence in herself as a human
being. And we were there-trying to help as long as she and her family needed
us."

Another story from the same center:
"At age 16 Debble had already known a lifetime of grief: a broken family,

and years i. the hospitalwith rheumatic fever which left her with a serious
heart .pon tion. Soon she was also pregnant an40 unwd, This increased her
mother's reaction. The family of Jose, the baby's father, didn't know'she existed.
Jose had a poor job, an4. the little he had earned was needed by his parents.
Debbiegotnotlng.

"Now mf .l to Jose, she is the mother of two. Jose hed qualified 'f6r a better
Job aiRd pvs 'his responsibility is to his own young' family. This dramatic
change ditdhot take place overntight. "

"For thre"ears Debble was # 'einber of our Teen-Age mother' jiub. They
met with'a jDAychiatric social *orker and as they talked 'they began' to learn
how to be mothers, how to budget for; and manage a wide array of'family prob-
lems. Debbie and Jose hao special 'C4useling and assltauce so they could con-
tinue as a worthwhile and respnsible family.". I

We know hundreds bf neighbors like these. We know Ihe-ca respo ind to help,
offered In a spirit of respect. Harsh, bureaucratic rules, reflepttig punitive,
Judgmental attitudes, will dqIve thet further and further from a sense of be-
longing to the human raqV, - I a "er.
- Mqldso ',- .-4 apeltt s a very, aggressive step, aimed st eeping
families int rtther than driving father o it of the boin However, we think
that H.R. 12080 places undu, restrIctions on eligibility, which for example would
cut out an estimated 60% of thoce'iiow Included In New York City. Cutting out
fathers who are receivIng any unemployment insurance no matter how small,
Cutting out jbe oNvrst grades of returned servicemen, cutting out those who have
not recently. beert the labor force, or who cannot meet strict requirements on
work or training limits the concept of the program. It can damage rather than
sUpPort'fthei-swhosesef-esteeni is already lbw.

The most eruel feature of the BIll, however, Is the freezing of the broken family
caseload at the January, 1007 ratio. Thisarbitrary restriction takes np, account
of changing WrQmlq conditions in a 'state. It will not change iWdvIdtial be-
havior. Since th 6co60mlkally poor state wise at'lo goes up has the alternatives
of raisinK eligibility requirements or reducing the-level of parents, it is help-
less chi di-h who would be paying the costs. Itis unthinkable for an advanced
soclty-tol tike out its: moral confusiong and its economical frustrations on
chil dren' etfiborn.
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We regret the nbsent0 of the originiu dnfivirnilon rro.dni that states be
required to meet fai necd as determined by their own stnndards. i'hIs wRs a
major recommendations of the Advisory Council and seemhdd to us a minlimun
expectation. I ! - I

Once minntu d need is estAblished, It hns been exttaordinarlly callous to
accept any lesser percentage In polks! or In fact. We know human ielngA wil
are kept In abject misery in states as wealthy as Ohio, and thisile a matter of
personal shame.'We ask for restoration of the Administration propoMI, with its
enabling funds for a transitional period.

We question the establishment of a massive irork program underlthe Welfare
Administration. We a In complete accord witfi the Urban Coalltion'scall for one
milliop jobs, ind were present at its Umergency Convocation. We think that this
effort demnds private and public cooperation, and that the government must be-
come the "employer of last resort." W'e are in favor of various measures which
have beeft Introduced to help assure full employment. But a comprehensive man.
power program belongs under the Department of Labor, where It can be related
to long-range cidonomnlc trends, automationn, meaningful job training, and ade-
quatesafeguiads. ' 'OHY. WE" - ,,

• '• . ' '0OFIrw WELFAIRM. •'

In regard to:the child welfare provisions of H.R. 1208, we, favor the extension
of services to all. children In need-7-urban as well as rural, .APDO, as well as
non-ADO. However, in carrying out this principle we, favor the Burke bill, which
made federal matching funds available for all child welfare services.

SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION .

The National FederatiOn Is gratified'to note that H.R. 12080 recognizes the
manjuwer crisis in social welfare, And provides for constructive measures to
meet the shortage.

In summary, we approve- '

the Increase in social security benefits;
the increase In earnings exemption.

We favor as changes--"
increase In inintrAul benefits to $100 a inonth ($150 for d[ cotlplb)
extended coverage to agricultural workers land'disabled Wld6vi 4 'e -

posed by the AdministratiOn.
We favor as changes In the Mdlca ie-Medtoaic d"rovlsons: . ' .

extending medicare to those under 05 drawing disability benefit '
Ineludihg prescription drugs and eye examlnations as benefits;
setting the neome ceiling on coverage at 50% of the state'A rmutlte assist-

ance level of need, as proposed by the Administration;
mnkingno change in the present requirement of five basile erviceS.

In regard to nblic welfare, we approve-.
makliig*AFDO-UP permanent, but without new restrictions;
constructive features such as family planning, day care extension., killedd

counseling, extension of child welfare services to all children, but with the
Burke bill provisions.

We favor as changes-_
elimination of the punitive and coercive means ures;
elimination of the freeze on AFDO payments to states: _,
Inclusion of the Administration proposal that states be reiulred to' meet

their own minimum standards.
We approve the provisions for social work education.

Senator HAwr1C. I understand that Mr. Rachlin has come back.
I said I was going to adjourn these hearings a while Ago and I asked
consideration while you were out of the room. If you. Want to sum-
marize your statement very quickly, otherwise, you are gang to have
to come back at a later time. How long will it take, you?

Mr. RAoIMN. Five to seven minutes.
Senator HIARmE. I have given these other people 3 minutes.
Mr. RAOCULn.. All right.
Senator HIARTKE. If you will be through in 3 minutes I will be glad

to include your whole statement in the record. I am not being arbi-
trary. You can come back if you want to, but it is up to you.
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STATEMENT OF CARL RACHLIN, LEGAL DIRECTOR, SCHOLARSHIP,
EDUCATION, AND DEFENSE FUND FOR. RACIAL EQUALITY, INC.,
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. R,tcitmzi. I, will be very brief, Senator.
I am grateful to be here. In the welter of words going around 1

wonder if the feeling is mutual but I hope what I say will make thefeeling mutual.
1What I would like to add to the written statement I have prepared,

which I understand will be a part of the record-
Senator HARTIKC. Most certainly.
Mr. RCoItN. We arb all of us, whatever our motivations intereste(l

in ending the welfa.' system the best way we can. And we are also,
of course, interested in eating family stability.

It is our view, however that IH.R. '12080 does quite the opposite
of what it hopes or pretends to do; I don't think that anyone seriously
can think that family stability will be provided by H.R. 12080 and
I would like just briefly to say why I think that, is so, and emphasize
that point.-

Historically, in' the United States We have made it almost impossible
for the Negro male to work; and to some extent this has been modified
by recent laws that have been passed, bitit is still highly inadequate.In addition, we have written our Wielfare laws to make it certain
that if the Negro inale reiiiains part of the family, his family hif almost
all cases cannot receive 'welfare assistance because then there is an
entployable male in the house.

Now what this bill does, Senator, is' further carry the destruction
of the Negro family oele step bbyond what I have Just said, because
now we are saying not, ohly canthd father not be t here, but that the
mother, in order to continue to receive any assistance at all, must leave
the house, That. i§ sh6 ag'no alternative as to whether she Will or will
not. work'or will o'r will hot reinhi ai intake careof her children.' She
nmst, ncc'pt whatever employment or'traiiiing will be provided or risk
losing assistance for her' children.

We say that with 'the mother Out of the house, having 'a] ready
forced the father out of the house, what will be left of tl~ family
stability We think ntothers oughtto' be given an' OpOrtunity to de-
cide for themselves. SoMe may feel that it is better if t hev'W brothers
nay feel better if they stay in theii homes. This should 60 th'niother's
deci.sion. We think that that is the significant thing that 111.- 12080
is very weak on.

Very briefly. , fufthei','we cannot botl demand stability ntd morality
from our people recelvylg assistance, and then take lgislative steps
that suree the opposite of this. We insure immorality by preventing a
stable family, by preventing the male from remaininC i the house,
andwe are now'insuring instability by making certain tho mof her gets
out.
AVhat effect this will have on our urban centers no one can tell, but

we think that it is inflammatory, and perhaps dangerous..,
One or two comments about the proposals themselves eveni within

their own context . Reuiring mothers to take training when there are
no standards set forth in 'the bill is dangerous. It. is no secret that
certain States in the United States would be very happy if they can
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get.Kth6 :mobthis ut of; Thbi:!hes4 ani ke' th ei go l ikkbt the
point where, t hey,,.ero hounmais -,andpxvte-j haundrew, '"There
is nothing in the standards set forth in that bill whi l. would require
the development of any useful skill. In other words, what I suggest
is the bill ought to have a provision that nobody would be required to
work at less than the national minimum wage,'that nobody -will be
required to take training at an unskilled trade, because that Ynakes the
bill a mockery.

I think if you ire going to get people trained, let's train them at
some kind of a skill, not at being something that is a symbol of degrada-
tion and slavery in the older tradition of the United States..

Third, we ought to make certain in the bill that there is no viola-
tion of the National Labor Relations Act. The States must not be
permitted to send people out of work in situations which will be pos-
sible violations of the NationalLabor Relations Act. There might be
strike situations or things where there are proceedings pending in
the National Labor Relations Act. There should be protection in lock-
outs and strikes.

Another suggestion we would like to make is that no State be al-
lowed to send anybody to an employer who is in violation of the Civil
Rights Act of 1965, particularly title 7, the employment action, that
people should not be allowed to go to and be forced into a segregated,
discriminatory employment situation. Every employer must certify
his willingness to comply with the Civil Rights Act, regardless of
size, when people are sent to him underthis law.

We think tat those things are the very minimum standards that
ought to be in a bill; this ill makes no pretense of any stand rds
whatsoever; they could be sent out to be housemaids, which would
violate I assume the intentions of many of the people who voted for
the bill.

I would like to emphasize one other thing in closing to keep within
my time schedule, Senator, with re rd to the earnings exemption.
It is, historic in the United States that we give all kinds of induce-
ments to people to do things. We give businessmen p varjetj" of in-
ducements to produce on cost-plus contracts, and I don't criticize this.
We induce them to enter into various types of rlation~hips for and
on behalf of the Government. We induce builders,,by ta,%saving de-
vices, to construct urban ceters and urbaq development all over the
United States. We induce farmers by 9ll kinds of devices not to pro-
duce or to produce certain types of crops. At the same time we force
welfare mothers into work situations without attempting in any rea-
sonable way to offer the same kinds of inducements to Welfare mothers
that we offer to businessmen, builders and farmerp'.

For example, if instead of trying to fqrce bY punitive means moth.
ers into work situations, we were to offer them the s nie kind of in.
ducements in employment for mothers that we offer to businessmen, I
think we would achieve a much better result for both the taxpayer and
for those who are very anxious to involve welfare peop ain thnis main-
stream of American life. If we would permit then to -ee rea.onablv
substantial amounts of their employment. pn a graduated scale unthl
their total income from both welfare assist nceand employment equals
what everybody agrees is the national minimum poverty standard, we
would then be doing a very useful thipg, In the long-run we would
bring these people into employment and in the long run save tax-
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payers' money. Then -by -a gradual. reduction of assistance get people
to a point %Oere they, are encouraged qqid j*,. (f. become, sel f-sus-

I trust I have kept within my time.
- all r ri H AR .Irt sA ou took~ About. T. minutes, but that is

Mr.RA~IL!~~ hAt; s~n~t~had~rine,,ciisider ig tiat~m~i.
yer I consider that is'pretty good.

Mr. RACIRL~i." ' WSQnt1 &I had kii;ei'ne tilfl4 tilhw----
Senator HxRTRHi~., You, can ', tll Hine, if you w"Vant to'it;,
Mr. RAoiNm. I don't want to wait.:*
Senator HAirTKE, You tire lk
MNr.* R~ciux.4 I want; to'ffi ii uti~tftj eod a

goinglt' have with my clieXtr tir' Wlie, who' I Unrderstan dwas not permitted into the roomi,- ndI wouldlk oavs h on
mittee that his ftnnto haasul~niltted a st~emient with appendices
to the mmittW,1tnd IDjiet4il I t hat that skdemei; b nlomie i
pait 4the cow itercr.wa '~~

Senator H~wrm-.It will be miaea part of -the -record as requested.
(A prepared statement of George A. Wily director, PoWlrty~ Rights

Action Center Headquarters, National Welare Rights Orginizafion
follows:).-
TESTIMONY or DRi. Gnowos A.Witri, Dt~zr o vii OY /ManOTd Afi4,r0 CiNm

H~znADQU~s, NjiAtINAL WrAft, RtauH'0*A14izArtIolt
31r. Chairman:, You -have before you, ailments 'to -the public assistance

section of the Social Security Act which could be fatal to out-toukitry. H.R.12D80 io a throwback to the 17th Century "poor laws" at a time when our countrymust find 20th Century solutions to the complex problems of 'race Fand poverty
which threaten to tear our nation asunder.

I believe current deficiencies In -ivelfareprogrezns to be one, of the root causesof the urban crisis we face in our c, 'ntry today. I believe the national ofganiza-tion of welfare mothers which is ardently working to redress grievanes andpo rsue -change through peaceful and legal channels -to be one of the brighest
hopes of an otherwise dismal landscape.

It Is abundantly clear that neither the American public nor the Congress hasmuch understanding of the far reaching Implications of the complex set of publicwelfare proposals In H.R. 12060. fhere would seeinto be'great wisdom In theproposal made by the officers of the N4ational Welfare' Right .Organikatf on, thatthe Committee delay any Acton on these welfare probosals until there can bepublic hearings held In key cities across the country to permit a full hearing ofthe problems of the current welfare system and the dangers of the regressiveproposals of H.R. 12080. ' I
A few supporting facts will beOted here.
The present welfare system, Meists only about I family in fouir that is hrtpoverty. This Is because grant'tear levels'are univerally~jeggea far'below thepoverty standard. Most states have very restrictive eligiblity standards andneedy persons are not told of their rights to,'piblb"Assistance. The increases inthe welfare rolls in recent years reflect the fac$, that, Increasing numbers ofpeople (partiuiarly need ci £r ')'are bdngs Quietd by thd'program. The in-crease* in the welfa~e'rok , , S1th&ef ore be"lauded, tit scord..Under the provbOns of HA8 12081 Ahe 4oue&$reez"'i A'& 'srbr of"P0

absen'lt parenst caseeeat the January 1, 1086" Ipe. This 'oid don Feerawlfr
e14 to'over a quart of. a m~liop eildier. i*h thq day it goe8s into 4fect. Aidwould be denied'not becaiise these chIldrep 'ld6 hee t but because the.Cong-re," would'have decded that therk~ areJ6 hA'A ni 4 .d children Inticotr
to provide with food, clothing,'aid shler. 1eWOul-4 make ip sjonomfec move Inspi te of'the fact that welfare cofl* -ato 168 th~ *_44 on. 4fe. dotarof personalincome In this country and as'o pk4irtm 6f jezsduM IncOm
Oig over the past ilteen years. '. e o~ b~.dces
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ILLEOITIMAOY AND FAMILY BREAKUP

The House Ways and Means Committee apparently was alarmed by the "11sl-
raling welfare rolls" and attributed "a very large share of the program growth
to family break up and illegitimacy."

The Committee Is wrong in this assessment, The Illegitimacy rate aniozig wel.
fare recipients has been constant at about 18% of the children over the past 1
years. The number of poor female headed households, "broken families", has
been roughly constant since 1959 at about 1.9 million families, in spite of "oil.
siderable population growth during that period. The numbet- of children on wel.
fare has grown by 50% between 1950 and 1065 and the cost of the AFDC program
has increased by 800% during that period. Growth in the AFDO rolls in the face
of decreasing population of poor people can only reflect the fact that the program
is reaching more needy persons. This is due to three factors:

1. The shift in population of poor people from Southern states where welfare
policies are particularly restrictive and punitive to Northern states where wel.
fare relief Is more accessible. This factor also explains the fact that welfare
costs are going up faster than the number of welfare recipients: payment levels
are higher in Northern states than In Southern states.

2. The liberalization in welfare policies under 1062 amendments.
3. The Welfare Rights Movement-apd the poverty program have increasingly

alerted poor people as to their rights and entitlements in welfare.-
From 1950-1965 the number of children receiving welfare increased by about

1 million children. The 1059 AFDO level represented 18o of all poor children,
and in 1965 23% of poor children received AFDC, reflecting the increase In the
efficiency of the program.

Federal share of welfare ooats
The Federal Government has been paying a steadily decreasing share of the

welfare costs and AFDO costs. In 1959 the Federal Government paid approxi.
lately 60% of the AFDC bill; by 1965 this had dropped to 55%. This has meant
a greatly Increased tax burden on the state and local governments which are
less able to afford this burden. While the total AFDC costs increased by S0%,
federal share has increased only 67%. The state and local government share has
increased by,101%.

The net result of the freeze on AFDDOC levels will require states to take one
or more of the following courses of action: .

1. Cut some children off AFDC. .,

2. Arbitrarily deny assistance to some eligible newapplicantsi,
3. Keep AFDC rolls down by repressive enforcement of old and hew eligi.

ability barriers.
4. Assume the full financial burden themselves of providing for many eli.

gible AFDO children. I I , Ill-",
FORCED WORK FOR MOThR8:,

In the majority of our states, aid to flliles with dopndent chlldreo (AFDl0)
requires jobless men to, desert their families If they,,want public assistance for
their children and now 1I.R. 12080 wants to drive women out of the home ai
well. toh r ar so, of t., "- ,Z

AFDC mothers are some of the hardest working wmell In our society. On the
average they raise three or four children apiece under the most trying circuni-
stances and with very few resources provided to them by society. For the gov.
ernment to try to force them into the Job market when there are not enough Jobs
for the men in the ghetto, is to add insult to absurdity,

ELIGIBILIT Y REQUIREMENTS

The bill adds to the already tahpled maze of eI gtbilU requiromcnt a mp'riaI
of few requiretmhets and restriction fvhcl will bp. used to dcu, benefits to vncedi
children and ad to the misery of the lot of million s of destitte jp'nill. We doc-
ument some of these problenis In the ait4lys s of the bill which is appended.
Others are cited by )r6fessor Edward Sparer in his testimony presented o:
September 21, 1067. Appended also are 6a brief history of'tho welfare organizations
the proposAls for the 00th Congresi developed by the National Welfaro'Rights
OrganizatiOn, a copy of the booklet on the Poverty JTIe, which contains grapizi
nud Charts related to our benefit level "proposals, a memorandum which .hows
how we arrive at the estiniate that a quarter of.a million children will be denied
aid when the bill goes into effect, and a set of bar graphs on the US. poverty
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profile which illustrate the fact that only about ' of the persons in poverty in
this country who are probably eligible for welfare actually receive any aid at
all, that only A of those below the economy poverty line (the one popularly
referred to as the poverty line) receive public assistance and only 1/6 of those
below the low Income poverty line receive public assistance.

Senator HATtm.. Let me say to you, sir, I think the one problem
here that people are looking at is the fat that they see this mounting
cost, and this is what the House saw, this mounting cost of welfare.
There is no quetion about it, they are looking for an answer. I appre-
ciate the fact that you have come here with some positive suggestions.

Mr. RAOHLIN. Thank you, sir.
(Mr. Rachlin's prepared statement follows:)
PMPA AW STATIMCNT OF CARL RAOCLIN, LEGAL DIRECTOR, SoHOLARSHIP,

EDUCATION AND DmnNs' FUND FOR RACIAL EQUALITY, INO.

I am Carl Rachlin, Legal Director of the Scholarship, Education and Defense
Fund For Racial Equality, commonly called SEDFRE, located at 150 Nassau
Street In the CAty and State of New York. SEDFRE is a national organization.
One of SEDFRE's programs involves scholarships to youngsters who have shown
leadership in the development of their communittes.1In five years we have helped
more UAn 100 go on, to colleges and universities, 32 have now graduated and
become teachers and social workers. We are also actively assisting numerous
commuilties develop leadership and help, train leaders to meet the problems
that are to, be faced by very small communities. The legal service Program is
designed to alst people who ask for help in the areas of equal protection,
poverty apd disrlmination. As part of our Work we have spent a major effort
answering the clt.for assistance from literally hundreds and hundreds of per-
sons of who rulr fielp In the fields of social problems and administration.
Our belp has take, various, forms. We have also sponsored a We.fare Rights

program in 'ewark, New Jersey. This has involved the preparation of a manual
on tboe welfare. eg|latlons and the training of clients o4, thetr legal rights. On
the -national level, I #1m general counsel to the Poverty Rights Action Center,
wIth headquarters herej.4 the District of Columbia. PRAO is, a Voordinating
organization of welfare clients and their organization throughout-0e United

tatew P AO rontlysponsored the convocation of the National WqIfre Rights
an zaon 'e06da few weeks ago in this city. In these various capacities, it has

been my dutyto.acquaint myself with the laws, and the administration of welfare
aalite c ;h~aii hoetimportantly, I have acquainted mysepr with the needs of
app n i, various parts of to ulted States call

advice and help with, regard tW the prQlole ofotwe e eroadministraton nd
efiancaseis to me, bdentu porl Cityfor example, we are counsel to the City.

wide CotdjA t. g O9mmlttee of Welfare Groups whie lin the large city of New
Yor repnts uy. man y thousands of welfare clients throughout the New
Yorkh no area. In dditio to this, inny non-profit, organization in te child
weltnre o a.a,ond lie llrhod houses request advice, and often, assistance forellefits who rpquiiq help. With this experience In mind wo approach the proposed
1007s amenf ent to the sociall Security Act as pas d In HR 12080, and try toapply' tbhat experience to the proposals.

had t eedu thq dg es of thosq whp kponsore H.R. 1208o to reduce the number
of welfq e clietsto reduce takes. to make more productive persons who receive
welfare assistance, to me, b d upa d our experience I o. 120 will not meetthat dostgn almost on Its face. No one capeiul ~sr h~lermatnent con-
tinuan e o.the welfare sytem. pould that we were suficiently wise, to develop
the heansto piak all people Independent, to be, able o takecare of themselvesand thir families. Au ptrong and economically potent as American society Is, Ithas not learned yet the means to bring Into time main orbit of Anierican life themany InjIliou~ wl~o -live still -at a shui'6u leel -far beneath'tha staipdard whichm-9st of use consider minimal poverty standards; and the welfare system which we
here today di~cus ,.to,the best of my knowledge, now here brings the reclpientsi
tip'to eh poy~ry leel

While:therg i~yb a few chiselers,, and a few people -who do niot have theright to0 the stttor beniefits provided, by, the federal/state programNu d~sliftethe hulla aloofo fr time to time, relatively few have been sown to be In that
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category. JI have had the 'sad ekpetfieno to Ti81t welfitre hOhieb and iI'caui tell
you, gentlemen, welfaro'clients do -not live In luxury7L-therouirenidoreoockroiehes
and rats: than people In the apartments fir which welfare clients'lieh r

Although, cockroaches eat -very little aind, rats only children, They do not add
to the decor, provide no luxuries Mnown to man and they: merely reduce the living
0AtnqdqlT 9f ,th cliopte. Welfare cllpnts uee~lour, help, qUr, ,1,yoi 4~a,y"ble
11uno it If agslstancb' they dO'not ii~ed jiunishient

r,,t'Afu6 of the a-ihehdtnehth t6 th'e' exisliT laW'f.. 12080
appei~r to be punitive. Othore have alluded -to', thtsrivously anid require no
specal: Cw)1)plt 4911, ujo. t:iA iy.,expVrA~cqe po4y,,luA~,4ot .9itbor
assist I~ toom 3r tc~v w~es f oIety trheu qaxo4
the organic ~ iotf f~nl~~ltr I Oez ~i~~u
fit bringing about a substantial destructohi Of-the Neod'Va anil~ htl' thib 'Uhfited
States by substantially preventliftte Negro mnale fromworliig ex~pt ht the
inost mienial jobs. Only recently has there been any change In this pattern, anid
that change,, insufficlent. We have Inade him auviporatftaa labIfa family,
unlike hia:white counterpart, who is, or at, least should. b,thejmftoI of char.
acter, strength and justice. We have reduced him to an extra mouth to feed.
In wriftb ur Welfatre laws,,ho'Weer,'wb have declded tbat Ie~r'eiftvAewa too
'Tpoi aft a tbie -for hiiii:to,,play In 'society., Otlr welfitd, WOOa:di~Iate rtlat' it
hisr familAy.w Ia iot to-'starve, *Ifi iiidstcoibmnfittee he k1Uft vot- 111eieflt inthe
home ' Vefil though -he' bAnnot find wbrk. Ouar'40:w la irlhaM if4' inugnot
about thi esidt-Of Mlother renliinfilflwtli'tiiebildtet-fl i'he'lotsfti'Mider
to maintiti,i oe obvIbu~ly lneO~&2p10tO, semblmeec of f hbitte. '(OAV Welfak-tw15
have bT4Yer- Wai:VvInwft With at VIeW to assisting thobe In -AO oleed b sutopleMoit.
Ing Itinc~ie~when becOssltry, but in Zreality hav4*cr0%ated uail*ub0&taItl:Al ~nMnt
of iiistablity'in many American hotiies, hich we* as btbsf~webor

Seemingly, In otder to cothplete the job of dIS11ite~rtoln! 4l.R1-120 how
places the: Motber regardless of hrfeig eie"aOtrnaiia'a
home or trying to? keep some element, Of stabIity*jneNft,'bt!' ths' Mqde of her
children, to subnl~ to compulsory, tralifin and, to & *okk br6&#ntaai.h 0160s~e
not, 'ther tAMnIly 'nay suffer, economic distress. -Utidet theV s&l , i ~the
Mother Is plikitod in the dilemma either t64Work fan uotbfini't tike, care
of her' 6hlldrei~ 'or -not to work and r'isk~ the loft of -ftfihelal, laskIgta1rI
wondet how0 iuaflY"'1 uds would eniJo$ the prospect of thlid dleinih' inWhichi
we aptOntiywishi'ti ~ace the welfare 'el1&lt,'work and'114gl~t'ytutbfd
refuse and'stdkve thet. -' I )' 1 ' t ". 1

But- puitive as It Is, even thiS Is riot sufficient for' ittMIkiI~d~t& .' 6'" the leia.
tion no 'staxndards exist Which -would 'gdararatee decent edufoynn "training
to the mnothe4*. What would happen tO a mother if she refu4 to -be a
laundress or a maid in a household. Undoubtedlyr every communIttU6e need for
these symbols of degradation and slavery. Nothing In H.R. 12080 i~l~t~y Oa p.
parently gives the client the right to play 'sotnfc part iw the dcso.rkn proc-
ess asto the kind of training to be nikde avallhbJo t6 Mer.

It'wouild seem to me, furthormore that betofr htn progt~n) 6f thiS lhtid shotild
be undertaken on a serious basis, wo dugat. to -'o a otN'othi *6 do'know
about'the effects upon a fainily of dolig this.' Withoilt~nA. Iaa ' adnlkritftig
child care, p rogra ms, we'-ought In* addition, to be stfidyuig. inoreAfuidal~iftAlly
how bestf to invoke people, more6 that We have, fit tho ddy to day livi ot Amer-
lean- Wi, befo we take such major steps as requirfi eilidreil di hftor. da
aftee lA yvto bie without father or mother.

We cannot both worry about the Instability of Amer'lein 86clft,'hobivok'
uip of Amierlian homes alid then take steps to ensure It. While it'is #ure'specula.
tion what Will happen when more children are without parental 6tre of Ahy kild,
nevertheless we cannot be blind that this may 'well be an idltlonat coravern
when trouble erupts, as it bas fit Awerdc~n efties.'

In',4 so ianYtoapets of our wAy of life weobffertmhjor induc inentsfto btslhiess
'lien With cogt 4)u contracts to farmers In aR variety of agrict61to I -'"-IV
to I)ulldtlrs of -our cities with tax-saving plans; And'yet .
ce,s9 Of those programs In the areas of their cancer, we still don't' td~r t1
%wllng to apply that success to this area. Whilo welfare ento'tSiidei the variouss
.xtatute, If thepersons qualify, receive finbnial assi~tanco 'fromn dfff6rtnat )evel
of go inmeht, ii6 lesa so do business meni and fArmers. Y!et our 11iltude .lown rd
tho welfare client, of course, Is quite different,, instead of 'a pnti ,eranl,
wichll 16 the bAsis 6f H.R. 12080. Were, we to Institute a true Jocent(MW prmr,
so that tl46W-might'be real Inducements, and no feat bf ecoiboicc srlrphe,
the results'would 'Probably be more to our liking, whether 6tf main' euern Is
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Insofar as the program toward needy children of unemployed fathers is cof-
cerned there too the provisions are unnecessarily barsh and encourage the
breakup of the family. The circumstances under which people may qualify for
this program are now so limited that the only thing the unemployed father can
do is to disappear. What the consequences are of such disappearance no imagina.
tion is required. The absence of the father from the home invites difficulty. We
should merely require proof of need and not family disintegration In order to
receive help from our governments.

We feel that it Is important In addition to rejecting the punitive measures
of HR, 12080 that a major legislative study be instituted to understand better
child assistance programs all over the United States. It is Important that more
and more people be involved and participate more and more In the daily life
of our country. This can only be done by knowledge on our part as to the nature
of the problems and the best ways to help people. We will also understand what
are fair and reusable inducements pointing the way to a better and more
equitable lif for all. Whether our objectives are as I hope, a greater participa.
tion in American life for all persons, or merely a saving of tax dollars, the results
can be nothing less than advantageous.

STATEMENT OP OAROL RUTH SILVER, CALIFORN A RURAL LEGAL
ASSI8TANOB

-(This statement is limited to selected portions of the public assist-
ance amendments, sec. 201 et seq. of the bill, and Sec. 245.)

SUMMARY

I. Federal standards are not enforced at the local level, and section
245 of H.R. i2080 appears an n' su cient remedy: A further amend-
ment is therefore suited. t numbe

SII. The effort to hoM down the number of AFDC cases and replace
them with retraining for self-sufficiency is commendable, but great
danger is seenin sections'208'an d 204 of f.R. 12080: Amendments are
therefore suggested.

A. The work-training programs are ineffectual because State
and Federal 'standards are not met.

B. The ceiling on AFDC cases conflicts with basic values of the
Social Security Act and with constitutional principles of equal
protection.

C. The meth xd p posed for computing the welfare ceiling will
lead to great n equitiess between citizens of States and counties
which have in the past had adequate and those which have had
inadequate intake procedures for welfare.

1I . The prohibiltion on supplemental AEDO benefits for persons
receiving unemployment benefits creates a disincentive to accepting
employment- marginally meeting minimum basic need.

IV. The deletions of apparently redundant language from the work.
training statute could create dangerous negative implications of legis-
lative intent and restoration is therefore suggested.

1zEMoRr

r. FEDERAt STANDARDS ARE NOT ENFORCED AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, AND
SECTION'245 OF H.R. 12080 APPEARS AN INSUFFICIENT REMEDY: A UR-
THER AMXNXDXZT IS THERE.ORE.SUGOESTED

Miss Si'VEII. The most pervasive problem in the administration of
the Social Security Act today is the fact thatFederal standards, laid

1926
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down by the Social Security Act, are not being enforced at the local
county administration level by either the State or the Department
of Health, Education, and Aelfare. Exemplfying the problem of
nonenforcement is the situation in Sutter County, Calif. See attached
"Report on Sutter County Welfare Department Abuses," hereby
incorporated and made a part of this statement as if fully set out
herein.

This report demonstrates how a county welfare department does,
and can with impunity, consistently refuse to comply with State and
Federal law and regulations.

(The report referred to above was made a part of the official files
of the committee.)

Particularly prominent in the Sutter County report are abuses of
the Federal requirement that application for aid to families with de-
pendent children be made available to all eligible persons. The Sutter
County Welfare Department has ignored and continues to ignore the
dual requirement of section 402 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
602) :

A state plan m * must * * * (9) provide * * * that all In'dividuals wishing
to make application for aid to families with dependent children shall have
opportunity to do so, and that aid to families with dependent children shall be
furnished with reasonable promptness to all eligible Individuals.

See particularly section 1A of the Sutter County report and appen-
dices referred to therein for description of the devices used by the
Sutter County Welfare Department to acomplish this, and parts II
and III for a description of the inaction of Federal and State officials.
A substantial number of administrative appeals won on this issue has
still failed to change the policy of the county welfare department-see
the end of appendix A, which shows that the most recent administra-
tive appeals filed on the same issue. Thus it is clear that the "fair hear-
ing" requirement of section 402 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
602, is insufficient both because it is not Federal and because it is con-
cerned only with individuals. It provides no remedy where a local
welfare department violates Federal and State law and regulations
wholesale.

Section 245 of H.R. 12080 is a commendable step toward making
more flexible the enforcement provisions available to, HEW. Merely
giving HEW additional power to police State requirements will not be
sufficient, however. It is necessary that local persons directly in contact
with the actual operations of the welfare programs have access to a
meaningful Federal procedure for invoking the notice and hearing
provision provided in section 404 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
604). I therefore would suggest an amendment to require an investiga-
tion and a determination of the merits by the Secretary with regard-t
all substantial complaints. The text of the amendment suggested is a
follows:

Add to H.R. 12080 at page 176, following line 3, the following:
"Sections 4, 404(a), 1004, and 1404 of the Social Security Act are

each amended by adding at the end thereof a new paragraph is fol--
lows:

"'The Secretary shall give notice as provided in this section within
thirty days after (i) his determination that reasonable cause exists to
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believe that a State. pro'an' 'm be' subj~t tor .. yilent. stoppage
pursuiint t this sedion, or '(ii) after receilof either':..

"'(A) tWenty-five 'eomplaits (or one complaintt' with 26 nmi-plainants) frontn pArsbns, ofg izttione, or agencies, in af individVal
cr representative capacity, ' that the"'State or any gubdlvisi6n',&
agency or program thereof has failed to ohiform 46 Federal" law orregulations; or . '. II"(B)'C'trfleatio by a Roio'nal Administrator of the' D apartment

of Health, Educationi 'and -Welfar6 that a State, or any subdivision
or agency or program thereof, within this regiofihas failed in'some
par idlartegard to conform to Federal law ir r~gitlationhs.'
Il. THE EFFORT TO HOLD DOWq THE NUMBER OP AFDC OASES'AND REPLACE

THEM WTH RETRAINSINO FOR SELF-SUFFIOIENCY IS COMMENDABLE BUT
GREAT XGER 18 SEEN IN SECTIONS 208 AND 204 OF 1I.R; 12080 : AMEND
MENTS ARE THEREFORE SUGGESTED

A.Tework-I raining ptogranz8 are inweectual because Stlate and Fed-

eral standards are not met
The most controversial amendentjiggesteL.. HR. 1080 is of

course section 208, amending section 403 of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 403), the ceiling on AFDC cases. The purpose of the
proposed, amendments is excellent-*to, channel Federal, Welfare. ex-
penditure in such a manner as, to promote.proghi'ms to restore the
welfare recipient to economic self+sufficiency. Nor hfi 'the work-train-
ing programs inherently unworkable. Bit section -208 is based ldri two
fatalI erroneous asstimptions--that, work-t rMning programs will- be
adininistered in good faith compliance iwith, Federal and State',lws
designed: to promote, their effective operation and thatif So admin;
istered they will resultih substantial numbers of persohs'now receiving
welfare becoming employMble and employed. '

The almost uhivesal, fatilre: of. the ,work-trai inng programs now
extant :may. be tWced , in 'largepart ito the fact that FederalV and State
laws and'regiilationd setting mmimumn standaids of acceptability'have
been studiously ignored. The counties (or other local political 'sub-
divisions which administer the welfare prgrafis), "intending either
to puhish".ilfare recipients or to get a return f1r their share' of, the
cost of' welfare; payments,- have extensively used w6rk-trAining labor
under the"work experience". pseudonym for jobs that would otherwise
be performed by,:regular, paid,, coufity workers.., In isom counties
work-training labor has been "donated". wholesale 't6 PoWOrful -private
individuals., The "training"'-comp6nentof, such.prbg-mg is usually"
of course, minimal . .,a-. . :

A few examples mavysuffice. , In' Sutte; Timpeilal, and Tuba, rural
counties in the State of Califoinia," the ."trainig'n" provided 'welfare
recipients consists exclusively of work in building and ground mare.
tenant "cai'rying slops in hospitals; country :rod'- -vo'd and1 &ther
tasks -'hicii displace iczuvr workers, withoiit ttAhfiiwa. velfate i'ei-
pients in .ny usble skill.:-See the'rep6i't on:Suter &otiity'welfate

epartinent abuses, previously incorporated into this testinionypar "
tieulnrly Part IB.'0TLA is tuamiliar .vith -no ; -oik-ttl'itiffprigm
in California which does inot assign welfa~e-r~pltet t0" Stt~h job
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(although some counties do in. addition have limited classi-ooin training
progrms, primarily ii, basi English).

In Mder ConlyCalf.,work-trainee's are tr Aditionally assigned.
prune vix es; on t ie propei-ty ofacian'gibkiess proprietor

who 0is paid $5 per h6uirto 'teaeh'l vine priining-- dl~pit kthe ftct that
motof thse 0efr epients ar6 MexictifA eni' ar' fm laborers

wh6 havoc ben prunng- vinesg all their liv&Q. In Tiil a&6e'county, Calif.,
welfare, recipients 'doinigcounty- jOb areI not poied with -nesar
protective clothing, clothing whch would have had to4 h ateee

supplied'7to country emPloyees doing 'the samne labor. In some areas,
welfare reciienitson worki-training work'side-by-side. with prison
gangs-except: wyhent the guards, take the prisoners in because of rain;
the welfare xrork-"trainees"l are not permitted to retire because of the
iiiclenent weather,

Greagtly needed is some, kind of comprehensive e bhe* .6n performance
of work-tininig programs. Even as suming& tfrtt F~ederal and State
standards for ' work-trainingpro'g~rmsare con~Ipie4A with, the-re is no
indication,.at 6h6 present timfe, that the work-trainiog concept has
had-or cani iave-any xmipaet 'on the welfare rolls by crating or
incresing both 'the' efnployabiity arid the4 employet-ofpresent or

ttl recipients. There is, in fact, substantial en'eiic as-noted
byone HERW cnsultat hat onyo-h.jo riigfo ospe
determined to* be6 acually available 'can hWe any nieaningNii impact.
on the problem andff that in fact that current px'o vniflgal
conducted 'aieiselss.gam evnilgly

An amenidment, Is thereforesuggested io'H.W 12080 torequire that,
as an additifto tihe report required by Public Lawv 87(-643, there be
conducted by HEW *an evaluation of th current "Arktraining con-
cepts and' recofiiendationg for modification, cqzittnuhtion' or exp an-
sion of thbse' aspect,' of 'the, program fonii, iii, fact, 16 ha ve been
successf ul iii -PiOroting unemployment of pp~rsons iiltiall' cl'ssed a
tinemployable. The tex o e endineW§ Wuetd is "M~lows:

Add- fto U. 12080 at, page6; followifig lne&Vi"the~oloiving:
(hi) The&eretary shall, submit.td* t1e' Preident or~transmission

tthe ojp~r&3ss p 'orto6 .anijar~ 1, ;1969; 'LuNl reportd~f the Ominis-
tration- of the 1proVisions'of Section 409 of the- Social Sec60rity Act
with' partiularemiphsils onl th6 kinds -of trinig :'tDuIdth6 ktinds of
w6rk experience which hvAe been matde available ue -these 7&rgrams,
te, nuip 6;r qf persons whohv obtained a&iful' 6nf~iet as -a

result'of such eiirolliient, any ects athibu( ubW o th esce porams
mutrshb tbShdr ~y eg'te y other

"()'e~on4)9 'of the Social SeeuOitj Act, ak s~,f th Vi iSection
ki) ff t 1i Sciii i uther "amie fid M by ') hei efng present.

provis1i vts (a)'ahd-a(dIng a secti~)W olos
"'Te Secretary shall compiloyegrly statistics showing li imer

of Veisoi eiirol led iA-qi i omiurity iiaid' tri,,iiii1g. 0 rahs, the
n4V' 6f t6h I t ii~nd~wr ~eIu4 dv~v~ nAi'~ga

idt h4 birifird s '61l . ~bt~ie 0anue~~~eta
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8). The ceiling rni AFD(J case8 con /licts with baetio values of the 'S'ooiai
,Security Act and with constitution prbwlipkeof equa protection

'The original pUr-pose of the Social Security Act stated in section 401(42 U.S. 601), ii the'pro'er care of dependent children. 'rie purpose
is to care for the innce nt child not to either rehabilitate his parents, ad"
lnittedly iworthwhie purpose, or to punish them. All dependnt chil.
dren are to be dWi d Without discm-iinatory denial of aid or the right
to apply for aid iis~tion 402(a) (0)'of the Social Secui'ity Act. (42
U.S.C. 60.JR) quoted above in part I-A of this statement in con.neetion. with abuses By. the Stutter County" Welfare Department). Tlhis

section extends the right to apply for assistance to all dependent chil-
dren and the right to receive aid to all eligible children.

In enacting the welfare ceiling, Congress would be saying that all
children up to the immutable number of -hundred may receive aid.
Their needs shall be met because they are needy children deprived of
l)arental supl)ortL Child number ,-hundred plus 1, however, will not
receive aid because he happened to have been born too late, or made
application too late, or was overlooked in the making out. of an apllica.
ton-or for some other reason irrelevant to his need and to the purpose
of the Social Security Act.

Quite apart, from that. purpose, and from anttendant conMiderations of
fairness and equty, the proposed welfare ceiling cost itutes a con-
stitutionally, prohibited invidious discrnmination. The ceiling is rtppli-
cable only to AFDC and AFDC-U-it has no analogy in the laws
applicable to OAS, AB, ATD, and so forth. Whatever ostensible
reason may be invented to justify this distinction, the real reason is that
AFDO and AFDC-U recipients are members of one of "the most
despised minority group in the country today, and that programs for
their aid are among the most. controversial Itenis considered by Con-
gress. Deniinciafiops of "the dole," allegations that. welfarte recipients
Ure deadbeats--lazy worthless imimoral and irresponsible-are di-
rected at AFDC anA AFDC- programs and recipients. In part,, at
least, this'reflects class.differentintion. OAS, ATD, and Afl recipients

-often have middle or even uppser-clas backgrounds and ofron po ss

vocal political support. AFO and AFDC-U recipients on the other
hand are largely of lower-olass background and rarely if ever possess
and political Iepresentatiol., Even within HR. 12080'this discrimina-
tory attitude is ,'perpetuated-the new homeowner repair provision,
section 209 ofTI..A. 12080, does not apply to AFDO rec~ilents. Neither
does theft" 'sin for minimum payments'under (alfOri law mn
ca.s of reduci6nin Federal participation. And see the Sufter Conty
report, particular. part I-A and appendices B. '& C., incorpOratea

herein, describing, the obstacles placed in the path of persons wishing to
apply'for AFWC; no-such pattern exists with regard to theagcdb ,nd,or disabled:. . - - . :. . . " " ,:

The conA f ,miopil guarAnteeo6f equal protecton is not limited toi.o, P -. Po. :.. y,- ::.. ... • P l . • . ...~
prohib r' of discrhinations by race; it ap-pl6 whenove' 'the exist-
ence 6fa djotiict class ip demonstrated, and it 't further oown'that the
liws, as wrtte Or' a aj)pIed, single 64 that class for dffrent, treat-
ment. * *." Hernandez v. .tate of Texras, 347 U.S. 47, 47 '(i.954)Y.
Disfinctions based on economic or social status are as much forbidden
as distinctions based upon race or color, Harper v. Virginia Board ol
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Election-8, 383 U.S. 668- 668 g1960).. ITeislative distinctions which
otherwise might be valid must bp invalidated where their "immediate
objectively is surreptitious'but invidious diserhtnination against a de-
lined clatss, Rdeftan. v. Mikey, 87 S. Ct. 1627 (198'?).

It is therefore urged thaift section 208 of USR. 12080 be deleted in its
elitirety.

6The method proposed for competing the 'welfare ceiling wiMi lad to
great ineq itts betwen~ cities of S'atew andl counies hik Aav.e in
the paqt had adequate and those whkk hrave had inadequate intake
procedures for welfare
The method proposed. for computing the- ceiling on AF'DC welfare

cases in section 208 of MVR. 12080 assumes that 'resent AFDC rolls ac-
curately reflect, the number of persons eligible for welfare. Such is not
the ease.II II II I

Even from county to county within the State of California, 'the
percentage of eli ilbe~ prsons who are i facet on thje welfare rolls will
Vary greatly with such factors as language barriers and inhospitable
Wttd= at the intAke level of welfare. See the incorporated "Report

oni Sutter County Welfare Abuses: Sebtion- 1A," acedrding to the
deterin ation of California, State Department of 'Social W~elfare0
referee in an administrative 'appeal the practice i- Suitter Co6unty is
merely to give agricultural surplus commodities -(at no cost to the
county) -in: all. immediate need case rather than, taking an application
for ",D and granting immediate aid under the categoric l program
(saving the county ,Its 16 percent of the -costs of AFD) 'Unles th6

aipplicafit is specifically aware of the AFDC programniio information
is given, no application taken, and unless the appliclint obtains infor-
mation or sophistication he may never be permitted to make an appli-
cation. As the* referee found:

.%r. Fuentes pseudonymm) worked during'Janu'ary, Fejruary, iud until V1arch
7, 1967, when-he wasg layed off. He then became IIl and the famiLy be~me delin-
quent lb their'finincia1 obligations and were enti1rely without funds ou March 24,
J.067, wheo, they 1VCett to the .00ouUV Welfare Department to request emergency

ahn mediate aid.*. ... The general reilef insta e worker -to -whom thec cou ple
haf bc rkv e''d ei 'b the receptionief did sot donside r disou.* theo VO480flitV
of referring theta for an A.P.D.O7. cppilkation. . . (Eiipbatilt added '

'rheStatisisw hich pear at the end of thoe 1' S",at d rtmen
of soiliefiereport onl Sutter C6iintl AMei~d Ix" ?N "Iport',on
$iitterointV"iit pages'25 and 26, showv that althdugh- there were ai
total of 3,303' families considered to W~ Vuider the pyryle in thconty~t tati~hieonl 4 peti 1,487 6ma, a aijy nAD

iscnierd oecase)' *-Ore recdvig uble ii' ,4jni Prom thiis
ex am ple, i t is eaisy t o see w h ~e IfAt ro a1uiinr -g gw e n gepraphical
aRea at any given time MaR~ an inaccurate reflection oflm auAf iWe
for wel.r 1JAe in, the ra A tate with, a ioty of cotntles lile Sutter
will thus be. substanti~ly Aisdvilitag bthe'4f'~ Cwelfore
rolls at i'gv~ ~tevre t~e~ VP c poi fn 10091 'put-
inentisha en m %* Ungntl

the porcnag4 om~~, io cqrw o~ cnu
-iuew'lce hm v ho p tocoy Wm. 4he c~~w~~ ensusii

to section 208 of H .160i, th refr se st
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i~el~9Q$ eJ41~frQmand~Iiicbuing line 9 toad including huie

'~"~vhi1ich 4 i 41 4 fl'aseth iii tn'e amilles With, inediu
income 'under'stchsiiiiii h) b em~ebih Secretary for
e~ch $tqt~oe thie to't, Il ppuhith of -such 9tdte as sho*ii f Ioil)
time- Co tii6 by thie figurtes of the US.. Dlureau ofthei~ Census."

IiI.\.THfl, 1'ROTMTzox-N 0$? SULEENTAL AFDO BENEFITS FOR PERSON&
R1yJ1rI, uxikPlLOYMIEN1I BEXEFITS CRATES A DISINCE.NVE TO A~C_

OkPTk6(z4LO*YMT MARGINALLY MEETING MINUWTM, DASIO NEWD

Set 2n 08. of U-.3%, 12080, amending inter alia section 407. (b)()
(D)) (v) of, tile Social Secuiriy- Act (42' I.S.O, 07(b) ii) ()(.
requires that. no dependent child. may receive, AFDC-U when the
child's father i's receiving, unemployment compensation.
*The amount of unemployment compensation received by an in.

diinlis determined by the lovol of wages p aid to the employee
previous to Ws unemplpyrnei~t. -The. amount 0f public fiq~tance rw*
ceived 'by. a raypily:-is determined by the minimum basic nondefer.
.rable need of the recipient. Thus the father, of at family of depenidenit
children,.who,by obtaining ix marginal job (L~eo a job whiblh pays
low.,wages anid/or is seasonal or likely, to be automated out of exist-
enc6) can meet the needs of his family by welfare standards, would
on unemployment compensation be reduced to receiving substantially-
AW -_ than 'the minimum basio n'ondsferrsble need ,of the family. -In
the example giyea a premium would be placed on not obtaining mar-
ginal work such that the family's minimum basic, nondeferrable need,

as. osed 4y, the' welfare deprtnt is barely miet, since the loss
of such a job would reuire tho exhaustion of unemployment benefits,
at substantially below minimum basic need, before Welfare eligibility
would revive. Public assistance as a supplement to unemployment
in' ' ' nfasuranc hnet aocial security: b~neft, workmen's compensation,
and other such standard benefits, is, established on the basis that if
the income from such' be*nefith meets the minimum basic nondeforrable
need, of' the -family, nb'w61fare 6iiil 0ty exists; if,-such benefits do

no Oettieneed of the faMly, then welfare eligibility is Otab)ished.
The follovM ing amendment is therefore suggested 4to H.R.- 12080:
NDletd froni -and including' the comna iilte, 19 to'and including

line 22,&rd place o .period at the end of the prnthesis in 1ine10

IV. 'rj'DL1iS WAPa~T~ WNATLA40OUAOZ, FROX THE
OT4T# ' C ~DCEATE DAN9EZROUQ NEOATJV" IMFLI-

$061104 O~f HJ.R. 12080isnotRa c6foiiit r~vampfn of t14 pred-
ee~o titft~ hbhishp ;- w~ok-f4inifig "!iMsbton 409 of the

Skidsd& SUit Ad(42 U.S.C. 600),'Ut i &'irs t6 Intend to
makce substantial it, sistent chjwe n h rgm lxisO doing,
'CertJif lan~k hexiftl'hid A~pird ''ed~ dUt oted tr
6f the;stit& itid oihbe bi , "f]u "the ftaIlozid p-assages
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Section 409 (a) (1) (0):
"(A State plan shaill include Provision that-](0) much work Is performed on Projects which serve a useful public purpose,do not result either in displacevmn of, regular workers or ft the perfovmaeoeby such relatives of work that would otherwise be performed by employee# of'public or.,s "9I les vqtintis" or. o700161M410,.L

[The State plan shall Include provisions for eatqrizz i Moonezp.ts with
the Public Employment offces, Including:) , noor

(4) provision for assuring appropriate arrangements for the care and protec-tion of the child during the absence from the home of any such relative ' perform-Ing work wider such program *y order to aseure that ouch a1~ence and worktrill not bc (irn~cal to the wclfewro of tho child ....
Section 409(a) (2) (6):
(The State plin'shilU Include proviso n6 for entering Into aleemnetas with thePublic Employment offices,, including:) ,- - 'I' '' 7'.(6) *u('h other prWot'mo~ as the 5Seoerr &do~ maooory to 4sswe that theoperation of such program ill sot Inger,'cre with, achfei'emc,, of. the objec-tire~s act forth (a ection 601 of *it tltt. fieatlos 401 of the 806101 Sccur ji ty j"'In amheiided -subsection 400(a) (1)(Q 0 ),Ate retention. of the IlIan-Fun ge "do Inot result in displ acement frglrwrcee bl laintent that~ unemployed p~re~ts who arewolfar work-trii igtrainees. should not take the johs of pqrozsinl0ding tbemwv W h owould or might otherwise be employed IfO th' languagofteriia

statute be considered not redilndant, "displacement' might, be distin.wished from performing work -"that' would otherwise be performedby! em p1oyees.. In tbo on$e case theo evil PreveO is the firing ofregular, eillployees'so that work trainees could take their jobs. In theother it is use of work trainees to fill new positions whichl would other-wi se be open to the' labor market, Restriction in, both -cases is ijece-stlry to assure that workatraining programs do not dreate nfew -welfarerecipients wite supposesijy retraining the present, recipients.1AgaihiSutter County provides a prime examplefof 7why both situatioiepeedbe remedied against. An admin istrative hearing. o~l~er, -found that, aSutter County work trainee had been assigned'to dowork in the cityof 1Live Oaks city park-.,,work. which hs had performed as A safrriealemployees in a. supervisorial -positioln in another-. tommunlty. 'Seeappendix 13 to report on Sutter County atpagej li'Tnus this-worktrainee received;.welfare on condition 6f, wo6rk'.A'trining'? when -heshould othorwisu haveih~d an oppiolitifty to become 'an;,em~ployee oftile ci ty, Since the -Federal Governent payso-ularge .1 art of the SutterCount;- welfare budget -this -constituted an unintenided fiscal-WuIsidyto the Live Oak*,City Parka Department.
It is strongly suggested that displacement of unfiledjobs from thelabor jnarket,.Is~as danjerqus and islas subject, toabusd byLbud-conscious public. admnistrtors!as. the ,displhceinent;,of fpersons al.'ready emplloyod,-and that psble at; A"zln'tveimplcatibn

be (Iraw%,n from tho' deletion ill section 4 au~) (1) C)of the ac *of thelanguagb referred to abov% the labguWgebe restored., ~ -ghe other two deletions, hoted, of part of emotion, 49 (t 4):(2) (4) 1andallI of section, 400 (a), (2) (6))' of the So0ial, Security Att both relatet o the general purposes of the public assistance; pr6pim, for 7aid 'tofamilieswi-th dependent ohildien ag detAiledi section' 401 ai~d( 402of -the ac.Although- the, deletion. of ,such g~ba ,agae4k.;b
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considered at m~o romoval of mdtuadiiI irteiil-t. l is l111)011I .sui
inillocelit. aets thaot vigorous 110 ting .ottor's i Iliffx. a1 mlgali vo

impkt~~o. e~noiristo (lie% reifl utent. (if llic legisitiiv. I i is tlive
fore'suggestedtilint these et jouR be iw.'tored.

STATEMENT OF RtOBERT M. GETTUIGS, ASSISTAWI t'OR GOVERN~.
MENTAL AFFAIRS, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOWRRETARDED CHILDREN

A' A&-oiitionl or Re'iardo4 ChulditlIII niiitailM 11a11
tinuing intore. in tile full ranm of IFlersl actvities benifitig mvii.
tally retarded children and adit It regarilless of tholi ge, 11ce, sovlo-

ao ipnir of. ws~ts of til( SoilSxut iemiel of 106T~, its
pased by the .11ollse$ whicdi are of coIWOIII t4) ls.

The nmen llyreturled will bo affecedIy vrl ).1e11 nornl provkionls
of Ole 4A1W' (13.1. POO8) suh~zr~ febooid IUC1Ths4-i i;4 social
stA.rity' benefit'S 111(I inlcrea014s8es1 ill( the aount a1 j))tIIi ma Milk Whmile
receiviung benefits. However, sinli thme Commiittee wil] hear cni~derable
testiniony-on the generfil provision'A affecting broad Segmenplts of tile
populetion we Nvill concenfraIton thoe** itoms wich sem particularly
rrnpoirt btir retardedl nmiers of offis.kWmOety.

I * MFA)IRFl. COVERIAfl Oi 'Il T JI ISAiILI)

Tile House passed meastire chimiitwo entirely tle President's pro.
posed exteneion, of medicare protetion to disdaed beneficiaries under
(15 years of al.Instead, the, kirotory of Health, Rdiw'tion, and
Welfare would be required- to est~dylish. an advigsor.) council to st'imily
thle problems anid costs involved- in including tile dabd)N under the
health iheurimco program. The report of the, H1.ous Wflysan Ifl( Mean
Connittee indicates that. theo main, reason for olimimition mis tho
rei~pt of up-to-date."os. figures wlikh indicate that time original
administration data signiicamithy underestme the cost. of extemid.
ijlg medicare tb the disabled. -

Jnder President JohnSonl's proposal, oapproxcimat~ey 1.6, million
additional cmt~zens would be eligilile for hospital and mneicid insur-

ancecovra_; this group woud include approximately 200,000 per-
manekitly andA totaly disabled adults who re receiving childhood dis-
ability benefits--an estimated 130,0(H) of these benefliiaries are men-

llAiblod Americains are frequently tralped in, the vise of increased
hecalfhcare iieeds and sharply decrea&te income.

They shar-e with. the nagd thie difficulty of obtaining aidequate private
health insurnce.,

These problenaiwae-com I wounded in the case of adult~ehild-socint
secnrit fenoticiaries since,in niost. cases they never will have, all 0il-
portumity to eafl n incomeiand the expenisesiohalth care 'willstretch
over their entire lifotimp. .

P!,gpostle to extend health 4nd medical insuraricQ 6overag t tm
disahid aire not new. -This suggestion has been undor eftidy since 19(10
and tibe 1005 Advisory Council on Social Security definitely advocated

19.34
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extending protectio to (1h0 diSabled. WO~uit Ildl onsite to Coll-
sider (Ito right of disabled Ampricans to Ildequat I Ilealt Care and
at ept. Pivsidit. ,roinmi's pi'oposn to extend mimdicare protection
to this iieed3' giOtijp of Citizenls.

2. TIIX DEFINITION OF D)ISAIITY

rTe House Ways and Means Cqonuuittev exprese onenovrsy
oral. recent, court. (decisions reersing departmental determinations of
eligibility for disability payments. An theme cases, HEW found that. the
individual wats not; abs6ltitelv disabled but. only disabled relative to

their local job mftrket. In tin effort. to corret. this situation, MR.1. 1-2O8O
mvises tho definition of disability to provide that If the client call (do
IlIplroprinto wvork which is Significantly availahko in any part of (lie
tvonomny hoe Will not be consfileaed -diIisled. This language hafs two
(Irawbacks from tin' point. of view of the retarded. Frst, aretarded
individual may be ab tle to live and work in the community if hie is

redding with him family butt not. if h ontt venture forth on his owut
without, proper twcial shelter, Second, the defluition of feasibility for
purposes of vocational rehabilitation depends on the Availabilily of
suitable work opportunities locally or at. least within the State The
Ilouse language would tend to hinder proper coordination bet-ween
Avelfaro And rehabilitation jnrogrants immediately after these two ac-
tivilim~ ltt been combine for adiniistrative purposes in thle ilew
4ooiltl amnd ltehalili(atiotl service. We respect-fu Ily suiggm.t that. this

conmmiil inlde clarifing lanlgualge inl its report to inlsures that thle
itC Mumh~ (lefinitioll of diNsability does tiot work to thle dlisadlvantage
of retardedA Citizenls.

Mu) TrO FAMOUS WIH l)FPVND)FNi' 0CtmwREN.

1. INDIVIDUAL MJANNINO

Section 201 of 11J.11.12080 woul11d require Stfttes to include in their
A 11)0 plronis provision for making individual plans for inenibers
of AIFDC, families, so as bo maximize their potentially for employment
And inldepend~enlce. Siuc'h individual planning igh -t, tend to ini love
sol-vices to retarded inembers of tho family in he ret arded in hiid-
til Ilie atypical needs.

2. CHILD ABIUSE REPOR01ING

11.1. 200 wul reuie te tata o mkeProIAion for reporting
cases of child abuse and neglect in AFDC families. Since brain damage
can Nbt one' of the many horrifying results. of phildabuse, wi endiree
this additional. effort t contro~tlte h)at termed cltil& syndrome.

3. DAY CARE SURVIC31

The States would-be, required to provide ini 1r APM) pla po
vi I( I for day c"are servmes.'Althouglfh thle'-~opup o hs
service"&1 to , permit AFPO niothers 6 beoni ganffl emloyed,
W'0 116p, ihat thle states'lll be encouraged to ati poK 6pc'" zd
came progr~mm for mentally retarded and Other han'dicap0P&Fchildren
from AFDC1) homes. In its iopoit onl 11.11. 120801 this committee should

1934-
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take note of the right of handicapp d children from AFDC families
.to have access to the specialized dlay care services they. require.

4. PURCHASE OF SERVICES

The House passed measure would offer States.greater latitude in
urch easing certain "child welfare and -"family service" which hereto.forter hd o e lr ed yStateF anc temple r en wu
This provi ht be p ic ay help flin cases he

dependent. 'ehil o ielativz mentallyy retarded and nfe.ds ao spealrtype of sqrvice Whlhihe AFUC agencyy is not' qual ifled to re nder.

.. OL1 'E CARE

After July 1, -1969, States will be eureyd to incle( provision forfoster home care in'their 'AFDC pllAn;te Federal GJovernment would
match grants of up to an, avrae of $100 -per moith pet' child providing
P. court detrmi),ation of needis obtained and' the 'child is otherwise
eligible forsAFDOue This provision may- help to eliminate some of
!de economic barriers to proper placement zf needy retarded children
in specialized foste ome care programs.

'CHIILD WELFARE

1., FORItWLA GRANTS

Beginning, in fisc ,year 1900 uthorizatioil f4ihhild velhareformula grants to the Statens wouh A nen rl hdon '$iM w nlr in f
fiscal year 1968 under the present law to $100,million for 1960 under
HR. 12080) The House committee indicates: that tl o major portion
of this increase should be used to provide Improved foster care for
children. In its report the committee takes cognizance of the fact that
some children who are not candidates for adoption need foster home
care such 'as* , the most deprived young children, the 'handi-
capp o i fl Rpt. M4 .114 InaR endolies thineffrt

toiprove oatr hoe are and otheYr aspects of child inlfariee eie'iees
including earet of a.seling, i erostraiio y ctrsmall group
care, pI nio aices , instioit onal premdision nd aftercare
services. All of these services have been used to befit retarded atil
dren but are currently available on too small a scale.

ANO DEMON§ThATION 91JWNTS

The , ..u.th'ift t' i j i........ and, e.pr.ojects'n
child welfarewbd e., ,tdd t6 Add -contdict. autholty ai' d broaden
the purp4 ofthe. 6...>i+. t6'iclude -diss.mi-..ti ,o findings and
multiple demonstration of new and innovative services.

As one example of a su~ciestulW.Imofis'tfion project. which should
~ 0"d.~pai~tI nd! 1,19111.04 into , ppjr on a btviid ," the

withsev~1,7 Mtoe tP us44of homeimakeri vices in families
owihse vogi~ely; nyi~e and~ M6ttl?' bn~icapP-4 4ihitP.- As dated

abov, w ~up~t ~e ~e~ionof ~4mThake' :iv~am 'h
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MEDICAID

1. ELEMENTS OF SERIES~

Under the current provisions of title XIX, States participating in
the medicaid program must provide five types of services including in-
patient hospital services and skilled nursing home care for persons
over 21 years of age. HR. 12080 gives the States the additional option
of choosing any seven of the 14 services specified in the act so that
skilled nursing home care could be excluded. This provision would
slightly weaken the leverage on including care for more severely re-
tarded adults under medicaid p grams. A significant number of
retarded adults are already receiving care in nursing homes in those
States which have adopted medicaid programs.

2. SCRENiNG AND )IAOXOSIs

After July 1, 10690, States which include skilled nursing home serv-
ices for persons over 21 in their title MIX plan will have to provide
"periodicscrelii~g 6n diagnosis" of eligible"'hlldeii." * * to as-
certain their physical or mental defects, and such health care, treat-
men and other measures to correct or ameliorate defects and chronic
conditions * * *" as the Secretary may specify. Thisprovision should
help institute more effective screening, diagnostic, and treatment pro-
grains for mentally retarded youngsters.

CIIIT.D HALTit

1. EARLY IDZNTIPIOATIO OF HEALTH DEFECTS OF CHILDREN

H.R. 12080 would require the States to make more vigorous efforts
to screen and treat childrenwith disabling conditions through their
crippled children's program. The plannng-programing-budgeting
analysis conducted by the staff of, HEW graphically illustrates the
economic and social advances of early identification and treatment
of handicapping conditions. We heartily endorse this emphasis on
locating and treating mental retardation and other disabling handi-
caps early in the childs life.

2. GRANTS FOR STAFFING UNIVERSITY A TILIATED FACILITIES FOR THE
RETARDED

The House bill extends and somewhat. expands the authority for
grants to ,"public or -nonproft -in stitutions of -higher. learning. for
training personel for. health -care and related services for mothers
and chllren, particularly mentally retarded children''anid children,
with multiple handicap s." The Secretary is to give priority to "pro-
grams providing training at the undergraduate level ." We hope this
latter statement means that priority willbe given to training programs
which include undergraduate as well as. graduate training. Certainly,
our experience thus far verifies the Wisdom of a multilevel, -multi-
disciplinary approach to training in the field of mental retardation.
The committee should clarify this point in the legislative history of
the bill.

1937
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3. DEFIXIflOX OP? CRIPPLED CHILD

The bill includes a revised dethuit ion of the term "crippled child"-
that is "an individual under the age of.21 who has an organic lis.

of ths*.~fii1ni olod' ayverkppifig in Imidi-fi wvith the-

commmit~ni~t helth iogram.-vE~wver, Nrehp httd on
nittee will VieW' the d6finiition in a broader context-that is' a~ aPosi-
'tive r6 cin'aantdna '8 eivce to .iiiy'bhild who mfet this
_definiti6ri*, Th the past, a bi 6f 'States' haV6'dragged their.fept o'n1
exktendingceri pl')d children sericeiOs to mientall liandicappedchildiren'.

This cOiniiit'iei T~esa chillengifig task in tAiiending' and exktend-
igthe massive social s46cutity 'and public assiAtance progrAmit aui-

thorized under this omnibus bill. W"e understand the difficulty which
you face and thank you 'for the opportuni'ty'to present our views
on one sr;iaU,,b4,,to us important, aspect of your, work.

STATEMENT 6f; &LiZA:ETH WiCKENi)EJ, ThEOENXCA CONSUL-
TAIRT, 01R rULUO SOCIAL POLICY), NATIONAL SOCIAL WELFARE
ASSEMBLY - '

benasked topesn the views .of the 4toi1S~a1WlaeAsil.-
bly, national planning,4 and coordinating or'anizaiiofi In, theO Social
welfare field,- on needed pprovennt§ pi trho social insurance and
pu~iblie welfare provisions of the'Sooial' Security Act. My remarks will
necessarily brief, both by the committee's Aviih andWe4uso many of

the assembly's affiliated organizations have submitted excellent de-
tailed analyses of, the, Particular, provisions. lying' withintheiifilds
'of ' special coknpetice -and - x'e rence. --The- brevty., of iny testimonyl
should not,'.however,-ybainre the gri~e alarm -felt, byl*oth'citizeni da
professional deswti'or oganization regarding the drastic
reversal 'of welfare -policy" incorporated -in, HR.12080, title; -I1f and
their, disappointment that limited if'lon ovecd1 ue, ' mpiyovetents ini
social security~ benefit levels shmu~d, b&le to suc !;naceeptahlc
changes in the public welfare program. WeO sin~erely ho'pe, that thie
Senate Finance Committee will recommend to the Seiiate a bill Which
is more adequate on the social. inicurncne lide and carries forivard the
long-standing progressive policies of the Congres~s in moving toward
a more acceptable under pinning program of welfare benefits and serv-
ices. We f urther h6pe,'that the 7 House of Representhftives -nfter nimore
emefuil cohideratioii of tlfefull lmplkoations of 'title, Iof H.R,- 12080
will be willing to,;aecept a different alpryoach _to ela pocy

6EWERXL ' RE(COXMMEWDATION

We find the provisions ofILR- 12080 loadequate with respect to so-
cial insurmebeneflts, espeoiajlly-fts, they, O~fect those inidiyiduql 4e~ef1-
ciaries miost vulnerable to the threat of ;poverty, and qatastrQpbio wyithi
repeat -to. public: welfare, philosophy. (rnd practicess, since fliere was
virtually I no oppiorunt fo itezrest4 citi1zen group t& zxs hm
selves on these unprecedented welfare. chan ges prior to their a4Qptionl
by the House of Representatives, we urge this committee to stbstitute
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for H.R. 12080 tthe original; administratiOnl Pro1osals ino port Il
both titles of H.R. 6710 and build improvements' iito, thiose.'.

Bfoe n~ntin,peii x o naii.wt pect. toneededi-
j~rvemlit inHX;0T610.1 would lik~o cojnnen4i briofly.on the ration-

ale whio'i- wijwstol underlie the _ basic. 6hift in welfare; p45licy, incor-
l)orated in,H.R..12080, It -is easy to understand that meiting welfare
rolls. .especiOdly. among, young familes with childten create, anxietyin-tile pui-lio ak1arpi which is n irallyreflected by.-tlheir representa-
tires Ji- Conigiess. 7Piblic assistance caseloads -cotistitute.- one, of, -the
most W.e84i ),W1. waiters fo uesriug the, failure of. -our, society
on oier frojits 4nd no onis about evidenceMofsociAl dislocation.
Onl the otherlandl jLt'isunthiii . Ie.tliata~coutry which prides'itself
on beingj !ai the! minguard of. social progress and concern fok'hurniandig-
ni ty would re~ert to a-welfare policy whkh'l Was already outmoded and
discre4itdovei 600 years ago.,Suc great leap backward :could only
discredit usat home and abroad.

Tis loing-discardedr philosoiiby-'iwbaised on -a. comnforting assump-
tion (comfort ing I mean to the consciences of those who are vrospor-
ing) thit thie pOvryallhllsss fohtipfaty ifised
on diem for tItmr oxit hiflessne,si dwill Uiie
this pidlophy ven d~rtedmrothdis t~?d'o'hildren Ieoif6 ±IiVtheiia-
tipis -of onackeptablanhardship, butIth, p~rini4-agen&a,6f -4 IA tf
visitedriu pon'them' n rtiitoi"Pb I a ,11mtgtn~i"4piuuslifeia,") thus -becomnesa. jpWy tothi ~tle~t~i. h i's
upsideo.do%%7ii hilosojphy iti become6 th" ftiicetion of. pfiblit olfkt.iibt
to alleviate'hMrdohip but toi'eififqre: ii by'eonditioming Oublid'Mcpt;n
coeroive r~quitieentshvidirA,4i, veli further th ltten- thdhealth"
velooini~ntof dhi ldien and' ifa e roh 4sAhtIf1.ilgkhte
and f re dohn-AfAW ibw% a~6gthN'New Y k , onnUf yNwf W t 'zh
made6 10iflar'i tibn1AiY, ildfort"ad eh ane h
firm: aqtlon o*f thwe Nq Ydk'Bo~u'd 'f cSbctl1 -W, ti~fttly
upheld by the court, in reoudiitng Ihi 'Retf&. IWZU id Iid e~lf
tragedy if this were now to become established ]Federal pliey

Th e principal, but not theokilyK4dordive sanction impoe by H.R.12080 on a, mother, dependent 94 public, distance for the§S ~urt of

in d '*brk~iitsiae' th6 hlihe;,ithlrA i n ~iyn ii
o& Witolt! ae "o'k n'ii~ pro)~t. ~'ii~ ared

veildth'i60- off' oi'~inoiigt~hl W9,v. Wh ith
social' S"tt ~~;ws'sse'i ~ i'*~a i fiaie 146t t

re # n~of ' Sf1 hk1n *4~ l*el t3tlyv uefil' "work" "fid thAk
bc hi "f fhbsc f4'f s hid notW b l" d odptiVd

iv as Vi'k41d -6p b"V a li'e fful I pO rtlie hu1b5 d or' "4616~~o
rodiaiic 0 1iihfrh 2 h d d Wiil -ht
she6 C16hil rs "A -ete dibbtiei ca,,' ~i
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ManT women-blessed with unusual energy, talent a favorable
homesituation, and adequate substitute care-manage this very.well.
But they doso by their own choice not under duress. This bill seems
to imply a double standard of judgment. Men who would not wish
their own wives to work outside the omes lest their children's devel-
opment suffer seem to see in enforced -work for other mothers an
easy answer to the "welfare problem." The fact that it is not simply
an economic problem is clearly reflected in the cost estimates on page
117 of the house committee report which show projected expenditures
for day -care and other compensatory benefits in fiscal, year 1972
amounting to almost six times the projected savings in AFDO reduc-
tions. It seems rather that the public welfare agency and its already
overburdened workers are to serve as judge, jury, and policeman in
deciding which mothers are "worthy" tobe supported at home and
which-must be goaded, deprived, humiliated, and threatened off the
welfare rolls. Such a policy would hardly be worthy of a nation
whoe, constitution promises due process, equal treatment under the
law, and freedom -from involuntary servitude to all its people.

A803EBLY PO61TID STATRUMEN

The recommendations and position of the assembly derive from its
offloil position statement on public welfare, adopted at its member-
ship mieeing on December: 13, 1961 after extended committee and
membership study, review and revision, This statement is as pertinent
today as it was then and I, therefore, request permission to insert it
in" the committee hearing record at thi point. Since its adoption this
official statement of general policy has served as the basis for apprais-
ing relevant current proposals for changes. in social insurance and
we-lfare policies, With respect to the bills before this committee a
meeting was held on August 28th of this year at which over 50 inter-
ested organizations were represented. It is on the basis of discussion
at this meeting that the assembly finds the provisions. R.R. 12080
unaoceptableoand urges youto returnto the provisions incorporated
in HR. 5710 with the following amendments.

i6 is a basic premise of the assembly position that the" best way to
deal, *vthi poverty and need is to take advance steps to prevent its
oocurre C ,One f, ur strongIt and imost widelyy acepted mechanisnsfor s pu'po is the iwhi orking
peqple reeglve apart of tl~ieretu on theiFlaboi in the form of de-
fleried benefits and protections against t.e iss of amodern industial
society. T he 'wsoial nm we system is our mos suceful welfare
institutiono from all points of view, But it needs to keep pace with
the fantastic growth rn produetivty of our economy_ with its resulting
increase 'i national income. Only tis wek the Commerce Depart-
ment re ted that personal inome in the first 8 months of 1967 was
+Up $43 billion from -the. comparable 1906 period.' (SeeWall Street

ournal, Sept. 19 19, 7 p. S.). But the people who have retired, theilsobed, the wi dowed and orphaned are not receiving the benefit--

let alone a fair share-6f this aincrae. 'This is especia y true of thoqe
whose low earnings record entitles them to such low social insurance
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benefits that they fall below the Federal Government's own definition
of the poverty line.

We therefore strongly urge the Senate Finance Committee to restore
at least the 20 percent average benefit increasesg, with a minimum level
set at $70 a month for an individual and $105 for a couple, proposed
in H.R. 5710. We would, however, urge the Senate to go further than
this bill In providing adequate retirement and survivors benefits more
nearly commensurate with our current national income level. We fur-
ther urge that the general public share in financing the social costs of
social insurance through an appropriate general revenue contribution
as is done in most other countries of the world.

We "also urge the Senate to restore the provisions of H.R. 5710 that
would provide medicare coverage for beneficiaries of disability insur-
ance and cash bepefits for younger disabled widows. The former is an
important stp in the prevention of need while the latter is a question
of social justice toward one of the most handicapped groups in our
whole population.,

We sympathize with the desire of the House of Representatives to
reduce the number of people who must rely on public assistance for
their cash and medical needs (if not with some of .the methods pro-
posed for achieving this result) and believe appropriate expansion
in the social insurance system is one of the most sensible and acceptable
ways to achieve this end. I would also like to add parenthetically, even
though most propss for this purpose are before other committees,
that expand opportunities for work unrelated to assistance eligi-
bility or benefit'standards are another major means to the reduction of
dependency. To the extent that these are also protected by social insur-
ance coverage there is, of course, a double return.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE COVERAOa

Another basio premise of the assembly's position statement is the
importance of an underpinning public issistance program that can
meet such need as still occurs, despite preventive measures) whatever
its cause. We do not feel that H.R.-5710 goes far enough in that respect,
We would like to see a universal system of federally aided assistance
as recommended by the advisory Cuncil on Public Welfare but lack-
ing that we would like to se the provisions for meeting the needs of
children of unemployed parents enacted in,1962 made an integl part
of the mandated provisions of title IV. We are particularly ismanyed
by the restrictive definitions of unemployment incorporated in HR
12080. These not only are retrogressive from existing policy, but present
two grave problems which it seems to us w64.i not clearly *.anticipated
by the House. The first is the inequity of applying 'uneinployIMent in-
surance concepts,' in which benefit entitlement must be' related to evi-
dence of attachment to the laborforce, to a program, inwhich entitle-
ment Is based on'need. When the State of Michigan proposed such a
policy a few years back, its officials were advisedby the Federal Gov-
ernment that this must be considered an "unreasnable eliification"
under court interpretations of the Constitution. The second inequity is
that created by the prohibition against supplementatin of earning for
the underemployed. This is espeally serious in view of the piovision
for exempting & part of the earnings of persons already on assistance.
In this way a family head who has never previously applied for assist-

S3-231--T-pt. 8-28
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ance may wellfind himselfWdrkihg'Aext toai asistance cipientin a
similar family situation with a higher total income.,,Thus in an eff6 t.
to solve one. problem incentivess to work) thebill creates another.

The question of eligibility limits for medical assistance uiider -title
XIX- is on on whicl I -ould also'] ike to comnientv ,We do iiot, feel
the, States have yet had' sufficient time to gain lexperibice, tihdof their
own existing laws'and Standards to justify a Federal restriction siich
as is imposed in H.R. 6710.It should, however, be noted that this is
far less damaging than that contained in H.R. 12080 Which could actu-
ally have the elect in some States of an eligibility standard 'for
medical indigency lower' than" that for cash assistance; In 'many
instances medical expenditures made in behalf of' persons Whor are
otherwise slf-supporting are the best possible investmentin the' pre-
vention of long4erm dependenc and should have a high priority as
a part of this general effort.

I would also 'like to draw the: attention, of the committee to recent
court decisions which challenge the constitutionality ,of durational
residence requireMents for public assistance. It Wiouldbe highly gthti-
fying if the Congress would -remove this question 'from the court
calendar by imposing on all categories the prohibition against. resi-
dence requirements now contained in title XIX.

LEVE L OF AgSISTAXCE 'BENEFITS,

The assembly favor tle provisions iivH.V. 6710' which would
require the States to meet in full its own level of budgeted needs
prevail g in, January 1967 with ,a requirement for, subsequent, p-
dating. We believe, however, that,these requirements are not sufficient
without Federal minimum standards and a financing formula which
would assist low-income States to reach that standard. Without such
Federal standards and financing the provisions of H.R. 5710 would
tend to penalize those States with high budgetary standard and benefit
those who have never given official recognition to actual current- living
costs. ''''

We also wish to express our concern about the provisib~is in 'HiR.
12080 which would eliminate the requirement of title XIX that States
provide five basic health services as condition of;,Federal participa-
tion. Again that is a move away from the goal of a nationwide program
with minimal standards applicable to all. "

CHILD WELFARE AND OTHER SOCIAL SERVICES

The National Social. Welfare Assembly position statement gives
strong support to the importance of extending publicly financed social
services to all who need, want and can benent by them. Such services
include but go far beyond the, traditional functions ,performed by
professional social workers. They include services for, the protection
of children and incapacitated adults' day care and other, services to
supplement a mother's care; homemaker services for the motherless
home and the handicapped; family planning advice and referral;
general informational. and referral services; legal services to help
straighten out. family or debt problems and prftectthe rights of
low-incoine families and children; and many more. In all instances
such services not, only strengthen the individual and family in their
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inmediate situation, but.aMo, sefve,, as a means of -preventing" faifire
trouble, whetheiv that ,"trouble'l? take theform; of juvenile delinquency
and(othe' afitisodial bbhvi6r,: mental? o(5 Iamily breakdown dr, 1ig-
range dependkn*y -: : 1 .,J ;' "!,,. *",

But the ver effectiheness of such services would be destroyed.'and
their good faith discredited if, as under H.R. 4120801,their iurpose
was seeff solely .intehns 6f removing.otherwise eligible aprons from
the assistance trolls. No one is ever persuaded to chaiigw his :Wy-,1f
thinking or behaving under duress; the outward pretense of comph-
anc" may be theie bit,beibath *thew surface rbsentment- at.,the, affront
to human dignity boils and gathers steam. It is iipoi bible to give reel
help to. people under,.these circumstances and that- is, why so many
organizations have had reluctantly to oppose the piovisions of HR.
12080 which provide, additional: financig, ,under this coercive um-
brella,to theverypiogram§ they have long advocated :

In returningto H,R. 5710 the'committe6 could, itvoid this dilemma.
Since, .ho.weverthe House, recognizes in its projected cost estimates
for services the desirability and practicability of inreasedfexpendl-
tures for these. purposes, it, ,would sem quite. logcalto incteaee -the
anlounts authorized ,for: this purpo$t- Itwould be esiecialydesi"tble
to inoreaetho'althorization for cldwelfare and day care under title
V of the: Social Sequrity. Act iand: provide for, 16 percentPederal
matching.as proposed in the Burke-Pell bill. .i, .

-QCAL ,WORK TRAINING . .. . ".I

we 'wish -alsooc a inito'."l& t our''siPpor edor
ah workers and relae iil~ry _ersannef wrftfipit woh te

public eeare pr,.r.icannot funetin effectvely. Tis a tion i Ionoeidue and 'we strongly .urge .yo0 to take nmnediate steps ,toover-
come this bdttlenekto eff.eve ress. " '

STATEMENT Q'P ATE ' SHE , 1" REl to T~ THE 1IZW
YORK CITY 0T L LABOR COUNIL, AFL-CIO, AND. TVX NW
YORK LABOR-MANA(*EMENT COUNCIL OF HEALTH AND WEL-
FARE -PLANS, INO,,

Mr. Sni$xw. I am-Wilter J. Sheerin, executive director of the Now
YorkLabor-M~!ngement Council of Health and W-elfa ie Plansy TNo.,
sp*aking in behalf of the New, York City Central. Labor Council
AFL-O with A membership of .1200,000, aid the New York Labor-
Mafnagement Qouncil of Health and Welfare Plans, Ine,. with a mem-
bership of 160,000. .. •,. .,. , '-- , ... . . , '. ....

I aml here today, totestify to the Aire need of retired workers in NewYork City for increased come ad.also to the fact that-our working
ienbers support our requests. We support the President's proposals

for increased social security benefits as the first, step toward ,a 50-per-
cent mncreae. .: , *f

The concern of the 890th Congress and the present Congress for our
Nation's millions of older peppleAhs been evident. Unfortunately,
however, no relief in added income came last, year and so our elderly
Americans have; continued to suffer privoations aind hardship till,'this
(latep.
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.We in the labor movement have long bee'n aware from our own
experency. of the inadequacy of social security benefits,
!"For instance, the income of 5,600 retired hotel workers in New York

City amounts to an average of $90 a month from social security, plus
ant a.rge of $30 a month pension. This total of $120 is inadequate,
especily-in New York City.
-Almost 900,000 people in our city are 65 and older and the over-

whelming majority have no income other than social security pay-
ment&Even the 15-percent increase in this bill would give them only an
additional $18 monthly.

'Such an income comes nowhere near the estimate of the Community
Cotuhoil of New YorkCity, based on 1965 prices, that an elderly man or
woman needs a:minimum of $190 a month to live decently.

If social secu.t benefits were raised by 50 percent, the average
retiree would still receive less than $1,500 annually, and couples only
about $2,600. This does not meet the minimum standard of the U.S.
Department of Labor of $3,000 for a couple.

Sial security payments today 'crtainly fail to realize the intent
of the law as set forth in 1985 I.That our social security system main-
tain for senior citizens an American standard of living. With almost
the-.fths of, all old-age benefiiaries in the Unite States, living
on an income at the povety level-'hbw can anyone question the
responsibility of Congress an e Nation to fulfill that promise I

That our ever richer society: can afford it, surely cannot be ques-
tioned. But the method of financing is another matter. In our viewthe time is approaching when further tax on payrols would be wi-
f~ir. We must turn to general reveus. .Almost every Social SecurityAdvisory Council has recommended this method, which is common
practice in mnny foreign natiois. Besides precedent exists here inour county; Coneprovided funds from general reyenues to pay
doctors' bills under medicare. The 'savings in welfare costs that result
from the social security system add to the ?ustification for a govern-
ment contribution. Americans dislike the stigma'of being a pauper on
public istance. Sufficient income benefits should be provided as a
matter 0f right.

Even though savings from welfare costs would contribute sub-
stantially, it is not only a matter of money. Not in the wealthiest
country in the world. It is a matter of dignity and self respect.
I However if Congress does not now provide government revenues
for this purpose, it still ought to be possible to raise benefits in
excess of 20 percent and thereby advance toward the goal of 50 per-
cent or an American standard of living. We favor also, a cost of living
provision to maintain income level up to date.

We urge that beneficiaries at the lowest level of benefits receive
the highest priority in increases, and that widows be paid their hus-
bands' level of benefits.We support the administration's request for higher allowable earn-
ings for those few retired elderly who can find employment.

3LEIOAIIE

All social security beneficiaries should be covered by the health in-
surance program and the disabled deserve priority.
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The-dedudtible-and coinsurance features of medicare have proven
to be. an obstacleThey deter the elderly from obtaining needed medi.
-cal care and holuld be eliminated.,

DRUGS'

-Most of t4heivl agedj beve 9hoiilmnts4 tht rqt req~ehsi
talization, but require continuous use of pensive drugs 'Thi b np.

cirl brde i bone y te ged. Medicare should round out its pro-
gram by, filling tisgrmet need of providing drug prescription coverage;

thaft wiff reducep the, prej "14er' 4omu6 We supr OteNWYork Saepoa.It he.been in existence' bef 11ertl 1 be~ames
]a S e4oe n eI and consider the incm aeuree areac.

]gO8PTAL AiW DZPZA4,COSTS ,

It. has be~ii said that House, leAders w~it to wait toge a trV e'c
tur* -of wa hrei otnbef6r6-it pproves furither b eWe sset upz controls; roitethi Niblio'now, from uncont4Aolle

skyrockftinig hospitldig~ otr fanvfd'e'x'e~~ 'N6ldrug if
you want tcobt~n a1 true pictare of iali rect b lesed dxot
forsake our elderly citizen intheir IhdiX' fg'reani.n6

I'eath'6ct6:cbste h6*6 'gh lkfrsera 944 Thes I JAn1
when'hodltli im li: became so *469pr1 d tdand U'10'. T*6F hit
these h6i& Con'gress was told'by Blue'Cro&s to e6-pect h& 646rpl
in hotpithl'edt -t y"- i. In'i929this NXation spent* $9- billion* onhealth c*e6hsya e ils n 4 billion. Andby17 eil
be spendifi; 66f it,0 billion,.

It is'plvdnl'a iot a e6in~ideiic thA~ ho'p itadmedicW; Costs, iv'
risen alon# w ith insurance eov-,era ge. "Iii 1965 4h4 New'Yorek lAbor-
Management. Council of ilealti &,Welfqre Plans, In c., p'ublishd-a
report ,6f a' stdy which *i6*6wed'thit, #6eons' fees increasedais, In-

surace eneft pymens ir~i.ed;so'that the- worker, ivho"was in.*
sured, di4 n6t ree6V6 thie beniefi hioh wa intfended. ,w

President J6hhsdi ordered an inv~tfgation of the cas of riin
medlc~~n fe n'ospita1 - ,argfes 'I Augnt18 hiter'we

~~idspred cltina',throuiliqut th Natioh Thath0y w7rebeing rAis
to take ad vanftipe of. edcai'I

We kxow it ias' Iipen in 01s Yol.Wti l ma'rent 6

fied i irport ti6 the President that fin1986 hosPitald charges and
medical feei wir6 rdfis~ ainot doi 1leth inqrease~of ~~votyis

Medicae , became effect've in 1966. Any gain -miade by the' pubilo
through -the passage 'of title 18'(M~idica) Was 6iten 11 * th doctors
and hospitals. 6 eia es ' n

The",*i ~, i ~ii f6ariI h6siit~l chags r~ ''ihs ils
affectcto iilio t no- overed ymdicare. heal e rieaeth
most vintal i6A of hunfiihity. 06h6 isev vices' essential 'fA$the p Dublic,such' a tiliti&d 'e'cofitrole4by l~eai an goe'Matl agen-
cies. Yet th'lf~ i6 '1 ~rotetion'of *thN &tblie'intervt in resrpecd to
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uncontrolled health caiw oosts. which have, risen beyond. the ability
of the #v6rage.oitizen to pay. It h" becbme anati6zva crisis.. ;

In a letter to the President, Vebruary 15 the New iYork LaborMan-
agement Council of Health & Welfare Plans, Inc., urged him to act
now, to set up controls of the costs of health care services and drugs.
We repeated this request to the Ways and Means Committee on March
23, 1)67,;eagaiii urge Congres 'today to act now on this very urgent
national ploblmn..,

STATEMENT OF SIMON N. WHITNEY, CONSULTANT; U.S. ECONOMICS
CORP.

Mr. WpHITNEy. I am professor of economics at the University Col-
1ge'6f Arts and Science, Xew York Uhiversit-y,'and also consultant to
th61U.$. Ecn6iiics Corp., a firm which has beenretained by the Phar-
miceuti&l Manufacturers Association, to conduct studies f the pre.-
soription drug industry. -My statement is, presented on behalf of this
firm and its client.

The radical change in ouir e&iiomic and inedical policies proposed
in 8. i72 and S. 2299 seems t9 me to require, as with new drugs today,
that q)i b0eft bu cla su n sd fet"ntsro t should
ofFer.- bth efmecy and safet y ut I shall argue that both are'dubious.
Firstthe mnoey savings wllbeilss than expected, and perhaps nil;
ond, te amendmens carry a indirect, long term, threat to the

improve .ement of theati6n's health h
As a preliminary, I must cOncede that I amnbt medically quali-

fie046,o qopnent on Whether the physician's traditional right to pre-
scri bes6huld be replaced, when Government ieimbursement isinvoivedor otherwise, by decisions of a single national formulary committee. I
have obseo6d that there are many experts on both sides of this issue.
Insofa i t the bills are designed primarily to save money in Govern-
ment purchasing, an economist does have something to say; and the
first holf 9f my statement will discuss whether drug price control will
really do this.

Large savings have been predictedfiom having prescription wi'it-
ten in generic names. We should not f6irget, though that- only a mi-
nority'are now Written in brand'names for which the generic could
be -substituted-the great majority 4re for single-source drug, for
generics themselves, or for standard items where brands carry little
weight. Nor should we overlook thapt higher margin on some drugs
produced by a manufacturer ai6 needed tO cgrry the costs of less
pro~ltabje or wholly unprofitable, items not to mention the losses in
untsucceful reserh No general conclusions cali bederived frof a few
high- nrgin drugs. Nie must look hV the Lotal profits 'of a company,
ineed'at those of the indust y is a whole rather than of the most
prof!table companies • i6 imi. a., -ia_,. Bak

Te earnnstabulations Pu lished by the Firt. Nai0al City Bank
of Neiv Yorl isohited the drugmanufacturing induslt for the first
time in 1959. For 1t50, the average of 1050-(6, and 19066, respectively,
earnings on' net Worth wei 1.,.1,,s and 21.0 percent foi drugs; and
17.1, 12.7, and 14.1. percent for all manufacturing. The official Fed-
eral Trade Commission-Securties and Exchange Commission ratios
are not as appropriate, since they did not is~ol drugs until 1956

1 "Monthly Economic Letter," April Issues.
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and since theyinolude sniall finss not, conducting. research 6r' selling
by brand iame. It happens that in. 1966 they showed'a four-quarter
average for the drug industry at, 20.3 percent, and for all manufactur-
ing at 13.5 percent, of net. worth. Thus the latest annual profit figures
for all manufacturing are approximately .wo-thirds as-high as those
for. drugs, whichever source is used.

There is nothing *shocking aboutthis ratio. Soft drink companies
happened to earn 22.3 percent in 1966; steel, 9.3 percent, or only two-
thirds of the average; meatpacking, only 5.5 percent. No one is shocked
at these figures either. The conclusion I draw is that any proposal to
bring drug profits down to so-called normal levels cannot go furtherthan a one-ird reduction. If investors are told that theymustlexpect
less than the average returns of all manufacturing, only :philanthro-
pists will be interested in the drug industry, and it will wither away.

The. drug! profit margin on sales in -1966 was 10.8 percent, both
in the City Bank and FTO-SEC series, so that equalizing profits on
net worth'with all manufacturing would mean reducing drug manu-
faoturers' selling prices by one-third of, 10.8 percent, or by 3.6 percent.
WVhat would this amount to?Consumers are estiniaed to have spent
$3.05 billion on prescriptions at community -pharmacies in 1966, and
manufacurers received $1.4 billion of, this.2 A 3.6;,percent cut in the
$1.,4 billion would reduce it by $50.4 million. A $3.05 prescription would
then cost $3. Even less woula in fact be saved: the industry reinvested
46 percent of its 1966 profits in expansion, and this would have to
be replaced from somewhere. - - - ., ce cut, i

I shall pass over certain debating points quickly. Price cuts, it is
true, would impinge on profits before instead of after corporate
income taxes and might thus equal 10 cents instead of 5. But nothing
is gained if the Government-'s tax loss must then be made good by some
one else, or if the Government loses in tax receipts what it gains in
reimbursement of-prescription charges, : - I 1--.

Again the drug companies have far larger sales than $1.4 billion.
They selito hospitals'and governments; sell proprietary and veterinary
drugs, fine chemicals; and many other products; -and sell abroad. But
if we concentrate a 33.percent reduction in their total profits into the
one area of sales for community pharmacies, in order to get. more than
a $50 million reduction in this area, managements will soon shift re-
sources, either voluntarily or under stockholder pressure, into the other
area permitted to have better profit margins.,,

oThese proposals affect only a minority of-ethical drug users, tobe
sure, mainly though not. exclusively o)der persons. If a $50 million
saving in Government reimbursement. for prescriptions is made here,
the Amierican taxpayer will save about 1 cent in every $40 hc3'now pays
out each year. Perhaps it- is politically realistic to suspect- that these
benefits, such as they are, may eventually be demanded by all con-
sumers. No m atter how narrowly or broadly the controls on drug
prices are applied either profits must. be driven below the manufac-
turing average and capital thus warned to move out. of ethical drugs,
or the total price reduction on sales to community pharmacies, at 1966
profit ratios, will be limited to $50 million. -, : " •

It seems clear that the- percentage of consumer prices accounted
for by industry profits has been much exaggerated. Those who have

rtmn t of Commerce; Pharmaceutical M' Niufaetureru Aueoclation. - -
X Quarterly Financial Report for Manufacturing Corporatton. .
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claim1edlarge prospective savings have had to rely either, on 'vague
generalities or on unrepresentative selected examples of high-markin
drugs.The unohallknged arithmetic of the industry as a whole will not
support theirviews.

I digress on one unexplored possibility. If marketing costs .couldbe reduced along with prices, the drag industry might theoretically
make as much, money'as before.%Manufacturers might Well be pleawd
to reduce competitive Marketing costs if their rivals -would, do the
Mnme; but it cannot be done byLprivate agreement In any case, promo.
tional costs of an industry offerllg such a high, percentage of new
products are bound to be lilgh Also detail men are expensive e, but ques-
tionaires to physicians have consistently, shown tlint their- diussions
of the new dtgs are Welcomed by most,'though!not of course accepted
in every particular.' The chairman of tie British Committee on Safety
of Drugs is one 'of those who argue that mass marketing tediniques
are essential to new drug acceptance. If afiiy one -can pro ve the con.
trary and show how innovation and profits.can be malntained whilerediuoing'iarkoting costs and prices, it will be a service'to the public
and to the compam.ias well. So far it'has not been shon.

Althohigh I am resting my argument, that the money savings from
thm ptfpsals will be small; primarily on the foregoing evidence re-
lWing the ratio of 'profits tosales, want to list foir more reasonsfor this view,.: ' : .

1. Thi ropos.al is that, as'soon asa: patent expires, purchase be
made on a generic name basis. This will deny: the originator of the drug
the.opportnnitY wlich frims in other industries possess, to continue to
make profits through a respected traddmiark on wichconsumers rely
for qnalty'. Sinee no further compensation, for the o iginnl costs and
risks of research and promotion will be made, we can expt prices to
be set higher: during the patent, period. Tho firms will try to amortize
their investment sooner, and, if this effort failsf, the stimulus to research
will beinei'tablyvreduced.

2., As'the deniand for generic, drugs is sharply increased under thes
proposals th6,-iill respond like anWy other product: their prices will
rise. One pro~lein'here is which generlc:pries, t6 chos. Dr, Richard
Buraek's "The IaHndbook- of Prescriptton'Druig" lists price ranges
(from p. 84) of 92 cents to $1.90, $110 to -. 10; $11.05 to $19.75, $7.95
to $15.10, $2.50 to $5.75, and so on. Asunn that the Seeretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare excludes the lomwst and hia:he st prices
because they "vary significantly" (S. 2209) the lowest will p*robablY
be riiedqiciekliv:.hnt one w6nders whether the higher priced oneric
drug suppliers ill be able to reduce their pice' andstill continue in
business. To thief added costs of generic drg'frotn, tmfiAn iiee~'mnvbe added the costs of quality coitrolestimated by thtE W staff f;r
this committee at25 million a year (nus $14.6 million in ether'ad-
ministrative costs and at'least$00 million for clinicAl testing in the
first 6 years). It' appears that, the expected monetry -.savings *111 soon
shrinkIni poraps vanish. .
'& Pharmacists' fets ar to be "reasonable"- -'deeptively teassur-

ing word which in practice has sometimes led right int;6 litightioh. The
guidepost of return on investment, used for public itilities, will fiave

Raymond A. Pauer and lawrente ff. Wertel. "Doetor's Chole: The Physielan And iHisSnuroes of Tnformation About Drus." Journal of Marketing Research,; l bruarq 196, pp.
4 0 - 4 7 . 1 . I . . ..
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no applications here. Perhaps the Secretary will find himself picldngsome rounded figure per piescription,-or atleast one divisibls by 25
"cents. Perhaps he will lnak" the most "reasonable" judgment as to what
the'income Of: pharmacies, iki, other words the standard of living, of
their owner", should be. Supporters qf this ograh agree that some-
thing must be done for pharmacists to win teir approval, and an in-
creas6 from $1.50 to $2 or more per prescription, as has been suggested,
would add about $125 million to the annual cobf of drugs for those over
65. The Secretary will also have problems in setting consistent fees
for unit pharmagcles and chains, big city and smalltown operations,
those in high and low volume city locations, pure pharmacies and drug
department stores, and those with more low-priced and more high-
priced prescriptions to dispense because of their classes of customers.
The continuiig administraftire costs, especially as Wages and other
phkrmacista' costs keep rising over the years and compelling changes
in fees, will not be small; Let us hope evasions prove so few that law
enforcement machinery will not be needed in addition.;,

4. The latest report of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare shows the average person over 65 spending $41 a year on 1i
prescriptions Each purchase will have to be ocked against maxi-
mum allowable price as will the details of-any $25 annual deductible
ifone is added. It is an undisputed principle of all insurance that
administrative costs eat up. the benefits Where the individual risks
which are insured are small.; Tis will surely apply where the avertg
insured person, 73 years old, must report 11 payments averaging
around $3 each at maximum allowable cost. It is no 'overall economy
if drug, companies lay off employes forhck of profits, and government
agencies or pharmacies hire them to check forms.,

I have usid enough space on the illusion that money can be trans-
ferred from profits to consumers or the Government by legislation
without serious leakages, I turn now to my second, and more Important,
topic. Only Afew tens of millions are involved, one way or the other
if we set up administrative, machinery to try to bring the ?prios ;Iethical drugs to supposedly more "reasonable' levels. If there is poten-
tial danger to the flow of new effective drugs, however, hundreds of
millions, or more, in the ultimate money value of relief from illness
may be lost. To show this danger, I shall rely on tie most; basic of
economic principles, supported by the relevant statistics,

The science of economics begins, perhaps, with the truths that work
is necessary to produce goods, and- swing, constructively employed,
is necessary for progress. These lead straight.to the proposition that,
if an economy relies on voluntary action rather than orders and ,penal-
ties dictated from above, it must find adequate personal, motives for
work, aVih, ind investment, The guiding principle which it has in
fact ound for investment isthis: where consumer demand is greatest,
profits are greatest provided operations are eflieent, and thfel profits
in turn attract capital to the place Where consumers need it. -rofit
rate differences tus serve., a viial, ec noric. functaion:;Adam Smith
called this the "invisible:hrnd., Our high sto ard of livin is irre-
retable evidence that e capital's search for profit hris benef ted con-
sumers; and countries which condemn the profit motive: are glad to
draw on the surpluses which it produces.

"Cost an4 AequIsit on of Prescribed and N6nprescrlbed M edidcIs 4kt0be? 1900.
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Let us apply this to pharmaceutical manufacturing. Quite simply,
its products are too important to the public welfare for us to with-
draw the incentives which have so multiplied our other goods and
services. This central economic principle, taught in all the univer-
sities with which I have been acquainted, seems to have been forgotten
by those who are denouncing drug industry profits as unreasonable
on the implicit assumption that there is one reasonable level for all
profits. Butit is the differences in profit rates on which the economic
system thrives..

The number of drug manufacturers large enough for their earnings
to be tabulated by the First National City Bank increased from 10 in
1950 to 89 in 1966. Stockholders' investment, reported in the same
source, expanded 640 percent, compared with 208 percent, or one-
third as much, for all manufacturing. Investment increased 150 per-
cent, for example, in steel, and just 50 percent in meatpacking. he
economic process-rising consumer demand, high profits, attraction
of capital to make what. consumers want-has worked in drugs as
predicted, brilliantly. .

It has been confirmed by the rapid rise in physical volume of pro-
duction. Consumer purchases of ethical plus proprietary drugs-of
which an increasing proportion, now about three-quarters, has been
ethical--expanded by 189percent,- or 5.5 percent annually, from 1946
to 1966 compared with only 105 percent, or 3./ percent annually, for
all other consumer expenaitures (using Department of Commerce
dollar estimates adjusted for price changes).

Another result has been a rocketing of research and development
expenditures-from $50 million in 1951 to an estimated $400 million
in 1966.e Recently 98 percent of this war financed by industry, as
against less thanhalf for American industry as a whole. Of the many
hundreds of new drugs introduced, critics say that only a few dozen
have constituted real breakthroughs. So be it: we all know what the
few dozen have accomplished; without them there would be no in-
sistent demands for drug price control like those before us. The
industry has sprung into world leadership, recognized by foreign
spokesmen and ii foreign purchases which have been rising 10 percent
a year to ever new records.

It is these achievements that we imperil if we remove the'so-called
excess profits whieh; in fact, have furnished their driving force. For
a mere 6 cents in dividends per dollar of sales in 1966, or a cent ind
a third in dividends for each dollar in total medical care 'costs,' tho
industry has done its essential job-not one of basic biological re-
rearch,' but one of discovery and bringing to use of new medicines.
Critics say it has offered too many small changes; if so, it is at least
better than too few. Its investors are probably as human as others:
strike off 2 pennies in dividends per dollar of sales, thus reducing their
return to the average, and'their enthusiasm will wane. If the public
expects to find satisfaction in making the diug industry earn less
profit, it should be warned that an inevitable accompaniment will'be
les investment ot capital in tlhe search for cures of our dread diseases.

It is implicit in my argument. that drug prices on the whole are
not "too high." I shall reivew briefly, five rationalizations for this
charge which is so often made.

G Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associatlon..
IMoreover, a large part of these dividends are not derived from the sale'of medlcai care

products.
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1. Those who say high profits proVe that prices are excessive over-
look- the economic' fuinction- of profits a's Already summarized. They
also-forget thit, in-a free' market,: earnings vary with risks. When an
industry's ratio of research and development expenditures to sales is
several times that of the average manufacturing industry, and when
half the prescri ptios filled in 1966 are for drugs not known in 1956,
there is obviously a high built-in risk factor. Furthermore, if one looks
at. iesearch expenditure itself as a formof investment--and it is one
in the real sense of an added preliminary outlay of investors' funds
which a non-research based industry does not have, prior to any
production or sales at all-most of the higher rate of drug earmings
on ietworth is accounted for. Referring to my previous discussion of
differential profits and their effects on movements of capital, it appears
that a moderately higher rate of real profits, after allowing for- risks,
exerts the necessary capital attration.

Some criticds, using good economictheory but not cquainted with
all the facts here say that a temporary high profit is understandable,
but. that entry of new capital ought soon to bring it down to normal
unless there are artificialbarriers to entry. In tis industry, capital
has entered. It is the continued high consumer demand, revived by
the industry whenever it develops a new effective drug, which has
sustained its earnings.

2. To many people, drug prices are an obvious exnra0le of rising
costs of medical care. This is an error. Secretary Garditer pointed out
recently that. drugs are not a "key element" in the rls Of 'health care
costS. ffhe Bureau of Labor Statistics indexes for wholesale and retail
ethical drug prices have been declining since 1960. Principally because
older drug, whose prices are thus declining on average, are replaced
in ipresorptions by new and' more effective drugs, the cost of a dis-
pensed prescription has been rising. The 86 percent increase from 1954
to 1966 in the American Druggist index, partly offset. by this greater
effectiveness in newer- prescriptions, is far less than the 57-percent
increase in cost of all medical care services.

The decisive point, however is that the percentage of ethical plus
proprietary drugs in total medical care expenditures as estimated by
the Department of Commerice has been declining: from 15.3 percent
in 1954 to 13.8 percent in 1955. In 1939 it had 'been 18.3 percent. Com-
munity pharmacy prescriptions are now less than 10 percent of all
medical care costs, as are also total manufacturers' sales of ethical
drugs to all outlets. Increasing use of effective drugs has, in fact, re-
lieved the dependence of patients on other forms of medical care whose
costs have been rising much faster.-

3. hen 7s a price too high ? Is $15 too much for a pair of theater
tickets, $200 for a television set, $2,500 for a car? A moment's thought
reveals that a p rice'is reasonable1 if it causes goods or services to
chnge hands beause buyers value' them at more than- the price,
probably because this purchase replaces soyme other' ahd gteater ex-
p ense or'yields some uniquie sat'isfaction. If a physician thinks'$25
in drugs will hait oncance in three of keepi~ig a- patient from
losing a week's pay, or spending' nights in a hospital, the price
is in fakt:low. I obsrved that the American Public Health Assicia-

'Pharinaceutlcal Minufaeturers A soelaton.
This is the explanation recently given by the Comnifiteoner of Labor Statistics.
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tion,,iniits March:18 snibmittalto" he Hoe wWays aid Meas ,Com-
mittee :advocating generic drugs, eppa ed the yalue of 'today's
drugs which. "in many cases, widl obviate. the need for more costly

, , The: view, often met with that pries ,oughttoe set according to
costs is not approved in rny. economic textok I have seeit, simply
because would causethe, economic system' to stagnate. .Not only
would producers lose their incentives, but consumers could not give
the signals, by bidding more or bidding less, as to What products
they prefer.
.4. Are prices all right for most people, but too high for the medi-

cally indigent? Certainly, and so aro doctors' fees, good housing,
even, good, food. We do not legislate the market prices of all these
downward so that the indigent van afford to pay: we have special
programs for them instead. Fo'r the small percentage of old persons
who must; spend hundreds of; dollars a year on drugs, rather than
the' $40 or so, average, insuirance,can reasonable, be written or other
help ~given as~deemed by tse Cbnr ,appropriate.
'5, There amnany to whom the higher. prices of brand name drugs
than of generic, name, drugs is! proof positive that' the -former are
excessive. But they.must cover. the risks of research, testing and
promotion. I, at least, have seen no earnings data fr non-research
tased companiese-I have no knowledge as towhether these aor loss than
the 10 percent of sales or 20 percent of capital,hich hav-e been char-
acteristlo :ofisuc ess:fhlresearch-based' firms, tor whether they are in
line with the risks of their particular type of operation.' Before the
committee'takes: a'position, it would be desirable to- have such in-
formation developed. ' .

,The danger of experimenting. with price controls which might im-
peril the.incentives of the researlh-baed pharmaceutical industry, in
the hope of eat iig our .cake and having it' too, can be illustrated by
an interesting set of figures. In the years from 1959 through 1966 new
chemical entities marketed by this industry (according to the DeHaen
survey) per $100 million of research and development spending Nos.
32,22,17,11,.6, 6, 7, and 3, respectively. Although they should advance
again to 6 or 7 as the industry adapts itself to the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration's present requirements, itis clear that research is already
less productive., Its costs and delays have been increasing. Price cei -
ings ,such as are' now, proposed will certainly be another deterrent,
when present trends make stimulants seem more in order. Lower costs
of existing drugs might be obtained at too high a price in terms of the
loss of drugs yet to le discovered. There could also be a-cost, in terms
of mortality ofpresently operating nonresearch companies if the larger
corporations were to respond by ieduing their -research, testing and
promotion, concentrate on achieving the economies of mass produc-
tionwin existing products, andtakeover, more of their mArket.

,Estimates of the eononio -value of lonrrer, lifA and, better he,1th
resulting 'from modern 'drugs; run into th.6 billions. The so-called
excess profits of theiidustry, perhaps $262 million in 1966 (one-third
of tthe FT EC total of $787 million earnings of drug companies),
shrink ipto insignificance compared to these or to the annual health
care bill of more than $31 billion-and all the more so when one recalls
that these, earnings were derived from sales of $7.8 billion including
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n~ondruk jk'oducts aW expoits and *that neai'lylhalf bf them Wer6 ndt
paidl in dividends but retwev~eed fol'6kpaso ~ ./ ILThe American ethical- drug. indusary~is the world loadr, just- Mois
the American economy, and because the-same free enterprise principles
are bepg aple inboth; Dofehiders of fr 17 tind 8. 2 99 huwe Aeexthe
immeiate,46~cs A 'kk ~4 m r wf 0jlt rs hinc%
though little has been'u 'shed n th exact't prze l~d by.,oonpmors,
But theyv havenot faed up to the most; fundamental issues.-,

Thank-yVou. I

STATEMENT, OF KENNST]K A., ROMIIT, ONBWL OF -THS
COLLEGE -OP AMflOA PATHOLOGIMT

Mr. ]ohoac. j 'The, College, ok Aznericani -VN'holyit iSr ;
sionall gocet *t! iins resentn eprim ly d.octor

of med .iierain ng. the kid a alt f, ptw giwJspol
andimedicalwshools, cljpjcs,- governmntn-,vesetirvjan rvts ffc
iwouighbout the ounit.ry-. Thipstatoxmeit.is fria'rp ezxitq t.youtdy

onl hhd ;oiese, physiciAns -preseting teir ryiows pnjIhos, *spoct
of 1Th1200 wich .povie tat thefQ~ .ea*qnab% charges lot

pathiology, and radiology *erIvies fuynishedj by; physiCIA's tobUspit4lnjaiezns.wifl be paid.51lderxthoIfes4I hiuSIrIw0 'tqra (DfrU)
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ularly clear on this point in its, report to the House on H.R. 6075.
rH.R. Rep. No. 218,89th Cong. 1st Ses. 24 (1965)]:

Payments would not be made under the hospital Insurance plan for the services
of Obyelciuw, except services provided by Interns and residents In. training underapproved teaching programs. Like Ot1er plbtafclon' .eerdce1. 11w servlcs of
radiologist., anesthesiologlts, pat~.oOgiesas, and other physicians employed by
the hospital or working through the hospital would 1e* paid for t~~dr lthet'olun-
tary euppiemenlarty pha,; such sevi would iot be covered under the hospital
ismuranoe ple., However, the services of the nonphyslcians aiding such persons
would be covered under the hospital insurance plan. (Emphasis supplied.)

Unfortunately the administrative implementation of Public Law
8 9- has notchosen to follow what we believe to be the clear-mandate
of the Congress Beginning in January-966, with the publication by
the Secretary of the Department of Health Education, and Welfare of
a series of eight principles entitled "Reimbursenent Under Medicare
for Service of Hospital-Based Physicians"; continuing in June 1966,
with proposed rulemaking relating to the principles of reimbursement
of hospital-based physicians; and ending with the publica-
tion on October 18,1966, of part 405, SubparfD: Principles of Reirn-
bursement f~r Provider Costs and for Services by Hospital-Based
Physicians, the Department of HEW, despite repeated objections f win
the college; th AMA, and others, has interjected into the regulations
an illusory principle which provides, in essence, that the only physi-
cians' serVices reimbursable under part B are identifiable services
requiring performance by a physician in person on behalf of a specific
individUal patient

This administrative principle as applicable to* pathologists, ex-
cludes from payment under part B, a large portion of the pathologists'
profess Monal practice of medicine. All of the time of a physician prac-
ticing pathology spent in setting standards, establishing controls,
and otherwise supervising the clinical laboratory for which Jie is
individually* and directly responsible must be remunerated through
the hospital under part. A of' he ]a*. This is true even though HEW
admits that this service requires a pathologist's "professional ex-
pertise." In practical effect, this administrative requirement effectively
prevents the hospital-based pathologist, except. in those instances

-where he personally has reviewed the specimen or file of the individual,
from separating his physician's fees from hospital charges and billing
the patient or his carrier for such medical fees. This, we submit,was not
the desire of the Congress and has caused a disruption of existing
patterns between doctors and hospitals and has been in large part
responsible for the administrative quagmire which originally caused
HEW to propose the enactment of a new part (, i H.R. 510.

The pathologists of this country, as represented by the college, are
currently being forced to practice their profession and to negotiate
their relationships with hospitals within a regulatory framework
promulgated by -the Department of Health, Education', and Welfare
which has resulted in a situation varying from mild confusion in some
areas to utter chaos in others. This situation cries for correction.

The changes proposed in section 131 of H.R. 12080 will, in' large
measure, correct thl iLministrative deficiencies in Public Law 89-97which we find in ti law in action. To many, including the college,
it seems unnecessarily drastic to urge legislative correction of admin-
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istrative error. However, the Department of HEW informs us that
in their view of the law an administrative correction of the confused
situation in which we are all embroiled is impossible. The college has
exhausted its administrative remedies and, therefore, short of in-
volved and protracted litigation finds itself in a situation where the
only alternative appears to lie in legislative action.

If this view of the administration is correct, then the college would
urge the principles embodied in H.R. 12080 be recommended by this
committee to the Senate for its adoption.

In making such a recommendation we have some serious misgivings.
The elimination of deductible and coinsurance requirements for hospi-
tal inpatients cannot help but cause greater utilization and result in
higher costs for the program.

On the other hand, approval of the provisions of H.R. 12080 re-
lating to pathology services would tend to allow pathologists complete
freedom at the local level to work out their agreements with hospitals
unfettered by an artificial administrative requirement which refuses
to pay them as doctors unless they personally lay their hands on the
patient or the specimen. Furthermore, unlike the present situation,
the part A fiscal intermediary would need play no role in determining
the mode or reasonableness of physicians' arrangements with hospitals.
In addition, the outpatient services in hospitals would be subject to a
uniform deductible and in parity with similar services performed in
physicians' private offices. his latter change could not help but to
eliminate much patient confusion and more correctly classifies out-
patient diagnostic services as physician services paid under part B
of title XVIII.

Accordingly, the College of American Pathologists, urges that this
committee give serious and thoughtful consideration to those sections
of H.R. 12080 which would provide payment in full under part B
for the reasonable charges for pathology services furnished to hospi-
tal inpatients and those provisions consolidating all coverage of out-
patient hospital services under the medical insurance program. It
would appear to us that from the standpoint of the current law as it is
being applied by the administration, this concept has considerable
merit and woul d substantially allev iate much patient confusion re-
garding medicare and its benefits, in addition to its salutary effect on
the freedom of pathologists to practice their profession with a mini-
mum of unnecessary artificial administrative regulation.

The College of American Pathologists is deeply grateful for the
opportunity you have afforded us to submit this statement for the
record on these most important proposed legislative changes.

Senator HAwmKE. These hearings are now adjourned until Tuesday
morning at 10 o'clock, when we will hear the distinguished Secretary
of H death, Education, and Welfare, Mr. Gardner.

(Whereupon, at 2:15 p.m., the committee adjourned until Tuesday,
September 26, 1967, at 10 a.m.)
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1967

Hit, ~ ,J;. SENATK,
CMx'H-4i! ox FiNANCE,

The committee me4 i ursuant to rece-,(it 10 :05 .m, in room 921,New Senate Office,'Building, Senator, Russell: B.- Long, chairman,presiding. .: , " .,, . ':'' !~ .. , ., ' : , .
PTresent: Senators Long, 'Andersonl Talnladge;. McCarthy,, Harris,Williams, Oarlson, and Curti§.
The CHlARMAx. The hearing will come to order.This morning we hopefully begin the final phase of hearings onthe Social Security Amendments of 1967. ThoSecretary of Heith,

Education, and Welfare, the' a e' o dner, &nd his'1 saff,have returned to answer 1111tever questions still re i ln the mindsof the members of the mit;e 'reg ing this irpo Iegslation.After we have con ded this hearin w tend. to move. to elo~edsessions next-week beginamara o t isbI understand ator Tal w nt tbe nized.Senator TA WD. Mr. airman 'e t n t,  air for hig our-tesy I haven ified Sec r Oar nero S& mber20tbat in-tended to ask itiSome' ques u .eio Hospita atBainbrid a. This hospital fl s 1' 'tiono n february1967, wit e Depar nt of ith 11 ior, and Welfare inorder to pat cipato in e P am. is dat i appi
tion has nei or been jec te
,with the f in this c and ot un fmilihas refused certify t is h I to in hMedicare -gram. It is~f r that r. Ch invited Mr.'Thomas, ad in istrator rthe h a n st

0 ren ay so th" he
could assist me n trying to dete hy t Depart ent has-n--tinuedtoD refuse grnt ce 6 ion -w 1e all f the i ormatio tathas been made a able to tnDetartm d e normal bnsufficient to nike' hospis I part to in this gram.If it mwas wit tli Chkir' approval and the Secreta' approval,I would like.to ask r. homas to come u and
and outline briefly what a they come ta t to be certifiedand then we wil ask the: a eecomittee.why
they h~ve't beencertif-d. 7 , fThe .UAWt_ ,-Mr. Secretaty, 'if ,you' have no objection I wr nldjust aal,that the witnssit ovek, there' in Senator Rbieoffs:-clair
since heis not here and explain his problem -You cam mhre to'iaiserthe questions of the con tte andI don't think it app fiat 6 thatanyone other than committee members should ask'1uejtio- ' 6f the-. .' ' , , . . , ' ,,V ! - .
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Secretary at this session. But Senator Talmadge certainly has a right
to have any advisers he likes and if it is all right it is all right with me.

Secretary GARDxn. It is perfectly all right with me.
The CmOR AzN. Would you please take that microphone at the end?
Senator TATWA.oi. This.is jr. Leo Thomas, adiinistrator of the

Memoral Hospital at Bainbridgde, Gi. Will you state briefly what
you and your authority have done to comply with the Medicare
program?

STATEMENT OF LEE THOMAS, ADMINISTRATOR OF MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL, BAINBRIDGE, GA.

NMr. THO MS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com.
mittee. On the 19th of January, our hospital authority in a special
called session decided to participate in the medicare program. We knew
at the time that there would be certain things that we would have to
do to meet the guidelines as laid down by the Department of Health,
Education, and- Welfare. We have subsequently tried to meet every
one of these guidelines.

To begin with we knocked out. apartition in our dining room in orderthat we coul desegregate our dining facilities in the employees dining
,facilities. We met with all of the employees in the hospital in small
groups and explained to them that it was the intent of the hospital
authority to comply with these guidelines that were laid down by the
Department.

We subsequently made an application in February to the Depart-
ment. At the time we advertised in the newspaper and on the radio
that we intended to comply. We posted notices of admission policies
in the hospital admitting offices, and we actually stopped assigning
patients to any specified areas of the hospital. W, e are competelV de-
segregated in our facilities.

On June 12, we were inspected by a Mr. Carter from the Department.
At this inspection, and he spent 4 hours in our hospital inspecting us,
went into all of the areas of the hospital, and he made some suggest ions
which we have subsequently incorporated in implementing our pro.
gram of hospital care. Among these were that the waiting room which
had been previously used by colored patients be locked. That door has
been locked, and there is a sign on the door that it is for employees and
doctors only.

Weo have sent letters, which he gave us copies to send, to all of the
Negro physicians in our community, there being only two. A copy of
this lette r has been sent. to these physicians explainimr our situation,
that we intend to comply with the guidelines of HEW and we have
not heard any blessed thina from any one of these letters.

He suggested ftat we notifv all of our employees in writing again
that we intended to comply. This we ha7e done and we have copies
of this which Senator Talmadge has. We posted notice of our admission
policy in our admitting rooms atnd all over the hospital. We completed
numerous forms showing the patient assignment of previous weeks
prior to this visit, and since then we have completed several other of
these forms.

On August 16 we received a letter from Mrs. Rose Brock, of the De-
partment, alleging that our patient assignment to rooms showed dis-
crimination in certain areas of the hospital. Subsequent to this we
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sent additional information showing patient assignment for approxi-
mately 6 weeks prior to this letter. If these papers that we sent are
studied they completely refute this allegation that we are discriminat-
ing in assignment of roomsto these patients, or patients to these rooms.

I have since talked with her on the telephone and she has alleged to
me over the telephone that our physicians are putting their colored
patients into the colored hospital. We have a hospital owned and
operated by a Negro doctor. This is not so. We have letters from each
of these doctors, Senator Talmadge has these in his files, showing
that they do not admit patients to any hospital except our facility.

We have a small number of Negro patients in our hospital per-
centagewise. The percentage of white and colored population in Deca-
tur County is approximately 45 to 55. Because of the other hospital
which uses the Negro doctor and his hospital facilities, it is impossible
for us to come up with any sort of percentages that will approximate
this ratio of colored and white patients in our community. I think
our figures show that our Negro patients amount to 18 or 20 percent in
this neighborhood of our patient load.

There were three practicing midwives licensed by the State of
Georgia to deliver babies, and I have a letter from the State health
department of our local public health office showing the number of
Negro births that these three practicing midwives delivered, and these
are factors that contribute to the low occupancy of the colored patients
in our hospital.

We have asked that they inspect our hospital again. We think we
are in compliance with what they have asked us to do, and if it is not,
we would appreciate them tellinii us what we can do to bring our hos-
pital into compliance.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you very much, Mr. Thomas.
Mr. Secretary, I would like to have your response as to why this

hospital hasn't' eeii certified? S

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN W. GARDNER, SECRETARY OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY WILBUR J.
COHEN, UNDER SECRETARY; RALPH HUITT, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR LEGISLATION; MISS MARY SWITZER, ADMINISTRA-
TOR OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE; ROBERT M.
BALL, COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY; ROBERT 3. MYERS,
CHIEF ACTUARY, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION; DR.
FRANCIS LAND, COMMISSIONER, MEDICAL SERVICES ADMIN-
ISTRATION, SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE; AND
CHARLES HAWKINS, LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE OFFICER,
SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE

Secretary GARDNr. Senator, I believe that we have here an honest
difference of opinion as to the degree of desegregation or integration
in this hospital. We have been operating on the same facts as they
have, and it is clearly a difference of interpretation as to what has
been accomplished to'date on the basis of the June 12 site visit and
on the basis of the material which was sent us in the mail. We are
selling another person down this week to review the case again, and
we will attempt to arrive at some judgment. It is very possible that
if tIe difference in interpretation continues we will have to go to a
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!hearing and then the case will be resolved b.4ore an independent liejr-
ing examiner..

I would imply stress that the people making these judgments are
people who have cleared very large numbers hospitalss throughout
the South; they ae operating. on the basistof a great deal of com-
parative information, and they are not without standards of jhidg-
ment on this. Nevertheless, yourcas ay be sound, and I would not
want to express an opinion personally at this time because if there is
a hearing, I will have to make a decision then on the basis of the
lsearing evidence.

Senator TALM ADOE. Mr. Secretary, I appreciate your sending some-
one down to make an inspection.

Now, Mrs. Brock told Mr. Schramm of my stlff that. unfortunately
they didn't have anyone they could send down to make an inspection.

I have the census occupancy here from July 10 to August 22, 1967,
and one prior thereto, and it shows both white and Negro occupancy
in the east wing, in the south wing, in corridor 7, the west wing, cor-
ridor 8, the west wing and for the period involved, and I ask unanimous
consent, Mr. Chairman, that these census occupancies be inveiled in
the record at this point.

The CHAMMM. That will be done.
(Data referred to above follows:)

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE.
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

Washington, D.C., Atgust 16, 1967.
Mr. LEE M. TOMAS,
Administrator, Memorial Hospital,
Bainbridge, Ga.

DEAR MIB. THOMAS: Welp appreciate the cooperation you have shimpt in our
program to determine the status of your hospital relative to Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

Information obtained from our staff's evaluation visit to your hospital and/or
information we have received from you has 1ewn reviewed and indi.ate.- flintt.
despite corrective steps already taken by you, that certain phases of your ho.-
pital's operation are in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act mid this
Departments implementing Regulation:

"Discrimination on the basis of race in the assignment of patients to th.
East, South and Corridors #7 and #8 of the West Wing resulting in virtually
segregated sections of the hospital."

Unless you can demonstrate within the next ten days, by submittal of a consin
report and any other information, your intent to comply with the law. we will be
compelled to conclude that compliance cannot be secured by voluntary mean.c and
we would then recommend to our Office of General Counsel that proceeding. hv
initiated which might lead to a denial of all pending applications for federal
financial assistance and a termination of all direct and indirect federal flnincial
assistance now in force.

We therefore urge you to submit the necessary Information and inform us
immediately of any other steps you plan to take to come into compliance. Pjeese
address any response in writing to Chief, Hospital Compliance Branch. 013110.
Room 15416. HEWS. Washington, D.O. 20201.

Sincerely yours,
RosE . Brocic.

Chiel. Hospital Compliance Branch. (W HO.

AtroUST 24. 1.W7.
Mrs. Rosc E. BROOK,
Chiel. Hospital (Jompliance Branch, Dcparitnent of Health, Education. and

Welfare, Publio Health Service, WasMngton, D.A.
DEAR MRS. Beo: We acknowledge receipt of your letter dated August 16.

1967, advising that your investigation indicated:
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"Discrimination on the bisfg 6f'racein the' assignment of patient. to the

East, South and Corridors #7An4 #8 of the West Wing resulting in virtually
segregated sections of the hospit l". ' , •

We feel an analysis of the enclosed report of room occupancy In the East, South
and Corridors #7 and #8"of 'the West Wing, covering the period 7-10 thru
8-22-67,, Indicates no racial diecr iWnation in patient assignment, On the contrary
we believe, in view of the relative small number of Negro patients, It demonstrate@
accomplishment, by the hospital, bf elimination of any pattern of segregation
which may have previously existed. '

We are,, and it is our Intent to-continue making a sincere and strenuous effort
to comply with the law and your Department's implementing Regulations as we
understand 'them.

Should this information not be sufficient to approve our application, of Feb-
ruary 28, 1967, for Medicare participation, we would appreciate a visit within
10 days by your representative to specfically Inform us what further steps are
required to obtain approval.

We believe that the people of Southwest Georgia are deserving of the benefits of
this program and solicit your aide in making them available.

Very truly yours,
Ls M. THOMAS,

Admiistrator Memorial Hospital.

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, BAINBRIDGE, GA.-WING OCCUPANCY BY RACE, July 10-Aug. 22, 1967

East wing South wing Corridor No. 1,1 Corridor No. 8,1
Date west wins west wing

White Negro White Negro White Negro White Negro

July 10 7 3 7 0 3 1 0 0
11 6 3 7 2 2 1 0 0
12 7 3 7 0 2 1 0 0
13 6 4 7 1 0 2 0 0
14 5 4 9 1 0 2 0 0
15 3 2 7 1 1 2 1 0
16 8 2 8 1 2 1 1 1
17 9 2 9 2 3 2 1 1
18 7 2 9 2 3 2 1 1
19 10 1 9 3 4 2 I 1
20 ll 1 8 3 5 1 1 0
21 9 I 9 4 4 1 1 1
22 9 1 I0 1 3 1 1 1
23 8 2 9 1 4 1 1 1
24 10 2 8 0 4 2 1 1
25 12 2 15 0 2 2 2 3
26 12 2 16 0 2 2 3 3
27 10 1 16 0 3 1 3 2
28 9 2 15 0 3 1 5 3
29 9 2 13 0 1 0 4 1
30 9 2 12 0 1 0 4 2
31 8 2 Il 0 0 0 3 3

Aug.1 11 1 1l 0 1 0 2 5
2 It I it 0 1 0 1 4
3 12 1 9 0 2 0 1 4
4 11 1 10 0 4 0 1 3
5 11 1 II 0 3 0 1 3
6 9 1 11 0 2 0 1 3
7 10 1 9 1 1 1 2 3
8 10 1 7 2 1 1 2 2
9 10 1 9 1 0 1 1 2

10 11 1 1 1 1 0 1 2
!i 14 0 12 1 2 0 1 3
12 Is 0 12 1 3 0 0 2
13 14 1 10 2 3 0 0 3
14 13 1 12 2 4 0 0 3
Is 14 1 16 2 4 0 0 3
16 11 I 12 1 5 1 0 2
17 10 1 10 1 3 1 1 3
18 8 1 9 1 3 0 1 4
19 7 1 8 I 1 1 1 3
20 8 1 6 1 2 2 1 3
21 9 1 6 1 1 2 2 3
22 13 1 8 1 2 3 4 2

I Maternity only.
The only 4 bedrooms available for medical cases are on this corridor.
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SURGICAL WING ONLY-

Clinton, David (WVIM)
Maddox, James Gjrant (WM)'[

'N-1A
'B

C
D

N-2A
B
C
D)

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A.

B
N-6
N-7
N-S
N-0
N-10
N-1I

IMAL wflso oNLY-Continued.
8-31 Griffin, Ottonese (VIF)
R-32A -Daughtry,*Annie (VIF)

B -.
8-33 Johnstop, Joseph (I)
S-34A Gibbons, Ira (I)

B Qibbonis, Jessie '(VIF
8-35 Cameron Hazel (WF
8-38 Martin, gusie (F
S-37 Shepard Brownie WV)

8-39 ~ Idcner, Mane D~ee (WF)
S-40
8-41
S'-42
.%-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A Jackson, Cicotha (NF)

B Brassieli, Perry Lee (WF)
C
D

W-48A McKay, John (NMI), dis-
Inisse d

B Reed, Jay C. (NMN)
C
D

W-49A Smart., Willie Mae (NF)
B

WV-5OA
B

W-51A
B

NV-52
WV-53A

B
OBSTETRICALE WING ONLY

Day, William (WM)
Smith'l, Michel (WMi)

Greene, Mary (VIF)

MEDICAL WINO ONLY

Ulmer, Carol Lee (VIF)

Smith Sarah (WF)
Strickfand, Evey Ilee (WO),

dismissed

Barber, Roy (WIMI)
Musgrove,hToland (W1\M)
WVright, Sarah (WV)
Tipton 'Myrtle (WI)
Horn, holAnd (VIMf)
Chambless, Miriam (VIF),

dismissed; Strickland, Ruth
(VIF)

Deavergers, Clifford (WV)
Herrington, J. R., dismissed;

Glisson, Anthony (WM)
Byrd, James Robert (IM,

dismissed
Drake, Linton (WM)
Dennis, Lucy (N F)

Granthum, Mattlo (WV)

Donley, Claudia (WV)
Pitised, Joseph (WIM)
Johnson, Norman (WM)

Kellyv, Frances (VIF), dis-
missed -

Grimes, Linda (WF)

NURSERY
Grimes, Baby Girl (WV)
Smart, ]Dabv Girl (NF)

"(-54
IV-55A

B

W-58

E-14A
B

E- 15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B
B-IS
E-19
E--20
E-21

E-22
E-23

&-25
S-26A

B
8-27A

B
8-28
S-29
S-30
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DAILY CSNBS RIP09T

June 1, -1997
(N-Nemr: W-WhItc M--m.1 V-f.mehI
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DAILY CENSUS R96o7T-Coutnued

June S, 1967

N-1A
B
C
D

N-2A
BC

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-6
N-7
N-il
N-9
N-10

E-14A
B

E- I '
E-16AB
E-17A

B
E]-IS
E-19

E-20
E-21
E-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
S-26A

B
S-27A

B
S-28
S-29
S-30
8-31
S-32A

=EDIOAL WING ONLY-COflJnuedSUOWICAL WINO ONLY

Clinton, David (WM)
Maddox, James Grant (WM),

dismissed
Kilgore, Wilma (WF)

)ay, William (WM)
Smith, Mike (WM)

Greene, Mary (WF)

MEDICAL WING ONLY

Ulmer, Carol Lee (WF)

Smith, Sarah (WF)

Barber, Roy (WM)
Musgrove, Roland (WMI)
Wright, Sarah (WF)
Tipton, Myrtle (N%'F), dis-

missed
Horn, Roland (WM)
Strickland, Ruth (WF)
DesVergers, Clifford (WF)
Glisson, Anthony (W1)

Drake, linton (WMN5)
Dennie, Lucy (NF)

Granthum, Mattle (WF)

Donley, Claudia (WF)
Pitisci, Joseph (WM)
Johnson, Norman (WM)
Griffin, Ottonese (WF)
Daughtry, Annie (WF), dis-

nissed

B
8.-33
S-34A

B
S-35
8-36
8-37
8-38
S-39
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A

B
C
D

W-48A
B
C
D

W-49A
B

W-50A
B

W-51 A
BW-52

W-53A
B

OBSTETIICAL WING ONLY

W-54
\V-55A

B
W-56A

B
W-57
W--58

Clark,' Oa!o Leo (NF)

Grinm, Linda (WF)
Bailey, Priscilla (WF)

NURSERY

Crimes, Baby Girl (WF)
Smart, Baby Girl (NF)
Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Clark, Baby Boy (NM)

Johnston, Joseph (WM)
Gibbons, Jessie (WF)
Gibbons, Ira (WM)
Cameron, Hazel (WF)
Martin, Susie (WF)
Shepard, Brownie (WF)
Jones, Fannie (W')
Widener, MaeDee (WF)

Jacksa, Clothea (NF)
Braswell, Perry Lee (WF)

Reed, Jay 0. (Nv)

Dollar, Johnny N. (WM)

Smart, Willie Mae (NF)
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SUAOICAL WIN* ONLY/ ' ''
N-IA

B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3

N-4A
B

N-SA
B

N-6
N-7

--. N-8
N-9
N-10
N-11

Barber, Roy (WM)
Musgrove, Roland (WM)
Wright, Sarah (WF)
Drinkwater, Lidia (WF)Horn, Roland (WM), dis.

missed
Strickland, Ruth (WF), dis.

missed
DesVergers, Clifford (WM)
Glisson, Anthony (WM)
Drake, Linton (WM)
Dennis, Lucy (NF)

Granthurn, Mattle (WF)

Donley, Claudia (WF)
PitisCl, Joseph (WM)
Johnson, Norman (W,M)
Griffin, OttonUse (WF)

Johnston, Joseph (WM)

MEDICAL wING OXLY-C--otlnued

S-34A Gibbons, Jessie (WV)
B Gibbons, Ira (WM)

S-35 Cameron Hazel (WF)
8-36 Martin, Susie (WF), dismissed
S-37 Shepard, Brownie (WF)
S-33 Jones, Fannie (WF)
S-39 Widener Mae Dee (WF, dis-

missed
8 41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
S-46
W-47A Jackson, Cleotha (NF)

B Braswell, Perry Lee (WF)
C
D

W-48A Reed, Jay C. (NM)
B Dollar, Johnny N. (W 31)
C
D

W-49A Smart, Willie Mae (NF)
B

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A

B

OBSTETRICAL WING ONLY

W-54
W-55A

B
W-56A

B
W-57
W-58

Clark, Ossic Lee (NF)

Sirmons, Jeanette (WF)

Grimes, Linda (WF)
Bailey, Priscilla (WF)

NURSERY

Grimes, Baby Girl (WF)
Smart, Baby Girl (NF)
Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Clark, Baby Bo (NM)
Bailey, Baby Cirl (WF)
Sirnions, Baby Girl (WF)
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Dliii dsuig'R RE -- Conhnued

Jude , 1967

Clfeln d DA ed d '(WM )

Kilgore, Wilma (WF)

Da, William (WM) dismissedSih, Mike (WMD
Iftton, AbI'(W) ,

Greene, Mary (WF)

MEDICAL WINO 'ONLY

Ulmer, Carol Lee (WF) dis.
nissed

Smith, Sarah (WF)

E-14A

B
E-15
E-16A

B
E-17AB
E-18
E-19
E-20

E-21

E-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
S-26A

B
S-27A

B
8-28
8-29
8-30
S-31
S-32A

B
S-33
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SURGICAL WIb

Perry, John IN-lA
B
0
D

N-2A
B
0
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9

N-10
N-11

E-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B
E-18
El- 19
E-20
E-21
E-22
E-23
E-24E-25
S-26A

B

8-27A
B

8-28
S-29
8-30
8-31
8-32A

B
8-33
8-34A

B
8-35
8-36
8-37
8-38
8-39
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46

Hatton, Abblo (W F),
dismissed

Bridges, Mavis (WF)
Green, Mary (WF)

MEDICAL WING ONLY

Smith, kSarah (WF)
Newsome, Nellie Mac (WF)

Barber, Roy (WM), dismissed
Musgrove, Roland (WM)
Wright, Sarah (WF)
Drinkwater Lydia (WF)
Godwin, Alien'Thomas (WM)Powell, Hos (WF)
Des Vergers, Clifford (WP)
Glisson, Anthony (WM)
Barr, Mary Alice (WF)
Ingram, C. II. (WM)
Dennis, Lucy (NF)
Cole, Agnes'(NF), moved to

W-47
Granthum, Mattle (WF)

Donley, Claudia (WF)
Pitisol, Joseph (WM)
Johnson, Norman M' M)
Griffin, Ottoneso (WF)

Johnston, Joseph (WM)
Gibbons, Jessio (W F)
Gibbons, Ira (WM)
Cameron, ,Hazel (WF)

Shepard, Brownie (WF)
Jones, Fannie (WF)

D A=491misus ,qw, - ntlnu

June 4# 1067
O ONLY iiDOAL WINO oNLY-continued

D. (N ;M) W-47A 3acksoD 'ibeotha (NF)
B BrAswell, Parry Lee (WF)
C Col-, Agnes (NF)
D

W-48A Dollar, Johnny N. (WM)
B Close, Randolph (NM)

WM) W-49A
na (WV), B

W-50A
B

tnita (WF) W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A

(Nil'MI B

Owenii, Bill (Kilgore, Wlln

dismissed:
Williams, Jt

Smith. Mike

OBSTETRICAL WING ONLY
W-54
W-55A Clark Ossio Leo (NF)

B Canidato, Johnny Mae (NF)
IN-50A Sirmnons, Jeanetto (WF)

B
W-57
W-58 Bailey, Priscilla (WF)

NURSZRY

Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Bailey, Baby Girl (WF)
Sirmons, Baby Girl (WV)
Canidate, Baby Boy (NM)

SURGICAL WINO ONLY

N-lA Perry, John D. (NM)
B

1)
N-2A

B
C
D

N-3 Owens, Bill (WM)
N-4A Cummings, Diane (WF)

B
N-5A Williams, Juanita (WF)

B
N-6 Jepson, Carol Lee (WF)
N-7
N-8 Smith, Mike (WM)
N-9
N-1O Bridges Mavis (WV)
N-II Green, Mary (WF)

-'MEDICAL WING ONLY

E-14A Peavy, Lloyd (WM)
B

E-15 Smith, Spxah (WF)
E-16A Newsome Nellia (WF)

E-17A Musgrove, Roland (WM)
D



1066

MEDICAL WINO ONLY--cOntnued

E-18 Wright, Sarah (WF)
E-19 Drinkwater, Lydia (WF)
E-20 Godwin, Allen (WM)'-
E-21 Powell, Rose (WY)
E-22 DesVergers, Clifford (WF)
E-23 Glisson, Anthony (WM)
E-24 Barr, Mary Alice (WF)
E-25 Ingram, Charles Henry (VV
8-26A Dennis, Lucy (NF)

B
S-27A Granthum, Mattie (WF)

B
S-28 Donley, Claudia (WF)
8-29 Pitsci, Joseph (WM)
S-30 Johnson, Norman (WM)
S-31 Griffin, Ottonese (WF)
S--32A

B
8-33 Johnston, Joseph (WM)
S-34A Gibbons Jessie (WF),

missed
B Gibbons, Ira (WM)

8-35 Cameron, Hazel (WF)
8-36 Edmond, Charles (WM)
8-37 Shepard, Brownie (WF)
8-38 Joes, Fannie (WF)
8-39
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
S-44
8-45
8-46

TM)

dis-

MuzIOAL WING oNLY-Continued

W-47A Jackson, Cleotha (NF)
B Braswell, Parry Lee (NF), dis-

missed
C Cole, Agnes (NF)
D

W-48A Dollar, Johnny N. (WM)
B Close, Randolph (NM)
0
D

W-49A
B

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A

B

OBSTETRICAL WING ONLY
W-54
W-55A Clark, Ossio Lee (NF), dis-

missed
B Candidate, Johnny Mae (NF)

W-56A Sirmons, Jeanette (WF)
B

W-57
W-58 Bailey, Priscilla (WF)

NURSERY

Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Clark, Baby Girl (N)
Bailey, Baby Girl (WF)
Sirmons, Baby Girl (WF)
Canidate, Baby Boy (NM)

DAILY CENSUS Rator--Continued

June 6, 1967

SURGICAL WING ONLY

Perry, John (NM)
Musgrive, Eddie (WM)

Owens, Bill (WM)
Cummings, Diane (WF)

Williams, Juanita (WF)

Jepson, Carol Lee (WF)

Smith, Mike (WM)

Bridges, Mavis (WF),
moved to 8--39 "

Greene, Mary (WF)

E-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
E-17A

E-18
H_ 19
E-20
E--21
E-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
S-27A

B
&-28

MEDICAL WINO ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM)

Smith, Sarah (WF)
Newsome, Nellie Mae (WF)
Cloud, Eva (WF)
Musgrove, Roland (WM)

'Wright, Sarah (WF)
Drinkwater Lydal, (WF)
Godwin, Allen (WM)
Powell, Rose (WY)
DesVergers, Clioff or (WF)
Glisson,*Anthony (WM)
Barr, Mary Alice (WF)
Ingran, Charles (WM)
Dennis', Lucy (NF)
Burney, Peddle Mae (NP)Granthum, Mattfe (WY)

Donley, Claudia (WF)

SOCIAL- icudif ANDE~nh OF '19867

DAILY Ow ieS, 6Antinued
Jamt 4, 0e1--Cotinued

N-lA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10

N-II



SOCIAL SECURITY AMNDMENTS OF -1967 1967

DAILY CQMSUS RzMUair--oninted

June 6, 1D67--Continued

MEDICAL WINO ONLY--ContinUed

8-29 Pitisci, Joseph (WM) dis-
missed

S-30 Johnson, Norman (WM),
exired

8--31 Griffin, Ottoneso (WF)
8-32-A

B
8-33 Johnson, Joseph (WM)
S-34A Gibbons, Ira (WIM)

B
S-35 Cameron, Hazel (WF)
S-36 Edmonds, Charles (WM)
8-37 Shepard, Brownie (WF),

dismissed
8-38 Jones, Fannie (WF)
S-39
S-40
8-41
S-42
B-43
S-44
8-45
S-46
W-47A Jackson, Cleotha (NF)

B Bell, Paulette (NF)
C Cole, Agnes (NF)
D

W-48A Dollar, Johnny N.(WM)
B Close, Randolph (NM)
C

MEDICAL WING ONLY-continued

D
W-49A

B
W-50A

B
W-51A

B
W-52
W-53A

B

OBSTETRICAL WINO ONLY

W-54
W-55A

B
W-56A

B
W-57
W-58

Canidate, Johnny Mae
(NF)

Sirmons, Jeanette (WF),
dismissed

Hinson, Judy D. (WF)
Bailey, Priscilla (WF),

dismissed

NURBUY

Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Clark, Baby Boy (NM)
Bailey Baby Girl (WF), diemis4ed
Sermons, Baby Girl (WF) dismissed
Canidate, Baby Boy (Ngi)

'. 4



SOCIAL sECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967

DAt y Crsus Ruom--oltinued

Jufle 7, 1967

N-i A
B
C
D

N-2 A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4 A

B
N-5 A

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-I

E-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B
E-18
E-19

E-20
E-21
E-22
E-23
E-24
F-25
S-26A

B
8-27AB
8-28
8-29
B-30

SUoiOAL WING o'NLY

Perry, John (NM)
Musgrove, Eddie (WM)

Owens Bill (WM)
Cummings, Diane (WF),

dismissed

Williams, Juaniti (WF)
Griffin, Marthine (WF)
Jepson, Carol Lee (WF)
Barber Susan (WF)

Greene, Mary (WF)

MEDICAL WING ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM)

Smith, Sarah (WF)
Newsomo Nellie (WF),

dismissed -,
Cloud, Eva (WF)
Musgrove, Roland (WM),

Wright, Sarah (WF)
Drinkwater, Lydia (WF),

expired
Godwin, Allen (WM)
Powell, Rose (WF)
DesVergers, Clifford (WF)
Glisson, Anthony (WM)
Barr, Mary Alice (WF)
Ingram, Charles (WM)
Dennis, Luoy (NF)
Burney, Peddie 'Mae (NF)
Granthun, Mattle (WF)

Donley, Claudia (WF)
Hall, Ellie H. (WF)
Johnson, Norman (WM)

expired

M E1iIAL WINO ONLY-o0ntlnUed

S-31 Griffin, Ottonese (WF)
S-32A

B
S-33 Johnston, Joseph (WM)
S-34A :Gibbons, Ira (WM)

B
S-35 Cameron, Hazel (WF)
8-36 'Edmonds Charles (WM)
8-37 Spooner, Mable(WF)
S-38 Jones, Fannie (AF)
S-39, Bridges, Myrvis (WF)
S-40
8-41
8-42
S-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A Bell, Paulet(e (NF)

B Cole, Agnes (NF)
C Jones, Mendell (NF)
D

W-48A Dollar, Johnny N. (WM)
B Close, Randolph (NM)
C
D

W-49A
B

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A

B
OBSTETRICAL WING ONLY

W-54
W-55A Canidate, Johnny Mae (NF)

B
W-56A

B
W-57 Hinson, Judy (WF)
W-58

NURSERY

Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Clark Baby Boy (NM)
Canfdate, aby Boy (N M)

1969f



k1969

SOAne 8, 1067

N-IA

B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N 5A

B
N-6
N-7
N-S
N-9
N-10
\ 11

E-14AB
E-15
E-16A

B
E- 17A

B
E-IS
E-19
E-20
E-21
E-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
S-26A

B
S-27A

B
S-28
8-29
8-30
S-31
S-32A

B
S-33S-34A

MEDICAL WINO ONLY,-ontinuedSURGICAL. WING ONIY,

Musgrove, Eddie (WM)
Perry, John (NM)

Oens, Bill (WM)"
Bailey, Betty Jo (WF)
WVilliam,-, Juani t (WF) .

Barber, Susan Lee (WF)

Greene, Mary (WF)

.MEDICAL WINO ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (MM)

Smith, Sarah (W)
Brinsoli, Jason (WM)

Musgrove, Roland (WM)
Rathel, Samuel (WM)
Wright, Sarah (WF) -
Williams, Gloria (WF)
Youmans, Eugenla (WF)
Powell, Rose (WF)
DesVergers, Clifford (WF)'
ilisson, Anthony (WM)

Peterson, Eugen J. (WM)
Ingram, Charles (WM)
Dennis, Lucy (NF) dismissed
Burney, Peddle Mac (NF)
Granthum, Mattie (WF)

Donley, Claudia (WF)
Hall, Ellie 11. (WF)

Griffin, Ottonese (WF)'

Johnston, Joseph (W'M)
Gibbons, Ira (W l),dismised

8-35
8-36
8-37

S-38
8-39
8-40
8-41
S-42
S-43
8-44
S-45
S-46
W-47AB

C
D

W-48AB
C

WbO D

'V-49A
B

W-50A

W-51AB
W-52
W-53A

B

W-54
Wv-55A

B
W-56A

B
W-57
W-5S

NURSERY

Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Clark, Baby Boy (NM)
Catildate, Baby Boy (NM),

dismissed

Camerod, Iazel (WF)
Edmonds Charles (WM)
Spooner, Mable (W),

dismi e
Jones, Fannie (WF)
Bridges, Myrvis (WF)

Bell, Paulette (NF)
Cole, Agnes (NF).
Jones, Mendell (NF)

Dollar, Johnny N. (WM)
-Close, Randolph (NM)
Jones, Willie (NM)

OBSTETRICAL WINO ONLY

Canidate, Johnny (NF),
dismissed

Jrinson, Judy (WF)



11910

, If (1 I tVGWAV WING 'ONLY'

N-1A Musgrove, Eddie (W
B

CDN-2A
B
C
D

N-3 Owens, Bill (WMI), &l
N-4A Bailey, Betty Jo (W

missed

N-5A Williams, Juanita (WI
B Granthum, Mattie (%N-6

N-7 Barber, Susan Lee (W
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-Il Greene. Mary L. (WF

E-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B

E-18
E-19

E-20
E-21
E-22
FE-23
E-24
E-25
S-26A

B
8-27A

B
8-28
S-29

S-30

missedF), dis-

F)

F)

dismissed .

MEDICAL WING ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM)

Smith, Sarah (WF)
Brinson, Jason (WM)

Musgrove, Roland (WM)
Rathel, Samuel (WM),

dismissed
Wright, Sarah (WE)
Williams, Gloria (WF),

dismissed
Youman Eugenia; (WF)
Powell, Aoa (WF)
DesVergers, Clifford (WF
Glisson, Anthony (WM)
Peterson, Eugene J. (WM)
Ingrai, Charles (WM)
Burney, Peddle (NF)

Doakn b, d l(WF)

Hall, ElleH. (WF),
dismissed

mUxwI, WINo ONLY- -eonutued

8-31 Grimn, Ottonese (WF)
S-32A

B
8-33 Johnston, Joseph (WM)
S-34A

B
S-35 Cameron, Hazel (WF)
S-36 Edmonds, Charles (WM)
8-37
8-38 'Jones, Fannie (WF)
8-39 Bridges, Myrvis (WF)
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A Bell, Paulette (NF)

B Cole, Agnes (NF)
C Jones, Mendell (NF)
D

W-48A Dollar, Johnny N. (WM)
B Jones, Willie (NM)
C
D

W-49A
B

W-50A
B

W-51A
B.

W-52
W-53A

B,

OBSTETRICAL WING ONLY

BW-&8W-56A
B

W-57
w-58 ,, R8ET

Clark, Baby. Girl (NF)
Clark, Bby.Bo (NM)

DMT =m% RiM M il- Atlnued
. ut6e9,'10967

:).



SOCIAL BECV1R1T f4D5~w 67

DULy CwsrVB RE1OB-4"tfle

- JU~h4190 1967

N-lA ?~~
B

D
N-2A

B
C
D

N-3
N-4A Bailey

B - gattles
N-6A Wiliea

B Grant]
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-11

W1qONLY

ove, Eddie (WM)

Betty (WF), diem~
John (NM) m.e

no, Juanita (WF)

B
8-33

8-34A

8-35
8-36

8-39
B-40.
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46

DI"OAL ,wnro ONLY-cOUtifluod

~ ~hist~,Jose'ph (W*M)

Cameron, Hazel (WF
Edmuondls Charles (WM), die-

missed'

Q4 es, FapnIp (WP)



1972

SURGICAL WINO ONLY

N-IA Musgrovq, .Fde (WM)''

C

B
N-5A Williams, Juanita (WF)

B Granthum, Mattie (WF)
N-6 Merit, Don (WM)
N-7 Tharpe Richard (WMr)
N-8 Gunn, Mattle (WF)N-9 1 ./ . 1
N-10 AdaWms, Rebecca (WF)
N-11 AtMfit, Dowird (WM )

MZDICA_WIN0 oNLY -

E-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B
E-18
E-19
E-20
E-21
E-22

E-23
E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
8-27A

B
8-28
8-29
8-30

8-31
8-32A

B

Peavey, ihbid (WM)

Brinson, Jason (WM)

Flowers, Ada (WF)

Youmans, Eugenia (WFI.
Powell, Rosa (WF) . "
DesVergers, Clifford (WF)

dismissed

Irngun.rl, e.f. 0, ..

, It
moved to N-5

Rowell, Maude (WF) -
Donley,, laudla (WF)

Griffinj;Wilbur, (WM) :
dismissed t,. ;', ;if

Griffin, Ottotmose (WF)

*1

-MEDICAL ,WING ONLY--O ftWnued

8-33
8-34A

B
8-35

8-36
8-37
8-38
8-39
8-40
S-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A

B
C
D

W-48A
B
C
D

W-49A

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A-:

B

W-54

B
W-56A

B
W-57
W-58

Johnstoti, lo0Ojh A(WM)

Cameron, Hazel (WF),
dismissed

Jones, Fannie (WF)
Bridges, Myrvis (WF)

Cole, Agnes (NF)
Jones, Mendell (NF)

Dollar, Jolyny (WM)
Jones, Will e (WM)

Middleton, Edith (NF,

8TETRIOAL WINO ONLY

.Iglus, .EloisQ: (NPF)-
IHall,. MIa~y4 , (WF)
Maxwell,"Clara (WF)

NUB.E

Clark, Baby Oflj (F)
Clark, Baby Boy (N1)
Iglus, Baby OGirl(N .
Hall, Baby Boy (W I i:
Maxwell, Baby Boy (W M)
Middleton, Baby Girl (NF)

.1

iu~1, 1960

v



SOCIAL SECURrIT -AMMDMFNT iOI'Il96 7

DAxtY. Omsus Ritomu-.Ontinued

June
IN-Negro; W-Whlte; M-male; F-4enalej, .• " $.1! ,:--'J;:tl'

N-IA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3

N-4A
B

N-5A

B
N-ti
N-7
N-8

N-10
N-il'

E-14A
B

E--15
E--1A

B
E--17A

B
E-18
E-19
E-20
E-21
E--22
E-23
E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
8-27A

B
8-28
8-29
8-30
8-31
&-32A

B
S-33

Brinson, Jason (WM)•

Flowers, Ada (WF), dismLssed
Wimberly, Clara (WF).
Youmans, Eugenia (WF)
Powell, Rosa (WF)

IngiIdn,'& lMrleA (WM) "

Rowell, Maude (WF)
Donley, Claudia (WF)

Griffin,.0 tio se("Wi ;

Johnatp0, ,osep) t,'
".Z1, , 1. . :. !

1973

SURUICAL4 WINO ONLY

l.usgrove, Eddie (WM)

Nf.axi,'qll,I Iflfd6 (WF); Muinh

' (WM),.dismis cd
Battle, John (NM)
Dowdell, Elmore (Nt)
Williams, Juanita (WF), dis-

missed
Granthum, Mattle (WF)
Merritt, Don (WM)
Thai'l, Rjohard (WM)
Gunn, Mattle'(W)

Adams, 'Rebemof, (WF)
Austin, Howard' (WM)

MEDICAL WNNU ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM)

83-231--67-pt. 3- 30

MEDICAL WINO ONLY-continued
S-34A

8-35
8-36
8-37
&-38 Jones, Fannie (WF)
8-39 Bridges, M\yrvis (WF)
8-40
S-41
8-42
843
8-44 ,
S1-45
8-46
W-47A Yolp, Agnkes (NF)

B:' Jo del,Medl (NIF)
C Cuihiiighhif, Lillian (NF)
1).. Qsbounic,Ather M. (NF)

W-48A ,,D 6llar','Jdhnn (WM)
J i 'Jones, Willie tNM)
CD

W-49A MlddlctbA, Edith (NF)

B--
W-50A *

B

W-52
W-53A

B

OBTET,8ICL .WING ONLY

W-54
w-55.A -7 ISus., Eoise (N F),

W-50A Hall, Mary J. (WF)
B Maxwell, Clara (WF)XV-57 '1 -,[,' ; . ,,

W-58

Aelrki 'Bby' 0V(M
:, ,..

Iglus, Baby Girl (F,dishnissed
IHall, Baby Boy (WM
Maxwell, Baby Boy (WM)
Middletti, BabW Girl (NF ,



1974

N-lA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-i

E-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
F-17A

B
E-18
E-19

E-20
E-21
E-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
8-27A

B
8-28

8-29
8-30
8-31
8-32A

B

SUROI AL WINO ONLY

Musgrove, E ldle (WM)

Battle, John (NM)
DowdeUl, Elmore (NM)
Granthum, Mattle (WF)

Tharpe Richard (WM)
Gunn, Mattle (WF)

Adams, Rebecca (WF)
Austin, Howard (WM),

mIs sed

MEDICAL WINO ONLY

Peavey, Uoyd (W)It arreil, Paul (WM)

Brinson, Jason (WM),
missed

dis-

Wimberly, Clara (WF),movedto 8-40
Youmans, Eunis (WF)
Powell, Rosa (WF)
Balkeom, Mamie (WF)

Ingram, Charles (WM)

Rowell, Maude (WI)
Smith, Bertha(WI)
Donley, Claudia (WI),

missed

Griffin, Ottomose (WIF)

dis.

MWIOAL WING ONLY-ContInued

8-33 Johnston, Joseph (WM)
S-34AB
8-35
8-30
8-37
8-38 Jones, Fannie (WF)
8-39 Bridges, Myrvis (WI?)
8-40 Wimberly, Clara (WF)
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A Cole, Agnes (NF)

B Jones, MendeU (NF), dis-
missed; Jeffory, Artie (NF)

C Osbourne, Ather (NF)
D Cunningham, Lillan (NF)

W-48A Dollar, Johnny (M)
11 Jones, Willie N M)C
D

W-49A Milddleton, Edith (NF)
B

W-50A
B

W-SIA
B

W-52
W-53A

B

OBSTETRICAL WINO ONLY

W-54
W-55A

B
W-56A

B
W-57
W-58

Kelly, Sybil (WF)

Hail, Mary (WF)
Maxwell, larn (WF)

NURSERY

Clark, Baby Girl (NM)Clark, Baby Boy tINM
UIlus, Baby Girl (NF)

Zl, Bab Boy (N%)
Maxwe, aby oy (WM)
Milddleton, Baby (NY)

dis-

974 SO SECURITY AMENDM'IqNT OF 1967

DAILY 03rSUa RPosT-Contnued

Jws --- 19-7

(rN-11ir W-Wbl*, M-wse; F-fenslaJ



1975SOCIAL SECURITY AM3NDMENT8 OF 1967

DAzLy OmSus Rwoxr-Contuued

Vune 14, 1967

N-IA
B
C
)

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5AB
N-0
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-1I

E-14A
B

E-16E-IOA
B

E-17AB
F,-18
F,-19
E-20
E-21
B-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
S-27A

B
8-28
8-29
8-30
8-31
8-32A

B
S-33
8-34A

B
8-35
8-36

mzDIOAL WINo oNLY-oo0tinuedS9URICAL WINO ONLYz

Musgrove, Eddie (WM)

Dowdell, Elmore (WM)

Granthum, Mottle (WV)

Tharpe Richard (WM)

Gunn, Mattio (WF)

Adams, Rebecca (WF)

MEDICAL WINO ONLY

Peavy. Lloyd (WM)Hanrrell, Paul (WMt)

Youmans, Eugenla (WF)
Powell, Rosa (W)
Balkcom, Mamle (WF)

Ingram, Charles (WM)

Rowell, Maude (WF)
Smith, Bertha (WF)

Cook, Michael (WM)

Griffin, O0tomose (WF)

Johin1tou, oseph (Wbf)

Jones, Fannle (WF)
Bridges, Myrvis (WF)Wimiterly, Clarm (WF)

Cole, Agnes (N F)
Jeffery, Artie (NF)
Osbourne, Ather N1. (NF)
Cunningham, Lillial (NV),

dismissed
Dollar, Johnny, expired
Jones, Willie, dtsmied

Middleton, Edith

OBSTECTRICAL WINO ONLY

W-54
W-55A

B
W-56A

B
W-57
W-58

KUly,8bl!Meoos (tallHall, iMary, dismissed

Max well, Clarm dismissed

NURSERY

Clark, Baby Boy (NM)
Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
lgMu, Baby Girl N
uall~b BANDY (M ds

Maxwell, Baby Boy (NM),
dlsissed .....

Middleton, Baby Girl (NF)
Meoks, Baby Girl (WF)
Kelly, Baby Boy (WM)

S-37
8-38
8-39
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A

B
C
D

W-48A
B
C

W-49A
W-50AB
W-51A

B
W-52

W-53A
B



80CtAL 8EOUHf1 "1'AMENDM2N'M 0o 1987

DAILY ON81us - Pion --- 6Anlnoed

Jlune 15, 1967

AVRUICAb 'WINO Of -

A Musgrove, Eddl (WM), -8 S-35• dtsmlssed.1 18 -36
C , .. .8-37

D - 8-39
A O-Af

B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

N-6
N-7
N-s
N-0
N-10
N-i1

H-14 B
H-15
E-1OA

B
H-17A

B
F_-18H.-19
H--20
H-21

-22
E-23
F--24
S-26A

B
8-27A

B
8-28
8-29
8-30
8-31
S-32A

B
8-33
8-34A

B

'8-418-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-40
W-47A

B
0D

W-48A

B
C
1)

W-49A
B

W-50A
B

W -51A
BW-52

W-53A
B

DIAL WINU ONY. -ontinued

N-i

Dowdell, FJlor6 (N M),

SGranthoij, Mattio, (WF)

Tharpe Richard (WM)Gunn,' Mattto (WF) .

Adams, Rebecca (WF)

MEDICAL WINO ONLY

eavey, Lloyd (WM)
flarrel1, Paul ( M)
Faireloth, Benny W. MW )

Dollar, Zudle (WF)

Youmans, Hugeia (WF)
Powell, Rosa (WF)
Balkcom,' Marnif  W F) -

TIgrao, Charles (WM)

Rowoll, Maudo (WF)
Smith, Bertha (WF)

Oriflin, bn tohps (WF)

Johnston, 'Joseph ('WM) ,

W-54
W-55A

B
W-5OA

B
W-57

Kelly, sybil (WVF)
Mccks, Uail (WF)

NURSERY

Clark, Baby B iy (4M)Clark, Baby iI,(F. .
Igh , Baby G irl (N) ..

Middleton, Baby fr? (NF)
Meeke, Baby Girl (W)
Kelly, Baby Boy(WM)

OBSTISTRICAL rVINO, ONLY

'1076

Jones, Fimile, dismissed
Bridges, MyrnLs, dismissed
Winberly, Clara

Cole, Agnes (NF)
Jeffery, Artio (NF)
O4boutwe, Ather (NF)

Dollar, Johnny (WM),
expired

MIddletoa, Edith (NF)



1977800AL SECURITY AMENDMBUNT8 OF' 1967

DAILY Cmsus RawoTi--Coutlnued

June 160 1987.

N-IA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-SA

B
N-0
N-7
N-8
N-9N-10
N-Il

I,.-14A
BE-15

E-1OA

BI,-17A
B

E-18
E-19
E-20
E-21
E-22
H-23
E,-24
E-25
8-26A

B
8-27A

B

8-28
8-29

8-30
8-31
8-32A

B

MEDIOAL WINo oNLY-Co tluedSURGICAL WINO ONLY

Dowdell, Elmoro (NM)

Granthun, Mattio (WF)

Guiin, Maltlo (WF)

Adams, Rebecca (WF)

,MEDICAL WINO ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd 1WM)
Htarrell, 'aul (WM)

Fairclotlh, Boieul Wayne0
(WM)

Dollar, Zudio (WF)

Youmans, Eu ge1a (WF)
Powell, Rosa (WF)
Balkcont, MJamie (WF)

Ingram Charles (WM)Little, Thomas J. (N) NO /
-1

Powell, Maudo (WF), dip- ,;
missed .

Smith, Bortha (WF), dis-
missed

Cook, Mlohaol (WM), dis-
missed .

Johnston, Joseph (WM)

Jones, Fannie (WF)

M Imberly, Clara (WF)

Cole, Agnes (NF)
Jeffory, Artle (NF)
Osbourne, Ather (NF)

Middleton, Edith (NF)
Calloway, Barbara (NF)

:OJ5TETRIOAL WING, ONLY
W-54 V,
W-55A i Kelly, 1:01

B Moeks, a! ( dsi,W-SOA

W-57
W-58 I' 14.URtlttM :R . .

Clark, Baby Boy (NM)
Clark, Baby Girl NF)2
Iglus Baby Girl'(NF)Mldltcu Baby, Mil i ( .), ,
Meeks,Baby Girl (F)
Kelly, BabY Boy (WM), ditmisse&,
Calloway, Baby Boy (NM) ,

3-33
8-34A

B
8-35
8-36
8-37
8-38
8-30
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
.- 45
8-40
W-47A

B
C
D

W-48A
B
C
D

W-49A
B

W-50AB

W-52

W-53A
B



1978

N-I AB
C
1)

N--2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-a

N--7
N-S
N-9
N-10
N-Il

MEDICAL WINO ONLY

E-14A Peavey, Lloyd (WM)
B lIarreI, Paul (W M)

dismissed.
K-15 Simpson, Helen (WF)

dismissed.
E-16A Faircloth, Benny W. (WM)

Dollar, Zudie (WF)

Youmans, Eugenla (WF)
Powell, Rosa (WY)
Balkeom, Mamie WF)
Dobke, Glenn (WM)

Ingram Charles (WM)
Little, Thomas J. (NM)

Blanehard, Tom (WM)

Grlffin, 0ttomose (WF)

SURGICAL WINO ONLY

Dowdell, Elnoro (NM)

Granthum, Mattle (WF)
Heath, Jesslo (WF),

disissed.
Cato, Jimmy (WM),

dismissed.

Gunn, Mattle (WF)

Adams, Rebecca (WF)

)IEDIOAL WINO ONLY-Contilnued

8-33 Johnston, Joseph (WMi)
8-34A

1t
8-35
8-30
8-37
8-38 Jones, Fannie (WF)
8-39
S-40 Wimberley, Clara (WF)
S-41
S-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-40
W-46A Cole, Agnes (NF), dismissed,

Laster llammlo (NF)
B Jeffery, Artlo (NF)
C Osbourne, Ather Mae (NF)
D Brown, Mittlo (WF)

W-48A Gossett, James (WM)
B
C
1)

W-49A Middleton, Edith (NF)
B Calloway, Barbara Ann (NF)

W-50AB
W-51A

B
W-52
W-53A

B
OBSTETRICAL WINO ONLY

W-54
W-55A Meeks, Gail (WF)

B
W-SOA

B
W-57
W-58

NURSERY

Clark, Baby Boy (NM)
Clark, Baby Girl (NP)Iglus, Baby Girl (NF)
Middleton, Baby Girl (NF)
Meeks, Baby Grl (WF)
Calloway, Baby Boy (NM)

B
,-17A

B
E-18

1.-20E-21
E-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
S-27A

B
8-28
8-20
8-30
8-31
B-32A

B

SOCIAL 'SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF " 1007

DAILY ORwSUS IRft'oa-'-Continued

June 17, 1067



1979SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967

DAILY OwsUS RxroaT--Contlnued

June 18, 1967

N-lA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-SA

B
N-0
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-Il

E-14A
B

E-15
E-1OA

B
E-17AB
E-l8
E-19
E-20
E-21
,-22

E-23
E-24
E-25

S-26A
B

S-27A
B

8-28
8-29
8-30
S-31

8-32A
B

8-33

MU=1AL WING ONLY--Continued

8-34A

8UROICAL WING ONLY

Dowdell, Elmore (NM)

Granthun, Mattlo (WF)
Heath, Jssie I,. (WF)
Cato, Jimmy (W M)

Gunn, Mattle (WF)

Adams, Rebecca (WF)

MEDICAL WING ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM)

Simpson, Helen (WF)

Dollar, Zudlo (WF)

Youmans, Eugenla (WF)
Powell, Rosa (WF)
Balkoom, Manme (WF)
Dobke, 5lenn (WM)

Ingram, harles (WM),

Little, Thomas J. (NM)

Blanchard, Tom (WM)

Griffin, Ottomose (WF),
expired- (WM)

Johnston, Joseph (WM)

B
8-35
8-368-37
S-38
6-39
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-40
V-47A

B
C
D

W-48A
B
C
D

W-49A
B

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A

B

OBSTETRICAL WING ONLY
W-54
W-55A Meeks, Gall (WF), dismissed

B
W-5OA

B
W-57
W-58

NURBERY.

Clark, Baby Boy (NM), dismissed
Clark, Baby Girl (N F)
Iglus Baby Girl (NF)
MIddleton, Bab Girl NF) :
Meeks, Baby Girl (WF) dImissed
Calloway, Baby Boy (N)

Jones, Fannie (WF)

Wimberly, Clara (WF)

Jeffery, Artie (NF)
Osbourne, Ather M. (NF)
Brown, Mittle (WF)
Laston, JIannle (NI)
Gossett,I Henry (WM)

Middleton, Edith (NF)
Calloway, Barbara



1980

N-IA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10

N-I1

E-14A
B

E-15
E-1OA

B
E-17A

B
E-18
E-19
E-20
E-21
E-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
S-27A

B
S-28
8-29
8-30
8-31
8-32A

B
8-33

SURGICAL. WING ONLY

Dowdell, EImore (NM)
King, Jerry (NM)
Granthum, Mattle (WF)
Heath, Jessie Lee (WM)
Cato, Jimmy G. (WM)
Gtnn, Mattle (WF)
Adams, Rebecca (WF), dis-

missed

MEDICAL WING ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM)

Simpson; Helen (WF)

Dollar, Zudie (WF)

Youmans, Eugenia (WF)
Powell, Rosa (WF)
Balkeom, Mamle (WF)
Doebke, Glen (WM)

Little, Thomas James (NM)'

Blanchard, Tom, Jr. (WM
dismissed

Brady, Mittie (WF)
J /

Johiistori?.J~eph.(WM)

MEDICAL WING ONLY---Continued

8-34A
B

8-35
S-30
8-37
8-38 Jones, Fannie (WF), dis-

missed
8-39
8-40 Wimberly, Clara (WF)
8-41
8-42
8-43
S-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A Jeffrey, Artle(NF)

B Osbourne Ather Mae (NF)
Brown, Mittle (WF)

D Laston, Hannie (NP)
W-48A Gossett, James Henry (WM)B

C
D

W-49A Middleton, Edith (NF)
B Calloway, Barbara Ann (NF)

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52.
W-53A

OBSTETRICAL WING ONLY
W-54,
W-55A

W-56A

W-57
W-58

NURSERY

Clark, BAby Girl (NF)
Iglus Baby Girl (NP).
Middleton. Baby Girl (NP)
Calloway Baby Boy (NM)

SOCIAL, SECURITYt AMENDMENTS OF 1967

DAitLY Cwus Rao-Ooittnued

June 10, 1967



1981SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1907

DAILY, CzNsus R.Powrr,---Contlnued

JuncRO20 1967

N-IA
B

1)
N-2A

B
0
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-6

N-7
N-8

N-9
N-10
N-11

E-14AEF,-15
E-16A

B
E-17A

E-18
E--19
E-20
E-21
E-22
E-23
E--24
E-25
S-26A

B
B-27A

B
8-28
8-29
8-30
8-31
S-32A

B
8-33

Simpson, Ielen (WF)

Dollar, Zudie (WF)
Funderburke, B. D. (WM)
Youmans, Eugenia (WF)
Powell, Roms (WF)....
Balkeom, Mamle (WF)
Doebke, Glen (WM)

Wingate, Myrtle (WF)
Little, Thomas James (NM)
KinAl, Linda Ruthi (WF).++". ?_

Brady' ?Mittl',(WF)
Kerce, Catby,WF).J '. , o , se .. (WM)

Johnlson, Joseph (WIM)

• 8URGICAIb.WINO.ONI 4X,,

Osbourne, Ather Mae (NF)

Dowdell, El more (NM),
dismissed

King, Jerry (NM)
Granthum, Mattie (WF)
Heath, Je&sie Lee (WF)
Cato, Jimmy Gene (WM),

dismissed

Qtfn, Mattie (WF),
dismissed

MEDICAL WING ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM)

MEDICAL WINO ONiY-coltined

S-34A
B

$-35
8-30
8-37
8-38
8-39
K-40 WiIlry, Clara (WF)
8-41
S-42
8-43
S-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A Jeffery, Artie (NF)

B Brown, Mittle (WF)
C Laston, Hannie (NF)
D

W-48A Goswtt, James Jtqepry (W
dismissed

B
C
D

W-49A Middleton, Edith (NF),
dismissed

B Callaway Barbara Ann
(NF), dismissed

W-50A AI :N
B iV

W-53A
B"

OBSTETRICAL WINU ONLY
W-54 , .- '1
W-55A *.)Bat helor, Jo Ann (W F)

B
W-56A! " i. .

B;W-57 , ii. '. ,,,

W -58 :l N.,, 
;

! . .

Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Ighis Baby Girl (NF)

Sddloqnj.By .B i. rj, NF), dismissed
Callaway, Ba Bog( NM), dismissed
Batehelor, Baby Girl (NF)

Ni),



SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 19 6 7

DAILy Oqsus Rmow-Continued

Juine 91, 1967

N-i A
B
C
D

N-2 A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4 A

B
N-5 A

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-11

E-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B
E-18
E-19

E-20
E-21
E-23

E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
8-27A

B
8-28
8-29
8-30
8-31
8-32A

B
8-33 Johnston, Joseph (WM)

SURGICAL WING ONLY

Osbourne, Ather (NF)

Benton Rosa (NF)
King, Yerry (NF)

Granthum, Mattle PWF)
Heath, Jessie Lee (WF)

MEDICAL WINO ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM)

Simpson, Helen (WF)

Dollar, Zudle (WF)
Funderburke, Bickett David

(WM)
Youmans, Eugenia (WF)
Powell Rosa (WF)Balkcom, Mamle (WF)
Doebke, Glen (WM)

Wingate, Myrtle (WF)
Little, Thomas James (NM)

King, Linda Ruth (WF)

Brady, Mittle (WF)
Keroe, Mary Cathy (WF)
Haire, Oie1 (WF)

W-54
W-55A

B
W-56AB
W-57
W-58

MzIGAL WING OLY--COntinUed

S-34A
B

8-35
8-36
S-37S8-38
S-39
8-40 Wimberly, Clara (WF),

missed
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A Brown, Mittie (WF)

B Laston, Hannie (NF)
C Jeffery, Artle (NF) disaml
D Williams, Ophelia (NF)

W-48A
B

'C
D

W-49A
B

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A

B

OBSTETRICAL WING ONLY

ssed

Batohelor, JoAnn (WF)

Johnson, Ellie (WF)

NURSERY I

Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Iglus Baby Girl I P)
Bathelor, Baby Girl (WF)

dis-

1982



SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967

DAny Omsuis R ow-Continued

JunefSS, 1967

N-lA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
-N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-1l

E-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B
E-18
E-19

E-20

E-21
E-22
E-23

E-24
E-25
S-26A

B
S-27A

B
S-2S
8-29
8-30
S-31
S-32A

B

SURGICAL WING ONLY

OsBourne, Ather Mae (NF)

Benton, Rosa Mae (XF)
King, Jerry (NF), dismissed

Granthum, M\attle (WF)
Heath, Jessie Lee (WF)
Griffin, Irene (WF)

MEDICAL WING ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM)

Simpson, Helen (1%'F)

Dollar, Zudie (WF)
Funderburke, )avid Bickett

(WM)
Youmans, Eugenia (WF), dis-

missed
Powell, Rosa (WF) -

Balkeom, Mamie (WF)
Doebke, Glen (WM), dis-

missed
Brown, Steve Randall (WM)
%Vlngat,, Myrtle (WF)
Little, Thomnas (NM)

King, Linda Ruth (WF)

Brady, Mittio (VF)
Kere, Mary Kathy (WF)
Haire, Ollie (W)
Howard, Eugene, Jr. (WM)

1983

MEDICAL WING ONLY--continued

8-33 Johnston, Joseph (WM)
S-34A

B
S-35
8-36
&-37
8-38
S-39
8-40
S-41
S-42
8-43
8-44
8-46

W-47A Brown, Mittie (WF)
B Latson, Hannfe (NF)
C Williams, Ophella (NF)

W-48A
B
C
D

W-49A
B,

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A

B

OBMTETRICAL WING ONLY
W-54
W-55A Batchelor, JoAnn (WF)

B - Haire, SAndra (WF)
W-56A Walker, Allie Mae (NF), dis.

jiissed
B

W-57 Johnson, Ellie (WF)
W-58

NURSERY

Clark, Baby Girl (WN)
Iglius, Baby Girl (NF)
Batchelor Baby Girl (w-
Johnson, Babv Girl (WF)
Hfaire, Baby Girl (WF)



t.984

SURGICAL WINP ON 1 y,

Osbourn, Ather Mae (NF)"

N-lA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
0
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-SA

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-1i

E-14A

B
E--15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B
E-18
E-19

E-20
E-21
H-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
8-27A

B
S-28
S-29
S-30
S-31
S-32A

B
S-33

,MEDICAL WING ONLY-Continued

S-34A
B

8-35
8-36.
8-37
8-38
S-39
8-40
S-41
8-42
8-43
S-44
S-45
8-46
W-47A Brown, Mittle (WF)

B Latson, Hammie (NF)
C Williams, Ophella (WI
D

W-48A
B
C

W-49A Mitchell, Emma (NF)
B

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52W- 53A :
B

OB T T IA . . ....... OBSTETRICAL WING] ONLY

Benton, Rosa Mae (NF)

Granthum, Mattie (WF)
Heath, Jessie Ruth (WF):,
Griffin, Irene (WF)

MEDICAL WING ONLY

Peavey, Lloyd (WM), i
dismissed

Simpson Helen (WF)
Holt, Millie Jones (WF)

Dollar, Zude (WF)
Funderburke, David Biokett

(WM)

Powell, Rosa (WF)
Balkcom, Mamie (WF)

Wingateo,Myrtle (WF)'
,,Little, Thomas(N M)

Moon, Roybe (WM)
King, Linda Ruth (WF)

Brady, Mittle (WF)
Kerce, Mary Kathy (WF)
Haire, Ollie (WF) di mssr d
Howard,'!,Ugdne', Ji. (VM)

Jobnston,4o s*ph (WM)

;I)

at heldr,:J Arni (WF)
Haire, Sandra(WF)
Goodman, Ze.nda (WF)

Johnson, Ele (F)

NUR8EIRY

Clark, I39by'Oil (NF)'
Ighs BabX Girl ITF)
BatceeJor Bbly Girl(WF)
Haire, Iby'Girl (W ,

Johnon, BayGirf )Nfli6hWll Baby Boy.! (99)
Goodman, Baby Girl (WF)

W-54
W-55A

W5A

W_57
W-58

198eIAL: 8EOURYY A NDM NTS- OF 1967

PAILY AMNU.Af. iFOW-7COnti nued



985SOCIAL SECURTY 'AM OFDME r'06

June 04, 196 S

N-lA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-I

E-14A
B

B--15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B
F,-18
E-19

E-20
E--21
E-22
E-23
E-2.1
E-25
S-20A

B
8-27A

B
S-28
S-29
8-30
8-31
8-32A

B
8-33
S-34A

B

Osbourn, Ather Mac (NF)

Benton, Rosa Mac (NF)

Grnthum, Mettle (WF)
HeathJessie Ruth (WF)
Griffin ; Irene (WF)

MEDICAL VING ONLY

Simpson, Helen (WF)
Holt, Millie Jones, dismissed

Dollar, Zudle (WF)
Funderburke, David Bickett(WM)

Powell, -Rosa (WF)
Balkcom, Mamle"(WiF

Wingiate,. Myrtle (WF),
Little,; Thomas- (NM)
AIon, Roy e (WM)
KjKr, Llnda Ruth (WF)
Alday, Pearley. (WF)
Brady,- Mittio (WF)
Kerce, Mary-Kathy (WF)
Smith, Sarah (WF)
Howard, Eugene, Jr.

Johiist'n, J-oseph (WM)'

1 . - . ! . : .

MEDICAL WINGf 6zqx--Continued

8-35
8-36
8-37
8-38
8-39
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
S-45'
8-4O
W-47A% :Brown, Mittie '(WV)

B Latgon, Haknmie (NF)
C Williams, Ophelia
1)

W-48A
B
C
I)

W-49A Mitchel,' Emma (NF)
B.-

W-50A
B

W-51A

W-52
W-53A

B.

OBbTEThICAI1 WINO ONLY

W-55A Batchel.*,J9 puin (WF) .
B llafre, H anai a (W)

W-56A Goodman, Zelinda (WF)-'

W-57 Johnson;lFi (WF)
W-58

Clark,',BAby'Oirl,(1?)
Iglus, Baby Girl (N F)
Batchelor, B.aby Girl (WF)
H~aire, Baby 10rl(WP),.Johnisofi,. Baby Gffl(W)'" -
Mitchell, BA y B6 . (N MY":

GoodmanBaby ci (WF)-i

4 P .



1986

N-IA
B
C
D

N-2A
BC
D

N-3N-4A
BN-SA

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-il

E-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
E-17A

B
E-18

E-9
E-20
E-21

E-23
E-24H--25
8-26A

B
S-27A

B
S-28
8-29
8-30
8-31
S-32A

B
8-33
S-34A

B

mnIoAL wino oNLY-continuedAURGIC4L WINO ONLY

Osbourne, Ather Mae (NF)

Benton, Roas Mae (NF)
Thompson, Annie (NF)

Granthum, Mattle (WF),
dismissed

Heath, Jessie Lee (WF)
Griffin, Irene (WF)

MVDIOAL WINO ONLY

Banks, Sarah (WF)

Simpson, Helen (WF)
Musgrove, Roland (WM)
Hathaway, Ronnie (WM)

Dollar, Zudlo (WF), dis-
missed

FPunderburke, David (WM)
Shaw Venon (WM)
Powell, Rola (WF)
Balkcom, Marnie (WF)

Wingate Myrtle(WF)Little, Thomas Q('M)
Moon, Royce (WM)
King Linda (WF), moved to

S--2; Harrell, Cornelia(WI?)

Brady, Mittio (iIF)
Kerce, Mary Kathy (WF)
Smith, Sarah (WV)
Howard Eugene, Jr.
King, Linda (WF)

Johnston, Joseph (WM)

8-35
8-36
8-37
8-38
8-39
8-40
S-41
8-42
B-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A

B
C

D
W-48AB

C
D

W-49A
B

W-50A
B

W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A

B

OP8TBTfIOAI, WING ONLY

W-54
W-55A

B
W-56A

B
W-57

W-58

Sykes, Marion (WF)
Batohelor, Joann (WF)
Haire, Sandra (WF)
Goodman, Zelinda. (WF)
Alley, Barbara (WF)
Johnson Ellie (WF), dis-

missed (MoVey, Priscilla (WI?)

NURSERY

Clark, Baby Girl (NF)
Iglus Baby Girl (NF)
BatchelorBaby Girl (WF)
Haire, Baby Girl (WI)
Johnson, Baby Girl (WF), dismissed
Mitchell, Baby Boy(NM)
A1e, Baby H% •WM , expired
Mh , Baby ro (W M)Washington,'Baby Boy (NNI)

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENT8 OF 1907

DAT Oums R w-.C=Unu#4

June W, 1067

Brown, Mfftie (WI?)
Lateon, Hammie (NF)
Williams, OpheliaE(NF), dis-

missed

Mitchell, Eninia (NV)
Washington, Lillie (NF)
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N-lA.
B
C
D)

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-0
N-7
N-S
N-9
N-10
N-1I

E-14A
B

E-15
E-10A

B

B-17A
B

B-18
H-10
E-20
E-21
E-22
E-23
E-24
E-25
8-26A

B
8-27A

B
8-28
S-20
8-30,
8-31
S-v2A

B
S-33
S-34A

B

suzrGIrh WING ONLY-continluedSURGICAL WING ONLY

Osbourn, Ather Mae (NP)
Thompson, Annie (NF)
Laster, Katio Mato (NP)

Benton, Rosa Mae (NF)
Thompson, Annie (NF),

transferred to N-2
Hathaway, Ronnie (WMI)
Heath, Jessie, Lee,(WP)

King) Linda (WI?)

Olivent, Dorothy (WF)

MNIWAL WING ONLY

Banks, Sarah Viol (NF)

Musgrove, Roland (WMI)
IHthaway, Ronnie (WM),

transferred to N- 4

Funderburke, David (WM)
Shaw Vernon (WM)
Poweil, -Rosa (P
Balkconi, Mlarne (WF)

Wingate, Myrtleo(F)_

Sullivan, Jeqntt (W1?
Xerce, Nfarp %Sh' W

Horaugoe,~J.(M

Johnaitoli Jqqepb Ww)

W-54

W-55A
B,

W-50A-
B

W-57.
W-58

8-35
8-30
8-37
8-38
8-39
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-40
NY-47A

B
C

D
W-48A

B
0
D

WV-49A
B

W-5OA
B

W-51A
B

W-52
W-53A

B
OBSTEITRICAL WING ONLY

Sykes,. 'Marion (WF),
mised -

Batehelor, Joann (WF)
Haire, Sandra (WI?)
Goodman, Zolinida (WF)
Alley, Barbara (WI?)
Yoians Karen (WF)
MoVey., Priseilla (F

NURSERY

Clark, Baby. Girlt F),
Iglus Bab), Girl' (NP) I
liAtciiclorBaby 4,.80i4WF)-
Hlaire, Baby; 0irl,(WF
Mitchell, HiBab oy (
Goodniahn3 , Bby Uil (
MoVey, Baby G-irl (WF) )
Washington, Baby I rl (N

YuABaby O~rl (WI?)..i

Chastain, Albert (WMI)

Brown, Mittlo (WF)
Latfiont Hanimie (NF)

MOMIL'LAN, Myra Prrnes
(NP)

IMack, Jemso (4M)

Mitchell, Emima (NY)
WVashington, Lillie Ruth

(NP)

dis-



1988

N-lA
B
C

N-2A

B

C
D

N-3
N-4A

B
N-5A

B
N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-11

E-14A

E-15A

B
E-17A

EI-18
E--19
E-20
E-21
E-22
E-23
E-24
E-25

8-26A
B

S-27A
B

8-28
8-29
S-30
B-31
8-32A

B
8-33
8-34A

B

USDIQAL, WN9G OLY-continued8VHGICALsWjqP ONLY

Osbourne, Ather (NF),
dismissed

Thomp son, Annie Loulso
(N F)

Laster, Katie Mae (NF)

Benton, Rosa Mfae (NF)
Hathaway, Ronnie Keith

(WM), dismissed

Heath, Jessie Leo

King, Linda Ruth (WF)
Boyette, Myra Fate (WP)
Olivent, Dorothy (WF)

Smith, Emma Lee (NP)

M96D0AL WING ONLY

Banks, Sarah -(NF)

Simpson, Helen (WF),
dismissed

Musgrove, Roland (WM)
Scott, Clinton (WM)

Zeigler, PollyAnn (WF)
Funderburke, David (WM),,
Shaw Vernon (WM~)

B&1kCQm Mamie (WF)
Qodwin,sCharles (WIN).

,Wingate, Myrtle (WF),
dismissed- Snders,
Leslie (WVd)

Little, Thompa (NM)
Moon, Royce' AWM
Alday Pear (WF),
ilarreilC6rnelia (WF)
8ullivao,.1Jeaett6- (WF)'
Kerce, ML~rK (WF)

.oad'Eugene (WM).

Johniston, Joseph, (WM)

Chanstain, Albert (WM),

Browni'Mittle (WF)
Latson, Hammie (NF)
MeMillan, Myra Frances

(NF)

Mack, Jessie (NNM)Lumpkin, Ralph (NM

OBSTHICAL WINO ONLY

W-49A Mlt(hell,- Emma'(N)
B 'Washjngton Lille (P)

W-50A 'Middleton,.Viviaii (NF)

W-52A
B

W-54

W-55A Bato~helor, Joain (WF),'
d1inlssed

B Hatton Judy (WV')
W-56A Alley, barbara Carol (WF)

W-57 Youmana , Karen ('WF)
W-58 MoVey, Prisilla (WF)

NURSERY

MoVxis aby 0 (H e

Washington Ba byB ( M
Youmains Waby girlWF
MidletBaby Boy (M)

SOCIAL SECURtITY AMENDMENT8 OF 1987

DA~ux Crnsue Ripowr-Coninued
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5-35
8-30
8-37
8-38
8-39
B-40
8-41
S-42
S-43
8-44
5-45
8-46,
W-47A:

B
C

D
W-48A

B
C
D
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Jim. *8, 1967

N-IA
B
C
1)

N-2A
B
C

N-3
N-4A

N-6
N-7
N-8
N-9
X-10
N-il

8UYROICAL WINO ONUaY

Thompson, Annie Louise (21F),
Laster, Katie Mne (NF)

Benton, Rosa (NF)
Cooper, Patty Ann (WF)
Cooper, William (WM'%)
Heath, Jessie Lee (WF)

King, Linda (WF), dismissed
B6yett*, Mlyra FayIe (WP)
Olivent, ]Dorothy (WF)

Smith, Emma Lee (Q4F),

MEiDICAL WINO ONLY

Bank, Sarah (NF)

-?u-,grove, Roland (MM
Scott, Clinton, (WMl)

Zeigler, Pollyann (WF)j dis-
missedI -

Funderburke, David (WI),
dismissed; MeDuffie, Joe)
(WM)

Shaw Vernon (WM)
PowelR~ W

GdiCharles (WMl)

~ander7Jeli M0 fe, ho1)

Alday Pearl W
Harrell, Cornel a (WF)
Sullivan, Jeanette (WF)

KreMary Cathy (iF)
SmihSaah(WF

H rdEun M)I

Johnston, Joseph, (M):1*

W-49A
z B

W-50A

W-51A
W-2B

W-53A
B

W-55A 1H
B *

W-56A''All

(ton, Judy (V)-
ey, larnata' (WVF, dls- ,
named -

W-i7 xomp~ri~ "(w F)
W-58 A9VU*7,Fr i10140lIFW)

ClarkaQ~

Screy, Bab~y flrl. WF)
ah ingt jBAb F, WINM

INPOumanii' Qv0,W)
HIatton, a y rl" W)iddietop ,aby Qy (M

I..

U

88-231-87-pt. 3-81

MEDICAL -WIXG ONLY-continued

8-35 Chastain, Albert (1'"M)
8-36
S-37
8-38
S,-39
8-40
S-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
W-47A Brown, Mfittie (WF

B Latson, Ha~nmie NF
C McMillan, Myra Frnces

D
W-48A Mack, Jessie (NM)

B Lwnpkin, R~alph (NM1%)
C Williams, ;Georrge (N M)
D Dodson, Dock NSM)

OBSTETRICAL WINO ONLY
1-'.-14 A

B
E-15
E- 16A

B
E-17A

B
E-18

E-19

E-20
B-21
E-22
E-23
E-24
R-25

S-27A
B

8-28
8-29
8-30
8-31
B-32A

S-33
S-34A

B
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N-lA
B
C
D

N-2A
B
C
D

N-3
N-4A

B

N-5A
B

N-6
N-7

N-8
N-9
N-10
N-l1

DE-14A
B

E-15
E-16A

B
1B-17A

B
B-18
Fe-19
Ey-20
E-21
E--22
E-23
F1-24-
E-25

8-26A
B

8-27A
B

8-28

8-29
8-30
8-31
&-32A

B
8-33
8-34A

B

SURGICAL WING ONLY

Laster, Katie Mae (NF)

Benton, Rosm Mae (NF)
Cooper, Patty Ann (WF)

(ToDex Wilam Maxwell

Heath, Jessie Lee (WF)

Nelson;, Ivdry Nell (NF)
Boyett-,, yra F'Aye (WF),

dismissed
Olivent, Dorothy (WF)'
Ajiderson,'Jerry- (WM)
Smith, Enira'Lee, (WF)

MdEDICAL WING ONLY

Banks, Sarah (NF)

Merkeson, Elsie (WF)
Musgrove, rAoland (WM~)
Scott, Clinton (WM)

Poltiveiit, Jimmy (WM)
McDuffie, Joe (WMI)
Shaw Vernon (W1%)
Powell, Rosa (WF),
Balkcom, Mamie (WF)
Godwin _Charles ,(W M)

Sanders, Leslie- (WMi), dis-
.missed

Little, Thomas (M)
Mooh, Roye(WM)

Sulliva, Jeanette W)
Wall, Alvin'(Wg)

Smith, S~rah'(W)
Howard, b4gene Wm)
Duncan, Arehl e(,~(

Johnston, Joseph (WM)'

W-49A Washington, Lilie (NF),
missed

B
W-50A Middleton, Vivian (NE),

W-51A
I -B '. I

W-52
W-53A

B
W-54
W-55A Hatton, Judy (WE)

B
W-56A

i B
W-57 Youmans Karen (WE)
W-58 Movey, Priscilla (WE), 01

NURSERY

Clark, Baby Gil(NF)
jgus, Biby'Girl (N F).,

M oey, Baby Girl (WE
Washington, Baby Boy(NM,

dismissd
Youmans Baby Girl (WE)
Hlatton, giabs Girl (WE)
Mliddleton, R~aby Boy (NM)

flis-

s-

SURGICAL WING ONLY-continued

8-35 Chastain, Albert (WM), dis-
mimsed

8-36

S,-38
8-39
8-40
8-41
8Y-42
8-43
8-44
8--45
8-48-
W-47A Brown,4 lttle'(W)

B iLaston, Ilaie (N F
C McMillan, Fiances (NF)
D Jeffery, Artie (N F)

W-48A ,Mack, Jessie,(NM)
B Lumpkin, Ralph (NM)
C Williams, George (NMI)
D Oadson, Dock (NM)

OBSTETRICAL WING ONLY

1990 SOCIAL SECURITY AMX.NDMENTS OF 1967-

DAILY ONeiIs Rzom'-Continued

June $9, 1967
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SURGOAL WINO ONLY

N-IA Hinton, Robert (WM)'
B
-c
D

N-2A Laster, Katie'Mre (NP)
B
c
D,

N-4A: Cb~it, ty Ah(Fd
t milssed

o erj o 1 WanMpxwevll.

B-5 He~tbh Jeasie (WF)
N-0 Nelson,! Ivory Nell! (NF)!
U ~ Olient, bor4oihy WV

N40 -Andetion, Jen'y~lo #d WMX)'
N-Il, 'f8mIthEFrrna e(NF)

MEUDIOAL1I~Ny

134-14A,' Banks; Sarah:(NP) tt .V

i-5 literisii/, Uje Me F
E16A Musgrbove, RolidW~

ER-17A,

E-10 MoWUffie, Joe (U1)
lB-20 ShAw 'Veirnon- (WM) i

E-23-

66n;)w AM)

B- arrefi, Cornel ~W)
8-8 Wall, Alvin (WA

8-20 Rents, Ro88ie (WF)
8-30 Smith, Sarah (WF)

8-33 Joh
$-34A,

8-35

8-37

84-39,

8 44
K-45

~47A :Bro
D. Lati
'0 -mo!
-W *Jcff(

W-4A-Mae

61

ostonD, Joseph (WM)

I2I
,'~. 1~.

~t$ "Ati (1,NP)
W~ Je(NM)
~JifPal 0 NM0

OB8iTI13JQAL'WiN0 ONLTY

-W-50A; -Midieton, Vivian (NP); d.

W41A..

W1 421 *

r M4 Bab6.QrVWF), dismiss d
MId ll6n lbyB oy( 1),"8 mf~

F,
I.

* ~ ~I J ~.*

I ~ * 8 F
* I . **y*
* I. I ' '~I' ~ ,~ *~ I

- '11rr.,.d1 .(~F1 ?I,4, 3~j fIll

199Z

MEDZ0AL WIrNG ONLY-,cont1nUed

I



19~2 ~OGtALhEdUR~fr AMENIi~!E~r~ O~' i ~i67

Senator TA'AL"L V t a ktl s t gicd retary and I would
appreciate it if you could expedite the approval of that hospital be-
cause it is handicapping unfortunate people in that area who are en-
titl4'io the bo efits of medicare and now cA't receive it. because this
hospital'is not 'certified. It is a nonprofit hospital, operated by the
county, built by the proceeds 6f the Hill-Burton Act, and if it cA'n be
exLedited I would be grateful.

Secretary GARDNER. Senator, I have asked my people to resolve this
within the next 30 days.

Senator T.IL,ADoE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary , in connection with Senator Tal-

madge's statement, are your people still insisting that before ' hospital
can be certified for medicare they have to put an ad in the newspapersaying they are fully integrated? Is that still a requirement for the
hospital to be certified I

Secretary GARDNER. It is supposed to give public notice; yes.
Senator TALMADOE. Will the cliairman yield at that point? The hos-

pital not only ran an ad in the newspaper, but also went onlthe radio to
make certain everyolne got the message.

The CrAIRMAN. It seems patently ridiculous to me. If a hospital is
not discriminating in any fashion it seems to me this thing of irritat-
ing people- by making them run an ad in the newspapers is unnecessary.

i notice--we have had a parallel situat i"Louisiana. That big
hospital in Shreveport is one of the few in the State that seeks to do
business with the Federal Goverpment. One of the big problems thereis that historically there was one waiting room for vgroes pd o"e for
whites but how they have a big sign on both of them saying absolutely
no discrimination 'based on race, color or creed, and this is opei to
everybody. But notwithstanding that, tf e whites tend to go back to the
waiting room where fhe whiteshiae traditionally gone, ad the Negroes
tend to go to the other. I reclhthat that has caused a. gr at deal of
consternation in one place jiUit b6eause peop16 by force of -habit tend
to use the waiting room they aredoelstomed to.Tbr the life of me,I
have never been able to understand why you have to deny all people
in the area hospital treatment because people just by force of habit
tend to prefer to sit among'tAeir own. I thizk you are awie of the
fapt wolhave had problems with that. How w' can di nir thaV4 just
go and tell Negroes ty can't sit with other Nego i'nlore than I
can understand, but that wouild'geem to me to be kind of a denial: of
their right, to, w06ildn't it-tellink a Negro he can't sit beside another
NeroHe would be de644 that right.

Secretary GDRVX=. That iscorrect.
The CHAiRiMx.Let's see, Mr. Secretary. I am plann to difer

an amendment. vhich -ye look di4 last year,,anN Mr. k Cohh is qiit
familial With it., w vith6gird to 'foster care. The House was more
liberal than the Department was on the foster care provision, but even
then there is only a relatively small percentage, maybe it is 50,000
out of a quarter of a million foster care children that could be helped
under the House provision. Is the Department just adamantly opposed
to extending this foster care assistance to additional groups; for ex-
ample, fainilies that have a number of foster children that they are
looking after or institutions that care for foster children?

S902
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Mr. Cpj i r~. In thle jlotse- comilit tee Senator, :WCe suppoi-ted- very,V'igorg~p])y measures -to jinpr~ye t .he 'e~perkaI flnicing of fo~tev Cam.i
There Nvere, however two or, threarUe sl e '1n 1 4 the I ,
commllltit 6d10blot (aie notion. W11,1 6IIL~nw~ic nes*' vo rel& tq,*
bult tlip.;ppi area i ile I16 0iij en& lvhk has' en ail 'rguahiiW n bloJster care, is-fthe one wh-Iichi' provides that. there hove to be
Court' detrm~natiHongs before, there i~q F'eleral slaring. Tsd'(int',ke o000
youl Are ref err'ing to I

TPhere. areq a jinber q pftrti,4 pa r(iclnapy countty offiehds, espe.-
cially inCforii, who q'eine before tile lovise, commi-1ittee anld argllo

that we hoildl pay the Federal' sharo of foster care 'for a childthh)ad been Onl hid( to dependent ~Iildren irres4pective 'of whie4t))er the
removal of thle child from hlis Jkoine wvas based onl a o jftt determhi tion
ni'eth CA" it Ivas Just an adiipist rtive (eteripinat ion by liw

welfare agency.
Thes decision), after pinch djscu iSp i ec(I Session, iyapt~ tat.

the child's interests were better oroteed if 060- wits ai (court. &646hio
and a judg'e"making th e de "t natio'n-fthat the child should bq tke
away from it.'pa rents an~~ 1% qd in. 4. foster ,Jie,.And so'Q bill,

l~6oreyoutody, hil iira~d .~ia ili)her ofre§pect-0, still' etains
f lirov'isiollaont eourt:400t 0-i- Iions.

it OW1 ioiavovectthat if A:i jinstd thq'cquilrtdet~rrnilj Iqv
vision very likely thlere wo~4 miany nijeas i'ca w'. c~h K*ed-

1e-6.11''l ovrnetWonl1p1 po, oster caqe, and a ns4f,'on'tliqt
iqos~e is'fl nt there are sonih, ver strong auppeirters Wit. thje'xe gre sm
very -strong opponents to It on tH4 ground fba.I hidl a~ wa
f rom it parents in foster care iti'aldb ~e4) iaicd deterull-
nafloon l)i judge. ,e~ ~q~db t~

"h- AUINA.' rel$ 01irse, one Of 1bp0 e~a ~rp~.f
fster care, i pjqny, cases, is ' n,. r1.v'oat af rq p t, iieethe obilkren.
entu6all' willM be r 46or d to their srpn6ATs 14d a'O p6a ht 6it, would see ol (6me that, th6e"11rt de-6isioni hL ot bef necessary:

It;'iltbe better jilst. to go al~ead Amd -providq t emx qarq on .a ogteihiome Mbai andten put theni'b* kackt h tlifn ~vt~Ier'aets
when they can be restored as,'W t'e cOjr~

il&~ the D~phrtmeit- Intods. '0"1'o 46y'a~is net W~ibotldn't.
be'referred to thel u~r~idca ~e~'i~imbfie~ a'aefwy'rml , pii ti.' It there'% s ,u e ijn idmnt., stht.yed~
cover tr 11~dersuy wMOPleo~be a eotnei-dation t0 1 6~i 1onmt~

gnms' 're 1nsed libothI the'Wlvo IT6 10d0h 5d~ Wistpaq
Wotk4461 $&qk i914ii .1v gOjM A m tJ,90 ip n T64ltr pi progrmh or IdoeI me, I envisage 1roram W4~~~

prgr.m, or~ 'vduals for .W11m~ ~fumt1e~ iiigc di n , appear

90p14 ".lw 4 Wo 1 'rohr h hepl .rm pie MNA P.(-9e. 
4 m ni P.6 th i]i'' b, ISp o*NI ollpjecrtar A. l6*ieif " ~ ii .

way;s a training ingredient in it or almost always, ith ifilfit m7sole ly'

1993
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work it is contrary in the sense that this is not a WPA or an employ-
ment of last resort, so to speak. Its conception is that these people will
l6 trained, trained whilo working, to eventually enter the job market,
and be employed as other people are employed. In other words, the
idea is that this is a temporary measure of rehabilitation and that they
will move on, and because of that there is always the conception of
trainloin it.

The UAIRMAN. I hope the Department is not trying to make the
decision on this basic economic'security idea or this guaranteed annual
wage for unemployed people type thought-that you are going to pro-
vide income to peapie even if they don't choose to work and wherework can be available.e

Now, I know that labor woull like to guarantee a minimum wage toeverybody in the whole country with nio exceptions whatever. But it
would seem to me that when we aretrying to provide assistance for
tbose who have no iricme'othei-"than a government handout, that
we ought to be thinking in termors of fihdihg work for them. It isnottoi us .to pass bn the job that is Available 'to them whether it is a
n inimum wagejob or not. I it is a joti 11at pys more than a person
wouldmake simply li-ing oih a welfare ca e 04we ought to encourage
people to take those jobs eve. t6'th fe&iit 7,i would think, of 4"' g
to Stateand lodilgv6inni't anid reib{.s' others that w'e would sfib-
sidiz thm et the n off Iub i e.fii apd OntO some con .u-
tive ndeivoi..I donlt ho'peto doW it al 6vefight. I knoi ybucan't
dol|t,' alrn1lay 1 i year or y2!#,' but ckA'twe Wbrk toward frying
teiut these peojletowor ,.

It seems eto me tiat even if _y6ioiny increase their income bJy $rQor$90 a month at least that is that much that they, Are nilt I ve
better. People -ho a doing somthi,,or learn ing how to do e.
titg, constructive are'Sust a lot better citizeni and theii children Wil

tip to be better.iitIns t6bt 1poj pesittihfiiArbiind the hb66 all

+a.rery .a .'T. Mr. C~l~man, thie fact is, aa you kn'*,haO t 'in
The CHATRWAN.Y io~1 t~ear io ~:, , ,~
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The CHAIUMAN. Mr. Secretary, there were just a lot of things that
were done under the old WPA programs which some people scoffed
at at the time that have subquentV- proved to be very worth while
things. I recall visiting with the shenflof Cameron Parish after Hur-
ricane Audrey hit Canierort Parish. I believe that hurricane killed
almost half the population of that parish. About half the people who
survived manage t get to the parish courthouse that was built there
by the WPA, and if Ido say it that thing was made to withstand a
hurricane. The sheriff of that parish told me that he had been one to
ridicule thatproject as just a foolish waste of money when it was done.

It saved his life as well as his deputies and practically'everyone in
that area. That was the only place of refuge that people could go to and
besecure. It must have saved 500 or 600 lives.

Now, one really can't look upon that as a matter of waste. That was
something that really was needed and it proved itself when that hurri-
cane hit. It seems to me there are just a lot of things that the State
and local government could do and they could put some of these people
to work very -onstruetively if we could work out-the proper artanke-
ment where ratherthan' just give people the mote we would Subsidmze
them to work with-someone who could provide them with obe.

-We will consider it, in executive session, but I h6Pe that yoti and
the administration might help to work 6ut something along, that
le. *;

Now, what do you think would happen to an unemployedfather
who took the labrtraiing cours,but aftei3, month thei e wa no
job for him I What pvisi6r of the administration'bill'Would allow
him toparticipateinaworkprogram. .' 4 'f. As I understand it as of now there is nothing in the3 bill that *uld
do tbat.. You trained him to do something and!,rouktill don't have
~jobfor'him. 1' ' ;. *

-Sfcretary GxiRn=.m ! In, the States that, have,'id Md. f- milies, with
depefldent children!,of unemployedparentu hi kould havir some re-
course, and in the other States not. ",'.

'TheWOHAm1. No*i, how lrhiny States are there whorefuseevel-
fare t people -who have .jbs viilable to them,",utlwhoefuseto

Mr. Copa.N. Senator in my recollection all of- these 22,jurisdictionsth'(t have akid to the fchldren of unem~ilo .ydI p~kents have that pro-

vision in it. Oth'rSteke that donf have aid,wh thepa nt is ire-
'enployed haveVarious piovsions, but i tlid 2 that actiali* paY cash
assistance where the father W"unemployedi they refuse asstance to a
-father who turis doyli an, appropriate job"withbut,good cause.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand the poverty amendmentA! ithi bill
that is on thefloor Aght l' rop 'day care -pro mB with" to
90 percent Feeral matching for children of low income from ow-

come ~families whose- tirents are' taking training or. seeking ,unein-
T loyment Howi,'ill this fiti with the day care provisio -in the-House
bill for the AFDC children ?

Mr. Con r.: :I dot'iUknow that -I cai a nwer the 4iiestioh-4uite
'deflnitively: I'have dis&9Is.d it with-Senator Javits several times. In
our' bill the d-caiw provisions under public isistadce a -e for people
who are actually on-aid' to dependent children. Howevieri some of the
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wone, -in child -welfare service may be used -foDr day care for persons.Who either hftve reently received id to-dependent child'en orthl
other lowpinc'ome mothers, at the determnination-of the State. fi*Tito wrty I would view thq amendment -in. the poverty -bill) IftI wqo enaceAl. so a~s to have a rational relationship to the two pro-
V.iAioi)4 in, our, bill, is thalt those funds shoud 'ba used for low-incomiepeople wh'o are, by. and large, not on aid to dependent, children or whoalr not persons w ho recently came oif of aid to -depeudent children,but. who alre low-income, people who are not being helped by the Statestandard of need.I I think-we- would have to work out something like thiat to avoidduplioation, and i think it. could be worked out,JI don't, see any l-culties in working it out if it is passed, but I thing (I rational relIation-
:shipshould be worked out.

The CHATRUrAY I would hope that it could be worked out so wve don'thav~e a conflict between two agencies in handling the program thatone i would take. priority over the other.,_-I
M 3r., Com. Oar two programs that we.1have1 Senator, are -State*based; ift 'other, woros, the aid to dependent children program a *ndthe child- welfare services prograt. which uses money for (lny cat, IsI really,-a Federal grant to the States forthe moesSohate

primary. factor'in how it was used wider our two programs wouldbthe tate~ policy consistent with whatever the Congress said'in the
BuLt the Wesays and Meamns ,Cowmitte in, ths House~pas.Qed bill putin'a. pirovIiin that. these tw6 units in the Sta. muist now be ; n thesamne organizational location for the.very. reasort that. we are nowtalking Ab~fiti Since therea werb two sources of money for those whottr'e oh! ftir to dependent children~and those vbo: were 'recently off andfire not oil the WAYS and Means Commnittee quite proptrly,-in my

i )inio, maid if yoto hiad ofie organizationid unit in the State You would
- bo sure there would b6 proper. coordi nation and allocation of those
funds. 

-.

,-Now, I tihot surb whether the OAO, amendmlent flows through the
States or is a',Fedprsl prograan, and Uiat would have to be worked out,but I see no problem in our arriving at a conclusion with, fr. Shriver
tohetkuitthevsisnoduhlication. *

,The, Of IWA. ..V 4 the, Federal program provided by, theo QO*bilI-has; 90-pement Federid matching. I should think thatt that. wouldtendi to displace the ADO program hero when; or AFDO wvhen$. youhAVea 0-percellt, matching program. The States would tend to AMifover, -to. claim the 90-percent money ('Toher titan the money -in theI wo (tirebill.. '4'
Mr, .CotEx; We atsked the Ways aqd Mean~s'Commritt" to put 90-peteent- finxneing in'at. least for the, first year or 2 on the grounds that

this would stimulate the Statim. to more k'pi~kvy put th6! day care pro-..-grbis iflto,'operation- on a voluntary bfs -so that: the program could
be effective. 

* ~~I '

fls-Ii'ealh, after- much discussioa~vthtmit 4 e did put- in -some-thing lik6 865 percent -forthe'fkstaV ear itid a half, -azidt4hew75 '16 oett'fherenftivoRBut. Lwoiuld a *teewifh-yourobbservation thtIf the Fed-'ral, financing is diffrent',ih, tIs~ft -pr6gratMStat Money is goingto go to the program in which they get, the greatest amount of Federnl
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intclingi and Iwould think, therefore,, whatever theq ftiial figure is inleither this bill or the qther bill the ought tobe m ado consistent.te CHAIRM'Alf. I understand 21he Houso',has- put about-two aild a,hlf billion~ dollars, in the ppvert~y program beyond w~ia(. the. fdmin-istration requested. XOw, is this part of what was aq1ded~b the-that,is thle Senate committee has done this. is this particular thing oileqfthe thigs that; the Senate coiwunittee has done ini,additionpto what theadministration requested?
Mr. CoiEN.JIn my opinion, yes, sir; bvt I wasn't aware that it wvq
,The CHJ~~.Ninety erent.
Mr. ioz~.\ebt- tin~k, it is, Seiiator Jaiits 'told.me it wasIMS millions I think thlat, is the correct figure for-that unit,is it. notiT

Yes,~~~ Mr lwistls mo that~ is cor-rect, thiat is what Seijitol 3.vittold me. I think hie "Was the ponsor of the nrnendme'it and at th~atA1 ~illt,,I hadn't seen it. When Sepit irjavits tallke4.,wili IM, I uirged hllnnto pu t anl amendljment tomodify thie apmendnenlt inisufh wa that thefun6ds c0uld be inr ,q jiAy comibined with. thi's program. so thereiiouldn't b nn overlap and there woukhdi' be any ilifterencq, i Vedl1era] m~oney. I (Ion't know whether thkey, did. thiat.The CHAIR-HAN. Does this amnistr 6tonisipi.htwihu
I)Isently in the committee bill on,' the fIerlin tbiat rear'd?Mr. qq I thibn a -1)ix u, gth quest is~ wj hc, vsp

114 41; 85 il ,40, ~rthe day, i tlk, is - i) tlat progriuym; lint.V~ fyt kv a skipa
J'th~ OJRJ Ve. g, f 

-k'WI

ever extra nlony th grq~q wdtdt pti o~ 1 e~n
int~ zUI~re .yop r, qnmut ~te' 1'old'lI&oe ace, pneProgram; one Irederal ipatc1.in rq wnie for t prqgvi~rplk

that. is the more desirable'codrdiW Ae Collist t F wa v, ptr...q

ha di~ m n yont 
eer 

n 
,

. p~~~pqgron tqsto yq lla xjr

hadisg conmittn ts binr rel *416 co"ie "ti '

was to IRaise about $5 billion tax. Ini this hill qlj e othere are tivo and 91.a~ liiQ ( ' -1*by th0e 0 e
Js tW~fRl)1rk PW "-Ml-g Iae~rgn, didY ~ u~i~ig ~~t~ore t~1i~v p t V~li~xro

f~~qM tit Iha ,4, to
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that we have to increai your tax." There are a i6t of people Who would
be fort before tihe tax increase js mentioned who suddenly cool'to it
when they talk about the increase in t x.You Are aware of the resistance that is growing in'that area' are you
not that where, the tax has to be- added to thle benefit resistance
buildup.

Mr. CoxM. -Yes- although I have to give vent:t6 my own pr6jtdice
and say that I think there are lots of people Who ate aware of't te tax
increase, yet are willing to pay that tax if it means mbte benefits

I recognize there are limits. But I do think that is one of the ad-
vantages of the social security program-tha yo tie thie benefits a4nd
taxes together and you discuss-them, as you alWsayhav'e in thigh c0in-
mittee, at the same time.

Senator WILLIAMS. And they should always be hiade the same effec-
tive date-Mr. Co N. No; I don't agree'with that.

Senator WmL1 rAms. I thought you were getting religion. [Laughter.1
Mr. CoHEN. You would have to talk with me on Sunday, I guess

about that.
The CHAIMAN. Senator Anderson.
Senator Awniftoi I have no questions.
The CHARn . Senator Willias.
Senator WLLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, to get the record straight, -a the

chairman has mentioned, I think it is, two and a half or 2.8 billion that
was added to the poverty bill that is now before the Senate. Do I
understand correctly. that the administration is strongly opposed to
that addition by the Senate?

Secretary GARDNER. Yes, sir;that is my undei'standing.
Senator Wnimums. And they a opposed to it in any form? They

want it stricken from the bill - is that correctd?
Secretary GAuR'P I. That is correct.
Senator WIu Ams. A report has been furnished to this'con-imttee,

that yoq'aiar expert iencig confsidrable difficulty now in' the aAin-
istratloh qf the medicare program in that i certain areas that itie-
sulted hir excssive payments to doctors. I think this was particularly
true in the California area which' as called to our attention.

Secreary GARDNER. Medicaid, title XIX.
Senator WLtTAMS. Yes. I understand you have done considerable re-

search in this particular field ?
Secretary (4IARDNmtr. You mean have we looked into the Califonis

incident I
Senator WLLIAMs. Yes. Not only'California, but as it may be pre-

vaiing in other areas ?
Secretary GARMER. Yes, sir.
Senator WI.LAMS. Couldyou give us a report?
Secretary GAiwRxR. Well we have not been able to get as mueh In-

formation as We had wanted on the California episode. But the data
that we have led us to believe that the Situation probably does involve
excessive payments. But the facts are not clear For example, we d6'not
have data and data were not published which Would permit us to know
what the level of overhead was foi soime Of these pay ments that a dcor
is receiving over $100,000 as was repoftM, and we were not able to findt
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ut how many people he employed in his clinic, how large a payroll he
had,how much of this was net to him at the end of the year. Again we
were not able to find out the extent t9 which some of thesee p payments
were to clinics rather than individuals.

Senator WnuAi. Well, have you pursued sorm of ese invesiga-
tions on an individual case basis and made an effort to get that iforma-
tion? ISecretafi'y~h wv. We ntend to. We Mt&nd to.

SenatorWiLLIAMS. You haven't done it as yet.._ Secretary _ . We h ye not done it as yet. Mey Xsa'y tt the
data we have so far from Cauifornriia indicate that thgy hav6 done'a very
impressive job of checking and the system is workingihi-the iense thati1 h~re are faulty Praiq tj he Ptatos is going tofind 6ut about them.
This whole gathing was brq4t to'pbibhc .view bya very well woirking
system of dat gathering on iid prog rts.

Senator WILLIAMS. That. is my understanding. W 1.; it not called *o
your attention'likewi o , was it just fa!4d toj the attention of theState Didn'tyoUz depart eit have any kiiowldg of thiSstuation or
suspicion that it may be existing and haven't you done something about
it, toot,

S ecre't a ry GAmRw: m'm NO, ir.- Ten program are adminitered
throuk11 the States, and it'is not only the'existin prdice but it is the
.deSirable practice that they should develop their owh syowh lmf check-

nd adini g thesepr.gam.
senator WLJAxs. ,Well, I k now the program i designed as much

as possible for. State .admin4tati n, But there is Federal moey' in-
volved, ' Substantial percentage 'f it is Federal money and as the Sen-
ator from Georgia pointed out'you do go intothese areasaawhecertain questions are raise you make .a rather, intesiv- studyand de-
termination.

Now, are you not equally interest in the money factor a well to
"e trmt thvt is being proq ey spent? .Don't you think that the '4ey
it e 0 i , eavittotesS .atr; we

secretary it m I-_eve this very stron y, Snoade
will get at itthr.oughat!esV twQcha-s: t ir, normal l audit-

ingpr~edues ~ 41,ie which, we wilcro1
would lie I have Jr. Lqnd comment oi thai. Could you come

up ? Dr. Land administers titl XIX andhe cntellyY a .t it. .
Dr. LA D.Wold you like for, me to, coie 'it, .sr fi : in-

vestigaton- .

Senator WiixaAx's. Yes, '
Dr.. LAN6D (continUing) Ofthe i4* t p I was re-Cently in' Caiforii, an they have 'a vey well'estallished sstehi of

wbere~~ thale abu eccr they are impoiw and ~~~ise
very thoroughly.' We willitinue survpmllafi& " and A,6, ntact wi't
the Office of Health Care Services in California.arid will at a latA.'
time have a more complete report. '

Senator WnLurms. Will you make that report ailable t6 this om-
mittee when you got it I

Dr. LwD. Yes, sir.
Secretary GARDNER. Yes.
Sen ator WniAs. Do you have any indication that this rinaL,.
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by a paid worker suchts's the Ca -~~~e~s ~ 4 ~ ?w7o
perform services that~ ,e ot ordin~i st or,
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iSubject Claiication of Prlncltles of ltelnbvraeient for PNovider.'Cost4q 1-7,'
Value of Servi of Noped Wor~r8"(flej. Be& 405.424):

The PrIicIP16 cOveitig the vifje'fseI'1eA'oftioAald *v6rkers haO bee2 fthe
subject of possible misinterpretattion with respect to the -types o f services which
may* be ,included, Ii - pirovlder'p allowable reimbursable -costs. The 'guidelines
listed below are. Intended to clarify nid ,provide more detailed Instrction~ o

Imleeting "inciiiieI-7; thiy, Are -not changes 6r, modifications to that

pPrIncil 1-7 Is effective July 1, 1968. A provider may claim as an allowable
cost the, value o(f -servicesOf nonipald workers beginning with, ItOrst cost re-
porting period provW4e the condition nso~ 9frA'cple 1-7 pid 'te te'rla 0 the
guidelines Usted below, ar~ mtBcfuethpblaion of 'thts rlniple, In
regulaftozi'f6rni'a deO~jd - 6Kehb. P r4dm ~u'h t Izatin fb-
paid workers mky'tieete die requiftme~; df a written agireement as flows. The
written, agreement iequired by prtnclple1-7T may. be niade retroactive to, cover
the* W,"At repqrUlng pe49l f l t4e ,o er ren~Iemep of princip e, 1-l.and
the1%udelines ar Woe In~ hes e~tng period although not formnaliz

byk HU~nagrenlent h'Slue "BealU YCf6 'itfhese rviceii t iay b
allo*6d;, how~veZ- theeb must bo a writtet'agreement~on hle ,Wherei appropriate
providers may. submit revIsed'bost4 statements, to tnclude* the. value 'of these

The -01ene are onqwi"

1.- Sqritoes of ,opdwrlemutbe per/fomed 0"atios oueto"14r~i held

rbe~ervces f aponald 'oker nue beperformiiidt 6Jah IndividuAl -on 'a
retlr scedie bht In a P fl~~i posirtion. be hl i~ur6 t would exclude
nnaid workers Who "perf'fiertlCea on an Intermittent and/or Infreqluent

moreover, the services of the nonapald worke; inst i nparaible, to the 'serv-
Ices ~faPOO worker In a full-time oition in the pro'1der!s oi " zatlot

Wbte te powder' ais rio 0lla tbne poiios coprso pema'd
ad ei ila positions of other ptoidets, In the aiea of Aimilar sie,.soeo

services and utilization.In all cases, the tee4 is whether' the U19ittut~on would.
ha~ve had to 'employ another .person in the eyeiat that tho UOnpel14 worker had
not rendered, h4' services.
R. 'Services of non pa Id tcorkera must be performed in poslllonipee8eairz to onqld

the rqvier t Vc rvt uthejiunoffom. of,normal patientoaTan prt9

services m , ust be reiatid dlr~i 6 pt itf aVti z61 ii 19dffinistAtlvO positions
essential to the provision of that care. Where the provider would not ordinarily
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1 o required t9,engged others to, peroprmutbhe *qr~jeao theonpdwrk I
-order to properly fai.0, fot. the pa~lt pr 1,pel peao qh pclty, threr alu
of the nonpail worker would not bie allowed as an ealemenk qf cost evces not
directly relatqd to patient care or ID administrative "Ifftonsi n4t essential to

thepr~isin 6 that che s -a hdotatdd ser*es of ROMAW ulIn distributing
Or klft ld '%= 1.

4i Tho amoms. alkow44 i*rl~r~lj*i for, 814 .ewtvo of ttosqwaid workers
cannot exceed those paid by the provider for similar services

The, amount- recoknlsed In reimbumible 6kosts, for 'the sertices-og, nonpald
workers cannot ex~eed th7 amount which4-would bave i heea' allowed for paid
employees of the Provider wkjo performed similar -serovices;I br,.where the service

oft nonpald :otrker are x*rforzed In a position unlike any other full-time posi-
tion In thb j)ovlder's orgatllzatlon, -the amount allowed In reimbursable costs
,"not e:Fc9e thaiit paid fqT sco sprvices by other provldesinteaa
,Ofe-linllat -_size scopO 06of'Wd~c~e akid tilizaton'. tie -ine1u of n1&ka T-vices
!'neeesiarily included actutal Mhlres paid plus maintenance, pe1tqusites, and fringe
benefits. (Examples: Maintenance-BOOM and bqfud;, Perqulstes-Free. upi-
10r and laui dy;, 1'tjn p ,d. ,go bee ,TYAcatious,. . o ldayp,, s1k le~ye, ,and dis-
couii"below 64s on h~spla i4_ndrugs.
4., ZNopaid 4 mmse,#pct oth sae'i Ootrol by the

rq1iv~ypdf enl pai to bytho e pod 6f; vi-.
WZjjAdiorkers haudA observe all rulee regulations,_, 'and codes of conduct

r~t. t W oi reg lar pai * or e btb r th rov d .. ls O . e vl g t . e e p
slifis nde WVS. internat I? eie/tue i7*de.!Thoe#or$,tl~at~onj mfust have
arragemntswith providers for the peroiinnaoe of the service. of such

no~spa44 workers .,1

Nonpald 'workers must be raembers of 411 organization of nonpald -workers
that 4a aragmnswtite provider for the perfornitee of services by'non-
paod workr.Mibrppi the orgailzationh must be'subbta1~iated by ade-
,quatedocmltto In l&lei of-thed orgabil~tion, 'f nonpald workers. The
requirement of '!under, arrangementsl" requires ~a:F writteli contract, between the
4organiiatili of nonpaM VwOrkers apO the provldv (see1I lp rov, loif above for es-
tablishing effective-4 9f, ofcn trtwt),. StUPWUD n ._he type'p and duratiup of
specific services to lie erfd Xed Vj' thnipil wrkeih.Mdnt4 'dto ful;-tize
positions. Also, the aNou~t Includlible In reimbursable &5ti'Annbt'exceed the
a&6uttreqduired ~uft&*'th6 terMsO Otho1ebntract i forthe Iperiod Iduring which
the contract Is In effect; iLe., the amount Includable in re1mbursablo. cost* will be
ltinlwe4to -those - ervlIescovered dprrg COe ep rc pro..p'

the- orgaizaiion of non a d rorlcere mauft obtain 'a tax exben2 statfii from
the U.S. Internal Reveiiue, Srvle, 1 1 irequIreiint *11 bece et&itive' 'six
moninths from the diW5o issuance, of thii letter ti &nsderatlof those organi-
zations that may not have met this requirement prev1Qu~y.',.
6. Servicee of Jo tpaid, 04okdr.'ttbe perform~ed without-,direct'i~emu'eration

from the provider and the organization to such individuals
Reimbursable costs cannot In(4dd6!ajI$~mliutd value (i.e., any expenses not

aeqtjplly, Incurred) f9r, the, srrices of. a worker who hqs received ny direct
rempnertion '(salaries, wags rmhepovd" 'intho~glzto f

z vopM workers. Whtr a WO;rcem ceves4 diet' reiieratioifrom either or-
gaulzatioh, becnnotee anna worker 'kider the dfii~no

'ofo'aid employees ~iero,'intng tdentlce2 services o
~he ualfiction ~fio~A~dWorkesrs mn*st be comphrable to tli qualifications

of ''p)ar em , 6sees t*rforinl' Identifchl 'services." Whee 4'evfeeof nonpaofld
.Wofk~r aire'performed 'ifi A~ bosltlohi~inlike 'any others fnll-time p6sition esitab-
Ished _b 't1 revie;,th 'qUktlficdti6ns inhst to eqblvflebt t6 the qualifications
for imfiar setres 6f cohrproviders 1h the area of similar size,, scope of bervices
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9. A*b4 diro1+ tuS it 0616 propt e bd fqr Ae'rdbitidbl sA-1c

A pr~i~ 10 ~tprer Ae~s, tgr Um r 1 bM e rvestA.
tqrRiueoby v.OiII4 -W e I , 4tfided to 4 stU to 'l-~e 4iu dt
the rates of pay in manner equivAleZ t k.4 ti4an 01 ~ payi~li
record for a paid employee of the provider.'Also, the providers ales mnust conasin
ak "y of te efti~ot between, ti'orgilsaufon of %ioupeld workers and'the
provider.

.,I% -amount deveiopw),-uider the terms of the contract between the organiza.
smo vC noepald worWkre and 'Ue provider, for sevice tendered to tbe provider
by the mpaidworkers, amst be entered In the provlder'is accounts.

Director, Bureau of Heelth Inrancte.
-Se, ator W1LTJs. Does the lis~~v 1d-0 1 ofte~eI~e t.

.ProVide 'A bass for'ehiursaing~ thee institutions for thee costs anld
it so, under *hat section I

r.f -BALL. Senat&r th'6e wa g rIa al f o'l'f Ajiscussion,, prarticul~ty
.i 1 tho Ways and M'eans ComninftPM. relaUing to whit ptrincip le' of

invetient~ye'ot~ e f~l~~lbj We Gov~rnment under the ost-
reiburemet. jprincpl The testimony waffeunly repehfbd by

the (Oovernment whites ~n e 0iio by th" omtee'htb
and large the accepted principles of reimbursement developeci'by the
Amerioan flospita Assfociation and applied by 13lue Cross A4' thier
organizations would be followed.--.I

Ita is my understanding that the principles that we are 'follow ing
in relattion to unpaid workers do follow those general principles of -the
American Hosptal Asociation that were ift effect, at the t mie of the
Discussion , Those principles wero made part. of the record, I remember,

in the Ways and Means Committee and were discussed.-
Senator*WMLTJAU8. These payments are being -made based upon

regulations Issue#, by tho Department,, is that correct?
PWBATJ,. Yes, sr.

Senator Wnxmm~r. Under what scion of the law are these regula-
tions based?

Mr. BALU. -It is the cost-reimbursement section. I would have to look
up'thie number for you, sir.

Senator WILLIAAMS. Will YOU furnish that for the record if y;ou
(lon't have it ristht here?

(The following material was received by the committee:)
REASONABLE COOT

Sw. 1881. (v) (1) The reasonable cost of any services shall be determined in
accordance with regulations establishing the method or methods to be ufqed, and
the Items to be inded, In determining such costs for valrious types or classes of
Institutions, agencies, and series: eOxept that in any ease to which aagraph
(2) or (3) applies, the amount of the payment, determlinedl wider suclh pftsR-
graph with respect to the services Involved shall be considered the reasonable
cost of such services. In prescribing the regulations referz4d to in the preceding
sentence, the Secretary shall consider, among other thigs the principles gen-
erall~y applied by' national organdiza tons or established prepayment organizations
(which have developed such principles) In computlng the amount of paymen~t.
to be made by persons other than the reeipients of services, to providers of sery-
fces on seount of services furnished to such re *cipients by such -prdvlders. Such
regulations may provide for determination of the coats of services 'on a per
diem, per unit, per capita, or other basis may provide for using different meth.
ods In different circumstances, may provide for the use of estimates of costs of

004
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particular Itemis or services, and mpay provide fox the, iqse of eha rges or 4 1perce~t-

aeof charges wfberq tWs 3pethod reasoiqobly X 4eqtp the 4Vts, 8134 reUlatign,.
sall (A) take Into count both direct and Inidirect cozs afprovi Orsifservices

IA order that under the itthods of determining costs, the costs wIth respect to
Individuals, covered by the Insurance P mogramis established by! IA title will not
be borne by Isidividuals not so covered, ajd the Voqt,w1Ohrpt tp lo4IvI4iiap
not so covered will not be borne by such Insurance programs, and (J~ ri
for the making of suitble rot"oatjvee cprectivg adjustments whotO, f~r a pro-
vider of sei foir,an y flbcal period, the sggiegate reiabursmeit, produced
by' th letbods of determining costs proves to be either Inadequate or excessive.
(Title XV1II of Public Law 8047?.)

Mr. BIALL. YeS, 'Solptor'.
I believe the committee report discussed the payment of volun-

teer-
Senatorr itutA iConld ydIcOi ~ owa zei nttiin

have been reimbtfrsaA fr siieaof 'these unpitid workers during the
first year of experience with. mediehre?

If you' don't Th 06v that repoi-t,'could vou, furnish for the "ecord a
breakdown of the payments that have "been I4ade for that type, 6f
volunteer. W 6ra's I

I understand these eye; Mnore 'oie~ss phantom ooati or--
Mr. BAU1.YOe'SenAtor; we will furisih it.
(Pursuant- t6 the abovie'disexig 's~on; thieL fpl lowing. ififorniation was

received by' the co6mmittee:)
We 'have discussed with Blue Cro ,s v1lns th6 rflwrted atteumpt of sopie few

hospitals 'to collect for ROd Cross'voldtterk The int6ro'ed opinlin of nine large
Blue Cross plans engaged'I in edicaro hositital! reimbursement which were.-con-
tacted in that the plans have allowed no relm-burpeiuent foir Oppald services
except that provided by roebers of religlouA orders, No other vo 4uteer services.
to thqlr )iowledjge, meet the ameljcare requireiOnts for reimbqrsernent.

W~e estiMafe thatf rougbly #Slnilifoii. aboi~t"one percent of the medicare pro.
gram's patients to hospitals for the flrttu*weidonths of operation, wyere for
the services of unpaid inember. of beiiosursed-- -'' 'il be ava4'

Data on the value of voluntary unpaid seXy~ se w bhusia
from audited lwspital c"t report a' tbe audi ts are. coinplete., flowever, inchl
data are not avA liable centrally' at' thli lIinbecause ftscal ititernediarles- are
Just now in thep jirots of receivig Rn l reports ad oon-ductit4 auidit.. The
details requested muist be secured fromu auditors' woft sheets gaut we $Ire itqklim
for&a preliminary a'port based ona sampleopf pase&. _

Secretary GA12N.-M. Does this mnelude the religiova?
Senator WViiLTA I!s, It includes all of thein,whefher they arm religious

or not. sowe can have a determination.- I think the conuiiittee should
have such A report of all reimbursements -for oosts which wvere not
actually inculrred just assumed, aind on the basis of what, they would
have pAld if they had paid. It~-Isecogrtized-there. was no payineutmade
and t hey were. reimbursed accordingly.-

Mr. hALL. Senator, as far as furnishing quickly r'eliable-0gures on
th8 total problem of allowing for the costs, of urnpai workers, includ-
ing the regular nurses InI reIgious hospitals, we would really hiave to

wait.~ ~ ~ ~ r uni ela- h uIteost reports from the hospitals. We now
have-only .a small percent e.

Senator WIlA S on t you -have any information at. all as towhatyo ha paid thus fart
Mr. BAYlI,. Y ea; hut'I just would like voin to understand what we

have, paid has generally been' 6n time- bisis of an estimate for the
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hsTital nd then :tlbere!.f anl audit and: settlement atthe- end- of the

-want :the' dvisibm'bbtween' religious organizations and' ' ross'set

aown,.whether ,theyi are; e
ordinary volunteers, because it was myifideistbnding that thlt praC.
tice is spreading. Surely you must have wm~joforrptionI =11

Mr. BALL. Yes.
-,Senator Wn.ite. (continuing). As to :,hw .uch.yq4 hav spqt in

4vse: B,-O Pj,. and 1 p on reimbursemw~ ,t' thsptclrtp f
-cost. Do you not have such reords?,, , , , .,Mr., -B~tu. ,.Ye, w edo,,Senator,.but i ,]ust. von t be fialea~l use
-lheyo, are not :udtw _. ... ,, ,. . .. :, ','' ,'

S-th r notaau s ealiz that. They w' be' dn' h i'tj~
But you-could. furnish a preliminary, rporxt sQ V.e "eul it

-available during our co id Qmti, of this u , 4,coul4J-u ,nh4 iMr.-BAxuYes , Senator, anu the point $enatr. Alelrson ,lde,
just for clarification of the record, is very, importari, ,TIJxql misunoer-
S.standing. and difference of opinion that arose about Nirnbuinets
-of voluntary worker41I thinly ii.' c1q0iied tolhe fairly narrow , w dt%
-of people who were doing, the kind .of work that. was not ordinarily
paid for.. I don't believe-there was a significant difference of opinion-abeiit te' '-'pro'ch tliat.*asn0ed to reimburse for individual ter-
.forming igular .'nurse dtitl It was in, thiC areasof sthe1. -,.s
volunteers, and that sort-of thing, that a problem arose. Woul, WIfbe,
satisfactoryto you-we could do much better job-if we couldcon-

1 Snatr u~a~6. Nh~ t >6uldn't do4 atp. flcons4ttthis
-concer- which is being. exrs t to us as a.cmmitte may very w1
-be-!t result of a rmi sundeistaiiding, and I think, inlorder to getthe
-true picture we need like to hi e't6he report- allhincliaive. Because the
only way to straiglhn, it but,,w6uld lie'to see'exactly. what is-happen-

.ing i practice 6as ,oii are administering thi program;,so-I.would
like, to hae the allAinclusivd report to the extent -that you have, made•-anyvpaymente at all-.up tothis point . r, . 'r : .. :.. -. : ,

'Mr. BML. All iight, Senator., , ; ,- ,
"S1rator WLIAMS. I thinkwe can understand-itbetter;.
Mr. BALL. We will furnish it. . -. . -" Senator Wm~A~s.'Al! rightxi. , - ,. . ,, .- : ., ,

T just have one further question at this point. ,Perhaps, you don't
have i today,' but, ,Mr. Myers,. you have furnished to the committee,and it" was U-on-y request,-a comparison of the value of benefits and

-the contributions under H.R. 12080. Now this comparisonn that you
-lave was'on the basis of 12080. Perhaps you' don't have this informa-
- tion here available, but I would like fo-r you to furnish it to us.

During the first days of hearings, Commissioner Ba ll gave benefits
that: a young worker going into the labor force now would get certin
increasd benefits, as a result of raising the contributions to the

1"0
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$10, 800 16~l 61It Avaspoit~dtouV il;OaVwuld fiot reap the full, bene-
fit of thes maximum patyments until Afterh had volrkedl in- the
1atb6xfd~ fora R~'il 61 ariiitld 40) teirv'o6bO

r4W df WtrW 48 of eW~kdthe'

year pericdh 4tfimfrth6§b ben~ft, 'o ' 'oiI'ha thlat 6yAi~Ible;
no 1 , w ld1,6 frnish it for thorecord.I, aeyiWs l"i±&

th6:0$6 aO1! bift bX i kfu *;,the'd dhnihst#Ai6h'pf6 I&
to $10,80. nt~Wlim Id~hiI~

crea'd1~&kilaf~fhiiWiid lk w'll farmi i I rhn t~l t for

SOA &~ia W k~h. A th' lobint, ht i'f Elp~ty' *ll, right.'

-, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ OiVz 2 ~ 4 YMMRWDM*~oo 2, 1967.

From; flobeit 3, Mye'X@,,1,'~ j (
Subject: * Niparlson of Value of Benefits andContrib utions Ufnder H.R. 5710 for

a Young New entrant. 4'-"
Requeft hibeehnWM1de4~ a' deinporieon ofWt~ a&iziuVn~d hu6 of_ 66i em-

ployee contributions as* of ige i35 and the, preseM; value of tbe benefits at the sae
point for a young ar n (e IR51.4 a b*ipQlnted put elseWhore,,
comparisons of thls 'type are not very valid, slne the results thereof-can diffr
widely, depending upon the assumptions made.

I was given the assumptions. that the Individual Woul& er 'tbh -p ogiam
at age 18 (alteriiatively at age 21) in 1974,-,whdn thr iilmum OA133Dl coutrb~a-
tion rate and earnings base bo1ome~effective. In~ my opinion, tbede assumptions are
not reallotle or "typ1641". It, w"s Xurther hypothedve that th9,lindlv~dual would
sdrvive to, hge' 5 aiid would hoVe"ear'nings it thO'i W.a~iin *rdItAble amount
In every'yesi!'. A 8%9o Interest rate has been' ueed and rlI tj ban- ben askun'b
to be that of the U.S.LfNTsbles fot' Total Males and tleziles for 19049-6 -:

Under thosessuniptions tbe.eta proient', valuq of the. Mwl .bqpelts 'for-
a 4 4a~a age, 65 wthawf th ne age is $L1.8 (gadsofweher, the

Individudlenters ehiployiueit at age 18 Ol aag6 271)., Tb6 4cCbnula aMount
f the eraploy6'contributionsU I$W,486 if 'the Iiildual -btiki working at age'

21, and $68O8O ihe begfis wringat age 1& "'r*
It. should be notod that thlq mthod of g~mpttlFis 4o, ziqt. a~w t.-oz'taei

survivor and disability protection that the individual h#4 re 63. r is
there cosldered the faci that Social. SecuritybenfTa -r Ilely to be. inria~e
In tbe future As tb* gezkrW'04k6f eati~nt* ri#ds' (Afid, *6eedlilly as' don-
tributionnemieees '' ' ' '. * '

s~ntor WiLiIAms. Now;' one or quji~M.Sc~a~ 'he
testimony of the gentleman'*hat~was'fepresenting 'Mr 'Reuthbi jidel
several i~ommendatiorid here &S to in& asing benefits tnder-eoeral
security. They recommended a guarantee minimfumn monthly beneflti~f
$100 for o. worker retiring 4t the ae of 86,$1O'fotk disabled *ot*~r,
find -$160 'ior; in elderly couple bth'at the "ge'o 5 or over.wNow iny'
question is3,: -Does -the idministisation endorse thote.pogas-sre
sented by AFL-CIt . prpsasaspe

sb 76t stick'Wt the tdinitration jP'rOoosls.We would like to
see ~these proposals of Mr. -R.6uther%, studied very eailh .Thioy 4e-

setve the "most serious attention nd we 'would prop'osetAlt thiey be,
plaed beor the Advisory, Council at a later dite But at this- poivlt we,
stn wih heprpoals put forward by -the administation

2007'..
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$Sea,~Wlibt4IA MdyouN vould oppose the"e reormeunlationsl

Senator AxpDE ox. efore $"ao r rloj 5tJPrt 14& wasit~ee
iA tho 0ooW8eI4tyou-M sn4ldC1 Pdte4~ta of it. You sort

01:,4O~l, M, , N"44gvllo that thep bill41d u4 niakevery
izprtantobnTm9.kt Obelo up ta rateapnd, hngsthe wpgo

= i I, dweant it t rw*o11t 4 bllioOn dQa1r a year. Isn't, that

Secetry *Arn~u.Thi*i' 4hi !con takn by, t4e. W~.y and Means
Comiifte

Ui 1Mw4 Y9eiOw &~r; tho Wr certainly subaantial cliangeo in
tb rgrw, PO MeI~P 4 d' -pal celynUgh.I meeant we, the

administration, were hnI A making substantial changes in the, content
of OA~ 404afet~ Pg o' t*i 'r dicare prograxn. On Ow other hand,
the financing chage that were put'in tho IRopsc bill "r certainly
sigli*figt c)anges -yssr

Senator Aiq~wro'N. We medicare provision is not a billion dollars
out of-balance, is jt? Pesi take a whole billion dolti to make them

-Ur, D$sjJ blijeyv Xr. Myers' estimate, is chat, " ihe Ifirst' Year the
costs were around *~premt ibove'what he had ori~inslly estimated,
wviche, of eufseiv*uld be nowhereneAr a bilion dollars

Ronator*A*Drimsoir. Thank you.'
SwtvCadlsoxi?

'Smtor OCA61iO. .M1r., Secretary, I want to discuss briefly one section
of the HouRO bill, Aseetr 131,'which is found oxq p# go 68 of the House

-iland it a i e'adiologial Or tfthbitgca ' rI es furni shed
by. *rt~n pesonstohOita: 0 ha real problem on

this in this part ieular fashiton, part icularly' out iin the rural areas where
we have many smahl hoiak,'ne this'pr~posal a person who enters

a.hospitafl is 0'~bhiwtti $ft 1Etct or 20 Percent 0o-
Inauretice frtl4itr Aqipatient. But raliv of these1 pepeWho neA
these services whlichl are physici an's services either in an ofce'or'nurqsmg
hois r~m likco If ti,ke do not go to the hospital- thl~ do not receive

NOW, theA makeS% real~ pr~beni out ii the rural area,.%asd fl60ppefi
to know personally' of some of these smaller hospitals.- If we -have to
put a El thsWaients in a hospital in order to take advantage of a
ra~oi ist seimeanl ot be charged with -it Ive won't, have any hos-
pitals. Do you higa nyuggesations on that?

Secreavy G&Ax~n. I .would like to have Commissioner Ball comn-

gro BALUJ Senator, we did go. into. tis particular point at consid-
erable longth with" the Ways and, Mearls.Commnittee)- and both we and
tMe conrdttee came to, the conclusion that the Rou'se provision really
does not have in it any significant incentive for hospitaization. Indi-
vidualo wou&itypiclly We treated quite similarly whether they received
their vtidiology services outside or inside; the hospital.

.Now, [' kmuw somneof the racliolbgists have felt that is not so. But
let me explain why we and the committee came to that conclusion. If
you -receive. your, radiology, services outside the hospital, then' there
is a $50 deductible. and w 20-percent, coinsurance, which applies not

2008-
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jut to radiology serv Ice- but to all'mi ph0W ,4'ioian servlcs..9eerv-,thh~g thilt la cover'ed inder 'tho-mippeimontary medical plat dii~
the course of that year.

.Now, it wou ld b6ari~ InuM~posibefMr in individual t6 heed signiRl-
cait, radiology servi-f which are s~eialsgtyVp6feirvice ifleaso

haveigone flmVst a neratl ae ktitlonery, or smh ihiternist, 'Who wraild

side thie. iofimttktixikild bwvMet.I'thont regard to tits rdiolhZ% nervice.s,
so that 6rdlnarily h~wouildhl.a~ingonlvteoisnn~f2 ecn
foi- radlo16o&yeilCes Ontskle th; hospltgl. ' ! S
--Now, if hi pbok into the hospital, on thiei other, hand, 1he alwavis has

to pAytle~t -$46;X ow it la trim that there-is no dedultibloor coinsdi-
aliee qpeci fically applied to the radiology services, but to be'diiinpattieht
in -th6 htoipital Wt is necesaary for him, as lyod! know,, to' pay. the $40

Senattor CAnrISON. But ofice id it h6siptal he is qia HiWd? I I
Mfr. BAT.14hYes.: The niiithiaticsj I.tjiinki 'works isomiihng, like

thisi.'1'h6' 2O-pearint?&)i~nsurance. fori Madiologyz services. outgidti Ithe
ihosl)tal'*oiid-#xceMt the S40you hai'e to pay4CfY'ou gwini thd hoesithl
*whem thoweradiology Eprice hnrges exqeed i$40.1J heousei 20 prei
of thei$200 woitdd r~sult in th same patltent liabilit a the $0de-
duct iletittthe'li§ ttipax forigoli.ito theihadspitAl., Sowxtoaiietfo
thle enmicllsiol,14and the comnitte-4 agreed thM an Ineontiveto SxointD'
a hospital for rad~Iiolgy services, as against. get ting~ucheervxiq~kut-
side; wouild'utaillv occur -oniv hen the total600-6r~ forit(idlgy
'services 6xceeded $200-,i.*hiC'k 194v~y ir~itaki anwei
exists h ospitnlizit ioni My 1vellkejiistild: Sowe feltrmeally oth hiay-
s15 thiatthetwayi the, THosehill; is sat up dloeenot, ptovide4aninceintiie
for hiospitaliation.wAtioilghX -iigi* that. .o Ithe, s~tfaoe)Wtlooks -m
if It" iebj'q *n alvifftmItohob1ispializ&I 1forr mdioldical eic~~.

Senator CARLSON~. All T can ay'i tfidt sorn~ftea thingsthat~ You

cuss them around the table here, bvt-whbxr-$& 4u~io h bhi
where tle pear le actually are living and you have a, wge o~~ ~

.n~lhstlt~ha~dfha-pe'iso feels theVy need theservce'of 1% adiolo-
gist. and Ile says, "Well, the only way I canp* -i toa vtd:bef 6f
mnedicare I have to go to the hospital]," find these sisAIhopi"us1ut
don'thave ra~mouit in thb.r'al jtrexs, hndI .omnrn."vitib- nes, ind
thatisijust:-oiie bfiteyrbesInt w ri weshmildipermit
.thctn t6,P~ .ayfilentg outside rbgrls ofsdihfission itoitho hmsital.
in a physIilan iffic or sonib other place, htddtuaotrikiy
Arould'yb6%hin mid--h~vdt~j2

Srator~nr~sAr liem take Adviantage'df it 1 48ht
Mr.'BAr,.Lr4 thm fkeit dntsde; vithouttaIad eduatihle, tor ell-

:Senator CAniso?~i~ht isrglbuta'thWiIdototee-
pital heywiild like to do.) i P4 I;. io;i I'

M;.Ar.,'BAaf iT'thlinktMr.,Myers,'oan be thinikiqg'hfj 0 Oot.esti!mate oht
'thMti'Sentdrp-biit~et m6ay Hight away-vit dqesit mhske tcoftpatabig,
because to go into tehsia o ae~ a*4~~*I ~iJ i

2"
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Senator CARmOx. That is righL
SMft BALL... 'You are saying gve radiologits services at physician's
offices without any deductible? I

Senator .0ACsoX.- He will have some Charge: i f he -goes t q sphy.
,oiansfoffice, io doubt about that, but he also -willneed a radiologist.

Mr.BAiJi The;purpose would be to take the ono service of radi.
ology and remove from it any deductible and.co'msurance when per-
formed outside the hospital? Bob, do you have any idea:of how much
it would costI

Senator Carem. Could you not, Mr. Ball, still havea, deduotible
under art B, the $50 deductible, and still' take advantage Of it?

Mr. BAL. Yes, I really think a more eemparable position to the
treatment in'h6spital Would be to have the $50 deductible* apply and,
if one wanted to remove anything, remove the coinsurance. I. think
thatwouldbe'amor .-. . , - , : , . I.
- Senator CARLsoN. Mr. Ball, as we get into executive session I want
to explore this further and see if we can't work out something,Mr. BALL Wewill veit furtherthought.

Senator CAmsN.. wish you would give it further study.,
I have one more question, Mr. Chairman. When Senator Scott testi-

fed on his bills on Senate 1964 ivhich I and Senator Dirksen and
others cosponsored, which, provides -for temporary emergency pay-
ments m cases where social security payments have been denied, his
proposal seemed to have a great deal of merit. However, I wonder
how it would fit- with your machine processing system. Can you
handle it that way? I

Mi. BALL. Well, Senator, if anything along that line were to be
'done, and frankly we don't really feel thit' it is wnecessary change,.we
would have several suggestions to make of a detailed nature, because,
for ins the whole new application Pr'cess we think, would really
cause more problems than it would help.'Our intention and practice is
to identify the older cases and without anybody making an applicationtopethempptoe a s peialspeedup process.

.Senator C0, Asdi. IWel, I assume that, of course, these are a very
limited or mini mum mbeof cases. "

Mi. BATT4 -Y&s. v ..

6Senator: CAP .Iq. But on the other hand the individuals it affects,
it is veryimportanttohim.

-I really, believe, Senator , that a preferable way is for us. tihaveroceddires for, sperall ientifying every, delayed case, Whioh wej~~rocediires% for.eh wpeaiel~
a. larelyaccomplihed now, and for us to, take, the initiative,

without tweindividualthiving to apply -for specialprbcedure.,Now, it might be useful if we were to be -l.ien clar authority to
start a payment on the basis of leser evidence than we night want'for
a final determinaiofi. One thing that I am surd you -realie happens:
-When an individual files hu application with us, that starts the run-
ning of a time period, but he doesn't in some instances have evidence
readily available that shows eligibility and maybe for some reason
he may not pursue it too hard. Nevertheless, if the ft is a rel hardship
in the situation, perhaps it ought to be clear ib the l6W, that, *e'c6uld
go ahead and mike the piyfiient, eveh though we W.buld later,,want to
fully verify the case fora continuing paymeiit. "
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Senator OAro. Well, this bill that is pending does provide for-
special procedures to avoid these; undue delays m payments,. them
monthly -benefits. -

'Mr.tBAID. Ye&-'
Senator, CARLsox, And if, you -have other suggestions we would sure

like to have them because :I think when we get intoexecutive session
we are going to go into a discussion of some of these problems.

Mr. BAU.We will see you haVe that, sir. ..
Senator CARLSO..And if'you can write them or' ifyou can do it

administratively whatwe want it would be helpful, bit we also want
to take care bf, some of these people who gr6 :writing us saying they
have -been delayed,, and it creates problems -for --us and it creates
problems for the individual.

Mr. -BALL: 'Yes, Senator, and, of course, We haie. exactly the same
objective.

Senator ANwim o. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cuims. At this time I have one ,question. The reimburse-

ment of hospitals and medicare facilities is based on language such
as the reasonable cost for such services, is that correct?

Mr. BALL' Yes, Senator.
Senator CmTi's. Would the Department object to changing the term

to "reasonable charge "
Mr. BALj. Yes, Senator.
We have given a lot of consideration, to that but it seems to us that

typically the hospital situation, unlike-the physician situation,'is such
that itis very difficult to determine whether the charge that they make
is reasonable one, by reference to what may be customarily charged
and -what is prevailing as it is in part B. 'You know we follow" the
"reasonable charge" reimbursement approach in part B, where it is
psible to look at what any one physician charges and compare it with

what other doctors in the saxne area charge for the same services.
.-But when it comes to a hospitalthere isa great variety m the level
of services they provide', nd their different c'hhrge levels-may reflect
many differences in the level of the service being furnished or they may
not feel that if you bae hospital., reimbuirsment ,on-"reaonible
charges" you would really hareto make i cost determinstion anyway;
It would be necessary, to find 'cIUt whether 'a hospital's charges were
reasonably related, to costsi-and then decidehow niuch of a'markup'on
the cost was-reasonable to get to ia charge. In our judgment "reason-
ablecharg61 is awag of getting to a cost-plts arrangement..

Senator Curmis. ellbut reasonable cost sort of reward inefflciency.
Mr. BALL . Senator ',it is not thatwe necessarily feel that reasonable

cost is, the best possible reimbursement foriaa'*.,As you know, the
House bill contains'a -provision for- experimentation and 'demonstra ,4
tion of alternativieapproahes--approahes that,inight provide better
incentives for 'economy and efficiency related to 'and consistent with
the'maintefiance of quality., We very much would like to have, the* au-
thority that is proposed in the House bill to conduct these 6xp riinents.
I thin! there are avariety Of things one could do that might improve
on the cost formula' -

Senator CurTIS. I have in mind one nonprofit, organization -which I
have been familiar With for a number of years Itis church related.It
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hln become quite expert in managing homes' f(r'the elderly and; as a
result hIrs a great many qualified extended care facilitie&,.and they say
that their managers in years past just worried them to death because
their expenses were so high, have put them in good stead now and in
other institutions where they had a manager who got the cost way
down and still maintained quality serves has reduced their payments
from the Governmenit. ;, t

Mr. BALL. Well, Senator, I do think there is a good deal of room
for bxperimentation with the reimbursement formula. We wouldn't
be prepared at this time to make a recommendation to change it funda-
mentally, but we would like the authority to try out different things
and then come back to you With a recommendation based on those ex-
periments.

"Senator C uirs.-Isn't the objective such tlint the Government should
not Pay an unreasonable charge; isn't that right?

.Mr. BALL. Yes, Senator, ityou can defineiwhat that is.
Senator Cuntris, The objective is to have good service and not an

unreasonable charge.
Mr. BA LL. Yes,: plus you' idea of actual incentives for improvement

in the delivery of quality services on a more efficient and tnore economi-
cal basik. lVWe would like t have more incentives if we can determine
effective ones.

Senator CUTis. That is all.
,Senator AwDEn~o.' Any further questions?,
8Senator WVILixAm'S., I have three questions. "
M%1r. Myers, in August, you told the committee: that sometime priol-

to October 1- we would Know whether or not ad increase would be
needed 0nPart B of the:melicare lm'ogrami assuming no change is
made impart B what rate would be required? "
. Then mynext,question .iill' be fot te rate;asstiming we make the

changes that, are pirovidedfor, in,,the House, bill, the third question
*ould be, icssuming we. make the'chnges in part B as iecorunended
by the administration.,What would the states be ih each of the respective

f-Mr., M s. -Senator: Williams, as INou realize, the law piridea that
the rate will: bo promulgated, by theSecretary of flealth;,Edttcation,
and-Welfare on-or before Octb6be 1 of this'ar, 1 . : .... I
.- Now' to the best of my knfWledge thd Se'retarJy, has nbt-h- is here

and, of course,- ho'can sptak foe, himself-yet p'Iromulgated, the rate.,
I have made certain -studies -on this matter fromthe: RVAilablet data,
as I iidicatd'to you in my previous testimony; Much data have become
available since I'testifiedipreviously. Of couise, .suppose that,'a, aliy
other actuary, or- Atatiticarn, the more data, I had tie mre.'satisfiea
I would be-ti determine a premium'ratei As a matter of fadt,.:we ame
still getting in c6nsiderahle datafor the last 6 month of 1066,'hich
were the first, 6 months of operation of the program.Iuxfact, in August
1967, About. 5 percentinore datawcame in'for that. past.,periodi, so that,
we still-don't have final data. , . . . : ' , , "
- HoweVe,',,ealizng, that a rate determination. bv law htd- to:, b
made by October 1, I have made certain studies, aud It huve madea,
r cbhinendatioh on it;' , ' " •, . ...

Senator, WLLtAMS. iWhat' *as that recommendatioii bAsed.,upon f
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the assumption there is io change made, either by adoption of the
House bill or the administration's recominmndation?Secretary GARDNER. Senator, we would really-prefer no to state
a figure at a time when we are still debatingaong ourselves several
figures. It seems to me that it would be irresponsible offus to name a
figure when we.are still going back ahd forth on a range of 'figures
and have not yet formed our final judgment. - I I

Senator ANDERSOx. You are only 4 days away, aren't you?
Senator WILLAMS. Yes, 4 days, on October 1 and, Mr. Secretary, you

have made substantial recommendations to this eommitte. How could
either you make the recommendations or we coilsider them intelligently
if we don't have any idea as to what this cost. is going to be? ,

Would you give us the best figure that you have available or will
have avAilable 4 days from now?

Secretary GARDNER. If You---
Senator WVrL.AS. Under the existing law.
Secretary GARDxER. If you feel that 4 days is too long, could yon give

us 24 hours?
Senator WILYAMs. Yes.
Secretary GARDNVER. We have been counting for some thne on the

date indicated in the legislation.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes, but I think we should have the new rates,

and -
Senator AN DRSON. We will give You 4 days. ..
Senator WIL LAMS. Sure, we won't be going into executive session

until next week, but I think we should have This information at.,that
time. I would ke the figures both as they would relate to the' xisting
law, assuming no change is made whatever. Then relate tliose figures
to the House passed bill, assuming no changes..

Secretary GARDMER. YeS.
Senator WVILLIAM[S. Aid then I Want the rate',e;*aU#.t6 r .mr recom -

mendations, assuming we accept all of your rcomnendatdois fi the
administrations bill.

Secretfary GARDNER. Fine, we will present those, sir. '

Tns IEECBTA5Y OF H.ALtr, h"DUCAT10o2, AN6 WLFAnP,

Ron,RsL B. LoXo, Washington, D.C., September 27, 1967.
Oha frnan, 6ommII tte ol Fhance,
U.S. S nate, Washington, D.O.

Dl&&i MR. Ch AimAN; I am wrItng In responise to the request made' by ,ufae
Finance Committee member, at the hearings yesteildty on the So4lai " itcrhyAmendments of 1907, H.R. 12080. The Comitteeasked for oor best f.stiima-te.on the cost of the Supplementary Uedical iuranco plan to date an4i our best
estimates concerjing a proper rate fQr jhi program foz, 1968 an .9 ."As I Indicated at the hearings, beqfLys" of the 'tlie Jagj In the sbi Jsfhn atid
processing Qf 11l1s In this program, we do not yot have complete figure. for: the8 months of 1WO and have pnly very ulcomplee tota for the 'frst' ninth,
of loft8.

We o, of course, have ufrto-datQ, ur sof qash expenditures uande the vro-
gram, but tbse' figures taken alone,,iyould p D1sloadng doau~rte. nottake rnto account liabilities of' the program' airig froim. the naturll delay iinbenefit payments until well after the date that services wer'eec(-vect. Suchdelay Is due to the tendency of enrollees to accumulate a number 't bills before
submitting a claim, the inherent delays by physicians and enrollees In completing
the claim forms, and the time required by the carriers to adjudicate and pay
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claims. There was a balance of $420 million In the Supplementary Medical In-
surance Trust Fund at the end of July but there are also many outstanding
liabilities. On the basis of claims paid (a cash basis), the average monthly per
capita Iexpenditures of the program, including administrative costs' for the six
months of 1966 were $1.08 and in 1967, for the seven months through July, $5.71.
As Indicated, however, these figures need to be adjusted for the estimated in.
crease In liability that took place during the period.

Figures on an accrual basis (the proper basis for rate determInation) for the
six months of 1966 are, of course, much more compicte than for 196T. On the basis
of the 100 accrual figures we now estimate that the $3 premium rate for that
period,was about 15 cents too low. It is the best estimate of our experts that the
liability o( the system for the entire year aud a halt period of 1000 and 1907 will
be about 8% higher than Is provided for by the $3 premium plus the niatching
government contribthtlon. In other words, we expect that the$8 premium for the
entire 196-87 period will be low by about 25 cents.'About 15 cents is accounted
for by the fact that physicians' fees have been rising at a faster rate lqrlung this
period than was assumed in setting the premium; about 10 cents arises from the
fact that there has apparently been a somewhat greater utilization of services
under the program than had been anticipated. q'llese estl~inates Are' baed upon
incomplete data for past periods and upon projection' for the periOd September
through December and may be somewhat more or less when the final accountsarein.In estimating the cost of the program for 1968 and 199, we cannot, of course,
project the same per capital costs as for the past period. To be rqaonably cerfain
that the rate is properly set it is necessary to assume further iK-eases In physi-
clans' fees and in utilization.

:Based upon our estilaates of, the, cost fpr. the praeent. program over, thb-two
years of 1968 and 1960, we now anticipate the need for an increase of about 50
cents in the premium rate In addition to wba we estimate was needed for 1966
and 1067. The 60 cents would be matched. of eourse,-by an equal amount from
the government. This figure allows f6r approximately a 3% anntAl -Increase In
utilization and a 4% annual iUtrease in, physicians' fees if each of the y ars 1908
and 1969.

'As you know, It.'113020is'rejiprteo out by the Housb W6ays' and Mahs Com-
mittt yesterday Would maie it undtiesAary for us to proceed with the announce-
ment of a rate for 1068 and 100 basedupon present Ift*, but rather wOdld post-
pone a setting of the premnlwm rate until the end, f(Dceu)ber., T14,Cemmittee
believed It WIuld. , tq postpone the setting of rt .te'until a tme wien our
information *pnld be more complete and when th6 .harfngs f the pri im how
und~t conildetatlonf by )o0igrem could also be taken Into ac6tint.

Members of the Senate Finance Committee have asked,.neverthele,,wbuitr Ate
I would promulgate If it .were necessary to procee4b, Q-tober l!asrMqtuIF by
present law. My answer is that I would promulgate a rate of $3.80 for te two-
year period ,9t1968 and 1969, cpts of the increase being based upon our evalu-
ation, as'yetf in6mplete, of te extentto which we believe the premium rate was
below the actual ost for 196-47 and 55 cents being the estimated additional coat
to be expected in 1968-00 arising from an estlmat4 Increase. In utlllzatio, u1,i
physicians' fees and an allowance for a contingency miig . ,'z

Unoler H. 18026 it would not be necessary to promulgate a premium rate util
the end of December, at which timO We would hhVe beer lnformatibn oficiihing
the; liabilities of the program for the'1968-07 period ahodi therefore, a better basis
for estinatigng 1068 and 1969 eOsts. Thus, 'a) ato hroulgtd at that time may
or may Aiot"W entirely obnsIstent vlth tlid figures kipplied' In this letter. 'More.
over, of course, the rate"' ro miulght' Ih December would cover any additional
ben flta Included in sctil seurlty 4*I a6lktn as finAlly enacted. As yo know, we
esumdte that the dditlona1 befits inCluded in H.R. 12080 as it i*Spd the House
would call for a pretnium rat# Increase of *,bout 20 tehts per mofth.''

I would also like to make clear In response to a further request for Infotmation
at the hearing yesterday that'Ihe AdMinltatln dges not ptopw any chMiges-
In th' provisions of A.R. 12080 which' olId change the'ost of the 8tppleinentary
Medical Insurance program. .

Sincerely, . . 3onl W. OARO~m,
Joll i W. O RetarMP
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Senator WUIJAxs. The administration has submitted a series of
recommendations under H.R. 12080, altogether about -75 or 80 amend-
ments to H.R. 12080."

Do you have any more amendments to the bill which you expect to
submit to us In executive session or do you stand by the amendments
as submitted?

Secretary GARDNRR. I would like Under Secretary Cohen to com-
ment on that.

Mr. Co EN. As matters stand right, this minute Senator, we do not
have any more amndments to offer. Hoviever, individual Senators
have been consulting with me about amendments that th6y wish to offer
and in some caes, Ifhave indicated our willingness to either go along
with the amendment or work out some modification of the'amendmient.
It may, therefore, be potssble either before oe' during the executive
session that as a result of both whit had been said in the public hear-
ins and' the consultations we will support- a number of other
amendments. ,

Senator WILLAmS. I understand that I was asking primarily from
the admlnistration's'standpoint sowe would have the record straight
before cw lose these hearings.:

Mr. ConzN. As far as we are concerned we stand onthe record that
we have6ubmltted. ButI nitist say quite-frankly wn.umboi,6f Senators
have made some very gobd ,ugge'stong for clarfloation and modifia.-
tioni,and I'an mirevwe would wint to support, many of those

Senator Wzm s. I understand that.
Last year you requested this coinhittes to delay considetatiou "of

Senator -Moss's nursing home bill :pending the report. of your task
for&eonnursinghomes. i,- * ,- -; -.. .. : ; : , .: f ,*, ,,t, .-

Now, to date We have not received that report. But aren'tt that nurs-
ing homet report submitted to thb White Hduse last. December?

Mr. CoHEn. Yes, a report was submitted to the WhiteHpuse on nurs.
inhoTh6careatthat, titne. r, 7 1.

enator Wmiwke, Has that, bee made Pble, and if notj why nott
Mr. CoHEN. Well as far as I know it was ndt made public because

it was a report to the, President, and4 'can't tell you why he didn't
make it publio. t , -I ; , '

Senator, WMxLuAs.,Will, it be made available, to our"'committfe?
The point is that the Congress wah asked to withhold atidi bkf this
bill which 'would require a task froe'report bni the basis that. your
report wasbeing assembled. Nowj- if the report beingas~nbled, was
available to the White House ouily'and would-not be available to'C6n-
gres why should we'have waited Willwe getacceO to that report?

Secretary GA*D XR. Senator, we will have to ohetk that and let'you
know.,We will do that promptly, .

(Pursuant to'the abbve discUssioA the following letter was rekeved
for the record:)

: * *i? "**e rr +• 0i "TO 11DMtoO ;,O~ifDo Vft$4

Ron. U UsSto, . -.TAGO D.O ,'O.... . ,,8
VA8 Sena~te,Wa~ing!", P.O. ..

flEan SxztATOR NG Loe:Drng the teetd'ony beortiei SO'nitO ''omni-wtea on
Finane, Senator Willams asked tecreary Oardfier about the Bieial *Task
Force Report relating to nursing homes. The report was submitted to the White
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House, It hps not- been released. Only the White House can release the Report.On the aqis of the report Pre 1d6nt ,ohnson reconupended in-hii s'1c4l1 mes.sge
6n Hei tih'aia Dduktt10ti if btla".28 1067, the etabllhthmlt of A nationall
Advisory Commission on Health Facilities "to study our needs for the total
system of health facilities.". -

W e have beeh In touch with ,Senator Moss staff and the staff of the Senate
Committee on Ffnance with regard to our views on Senator Moss' nursing home
bill.

Sincerely yours, -

WLBUn 3. CoHmx.
Under Secretary.

Senator W1,ILLIANS. Well, in the event that the report is not. avail-
able to us would you recommend that the committee proceed with a
proposal similar to what Senator Moss made and require a report by a
certain time I

Secretary GARDN E.. T will ask Mr. Cohen to talk to that.
Mfr. Cor Senator, the Moss bill and other aspects of the entire

nursing homesituation were discussed rather extensively in the execu-
tive session of the House Ways and Means Committee and we are fully
preparedto discuss the details of the Moss bill or any other bills that.
relate to nursing homes, not only merely on the bisis of that report,
which did not touch on many of the aspects in the Moss bill, but on
susequent studies of ours.

Senator WILLIAM. I was not interested in diseussine the IMss bill
because I can read that myself, but I am, interested in the report
itself to see just how this program is working. Surely this report. is
not topseeret.

Now, do'you have a report within your dwn ageney that you oniild
make available to the committee in, coMnnection with this program I

Secretary GARDNVR. We have a great deal of material onnursing
homes and itudie that we have rhide in the period since the Moss
bill came up, and -ve will be very glad to put this material together
for vou and present it, - , L I ;

Senator WILLTAMs. But you are not sure whether we could get a
cony of thia narticular'report to which I refer, is that correct?

Secretai , ARn,'R. I am not sure.
Rena t4tWIJtAMS. You will let us know on that.
Secretary GARDNER. Yes, sir.
Seiator WU.LAMs. Hlow man task force mid advisory committees

doo% HEW'hsve operating today? Laughter.]
Sc retary GAh1D14KR.' I don't think there is anwo count of them.
Senaf6r -WIIn muA .Would Ton recommend 'that we have one more

task force,'to survey how' many tsk forces there are, how. many re.
ports are atsailable that. we haven't had a chance to readf Seriously,
arent we getting bogged down with committees and task for-e re-
ports that ar never being read by Congress, and maybe never s-.
mitted to youI T am serious; aren't we getting 6oggd'down running
around in circles?

NCow, how*many task forces do you lrove operaing now in TEFMW
qecretary.GnRNi-ER. I don't reafly know, Senator, and I really am

not terribly interested in knowing. In our Department we have now
five separate agencies, with many bmaus and division§-mid m4 far
as T m concerned any bureau chfef is free to appoint a small' task
orc amrneasubjet 'and t -woulld hbt a'skhim to.' clear"that
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through me. If it i major o~n i al pr6blcmn rlating to peiding legis.
l-aion, of course, it wquld come to me, and wve hAv'e a good many
of those, but I 'Would tssuine this is simply another form of -getting
outside aIdvice.

I verjy stropigly encqiirage out, people 'to reach -out to the best
minds. (hey can reach 'out. to. I don't want to impede o, centralize
or control t hat. process.

Senator WILLIAXS. Would y ou "furnish for us 'at this point in the
record how many task former we do hieve iii operation an hiow many
and so forth. Yesterday in a'discussioni with the Chairnan of the
Ci1il Service Coinimison, Mr. M~cy likewise expressed 0oh'en it
the overeijpahlsioli of these task fore6 consfittits and expefts'throughi-
out, 4 he Cio %erntnerit. Uis statist ics, if I recall correctly, indicated that
we had spent in a O-month period Around $21 Million i addition to
th e expense allow-an e on'these experts; and consultants. I am wonder.
iing if it isn't about time we get an'expert or two to an~lytee what
these experts are tellin"', us.

(Pursuant. to the above discussion, the following information Was
rceived for the record:)

TnE UNDER SECRETARY OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE,
Vaxh ington, DAC, October 5, 1907.

Iron. Rus8ELL D. LoNG,
U.S. Senate. ,I
Washing ioll D1.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: During the tesilnony before the Senate Cornmittee on
Finance Senator Williftjis asked -Secretary* Gardner about how many task forces
we have In operation.

Attached Is a list, f thos tak force.4 which the Secretary has establil h'd under
his general lr~ponsifbihitles. I hiaveexeluded tkok forces 6r'xtud :ns dealing
solely with tho ai nttation or managemetofrg~rams. The list indea onlp

We have qite'at number of adisory einclts vihleb are spwific ly'Vequ-1e to
be established by tavw. If you Wish to have the iiames of these Concils I shall bJ
glad to providO thfm.-

If there is any additional Information you wish, please let me know. We shall
be glad to supply It.

Sincerely yours,
WITus 30 COHEN,;

Ff e I ~ rf~v

8SVB.4ECTS CURRItZ'TILr U1 MMf 6TU~i, BY fl ?A13TUKIA1TAoK VowCs,; Co mrmre,
on'Stn&Az Gitoups

Alcoholism Education- of DepTved, Children
Traffic Safety Health Servtv" for the Poor
Ilrescription Drugs Health Facilities
Family Planning Kidney Diease,
Science Communleation StRuoJet 4 foi 0o0110" StudentA
Health, Education, and Welfare Man- Exits from Poverty

power r Mr poUltSn
Day Care .Opitip rolning
Employment of Publc Assistance Re! ce' arwo

cipients -eytai . ~ ain rbes
SerenyG9IkDNkRI. Well, I think *6wllf14Seator, thmt #A

with Atotherlhuman Vent ures 'they vary tie i4 ffWOee.s
but, if ydn look at the best of thinIKol sytittbIeIth inur-
ance Bienefits Advisory Couincil wats in itself worth all the $21 million,
Wecause'- the, , put tdg~thir 'th6 'hdktv rk*ffi, and, they put to.
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gether a very, very complex mix of public and private, and hospitals,
professions and governmental activities, and this was a lay group,
this was an advisory group. I have no doubt that they are in that
total that was indicated to you. Our Advisory Council on Public Wel-
fare was of immense use. Now, there is no doubt we have some useless
ones too, but I think they are a small price to pay for the fine help
that we get.
. Senator. IWArS. ,I don't questiono bu t wht there iq kr eri to a lot
of these, biI am just raising _he question.

This p~i tcular t sk force that was prepared and which YoU asked
noW that p.,Prd with the intention

that it .would be av liable tothe- White House oNy or was being pre-
pared so thit'it wodl, be. ay4ilable to us n Copgress.

Soetrv 4DJ qRi , wUlha e'to tell you the truth that I 'do not
kno. Fdi !4t know the o~ckgru~id f .the f'&Inatio of the task force
and do nt know the .u tes.

Senator WmLiIAMs. Yes, butyou will report this %Vthin the next day
Senator ANDERSON. Thank yiu very muci, NMr. S ecretary anod'you

have given us some very fine testimony and we appreciateI t a whole
lot. .Secr vaGAr D 'Thank you very much. -

(There follows, questions raised by the committee, anid submitted
to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, for their
response:)

Q. Why does title XIX prohibit the use of deductibles toward the cost of
In-hospital: care?

A. This, prohibition was developed in the Comnttee op Ways and Means at
the same Uwne concepts of deductibles and payment ot hospitals on the lasls of
reasonable costs were being included in the Medicare Program. Apparently it was
felt that if hospitals were to be paid reasQuable costs they should be assured
that the payments would cover such c~oet. The Report of the Committee on Ways
and Means accompanying the bill (House Report No. 213, 89th Oongress, First
Session) states:.

"No deduction, cost sharing or similar charge may be imposed with respec to
inpatient hospital services furnished under the plan. This provision Is related to
another provision in the bill which requires States to pay reasonable costs for
inpatient. hospital services provided under the plan. Taken together, these provi-
sions give assurance that the hospital bill incurred by a needy individual shall
be paid in. full under the provisions. of the, State plan for the number of days
covered and that States may not expect orrequire the individual to use his In-
come or resources (except such Income as exceeds the State's maintenance level)
toward the bill. he readable cost of Inpatient hospital services shall be deter-
mined In accordance with'stsndards approved by the Secretary and included in
the State plan."

Q. Don't you think greater ,ise of: deductibles and copayment would help cut
title XIX costs of benefits for people who are at the top' of the eligibility limits
for assistance? ''- "-

A. Most States have, appa4fily,"'&tiluded that It is desirable to set limitations
on Income low enough that thee iOV 1thiy maintenance costs. If such limitations
are set, it cannot ., s ed:.th'tAdividuals of families have appreciable
resources to se f0f thepajnieAt- of ductibles or coinsurance. As noted under
Que tion 1, deductibles a4:ost shar ng are prohibited wIth respect to Inpatient

sputa1 sericeMs 'ind for 6ther' services must'be related to Income. This is a
complex proson to' admuinhst~r.
- Under existing law, eYen though deductibles are not Imposed within the in-
coni eligibility lini ts, there Is' In effect a 100 percent deductible for Income In
excess of th ,eligibility limit. Thus, a lower eligibility ceiling tends to restrict
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the number of eligibles and to deal with only the "catastrophic costs" of families
with more income. While at any given eligibility level, deductibles and coinsur-
ance would reduce costs, the reduction would not be as great as the effect of the
somewhat lower level.

Senator ANmDEso.. Dr. Lash, we are very happy to have you here
and you may proceed with your testimony.

STAT EMET OF DR. TRUE W. LASn r EXEUIVE D1RZQTOR,
oITZNs' COXMItEE FOR CHILDREN OF NEW YORK.

Dr. LAsix. Thank you very much, Mr. (hairinan. 1 am, Dr. Trd
W. Lash, andI am executive director of Citizens' Oominittee for Chil-
dren of New York. J'am also a member of the couno-!gaifi'st poverty
of New York City, anA the chairman of its education committee.SI mention th*se affiliations ,e iuesope of te directknowldge I
wish to report tO you as a member'9 i he counl' andthougi also bing
a member on, he,%ring-panels in 'the various p0overty-arfAs and ghetto
communities in ewYork ity.

I wish to thankyou for hearing me, letting me come again after last
week's adjourned hearing. f I

So much has been said about H.R. 12080 that very little can be added,and I will not read the statement which I have presented to you.
I shall simply talk about a f w issues which I believe can Usefully

be further explored.
Senator A immo. Thank you. We will have your 'paper pripted

in full.
Dr. LASH. Thank you.'
We agree of course, with the purposes of the -House Ways and

Mens Conuittee am endments that "family life needs to be Arength-
ened,~ •~ • "that self-su'prt must be encouraged" and "that the
inideoncof !llegiti4ay must be, reduced and aboveall children must
be iroitected from neglemtand abuse."

We believe the present situation is a nation | trag gy, particularly
in vjew of thefact that *,e havereached tho )igest national income
and the lo' e-t unemploynpnt evels at thi tie,.

We' do uot believe e h lowever, that the amienodiiitq Wsge&stby
the 'puse wou14 aeal effectijely with this sltuatoni. '$ce we are
mostfY interested in children and since we do, not wish' to leave to our
own c'hildrei and grandchildren an unbearable load ivhich we believe
this way,0f dealing-with what we call a national tragedy would indeed
prent to them, we are audacious enough to bring t y sbme atema-
tve suggestions.

First, let me tell you that in New York Cit th e 'is an enrmqus
amount of unemployment in the ghetto areas., whenever tli re is a half-
way decent job'ava1l able., the eiplyoment ofcare swamped. A few
weeks ago a vroup bf young people sat in for 'a wh6l week b cause
the Wanted jobs aiidwhen none were available they refused toleave.

ew York this happens qui often, Mr. Chairman.
When the' summer program "of the Neighborhood Youth' Corps

ended, 23,10Moutof-,sh0 Uyoug- people were" dmpe on the streets.
We s* that the u'employienpt rate in,'otir ghetto aias' is between

15j nd '20 percent. That is so..Hpivever, ohv two Out f6ffli'1eY'ouig
males work, and for'adult malesthe figure is three 6ut of fve. The

2019
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ePm1lo)ient figures areswollen by' women who work becaiu* their men,
iavdii6 jobs. ' . I
*,h'st vestei'daY' oiur committee began to' Ivestigate what laiupehs lto

some of the clidiren of women who work. We-fouhd, for instance,
thi't 1;orner who make between $60 and $70'a week pay up to $20 a
week for a baby to be cared foe bytotallv unsuited persons. One person
was found obviously not very sober hnd listening to TV and not
caring for the children In her apartment at all.

That does not mean that. we believe that. women, mothers, shouhil
never work. We believe they should have the right, to work and we
wet always opposed to the pre.kures which wete being brought: on
ADC mothers in earlier times not. to woik but always to stay home with
their children. We believe that their children should be cared for, while
tlipv work.However we have day-care facilities (after many -years of trying
to increase th program , for approximately 7,000 children In ill of
.N'ew York City with approximately the saie number of children on
the waiting lists because there are'no facilities. Their mothers want
to work. They cannot work because there is no program for their
children.

Tn -gneral, however, we firmly believe that the work training pro-
gram must be first directed to males. We must deal with the. enormous
unemploymeht."of or young untrained males, school dropouts, drop-,
outs of vocational high schools, which are not very suece.sfl in '

training voung peo, v for jobs. We believe the training haq to be
directed at jobs and that at the end of the training there has to be
a job.

New York City is full of training programs: The. Nelson-Schener
program is just getting started; ,MTA and OEO have training pro-
grams. Most of the ones we have had up until now have simply ended
with people being trained and not getting lobs after being trained.
This has added, enormously to unrest and bitterness.

Senatbi COtlrs, Mr. Chairman, may I ask why that is I
Dr. lASH. Well, these proprams were started verv fast, and they

were formulated aloug'the lines. on Whieh 'training programs, par-
tiularly voational training prograins; are offen formulated. You

knw' e _ still teaeh young people in vsoatlonal high schools things
that no reasonable employer has ever dreamt of using for the last
20 vears.

Senator Cvwn. Weie they State programs or Federal programs?
Dr. LASIl. T&eV were programs prepared on the local level, mostly

with Federal funds, sir.
To prepare a. mprehiensive training program is a very difficult

and extremely important business and should not be done by the
welfare departpiant. People get stigmatized if they get their jobs
as welfare recipients. Its training programs should be under the
Labor Department. -There can b different programs-I am very
much in.favor of the Nelson-Scheuer bil-but all the training pro-
grams have to be clearly interrelated, and have to be clearly Irelated
to jobs. We believe that males shouli'recelve fire priority, because
by leaving them out-as H.R. 12080 does-we are further degrading
the image of the male. The degradation of the male is ond of the

2020,
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~ ~4't, iero'ie )I~~, so ~ ~ W~ ~i~' wit)'ol't 'J,,i~4e ill Ahe0 o Isqds. ufe lrv ~ciso he I'll' p Ind~i P~ fst~n

tirou wbitj Q
tlI?~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i ar -fai ti ;".'i ' .; ,zl . - .,~~ eaeb c u

Q.irfre t~er~~ u a patiop4tr~i ogrni -ofVital iumportqi 'a' viiarvli6qr tP; gjiQ4 qirs, t ie Ile'Jford

aii.6~~r~ if~tI~rci ies )4 n~iu~qrtle lfov ,0j itinont andi,i~o ~ )r~ra~ o.f~~,inolpr, )Y, PWiary m brs, 91f'oug
clii ldr~ii, 611 of thei' il 'ihtsiw' e r'i'i

help" fq.sj -An tryipg fpjp k1 t~iL o~ n whoare, ;lqwy oil

IVO do ni~f believe e' I er h t Ig 3?loherj I ildrell.. iNo,. obviously wedo lieel 'welfare' refornis 'I served oil tile corn-._
iittee NAhich proposed the nuilei i ts ill t. yeie ejrncted inl 1962, 1 Rillafraid we woere. not very realistic ill l1i ovmjg that. Qurj l poposals

wvould reduce the welfare *'911.jThey did, no such, 1thing. The rolls
M.0 eci grwin, evr s ieAilU it.'seems t o ne-randl it. has' seemed.

ivas that' ]iougl)t by offering sjoial, services: we conld. desil- withabjcd'po)yertv It nlow .seensobvii~s that it is anl itnut to offerservices
andno0t, mlone;y enough to eat at the an ie

Bu we belief asW6 indicate in our shternemnt, that thes recommenda-tions of thie'A Aisory Coijioil Welfare are realistic. 1-lowever, Weinuist see welfare in a )pitch wivder cqinte:xt. Have seen. in my education,work, wv th tihe young4 l n hto ra that without m~udi betterechcril~nl opportunities problenis~ii these aiws cannot be solved.Weaso bel~kwe ti iat; we have to experiment with other incomenanepia-o ethoss, '1'

La4~ week $er'aor jarvits nientionpd cbhidreil's.'allowances. I would-like'to a4dd 4l t t ijzeno' Committee for. 40hildrei,. With a grantof tm Y~ ord -Fowditkt1, . s.orgailmnig a ' conference which wil I-beheld hiArl U iisolnQoe r,to explore thle feasibility of a chuit-

4s Sntqr ,Jayit*,:pointed& ouiti.i,vryothier Industrialized -iation'
hi . JuI llwnesmemnml somle lowe eoniderable,likdFrtince for instance. W; (10 not kno 'whYlethter in. tlis. country this'kind , o lhingxwolud W. feasible or aceceptable.-Bitt we behi~ve fhat'itis all ,IrnPOrL4i enoughi'Jisu to have experss look at it -from every-Point of view.' 11e l ope that after he conferencewe sha,11be able to:

l)resent, to you oqrt recoinit-idatlis. ' 'I 10 woud now like to discuss onlyv on0 issue having to dto with medicaid.-I liptenod with tle, greatest, qf Iriterest to tile questions that %nafor
(Nn~~t~is rikdaou 'montdh hs. Youl will find in our streetsomie~oa~rs aoutthe.~ehi oSPital4 CostqjSiCe Jully 10)66, *the date'ined 'i care, hegaw ul d the itepii -rate for -this coming year. Interim'vate.s afid ,provided for next year, because it is expeetedl that costs will-be much higher than projected now.,"

if yo cut ,nedicriid eligibility the waiy, the House proposes thenyoul mak~eabsolutely sure thI at those people'who Are nlot welfare clientslbut, medically indigent will be complletoly 'and totally' uible to buyhealth ser-vices.
83-231-67-pt. 3-.-33
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In New York City, for instance the House proposed eligibility for
Medicaid Would mean a top of $,900 for a family of four. Such a
family would have to pay or a clinic visit, which used to be free, up
to $20. 'If a doctor other than'a resident or an intern is involved in the
visit, the patient would also hoie to pay a doctor's fee.

If such a: person had to -check in at a hos ital, in a ward of St,Vincent's, for instance, he would hae to a 6.26 a day plus doctor
costs beyond the care that interns and residents provide. Long Island
Jewish, it woiold cost $94 a day' Montefiore $87; Cancer Mimorial,
$93.60 a day. Now imagine a family with two children living on $3,900
a yeu" and being faed by these prices. Remember there is no longer
any free doctor's carein Ne York City;'eVeytlitrig h" t6o be laid for
now; Imagine 'what; wonld hkppeii to the children' of such a fairly , if
the Senate were to agree with the cnt in m edicaid eligibility in the
House bill,, which h, Mr. Chaitman, I' hope and ' ri confident will ilot

i nator AxDF')ksof. Thanky0u V& , much.

Senator Otird§ - ,! . -
JSenato, Ctrrs. I. realize tht t ew York State has"considerabIe

population: But do you regard New York asft ipi6Al of the national

Dr. LASH.: No, sir;-rdo not. But Italkitbout NVYork beciisel
really'know' the'situlation in New york, voe,' Well, ;*nd IVhesitate to
talk about other States I'do not know from ny"expiiece.

SenatorCuirrie.' I think their coSt items are niuch higher.
,Dr.' LAsHj 'Yes, of eburge........ "

.Senator CuM's.-I was Irither'shoked'thtt!y'ou!aid that there is
no such thing as free medicine: in New-York. 'Thmy State I just 'dn6tthink anybgdy is turned downbemuse they;doiot have the readyish
formedical'attention. "

Dr. LASH. It may be, sir, that is true upstate,.N e i6eig atl 'p c-
titionerA will not -sk questions, We used t6 havd d oct6re' 'ieg in
city hospitals and, tluntao hospitals *iithoutha . But that'is not
so ahy more, and now' all doctors are paid. -Of coui*'Ith residents
and interns get; only- nominal 'salaries.' Ufider medicaid, a general
practitioner is paid $5, according to State'rules, fr a 3 hour'tret eli
in a clinic and specialists 'receive $50, for ai hour sssion 'id i fl'cliijic.
These are not high, doctors'; feesibut these feeset iadde to w iAt the
hSpital charges for the clinic visit ' ' '"'

SKen.torCuns. Hede is ovnething,,e that It ihiilli must ha e con.
sideration in connection witbmedicad. Are iot'al high' portion of the
people of 'New York who are employed and have soifie income in a
position where they can secure hospital and medical insurance it group

,Dr. LASH.' Yes, they are, sir. Many people h'aveBlue Cross oryIiP,,
the health insuranIceprogram,'throughwvhich the city employees are
insured. But there are large numbers;7particularly aiong the' border-,
line cases, who 'carryno such' insurance prograins. I think that could
be shown, although I, do not have the figures. here.

Senate CuRTis. Of course to meet these costs fo& New Yoik State
which isgging to be leriveA from, aFedrl taix, tle tai s going to
fall on many citizens over the country who make lesI than'$6,000 'and
who pay their. oWn medical bills.-
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Dr. LAsJI. Yes, I see the problem.
Senator CuwRvs. And tby pa ' their oWfi medical billi,;aid mainy of

them carry hospital, some medical, so they are not public'charges; if
the have a rather sizable illness.

Dr. LASH. Of course,, I was talking about the group who are not
now public charges, Who re- called medically indigeint for purposes
of medicaid, and those are the ones. that struggle extr~inely hardt to
stay sel f-supprt'ng.

Senator CuirTJB. New Yorkers established this system prior 'to the
enactment of medicaid.

Dr LAsHj. Yes, Ne'w York State established, a _ygteffiof publicly
supported medical care prior to medicaid, but New York imnder- Iedic-
aid as you know%, the eligibility beam' higher.,.

Iis possible, Senat6r, that New York State -will have- to'bear a
greater share of the med icaid burden than it does nbw. I1 think SenAtor
Javits was pleading with ithe -commiittee6 that the"State bei alowed-to
make its own decisions, I would plead that we not be forced to limit
medicAid as this biliprposes.

Seliator Cirs.* You would not be forced, Yoit. could go aheh-d ais
high as ou .wt '~~~wu4be just a litto :ow'iuuch, the

Dr ti. A J H".' tA fln~lei'sand that tihe Fpc pral ',Qverifient, under
H.R. 12080 Wt4d , are tlje cost of medicaid lor families of foar, within
1i 1" 111oni 0,M, 1P ) to $3,00 w iihi wold mean 'that, New York wottld

hav toPaenQouov addi ional sumns pr V. the, program asI think
-~ a K. TTI . Potd 6ut in is 'testimony,- 7.

Senator CUR TIA.-'HoW-ia many indaividllali have been takeon outof
New York Ctto be traje* b the Job Corps el~ewhereLj

~E~I1:a~n.1t~ur~abputt4Rct ,,nl r, )uV I tbinkiitis
belo 3,(00 po(,rnadA -inph .9f -a, dent irx

training th l 66.'I~*Yj~~t'1".
Dr.LXAn.~ ~i~it has niot, n tl'Aos* h xw sitaio

best ltiqiet4theov1fth yung .Peo from h

Senator, Ouims. L. am, v~rynersslil ht ' I

otthb'ki_ go, pthin s tl 6u' nqy sni1;,4e; ret
were taken. ~ ~ ~ VrYsrce

Dr. LASHr. Also any ,.'4,kbc~s6h o''~k
It 4A v60' dificnlt ce childii wlio -ianer labeAllen2
blocks away from their homes suddenly to b~jlo haei .where
it is quiet and there are birds and ev0ryfling :

tW f It;lh filoht tillfd hLai~l ~ e r

btitiin? I
DI)1Asi. I coffiple tely a'ge Aiilai~l urntid~r tI Py~et cir,1

ctfintan6M 'aftei' th6 5U"'bs1'dificu~ki tis wuk*ii ' tl

ADO freeze-
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~Sqiatpr, Qu -(coing), Pticulawlyfi page.31 about-six

However, the directions to states In H.R- 1209b"-Wen togethOV With 'tlo bhby
pyt 9 f4qp~ily plapui ng bito enfoerced birthi control.

- Eilforf edtirthcdntrolfor: hloni ?-'
Dr.,LAVIL For theAP0 mothers.1 "

Senator CuitTIs. Both married and unmarried. 1

Senator Cumrs. 'Well, the freeze does not apply toi §tAatio11id
the husband is dece-ased or*disabled!, d6es! 1t' *l'"

senator CURTIS. Then. would the, froze Aof giply'6nlIii hok r
where therawas nomail itirth, house?

Dr. L~tH. Yes, Seniator.
Senator.Cuirri 'Well now, then to read on, iftays,:
No matter *hat tV'e'r&c6ids say, 04 b ~rlopospid hton n'es through 1011(1M

clear. It makes a travesty of familyy plauntng"'wvhkhl'ihonhdniean the irigh to
plan the size ,of 6ue's family, not merely the prevention of childbirth.

Now, what right doe~l a woman havia t66kagze, in familIry plAnfiingin
itself, accepting the "term to meanbrrhiafail'.ftbigi
theie is no man h the horfit? 0

Dr. LASH. I taklit, Senator, you are ~ndt'aA -lAg aot th6 mo~rfl
right.

Senator Ouxrns.tWell, you hlav#e uised-tl'I~ wordsh r "'It makes a
travesty of family plannin g"1 which should ffiean It14e kight.

Dr. L.~six.' YesI
Senator Cuwrxs. Now mohafgl, 'ot 4ny thingelse,- wha rigli_ does
a omanft Mithut a h~isbdnd liin wit g wha ri vti 1ft,

she is not allowed to go on in fail 1lamiig, and by family anning
I Assume' it means brOlfgip fi-la' intP1 figsnert*&

Dr. LASH. Maybe w;6'ekp*e hmi 'as tlit con1 1b p xi~s
what We ni4nby sayig "ac a' traV6'Ly q9 faly plmning."
What W6, W&6e-ayuij ghere'1 , what the'bill is Wtkng aiout, is birth
control and~ nTt family plannii.

And 6, gq bit Ito, sy tha yu ckn6 t. af 6rcel'i nI byeth'Aier.
starving Wh nfpth~ri, ~ii Vway rm'her'ta

stdi& s' behiWh Iththi 'Ie,~3 iml II
Senator, I ha,#64 elh hings thab.tc cn be dofie:.

;Senator CuRns8,.What are they?
Dr' fAird ' itl you 6fofa' pi8rr'da'iii thlat is 116T oin 1,)

New% Y6rk- City. It '19 iery 'bi'if 4: oigon

Dr. L0ASu. Youth In'Act'ion, whlie h.1s In h_4ip00yrty, program, fl
Brooklyn, has just opened its eighth 26WieA, coulte foi cnn ioh
ers' ind on& fr ~Mh~' a ie. 'li,6, eireW 64~ yoin niotheqrjn the,

cour, 'iiof h io ifle"ril, aoi *iaii The :fathers! cpijrie
is fth6 bigg~~ije us sal onedos not get tefhers to-
come around very easily, Therejgrp 89 aern fathers ', cotim..
The moth~f-' Nbing trained ii' hor~ernaking, cooking, and howv to,
care for tlie6msilV'es _ nd their ch ,ildreii, piQ~e ieaflt ca and so on.
The fahrs are be41ig given training Aor jobs''s I.t
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The program has now been in'ioti6 rat ion for 6o11_r' 2 i61rf and Sice
tbat, timie among All tile,'W bTmei wh6 hiae' taken" the 'durs eth~ei1qve
beenl only tWoplegnlancies. Now, -Ithink it is terrible f6r 'vonnto

jj1t h rn in' the 6 vorld for whom they know th~y probably cannot
care. But. I think that, was not whAt'NwVe were dis~i~sijng. It seento
in' that what, we need to find out is what W6 hav' to do to'eliingelfhis
Situation.

~iator CuuTnm. 'Now, Y~ou trained in tMat N'.w yofk project how
imany people?

Dr.-LAsil) Thld first courses we'e6 inuch smaller'. - thinkarnd 600
women were trained.

ISenator O&M-is. Bu1t thaft'still ini a'pilacethe sige of kew, York does
iot 'attack-the problems. ,?

Dr. bjsil. Senator, it attacks the Iproblem moro I think than it- has
been. attacked in other places.

WV6 are alsd (16mg omneihung else. This too is ver~y siiiall and started
1inti too late. Wve -have just. beguni pro~ams for teenage mothers,
schoolchildren, whio get thrown out of sehidol b6ause they 'arepI regnant.
W~e'lhAVe a very large numnber of those' ohildten, any age up from 12.
The rnnimn guess is that there, are at least 2,500, a year.

Senator Ct&Rtis. Ill New, York State?
Dr. Lbvsit. In~Newy York City.
Senator CuRtTis. In New YorkCity.
Dr. bA~SIt. Yes, sir. Up to now they weesiply thrown out of school

and many went on to hiftve more aiid more Childriei. 'Now we are be-
ginng 'i the various neighboiiiools'to get. ]bld 6f thesee yoin gsters;
to work'witithei and try to teteh them, Nlhat it Mealns to gi9ve birt
to A, *dillg 1If., to teach theillhioalt)) eal'e, give themt training. Too

mll.Yesq, t~opsmfrdl.-
Senattov'Cbi~niis. Cornitg bhck t6 ypur'stateipn~mt,'the Wnders tandingi

I get is that'vou ftntehd that H.R.: 12080 will bringg A'bout enforce
birth' control.

1)m. bASIi. We said it will try enforced birth control but we also

Se~ytor ui~'is.'vel, ou misse d your iiess'in 1062.1
Dr. LAsir. I llighti miss -it again,"but I. k-now mloh, iiore now th an

I dht th . Aie you 'pposeii'to enforced birth CdOnirl 'forithe

tinnuimried women?
Dr. 'Asif. Yvs'I would be, 'I' 'wud l~e ipo.0d um1ilesstb were

dlawihat Would be aplicable, torall yong fii~ai led g'iils I might
eefbe6ipoded then.
7'S61ntol C"URTIS;' ~man r-esttin~r W-4't those' N i by thir

past eorjht't p1t' themift af class *her if'they id'not fave it the
number 'of pblic'ehl~e 4-8woildih'~i6 ste. ~

Dr. A~I~ Yes I 111~d be hppos~d to'shniig iit women Oil puli6
16elfal% for A rW,161f'tlifs .~'.IWduld not s06' howv this oMuld be dnne
without. enating a law, and I would he olpposed to sulichmaj-law.V Ibohip~ve
that, this would simply increase the diffivultiesO tVi to shrink thle
welfare rolls and of trying to' get ieOpe self -SuMdefiet 'so that 'we
do not, hiave generationis rf wlfr eiins

Senator CUTnI.S. Well, 116W, I do1'0t warnt t& take- so h ie

2M5
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Dr. 1Asii.My time is yours, Senator.
Senator, Oui'rus. But I am aware that there are many people on

various ,type§'of welfare who have never had an opportunity and
who are perhaps well-intentioned and who are definitely well-inten.
tioned, in, 6ther words, they'are not-they have not chosen it.

On the other, hand, I tlink as we look- back 20 or 25 years the
number of people who are on there who could do better if they wanted
to is increasing, What do you recommend to curtail not. only. AFDC
cases but all cases where they just lack the moral fiber, to do what
they could rigl, in their own surroundings and with the education
and training that they have had?

Dr. LASI, The real problem,, of course, is the AFDC caseload
because it takes ip'between 75 and 80 percent of the whole welfare
rolls. ,

Senator CUwrIs. Yes.
]Dr..LA8sJr nd ,y, far. tile largest number of ,AFDC: clients are

clfi~lden, r'helieve'tlat 'for thlem it is most important that we spend
mnuch iior-Ihfdiiucating'them. ' ' . ., '. .It ,sen o, 'e rSen r t at, f we, stik ). th a, really very. largesefiofial job iniirg roki;iti for nas first, we wAll efect clingqs

in the situation.' I aso llievethat . on the adolescents
who are now school dropouts by' the , thous ids alid liave, a crash
training and job program for them,,tirtj)w[l help.

I do not plean to say that one liasto approve of the prwe t situation
at all, i simply Nelieve lat it does npt p qyto act ouitt of anger or be-
c0ause 'oetigf 18gq~loon that 01iej.'Isiswereuot. 1

W lien n la t 00alen was e
percent. of theni. .di'conie from tle. S tuth* wl ere .: tke it, they had
left bc a'6 fh e' wer starvink. I talked with "Sonq wo n whp wanted
.to wetk tq feed their children and thelquestion"was 1Nhaf wld tley
b" able o do. Tl~' ymld not. read,thevad notlad chance to learn.
That hardly Was New York's fault. 'Tlie'i-e are no panaceas, it seems

to me. . ;. ' "'

Senator)CUtTiS. I am not looking tor a panacea, and'I am not put-
ting everyone in'that category, but I do think we. have a segment of
recipients W!lO are not doing 'As well as they could do-,-,:

Dr. LAsH. I agree. I
Senator Curss ,(ontinuing).Withe training they have already

had.Dr. LASu. .Yes, sir and thieseginent of employable welfare recipients
on relief seems to be growing. Thre always h ve beep 2 or 3 percent,
now this has risen to 4 percent. I firmly believe it is growing because
we never really have been providing jobs with a living wage and the
kind of trainiAg'that would leadlnt just. to the job no one else wants
the kinds of jobs' that in Nlew York City, are called "niggeprd'jobs, but
to iobs 'that have dignity and decent salaries connected with them.

Senator Cuwrs." T here is one thingin the House bill with which I
do not agree.,

Dr. LAsH. In our chart? .
Sefiator Cwrs. No;in the House bill.
Dr. LASsH. -in the House bil. I thought you said hospital.
Senator CnRns. It refers to illegitimate births. '

Dr.'IA Sim. Yes, sir.

2026.
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Senator CunRis. Sofar as I know that. is not in tile Federal law.
Dr. LAsih. No.
Senator Cuirus. It is in the House bil'aiid do not think that any

child- should be so stigmatized; do you?
Dr. LAsH. No.
Senator CuRnr. Do you know -what. some of the !other countries hav-e

done?
Dr. L.JASH. Yes; I know about some *of the Eiropean countries.
Senator CuRTIS. What countries have had the most success in re-

quiring people to performi useful service who, have been content merely
to- be6 welfare recipients? - . .

JDr. LASH. I do not think a ny noutiy ha~e probkips,
sir, because no country h's mad thus' tremendons progrs n et
some behind, I, think. So that, the problem is not the same. It is not the
same in Italy where it m ight be t ie same but many of their' unskilled
workers have talwah~s' n16 tio. oth~, 106 'rs I.t 'rk,, for' instance to
(I mauky and'Switzer ad- W~ely, even t6 Franes thatthe irDuP's
ofp people who might- have to be on welfare simj,,ly ha the country,

*Senator Ctmftd. Ar mou faniliar' ith *htit, bdenhas-dbne?
De. Onen S. vediriq W4~ s4t ~~ ~i~~~9w

fre, ~~iestwi )With.rnonmy zanets X loes- not have, prblems.
with welfare but it looks as tou~ at this -moment the; young peoplB1
i Sweden are not very mot ivated. Ther1 ish. lt surge ahleadta

one thought might hRpper nm a country whrOoin s leto.
In our country the danger' is thia those who were left out will

af terwafdhttakthin6 Whi?, ro In;7.4 , '' .

w'heth i""hy ar ef'i b teir choice.; I do not imply'lthat all-oa
them are, but, some of them are.'' . *~

Dr.LAe. Yes,:IAisr.'7 ,' .7T

DrX4sH Ysbutt. questifn iswoaete 4  ae seen men
who simply do not have the attitud Ie that would ever mean thpy would
hold, down, p. job.- But i6t t 1' many 6f 'the young pe6p1e are o
tha kind, anhd 'Iam areifd thaf' unes the if off id.6 areal cu"u
and promises are keptta more and more wi1l jolni, thsi edr wh
are leading them into trouble. "':-

Seijatirg , -ri. Well, we think' y~uj'or ~or'rsntanhr and
your ehtie satemtettill be 'pt 1h tJreo.

Dr; L Siu. thank you very mn'uch.o,

STATEMENT BY DR. TRUORC W., LASjH, ExEcuTtvE Dxn1=oOR, CrnIzENS' Comuxm
FoRt C1HILDnExN OF -NEW Yonic

Getem', m rd~W ~rprsAl lg h Ottina omittee owC10l
drea.f ?e*'Tork, A, 4.ldno yad p~e8&A~okr fxq~ all fie%1a
concerned, with children "hich'44e Zjpvw York .TIipe~s allied a fierce watc-

Fori'nidre 4p 90 yeqr'~we 've'vw'Qrked f Wtoer'healtmi e 4v 0414'p#d welf are
A4ervic "fo~r or monlnera1'I, phildre n, an, 4 thei plim~ through fact-find.
Ing, public education, cominunliy iaction, Partlcipati~n..in' 7 Polleyrpkng' and
mnni t~rihgi 6f serice prras. Or studis and re~ottA -which, are tJintpn4#d As
agenda for communiity discussion And debate have attracted'attetiobn nationAlly,
since our members are people of recognized competence. I wish to offer as thlus-

07
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trattloii of tile M~iild of rtiKirt we itlili : "J1fe st tis Bottom," n recent welfare

We Are grateful for the opportuniity afforded tis to ulIecisq the social Seculitly
Anmendmnts propossdiu J.i20. While. eomuiuczitiiig briefly on Til1e 11.-the
sqocini iii-suraiiee por tlii of the n~dmnts, wo Ie to coneeJitrate on, ritle
11, the, Ptibilc Welfare AnimenfA enaPlfited b41 thle f~huse Oil pulicl assistiie
medical assiptance And child welfare.

1WC fully support the donls expressed by the house Vnys and MepanR -Corn
inittee: "to break the cycle of dependency . . strengthenn fAimly life .-. ,n
couirage self-support bf' p rovidi jig trali n adjobs, ,.reduce the Incidence, of II-
iegitlrndcy'. .. prote0tt A1i1id~etfromi *frkleet P ihwd

lint'we knowt thant the.V *6iniot 1*0 Achietik~l hVrtlte nif-Asiires prooil1 it Title' 1I,
pfirtil, of H;H. :12080, (Public A*4itre -Ameldnlent*4).'

Studies have shown that the nsitoi allout lilegitflay, onl which, the
proposals of 11,11 12080 fire blasefd, pre erroneous.

It IAs hlso'been Ahow'd tt ounitlY6 AndicecvO013 peripcttAte the

,Tile House0 bill would fragmnent manpower prograni lit A wastefuil, self-e.
featlng way.,

The demands tpon the states are unreasonable And would force themn Into finan
Onmi trAight Jacket.4 or thin pulsinog welfare panymenits below starvation levelp
, The positive mheasurest gfjth aR Iicreased federal refilbuorsement for social sch'-
iees, Improve 011d _welfre financing, emergency assistance, day care aid, work
icentivo~tbrougli parjial exemption of eavafed lIncome And help for socIal work
education are soenmesheO Ii rtgre"Ive nleAsures that we prefer to give themn up
and -to hoiie foi'Mfdre leAisqtIon' tther thin sufifer the entire package.

We, thertfor*, ho you will pas* Title T. aftor raising the House-proposed toll-
ings: on both taxable Income and social security benefits.

But we urge you to drop Title 11 entirely.
More secificlly: AMD Fn= OAEON 208)

it is unthinkable that In 1007 Congrexj wouMi insiderr limitation of the number
of children for whom fed~rpl payments would be made. s.pubtlc assistance Is
e'lpepaive Atid41fti bechme-ittoro xesv.Nvtees the Amercan people
will -not; mandate 'Child, stiirVatlon; ,Alr~sAd Inftidejnate AFDC grants-cAhiot
lie divided among more children. Already hardpushed stAtes cannot take onl Addi-
tional financial burdens. Few states, even today, are granpting caph paym~entsu

to her on taed inmu. Their only choice, I tle "fre" werV* adoptedl
and the "open ende&~ fedei'al inp~od't discontinued, iWoi~d.t* to use coieol o
get mother offl the public ~ assistance rolls; no maktte~r'what happens to thelni or

Thre to oerl4en at 114qtlfrewx'!'will,,decreaso illegitimacy or tAe-
l4 d~ey.~r A'qa e.119mJ tj W11 Ices tarvation, disease, sciiol

We believe famil* planroithk'prgyaw a should bebhrnilib t6eall, e'A'h mnir
of choice. States have been slow in developing Mich programs, mid4 federal I ;td
6n fMedfeAid all~ VS-~p. orpeime~n
together with tebaby freezo'-Atdd bj ,Pt a 0 ,~~ ny At -t Ibirth control. No matter what the words sAAV 4the V6W tija actltcmea thili~h
loud And clear. It'makes a travesty of "family planning" whichithould mean the
right to plan the esg of- one's family, not merely the prevention'tof Childbirth.

The House bill further proposes',to- decrease Illegitimacy by threatening the
removal of a child from the, home in casfs of mul ip9P ilegitinacy, This ijlght
Ihntde, discohrAge relief afpleloh b -~ 06hib Mbtueri4 It6o, -11W *ureys
hso" that ii of All oil t-of-+edl1oek'bhi lr , .i ot- veeitiin Pi blic 4ssIkt-

aheeven ni6v I hs i jlat,6 ~ur~l m t~e A~ h n tlihte'f ot.otiiwef!lock
children on the relief rolls. One dreidik tso imagine %)hat In happenlInt1 t~ 1401ie of
thosi children. Qnite 'apiit't - oM hfuhariO 06fisiderdtlri' for mother' i child.
the cet 'of fioster cAre andl re~lefitial treatment,'thP 4r~ndfl co.t 0f nahtioln
Ill health are s6 f6rbfddin0 thst'hane of the meastire~ propsed sbiould Asii1rvivce
realistiC anklys.
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Birth control by Congresslnnil edict imposed on one group of women in oursociety, would be naked disCrimIination--If It could be done. But there Is no way
of enforcing it.

Moreover, the proposal Is ai apparently based on the tiasumption that the some
mothers stay on AFDO and that the rolls grow becouso t4y keep oil having
chlldr'n. These are not the facts. There are, o eogreO, Pome families who tay
on Public Assistance for generations. But, acc6rdIng to 1119W figure#, about45.000 new families colue on the rolls each month, and about 41,000 leave.There has been-over the last 20 years-and is coitinulng to be a large Influx
of rural families Into the cities. The agricultural revolution has driven hundreds
of thousands of our rural poor off the farms. The whole sad story of what has
iminpned to the suerfuous farm workera-pspwialiy tho Negro families-was
told with his usual grasp of the essentials by William V. Shonlion lu the New
York Timnes of September 18, 1007.

Q" OJWNIr WORK AN1'i TNAi.Oi tROORA s (aWrto. 204)
We h'av lo urged that AFDO others be given theChoice o caring for t helrchldren themselves or wdrkzig either part-tik or fultwllie le behig pro-

vletel with group day vare, family day care, or h6inena'ker servicejt. It is also
appropriate that AF Mothei's bb allowed 'flnifinial Iieent!ve. t 'work tfolgh
eating exemptloi, ukitil they become *elf. , pjx"rtinS (I C.*202), hougl we
stipport the Administration proposals ror 'or ex- pP1oilt to0p)lwmothers to work in tle surest wa of det9ylih wh (ever fafuil' tie' iai exist.
It wotuld break up the home 0f boIng cbi ln.-ps a latterer of public *policy

The nist dAtrUgtiv6 aspt , fthils'Worl tritill %r6po,4l, however, s the
fact that It Would drive Women into the wor ork %re 6iii6 th$ me reiialn uptrolnedand .inemployed. Unvllng to fd* the hMiliiihia t4'6f nOt baltig the "provider"
amd thereby the acknowledged head of the household, they leave home, partleu.
larly in those states where'their piesefice 'inght threaten AFD payments for
their Vhlldren. Doing further damage.to the status 9t the tuale will not strengthen
fa m ily life , . . . . ...... ... .-.

It would be a' sa0 gue" Plat thp wajprI y Of fathers have not worked 0 out
of the 14st 13 quarter , th ei'few have wore-than a casual relationship to workaud are therefoee ci uded ftrop t e .AM)O program. C4ief afPong the geeeons
for this stu-ation is lack of elugwipix Ano training-4dp to lack of opportunity.The job market fo r'ttralnue wo#kerpAlght. r[The urbatt gbett.0 are full ofhealthy, Ontrained ifid uperA,'pdj.o 4 %l h o Waut to work. Thousands line
up every time a Mtyo ,ptng 01pg9uz1l. W, I IWhen the summer Ng rhod Youth Corps ork ended this program
recently, over 23,000 out-of-school ygklthlq were, thrown on the streets, and manyIn these groups are the absent fathers of AFIO children.

."Increased efforts to enforce the:laws against desertion and non-support," 111ll
not only be costly but will result In driving, unemployed fathers further under.
ground and further away from sources of training and work.

Only a major new training and Job program that give absolute priority to the
unemployed male can provide a solution.
8uch a community work and training program should not be forced upon thestates as a welfare measure. If we equate trainees with welfare recipients we

Isolate them further from their fellow-citizens., Work and training programs must
ke comprehensive and unstigmatised.: : z , - .QeIt will be some time before a truly effective training and Job program can bedeveloped-and the jobs must t* found first., The MDTA program ,the ONO man.
power program, the Nelson-Schener programs n are still in the trial and error
stage-all of them struggling to define trainingprograms for Jobs that have away of eluding their graduates. The new proposals would mandate another layer
and simply add to the confusion and duplication,

The Administration recommended, quite appropriately, that Community work
and training be transferredto the Departmeat of Laber so that resources can becoordinated and training and Jobs provided speedily and effectively.

It should be added here that even If jobs *ere available for l1l those mothers
who want to work, they would not-now be able to find the dat eare or family daycare services they would need for their children In orderto be ableto go to work,
Tie cost of these programs Is only one factor; the shortage of trained staff lit
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another; but the lack of space In crowded ghetto areas may be the biggest oh-
stacle of all. In New York Clty after 20 year of effort, ohly 7,000 children call be
accommodated in our Day Care Centers and the same number of, chltdren are
usually to be found on waiting lists.

With adequate financing and 'robilizatlon of ll the creative genius and in-
novation at our command, lmay be possible to develop an effective day. care
p r6g~1 bu t o ftt9 ow9 ineXt er

rRO~~c~V&~ a ~D6R AY~~T~ AE~i9~201)
Voucher relief whs'carefully safetnarded 6id liiite inteprsn aa

the urgent advice of local and 'statO public welfare officials who rea lbked the
destructive potential of such payments bot also knew from bitter experlence that
lack of. fends and sometimes community exasperatioh and ang (r night force
their ute, unless the law was clear for all to see. Does anyone Cio hhs hndex.
perlence with the education of children, who knows how carefully the sense of re-
sponsibility has to be nurtured, how, mAny setbacks there arti-does ayolne
really believe that taking away the right to decide, humlijatiug a person in the
eyes of the Ommunlty or a mother in the eyes 'of her children, is the road to
lndependene and self-relianCe? - . .1 1

Except in cases of physical danger to children-and then the neglect pro-
viSions of the law are available-or In cases of diagnosed mental Incompetence,
vendor payments should be forbidden.,

Finally, our legitl advisors tell us that several of the proposed provisions are
of doubtful constitutionality : (a) 'separate polliles for children In 4eed because
of illegitimacy and des'rton; (b) special child neglect rules for relief recipients.
Should these provisions be retained, we assume that the c6urts will ruleon con-
stitutionality. What we are certainn about today Is that they. are poor public
policy.

THE 1962.AUZNDXVkTS

We understa nd the frustratlon'of'th6 House concerning'the 1962 A iendineInts
which were heralded as a way to cut relief rolls. Instead, relief rolls have been
going up and up. Partly,, this is due to the fact'thit finplementatln of the amend-
ments has been slow and spotty. gut the decisive fact Is thit the promises were
not realistic. Our child population 19 gr6wng. The problem of iliegitinldcy And
family breakup Is serious. Aojct Poerty cannot be solved' by social services
alone. To offer them without also providing funds for hqusing, heat and food Is
an insult. Major-new programs are needed tO 'restore health to our cities. The
price of solving our most urgent nationAl problems will be large.

SWhile we believe that the proposals of -H.R, 12080 Title II 4111- not be effec-
tive, we would recommend alternative measres"

The Administration and the Advisory' Committee on Public Welfare have
singled out for action what we cbnalder to be'the keylissues:

The below-poverty-level public assistance grants.
The fact that many states do not offer subsistence equal to the minimum

budget levelswhich they themselves set. -
The excessive policing, Wonltorlrig, harassment and paper' work where

there is desperate need for simplification,, efficiency,' Speed, 'protection of

,The tendency of the ptfsent system to perpetuate dependency and tall the
problems It was expected alleviate.

Many. of us who have worked to improve the public asslstane program had
hoped that relief Investigations would be'objectified and simplified.

We are encouraged by the experiments ith affidavit and declaration 'proce-
dures.. ,1 .

We believe that a minimum, federal assltahce tguarafttee, which might ap-
proach the poverty line would help th States and strengthen famllle. - 4 : -

We believe enforcement of new directives protecting the e6nstitntional rights
ond privacy of applicants in the course of the Investigatory -process would build
confidence and decrease dependeby.' ,-, ' ".
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We bliev tht Increased efficiency -would result from flnant bdeii n
computer pro&eduros.

We see progress, In S9ecretary Gardner's o'diinistra-tive separation' of the
money pitymetit and social service funictions onl the federal level, ali nPilrodcl
which removes Improper coercion from social services and recognizes tijat Molly

All th6sereforms are besed era t*oassuniption,4:
(1) -AdMutesiopot for farniijes ~Vieblrnare developing, as a aunft-

ter of right antd not; ?f tigma,' a§snting' the growth of cilldren who'will be
SCelf4*pefig *and, Oventualy gelf-slipfu6rting. whate Or th'er "parents!
problems. Al

(2) Train'iiand jobk foi those Aile to work;-fill people -needluk rehabIi-
tative services should have access to them; people who are not emiploytible
(anid this uleans at very J~lrge percentage of reipients) should be giten
adequate a9upport in'a. Way',which does not mako them soeQnd-class citizenL

We believe in goverpthent 6,ontibutions. to Ward*the cost of bringing pp chll-i
ilreuu M~t Iq i etpetuatirig child poverty.

PHvery other Inditrializ,6d country -in the wvorld'offerii some form of family
alibwanoes, considering' such' a contribution to child-rearing a sound socal

Our tortirittee, with the baelking ~of the For' ) Feonndatioh 1-. cnveing an
expert conference, under the chairmanship of Vrofea's~r Bfeih . Burnst of
C lumbif University,- In late October to consider the feasibility and deliability
o? s uch a *program for the United Statesq. (For your ifoitnatloon present copies
of anl abstract of Dr. lluniis' background paper andl of the fact sheet prepared
for the conference.) :--

It Is our hope that the family allowance will prove to be a humane and digni-
fled wa.Vof iaving'people---rathor than -money-and will be seriously Oisdered
as g ubstitute, for some of tJ~e most regresive IHouse proposals.

loaic,(6 any eotideW1atjonotwelfAr6. refn must be the cvler t ertndn
that the Welfare'$jateri lasonlyA arediectlonot our failure to'pr' pare millions of

citiensfortheword b which they now find themselves. The V~elare Systemcannot be Improve4i ibui-wtont'adequat edul cation and ,health services,
lie, people now ion'Welfaire'and thoqe to fillloW Will remain dependent because

In 10 there ian be- nO 4idestion_ In anybody's w ind thant 'or'' ruirand orba n
pojor are iot beli eduitated tfr the jobs that At' available toda'.W WIll forcing
them Into einloyqmentanSI of the P b1! Asoitanoe rolls cbak$ I P4 1's fact?
*Nor can, anyone .believe tot"~o he1l1th' ik not also 4 Adtezm~InIn* factor it

ons's ability to berpl fiu'edication and trRIAinin Prthat 6ubttdarO hou-sing
Is not another Major contributing factor. j4P~JI!I iWe urge you to study the data ailready 6' orpA la tbe Ph. tujceth
Service, the Burean of Labor Statistics, the 'ide 6 ~ ~ i~i;teOfc of
Economic Oppoinity andI nfnv other official sm66 vont~~, gsipeolng
00'tth"1efat tt si ntrto A P04 ~t'e~eeb1ltthig Ubi64ie Aretobe fouldann thd cout"sbroh nAi'~ttett~er)s'Hat6nc Aec oA 'to d ui a )O p 11 of m~~i~6nth fvclie n teA 10 th
Bureau of Labor Statistics. This hArdlf s41' 4 tbeo 0_ilip t6' tif'ih 'o'n 'histh,
services for the Indigent and niedfcally " iig1 t:" ' 1ii e de0'lplug
Medicaid program with res.trictions and/or h6 b l fif, erg110 what-
ever han been aicpouiplished In recent years ahtfI~ 16 ~'f Iii t' cart
for tn"IlI6mi'who'fiio itbott'tbeceWeIt for ihe fi4jiW :

A. recent study pf .4ob Corlxq trainees revae t h I 1 310 61 ha'a a*'efot;i'4 fli'e litni~dtad~isigj 3% el~ "PTO~~~hm~e
out k5I _*,~ith'pYImf65fal 4 meta 1-6ct 1W6f4i11t"6fisYhoth' thoi' vpiig~ gin 'o II) lbs. Seletivo Sop ipr'e'l~-titci haVee oti Owl~

dmlefi n'd the hnusin ad related' coid.Itfenk 'n wO~hich chlidr~n aM thior
paet tugle to exist. ally talp-6f keideng th 0'AkPbVC r6)Nis Vy fo6Wi 1(i9W q

centsi ind Adults'Iif efipl6yn60n; 1461! ' at lIddie6u.'

TITLE It. PART 2 (MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, AMEND "ftQ
In 1905 when the Congress enacted -Puikc 'Law ' W97 imlons 'of people

rejoiced. They believed that for the first time, Americans would nd longer be
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deprived of health care solely because they could not afford It. Before that
Medicare-Medicaid law was passed, many compromises were made. Some of these,
we believe, detracted from the objective of Insuring high quality medical care
for all under these new programs and may have raised the cost of medical care
to even higher levels.

Title XIX (Medicaid) as enacted by the Congress, wade It possible for tile
States to provide programs of medical care not onjy, for those vljo were receiving
categorical public a.*-stance payments (the aged ,families wthb dej)iidenl (lil.
dren, the blind, or permanently and totally di abled individuAIls), but also for
the medically needy-" . . . all Individuals who ',ould, If neel. be eligible for
aid or assistance under any such State plan and who have inmufficient , . In-
come and resources to meet the costs of nece ary medical or remedial
care got'

We are aware, of course, that providing health care to many i iHllons more
peolle due primarily to Medicare (and less so to Medieaid) has created enormous
medical and administrative problems as well as lIirge increases in medical c61tg.
This Is because we do not have a health system that Can be called a system: we
also have an obsolete set-up for fltliverlng medical care services; and 4 1 too often,
* crippling scarcity of resources and personnel. We are not pre lto say that
the existing law is perfect or that in the future a more logical health-care system
and financing mechanism shQuld not be enacted. However, the amendments pro-
posed will not lead Uis towards this goal. I

We believe that thle concept of medical'care Set forth In Title XIX of Vj.

8W-97 would be vitiated If H.R. 12080 is enacted. We. therefore, urge that the
flouse, amendments, outlined below, not be enacted by the Senate, for the fol.
lowing reasons:

UMITATION ON FEDERAL PARTICIPATION I MEDICAL A85J.STA.C (SF.1CrION 220)

This proposal to ctit bacl pl fe0,r644 partlcipat6 rm se-*nms to lisl (o ie aq weost
regressive step. Federal participation if mnedlcal dssistance i, iild be Jliiiit(l i
fanililes whose income falls below I A pr*ir t of the Aifiouit p family 'wtb* ilo
Income or Es~Qurs would receive h' AFDO *cash pyments or I33'/A times the
ictate p~r capith ipcome, whlchevcr - ,1ower. The Ilouse Comiiuttee report i self
writes that "AFD(C Income limits are, generally speaking. the loWv'st that are'sued
Ill the categorIcal assistance progr fs"I Thls prvli= o would Ittmediately
affect fourt&'h states, Including te largest states ii) the con, ) itry: al1fortia,
Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa Kentucky, 11airyJtInd. Michigan, Nebraska,
New Ybrk, Oklahl6m a, Pensylfilitr , ihod6 Island a6nd WSisconin, ,

In New t r State. the Cpi misslonerof Welfare has estiintted that we would
lose in federal reimbursemen-

At leapt $15 mIllion forfhe first six months.'
$40 million for the s&conq year.
$30 iIlion for the third year.'

This only represents one-third of the ultimate effect of the State's conforf~mig
to the Federal proposal. If New Yor9 State actually changed the Medicaid ell.
gibility requirementS so that only those who met the Federal requirements were

eligible, we wild have program reductions of-
At least $45 million the first six months.
$120 million the second year.
$150, million In the third year.

And hundreds of thousands, of families who are now entitled to, medical tare
would no longer be eptitled to it.

A clear reflection" of lte Inadequacy of medical services in the pre.Putbic' Law
-07 days, can be found In the age brefk-down In almost any hospital to4ay.

Pptlents over 65 are filling an ever larger percentage of the beds. These older
people simply were not receiving the hospital and other medicl services tMey
needed before passage of Medlcare,.The same Is true for all age groups.-thoug
the unmet need varies. Many had hoped that through Medicaid we could begin

I cprovide adequate care for the people who need It.'
The cost of medical care is rising much faster than the co t f lring, The $enate

Finance Committee knows how the cost of medical care Is sky-iocketling. To cite
but a few examples:.

I Pnb~le Law 89-91. Rfttton 1002(a) (10) (B8) i(1.
'Page 110.
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During the Period of 156-8,' the Consumer Price Index rose 19 percent;
cost of medical care rose 42 percent; cost of medical care services rose 50 ler-
cent compared to the rise in costs of all services of 33 percent.

During the Year 1966 the Consumer Price Index rose 3.3 percent; the Med-
ical Care Index Increased by 6.6 percent (The largest annual increase In
eighteen years.) PUt all hospital charges Increased ' 16.5 percent; physicians'
fees rose 7.8 percent.

The Journal of the American Hospital Association noted In its August let, 1967
issue that present Indications are that the liereases in hospital costa will acceler-
ate, These increases in medical costs apply to all,,not Just those for whom the gov-
ernment Is payin through Medicare and Medicaid. Thus, It is bIcoming Increas-
ingly difficult for almost all families to afford good medical care.

If this amendment is enacted, the Congress would be saying that payment for
needed medical care for those tinder 65 will not be assisted by the federal govern-
ment unless children and their families are destitute. We find It Impossible to
reconcile this proposal with your often expressed concern for children.

The screw Is further tightened by the fact that the amendment would limit fed-
eral participation to 133 percent of the cash payment level, based on the AFI)t.
standard, rather than the income level of eligibility for public assistance, This
would actually eliminate the concept of medical assistance for the medically needy
in some States which do not pay the recipient more than 75% of need. In his testi-
niony before the House Ways and Means Committee,. Under-Secretary of HEW,
Wilbur Cohen, cited several examples. In Indiana, for instance, a family of four
is eligible to receive cash assistance If their income Is below $271.40 per month'.
However, the highest cash payment the State will furnish Is $103. Thus, If the
House amendment Is enacted, for purposes of Federal matching, a family of four
could receive cash assistance if their Income Is below 271.40 but medical assist-
ance only if their Income is below $137. If this Is enacted, these families will be
caught In aesqueeze between the new:below-poverty-level eligibility standards and
the sky-roeketing cost of all medical care. -... 1' 1, - : , ....

What will happen to self-supporting families who suffer a catastrophic illness
of whose children need ongoing medical care? Is the Congress saying that the
United States will insist that such people be dragged down to the lowest public
assistance payment level before they can have help In obtaining medical care?

MAINT9NAX0E OFSTATE SFr0or (sKcTOx 221)

Under this amendment, st-tates 'wod be permitted to include in their cpmputa-
tIon Af tate .ejort expenditure for cash grants only includingg expenditures
fo, c~lid Welfare, oqviSe), Tatber thaj" tb. " 2' iiie expenditre to money
payment and for medical care as in the 1965I Medicaid law. The Hiouse Rteport
states that the 100 atnendmept was to ,qssRr thsk ,1 .1 ttea did not rfple
existing State expendituies wlth- Federal dollars iiade available under that
legislation." States w nequir , to egntnee tlir .fopctal commitment so
that Federal funds would be ised fornewor expanded seisees. Uq4eV the House
proposal, a State need not spend one cent more for medical care and vould still
be eligible to receive 50% or more Federal reimbursement for whatevot' serves
It provides under its Medicaid plan. This, in effect, becomes a. replacement of
State effort for medical care, rather than any maintenance of State effort.

ACQUIRED SEVICS UNDfER STATE- MEDICAL ASSIGTAN'CV PLAN. (8VMIO.4 2 4)

Ohe of tho moat f ard tps in P. 89-97 was the vslon In ton
1902(a) (13) (A) which required all states (by July :1,1067), to provide five baoIe"
health services for all people covered under the state program-ln-patient hos-
pital care, .out-patient hospital services, other labpratQry and x~ry, services,
skilled nursing home services and physician services. In addition, nine less

I .S. Department. f H0ealth, duration and *eifa, J _le rt .tO the .President on
Medical Care Prices, by William Gorbam, Assistant Secretarr,- eebr 1667.:

A" Appqndis for rate oozparlsons. ..
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COMPARISON. Ntw YORK STATE REIMBURSEMENT RATES to HOSPITAS-INPATIENT CARE

Number of 190566! ' 39716824
County & Hospital beds I (premedicare) -- i-- - -

BulaloC, lumb1us ......................... 124 521.45 $4,12,' 1'$41.17
Buffalo General ......................... 716 3.88 . 49$ , ff41? 27 40M

Naii County: Lopoi Memorial ................... 114 3054 4840 " .
192' in .Cemng County:- St IoseW........................... 35.5 .. ..

M4e04 Coualu 244

Sriod Memrial............................ 2a "rl Avenue1 ............................ II 12
Stroll Mernoril I ........... , 6 + 

' 
r"',:.............. 6 6

.............................. ..... 3... 6 . .. . ... .

Clnt County: Phyulclnn' Hospital of Plattsbrgh. Chew Ivisit al.eyVN................................ 140 -13 62.61 ' 51.35
Essex County: Mosm-Ludington ..................... 2s 903 43.1 40.1$,

59
Albny~ul:At M llC.ntea...................$4 4& 42 58 6"0 5W14

Otsego Cunty: Aerlis Osb~n Fo Memorial ............. 30- 4680 . 45.6Warren Conly: GI lls . .............. ......... 0.St 47. 31 46, 19
312W,$ lollon County., Mary Mccell"m ........... ... ...... 1 4? IDocmCut:R~ttDkm.................... h P71it 42:

Nassau C4unty:
FransI Gnral ............... ............. 24 38 So ......
Nassau Hospital Association ............ 31t *4 5. Ms4

Ofanle Coqnlyi Efibeth A. Norton MemorIal.......... 29 35.09. 46.13 5.56
256 I..

Putnam County: Putnam Community .................... 60 13.31 62.14
6S

Suffolk County: Smitltown Ceneral.....; ................ 147 40.29 54.78 53.41
210

SalONa: County: Monitkello ............................ 86 29.13 64.36 53.00
Westchester County:

Grasslands ....................................... 503 41.39 - 67.18 6.60-
502

St oseph' ............................ 1 6 42.2 $.3.09 ........".

Yonlkerl ,.. .......... 144 39.97 ,448 5 3.1Z

Beekman Downtown ............... ,0, 3,..B*t Imehl_ ....... 44.14,
2rok0y I..n...1, 4 7' &1Broolc1ya1ommns1...........................1 4 ._.

.on...d.,.e... ............................ I2 4I.n9: 1.1 4.36 .

Long Island JewishI .......... 28.......... ... 1 - .8
M il ............ .. ...... ... ... .... ... ...

I6 4I -1 .54

St m ets.................................... ,- "' lL lt

a Who fls '4.5 I W0 b21'4'0

nWbI Iy, tlIuns. .

'In1 961-46. New York Stal cornoutaid an average wei dalfy titlt rate for each region of thi Stateaco rdil
~~9hee~tLbs~boeitaI( bther werpy mdspI Ischocspital OrqMVtd with auflvn e dica

.ol endi sws~qhoqe ragq ler eachr lain:, pwas maalmu+ per putiaty rate "eci Io

i UnelXVII and XIX it Is riquiVre that paltntls be given semiprivate accommoatIon when available.
Part of a wunlvn medialvshoo.
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New York State reimbnrecinent to hospitals, out.patient care

July 1, 1967, to
June so, 1968,

outpa Ut rates
per ViOt, emer.

Hospitals in New York City only: gencv or clinic
Beekman Downtown --------------------------------- $21.25
Booth Memorial - ---------------- 16.57
Brooklyn Womens ------------------------------------- 2.00
Feh , -------------------------------------------- 12.90
Lenox Hill ----------------------------------------- 11.80
Long Island College -- -------------------------------- 14.30
Long Island Jewish ----------------------------------- 20.25
Memorial ------------------------------------------ 12. 75
Montefdore .------- --------------------------------- 20
Municipal Hospitals-General and Cancer -------------------- 10,97
Peninsula General ----------------------------------- 13.70
Presbyterian ---------------------------------------- 15.22
St. Vincent's ---------------------------------------- 20.30

Range in reimbursement rates to New York City hospitals is from $2.00 to
$29.59 per visit. These rates includes the salaries of interns, residents, full-time
medical staff on salary at the hospital.

Attending physicians, not on the full-time staff, who work In clinics will be
paid. on the basis of a three hour session-50.00 for specialists and $35.00 for
general practitioners. Therefore, the amount for physicians' fees to be added
will depend on the type of hospital and the number of full-time staff giving care
in the outpatient clinics. ':

In 1965/66 the City of New York only reimbursed hospitals for welfare re-
cipients at the rate of $7.00 per visit for hospitals meeting specific standards and
S5.00 per visit for others.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
DEPARTMENT'OF HEALTH,

Dr. T. NORMAN 'HURD, Albany, August 8, 1967.

Director of the Budget,
State Capitol, Albany, N.Y.

DEAR Dn. HURD: In accordance with the provisions of Section 2807 of the
Public Health IAw, I am certifying to you that the proposed rate schedules for
payments for hospital'services for the period July 1, 1967 through June 30, 1968
are reasonably related to the cost of providing such service. I .

In computing the rates listed in the above schedules, the following etemi ents
of cost were taken into consideration

A Reimbursement for proper expenditures, including but not llmted to 'gal.
arle.% wages, supplies and other expenditures for services incurred for the pur-
pose of maintaining necessary activities and services usually provided and re-
quired to be provided.

B, An allowance of 5%o, of the adjusted gross expense in lieu of depredation
on holy owned real property.

0. Expenditure# for reteqrch up to a maximum of 5% of the adjusted gross
expense for inpatient services but not to exceed the expenditures made.

D. Expenditures from :current income for equipment and major repairs and
alterations upt6--a maximum of 30 of the adjusted gross expense but not to
exceed the expenditures made.

R .An allowance for development of 2% of adjusted gross expense to vol-
untary and public hosplfalW and 1.5% to proprietary hospitals.

F. An addition of 7% of historical cost for propriety hospitals as an allow-
ance for a return on net equity capital. Where data were not available, n, addi-
tion of 2% of adjusted gross expense for wholly ned prPerty I. ; of
adjusted gross expense for rented property was" made., - I - , .

0. An increase was applied to each hospitals'- basic testo adjust t urrent
costs. This Increase is equal to-I%' times the lesser of the followfig-, ,(1)' the
percent rate of change of each hospital computed by using a three year, moving
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average or (2) 15t above the average percent of change for the area and
capacity grouping for Inpatient rates, and 20% for outpatient rates.

SIncerely yours,
HOLLIS S. ITqGEAI, MD.

(10mm Leeloner of Health.
The rates established above are hereby approved.

JOHN, J. GORRIOAN.
Acllng Dfreetor ol ltc 'Budget.

Senator-Cutims. Mrs, Wayne Coy.
MNrs.- Coy, the Senate -has been In- session somde little time now. I

want you to kno*,: however, that. the absence, 6f c~mm iftee: nembem'
does not mean that your statement will go unheeded. Among other
things, our staff does a very good job of sununiatiziig and catalogingthetesimoy so that. when 'we go into' exe tVe ses§inadw'cn
sider 'a particular polnt_,or policy d~kision we ,hgae before us a sumn-
mary 'of what various 'groupa- have proposed,' so', you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF MR8. WUAYNE COY, -ON, REHAL? OF bEE FAMILY
SERVICE ASSO(IATIO1I 6P A3XEU(RA, ~*'O -XOK N.y.
M NY ~ . -I1 know 'that, M~ Ar., ChAi'ilnt 1, Wdeie in' on a'-greatmany'i hringo- and I khow thA the Sen0te 'is d butsybod,anIcn

undestad tat her areman thngstha de your a tt en t ion.
1, do'- appreciate being' asked baek, 1I am, hoe, a6 * vice president
ofi h F'amily 'Sric6Am6ltono Ae ' o~ of'the things

iimy- testimony ',have 'a duir beatring on somnei'of the! quegfi~ns, you-
wtre asking The-past witness, so if, you will'besw' (vth me, I would
likelto sketch our testinm"y.

Senator Curi. All right.
Mrs. CoT.' amlqareeresentinjg the board 'anfd ihe professioha]

00af on' itle TI of'12080. Fskily service Assct&iom bf A neiTY
federation of 836 local family servicee agencqies thr;Ai~hd.ut.tfe co1tn '.
lartgely 4vppbrted by hcil- 0,ommuntity 66aetdnd. Vnrited'Viitnds T1hts
major ups fte iihl'eerto'~~d't eie~e
nogeiek is!t 66previnfamilly- btfakdowd And .hileve- family -41J

ment."Our experince in colmselinpt and asiWt4g- ch yar, feagl
2 milhl6n'people fronall * Alk 6 life-- -torn 1VfkMAly'pr iblesqtah-

impact~ on social conditions, affecting family life.,"i
Added tokotit ,on ek' i pI 'intifldhaben r~ent

eiterience in cqm 16h~ato with, th'wkf on" pbV640rtyv tho6 2atV
we6 hav worked'with uiitty thbliands ofamilioe 1hn-phi*et edn -6ati6nts

help' p~eop hep4emevsio~ of, poveft.W ~ 'o' l~l
than eiver 'hPat, e l~who stiugg' fo xiste~hge, '60mbatink "hostile'
forest' in the'env'I m"bonad ibsi ha' tia~tre6nts; n
eluding" the ability to learn' aind' tchitang Af'itv ed. Pt
vWid A; bettkr -life, foil theiv-children.; "Gvivte t fl 'ofiuctiok,
heAlth, d1ecent hon69 tigible'hiftitig- reonrufesAiotipotn
of all, a -feeling 6f hoV%-Abs1MrorthV; ahd the reibe 'e ~c cQ-

programsi- foi' it pi-ovidesa potential resoureo'Of'gl8t' VAlue'16thii

83-231-OT-pt. 8- 44
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IiV'otr -dpiniow-tit'lo III'of tH'R- 12080Oeonsitiiieg a Min4'eidi

'l'he.Thmily,iore thain: ony other human institution, slhpes the per-
sonnlity, and, character- of each individual. It is the source of huini
love and caring and it is-heessaryfjdl% ddi~,s~il-Ud~oti i J Vjh1Qse needs are thus met will in all likelihood
del'e"IL ia fehng of usefulness 11 I d, soJlf-rga rd it d I pf 1"keonginig,")ny .ilJ ~ 1~ , Way. tQW1ird. b~Qn~ng wepoi01sjl e Iakudi vfe-

c~ndtiosi~w~i~ lmlesmf this Tai Q .~w ticopp ortunity
to flmntiiO3 i this bqj f~shirn. Pquitive% Pr wiV~or.C~eVYe nmea.L
ure directoci tpwftrd tjwose ailiep,.'(lredyhladicappebyils,
unemployment, broken* mari'iage, inadequate- education, or minority
statts,'hv. avewys-ifpjle bittbe, post anmrwWl silwaysianost-oortdiclincrease the penn of n 1iopetes.i
at best Pirodtuafe depehdeicy ani at wdi'st iesuAt ini violence.

_Provisions inrtitle IU ofifH.R., 1280will have-the effeot~of creting
morle and- worse poverty by. reducing thei number of children eligible
for assistance, in 'twrown -families, i, discriminating epeeially
against, those -children ..who are dependent -on, the carea of only one
parent t, . nd by ,redlu cing, thewamonL of Federal'money availale to
shiar i), the support of a]1 dependent children. Meanwhi le, the numberof children needing pssistiice. will, not. decrease nor will1 the 'amount
of money necessary to any family to maintain "a minimum standard
of living.. 1'i

The-arbitary liiaino ee~ acing 'hnds to P maximumm
AFDC caseload equivalent to the Jantlary 1907 ratio of children, -in-
volved.to the total S*ate child population ignores these, twro facts And

witdrws edrali~ponsibilhty in ap~stua;ien.beyond thelobility.,o
cope of4,St qr 1'~a 4nit7 whemeneed ill, be.greatest., *AV~ Wi rderen~e to4 tb;ywr-woi.iing pi'og'aniauit-horized in this bill,.
FmAL hold's thiat, such0 :pirpgr0al$ ire product ile- only,if, they -increas

sic~~ls iip~yait-Ai~occPPM Wns ivherej obs: are, Avi~lal--t
a -I in y wpk apge.. ,Part icipat ion, -should he~enourwaged, imti e1 encour-
aged, but notfocl.j z'I;*Kr, 'iq~

*Forced labor; especially, at~anyihing less than- aJWlivig wag,i i. a
treadmill] leadingpipwhere certgdnlYnot ;tospf Iesufficieneyand ~self.
reppet,. W,,rotoyeT, orwved work for, mnothersv will reoult in young obilr.

ai~~en. Oe~gngctedl,poamd~ or yicth',w faies'*tchildren 'ied a, mother's p~ec an her /ove.. Mot4eis y~ust ha'V
the 'r~ht othoi), if- and *when it 'is appropriate apid dlesiraftrik
fo temt~ wrl, n~dethe liom, _giving thescare o~f (their children

to others. Th4.fact'that a moher -i unmarried or has* en deserted!
by er ~ubi~id oe no~es~-her, import~t" to -hero hidre

rather makes her bsi fuctign.,.m,a Ato, -their well-being,' and,
rn~~ dffiult S~ 1mtherm -and! tMoir, ohildronf .noed -poiety's. help,

to develoP a stropg tipiy All- Qur, e~pqriepce inldlcatos .that thr"at,
uneere punishment 4eprivkio~n of ..rights i nd is~rcs our-:

tainintoffudsc~eae nly7fe~rl~tene~,and apathy. Individuals
burdened wNJit thesq, emotions, do- not make .good iwokrs,.are .Potr
readily tr gained in 'new skills, and most ceitainly are not able to impart

2:038'
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t o tl ' ei -.ixildrei .th, values and attitudes essential to mental health
ajidpl pdciykelivinh. .*

'TO e tafs~q do l I 428O1t; eqiemn of a lininitnul

BJ!e~apigt~i "o p,41f nqp y,.nd cx wn as th U1i sets-out -to(to, jreq piatoo Ojos.i ii.)need,Atheprovisiou-,of
positive- measures for full op~port unity1 a't'e411 ill INithdraw~ Wo f

AY9UtIVdriv~ baek A00h,4to .woapwffoicA lar..dos itot.go
w~l~y i.Qz~,wil~ e~aI.n\t%a&Mqkt to ea,:but. iatlit .witij

rtqlpiin')his 4er Pleaiso do flot~do, that to him florto. those of lus
4o~~g p(tqtykqpU -,o im want ,to go find, to, give hhw i.the hiope

of tropruny lw es.;
i~'qidannt~~o al oter ec y~ontions favorable to the at-

talmpr~t of sa~tisfyfrOgEnd effetive f+Mily~.ife is the weans for mnai-
tainii ~ ~ _ aoeetsadr f livring. FmilySevrvico Asgsociatioh ibf

America appeals to t6 , conlce~, tate'selse of: fustike anid the wisdom
of the Senate of thle United States to enact legfislatioii %Ohich will
provide a guarantee against, poverty and social deprivation -for.-all
people-niot jut a few, not just those who,,meet -rest rictive rtequire-
inont, not ju$6 those who, adhere to* a prescri-bed soially acceptable
pattern 61 behavior .. .

Famn0Y-,ervicet Association oI America- therefore strongly urges

is free i oral J6i4gmeiWsand -repressive ilieaaures. It should'be
strength henied finthe follwing ways: -

(1) The requrmn .th , equate' wsistance, levels be 're-
established. States should. pay die. full budgetary lheed and ~the,;Fpderl _Goverippent shoifid be atlioized t*o' establish minimum

(2 Mfl fand ato ry ,inclusion of assistirncoor.neey childrtenof
unemployed fathers without requiring,, their"Mratkee fremn ithe

Jl~3  ~~ rtetionsoileigibility-fr medleal asI'll
t ea4 tUnUi itheMe.-has been time to. gali .better-know ledge 'of

_1(4) inre~o i -qqthsvton o oI. service, lncludinc, da,

In the interest 6f strengthening family life and preventing family
breakdownW 0w~~ P e the W g.ore.%of. the 1Fatijly 18Se~e m6~ement,t We
hop that you wilmake the necessary.,olunges in.thi§, egsion 1

Iha pesnlypenator. I ;ht ye,1 foq6041y, 0.years# enwdrking4 as~ A
1t apesn in ihesooj Af1arieki, 4.dii-6v wrktd.in ever -phase,

0OppoJunitx. .1 ipprsetjy on the D istrct'.Courioil oifHunnRela "t9s a,'.l h~ nof the 6Riglk elft6 aAdisory! ConnoilanctZ, ap*eIiA twhh knowledgofbh p len

In: title JX,, * 08~i laborrnt niot Only toAFI)O mothers- but:
also 6( those 1i h have, worked long, patiently, and constructively'

2039:
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toward building strength in the families and hope in the children.
Give all of our welfare departments a chance to set. up a work trilIng
opportunity program, and I hipe it is In welfare deartments"We
have a range of service that we mn provide that I think we ean utilize
other departments within the cities or Within the States. and I think
this is a very proper place for, it to be. But give our Welfati* depart.
meuits a chance toset tvp th*;e programs where partiopation Is in)-
untary and the aim-is self-suffloiency, dignity, anda living wage. This
ishelping peopletos tayhelted. .,

As of September 15 inthe' District of Columbi after less 'thah
2 years of operation, the Welfare Department has placed In h'ining-
related jobs not only at a living wage but likewise with chiWce of
advancement 744 heads'of household.4 involvifig about 2 ,600' children.
They were-in traininan average of 9 monthss aid started work at
an average wage of $75 a week; 864 are stillin' 6,ainink. This hia beden
(lone under title V of th6f Economic Opportunity Act* and ' with The
complete cooperation- of the.Departments of Health ,' EduMatidh',g nd
Welfare and Labor in'theish-ict of'ColumbLa - . .. ....

Senator'Comse's. It, has been done'under which'.et,Mrs. Coy. Title V.
Senator, Cins., Of 'what.
Mrs., Coy.! Economic Opportunity Act. This sort 'of, togra-m -edW sto be made permann and;I will tell you 'why.-If 'the 744qhitds

of families, from hard-core families, had. not Ieen trihed,I'4h hIid
not-gone on to jobs at: a living wage, they presfiniblv *ofild' havestayed' on public a M ance; The average'tay on 'publh assistAM'e i .
incidentally, not lifetime; it is three and a hqlf'ears. They,itbild,
therefore *have gotten - : . _- : ' '' :-' -

Senator Otrris, That is the'taverage, ' ' ' ,

Mrs. Coy. Thatlis'the kverae say.
-Senator Cuitins. Yoiarrived at that'average by-readn of the' fact

there are a few people who meet misfortuiie"and" ate' on iMtter of
months and then go 6ffM'- . . ' " .

Mrs. Coy. That is true. '
Senator CumrIs. The number that are on, if not for a full lifetime,

for, a substantial number, bf years, 'is still sizable, is iWnot -1
Mrs. Coy. No,-I' would not say it 'was sizable. Of eour~e , In 16ther

categories than AFDC, aid to thie aged, the blind'-and the dimbled,
many are on for the rest of their lives. Our AF'DO'motherk average
31A years and not many are on: for a lifetime, they are much, more
apt-,

Senator CUnIs., AFDC, I-cAn understand thatC What cdu $ theb
to co off is the'age of the children.'. "' ' .

Mrs. Coy.: No, they go off foi" various reasons thev '6'off;iWlien
they can. Many of them want a job, thev want t6. be self_oktpjxlng;
this is the thing I think that is overlooked too 6ften.

Senator CvuRfs, No, no; I do not'think it is overlooked. I think
the thing that is concerning the Congress is that people, ii the, admiiis-
trative agencies of the Go vernmenti the so-called profesional WelfAre
workers, have never come :in with anything, ny diret prosal' tliat
I.know of to deal with"that segment, and I do not kii6v'how 1hr~ e
it is, who are-riding along on _varionsawelfare and 60uld d bkir

they' wanted to. ' ' ' '
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Mrs. Coy. I do not think that core will always be there, Senator.
Senator Curris. Yes, but I think something ought to be done

about it.
Mrs. Coy. Well, we started out, a long time ago with the Ten Com-

inandments, and we still find that. people do not ab ide by them. There is
always aycov. of people who cannot be reached. The thing that we
strive to do in iyelfaree things we strive to do in Family Service As-
sociations, is to get just as far into that group aS we canA. do not'think
everybody will ever think woewill have a 100-percent efficient program.

Senator Cuiris. Well, I will state it. another-way. I think there is
a se.gment of recipients.who are being h armed by, receiving help,

Mrs. Coy. What would you do otherwise?Senator Ct varri. Th lat is I am wondering- -: ...

Afirs. Co, I should notaskyou questions.
Se nator cuirx (continintg)4 WVI this entiregroup of people who

have spent their lifetime in social work have,not come up with some-
tiig to deal with.-thitt. 1 am disturbed aboutthat'segMenti'and-I'do
not loho~ioor rg itg is, that would rather., be, provided for than to
pro,0d,40fo them,100yes; "'

Jrs, Coi ,,How ; 1a.geis that? I ha*e no real confidence th at this is
a sizablp segmepit of tlierJ tink this:swould hIvei to be provenbefore
I accept it. 'Too muck evidence is on~the:other side:'T think this hnrd,
core ,,f uinreachable]sr1 estimated O6t.of proportoro to its actialit We
finditlt wecjun 0l1p people. :W aWive, hgd people, through thepovertv
progrr Iwithn the city go inito iNeighborhood'ServiCes tlit never held

job before, and proAly hRd:been on FDCP G,-,, ,
They , w'ere very %vexy happy:,to, go iiito ,!kitid, of, neighborhoodact ivity that. 'gave them, sompet hig. constructive 'to. do.; We find ,very

few people that reisbt any:desire to help,,There are people who fare
unemployable and will continue to be unemployable If" psychological
or social reasons. 4j / ./

Senator Cuirris. I d lot knowwhy any- particular segment .ofibur
population should. beprotected from ,all forms of. compulsion, Now
people have topay the bill, they are compelledto. Paying taxes is notvoluntary. ,. : -, . . . ., , . ..

Mrs. x'oY. Geli, I am protected from compulsion.
Senator Cu~rs.Not from ti payment of your taxes.
Mrs. CoY. No, but in lots of ways.
Senator Cu-ris. What I mean, the flat position that under no cir-

cumstances should there be Rnv. compulsion with reference to getting
someone to do for themselves I thik.s quite unreasonable. I do not
want to speak harshly of the people who are victims of ani unfortunate
situation and they oight to receive welfare payments. But. paper after
paper have come in here rejectiig in total any compulsion for people
to do for themselves. You might be right, but it seems rather strange tome. .

MIT. Coy. I reject compulsion. I think.it'is unconstitutionalifor
one'tfiing, and I think we should no mor impose on people who are in
the poverty level and must have welfare assistance, n. different set of
rules- .

Senator CURTis., Do you reject, compulsory, attendance at school ?
.rrs. Coy. This is general across the- bard. No place in our economy

do we tell everybody, including me, that you have to go to work. Coni-
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pulsion'tllat is across the board and lnt against a single clams or '(,o.
nomiegroupis-,-- . ' .

Senator CURTIS. Well, there is a way of forcing mQst people.
Mrs. Coy.' This would not be aeioss'the boird.- , .", , • : )
Senator C171TI1 believe the!avemgcitize'is compelled td6 it lot

of thifigs,'ificludiil' he is compelled t pay: tane, h6 iAconipelledito go
tolsho6l., Many,'of tliem pobbly atpprting theli'families ' beeau e
they lived in 'S'tates where they were' compelled to do'so.

S Ms ,co. IWell, if we wVint to 4 pel 'the- AFDO n others to go
to work, then we should compel all'theinotheri- to go to work.

Senator CURTiS. I ani not particularly defending it.
Mrs. Coy. I hope not. ''
Senator Cwiri&s In someinstances perhaps, btit I do believe that

the profe.ional welfare workers are wrong ii iejetinganV Oolijl-
sion because there are people hi the world thiat do things thatothey, hilve
to and do not do anything they don't have to. ' .

Mrs. Cor. JIf you could; put these women-if you want to force
them to work, and you Out. them to work at. a-job that has sonmediginity
and at. least a living wage, they would be willinto cooperate anl
would like to work., If yon are saying they must-work, and the woA'ker
puts them on the block and says "'Y es, think yobu can work s you
are going to work," the determfat ion is not being made by the peron
bit by-the worker When you Put them towork atsomething that s
menial and pays them hot a minimum wige, this is A type of compulsion
that is not. fair and will not be eoriducie to'any good. You are'not going
to rescue that mother frohi'dejadency in that way. L '....

Senator CurTis. Well, I (1o not quite agree -with you I think if
there is an unfit mother who is spending-her allowance in the taverns
and so on, neglecting her children and still drawing welfare-

Mrs. Coy. Whoisthist..
SenatorCuRTis. Any motherwho isdoingthat.
Mrs. Coy. I do fiot know one. I-just thought nia be you knew one.
Senator CurIs. I know a few. I still do not want, to condeninthem

as a group. Their are still some of those. I think for that person
to do any useful work upgrades her and certainly upgrades her clil.
dren.

Mrs. Coy. How does it upgrade the children? :1 feel unhappv about
th a t. - , ' . ' - 1 , .:;J!

Senator CRTIs.' I -feel it is better for any child to know his parent is
somewhere. performing sme iseful work rather thaui sitting on wt bar
stool. -I believe it is. maybe it is hresy; I do not, know.v

Mrs. Cov. I think itworks- ' ,"
Senator Crftis. 1 think yopu 're wrong in .aving that tlk, peoplee

cannot be put. to work unle. 'it meets certain standards. People. ought
to be glad to do any useful ,work rat-her than be dependent on somebWy
else.

Mrs. Coy. They would'still'be dependent on somebody else. Ift jhe
work tlhev are doing-is not Iai a living warge, and in addition they
will still be away from thirWfamilv. '

Senator CuwTrs. Only there would del'end on other people to a leser
degree is all. And it, probably would give them 'suflicient training, if
they performed one job Northwhile, that they'eotld move iii) to'a better
job'that ldid pay them morie.
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Mrs.. Coy.;Tbis is, a fine kind of jobt r~iningy t W4 is what., I want youto give u s a chapee to do ".We, 1aRNe a waiting list , AMr. Cuirt ip, of peoplewhowant. Oil our job, our 11'T10, oulr training Iopportunlity center~.
$tj~tor CU~nsjJYes.. Put All iwrhwijo, trinjing, is it not?

Sentoruwrs.ijj Ol NY6 ay %i hoieoy roisaie~sr

w~~r~hwhile ~ irkatl e 17)ern miethin y ink-Iliat. anybodyMihO' performs ii 'w~ihwhile job, t~t la 'ta -is one step in (he pro4e.Qsof
Mrs. Coy. I hn o iewise staying livi ~dfak iig care of'ojirl chhi aidji lot of oIIr 4Flq niotieri do this.

Thi is 0 o, o
Senvtoi C wrzs. t ae1Q ~eo14 .ift, Ilhave serious O estionsillnmy, Ppridn4 how thi mnter, should . eriied ats to whatInotheii shoud 4tay hoineJ, run iiot * iefqrrip 'tOtha I amn not singlingthose people ,' thie-Ildtlirs '14101 Onllil rqqn.know that Con4gresswomian Giffitlissaid in b'sttement.:

There Is nothing in the bill that will permit or requrle a chlildi t6 Starve heeitmneof the foolishness of his, p~entm. -Al 4l1kdren, will he, prprided -fore But let weput the oI~itsl propoeot1~n ln'Nfts tre llg W a~~ Wiel~ ;ain 1i-11 thatAmerica'should offer each persO'n's hbe, 11te WnIf t ot don't like thnt,don't work. The re* of us will- virovidefor yo~a."l 1tee~~A%6n '6o* no t tir wOrk,we could all starve together.. It Is A. form of togetherness that I otqose.
Mrs. Coy. TWOUldn - lkhat either.*,-,- :
SelAtor Cuwza. Well, I Ohink that the Peoj~1e W1hb have- spen Ut allfe -time i-n welfare w6rk.'should eome'np with at soihition.- Clear acro.t thiboard of -our eicooMy -moSt., people, ,kre suhject" to eonipulsion*' st~uiieof them are c-ompelled to 'go' to Vikhani The areal conllielled, topaty taxes. T114' are -all -corn pelledoniw her weeds and remove

their garbage.
-Mrs Coi. RobodYvtells!'0i whenyh Iihiv-016'th.
Senator 0rr~rs We-I 0le o ite n tfii

'Mrs.'Coyi. Well, ybi klo ihat ont of a .4*nse f 'esonsibilitv.,
Senator CiviRrtA. This' idea, thast niob My; qlild be Oompelled to doan ything is betraying the people. inyoNed.

Senator Cxadlb; Yoq.-'
Mrs.Coy.1. tink Mhere- is at lmeb better- woy -than compellingthink to work with them idget their coperailon -and, tojt4t'tjeirinterest. ldit ufin is nMieO -ettWi. I'think that,
is eaetl ~hn*,' 4r tri' td of~ mn o'e-nvert pi'o~raMsand liewise, in o4r ctepr tiiental proram- here""We-ale trying toget the mnotheA; Ohat can work, an~l would likq -to i~rork -and give: herthe tr igtt.sh can go ait," and ge' jb- in %vhich -there was,;nie fttre. We 4io, not see any- reason in plntine her oultjo work~ atA$R or $011a wihcse oet '~e hs-bilb*hell sh , li'so016-r6 W'ould be muclh. miore Mon -e y -spent intiiing care, of her e ,i ldrepithan fliere would be money she wrnld~esru. This ismuot work thuat~fihas

Thes thiniv -N~ve dne, ine our, wqrkttraipil0gpm1o1ra istoae
a, wi t ing )Js-* of, p eopl wh * I " t * do, it ud thiss i wnderfiul.

Thse' ones Mire way- t.o dry up hif, source ot- oopsrA'tion and ot -feel,
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In# 6f pArticlpation is toastW to'fi M~y "11 lihVe to," Ar to Ilie
cMnpillsion id' if, hkd-.0ftouwill OCRt I" 0iat IA. 71i4 Is a fact, of hunit

Think t tf eci eienh tWwrh aas~lbhol'of
t60 or less with -people, AFM~ motterg h' 2 a~ of Whomn ibe
could never work, many of whom have small'phltd rn and Ahio"d AV
home with their children, many of whom 4WA't' y~i' badly; k6_4r
and hmwe tv - do~ 'MeduAtipn thiat.h~"Voul4 g6 'n oad-be
trained' for something 'in which, 'ther is a~ fd16ui'e 16Cets do-, if'on ft
Melted, basii.

We7 have no mo-re desire to encouratge wotn#1ni1 ktks~y on AFRO
i~ols't~nil hef cdrp hare grn hv h;Ve un6 'm &desii-e M~ do

tthat than' you do." What, *e Want moft thii ahythin' is' to have' -i
kind of progressive program flhat gives them so"~ rOMA ,u to step up
An10 *61%t, Mid, toh~ji "theit4 rifl ~"it~a il

'fnaor,(itij WhAC age'ild 04+~ hid th'odeinf'f&lies who shi~ilo ' t~rVto'16~ l6th1hi6 #6 1o t *okl
NMrs.. Coy. The n~i6ftl~dUin'~ '"

Mrs. Coy, 1, thiriktthat: would 'varvtotallv with -the dFegeeof t110

'T, kinow 'of -A~ Pnbfhr*g d ,thin child'ajid, hi
m~~~thier-1 col evr ea eAve tbad dI -anybodyi else's 'homie

nor- in ny day care facility of 'any aort. b antrewrpi-bblens
within the child. If the * iildrenare .,e ry. ouig: Aid , very, ckolv
sp"acd th .iothersbould s~tay~home, aind as for petting ain 4ge litnii,
1 think 'thij -is the kiid 'of thing, that yolv mould -have. to' reat each
eo qeParately to find outjust exadly what. would make.sense.'

iWien phildr n i~re in'iqr. high silool and efti look after theei.
.4j) y after sel~ol, so long asthereis, someone to check on! thiem, there
certainly is no particular reason why a mother has to stay limne when
the vouniges aga,12, or, 13. TT9wevor. If that. child Is9 a girl and: hns
lulas as A oR g 4il~o,. it. s probfiblyi hettor-that.. the. mother. AtAy
ri alt. honie" If -8, ie has anly Job at all, she should, be At ho when, the
ellild CetS home f rom school, but; it varies. I 'do not think you can put
an absolute age. ' .

Senator CRt-ps. The stan calls my attention towanl'ovision in the.
House 1)111 which-12080, section 204, paragraph (FH):'

PayMenta for such work are At rates not Ieon than the rminimutim rate' (if fitix)
provided by or under, aplcable Federal or.4tiate law~for the smie type of work
ana( riot less than the rate pevail jpg for alroilar work In the community (ccept
thit in'the &(Ase of Worktib Indivlduall wi~ under rate di a are considered
teattetn'or h~ndicaipped' kis~his. mpnhnt niafat peial m~intn, ra tePs
established for theim or' insider sueh 1tw).

Mrs. (loy, Wou ld yMi catll these people untrained? Would you put
tlirlm it) a mpeial chi4* , Iss I. .

Senator CtRnrs.' Xo. What 'tis really does is just conformi to4 exist.
inglaw. It. says- the Stute and P'ede'Al minimum wange laws4 should
prevail. wokg

Mrs.' COY. If theyv artaid iin 11 'they are wr in inlassiflod
jobs, '. ' ''

Senator 0CE's'rT.-t. ~JThe 'Federal law ex'kq~nts leprling, omifionq,
it exemplt work for Rood will'and for the'handi cApped'and soon.4Ip
other words, it. applies the same rules.:
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. 'f~~ ~~ r.K . u teepol would', be Oa treotky, ini a learning
pqos *0b14;80 thoy yuh je.:rng johs thl~itd., caot, go- ilto- thle
lab iiaktan!nehele f Ather la bor..4.

Senator Cuwrus. I do not think that is what. it en.I think thai

Sei atr.C0018i,1Ihn ~I 28 dOteby'says the work- shall he

ofMrs. Coy. Do you think We conlic take, all of our AFI)c' Ilothers off
ossitmict As~of toAay- ~.4, I 1tt11vin in jobs qut the Iliiillul wage?
Senator CuiiTis. Some of thlem wioiild lnot-
Mrs. Coy. Could we? I (to not..thjik-,eColdd!
Senator Cuirris. I think that the biggest. problem we ate Collfronited

with. is not resistwrce to paying People..w1ho arcthe victims of misfortune. I think we are confronted with at problem of people who are
not, doing the best they could. 11 . ,

I~ heard,ast,week,& another Who in qpit6 of her arthritis, is very
proien .a eeing an ~h ~ekeeingbusy, she, hafs bulilt up,) a

ln~siws o he ownofmakng ookey Aairts, She gets $20 a shirt
bec~sei~e alIi~e t beni'iffren.colors aid they tire, handmade.

It~h~ te ifme- h6s.4rr1%edwhte) we have odo something'about
the people who, h'lave no desire to-do thin -for thenisehves.,

My attention is also called to the fact that H.R. 5710-, which) you

oft ite rlsantewho ref uses work or training if she is detemiid
to be in~ arpositioi-fhicli sh'could; '

M yT ami againstta lo
Senator Cuos ht sal nlesg N-611~ omithiel~ to say.Mrs. Coy. The 6tilthihTvi~ j~t ttThi htti

-Wild' '(16 (lca, Opt it4, qyquig. uo to \oti tat. U4i I" do- knw lukt;.twu lotopnhad'
thinit oul ~dV~uith~snr~Aof -trust hid,'prtJipntion J1think it. would ere te, hatead 1fr vrbyin altepoe

Mlh~&ogi14zei1rnttt.8 is hresie .46ep Olkitr Is tlig uAs back more11
thanl a hunldred years in social welfare.

Senator CvRTis. You might be-interested to know that during thle
TLabor Day recess T visited a hippie village. They did not know who

M rs. Coy. I do not'approve of that, Senator. .-

Senator CURTIS. They did not, know who I was. -Nit it uwi 1Aup:f '06llege ,rdao -w~ot 1 ; ld 'h'(04i itii
010" Wt be' )I ii Po " 69 "0' (fi p tja 'kigic"1ti oitio
thlat. conteutl be 1&4i4"'o664 stam'ps were shu'ltoffto the.Pm The hlendof it. hasg a master's degree. The other people thle wore enhipe, 4radu-
ates. They ord ti on" mdtemketlh am oteto
that, they'Alad a conlstitutionlaf right to be poor.
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l1Vell, I do not think that those 1*e6p)lintht 1 refeh-ed to anie- riight.
They- have it choice,' they etui go to work or nlot, bult the 1*o~le %Vho

payfor it have s hme rights too.pay. Co sIohyd o av hlrn le'tentorpolm
At-A oy. Cif~s t'o nt theae hing toe a*notetour thatei

you do CRT8 W- utT flinnigt; m otninta
Mrs. Cy. Te r on epe
Aln-3. oy, CTi) ia . then people li~'iCl~~ilIifirgtt

restorin copelled to ofr ht. ~ ~ ~ i thegoy v6q i arelin~ i to
ms.t Arboeging t o o'ot themsls *n it ltTfds s wlito.oter
m. Cy r otgigt u~hmilji fi swii mh
Snenao urs o hr sntig1mtehuehl oji hm
s.ntt Cy .No hr sntbgiltl oehl oji hil
s.to CyI. eo. w hnky

Mrs. (Coy. 'riamk von.,
Senator CuRTs. Th eoiumnitte* will ttdljoirii -.ihljMo to thle call of

thle Chair. ' .~

(The Chairman subsequent' said:-
Le1kst Someone gaiA' thea liilIpreesiol that, the dentonmesitrat tft~( ill

th is hiearing roo 1-011i fiw-~ day ato retieo tny mW onmnss t hat' bwefi
mothers who are able to woksotl einitdimt~dto, imfin
island continued& draw welftve- bi4ft~j-10Vihe ini &*tat Ililti Vphilt,
a number of letters I1 lumm'e received AeerS~ing thle eet lulioi'iiu4ed
here aiid supporting the proposition that thos0* who are nble tto ivirk
should work.) . .Ji.

IMEAM SENATOR LONGo; ifurray for ypr.l,(1mq yoli -Ptauui 0.0 0hksWelftirr jlror0m~/,.
Hien here In lIit. they are the sameo t1 66 froe.)oadersg anA 01,4Q11111 i I'm 'set
f life and haing a"Hiti., 711eycht be itAtde to *lotk. Tift bel6iig to 4i1iot.

LWAW. which statidi tor "TImWn't work4;I want weituire."1111 iIsAbou tttnie s'otile
of You Sezn tors took- the stand it lid told them off. Theyget' $73 n month plivi rmit
gm, electric. free welfare payq. lint how~imain senior citis pit tto 14I Secuirity
musit get along on a lot less a11( pay for e'verythilig. These redvionps don'pay

Inito Aledicare and get the best service. I with My',4.S. cbk of $78 Mivst pn$ fill
and $3 for Medicare. If yon ask me they xutelhravb a'Ball rmuity ll ituss.
andI scrlam if they are told to work LOtA of them have iffinxinary ailments mnd
keep D~rs and Hospitals busy trying to find out wl~at stils; them,Wile thepy cani get All thIA we senI cti, n tla wait, 'uvait for the tnertft~
that wats promiied its -laAL JTanuary. It fas sunoed to bie r0%. evon the lousy
12y,% can't bo brought to *,vote. Shame 'on you Senators whb r0ieb~abut eolie
Plle~ on we'll get. more foolish promise% Thank God l'vea littiel for a rainy da'y:
Veod help mec If I had to watt for, the liicrease

With Witt wlbhes and hope you can push the lnlcreasqe for us on'.ocial Security.
Sincerely,

SEPTEMBER 22, 190.
11on. RIUSSELL B. LO,0*,
Senate Office fuildtinu,
W1aahdingo, D.C.

MY MEAR SENATOR: I am 4elighted-that you spoke out 0, forcibly against these
denst rations; which Interfere with the orderly proceRA of business. I kniow you
will agree that freedom in'Aniorica todesy ham WAe run to the ground. 'I more
Congressmen And public officials would resixt thlH pressure ais you hart. done,
We Would all be better ON,.

Thanking you for havig the interests of Anmerlcn0 at heart.
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ZKENAT0R oNO.'
Sn: Just a note to say ho'w nith t Iagree with your- remarks about welfare

it-fits at; quoted by Tom Wfelier.
If welfare recipients can afford to go to WashIingtoit for a convention-they

.-ure do not need to be on welfare. A

$EPTItMIR 10, .1997.
I),4AR N[R. toxo: I hope you, tiurong others, can do atoaetlalng about the abuse

of welfare reeilleutal-I , I- .,. _-, -_i
t know of a woman, getting "Alid to Needy Ch~ldren'-and not hteroeit ent-

joloyed-taking n 3 weeks' yvati 'onto hlawaii 1 I
I too, was fit fawalli-enroute to Vloitat [it the Mert-hant Marine (0/8 Afritan

Lake) (MNSTS). The woman fin eame above Is 24 year o1ld. I ai 51.

t)wju MR. Loxo: I wam just reading about you and Mr. IIarris listening (o thie
intierA demAnding more welfare. I beame so angry I just had to write.

My iiaolNind Is a OrIck conjtr,(ctqr,%who h14s jv9r1N barOall fits life-ae din't
rtin to thle welfare &piarlmnQo he ep w~o'st~okn ard. Why? Because
lie can't find enough mnen iv~~~wfigtwr adad they. are. very well
jild.. They show up, on the J0,% I jy eljk, iIt' Vs .4 intlb easier to

sta a hoe ndlet M4e wef~jrqj,, eg, 10fttihn...
I teaywhat they.0 1,,4>rot Mioro qfr huts6 4Ayb then, they would

go out find Workc for a living. They say they can't get Jobsi-there are plenty of Jobs-
for theji, they arqjuat, too darfi lazy to. jyorlk Many~contraetors are moving
becarasethey can't gt'0nougblg oq o lwh' ' t ihei

116w about these Young girls who have'so inaty I lleg timate children?
If thp'y had to pay for theIr keep. muaybep they would think twice before getting
I think they are Jwst plain poe4.yufkneJihili-theoy have a lot

of nerve -denanding niore *eIfAre.'1,Pt thlem go out'and work like everyone else.
Everyone I talk to feels the same way, be1leve mm'

Senator IIvsszu.T*NO,
Vlealrinan, $euato Finiane Oonirnilf c,

DMAR SzxAvoa'Loxo: I. 1 cannot urge you: t60 st rongly to reta In theo'plicl atid
chtild welfare provisions-lit the SocIal Hecurity Amendmentg of 11.11. 120M! 1.
and several of my colleagues daily see the re~tifftof 6verburdened, harrased
AFIDC tothers-Inadequato women who are raising Inadequate children to, fur-
I er Awell the public welfare rolls.

(1overnnmezt spending In past the point of being ludlecoum; It Is appalling and
frightening. If our congressmen can't hold down* the'ever I ncreasing burden, to
whomt-Anwetturn?

Sincerely yours,

BrrrnrA 21.207
I)SAR S.NATOS Mw~b Vie working Now Yorkers are growing bitter at the0 wel-

fare situation whieh Is getting way out offhand,' That'thesoe career welfAre
Mlients had the unmltigatted 'gall to travel. to W~ashington using relef money that
Is supposed to be used for food, etc., and then clafim that they. w&4e uislig their
oirn money for Itis 'paupose Is beyond belief.L It *this doesn't convince the
alithorlti" , that they are getting too inuch, ioth Ink will'.

I aml A. working woman And can't afford a trip to Washington, but taxes a re
wIthhield from my salary-much of It going for th is And otber welfare handouts
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to Wlhyloafers, 'dembndIng undesirables, and just plain trash. The tras!! belig
those who have Illegitimate children every year by different meat.

And to think that they are, now ornnIzed ig the laut stta*! Suchl'6rgAizn.
tion means one thing-more and greater demand& .i' -" llI ,- i-- '

It's time to, call a -halt-itse afiady out of, hahd."As the'waae acit
of the $80. will show, Individuals who ca n't inanag4"their own 'finianee~sar6 hoirag
given these large lump sums. As of now they only have to sign a paper that they
need relief to get It. I have to work-hard for S weeks to earn $M~)., before tax
withhlditig. - .;

My o" -representative Is getting a similar letter, but 8'116Pyou itrtb i'A 9:6od
JpositioD to try to alleviate this deplorable situation, I am Writing this to %yfil
to strengthen the opposition to-the continued hAindouta.' -- - ' ' '

Believe me, everyone I know feels Rastrongly''as I do>'',_". - , -,-i ' -
With the sincere hope that this and other lrOtest mail -will, hlII 12top til

abuse of taxpayers' mobok1y.*
Respectfully yours,

SFPTE11HK .1 0, 1907.
Senator RusaimL LONG.

DEtAR-SEMATOR: M0mt'tit6 Ago I herprd'yolftr Oekeellent coamnent.4 o6 ~', ead
Ing-thdse arrogant *elfa r6 peolehO iVsin

-You were speaking my th~gtSnti~ Lont4O,
Could W~ hotne baking sa4 Twakilh~ 'I c6uld. lIn dejpres.iNl Vehrlt afd't'fii

and mending and laundering fot'a v-el to do 1fanll*.,
I hope, you shoilt t016s-0, thotihtsA in Congress and overtti air asof ten Aind

-Tbo-mnay laiyoees giving those* df us who han e strukgletito get 'a hne and
raise a family, a har~d 'thb~e'lceepo p wttas6lian'he*onrkk a
good share. i*lpihnaonadheelfe gti

So I wish to be, one'of your' milhl listeners to Pa.* yoti 1 P, great, ~kn
uip for its a nd the cause of America.

Don't be run over V the,* igntida'nt sittle.-44bhuffers.'

DEAR SINS: Ifere Is liy Answer to this *article as a mother who once was on
relief and had to raise at family through thick and thin. When a person brings a
cilld into the world, that person alotte Is responsible to bringl up'tht'6t1illd and
for it-4 weltarel The only exception is If the parent his. or hetizelf; ist a nitit
tinder 21 years of age, then they should reside with or near the gridpetronts for
muntual help until they geto qAhelri feet ecoilomicaly -and,,mentally, or mature.
WelOfarej agncies'split -or separate $'smlle$macrigt st'u ndd tC-cn

$i~er ge,1kn~~ 1,caueti exists In CtevipJrkd. Tl~.yd1eatroy family ties nid
the, cooperation qtuid, gh theF "iti I441 InD :)'9Iti~fawkIes or minor
chiidref. I'do naot con done welfare, It lias Its plo~ewMIcircuumstance, iakesit1
necwCCry3~ M# 1.do f(")~ tjlt recpients ab091 ft4 bptlthtwlae esonne
ni6- afot, rO,4ppnsIble 116 rng z.hq~r;,phfldrpen Itlto,. the-.world,, only thjey a9,par-
eitR A iie re-4%nsIble. Ask them If they wll work and support- ginicaro for -some
one els-e's children. You will hear nn uproar and clamor! _,i_ -. .;

Work and dignity shotild ho returned to welfare: by parents hav-ing to work
to suipport. the'mqelves and their families In some meaningful way whether they
receive fuill support or partial welfare. This should cover fatlterless children.
where the Ipothers are urni)ed ailcI have ninny 'ghlldre. -'e ,e 1'ei- pld
yonpg fliotherl4 onl rpelfr( ,gu vlkej over,20 'oitide. 'hqyj' are you jig ,enough
to %yoyk- and if healthy, ppoufl; to. qIre 1I~rtb pould w'Ok foT 1[1r, tli eqn Ii !k After

people 30 to 40 Vea rs". _1 hr, miuss live o~i $2- h'W"e~ s-iep. lik 4thI*
flnoy had to lie e~ijned'flrftl .io, "ut* It6ao. a trlko* ft nd. ,acial, wituity
cleck's ate not 6fi'Ceh' lotgor ith lbi keelly (tyerage. .ha% shocks mue, Is, gfter
being on relief bfeflrq P)Self,'" 41tl, t how ' 01many rel e eplents, ]I Y6. lovely

thi homnes'show 11-th afid nieglect.' rits andVernifi, as illtey are never home.
Thiese people should got welfare and irork; together plun an good dose of house-
keeping training. Ask them If they %vill care for and support your families.
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10aor. )8,~UW~ 8Wlpqd lrp 9,q of hoja4aye l
vkiu ial. Ieel 'gO&x(I1'0ob"JRprou Iidpeilzi And hilpp66ileo, an

~ l~ pvn~ t9 ,a pp'.yet part qf! It

itt "Pfr .uUW41A M ~ to9 R~vo, .p Oql)4 II

Cx~i~ o f'£ e e omk o o.tm was- in6 ce i to be

to ho upfo wok r ot wi g on th Job cu .nj I~ C uen iealy 0 etl codr mysatelf luck . t as here ftobb Europe
halth au. ca t tl op ha e nl 3 A rs u woI chLg wit anoe. h-

YoN ta' buy thati%
Yoursie atrulItys V

e.8.i statn'g bearude welio heltnhe ls MIT a elQ ..4I Ihire, ol

w3BithoyteNAcOloen te backs I nd o hngy elsajse t aied ursc up wel ofd
heu' alibreO vb. I~o o thise bolly om u o' hnewt oe I am

Telfancld blurb ha aitcenjoad hve a my n othn I hie yad Wrett )'ecri
Your quo'te buytheaut. 'aar~ xrse nsn~~n~~ lal ht

viduai J"s I~ am.Wi When Ourg estate geii 4pesetA 'aort aqe ItrasWefr

DWhy !Shou ftld I see my 1 husbanisrly e achet nould' pvrd ande tetnji
exhue b nowtb that mull of wha he hit e'ne w Io -~ ! those-,,- ,- I .
nonThncld',bubasicne mea V~tig he'roti In ecet VA ,r
Yourqoe n,t o otiu to spakrh foresed yeninihfenlthst. th-lnrMt'l
thust o to ie wtood Ovonsy yteiW &it.ht fuwithe wte' aoing t6' bconi thif
oiul ci t s' xpec the oretato nubsiih~r inefrh,ncew- ~ esdwer

,Wf t hel1 an sae' iy, hichn', r' ca urt each AM'rt and you r'hii

please let niOknow. ' ' *'

iI'Va Ahng ton, AD. , ,

D)I.R SiR: There have been many famous "mass-mania"' In histoty, but noth-
Ing like the present attempt to secure governmentt by miob demonstration." It
seems If anyone wants something and thinks lie has a "right" to It, he gets
befo'i &mmlttte to Washington and behaves like a nch izofdretnIq (refusal tq,face the facts and accept them) and behaves enIloa~
a little hysteria and screaming thrown In. " ' ~'n~)

I have in wind the poverty and welfare clients who think th I o~ f
M9-132 It stlll'golng on and want, the govt. to support thezmzIndefiitelv.' V 11
1plpeshould have ended or,"phased out" all-wfafre,, Mret and ru!W1101 rhouaink'(Itring the prosperous. war: years 194G-45. Ily-1940 itshotild hdt Ve * i vzided'
ahsolutoi3', withlout regards to polititeal vote-buying Pelinmeu.

For every hysterical wretch who makes. threats etc, before you, there 'are
n mnilon who think otherwise. Why must you listen to every crackpot whenl
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they represent tiny raicroscopic groups of no real political signifleance? DOut
the rest of us have anything to say? Ignore them and get on with the job of
running this country !

I'm very shocked by'tbe '  ery notion of "poverty rights" and welfai'e "rights".
They don't exist! It has been said the only rights we have ire those that don't
cost the taxpayers anything :-freedom of speech, press, religion. etc. What they
want is BENEIITS as Barry, Goldwater called t4em. Benefits are NOT rights!

Taxes are now unbearable f We 'ei't go on like this any longer. Abolish all
give-aways and let us keep our hard-earned money so we can live like Americans
should.

When you decide to resist one of these absurd groups, don't "chicken out"
or you'll only, make ourselves look absurd as in the case of the rat-control
amendment to some law recently passed.

Thank you.
Respectfully'yours,

SEPTEMBER 20. 1007.
Hon.-RUSSELL B. LO,0,
U.8. Senate,Washington, D.A -

DzAR Sn.ATo0 Lox.q: In regards to the article in the article in the Wash bIgton
Post of -1ptember 20, 1967,'bh the welfare niothers' "wait-n," on t e Senate
Finance Com m ittee, I w rite to you. .. .....

In listening to this group's pleas, I ask you to remember us, the mothers who
would notthink-ofasking for a handout for ourselves or our children. I am a
mother who obtained a part-time Job to help out our family income. Whylean't
these mothers do the same if they are In financial need? I have h'husbandwhb
brings home a paycheck,.but If I,dldu't I would get a full-time jobto support my
child. Why don't the nonmarried mothers work? I (to not think it fair for them
to be given part of my.tax mqney to keep them at home. Andif they really care
about their children, they shouldn't even think bout; "putting them out on the
streets," as one mother jwas quoted In the newspaper,

I read that th4 president of the welfare mother's organization, Mrs. Tlllman- Is
from tie W atts area. It costs $200 to fly from Collfornia !to Washington. Why
isn't she putting this amount,, orwlatever amount it. cost her to come here to
better use? To feed he sFippo ly -Iarvlng children, for, Instance. And who Is
caring for these imother-deprived children while Mother conducts "stand-ins." Iff
these mothers are so greatat. organization aiud, so effective as to get a Senate
Finance Committee hearlpg, I .suggest that they put their talent to work by
organizing baby-sliting pools so that. Mother, an go to work occasionally.
How about giving these mothers with so much time to spare a five-minute talk

on pride,self-help, dignity, and the'ability of a child to hold up his head In the
knowledge that someone who cares has worked and put out an effort so that he
may live without depending on the general public?

Let's leave welfare payments to the elderly, the sick, and to those few mothers
who are In need of help just until the first paycheck arrives. Let's not gl6 atAy
working mothers' hard-earned money to those who insist on stingchoino.

I work to help support my child. Why don't they?
Sincerely, ,. "..

SEPTEMBER 21, 19074.
Hon. RUUSsELL B. Lox,
Old Seiiate OffIee Building,
Wa.hington, D.O.

I2)PS SENATOR ION:; I understand from newspaper reports that the Finance
Committee is now considering the Omnibus Social Security Bill. I would like to
uige you to withstand the enormous pressures being brought to bear by the wel-
fare groups, and to vote in favor of what I believe is known as Title I thereof,
I.e. the new system for requiring states to overhaul and tighten up on welfare
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programs. An affirmative vote, in my opinion, would represent a long overdue
decision to use common sense and constructive firmness in dealing with low in-
come citizens.

Sincerely yours,

SEPTEMBsER 20, 1067.
Senator RussL LoNo,
Senate Oploe Building,
Waslkngton, D.O.,

DEAR' 11NATOR LONo: Bully for you I The Congress has suffered long enough
under pressure from groups who seem to think that working tax payers are
doing their part to support the Federal Government just to have that government
provide a bed of roses for them.

I work and bare provided for the care of my two children ever since they were
born and it burns me up to have woni who get pregnant ypar after year Junt
to have their welfare checks raised, refuse to even attempt to provide support,
for themselves and their illegitimate off spring.

I am not opposed to aid to dependent children where it is absolutely necessary,
but I do think that some restraints should be provide#l and thathealhy and
capable people should be working instead stalng hohie wbile I and countless
Others work to support them,, - i..lle I n ....

SInoctrely yours,

Szra~mnna 21, 1907.'
Hon. RussEB. LONOj
Senator, State o. Louilsana, -
Senae .boe Building, . -
lVae7&fnpton, D.C.

D)%qu S9VATA' L0.f' I W~nt to Mhftiiedyowon youi'stand regard ng the
"restriclvb*Welfare measure". I believe il! belping those In need, but' - resent
the attitude put forth by'thO women at your'ctininittee iiheetin'g eontly. Wheredo th~e women, o ly~sd'deaIite( ;.et tbe io,6 to travel here h scho
nuinbers, t6'buyW fxihe * kiik-Afr~f 04'6, and all th6'6t#ier idncdktal expess
that go with traveling? Many of us who' !a e be rnr tbs'1inct'l birden Ot this
country cannot afford any of these things. Perhaps this is 6t4dethe polit, but
the majority of the people are willing to work hard to support their families, and
If they cn't manage that they limlftMh6 slie of their family, at least get by on
what- th y haie. I ,ould never deny any worthy human help of any kind, but
thl situation appeamto -ne to, hive tn spawned alid'kp Alive by this tan
George A. Wiley. It must be profitable to him. by hs "an

I asneely hope you will hold fat t"your 0iivieftloha&-' one, sonietiiie
must take a stanld against, Wch dem6nfsttions, th dta-ds forsomethibn for
nothing-"a.d more and rhotot -o nbtb, ig 1 Our 'itiol is ,being undermhiekd by,
such attitudes, edause as I'm stfii jSoufloW. tha are on from genekatiou
to generation. It takes courage to do What yodtt'6 dolb,thank you for d6Ing It.'

SEP3 31BER29,1967.
Hon. RUssELL B. Loxo, x:,.
Chairman, Senate Piance Committee,
Senate Ofilee Building, .
WaMfigton, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR LOxo: The Rocky Mtn News carried an article (Sept. 20, 1967)

on the protests made against the new A.F.D.C. regulations. , d a
This Is to let you know that your good efforts, to control ,tbe abuse of welfare

benefits, is 0r4atly appreciated. .
Just keep Up the good work. .
Thanks very much.
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DnAa SrflAroR Loxa: Iwas outraged by the conduct of th k~ew~ered

before your mnttee on Septeinber_19.Rfo* dare they be perm-dttd to act-in
thi' -, ' kSenate ConUtnttee?.What kind qf'rot is getting into this
001Tntry when these peo cmtuio to receive welfare a1;4 and-re~v4tteaPU
to find them' 87-s hey- were "all tattl- es-so thee must be aOWtt n nob toiet
The riots in o0 cities are caused by these lazy loafers with t~~~~i'~

I lt )t a$'I if I !1tI ' 1 1 4f# 'I i't ii~ 1 ,

1,lIJ t IL) ,.-r ? ?' r)?. ii )h I i.)
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4OWJ't WgrqpW,4p j~~dilg it

death ndImus ae oe withPout eo hep ofMi a hbanor wfQ 'Wa A~a

theireb ar nt ctInhlt teontr Oth o Isafor tag on the OW4e#aV#W tsref
ool-rspeitJRAs,,ii s wh W notsW4Qpst alt-9 nor t~ in firold~It

oNefi %q "' lift jehpf if e &,)rW ct

Th V.st Sol Scuiy c rsrif th fsurrvr~f ta, bO*gMart nmers
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qx Ooe 0I .6 ir sh OOIq AeI-21i i;Ji 12F1! fl 'i)1j--~Tt-!f
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Ueep my trash off the ground and In the eas or the yard clean due to lack
of cooperation of tenants (most of whom are on welfare). It Is me who has to
so to court about It. I thin the offenders should be cited. After all I can Just
do so much. It seems that It take me and my whole family to clean up after
these people. We Just don't get that kind of rent for the services we are forced
to render. A man's home Is his castle and I thin he ought to keep his own
castle clean. I'm tired of working all the time to pay taxes so these bums can
lay around doing nothing except drawing their checks, and disrupt committee
meetings.

(Whereupon, at Ipxm. the committee adjourned, to reconvene sub-
ject to the cal of the Chair.)

88-231--7-pt. 8---45



Appendix

KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN, INO., SUIPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT TO SENATE
FINAZE COMMIT RwABDrzNG H.R. 12080, SuBMrrTED I REsPO.S. TO
QuEsT o s Asxw

On August 80, 1907 Dr. Donovan McCune and Scott Fleming' appeared before
the Senate Finance Committee and presented a statement o1i behalf of Kaiser
Foundation Health Plan, Inc. In the course of this presentation members of the
Committee asked a number of questions, some of which called for specific In-
formation-mostly statistietl--which the witnesses did not have immediately
available. The following information is submitted In response to these questions:
QuestionNo1

"Senator LoNG. I am told that in your Foundation Hospitals you are dis-
charging patients at about eight or nine days for Medicare patients and that
our average Is about fourteen day." (Senator Anderson also asked a similar
question.)

The source of the Senators' information was a letter dated August 4, 1967,
written by Dr. Ernest W. Saward, Medical Director of The Permanente Clinic,
which provides professional services to members of the Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan in our Oregon Region. This Region now serves about 90,000 Health
Plan members or about 5.8% of our total Health Plan membership. Of these,
approximately 5,50 are Medicare beneficiaries..

Recent data from our single hospital in theOregon Region indicates an average
length of stay for Medicare beneficiaries of about 8 days as compared with about
5.4 days for the total Health Plan membership in the Oregon Region. The
8-day figure is derived from a relatively short time period and a relatively small
number of admissions in the over 65 age group. Comparable figures for the full
calendar year 196 indicate an average length of stay in the over 65 group of
Mi days as compared with an average for total Health Plan membership in
Oregon of 5.4 days.

Our experience in the two large Health Plan Regions (Northern CallfornL%
and Southern California) where we are dealing with a much larger population
(about 1,400,000 of whom about 50,000 are Medicare beneficiaries) and 16
separate hospitals shows an average length of stay of approximately 11 days for
Health Plan members In the age group 65 and over.

Fuller information on hospital utilization experience for the prepaid member-
ship of the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan and comparative Information from
other sources is set forth In response to question No. 3 below.
Question o. 2

"Senator LoNG: As I understand it, you are meeting their standards as far
as results obtained * * * as far as improvement of health, recovery of patients
and that sort of thing are concerned; Is that correct? * * * I wish you would
provide us as much as you can on that, because Y note that you have taken an
interest in It, to see how well you are doing with your program."

As we understand the question It is directed to the very elusive problem of
"quality" in the health care field. We are not aware of any meaningful quantita-
tive data because of the absence of an objective definition of the product "health
care" and the problekn of comparability. Thus, for example, a death rate per
1,000 persons (which was referred to in some of the discussion) only becomes
significant by comparison with a similar rate for another population which Is
comparable with respect to age, sex, medical history and state of health. To
the best of our knowledge reliable data which would provide a basis for this
type of comparison does not exist.

Tus, as a practical matter at the present time, "quality of care" must be
approached on a judgmental rather that, a statistical basis. The quality of care
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in the Kaiser Foundation Medical Care Program has been studied a number
of times by qualified and objective observers. The conclusions have consistently
been favorable as evidenced by the following extracts and citations:

L SPECMO QUALITY STUDIES B3Y RESPONSIBLE OUTSIDE SOURCES

The Permanente Medical Gro.l,-iph ppeptonal partnerships or associa.
tions providing services to Heaftn 1lan meios-are op course continually con-
cerned with quality of medical care within_the program and have their methods
of maintaining and monitoring quality. However, opinions of persons involved
in the program may lack or appear to lack objectivity, so, we w TU refer pnly, t9
reputable external 6bs rv~rs for material reo 6 to 1th6, C t* -
tions rgarding qualitybf are., ,1 p •to C external . .. .

A. (ommlslon on Medical Plans of the Amerioan Medical sOaLit'.u
lug the lat.a l5Os the 4mer can Medical AssojiotloYestablished a oomminiaaon
on m dicaf, care pla'4s commonly called the ",Larson Commission." This Com.
mission concluded, on' tlie basie of field visits apd other sources,9f data, that
good edic c.; was piVlapd through grQuppractice ,prepayment programs
Including "the a ser W'undation Medical Care Program.,
* "Report of the. Amijricas Medical Asqociat 16io (, ommlisslon on Medtcal Care
'Plans: Findings, C6nclusions and Recommendations". The Journal of (he Ameri-
can Medical Association. 169:1-96. Special Edition, Jan. 17, 1959. P.49.' '  '

B. Coltimbia l f ?tivcty Study.,---The School of Public Health nd Admifls-
trative Medicine of Columbia University conducted a comparative study of the
Kaiser Foundation Medical Care Program and two other prepayment programs
(one Blue Cross-Blue Shield program and one insurance company program)
In the early 1960s. This study concluded that the quality of care provided to
members of the Kaiser Foubdattob Health Plan'was high. ... .

Trussell, Ray E., M.D., M.P.M., Study Director, The School of Public Health
and Administrative Medicine, Columbia University. Family Medical Cate Under
Three Types of Health Inseu'ance. New York. The Foundation on Employee Health,
Medloal Care, and Welfare, Inc., 1962. P. 1T7. I ... I
I _O. Stady of Untted Steelworkers of America. In 1960 the United Steelworkers
sponsored a study of medical care programs for steelworkers and their famliegi
This study was conducted under the direction of Dr. I. S. Falk, a medical econ-
omist of national reputation. The following excerpt reflects the conclusions of
the study.

"In our study of steelworker experience under contract with the Kaiser
Foundation Health Plan (KFHP) in California, we fund our members and their
dependents receiving their services from organized staffs of physicians and-sup-
porting technical personnel. We found them covered for comprehetisive hospital
care, all kinds of general and specialist medical and surgical care, and all nces-
sary laboratory, X.ray, physical therapy and other technical services. We fotind
that KFHP costs had been held down mainly by their much lower rate of hospital-
Ization and their more extensive resources for serving patients In well-equipped
cliiles, Moreover,' the services provided by KFHP were not only cooftilnated but,
depltte the economies of the grobp practice, were apparently of high quality....

"[The Kaiser Plans in.FontanaL.A., and S.F.-Oakland) were recently visited
and surveyed by the Commission on Medical Care Plans of the AMA and found
to be providing good medical care."

United Steelworkers of America. Special Study on the Medical Carb Program
for Pteelcorkers and Their Familieo. United Steelworkers of America Tenth
Constitutional Convention, Atlantic City, September 1960. P. 3.

nT. rAiAMiATIONS BY ACCREDITING AUTHORITIES

Naturally the varlons Kaiser Foundation Hospitals meet all applicable legal
standards for licensure. In addition it Is the policy of the Board of Directors to
meet applicable standards established by responsible reviewing or accrediting
organization.

A. JIoint CJommission on Accreditation of Hoapitals.-All of the various Kaiser
Foundation Hospitals are fully accredited by the Joint Commission on Accredita-
tion of Hospitals, which represents the American Hospital Association, the Amer-
can Medical Association, the American College of Physicians, and the American
College of Surgeons.

B. Hospital Staff Inapeotion Program of California Medical Aaooiation.--In
spection committees have been established by the California Hospital Association
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in looppration with th alornii, Mc4iq Z Association to survey copp3lance with

tip Gdiplang .Princi p)s o hy' tAil Relstioshps of thoC.e0forilA
Me4W association ' Severtl o,tbe, KOiser FOunWaton Hospitals in California
h y .be' specterd. under this progrAnm, and the findings have been compli.
mentary. t .... . . .

0. OU00. OS oeu( i %etblois and )opfa14 91 the 4mqrton Mdshi Agsoo
a .hls Council establishes stamdvrds and s ey astittons w kheug to
establish medical internship programs and residency programs i the various
medical specialties. This Council nts aly emphasis quality factors because
of their concern that medical students and young physicians In specialty training
receive their education under cireumStdAnces which will establish high standards
for the Interns and residents. Most of the larger Kaiser Foundation Hospitals
have internship and residency programs approved by the A.M.A.'s Council on
Medical Education and HospitalS.

X1. CONSUMER SATISFACTION

It is well recognized that the patient is not necessarily a competent Judge of
the quality of medical or hospital care which he receives. Nonetheless it Is un-
likely that a health care program which is deficient in quality will enjoy rapid
growth and consistent consumer support over an extended period without bell-
efit of advertising, solicitation or members or other commqrcial-type promotional

Enrollment in the Kaiser Founditfoii'Medlal Care Program has Increised at'
an average rate of more than 10% per year over the last 0 years and has approxi-
mately doubled since 1900, even though the program has been closed to new
enrollment In many areas during much of this time because we have not been
able to recrfilt personnel and establish facilities rapidly enough to keel) up with
the demand.

A. Californa State Etnployeoa Retiruncnt Systct Study.--In 1903 and 1964
the Calffornia State Employees Retirement System, which administer.4 health
benefits programs for state employees, sponsored a study conducted by a panel
of experts, including leading medical educators. Results of this study were de-
scribed in a frout page article in the San Francisco Chronicle on June 15, 1964,
as follows:

"A panel of distinguished California Medical experts has just reviewed the
major health insurance plans in the State, and has compared their costs and
services in detail for the first time. I

"The experts, including four noted physicians, conclude that the overwhelm-
ing majority of the members covered by the voluntary plans are highly satisfied
with the health care coverage and service they get.

"But of the major health plans, the Kaiser Foundation apparently emerges
on top-in terms of consumer satisfaction and lowest cost to members."

B. U.S. MWvil Service Cominlsfon.-In 1901 the U.S. Civil Service Commission
surveyed a 10% sample of Federal employees who elected various coverages
under the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program. The Commission's find-
Ig showed a high level of satisfaction by the overwhelming proportion of Kaiser
Foundation Health Plan members. This finding is confirmed in that Federal
employees given the option of changing plans periodically consistently contribute
to Kaiser Foundation Health Plan membership growth.

(Bureau of Retirement and Insurance, U.S. Civil Service Commission. Jicalth
Benefits Survey-Comparlson of Employers Responses. Washington, I).C., 1901.)
Question Nlo. 3. Hospital utilization in general

Both Senator Anderson and Senator Long asked a number of questions indi-
cating the desire of the Committee to receive significant information on hospital
utilization, especially for the (j+ age group, experienced in the Kaiser Founda-
tion Medical Care Program as compared with hospital utilization under con-
ventional health care arrangements. These questions focused primarily on "length
of stay."

EV'n in this area, which is much more subject to numerical measurement
than the elusive subject of "quality of care," significant comparlsons are still
difficult because of questions of comparability of populations served, geographical
differences, variations in composition of the population, patterns of practice with
respect to hospital use, etc. A comprehensive view of hospital utilization neces-
sarily involves the number of "admissions" or hospitalized cases because the
total daye of care are the product of admissions and average length of stay. An-
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other problem of comparability between the Kaiser Foundation Medical Care
Program, which deals with a defined population, and hospitalization in the coun-
try at large, is the difficulty of relating the latter data to a definable population.
We hope that the following information, Including some comparative data, 'will
be responsive to the questions.

In 1063 we made a special utilization study in the Northern California Region
on an "age specific" basis. The results of this study are summarized as follows.'

KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA REGION
HOSPITAL UTILIZATION BY AGE-HEALTH PLAN PATIENTS DISCHARGED DURING YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1963

Hospital days per HospitaldWhargles Averag length of
Age 1,000 members per I.000 members stay (days)

duringear July I,19 62 t o i1uee 39

0to44 ....................................... 358 77 4.7

65and over ............................... 2,33 184
All ages ................................... 598 87 6. 9

As a comparlsion of nation-wide experience for the age group 05 and over

during the calendar year 1002, see the following table:

Utilization rates for persons aged 65 and over in short-stay hospitals

ETa~bee 9.7, p. 35"The Aged Pop.ulation of the United States," 1963 Social Security Survey of the Aged,
U.. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Research Report No. 19)

Hospital-days per 1,000 persons ------------------------------------ 2, 594
Discharges per 1,000 persons -------------- ---------------------- 171
Average length of stay (days) --------------------------------------- 15. 1

The following table entitled "Hospital Utilization Trends" relates to all ages
rather than only to persons 65 and older and reflects utilization trends over a
period of time.

HOSPITAL UTILIZATION TRENDS--NATIONWIDE BLUE CROSS MEMBERSHIP AND KAISER FOUNDATION
HEALTH PLAN MEMBERSHIP COMPARED

15 recent years]

Cases X pbr 1,000 Days per 1,000 Average length
membrs members of stay (days)

Nationwide Blue Cross experience:'2
1961 .............................................. 142 1,101 7.75
19V .............................................. 144 1.126 7.85
1963 .................................... 146 1 ,1O 7.92
1964 ............. ....................... 150 1.20? 8.03
1965 ................................... .148 1,199 8.10

Kaiser Foundation health plan experence:11
1962 .............................................. 95 588 6.2
1963............................................ 92 567 6.2
1964 .............................................. 8 539 6.2
1965 .............................................. 83 526 6.3
1966 ........................................ 8 508 6.2

I Blue Cross Information is on the basis of "admissions." Kaiser Foundation health plan experience Is on the basis of
"discharges." The difference between the 2 methods ol relating cases to time periods Is not significant for purposes of
comparison over a period of years.

'Blue Cross experience from "Medical Care Financing and Utilization," Health Economics Series No. I-A. Public
Health Service Publication No. 94-IA. February 1961.

3 Kaiser Foundation health plan experience from health plan department of med"l economics. Average health plan
membership by yeir was as follows:

1962 ....................................................................................... 941,000
1963 ....................................................................................... I 03S O
1964 ............................................................................. . 15k000
1965................................................................... 1, 3n000
1966 .................................................................. I 46:0

Note: This table Is intuxaied to Indicate comparative trends; hospiltalization per 1.000 persons on the west coast Is
significantly blow the national average. Thus In 1965 the total. Califoprnia ppulation used about 890 days of hespital
care per 1,000 persons, and the average length of stay was about 6.5 days.
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RECENT INFORMATION ON LENGTH OF STAY FOR MEDICARt BENEFIOIARIE8

Unfortunately we have nob been able to obtain recent information on length
of stay for Medicare beneficiaries either In the country at large or In particular
geographical areas which In comparable for statistical purposes to the data
which we have for Medicare beneficiaries in the Kaiser Foundation Medical
Care Program. For example, information currently available through the Social
Security Administration relates to the month ia which a claim was approved
for payment and thus does not tie precisely to the calendar month or other period
during which service was rendered. The American Hospital Association has
length of stay information on the basis of month of discharge derived from a
sample of 656 hospitals from a universe of 5,812 short-term general and special
hospitals, not including federal and psychiatric facilities.

The Division of Health Insurance Studies, Office of Research and Statistics,
of the Social Security Administration, reports that the average length of stay
In Short-stay hospitals represented by claims approved during March 1967 was
13.5 days-the highest average length of stay recorded to date. On a cumulative
basis from the inception of the Medicare program through June 1907 the average
length of stay represented by approved claims was 12.9 days. This figure is
presumably lower than typical on-going experience because it includes the first
months of the Medicare program during which many hospital stays (which had
commenced before July 1, 1060) were not fully covered by Medicare.

Source: Telephone report from S.S,A. Office of Research and Statistics; data
to be published in October,

The latest "Hospital Indicators" published monthly in the Journal of the
American Hospital Association (issue of August 10, 1007, page 27) covering
the month of May 1007 shows an average length of stay of patients 65 years of
age or older of 13.0 days. Average stay for patients under 65 was 0.9 days per
admission.

For Kaiser Foundation Health Plan members in the Northern California
Region who are in the age group 05 and over, the average length of stay in our
hospitals was 11.0 days during the first full year of the Medicare program. In
the Southern California Region of the Health Plan the average length of stay
for members In the age group 05 and over for the same period was 10.5 days.

STATEMENT O BON. CARL D. PERKINs, SEVENTH DiSTRICT OF KENTUCKY

- MEDICARE FOR THE DISABLED

Mr. Chairman. During all of my 18 years In the Congress of the United States,
one of my major concerns has been with our responsibility to help those among
us who are hopelessly disabled. I think the record shows this concern not only
in the bUls I have Introduced over the years but in speeches on the Floor of
the House and before Committees. And I have been sustained in this concern
not only because of the letters describing their hardships which I receive regu-
larly from these badly maimed people, but also In talking with them. I recognize
the fact that they represent a relatively small group in our total population,
but because they are workers who, through no fault of their own, have been beset
by misfortune, I am convinced that we have a special obligation to them.

The Congress has recognized this particular problem in a number of ways.
In the 1950 amendments, we established a Federal matching plan to enable the
States to set up programs for those disabled people who were determined to be
In need. In the 1956 amendments, at long last, we established the right of these
people to Social Security benefits at age 50 and we have since broadened that
original program to include those at any age, and their dependents, who could
qualify on the required work record,

I was pleased, therefore, when the Advisory Council on Social Security in
their report In January, 1005, established by the Congress to look into the whole
program, recommended tlt the Medicare program be extended to include people
entitled to disability benefits along with people aged 05 and over. As you know,
this Report took the position that disabled people, along with older people, have
a special need for protection against the cost of hospitalization and related
services. In the words of this report:

"Hospital expenses are a serious problem for the totally disabled too. Like the
aged, they too are hospitalized frequently and in many cases their hospital
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stays are long. According to a survey of workers fouud 414abl. u. der the social
sqeurity disability provisions (conducted by the Social Security Adm stration
in 9Q) abdiit one but 'of fite disability beneflciares undbr social security re-
celtvd 66r lbh siort-stayhospitals, Id the sfirvey year; and, Oxcluding hospitaiza-
t6ib' Ii lofbh-tri institutions, half of those hospitalized: were in the hospital

! Att f1h 'ftrb the strity ,tasconducted,, the worker. had to be aged 50 or over,
t b-:e -eligible 'fo: disability insuralnce benefits. While the age requirement has
zi0w' been4'emo0t d, asT stated earlierr, disabled people aged 50 and over.stilt
repre§ent abbUt three-foikths'of all people receiving disability. benefits, I am in-
fOihied, 06 that the data for thid age" group are representative of the major group
dt disabled n6w receiving disability benefits., . .' .. - ..-

I was aain particularly grttikfied when, in the opening days of this Congress,
the Adininitikt~on bill,'for the' first, time, included a provision for extending
the'benefits of Miedicare to'the disabled. The force of this position was strength.
ened over that'of the Advisory Coucill, in my mind, because we had by this
time somne ,Perlene with a Medlcare program In operation. This was also the
oitlon' takqn by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in. his testi-

mony preg~nting. the bill before the Committee on Ways and Means on. March
Ist of this year. He said:

"Medicare is an unquajified success. Nevertheless, there are iniprovement.
which can be made and shortcomings Which heed'prompt attention.

"'The 1.6t infllon* seriously" disabled 'Americans under 65 who receive social
security and railroad retirement benefits should be included under medicare.
The typkic member of this group is over 50. He finds himself in much the
same plight as the elderly. He is dependent on social security benefits to sup.
port himself and his family. He is plagued by, high medical expenses and poor
Insurance protection." -

Equally important is the fact that supplementry medical insurance pro-
tection under this proposal would be made available on the same basis as it
is for the aged-that is, on a voluntary basis, with the beneficiary pa.ving a
monthly premium and the Federal Oo etnment paling a matching amount. The
1.5,milllon people who, ltwas estimated w6uld lualify for these benefits In-
cluded 1.2 millIon disabled workers, 200,000 'adhiltA getting childhood disability
benefits, and 100,000 widows under 65 who are disabled.

But largely for reasons of cost, I am told, the Oommittee on Ways and Means
decided to drop this provision in its Report on the, bill. Since tle bill came to
the Floor on a closed rule, as is our custom with Soial Securlty measures, our
only choice was to vote for or. against the whole bill-which contained many
other desirable features. It was because Of my continuing concern with this
particular change, however, that I requested permission to appear before this
Committee because It is within your power to restore this vital provision.

-I hope, too, that the Committee, in It6 wisdom, will see fit to further strengthen
0m .disability insurance program by restoring the provision in the Admtnis-"
tration bill which provided benefits fobr-disabled widows, rather than aWept-
Ing the, more limited House version which included only widows aged 50 or
over at greatly reduced beikeflts, depending upon the age of application. I hope
you will accept th6 good provision, added in the House, which allows a worker
who became- disabled before age 81 to qualify for disability benefits if he had
worked in one-hAlf the quarters between the time he was age 21 and the time
he became disabled, if he had six quarters of coverage. Certainly It seems to
me to be unfair to apply the same labor force attachment requirement-fve
years out of the last 10 in covered employment-which Applies to most workers
who have'a longer work life to, those few younger workers who have the special
mfsfortune of being disabled. It seems to me to be simple logio to protect them

lnd their dependents in much the same way we provide fo' the survivors of
workers who die in their younger years.,I The tension of ho.Apital and hospital-related services under social security to
Include all of these groups of severely handicapped people is,' I believe, a
necessary next step In prbvidlng the kind of protection against the risk of Ihnbme
loss from personal catastrophe, which 'our Social Security system was designed
to do. I appeal to your compassion ad' your conscience to extend the hOspital
dnd medical care provisions contained in Tltlo XIII for the aged to Include
those, most unfortunate among Us--our people who are to severely disabled that
the0 cannot continue to work. 4 .. ..
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PI'TSBUSGH RETIRED TEACHER ASSOCIATION,
Pittsburgh, Pa., August 19, 1967.

Ho.x. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Oommittee, Senate Offce Building, Washingtoni D.O.

DEA MR. Loxo: I received the Legislative Report from Mr. Ernest Giddings,

Legislative Representative of the National Retired Teachers Association and the

Association of Retired Perrons.
As President of the Pittsburgh Retired Teachers Association, comprised of

over eleven hundred members, may I state the proposed changes as suggested

by the roembere'of our group in reference to Item 3, H.B. 12060--Social Security

Amefidfents 'of 1967.
1. Age changed from 72 to 70 years.
2. Any retired person, age 70, without the required earned quarters be

eligible for payments regardless of any local, state, or federal government

annuity.
3; The minimum beset at $50.00 and that any future benefit increase

would apply' to this'minimum.
The reason for asking for the above changes:

1. ThouSands of teachers had retired before social security became avail-

able to them; henoe were unable to secure required earned quarters.

2. Thousands of retired teachers are in the poverty class according to the

Annunities received, even though they have given on an average of forty

years to the youth of the nation.
The" additional Income derived from a social security check would provide

them with additional necessities of life.

Sincerely, " MARTIA S. WoLw,, Preiident.

STA E oF Art. AISA,
DEPARTMENT OF PENSIONS AND SECURITY,

Montgomery, Aga., August 211 1967.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
OhTairman, Senate Commiltee on Finance, Senate 00ce Building,

Washington, D.O. I' r

DEAR SENATOR LONG: We bare reviewed H.R. 12080, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee's Amendments to the Social Security Act, which may be cited as the Social
Security Amendmeiyts of 1007, We understand that 'this bill was considered under
a elobsed rule in the Rouse and, 'therefore, no changes were made by that body.
On the whole, we think the provisions of H.R. 12080 improve the Social Security
Act, but are concerned about some of its provisions. I am outlining below our
recommendations on some of the major provisions of this bill.

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS

We are delighted that this bill contains increases In the social security benefits,
both regular and Special Age-72. We are concerned, however, that the provision
which prohibits simultaneous payments of old. age assistance and special social
security benefits to persons 72 years of age 4n over Is still contained in this
legislation. ,We believe such provision is contrary, to the principle on which the
Social Security Act waS originally enacted.

The extension of benefits to a depen4ent .child on the basis of his mother's
earnings record,,and the new definition of eligibility for young disabled worker
(or disability benefits, are positive steps In eliminating some Inequities. Likewise,
we think the extension of eligibility to diedbled widows and widowers of the
wage earner will help to alleviate need among these groups. We are concerned,
however, about the faet there is one kind of definition on disability for this
group and a more restrlctlve definition of dlqahillty for the wage earners dis-
ability benefits. We think that disability proyTslons should be broader, and should
be consistent. We are also pleased that there.is some liberalization in eligibility
for children in adoptive homes, and that there Is provision fqr the Social Security
Administration to provide to appropriate courts addresses of deserting parents
of needy children.

We think the transfer of out-patient diagnostic service to Part B of the Health
Insurance Program is a step in the right direction. Also, we are glad that persons
may present an itemized bill for physicians' services, rather than a paid bill,
under Part B of the Health Insurance Program,
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It is difficult for us to understand the provision of the bill with regard to pay-
ment to the patient if the itemized bill presented by the physician contains
charges higher than the reasonable charge for service as determined by the
carrier.

We note there is provision for financing on an apparently sound basis for the
Increased benefits and coverage provided under the bill. We believe this is ex.
tremely important.

PUBLTO A8SISTANC'

We are deeply concerned about the limit on the number of children of deserting
fathers that can be paid under the aid to families with dependent children pro-
gram. The arbitrary proportion of thepopulation receiving such aid as of Jan-
uary 1, 1967, is in direct conflict with the over-all philosophy of the program. It
violates the equity in treatment principle as it would necessitate states finding
certain children ineligible who are in the same circumstances as other children
which they find to be eligible. Furthermore, it would be almost impossible to
administer. Likewise, the provision for protective or vendor payments on behalf
of needy children violates the basic money payment principle under which the
public assistance titles of the Social Security Act were established. If such pay.
ments are to be authorized by law there should be more safeguards written into
the legislation than is true under H.R. 12080.

The work-in-training programs required for families of dependent children
under Title IV will be quite expensive to operate. We would like to reiterate our
position on this matter; I.e., that the public welfare agency should utilize such
projects administered by another agency instead of attempting to administer
them itself. We believe it would be less confusing in the minds of the public if
one agency has responsibility for such projects.

If the public assistance program is to take care of needy people, we think it
should be financed adequately so that the needs of people could be met without
the disregard of "earned income", or other income. If this is not done, however,
there should be some consistent method for the handling of exemptions now
permitted as well as the additional earned income of AFDO recipients proposed
to be required under the bill. It is most confusing to public assistance recipients
as it is administered today, and the work Incentive provision would make it even
more confusing.

We are at a loss to understand why emergency assistance under the aid to
families with dependent children program should be financed on a different basis
from the other aspects of aid to families with dependent children program. Like-
wise, we have the ame objection to the provision for repair on homes of public
assistance recipients. Why should these provisions be on a 50--50 matching basis
when the other provisions of the public assistance program are to some extent
based on variable grant formulas, taking into account the relative fiscal capac-
ities of the various states?

We continue to believe that there should be no mandatory provision for giving
aid to families with dependent children of the unemployed father. It was difficult
for us to be certain whether this is a mandatory provision under H.R. 12080.
Under this bill there is provision for child welfare services to be moved to the
section of the law under which AFDO is provided. We think, however, that the
decision as to how the child welfare services and services for aid to families with
dependent children programs are handled should be left to the states because of
varied administrative and organizational patterns and staffing plans. We do
think it would be constructive to require that both services be provided by a com-
mon, single state agency. We are pleased to see the increase in authorization for
child welfare services for non AFDO child welfare services. We should like to
point out, however, that the appropriations consistently have been lower than
the authorizations In the past, and even the bill's authorizations are lower than
are needed. We should like to reiterate our stand of many years, that child
welfare services should be financed on a variable grant basis, taking into account
the relative fiscal capacities of the states, and that the appropriation should be
open end. In fact, our position has been that public assistance, child welfare
services, and administration should all be funded on the same variable grant
formulas.

.ICDW.AL ASSISTANCC-TITLE XIX

While we agree that there should be some income level limits set for eligibility
for medical assistance under Title XIX, we think the provision in this bill dis-
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criminates against low Income states. The more alternatives that are established
for maintenance of state effort, the better, as far as we are concerned.

We are pleased to see some efforts to resolve the comparability provision for
medical care for persons 05 years of age and over and those others who nmiglit
be eligible for medical assistance. We do not agree, however, with the proposed!
change of the five basic services (now required) to any seven of the services
listed under Title XIX.

We are pleased to note a provision relating to freedom of choice of providers
of services by recipients of service. We believe the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare needs to revise its present clvil rights regulations to
accommodate this concept.

We object to the fact that there is a different provision in the bill for reiml-
bursement for physicians' services for cash assistance recipients from the non-cash
assistance recipients. We think there should be a single reimbursement plan for
all people under Title XIX. We agree with the principle that when a third
party has a legal obligation to pay for medical expenses of a person covered
under Title XIX, that resource should be used first. We find from our previous
experience, however, that this is difficult to administer. It would become doubly
difficult In the event the single state agency to administer Title XIX is not
the agency which administers the public assistance program.

MANPOWER AND TRAINING

We have no objection to the proposed grants to schools for increasing the
number of qualified social workers. We believe, however, that the bill gives too
large a proportion of the proposed grants for undergraduate training. While we
recognize that it will be many years before we have sufficient social workers
trained at the graduate level, we believe the pendulum is swinging too far in the
the other direction. We still do not understand why there are not the same
provisions for the Federal government to defray the entire cost of adequate
stipends for training of public welfare personnel as is provided for other types
of personnel under other titles of the Social Security Act.

CONCLUSION

We hope very much that your Committee will consider carefully the points
which we have made about Federal legislation to improve the Social Security
Act. We think real progress has been made in the past, and we hope that favor-
able consideration will be given to constructive amendments this year.

We should like to request that this letter be included in the records of the
hearings which we understand your Committee will hold on the Social Security
Amendments of 1067.

Cordially,
RunnN K. Kniso,

Commissoner.

MEDICAL, ASSOcIAT 8,
Chelms/ord, Mass., August ?2, 1967.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Oommittee,
Senate 0", Building,
Washington, D.C.

DE.AR SECNATOR LOX: Perhaps the most glaring deficiency of IIR-12080, the
Social Security Amendment of 1067, is that provision for payment for diagnostic
x-ray, laboratory procedures, and for physical therapy services is made only
for these services when they are provided in a hospital. These services can be
provided in a non-hospital setting at far less cost. There is absolutely no medical
necessity for hospitalization of patients requiring these services. However, if
the provision is enacted, there will be much deniand for hospitalization, simply
because of the payment mechanism. The result will be a further Incroase in the
hospital bed shortage, and further increases In the total co-4 of medical care.
All of this can be obviated by providing for payment when these services are
performed in a doctor's office or medical group facilities.

Private insurance companies and Blue Crom organizations have contributed
to spiralling medical costs by refusing to provide for payment of these services.
unless they were done in a hospital. The many officials I have talked to have
stated there Is a fear of exploitation by doctors, and that the out-of-hnapital
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system would be uncontrollable. Certainly, it must be admitted that Blue Cross
Blue Shield organizations and the independent insurance companies have dem-
onstrated that they are not experts on the subject of controlling medical costs.
Don't let the Medicare Program become an economic millstone around our coun-
try's neck by making the same mistakes which have been made In the past by
the Blue Cross-Blue Shield and private Insurance companies. Provide for payment
for services delivered out of the hospital, and help eliminate unnecessary hos-
pitalization. There are many who feel that such a step would be significant in
greatly reducing the total cost of medical care.

I request that my letter be given consideration by your Committee in its current
deliverattons on this matter, in the same manner as If I had made a personal
appearance.

Very truly yours,
CHARLES ID. WESTOOri,

Administrator.

CITIZENS' CoMMITEE FOR MDICAM,
New York, N.Y., August 238,1967.

lion. RusszLl B. LONG,
Senate Finance (Jommittee,
Senate Offie Building,
WasMngton D.O.

DEAR SENAToR LON0: The- Citizens' Committee For Medicaid Is composed of
labor, religious, business, professional and voluntary agency people from organi-
zations that represent over one million New Yorkers. We are vitally interested
In successful Implementation of our State's Medicaid law, enacted pursuant to
Title XIX of the Social Security Amendments of 1905.

One area that greatly concerns us Is the threat of amendments contained in
HR 12080, Social Security Amendments of 1067, now being considered by the
Senate Finance Committee, that would restrict the amount of federal reimburse-
ment for states that enact Medicad programs. This would be done by tieing
medical need to welfare levels with a maximum Medicaid eligibility ceiling no
higher than 183%1 of a state's maximum cash assistance.

It Is our view that enactment of any such amendments at this time would
directly contradict the original intention of Title XIX-to provide quality
medical care for Americans who are unable to afford it, with special emphasis
on the needs of children.

We are all aware of the high correlation between low-income and the fre-
quency, longevity and intensity of Illness. The President's recent report on health
reveals such frightening statistics as the fact that there are 3 million American
children who today need glasses and don't have them, and that almost half of
the nation's children between the ages of 4 and 14 have never seen a dentist.
Clearly, a large number of our citizens are not receiving proper medical care.

Our Committee believes that the provisions of Title XIX-as they nowe exist-
provide the means whereby the states can finally begin to move against the
fundamental causes of disease and Illness among the poor, whose gross sickness
and mortality rates are as high as the rate for the entire country a half-century
ago. To tamper with Title XIX now, less than a year after the program'became
operational, would only add another layer of problems upon the already serious
ones that now exist.

In our view, it would also be unfair, since the federally administered Medicare
program under Title XVIII was given a full year after enactment to shape up
Its administration and even longer for certain phases of the program.

In New York we are proud of our Medicaid plan and, despite expected prob-
lems during these first months, have great hopes that it will elevate medical care
standards not only for the medically Indigent, but for everyone.

We urge you to oppose the restrictive Medicaid provisions as proposed in
Section 220, subparagraphs B and C, which amend Section 1903 of the Social
Security Act.

It Is the hope of our Committee that you will agree that restrictions on a most
promising medical care program scarcely one year old would oppose the best
Interests of the entire nation, particularly in this time of crisis in our cities.

We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,

FREDERIOK W. RIOBHOND,
Ohairman.
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TAmooo CINIc,
Tarboro, N.O., August 9, 1967.

Senator RUSSzLL B. Logo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Oommittee,
U.S. Congress,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR LoNe: As manager of a private twelve doctor medical clinic
responsible for the administrative functions connected with the rendering of
medical care to a population of approximately 40,000, I feel qualified and
compelled to express my views concerning certain provisions of the proposed
Social Security Amendments of 1907.

Under the proposed law 1009 payment will be made for all charges (including
radiologist and pathologist) for diagnostic x-rays and laboratory procedures
provided bed patients in the hospital. The deductible will be the ordinary
hospital deductible of $40.00. A patient receiving the same services as an out-
patient of a hospital or in the office of a physician or a medical group will be
required to pay 200 of the fees for the procedures plus a $50,00 deductible.
Why must the payment for these services be tied to the occupancy of a hospital
bed? This change will cause most patients under Medicare to demand that they
be hospitalized for diagnostic procedures because it is cheaper for them; thereby
causing a tremendous increase in the occupancy of hospital beds, Why not provide
the same benefits whether the patient is hospitalized or is not hospitalized?

Under See. 125(a) Section 1842(b) (8) (B) the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee proposes to add a third system of payment of physicians bills to eliminate
criticisms of the present law. It is proposed that payment will be made to the
individual receiving such services upon his submission of an itemized bill, if
the physician has not submitted his bill in the form and manner as the Secretary
may prescribe and within such tinie as may be specified in regulations. In this
manner the carrier and the patient will be penalized because the carrier will be
required to hold up payment to the individual until the expiration of the "time
specified in regulations". The simple way to eliminate the requirement of a
receipted itemized bill which will answer the criticisms directed at the present
law would be to pay the physician if he takes an assignment or pay the patient
if the physician does not take an assignment.

I trust this letter will be given the same consideration by the Committee as
would my personal appearance.

Respectfully yours, T~anOzO CLrnxo,

R. M. THOMAS,
Cilinio Monager.

THE NATIONALL ASSOoIA'ION OF
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIoARIES,

BwEDoD, VA., August 21, 1967.
Hon. RussELLr B. LONG,
Chairman, Finaoce Oommittee,
U.S. Senate, Wauhington, D.O.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I know you don't favor discrimination in your Judgment.
There is a severe discrimination in the Social Security Bill as passed by the
House.
. Louisiana has 108,210 Social Security recipients of which average $09.00
monthly. Forty-six per cent are in the lower brackets, ranging from $39.00 tn
$69.00, more or less, therefore, 121,A% means nothing to them. The other 54%
range from $75.00 to $145.00. So you can see who gets the advantage of a per
cent raise.

In total close to 7 million people are in the lower brackets. It would be betcr
to raise the lower brackets and leave the higher ones as is, which would be fair
to all and would not penalize the working people of over 70 million to pay for
this raise, plus anticipating the income tax raise that is coming.

Several employers of 4 or 5 workers who have to pay their own Social Security
and then match the employees payments are being chased out of business.

Sly figures are taken from the United States Department of Welfare and Social
Security Administration Accounts Payments Status by States, dated 12/31/62.
Since that time 7% has been added which changes it just a little.

One other thing, just as soon as the raise Is passed the "hawks will jump the
doves". Old folks don't fight back, so if it can be done freeze maintenance costs
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In homes. As I know of raises last time the 7% was passed maintenance costs
doubled to 14 and 15€%. Hospital and drug bills also doubled. A young man raising
a family has his pay check knocked in order to give the old folks something and
who benefits--nobody. What the youngsters give the hawks get.

ltepectfully,
EWDoAS J. KELLY.

ALABAMA LEAUE or AGING CITIZEnS, INC.,
Augiuyt 17, 1967.

He America's Senior Citizens Social Security Benefits.
lion. RUSSELL 13. Lo.No,
Chai m an, Senate Fina nce Oomm it Ice,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR FRINDS: Today in the midst of our multi-billion dollar economy a
majority of America's senior citizens live In poverty and sickness in a country
where they are surrounded with abundance and great wealth untold. America's
elderly people, as a class, are in desperate need of many improvements in social
security structure, cash benefits and in the Medicare Program: more so, than the
one the House Ways and Means Committee reported out, and the House Ways
and Means Committee resumed the ultra conservative way to sharply cut back
social security and old age pensions benellts proposed by President Johnson. It
seems that they are determined not to improve the social and health programs
of the aged but to enslave them unjustly and deprived them from the civil, eco-
nonic and soehl rights to live and die in decency.

We know froin experience, that the Senate Finance Committee is a Committee
who has dedicated itself to better the plight that confronts our aged citizens,
therefore, we appeal and inemoralized you to strengthen the Social Security
benefits and the Medicare program.

First by eliminating all deductibles and co-insurance features; by eliminating
waiting period and enrollment deadlines; by lowering the 65 age limit for women
to 60; by permitting the sick, aged lemrsons to be referred directly to nursing
homes from out-patients clinics, instead of requiring hospitalization prior to
admission to an extended care facility. To rehabilitate the Mental Health 1ut-
trents with some work therapy. (If a patient in the mental institution is given
a job, and then is paid for his work, he Is likely to recover quickly. Even do-
cidedly schizophrenic patients can often work and will work and get well, when
they get a little pay check every month. Also, a patient who, while in mental
hospital, learns that he can make ,:ont money, is much more willing to leave the
place nud try to get a job outside, lie has feeling of self-confildence, self-respect
and dignity.) In this area, we need your help and we are told by experts. that
most patients in a mental hospital prefer to be occuied and productive, and any
training they get In some occupation will help them to get a job when they go out
into the world.

Let us never forget that the factor that keeps hundreds of 'iallents from
leaving a mental hospital, when they are able to is that they have no home or
job to go to.

We need a protected boarding house program under Medicare Program where
discharged patients who are still afraid of slipping back into insanity can work
and live with occassional hell) from a kindly psychiatric nurse or psychlatrikt.

Medicare and other federal-stale heneft.; are contributing materially toward
an easier old age, but they do not offset thi"roblems created by inflation and
the devaluation of the dollar. Many of our senior citizens cannot afford many
basic necessities of life. The therapy is "There is no medicine so good and ef-
fective as a $100 per month pension check for all America's senior citizens."

It wNohl be helpful for the federal government to give more help and guidance
to unemployed aged persons to help them get back into lipt midstream of the
employment market. There is a great need to lie private jiemslons plans into the
..ocial security system or to issue slclal government bonds, redeemable only at
age 05.

I'reent tax laws holdd be revised whreby specified finds can be placed in
reserve In federal bonds for retirement, sickness and for the purchase of housing
for a worker and his family.

The goal of the Social Security Program must lie it protNt, to enhance, to
.trengthen the most important asset the nation lossesses, our people. We must
smk to conserve our nosi precious human lives front the ravages of mian's most
ancient enemy, hunger, disease and insecurity.
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The problems that confront more thatq 21 million American senior citizens
of both races and creeds are indeed leion, but not impossible. All are short of
were necessities of the good life. We earnestly urge thQ Senate Finanee Com-
wittee to give a favorable consideration to President Johnson's Social Security
Program bill that leglslatiou may be enjoyed as speedily as possible by millions
of deserving American citizens. In the name of humanity and democracy, you
and other well meaning leaders must help our elderly citizens. If you have a
better solution to offer than the President's Increases in social security benefits,
let us hear from you,

Let It be known to all that I have faith in Senator Russell Long and his
Senate Finance Committee, the President and in the American people. The dark,
foreboding clouds that hang so low over the elderly for generations that threaten
the very fiber of our American freedom of security, happiness and health must
pass. As we withstand the enemy from without, we must beware of internal
decay that would rip the foundations from our Nation. Life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness must be for All Americaus regardless of age, race, color
or origin of nationality.

"0 let my country be a land where liberty is crowned with no patriotic wreath,
but opportunity, equality is real, and life is free. Freedom of choice and economic
security Is In the air we breathe."

Sincerely yours,
RUBiN MORRIS HANAN.

PHILADELPHIA PUBLIC SCHOOL RETIRED EMPLou Es AssociaTIoN,
Ph iladclph(a, Po., August 23,1967.

Hon. RUSSELL LON,
Majority Floor Leader, U.S. Senate,
Chairman, Scnate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.
My DEAs SENATOR: We are addressing your committee re HB. 12080 (B.S.

amendments of 1967) passed by the House of Representatives August 17, 1967
and now to be considered by the Senate Finance Committee.

We should like your committee's valued support, In amending H.R. 12080,
so that It will include a section, to give minimum Social Security benefits, to
those retired public school employees, who are presently not eligible, because
they retired before Social Security benefits were made available to retirees in
their particular area, and they also retired on very Inadequate pensions, which
were predicated on the low salaries they earned during their teaching career
and therefore their pensions are very inadequate today, when the real value of
the dollar has depreciated so very much.

Since 1951, states have been integrating their pension systems with B.S. In
Pennsylvania for instance, those retiring before 1950, were not eligible to full
or any Social Security benefits, first payment of such full benefits made payable
July 1957. In many cases, these deprived people have not had any adjustment
in state pension either, although a bill has teen passed In Pa. giving some relief
as of July 1,1057, first payment October 1967.

When a House Senate Conference 3")/66, deleted retired public school em-
ployees, from the provisions of the Prouty Amendment passed by the Senate
(3/8/60) gross discrimination resulted. It was a form of class legislation. The
cost of rectifying this wrong would be slight and temporary, as these people are
rapidly dying off. The new Social Security bill now before your committee, will
ralse full S.S. benefits 12 % and even those who were benefited by the altered
Prouty Amendment are to receive a 6% increase.

Therefore, money cannot be the stumbling block. Very large sums have been
needed to give teachers retiring (as In Pa. 1950) full S.S. benefits plus full
pension (on payment of a small offset sum). Even those retiring end of term
1907 could not have paid too much into the B.S. fund, and they will receive full
S.S. benefits. Also, many who retired before Integration date, could work 6
quarters full time, and receive full B.S. benefits. We could give other examples
tbnt money to finance minimum benefits for those 70 and over, not yet covered,
cannot be the deciding factor in opposing it.

In the deliberations of your committee, re H.B. 12080, we trust that you will
tee the gravity of this injustice, and report the bill to the Senate floor with
in amendment to correct this situation. As you know, when the bill reached
the House floor, the procedure was such, that no amendments were permitted,
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due to closed rule poeedure. Therefore, toe re ojblity for rectifying the
omsson, mpus4 in the aIn, your task.

We trust that you will do sO.
* $merely, .... jorw Gu1nrim Prdm EU.

SlVAn or Ouxo,
O.. qc or TH GOVKmOU,

Oolwnbw, Augut.25, 1967.

Hon. ItUesEL B. LONG,

fm o o: We la review the o"" "06 for ; ng In the Social

...c.ty laws as prov. 12080. We are accord with mostof the
puree t. H*6w.ver,' thefe rsesome provisions Which
would crp., e rious problems! for.Oh.i.o.an4 perihs for ma n tentates.
I rhmfterelore. t~kinS the opport.lt ,t '5w ibti9, ile follolf cnttmt.....on

some of the" qudsions that I Iudetstlr ~efng 1'al befo.e the ,.Senate

Fina.Lce Committee.. .. .
, The-prOq limit on the number of children from bikei es,16 should

not be ado t. M6asures to reduce_ te number of children In need of help,

such as improved efforts to obtain support, are required, but If the children

are In need the.federal government should m tqh49hi t ee yme ,nt
,. The proposed ceiling on Mediaid would not afect oat epre6eut time.-

So far we. have not extended health care to low income familleo. The pxZo9osd
ceiling would be high enough to accommodate, #m q tamdard that has ben coW

sidered for Ohio.
3. The requirement for work training apply t all 4WDO er

The dq04flon pn: exemption of at ers from4 training program* shb61&tob Made
~fhidriiii _n Ui d(,l 'a"tea orI where vlz * c Are.4.yWe= n s f , n m for

t enra ie ee hol tsetut

e d ' I 0t U' a i the f ... .

iai, w .b m p t tht av hf bi

: ;. W d' m '0 ; , i 4 g, . ; a, ,t .n .

" bleptognui$ pxtal f'rt t a tuthda ~ o z#t#uc#4t~

an t ean Iomm te e r i
ad~ 04*. tile , forint.f,"40ap

ponl ot beiW at n"o'146 t6 Nc0

3 ,' 14- -r . .,a. - .; . -,* * L

I.. 
1. k.-4

an MsmtsurTee l'V.
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Recommetcfoton.-That 'the Board of Directors accept the report. of the
Governmental Affairs Committee and, that the following statement becomes the
policy of the Pomona Chamber of Commerce. ;Statemot.-'Ihe Pomona Chamber of Commerde supports across the board
increases In social security comparable to the actual rise of the coot of living
(currently. " 8% 1Increase.) lThe Chamber is opposed to as sharp an increase
as that proposed by the administration or that passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives since such increases tend to makee the social security program a form
of welfare- rather than Insurance which was the program's original Intent.

Baokground.--The Pbmona Chamber of Commerce feels that the proposed
increases are too high. A general across the board tncre.Aef;8%, which to
comparable to the cost of living increase, would ke;Dp toe, program1P Owl
This Increase would keep the program financed without usei of generp~l funds.
We *feel that a system fin anced through the general, #,id, insxptead of the present
self~financed program, through payroll -taX"s on employer- and employee, carries
with Wt the danger of degeneration Into one more formi of welfare. -''

0Qowwumlon.-!h Governmental ,affairs -Comimittee reecommerid5 thilt the
Chamber'sposition be communicated 4o our elected officials, ftg tWe oppositibn
of H.M.12080 s it no~w ptnds,, but supporting ,a cost f,l4vlng inease -In social
security benefits.

GRADU TE 001,0 o 6" WoRIC,--
aoUl, Oft, Attget 2~5,'1967.

DSAB, Ssws. Lono: I -am, mc ern t over ,o~ the roposed
Amendmneuaf the. public start e", 8us of e a t a
I taktethis, usof d to t comm t~osa to pepro, ou0wbVih
1ithink, tend tod e&tanaj r to strezi nfaz

On tho olei lU.12O80does r ipm -U la
ait &n~ ol toU in tyr b~po

posed ndmeht to tion u.etiou ) 1a. U child
recipien to: an' 'e4 k pn-l

be'In ~b ho, ere in ta eba
disorga tion and amlbVA..'4t~~ ol
tedto. '411' 1ta -that eimade rt to reduce pulf. Awie

Thep Me dm- to t6o feb 10~b~~4 I~c
front are tite 6rde a nehi pAIis 111 j WQo ~tni
prooraim is necessa Vunitive an in 1A "sto. *;hq
faet4rthvit into such depend ' .- ., * !. t7, f

Thireware ' opbiuts In n2l H..28 feiW 4sdiwhieh' , niy be tmenti rh~vraf Sect .o .etrhngt
EIftpasio onif ring to h ian clid
iind in'diVIdual w enter the l1aborf :andiaccepp MP t*Q t t.,ht,
will; bipo1essit-u enV may. not. In the; begV Ioj
l-r~~ftg '0aiinng fo alystability. Aithobgh ithin I nf ypfrenc

tW~p~tpr~te aae~' nalification ig tretjw elookedA opp net
I ha* sen 9 num e e I~~~e n

i6ft do tdWork to the detriment *Our futuregeneratlowo-pi

abuse to the courts' and "1shall" establish paternity and secure miestanceifor
chuidveil bMftoutfl wedlou*, may bo-.detr eihtW to the efr.qft cila
ow ilw/l (OektAiItraining' shiemlothlent. opportuaitlo. 4n4 -legalAiv~~
should be , ocle Avhilatil -and uitilied *bk' those people woiae thas. prwq~c-
tively, -but this-mastiv atta)* would tendW 16 loadd an&~ie Wvt 0tWqwh
resources aftcavailable. Inappropriate legal Intervention t61n4 ito J,7b00A~TuctIve
rather 'thkh Wabiltafirve and -should be used very selectively, Both of these
PrIM~gtttle qualified'by -emphasising "if In the'lbest -interest of the
child or family."

The provisions for additional day care services and foster care 'are again very
much needed, but unless we ire willing to encourage, stronger famil.* life by
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providing more adequate support for the child In his own home there Is again
danger of disrupting families unnecessarily.
I sincerely trust that your committee will give careful consideration to these

particular points.
Respectfully yours,

(Miss) ZELLA D. ALLUMED, ACSW,
Assistant Professor.

KEARNRY C1JANrO,
Kearnoy, Nebr., August 24, 1967.

Hon. RussELL B. LoNGo,
Senate Off c-e Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEARB SE'.*'oaT LONG: I 'am writing regarding HR 12080. the proposed revisions
of the Medicare Program, which have been passed by the House and are very
shortly to be considered by the Senate Finance Committee which you chair. I am
sure that members of their House are to be congratulated for their decision to take
a close look at the various Title 19 programs throughout th~e country, their cost,
their recipients and their Justifications, and also action related to initial hospital
certification.

On the other hand, It seems very hard tO believe that the same group has appar-
ently failed to grasp the Implications of other of the proposed changes which your
committee Is asked to consider.

In this category certainly would fall the suggestion regarding diagnostic X-ray
and laboratory procedures. As I read these Items, I interpret the changes to mean
that if a patient receives certain diagnostic X-ray and laboratory tests as a bed
patient in a hospital, 100% of the costs are paid by Medicare. On the other band,
if the same patient receives the same diagnostic procedures either in his physi-
cian's office, In the office of the clinic, or even as an out-patient of the same hospi-
tal, then he Is reimbursed only to the extent of 809 of the charges. Many physi-
cians offices as well as medical group offices have as good or better facilities and
trained personnel as do the local hospitals. Costs of doing the same procedures in a
group office do not Involve room and board, they do not involve doctors calls to the
hospitals, and as a result of them things, total cost is some 509 to 60% of what
it would be as a bed patient. If the people in Washington who indicate their dire
concern about the cost of Medicare are truly Interested, they might consider leav-
ing the indemnification at 80% rather than increasing It to 100%. and even more
important, they might consider paying for these procedures as they were intended
to be done Nther than making a prerequisite a hospital bed. ..

Also, and certainly more important, the obvious tragic result is the complete
misuse of the hospital beds which are intended for sick people. The same Inter-
ested cost-cutters might do well to bear in mind the $25,000 to $30,000 It takes to
construct and equip a hospital bed as they are searching for methods of economy.

Another provision along the same line seems to be the suggested method of
handling physical therapy services. I understand that It is recommended that these
services W-kbvered only when furnished by a hospital physical therapy depart-
inent. It is obvious that the only treatments given by a hospital physical therapy
department are gbing to be on patients in the hospital So the same comments
might be made, particularly Inasmuch as 98% of the therapy done by our physical
therapy department here In Kearney is done in our office as an out-patient basis,
1% of It Is'd6ne by our therapist treating clinic patients In the hospital,. and the
other 1% Is done by his going to local nursing homes. From our experiences, we
would feel reasonably safe in saying that for the most part, physical therapy
services are an out-patient procedure, and It would seem completely illogical to
require that all such service be done In the hospital and again utilizing a needed
bed.

I apologize for the length of this letter. As you will see, I am sending a copy
the members of your committee and it Is certainly to be hoped that your group

will be able to temper the recommendations sent you with some of the practical
considerations of medical care of which you are aware.

Respectfully,
HAROLD U FmiS ,

Busness Manager.
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CHICAGO, ILL., August 24, 1967.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Aeiimo Finance Committec, II'ash1Ingto,, D. U.

DEAR SENATOR LONo: The Federal Government last year charged me a cash
,fine" of $342.10 for having the Initiative and energy to remove myself from the
roll of Social Security "Old Age Benefits" recipients through earnings from
self-employment. .

I am sending the enclosed memorandum to all Senatorson the Finance Qom-
mittee in the hope that a change correcting this unfair discrimination against
the industrious aged citizens wlil be introduced into the legislation under
consideration.

Sincerely,
Jonn AslIENHURST.

To: The chairman and members of the U.S. Senate Finance Committee.
Re: Social Security Inequity.

OLD AGE BENEFITS, '"TAX-FREE" WHEN DISTRIBUTED SHOULD BE "TAX-FREE"
WHEN REFUNDED TO GOVERNMENT

I had to earn $1,742.10 last year to repay the Government the $1,400.00 In
Social Security "Old Age Benefits" which I received but had to refund because
I was fortunate enough to be able to remove myself from the social welfare rolls
by earning through self-employment.

I do not object to returning the $1,400.00 in benefits. I'know that, In paying
the full amount of Social Security assessment every year sice the very beginning
of assessments until 1060, I was paying premiums on a subsistence insurance
policy-not on an annuity.

I object to being charged $342.10 by the Government for the privilege of earning
money instead of just sittilig back and collecting it from the taxpayers. I had
to pay $256.00 income tax on $1,400.00 and $80.10 self-employment tax on the
same amount. There must be hundreds of thousands or maybe millions of others
who suffer from the strange ingratitude shown them for being willing and able
to continue to be productive members of society.

I should think this problem could be settled simply by a provisions that "Old
Age Benefits" money was tax free whether It was being paid Out by the Govern-
ment or being, paid back 'to It and by a provisio-n that, persons, once enrolled as
beneficiaries of Social Security, need no longer make contributions to the Social
Security Administration, regardless of earnings.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERIOAN 80IETY OF INTERNAL MNIEDICINE, 8AN FRANCISOCO,

CALIF., SUBMITTED By JAMES J. FEFFEr, M.D., PRESIDENT

THIE USE OF DRUGS

The -American Society of Internal Medicine Is composed of 9,000 internists-
physicians whose practice consists primarily of diagnosis, prescribing, treating
and, as individual circumstances warrant, referral of patients to other medical
specialists most capable of trbting their individual illnesses. Tb objective of
the Society is to maiNtain the highest quality of medical care for Americans,
and constantly to elevate the standards of such care.

The prescribing of drugs is an Integral part of that care and constitutes both
the physician's prerogative and his responsibility.

Accordingly, we have followed these hearings before Senator Gaylord Nelson's
Subcommittee thus far with deep interest and growing concern," We feel state-
ments have been made by witnesses whlch. f left unchallenged, will'produce
a record as faulty scientifically as it Is dangerous Dmcdically, - - -

There Is no greater concern to the physician than the safety and the efficacy
of the drugs he prescribes. This is most assuredly truewith respect to the in-
ternist in whose practice- the prescribing of drugs plays a major role.. Dally, he
is faced with a wide-ranging variety of medical problems, and must in each
case select the particular medicine he believes is most suited to deal with the
condition he has diagnosed. • - ...

A17
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Our apprehensions have been aroused by the rather sweeping generalizationm
before Senator Nelson's Subcommittee on the therapeutic equivalency of drugs,
as reported In the press, and by argumentation which seems to emphasize the
cost of drugs to the exclusion of quality considerations. Our purpose in testifying
is to offer otu opinion, as physicians and internists, on these and related matters
which comprise such Important aspects of our professional lives.

We would like to begin by pointing out that under the American system of
medical care the doctor alone arrives at a diagnosis, and he alone should decide
precisely what medicine is to be prescribed for his patient. This Is a vital
function in the performance of his professional duty. It cannot be delegated
without endangering the quality of care each individual receives.

The physician is the most familiar with the medical needs of his patient. He
is also best Qualified to observe the effects of medication on the patient, and
he is, above all others, the person most responsible for, and responsive to, his
patient's well-being.

When a physician or dentist prescribes a drug, he is attempting to relieve a
specific disorder In an individual patient. His prescription represents hli best
medical judgment, his practice of his profession. It represents his past experience
with the drug, his opinion as to its usefulness, at this time, for this particular
patient and his preference for it over any other avalalble drug or combination
under the existing circuimstances.

These are elements which appear to be overlooked in the statements and ree-
ommendations of a great many non-medicnl and non-pbnrnmaceutially oriented
persons who are, currently arguing matters affecting the manufacture, prescrip-
tion and sale of drugs.

It is, of course, possible to compare the "efficacy" nf drngs, btnced on the
average results recorded In laboratory or clinical testing or experimentation. But
"efficacy" In this -sense is a termi of limited mean~ing. Physicians do not practice
medleino on 'the average.' A physician does not treft a'kroup of 10 cases of
,hypei-tenaiop and average the results. H~e treats 10 Individual persons, each a
separate'and u1ique human being, each of whom has a medical problem he has
diagnosed as hypertension.

It is possible that he will find the same dosage of the same form of the same
drug to be efficacious in each of, hi8 patients. It Is -equally possible, and more
likely, _that he Wftll fAid one or more of them who need 'different dosage% or
different forms'of the ane'drug., It is possible, indeed, that one, two or three of
them Will b allergic to the non-active ingredients used in one make of the drug,
and that only a different make with more or different non-active ingredients
provides the answer.

There are, indeed, significant differences in drug products produced by differ-
ent manufacturers even though they tiin the same active ingredient-a fact
our practice of internal, medicine has demonstrated beyond a question. We
say this in full awareness of the nature of much of the testimony' which bak
been recorded before Senator Nelson's Subcommittee.

Two generic drugs produced by reputable and conscientious manufacturers will
undoubtedly yield the same results in their chemistry when submitted to the
same tests. But in the selection of a drug-in a particular case, a physician must
bear in mind the many differences In physical properties pmong the various
drugs of the same generic name and the differences in his patients.,

There are differences inthe size of particles in the finished form of the product.
There Is the difference in solubility, which directly affects the rate of assimilation
of the drug by the patient once it has beenadministered. There is the difference
in filler material, or excipient, which is used in the finished product. There is the
difference in the compression used to hold the product together in its finished
form. ,There is the difference in coating. There Is the difference In the necessary
time required for release of the drug Itself from the exciplent after the medicine
has been ingested. And there Is the difference that can come about through
interaction between the drug and the exciplent as the product stands on a shelf
awaiting use. T

Each of these is significant in the treatment of disease. *

Each is an emphatic reminder that the physician should not be deprived, by
government ruling or decision, of the right to use the drugs that he; believes
are medically indicated for any one patient. Nor should he be limietd in his
choice of available medications by any artificial barriers such as those,.that
would be erected by requiring a generic prescription rather than a brand name
prescription.
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A generic prescription, without identification of the manufacturer, Is simply
an open-ended request for any drug of the genre which happens to be on the
pharmacist's shelves. .Thus, the decision as to precisely what drug is to' be
administered Is transferred from the physician to the pharmacist. With all the
respect we have for pharmacists as colleagues of long standing in the combined
efforts to improve health care, we must insist that the treatment of the patient
is solely the physician's responsibility, and should remain so.

When In the physician's best Judgment a generic drug can safely be dispensed,
there Is nothing to prevent him from writing a generic prescription. Many
undoubtedly do so in cases compatible with the patient's needs. I personally
prescribe only pharmaceutical products which I know or with whose manu-
facturers I am familiar.

Of particular concern are patients on long-term drug therapy. Successive
refills of the same prescription from products of different manufacturers can
ause variations In response which are misleading to the physician and harmful

to the patientiDuring these extended courses of treatment, generally referred to
as maintenance therapy, It Is Important to arrive at and sustpin drug equilibrium;
that Is, to maintain adequate concentrations of drug In the blood and tissues to
guarantee the physiological integrity of the tissue or organ under treatment.

The use of digitalis glycosides in the treatment of congestive heart failure is a
good ci~se in points While under care -for this condition, patients are iuilly
digitalized by frequent administration of the drug until desired cardiac,rhythm
and strength are attained. Thereafter the patients maintained on less frequent
but regular doses of the drug. Any change at this point in, the tissue level of Ithe
glycoside in the heart muscle could cause serious consequences. If, for example,
a change In the 1 product being administered resulted In a less than, adequate
amount of the ,drug in the.tissue, the patient could revert to decompensatlon,
On the other hand,, If, the second product,,for any reaso)0, was hyper-potent, it
could result In serious arrhythmias which could be fatal for some patients.

Hormone therapy is another example of the sensitive type of long-term treat-
ment In which the outcome can be seriously affected by a change in brands-of
the.same drug.: The anoUnt of. thyroid .or its derivatives, given to- patients
suffering, from thyroid deficiency will.depend, of course, on the degree of
hypothyroidism: ,In treatment, it would therefore, be necessary to select a dosage
which will offset, the symptoms arising from deficiency, but will not result-:,in
development of h perthyrbidIsm. The establishment of -an, adequate dosage is
somewhat: of a ttial and e'rror proposition but, once established, the patient -an
be maintained 1bry satisfactorily solong as there is jo change In the strength of
the thyroidopvrpatation being administered., Any variation, such as might be
caused by a chafe In the brand of the:drug, or a change to a generle drug, could
result in eltherhypo- or, hyperthyroidism;, depending on the- potency. of the
preparation adulinistered . . , -° -,. ,, I *, : . ...

Treatment of- diabetes with some 'of. the new oral antidiabetlc drugs is still
another example of maintenance therapy In which the delicate balance of pbysjos
logic equilibrium Is exceedingly Important. Malure to carefully regulate blood
sugar levels in the use ofi thesedrugs can result in one of two dangerous clinical

Subpotency In* such preparations can lead to development of., hyperglycemia
tWhich-in the extreme canlead to a condition known as.diabetie coma. Hyper-
potency, conversely, can lead to the depletion of blood sugar and give rise to the
opposite condition knoWn 'as, hypoglycemie 'hock;- The dosage must provide
consistent blood; levels, of the .drug which, In turn, maintains °normal- blood
tugar. Once establishedi Maintenance' of; such, blood level is reasonably, well
assured with the product that wasusedinitially. -A: change to-a product of an-
other manufacturer canimmedlately upset the delicate balance. - .: , L'

These tre affewrabdomle~amples of theinportance of consistency in drug.
therapy, Others InclUde" further types of ,hormone thtrapyj treatment, of other
forMs of, eardioviascular disease,, and maintenance of 'eleetrolyte' balance in cemi
tain fotns of 'heart and kidney. disease- All reflect the same base problem with
which physicians are contlnually confronted--.DruL productsof.diffeeint ftMnu-
facturers can meet the same chemical;ot, pharmamUtalspeelfications but. they
can,' and -often. do,fvayi wdeW in ;activity. in; humanbeinga through, variations
In -vehicle%,.particle' siI esi hadns. of tabletsetc The .physician must know
what be is prescribing, what-, doeq .bd ,where;tt0me-froml If -he, s coerced
Into prescribing by generic name, he would lose control over what drug is used
to fill his prescription, hence be deprived of his prerogative to treat his patient's
Individual condition according to his best medical Judgement and his experience.
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Not only do we see Interference with niedical praeUce fi spreading government
attempts to control th6 prescribing of drugs, we aro also concerned over the
Inescapable effects this trend will have oii the industry. 'The therapeutic ad.
vances It hits produced In the past three decades have been truly marvelous. An
amazing 76% of the 200 drugs most commonly prescribed today were unknown
Just a decade ago.

lut If the price of drugs Is pernitted to become the paramount consideration
In their selectIon over quality, we foresee a discouragement of the striving for
exc'llence'which has marked tils progress. For the two are tied together, and
this must be realized. Drug Industry research Is financed from Its receipts; it Is
one of the normal costs of remaining li competition in a business where the
struggle for new discoveries Is Intense and unceasing. Take away the receipts
on whixtever grounds and you sap the strength And viability of the industry.

This Is a vital factor for the physician. Of all members of the health team,
he is the one most acutely aware of the extent to which the armamentarluw
against disease and suffering ias been enlarged and strengthened over the years
by industry efforts. He depends, as we have tried to indicate, on quality, re.
search-oriented manufacturers, not only to produce new and better drugs, but
also products of proven effectiveness and performance.

If we are going to legislatively discourage such a system, with its unparalleled
record of achievement, we submit that Congress should have an equally good
or better alternative ready.

Despite pro-marketing clearance proedures administered by the Food and Drug
Administration and despite the standards established by the United States
Pharmacopla and National Formulary, some drug products reach the market
without biological testing, without the orighil New Drug Application proce.
dureg designed to guarantee clearance of safe and effective new products. Since
the producers of such drugs frequently have questionable quality controls, their
products are naturally cheaper. It takes less time, manpower and effort-it is
less expensive-to imitate a successful drug or to "cut corners" In producing It.

In the interests of quality medical care for all Americans, the American So-
ciety of Internal Medicine believes that Congress could take no more construc-
tive step than to insure the preservation of the right of the doctor to make the
final selection of the drug product for his patient or to delegate that right to the
pharmacist if he fished to dO so. It should also help to lay to rest the totally
misleading statements concerning the generic and therapeutic equivalency of
drugs. The public has been thoroughly confused and tempted to believe that
generic prescribing would drastically reduce the price of drugs without adversely
effectIng the quality of medical care. These false impressions should be corrected.

The major differences in the prices of drug products of qualty generic firm.
and there are a number of them, and the products of brand name manufacturers
Is not in the production or the packaging or the advertising of products. True
quality controls are as costly for one manufacturer as for another, Promotion it
certainly a proper and constant factor. The difference Is primarily In the research.
Most generic firms, producing and marketing established drugs of proven effec-
tiveness, do little of this. It is on the other hand a major expense for the lead.
Ing brand name manufacturer. And we believe that, on reflection, you will agree
It Is worth every penny of the difference in product prices It Is an expense on
which medical progress has depended for more than a quarter of a century and
must depend In the future.

In summary, we suggest that until the quality of all drugA reaching the nir-
ket can be assumed there should be no attempt to tamper with the historic right
of the physician to prescribe for his patient on the basis of his knowledge and
experience. The application of that knowledge and experience on a patient by
patient basis amounts to an Individual determination by the physician of the
clinical effectiveness of the drugs being used. Physicians do not prescribe a drug
without evidence that It has worked on others under similar conditions, either
through their personal observation or from the necessary information from
sources they respect. A drug which Is Ineffective for a particular Individual is
quickly replaced by another. There are no standardized patients any more than
there are standardized drugs to meet their needs.

Under existing circumstances, It can hardly be wondered that the nation's
physicians continue to rely on the most practical and reliable measure of trust
which they know In selecting drugs for their patients.
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Lacking vast laboratories staffed by scores of pharmacists and chemists, andunlimited travel funds for plant Inspections, etc., Individual physicians place
their reliance on the products of manufacturers whom they know and trust. Theyselect those pharmaceuticals which they know are of the highest quality andwhich their experience tells them will deliver the best results. For unless the drug(whether marketed under generic or brand name) is made by a reputable andqualified manufacturer, there is absolutely no way to tell which drug Is goodand which is poor before It Is used, without access to analytical and biological
testing facilities more elaborate than physicians, pharmacists and hospitals
possess.

As has been recorded In previous testimony, the overwhelming majority ofprescriptions filled last year, more than 90, called for a product by brand name
or the product of a particular manufacturer In whom the physician had placed
his confidence.

It has also been stated here that 86% of the dollars spent by the federal gov-
ernment last year went for the purchase of products of brand name manufacturerswhen all the testing and elaborate screening procedures were completed.

Surely there Is a message in these two sets of figures which cannot in good
conscience be Ignored.

Physicians, depending on manufacturer Integrity to secure the highest qualitymedicines for their patients-and the government, refusing to accept anything
except scientific proof of quality-both arrived at roughly the same drug counters
to secure healing agents for those for whom they are responsible.

At this time, we have tried to discuss certain paramount considerations to
physicians which are involved In these bearings. Our apprehensions have beenaroused by the demands in some quarters for mandatory generic prescribing, orsuggestions that our choice of drugsibe limited by legislation and Kegulaton. If
such laws ever pass, they would take away from the physician the right to desig-nate the drug In which he has confidence, and place this important decision in
the hands of a third party.

As professional men, we are opposed to giving up our prerogative and our medi-cal responsibility to choose the drug and its manufacturer which we believe Is themost suitable for our patient The physician must have the privilege of choosing
the drug to be prescribed because It Is the physician who ultimately must beresponsible for the result of the drug In the patient for whom he Is prescribing.

Under our system, as we have always known it, Americans enjoy the best ofmedical care. Our earnest request to you today is that you take no steps whichwould drastically alter that system or which would retard the continuing and
expanding flow of useful drug products to the public.

M Ew HAvEN, CONtN,, August 25, 1967.Mr. Toll V.&sr,
Ohide Counsel, oommittee on Finance,
New Sena to Of/tc Building,
Washington, D.0

DKAR MP. VAL: Since I cannot appear to testify at the Senate 1nance hearingrelativetho new Social Security Bill, I would like to go on record as being op.
posed to any increase in benefits even though I am approaching retirement ageIf the various states are permitted to decrease Old Age Assistance, benefits by
the amount of the Social Security benefit increase.

In Connecticut, the State Welfare Department decreased benefits by 7' sev-eral years ago when tho Social Security Administration increased benefits by 7%so that the State benefited, from this increase rather than the poor Indigent
citizens who are on Old Age Assistance.

I believe there are other states In the Union that have followed the samgn pro-cedure. The states have been taken off the hook by the Kerr-Mills and Medicare
bills and they will undoubtedly want the few paltry. dollars from increased
Social Security benefits.

Very truly yours,
l EnRio.M. Roes r.emi t
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GEORGIA FEDERATION OF THE BLIND,
HOonyers, Ga., August 24,1967.Hon. Russw, B. LoNG,

Ohainnan, Senate Oommittee on Finance,
Senate Oce Building,
Washington, D.A.
MR. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CoMMIrrEu: You now have before you,

for consideration, HR 12080 as adopted by the House. This bill contains many
excellent and progressive amendments to the social security act and in general,
the Georgia Federation of the Blind supports this bill.

However, Section 156 contains the most regressive and punitive definition of
disability ever to' be included in a public assistance law sine, the days of the
Elizabethan "poor laws., This provision makes the existence of a theoretically
possible employmept for a disabled person sufficient grounds for denying public
assistance payments, whether or not such employment, opportunities actually
exist for him, It is our belief that public as-sstance In all categories should be
granted on the basis of definite, objective criteria and not be made subject to the
whim of Federal and State officials., The great majority of the severely disabled
earnestly desire to become self sufficient and contributing members of society.
They should be encouraged and assisted to reach this goal. This certainly would
not be the effect of the provision written into this bill by the House Committee.

We would like to see the present criterion 'for assistance to the "totally and
permanently disabled", which admittedly is severely restrictlve,'modified so that
the criteria used for eligibility for benefit payments to the disabled under Title
II of the social security act would also apply to applicants for assistance to the
disabled under Title XIV. This would require the elimination of the word "per.
manently" in this Title and the substitution in the definition of disabled, word.
ing similar to that now contained in Title 1; -' I.. . ... .

We respectfully request that the Senate Finance Committee eliminate the
phraseology to which objection has been voiced herein, and-the inclusion in the
Senate version provisions which will, llow the totally disabled, whose disability
has lasted or is expectedrto last for at least twelve.. (12) months, eligible for
public assistance payments under Title IV of the Act. -

Respectfully submitted,

. ..; -'President,
Georgia Federation of the Bfind.

TH. 0JTHO 'EDXQOLINIO,
Tulsa, Okla., August .2,1967.

HoN. RUSSELL B. Lox,
Senate Finance Oommittee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

SI: I wish to bring to your attention one of the proposed amendhients to the
Social Security Act of 1967, which I understand youi comnI|ttee will be discussing
in the next week or so. I believe this is HR Bill 120S0. '

It is our understanding that one portion of the amendment deals with the
proposed payment for physical therapy services -under,'thet Medicare,. Law.
This particular 'amendment indicates thdt payments for physical therapy treat.
ments would be made only if these services are given in the Physical Therapy
Depadtme At of a hospital. ,We feel that. this is an unfair, amendment. Many
medical groups in the United States, including "our own; have well organized and
well staffed physical therapYdepartment i In oui~bwn clinic we have full time
registered physiotherapist and four subordinate phYSlkl 4heraoy employee& We
take great pride in thO fact that our physical therapy department 1 superior
to that of many of the local hospitals. Much of: the t~reatineut In orthopedic prae.
tidd requires folloW-ur0 phyheal therapy tkeeatmenta, and, It Is unrealistic to -re-
quiri aT patient to *goto A hospitililn order to receive this treatment., Wefeel that
the cost'of doing this Wouldbe much greater thad'for a patient to come to aclinlo
which has a bonafide department for their treatment. -,,. '. . , .r

I would appreciate your giving this section of the bill a great deal of thought,
and attempt to 'Convince the members of your committee that professional
physical 'therapy procedure need not necessarily be confined to a hospital, in
order for payment to be disbursed. We feel that having our clinic In control of
the physical therapy program prescribed Is vital to the well being of the patient.
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We -now* from* past experience that we can give it at a. xoore refteonablor
charge than -thdit assayed by the hoapita1s%

-Any help that yoU can give W3 Iii this area- will -be greatly appreciated.
Very truly yours, FE

FROB. -OLAS

Business Manager.

Charlotte, Y.O., Aug#ust, 25,'1907.
How. RussELL B. Lorio,
Senate Finance (Jommittee,
US. Senate, Washington; P.O.

DEARt SiR: I respectfully request that you strongly oppose the proposed change
In the Medicarei lai, *her-ein a: Patient will only pay a 40 per cent deductible for
In-patient diagnostic procedures. Certainly-it Is a fact throughout the United
States .tlat there is a ~g neral lack of hospital beds yet there would be much
more Incenilv&'for- fPal"nt to'bti'Admitted for diagnostic prpoc~ures if they
do not find It necessary to pay a deductible under Part B. Many pklvnt& 16ffices
as well as such groups as ours are coinp11IeW. ekd~1ato to inder eut-lpatlent
diagnostic sekvlce!§ at h lnuch'chcaper overall rae than can Possibly be rendered
to a bed Patient. 'Itf hre Is concern over i-rays beingIdIscriminately, taken in a
private office, I igIhtsulggest, thatt coilsideratloh. begften 7to th6 mev.t that such
out-patit' carb would be, authorized only by 'reifdefiey trained -radiologists or
Board Certified radlogists. *As In the case of this group, we'have a- full time
zitdlologlat, Board Certified, on our stAff that hi;fs well eqnlpied and trained to
rendor diagnosis 1-Irays as the patient 'radiologist. Also our laboratory, is welt
stAffed with A;S.O.P.* registered teohnologista who again ehn offdir equal services
toany In-patient service offeredby the - minuhIty hsilfalsJ;

I would also like to personally plead- that theie be ho-ehange 1Wf the -present
method of W tMpatl6ri wh01rebya -physltlAh Is Paid dirbetlk-if he accepts an

asspnmnt k'els th liatent Is paid dirctyl~on recelot, ofa,-paid -ttement.
I persobally h lelf~uid'thant tis iorks Yety satisfactorily and I do 66it believe
that we hftV0 Ohintered any Incident Wh&ethe pAtlentlas being, Penalized nor
lsf there ,amn avek's6 penalty being leiied,!u pon the'doehir -utnder -this present

11cd~e ; - 4 .1. 1.'
1, would appreciate any consideration you might tako -concerning these' ex-

presious of ty pon.'
Jnc~~$oits *';; *~, " RALi'z lit uxt

v Onto' STAF? i MDiomALSSOCIAIOuN;

U.S.S~nrtor USSEL Cncinna ti, Ohio, August 26, 1961.
Chairman, Sena,(~eYlaqnce Conmfttee,
Senate Of"c Bluilding,
Wa~ih ngt on, D.C.

D&~A S'ENATOII,0' T 1o6 I eid to Your C-omfittei c rrent hkrltigs bn HI.
12080, I respectfully solicit -your srloug conidetitlon and support of amend-ments to this wrthy nweasurm,.

~1'e men~h'ts We sti-onkly r n iiin uro Ift pii '~th, d Inj -ui r-
auce of, t4Q, e*cio t; pose Ia ' ta bt~ieA ln; ti _U$. . rm to

:f1 ct4 , -nen y 1i f I''t o"
fM edoS r 4eo. l "' qep.oun, 9p~~

"Charity medicine Is bel'n~g1qb iia~nhtd ofa 6 4 kii jhibllcrogrmiishicb
give needy people tO19 resources ~p;bs~cja a~r piaepy~ins
and hospitals onthijame basis as thbre'I ufimle Itlkeng."l

In keeping with the Intent of this statement, this Association urges the follow-
ing amendments to H.R. 12080:

On page 47;strike ont -ine4O-L1 10 1I ' z
In line- 14, aftet -the.wordl Altbinsbrt: "the Indaividual rkb1ving the service'.
On page 48, lines 4 and 5, strike out "or directs that payment be mvade to the

Individual receiving the service." It Is not a part of the practice of inedicine for
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a physician to say how a party with whom his patient has a contract shall make
payment under that contract. Medicare is a contract between the patient and
the Social Security Administration, and the physician is not a party to the
contract.

On page 159, line 19, strike out "at the option of the State,".
On page 159, line 20, strike out "not".
It is our deepest hope that you and your Committee will adopt these suggested

amendments as a means of carrying out the Intent and purpose of these public
programs as described In the previously cited "Report to The President on Medi-
cal Care Prices."

Thank you for your kind attention.
Sincerely,

ROBERT 19. HOWARD, M.D..
. Pre ident,

Ohio State Medicoal Association.

Los ANGoL= , 0Aa,., Atigut 2Z, 1967.
Hon. Russmu.. B. LoNo,
Senate Office Building, Washfngto4, D.O.:

At its meeting today, on motion of Supervisor Ernest H . Debs, the board of
supervisors adopted the following positions regarding public assistance provi-
sions of H.R. 12080, the Social Security Amendments of 1007:

1. Federal participation In the cost of foster home placements: section 205 of
H.R. 12080 provides Federal matching funds for foster care payments for
children only If they are placed by court order and were eligible for AFDO
for a specified period of time prior to the foster home placement. Federal
participation will not be available to approximately three-fourths of the place-
ment cases aided by the department of public social services. Federal watching
funds should be extended to all these case situations.

2. Freeze on Federal participation to aid to families with dependent children:
Section 208 sets a ceiling on the amount of federal participation. In absent
father AFDO case based on the proportion of AFDO children in January 1967
to the total number of children in the State's population. This provision could
require a substantial increase in local funding by arbitrarily freezing the
Federal share. %here should not be a closed end Federal cost sharing in this
family assistance program.

3. Aid to children of the unemployed: Section 203 changes the eligibility
requirements for the AFDO unemployed parent program which we have had
since 1964. This proposed section requires that all families currently receiving
AFDO-U under existing regulations and who do not meet the new requirements
would have to be removed from the rolls. County cost would Increase because of
loss of Federal participation. We are opposed to changes which would transfer
aid payment costs from the Federal Government to local government.

JAMES S. MAIZ,
Olerk, Board of superiors,

County of Lot Angele.

STATEMENT or GEORGo S. BuLLzN, LOXisLATiVE DiRATrOB, NATIONAL FEDERATION
O1 INDEPENDENT BUSINFs a8

The National Federation of Independent Business appreciates this oppor.
tunity to submit a statement for consideration by your Committee.

With a current membership of wore than 239,000 smaller, independent
enterprises, the Federation has in its membership more than 1 of every 20
small businesses in our Country. This membership Is broadly representative of all
small business by type, size and geographic distribution.

SUMMARY or coM'Re~SS AND RXEOMUMNDATIONs

Federation members voted by a large majority against increase in old age
survivors, and disability insurance benefits, and are opposed to enactment of
these provisions.
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Federation njembers voted by a substantial majority In favor of permitting
older people to earn as much as they want in private employment without
foreiting any part of their Social Securlty Income and therefore, favor
enactment of and/or broadening the provisions of Title I, Section 106.

III

Federation members are opposed to including the cost of prescription drugs
among medical expenses covered under the Medicare program.

FEDRESATON POLUNO

The Federatlon's position on any legislation is determined by the majority
vote of the nationwide membership. Although we have not polled our members on
the specific bill (H.R. 12080) being considered by this Committee, we have pre-
sented the issue of amending the Social Security Act to provide cost of living in-
creases in benefit payments; raising benefits by an overall average of 20 percent;
increasing the amount an individual Is permitted to earn without suffering de-
ductions from benefits; and including the cost of prescription drugs under the
Medicare program. I

Polls on increasing Social Security benefits were presented as follows:
Mandate Ballot No. 315 (October, 1966).
4. Should Congress Amend the Social Security Act to provide cost of living in.

creases in benefit payments?
Arguments Prd and 0o* which members were asked to read before voting,

were:
4. Argument for the proposal.-Proponents point out that while Social Security

benefits were increased by 7% across the board last'year (the first increase in
seven years) the cost of living since the last Increase in 1058 rose by some 11%.
In a word the trouble is inflation. Those on fixed pensions whose monthly checks
do not rise automatically, to offset the impact of higher prices, are the ones who
suffer most, If the cost of living as determined by the Laboi Dep't goes up by
three percent, the amount of Social Security checks would be increased by a cor-
responding three percent,.

4. Argument aatanot the propoWal-Opponents want to know *here the money
is going to come from to finance the additional cost. Smaller, Independent bust.
nessmen are already overburdened with Social Security taxes.' Employers and
employees eech had their tax rate raised from 3.6% each to 6.65% each by 1987.
The earnings ba6 vas raised from $4800 to $660W effective Jan. 1, 1960. The
self-employed rats rose from.5.4% to 6.15% in 1068 andto 7.8% by 108?. If in-
creases follow automatically the increases determined by the Cosumer Price
Index, the Congress is relinquishing its tax writing power and authotity.

Results of the poll Were: For 84% ; Agai nst, 8201; No Vote, 4%/.
Mandate Ballot No. 817 (Jan.-Feb., 1907).
& Are Yop For or Afa/net Congress raising'pSoclal Security benefits by an

overall average of 20 percent?
The minimum payments would rise by 59%-from $44 to $70 a month, and

guarantee a minimum benefit of $100 a month for those with 25 years of coverage,
Arguments For and Against:
3. Argument for the proposal.--The President made this proposal In his State

of the Union Message. However, the Idea has bi-partisfin support froin legis-
lators from both sides of the aisle. The Increase in Social Security taxes has
never kept pace with the increase In the cost of living. Those on fixed incomes
(monthly pension checks) have a most difficult time making ends meet. It seems
only fair, and not too burdensome either, to provide for the welfare of our own
citizens in their advanced years when we can fight a costly war, and poor mll-
lions into foreign aid.

3. Argun against the proposal.-Opponents of this proposal note that the
increase would require adding $4.1 billion to Social security payments in the
first year. This would wipe out any gain from revenue from the proposed 6%
surtax Increase, assuming the additional tax, is approved. Even with only a:10%
increase In benefits, the 55 tax would have to be raised to 4.69 or the taxable

A25
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base raised from $6,600 to $7,800. There are other proposals to increase bene-
fits by 8% that would not require Increased S8 taxes.

Results of the voting: FOr, 21%; Agiztst, 76% ; No Vote 8%.

In polling the members over increasing the amount an individual Is permitted
to earn without suffering deductions from benefits, Mandate Bulletin No. 320
(May, 1067), presented the issue, broader in scope than the provisions under
e&U6n100, as followa:o
4. H.R. 4489. A bill to permit older people td oarivas much la they want in

private employment without forfeiting any part of their Social Security bene-
fits. (Cong. Kupferman, N.Y.)

.1 rgu.ents For and Against:
4. Arg4ment for H.R.. 4489.--Proponents bMlleie a person Whg 'pay for In-sairauce can rpect to -col6te on It, regailess of the amount of money he i' eirn-

Ing. when he's eligible 'to colect, Thsi Is only fair, and should opply to Social
Security which, Is taSlci4lly retirement Insurance. Presently Qov't is penalizing
blder people Just because they ivant to supplempit their Income. This favors the
wealthy oldster who has invested wisely and injuries th6 less fortunate, because
if he works for wages "nd makes over $2,700 a year, he Iosf-t h pen slon checks
entirely. This bill would end this unfairness.

4. Argument against H.R. 4489.-Opponents say this bill carries with it a
built-it pressure for, a Social Security tax Increase, The, ftgts are 1iphar; raise
the ceiling and you're going to have more people drawing.down pension payments.
More people drawing payments naturally means a bigger drain on Social Security
system income. 'The bigger the 'drain, the greater the pressure for increasing
Social Security toxes. And don't forget .. Meolcare is, financed through the
Social Security program. This requires more funds, more and greater taxes.
Let's don't add 'at to the fire ! .

Results of the poll were: For, 72%; Agatilt, 25%; No'Vote,.3%.

- III ..

The Issue of amending the $olai Security Act to W1wqlude the Cost of 0rescrlp-
ton drugs under Medicare. was carried In Mandate No.
as follows: . . . . .. lr $, 9.7),

A. 6. -S. 17. Are You For or Against a bill to Incl de the cost of prescriP*
oh, drugs among the medical expese' covered tner the Md~re program?

(Cong. DP.ngell Mih,-Sen. Mofitdya, 1.M.),' ,
Arguments 14or and A0p8nt: . '""15. Argument for HAR 264. *7.--Proponents of tis bill sttf .iat the failure ofpfotecting our elderly citizens against the cost'f needed but.enive p'ecrp-

tion. drugs apd medicd01 leaves great gap ini'tbh'Soi i, urty Act. Te
cost of thie- drugs is a gjiat financial burden to be b'_rn 'by million -of 'our
senior *citizens, particularly those persozs who must tke ,lrugs on1 a co6tinung
basis. Certainly prescription drugs 'are ai lecessary to the medicall treatment
of tle elderly as the hospital and physician care.

5. Argument agnaet H.R. .- S. 17.--Opponents of thiin b1I 6 ly need to point
out the many difficulties that have arisen since the endctm etf Medicare to
feel justified'In predicting that this extenso4 of benefit$ wI .i~~g With it a
Whole new raft of problems. This gets the goveranm0 t deer* 4ud de ePer into
the business Of Independaent& The medical doctors have not tound thd regulations
under the Medicare to their liking. This Federal Intervetion'will prove to be
harmful to pharinacistseand retail druggists.

Results of the voting: For, 30%; Against, 64%,No Vote, 6%.

OOMMENTS

In'the opinion of the Research Staff of the'National Federation of Independent
Business, the negative vote on increasing social security benefit# Is based upon
the belief that aby increase in the taxes on bWitness,: eithbr on:.tb" rate, or in
the 'baseywiV create' greater problems for tW6 small- businessman as well as
adding to hiflatiobary pressures. " .. . " .

A26
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While the Federation has never taken the position that the' needs of the
elderly can be ignored, it has in the past pointed out the fallacy of increasing
the payroll taxes that an employer must pay as this in turn, forces up the cost
of goods and services, an definitely tends to lower employment.

As long as the Social feisty System penalizes no senior ciUrten who hap
money working for him, there should be. no penalty for those who have their
hands or minds working for them, It is felt that by allowing senior cltzens to
earn more without relinquishing social security .benefits, the purpose of In-
creasing their, total Income is served, the Government will realize increased
income tax revenue, and the employers will not be faced with higher social
Becurlty taxes

It is understood that the Committee will consider amendments to the Social
Security Act, including those' relating to the providing of diugs under the
Medicare and Welfare programs. As the poll in Mandate No. 318 above shows, the
majority of our members opose' any amendment which would provide for the
ineluqlon of prescription drugs under these programs. Apparently the opinion
is based on the belief that such an amendment would get the Government deeper
and deeper Into the business of Independents, and would prove particularly harm.
ful to pharmacists and retail druggists.

STATEMENT or Am LINE Prw*rs AssociATioN, SiusnTrzo sY JAMES E. MEALS,
LeoIsLATnYvi REPRESENTATIVE

* On December 1, 1959, the then Administrator of the Federal Aviation Agency
promulgated a regulation providing: "No individual who has reached his 60th
birthday shall be utilized or serve as a pilot on any aircraft while engaged in air
carrier operations." The above regulation became effective March 15, 1969. The
Air Line Pilots Association and the individual airmen affected opposed the adop-
tion of this rule under the limited means available within the administrative pro.
cedures and subsequently In-the courts. These efforts were In vain and the regula-
ton became an enforceable rule on, the date above stated. Since MArch 15, 1960,
therefore, the Air Transport Companies in the United States have not utilized any
member of an operating crew after be has reached his 60th birthday.

We believe, briefly, that if the Federal Government requires retirement at age
.60, then the Social Security program of the Federal Government should be ad-
Justed to provide full benefits at age 00 for those people affected. We do not limit
this plea to just members of our group, though as far as we have been aJle to de-
4rmine, we are t 6nly group outside Of federal employees affected by Federal
rule. We understand that there are some state and municipal law enforcement
Agencies whose personnel face retirement prior to age 65, but how many people
are so affected hid'how many of these participate in the Federal Social Security
program, we do notknvow We hvebeen given to understand that certain eM-
ployees of the C.I.A. are iequfred to retire prior to age 65 and that appropriate
redress has been made for these people under the Federal Employees Retirement
System. Social Seurlty ti not Involved In this Instance.

The actual loss to the individual Is difficult to compute as the end results af-
fectedby many.varjables. The maximum table base has .increased ovr the yearl,
and the employees number of years paying the maxilmum base Will vary. We do
'know that every time the maximum table base is extended, our peoplewlli suffer
all the more, as they lose the last five years contributions an thus further reduce
benefits. Each case must befigured Individually, but we believe'that any reduction
is ufiju~t.;

* Some people have observed that the retirement programs should be. adjusted
to cover the financial loss In thee cases, while others have noted that with ihe
abuno4pt retirement to the individual in the cases at hand he doesn't need the
money and that there are ot.er, more deserving individuals. in answer tothe first
proposition, let us state that, first we do iot believe that It should fall the lost of

,private enterprise to take up te slack InW a Federal program under one department
when the nOeqnlty was caused by. a regulation prQmulgated by another agency of
ithe same Vederal Government. The employer has already contributed over the
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y#Ai% to this federal progrjtW -We dor't believe be should contribute Mlie wherethe inequity azIse* througtt -no-fault ,Of b~s.. As tO the Second proposition, be Ad.Vised that the Air ,Transport Industry Is compar~tiyely young, as are their benefitprograms. The Pilot, retingtoday Is doing so pt a-figure.sopkewhere between $20oand $300 per month. We hardly believe that this constitutes such a staggerinamount that-hi voice should be IgnorecLiThis benefit amount Is still reduced an,out of proportion tq hie contributions. We also want to note that several of thtk'486' PIA&itlrull tida td Social 8edurfty'Abdtie beflft'atiouht fM&*thllif'ddby th'e ktii6liit paid- b~y Bodihi' Aeftit hen-If-stiart a g
ou p eloGtfaete*el o '6Ipfllsory retreaem

X46t'&blo duri* a 'five y,6*f tktiod when 'moht of ouir-fellow ,Ami,6Anf dreen-joying'thef r peak eainlijs, *nd tretes0t Irofe6&lonA1 )rWfrds;,- As thbW Oorfmltmay be aware, the principles of seniority are fundamental to j~kihto~an!earnings In the airline Industry, and frequentlyy , the loss of earnings duringo1motsn~~Yer py 1a'y ne ln(d-L am Or)emmittee'llals ~lcky thA a'.i1 j~ lhk fr4 brererehjofeslon asa ~ ~ilt~ tt~i & f 64) ft~ sct~ly tra tit imlf fo r -i

niteeaoul 4Also 56nsjder t6' ttta Ur me~bei~ 1pr the! r YexsOfgal~ful, epS-men iii -tlie fl M i ttit rIre et .41.-ota e~rt
laws. Those laws -presently contemplate tUM ta hian'shlild a O titled to the,full benefits of the program at his. normal retirement agb of 65. However, an-other Federal program, presumably designed to serve other purposes of the Fed-eral Government dece" .-that, members of our prjfessin may rnot work, untitthe age of 65. CertaInly, the same considerations Wrhich prompted Congress toprovide -benefits at the normal retirement age of 65 would also be applicable.to thbt mail-who"is faetid,- through-no fault of hiB owk,-butii~rsuint-to6a-Fed-erail program, to retire at an earlier aige.,To put it very, briefly, there Is"no reasonwhy the Individual should have to suffer a deferral or reduction of his FedealSocial, Security benefits where his, retirement Is pursuatit'to another eealaw or regulation. - !, -- - er !--Federal -,' I *We would; generally s upport the provisions of, lIM 12080, but strongly, Ouggest-to this oniiittee -that -the,.provisions of BR. -7582 ibe- embodied In,-the finaversion! of -MtL 1208D so the Inequitiele heretofore citedt can be,-overcome. A eo~rof ,H.R!1 -I2s: attached for,-the Informaton of. each member of thitis committee.In short, this bill provides: fr -payment of full, Social, Security beniefts upo*.the compulsory retirement of the airline j~lot.

- -(H.R. 71582,9Q0th Cong., first seW.)
A BLL o aend~it~ !'ofthe5ocj~.e r, M t(t to ttpament of full retie-Ment bphefits thdteiiander t t u0tSl t1 cas ofitatn n Mvdalswho arp fqrcee*to Iretfra at that tip'under F=i or'ttegulation-

Be. i ate W01 -y to e.t~e4~ue 0 Rppresen~aqte* of toU~dStates Qf 4m~o a ~ ~ hts~~~ of the SocdatflourityMti~i~nd ~y~ading -aLt th 9nlteef h-~Uwn new subsection"
"Benefits in Ca'iie of'Certain n45vldial's I lureq.'dZr Retire at, Age Sixty
"(4 m'rpro& -e seos at find (q), 6c thf a ,ction (a'foi~~aposes it etin21a)(1) 'and 215b) MY)) anv lI dividnhi wuhn-i ftm'- 1hnvfn,
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PEN~SYLVANZA S TOI 1INTZaNAL MDloNW'

.1. 1", Ij -Harrs*urv, Pa., Ags8510To:M~'l~$na L. LO NaiQhe I"O IdUM040 Comittee, 'Ma liaie ;.. Sete,Tro: ,A.eab40i M. "gno M.1 . ttsdnPnnyvti ot uf toa

G4il- '4 , ',UtJi "4'

Housm OF DE~coATts, ASIM,

RzsoLlrnoNq
*Whereaq.the, ASIM tostriving to, maintain high quality of medical care andto further impro6ve-such care, both iln hospitals and In the office ofthe prac-

ticing physician;
Whereas the physician Is responsible for t'iiafety and' e6#0'*yhe Prescribes for his patients; b~ h ra

-Wbergapdosage forms o rugjtformulatmnedcue~sm~
amei A Sinicaniq kn toel*eVUO~tWhelu&. , bro ductl .on Ibf pha' a ia~~uvlnt lit, 'pr~utrmmnprdcr ,~ Pybtpeseitufeasbie' r'us frmmn

Be It respived that the' ASI 6prse 40$'fed~ral legislatloh-pr6"osedto makepr~i gand d tsh' by- ger6 01tie'aecplso;
eIt 6rtliWr'r~sblV tat this lW- oldtWoi h6 transmittedl to the Congeessional

Qbmnhittds su-dylhg such biltsa6hd odtijid in, person by 'Officei'f 6tthe ASIM,
Adopted Apri 1967. '- ' 4

4 , QProoktn ON ... u,4* 1967.
ifon. Rutssuzz B. rloNG, t '

WatU~ngton, DOI
i' Dan 8NAirou Lono The doctors of the Northwestern Clinic hAve asked meto address this letter th you as Cbairrmdn 'of-the Senate-?lnance Committee in,objedtion'to se~rei-al proposals now being considered under E.R. 12080, the Sodlak.Secuilty Aniehdlmenta of 1907.'We feel very-strongly itfwould'oiily add'ceonfuilkand -boets to the Piesent Meiare proam.4 #;' f" 4 11 Itle 'our: oplinnthatt diagnostie ''rayi and- laboratory. procedure pyetshould be left as they now exist and not changed to rovide the payment of.o1(~ of 01l charges whil4'a patient Is In the, hospital. By, incorporating I00o ofth6 fe.;It Willt- onW Increase- the demand for, hospital .beds .in: a period- Whenthey are already, ahor, Witturallyi' this wobld add to, the cost of the Medicare,program also in thitt a patient would have to be'hospitalized for many, procedures.Which can be" done bn an out patient basis III a doctor's -office or.;medical clinic.:"j Bsiclalli, people are 'the -sam6 throughoutt4he World.' If they can gain finan-.clally' from- such', anan ngement, -they' *11ll do,- o and will Insist on beinghospitalized. i -w*- objet to, the'- third 'Osten&m r6comfhended 'for the payment, of ;physician'ls.bills. ho! proo~ed chabnces -wouldi add to the confusion *vhich already exists.,,W4feel It is 'A tvery simple arrangement at the, preskbt time to-either accept-or.'reject aosl~nrfienf of benefits. "We have hadlittle or no roblems with the, patientsraki this jifdtwoldoerteinly hesitate to' try to explain -the mones*iY.

the present proposals would create If enacted.
We do not have a physical therapy departmentLIzA outr Clinic -SO, could notWet iideusd -Of 'oolectig from -a monetary standpoint that physical therapy.payments, be limjit, &A to hospital facilitiesf-only. This Just does not make sense.Aganthi ~U~d~ iiy sd4t~the cost of the Medicare program and actuallyto the 6ost O *ffhe Mten A*'~ Well After all, thany" patients can be seen by thephysician In his office and the physical the ap cajrid 6 ?'~after hil iis bee Inexamined at the same offce ordile If bslOfxpehIAte.4
It Is our opinion -retractiongs hould be covered undei!' Mddi'A i- 616tolyNand should not be subdivided. At any rdte, If you do not wlih to-lbn6' uiiat-Va i*ikiti-for ;all Wf&Cticzfo 'thefii' W* Wd, ebitaldly objeet.t tl 1~pti-
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In the short perod of one yeareetatiatlae.have:lready proven that Medicare
costs far exceed the estimatesfore the program was instituted. Most of the
propg .ae cbngs :qntou n. , lyttfr .wqp jA ,oply a~1d. to thq 011ndy .pner-

t6014&4epcot of thXOXIdMamp; Avpr . V~q wguld dpp laoxtfr 6 ,Iven
the same consideration as though a membO of the W rOtws eI , '1 q1 had
made a personal appearance before your Oomlttep., "a p ou 'fof ' our
consideration. " .. .. . . •"

Sincerely yours,

Senat6r11IJSBE"Lte.. Lomost
Olhamiaf , 4ato Finane Qornmitte,
Nc'cnoto Office Blutldlng.
Wqahsngton DO.

DEAR SENATOR: I understand 6he 8enat Fluance olnittee Is now hold ;
hearings ,n the !Social SecurityBilh, I rspecfful, cell your attention to the
fact that the earnings limitation in this ll operates I think unfairly especially
as to beueflcvla;1esVho are not drawing retlrr'n1nt benof vtI am a widow, with a, five year old dughtet, Paying o"d 4$i2R.O0 roion,
plus transportation, for 4 baby-sAtte- fivq days A, weet whitier wo1 0 X* typist
to earn around $800.00 g month take-boe y. WhenX Weiptq o working Feb.ruary of this year the social security Pyments I was drawing became of e
death of my husband were $100 a month for me and $100 a r~onth for 44 u~gli.
ter. My social security payments of$t00 a month were stopped when I went to
work. My case s not a hardship case for my husband left a little insurance which
I woul4 like tb:sav6 fV' etneftencles. Also I like my work and plan to continue
in any 6vent.'lTfie point Is 0e cOie not be expected to live on our social security
income ($2,600.00 a year) and yet after baby-sitter and translortaton eenski,
and after the deductions from my pay cheeks for State and Federal taxes, in.
surance nnd Social Security we are not much better off financially than we Wete
when I did not work.

Last- Suday's -Washington Post carried -an editoriAl urging the elimination
of the earnings limitation In thesocial security law. If-it Is not proper to eliml.
nate the earnings limitation entirely, (for reasons that arg probably over my bead)

1 think it- should 4be confined to persons who are. paid retirement benefits. The
needs of a widowed mother and children are pIuchdlfferent from a retiree and
i fair social security bill could give some~recogniton to this difference In apply.
lng the earnings limitation. ' ,

Aretiree Is by deflnttlon ft person who has left the work- force tir life, It
might make some sense tohave an earnings limitation for a retiree but It does
not seem to uhe to make sense to have such a limitation apply to a widowed
mother of small children'wbo will only receive benefits (which are lilkelnsurgnue
payments) until her yotugest child teaches age 10. She .should le expected to
Join the work force not only because her social security benefits would not sup-
port her, but also because she needs to work and pay social security taxes to earn
her own retirement benefits. , * ' ;. ,"

i She wbuld quality orwelfare relief is she had to live on her s6lal security
payments. I beliete I hate read that thewelfare provisions of this Pome law, are
designed- to encourage welfare, recipients to, work. It, seems strange that those
who receive benefits in -the nature of insurance for. a ver, limited number of
years, under social security -must not work under penalty of. losing the benefits
the deceased worker paid for.

Very respectfully yours,
IPAThTrA JT. Tromh.

... .T Now I14.,
eoedo,, (fpo, Auguet ,1, 1967.senator nuse L, 141oo ,:

Oharnwtn, Renato

-YouR oitoa: On behalf of the more than 200,000 wembr and supp'oters at
X~~to ,DOI " ..

Sixty Now, Inc., I am requesting you and your commIttee, vo report and vote
for the following changes In our Social Security law, by r ommendlng to the
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Senate the adoption of these changes, when the Senate considers the bill passed
by tho lower house of Congrms. The changes are:

1. Lower the retirement age to 60 with full pension, for all retirees.
2. Raise minimum and maximum benefits to $100 and $250 a month, respec-

tively for primary beneficiaries. (With proportionately increased amounts for
derivative beneficiaries).

3. liminate age requirements for wife's and widow's benefits. Increase the
widow's benefit, to 1001% of PIA.

4. Provide for automatic Increases, to reflect rises in the cost of living.
5. Use the (5 highest years of an individual's earnings, to compute the benefits.
0. Permit any group of workers, not now covered, to elect Coverage.
7. Increase annual earnings used for benefit and tax purposes to, $10,000.
B. Establish ontribution rates of 55% for employees and employers. Self.em-

played pay 89. The Federal Government pay any defieit, up to 6% of taxable
Income, each year.

9. Make all changes applicable to persons, now dirawing Social Security
benefits.

The supporters and members of our organization, feel it is no more than
right Congress should make It possible for all persons, doverid by SOchla Security,
to retire at age 00 with full increased pensions. In view Of the fact, Oongrem
In 1060, made it possible for Federal employees to retire at age (56 and the Unlns.
under private pensions have made it possible for thousands of Union members,
to retire at age 60, they 'ask. Why should those persons who have to depend on
Social Security, for their retirement, bo forced to work to age 05?

I would also like to mention that all of our members and supporters know they
will have to InveSt more noney into their Social Security, while working, to
maintain the aetuhrial sounidness of the fund. This they are willing to do, be-
cause they know the increasing of our Social Security benefits and lowering of
the retirement age, will provide them with more Job opilortuuities, better wages
while working, Job for our youth, greater Insurance protection for their families
and increased benefits when they wish to retire.

An ansver from yoji with your 0oinments will be greatly appreciated.
Wishing you the best of luck, I remain.

Yours truly, NSIXTI Now 11o.,
JAiUS 0. PIMR,

R recut live 'ic President.

ITEmURAM I
PMBR0u,, PA., Auguit 24,1961.

Senator LoNo,
Chairman, Scnato Financo Oommit toe,
lVaohhngton, D.C. ,

As chairnan'of the Sobconmmittee for Hearing in Children of the 0ommittee on
Conservation' of Bearing of the American Academy of Ophthalmology & Oto-
laryngology, I have been authorized to support the passage of the Senate version
of Rouge bill 12080. Passage of this legislation u-ill again place the 'crippled
children's program in close relationship to the maternal and child health program.
It Is our opinion that such a close relationship will insure greater continuity for
tIo rehabilitation of the handItapped child.

RAYM6I4D E. 30ADoN, M.D.
_. 1 . BRoNX, N.Y., August 19, 1907.lion. IlUssI~lL BI. LoKro,

Chairman, f9nato Fi nance Committeo,
Senate Otico Building,
lIWashtngton, D.O.

DEAR SIR: I am writing In reference to the proposed Social Securlty Amend.
i ,ents of 1007.

Enclosed please find a copy of my letter to the chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee. The program of Aid to Families with Dependent Children has recently
come in for reevaluation and restriction by the House. I, am requesting consider-
ation of the expansion of the educational opportunities available under the APDO
program. TheSoclal Security Amendments of 1065 enabled children whose fam-
Ilies were receiving AFDO to attend school or college through the age of 21. The
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comPanion measure enabled children in receipt of survivors- benefits (OASDI
to continue their education through age 22., At the very least, children in receip
of AFDO shoutd"be' permitted to remain eligible for benefits through'age 22, i:

* Wheh theUveie'Act of 1964 was being debated on the'senate floor, you man.
aged the bill for the Administration. During the debate a- few senators' raised thb-
obJctlon 'ht'the bill wild benefit high'and middle jnc09ne groupss" while pro-
viding no benefit to those who were unemployed or unemployable. At that time you
made the point" that it IM.'quite ob$6us tat people who lid no'jpay taxes, or
very much In tiites c6dld'not possibly 6e6flt frorh a tax reduction;* but that you
were willing t-s on50.ao 4 Welfare bill.,At thdt tinie you were the ranking Demo-
crat on'he Onaiic o .Nmittee iiow yu'bre tbke chglrznn, ' b . "

Since thbi'the' udgery and fiscal policy kltltln have cb'anged drastically
and the AFDO pi 6gram has come in'1 for st966hZtiticisin but this should" ot
stand in the way of oxpqdIng the best features qf that program. 'PlTe foctds'of the
critkibm Is on the self perpettiation and growth'of a vast stfibcultute constituting
"the other America." Those who fire able to avail themselves of college attetidahce
break the vtious cycle"of welfare dependency, tils proposal is thus a preventivemeasure which the congress should consider as an investment, and'a highly pr7flt.
able one at that. The iolpes of middle c104s America have long held this view, this
includes college'.students, their famr1lift, economists,- buusinessmen,' profess ionals
gnd bankers. The financial rewards of the lnvestmenit are undlkputed, its co'm-
mon In our privMte lives, the former ihbarnlan of the'Finance Committee, the late
Senator Byrd was frequently urgthi government, to Re its house in ,order by
40lg as a private individual (and balance the budget). Perhaps with regard to.
education the senator wits qulte modern. The social s'urilty amendments of 1965
and the Higher, Education Actf 1065 committed the nation to encourage children
with few financial resources to attend college, we must continue and broaden this
commitment..

We have heard a great deal, this year about Complex plans' 'to get private In-
dustry Involved In the slums, this hhs come fiom prominent individuals In both'
parties. These plans have included Investments,in housing, slum rehabilitation,
home ownership, job creation in the slums and job training. But we have not
heard anything about investment in higher education. This may be because we
have come to assume that'the scholarships of foundations, universities and civic
groups together with bank loans can take care of the needs. The poverty of a
student has been an accepted transient state. The student can see beyond tomor-
row Into the future when his earning capacity will make his temporary sacrifice
worthwhile. He can postpone Immediate gratification in return for a greater de-
layed gratification.

This Is not true of students or prospective students from low soclo-economic
groups, who constitute the recipients of AFDO. Community values, peer group
values, family expectations'and the lure of "getting some money" now, tend to pull
an 18 year old Into the labor market to obtain a low skill, low paying job. At the
same time there is pressure from the same forces mentioned above to get mar-
ried and have children, The pressures to get some spending money and clothes
after a subsistence level of income for a long period of time, makes it very difficult
for an 18 year old to elect to 'continue to subsist economically In the culture'of
students poverty. Thus continuation of the grant helps mitigate the financial as-
pects of student poverty and can serve to aid in acceptance of deferred gratifica-
tion and postponement of immediate gratification. This transformation of values
is indeed a government investment in the slums.

Very truly yours,
AmqOLD GoRE.

APnrL 0, 1967.
Hon. Wu.uR Mims,
House Ways and Means Oommittee,
Hou e Ofloe Building,
Washington, D.O.

DamR Sn:'I am writing in regard to the proposed liberalization of the Social
Security Act.
. In 1965, the congress amended the provision on surviving minor children, to

enable such children to continue receiving benefits after the age of 18. Students
who are In full time attendance at a school or college may receive survivors bene-
fits through age 22. Similarly the Federal Aid to Dependent Children program,
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which Is a part of the Social Security Act, was expanded to include payments to
an eligible payee for Students attending a school or college through the age of 21.

As a social Worker fdr'the New York City Department of Welfare, I have seen
the wisdom of this legislation bear fruit. Unfortunately there are not enough
children taking advantage of this excellent social investment.

Children of families receiving FADO are eligible for benefits only until age 2L
If anything can be said of these families it is that they have a multitude of con,.
plex problems which in most cases are not faced by the more normally developing
family. These problems would militat6 towards a higher age limitation. Equality
would demand at least age 22, equity would require an even higher age limitation.

In conclusion, may I request that you and your colleagues give favorable con.
sideration to amending the PADC program so as to enable full time students to
attend college through age 22, while otherwise remaining eligible for PADC.

Very truly yours,
ARNOLD (IORE.

NORT11EASI' NEIOHtBORHOOD COUNBELINO CENTER,
Kansas Cty, Kans., August 18, 1967.

Hon, RUSSELL. B. LoNG,
Ohairman, Senate Finance Comnlttee,U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DrAR MR. Loe :.Yesterday the U.S. House of Representatives passed H.R. bill
12080. It Is my understanding that this bill will now go to the Senate Finance
Committee of which you are chairman. My purpose in writing you this letter is
to register the strongest possible objection to portions of this bill which affect
public assistance recipients.

My specific objections to this bill are based on the following provisions:
(1) The bill changes the basic aim of the A.F.D.O. program, from protecting

the welfare of dependent children to forcing "employability". The bill: (a) forces'
mothers to leave their dependent children to accept work or training, and '(b)
forces all recipients sixteen or over and not In school to accept work or training,
with no provisions for adequate Job or training standards.

(2) It freezes federal aid for A.F.D.O. families at the January 1, 1007, level for,
each state. This provrtion is a ruthless 'attempt to force the' states to limit
A.F.D.O. case loads without providing any real alternative for the poor people'
arbitrarily denied assistance. It ignores the fact that O..O statistics show that
for every A.F.D.O. recipient In January, 1987, there was another equally needy
person not receiving aid.

1(8) The bill proposes a drastic reversal of a basic purpose of the A.F.D.C.
program

The stated purpose of the A.F.D.O. program is the "care of dependent children
in their own homes or In the homes of relatives" by enabling such parents and
relatives to attain or retain capability for the maximum self-support and personal
Independence consistent with the maintenance of continuing parental care and
protection (Social Security Act, section 401). H.R. 12080 proposes to change the
A.F.D.O. program from a child welfare program to a job training and employment
recruitment program. Since our program at the Northeast Neighborhood C0in.
selling Center was originally funded In 1985 through O.B.O., We have discovered
that many persons who are eligible for public assistance had been unreached by
the public assistance program. By freezing the nitmber of families on the A.P.D.C.
rolls H.R. 12080 prevents aid to millions of additional eligible and destitute
children.

I am writing you, Senator Long, because of your important position on the
Senate Finance Committee. It i not tOo late to strike out the ruthless provisions
of this bill and to make improvements which would be truly helpful and enable
poor people to help themselves.

Because of our exte Ave experience here in Working with *public assistance
recipients and understanding their problems .I Would make' thi following positive
suggestions as to what Congress could do to Improve Welfare legislation:' - -

(1) EsfAblish work iffentit'ee (not the proposed 'compulsoryV training and
employment). Allow welfare families, to keep all money they earn, until their
family income reaches the O.E.O. "low income" poverty line,

(2) Set nation-wide minimum welfare grants which would require all states
to raise all welfare grants at least to the O.E.O. "low income" poverty line.
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In city after city this summer cries of anguish and frustration have come from
America's poor. The U.S. House of Rcpresentativee has responded to those cries
by proposing to force mothers to leave their children and making ineligible for
welfare millions of needy children.

Senator long, I urgently a"k you to use your Influence to correct theoe above.
mentioned errors and show the poor people of America that someone in Congress
care

Very truly yours,
NORTHEAST NXOHSORHOOD COUNSLINO CtNTER,
Romu=r 0. AoaM), Supertor.

CoMUitry COUNCIL OF GREATZB Nmw YORK,
Nel York, N.Y., Attguat Z9, 1907.

Senator RusSEL B. LoNe,
Senate Finanoe (ommlttce,
Senate Ofloe BuUldig,
Wasa'ngton, D.O.

DraR StNATOR LONO: The Citizens' Committee On Aging of the Community
OounciL of Greater New York, formerly the Mayor's Committee On Aging, is
composed of more than 100 key citizens and professional leaders drawn from
labor, management, medicine, voluntary and governmental agencies, civic and
church groups. Since its formation, Its major efforts have focused on income
maintenance, health, housing and supportive services for the elderly. We are
writing to you as Chairman and Vice-Chairman of this committee.

The Yast majority of the aging, aged 65 and over, depezid on Soclal Security
benefits for their basic income and medical care. It is imperative that Social
Security legislation insure a decent and adequate standard of living and medical
servie to these citizens who for all of their working years have made a basic
contribution to our society. The Social Security legislation is now in serious
danger. Not only are the minimal advances of the Administration Bill (1il1 5710)
being seriously cut, but more important, long established, basic health and wel-
fare provisions are being challenged. This can lead to tragic cuts in living and
medical standards for our elderly citizens.
-As the Senate Finance Committee and the Senate as a whole reviews the pond.

lug Social Security amendments, we wish you to give consideraton to the following
points:

oAax GENEIL sBENNIP EcRFsN

We reluctantly supported the recommendation for a 15% increase In cafh
benefits, as proposed in the Administration 1111 (IIl 5110). We felt that It w4s
a step in the right direction, but very inadequate to achieve the original Intnt
of Congress Iu the 1035 Social Security Act. In 10M5 the Congres visualized a
social insurance system which would maintain for senior citizens a decent Amer-
loan standard of living.

We strongly recommend that the Senate adopt as a goal, a level of benefits
at least equal to a "modest but adequate" budget. The Budget Standard Service
of the Community Council of Greater New York estimated the monthly cost of
such a budget, based on October 00M prices, as totalling $100.75 for an elderly,
retired man, and $184.17 for an elderly retired woman. These costs compared
to average monthly Social Security payments to retired workers in New York
City, of $IM6 as of December 105 and only $7&08 to widows and widowers.

Because further substantial increases are needed to alleviate wide spread
poverty and present health deterioration, we advocate the use of general tax
revenue to supplement appropriate Social Security taxes, To keep this program
on an actuarial basis, Is to penalize the poorest and most needy sections of our
country.

While we recognize that a general increase of 12.15% Is a step In the right
direction, this small amount will have a negligible Impact on the needs of the
senior citizens of America.

In the light of this discussion, the general benefit increase 4f 12.5% in cash
benefits Is even more inadequate than the original 15%l.

HM1IOARM OUT-PATRMsT AN1D IN-PATIUNT RENIT5

We laud the Inclusion of In-piatient pathology and diagnostic radiology in
Part A of Medicare. We feel, however, that it is Imperative that hospital out-
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patient henefts bo continued. under IPart A rat -her than Part 11 of HEiceare.
kFor inny patients the placing of these services under P'art Bi will be restrictive
because they will be subject to deductibles and coinsurance. Thus, even fewer
patients will be able to avail thentelvyes of these services.

MED WARIK HILLINO PROCEDURES

We concur with the nowv billing procedure and agree that a third choice be
provided to a patient whereby he can be reimbursed for an itemized bill. At
tho present time, the bill inuat be receipted which bometimes fiecessitates: that
senior cit izens borrow cash for immuediate payment of doctor bills. it addition,
we highly recommend that payment on assignment be encouraged and continued.

UEDJOAI)

The Citizen's Cominwttee On Aginug regards Title XXX as being one of the toost.
imuportant, and potentially tar reaching plcqs of social legislation ever passed
by Congre~s. It ctn establish a pattern to weet the urgent weilcal needs 'of our
nation. We have always been. appalled by the Bi1ll's determination of Medical
iudigeney lit relation to public assiaIanco ptandardq. It Is well known that levels
Of Public aistn00 '~ are well below, the mnnu1a living standards in wany states.

1111~ 126 ntopj ould continue ~this tie-lit between mneditcali ind gency and
public assistance levels, but It reduces the standard for deternining medical
mu Igency to such a low level that tho original Intent of Title XIX would be
nullified, In New Yori* State this would zueqn a dirastic cut Iii the number of
persons eligible.

MEIADREQUIRrD sESYICES

In the existing lai A's Well As fit the Administration 13111 1111 5710 at leaSt the
five following services wvere required.

(1) InI-pAtlent hospl,1
(2) ,Out-patient. boaltal.
(8) Laboratory and X-ray.
(4) Skilled nursing- home.
(I). Physictnti's.

The original Ave basic services 0re fundamental to minimum adequate medical
care. The deceptive extension of the number of cholce of services actually
cami reduce the number of basic services and so lower standards of medical care.

In addition, It is essential that Homo Hlealth Services be Included In the list
of inandatory service&. Home Hetalth Services would extend medical care to
niammy Ill p~ersonls. It would drnutically lower the otvupalicy of hospital and
nurs Ing honme bedsq. It would also servo to cut the high cost of In-patient care.

We urgently hope that the Senate will seriously consider these proposals so0
that the 00th Congres will pass amendments to the Social Security legilation
that will extend and broaden benefits to the nation's aging.

Sincerely, LAURA PRTT
Ohczkmans, Citircas' Oomrwce or. Aginp.

HosutT 11. P0wPtM,
Vi ce Ohairm atj, Ofem' Comtnfftee ot Apf..p.

Tn Wavr~zic FromiloN,-
Olorelastd, Ohio, AngtaE 81, 1967.

lox. RuesaxEL lAN,
Ohalrmanx, GComitees F inanet,
U.S. Senate, wash ision D.O.

Dcn S&NATOR Loxqo: As chairman of the Public Welfare Committee of the
Welfare Federation of Oleveland, Ohio,; I am writing- to express our -viewa on
Title 11, (Aid to ftiniles with Depenfdent Children) of U1IL~ 12080. Our commit-
tee, composed of bttbnq&%' civic, and professional leaders of the comunity, has
a long history of Intereatand concert with the standards and effectIveness of our
local public welfare programs.

In our opinion 11.1t. 1208 has many provisions whieh can result In desirable
changes In the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program. There, are
Othet features which we believe unreasonably coercive on one group of citizens,
and should bb modified.
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We concur with Secretary John W. Gardner that the proposed legislation
"offers great opportunities." We believe with Secretary Gardner that "the bill
offers a new kind of focus on the family as a total entity."

On August 8th In a Wall Street Journal article New York's Welfare Director
Mitchell Ginsberg was quoted as saying, "The main problem with the welfare
system is that nobody likes It The average citizen doesn't ever expect to use It
and he doesn't have much respect for the people who do. The system has failed
to free the poor and has locked them into dependency." The desirable features
of H.R. 12080 for the first time since the original legislation was passed in 1936
offers the opportunity and the challenge to make the Aid to Dependent Children
program fulfill the purposes for which it was originally Intended.

We support fully the principle that agencies administering the program be
required to develop a comprehensive plan for each family and to review it fre-
quently. We believe this type of individual family review, plus readily available
expanded opportunities for training, work experience, and day care facilities
for children, can hasten the restoration of dependent families to self support.
We believe this is the goal of most welfare recipients for themselves as parents
as well as for their children.

With regard to the work-training provisions, we are strongly in favor of
expanding such opportunities to more AFDO family heads, but believe the
Congress should take a more realistic approach than the present bill contem.
plates. In the first place, public welfare agencies are not equipped to administer
such programs on any major scale. We believe the Congres should provide for
broad work.training programs through other government agencies and the
private sector of our economy. Furthermore, any massive work-training pro-
gram must take Into account the dangers of preparing people for non-existent
Jobs.

Our Cleveland experience with work-training under Title V of the Economic
Opportunity Act has confirmed these points.

We support the general principle In the bill that women who are physically
able should have the opportunity to work, and believe it is unwise to encourage
these women to stay home. At the same time safeguards must be provided other
than the existing appeal procedure to prevent compulsion on those mothers who
choose to remain at home because they regard the rearing of their children under
close parental guidance and supervision as their primary responsibility.

We strongly support the principle of work incentives. However, in our opinion
the incentive provisions in H.R. 12080 are too limiting and will not accomplish
the objectives soughL We do not believe there is much incentive in a program
which sets as a maximum exemption an amount equal to the assistance payments
,to which the individual would otherwise be eligible. Many of the people on wel-
fare, especially the women, could find jobs, part-time or full time, that pay less or
the same as they could receive as a welfare subsidy. If all or a fair portion of
these earnings could be in addition to a subsidy, there would be an incentive In
the American tradition.

The effect of such an incentive program on labor costs for certain types of
small business, such as neighborhood restaurants and other employers of part-
time help, could be beneficial to the worker, the employer and the community's
economy. We respectfully urge that the incentive program for Aid to Families
with Dependent Children be patterned after the incentive program in Aid for
the Needy Blind. Another good plan is that proposed in New York City where
effective this fall, welfare recipients can keep the first $85.00 earned each month
and 30 per cent of the remainder up to a reasonable income standard before
being dropped from the rolls. We believe a more liberal incentive program is
especially Justified due to the fact that a majority of the homes are headed
by women. Like other women in the labor force in America today,, AFWDO mothers
also should have the opportunity for part-time employment White still devoting
time to child rearing and caring for the home.

We ask- that the Senate Committee restore the provision requested by Secre-
tary Gardner which would make It mandatory upon the states to meet fall need,
as defined by each state itself, of public assistance recelpients, and to reprice
commodity standards each year, The coupling of an incentive program and pay-
ments at the level of full need will go a long way toward making the work-
training and Work experience programs successful.,,

We urge deletion, from the bill that section which imposes a limitation on the
number of children for whom the Federal Government will make matching pay-
ments to states. We refer here to the section which would freeze the proportion
of the children on the rolls due to absence or desertion of a parent at the pro-
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portion which obtained In January of this year. If left as now written the states
would be encouraged-virtually compelled-to establish even more restrictive
eligibility requirements, or to, lower the already inadequate payments. The net
result of this provision as It now stands, would be to further burden the children
with the short-comings or sins of their parents.

We urge the Senate Finance Committee to amend H.R. 12080 to encourage the
mniximum possible strengthening of families and growth and development of
their children.

Sincerely yours, o

ChairnoWa, Public Welfare Oommittee, Welfare Federation.

PnUADELPHIA, PA., August 30, 1967.
Hen. Russmt.). B. Loo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee.
Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.

Dran SIR: The Philadelphia inquirer, Issue of August 29, carried the story of
a delegation of Philadelphia mothers-75 In number-who traveled to Washing-
ton to attack a house passed bill which would establish stringent new eligibility
standards for families on welfare.

I did some investigating here, by contacting an office concerned with this
problem and the organization which puts on the pressure on senators and others.
In fact the newspaper reported-that both Senators Clark and Scott promised to
see that the bill afford. some relief to the mothers on RELIEF. It seems as the
this Philadelphia group is affiliated with a national group, and generally speak-
Ing I would say that eligibility standards are very much In order.

My own work Involves me In the problems of the aged, most of whom have
contributed considerably to the growth of this land of ours. Yet because they
cannot travel, In any great numbers, and do not molest and threaten some of our
legislators, these older Americans are getting nowhere fast.

So much for this matter. And now to another matter before your committee.
It seems as the you are conducting hearings on some amendments to the Social

Security act, dealing with Medicare.
It Is reported that Dr. Milford 0. Rouse, President of AMA, testified that a

plan which would subsidize Social Security beneficiaries so that they could buy
private health Insurance, would be more practical than our present supple-
mentary to medicare and would be more to the benefit of the government, insur-
ance carriers and physicians.

I am vOry much amazed at the very brash manner In which this doctor offers
his In-expert advice to your committee and thus to the congress of the United
States. It would seem to me that the AMA would be more-in tune with its oath
It it devoted its efforts to increasing the number of doctors In our country, and
educated these doctors to be professional first, last and always. If it devoted Its
efforts to keep doctors Out of hospital management affairs. What doctors are
doing these day§ Is einssing the things they know'nbing.about, and from where
I sit It looks like $100 a day for a hospital bed In the text 5 to 7 years.

Wbuld you llke to know how t help keep5 hospital costs In line? 8end a com-
mittee of several members of your committee in Philadelphia and I will gladly
testify, without any thought of personal gain.

.Oordlally, . ' .

STf ir Lt HAarwx Cwiio, Rome, Ga., Augusit 28, 1967.
Re H.R. 12080, the Social Security Amendments of 19067.
Hon. RussmL, B, LoNo, i ....
U.S.. ate,,Wa hfngton, . . .

Sin.: Wewish to go'on record as following regarding H.R 12080, .
(1) We feel that the same benefits for diagnostic x-ray and- laboratory pro,

cedures should be available to participants whether thepatient is hospitalized
or not hospitalized.

(2) We do not fav r,. the propoalto ld a third system of payment of fees.
Our positlon Ii simply'that the nhys cjAi hold bepid Ifi takes an "assit-
mentof benefits, o,' the pstleil should be paid If thephysician does not take an
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assignment. It would appear that there Is wisdom, In eliminating the requirement
for a receipted itemized bill.

(3) We feel that physical therapy services should be covered when rendered
by an Independent physical therapists even though performed In the office.
Benefit should not be limited to patients using a hospital physical therapy
department only.

We will appreciate your consideration of our position when the Senate (F'.
nance Committee) considers the proposed amendments to the Social Security
Law as It relates to Medicare.

Very sincerely yours,
Tn, HAR 3N CLINIC,

By DAVID M. BowE, Jr.,
Business Manager.

STATE OF CONNEO'rIOUT,
STATE WELFARE DEPARTMENT, -
Hartford, Conn., August 80, 1967.

Re i.R. 12080, amending sections of the Social Security Act.
Hon. RuperixL B. LONG,
OhaIrmah, Senate Finance CJommittee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
.DAR SzxAT0o: We have already expressed our concerns about some sections
of H.R. 12080 which we believe will have a negative impact on the people We are
trying to help. 2 2,

We now wish to express our approval of the Social Work Manpower and
Training section, as amended, and request your strong support for its passage.

We believe this program Is basic tQothe implementation of the services required
in the Social Security Amendments In the last few years, as Federal funds
have been made available for teaching and supervising staff, the schools have
been able to Increase their enrollment. Unfortunately, the demand for trained
staff in so many other fields also Increased, so that the supply continues to fall
far below the demand. With Increased funds, schools could further increase their
enrollment and we in the public agencies would also benefit.

The proportion of applicants to schools of social work to the protection of
acceptances Is still infinitesimal. We believe our picture is representative of all
states. Out of some ninety applicants for educational leave this past year in the
Connecticut State Welfare Department, only V, candidates were approved for
educational leave for the first year. While we could not have approved all the
applicants and some withdrew before the screening process began, many could
not be accepted by the schools of social work because of lack of teaching staff
or lack of supervisory staff for field work placements.

We strongly support Increased financial grants for professional graduate
training.

We also approve theprovision to extend, Improve, or develop undergraduate
programs in social work. We employ, and for some time to come will have to
continue to employ, college graduates for social work positions, and provide In.
service training on the Job. We have found that those persons who have-bad
courses in social work or the background courses grasp; the principles and 'ob-
Jectives of the program and the service component much more readily.

We consider the sections relating to the Social Work Manpower and Training
section, as amended, a very valuable element In the Social Security Amendments
Act of 1967 and request your support.

Sincerely,
BzaNA SHAP Ro, Oommisaioner.

FEDERATION OF PROTFSTANT WizFpm AGENCIES,' No.,
New York, N.Y., September 1, '1961.

Hon. RUSSELL B. Loze,
Chairmc#, Senate Fiane Oommittee,
Senate Of/ce BuildAng,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: The Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies, while
welcoming many of the advances proposed by H.R. 12080 which your committee
Is now considering, notes with deep concern certain regressive features cf the
bill.
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Our Committee on Legislation made a thorough study of H.R. 5710 before It was
supplanted by HR. 12080. On May 15, 1967, a detailed statement of our views
was sent to Chairman Mills and to the members of the House Ways and Means
Committee. I am enclosing a copy of that statement and request that you
your fellow members on the Senate Finance Committee give consideration to
our thoughts as expressed therein.

As Secretary Gardner has pointed out, among other things, the bill as it now
stands would impose deprivation upon thousands of children because of Inade-
quacies or misconduct of their parents. For example, the bill proposes removal
from parental care of children in AFDO families where there is "multiple illegit-
imacy." It would fix a ceiling on the proportion of all children within a given
state who could receive AFDO on the basis of the absence of a parent from the
home-a ceiling which obviously would have no effect whatsoever on the absent
parents, but which would Impose cruel hardship on their children. To speak in
more general terms, the bill tends to treat AFDC as a means of enforcing patterns
of conduct and family life on poor families, under pain of depriving them of their
means of subsistence.

We earnestly hope that this session of Congress will enact a bill to improve the
Social Security Act, but that this bill will be free of such harsh and repressive
provisions.,

Sincerely yours,
Th'ovoaz PrAnsoN, President.

MAY 15, 1967.
Hon. Wnva D. Mmns,
Ohafrman, Wais and Means Oommittee,
House Offlce Building,
Washington, D.O.

DrAn CONORESSMAN M us: The Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies,
which has as members 282 Protestant and non-sectarian health and social
welfare agencies In the Greater New York area, is keenly aware Of the gigantic
task, as well as the opportunity, with which your committee In Confronted in its
deliberations and actiona on H.R. 5710. The opportunity which your committee
has to Improve the Social Security, public assistance, and medical care programs
in this country Is of tremendous importance. The Federation wholeheartedly
endorsed the Intent of H.R. 5710 to bring about needed Improveme:its in the
Social Security Act. Based on its experience, however, it recognizes the great
need of the citizens of this country for Increased benefits over certain provisions
of IR. 5710 as it now stands. We are therefore respectfully bringing'to your
attention certain sections of the bill which we especially support or which we
would like to see modified.

The Federation, while endorsing the provisions of Title I, Part 1, Benefits
under the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance-Prograns, wishes to
comment especially on Sections 101 and 108. The Increases proposed In Section
101 averaging 15% are, of course, a step In the right direction. However, since
Social Security is the sole retirement income for approximately 85% of the
aged, most older persons will continue to be financially Insecure, Will be unable
to attain a reasonable standard of living, will in many thstances i quire supplW
metary public assistance, and the uiajority will continue to remain at,-or below
the poverty level, The. propohed national average monthly behtefit for. Iletired
workers, as we understand it, will be approximately $96.60. In New York City
a "modest but adequate, budget for a retired man Is $100.75 monthly., This
amount Is needed for a man living In his own home or apartment and does not
provide for extraordinary needs such as major medical eare or protective living
arrangements such as nursing homes. Therefore, while , endorsing the proposed
increase, the Federation is keenly imare that it will not solve the problems for
the majority of our:older citizens in New York.City.

With' respect to Section 106 which deals with Mllowabld earnings of, recipients,
the Federation recognizes thtt-this Involves one of the most perplexing problems
which has faced the Congress since the iception of the Social, Security program.
Started as it Was during the depressiondays of the thirties,. the Social Security
phildsophy' waS Intended to retire persons from the labor market rather than
ro encourage opportunities for continued use' of their skill, knowledge and
wisdom. Since such marked changes have taken place In our economy in the last
thirty years, we hope the Congress will give full consideration to updating this
section of the Social Security Act so' that it will more nearly meet the current

'October 1966 budget standard, Community Counell of Greater New York.
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needs both of individuals and of communitles.:Beeause the'retirement benefits
have rightly been thought of as social 6nwuratne, -S*Oal Security has been admin.
Istered without a means test as to total resourtms of the individual. It therefore
quite properly is not limited by income from sources other than employment;
such resources can be limitless. But, again In an effort to discourage persons
85 and over from continuing in the labor market, drastic limitations have been
placed on income from covered employment. While welcoming the minor Increase
from $1500 to $1680 per year as the amount which an Individual Is permitted
to earn before his retirement benefit is reduced, the Federation earnestly sollclts
your consideration of a basic change in H.R. 5710 to remove the earned, income
maximum entirely and permit an Individual of retirement age to work to his
maximum strength and interest and nevertheless receive his full Social Security
benefit.The Federation makes this strong recommendation based not only on its
philosophic conviction of the importance of work to the individual, but also
practically, on its experience as 'an employer. The Federation has long had a
policy of making maximum use of the skill of older Individuals and has employed
on its staff full-time,' part-time, or for limited temporary periods, persons with
unique skills which are not readily obtainable In-the labor market In the present
day, when every ounce of experience and expertise that can be made available
is desperately needed throughout the country In every field of endeavor, we
believe it is sound practice-to encourage older persons to work and continue
their usefulness even though they may not wish to work full time. Most health
and welfare agencies, in this period of extreme shortage of qualified manpower,
could not operate If they did not make use of the skills of older persons. This
policy, however, Is not pursued without difficulty; both for the individual staff
member and for the employer. To be sure, an Individual 65 and over Is not
compelled to stop work; he may at any time stop his Social-Security benefits
or in fact simply not apply for them. The decision,.however,ns mot usually this
simple, and there comes a point when full or part time work brings somewhat
diminished returns and it seems simpler to receive his benefits and work only
as much as permitted without suffering a deduction In his benefits. We have
first hand knowledge of the incentives which individuals need to return, to work
and their reluctance to glye, up their Social Security benefits in order to take
temporary or part-time Jobs. We know also of the Incnveniences to the employer
when an individual, who has not stopped his payments, thinks It best to cease
work when he has reached his annual maximum allowable income from employ-
ment, even If this occurs before the project for which he Is employed is, com-
pleted. We therefore urge that you give serious consideration to abolishing the
maximum amount for earned income, in order that our whole society, which has
changed so much since the economic conditions of the depression days, can be
given an opportunity to strengthen its productivity through Its employment of
older retired specialists whose contribution can be invaluable.

The Federation also endorses Section 125 of Part 8 in Title. I, which calls
for the inclusion. of health Insurance for the permanently disabled under the
Medicare plan. This Is a vulnerable group with respect to health needs and
including them In the. Medicare plan will do much to promote their physical
well-being and rehabilitation,
. With theexceptIon of Section 203, the Federation endorses all of Title .I, Part

1, dealing with the public assistance amendments. However, It does wish to make
certain recommendations for further improvement and sincerely hopes that the
Congress will give consideration to these recommendations which are based on
years of experience within this Federation , : , -

The earnings exemptions of public assistance recipients'provided for-in Sec-
tion 201 are Indeed another sound step in furthering family life and attempting
to help Individuals and families rise above the poverty level. We earnestly sug-
gest to you, however, that in principle the exemption should be, increased and
made uniform, especially in relation to APDO famllle& It is In these families
that the lack of money so often results In an entire childhood spent in deprivation
with little or no' opportunity for wholesome, new* and broadening experiences
which are Impossible on public assistance allowance& As the section now stands,
It continues the discrepancies between the adult categories and APDO families.
In the interest of both equity of treatment among the categories and simplifica-
tion of administration for public departments, we urge that consideration be
given to Ironing out the difference as to amounts permissible in each category.
The Federation commends the provision that all such exemptions will be man-
datory upon the states beginning July 1, 1969.
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It Is heartening to note In Section 202 that it will now be mandatory on the
states to meet full need according to their own standards, and that these stand-
ards cannot fall below those in effect In January 1907. We sincerely trust, how-
ever, that the Congress will take leadership in making It possible for the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare to ensure that the state standards are
indeed adequate to meet full need, and that they continue to be examined and
updated, not only for cost-of-living Increases, but also as to whether the kinds
and amounts of goods and services Included in the standard are truly adequate
to meet need In accordance with modern knowledge regarding "adequacy",
and in order that public assistance payments will help to bring Individuals above
the poverty level.

We urge a re-drafting of Section 203, pertaining to income In determining
eligibility for cash assistance. We oppose the intent to establish a proportionate
relationship betweeti eligibility for cash assistance and eligibility for medical
assistance under Title XIX. We seriously question whether the provisions in
this section (203) and those In Section 220 which also seeks to correlate the two
standards will lead to precise consideration and reconsideration of the adequacy
of either standard. Relating the two standards In this way can well lead to
Inadequacy in both.

It Is gratff'i1ng to note In Section 204 that the Congress is providing again
for the cost of commlmity work and training programs which means so much
to families receiving AFDO. The provisions of this section, however, seem
unnecessarily complicated with respect to the 'division of labor between the
Secretary of Labbr and the Secretary of'Health, Education, and Welfare. The
Federation commends the training Incentive of $20.00 per week and would recom-
mend that further consideration be given to providing this same amount in
Section 101, since It Is a more realistic incentive both In training programs and
In motivating Individuals toward employment than lesser amounts proposed In
Section 201.

The Federation especially commends Section 208, and proposes that the
Congress make this 'mandatory rather than permissive. The importance of
AFDO allowances to "lntact"'families cannot be over-emphasized. It is unthink-
able that we could continue the provisions which led to the charge that public
assistance caused fathers to desert their families In order that the family become
eligible for AFDO when the father was unable to obtain employment. In this
connection, we suggest that Congress also consider federal assistance to the
states for families receiving general assistance. In New York City there are
approximately 13,000 fa,:illes'at any one time who, because of the size of the
family, must receive general assistance to supplement the minimum wages of the
head of the family. These families, where every effort Is being made for self-
support, are indeed deserving of federal consideration as much, If not even
more, than the ones who are temporarily unemployed.

As Indicated earlier, the Federation strongly ieommends that Section 220
of Part 2, Title II, which limits federal participation in medical assistance, be
eliminated. This program is so new as to be not yet fully operable, and to make
changes In its eligibility structure at this time would, In our opinion, be such a
retrogressive step as to seriously retard the program. Time must be permitted
in order to evaluate the success of this program and how well it achieves Its
purpose, especially in relation to the provisionof early medical care for chil-
dren and adults. It this program can continue long enough to provide a sound
evaluation, we believe it will prove'one of the best Investments the federal gov-
ernment has ever made, Insuring as It can early medical care for children who
before this have had their health problems neglected and have seldom received
attention at the stage where truly preventive health care could have taken place.

The Child Welfare -Services Amendments contained in Part 3 of Title II will,
of ceUrse,;bring some relief to.clties and states struggling to provide adequate
child welfare services. However, it is almost certain, even at the outset, that
they alone will not enable the states to fulfill the 1962 mandate from Congress
to make Lrallable comprehensive child welfare services by 1075, nor will they
ensure that states will achieve the goals defined by the President In his Message
on Children and Youth.

This Federation, through. Its member agencies which work directly with thou-
sands of deprived and neglected children" In the City of New York, Is fully
aware of the complex and perplexing problems which beset those who attempt
to provide mote Imaginative and effective services to the children In our troubled
urban areas. We appreciate also that the Congress has a particular concern for
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the young children and youth of this nation. Voluntary agencies in New York
City have struggled long with these problems and have provided leadership in
the establishment of new and different services such as expanded use of home-
makers, day care centers, and protective services. Even the combined resources
of all concerned, however, have fallen far short of meeting the need in this city.
It is well known that the desired degree of prevention of family breakdown and
protection of children is not being achieved through our present methods and
within the limits of the funds and staff available. The financial and human
resources of the voluntary agencies, the state, and the localities have been
taxed to the breaking point by efforts to bring about such prevention and pro-
tection.

-This Federation strongly supported H.R. 1077, commonly known as the Burke
Bill, We now sincerely urge you -and your committee to substitute for Sections
235 and 230 the provisions of the Burke Bill,-which would grant 75% reimburse-
ment immediately for personnel providing child welfare services, and for the
training of such personnel. We would, of course, support the position that states
should not spend less than they have In the past, but to limit reimbursement
from federal funds to 75% of additional staff costs over present expenditures is
to limit seriously the opportunity for expansion.

The Federation also urges federal partieipation in the costs of child welfare
programs such as foster care, day care, and adoptions. The 1962 Amendments,
setting forth as they did the goals for providing child welfare services through-
out the country, have not been achieved because the funds and staff necessary
to implement these goals have not been available. Because of this and despite
intensive efforts on the part of localities, children who were mere babies in 1962
have now had the dubious opportunity to grow older and Into possibly delin-
quent ways because the help they needed early in life was not provided. ,

The federal government pays millions of dollars, as we believe it should, to
the AFDO program in an effort to keep children in their own homes. The children,
however, who are deprived of both parents and must be removed from their own
homes do not share in this dollar concern of the federal government. In New
York City alone, there are more than 22,000 children outside of their own homes,
many of them In institutions and foster homes run by agencies that are members
of this Federation. The New York City Department of Welfare and the many
voluntary agencies which work closely with it have tried numerous approaches
to meeting the needs of these particular children. New York City, however, Is in
a sense penalized because it has done so much. It needs federal help in reimburse-
ment now, not after it has spent millions more in trying to develop these new
services to an even greater degree. The effects of poverty and the "cycle of
dependency" have become obvious to all In recent years. Because of its deep con-
cern and many efforts to prevent poverty, dependency and the proliferation of
problems now and in the future, the Federation earnestly proposes to you that
the provisions both for reimbursement on program and staff as provided in HR.
1977, be substituted for Sections 235 and 230 of the Amendments.

The Federation welcomes Section 401 of Title IV of the Amendments which
would authorize grants to public or non-profit private colleges and universities
and accredited Graduate Schools of Social Work, to meet part of the cost of the
development and expansion or improvement of graduate and undergraduate
training in the field of Social Work. It sincerely hopes that an even larger appro-
priation can be made available, since the problem which this section: seeks to
alleviate is basic to all social welfare needs both In New York City and through-
out the country. The plight of agencies trying to obtain trained staff is such
that in desperation they often pirate staff from each other, since so little is avail-
able. The member agencies of this Federation working in the health and welfare
fields are confronted daily with the human suffering which is compounded by
the shortage of trained social workers. Whether it is a small child awaiting a
foster home, an aged person needing counseling and help in planning his meager
resources, a young family searching for help with a problem so. grave as to
threaten Its very existence as a family group, or a youngster on the verge of
delinquency because there is no opening for him in a community center, all suffer
from the lack of professionally trained social workers. There must be intensified
efforts to increase the pool of such social workers. The need for them ts immediAte.

You are undoubtedly familiar with the frequently quoted statistics which so
graphically point up the need for more social workers, i.e., in New York State
there are 4,500 vacancies in approved budget lines and the Informed finding
that 100,000 new social workers will be needed throughout the country by 19110
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in the Publio social services alone. The Federation therefore heartily endorses this
section of 'the Amendments and petitions you to increase the grant if possible.

The Federation appreCiates the efforts of Congress to increase revenue through
Title V, Sections 501-507 on the Tax Treatment of the Aged; but it has serloUs
question about revision of the tax system for the aged at the ae time that Such
major amendments are being proposed and considered. The major and far-reach
ing changes which are proposed in this Title we believe require intensive and
prolonged study to determine the effect- they. will have on persons now receiving
or about, to apply for retirement benefits., This Federation ut-ges that this Title
be excluded at this thie and that instead, provisions be made for thorough study
of the tax treatment of the aged, Including whether even under the presenttax
system there is an element of "double taxation" in relation to private pension
plans which should be corrected, Even a rather, cursory study of these proposed
amendments leads many, of us to the conclusion that they will affect adversely
and possibly drastically those who are just above the poverty level. Individuals
who have planned on private pensions supplemented by Social Security, tax
free, and have made careful plans for retirement, will be caught, we fear, tinder
this Tit'e, and be forced to a standard of living so close to the poverty line as to
bring despair to many who retired thinking they had made ample6provision fMr
their futures.iThe disruption of tho older segment of the population which could
be caused by these tax.revisions is a matter of grave concern. Despite the attempts
made in the proposed Amendment toosafeguard a third of the Social 8ecordty
benefit from taxation, it is difficult to determine, without intensive study, whether
taxing any part of the benefit may not increase the possibility, of double taxation,

The Federation respectfully submits the above recommendations and com-
ments for your consideration and sincerely hopes that they will be of value to you,
in your very grave deliberations.

Sincerely yours,
THEoDoRo P.&RoN, Presdent.

WINTER PARK CHAMBER OF CommERcE,
Winter Park, Fla., August 30, 1967.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O. ,

DEuA SENATOR Lono: Resolution adopted at its regular weekly meeting, August
25, 1967 by the Congressional Action Committee, Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce.,

Resolved, That the committee commend Chairman Wilbur Mills of the House
Committee on Ways and Means for publicly challenging the concept of welfare
as a "way of life".

Resolved, That Congress should exhibit a. comparable concern over the fact,
noted even by the liberal Washington Post (editorial August 20, 1967) that so-
cial security, costs of young people already are higher than costs of comparable
retirement annuites from private companies.

Resolved, That the Congressional Action Committee urge the Senate Finance
Committee and the Senate to accept the 12%% benefit increase and the $50 a
month minimum benefit voted by the House.

,Resolved, That the Congressional Action Committee opposes further expan-
sion of welfare type benefits under guise of social security old age insurance.

Resolved,, The present and future social security legislation be directed to the
objective that there shall be no benefits without contribution.

Resolved, That the Congressional Action Committee commend the provisions
of the House bill requiring each state to make work training available to "appro-
priate individuals" on assistance as a condition to Federal aid to the state. And
also to require denial of assistance to Individuals failing to show good cause for
refusing employment.

Resolved, That the Congressional Action Committee endorses for present or
future legislation the increase of annual earnings to $2400 without loss of social
security benefits and reduction from age 72 to age 70 of thO privilege of un-
limited earnings without loss of social security benefits.

And resolved, That House conferees be urged to stand firm against any lib-
eralization of the House bill which may subsequently be voted by the Senate..

Respectfully,
Tir Cons,Chairman, Con gressional Action t'omnmittee.
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STATE OF COLORADO,
DEPARTMENT" OF PUT3LIO WRLFARU,

Denver, (olo., August 81, 1967.
Hon. RussmL B. 'L o, ,
Chairman, senate Finance Oommittee,
U.S. Senate,
Wasington, D.O.

DrAR 8ENATOs LONG: Ilam sending you a copy of a letter I wrote to our Colo-
rado Senators in Washington, D.O., concerning H.R. 12080. I thought you would
be interested in the comments of the Colorado State Department of Public
Welfare.

Sincerely,
COLORADO STATn, DEPARTMENT O PUBLIC WELFARE,
CHOAzuNE J. BmiINSS, Director.

AUGUST 31, 1967.
Hon. GOonIoN ALLorr,
Old Senate Office BuIiding,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR AttLaT-r: I have been carefully studying the amendments to the
Social Security Act' that passed the House in H.R. 12080. I favor most of the
provisions of the Act, but would like to call your attention to some of the provi-
sions that I feel would adversely effect the welfare program in Colorado and
would result In a hardship to the state and counties.

First, let, me comment that I favor the provisons that increase the Social
Security benefits to the insured beneficiaries. From our experience with the cost-
of-living increases since October 1965, we have raised the Old Age Pension pay-
ment $5.00. Naturally, these increased costs have effected the Social Security
beneficiary' costs and should be reflected in their payments. This increase will
also mean that several aged persons in Colorado will not find it necessary to
apply for Old Age Pension. It will also eliminate a few from the Pension rolls.

The new provision to ,cover disabled widows and disabled dependent widowers
will reduce the Aid' to Needy Dlabld expenditures. Colorado has not kept a
statistical record of these widows or widowers, as this' information has not been
pertinent vuless the recipients were in thi4r early sixties. The county directors
report that there are several widows on Aid to Needy Disabled.
: Coloiado has tried to develop a gobd program"of services for-recipients of pub-

lic assistance and has taken advantage of Title V, Work and Training Programs,
in the counties where the volume of cases made it feasible. These programs have
bedn quite successful and well accepted by the public and staffs. Several coun-
ties have also had a sufficient number of Aid'to 'Dependent Children families
with unemployed parents to justify Work and Training Programs. We endorse
theprinciple of Work and Training Projects In conjunction with other rehabilita-
tion services.

'However, i would like you to' give consideration to amending -Section 407,
page 119, of H.R. 12080. Page 120 (1)((I) requiress "such father has 6 or
more quarters of '*ork .-.. in any 13 calbndar-quarter." I, feel that this will
eliminated 'several Colorado applicants or recipients from deriving benefits from
Work and Training Programs. Most of our people in training have limited edu-
cation, poor work history or skills. Also, many are young couples who married
while in school or 'after dropPing out of school. We feel that these are the
individuals who need the adult education and work training. This is their op-
portunity to develop skills and, a work history which can make them eligible
to compete in the labor market, If they are not eligible to qualify for Aid to
Dependent Children, they will have to belcared for on county General Assistance.
To exclude fathers who have rio work experience does not make sense. They
have the greatest need for training. Also; one successful case we had recently
was a man released from the penitentiary who took training and is now fully
employed. He would not qualify under this law. A good example of training young
men with no experience was at the Project in Lamar where they remodeled
the welfare building under good supervision. These men thus learned skills in
the building trades.

We also object to the fact that a man cannot be receiving Unemployment
Compensation Benefits and be certified to Aid to Dependent Ohildren of Un-
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employed Parents and Work and Training. In certain selected cases with large
families, we have trained m en for better work skills so that they could have
a better chance for employment that would support their families. The amount
of Unemployment Compensation did not meet their minimum needs, and Aid
to Dependent Children of Unemployed Parents supplemented the amount neces-
sary to meet their minimum budget requirements while they were In training.
If employment within the scope of-their skills became available through the
Employment Service, they left 'the Project. We would like to continue this pro-
cedure where the circumstances in the cases make it advisable.

We endorse the provision for exempt earned income and incentives as pro-
vided In Section 202, pages 115-119. The Colorado State Department of Public
Welfare has endorsed this concept for several years. Also, this year, several
county commissioners have asked us to recommend such a plan, and one county
requested a special project so that they could try to demonstrate the value of
Incentive allowances. Some counties feel that $80.00 exempt and one-third of the
remainder of the earnings is too low. Some suggest 50 per cent instead of one-
third.

We strongly object to Section 208, page 140, of H.R. 12080, which imposes a
limitation on the number of children with respect to federal reimbursement.

This section of the Bill provides "the number of dependent children who have
been deprived of parental support or care by reason of the continued absence
from the home of a parent with -respect to whom payments under this section
may bo made to a state for any calendar quarter after 1967 shall not exceed
the number which bears-the same ratio to the total population of such state
under the age of 21... to such'state for the calendar quarter beginning Jan-
uary 1, 1987."

Kost families today are on Aid to Dependent Children because of family break-
down. We agree that every effort possible should be made to rehabilitate fam-
ilies, and/or to get support from fathers for their children. We also agree with
providing family planning services but do not feel that the above requirement
Is a proper way to reduce caseloads. If employment Is not available, we will not
be able to reduce caseloads through jobs and thus make applications for other
families to apply. It is not feasible to turn needy people away -"because our
quota is filled." In many cases, It is a better plan for the family to have the
mother remain at home and care for her children. Every effort should be made
to rehabilitate families, not discriminate against them and the children.

The Aid to Fathers of Dependent Children Law provides that there will be
federal reimbursement for foster. care. if the child was on Aid to Dependent
Children at the time the couit orders foster oare placement. We object to the
requirement that the child, to 06 eligible for thfs care, must be placed by a
c6urt order. There are times that the child welfare worker determines that the
circumstances in the home or the particular problems of the child could best
be handled by foster. home placement (mother's temporary illness, child's emo-
tional problems, et cetera). Courts rarely order children removed from their
homes unless documented lroof of negl,:t, abuse,' or there is delinquency. We
do not feel that this program chn be effective If we have to relyon placements
onlyby court order and would like this provision deleted. We do not feel that
all these children should have a court record. Many parents, for the benefit of
the child, ask to have placement maide and this type of placement does not have
to goto court in Colorado.

Section 209, page 141, of Hi. 12080, provides for necessary repairs to be
made to homes owned by recipients of all categories except Aid to Dependent
Children. We agree with the principle that recipients should not live in sub.
standard housing. Approximately 25.8 per cent, or 3,126; Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren families own their homes.and wonder why repairs cannot be included for
mothers who are trying to raise their children in their own homes.

I endorse Section 208, page -187, which provides for federal reimbursement
for emergency assistance tO meet crises that occur before categorical assistance
can be provided or could tide a- family over an emergency until another plan
could be made. This will help county departments and, no doubt, provide assist-
ance in some counties that might not otherwise help the family. Many counties
in Colorado, at present, do not provide General Assistance, except for medical
emergencies, However, a 30-day limit would not be too effective in some cases.
This should cover a period of 60 to 90 day& Emergencies frequently cannot be
solved in a 30-day period.

A45
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I will appreciate ybur serious consideration of possible revisions in the
sections of H.I! 12080 that I have discussed above.

Very truly yours,
COLORADO STATI9 DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE,
CHARLINE J. BIRKINS, Director'.

STATEMENT OF V. E. CARLOUGH, NORTH MIAMI, FLA.

I,am t o poor to collect my old age benefits owed to me by Social Security.
What can be done to correct a system that gives to the rich but denies the

poor?
WHO DOE8 COLLECT OLD AGE DE.NEFITS?

To ltdtton a few, it's "mnn 'o'f a fluency, seiM1-rethed bsiisiness'nieri---Unton
workers 'with a Pension Pian-men with larg' investment in'odih--nnd'those of
many other categories get their Old Age Benefits. Bu.t no person, like myself,
who has 'no supplemental income to fall back pri, is eligible for OAB.

Just think of it, the one who needs It nlot'i "Shut Out." What a liegative
and frustrating situation. .. . "The Rich, Yes; but the Poor, No." tIypWmany
more thousands, like myself, are caught in the same bind-who will have to
live through their declining years without ever' sharing In that proverbial "Pot
of Gold at tile end of the rainbow." And Who are these people who are denied
their Old Age Benefits? For the mostpart they are the Solid Citizens of America
that are seldom heard; from when it comes to looking for hand outs-who, lead
exemplary lives-obey the laws of God and man-work all their lives, believing
that It is mans duty and destiny to take care of his obligations to Church" and
Charities, and as far as possible work for his own livelihood and that of his
family.

What hope Is there In the foreseeable future for them to secure for themselves
benefits from Social Security on the same equitable basis as those who are get-
ting them? How can such a change be brought about?

One of two methods could be employed to accomplish this:
(1) Organize to put our case before Congress to get the laws changed,

or
(2) take a case to a Oourt of Equity' *here Itcould be determined If the

law Itself or the administration thereof is Equitable in the light of circum-
stances that have arisen since the law was passed during the depression
days of 1934-1935. If a suit at equity could, be deemed to be a "Class Suit'
then a favorable decision for one complainant would effect all persons In a
similar class.

In either case the cost to a lone complainant 'would far surpass any benefits
that could accrue to a single person. Attorney fees, cost of research, public rela-
tions expenses and other costs would run Into the thousands of dollars. But, if a
suit becomes a "Class Action," then thousands of people could Join In and raise
enough money to make it worthwhile.

To start, then, one person would have to file suit against the Social Security
Administration for refusing to dispense Old Age Benefits to persons who have
passed their 62nd Birthday, "Because they are working and earn over $1,500
(Gross) per year or over $125.00 per month." Who will start the venture to put
a stop to this farce and travesty against justice?

In connection with plan (2) going to court, a faint ray of light has come from
a recent decision by the United States 4th Circuit CoUrt of Appeals, Rlchimond,
Virginia. On May 1, 1907 this high Court ruled that the Social Security Admin.
Istratlon cannot deny disability payments simply because an applicant makes
more than $100.00 per month (the limit allowed when that suit was started).
The Court said Congress did not intend to deny disability payments to persons,
who, because of character, and a sense of responsibility chose to work to supple-
ment social security payments. The Court further stated that the complI~nant
who worked to supplement his SS payments did so because he had the "admirable
motivation to Insist upon working for the support of his family despite physical
inability to do so." When his job cost him the right of disability payments, the
Court said, "the administration showed more logic than common sense."

This same humane ruling could well apply to old age benefits payments to
those who chose to maintain a responsible position In the community by 'con-
tinuing to work even after they became eligible for such payments.
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Involved In 88 administration comes the question "It it true that the men who
drew up the original 88 Law (Economio-Seeurlty and Advisor Council on Eco-
nomic Security) appointed by President Roosevelt'June 29,1934 and the Congress
of 1935 intend to "Shut Out" 65 year olds wh had to work on after 65 because
they had no supplemental Income tW fall back on when they became eligible for
Old Ago Assistancel The answer -is a definite go; Concrete evidence to support
this No will be presented In a future dissertation on this subject.

But how and why have I been go engrossed In the subject of Old Age Benefit
ad mlnistration?

It all began on May 23 1964.
Thte was my 65th blrthlay," and with much anticipation built up over years

of growlng old, I introduced mys lf at the 79th Street Office of the Social Security
Administration. There' 1'gleefully announced myself ag a Senior Citizen and' in-
quired "Where do I get the money"?

'A friendly clerk smiled' Indulgently at my expectations of getting "Old Age
Benefits", but was quick to caution me that "the' mdhey tree was not shedding
Its gdodles just that easy. 'Formalities such as establishing my Identity and my
rights to 5- would be- undertaken and then passed on In Washington or New
York or some place for approval. Well, all that seemed logical to me, so I filled:
out forms, gave proof of Age and of payments Into' the 88 fund since the yeat'
1937, and complied with all other re Luiat[6ns required of me. 1

Within a reasonable time thereafter I received notice that sure enough I was
qualified and could- dryVw $116.00 per month tlnov and fiore if my future earnings
should'bring my averages up. However, there would be no payments as of no
because I was still working! .

Well; this Was a shocker to me. In effect it meant that I would have to quit
my $5,000 a year job In order to get the "Old Age 'Benefits" promised me 30
years ago. But how come, I reasoned with myself that for years I have been
cashing SS checks for other people who cameto Miami Beach fok a toUr-or,
vacation that some times lasted at long as 8 or 4 months. From my vantage
point as a front office man In a hotel these people seemed affluent-owned bust-
nesses, spent a lot of time at the stock exchange office of Bache and Company
on Harding Avenue, and generally lived like Wealthy people. The men of the
family went to the Horse Races most every day, while the women spent their
time at a friendly card game In the private card, rooms of nearby hotels. Many
of these people were so affluent that they paid a room rental of $30.00 per day
or more and in many cases season rates up to $6,000.00' and still both members of
the family presented me, each month, maximum "old age benefit" checks for
encashment. On many occasions I heard remarks that the money produced by
their checks would make it convenient to go to the "Dog Track" that night with
"Fresh Money."

Now I never regarded these remarks with anything but a passing interest
because I figured that each person could do what he wanted to with his money
If he or she qualified for "Old Age Benefits", However, It becomes very difmcult
for me to understand now how these wealthy people were entitled to benefits,
in the light of me being "shut out" from benefits, when this little extra help
would help to meet the growing inflation costs of living at a time when I, because
of age, could not command any increases In my salary and earning capacity.

With these perplexing questions In mind, I decided to analyze the financial
position of some of those who cashed OAB checks with me. I put these people
Into classifications which I will enumerate:

1. Mr. "A" is a man of great wealth, a high executive getting $25,000 a year
salary and has a $100,000 Income from investments. He received OAB checks--
Why? He is over 72 years of age.

2. Mr. and Mrs. "B" have Investments that enrich them $150,000 per year.
They have a going business which brings them in $25,000 a year. They each
receive OAB checks. Why? When Mr. "B" became 65 years of age he announced
that his son was taking over the management of the business and he took him.
self off the payroll and henceforth would take'his emoluments from the business
in "Dividends" not salary. He claims he does not give substantial time to'the
business and no one can prove It otherwise. He goes to business when and If he
desires, and leaves In the same manner. He does not, of course, punch a 'time
clock and has absolutely no check on his activities, either while at his office,
the broker's office, the golf course or other places of rendezvous with bhslness
cronies.

83-231-67-pt. 3-38
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Mrs. "B' wae put on the business payroll at a time when only 5 years of
covered employment was necessary to qualify for OAB. Any work she did for
the company must have been at home because she was not the business woman
type. They both get maximum OAB checks.

3. Mr. "0" for the past 25 years worked for a company that set up a retire.
ment plan. When he quit work his company turned over to him $28,000 in cash
and stock in the company. In addition he will draw $000,00 per month the rest
of his life. His company calls him in for consultation occasionally (or when-
ever they want to) but he is not on the regular payroll for any amount. He
gets OAB without question.

4. Mr. "D" worked for an industrial corporation that had a strong Union.
One of the important benefits of the Union-Company pension retirement fund
contemplated stoppage of work at age 6, at which time he started receiving
$100.00 per week for life. He gets OAB without question.

There are many -ther circumstances which permit a person to draw OAB.
They are too many to detail, but In all cases the same pattern exists, eg., those
who have money Get. Those who don't have money are "Shut Out". All of the
types of people mentioned above followed the same procedure that I did. We all
had deductions of the same amount withheld from our pay over the years, but at
that point we begin to differ. I have nothing to supplement my GAB-to main-
tain my status In life--but the others have. Comparing all of us, I need CAB
most of all, but by employment of the standard of administering on the basis
of law instead of equity, I am shut out of my rightful Inheritance.

All things considered I believe that I have a more valid claim for OAB
than most of the above persons. But, in the light of the lawful administration
of SB, the question Is "How to go about presenting my claim". Perhaps I could
persuade my boss to pay me a salary of $1,200 and put me on a retirement
pension of $3,800 which would put me in the same category as #3 previously
mentioned. Would this subterfuge qualify me?

Another thought occurs to me Supposing I should quit work altogether. As-
suming I received my GAB of $116.00 per month, and that was my only income,
I would then establish myself as being in the lower area of the Poverty class.
Under such circumstances I would have to sell my home, and rent. I would then,
be eligible to rent a low rent government subsidized apartment for about $50.00
per month (which would cost the government at least another $50.00). Then I
could get a poverty food package (I don't know the cost of that).,I could get
medical and surgical service for. free (as an indigent)--and perhaps there are
other free rides which I don't know-about at this time. The thought arises, Is
this a better solution than paying my OAB in the first place.

What would be some of the "side effects" of giving up my job to, retire?
Based upon my May 1907 checks the following results would ensue.
Gross pay ----------- - ------------ $484.82
Deduction for income tax ------..... 10.00
Deduction by $8 F.X.O.A. A -------------------------------- 21.32
Net to me -------------------------------------------- 392.62

A d edumd of other losers

U.S.A. (Income and FIAC OAR)---------------------- ------- $92,22
City taxes M2 of year ---- ----------------------- ----------- '
County taxes %2 of year ------------------------------------ 11.48
Sales taxes ------- ------------------------------------- 17. 08

Total (tax losses) ---------------------------------- 125.16
An amazing fact is brought into focus by this analysis. By denying me my

OAB of $116.00, the Federal-state-and local government stands to lose $125.16
per month. This is just one of the many enigmas that results from this uneco-
nomical handling of my situation. When you add to this government subsidies of
low cost rent, free food allotments and other governMent hand outs, it is easy
to see that the present policies of S8 administration take on the mantle of being
self-defeating.

Another economic situation Is worthy of note, If OAB is to help In your declin.
Ing years as Is often stated In various pieces of literature of 58, then what
about a situation like this. Up to about 4 years .go my salary with my present em-
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ployer was about $5,400. Under ordinary circumstances, I would have been ad-
vanced about $500 per year in salary.' But, because of my advancing age, my
employer reasoned tht I was slowing up In activity and productiveness and
therefor did not feel Inclined to give me salary Increments. Besides where could
I get a job that would even pay me what he was paying. Right there I needed
help, because since 4 years ago prices of everything a person needed was going
up, According to statistics such elemental things as Real Estate Taxes, Car
Insurance, Food, Clothing, and many other basic necessities had gone up-up-up.
But because of my age, I did not qualify for more salary. In fact my employer
assumed the attitude that he was being magnanimous in even keeping me on
the payroll I find it hard to believe that in 1984/35 when 88 was being born,
that the people interested in founding it would not have made provisions for such
conditions, had they been able to foresee the situation'In 1905.

Let us research a little into the question of the intent and purposes of the 1934
Committee Of the Social Security Council and of the Congress that passed the
Social Security Law.

The Country, under the leadership of Piesldent Roosevelt, was trying to pull
the Country up out of the Depression by its proverbial "Bootstraps". It was the
hey-day of the NRA and the beginning of many another alphabetical agency.
There were 10,900,000 unemployed people looking for Jobs, many of them de-
pendent upon the government for food and fuel. Homes were being foreclosed
and farmers were defending their homes and farms by armed force. Mortgages
on homes were being transferred to Home Owners Loan Corp. to bail out home-
owners unable to pay, and for the additional purpose of supplying weak banks
with cash. Thousands of banks and Building and Loans that had been closed were
trying to become solvent by getting cash from the Federal Government.

It was in this atmosphere that the ocAial Security purposes'werie thought out,
compromised and battled over. Tine wasof the essence because President Roose-
velt had promised the people a bill early In 1035. It was no wonder then that the
original framers of the 85 law had to compromise on many issues as will be
outlined later. It Is also understandable why they Could not foresee needs under
conditions that would effect their finding 100 of 30 years hence,

After months of study, the Social SIurfty council di lifted the original con-
tents of te law and presented it to the Aouse. The ,r, ber gv It long and
searching study adding and amending as they wert.t ag. Finally they -voted
the first-88 bill on April 19, 1935 by a .vote of 871 to .33. This orli al bill did
not include any prohibition against a man being pald "Old Age Benefits" because
he continued to work after he otherwise qualified Oabeng O5 and having-con-
trlbutedto the SS fund, A salient fact to always keeii mind Is that the wording
of the Bill stated that 05 year old men and women should receive their benefits
as a matter of r~ght from funds to which tlhey had'themselves contributed..

The bill then went to the Senate, where it was referred to the Finance Com.
mittee. This committee was busy on others tters and did not start its hearings
for almost two months, and time was runninot - ..

After the Senate committee startedthey. followed rather closely the pattern
of thought, of the House. But about half wy through a disturbing action was.
injected when Mrs. Perkins, Secretary of 7A.bor was belabored by some source
to carry a message to the President asking' him to use his inlience to'have the
Senate impose a condition of securing OAB only if the recipient quit his regular
employment. Madam Perkins based her request for this change on 'the theory
that-the actuaries had originally based their feasibility reports pn the premise
that all recipients would quit their Jobs to make room for some of the millions
unemployed. It appears then that the actuaries were the original source from
whence came this major line Of thinking, and not the security council or the
legislature,.

MUdam Prkins took her plea to the Presloelit, and'filled him in on this new
line of thinking. No one knows what the conversations were, but one can envision
what the President said to her plea. It can onlybe surmised that in his anxiety
to fulfill his promise to pass a bill, he probably told her to "let's go for anything
that might stymie passage, because we have plenty of time In the future to
make correctiong to improve the act" '

The President, on the sa y-so of the actuaries, then madea pronouncement to all
that he wanted to exlkdite passage of the law, and that he wanted an amend-
ment Included which would require a man to retire from Regular Rmployment
as a condition of receiving his Old Age Benefits,
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The maIi objer'to this amendment was Mr.Middleton Beamon. He raised
the point that"Active Employnent" needed to be defiedst , and he subsequently
rejected every proposM deflnitlon.'Th"'niatter was thon referred to a sub-co.-
mittee which considered many, many deflnitions, and then finally adopted a
motion to drop the subject and strike out the provisan entirely.

Nd* it Ip' a noftilo fact that all during thb hearing 6f he Senate Finance
Committee'the "subject of iptlreme6t from regular employment never catiie up
for discussion htftl the very'last Item Of the last meeting of the Senate Com-
nlittee. It was then that, an 'amendment by Senator )aFollet was proposed and
adopted without'dikuAsion,'Which stipulated that 'a person must quit his job
before he could get OAB to which, upi to this point, he would have been entitled
to. This resiltd In putting into the'senate bill the Section 202D which modified
Section 202, as follows: Whenever the Board finds that any qualified individual
has received wages 'with respect to regular erplonInt after he attained 'the
age of 85, the old Age Benefit payable to such Individual shall be reduced for
each calendar month in any part of which such regular employment, occurred,
by an amount equal to 1 months benefit., I

This amendment shows conclusively that at the last moment the full intent
and purpose of the Security Council aud both houses of the Congress was negated
by a pronouncement of the Prestdoht, whIlh was born In the minds of the actu-
aries who aid the entire $8 system Was threatened, if retirement from regular
employment wans not included in the btle +

In retrospect, It turns out 'that'the Scare tactic of the actuaries never mate-
rialized because the 88 Insuran4ie Fund has never been threatened by a shortage
in all its existence.'

The manner In which the Social SecUrity has been administered shows clearly
that they have never had a clear -cut' nterpretation of the earnings phase of
202D, The wording of this amendment says 'Received wages with respect to
regular employment" which surely leaves the door open to earning wages from
some other type of employment.

Somewhere, among the 44 subsequent amendments to the law some legal au-
thority has probably validated the methods and reasonings now employed to
"shut out" a wage earner, but the exact point of this occasion can only be found
by an intensive legal research.

(N.B.) It is worthy of note, however, that no where In the original law was
there any provision for paying Old Age Benefits to any of the following:

(1) Millionaires past 72 years of age, regardless of earnings of any amount.
(2) Rich businessmen who did not give so-called "Substantial Services" to

their business. P.
(8) Affluent men who changed from working for wages to getting their Income

from stock market operations, dabbling In real estate developments, and sundry
ways and means of massing large income&

At this point It Is surely well to note the following Influences cast on the
Congressional voting in 1034-35.

(a) The actuary's scare statements to Mrs Perkins that was transferred
to President Roosevelt.

(b) The lack of ever arriving at an acceptable definition of what constituted
regular employment.

(c) The cloudy definition in the LaFollete resolution and the resultant amend-
ment.

(d) 'The then existing unemployment situation with 10.0 million persons Idle.
(e) The Townsend plan and Its pressures on the President and Congress. Ef-

fects of unemployment on original planning of SS.
As previously mentioned, after the Ways and Means Committee of the Congress

thoroughly discussed and digested the reports of the Economic Committee, they
passed HR 4120. This bill did not contain any Means Test, such as requiring a
man to quit his Job as a prerequisite of getting Social Security Insurance. How-
ever, when the Senate committee took up the matter under their Bill 8-1130,
they co-incided with the thinking of the Congress Bill until in some mysterious
manner an unknown pressure group had inserted, the philosophy that 58 in-
surance payments should require that a man should "retire from his regular em-
ployment" in order to be eligible. This is how this blight got into the final Bill
7260, Public Law 271.

Now the question always has been a secret as to who caused this blight to bo
put into the law. Some are of the opinion it was organized labor who wanted to
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push older men out of the active labor force so as to make room for younger men
who were on the unemployment rolls, This transition was probably desirable-
if-when a man was so removed from the labor force-his old age benefits were
within reasonable proximity of his normal needs for sustenance; but to make
him quit Ato job without adequate reserve income, which would force him to slide
down the economic ladder to a position of poverty, was never envisioned by any-
one. Overall total income Is necessary for a man to be happily retired. In no
ease should the lack of adequate reserves be an excuse to deny a qualified person
from getting his jtist payments.

In 1135, the total unemployment reached 10,000,000 and the hopes of many of
these, hinged, they thought, on pushing the oldsters out of the labor market. All
this was fallacious thinking because over the years the unemployed rolls showed
a continuous drop. By the time S8 started payments the number of Idle had
dropped below 5 million. Subsequent to that time the Idle dropped to as low as

70,000 in 1044. At this point all restrictions could have lifted because this figure
was far below the accepted norm of 2 to 3 million as a point below which we never

gghpiis is the present day average level, and were It not for several million per-
sons moon-lighting on a second job, we could Very well say there is a serious
shortage of labor force. In fact the Labor Department keeps on advertising
that many jobs go begging for lack of takers.

All these facts and figures make ridiculous any further attempts to use the
crutch of unemployment as a valid reason to further deny many fine Americans
their Old Age Benefit Payments.

As an observation, I have heard people say "naturally you can't expect to get
Old Age Benefits and your working salary too". This presumption might have
some merit If your OA3B payments in 16& were comparable with the living
scales of 1935. The original law prescribed a formula which allowed as high as
85.00 per month.
Below is a comparative analysis of pay scales of the two periods:

Wages AAal g Aail everage, Percentage
193S 1966 Increase

Hourly. ............................................... 401.0

A casual observation of the above figures Indicate that if present day 58 pay.
ments had kept pace with income requirements then the present old age benefit
payments would be $612. per month, in which ease it would be no problem to retire.

These facts cause us to pause and inquire "If the law-makers in 1935 knew
that the cost of living would increase over 400% by 1965, would they have written
an automatic increase In the SS law they were then enacting."? 7

It should be noted here that the payroll taxes did increase 440% from 1%
in 1035 to 4.4% in 1007. However, the Congress from time to time, has seen fit to
apply the money to covering new classifications brought under the system.

Even now, at this writing (July 1967) the House Ways and Means Committee
is discussing a New Amendment to spend 4%, Billion dollars from the Trust Fund
to cover payments tO persons not now legally entitled to these funds, and at the
same time will call for additional payroll taxes from Senior Citizens now still
working to support themselves. I : ,

Threat of actuaries to Social Security Trust Fund:
During the latter part of their discussions about the 58 Law, the Congress was

confronted by the actuaries with a prediction that the U.S. Treasury would have
to appropriate funds out of general revenue to support the Trust Funds by 1965
if they persisted in adopting the provisions of HR 4120. This was the blight which
brought about the present unfair administration of the 88 law. It scared. the
legislators at a most unfortunate moment, because publicity of this report would
have possibly killed the law altogether. So they had their way, or perhaps it
should be said that the unknown pressure group had their way. :

But how wrong they were in their predictions. Year after year the year end
balances of the Trust Fund have mounted: 1940-41,744,e98,000-1945--$0,013,.
381,000-1055-1521,141,001,000. and so on until Feb. 1907-$--21,014,727,000. All
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this despite the constant success Ir increasing coverage to more and more people.
Some of whom are drawing full benefits with only a relative few years of con-
tributions. Aid the Fund Is still being tapped by millionaires. Affluent Business
Men and Johnny-come lately self employed businessmen who were allowed to buy
"annuities" at bargain prices.

Another glaring inequity reveals itself, when the Hospital and Medical amend-
ment was passed, as between the men and women who have to continue working as
against allothers. The Millionaire, and the affluent businessman on retirement
can afford to vacation at the best hospitals at the slightest sign of physical dis-
tress, but the man who has to continue working in his declining years can Ill afford
to to hospitals when he will lose his salary during the process.

Considering all the facts, it is evident that the arguments of the unknown mys-
terious opponents to working Senior Citizens being paid the Old Age ' Benefits,
were specious theul and now. It becomes more clear each year that this "political
trick" to shut out these non-anton salary workers has been a blight on the honest
administration of Social Security.' This cruel hoax on a portion of our citizens,
who for the most part are not demanding of their rights, who stand forthright
for the American Tradition of providing for their dependents, even when they
have'to overcome physical obstacles so to do, and Who refuse to throw themselves
absoluteklatid completely upon the'State to support them, should, at least be ac-
c9rdeA a token of recognition by payments of their 'equitable Old Age Insurance
payable as a matter of right, to Wage earners, from funds to which they had
contributed.

.It Wims self-evident that to secure Justice, we must first ferret out the unkn'wn
and'fysterlous forces that are making a mockery of justice in Social Security.
Is it &rA&niZed labor; is it the nation wide Insurance companies who want to sell
supporting Annuities to the Salary Worker, or, who?

It still seems two coursesare open.
(1) Appeal to the "good Conscience" of Congress.
(2)' Press for a decision of the-United State Supreme Court on the equity of .8

Administration.

UNION DE MUJERES AMERICANAS,
CAPITULO DE PUERTO Rico,

San Juan, P.R., September 2,1967Hon. RUSSELL B. LoN0, "..

Chairman, U.S. Senate Finance Committee,
Washngton, D.C.

Sia: Ever since the creation of the Social Security Act, you have been most
frequently Improving the Law, and we greatly appreciate all your efforts in
bringing welfare to the disabled, to the elder, and to their dependents.

This year our Hon. Resident Commissioner, Lcdo. Polanco-Abreu, Introduced
in the House Ways and Means Committee some amendments to the Act, and in
view of our high cost of living, we trust that you will be so kind as to consider
his proposals favorably. Among the bills that he introduced, there were three
based in our petition to the Honorable Congressmen:
H.R. 2010-"To remove the present prohibition against social security cover-

age for service performed by an individual In the employ of his or her spouse ;"
According to present law, an aged or middle aged, disabled,: divorced

women,, who for a long time was employed by her husband, may still have
no wife's, no widow's, no old age, and no disability benefits. Therefore, we
trust that you will kindly eliminate this great Inequity.

H.R. 2011--'To amethd Title II of the Social Security Act to increase the
amount of a widow's' Insurance benefits from 82% to 100% of her deceased
husband's PIA ;"
H.R. 2012-To amend Title II of the Social Security Act to provide that a

woman who is under a disability may become entitled to widow's insurance
benefits without regard to her age."

If similar benefits are being given to disabled husbands and children,
now it only rests for you to be so kind as to grant widow benefits, at any
age, to the young disabled widow.

We are confident that you will act, with respect to the above amendments,
as wisely and fairly as ever. Your approval of these measures will be very
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much appreciated by this group of women who love justice, have faith in your
ability, and admire your great task.

Yours respectfully,
UNITED WOMEN OF TnE AMERICAS, P.R. CAPTER,
SAdist DE P-itEZ, President.
ANOELITA S. DE MEROADAL,

Ohalrman, ,omrnmittce on Legllation.

STATE OF TENNESSEE,
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH,

Nashville, August ,1, 1967.
Hon. RUSSELL LoNG,
Chairman, Senato Finance Commrttee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DtA SENATOR LoNO: I hope that you will hWve an opportunity to discuss
with our Tennessee delegation the excellent services" provided by Crippled Chil-
dren's Service in Tennessee to the needy crippled children who have received
so much benefit fromthe one program that has received practically no criticism
during my professional lifetime In Tennessee.

I understand that there ls a proposed reorgaklsation of the Department of
Health, Zduc4tI6n sand 'Welfare that will have the effect of Moving Crippled
Children's Service froin the Children's Bureau and assinging this service to the
Reliabilitation SerViybs'adhinistr itIon.

Allegedly this step is contemplated to lessen fragmentation of rehabilitatloh
services and i, personally, have been a severetritic of fragmentation of serwlces
at the federal government level as well as at the state government level Froni
bur point 6f vfewi in Tenntssie, this objective will not be reached. While Crippled
Chlidrenli Services "definfItely t a in be cla9ifled as rehabilitation services, the
service actually Is habilitation, not rehabilitation, of the'physical child (many
times mental conditions exist), and should be logically closely associated With
services to normal children such as the Maternal and Child Health Service and
the health services to school children. If the objective Is to lessen fragmenta-
tion then this service belongs in a service that is primarily health oriented And
we respectfully urg6 that you in your position as Chairman of the Senate
Finance Committeelhelude phraseology in the law that would guarantee admin-
Istration of this service only by a medically oriented bureau as is recommended
In the report of the Wayd and Means Committee on H.R. 12080. (My personal
choice would be the Children's Bureau,) ... ..

The Children's Bureau has had a M5-year history of most successfully admin-
Istering services to crippled children. This agency has developed a good working
relationship with private physicians who must provide the service, with state
agencies and many of the State Departments of Public Health that must ad-
minister the service that Is unequaled in the history of federal, state, local
relationship. Why destroy this? -4

I know, as do my cotemporarles, that changess must Occur, that new program
must be instituted and new teqhnquesdeveloped, but a change Just for the sake
of a change Is not necessarily good and we believe that due corisideration should
be given to the overall effects that this change will have on the children and
the parents of the children who look to us In time of need for service that can
be providedl by no others,. the physician who treats a child and his family.

Yours very truly,
R. H. HuTorHsoN', M.D., Commissioner.

BARiES-HIND PHARMACEUTIOALS, INC.,
September 8,1967.

Ron. Russet B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance ommittee,
Washington, D.O. ,,

Dr.42 SENATOR LONo: May I request that the remarks contained in this letter
be made part of your hearing record on 8. 2299.

I sincerely believe that this blU, If enacted, would not acompllsh its alleged
goal and, at the same time, would seriously injure the American public health,
the medical community, and the pharmaceutical Industry.
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In hopes that a brief description of my background would lend more weight
to the contents of the letter, may I mention that in my career that extends over
thirty years (1) I have been trained In the sciences in Europe; (2) I have been
a practicing pharmacist under socialized medicine In Hungary; (8) I have been
engaged in teicehing and research In the United States; and (4) I have served
the United States and international pharmaceutical industry.

Finally, I would like to mention that enactment of S. 2299 would not be directly
Injurious to the commercial Interests of our company, and, consequently, my
motivation in communicating with you has no self-serving background.

I am greatly concerned about the United States Formulary provision of your
bill, which I believe Would have far-reaching, serious and undersirable "side
effects."

The first effect of the Formulary Would be to cause subtle change In the re.
search and development effort by the pharmaceutical industry. This change will
lead to a low-grade research effort since the commercial success of the research
fruits will be entirely dependent upon the listing of a product in the Formulary.
Reduced research efforts in the pharmaceutical industry will lead directly to the
erosion of public health standards. This chain of events can be well documented
and demonstrated all over the world where dispensing by the Formulary system
is made mandatory.

I am sure that I do not have to point ut that public health Is one of our na-
tion's most significant assets; that its value can actually be expressed in mone-
tary terms; that its political significance can be measured; and that the out-
come of World War II has been decisively Influenced by the superior drug
armnamentarium of the Allies. I doubt seriously that your bill, which you claim
may reduce direct expenditures by $100000,000, would pay for the loss incurred
In public health "andards.

Let me point out another area of loss this country will suffer. Your bill Is the
first step toward violating the economic principles upon which our country is
built, since an indirect, and later direct, price control measure will emanate from
the existence of a Formulary and, therefore, will place the pharmaceutical In-
dustry under economic regulation unprecedented in our history.

I am indeed appalled at the support for your bill from the American Pharma-
ceutical Association (of which I am a member), since it clearly reveals their
Ignorance of the economic experiences of pharmacists who operate under a
Formulary system. Pharmacists will not profit from a system restricted to the
use of Government-selected drugs and, at the same time, it will degrade their
professional status as members of the health care team. The relegation of the
pharam'aclst to a dispenser of Government-selected and listed drugs will then
seriously affect the curricula of our seventy-two Schools of Pharmacy, who will
have to revise their standards downward-a step contrary to the philosophy of
our educational system.

Herein are only a few points on the "side effects" of your bill. I am sure the
testimony will bring out many others, such as the discrimination against a cer-
tain segment of the American population, the interference with and restriction
on the physician for selecting the best drug for the patient, and some that I can.
not yet foresee.

I trust that your desire to save the taxpayer and the Federal Government
money will not overshadow your decision when you ponder the harm that may
arise fi'om false ei'onomy.

Yours very truly, IrAN 3. SZEKELY, Preeet.

OR ooN AssocATrox FOR THE EDUoATION OF YoUNO CHILDREN, PRESENTED BY

HELEN U. GoP-oD, PoRTIAND, OREo.

POSITION STATEMENT IN HR 12080

We wish to support the testimony on HR 12080 presented by the National
Association for Social Workers, Oregon Chapte.

In addition, we wish to caution on several matters inferred by the bill. Let
us enumerate the areas we consider has having danger signs:

1. Specific penalties seem to be authorized if one of the presumably employable
teenagers or adults in families receiving Aid to -Dependent Children grants
refuses employment. The alternative penalties seem clearer under this Bill than
the "good cause" for.which the applicant may decline employment.
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2. The Intent of the Bill to cut the number Of children on the rolls because
of Illegitimacy or desertion by a variety of methods seems clear.

a. States are required to offer programs of family planning, and to report
the numbers to whom it has been accepted." Although compulsion is not ex-
tended to the family, will not a coercive approach be invited?

b. Cooperation with law enforcement agencies in determining paternity,
locating absent fathers, and sharing the cost of enforcing support orders
is required of all states.

HR 12080 proposes a drastic reversal of a basic purpose of the ADO program.
The original Social Security Act stated the purpose of the program was to care
for dependent children "in their own homes or in the homes of relatives" by
furnishing financial assistance and other services so that those parents and rela-
tives "attain or retain capability for the maximum self-support and personal care
and protection." HR 12080 specifies [Sec. 201(a) (1)] that the objective is one of
"assuring to the maximum extent possible, that [ADO recipients] will enter the
labor force and accept employment."

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare John W. Gardner, in testifying
against the changes, said, "I do not believe that children have to pay for the
real or supposed sins of their parents. ... There is a real question as to whether
society gains if a mother leaves four children to go to work." And Alvin IL. Schorr,
In his Poor Kids: A, report. on Children in Poverty, says, "To put the matter
cautiously, the weight of evidence leaves open the possibility that a preschool
child may be damaged if his mother must work." I '

While we recognize that these many mothers and teenagers want employment,
we question of where are the jobs? Every city of any size has large groups of
unemployed. To date there has been little sound economic planning for the creation
of additional employment opportunities with an understanding of the training
components necessary to prepare people. Unless this is coupled with a more rea-
sonable approach to ADO families, training for those who can more adequately
leave home and be employed, we really augment the extent of poverty in our
country.,

Coupled with such economic planning, then must be comprehensive planning
of the Day Care services needed for children from infancy to high school age.
It is well to say that State must provide these but there must be time for planning
and Implementation. If not we are apt to find ourselves in a more aggravated situ-
ation than exists today.

In our own state, title V training programs for mothers administered by Public
Welfare in county after county were not successful for lack of day care services.

The Congress of the United States included in its Public Welfare Amendments
of 1962 a directive that an Advisory Council on Public Welfare be appointed to
thoroughly review public assistance and welfare services and to recommend tin.
provements. Their report, "Having the Power, We Have the Duty," published in
June 1960, included recommendations for increased Federal financing a variety
of services, for greater Incentive exemption of earned income--for many of the
provisions contained in the HR 12080. But the Advisory Council would not limit
these to the broken family caseloads. Stressing the Interrelatedness of problems
and needs as changes in modern living reduce the capacity of family and neighbor-
hood to respond, the Conucil concluded: "Ways must be found to bring the
comprehensive social services that modern living requires to all who need them,
when and where they are needed."...

These goals cannot i earried out under the show of coercive and repressive
policies applied tO that segment of our population which offends our sense of
morality. HR 12080 goes"against almost every aspect, fact and recommendation
to be found in the report of their own creation, the Advisory Council on Public
Welfare.

OREGON CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WoRKEAS

POSION STATEMENT ON HR 12080

We have carefully reviewed HR 12080, recently passed by Congress, and note
with satisfaction that a number of provisions long sought by many welfare
organizations have been included hi the new amendments. Among these are:
(1) An increase in Federal financing for a variety of social Services such as
Family Counseling, Day Care, Family Planning, and Fostkr Care Services. (2)
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Financial support for work training programs. (3) Support for the training of
Social Workers and Social Work Aides and a requirement that all states have
an earnings exemption to provide motives for work by AFDO recipients.

However we note with alarm that HR 12080 unfortunately contains many
negative and retrogressive pr-ovisions. The freeze on the proportion of ADO
cases to the general child population, as of Jan. 1067, Is especially serious since
In effect it asks the states to choose certain children who will not receive AFDC,
not because their situation differs from that of others or because of anything
they themselves can control but simply because there are too many in the
same plight.

The ADC-UN provision Is both puzzling and contradictory to the supposed
Intent of the entire legislation since it would remove from eligibility the very
families with the poorest chance of becoming self-supporting--those with the
greatest need of the learning opportunities that the community work and training
programs might provide. We also take exception to the provision which would
remove from eligibility families (especially large ones) for whom unemployment
compensation meets only a limited part of total need. We also wish to call your
attention to the: (1) failure of this bill to make any kind of provision for child
welfare and protective services for children not on AFDO who need such services,
(2) the failure of this bill to obligate states to maintain a 100% level of minimal
need, (3) and finally we question the wisdom of providing an earnings exemp-
tion to families who happen not to be on welfare but could be eligible If the same
exemption rule were applied.

CHAMBER OF COmMERCE or GREATEB PmrsBURoH,
Pittburgh, Pa., September 7,1967.

Hon. RussEL B. LoNo,
Senate Of/le Building,
Washington, DA.

DEA, SEXATOR, Loxo: Social Security Amendments contained In H.R. 5710
prompted adoption of the attached position by the Chamber's Executive Com-
mittee on recommendation of our taxation subcommittee. Copies were sent to
members of the House of Representatives in early August.

Social Security Amendments are now before the Senate Finance Committee,
we understand. On behalf of the Executive Committee and the Chamber of
Commerce, I respectfully request your consideration of the points outlined in
our position In terms of its effect on the Integrity of the American social security
system and Its effect on an Inflation.bloated economy.

We trust this Information is helpful to you in your deliberations on the measure.
Yours truly,

N. B. FRY, President.
H.R. 571 0-SOCIAL SECURITY

The Chamber of Commerce of Greater Pittsburgh favors the basic principles
of Social Security but finds that the changes proposed by H.R. 5710 introduce
totally new concepts that would convert Social Security into a welfare-type
program. A fundamental principle of Scolal Security is that benefits are paid
as a "matter of right" and have always followed the basic premise which relates
benefit amounts to wages earned.
. H.R. 5710, however, would inject a "needs test" by first reducing the value
of the benefits through taxing benefits of the retired worker who has "too much'
income, and secondly by limiting the wife's benefits to $90.00 evei' though her
husband's prior earning would qualify herfor a large amount. The Ohamber is
opposed to these new concepts.

The Chamber of Commerce of Greater Pittsburgh also strongly feels' that
Increases In benefits should be kept in step with the increase In the cost of living.
The 15 per cent increase as proposed by H.R. 5710 exceeds this need. An eight
percent increase would be more :"In step" with the realities of the cost of living
increases.

The Chamber also feels that benefits should relate to prior earnings. HR. 5710
would eliminate this traditional provision by relating benefits for some to the
number of years of coverage, e.g., a minimum benefit of $100.00 per month after
twenty-five years of coverage. The Chamber opposes this departure.
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The Chamber also emphatically opposes any raids on the U.S. Treasury to
finance additional Social Security or Medicare Benefits. The Trust Fund concept
as adopted originally should be retained as the keystone of Social Security
financing.

AMERICAN SPEZ0H AND HEARING AssOCIATION,
Washington, D.., September 6,1967.

Hon. RUSSELL LONO,
Ohairman, Seate Finance Oormitt ee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.7.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: The American Speech and Hearing Association, which
is the national professional organization for speech pathologists and audiologists,
represents the concern of its 13,000 members that high quality professional
service be made available to individuals of all ages who have disorders of
speech, hearing, and language. The great majority of our members support the
Medicare and Medicaid legislation enacted by Oongress, and will participate
wherever possible in programs to provde urgently needed help to Individuals
covered under Titles XVIII and XIX. We recognize the urgent need for diag-
nostic and rehabilitative services in the older age group, where speech and
hearing disorders incident to strokes, cancer and other organic disease are
prevalent. We assume that Congress has in fact recognized this need, and intends
that the Medicare and Medicaid programs should authorie such services. Present
problems, which in fact limit the provision of adequate services to speech and
hearing handicapped individuals, are believed due primarily to a lack of
specificity in Public Law 9-97. If we correctly interpret the intent of Congress
in this regard, we must rely upon Congress to spell out its intent more clearly
so that agencies responsible for administering these programs may be guided
toward positive implementation.

We would like to point out three factors in the present law (PL-89-97) which
we feel adversely affect the provision of services to the speech and hearing
handicapped:

A. Use of the term "speech therapy" in PL-89-97, rather than the recognized
term "services in speech pathology and audiology" has led to a restrictive
definition of the scope of such services by governmental agencies responsible for
drafting requirements and regulations. Initial requirements by the Social Security
Administration that "speech therapy" be provided only upon written prescription
by a physician completely violated established relationships between physicians
and speech pathologsts, and made it impossible for most speech pathologists
to participate in the program. Revised SSA regulations have apparently corrected
this misinterpretation of professional function, but there is need for more specific
statement in the legislative history which would recognize that Congress intends
that adequate professional services in speech pathology and audiology be
authorized under Titles XVIII and XIX.

B. PLT-80-97 does not provide for direct payment to agencies or individuals
offering services in speech pathology or audiology. -Hospitals, extended care
facilities, and home health agencies may provide such services or may contract
with a qualified agency or individual for services. However, in many geographical
areas of the country there are no existing EOF or HHA programs, and present
regulations governing the provision of outpatient service by hospitals do not
usually permit utilization of available speech pathologists or audiologists. A
private physician cannot refer in the usual manner to a speech pathologist or
audiologist due 'to the requirement, that such services must be provided in the
physician'S office or be directly supervised by him-a situation which is almost
totally non-existent. As a result, there are many insAi ic6" where there is a
qualified speech pathologist or audiologist.'available, there is'a patient urgently
needing treatment for a disorder of coinntfnication, there is a physician willing
and anxiouS to make the referral-but there is no provision whereby the service
may be authorized under the Medicare program .. ..: ,

0. Under Title XIX of PL-89--9T there is no specific mention of services for
individuals with disorders of speech or hearing. While it may be assumed that
Congress intended to provide for such services trder Section 1905 (a) (13)
which authorizes "other diagnostic, screening, preventive, and rehabilitative
services", discretion is apparently left to the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare as to what services may be included. In actual. fact, the Bureau
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of Family Services, i drafing regulations, apparently elected to Include speech
pathology and audiology under Section 1005 (at (II) which authorizes "physical
therapy and relate services". In so doing, the Bureau Incorpxrated the resiric-
tive requirements initially adopted as guldellnes under 'Titlo XViiI. The status
of sIeh pItihology and audlology under Medleald Is thus tnfuse~l, and there Is
little question that Individuals with disorders of speech and hearing are beluig
denied qualifietl and atlelun to servi es.

To resolve these problems, we suggest the following possibilities:
A. 'he most effective remedy for the problems which exist would be to secure

amendnents to Title XVII I which would substitite the term "services in Speech
ivithology and audiology" for the ternl "specch therapy" wherever this terni
aplpars; and to provide for direct payment to a qualified speech pathologist or
audiologist who provides services to t patient referred by a physician. Titlo
XIX should be amended by adding a new subsection inder Section 105 (a) to
provide for: "services li speech pathology and audiology".

B. A partial remedy might exist, short of amendment, thrbuglh inclusion In the
Conilttee report on the Social Security Amendments of 1067 discusslon which
would mAke clear the Intent of Congress that adequate dIngnostic, evaluntive, and
relhablitative services he made aiilable under the provisions of itlo XV1iI
and TItle XIX for Individuals with disorders of speech and hearing. Specifleally,
the role of the qualified speech pathologist or audiologist as an Independent pro-
feai~onal should be recognized, and "speech therapy" services should be more
accurately defined as "services lit speech pathology or audiology". Section 1905
(a) (13) of Title XIX authorizing "other diagnostic, screening, preventive, and
rehabilitativo services" should be defined as Including services lit vipelu palhol-
ogy and audiology.

A further partial remedy could be provided by revising Section 133 of the
Social Security Anmendments of 1007 to Include spcih pathology And audiology
services as well as physical therapy services under provisions of this Section,
and bly nuthorilig payment under this provision when services are carried
out eltlwt in the patient's home or I a facility or office maintained by the
physical therapist, speech pathologist, or audiologist. While this provision would
still not pernilt direct referral by a physiclnn, It would probably allow
soie additional service by auihorzhun hospitals to contract with qunlifled
sloh pathologists and audiologists for services not directly Incident to a
physlcinn's service.

We are fully aware that these problems are minor ones In terms of the total
scopo and coml)lexity of the Medicare program. Ve would like to eniliasize
that we are not seeking an extension of services beyond those intended by Con-
gross, nor do we wish to circunivent any necesry and appropriate require-
ints for adinilstrativo control and supervision. Our i)rinlaiy Interest is ill the
Individual who is handicapped! by a disorder of speech or hearing, and in
facilitating the partlcpation of speech Imithologists and anudlologists throughout
the country in Medicare aid Medicaid, to the extent that Coligreq Intends that
these services be provided.

Any assistance your Committee may be able to provide will be deeply
appreciated.

Sincerely yours,
KENNETH 0. JonNSON, Ph. D,,

R.coitivo Secretary.

MA0111NERY AND AIuawF PsowUara INSTITUTE,
f Washingt^, D.O., September 7, J907.

Senator Russ.L B. LoNe,
Oaailvano Sweto FPlMao Oo miteo,
Now Senate Ofloo Buitditt, Wa.Pdngton, D.O.

Ie.An SxNA7mi Loro: We are pleased to offer for inclusion In the printed record
of the hearings our views and comments on the Social Security Amendments of
1967, I.1t. 126S0. Since the manufacturing sector of the economy ploneered and
still maintains leadership In the development of work-related retirement bene-
fits, the Intitute's membership Is not only concerned with but has a large stake
In the "employee benefit" aspects of this measure. We, therefore, welcome this
opportunity to express our views.

At the outset we would like to point out that our comments are directed to
those provisions In the measure which deal with benefits for retired emiployes-
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I.e., the old-age, survivors, and disabiUty insurance (OASDI) aid the so-called
medicare programs We have so limited our commentary because we want to high-
light our view that now Is the time for Congress to consider the important
interplay of private benefits and those provided under federal law. While the
llouse did not legislate on tits matter, we are pleased to note that the provisions
of 11R. 12080 are not inconsistent with this approach as Is the case with the
AdminlstraUton's proposals. We urge the Senate to engage the question directly.

To explain more fully, to date much of the discussion before this Oommittee has
centered oin the needs of the benefllciaries of the system. We think, however, that
the time has come when equal--and perhaps greater-atteutiou should be given
to the place of the soelal security system in the overall scheme of the economy.

Theo two issues are, of course, not mutually exclusive. Increased emphasis
on the latter, we think, will point up the need for new alternatives for providing
beaeflts to fit existing needs. Further, with a proposal ab far-reaching as that
being suggested by the Administration, we think these alternatives must be
explored before any particular path-from which we may not be able to turn
back-Is chosen. In this area we stand at a orossroad aof national pofoV. One
branch of the road ahead could lead to an ever-increasing social security system
and a corresponding diminution of the private pension system. The other leads
to a balanced development of both. Our statement emphasizes both the fact of
our arrival at this crossroads and our conviction as to which is the proper future
course.

T1IZ MAPI POSITION IN SUMMARY FIbf

Attached is the Institute's publication entitled SociaJ Sccurliy and Private
Ponsifmm. at the Orossroads: Or(#4 or COomprotnlfo? which sets forth our views
at length. Following Is a capsule of those views.

(The pubtleatkom referred to was made a part ol the omotal jflce of tAe com-
lttlceo.)

As implied by a Wall Strcct Journal review of this publication on August 14,
we have employed a provocative title. Wo did so deliberately for the following
reasons:

1. The proposals put forth by the Adniluistration before this Committee-
which are substantially those itn 1.Rt. 5710--would provide at the minimum a dis-
incentive to the growth and development of private benefit programs by pro.
viding duplicative pension benefits. The Administration's suggestions viewed In
the full context of other measures now before Congreas to directly regulate In a
costly and restrictive fashion the overall private pension plan system In the
areas of funding, vesting, reinsurance, aud fiduciary responsibility provide a
further disincentive. That the Administration Is fully aware of the direction In
which It is going Is evidenced by the Treasury proposal-which was put forward
on a "trial balloon" basis--to, make a restrictive and costly revision in the
"formula" for Integrating tax-quititled private pension plans with social Security.

2. The problem facing companies as to their own plans Dor their employees Is
one of loth cost and need. If Congress should adopt the Administration proposal
for a major boost In benefits, it seenis clear that the employer's cost, as well as
that of the employee, would rise significantly and greatly lessen the company's
ability to add new benefits. At the same time, wheq under social security, the
taxable wage base is stretched out significantly and a 30-percent replacement.
of-lncome factor includes those with higher and higher incomes, there is also a
dlminishitg need for certain protections that a company may have built into Its
own plan. For example, a company's plan way curently protect certain groups
of employees at a 30- to 40-percent replacement level. Should a supplemental gov-
ernment program Increase the protection to 00 or 70 percent, the need for "more"
company protection Is greatly decreased and, In some situations, the company
1)n1h1 might even be an unwanted emioyee benefit In the sense of employee pref-
erence for an alternative form of compensation.

3. The dilemma of the relationship between private plans and the Administra.
tion proposals can be brought Into sharper focus If we also consider the current
difficulty presented by the admihistratLive rules governing the technical Integra.
tIon of the two (I.e., the regulations governing the amount.of social security
offset a company can build Into its pension plan to account for, and thus protect
against, rising benefit and cost levels under social security). Specifically, we
reer to the so-called "37% percent test" which, as noted above the Treasury Is
considering anending. If, to take the extreme case, technical Integration for
tax-qualifled pension plans were totally elInluated, the prospect of the removal
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of tax-quallfication fo cutrent private plans would lead to their wholesale cur-
tailment 'or abandonment. Because an employer would be remiss if he did not
keep social se&utlty taxew and benefits in mind, formal Integration bas, however,
long been accepted as reasonable under tax-qualified plans. For many years now
various "generAtions" of future retires have had their expectations built on
this "37%1" rule that, over this period. Treasury has accepted as accurately re-
flecting an employer's contribution to social security. Further, since private pen-
sion planning has obvious long-range considerations, certainty of the future is at
ai premium. Social iecurity'tax Increases, taxable wage base step-ups, expanded
benefits, and rules governing Offsets or Integration all become key in terms of
planning private benefits: Thus, signposts or discernible trends indicating a'po-
tentliAl federal "takeover" ha'e obVious and predictable long-range implications
forprvate plans' The crossroadss"' we see plainly is the prospect that the gov.
6rnment through various tax, legislative, and regulatory measures' would have
the effect of establishing a single public pension system rather than continuing
with the dual system thatcurrently exists.

4. The prospects VieWed In this light have further onerous overtones. Specific-
ally, if the private system is muted, there must be more And more amendments to
the public system t6 fill the gaps. Almost certainly, such amendments must ttiull
to financing increases In benefits from general'revenue because the cost burden
on potential beneficiaries and their employers will become staggering under the
current earned-benefit concept. Restated, the total tax burden carried by Indi-
viduals and employers in this 0onty--.lready at too high a level-is aggravated
through the back door of social security. When this limit is reached, to spread
the tax burden the government must convert the social security system in sig-
nificant part into a pure welfare program. When that day arrives, not only will
the private system be a dim. memory of the past, but even the "earned" right
to social security will have disappeared.

RE OMMENDATIONS

Our specific recommendations are posed with full awareness that a case can
be made that there exist some need-gaps for the current beneficiaries of the
OASDI and medicare programs. NOnetheless, we think that Congress must be
equally concerned with the longer range considerations. As stated by Congress-
man Thomas B. Curtis, a member of the House Ways and Means Committee, in
his supplemental views In the House Committee report on H.R. 12080:

"Today social security .is certainly an important part of the retirement
plans of most Americans. But It Is only a part and when It was initiated, It
was never proposed as the sole source of retirement income for our people.
The discussion today should be around how much a part it should be."

Many, if not all, of the issues dealing with approach and resultant impact have
not been fully explored by Congress, 'although a variety of legislative studies are
now pending or in immediate prospect. Studies which, in our judgment, require
completion before embarking upon the course proposed by the Administration
Include (1) the study outlined In the Joint Economic Committee print entitled
"Old Age Income Assurance: An Outline of Issues and Alternatives," 89th Con-
gress, 2nd Session (196); (2) the studies suggested by the Report of the Na-
tional Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress entitled
"Technology and the American People," 1966; and (8) the obviously relevant
study called for in "Public Polley and Private Pension Programs," the Repo'rt of
the President's Committee on Corporate Funds and Other Private Retirement
and Welfare Programs. Beyond these studies now in progress, It would seem
to us premature to be committed to a particular approach until the yet-to-be
appointed Presidential Commission on "Guaranteeing Minimum Incomes" reports
its recommendations on these issues.

Against this background we have two general recommendations to make:
1. The Committee should take positive steps to encourage the growth and

development of private pension plans by:
a. Establishing by statute the principle of accommodation of the two sys-

tems. Any further significant inroads on the private pension system by federal
programs should be questioned.

b. Resolving the technically difficult but important integration formula
problem through a statutory test of 871h percent.
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2. As for the question of increased benefits, the Committee should accept theHouse measure as an approach which responsibly recognizes the needs of currentbeneficiaries but one which at the same'time 'does not foreclose by prohibitive
cost burdens the future growth and development of our private pension system.This concludes our comments on H.R. 12080. We again express our appreciation
for the opportunity of presenting these views for the Committee's consideration
and for inclusion in the record of the hearings.

Respectfully,
CHARLES STEWART, President.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee' by Hon.
Charles S. Gubser, a U.S. Representative in Congress from the State
of California:)

PALo ALTO, CALIF., August 6, 1967.
DEAR MI. GUBSER: If the Social Security bill is being revamped, I wish youwould consider putting in a modification which will result in fewer divorced

women becoming public charges In later life.
The revision would be that the divorced woman is entitled to Social Securitypayments based on her ex-husbands contributions to Social Security, if she wasmarried to him over 14 years'add was 40 years or more old'at the time of the

divorce.
It is VERY difficult for women to get a Job after 40.
It is VERY difficult f~r.women to retrain for gainful employment startingat 40--most scholarships' are limited to MEN, or persons UNDER 35.Despite the law, It is common knowledge that women's salaries are at least% lower than that of men doing exactly the same work. So a woman starting

at 40 simply will NEVER earn enough to carry her once 65.Starting at 40, with a low Income, there simply Is NOT ENOUGH TIME to
accumulate enough to live on In the years before mandatory retirement.I believe the law now reads that a woman can get her Social Security If shewas married 20 years. THIS DOES NOT MEET THE NEED. How many mencould be off the paid labor market for 14 years and then get a Job that paid wellenough to support them thru retirement-and most marriages break up during

the 18th year.
Despite the laws, many 40 year old women are struggling to support their kidsand bring them up, and by the time the kids are reared, and the debts left bythe ex tackled, there will be roughly 15 years-if she Is still healthy and con-sidered employable by some employer-in which to accumulate ALL THAT SHENEEDS FOR THE REST OF HER LIFE I Men, even with their higher em-.ployability and earnings, couldn't do this--and the average woman with lowerearnings and less chance for employment simply cannot gather together enough

to live on for the rest of her life in 15 years.
This is a serious situation, and one which I hope you will help correct.

Yours truly,
DOROTHY WOODWO~rH.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Hon.
George D. Aiken, a U.S. Senator from the State of Vermont:)

SHAFTSURY, VT., February 27, 1967.DzAR SENATOB AI N: At the last meeting of the Bennington County MedicalSociety it was resolved that the Society request that the practice of certifyingall admissions to the hospital under Medicare be condemned. The members of the
Society feel that this rule Implies a lack of Integrity which is degrading toanyone In the medical profession. It Is inherent in the Medicare law that personsover sixty five are entitled to necessary and proper medical care and that we asphysicians will use our professional Judgement as to proper care..

Sincerely,
ELITZAbrif 0. FAnis, M.D.,

Secretary, Betinington Coutty Medical Society.
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(ThIe following letter, with attachment was submitted to tie com-
mittoe by Hon. Joseph M. Montoya, a U.S. Senator from the State
of Now Mexico:)

UNITED SToNE & ALLIED PRODUCTS WoniKces OF AmnoA,

Oarlsbad, N.Y., April 18, 1967.
Senator Joswu M.. moNTOYA,
Senate Ofleo Bullding, Washfigton, DO.

DrAR SENATOR: At our local meeting April 17, 1007, the membership voted
unanimously to support the President's proposals for improvement of the social
security law, also to ask you to place this resolution In the records of congress
and support and vote for passage of this law.

Your consideration of this matter will be gratefully appreciated.
Very truly yours,

J. D. Roorm,
President, Looal #177.

S00AL SMAIOITY IMPROVEMENTS

Whereas, President Johnson has urged the Congress of the United States to
Increase Social Security benefits by an average of 20 per cent with tle biggest
proportionate share going to the 2% million retirees who now get only the mini-
mum of $44 a month ($0 for a couple)-; and

Whereas, even the proposed Increases would fall short of assuring Social
Security beneficiaries genuine financial Independence, as contemplated by the
Social Security Act; and

,Whereas, many other nations, far less affluent than the United States, have far
more adequate social welfare systems; and

Whereas, no remotely comparable insurance protection is available to Amerl.
cans at any price : Therefore be It

Resolved, That the Congress of the United Statos take prompt, positive action
to attack the deficiencies that exist In the Social Security system, so that older
Atmerieans, widows and children, and the disabled can live out their retirement
years In dignity and self-respect rather than in poverty and despair, and; be It
furtherI Resolved, That since thq program's biggest single defect Is the lack of adequate
cash benefits, that the Congress act to increase these benefits as proposed by the
President, and; be It further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to the United States Senators
from (state) and the Congressman (Congressmen) from the (district or dis-
tricts), requesting them to'support the President's propomls, and to place this
resolution In the records of Congress; and; be It further

Resolved, That this resolution be given the fullest publicity through the cont.
munlcations media.

(The following letter, with attachments wvas submitted to the coin-
mittee by ion. "Lie D. Jordan, a U.S. Senator from the State of
Idaho:)

CALDWELL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL AND PROGRESSivE CARE C, NTRe,

ion. LN B. JORDAN, ICaldwcll, Idaho, May 19, 1967.
AVcw eoto ate Oico BuildIng, Washington, D.O.

HY DEAR SENATOR JORDAN: Enclosed you will find copies of newspaper articles
which appeared recently in the Caldwell News-Tribune and Boise Statesman.
These articles cover the basic effects of Medicare on the Caldwell Memorial

ov plal.I
One point worthy of comment is the fact that the inadequacies of the relm-

bursement formula are not only forcing an Increase In room rates, which In
essence is double taxation to the tax-paying citizens of the community, but also
have curtained the efforts of the hospital In providing additional facilities and
services to the community.
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The ultimate goal of most hospitals Is to provide the most in services and facili-
ties at the least possible cost. The reasonable cost formula destroys this incentive.
We would encourage exploring a reimbursement formula based on financial
need. 'Tho needs of each institution are different in each section of tile country.
It follows then that, If the reimbursement formula under Medicare Is to be fair
ami equitable for all participating Institutions, the formula based upon financial
need would be the proper approach.

We feel we have developed a health care program designed to best fit the needs
of the community we serve, at a rate favorable to nny other area. It is unfair thai
these programs cannot be expanded and new programs added, as planned before
the advent of Medicare. Under the present reimbursement formula, our hospital
will have financial problems maintaining the programs already functioning, let
alone starting new ones, although they may be in the best Interest of the health
of the community.

I urge you, as a Senator from this area, to Investigate this formula thoroughly
and make concerted effort to have the gross Inequities under the reimbursement
formula of Medicare corrected. The present structure of this piece of legislation
threatens the quality of health care we will be able to provide in the future.
Your efforts in this behalf will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,
K1UTR A. HOLWWAY,

Pubflo Informtaion Director.

[From the News-Tribune, Caldwell, Idaho, May 18, 10671

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL. MCIOARE SETS FINANCIAL Loss

(litor's note--This Is the first of a series of articles on the Impact of Medi-
care on Caldwell Memorial Hospital an4 the general financial obligations m-
iosed by the program, along with other money problenis.)

UALDwY.-T're Caldwell Memorial Hospital is seeking a specialist to cure
Its financial Ills, which resulted from an overdose of Medicare.

John Hayman, administrator, mid that before July of 190, when Medicare
went into effect, the hospital was actively engaged In developing plans for new
construction and remodeling its overcrowded facilities.

Also on the planning boards were new programs to provide more services
to the community.

"The first two months of Medicare made It quite clear that these programs
would have to be set aside, at least for the present time," Hayman said, "In
order to keep the hospital out of bankruptcy."

"It Is not overly difficult to diagnose an overdose of Medicare," he s id. "It Is
similar to that of strahgulation. The first nine months of Medicare will bear
out this statement in the fact that the hospital has suffered a loss of $96,000,
and by July 1 of this year it Is possible to see a loss for the first year of over
1120,000." ,

Hlayman said, "The adUhIi latratlon of the hospital Was caught'rather flat-
footed slice they did not budget for such a huge loss the first year of Medicare.
The administration, Instead, looked at the law, which, states that we would be
reimbursed a 'reasonable cost' for our services. Hoefloere, a reasonable cost In
our eyes Is entirely different front reasonable cost In the government's eyes.

"They have felt that a reasonable cost would be paying the hospital 88 cents
on every dollar. In other words, we find ourselves giving Medicare a discount
of 12 per cent. It will be entirely Impossible for, the hospital to exist under
these conditions.

"Two alternatives face the Board of Directors," Mayman said. These lie listed
as (1) withdraw the hospital from the Medicare program, and (2) increase the
rates to offset the 12 per cent discount.

"The second approach," he said, "will be the one which most likely will be
considered. It Is unfair in tile eyes of the board for the government to set up a
program, tax the public toprovide revenues for this program, only to have the
local hospitals increase rates to mike up h0 difference. In essence, this Is an-
other tax on the local people to support the Medicare program.".

Medicare patients at Caldwell Memorial Hospital make up about 50 psr cent
of the total patient load. . , ,

"This high percentage of Medicare patients places, this hoepitil at the mercy
of the government for its continued elstence," Hayman said.*"earngs have

83-231-67-pt. 3-89
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Just recently been conducted In Washington with regard to the inadequacies of
the reimbursement program of Medicare. It will now be up to Congress to change
the inadequate reimbursement if they expect hospitals to continue as a part of
this program. But the effect of Medicare upon the Caldwell Memorial Hospital
has placed it In Its worst financial position since it opened in 1950."

[From the Idaho Daily Statesman, Boise, Idaho, May 18, 10671

HOSPITAL IN C.UDVELL SUFFES FRoM "MEDICARE OVERDOSE"

OAwEL.-Caldwell Memorial Hospital is "seeking a specialist to cure its
financial ills, which resulted from an overdose of Medicare," administrator John
Hayman said Wednesday.

Before July, 1060, when Medicare went lnto effect, Ilayman said, the hospital
was actively engaged in developing plans for new construction and remodeling it.z
overcrowded facilities. Also on the planning boards were new programs to provide
more services to the community.

PROGRAM S POSTPONED

"The first tWO months of Medicare made it quite clear that these programs
would hdve to be met Aside, at least for the present time, in order to keep the
hospital out of bankruptcy," he said.

"It Is not overly difficult to diagnose an overdose of Medicare--it Is similar
to that of strangulation. The firstt nine inonths of Medicare will bear out this
statement In the fact that the hospital has suffered a loss of $95,000. and by
July I of this year, it is possible to see a loss for the first year of over $120,000,"
he said.

"'The administration 'of the hospital wai catight rather flat-footed since it did
not budget for such a huge loss the first year of Medicare."

The administration,- instead, looked 0 the law which states that It would be
reimbursed a "reasonable cost" for services; however, a reasonable cost "in our
eyes is entirely different from reasonable cost in the government's eyes," the
administrator said.

"DIScOUNT" RESULTS

"They have felt that a reasonaIe cost would be paying the hospital 88 cents
on every dollar. In other words, we find ourselves giving Medicare a discount of
12 percent + It will be entirely impossible for the hospital to exist under these
conditions.

"TwO alternatives face the board of directors: One Is to withdraw the hospital
from the Medicare program, and the other would be to Increase the rates to offset
the 12 percent discount.

"The second approach will b the One which most likely will be considered. It is
unfair in the eyes of the board for the government to set up a program, tax the
public to provide revenues for this program, only to have the local hospitals In-
crease rates to make up the difference. In essence, this Is another tax on the local
people to support the Medicare program," Hyman stated.

RATIO NOTED

Caldwel Memorial Hospital, he continued, finds that the Medicare patients
make up approximately 85 percent of the total patient load.

"This high percentage of Medicare patients places this hospital at the mercy
of the government for its continued existence. Hearings have Just recently been
conducted In Washington with regard to the inadequacies of the reimbursement
program of Medicare. It will now be up to Congress to change the inadequate re-
imbursement If they expect hospitals to continue as a art of this program, but
the effect of Medicare upon the Caldwell Memorial Hospital has placed it in its
worst financial position since it opened in 1950," he concluded.

(The following letter, with attachment, was submitted to the coin-
mittee by Hon. Winston L. Prouty, a U.S. Senator from the State of
Vermont:)
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MARY IIITCHCOCK MEMORIAL lIoBPITAL,

Io. WINSTON Is. PROUTY, Hanovcr,N.H., Juve 15, 1961.

014 Stenato Office Building, Wash pngton, D.O.
I)A.s SENATOR PROUTY: Ever since the Inauguration of the Medicare legislation,

certain problems have become Increasingly evIlent to this Hospital, and In fact,
to all hospitals furnishing services to Medicare benefiiaries the country over.
Representation by the American Hospital Association to the Ways and Means
Committee of the House of ]Representatives has dealt with these problems In
terms of specific changes and it has been strongly recommended that the Com-
niitteo consider favorably incorporating these changes Into Ki, 6710. $pel2i
Security Amendments of 1007, when finally rt ported out by the CO*iowtte. It is
our understanding that legislation of this type, When reported out by the Ways
and Means Committee. is not subject to any Amendment from the floor.

The vitally needed changes in the Medicare Act Include coverage of the follow-
ing areas: i

1. Of greatest concern is the Inadequacy of the present reimbursement f6rmula,
together with certain features of the prescribed cost apportionment sy.tem.

2. The unacceptable proposals controlling the expenditures by hospitals of
funds received as payment for depreciation allowances.

3. 'The chaotic situAtion in respect to the haridling of X-ray and laboratory
services.

4. The fantastic mechanial diMeultle. in hahdl)ng outpatient services.'
Our concern, in addition to the above; lies Iii the fact that est abhishnent by

the Federal Gove1nmnt of the terms of purchase of hospital cAre for Mt&leare
beneficiaries is rapidly setting-Ai pattern for adoption by 'other thfrd-pmrty
purchasers of Onre. The dreadful circumstances that can occur if the present In-
equities in the Medicare program are perpetuated would very rapidly be crippling
to the hospitals of the country, because of the complete undermining of the
soundness of the financial structure of these essential health institutions.

The Trustees of Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital, members of which are
Interested cities of Now Hampshire and Vermont, serving: volntarlly, have
gone on record in connection with this matter by a vote at the most recent
meeting of the Board. A copy of the vote is attached. 1, . , - "

Your consideration of this position of Mary litchcock (and I am sure'thiS post.
tion is shared by virtually every other voluntary hospital in the bountry)'wli be
appreciated. It is our hope that this concern can'reasonably take the form of a
communication from you to the Chairman of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee urging favorable attention to the changes so urgently needed in the
Medicare Law, as specifically recommended by our national organization, the
American Hospital Association. , i

Please don't hesitate to get in touch with us If additional information Is
needed.-

With kind regards.
Cordially yours,

EDWARD M. CAVANZY,
President, Board of Trustee#.

WILIaM L. WLSON,
Adminstra tor.

MARY Hioncoox MzMoaAL HOSPITAL, HANOV,8, N,.
A vote unanimously taken by the Board of Trustees of Mary Hitchcock

Memorial Hospital at a meeting on June 8, 1907.,'
Voted to advise members of Congress from both New Hampshire and Vermont

of the Hospital's concern over provisions of fM. 5710, Social Sec urity Amend-
ments of 1907, with reference to the urgent need for members of the Ways and
Means Committee now considering this legislation to support the specific recoin.
mendations made in connection with H 6710 by the American Hospital As.
soclation. These recommendations deal specifically with the Inadequacy of the
present reimbursement, the unacceptable proposals controlling, the expenditure
of funds received as payment for depreciation and the chaotic situation in respect
to the handling of X-ray and laboratory services particularly for o Otpatitnts.
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(Tho following telegram was submitted to the committee by lion.
Edward Brooke, a U.S. Senator for the State of Massachusetts:)

BOSTON, MASs., Aug. 18, 1967.
Senator EDWARD BROOKE,
V.S. Senate,

The general direction of H.R. 12080 seems to be negative in relation to the
AFDG (aid to families with dependent children) program.

It appears to single out this group of "poor" families to apply required pro.
grams which, unfortunately but true, could culminate in mandates for these fain.
Illes not applicable to any other group lit our society. As we Iii the States and
large cities are working so very diligently to insure harmonious and peaceful
relationships between all our citizens, it is necessary that we be aware of
all implication measures that affect all those in need. Massachusetts' statistics
indicate, for Instance, that the average length of stay of families on AFDO
is approximately 3 years. Americans, as a general rule, wish to be independent
and self-sustaining. The sweeping requirements of this bill, however, implies
otherwise, and as I stated at a meeting with Secretary of HEW Gardner on
August 8, 1067, representing the Federal-State-Local Relations Advisory Commit-
tee of the National Governors' Conference, "Once again the Federal Government
is pointing the finger of moral justice at one class of our population."

Therefore, I urge your assistance In amending those sections of t.R. 12080
relating to AFDO, so that safeguards are provided to insure the dignity that
should be accorded to all our citizers--especially the poor.

ov. JOHN A. Vows,
Oommonwealth of Massachusctts.

THE UNDFR SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Wathfngton, D.O., August 18,1967.

Hon. RussELL B. LoNe,
U.s. Senate,
Waehingtot, D.O.

DsaB SErNATOR LoNe: I would like to inform you of a decision we have reached
regarding the medicare regulations pertaining to directors of Independent
laboratories.

As you know,, under a temporary exception included In the Independent lab-
oratory regulations, medicare reimbursement can be made for services of a
laboratory whose director does not meet the basic doctoral degree requirements
if he has directed a laboratory for at leabt 12 months within the 5 years preceding
July 1, 1000, and if certain other conditions are met. Concern has been expressed
about the scheduled expiration of this temporary provision 9n June 30, 171,
after which date present regulations would not permit reimbursement for
services furnished by laboratories which qualified under the temporary provision.

As a result' of consultation by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare with national associations representing laboratory sciences and clinical
laboratory administration and the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council,
the regulations are being modified to permit a director who has qualified under
the ten~porary exception to continue to qualify after June 30, 1971, if the
laboratory he-directs demonstrates satisfactory performance In-a performance
evaluation program conducted by the State meeting standards, which will be
prescribed by the Secretary. Included In this performance evaluation program
will be a requirement of sUfcesful art cpatlon'for at least-2 consecutive eats
between July 1; 1068, and July'l, 1071, and annually thereafter in a Atatq-
operated o- rStte-aipproved proficiency testing program mektng standards ac-
ceptable to' the Secretary. ('1t -first qualifying year for this part of the require-
mept would be the year beginning July !, 108, because this is the first year that
States are e.cpqted to have Avallablj a comprehensive program of proficiency
tetl'kicoverhin the fill range of pertfi *s iate&)

We believe that this modificatlon' In the regulati6ns will jorovid4 eotitlnulng
assurance of a professionally acceptable level of laboratory service and, at the
same time, provide an opportunity for those directors who do not meet the
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academic requirements now contained in the regulations to demonstrate their
qualifications fnd comipetence.

Sincerely yours,
WILBUR J., COhtEN,

(T'h1 following letter was submitted to the committee .by l1on.
Philip j.' Pliilbin, a U.S. Itepresentativo in Congress frooi tho State
of Massachusetts:) , I j ' I

MASSACTIVSMI'S OENFRAT COuRT,
CoXurrrtz ON FFDERIAT. FINANCIAL AssIsrTANc,:

Boston, August 16, 1967.
Congressman PHILIP J. PHIRINT,
U.S. House of Rcpresentative8,
House Offlee Building,
l11oaington, D.O,

DEAR, CONORESMAN PIIILnIII; There are many facets of the proposed Social
seciirtty Amendmndts of ,1007, as reported ,by the House Waps and Means
Committee, (HR 12080) Which are of cohkern to the people of 'Massachlsetts
but, possibly, causing greatest immediate appteheifslon are the'sections amend-
lg federal laws relative to public welfare. If under the rules of Congress the
bill as reported by the committee iS not Subjdct to amendment, it is the hope of
members of this committee that you will see t to voto to send the m ensure back
to Ways and Means for fitrther consideration.

Several of the proposed' ptiblic welfare amendments are objectionable to
citizens of this state and represent, In .i0 opinion, a political philosophy long
outdated in urban America. Specifically, the proposal to place a ceiling on the
proportion of a state's population which nmay warrant the piotectlon of aid to'
families of dependent children is considered a queer expression of a philosophy
which th6 state by legislntlVe edict caii place a limit on the number of persons
deserving of assistance.

At a time when the Nfassachustts Ociteral Couo!t i.4debating wneasnres to have
the state awkume the full ri6n-federal cot of local welfare, a eost which will add
at least $,OO0,00Q to the state budget, it is upsetting to find anyone lit Congress
proposing that the Commonwealth also tike up iart of !he burden which
previous sessions of Congress agreed should be shouldered by, Washington., It
need not be spelled out that even if Washington believes a limit can be arbitrarily
placed on the number of persons who need and deserve assistance, the Common-
wealth will not shirk its responsibility and will continue to provide such
assistanceto needy ehildeen. i

It may interest you to know that Massachusetts has experienced bh extraordl-
nary increase in thenumber of APDO cases in the'past few years and the upward
spiral can be expected to continue. In June of 1060, 48,722 persons were covered
In this state by AFDO. Two months ago, the number has jumped to 122,050-an
Increase of about 150 percent In the short span of seven years.

An abbreviated table of the number of beneficiaries under APD0 follows:

Stutawide Boston

1960.............. ........................ 48,938 1$, 140
196................................................. .iO .$ 39147 .............................................................. 122, 44,103

May we have your support in seeking a' means to amend this measure which
will protect forward looking welfare programs of the Commonwealth?

Sincerely,
OEOROE V. 19NNFUT.,

Stha te Ch airman.
GEORx0GE I;. SAxco, Jr.," .. uoe Chairman.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Iton.
J. Caleb Bogpq, a U.S. Senator from the State of Delaware:)
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STATE OF DELAWARE,
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIO WELFARE,

Wilmington, Del., August 18, 1967.Hon. J. CALEB BOooS,
Sona to O" Building,
Wasfngtot, DO.

DEAR SENATOR BoGos: In the past few days I have received copies of HR-
12080, a bill to amend the Social Security Act, as well as summaries of this very
important legislation,- particularly as it applies to public assistance and child
welfare programs administered by the Department of Public Welfare, State of
Delaware. -

As recently as August 16, 1967, I had the privilege of meeting with directors of
State Welfare Departments and Federal officials, in meeting to discuss this
legislation as well as to discuss the reorganization of the welfare administration
at tflb Federal level.

It is my understanding that HBR-12080 was approved by the House of Repre-
sentatives on August 17, 1967, as reported out of the House Ways and Means
Committee.

There are some factors in the amendments affecting the operation of public
assistance programs which appear to create areas of potential hardship for
children in families dependent on public assistance for financial assistance to
meet everyday needs.

I refer specifically to Section 206 which amends Section 403 of the social
Security Act by inserting the qualification of limiting the number of children
with respect to whom Federal payment may be made. This amendment would
have the effect of placing an added financial burden on the State ani Counties
of Delaware if the ratio of dependent children deprived of parental support
should increase above the ratio applicable to January, 1007, Insofar av the rela-
tionship of such children is to the total population under 21 years' Qf age is
concerned.

Of concern to this agency, also, is Section 203 of HR-12080, amending Sec-
tion 407, Dependent Children of Unemployed Fathers. This amendment aleo has
the effect of placing an added financial burden on the State and Counties of Dela-
ware, as it tends to restrict the scope of eligibility for this form of Federally
financed public assistance.

It is my sincere hope that you wlU give consideration to these factors when
HR-1280 is placed before the Senate for action.

Respectfully yours, I. LE..
•U .E. '51ILLEa, Director.

(The following letter was submitted to the' committeeby Ion.
Ernest, Gruening, a U.S. Senator from the State of Alaska:)

JUNEAU, ALASXA,
August 15,1967.

11on. ERNEST (IiNJRN&O,
Senate O fice Buildipg,
Washington, D.O.

DEA SIR: Senior citizens often suffer from maladies of which there is little
practical cure-only relief. Arthritis is one of those ailments and I am one
of its victims.

The Doctors Clinic of Juneau has taken care of our medical needs for many
years. The services rendered by that clinic to myself are presently covered under
my $3.00 monthly payments to Medicare.

: During the past three weeks our local chiropractor has given me a number of
treatments which relieved the pain and did much toward restoring my ability to
walk properly.' Under present regulations'I am not permitted to charge those
treatments to Medicare.

It would seem that relief should be one, if not the chief, criterion for Medicare
recognition. I urge you to give thought to this proposition and possibly to influ-
ence your colleagues to do l;kewlse.

Yours truly.
RALPH G. WRIGHT.
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(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Hon.

Daniel B. Brewster, a U.S. Senator from the State of Maryland:)
BLTIMLOR, MD., Augut 4, 1907.

lon. DANIEL B. BREWSTER,

U.X. Senate,
I'ashington, D.O.

DFAR SENATOR BREWSTER: As a general surgeon dealing with many aspects
of the current laws regulating medicare, social security, and the Maryland
Medical Service, Inc., health plans, there are certain regulations presented now
In two of my patients which I personally believe are unreasonable and distorted,
creating undue hardships on those individuals involved. It Is beyond my con-
ception that those of you concerned with the laws of our land could have passed
such legislation so biased and unjust for those few Individuals I am now about to
prescribe. Sincere efforts on my part concerning this matter at my level of
operation have invariably resulted in the phrase "That's the law."

Some 6 or 8 months ago, two unrelated couples totally unknown to each other
were referred to my office for surgical consultation. Before long, I was to find
these couples were not married but were brothers and sisters who had lived
together all of their lives as such ard not as husband and wife. Both of these
circumstances were brought about by the brother and sister's desire to tend their
elderly parents and, therefore, neither had sought marriage. The parents involved
had, by the time of my consultation, expired, with the brother and sister living
together in the old family homestead and/or apartment. Under these circum-
stances, the brother in both instances continued to support the house and his
sister. In one instance, a sister became ill, requiring hospitalization, but, much
to my surprise, the sister could not be carried on the Maryland Medical Service,
Inc., policy of her brother as a dependent even though her brother was her sole
support. Apparently the law reads a male and female married, with the male
being the sole support of the female, then a female fs considered a dependent of
the male. On the other hand, if a brother and sister are living together, as cited
above, then the sister is not considered a dependent of her brother even though
her brother is her sole support. Were this not enough, the situation confronting
the other couple is even a more Serious matter.

Some 3 weeks ago, the brother of the other couple expired suddenly from an
acute coronary thrombosis, leaving his 70-year-old sister, whom he had supported
all of his life, not eligible for even social security benefits. Apparently the social
security regulations specify a sister is not eligible for her brother's benefits even
though her brother had been pAying the required portion 'of his sala-y to the
social security'agency aU-cf his working life. The local-soclhi security officials
advise me the sister, my patient, is not eligible for her brother's social security'
benefits, whereas If she h d been married to her lifelong sole support she would
then be eligible for such benefits as would appear to me to be rightfully hers,
As a result. the sister in this second example is virtually destitute, with no trade
or profession offering some opportunity for some type of a meager livelihood.
I suppose the only actual current solution to these two problems is for the
Individuals concerned to apply through' the local' welfare agencies for what
Ienefits may be available to them. The second female Individual likewise has not
been aisle to obtain Blue Cross-Blue Shield coverage under her now deceased
brother for the same reasons as stated.

From the aforementioned two cas6 examples, you should now, see why It
appears blamed and unfair to thoeindividuals who are maintained and supported
by a brother but, according to the law, are not allowed the benefits of their male
supporter because they are not married. Individuals under the same circum-
stancesrWho are married thtIn allow the female to gain 'those benefits which may
be available through their supporters" ehployers' Insurance programs. I would
sincerely appreciate your'examination and sympathetic deliberation of this most
unfortunate bit of legislation involving ease examples as I have exemplified in
this letter. Hoping to hear from you soon concerning the matter at hand.

Very cordially yours,
LEONARD' H. FLAx, M.D.
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(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Hon. ;Clar-
ence D. Long, a U.S. Representative in Congress from, the State of
Maryland:)

WESTERN MAUYLAND RAILWAY CO.,
Baltimore, Md., August 4, 1907.Hen. JOHx AV. GARVxER,

Secretary Of Health, Education, and Welfare,.
Washington, D.O.

D.AR Ma. 6,ABDNER: Both In my capacity as President of the Prisoner's Aid
Association of Maryland and in my other roles in the community I have been con-
cerned for a long time with the problem of those who are on welfare. I take the
liberty, therefore, of offering a few obs~rvatlons on the subject as they relate to
Title 11 of the Social Security bill now before Congress.

It seems to me that present welfare practice's as well as those proposed in the
new legislation tend tO drive the Negro male out of the family. Despite denials
of welfare'officials It Is our experience that there Is a definite pressure exerted
by the DPW on welfare families Which forces the putative father underground.
Whether this is a result of legislation and regulation or whether it is a psycholog.
leal problem resulting from the fact that so many welfare workers are women, I
do not know. It seems to me, however, thatone aim of welfare policy should be
to reinstate the Negro male as part of the household lie has fathered.

I suggest that one move toward this objective would be to create an incentive
by giving a bonus to each welfare family which has a male head of household.
Welfare checks could be made out Jointly to husband and wife, and I would not
quibble over whether the same "husband" was on record year In and year out.
Sufficient proposals have already been made by eminent authorities to provide
for a gradual transition from welfare to self-support, and I ani in favor of the
approaches proposed by such persons as Mr. Moynihan and Mr. Keyserling.

I believe the cost of bonuses for male heads. of household would be relatively
slight compared with the social cost we are now paying by forcing these men to
resort to underground existence, including a life of crime. I would urge, there-
fore, that some consideration be given to this approach while legislation is still in
progress.

Respectfully,
YERBY R. HOLMAN.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Hon. Rob-
ert P. Griffin, a U.S. Senator from the State of Michigan:)

DEROIT, MIGir., August 8, 1907.Senator R. P. Gan~iN,
Old Senate ffce Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SIR: I realize you're a busy man but I hope you'll take a few minutes to
listen to my problem.

I have an 83-year-old mother that my sister and I have supported for over 25
years. Mother is now suffering from Cerebral Arteriosclerosis and can't eat or hell)
herself in any way. We put her in Moroun Nursing Home, It's a licensed home
and accepts Medicare but all we could take was 73 days of it. Besides her other
problem she is now suffering from dehydration andmalnutrition due to poorcare
and food. I'm speaking from experience cause we took her, her supper every eve-
ning and two meals on Saturday aind' SUnday otherwise she'd get nothing.'

It seems the homes that get government money have very poor Aervice and
have the feeling that the old folks are there to die. They have aides giving medi-
cation and patients sitting in urine all day.. -. .

I'm a registered nurse In Industry and had a number of sinillar complaints.
The opinion of most of the people is that, If Medicare and Medicaid'would have
a program like the doctor's have that if they don't accept'assignmen't you could
pay the home and Send in your bills to Medicare or Medicaid. Most of the homes
that don't accept government money give excellent care and have registered nurses
taking care of patients. _

We would all appreciate it, if you could work on a program like this to help
our elderly citizens who can't help themselves.

Sincerely,
DOROTHY SZYMANSKI, R.
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(The following report was submitted to the committee by Hon.
John Sparkman, a U.S. Senator from the State of Alabama:)

Auo. 18, 1007.
To: Senators Lister Hill and John Sparkman and Representatives Edwards,

Dickinson, Andrews, Nichols, Selden, Buchanan, Bevill, and Jones.
From: Harold W. Steadham, President, Alabama Hospital Association.
Subject: Medicare Report.

The Alabama Hospital Association, after a meeting of its representatives with
members of the Alabama Congressional Delegation, would like to make the follow-
Ing report and recommendations concerning our experiences with Medicare-Title
XVIII of P.L. 89-07:

In our meeting in Washington we outlined some basic problem areas of hospi-
tals in Alabama, as follows:

1. Reimbursements to hospitals for Medicare are inadequate.
2. Method of determining cost is too involved, time-consuming and not based

on "true cost."
3. Misunderstandings Social Security'Administration regional offices have re-

garding private room benefits for medicare patients. *
4. Complications of billing for hospital-based physician services and outpatient

billing, creating a misunderstanding between hospitals and physicians on one
hand and-hospitals and Medicare patients on the other.

With the advent of Medicare, the Federal Government promptly became con-
cerned about trends affecting medical care'costs. The amendments to'the Social
Security Act, P.1,. 89-9T, have stated it rinclple of Paying for services rendered
to a patient Under Title XVIII which Is idealistic. It states that no part of the
cost for Medicare patients will be borne by other patients, nor will the cost for
other patients be included in the MHedic*are reimbursement. The regulations given
to those responsible for determining this cost have been over-soUcitous in elimi-
nating any and all factors bordering on paying for other patients, but the same
effort has not been made to compensate for the obvious services where the added
cost of Medicare patients is passed on to other patients.

As an example, all cost attributed to'0bstetrical Departments I removed from
Medicare Audits. On the other hand, no provision Is made to compensate for the
cost of increased nursing service time f9r Medicare patients. I - I

With just a cursory, glance at nursing care and a Jimited io6*_r tli6tIme to
care for an elderly patent, compar d to the avenge adult patient, It 0 obvious
more personnel time is needed for the older patient. For example, it 'sually re-
quires two people to take an older p0tientn ais e her to X-ray; 4. ypoUger pa-
tient would walk or gO in a wheelchair.,To'do the X-zay 'tr0cdqr requires more
time, more explanation and, in many cases, more people. t t kes 'only a minute
to give an adult a medication, whereas a Inse iMayspend ten minutes explaining,
listening or consoling an elderly patient before, e shot can, be glvin. There is
no method in RCO for recognizing this extra '00t of. personnel tlmn6 dsed by
Medicare patients. These nursing care service'are,"considered pIftr of 'the room
charge, which is the same for Medicare patients as fj al'other patient .s.

Probably the best example of the'probleni Associated 'with' 4etrmlinig M1dli-
care costs can be given with a review of recent audits done in tbre representative
hospitals. The following Is the story of 'he results, using the four 'dierent meth-
ods of determining the average cost per day of caring for Medicare patients:

Doubt9 apportioament method Stapdown ftCC' Stopdownh
HDopita D ipareli Combination Cobinto

"rC method

. .................... $32.15
NO.2 ............................. 33.16 ' 1
No. 3......... ........ ... '. 35U1I 38.40 35.51 38.24

Consider, also, that If Hospital #2 had been on an average pr41erd reiemnburse-
ment basis, its cost would have been $&s 2..

What is the real cost? Obviously none of these. Which Is the nearest? As far
as the hospital Is concerned, it hasto be tie highest relnbursenet.

The RCC formula is fraught -with- inherent inequities. ,AIqo, to perform' te
audits required under the present system would' cost:an estimated additional
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$200,000 In Alabama alone, and adequate audits exist already to compute aver-
age per diem.

For at least twelve years Blue Cross of Alabama has been auditing Its member
hospitals and determninilig their average per diem cost of services offered under
the Blue Cross contracts. The hospitvils in this state have been reimbursed on a
cost plus.5 per cent basis with retroactive adjustments, which has proven satis.
factory. Some people with a lack of total understanding of hospital costs and
charges have charged that this creates inefficiency and encouraged laxne.,,s III
cost, This cannot be suistantlated by tact, and quite the contrary, by using our
Blue Cross as an example, our average cost has been considerably below the na-
tlonal average.' The average annual increase has been lower than in other areas
of the country.

Another Inequity in' the Medicare' program Is the provision for the use of a
private room by a Medicare patient. This places an unnecessary burden gn the
physician by requiring him to certify the medical necessity for the use 'of a pri-
vate room. The definition of "medical necessity" creates a wide spectrum of opin-
Ion as to what constitutes a medical necessity for a private room. We request
this requirement be eliminated any anyone using.a private room would pay
the difference. ._:

The present regulations regarding outpatient services are complicated and
difficult for everyone to understand. The beneficiaries do not understand them
and they are a monstrosity for a hospital to administer. To further complicate
outpatient services, the separation of the diagnostic and therapuetie services in
the professional and hospital components compounds the confusion. We believe
this should be changed and a fiat co-payment provision for each instance of serv-
Ice be charged.

SUMMARY

The first ye4r of Medicare has uncovered some obvious problems, many In-
equities and promioted a great deal of confusion for all concerned.

The RCC method of reimbursement is lacking In meeting the cost of care to
Medicare beneficiaries. It Is not producing its proportionate share of revenue.
Contrary to the stated intent of the law, the Medicare patient is not paying his
full share of the co- -

We feel a third method of payment should be available to those hospitals where
RCO Is difficult to use and another audited cost is being done for third piry re.
Imburserhent This method should be an average per diem for services covered.

Tho provision for private rooms Is not fair to anyone concerned. It should be
eliminated and anytime a patient Is In a private room, the cost of the difference
In semi-private rate and private room rate should be borne by the beneficiary.

The present outpatient benefits are impossible to administer fairly and in.
expensively. The deductible should be eliminated and a fiat co-payment for each
service rendered should be made.

We recommend that the law and/or regulations be amended to reflect a more
realistic determination of cost, that a reimbursement rate be determined to com-
pensate for the added care of a medicare patients and the administrative com-
plexitles be eliminated.

We are grateful for the opportunity to make this presentation to you. Thank
you.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Hon. Jack
Miller, i U.S. Senator from the State of Iowa:)

Hon. RussELL B. Loo,T2
Chairman. Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O

DEAR SEzATO LONG AND MEMBERS OF TIRE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE: We
are confident that the Members of the Senate Finance Committee will give
thoughtful and wise consideration to H.R. 12W.

While we' hre in acord with the consideration girdi to our older -pMple and
the families of deceased or disabled coveredd" workers'; we are" shocked to note
the failure' to give equal consideration tol the children of our AFDO families.
It appears t6' us tbrt these infAnts. children, Aid youthare being set aArt from
humane and 'realstle understindlng of their noeds. They do have very pWonl
need becau*oe, 'through no fault of their- bwn, they are children of deprivation.
family breakdown, and unacceptable parental behavior. We believe they deserve
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the best we can give to them. Actually, they constitute about one-sixth of the
total number of children in equally dire circumstances; we wish appropriations
and eligibility requirements would permit us to help all children In need. On the
other hand, we see no need to further deprive the 0ne-sixth under our care. -

Most of our AFDO parents and out-of-school,'unemployed youth would work If
there .was work for them. Most ne9d training; many need basic education. Where
do we send them? Existing training.programs are ot nearly adequate'to nieet
the training and educational needs of the vast majority of the AFDO adults and
youth who want to work,

We like the nall sample w've had of %.o'rR experieSne fdtrailn programs,
and are gratified by the 'results. The'ombination of basic eduetion, personal
counselling, and work training Is prodUIetive 161 Ifiicreasing iidlildlnfls' ability to
get and hold jobs. A npimber, of gur disabled APDO fathers labeled "non-atmena-
ble for training" by other p'uble tra11 g pigraino have beh trained under our
program and are now fully employed. Ill ¥erer, thc~e programs, fnnced by OEO
grants, are totally Inadequate to.meetthe needs four peOple for training. We
need more money, more projects, And more staff. Instead Of this, we have hAd to
reduce our activities in training and work experience because of the cut back Ift
OEO funds, We wish the programs we did have could h ave been left Intact long
enough to more widely demonstrate their value; this here today, gone tomoftow
(or Department of Labor tomorrow)fragmentation under OEO has been dlq-
couraging. We had hoped for a stite appropriation to establish community Work
and training programs throughout the state. We didn't get it

This OEO funded work experience program, under our administration, began
July 15, 1905, with projects in two counties. It wa's expanded to include 41 of our
99 counties, but cuts in OEO funds have made It necessary to curtail the program
to 35 counties. During the past two years, 2,024 trainees have entered the pro-
gram. Already 613 have completed their training, and 75 percent of them have
obtained employment. Another 647 did not complete their training, but many of
them quit to accept Jobs. Some had personal family problems--illness, care of
children, etc-which had to be resolved. Only a small number were removed
from the program because of their apparent inability to benefit from it. High
school diplomas or equivalency certificates were earned by 262 trainees. the 632
who either completed their training or quit to take jobs, were drawing prior to
employment $120,080.00 monthly. assistance, or an average of $190.00 each for
support of their families. After obtaining employment, their monthly earnings
were $178,850.00 or an average of $283.00 per worker.
' We're glad to see income exemptions as an incentive to work. That will help.
However, the fact remains that the under-educated and unskilled must be helped
to achieve capabilities for employment. The Iowa' Development Commission Is
working hard to bring new IndustrY to Iowa to provide more jobs. However,
modern plants require workers of more skill and education than most of our
AFDO adults have.

Iowa does have a program which requires us to make known to all families
receiving assistance that family planning Information and payment of costs Is
available. This Is state law.

Our state laws also require that AFDO applicants and recipients cooperate
with county attorneys In locating and obtaining child support from ab".nt par-
entM. Our county workers are diligent In making these referrals, and our AFDO
mothers have cooperated with the county attorneys, but except in a few coun-
ties (mostly urban) county attorneys do not act. Will Congress make this
mandatory?

Iowa has an abused child act which applies to all children, not just those in
AWD0 families. Our county departments are actively Involved since they are re-
sponsible for making reports to the courts. We have, more Ijpstancev of child
abuse and neglect in non-assistance families than In AFDO. ., - .... , .

AFD Is not the cause of illegitimacy, and it ts clearly evident that the increase
In It cuts across all segments of society. We're against it, but recognize that the
lawai of nature'are less aubject-to change th t*ma4-ma40 laws,: andrather im-
pervious to latter, as well., We will ever believe that the way to reduq Ithe inci-
dence of- llItimacy is to fail to feed and care for chillren ofter birth norto
deny their mothers decent prenatal care, - 'or do we think our courts will ever
approve of wholesale placement of such children in foster homes simply because
of the -cirt mstanes of their birth. An unwed mother who takes good care of
her child Is generally permitted that privilege by the courts. Refusing AFDO
to such mothers and children may reduce the AFDC rolls, but it will not reduce

I I 1, .. , P , --, " - , - '
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illegitimacy. Au attempt to reduce AFDC costs through this method will mean
that unless these needy mothers and children are cared for through state and
local funds, they will be further damaged and deprived. And this Is precisely
what will happen Ii most instances because we do not have state funds to care
for them, and neither are our counties able to bear this expense.

It ahoul4 be noted that the vast majority of out-of-wedlock born AFDC children
in our state, #t least, were conceived and born before there was an application
for assistance. We had no w ay of knowing the offspring were on the way and,
we suspect that most of the unmarried parents did not deliberately plan to pro.
duce a child. While we have not been tremendously effective in forestalling such
births, neither have churches, schools, parents, laws, and society In general. We
recognize the grave problem and are earnestly seeking solutions to it. We don't
believe punitive measures directed toward children and mothers will do anything
but delay applications for 'assistance until_ they are deprived beyond human
endurance Instead, family planning in the future, training for work, education
for the children, and respect for higher Moral standards are more likely to be
beneficial.

We believe 1I.A 12080 would further deprive all AFDC families without-de-
creasing the total number of desertions, In orderto care for ndditlonal deserted
families from state funds, we'd have to cut all AFDO grants. At the present time
we are paying )5 percent of our a~sstance standards to these families, and this
amount is still below "poverty" level.

ADOC CASELOAD EXPENDITURE DATA

Cases Ependrs

Total Averaie Total Average

JuyWrbr1961 ............................ s 60 S 1

Jafay--Js e962 ....................................... .7.691 go Is 1 48
o y 1 4 ..................................... 1

Jt-A eI ..................................... 10, 1,7 4,7 V3
JIO4I8 -Jutl 1965........................................ 0 9 . 9 4r 6 154t -. ,:o
J~tul r du 1964 ................. :........ . ........... . I St 103S:

$1. 0, l,17 .14Julwvy-jum 1 ;..9...... *............................... .. 0.16 is 6'o 1 0 1, S 3
July~ bet $4222 1,S6I9-7.110
...... : .... ......... ............ 40.....

PROJECTED

Cases Expendltures

...... ............. .'. 1 .43 1 563Jaftlry-,fune 16 ................................................. |l'S $ 2, 0 .4 91
Jul.-.be..8................Ja~ YJnI g.................................. ........ 11.920 .27.247
u -. mbe 9 ................. ... ....... I 0 2:452, 918

.............. 12,256 2 us;.. .75

Nte: 1.4 percent Irneree oak 6-month period 14 caseload; 5.4 percent Increase each 6-rnath period In expendllores.

An examination of the records aA maintained in the State Department of Social
Welfare for the period July 1, 1961 through June 80, 1067, Indicates that! the
monthly caseload average haisncreabed 10.6%:It is reasonable to assume that
this increase will continue. The projeeted figures would lead one to believe that
a steady Increase In caseload will be equal to 1.4% for each six-month period.

'Any deereahe In Federal: funds covering the area of children from deserted
homes and/or. illegitimate children would'place the burden of, care on State
fundo.'The legislative appropriations' for the biennium have been set, based
on pest history. Therefore, it appears that it would be impossible for the State
of Iowa to cover any decrease In Federal funds.'

Sincerely yours,
IOWA STATIC BOAT) OF' SOCIAL, WSLFARZ,
A. Dowxtro, Ohafrmae.
HRNitY Oz Mfo, Vida Ohairms.
Mae. TrwNS M. SUITH. Memnber.
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(The following letter was submitted to the committee by lion.
Everett McKinley Dirksen, a U.S. Senator from the State of Illinois:)

SOUTH EKn ILIJ.VOIS HOSPITAL CORP.,
COurbondalc, Ill., A uguet 28,1967.

Hon. EvrEn. DiRRSeN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DXEA SF.XATo0 DjRKtSEN: Rlecently, In a public statement, Mr. Jiohn W. Gardner,
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, took it upon himself to blame
hospitals for most of the Medicare difficulties Incurred during this first year
of Medicare. He went ahead to state that hospitals have had a tremendous rise
in costs since the advent of MedicAre, and he Is absolutely correct. But, he failed
to mention that a goodly, portion of this riseO ix costs can be attributed directly
to federal wage legislation which very dramatically raised the floor of all hospital
wage levels.

As a hospital administrator, I deeply resent my hospital being blamed for
rising costs without Mr. Gardner mentioning that some of the reasons therefor
were the recent federal wage legislation, the Increases in social security taxes,
and the increase In postal rates, Just to mention three Items alone. All of the.Qe
were the direct result of federal legislation over which no hospital in the
country had tny control whatsoever.

Mr. dardner went ahead to praise the doctors, the Insurance carriers, and the
various states for raising health care standards, but he completely ignored
the hospitals and the real reason for the rise In hospital costs.;He Ignored the
plain fact that the substantial payroll tax Increase, which.'the workers of
AmerlcA are going to have to face, is that over 909'% of these proposed increases
have nothtig to do with hospital or medical costs, but are occasioned by cash
benefits ' to be paid to the-social security beneficiaries. There Ia not a hospital
in the country that will not take the blame where the blaue is Just alid is due,
but Just to come out with blatant statements such as Mr. Gardner made indicates
that he either did not know his own facts or he was deliberately Ignoring the
true facts of the situation. In either case, hospitals have suffered in the public
image by such criticisms.

It would appear to me that a public apology lis due from Mfr. Gardner to the
hospitals of the country who have tried so hard to make the Medicare Program
work.
While I don't know what you can or cannot do, will or will not do, I wanted

you to know at least one hospital administrator's feelings on such, what I term
irresponsible, public statements.

Yours very truly,
JACK B. EDMUNDBON, Adinnietralor.

-(The following was submitted to the con,mitte 'by Ronoi LenB.'
Joidani, a U.S. Senator from the Staterof Idaho,)

STAThEMgNT OW U1. FRW" GA3Rr, ExEour'vx Dato , DPiATMKNT OF
EMPLOtum r 'STATE o IDAHO, AUOUST 81, 1967

(For inclusion in the hearing record of the Senate Finance ConunIttee on the
.mOployent Bervic.s Provisions of the -Social Security Am en4ments qf 1007--.
1.11. 12080.-with Introductory Remarks by Senator Len 13. Jorda.4 of Idaho.)
Mr, M4rn -and Members of the Committee : On August 28, 1967, I received

a letter from Mr. H. Fred Garrett, Executive Director,: Dpfrtmett-of Employ;
ment, State of Idaho. thoughgl it was not his original Intention,. he did give me
his permla*l6n to. have bls letter Included in the record of your Committee with
respect to the learfgs on H, 12080. I :

Mr. Garrett's letter Is concerned primarily with the provisions of the bill which
would permit duplicating existing employment services. I am sure you will agree
that Mr. Garrett Is 6neWef the nations oUtstanding autoritles in the field of em.
ployment In light of the following suzirmar of his career and activities:.

0htef-Vneppoyment Insurane, Idaho Ageney--1988to 194&,
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Executive Dlreetor-ldaho Employment Security Agency-1043 to date.
Served as President In 1952 and 1953 and at least six times as a member of

the Board of Directors; three times is chairman of the Administrative
Financing Committee of the Interstate Conference of Employment Security
Agencies.

Served as one of a ten member Special Committee appointed by the Pres-
Ident to develop recommendations for Beneflt Standards for Unemployment
Insurance, H.R. 82S2-1(65.

Appeared before the Olark-1lolland Subcommittee on Employment and Man-
power In 1966 with respect to Manpower Services Act, S. 2074, representing
and authorized to speak for 41 separate state agencies.

I would be most grateful If you would Include the attached letter In the record
of your hearings on H.R. 12080, not merely because It represents the point of view
of a very eminently qualified man, but because it appears that the points discussed
therein were not afforded exposure In public hearings In the House of Representa-
tives.

Most respectfully submitted.
LEN D. JORDAN,

U.8. Sector.

DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT,
-STATE OF IWAHO,

Boise, Idaho, August 95, 1967.
Senator LN B. JoiDAN,
New Senate Office Building,
Wassngton, D.O.

DRn Lim: I appreciate having had an opportunity to talk to you about the
House amendments to the Social Security bill while I wss in Washington last
week. This bill, as I explained to you, was originally introduced as H.R. 5710
but was amended by the Ways and Means Committee and brought out as H.R.12080.

My Interest is with the particular provisions that would permit duplicating era.
ploymemit services and at tremendous cost. There is properly deep public concern
with the growing relief costs and a recognition of the necessity of both preparing
relief recipients to work and conditioning their payments on takingtraining that
would provide them with the necessary skills. This Is the reason H.R, 5710, as It
was introduced, contained two sections--409 and 410--relating to work and train-
Ing programs for welfare clients.

Section 410 would allow the Secretary of Labor to develop work and' training
programs to meet the needs of welfare clients and to bill the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare for the costs of these programs. These costs would be
paid from moneys available under the Social Security Act.

Section 409, which is the original Community Work and Training Section
and would become the residual program In eases where the Department of Labor
could not or would not perform. The bill reported out by the Ways and Means
Committee and passed by the House was'changed substantially from the original
proposal. Section 410 has been deleted and all the manpower program activities
that are basically a function and responsibility at the Federal level of the De-
partment of Labor and at the State level of the Department of Employmept are
now contained in section 409, but in substantially different 'form.

Under the revision, the Welfare Administration has the authority to develop
programs on an .5-15 per cent matehing.fund basis with the State providing 15
per cenit of the cost. The Secretary of' H.E.W. would have the option for good
cause of waving the State-matching requirement.

Under the provisions of the bill as passed by the House it is cncelvab~e that
each County Welfare Department of the United States might eventually b.06 a
manpower component to serve the clients of that county, This could Include: not
only work experience and training capability, but also employment services. While
Section 409 carries a provision permitting purchase o6 srvice from the employ-
ment service,' it Is not, mandatory. Some national' coqt' projections have been:
made and It does not seem unreasonable to anticipate an additional AdmInlstra.
tive cost of as much as $700 milUon a yer., for ah additional 2dO0 personnel In
the Welfare Department. I am not suggesting thatthere would not be some addl.
tIonal costs under the original proposal contained In O.R. 5710, b t these obuld
only be a fraction of the amount that the fouse-pasied verson ould involve.
There are other implications besides the direct cost
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In order to develop a background for determination of skills and needs, also
employment potential, it would be necessary for the Welfare Department to go
beyond Just administration of training programs and placement services. This
would add further to costs and at the same time create conflicts in the fields of
labor statistics and public Information. It would undermine the job placement
potential for unemployment Insurance benefit claimants. This would increase
costs In that area and multiply frustrations and hamper effective and efficient
administration.

I have endeavored to give you a concise summary of the basic differences be-
tween the two proposals, and I would be pleased to answer any questions that
you may have or to provide more detailed information if you would like to have it.

Let me again express my sincere appreciation for the fine support that you
have always given me In dealing with the continuing problems of State-Federal
relationships.

With warmest personal regards.
Sincerely,

H. Fitt GAnRR=,
Ex ecutive Director.

(The following telegram and letter were submitted to the committee
by Hon. J. W. Fulbrigit, a U.S. Senator from the State of Arkansas:)

Lrrrz Rooit, ARK., Augr#e 21, 1967.
Senator J. W. FutRXOlIT,
Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D.C.

Urge that Crippled Children Services be left as a part of Children's Bureau
as provided for by H.R. 12080. This agency feels that placing 008 under re-
habilitation services on State level would be difficult, costly, and unnecessary.
And we fail to see what, if any advantages will accrue from such a change.

L. E. BLAkYWK, Welare Oommissioner.

SrAT SZravzns rO* CRUPLW CH ILM=N,
Tnu UIvasrry or low.,

Iowa Oily, Iowa, Agust 22,1967.Senator J. W. FU~nRX0HT,
l15 NewO Senate Building,
WVas~hngtom, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR FULiIOwT: AS yOU knbw, on 'August '15. 1967, Secretary
Oardner announced a proposed reorganization of tile Weifhre Division of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.4I am aware that it Is the Sec-
retary's responsibility to conduct the Department and his responsibility to
determine its administrative structure.

However, there Is one section of t4e pi~posed change that t4 of great concern
to many. This is the recommendation to'place the Crippled Children's Services
in the new Rehabllitatl ,heSrvles-Administration.

It Is. thestated ht e)1't 0nge'ss3'b- d1 f chi ld health servicecatd t6 lessen
frageiat[i'of chihl heAlth servi~e&-to consolidate ahd:"more -kationAlly

drra ge tme hyarlous Ttle --V '#afiif" "(Report 'of the Coiiinlttee on ways
and Mean'' on HR. 120&, to0n o odImprovement Of Child Ohild, page 124).
It I m' considered opinion that the trop00ed Adminintratlve'htnge would run

counter to thestated tntnt of 06hri - -
It 4s my considered opinion that theproposed change would be disadvhi-

tageous'for 4ioh*- (The F1IHnoab6e:, Wllbuk"W Was' asiedt to discuss the
advantages to children thaiii 1uld i) 'i. fle elte plt to ailswer.)

There Is a great 4'diita e-t ' f i i' ofte agencjl n gOvernment con-
cerned with chlldien as theo' n w' to wphiddiilstratlon on aglnj, '

'ThVe pr6stChilaieh'd Buread: = hidet s ssful through 'its adminis-
tratt6n of 6le programs in ide V oftho 0Sb4Ial Stfritj Act ld giving direction
to comprehenspai governmental concern a'out chldrn. :'The Ilehablita'tlbWf S rViea AdmtntstF~tloui and its"persotnnel, lhvcano experi-

ence In providing comprehensive child health services. "State criplkd'children's
ageneles ' te their flidds* to loite- hildr6t' topOro~vde ditgnobtio 4ervleei and
then to see that each child gets the midlbAl care, hospitalization, and e0,tinuing
c.i r' Y a V4r06ty. 6f professbioal' people, that h6 needs. ''Less thab half of the
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children served have orthopedic handicaps, the rest Include epilepsy, hearing
Impairment, cerebral palsy, cystic fibrosis, heart disease, and many congenital
defects."1 (See page 120(b) of Report of the Committee on Ways and Means on
H.R. 12080.) Rehabilitation programs are directed primarily to vocational train.
in. They have' uo expertise in comprehensive child health programs.

I serve on the advisory committee to the Iowa State Rehabilitation Program
and am Informed about the strong and weak points about the state and national
rehabilitation programs. It would be a great set-back to the Crippled Children's
Services if ou.r source of leadership and funding came from the Rehabilitation
Services Administration.,

This letter O0nherns the effect that the proposed administrative change would
have on the Crippled Childten's Service. TLhis is not a local matter as indicated
by the statements made by the American Academy of Ilediatrics, tho National
Association of Chairmen of Dopartutents of 'ediatrics, the Academy of Ortho-
pedic Surgeons, the Association of State and Territorial Health Officers-and
really by all parties knowledgeable about child health.

Respectfully,
Jons C. MACQt':E., M.I).,

E.recutiro ODiccr and Medical Director.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Hon.
Bourke B. Hickenloopor, a U.S. Senator from the State of Iowa:)

NATIONAL AsSOcrATIo Or SCLe WORKERS, INc.,
CENTRALz IOwA CHAPTER,

Des Moinces, Iowa, $eptcmbcr 6, 1967.
Hon. BouazK HixcxNLoopta,
U.S. Senate,
Wael&gton, D.O.

DEan SENATOR HIMMLOOA M : We are concerned with three regressive sections
of ItR 12080 recently passed by the United States House of Representatives and
ask your services In securing correcting Senate amendments to the following
sections of this bill.

1. The limitation of the number of children in each s~te whjo can receive
ADO payments because of father's absence, to the January 1, 1967 percentage
of such children to the.total number of children in the state.

2, The stipulations that parents mui# participate in work training or In day
center care of children as requirements for ADO assistance.

8. The pegging of individual State Medicare Grants to Individual State Wel-
fare Grant.

Our objections to these sections are:
1. Ewoluoti of eedy qhldrOn of deserliwg parents.
a. This section violates the following purpose of the 0oclal Security Act:."For thq purpoW of encouraging the care of dependent children in their own

home or In -the homes og relatives by eabling each State to furnish financial
ab.atanoe and other services t,.. to needy dependent, children and the parents
or relatives with whom they are living to help maintain and strengthen family
life and to help such parents or relatives to attain the maximum self support
and Independence consistent with the maintenance of continuing parental care
and protetionL," L ,

b. Pnnalument of children through the denial of sustenance is not a deterent

to rising dependency 0osta If punishment of parents Is sought as a deterent,
care must be given to the children Involved during the deterent period, This care
is usually iuch nore expen~Ive than the ADO grant would be.

Appropriate leglslatlon may-be needed tolhelp solve the problem of deserting
parents but hourly It Is tho parent that sbhul4, punished and not the chWldfu
who are already, deprved.,,

Such legislation should not in our opinion be a change in the purpose of the
Social SeurltyAct. .

c. The section violates the due proes and equal protection clauses of the
Constitution and -would appear to bermcontltutlonaL,

d. The Creation by Congress -of a -new helpless group of children without
sustenance, "over-percentage children", addi to the national'problems whieh
Congress is trying to reduce through the War on Poverty and the study of
causes of riots.
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e. The provision would have the result that children who would fulfill all the
provisions of the ADO law would be excluded for no other reason than that
they applied later than someone else. The date in which an application is filed
should not have any bearing on the effect as to what applications should be
granted.

f. We are aware that the section would not prevent the states from providing
grants for such children out of their own funds but this would necessarily lead
to a harmful decrease in the amount of grants.

2. Participation (n work training and day center use.
a. Both work training and use of day centers to care for ADO children are

generaly constructive programs for both ADO beneficiaries and society, however,
such benefits would arise only from proper application to Individual families
and not from mass application to all beneficiaries. In many instances the best
Interests of children and society depend on the mother remaining at home
caring for the children. It should be clearly stated In the law that in such in-
stance? refusal to accept training or employment should constitute "good
cause" to zef use such training or work.

b. The legislation passed by the House would Incorporate administrative
responsibility In the law and thus impair our tripartite government as well
as the programs legislated.
3. State Medicaro Orants pegged to State Welfare Ora ate.
Medicare granted should be equal throughout the nation to assure equity of

health care and therefore, should be related to a national and not a state base.
The provisions of HR 12080 to which we refer would have the result that
citizvns of a stAte with a low welfare standards would be much more restricted
concerning care under Title XIX than citizens of a state with high welfare
standards, in spite of the fact that citizens of a state with low welfare standards
are more In need of the grants under Title XIX than citizens of a state with
high'welfare standards. ": 1 1,

We have not overlooked and greatly -appreciate the benefits provided in
HR 12080, especially the Increases in Social Security Grants, earnings re-
tentions, In foster home care and the availability of birth control Information.

We'also want you to know how deeply we appreciate both your present help
in securing these critically needed amendments and all your generous past help
in ivelfare matters.,

Sincerely yours, ,
Mrs. .ELL&NOR W. CARXs,, ACSW, Okairman.
Asow WuI'L, ACSW.
RUDOLP1 P. BEEMAN, ACSW.

(The following letterwas submitted to' tile committee by" h0n.
George McGovern, a U.S. Senator from the State of South Dakota:)

Sm 't or SoUH DAxoT,
EMPLOTj ndT Sctar DEPArTMENT,

Aberdeen, S. Dak., September 6, 1967.
Hon. Gzaoz Mc(ovE.ax,
Senate O00 Building,
Washington, D.O. . - j''

DEzA MR. McGovzsN: The House has passed H.R. 12080, upon which hearings
are now being held in the Senate Edhiation and Labor Committee. H.R. 5710.
w4lch was the original administration OI ,l ad hearings before the Ways and
M as Committee'In the House, but H01A1080 wag, moved out by the committq
and Is the result of nueh'jfre&stire b$ the Pblie Welfare agencies Of the various
states.

The principal objections that I have to H.R. 12080 appear In Section 204,
which in effect sets up a duplicate employment service In the welfare departments
foi the porpose'of mrAkin$ plae ents. I much-prefer section 204 as-it appears
in H.R. 5710, foir the reasons hereinafter tted. L- 1 1,

In the past years there have been a number of good manpower training pro-
grams authorized by Congress, They are, however, so disprsed among vajous
agencies and the 6cooperation bIetei these various i*neIes Is n4t of the'beet,
so that the dollqt Value Qf thebpan. s not wnpt it khmuld be. For exaple;
funds for outreach are available froim hIhn manpowtr sources, adult baste du.
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cation from ten sources, in addition to the general education sources, pre-
vocational training from ten and work experience from five. On-the-job training
Is subsidized by five programs and supportive sources can be subsidized from
nine sources. Income maintenance is available under nine programs. Eligibility
rules, application procedures and all other aspects vary from program to program.
This makes for a hodgepodge of competing programs,- all with costly adminis-
trative expense. Coordinated or centralized manpower training programs would
provide more results per dollar,

It seems to me obvious that if all manpower training programs could be cen-
trally administered, a greater degree of efficiency could be obtained. I feel this
should be accomplished by, and the logical place for this administration is in
the Department of Labor and the State Employment Services.

Section 204 of H.R. 12080 is a step toward further dispersement of manpower
training and only continues a trend which should be reversed. Section 204 of
H.R. 5710 attempts to get this training at least partially where it belongs, In the
Department of Labor.

Briefly my reasons for favoring the Section 204 as it appears In HR. 5710 are
as follows:

(1) Undoubtedly many welfare recipients can profit from manpower training,
such training should be directed primarily toward (a) equipping them with skills
needed by industry; (b) where there is a reasonable chance of employment
once they are trained, and (c) the training will enhance their chance of social
and financial improvement.

The Department of Labor and the Employment Services have been working
in this area for years and I am sure would be more efficient and less costly than
newly created counseling, testing and Job development created by another bureau
or department as will happen under Section 204 of H.. 12080.

(2) Many welfare recipients can profit from manpower training, but all of
them cannot. It appears to me to be unwise to haphazardly train all welfare
clients, spending precious training dollars with a probable minimum result when
there are not, and will not be, enough training dollars to satisfy the pressing
needs of our economic society.

(3) The welfare people contend that the Employment Service is so controlled
to the needs of Industry in its work that it is blind to individual needs. This is
far from true. In South Dakota, for example, the Employment Service here has
worked diligently in areas of the handicapped, older workers, Indians, alcoholics,
youth and other handicapped Individuals. We have had over thirty years' experl-
ence in the field of guiding,, counseling and helping all people toward gainful
employment.

It appears to me that big government is made up of a lot of small king makers
that are trying to build themselves-into important positions. Therefore, there
is no cooperation to speak of on the federal level among the various agencies
handling the great number of programs authorized by Congress.

The passage of H.R. 12080 will only provide for more duplication, more ineffi-
ciency and more cost to the taxpayer. I hope that you can see fit to oppose H.R.
12080. which has been Initiated by. the U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare and the pressure by all of the state welfare agencies. At least H.R.
12080 should be amended by substituting for Section 204 in that bill, the section
204 as it appears in H.R. 5710.

Sincerely yours,
Ar~&w Wr uAvsox, 7ommfosiaoer,

(The following statement was submitted to the committee by yon'
Mark Andrews a U.S. Representative in Congress from the Sta of
North Dakota:)

STATEMENT OF THR MrDIOAL GRoup MANAOGIMENT ASSOCIATION SUBUMIrT D-Y
. WARNER- LiTTEN, CHAIRMAN, MEDICARE LiAIsoN COMMITTEs, AND R. B. STE-

VzX8, EXECUTIVE SZcwrAnR
Mr. Chairman and Membe'rs of he Committee' This Written statement con-

corning H.R. 12080. the Social Socurity Amendments of 1967, Is prepared by
0.' Warner Litten, for more than twenty years ,the administrator of the Pargo
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Clinic, FUrgo, North Dakota. Ile Is also a Past President of Medical Group
3faliagllient Association and is presently serving as Chairman of the Medicare
Liaison Committee of such Association. He, Is assisted by Edward B. Stevens,
Executive Secretary of such Association, who was the administrator of a closed
joanel prepayment medical care plan in Tacoma, Washington from 1939 until
June 15, 1957.

The Medical Group Management Association, with executive ofilces located
at 95 Metropolitan Building, Denver, Colorado, Is an organization formed in
126. Members of the Association are the business administrators of medical
groups or clinics in the United States. About 700 of the 120Oor so medical groups
located in this country are represented in Its membership. Members range from
the business administrators of larger groups, such as the Mayo Clinic In Minne-
sota or the Kaiser Permanente Medical Groups In California, down to small
groups of a few physiCians serving the health needs of the small community.
The Fargo Clinic, of which Mr. Litten Is the administrator, presently has 43
physicians on its staff. Some of the medical groups represented operate prepay-
ment health cadre plans but most of them conduct their medical practice on the
traditional fee-for-service basis.

The Medicare Committee of the Association, of which Mr. Litton is Chairman,
has met on various occasions with representatives of the Bureau of Health
Insurance of the Department of Social Security in Baltimore to discuss various
problems concerning the administration of the Medicare Law. We have found
the staff of the Bureau to be loyal, sincere and dedicated employees, to be co-
operative and courteous, and we have appreciated the opportunity of working
with them on our problems.

Because the members of our Association are specially trained to administer
the business affairs of medical groups, we believe that they are qualified by
training and experience to speak authoritatively on the business and economic
problems of the practice of mediciAe and the efficient provision of health care
to our people. .

We have suggestions we would like to leave with the gentlemen of this Com.
mittee concerning H.R. 12080.

First, we would like to talk about Section 131 of th6proposed law which pro-
viles that the radiologist and the pathologist furnishing services to a patient
who Is ii j inpatient In a hospital shall be paid at the rate of 100% of the reason-
able charges for such services. Previoily the radiologists and pathologists were
paid at the rate of 80% of &uch charges

In the Ifouse Committee, Iteport It Is pointed out that this will provide pay-
ment In full for the atient for any diagnostic x-ray and laboratory services
performed while he ls'ah Inpatient In a hospital.' In justification of this amend-
miient, the House Commttee says, on page'40 of the report, "Th4g ohae tvwOU4
provide reimbursement for the tfrtVWc h q'ueffon*" a manner that to omparble
to 'tho hospitalsl cotrapo o patholop j ddr 4i6WoV procedures that, If pro.
vided by many other health benefit p6tn." (Emphtls ours) This Is trte and it
ato epitomizes the crlItcIsm we have of this change.

'or inan, years, the 'majority .ofk'&rrlerof health Inburance programs have
followed' the practice of inslstlUg th~t' t ryieft for 'diagnostlc x-ray'studies
and lgboiatory procedre will only li made 'for be patents' n a hospital.
In thl industry,'it has been called' "tying th'e benefits't a' hospital bed".

It has been con IhsiIel' pr6vte, time and time 'againI that this-ptactce,'of
the carrlers has resulted'In q tat.mendous increase In the oceupaney of hospital
beds, in a riiendous no'tieas In the cost of such p[tceduies betuie of bed
occupon, and 'a resultng Increase int the premium for insurmice which' is
written on t61s theory. '

Whether the actual difference to the patient be 2Wf,' 6 or $50.00;'the phycho.
logical Ict-,6f thi ch nge in'thm medicare law will cause most patients tinder
medicare t6 demand fbim thiel dodotW that th6y'bb hospitalized f6r"dlagnostic
procedut ,becanue 'It Id cheaper for them. This practice has been going on for
year 'with private insuranm Mrrlers 'nd we wouldd not hesitate to assert that
it iA tbepr~in~itptl cauqe'for tli6 present shortage of hoein United
States we know thiS caui be tven. t : in 1 . : : th Un i te d1

To reduce'th6 probluifi to Its' slinpl&*t jroportons*Agall bladderseries of x-ray
procedures done Jn theoffico, of a medjeal group or a physician on an outpatient
basis will 'pibably 60At',t the nelg4rh 4Of6 .00. If the patient IAhosplt.
allzi~d for th~e same e'8fda, abed charge Of $0 tq $0 per day will be added
for mOrnimore days! plus $I0 to $20 fo -r6tber r6utine *-ray and laboratory
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procedures which are required on all bed patients. Thus, the same x-ray series
will cost the insurance company or the medicare fund over $100 when it could
have been performed with equal effectiveness in the office of a medical group
or of a radiologist for less than 30% of that amount. All this Is true because
there Is a financial advantage to the patient if the work Is done in a hospital.

Durlpg many investigations of the cost of health care, some of which have
been held in Washington uder government sponsorship, it has been alleged that
the frequency of hospitalization and the actual amount of hospital costs in-
curred are substantially less for a patient who receives health care benefits under
a' closed panel prepayment plan than for patients covered under other types of
insurance. These claims are true. This results from two differences in the prac-
tical application of the plan:

A. It is not flnanctally advantageous to th patient under a closed panel pre-
payment plan if he is hospitalized for diagnostic x-ray and laboratory procedures.
The cost to the patient is the same whether he is In or out of the hospital. Actu-
ally, in some cases his cost is less if he is not hospitalized.

B. It Is'finaniallV advantageous to the doctor tuder a closed panel prepay-
nient plan to perform diagnostic procedures of this kind In the office of the
medical group' providing service under the plan because most of the cost of
operating the x-ray and laboratory department of the group is fixed and Is not
materially affected by the number of procedures done. On the other hand, if the
doctor in the group hospitalizes the patient at great additional expense for bed
occupancy. and other' routine services, that portion of the prepayment fund
which Is available for payment for the services of the doctor Will te deceased.

The Medicare Law, as It now exists, contains a halfhearted attempt to halt
this sort of unnecessary hospitalization. Presently the fees of.the radiologist
and the pathologist are paid under Part "B" of tfheb1aw and are subject to the
annual deductible of $50.00 and a co-Insurance cost of 20%, both of which are
paid by the patient. The differences, are inadequate but some psychological effect
is there.
I Since 1952, Medical Group Management Associaton members have been plead-
lug with the Insurance carriers to change this policy, We have repeatedly urged
that the plans provide the same; benefits for diagnostic x-ray'and laboratory
procedures whether the 'patient is hospitalized or not. This would mean, in the
case of a Medicare patient, that 100% of the reasonable charge for x-ray and
laboratory procedures be paid for the patient whether he was hospitalized or
not. We insist that there would be two Immediate and tangible results In the
field of medical economics- . I .

1. The rate of occupancy of hospital beds would substantially decrease as
soon as the patient becomes awarethat there Is no'differentiat in his benefits
for these diagnostic procedures if he -receives them as an ambulatory office
patient or as an outpatient of a hospital instead of an inpatient.

2. There would be a corresponding dramatic reduction in the amounts ex-
pended by Insurance carriers and by carriers of Medicare for unnecessary
hospitalization.

We have talked with representatives of the. Health InsurAnce Council inany
times about this but our pleas and suggestions have 4llen upon deaf ears. How-
ever, we sincerely believe that if the Medicare Law is amended to provide 'equal
benefits for these diagnostic procedures whether. the pat tient 'is hospitalized or
not, the large insurance carriers will eventually, fall Iirto line resulting in a
further dramatic increase In the available" hospital bedo for the i1- patient who
actually needs the bed and, in some areas, has difficulty in' finding g it'now.

The second provision of the bill as drawn bv the Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Representatives which we would like to discuss is that relating
to payment for services of a physician,.

At the present time the law provides for the payment of 80% of the reasonable
charges for the services of a physician rendered to a beneficiary Under the law,
If the physician takes an assignment of the claiim and agrees to accept the
determination of the administrators of the act as 'to the reasonablenesg 6f the
charge, the payment is made to the physician. If the physician, does not wish
to accept an assignment, payment is made to the patient on the basis of a re.
ceipted bill from the physician and such other evidence as is required by the
carrier.

Section 125 of , the proposed bill provides a third method. Payment will be
made by the carrier on the basis of 86% of the reasonable charges for the service
on presentation of an itemized statement and other supporting evidence either
by the patient or the physician. In the event the physician'S"Charges are found
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to meet the test of being reasonable and he /iies M18 claim within a reasonable
tinme, such payment will go to the physician. Otherwise It will go to the patent.

From our knowledge of the business practices of physicians in the United
States this Is going to create an administrative monstrosity for the carriers whose
duty it is to audit the claims and pay the benefits. It is also going to further
confuse the patients. It is entirely possible, if not probable that the carrier will
receive the bill directly from the patient. If the carrier does get it from the
patient, it will then be necessary for the carrier to withhold payment of benefits
to the patient until a "reasonable time" has elapsed because the physician may
also file a claim. The difficulty is not only to define what will be upheld as a
"reasonable time" but to determine from what date the time will start to run.
in the case of older persons with chronic conditions, medical care may be con-
tinued for a period of years. In that case, When will the "reasonable time"
start to run? We do not uniderttaud the purpose of drawing the bill in the
language in which It Is prepared but we do know that it will create chaos and
confusion and we will all end up with a sorry administrative mess on our hands.

We suggest that this provision of the bill be amended so that in the final
analysis, the indemnity will be paid to the physician if he takes an assignment
and thereby agrees to a possible adjustment of his charges or to the patient
in the event a properly supported itemized statement is presented by him or
by his physician without such an assignment being taken by the doctor. This
will entirely cure the criticism of the present law without introducing book-
keeping and accounting problems which may prove insurmountable.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

(The following letter ws submitted to the committee by Hon. Mar-
garet Chase Smith,' a U.S. Senator from the State of Maine:)

EMPWYMEt SECURITY COMMISSION,
Augusta, Me., September 5, 1967.

Hon. MAROAnET CHASE: SMITH,
U.8. Senator, Senate Office Bmilding,
Washington, D.O... . '

DAR .MAibAtET : I am concerned as to the action taken on H.R. 5710as reported
out by the H.R. Ways and Means Committee on August 2, 1967 which resulted in
a revised bill, H.R: 12080. Section 410 of H.R5710was deleted, and See. 409 was
amended to give the Welfare Administration authotrity to develop the programs
relative to work and training needs of-welfare clients.....

It would appear that; if H.R. 12080 is passed unamendedi in regard to S. 409
and S., 410, then H.IA.W. would be authorized to set up a manpower training com-
ponent within its administration that would parallel that of the ]Employment
Service specialists already trained and active in the field of manpower services
And needs. ..

I w0kuld appreciate anything you might do to prevent further confision relative
to manpower training.

Sincerely,
Roy U. nLIClarnn

(The. following resolution,. adopted bY the Vermont Ohopractic
Association, was submitted to the committee by Hon. George D. A-Aiken,
a U.S.Senntor from the State of Vermont:)

- . REsOL1T1ON'

W11 XEAS the Federal Medicare Act, Title 18, included within its provisions
two' baslc provisions which tated: Prohibition against any Federal Interference
and ree chlce of patient guArantded, and,
'WHEREAS the Medicare act as presently written' cohstituteh Federal Interfer-

ence with states rights in denying recognition to state licensed and regulated
health careprofessions Including thlropractie health care and also denies the
free choice of the patient In selection of health care by refusing to provide for
allied health care professions Including chiropractic -health care, and
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WHERIEAS chiropractic health care inclusion in the Medicare bill will not re-
q~tre iKdditiUal'expenditures of funds in the Medicare program since health care
un4echiroiatic is a substitute at lower cost for medical care: $ow, therefore,
'this c lvefitift-does hereby, .. -*'i.i,

Rete, That it decries the denial of freedom of choice imposed upon t e senior
&ttii of the United States in~the selection of the health care of their choice
utdr the'existing provisions of the Medicare act and ;be it further -

Reoved, That it ulrges the adopted of amendments to the Medicare A't Which
will include chiropractic as ain optional health care; and be It further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be forwarded tt the Cingressional dele-
gattoni of 'this -state with an 'appropriate letter urging the -passage of ,amending
legislation providing Wthe inclusion of chiropractic health care In the Medicare

Done at Barre, Vermont this 1st day of Sept. .1I.,
- Vsam6NT CHMMoACo'ro 'AsSOCU~irox,

G. W. GAGE, PD., Se retary.

'LUTHERAN FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES,
St. Louis, Mo., September 0, 1967.

Senator RUssE.L B. LoNa,
U.S. Senate,
lWaehngtoti, DAC

DEAR SEAT R LONGo: We the staff.of Lutheran Family and Children's Services
In St. Louis, Missouri, have followed with great interest the development of the
1967 Social Security Amendment. We were extremely disappointed with, some
aspects of the House Ways and Means Committee'9 Bill which was stibsequently
passed. 'Thi bill, HR. 12080, know as'i the "Social Security Amendmentk of
1967", now Is under consideration by the Senate Finance Committee. Our concern
centers around the Title II Amejidmentg. We feel they are paradoxical in nature
and reflect the dilemnna felt'by citizens of the United States regarding public
welfare. This dilemma is should we punish those dependent upon public Welfare
or should we help them. Although the House of Representatives feels that
increased numbers in the AFDO program reflects failure on their part of the
Social Security Amendment of 1902, we feel the necessity for families to apply
for* assistance In order' to survive reflects failures that run much deeper in
American life than the failure Of these 1962 amendments to substantially reduce
poverty andeconomic dependency.

The dilemma we spoke of earlier results in measures which on the one hand
seem primitive and the other' seem geared toward people's needs. "Freezing"
federal participation, establishing committees to secure support money, forcing
all adults and sixteen year old dropouts to work are measures which purport
to be meant for helping people become independent-but in reality will force
states and local municipalities to focus on one thing-getting people off assist-
ance. The squeezee" will be on and people's well-being will become of secondary
concern.

On the other hand the amendments offer federal participation in the develop-
ment of a range of services not heretofore adequately provided. Increasing edu-
cational and vocational programs in addition to homemaker and day care
programs are excellent proposals.

Allowing for a more flexible use of "purchasing of care" and other services
seems to make additional voluntary resources, so sorely needed, available, pro-
viding work, incentives and an emergency assistance program capable of meeting
emergencies are positive measures needing immediate attention. The value in
the above programs lies in their flexibility in relating to individual families and
adults. They provide opportunities to strengthen family life and life outside of the
family. However, when used as-mandatory care for children or mandatory. train-
ing programs for adults, they lose their value. They are no longer dexible
measures aimed at helping families with help suited to a particular problem.

Although we agree with the principle that it is good for people to work when
possible we don't feel that a mandatory law is the way to accomplish thi, goal.
To assume that forcing an ADO mother to work is the best way to break the cycle
of family dependency for economic -support raises the question of a mother's
role in child rearing. Does a mother best meet her children's needs by working,
especially if she has young children? Does her working provide the best chance
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for 'er children to grow Up'nd livelndePendent 6f assistance? Thus work for
sob adults may be anl excellent oip.rtunity-but in the long run'it seems that
focusing oithe adults, on thekesent at, 6l-costs, means that we haven't dealt
with the chronic nature of dependonoy---"from generation to generation. -

Wealso feel that it'sgoodlor fathers to su p6rt, their families. But it seems
that many ADO families exist wlth6uta'raan in the family because of our present
law, Thus spending extra funds to "hunt down" fathers for sport seems to
be a Veak 'solution. Why not provide assistance grants and allow unemployed
fathers seeking employment to remafir dt home? Then there may be less of a need
to "hunt down" the absent fLther. Even it ADO fathers were unemployed, their
presence at home could be "a poSitiVe §tep in the development of stable familylife ... .• . , . . ., , , , ., ., . . . . .
We find it difficult to support the "freeze" because in tlie end it places pressure

on the states and local government to _ar.Itarily cut people off of a esistance
and seems to be an anxiety provoking Oltuatlon for all-w-nnecessarly so. We
believe the ncreased social serylces should be included and would hope for aid
to be granted allowing unemployed fathers to remain at home, thus strengthening
familly life by allowing families to have fathers. .

We feel that although the child welfare amendments Include almost doubled
expenditures, they are still inadequate. In many states the assistance grants are
allowed far below reasonable minimum requirements. We believe that the
present administration's .proposal that a standard budget be fully allowed in
each state is a good and necessary one and that it needs to be made mandatory
by" amendment if the fine, aim of these amendments Is to reduce poverty and
dependency Is to be achieved..; . : - -- I r

The Child, Welfare League of;,America han.aptly posted out 'that - federal
participation- in all other categorical -programs is mueb greater (at least 60
percent) than In the ehild.welfare programs (10 percent), As a result States
have been reluctant to develop child welfare programs and tend to provide more
comprehensive services In programs where federal funds are more readily avail-
able.- Thus we urge the United States Senate to consider the measures presented
in H.R. 19067 Burke Bill, which advocated Federal participation at a 75 percent
level for the training of Child Welfare workers and at a 50 t6 83 percent-level
for child welfare services.

We appreciate your taking the time to consider our letter.
R espectfully, yours, . ,' -. , . • -0 ,

Constance Hlartner, Rodney R. Johnson, LeRoy D. Zimmerman, Jean
J, Pfeifer, Douglas Zopatoiny, Sally Phend, Helen C. Conunos,
Arnold H. Bringewatt, Pat Annis, Martha Brlngewatt, Carolyn
J. Riske, Douglas Zopatoiny.

STATE OF 01THr CAROLINA,
GOVrENoa's OFiCE,

HO. RUSSiLL LONG, .Raleigh, September 7, 1967.

Ohatrman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Ofjce Building,
Washington, D.O. A.

DEAR SEIATO L o: As you know, Governors have been asked to testify
before, the Senate Committe considering the .1967 amendments to the Social
Security Act. I regret that I will be unable to testify because of a conflict in
dates of the Committee hearings with this year's meeting of the Southern
Governors' Conference. However, there is one particular provision in the amend-
ments on which I wish to comment. ...... ,

One of the provisions of the amendments addresses itself to a -limitation on
aid to families with dependent children eligibles. In summary, this provision
states that the proportion of all children under age 21 who were receiving AFDC
In each state in January, 1907, on the basis that the father was absent from
the home, could not be exceeded after 1967. Even though North Carolina w6uld
not be affected immediately by such a limitation, it appears that further con-
sideratlon should be given before applying such a restriction. The caseload in
AFDO in North Carolina is not increasing at the present time. However, in many
states, especially those with major cities, there is a continuous rise In the
AFDO caseload because of migration of rural families to urban areas. In those
situations and in this State, in the event of 4 change in the nation's economic
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advancement, such a limitation could create serious Inequities and actually dan-
gerous reactions. It does not seem reasonable to deny assistance to children
because their number exceeds a certain percentage figure. This does not feed
hungry children nor does it consider human needs.

I would personally appreciate your giving further consideration In your
deliberations regarding this particular provision.

Sincerely,
DAN Moo.

STATEMENT 'or HON. WARREN E. HE.ARNER, (GOVFRxoa OF MilSSOURI

I appreciate the opportunity of submitting a statement to the Senate Committee
on Finance regarding H.R. 12080.

Let me say at the outset that I am in general accord with the proposed changes
in the social security program, particularly with recommended. increase in
monthly retirement frenefits. Although the proposed increase in the minimum
benefits is from $44 to $50 instead of $70, as carried in the President's proposals
,covered in H.R. 12080, any increase will be helpful to those receiving these
benefits who are particularly affected by the increasing cost of living. It is iny
understanding that the 12% per cent-inerease recommended in H.R. 120S0 would
offset increases in the cost of living in recent years.

My primary concern relates to proposed changes in the public assistance titles,
particularly with reference to the aid to families with dependent children pro-
gram. Title II, part I, section 208 of the bill would freeze the number of AFDC
children eligible because of the absence of the father, from the home, to the
proportion on' the rolls (in relation to the number of children under 21 in the
general population) as of January 1, 1967. I oppose this restriction because it
Is arbitrary and punitive and would' Impose hardships and deprivations on
innocent children who are in need of assistance through no fault of their own.
Moreover it is unfair to the States to force them to provide for needy children
entirely from State funds once the Ceiling Is exceeded. The establishing of this
arbitrary ceiling as to the numbers 'of children for which Federal participation
would be provided amounts to changing the rules in the middle of the game
since all States that went into the AFDC program originally were under the
Impression that Federal matching would )3e available for all children qualifying
under Federal and State law. It i quite conceivable that the AFDO rolls could
increase during periods of economic recession or'for othei reasons thus requiring
the States to assume the full cost Of'thig Increa~e at a tintle when they are sorely
pressed for funds',to finance other vital State services. If States were unable
to assume this additional cost, the only alternative w6hld be'to decrease grants
or to enact restrictive legislation in order to stay within the Federal ceiling.
This, of course, would deprive needy children of assistance, or force the families
to live on the reduced gri.ats. I believe this provision is unreasonable and imprac-
tical and recommend that it be deleted from the bill.

11R. 12080 would amend section 204(a), section 409, of the Social Security
Act to provide community work and training programs for every adult member
and child over 10 years of age not attending school, in AFDO families: These
programs would be established in every part of th State where a significant
number of AFDC families live and would be mandatory upon the States, effective
July 1, 1969. Failure or refusal on the part of the individual to accept such
training or jobs would result in his removal from the AFDO rolls.

Although I am completely in agreement with the purpose behind this proposal
of offering work training, education and jobs to people on the public assistance
rolls, I believe the work and training program should be administered by the De-
partment of Labor as originally proposed in H.R. 5710. There appears to be no
Justification for a separate agency to operate a work and training program,
thereby duplicating the efforts of several State and Federal departments. The
State welfare departments could serve as referral sources for eligible AFDC
adults for work training, and placement b. the Department of Labor through its
State units. This procedure would place the operatln in the agency best equipped
and staffed to do the Job, thereby eliminating dtmllcation And conftion.

Missouri has work-experience programs for AFDO mothers, and the unemployed
under title V of the Social Security Act, in St. Louis City, St. Louis County,
Jacksoon County, Including Kansas City, and several rural MiAsourl counties.
Thrmih those work-exworlonCe programs, we have been able to place a number
of AFDO mothers, and the unemployed, in jobs after they have received
literacy training and on-the-job work experience training. But I believe a better
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job conid N doie through the esablished pr ams of the division of employment
security of the Department of Labor, particularly manpower development and
trahl4ng and the employment service.
.. l questlonthe- opulsor- nature of thecommunity work and training pee-

gram whlch requires that an" AFD0 mother or other adult, or child over 16 years
of age, to, accept whatepr Job is eemi l "appropriate"-whtever that term
means, There is 'snieth' ""- pu,*ht_'to this procedure, as well as the refusal
of betnlt to persons WYph6' itbot "96d'cause refuse to accept job training andwork plaenent'lhere mii be" gb aiid'ivild ieasois why ple¢h l 6re reluctant
to accept work training and job placement, aside from any desire to tenialu on the
welfare rolls, and these decisions can be made only on an individual basis at
the local level of government. Above anl; hi any program to put mothers to work,
we should think in terms of what serves the best interest of the child or children.
Further, there Is no guarantee that every trained person can be placed in employ-
ment uless the Goiernant itself aVt a the final source for providing employ-
ment. Studies Indicate that many welfare recipients are very'.difficult to train
and place In private employment due to lack of education, cultural deprivation,
opportunity, etc. And, as we all know, the rate of unemployment is highest *In
the arecs where welfare loads are very high. The concept of compulsion ignores
the Important factor of motivation. An individual who by choice accepts a job
placement Is more likely to do well than one who Is forced against his own
wishes to accept a, Job be doesn't Went. In my Judgment. a more flexible program
would permit voluntary acceptance of training and work after full consideration
of all circumstances in'ech situation.

Although HR. 120S0 does not require the States to meet full budgeted needs
of welfare recipients, it is my understAnding the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, ix testimony before' this committee, asked foi the restoration
of this provision as contained In HR. SI. I am in agreement with the pur-
pose of this request, which would provide f1l budgeted needs to public aist.ance
families, but it must be considered in the light of the ability of many States to
assume this additional financial burden. The recommendation as contained in
H.R. 5710 made no provision for Increased Federal matching funds as far as

ilssouri is concerned. ror many States thb assumption of this additional fiscal
burden would require more _tate mo ney which could come only from new or
higher taxes. If Missouri paid full budgeted Oeed, an additional 60-470 million
per year would be required, and this could come only from new tax money or by
restricting or eliminating other basic public services. This would amount to about
a one cent Increase In 'the State sales tax. Missouri is now spending from 20 to
25 percent of all State revenue for Public assistance purposes. Needs of other
equally desirable State servIces, such as education, mental health, public health
services, probation and parole, mental retardation, the correctional system, must
all be considered, and, I mention only a few.

Aside from the cost, there is a fundamental problem of governmental phlloso0-
phy to be reckoned with. It seems completely illogical to me for the Federal Gov-
ernment,; through the passage of laws, tb compel any State to undertake, as a
mandatory requirement, the expenditure of vast sums of money on any program
without proper Federal financial participation, and-without the State having an
option of accepting or rejecting the program. This amounts to Federal legisla-
tion forcing upon the citizens of the States excessive and oppressive tax burdens
under threat of withdrawal of Federal aid from programs which have been in
existence for years, and which have been predicated upon the thesis that there
will be Federal participation in the cost.

Misourl's constitution limits total expenditures to Income through tax sources.
If there are to be expenditures above the State's Income, there must be corre-
sponding taxes to meet these expenses. I am sure other States have like provisions.
W1'hat I am trying to get across to the committee is that mandatory Federal laws
should not be passed which would endanger the fiscal stability of our States, or,
as in the case of welfare, could mean reduction in welfare programs and ex-
penditures to the detriment and penalty of poor citizens who must look to the
welfare programs for their existence. So, I ask that the mandatory provision of
payment of full budgetary needs, as contained In H.R. 5710 not be restored in
MR. 12080.

The committee might want to give consideration to' an 'ncreise In the mnN-i-
mum assistance payments in wbich the Federal Government will participate on
a matching basis. The present maximum of $f5 for'the adult progranis. and' $32
per person for AFDO Is woefully inadequate in terms of current living costs.
Some States do not have the fiscal ability to make payments above the Federal
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maximums and this is primarily the re p fqr low welfare payments. An In-
crease In the Federal maximum matt *g p payments would tend to alleviate this
problem without passing the entire cosn to the States.-

HeretoforeYwhen increases have been made for social Security beneficiaries,
Increases have also been'ghvqu to those receiving public welfare aid who a6re 'not
covered by any phase of the social security system. This would Include persons
over 65 (cot on social security), needy children, the blind and the disabled. I
would hope that the committee would again follow this pattern, as It thoughtfully,
and I am sure prayerfully, considers the effect H..' 12080, In its final form, will
have on millions of American citizens.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
UrnvEasrrr (Drsmiocr) HoaprTAL,

Oaparra Heighis, P.R., September 6, 1967.Senator ]RussuL Lox'o,

Chairman, Senate Finance Coinititee, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.'.

DEAS SENATOR L.o o: The subscriber is at present occupying the position of
Director MIG Project 05 at Northeast Health Region of San Juan, Puerto
Rico. During the past years we have had the opportunity to collaborate with
the different State and Federal' Health Agencies, which deal with programs
directed to mother and children care. We have been able to palpate In this
manner the problems related, to Implementation, fifiancItfg and planning of
programs directed towards this group in addition to the effectiveness of the
various organizations dealing with the samte.

We are aware of the fact that your committee Is now considering a Bill
Xo. 120$ of the House of Representatives regarding the place where programs
giving assistance to crippled chlloiren ill. be located under Title V. It has
come to our attention that the proposed legislation Intent Is to changeCrIppled
Children Programs from the present management under Children's Bureau to
Vocational Rehabilitation. Our group within the health services In the island
has discussed this reassignment and we have decided to write to y oi. in an
attempt to recruit your declslv opinion: in '0s regard. The phllophy
of programs directed towards maternal chih'e health has been relegate'& for
a long time to separate on' uncoordinalt d efforts mostly lqst In the more ample
horizon of general health care. This situation was corrected by coordina~fpg
the efforts, within this field under' a single agency providing a More sample
perspective and a specfic well orienfd effot towards Services in this leld,
namely the Children's Bureau. The important thing In this decision nabeen
the fact that a group of persons whose, 'probinm4 atr of a very e 11!a ' an
specjfq nature and In consequence their ne Als pudsolutionare aisospecific and
peculiar, was granted for the firot time th opportunityy of having their health
needs plan motivated 'and' implemented In a more efficient manner. T416 htIs
been our experience In the Island 'of Puerto Rico aid the benefltsare here f6r all
to be seen. The fact that this is also true within the States can be ascertained
from a perusal of both the lay iid inedlcal literatures regarding maternal
child problems, especially some with the added Impulse that In recent years
has been granted by Congress thru the Social Security Amendments. We have
finally, seen the results of this Viaoliary attitude 1ii terms of health ihprovc-
ment of both women in the reproductive age and the child they bear. _

I spe ak for the health programs in Puerto Rco in *ayhg that a change
in this philosophy would represent a step backward li programs efficivltey
in this field, while the support _f these programs under a united Agency would
mean continued Improvement until this great nation of our, wol Id eliinate
the stigma of being only tenth fi, order of child mother health in the world as
it Is now, fi Spite of the fact that it Invests more money In these programs
than any of the large nations.

For the reasons stated above, I am speaking for the personnel participating
In the Maternal Infant Care Project of the Xortheast -leaIth Region, I wish to
make a plea for the support of an amendment to Bill 1208 which rettirns
Crippled Children Program to its rightful place in the scheme of health services
namely, the agency where all other Maternal Child Services are provided In
the structure of the Health and Welfare Department. I trust that our opinion
may In a small way help your committee to Introduce this amendment which
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we consider of vital importance to the health of children who are our most
Important product.

Sincerely yours, JuAN 3. HERS#AYDZ Cins, M.D.,
Dirdotor, M PrOject 505.

OsAXoE, CAUr., September 11, 1967.
Senator RIoICOrF,
Committee on Fitnanee.

I am on social security for disability.
I am'also a graduate economist.
I have long felt medicare for disability Imperative.

HASOLD E. FIZLD.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Hon.
Gaylord Nelsn, a U.S. Senator from the State of Wisconsin:)

AuouSI 25, 1967.
Subject: Comments on H.R. 12080, Bill to Amend the Social Securlty Act.
Mr. WILLIAM BECHTEL,
c/o Senator, Gaylord Neiton's Olfce,
Senate O01co Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR M. BECHTEL: We understand the subject-bil Was reported OUt of the
Ways and Means Committee of the House recently and that the House hap passed
the bill and referred It to the Senate for action. We have reviewed theblll and
compared It with H.R. 6710, which is an adminlstratiln-sponsoreO bill Introduced
last February.

We would like to express concern over the substantive change s in.tlis Ieg|sl~*
tion regarding the delegation of authority for com--unity work and tralning Po-
grams. The original bill, H.R. 6710, Oection 204,,provided that the Secretary of
the Department of Labor -would have the responsibility for-establishing work and
training programs for appropriate Individuals who were welafarereciplent. The
House version of the bill,K.R. 12080, Section 204, provides that responslbllty for
this work and training program effort be placed with the-Welfare Adminlsttation.

Our concern with this proposed legislation is directed toward tho creation of
programs arnd services which would inevitably parallel and Ouplickte.rmany of the
programs which the State Employment Service has Initiated at the local level dur-
lug the last five years under Federal manpower training legislation. The bifurca-
tion of effort which would result from this legislation would require a consider-
able coordinating effort and would undoubtedly siphon off a'slgnfica~t portion of
the resources to allow for the development of the expertise and labor market In-
formation within the Welfare Administration, which is now already possessed by
the Department of Labor, and which Is an absolute necessity In the successful
operation of such programS...

We are presently Involved with State Public Welfare officials in the develop-
ment of a coordinated effort for the training of welfare recipients under Title V
of the Economic Opportunity Act. This effort is In recognition of the necessity for
the involvement of EmploYment Service staff and resources In training programs
of ti ature.

In oder to avoid further problems of coordination and cooperation, we suggest
that Section 204 of the original verslo: of the bill, as proposed last February in
H.R. 5710, be reconsidered.

Sincerely,SiceelE. X KuL, Aasfetant Director.

STATX Or ICQHIOAN ))EPAATMENT'01O PUBLO U HEALTH,
Lansing; Mtich., Septembcr, 8,1967,

Mr. Tom VA M,
0hio Counse, Committee on Finance, .
U.S. Senate, Xeo Senate Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. VAIL: Thank you for your letter of August 30, 1007.I1 understand
the difficulty you must have in scheduling hearings on IhR. 12080 and ani pleased
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to ue this ettIer Io endorse Wito' I I of the bill which anieis Title V or thie
Social Security Act.

The consolidation 9f tip separate programs under Title V of the Social Secu-
rity Act WlJAl allow state oge c es to plan and develop programs of conlprehlinslve
care for mothers and children not previously possible. This is in accord with P.L.
80-749 which provides for states to develop euniprthensive health services.

Ilowever there Appears to be some conflict between the bill and the rec'lnt
reorganization of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare which
seimrated the administration of materniJ and child health services and crippled.
children's services. The latter were placed in the Relabilitatlon SOrvices Adiuln
Istration while the former were left in the Chlldret's fli'ftu, This rcorg iuign-
lion would split rather than uufy, the pgtl"ws, It is difficult to Uinderstalnl how
it this situation a state could develop a.sligle plan and budget for child health
services. It also appenrs certain that duplication of personnel at both the federal
and state level will result.

I biggestt thattIe Committee urge that these two programs be administered by
one unit As they are both,child orle tted programs, I feel they should be ad-
ministered' by the Children's Bureat. Over 80 percent of'all clihlren served In
the Crippled Children's Program are less than 15 years of age. Over 00 percent of
the conditions trate4 ,are due to congenital malformations. The role of the
vocational rehabilitation agencies has been limited to services to persons over
15 years of age with a vocational objective.

In addition, in Michigan over 00 percent of the children ,erved in the Crip-
pled Children's Program are eligible for welfare services either as categorically
related or as medically indigent. Services would be Improved by close ase oea-
tion with Child Welfare Services and Aid to Father)EsA Dopendent Children,
Services (AFDO) which have been assigned to the Chlldren', Bureau.

Because of the Interrelationship of health and welfare needs of children, I
want to briefly comment on Section 208 of Title 1I of H.R. 12080., This section
would limit the number of AFDO children with respect to whom federal pay-
ments may be made. I strongly believe that such an amendment will adversely
affect the heilthand Welfare of the lem fortunate children of this country.

Section 201 of'the sime-title appears to place the states In a position of forcing
mothers on AfDO to go to work. This could adversely affect the health and wel-
fare of their children.

In summary, I urge that the C0mmlttee recomnmehil that the Maternal and
Child Health' Programs Including Services for Crippled Children be administered
be one federal agency, the Children's Bureau. I urge that Section 208 of Title IT
be struck out. I also urge that the language of Section 201 be modified so that the
best interest of the child Is served through the working or staying at home of the
mother to care for him.

I appreciate the opportunity to express these opinions to the Committee.
Sincerely,

R. 0. RIc, M.D.,
Chici, Bureau of Maternal and Child Hcalth,

Presdent, Associaton o/ State Maternal and Child Hcalth
and Crippled Children's ircltors.

CONGRESS OF TIlE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIvEs,

Washington, D.A., Scptembcr 12, 1907.
Hon. Russr B. Loxo.
Senate Finance (Jommtitee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D..

DEAR MP. CHAIRMANI. During the recent Social Security hearings held by the
House Ways and Means Committee some questions were raised regarding the ade-
quacy of the grievance procedures in the medical profession. Suffilcient Informa-
tion was not Immediately available at the time of the hearings to give a full airing
to this matter. I requested a report from the medical profession to be later made
a matter of public record.

This report has just been completed and Is enclosed for' onr Interest, Befause
the record of the Ways and Means Committee Is now cloted, may I repectfully
request that this report be made a part of the record of the Senate Finance Corn.
nuttee's hearings on the Social Security Amendments?
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The source material referred to In the report has been placed in the possession
of the Library of Congress with a request that it be made available tOanyone
Interested.

Thank you for your assistance.'
Sincerely,

ThIOMAS B. CURTIS.

TnE GRIEvANCE COMMITTEE PROCESS OF TIlE M£EDIC.-L PROFESSION

(By Edwin J. Holman)

Our society and its systems improve in the testing process. Nowhere is this
better demonstrated than in the grievance committee process voluntarily estab-
lished by medicl societies In the United States. I t

Medicine and the practice of medicine are mysteries to most patients and con-
sequently questions .regarding the relationships between patients and physi-
cians are bound to arise. Only one knowledgeable In medical practice is competent
to answer fhese questions satisfactorily. Therefore, p~ystelans have tried to de-
velop a mechanism which would provide a prompt, intimate and accurate forum
to help patients understand some of these "mysteries'! or unknowns.

Like any program of such magnitude where the provision of personal serv-
ices Is Involved and where human beings converse about intimate personal prob-
lems, the success and the development of the grievance process is evolutionary.
The Idea Is implemented and with each action a body of knowledge Is developed
and from that body of knowledge comes improvement and refinement in the proc.
ess. Grievance committees are comparatively new in the medical profession. They
received their first great, nationwide impetus In the second half of this century.

Despite the short time that the grievance committee has been recognized as a
necessary service process of the medical society it has come of age. It has and
Is serving the public; it Is making itself known; it Is developing procedures that
expedite resolution of complaints; it has largely overcome a fear that It. would
not succeed because doctors would not make findings against other doctors.

From a mere handful before 1950, the number of county society committees
now exceeds 825. 'Te volume of complaints received, processed and resolved gives
testimony to.the fact that they are a service, that they are being used. They are
becoming polished with the application of abrasives of criticism whether based
on insufliclent knowledge, prejudices or honest difference of opinion. As a result
they operate more efficiently. .

There are 300,87T physicians in the United States. Of these, 206766 are In
active practice.' If,we assume that on the average, each physician sees twenty
patients a day, then there would be 5"3 ,320 physician-patient relationships a
(lay or 1,047,391,700 in-a year, There are over 1.9 billion opportunities each year
for a misunderstanding to arise in the care or treatment of patients by physicians.

In addition; the Ohysic1an Is not dealing with a normal individual. The patient
Is ill; he Is frightened; he is concerned. Indeed, the physician blmsblf is not a
normal Individual In the fullest sense of the word because he assumes respon-
sibility for a Judgment--the diagnosis to be made or the treatment to be ren-
dered-whieh will affect, for good or bad, the llfe'of another human being.,

The physician's judgment, his professional medical judgment, It his stock In
trade. It must be correct. There Is no margin for error; nostime 4r occasion to
appeal as the lawyer may no time to turn around and take another route as the
traveler might, no eabce to writea retsed paragraph as the author might, The
physician, behind a cultivated facial facade of reassuring confidence, knows the
risks Intolved, the morbidity andmnortality r0te and, inoit of all, he knows that
medicine Is still very.inuch an inexact science. Finallyit must be recognized that
In addition to all other conditions of the physaelatpatIent relationship, th6 rela-
tionship is an intimate human-relationship which 16 unique. ' o ......

It Is not surprising then that In 66 many settlngia under the most adverse cir-
cumstances, patients not Infiequently gain the'impression, rightly or wrongly,
that they have been Ill-served or overcharged or otherwise put upon. Patient Im.
iressions sometimes find Justification but most of the time they magnify them-
selves out of proper, logical or reasonable proportion"s.'

0. N. Thodore -alnd'O n. $utter. Dfetibtt"of lph iriase, Noeg, lis, Gold IlORp041a
Red, in the United State,. AmericAn Medical Aucetatloh, Chicago. 107.

2 dwin J. lolman. "Take Your Medteal Cornplafnt to the Dotoss" Todayle Itealth, July,1007 pp. 71-72. ' .. • ' . . . .
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CrItIelsm of. medical organizations and of individual phYsicians notwithstand-
Ing, medicine is humanitarian. For years, physicians have tried to resolve com-
plaints regarding alleged unsatisfactory medical treatment. "Organized medicine"
has worked to develop and Implement a mechanism "to clarify and- adjust dif-
ferences between physician and patient, and to assist in maintaining the high
levels of professional deportment already established by the Principles of Medical
Ethics." . .... .

WHAT IS A OGUVANCE CJM I

PIrst, it should be pointed out that a grievance committee Is the result of a
voluntary, altrulstie action by a medical society- overwhelminglyy, cousyi medical
societies). Secondly, It should be pointed out that grievance 'committees are
unique to the medical profession. They have no counterpart in any othei profes-
sion. The dental profession,% the automobile and insurance industries, labor-
none hai a comparable system which provides a forum where aiquestlon can be
answered,-a claim reviewed or a misunderstanding resolved. Admittedly, many
professions and occupations have intfa group disciplinary mechanisms where a
member's' alleged aberrant+ oi unethical conduct is reviewed but among these
other professions and ocepatiOns the only recourse 'opeli to the dissatisfied re-
ciplentof service is to approach out civil courts.

Essentially a grievande committee is a standing committee of a county medical
society. It was established and is operating to prevent or'resolve ml#sndertand.
(118, +tO cldrify and' djust differences betteeet physician and patient, and to
asstat tn mairtafntfn high levels of professional depo*ment.
. To serve these purposes,'grievance committees are empowered to receive com-
plaints, to' itve~igate, mediate, arbitrate, and where necessary, refer them
to appropriate bodies for adlidication. '

4A word ofcabtion is necessary. Grievance committees are not disciplinary
bodies. They mediate or resolve. 'They do not punish. If a" reca0ctrant member Is
encountered by the committee, it causes:a coniplahit to 'be made against him
before therethics-committe which alone has 'tho jurisdiction to discipline *or
recommend disciplfiAry action. Dilsclplid iW an intra professional affair.' Media.
tion Ij eatra-professional. ' . ' In sh6rt, a grievance committed'is an organized group of individuals, members
of the medical profession in k given community, which accepts and reviews
complaints or questions, regarding any: aspect of medical -care given or refused
by physicians in the community. A grievance committee Is a program 'whereby
patients iati ask for and receive answers to questlond relating to the practice
of medicine with answers being prepared by quaUfled Individuals.

OOMPO8ITON 01'=A0 OUZAW U MM.

Committees are composed of three or more member Obviously, they vary in
size as medical societies themselves vary In size. No magic number of members
exists. The secret lies in the desire of any number of members to accept and dis-
charge a responsibility properly, Admittedly, a committee can be too large if the
volume of complaints Is small and If the assignment of individual duties has not
been carefully made. By the same token, it can be too small. Each society deter-
mines committee size according to reason and experience.L

Some medical socities elect members of grievance committees from the member-
ship without qualification being Imposed on the candidate. Most societies, how-
ever, appoint the members and most societies specify qualifications for the meni-
bers. Some societies I limit membership to past presidents on the grounds that a
past president Is mature, experienced and, as a past president, more likely to be
objective-he has no further political aspirations within the society and may
therefore "call the shot as he sees it." Other societies select members because of
speciality training and practice, others because of geographical location, (on the
ground that the member may investigate conveniently and mediate often, es-

*dS uCis for Medical Rocea Odevasom onmltteee, Report bf American Medical Asso c-
ation Committee to Recommetad Standards for Grievance or Mediation Committees, Council
on Medical Service. AMA, 1957, p. e.

'For example: Bylaws. Lo Angeles County Medical Society (Caliornia), Article XlL
Section 1 * Tulsa County Medical Soe iy ,(Oklaboma), Chaptr Ten Section 8; 1eterson
County Medical Society (Kentucky)., aterL VIIT. Article . Section 1; Kings County
Medical Society (Washington) Chapter 8 1tOn 8.2.

6 Bylaws, Tulsa County Medica C (Oklahoma), Chapter Ten, SecUon 8.
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pecially on an informal basis). Age itself plays little or no part In the selection
or election of members.

Some societies have a limitation on the tenure of a member, usually two terms
of three or five years. One society seeks to limit tenure to one three year term
on the theory that more members of the society will thereby serve odi the com-
mittee and be exposed to the nature and Substance of complaints from the
publiC..

PRocEDVRE
The bylaws of medical societies'establish the grievance committee and outline

the procedure it will follow. For example, the bylaws of the Chicago Medical
Society merely say that the Committee:

"Shall hear complaints and adjust differences between members of the Chi-
cago Medical Society and the public, such complaints or grievances to be limited
to circumstances arising from the rendering of professional services."'
The Nassau County Medical Society bylaws provide: I
"The committee shall receive complaints from anyone: doctor, layman, group

or corporation. The complaint khall be made In-writing, unless waived by the
chairman, and shall contain a detailed description of the grievance."'

The Nassau bylaws provide further that after investigation an attempt shall
be made to "mediate the dispute and effect an amicable settlement. This is the
main purpose of the committee." HoWever, If the facts Indicate a serious dif-
ference that cannot be mediated, "the committee shall meet in closed session
to consider the case formally." The Nassau County Medical Society, like most
societies having grievance committeeS, makes provision for the situation when a
member refuses to cooperate:,''.
"Any nmber who falls to cooet~ate with, thecommittee when requested to do

so, be It by failing to correspond And/or to appear before it, or by refusing to abide
by Its Judgment, shhll be referred to the President with recommendations for
disciplinary action by the Board of Censors.'!"

Most grievance committees, for practical reasons. insist that the complainant
notify' th6 socieay' o.tle' con ittee of thbe 'complaint in wkiting.u1 A 'ieord Is
thui nade' froth' t'hq begiinifig.-

As i' eance -eos~iilttees dy'i0p usually find that the majority bE'com.
plaintaare r~aul' tnquilries 'regard iig ciston;, usual fees leal rights or'the like.
These nquilries.can Oalisw.red' inimedlitelyvlthout the'necessity'of referring
them 'to'the committee. The inquiroris' satifitd after having had an opportunity
to discuss the matter with someone In 'a pOsition to furnish an answer. Most
grievances are resolved because someone connected with fhe medical society
takN s the time'to converse with' tie co6hiplanait.

Medical socties bav~ngA, tiff fInW that',ftafflcan provide answeis im-
mediately or Within a very S'hort time to the individual who,' fOr exan)ple, tele-
phonbs the society's office and says: "1 wis operated on for appendicitis. My health
Insurance policy paid'me $76.00 but'I received a bill from my dbctoi for $100.00.
Can hecharge me $100.001' A few questions, by staff, conerning the Insurance
covege involved, provides the opportunity to explain that the insurance policy
in question Is a contract to Indemnify the policy holder agaInstthe cost of illness
but Is not an ag ment to pay bills in fUll or to pay the complete costs of medical
care. Many people are still unaware of th differences in insurance coverage and
some believe that their policles provide complete reimbursement for all their
medical care coft&' ; - .1 - -

Frequently staff will get a call like this: "My husband andT1'ike "moving to a
new community. I called Ou' doctor and asked him If lie would kire ine our medi-
cal records to' take with us. He- refused, Is this 'ethicalV A description of the
physican's records and an explanation of what they do and do not contain
helps to explain why the doctor may have refused. It is pointed out that trodl-
tionally and for good medical ,and psychological reasons, physicians do not give
their records to patients.

* PersonalRReport of Executive Secretary, Multnomah County Medical Society (Oregon),
AUg st 1959

'Bylaws, "bicago Medical Society. Chapter XI. Section 7,
Bylaws, Nassau County Medical Socety (New York), Article 8, Section 2.
Ibid. Article 8 Sections 2. 3, 4, .S.

34 Ibid. Article b. Section 4.
U Bylaws , Wayne county Medical SocieV (Miehlgan). Article IX Section 10.
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Finally, the Inquirer Is urged to retain the services of d physician in the new
community and then the Individual Is told that If the new physician will request
information from the files or records of the former physician, it will be made
available.

Also staff' frequently receives Inquiries about hospital flsits although, ac-
cording to the ptlent, the docor merely stuck his head in the door andra Id
'how are you feeling today' and ivalked on. hlow co/he he charged rie for that it
wasn't what I'd call a visit." The patient Is told that the physician has revlewe °

his records since the last visit, checked the nurses' notes, studied consultation
reports, written new orders on patient's chart, perhaps modified his diet and the
like. A great amount of the physician's productive time In the hospital is spent on
paper work. Actual bedside visiting, while nice, Is not, In most cases truly for
patient's mcdlcal benefit.

The frequency of meetings of a grievance committee does not vary greatly from
medical society to medical society. Well established committees usually have one
formal meeting a month. Few societies schedule formal meetings more frequently
than this, and when a large number of complaints come to the committee for
action, they are given an Initial review before the entire committee and assigned
to an Individual committee member for Investigation. (It not Infrequently
happens, that the committee member is able to resolve the matter 'himself,
especially If his preliminary investigation Includes a discussion with the physician
or patient Involved.) Insofar ae possible, these assignments are based on practical
considerations: The complained against physician and the committee member
engage In the same specialty, have staff privileges at the same hospital, practice
in the same geographic area or the like. It has been found that an obstetrician
can talk effectively with another obstetrician, whereas an obstetrician talking to
an ophthalmologist (or some other specialist) is not fully effective. Members are
expected to report back promptly and, at least, by the next regular meeting of the
committee.

After a complaint has been submitted In writing, referred to the committee,
and Informally Investigated, an informal hearing Is held If resolution of the
matter has not already been accomplished. Experience Indicates that the large
majority of hearings are in camera based'on the Investigation and report of the
committee member in this case, the parties do not appear: The complainant's
only contact with the committee has been his letter; the physician's contact has
been his explanation to a committee member.

If oral presentations to the committee are Insisted upon, or it there appears to
the committee good reason to hold a hearing to which the parties are asked to be
present, there is seldom any confrontation of parties. The complainant appears,
states his complaint, Is questioned and excused. The physician then Is initd to
appear before the committee. He,* in like manner, presents his version of' the
situation and, in all probability, is questioned and then excused.

Most medical association committees have been reluctant, because they are
doctors, not hearing officers, to hold open hearings where the parties confront
each other. The degree of formality necessary to insure order and-decorum
appears formidable to physicians whose main goal is resolution of a hopefully
simple issue and whose fear Is the development of a hearing into a "federal
case." This idea gains support from reports, and by word of mouth, that when
confrontation of parties was permitted, it lead to vituperous verbal attacks that
were difficult to manage and control.

Some patients resent the lack of opportunity, t6 hear the libhyslclan's 'Stnte-
ment alleging that their inability to cross-examine permits the physican undue
liberty to describe the situation most favorably to himself. Grievance committee
members believe, however, that their experience both in the practice of medeine,
and as members of the grievance committee, enables them to not only question the
parties but to evaluate the situation with objectivity, Impartiality and thorough
understanding.

The medical society believes, that Inasmuch as it Is making this service available
as a service it has the privilege of calling on its experience to fmplement the
service in a practical and meaningful way.

NATURE OF COMPLAINTS

Complaints run the gamut, but fully 90% relate to fees. One complaint' sub-
mitted by the former husband of patient, who by virtue of the decree of divorce
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was obligated to, pay her m~dical bli que~ti~hed'a $10,000 'ebhrge oi.'6are ,'t
his former Wie 'pci)s* reh~l'lrri V bJhd gYA'ft 'Idi tb*'tibjir
leftarm 1to correct tbe"frhcture' Which had'resulted fom ih4ufbile iicoideftt.
This was the total -fte ndloVeredhllittestbJitriahd~the past e~f6rts't& effe~qt'
complete.curb by -lebs! radical sti rtlehi " V6ee itt* ."Th~r'wsri6' q'- h6'o , top
-coning'the'abiiity UJ1 the VArty t6 pir wabilf iu thidift 6unt~ .it Wa "liiatteyr Of

I' In cAses -like this the grievance nnif~i~a pn~~~tiAAJdcd
Council as -a guideline. 'The 'PinIeld,6"'bf, Wdill Mt -EtlW. "~aeWHis',(thie
physician's) f~e 'should' be cezdnieiisnraWe'wIk t, t4Se l~i~6red "aid" the
lxtient'14 ability to, i. "Thft"udcA C6untfl I 6tero~ed 4hfIS'n~uA0-fo
meanithat #1nlth6tigh'th~re'r!Anf 90ev~ic'Whidih"'6iie'd taubl,
nonetheless their p~ractical valtiq lie4 within ix tange-wivthin lizlt!'Oboye, or
beiowitlhich a fe-suc~sinbe'~ .a'afetSabii1Oa', hsoidr
factor, -%fe to be '-onsidrdi 9061&. not' before,) vlhie kc menjitt ih'h
teriite endei~f tWI hcerttined.- ~lp .,,f U*-

Intisc4, khe local specialty woclijyto wihtbu~t h ihute h
bill belonlged- waA Asked tl6' nkL'rtain fok the ~grievidn'c0'6mmtte0 that orange
obov-e, I r leloww ~vlch~fee.4 seke beleved' t6,t)iticon foldble'. the ioik ! fe
would tliue be ev Alunt~'d by hit "sj*lalty 'kirs ' "-

Patients believe* that 'hobPltaldfRt~ nf~ h~rs ~~' eieec1os
in' paticultr, wheh patit- Wrovlded b" ospitiul dtt 'ffiiedicnht1#r6' tile h IsptAl
emergency 6~n-o'ntigfd ''o-~u idOiik' 6*r dl
inower to the swallowing of a bottle of aspirin by a 2-year-old child-the p"Oe~At
tbinkb1tw'at hospital, sdt~fteSth'e6 ale ooftt 6z1'6i' 06W4 0,1' tye Mkblbhch P40t, t
either. forgets, that a 0hys1eins' seric4 *b4te' toequired AM utlied* or eliev
the hospital luftintain'd a 'Safo nit.,mitj o Ai~i f nb~nr O
medical emergencies and -pays th~sb sP*itlfits out of fzdfthnr e foi' the ise of
the Wospithl's avalAble sa iseptfc facilities.''' -,

1'atients 10' tizn of, stress;f paln -ad 16ohtu.16fi'e n A l''to ecl' oifi Mfter
timie' what services ' *ere aktu~lj pekfok~ned himtl 1'I 41reftA~ki6- e"' era&Pet-
forinedin1 the'labofatrYoi 0th(e~'iise1Af qf'Oyesglit.,PbyA(-l1i * tt -arV~t
known 'to be especially vbciii-in e*Planih'n 'fttn 'hi14 W-6~~thitl
-there" is a iirbteemdotal1, aidfei setVice- be ftg'po 0me ' f60"Urlilco I'fe*1
be charged Ii additi6n to thelteebi th-i hospitfil~fthli tkse6f Its ficilltie&'

Patients have little or no way to estimate what a "e *111 '@ SOtild be as t6
might lestiniate'what &~ Oew s'itof etbes' ot' It P14 vf Iftfilt06 wo'old Woet.
When -they receive a' bill~ tot profeasiohal so wvies, Itit'raY 46rhiitmes, be finole
than tbey expectod-ito b# andthen thO~' start rnakfhghIquities. The American
MedicAl-'Aseociation urges -its mitubermhip; toditeuss fees"with ptWbts and Mts
a wall Plaque available to Its ienbekslwb"c 11;4ads.-

'To all my patients: I Invite you; totdiscteplssrankly, with -me at.y qt*Stjons
regardingtonyJ 1tes or: services, PTh6 beet' ibedical, *ewvee to based 0 4, friendly,
luutual understalullng betWeen'doetofv 'ad patient. I.

In jts i Publio -Relations Manuel,'for c6nty medical 'M6cieties tbe'AMA. dAYO:
"oMost complaints about, the medical Jtrefession' todaF' are 'centered'hbout fteS.

The bill is:conbidered i too bigh' or, It Isn't cleAr4~n 'In met case, Niich difficulties
could be avoided if -ph~kblaas, explained) medical ehakgeg:In -advanto;' Xifee
-many physicians-,-and- patlente-4re reluctant to broach thb subject of foes,tAM
AMA moile an attractive office pilue, which, encontageo It; dlcusmiontt&"i 11"

The facts. remain that human beings at human,,,beings,1thAt -patiefftl aRte
roluctAnt-toldlscuiss oolplainti with their phthiclan,'and thablPhyskicghgS'ae
sometimes noucommunicati're, brusqub, or 8eeA~ tIred ahd~rftaNO.4 MWiicarim+t*
ice fis a unique ",commodity! which' cannot -be; packaged.T dliplayedy sAltupled" or
priced with predetermined accuracy. Fees, theretore,i cause, zilsndertaildingSk
Lawyers and clergymen know something of this probltin als41,1-bekAUie* their
seryicep, are personal, and)deperk~ent on &H -the .facts of a, spe;ic "Individual
situation. f'

One complaint, recently received, by. tile' AMA, ,oneerned ia, thysteikn& bill
In the amount of $308 for "emergency surgery; plastic revision and repair of two
Inch lacerations, Inner and, outer upper, lip; and~ -U saped laceiatiola of right

isPrnciples of Medical Rthice, American Medical Atsociation. Section?7.
toJudicial council Opinion$ san Retorts iesej Opinion 5, Section?7, pate 40.
14 Public Relation# Manual, C ounty Medica& ocieties, American Medical Association,

1060. page 101.

83-231--ST-pt. 3--41
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forehead." A serviceman, on liberty, was riding in a friend's automobile a number
of miles from his duty station. In an automobile accident the youth was throwil
against the windshield and lost consciousness for a short period of time. After
discussion with his friend and highway patrolman, the serviceman elected to be
taken to a nearby civilian hospital rather than to a more distant military hospital.
The serviceman's parents later wrote that their son was in the hospital less than
two hours, "after which he spent 4 days resting and recuperating at his friend's
home on doctor's orders." About 10 days later, "stitches were removed in the
doctor's office." The parents added "our hospitalization will not cover our son
since he is in military service. My wife and I both have to work; we have two
younger children to support; we are in no financial position to pay this bill."
The service was rendered by a physician specializing in plastic and reconstruc-
tive surgery.

This is not a typical complaint. On subjective and personal evaluation a fee
is determined by patient to be exhorbitant. But, what were the facts? What care
was given? Was other medical service performed beside suturing lacerations? In
connection with the lacerations, were they jagged, rough, deep? What was the
end result of the suturing? Is there any impairment of function? Is there
scarring? What is the usual and customary fee for comparable service by a
specialist? The fact that patient, his neighbors or friends think a fee is large,
small or just right, really does not establish the correct or reasonable value of
the service. The grievance committee, the physician's peers, who understand the
components of a fee are the only ones really able to determine the reasonableness
of a fee.1'

Other complaints cover almost every imaginable cause for misunderstanding or
displeasure. A husband telephoned the AMA and complained that the physician
who had given his wife a gynecological examination was wearing a business suit
instead of a white coat or gown. An elderly woman formally complained that
her family physician made a professional call dressed in ski togs. (He did. Her
call came to his residence on a Sunday morning, just as he, his wife and chil-
dren were getting into the family car to spend the day in the mountains. On the
way to the ski resort, the physician stopped, dressed as he was, to see and son-
sole his patient.) A woman complained to the staff of a medical society that P
hysician had walked off with her cigarettes. Couldn't he afford his own? (She
ad offered him a cigarette from her pack. He took one and absent mindedly put

the pack in his own pocket.)
There are complaints from patients who are dissatisfied with the end result

of medical treatment, The young woman who has had facial plastic surgery ant
then finds that she still doesn't look like a movie star complains to the grieve.
ance committee about the incompetence of the surgeon. Some patients com-
plain because of the length of time needed to affect a complete cure; some com-
plain of "stiffness," "tenderness," or the like.

Many people never get around to choosing a physician; many have no family
doctor. When an emergency develops and they try to get a physician-usually
with a "you owe me a duty to respond" attitute-and are unsuccessful they com-
plain. If they go to a hospital in an emergency, they receive care from a phy-
sician on duty (as a public service) and complain because of his fee, manner,
personality or the like. The patient complains about these things to the griev-
ance committee and, as a, human being seeing the matter unilaterally, judges
them to be wrong. Patients more frequently than not, want penalty imposed
rather than all facts developed. They write: "The physician should be repri-
manded; he should be denied the right to practice; his fee should be reduced."
Only a minority of complaints ask if, on the facts as known to the patient, or as
more fully ascertained by the committee, the fee was correct; if the treatment
was In accord with accepted practice; if there was some valid reason for the
physician to act as he did.

There is at least one instance of an employer complaining to a grievance
committee that a physician testified falsely before a Workmen's Compensation
Committee on behalf of an allegedly injured employee.

Is Young Bros. v. Succession 6 'Von iohoeler, 151 La. 73 91 So. 551: lit re McKcehan's
Estate, 358 Pa. 548, 57A2d 907; In re Watzek Estate, 211 Wise. go, 247 NW 330. •
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COUNTS' MEDICAL SOOIET ACTIVrTIE

In a survey conducted by the American Medical Association of county medical
society activities the following Information was obtained:

Grievance or mediation committee

Number this Number Percet
Sife of Society size having hallnCommittees com=ite

1 t0615.............................................. 472 13 2
16to 49 ........................................... 411 258 62
60 to 99.............................................. 176 141 so
A to 299 ............................................ 179 170 96
30049............................................. 63 at 96

6W to 0MI .......................................... 66 63 96
1,600 ............................................... 20 20 100

I'"Natiwide Survey of County Med.1cal Society Activities 1W0,11 staff report, American dedical Asso-
elation.

I Rounded off to namest percent.
PUBJACITY

Although the American Medical Association Guides for Medical Society Griev-
ance Committees " states I"this service cannot succeed unless the public knows of
Its existence and how to use it," not all county medical societies are persuaded
that publicity is necessary or desirable.

The AMA guides say that "the availability and method of operation of these
committees should be continuously publicized through legitimate channels of lay
communication." 1

The guides suggest that the piofe~lor be kept informed of the committee's
work by utilizing medical newsletters, medical journals, secretary's letters and
the like.

The Wayne ICbunty Medical Society notifies its members: through n anhu~l
report In the 1966-1987 report of its "Mfediation Commilttee"' the following
statements are ma~de.

"The Mediation (Oommiittee recelveA a total of 44 cases, compared to 40 In tb~i
preceding year. TZhQo major iomplalit listed In these cases was not the fee6 per se,
but iiervicee or lick of them. In 23 easesa the patient questioned the bill because of
aill~od wrong diagnosis, Iiproper treatment, cursory examination, 'or no serv-
ice. As stated by oiie patiet 1aftr three operationto I felt worse than, before so
why' should- I pay his'bill?'.

" %ii 75 per cent of the cases th6r Oommlttee found no basis fok complaint. and
the prolte was settled -by an expliaatry letter. In only ti*o cases did the Col-
ittee suggest thb physicin'make an adjustment.'In two other cases th6 physi-

cian himself cancelled the balance. Four cases wore referred to thei"Ethics, Coln-
mittee, three because of the doctor'g faiir6 to; respond and send In the requested
informnitlon. . It'' ". c -1 'fo

bill lor filling oiqt health lnsmrnc t fispr Whicbh 1e wlll rOcefve all or p4w o
tie, ProcMeds Eo1i further ralajftcftti ;, coinmwtteo, referee the f9llp')Vng
questions to the Ht1csCm)4tteeI . , L,

"May, a doctor.'refuse tq gW ~trA lt~ hr~~ d~en to
workuintll tis billhas been p ll 1, j, r,

'I'May he refu~e.6 to "' hi~ iea" nsuxapeon ul~s tjie patient asolgns jis

A6Th extent to N0hi6 a conntt(O Teo$ J1 '0#0 O { ~~c mu'se li f0VU,4
In t W 95 repor~t. of. the, (omifle on ~ ll.a~ eotnn'of t

Hartfor d County. Xedlcal, Pcety. AI

K 'Loe.-cit. suura. Note &,;u ~i~
'hRep'dr8Vedltl o fnntte4,"Wap'VontY~ waef6'ky l-iMglan).i6

"Report, Committee on *thxles apd Pepo tmnt, lorfr ~py dql~lety, (Con-
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"CASE 3: In this particular matter, the patient was treated 05 times by physio-
therapy for a period extending over one year. During this time, the diagnosis was
sprain of the- cervical 6blne with radfculitis.,'The dOctor' contended, that he was
meeting the needs of the patient by rendering treatmentV when required and
could not In good conscience deny the patient treatment from which she bene-
fitted. He also stated that he was aware of the fact that. dt a certain point, treat.
meant would be paliative and had pointed this out to the patient.

"Isntc: Was the physician justified in his extended physiotherapeutic
applications?

"DecIsion: The committee noted that at no time did the physician seek the
benefit of the advice of an orthopedic consultant. They could not help but con-
clude that, on the basis of their experience and knowledge of this type of case,
the treatment pattern here was designed by financial interest. They noted such
other aberrations as the application of physiotherapy In the presence of sprains
where no swelling was observed and the extensive physiotherapy to and manip-
ulations of the back when the medical reports did not indicate a back injury. In
aiiy case, the physician accepted a considerably reduced fee on orders of the
committee."

"CASE 6: A patient had had surgery of the nasal septum performed for which
the physician originally charged $50. Later on, in gratitude, the patient asked
the physician to increase the sum to $450. However, when the physician did do
this, the patient complained to the Association.

"Iss ue: Was the physician allowing a patient to set a fee?
"Deci6otrn: In the first place, evidence given by the physician himself at a hear-

ing indicated that the patient was an unreliable alcoholic and the physclpin's
assumption that he ought to raise his fee. on the basis of this patient's sug-
gestion certainly was not professional. In the second place, the 050 fee which the
physician set was unreasonably high for the services performed. So that, even
without the suggestion of the patient, the fee in the first place Was not war-
ranted by the services. The physician accepted CMS reimbursement of $150, as
full payment." 

-

The figures' regarding grievances submitted by the ilrievance Committee
of the Chicago Medical Society to the membership reflect that 418 complaints
were received during the year. Forty-six percent involved fees (80% were ft9 nd
to be justified, 200 unjustified), 10% came from "obviously, p1sychotic people"
19% concerned diagnosis, treatment and/or general misunderstanding. The
balance were about non-members of the Society; or those members who had not
cooperated with the committee; complaints later cancelled; negligence in or
refusal to fill out proper medical reports for insurance purposes; or complaints
in which no physician's name was mentioned. The report contained this state-
ment among others: "Many complaints could be avoided if physicians would try
to be more prompt in filling out Insurance forms. A delay in completing these
sometimes causes a patient to lose his insurance benefits." Such comments and
admonitions, constantly made, remind all physicians of their obligations to
their patients.

RELATED MATTERS

All grievance committees consider complaints submitted by patients, Many
consider complaints or inquiries from insurance companies and other third parties
payers. Larger medical societies, however, have established an additional com-
mittee to work with these third party payors. These committees have more
highly refined and limited duties which relate almost exclusively to a consid-
eration of fees." The advent of Medicare and Medicaid may call for a further
refinement of grievance committee activities and suggest the desirability of
further developing the powers and duties of grievance committees.

A portion of the Report of the AMA Committee on the Cost of Medical Care
is devoted to review mechanisms established by twelve medical societies.' These
programs involve liaison with insurance companies and operate much on the
order of the usual grievance committee. There is this difference, however, the
complainant is not the recipient of medical care but rather the one who paid for
that care. The patient whose medical bill is covered by insurance or whose charge
for medical service Is being paid by another is not usually concerned with the
cost. The payor Is. To accommodate the party who pays these costs grievance coin-

$*Report. Grievance Committee. Chicago Medical Society, 1986.
-Carlton Smith, "What's the Usual and Customary Fee," Medical Economics, August 8,

1946. p. R8 et seq.
"2 Report, Commission on the Cost of Medical Care, Chapter 6, The American Medical

Association, 1984.
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mitteei or t66 more highly refined revIow committees consider the complaint of
the third party The patient may never know that any question had been raised
about the costs of the care he received.

. &..AOTION9 OF GR1EVANC COMMITTEES 2P

There is no central repository of grievance committee reports. County society
grievance committees report annually to their membership. State society commit-
tees report to their parent bodies. No one group has attempted to collect and
cofiipile' these reports.

At medical society. Meetings and at meetings of Ataff personnel serving medical
societies apd In- reports that have been sent to the American 'Medical Association

eadquarters it w6uld appear that (1) gridvance committees do 'investigate a
sizeable percentage of complaints received and (2) In an appreciable percentage
of cases suggest'corrective action by the physlclan, usually a reduction In the
size of his fee.

When a ph ijchtpi member of the, Chilclgo Medical Society ignored requests of
anti reconimendkions'by the Society's grievance committee, it filed charges of
unethical conduct against the member before the Ethics Committee. The member
was found guilty aid supended front society membership.'

The Wayne County Medical Society in 1066-07 referred four cases to the Ethics
Committee for Inquiry into the ethical propriety of the physicians' conduct.'

DUTIES OF GRIEVANCE COIIMIMEES DISTINGUISHED

The purpose and function of grievance committees are In the realm of public
relations arid In fulfillment of medicine's obligations to the public whose Individ-
ual members place their trust in physicians.

It Is important to re-emphasize, therefore, that th irlevance e6mmittee is a
forum In which matters of interest and concern to the patent are resolved, I.e.
size of fee; availablityof service, effectiveness of treatment. The end result of the
grievance committee action Is to resolve patient's misunderstanding or complaint.

Intra professi6nal discipline Is not the function or purpose of grievance com-
mittees. Ethics committees (usually called Board of Censors) are the medical
society mechanism for Imposing discipline (reprimand, censure, suspension or
expulsion from mewbersbp). Tihe medical staff of hospitals review and evaluate
a physician's cOiipetence and appropriate committees of hospital medical staffs
may recommend limitation of privileges for a staff member or recommended
suspension or expulsion from the staff. The entire staff, usually, reviews the rec-
ommendation and votes to accept, modify, or reject the committee recommenda-
tion. Finally, each state (except Washington) through its board of medical exam-
iners has a mechanism for the suspension or revocation of a physician's license
to practice. In Washington tils mechanism is in the hands of the Washington
State Medical Disciplinary Board. $

Violation of ethical principles, bylaws and rules of a medical society, violation
of hospital rules and regulations, and violation of provisions of the state medical
practice acts can result respectively in the loss of medical society membership,
hospital staff privileges or one's license to practice medicine. In any hearing
Involving privileges of such magnitude the concept of due process must be
observed and a more formal hearing, in event a violation Is charged, must be
provided for to protect the rights of the accused."

CONCLUSION

Medical societies have encouraged the creation, operation and development of
committee to entertain and answer questions and complaints of patients. These
committees have become increasingly active since 1955. They are still growing
and. as a result of experience through the years, are becoming more effective. The
most frequent complaint to a grievance committee concerns charges for medical
services; ljtlent complains that the fee Is too high. A significant percentage of

RHe ort, (irievance Committee, Chicago Medical Soett. 1966.
" Opinion in the Matter of the Appeal of!-, M.D., "to the Judlelal Council, American

Medical Association. 1964.
"1ersort, Grievance Committee. Wayne County Vedical Society (Michigan). 106O-1067.
f *For a t detilel review of medical dclplIinry proeednre., and a comparison of them

with disciplinary procedures of the le at professlon, one might review the Report of the
Medical Discip]itiary Committee of the AMI.. 1061.
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complaints are resolved In patient's favor. Many more are resolved by explaining
to patient, so he will understand, why the fee was in the amount that it was.

Medical society grievance committees are a public service function of medical
societies. As such they provide a unique and helpful service. 'here is every
reason to believe that these committees will provide an ever greater service to
the public as they continue to function.

STATEMENT PRESENTED BY IOAL 1109 Dauo AND HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES UNION,
RWSDU, AFL-OIO, NEw YoRK, N.Y.

Local 1199 Drug and Hospital Employees Union, RWDSU, AFL-0IO, repre-
senting 30,000 members employed in drug stores, hospitals and nursing homes, In
the Metropolitan New York Citv Area, supports S. 2209 Introduced by Senator
Russell Long and Amendment 265, introduced by Senator Joseph M. Montoya and
urges the Senate Finance Committee and the Senate to adopt both.

Local 1199 is the largest employee pharmacist organization in the nation,
having nearly 3,000 pharmacist members who are employed in drug stores, hos-
l)itals and City institutions. We are convinced that S. 2299 and Amendment 265
make a much needed contribution in coping with the high cost of drugs.

S. 2209 (SENATOR RUSSELL WONG)

S. 2299 is practical and workable insofar as government financed drug pro-
grams are concerned. It also makes possible future extension of the benefits of
reduced drug costs to the consumer In the probate sector. It provides for safe-
guarding the quality of drugs to be dispensed. It protects the retail pharmacist
against financial loss in dispensing the les. costly drugs. In all these respects
It meets the test of good legislation in the public interest.

The major causes of high drug costs are the monopoly created by drug patents
and the manufactures' practices brought to light in the 1901 report oil Admin-
istered Prices in the Drug Industry by the Antitrust and Monopoly Sub-com-
mittee of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary. There seems to be no chance
of changing the patent laws at this time and the manufacturers' practices still
exist and result in extending the monopoly of trade-named drugs beyond the
life of the patent. S. 2209 would help create competition and lowered drug costs.
Its provision that government payments be restricted to less costly but properly
standardized drugs will guarantee both economy and safety.

The professional fee concept meets the economic needs of retail pharmacists
and should encourage them to support generics under the quality safeguards
contemplated by the bill. It is our opinion that retail pharmacy will become ef-
fective promoters of generic drugs In their private practice once the professional
fee achieves broader acceptance. This can eventually hell) the consumer ease his
burden of high drug costs.

AMENDMENT 285 (SENATOR MONTOYA)

When the Social Security Amendments of 19C6 were adopted, It omitted from
Title XVIII-B coverage for out-of-hospital drugs. At that time considerable con-
cern was expre.sed in Congress and assurances were given that this would he
corrected.

Aniendiment 265 is urgently needed to correct an inequity which Imposes a
burden on those least able to meet high drug costs. By incorporating the generic
drug concept of S. 2290. the costs of this benefit can be substantially reduced.
We urge the Senate Finance Committee and the Senate to act favorably on both.

STATEfMENT OF THE NATIONAi CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS, CHICAoo,
Il.r , SuBmimTTE ny MRs. EnWARD F. RYAN, CIIAIRMAN, NATIONAL, PTA CloM-
MITTEK ON LEGISLATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, on behalf of the National ITA
we appreciate very deeply the opportunity of offering testimony in respect to those
portions of II.R. 12080 which affect the welfare of children. The National Congress
of Parents and Teachers, whose membership now numbers more than eleven ml-
lion. has supported federal programs for the health and welfare of children from
the beginning of its history 70 years ago.
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We wish to offer warm support of some portions of the bill, but we are gravely
concerned with the likely effect of some other sections.

Section 201. The purpose of Aid to Families with Dependent Children, as we
understand It, Is to enable children who have been deprived of adequate support
through Incapacity of one or both parents to grow to matd'rlty and productive citi-
zenship nevertheless. The additional objective of using the remaining parent and
older children of such families to increase the labor force, as set forth In this
section, seems to us very likely to Impair the primary objective.

The continuous care and attention of the mother of a family I9 ordinarily needed
for the healthy growth of children. If the mother chooses to work outside the
home as suiting her family situation, and Is supported In this choice by sound
day.care, counseling, and training programs, the well-being of the children may
be maintained. But if this choice Is made unwillingly or unwisely, children are
likely to be hurt, and the program wilt lose Its purpose of bridging to a mature
and competent next generation. We find no safeguard on this point In this legis-
lation.

The Iiterpolation at this point of the second additional objective of an AFDO
program, that of reducing Illegitimate births, seems to us of doubtful usefulness incoping with a problem of complex origin. We would urge not only a separation of
these problems, but further study along the lines of developing security within a
family In order to assure Its Integrity, before legislative action Is undertaken.

We do warmly support the increased funds proposed to assist states In pro-
viding foster care and other services, and also the proposed 75 percent aid to states
for training personnel needed to prolvde adequate child-welfare and family serv
Ices. These are most important and badly needed provisions.

Section 202. We warmly support the proposed earnings exemption of $30 a
iaonth plus one third of all other earnings. We believe this incentive and Its
supportng provisions will tend much more usefully to encourage employment
Ihan punitive measures, particularly among those parents who at present Live
in fear of losing minimum subsistence for their children.

Section 208. We very strongly oppose the provision to limit the number of
children in the AFDC program In any state to the percentage of children receiv-
hig aid In that state on January 1, 1967. We urge that the proposal disregards
the large and continuing migration from rural to urban areas, across state lines,
caused by the disappearance of employment through automation of Agriculture,
mining, and other Industry. One such receiving city, Boston, on August 16 al-
ready numbered 3,00 more children on AFDO than on January 1, 1907, and In-
crease of 12 percent. We would urge that this group particularly are in need of
assistance and education to cope with city living and to meet city employment
requirements. If this provision should remain in the bill, either children wAIII gohungry or already overburdened cities will be forced to seek additional funds.

Section 22,. We ask the committee to strike this section, which would down-
grade the level of health and medical care for AFDC children and their care-
take#s, the disabled and the blind. We ask that the present comparability pro-
visions be allowed to remain In the law.

Sectlon 2$5. We warmly approve this proposal to amend Title IV of the Social
Security Act to coordinate the various child welfare services with AFDC In a
comprehensive program with increased funds and broader services. This Is fn
excellent step which vill tend to develop strength In state agencies and a base
for greater state responsibility in the future.

We hope very nmuch. however, that the administration of child welfare services,
with the recent addition of social services for AFDO children, remains in this.
Children's Bureau, so that established high standards will be maintained, and
the programs will continue to focus clearly on the needs of children.

Section 301. similarly, we warmly approve the consolidation of programs for
maternal and child health services and for services to crippled children. We be-
lieve that crippled children should have medical treatment as needed, and assist-
ance to develop as normal children, regarding physical handicaps as noncrippling
to life. We have therefore been inueh concerned by the recent removal of services
to crippled children from the Children's Bureau, where ve believe this responsi-
bility should remain as a part of the Division of Health Services.

The National PTA believes very strongly that the administration of services
to children should be concentrated In the Children's Bureau. However highly
qualified a professional staff may be, a thorough understanding of children Is In-
dispensable to effective administration of these programs. Dilution of administra-
tion with adult programs Inevitably reduces the effectiveness of child services.
We are deeply concerned that the Children's Bureau retain Its responsibilities
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with enhance4 rathqr.tian, diminished, resources,. aud should greatly appreciate
any assistance your committee feels appropriate to that end.

Thanklyou very much for your consideration of these views.

STATEriSXT I or LEWIS. F. NICOLTN, DI EOTOn, INDIANA FEMPLoYMBNT SEOURIT
DrvxsxOx, AND PRESIDENT OF Tar IrTERJSTATE. CONFERENCE .OF EMPLOYMENT

I ajpeAr beore ybu today on behalf and as President of the Interstate Con-
ference of 'EmployhIent.Seurity' Agenchfs whieh Is the official organization of
State adm plstratito of the Federal-State Employment Service and the Unem-
ployment Insuraiic''eprogritm.

These are agencies that bear in large part the responsibility for eliminating
Joblessness. and I cab assure you they were tndergoing agonizing self-appraisals
long before riots ripped apart some of our greatest cities this summer.

The Interstate 'nference shares with you A sincere c6ncern for the well-
being of all our citizens-though our responsibilities are limited to those who
are or should be In thi Iab6r force. A part of H.R. 12080 deals with a subject
of direct concern to us. That is the Section 409 covering Community Work And
Training Progrms. We' are concerned oyer the proposal to give the manpower
responsibilities to the wlfare agencies. '

A poll Of'the States was recently completed Oy the Interstate Conference. It.
shows that States are 1i fAvlr of Amending T,'f. 12080 to substitute provisions"
of Section 40D and 410 'of 61. 5710, as Introduced In the IHouse, for Section 409
of .R. 12080. by a vote of 37 States for such amendment. 3 against and 11 not
voting. 'he 37 whowere In favor represent 88.9 per cent of the covered workers
and 67.8 per cent 'f the covered employers. Those not in favor have 3.0 per cent
of the covered worker* and 34. per cent of the covered employers. The States
which did not vote represent 28.1 per cent of the workers and 28.7 of the em-
ployers.

Since the early yehfs of thi decade, when the national administration turnei
the resources of the" U'nited States inward In an attack on the causes of povert*
and key roles were assigned to the U.S. Department of Labor and the State em
playment service.4, w6 have been concerned that our personnel and programs were
fideu-uate to the new challenges. We were not always satisfied with what we found
and many cbangest have taken place. The result has been State employment agen-
cies equipped as never before to attack the defects In our society caused by
unemployment and lack of job training.

We are concerns that this readiness be utilized in the demanding job of
moving welfare recipients into the mainstream of training and employment and
thqt i s why we support amendment of H.R. 12080.

We support speeiflcaily the re-Instatement of Sections 409 and 410 of HR.
5710. the administration bill to amend the Social Security Act. The deletion of
the se vital sectioq by the Hou.oe Ways and Means Committee, In our opinion,
does not move us closer to thb goal of putting welfare recipients on regular pay-
rolls and may in fact, by the creation of an Immense duplication of manpower
services, move us further away.

The administrative provisions for the community work and training program
In H.R. 5710, placing manpower responsibility with the Department of LAbor and
welfare responsibility with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
are logical. These are separate responsibilities which the respective departments
now hold and which they have fulfilled well. nut, I submit, neither department
h7as the administrative machinery nor the expertise to administer the responsi-
bllity now held by the other,

Indenendent analysis 6f the administration of Title V of the Economic Op-
portunity Act, which is devoted to work exoprience and training. smnorts
my contention. In an "Examination of the War on Poverty" for the Senate
Subcommittee on Employment, Mannower and Poverty, printed last month,
one com. nitant found the work experience and training programs to be charac-
terized by poor planning, poor content and poor results, lie pointed omit that the
demands of this program. which has been administerMd by the Bireaui of
Family Services through State and local welfare agencies, were beyond the
recmire.q of these units.

This was one observation of that consultant, $ar A. Levitan of the George
Washington University:
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"State and local welfare agencies . , . Were il'plpepared in moft casesto take over a program ainied at preparing participants for.economic independ-ence. Though public assistance programs are designed td! alleviate' poverty,they, are not specifically geared to help beneficiaries surmount their situation.The essence of the welfare system is income support anti, to the extent whichresources allow, limited social services. Welfare agencies had- little or noexperlerce with training or placement and awareness of labor mhrket opra6L

15r. Joseph A. Kershav, former AssIstant, 1)lrector of OEO for Planning,Research and Evaluation, stated at the University of Califo .nia Conferenceon Manpower Policy on June 20 1060, that "... in all, cabdot, (Title V)has not worked as well as We expected ..... . ,Parallel statemmts,j am confident, would have resulted if the employmentsecurity agencies in the several States had been given the responsibility ofproviding total family services to welfare recipients, a Job for which none ofus Is prepared......
However, we are prepared for the Job of administering work and trainingprograms. ,We' have a- maipower-,-work and- rafing-program administeredthrough the Department of, LAbbr which incorporates the experience of morethan 30 years since enactment of the Wagner-lreyser Act and bnsblfdtes sridcoordinates all manpower programs the Congress has eficted 6ver the past

half-decade. . I ,All of us connected with! employment programs are acutely; aware of, thecriticisms that our Federal-State EmploymentSystem is tdo old and tiredto be the Innovative soldier required In an attack on the diverse problems of thedisadvantaged citizen, These criticLms did not come entirely from outsideour ranks and we know that some were not without somebasls in fact. I mentioned earlier that the 60'S have been years,of appralsai and improve-ment for the public employment agencies.-We are not satisfied that all is well.I hope we never will be, But the public employment service today as neverbefore is ready, eager and better prepared to. accept a full share of responsibilityin moving the disadvantaged through the barriers of poverty,That responsibility Is offered in Section 410 of LR. 57?10, which wouldallow us to give prospective trainees unified and proven manpower services thatare removed from what some feel to bethe stigma of relief.The division of responsibilities it provides will work. It has worked. Oneexample of inter-agency cooperation has, been arrangements under the SIDTAby which employment services and vocational education, programs at theState levels now conduct an institutional training program for more ; than160,000 persons a year, with more than half of these from. the disadvantaged
group.

On the other hand, the provisions of .iLi. 1208o would ignore the mistakesof the past and mandate a massive duplication of existing manpower pro-grams which would be in competition with. them. The result would be awaste of money and manhours and a mockery of the cause this bill supports.This Is no uncharted ocean. The failures of Title V program under the eo-nomlc Opportunity Act show that the Welfare Administration, admirably suitedfor its own programs, flounders when called upon to execute the unfamiliarmission of manpower. It is unfair to place the burden on them.The two departments have worked ziany years to perfect their servicesto the public. I urge adoption of the administrative provisions in H.R. 5710for the community work and training program to allow us to fully direct thoseservices toward solving one of the biggest domestic problems facing America
today.

(The following letter was sl'bmifted'to the committee by iOnWallace F. Bennett, a U.S. Senator from the State of Utah:)
UNIvE.SITY OF UTAH 1IEDICAL.CENTER,

COLLEGE OF MENIoIES*, DiARTMENT Oi RADIOrOOy,
St Lake City, UYtah,, Scp tcnbcr 11, 1967.Ron. WALLAcE BENEf,

U.P. 8enate,
Washington, D.C.
31Y D AR SENATOR: The Utah State Rladiological Society Is a professionalorganization comprising substantially all of the radiologists in the State of
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Utah. Subsequent to their deliberations regarding medicare legislation, I have
been instructed to inform you that this organization wholeheartedly favors con-
tinuing Medicare, that is, Public Law 89-97 as now enacted withough significant
amendments. If other problems make changes necessary, we would support
the version expressed in H.R. 12080. The organization opposes the creation
of a new part 0. Likewise, we feel it would be most unwise to enact any legi. .
nation which would convert the practice of radiology into a hospital service
by placing radiology in Part A of Title XVIII. Any legislation that would segre-
gate physician services for radiology in any way from services of other phy-
sicians Is inately discriminatory and would have a serious effect on this im-
portant medical specialty.

Respectfully yours, -

Wm. R. CHRnSTENSrN, M.D.,
Counselor, Utab State Radiological Socieit.

JEWISH FEDERATION Or MVTROPOLITAN ORICAGO,
, Ohicago, Ill., September 11, 1967.

HOx. RUSSELL B. Loxo,
U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SEYATOR LONG: The Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Ohicago, through
Ito affiliate agencies consisting of hospitals, social se-rvice agencies, and communIty
centers, serves 212,000 people of all religious and racial groups through a variety
of health and welfare services. As such, It has a vital interest in any amendments
which may be made. in the Social Security Act not only because of its oieftb for
the welfare of people affeted by such amendm'ents but also because any retrench-
ment In the publie'programs financed under the Social Security Act may create
demands for services of voluntary agencies which would be beyond their capacity
to meet. Therefore, the Jewish Federation would like to express to you Its views
on the Social Security Amendments of 1007 (HR -12080) which has been passed
by the House of Representattves and Is now pending in the U.S. Senate.

This bill does contain many desirable features. along with some undesirable
provisions, which in our opinion should be eliminated or substantially modified
before flial passage:

(1) The provisions pertaln4ng to reglstrntlon for work and acceptance of eni-
ployment by relatives (Including mothers) of children receiving aid to needy
families with dependent chHdren are unnecessary and could lead to the compul-
sory employment of many motherS, under fear of denial of amistanee, and
contrary to the welfare of their children. At the present time, mothers who are
able to work under arrangements not harmful to their children are encouraged
to do so, and there is no need for compulsory legislation In this regard.

(2) The provisions pertaining to aid to children of an unemployed father, which
specify that the father must have had at least six quarters of covered employment
oiTt of the last 13 quarters or that he must have received unemployment com-
pensation in the Year prior to application for aid. Thel* provisions would exclude
Fome young families where the father haR not et had an opportllnity to louild
up mufflclent employment experience and would thus deny aid to sonme families
In greatest need of assi-4ance.

(3) 'The provisions pertaining to a quota on the number of children that may
be aided. with Federal fund., on account of absence of the parent-limiting the
number of such children to not more than the proportion of the child population
in a State that was aided on this account in January, 1007. Under this provision.
a State that experienced an Increase In the number of children needing aid (on
the basis of present standards of assistance in the State) would have to bear
the resulting Increased cost entirely from State funds. Alternatively, in order
to keep the number of children receiving aid because of parental absence within
the prescribed limits, the State might have to lower Its assistance standards, thus
causing hardship for all children receiving aid to fanilles with dependent chil-
dren and not Just those receiving aid on account of the absence of a parent.

(4) The failure of HR 12080 to contain the provision of HR 5710 (Introduced
on February 20.1067 and replaced by I1R 12080) pertaining to the requlrenient for
meeting full need. Thiq provision In tIR 5710 would have required States to meet
need In full (as defined by State assistance standards) In their public assistance
programs, instead of the present situation where a number of States grant only
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an arbitrary percentage of minimum needs. The failure of HR 12080 to Include
this provision of HR 5710 Is a serious omission, which should be corrected.

It Is our sincere hope that the views expressed above will be taken Into account
in any action taken by the Senate on the Social Security Amendments of 1967.

Sincerely,
A. D. DAvis, Pretdcnt.

TnE 'AMILY SEavicE ASSOcIATION Oh' WYOMING VALLEY,
September 1,, 1967.

Senator RUSSELL B. Loxo,
0hairinan, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Of1ce Building,
Washington, D.O.

l)nAa SENATOR Lo.o: The Board of Directors of the F'amliy Service Assocla-
tion of Wyoming Valley has discussed House Bill 12080, the Soclal Seeurity
Amendments of 1907, and has asked us to convey their deeli concern about certain
secllons of the 111 and their support of other provisions.

We continue to endorse Seotion 401 of Title IV, which authorizes extension of
facilities for social work education. This will serve to narrow the gap between
needed services and available manpower.

We also support the provisions for increased federal financing for soclal serv-
ices such as family counseling, day care, family planning, foster care, protective
child welfare services, demonstration and, research, and Incentive exemption of
earnings of families on assistance.

HoWever, Jt& deplore the restrictlve and coercive -,ections of 11H 120, which
are punitive, negative attempts to reduce assistance costs. Removal of children
from their parents and freezing AFDC cases would sh-ft and even Increase the
flnanelal burden. Penalizing children is "ot the answer. Neither will ninnOve
compulsory work programs achieve the desired goal.

We hope you will hell) to eliminate the coercive elements of lilt 12080 anl con-
tinue to work for the Improvements in social Insurame and welfare programs.

Sincerely yours,
Dr. FxAxcis J. MIOHELIN',

)'rcxfdi'pd . ..
)r. FRANK 1'. SPECWIIEH.

(ii'hairman, Public ls-Tms Committcc.

W18CONSIN W'I.FARE COUNVIl..lldlonIIis. Ncph'ouber 8, 196l7.

Hon. RUSSELL B. Lo.o,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comitce,
&?natc 0#lce Building,
Washhigton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Loxo: The proposed Amendments to the Social Security Avt,
H.R. 12080, currently having hearing before the Senate Finance Committve, conm-
tain many constructive proposals, However, two of the changes proposal are of
great concern to us In Wisconsin.

Title II, See. 208, p. 140 of the Bill limits the number of children who might
receive assistance through Aid to Families with Dependent Children. oil the basis
of tihe January 1007 ratio of such children to tie total state child population.

In Wlsconjin, children helped through AFDC Increased from 31,402 in January
19066 to 39,397 in June 1007, an Increase of 25% in 18 months. There was a 7%
iierea.4e from January 1907 to June 1907. With siucl fluctuation in need, an
arbitrary freeze would mean that some people whoi meet eligibility reqnrements
would not receive aid, or that their needs would have to be met solely with state
and local funds.

Title II, Sec. 201, pp. 107 if., and ,Sec. 204, pp. 120, ff., requires that all adults,
including mothers and out-of-sxhool youth over 10, engage in work arid training
as. conditions for receiving assistance, with penalties for non-compliane.

While encouragement of self-support Is laudatory, the following points must lie
considered as a base for legislation:

Prestntly, only one of every 140 people receiving public 6Ks~sstance is calmlle.
in the usual sense, of going to work. The others are unemployable by virtue of
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age or handicaps, pbysval, and/or mental. Remedial programs takdLg these fac.
tors into consideration are desirable. Coercion is an unroalistle.approach. • ,

The advantages to: society of Compelling mothers of young children to work
are questionable. And, as far as cost is-concerned,- the Mllwaukee County Depart-
ment of Public Welfare states that group or family day care.'of pre-school
children costsfrom!$00 to $100 a month, while average AFDC cost per child are
approximately $45. If a basic concern is to strengthen family life, as stated In
the Ways and Means Committee report on the bill, these factors must be con-
sidered, Plans' foY fafOWliea must be' indlldualiy determinid by workers In the
field, uhder bt6Md legislative alternatives.

Furthermore, in the Report of Committee on Ways alfd Means onl H:R. 12w ,.
on page 105, the following statement appears: "Th'cOlnikmiteo orges-thlthe'
Secretary of Labor find it possible to classify the beneficiaries of this program as
not being included under the Federal minimum wage law."

We object to this approach on the-batls that,If people are being trained to
perform useful work in society, they should not be penalized for having received
assistance. - ' .. " ,1?

May I ask that you give these points serious consideration, in your dellberaw.
tion s on th e B ill. . . ..

Very sincerely yours,
Mrs. J;'CABEIA. Jonxox, President.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee'by,.Hon..
Ernest Gruening, a U.S. Senator from the State of Alaska.)'

9ITKA, ALASKA, Seplem ber2, 1967
Hon. ERNEsT GRHVNINO,
Washlngton, D.O.

DEAR SENATO :As a recelptent of social security I am vitally interested in
the bill now In the Senate:

Let us cut foreign aid a bit, and raise social security to a decent standard of
living.

Yours truly,
Tom FRASER.

STATE OF UTAH,
- DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE,

galt Lake Oity, Utah, September 13, 1967.
Re Proposed Amendments to the Social Security Act (I.R. 120S0).
Hon. RussELL B. LoNo,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENAToR LONO: As Director of the Utah Division of Welfare, I wish to
protest certain provisions in the Public Welfare Provisions (Title 11) of the
pending Social Security Act Amendments of 1907 .(HR 120M0) riow before the,
Senate FinanCe Committee. In tAking this action I ropresont not Only myself
but the officialposition of the State Division bf Welfdre staft who have studied
the new legislation and who have ovey the past year * d.'mo.qpra[. a high
degree of professional competency in public welfare a9n1nistr'ttlohi

It Is our convictlon'thatthe pre4nt bill, while'inking additinal fondc; atvnil-'
able for programs such as day cati, foster care, and 0eial snvices for needy
children in their own homes, creates coercive, punitive, And discriminator' cOn-
ditions hostile to the welfaie of children and the promotloni of sound family life.
More specifically, we cite the following two prodsions% as ar'erroneoui. attempt
to reduce the welfare burden and to force and restrict the Indigent into self-
sufficiency. ?

1. The requirement that all adults on assistance, including mother nd out-
of-school liouth &ver 16, engage in tcork and training (unless epeCificaily
exempted /or erceptional clrcuinstance) as a condition of receiving ausiance.

Under this pr6vislon children would be summarily punished bedau.e of the
hesitancy of their mother to leave'thbm In the care of other.q.,1efusAl of A other
to enter or prepare to enter the labor force of her community could mear:

A. The family beiig dropped from assstance.
B. The family's assistance graiht would be severly reduced by el'hnnating

the mother from calculation of the fatally budget.
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0. The children could be removed from the home by court order and placed
in foster care.

The citizens of Utah have advocated and supported, through public welfare
and other legislation, the need of children to be cared for in their own homes and
the necessity of a mother's presence and love. It is contrary to the best interests
of everyone to force all AFDO mothers to seek employment as a condition of
eligibility for public assistance. In many families the mothers should remain at
home for the best interests of the children.
- It Is the exceptional woman, with many personal strengths, who can prove
adequate to meet the basic emotional and life-preparatory needs of her children
while at the same time following a full-time pursuit outside the home. This re-
quirement of the bill would serve only to discriminate further against Utah's
most vulnerable group of children-thse who not only live in poverty but who
are 'also deprived of the care, guidance, and emotional support of two parents.

2. -The proposal that would make it impossible for illegitimate children or
those deserted by their father to receive financial ossistance if they happen to
fall within a percentage of such children higher than that which was receiving
AFDO in January, 1967.

It Is'easy to atree on the importance 6f reducipk the serious illegitimacy rate;
it Is another matterto punish these children for the'eircumstances of their birth.
Society should noe treat children in need because of parental desertion or illegi-
timate birth any differently from other needy children. Children themselves do
not create the conditionst that control their birth nor their lives fiter birth. This
amendment would puhlsh theON for these conditions by withholding needed assist-
ance and services which c6uld-help them develop into adequate productive adult
members of our society..

We believe that H.Ih. 12080 includes many provisions which are excellent and
desirable. These include: An increase in funds and other resources for a variety
of social services sucti as faintly counseling, day care, family planning, foster
care and otber protectlid c1ld i'elfare'services, demonstration 'nd other re-
search projects, wor, uric! traliilng programs training social workers and their
aides; ano an Incentive xemptlon of earneA income. We beliei-e the desirable
services and programs will becircumvented, and their effectiveness destroyed if
the restrictions in H.i 120 O are en-ctAe. In this respect, a return to the Burke
Bill, or even H.R. 5710 iay represent far greater progress for children's services
In the states thAn to enact H.R. 12080 In its present fqrm.

It is our understanding that most social welfare groups and Organizations na-
tionally-such as ihe Child Welfare etgue of America, the Amei-l-a4 Public
Welfare Association, tho National Ass6ciatlon of Social Workers, the National
Social Welfare Assembly, pullic'welfare depatmntsf dbibst state and or.
ganized labor Will oppose the punitive aid discriminatory elements of H.P. 12080.

I would like to personally state.that reading the restrIctive provisions of the
proposed legislation is q Iv'ement bai 1wai-d In time'to when there Was'a stigma
attached to destitution, a'd it was W 16vedlhat. people ¢culd be shiamed and
beaten into. self-suftlcen~y, a 1$( yb'rs of e'4peilence it has been
learned that coercive approaches to the iob6fni'of Jndlgency ended for the ma-
Jority of the poor Iqrisxnal apd $ten devastating result. .

We are requesting you to gopport amendments which 'will eliminate those
restrictions which are presently in H.R, 12080; otherwise, the AFDC Program
will be chaotic and dlscrlminatory.

Sincerely, (Mrs.V' Ar.oi F. BAT1Vr

-.. . Direor, Divisionof Welfare.

STATIC OF VERMONT EXEUTI-Vt DPTEI Nr,
Mon tpeqlcr, Septcm ber 8, 1967.

Senator RUSSELL B. 'LoNo,
halirman, Senate Finance eotrnmittee,

Old senate e Office Buii9,..
11'o-hifigon, D.O.

DEARS SENATOR LOG: W here in Vrmo~t are very concernedd with certain

features of the Social Security Bill i'eently passed by' tho House. After a care-
ful analysis of the bill I Would like''tO taO ndvaItage of the opportunity yon
have afforded Interested persons tO sen. you these mnienti on the pi-oposai.

I hope, that they will be of somo'help to'your committee in Its evaluation of
the m eap-ure.
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(1) Social Scurity Bcncflts Increaec. The bill contains a 12%A percent general
benefit increase for beneficiaries and Increases the minimum monthly primary
insurance amount to $50.00. Tihe level of payments as a result of this legislation
will not lie increased to offset more than normal cost of living Increases. Cer-
tainly little Impact, if any, will be had to offset the criticism that the level of
-payments do not meet the commonly accepted standards or measurement of
poverty.

(2) Hlcalth Insurance. (Medicare) The bill makes several minor amendments
to tie Medicare. Programs. The administration's recommendation of coverage
for persons in receipt of benefits because of permanent ahd total disability was
nu.t ltcorlwrated in the bill. The administration's proposed extension of cover-
age seems perfectly logical in that medical expenditures for this group are ab-
normally high. Private Insurance Is dimcult or Impossible to purchase and the
disabled am a group are living on low fixed Incomes. These are the same reasons
that caused the enactment of Medicare for the over sixty-five age group.
(3) Aid t "amllies with Dependent Childrcn.
(a) The bill seeks to place greater emphasis on getting appropriate members

of families into training and employment and thus off the welfare rolls. This
would be accomplished by requiring state planning to Include basic education,
vocational training, day care, homemaker and other supportive services. States
would be required to provide state-wise community work and training programs
as well as exemptions of earnings. I heartily endorse all of these requirements
as tools to enhance our own welfare policy goals of prevention and rehabilitation.

(b) The bill would set national uniform standards for Federal matching In
AFDO where the reason fog the depejidency is the unemployment of the bread-
winner. The standards spelled out by the bill are more restrictive and will camkise
us to utilie general assistance programs to accomplish meeting need In 'tua-
tions that formerly would be eligible for Federal matching. The standards we
feel restrictive are those that tie eligibility to the unemployment compensation
program and deny assistance to those receiving unemployment compensation.
Training and work experience will be allowed only for unemployed fathers who
have had recent attachment to the workforce, even though those without recent
attachment to the work force are those over whom society and public welfare
should have the greatest concern, Denying benefits of work and training to an un-
employed father who Is receiving unemployment compensation. is to automatic-
ally assume the family Is not in need by assuming that this resource meets the
need. This Is not a sound assumption and can lead to Increased family breakdown.

(c) Regarding provisions aimed at a reduction of Illegitimate births and
prevention of neglect. abuse and exploitation of children, as wll as required
family planning programs, protectitve payments on behalf of children and call-
Ing unsuitable home situations to the attention of the courts, I wish to vole my
enthusastic support.

(d) A limit on the total number of children from broken homic; that will he
eligible for Federal matching under AFDC will result 1am some children In neel
not being eligible under the federally supported program. Under Vermont law as
of October 1, 1068. substitute resources for these children wlil be general ass ist-
once administered and 100 percent financed by the State. This may well mean
resorting to two setN of standards, one for AFT)C children, and another for
those eligible due to Federal limitation. This. to me. is rank dil.serlmivaton. In
mos states where the substitute resource is local general assistance, there will
be no doubt about existence of a double standard.

(e) The administration propoal requiring the states. to meet fifll 1,ped n they
determine it was not included in IIR-12080. We hm Vermont vow do this as a
result of our new welfare legislation, however, many states do not. Anything
short of meeting full need is not a sound national policy because It aIis khort
of a standard of decency and health which every citizen of the unitedd States
should be assured.

(4) Medleaid. The bill Imposes a limit on the extent of Federal matching by
setting eligibility Income tests that by 19TO may not exceed 1&3% percent of the
standard the State uses for benefits for persons on AFDC. The ceiling on the
Federal share of medicaid will not have any Immediate effect on Vermont by vir-
tue of our State law provision which requires us to use the lowest acceptable
Federal standard. 'this is the actual amount to meet need, i.e., 100 percent. T do
not object to some ceiling and as a matter of fact, I see a ceiling as a sound public
policy to preserve the private partnership that exists between private Insurance
and public benefit programs. Any ceiling, however, should not defeat the pur-
pose of the original legislation which Is to afford a protection to the large major-
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Ity of, low income people against bankrupting medical expense. So conservative aceillug as 33% percent is self-defeating whereas 50 percent as proposed by theadihulustration wouhl not be. Provisions of the new welfare ,blll in Vermontwill r lq4ire the 8tate to,afford protection against bankrupting medical expenseto a large majority of low income people. This will be sought to be accomplishedby utilizing insofar as possible medicaid, and where not available, general assist.ance. Eligibility for medical assistance under medicaid were it pegged at 150portent of actual assistance would over theyears be of benefitto people of the
State of Vermont.
(5) .8oclal Security.DiabllityPrgra. The bill sets a tighter; definition ofdisability than presently exist4'ln the law. The effect of this on the -states willbe tQ require denied appllcan t to seek public welfare underour State-FederalAid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled Program. This simply amountsto an 4brogaiion of resposlbility on the part of the Federal Government and apass on of the Onan4al burden to the States.

Sicereiy, ,
PHILXP H.- HFFon, Governor.

STATE OF VERMONT D ,.ARTMENT OF SooTAL WZ.AIr ,
a Montpelier, September16, 1967.Hon.. WHUR * J.Col

Under Seretarv,
Department of Health, Ekducation, and Welfare,
11'a~l~ng~on, D.Q.

DEAR WmILBU: I have Just completed a reading of your statement before theSenate Committee on Finance on H.R. 12080. On page 8 of thatstatement yousay ". ,! Vermont will not pay an AFDO family of four more than $140.00,
only 07 percent of its $209.50 monthly needs standard...

This statement is accurate based upon your statistics prior to July 1, 1967,those that you would necessarily have to use in your testimony. I am pleased toadvise you, however, that-Vermont's General Asvmbly undertook a total revisionof Its welfare laws that effective July 1 of this year, repealed the statutory maxl-nms and set a policy of meeting .100 percent of ngedat current cost of livingindice& This policy is presently being carried out and has been since July 1 ofthis year.
I regret that apparently your staff was not aware of this haige,lp our law andit effect or I am certain you would not have cited Vermont in your testimony.

The point the testimony seeks to make Is certainly a valid one in that evon thoughIt no longer has application to the administration of Vernlbnt's programs, similar
circumstances exist In many jurisdictions.

I am sending a copy of this letter to my Congressional Delegation and theChairman of the Senate Finance Connihttee for the purposes Of' correcting therecord, so to speak. I wish them to know, however, that I am in complete accordwith your testimony that legislation should be enacted that would require thestates to meet their own standards of need. Anything less is to accept a standardother than that compatible with decency and health and totally unacceptable
as a national policy.

There is nothing more frustrating to a social worker or self-defeating in thesocial work process than to budget need at $210.00 per month and then have toconfront a recipient with the fart that they can only receive $140.00 and will
have to get by on it.

.Very sincerely yours,
JOHN J. WACKERArN, Commissioner.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATziN 0 SOCIAL Woazm,
lion. RUssELL B. Loo, 'September 11, 1967.
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
W1ashington, D.O.

DEAR SENAToR Looa: Our association Is very much concerned about some of the
provlslons of H.R. 12080 just passed by the House. We Uare writing you In thehope that you will encourage your committee to make some drastic changes
In the bilL
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We should like to see more of an increase in social security payments so that
no social security beneficiaries would need public assistance. We believe this could
be done by a gradual Increase in general revenues for those already retired and
an updated wage base for those still employed. We support the administration
proposal for providing Medicare to the disabled which was denied by the House.
We welcome the inclusion in H.R. 12080 of aid to social work education, even
though we should like to see the ceiling removed since we are very much con-
cerned about the increasing shortage of trained personnel.

However, our main concern is the Public Assistance title of H.R. 12080. The
bill states that no state may have a higher percentage of children on welfare
than it had the beginning of the year. This wOuld, we believe, force states and
localities either to deny additional aid when more children are born into a
family or to come up somehow with the money needed to pay the difference. The
objective of enabling welfare recipients to obtain productive employment is a
laudable one, but attempting to compel mothers to take jobs is not the way to
do this. Some mothers should not work. If a mother feels strongly that her
place Is at home with her children, the alternatives of refusing assistance to
her and placing the children in foster homes-is highly Impractical. Foster homes
are difficult to find and very expensive.

We object to the provision,to freeze (insofar as Federal financing participa.
tlonIs con riwed)' the largest ASDO category (absent father) at present propor-
tion of each state's child population. We also object to lowered income ceiling
In Medicaid. We hope you will consider our views at the Finance Committee
hearing.

Best personal greetings to you. You will recall that I am also from Loulsiana
(Shreveport),. ... .....

Sincerely yours, LAw HROLD LAOENBnU0H (Mrs. M. 0.).
.ai HU. .~HN~e Ms .0)

.... SouTr DAKOrA GrrAmT,

SNAioNt iAssorTAqo OF SocIAL WOiKznS,September 8,1987.
Re H.R. 12080 Social Security Amendmentsi0f 1967.
Hon. RUSAELL B. LONG,
Senate Officc Building,
WaehingtoI i, D.AY.

D&,' SEN-AToa LoNG; The Senate Finance Committee should take a careful
look at the changes made by the House Ways and Means Committee In this bill.

We support: ,
1. Extension and expansion of the Social Insurance Provisions which serve

as protection to a major share of the population against the hazards created by
our economy,

2. Prevlsio of work opportunities for marginal employees. These should be
bona fldejobs to, serve the public good and should not-be tied to public assistance.

,8. Provision of, auxiliary services to help.families with children (especially
those with one parent) in the task of child-rearing, such as day care facilities,
homenker, services, and above all, counseling. Such services should reduce the
need to separate children from their families and place them in the much more
costly foster eare. .. ... ..

4. Provision of services aimed at reducing the mounting number of children
born out of wedlock, available to families in all economic levels, and not tied
to the It percent of out of wedlock children for whom public assistance is ever
requested.

We protest:
1. The assumption that Aid to Families with Dependent Children is primarily

a programs for thildreh born out of wedlock', About 83 percent of the children
in AFDO grant* ate legitimate.

2. The assumption that all adults in families with dependent children should
work.

a. Rearing children Is an Important function. Especially where one parent
IN left with the responsibility, this may take all the time and energy she hds.
Families receiving AFDO grants tend to be larger than in the tOtal population.,

b. Many Aduqts In these families have obstacles to employment in addi-
tion to their need to care for their children, such as poor health, lack of
education or work experience, physical handicaps, minority status, and lack
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of skills. Others live In small communities or on Indian reservations where-
Jobs simply do not exist.

c. It has been estimated that by working, it costs a woman $780 a year
plus child-care costs plus extra cost of food and clothing for her family when
she is not at home to produce for them. The woman with minimal earning
capacity will continue to require public assistance even if she is able to get
a job.

d. Children who do not have the supervision of their mother In the home
may frequently require much more from the community by way of services
and concern.

3. Removal of children from their families indiscriminately on the assumption
that they will b better off in foster care. Family ties are strong and foster care-
has been found to be not only a more costly type of care in terms of dollars spent
but also more costly in terms of human lives.

4. Additional efforts to secure support from absent fathers, most of whom did
not support the family when living with them. Many cannot be found and those
who can be ate found in penal institutions, mental hospitals, unemployment
offices, pr overwhelmed with the burden of a second family.

In summary, the net effect of the restrictive measures imposed by the House.
additions to this bill would seem to be to Impose more paper work and shadow
boxing on already overworked- public ' assistance workers,: producing no construe-
tive results in the lives of the recipients and do significant reduction in public-
assistance expenditures. A much more productive approach would be to eliminate
many of the present technicalities in the requirements for* receiving assistance
in order to free the workers to be of constructive help to these families, to give
the children the best possible chance to grow up as self-respecting, self-support-
ing and contributing individuals in our society.

I trust that-you will reflect the concerns of this letter by representing a force
for corrective action with all the energies of your personal conviction and power-
of your offices and responsibilities.

Sincerely, ' .D
RonsiT D. MABSe,

President, Sougth Dakota CTohpter,
Director Undergraduate Social Work Education,

Auguptana College, Biou. Fafl, 8. Dak.

TOPEKA, KANS., August $1, 1967.
Mr. JouN GARDNEr,
Secretary, M ea,11, Education, and Welfare,
Wasehngton, D..

Dr. A Mn. SoavrAy: The National Governors' Conference has asked that the.
Governors comment on,the pending Social Security Amendments of 1967P H.R.
12080. They have raised ten basic questions to which we have been asked to mike.
a response. In the Interest of space and precision; I will follow those questions
rather closely,

1. Question: Should the federal government continue to pay the fall cost of
state consulting services to assist hospitals -and nursing homes to become eligible
for medical programs or should the matching be 75/25 as proposed" in H.R.
12080?

Answer: In that Iedicare, which is the program basically responsible for the
states needing these consulting services, it would seem reasonable to assume that-
these.consultIng services should be paid by the federal government;..

2. Question: Should the total number of children from broken homes: receiving
AFDO benefits be limited? ......

Answer : To establish .iuch a limitation, would be to defeat the general purpose.
of a good, rehabilitative program. The hope of this country rests with the children
and youth. It would be short-sighted of federal and state government to 'estab-
lish such limitations. If a state found itself In a position where the case load in-.
creased rapidly early in the year and the approved percentage increase was
reached then, the state would have to finance from itS own funds any cases adde&
or those children's needs would have to be adjusted according to state or local
funds available. The federal government would be discriminating against states
with greatest needs and denying its citizen with equal needs access to Its bene--
fits. "First come, first served" would be the policy regardless of individual need..

83-231-67-pt. --42
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An Ameriaen, family. wouldbe -brought into court and cited for neglect If-it were
to decide that only the first two of its four children were.to be fed and clothed
,ef.ause they happened to be born after the family had reached the limit of what

they could support adgequately.~
3. Question: .Should there be a ceiling on the federal share of Medicald? If so,

should it be. limited, to 133% of the highest AFDO payments" to -a family or
should it be at a higher level?

Answer ; In the interest of planning and budgeting, it would seem important to
establish. a ceiling on the Medicaid -program. However, that, ceiling should be
carefully established. -. - 1:

- it .must be remembered, thatmany people who are economically, dependent get
in that posgtton. becauseof cat*strophlc and chtonlc., illness. Medicaid was de-
signed to. help these people in need and.to get them back on their feet as -soon as
possible. If the family income level is set too low,. it would tend to eliminate many
ofL those persons who have a one-shot, cataptrophlc,-llnessand cbnsequelntly, at
a later point put them permanently on the welfare rols.- : , , ! -I,,i ' --
., As these, medical programs. have operated in -Kaasas, We haverobserved that
vendor costs tend to go up. Operations tend to double'and triple to those persohls
who, are iwelfare-copnected which of course raises the cost -of program without
providing additional seryices to the needy. - ,. , 1., _ -:j j ? :- _. b - •
-It would seem thatjit. is 'of great Importance to develop a verindoifee systeni
which keeps fees- pald,.within tbe',same range as those fees paidt by the, non-
welfare connected person.,Tbe vendor must-assume responsibility for, control.. The
needy person should not be the one peualifed, - , .: . .
..,4, Question," Should the requirement- for work training programs for mothers

reivtngAF.Opaypnent* Include only.mothers requesting the training,tmothefs
of children over 6 years of age, or all AEDO mothers'as'the billUpiopbses? : ,

Answer; -Mothers, onAFDO should have the same fi'eed0m of choice thatother
mother have; :,fan AFDOimother. wishes to be in A, training,1rografif then ahe
should have that opportunity. It should not be foied upon, hir. -Somb mothers
should stay home and take care of children, other mothers sbtkld,'6irk. The
difference between the two. will have to be decided on 'an individual basis.

The training progrmsmWil serve usefulfl function In-direct relation to the
interest anamotivation they. stimulate Soi the thother oiiAFDO.

6; Quostlon :(Should, the states with ,AEDO Programs for unemployed parents
receive a bonus---such as higher federal matching grants-in order to reward
their progress and encourage the remaining states to adapt the program? Should
AFDCUP Program be required in al states?

A tier, 1ne'AFDOU )P: Prb'ttgi should be encouraged and SUp lrted. Any
efforts we can make to keep fathers in the home should be. tilnk This" pr' m
encourages family unity and dlscouragee father dedbftiik. Wi" th_ ]&,t
discussion concerning male identity figures, this could become an 13trekiigly'tim-
portanti program in the states.ADOUP- should te'made! aWf integral p6t: of'the
ADM program in order to relieve adminitrative duplication'.

,  t ) I- , " I -11',1

Higher matching grants should be'consldered for thWo states SOpp rtIng1aWite
a p rogra m -. - - ' . .- f .':ioJ .

6. Question: Should the matching ratio on the new self-help p00M to t et
people off the welfare rolls be 75/25,90/10 or some dther flk' io?'' .. • , 9.

•:; Answer.:i,.tecurrent: rate is 75/2. Th sems-to be a.w*rkabletatlo- In the
states. There Would be littlejustification for. changing it.' , : , ' .-

" .. -

7. Question: Should the exemption of the full earnings of full-time studetits
am a work Incentive Under ,AFDObe. extended th the full efrhi.gs'bf - ift-tf'me

Answer: Earning exemptions, as Work.: Incenti%, should, be, m adei m'E '6ni
form. Certainly.if the full earningdof, full. time studetits-11 tO beexemtttab.ql
earnings of part time students should likewise be exemptt, Stfdentts 4tendig
.chle1 ,part time -are UsUally dolhg so because of the' needle t6 earn Iner~Ased
gmounte,.o failure to exempt thbfr earnings W 'ouldirolo.(-the p riod'of time
neededtoeompleteschool: - '- '' d' "/ 4 ""

Q:-..fuestion t.iAr. the neW self.help- pr4tms tobe W Olred'of t 4 stit6s the
proper types number, andi mixture, or; shouldsome lW deleted and, otherdaddd
orleft asIsIn thecurrentbill? ,, I -, ., " ,1. ,u ,i-1 tti t', y, .

Answer thenew; sef-mbep prdgmmb Would, d4are little -chgng6 I& the, *S&tb
of .Kan. sHoweveri the, latignige of .thef bill takest 611ra vby 1w t ble.

-' The eglslation fall, to Iecogfiise maini' Of , theI koo thutU f bf,d§*fd#O* It
assumes that all people can be rcOhved froni-the*weltfe roll ei- M el'Vb

- i-i -jj---.~) -~:-~ i-# -.
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ures or by trqiningpTograw.s lyIllA may, or,rnay ijotequip.-t49 pVrsozi for a job In
tile future.~,~,~tr ,~i~~

The matter of iilegltlmatcy Is jitgIlghted-In th Iegjslak.4n soud
remembered that ilegitimate.9 Is eon ip vnceasejq p11eflnaqiI polp i~on.
, The ph*!Is upon caret ljy; tougl~t ont viork tirsknig nipram, zly

planning sprwcp4 4110 Voqpselpi gq an6I~epanded.
9. Question,; Should the bill call for the states t&mAke welfare, ytetat the ieve:q ~lrW deftiojiope?1 o lo~dt~~ea 4~ r ,' ad

to enable the state to meet full need?
Answer: One of tAbo real ftr~s.9fth wq1jpp~gr~ as been to provide

too little and It, to late. People are not motivated by failure, by not having
enough't6 i1ve7 oti to send children to schoolil, to miitainl Mid iretaln s~lf-rdspet.
If acijutives of a welfare program are ever to be achieved a tiasidi requirement
iMtAt, the'idividual's basic needs ~be met.L Whn!the individual' cannot; Mleet
thein hinistlf. It Would seem that In -a -detnocritcy he -should bel able' to. have -the
right to 4av'eh6Ip In Ineeting, those hieeds. N~o Tamount of serVic0oecomp~n84te
for an In~adequate maintenance grant to a requisite to independency is keetivg
the individual's ji~edi not, Just a part of Ii but -In total s6 btf will, be -ableto-use.
his own capacities and agency services -to become self sustainingo-fthefdo"rI
share of welfare payments should be Increased ad that, pay'meits will be roqimired
to weet In -full tMi states' defivitift of need. -, I,, ':--,,':' ' ,i l )!it e

.10- Question.: ;Do Lhe, states -need- ;greater., sjUPprt sfWr internal nd, child
health Tor. for-trainft-of welfArer Workers? '!~u'r.

Atagwer: -Mdnet for maternal a MO, not beplayed off agattWs
the tiainingof welfare. wow e 'I# a deeerA for totbV and, Aoney
shoitld- be 'probvid~d, f~r. j.'~'a . '

Thank you for ~fxtv me with the opoort unity to cime the lgislation.
Wi~th eVeryizod 4t ift 4):1, '

3. !ourasin ilyi. T-- 1;j,' 1 ~

toaf, 'tl *1 , if .'1 J, PP p, a "tnwar K96.

Da -M iIOua1,MA 31 itt op- Meath- theElderly#, whleb! I' $I tnd~)~ ry.
Health Beft to er Ame na.!- Be !during tho 11irWag
made varl a augi for. 4n: rV..fn&, Medicaid, 0111.

Enclosed oi 5hll oito vif
,nadeirtThil wninaxy74o luAgq the t rece ottlhe
hearing now, progress foooi If U. areu pw, 4 I

With rInd renal regards, I a

Okaozs soo mitt Axaxers ol"

"IThis mkh~i' i In I ,%U h9"ile TLStala#in home; will dbamg -16A

the nulwtzghesn -wotul b$,400i.'~l w) aaP 1I~~~F ji e~.
"o If b .%ftnltethht lAtI~nt; o thIN hoilpitkki f~p theha". ~ bte~ot-th*

hvnot iely Aieds rV tUf *Wi % bd eiet~l tzth~ e*uMah
lAt~ent $ZO6M.J1or , I 1 .x-' 61 h:fi ~d W,( V1riti u-lfq 'alt IPWI A :1 n-AliAJ'-

Aj ,
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"Now in a situation like that whht do you do? Do you admit the patient for
three or four days of hospitalization so you can save him $1,000 or do you send
him directly to the nurSing facility?

"These are tough questions in medical ethics."
At galley 85: "I certainly think [abolishing the three-day requirements would

save a lot of money and it would take a lot of strain off of the problem of ethics
that the doctors face." I

(Also see comments of Drs. James and Roemer on galleys 78 and 74.)

EDIOAuE COVERAoE FoR PRESORIPrION DRUaS

1. Mr. John W. Edelman, President, National Council of Senior Citizens at
galley 42 testified:

"The exorbitant prices often charged for drugs are another obstacle in the.
way of modern health care for the elderly. Drugs the elderly must buy-four
out of five elderly have chronic ailments--should be brought under the medicare
umbrella."

2., Mr. Cary M. Williams, Suncoast Progress, Inc. of St. Petersburg, Fla. at
galley 51 testified: . -.

"One of the most serious of the deterrents to the success of the program in our
area is the high cost of prescriptions. These folks just can't afford to, pay even
$10 or $15 a month for medication. I quote from oneof the letters recently re.
ceived: '... for a whole year my husband had a dOctor Who constantly prescribed'
pills. Last November the pills :wel'e $12, Which we:could not affordj8o .we did not
get them. He died February 16, 1967.' As. a result, many depend on; patent
medicines for relief. He goes to his favorite druggist and asks whet he would
suggest for his particular ailment. It is common practice 1bthIs area, for a drug
clerk to diagnose the ailment and prescribe the medication. This practice negates
the visit to the doctor. By all means, the cost of prescription drugs should be
covered by Medicare."2;!

S. Sister Mary VinCent, The Cardinal Ritter Institute, St. Louis, Mo. at galley
4-PBE testified;

"Extension' of the average for drugs to all prescription drugs regardless of
their " i& lI ai ho ial d6hfi0emnt."

4. Will ani R. 1tonii, 0xeUtiv,6 Ditector, National ConcII of SenIor citizens
at galley 48 testified: " c! o Sen.... Citizens

"The high prices of prescripUton t0rit 0constItite A' pto6llem of '9gantte oto-
portions. Frequently older people Iftve tto hiake It cocb betwe&'xVneeded drugs
or fod At the present time there Is no otherauntrfy inathe world Whosb'prescuip-
tion drug prices are ashigh as those in the United,tte&. Cbngr bs must Aind '
way; to provide the cost of prescrlgtion drilgue--at.leaft on' A general basls-nd0
the part B Jrogi'a& dealing with supplemental- Insurance.", - -,- .
$,& -Frank Wallictk Leglslative-Staff-of UAWjIat gatley,50, testified that-his

,ulilon and its Prlsidintj.Walter P, Reuther, fa0dr this change: -.j ; -add coverage
for prescriptlon drugs used outside a hospital- ',' ., - , ' ,,

PKRMITrENG PART B REIMBURSEMENT OF UNRECRIPTED BILL S

1._1 Mr, sutton, testtfyi.g at galley 47:- ... ' ,
"It is often all a low-income senior can do to-pay the entire amount of his doctor

bill in cash so he can get a receipts !d4-,i il statement of services performed by
the doctors. For the elderly, the majority living on shamefully inadequate in-
eowesi-tis a hardsbip:topay tor majoi,'operations and treatment out, of.pocket
and tbn wait weeks or months for medIar.relibuuejent.. -t..

"The Natioua qo uicil, l., i b,
collection of dcre lalms. ' Cupl ato simplify,

'.0ongreamanAi Ullmaa ,f IOregon, a inember, 9f te. Vouse Ways. nd Means
.Committqe, bas coxe, up,wlth, i plan .whereby .the doctorr would give. his medicare
patient an unreeeipted statement offees fQIswrvkIe.that conform to fee that are
customary and reasonable. The medicare payment pgencywould be empowered
to -send t otlemetfto, the IeO t Sot tr1SzlooAboie dPcorM 'I;.

"Very few, if any, of the doctors In qur-area'arwllint.accept asgnments;
and patients are compelled to borrow tl'e- aipogupot and to. pay, .interest, oftenexorbitant,: until thelri ,lalm i s settled4 The. pqitJon of the Florida- Medical As-
sociation is that the patient should be allowed to send In his physician's state-

,All4
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went and be reimbursed on that basis, in order that he might, paythe pbypician
without undue economic hardsiip."1

MEDICARE COVERAGE FOR ADDI'TiONAT OON VAJKS(PNT AID8, PROBTH EOESli IO, C

"Proper heilti' c~re'tke flie 'g2: '' -$

cI'ld( ; eyeglasses, hearing aid's anid: at N~'~heaittm -MiUst'be everdut
we rite really going to bring modern befillb. care to the elderly poor."

fl Mr. Hutton, testifying at galley 47:
"We~behv! 41~r, tbat paedlcare %yilt not, adlequately, cover, nur,9de~r pprle unt

its' provisions fnclude,.Wheel~bIa!r, .eyeglass,es,;, besag; qfdls; , ill sjrglcal and
orthopedic appliances; and all eye, dental, and .drug n eeds as prescribed by a

3. Sister Mary Vinent tetiying at galley 4-PE 1! ii
"Dxtension of coreragiiito all surgical and orthopedic; alpplicabes Md such itet4s

as wheelchairs, and hospital beds l for -home, -USev .eye-glases, hearking-atds
podiatry, and everything pertainingito eybearo and dentaicarb&'" - A

ELIMINATING D~DUOTIBUJ*S AND0IMNSURAN0t ~ f i

.1. Mrv Eden,.est~fy~ig. Oin gale 42a
44 P4118 I t ~ ~Ae, 44ttee 1,1

great members of elderly are bei ng-,excIu4ecj fro i ti ent9a
medical. Tibose being~ exel1gedod4qrjUtb ones 'wos#%14jeed qi #dequate heath
tare ,te to "104A

cad', any6ne- kettifg 'social. 4kctrity' - vei'aig $841'a; mbnth-i'thatil a
meagr$,0 ea-And cash for the §40 payment required for hoptt-Md-

mis:6, tW $50-diownpyayment &_41~it'c ouf doctor bills -tbeo obligattrd to pdj; a
fifth of irerrdiftS doctor, bllS'- -nd' the-$20 tekt e,'~f0t~1~

-diangsletg~lildemcidear~iI '-i l~

- "We JUst Simply thinkthisa1 fuii ipSfbl Or a grehimaily 6fi the perdftsa eligible
for medicare simply on the grounds of inadequate inozt" ' i

~ommand 'a -P, _416 ,oui o'0 l L edwUct6,e 1,e,~a~ e ow,*ptdeouctiblos ,qmothqrk,~qtjt, nia4Fr e s ,fert 14l l o~y

3. e Ro Lcus F. Cervantes1, '.D
University uA mlP sitai, 418"A Ie,~ao galfy ti. ed~~

-"There 19 a Co3)MenUs of 00p11io tbiose hiI~e svse o t o
area, tbat,-A. . there, must e s oc~fa~ 9f th Pisr~c t 4ed~tiip~cil~Jst h,.o4a~ 4i tp ba.0 U' e 1~uw tio wa p da*l

lne~de gffr tho'. than,' prosper PromW 14 en~~ei at?40~ ,f) ;
01r )oio ng appe'a*". n,4 I~ eWeory Mr~.7~ ai

Lou s,at a 44 ~ . ~ ~ '

"'~d~w'4~tlxvin:.. ~i4eft ar9,'de~cgb* -,n4cnsap.e

Qr Mep luhq~p ob aepvn';~ . 0 ,, ',t6~b I .Ju,s 4-r~p

rk4 n:~l li ',kokIt "1 1n'
at~oleyt 1)teto t ;11.1 n L 1 11 tfiiOi

has a transfer agreement with a h~wh (~at Wikifd Qdhan,6r'it41 Oi6*Id
home health services.
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"Adding home health services to the present list of five services that are
mandatory under Title XIX of the Social Security Act

"Developing educational materials ani resources for local use In interpreting
home health services to doctors and the public.

"Stimulating the establishment of national accreditation for home htilth
service agencies which involves review of patient records by a team of competcnt
specialists In medicine, nursing, physical therapy, etc."

STATEMENT OF THE OOVF.RNUFNT EMPLOYES' CoUNcIL, AFL-CIO, WASHIN0TON,
D.C., S1unMrs By Jon A. McCAwr, OprRATio.x Di:raroR

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, the Government Employs'
Council and Its 34 AFL-CIO affiliates representing Federal and postal employes
appreciates deeply the interest of the Committee In those provisions of lilt.
12080 affecting workers in government service.

At the outset, Mr. Chairman, we wish to reiterate our traditional concern over
any action by Congress which could lead now or In the future to consolidation of
the Civil Service retirement and Social Security programs.

The philosophies and objectives of the two systems differ. Social Security pro-
vides needed minimum protection for workers who are no longer able to work
and social Insurance for families and dependents of workers who become totally
disabled or die before attaining retirement age.

'As with any'staff retirement plan, the Civil Service system was formulated to
recognize long and loyal service for an IndividUal employee so that the worker
and his survivors can enjoy a modest Income during the Inter years in life.

With this background, we turn to specific proposals related to the pending
legislation I..

The Administration has recommended Social Security coverage for Federal
employee who leave government service or die before acquiring entitlement to an
annuity tnder the Civil Service Act for themselves and their dependents.

Ase matter of principle, this Is a desirable objective. The method of achieving
this goal Is another problem.

MeVibers of this Committee are aware that the relationship between staff re-
tirement plhns In public service and Social Security Is quite complex. It is ouir
bilief that rOi posa to relafe'clvlian service fo the FederAl O6vernment to the
ridtlonhil social Intuirnoe system deserve dolilihrate hnd catfful srtilny by 'ou-
gress beforO declilve actidn'is taken. The Couhell feels that proper-conslderation
can be given this nnd relttedsubjects only 6ntslde the scope of tH6 pending bill.

The Administration's recommendations :forlFderal employes In the field of
Social Security will entail an Increase In the contribution of each worker covered
bk'the Civil Service Aetiremettt Act. I

The finnndfal effect of the AdnflnItstratioi's rec"mniendation. In this area wai
discussed fully at the Couheil's July 11, 1067, meeting. Becnu.e of the serlom-A
ecohofiile straits experienced by" Federal workers generally and their failure to
asqiire salary adjustments contemplated In the Federal Salary Rleform Act of
i00'2, we were, forced to the conclusion to oppose any legislative; proposal. d'-
creasing the tikl .lomepay.of pstal an o ther kFereral employes until these
sMary deflelenle* are r tifie. Inshort. -Federal workers now iad It impossible
to .houlder additional finnnelal contributions to retirement of othtie benefits.

Now. weijeqie to comment on taxes on retirement Income. Por some years, tie
Conncll has adv0'nted removal of Income taxe. :on civil service ftnnuitles. ' *

This Is now the eas'with pensions tinder the Railroad Rtetireunent and Social
Security Acts. The exemption i,.t', Included speeifically In the rfllroad retlre-
nent system when that statute was enacted In the tf20's. Application by tli
Internal Revenue Servlce of a Sopreme Court decision to the solal security law
In the l30's r;Riilted in theoincome tnx e cluftnin on the6C enrfltfs.

Underlying the -tetton vas the valid premise that Incomne taxes should Ie
lT0ased on "ablity to pa." We submit, Mr. Chairman, that this ratlOale applies
today with equal lnEle to the ,entens of itfrd Federal workers.

Apnroximately PI5f/r of present Civil Servtc retirees receive monthly benefitS
less than $1K0. 'Out of a total of 284.736 survivor apnultants, '3% have monthly
payments below $100. Certainly, the conehilson fs justfled tlitthese men and
women have-a very. llmlted'."abilly to pay."
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Wi a, restricted sense, Congress recognized this principle some years ago by
ap~proving a retirement Income credit for Civil Service niulutauds ejuld to tile
lowest tax rate on $1,200. Currently, that ecdit Is approximately $1,52-.

We recoinniend, therefore, that the committees incorimorate in the current bill
conipleto removal of Income tax on civil service ipensiwlis.

In this connection, we must express serious reservations over any attempt. to
remove the current tax exception for Social Security and Itaiiroanl Ietirenit
loayinents.

Thle Ari'f-cio ixecutive, Council, with President George Me-any as spokes-
tran, ling taken a strong posit Ion opposing such a proposal. Thus, It Is unnecessary
to elaiolrAte on this point.

Our third recommendation Involves amendment of 11.1t. 12080 to permit retired
Federal employes, to select Medicare coverage for hospital and medical expenses.

Juntifleation. for thi choice by Federal retirees Is persuasive.
A 'Federol worker who retires Is now entitled to continue his coverage for thp

plan lit ha's selected as an active eniploye under the Federal kEmployees Health
Benefits. Act of 1004, an amended. However, he must contline to-contri bu te to the
subscription rates just ax he did while actively employed. A large number of
plaits with widely varying benefits are available to these individuals while In
active service.

Th''le following table provides an accurate picture of the Pnonthly expense in-
volved foi, those annuitAnts8 and their dependefits for the least expensive and
most expensive -plant; available-

Low option Hi1gh option
VWizUM Mmzlzmam Minimuum- maxirm

fIt oniiy............. $9.01 $3.12 $12.07
76 29.88 7.67, 31.01

Even In the Retired IPederal Employees Health 13lheft Program approved by
Congress In 1900, the premium costs for annultntt can ivolye fInanil
hardship.

The Civil Service' Commisslon haft roeently revised the regulaton''gove rning
the reti red workers planto coordinate It With Medicare swo that' Annuitants'
premiums under' the Civil Bervc" system Art, tedu id. -Despitte this action 'a re-
tired Federal worker desring basic and major medical c' age frbi 1ml
nhlstcl~tribnto $14'monthly to retain thisa beileft

We,-hxo*nIsk,- 6tcourse, 'that there Is a wide divqrity iii the tyjies of plans
avalanble-frohi simple. payments for hospitalizAtlon'' f~r abort peric'ds tpjptezi-
sive, coinprehepive prevention, medical, hospital surgical care. 134t in terms of
cost alone, some Fedei-al retirees are 4riously'overhut-ened fInancially.

Revertig to -our earlier comments on the affioit of -mont .y benefits received
by former employes and survivors under the Civil Service rii-ezoient program, we
flito some revealing figures.

More than 100,000 pensioners 'and' approximlo ty 173,00 survivors have
monthly, paythentsof lega than W90. Certanny theiiabI1If,totoisure6 against the
costs of' medical 'and hospital ea&e Is extrenily'liiiiitd. Pa'lyigr'the- prerniuhis
cornputedlhiontho may Wnm-ank' fiaitAncesredult in insuc~i'o,.eoh1go
inad1euate h4e.uicntoocohigr

In 'the 1965'So$Ikat Security, iendruentt, Congress Drovid liedleare benefits
for a -Wnall nui'ber of Federal'anbultants who had not seated a plikn under tpie
health benefits V"rogram sponsored f~r Federal ezhiployes.In Addition, Medicare i6 now available to 164P. ti o.f. citizens who have
iever acqY* d al Securityentitlemeht.
The CMuncil 4oea not prTopose that'the Wdlcar6' fbirAm We eten~ddto all

retird PMVO deji rkers. We' Po dvoti that tht'y be pet mitled to6 lot the
'Mediire plan' i~ a mkotis -o tainIfng necessark rame l an'd bohpita1 ct-et if
they flnd It impossible tco cArr$ the 1fhtncIal',bu'rdeh of codw~e Federal 'h~ath

be efit
OWe"ratM l,~~. hnirat4s '6bte ve~tkcXiA 12nd mu biendto
wil'o~ ItIPM~ to the'06mittee~ id itsdelibrflin n P119, ilo

vital Interst to all Arnericiihk - I.
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STATEIURNT O1.T11i9 31tIOAL COM~MIT3EW YoR IIuUAIII1TH, OWClA00% IMP.
8uBsI!T3o y Quinine Yo'UNG, Mi..NATIOntAL OITATIAN

Tho. 'meochl, goi4ilmito"~ fer 4&lumnuI tigets., emgaiilApt ion of physicians
Atj 'other health %vIorker ,s 1yo4c to fultllliig, the,hcaltli, rights of all, the
ci~tizes -of ti ~ Uz41,d Stae, 111 ,1i -laa~cl inter('t An tlio..proppse4 ainlondiiests
t eirt 14 .10$0 up)$O va~eqnsideraitia by, the Senate

su~p~t te pilciip jL~tlie~I~ic~r~s)lot#, OF, tho Presidenit ofte
Aprt Ni el4s~~Iwoiid fv,yo 11p bolleve. a pril ego, 'bi a right

g tikat ~b)'sockty t efeki indivldunl. ifithin'tlio ppstodevado that, prin.
cilo.-~ hi~e Leon j eatahlj~1ied gq l,$f ogr, s!iety$ nuppqrted 4jy , mvel; en.

hiAh~d~e ~ ~i~t~hi ' fie Nt crea~hmedlvaid Acts we. strong

fl ~ ~ aS kq1 rveogn* aO Pow vijp of people
1n Wete 1 t -11r jf r1 d rq(ognzo by the, coin.

e*0'el~ d Opp agreater

t~he ti'ei l t11 of'our'life i A i proveil, eo'haVe our 0*p tatious amf
good, h'eath;. And nlu y,e phatpott, qp4 tilti. rv ng health
Cote: hos02 rIeli fa $te r~h 1Ij1cm . tt1; 1~ii~Y;~ , ~ t~p~.sa~ti ime Akti',*r~n A i -iveu t, 'IAA' 40p11; 1" j already
unhealthy at leant as hard and often harder than te more amfuent. Mediala
assistance programs under welfare laws have provided, free care for many
of these p~plej but a larger group which cannot meet welfare standards can.
not-afford adequate medical care. It is the clear intention of the Medicaid
Aet -to' provido 'itheddtcal 'cma for this 'araysignificant proportion of our

7eeI'A tVycle In -out societf:. 'A child In poor health does mnot learn
*ell In school he Is therefore le"s able to hold -a good )ob or to provide
for himself or his family adequate shelter, food, and medical care, anid his
chUliftn A y~fljheAl e sMqtq. to,.cye -d~~.i ~ osg ued! ti break. tha

, lii .t -' 1 I~IPI SI Ili S c ri 1!et

'eelieve 'Thak'the proposetA amendments to the' Soc1ilScrt At
na, 1201 TOato 06e 0p[Fit of thq; ;4. -andr our, comnnitemiou ood. af

Care toqu -U eq o 0 9 prorm t, cover thte
med!~&I?~ fz t pnqt Olly Itbp oll -:esqI408l), Itm,* ,to- ,lmo and

rolio of Of~ "ne -N , lp~UtejA9 Poleihi , pay ehOb e.
mk0~ ov~~,as ,tAot., 4,4U renpye troro eligibility

motkers;~vnA to p *0. 1 trool na1p. I Mo 4'1caqty,ahld'sn
Mid mA~1U?~ '14d*~ 1 1 -ift~fl

c 0rum 1 a t gn Adal Wlffies Wc oll-, 4l

-4 f a 9 row gj.ytAFc pl

motbatd ece vyi 'tR

* me toh I ~)/ I0A III 1 il II 1
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We believe! that thb savings projected under thee anme nts are Indeed
fRise, ecofidmiow,-for- the medically Indigent today are, theiwelfare- reciptontii
tomorrow, and the emiotionally deprived find nieglected children today are tho
crituinals and mentally and embtonalx~etarded ward. of thoestate tomorrow,

QoLAhiuqK!, 11jJROTII N11arx.AL, 1s1;AU1LlTATION

?.Ir. ~ ~ OIi140i THEitWA eN111iiItchr4 LeUGaprt,~IOiiv! ikeko

t ieC0nhiI4 P hst~~t Mcw iti alits iieeMRoni t It tio6' le1gtslnatlve
Po Ana'dn : o61afti the Netwrami Adtuinistatom to be a

by 11b 8-07. Z&rt$c Is ., ,. uded
At the present, the provisions of auqoectlon (b) of section 1M3~ of the Social

Security Act,4qako ;
"No' mmyne y1ar' iAadq,.wnder this part to any Federal provider of services
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tittIon or agency; and no atich payment may be wnao Waimyprqvh(Jqr of arvices
or otlher pen lofr ptenjgo service which sucl~provIder or, p~rpon Wi obligated

hyl a~v of fi AC' %v ~ottwth, the United Stq~teb to rOudr At piublte epenk%."
Coihnii rtto jr 1 ~Y II~ hntn ft, 111 Nst4hiM
120 of lt k1i fell wu 0I ivf ge the irohIo 'mhutmbiznsth

to hiee {~ '~~itSA t tie0 tn
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bellcflts for tbb aged Ui aaes 4iiorb ther4 Is at rtil la ck Of sLAeD.Itl the other

Aositl n te r a041mll) ti ."4,61t by,thConpea i ea.geag~ vith * ~ o i~ iso
Ot li lbgvd4 .48 00u4 UieirIp Idt~ ,I § ~vvi4 h itory" o A illlvs
for the care' antl tmiefiit o veterans imlifidifttely to] lV1iig World 1Wgr~
14 fttevell I;q4Jnf 1 of gWri War 11, 4t 0~eI ofqei4tolk of th
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Lh~~~~~~~it -vs~ eontai 1jh conigom wben, It e6tiIlied the. YeteranshieAO the ~etaWU ~tai ijn ~ ~ ~llur pu hi 1li 1110 a&4 -st .01

aR4 hinwhich tho,NVeteran Adlsyl~tjrpA, w P3P1 0 Pglvea W the
responitl~t fp,(r prylln udiac~ q %'eai .elln a q er no
vetorans.,_-4 pn61 *am opI ~ wh 4mF a~ mo Nl C.

Vetermia mhwwdskt1O4ttoise*MhIIAhedh .ogs 4o1c0 l~e~ste li
agency: with -tZo excuive respolluibilto (w pils4o oD s#OrvY 4 etr

Asrecent)),at 48 t) Valoa on$) imOesto I u 9

reorganIzation plans, administrative or 1 legsjye D, 0ch wou 0, reov frOUAth lqter~mlq *m lltration,0ty, otj At, -x t udWky, of sr'n ftoirunsad
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disabled, and the growing numbers orthose who are unable to Jcevw oneerVJ(-
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In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, The American Legion maintains the firm belief
that the authorization of nonveteran care and treatment in Veterans Administra-
tion hospitals and medical facilities, along with removing the prohibition against
its being a provider of service under title XVIII of the Social Security Act for
the purpose of reimbursement or payment, would lead, inevitably, to the dis-
memberment or disintegration of the Veterans Administration. Since control
invariably follows money, in time the Social Security Administration would de-
mand a voice In the administration of the VA hospitals -and extended care
facilities.

For your Information, Mr. Chairman, I enclose a coppy of Resolution 315, ap-
proved by the 1007 National Convention of The American Legion.

Again may I say thanks for this opportunity to explain our opposition to any
plan, program, or legislation which would detract from the unique purpose of
the Veterans Administration. Should you need a further explanation of our
position, please do not hesitate to let us know.

NATIONAL GRANOt,
Washington, D.O., September 20,1967.

Hon. RussELL B. Lo.No,
CAairman, Comnmttee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEARD Ma. CHAntIRAN: Tkhe Grange is aware that the list of witnesses con-
cerning Social Security legislation currently before your committee haS been
closed, and we appreciate the opportunity, nevertheless, to present some sug-
gestions on this subject to the committee which we hope will be made a part
of the record and will receive the same consideration that would be received
had this testimony been presented In person. We are sure that this will be done,
and we are grateful for that assurance from members of your staff.

Social Security is a subject which has drawn considerable attention during
the last several sessions of the National Grange, and I would like to use this
means of transmitting the thinking of the Grange to you and through you to
the Committee.

Without any question, the cost of the social security tax falls most heavily
on the self-employed. This Includes the total of our farm population.

In the midst of a continuing cost-price squeeze on American farmers, they
are naturally and rightfully concerned about the increased costs of any segment
of their living.

However, they are also concerned about their owni future security and are
caught in the same troubled quandary that you and the Members of your dis-
tingulshed Committee are facing at the present time-namely, how to Increase
the benefits under social security without Increasing the costs. As a result of
this quandary, the Grange passed the following resolution at Its 100th annual
session In Minneapolis last fall:

"RESOLVED, that the National Grange recommend the most careful study
by the Congress before any further increases In benefits are allowed."

We are not being sO presumptuous as to indicate thht a responsible com-
mittee of the Congress Is not going to give this subject its most careful consider-
atlon, but we are at the same time pointing out that, despite our concern over
the costs of the benefits, the Delegate Body of the National Grange did not
close all their options and oppose an increase. I interpret this as being rather
a note of confidence In the Congress that they will carefully Investigate the cost
before adding any additional benefits.

After listening to the debate on this subject both in the committee and on
the Floor of our convention, I would Interpret their action as meaning 'that
they'are hopeful that there will not be an Increase In the rate. This. Is ouro
judgment, would not rule out tho possibility- that there might be an increase
In the taxable amount which would give some additional Income to the social
security funds without increasing the rate of the amount that is being taxed
at the present time. - I .. ... ,

Of almost e.ual, if not greater concern, and especially If we look At tho"re'
recurrence of this concept in our resolutions, has been the objection of the
Grange tothe low atiount of earning which Is permitted while the reeaplent
draws social security benefits.,

'he Grange makes a suggestion at this point. The breadwInherofth-f~nlly
could earn the same amount while receiving social security benefits as he (or
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she) and his (or her) spouse could earn collectively at the present time and
still qualify for social security benefits.

However, in the next paragraph of the Grange resolution, our Delegate
Body specified a minimum amount that could be earned when they stated:

"RESOLVED, that a change be made in the present law which would allow
the combined income of a married couple over and abgve social security to be
$3,000 and the same coulo be earned by either spouse or a combination of their
two Incomes, thus removing the' discrimination against the oie breadwinner."

What these proud and independent people are trying to say In their own
language is that the present social security payments are not adequate tomainn-
tain them in any kind of decency under present conditions. At the same time,
they are saying that they do not want to draw more social security, but would
rather maintain their independence and their earning ability as long ai they

thave the earning capacity.
We note with Interest that theproposal for government salaries would start

office boys with this amount.
We recognize that when the social security law was passed that there were

,other social factors that were involved, one of them being the high proportion
of unemployed in the United States. It would seem I obvious to us at the present
time, that with this change which we have seen during the last few years when
the unemployed employables are at probably a minimum number possible in a
free society, that the social objectives of getting someone to quit work at 05 to
make room for yoUiiger -people Is no longer as valid as It was. This Is particularly
true If the person is self-employed.

Therefore, it seems logical and reasonable to us, that in the present period of
high employment plus relatively high costs of living, that considerable flexibility
should be written into the law to permit the elderly retired people to earn a
combination social security benefits plus earn income that would place them
at least a couple of steps up the economic ladder above the poverty level.

Thus, the committee will understand the Orange's concern with the low level
of social security which is available to many of our elderly citizens, and which
does put them in a rather precarious situation unless they have other income to
fall back on. We believe the payments should be raised in the amount speifled
in H.R. 12080 before your committee, and we would support these provisions of
the bill. We would, however, hope that you could see fit to consider the increase
in the allowable earnings Which would not cost the taxpayer any additional
money and which would go a long way toward completely removing the possi-
itility of those who are without additional resources being limited to an unrea-
sonably low earning and total Income level during their de lining years.

We would also point out that this provision would not ,afeci many of these
people very long, but in the case of some self-employed people and some who are
not self-employed, It would permit them to extend the time in which they could
live with increased decency and dignity-the real objectives of this legislation
in the first place.

With grateful thanks to you and the members of your committee, i remain,
Respectfully yours,

HARRY [U GRAHAM,
Leg is 14at ie Represtatve.

SrATEmENT OF THE NATIONAL O NSUMRS LEAoUE, WASHINTON, D.C.,
SUBMIrTE BY Mae. SARAH H. NEWMAN, GENERAL SEGiErARY

The National Consumers League which has, since its establishment In 1899,
.fought for theimprovement of working and living conditions, and for the assur-
ance of a minimum of security for all Americans, particularly those at the bottom
of the economic scale, wishes to go on-record for restoration to H.R, 12080 of
at least the full scale of benefit increases proposed in H.R. 5710 at all levels.
There can be no question that the time has tOme to overhaul and fortfy the Social
Security program, created by the ongress in 1965. In "spite 'of- the fantastic
growth, of our economy, and the somewhat more equitable sharing of our
nation's wealth, the prosperity for many has still not fulfilled- the promise for
many more. Poverty, disease, Ignorance, the cruel Insecurities of old age are all
still too prevalent for the wealthiest nation on earth to tolerate.

Thanks to the great strides made by our prosperous nation in the areas of
-better housing, food, medical care and research, our citizens now lve a fuller,
longer life. The elderly now make up a larger portion of our population Thday
one-seventh of all American families are classified as aged. And for the over-
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wahrequeolfin $i#OtQ $PO the eari~n fgy h4Iqtii1es'coverage pf
ag riculural work= . 'this Would piarly c 'eT" he gross I -Justice, done zinfam vrkeraj,w#,qse ,,wng!r earanpn are v cfeunl ntceited to' hi
Sdcfal Security accounts. ' feun , .

Tempqrq;y asqistance to migratory workers and othr wh aOr'e0 Ineligible, for
stae' a~sti~~e ~ec{.iq~~fstate residence requirements. H.R. 12080 lowered

the perid of tempoira sestance from..60 days to 30 days per year and Intro-
duced the principle of 5001 matching Federal funds-all in all making aid to
migraptie lowcertain and for shorter period. . -/ , *':i ,,'-

Exteneon of , hsptl and medical inma~rs, eto over the 14,milon disabled
beneficiaries.
.1, n Increase-In kaTnInga exemptions allowed Social Scurity'repefts
-'Ohannie'in Medicare to pay. for certain di agnostic treattuenta'and services on

an out-patient aavdel as an In-patient basik : Tf'~; -(0. t; 1 I
-Thbe ekd feels that Prescription drups, orthopedic, applianes'dentures,' eye

glasses, ete, nhblild! l~so, bb covered, and that 'the,, deductible "~d co-Insurance
featdre should- be rescinided4 'There, has beehl ample testimony that the admin-.
of- fnds -tat'th'dedutibles'resnlt'in no'savings' df -funds.. In -add4tion. thee
'features act si, deiterrnts to early care for the edt'y which uilgttpreVent~keater

1U TheNational Consumers League Uib greatly-troubled by the cofkept -of public
welfare expressedxl in K. 12060, which- Vrould to)* mothers 106t- trAiingfitwo-
grams and ,to'i aeopt Jobs, 'deemed "' apprbpkate"% -Worse, Met -It. the fresv4 on
wifAre pa~hnwts -to -de~pendent - hildreh whichh troeld punish the unborn -by
elimifiatit- Federal -aid for,-anyiadditional e1ildren.: In ld,v' etfdor Im-
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proved public, 'assdstapc9 paypneats. and mqorq dacr! ~) qes for ChtIqren,
thereby pye plter§ o~r,~~~

so that It eajp pMide econoi sI Itv 104 oaget, r epr I or, dif"Wiit"
of the bread Miner In' tfis wfkthy~ aitkn 11 cnkIva ie of dIecency god
dignity for all. -

The National Consumers League urges your~ Conimxitt4& th iestokO the fin~ds
ino reinstate the other provisions proposed In the original Administration Bill.

(The following letter twit~h attachments was submitted to -the comt
miittee, by H on. Iflirmm L. Fong,a, U.S. Senator 1 f oin. the State, of
H-awkii:)

Us Sna (or,, .

Xeott Sehat OffcJ~lee)ldin,

D;&q Sgn8y4_For o, some) X, qn; very c9nccrned about the effect 'f ' ; ' 'of th*
annedn~ents; to the Sociafl Securlty Act, particularly the Viiblfd 'Welfare 4km~nd-,
ments on the. pl~mqntatlon of, public Welfare pprrnms t the State level.

I matta,chingia cpofjaatco ensosigpilcant sections )n the
bill with wiclh i am sure you would w' nt, to be familiar, a's the ' legislation
piogresses. 1athelCongress.
.Any eftfos hich you cap u1d6rt~ke toward amend-ing some, of the restrictive

and regressive proposals will b e appreqited.
W~rit perr Qnai regArds, tb6 Alniijbty be with you and'yours always.

Sincerely, [Jnclsure 3H 'A. Buas -8

HAwAY's CommEliTs ox H.R. 1208,90OTH CONGRE89,_Fnasr SEss~oi

TITL I-W-&E, U~VQR8 DSAB[LITY, ANPH.&IA ]RN8?,URAIIC1

.1e08od of P&*q.*Mkntto.PhVafoiw%8 Uder Hupp lementary! Medeal In148fra~iee
Progra~i

Sz.1,2This appears t6 be a 'dei~rabl6 change. Ahy;*la'xftton of the provision
In JM1 cerau pa in Orocedureii**l uud6ubted1V lake thd'owrnk more

sicJtaltft W l mdical pr &ofli. 1 aa1O'i, the ii~it teii' Ird'bomilafht
about Medicare is the amount of paper work generated In order to Inakce it pOsM.
ble for the physician to collect his bill. The vast majority of physicians In Hawaii
do not ~barge more than what would be pq kered rea~nable anil qtlstonary and

fo 2* eao w11dpobby lwling, to: accet h car er' dTe'n at
of a ar- )b1 pi 1 rg
Tr%7nsfe,' of AU, Outpat~exst Hoepitai Sclrvfoe to Buppiemntlarts ed I~zl
Instirance PrOgaI~

~ 12. Th tra~tr66h I'ebop~ khtlpatiebit dlagno~t ertices to Part ID
cove mlde t~ edu~Ib~ealW irahe fLture in a t '*ft flen be

Ito be eP tent's *tMnd mt, t)cu O utpiUn
serviWe lionybefjbjettoe1acll m ~ t~~to
Exrtem" tof Maefmum Duratoo; of BRnefits,-forIsa, etHsial~ev
to 120 Days

,Sc. 187. We favor this ame en I b 040ectd Increase int the num-
da ~fho~Aa faainwFit th$ kL a creatively smoa 1 number of

thee w4af the Ones Wh6O~' 'na -ieA ftjqdtt Asan'tandlu~n~ia1blsk
to this period oftime, th Inm~bo )epe~1e
Rsporimetat"o witk o"pf tal Reimsbarseoiet Met hods

The payment 6f reotsodable codt for itoitlebt hospital-taf hili bfen etidIcfed
because- no effort hd9 boehb madei to eontol, lloor, inefleiita*dmmoI~traIon, ThE
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reasonable cost having now been extended to Title XIX programs for inpatient
hospital care becomes doubly Important for the Federal government as well as
the various State governments to seek solutions for this problem.

We foresee Increases In overall hospital costs during this fiscal year of as much
as 20 per cent. Any brake that can be found to slow down the rising cost of hos-
pital care will be helpful to all states.

TITLE I1-PUBLIC WELFARE AMENDMENTS

PART I-PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS

Programs of Services Purnished to Fanilies With Dependent Ohildren
Responsibility Is placed on state welfare departments for the Initiation of

programs, which may or may not be essential to meet the Individual state's needs,
and may be a duplication of services already available through other public or
private agencies. We recommend that rather than Include specific administra-
tive direction on the type of programs and the methods of organization, the law
require Pssurances that states will take administrative action best suited to
meeting their individual problems toward helping families to become economi-
cally Independent.

SEo. 201. The requirement that states furnish Child Welfare Services which
would contribute toward getting famillhs off agslstande rolls seems inconsistent
with the goals of Child Welfare Services and therefore needs further clarifica-
tion. Child Welfare Services, as presently defined at the Federal and State
levels, are those services In behalf of children which will Insure that no child
will be deprived of his own home and the care and supervision of his own par-
ents because of financial need and only if his own parents are unable because
of factors other than financial need to provide proper care and supervision,
shall substitute parental care either temporarily or permanently be made avail-
able. Child Welfare Services have never had as their objectives getting families
off aQsist.nce. but rather preservation of the family home for all children using
financial assistance as one of the tools toward that goal In the best Interest of
the child.
Earnings Exemption for Reciplents of Aid to Families With Dependent children

SEC. 202.1. We recommend that the exemptions of the full earnings of full-
time students as a work Incentive be extended to the full earnings of part-time
students to encourage use of educational opportunities.

2. We recommend that the amount of earnings to be exempted~for adults In
AFDC families as a work Incentive be modified. The amendment creates further
ingqukties in relation to a basic standard of living to which families are entitled
as It makes the standard of living dependent on whether the family members
are able to obtain employment (physically, mentally, by age and skill) and on
the labor market.
Dependent Thildren of Uncmployed Fathers

SrE.'203. Thli amendment nppears undesirable as It could reuit in the elim
inatlon of federally matched assistance to children presently eligible on the
basis of the unemployment of the breadwinner. The majority of the children who
qualify under thiscondition have fathers who have not because of their lack
of skills aid education had "a substantial connection with the work force" nor
,"htlve.had a year and a half ot work durjng the three year period ending. In
.[6 'joar before aslstance Is gral)tea." The'condl tln exists not because of theirrefusal, to work but because he l~borniarket does. not have Joba for which they
van juqallf.y. liou~d,th| ameldment, 'go into effect in oetfler 1*.7, moat states
with AFrX3-UPI~ pirogr tn would eit'~er. have to ]mwet the iqeeds o* these ftamllies
and children from state'and lc,cal funids or let them starve unhless the father

deserta;thub credlng Whole newsets of problems.
community Work and Traitfng Programs.

ie ta i tnic~n ty I i, x Wprk pniq Tra Ig Progran~s by public
ITO f 'rde m c 64 e a"' . of th Atdte where a signi fcap)t number of AFDO
fi H l ye As 1'r ul dntpere 'unsound.

SEo. 204. The estdbl1Abmient ofVsuh Oibgrams should be coor'dfnated with the
work experience projectsand the work-and trAlfinig pr6jects already In opera-
tion .. jqughother, jtate and. federal departments, such as state department of
q4dcatI n,k tqaz#kd1 federal labor.and'vocatJonal rehabilitation ,agencies, and
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private organizations. We recommend the legislation be limited to requiring
the state to give assurances that adults and children over sixteen will be expected
to use work and training resources available when use of such resource is
appropriate.

We recommend that the requirement that all AFDC mothers participate in
work and training programs be eliminated. Participation in such programs
should be determined by the Individual home situation and the need of the
family.
Federal Participation in Payments for Foster Care of Certain Dependent Children

Sw. 205. The present law and the administrative requirements with respect
to federally matched payments for children in foster care under the AFDC pro.
gram have not been satisfactory. Many states believe in the principle that foster
care is a temporary measure for helping parents to improve their situation so.
that the children can be returned to their care and that recourse to the courts Is a
last resort. The amendment appears to perpetuate and expand a program that is
not geared to the best interests of children and their right to their parents and
their own homes.

It also encourages the development of foster care services for economically
needy children to the exclusion of non-needy children by providing matching
Federal funds for administrative costs of Child Welfare Services to needy
children.

To tie Federal matching funds to a criteria which limits such funds to eco-
nomically needy children perpetuates the inequities on the part of the Federal
Government in its financial responsibility for participation in the costs of serv-
ices and foster care board payment for any child regardless of economic need
for whom foster care is in his best interests.
Emergency Aeslatano for Certain Needy Famile With Dependent (JIkildren

Sx. 200. Modt crisis situations In families occur as an end result of long
time deprivation. Help for 30 days will not solve the problems of long standing
which created the crisis. If the purpose of the amendment is to provide Imme-
diate help on the basis of presumptive eligibility with Federal matching for
necessary vendor payments by purchase order, it is contrary to the present effort
of providing for emergency needs with Immediate cash payments. The limit of
30 days assistance defeats the purpose of AFDC as a rehabilitative program.
geared toward providing the necessary services to prevent crisis situations
through strengthening family life and employment potentials..

Protective Paymcnt. and Vendor Payment. with Respec to Dependent ilidrc
We reconiiend the'deletion of the 1requir z ment that states provide protective.

payments and vendor payments to protect the welfare of children.
Sm. 207. If parents are unable to provide adequate parental care to the extent

that children are neglected,. abused or exploited, they Fhould be provided with
substitute parental care.

Giving payjptnt for these living requirements to a third party does not correct
warental neg6t., ,, . , . ..

Limitation on Number of Children with Respect to Whom Federal Payments Mawt
BeM adlei .,. -- - * ." 1 " . ' ' * !

Smx,. 208 We recommend .the deletloo of. the -amendment.!It limits the number
04.4 .9r chlidre deprived of parental support due to the ablente of their father,
.eligib efor - e . r1ily matched assistance. No child should b6deprIved-of food atd
the n9|cees aof life,on the basis thatobe does, noti fall -lthin an arbitrarily
establipbed. qztp .of ,hldren.,,The criteria for, Federal! thatching funds should
be based on time child's need for Ilpancipl:assistance., ilot thevause of the need.

The State of Hawaii has always acceped Its, rep9n.ilty fq jrovk#lng fr
the needs of dependent and neglected chtfrei through 'l koitidn d apprla-
tions, Itsipartel1tion ,With-theFederal go n'mtmi in f11 ihlthljirograms
for children hag contributed i a bto ltynd' qh1fUt of these
programs. We firmly believe that the only etlttia %V ih't4ih6tmid be 1&hhdribd. for
eligibility either fol s py service is nee4 t9r.uns n/o segvlces We have
advocated the eli na[on of catego lCal IUfe e}ts f " nfcalpar-

funds bI t' t tbod .+ , .. ig ", a+e
a-d-Lb p , r .ll, 1,:l

.: , - , bi l '
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Fiideal'Paymei.rarRepars t6XoniV Ownod, ?y-Reciflcnt -of Aidor, Assistance
'Ste 2O. * e uie* With' theltn I f-hkihditfi u;i .hd

extolided to W l.Wh~ c6znnend that thd ihtMhfind be Vilabl foi
repairs, of unsafe and baza ous conottlois in the home whether It 6uid~lb 166
itupfId ov 'rIbfand 1O hhk be'tW~ bft''oa1c~fb hrai
rather tliah 0 acI1g h'fon~ttr- lit 6t billdered ii te ohlot

PART 2-MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS

4).1altt)Q4 ' on 'cderal) r P 1 o In Al edica A#a8tticc
~E0. f~w ~ p niey~ av~op th[s at ien )AVd re4lze2; tht soille

coiitrols.ahquld P6, bijqltf 114to the6 Niy tq hW1, 4;e 'I cene' dg14f1itj sflclards to
a r~toiJai rl. control S_))~, 'ar4 b I tt tI -~U Is eIlb~ttv

paMents ejig .b i~ tnqdr xrm ly .
They woii6fl4 not bcq abl tq provide equate amo O~ts fndclsitailee unde
the proposed' amezidment. This ame'nd ment would' have no edectd~aai Our
Income=vl for eligibility are very ,conservative hy -conlparls~n. of It he proposed
requiremet
Maintenance o91a to,9#oi H~

SEC. 2*21. We do feel that the proposed amendment Is a progrqsslve 6*tdi Ili
re4ulrn J'Ait statfes-to ghoW toward hW6voment li he~i program 9,cberfb'f SlodA:0al 'AssithIu. As I'n the- case ;dthe li!eviou's dmnindmenl WV j6
foftable Mvthin the'r 4urenek,4t of the pt'4setla& These 4e 1eurpe~ ae t
f6rth'in, the* 11atidbook of Pdblc At~istance 'Adi uittili;Sp,,~iot 941)0,
Section D-8524. . -1:0 .I .II

Cooedlnatib4 of Title XIX and the Stipp lem en tai4P Adkaz uc P'ga
SECo.'222 . IlaWvAii has given' cVn~deijtion to',s~e'ra aIte'n''t4 );>v~slons jn

the-exiting la* covering this subect 'and Would- &l~e !61191 o."tui t*xecs ipoption. Oe'talnly, 'we moist ta)c~ aVantage of S'I :shr~abu~heViiet;~~tj
19 done through btu-iri,' paymeflt ofi'behialf'64,f6 r' a 7a ) p- "Ltqth
cipiehf hak bebn i le, subject of ifu'cli d~scusion., It wU1*d'be inorec6n~eient if
the vrariou!§ stat6 couild'be aljdwed' tib bition' of pine dt tV't.a tfie -et~o's.9
Aiccomp~lish the' purpose of the ameiimeut.,
Modification of Cornparabihifg Provisions. . -

Smv 223. We do not feel that, this amendment -is wise ss it, wold, alloW, a rq-
duction of services by states which should be encouraged to t4cep e
which they are providing. , ev~e
Required, Serivices Ujnder State Medical A~aistanoe Plan

Sno. 224. We believe the present law Is preferable. Perbapa there are statess
which need to be given the freedom to enter the Title XIX Prb6rksig kluai17.
Hawaii is not one of them. We have been In advtifice of'the r qtuhftents of the
law In almost all Instances, and as far as we can foresee will -c46itlnhi6 I htt

Extent of Federal Financial Participation in State AdminietratAe' Rxwe
SSzo. 225. Haw&H I hm n6t -used the eervit*6 -ofjrfmotl 11* Ifin't

Department ofHealth in any other than adveoMI iapalte'Io M~bpk~th
of Social Services,'bthe "single -State'agency" cebi;d : VthI 9ii1*r1n.4i
provisions of Title XIX. We do see, thb possibility -of suc u~fgd'Ih- thlor. Ihi-
Mn~es but do not feet that the additional Fed~fal wAtkh1n '4eb@MI b e a critelft
In any decision relating to the use of such personnel'. I ,Ij'
Adviaorfi Counceil 6n AM44808Asitget

SEC. 226. ' ust-as thle several #W".te are encouraged to use e ervies of ad-visory committeesi4) ' ruid'It, be ,wlee for, the Pepartment of 'Health,' Edeg
tion and Welfare to employ the services of such a counell. ii
Free, (hoioe, b'nit~iul HUI4#bte or NOWca AtifiMnc

:Swx. 227.ThNs 16 a netessarj'anid desfible .,Oite h teyes ofFaw-
Stejis have &liieady been taken to, tiiple're) -_i *I 011w poi t~ Wl the ~Oof
spring all lsetvlces under T4t'XX 4$1 lMeach grI S tsems to be
another airea- wfilkh ' we shond l&1w the ppolie pt 1 w~~i here to no
sound reason why the needy and muedicall iW k3d'1'ftdAlas should be treated
any differently In this respect from other Individuals.
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SEo. 228. We are unable to find in the literatureon A.R. 5710 the alu~ien g
to ?wblch.t, bai~~~, this'peiWig~e ~.imr for'
oomittee OIeecs,, ft w09W4 eem AU thtlie, amavilejat; M~ight, t'O. giyal,, A0.
states which may be having difficulty In fi nancing ne w health programs. , ,

Paunin1(oi 00M06,444"6Z 'Ake N" T'hVWj Pait1/ II

theOA9 4ge~ie %"ea

san,,ceeLole e, In 'I 4w4 i141 u4S * h WnA
beeavailabld thrug ~b1t,~s~d 1fi~~s~~e~l t~deto
other clr~Numtan~e..4'4~ '4

Direct Peftmexts -to (Jeridin' Recipients of Mddlcat Aeeistanoe
8uo. . W'W6 re trtid obJectiOh tfrtotd tbe' #ariOUN'Physldant orgailza-l

tloni 'Wte 'tlo6i of Uhisi~endfent Whzich aflowjiv to'kliburatbte IftdiP.
cally needy Individual on the basis of an itnpaid Itemized bill for physician serv-
fces. Oh the 'other' htiid, theS"Wdfld Abe keatly hi' fa~or of thdamendtnent if -It
allowod'such reimbut;4widit atter payv*heht 'f &he bill b!- tfi6 Individual;; This
%;V14d h v* 'a-Aw dfec fiedfti6h ~n b -iatJt :who-,le, eligible'for; Mtdicsie and
a~s fbid OMW*0 I Ks anM~deWy li0Mjd pasn nkild&,Thie XIX. It ivouldtien
able 'a physician to'We paid, for hid dedtflibles'tinder Pelt 13 without hating to
get and ac~ebt aif fibilgA1iit nderMemwe Fr6in the latter btandint, Ha~afl
would support this amendment with the exclusion of the word u npaid from -the
amendment.

O~AhT -L-OHILD WELFARE SERVICES AMENDMENTS

Inclusion of Ohild Welfare Services in Title IV ' is ar

'lie tcitslo of th ifttu f0 hiderc
Title IV of the So t lS~curlt~ 'Act onfixiii's'the intent that Child Welfare Serv-
iees beo prOv>I14. AFDQ0 ciii~ren and, Is, n1ceeping with tlbe requinent that
Child-Welfore arfe n my rce frAWCfmli bad iteby Wtate' 'through ?4~ or 10 4a8tk"a1lt, ,-'

designed t4o remedy tl~e y4ea fgid C 4 n~a ~ wOo as Y 1
as foster board payments fo fmpc"ldren vwho requiit' Cb~id.Welfare, Setices
regardless of econospie need. 0:~topl reernend tat th amendxiep 'be
revised to iiilude 6o-ez, Meera wAttching funds 'for aqffiinistrative cost of

prvdin prqt"v ad. pvet~ive I eti~d fare eervc4 and toy *oster board4
paym"ents!' fr all clvjldrenr3 nt just those hi Allee.

We believe, that ederal ma*olilng tor t.he ndwnratlv4 4cots of provi 4
Child'Welarq, fSerYvee,Is. lpbug i , -Ths servicesjihouldf btrenctqlen~dfor all children ..dis of .eupi ;-'eed-.. '

social *Wot7 fnOo n ~rltn
SEo. 401 W a"~ In ll are ptwh the'i~oia~oifrtann girazts

but recomnd tha th mtotbhe apwroprt'lof to bie 'used fo, det=iat
training be deleted until more expeIm ed~Ia~bbq~ ed

Mr. THOMAS VAn.,
Chief Qou~s,~, e~t ~aw 7mite

PALM4.,V41T; I =e wt4, great Qoncern of the tee n tM goojt
-12~$ which RubAtI oft- . 5nl6

the~ld~a~4thieq$ 4



I would jrcuily reon ud that the h nicqp' 4gIp' ~ 'toe
from the Department of Welfare rolls and plae e 'U1d2tOW2 IlSociahlty
provilon.1J " ',Title Z-4ecently I heard 80hiebody say "riate do ."at ocww' M A4Mbl' "nd I
believe that' we should keel) this veo~ iniuch! In mid as Welfare iL0#lslation Is
enacted.

Instead of punitive restrictions on Services, to 0141A, r zay I,,Auggeet the
Lelators ako pnrov~ion for, doubling the number, of ii" 'working for'all De-'

prmit f aitatIon (1$tat~ Ciyand TownI) An# th i tt -yoi 'd6Albl0,the en-
tire foxce Of y~i Po*l~rijs bughout the bntIre T,.8.A.'Tisi would pride
A, groat d~a, Vot male enplyiit _equil~ol hr ~tann

thee w~ll Le fr e~e n~n ~e 'i6dI~c6urA~ed 14 Oft iile It
they knewlfi~t theY, would bae ItaS , vr~ aM4ay htlo11 hmt
make adequate prdiivlIon for the daij In do thei filis

I thoroughly agree with expansion of Day Care, Family Phanntzi~tkid' social
Services In general -to families thht have, sieges' of difilcultle&-?tie, unmarried
mother is not the only .on~e that should be considered, 1, aw hndgp young
widows, young famnlies where the father is struggling .to complete ai edwattlop,
etc. -wsrai

In addition It, there visr'at ubitantilllousiflg constiucton, Improvenient'
of educational and health services buildings and general Improvemont Of e nviron.
ment, In tias Inner cit areas so, -much, employment .would be-pioylded, ,tat It
would end the sease of frustration and hopoleesnesowhich wufortun4toly. 11s the
lot of many -of our American citizens andl I trust thskt you will aocentate thi
Po~tiv jj future Legislation. Putkitve Gn4, restrkl ive legi Iadio*a 403ve nothing.

G od bless youi I
Sincerely,

- Maj. GLADYs GODDARD.

STATEMENT OF JOHNM F. GRIMES, NATIONAL PBIx8wRT, AmmuRcmN FEDERATioNq or
GOVERNmEXT. EuMPLOmzs, WAS n1X0OX#.P, EM_

the" Andekeai Federaton,6f Govetnment Emplojes, the l~ret Federal em-
ilbyee organiaton in 16%istence with mor-e than & q'uirter Ofifa milllon~menbers,
&ppN'eclates. the opp itupnity andthe privileges gkafii~t6 It b. the Honok~ble ]Rug-'
soliB. Long 6±.Lolsten,I't hainiankof the S~ne'Fiac - bmittee,. to
subxinlt telFederlation's vieion M.R. 12080, 1a bill to l~kve the' Social Security

Before' cominitng spkifically on those prO4islfls' 6f-1he bill vWh~ic bear
directly on Federal eznxployieo,the AYOIEI ould wiilsh'sfibIit. severalob'erv&.
tiong that berhin to every Am~ricau(Aien, whether'dr'iiot '1Federifl employee.

The, Axpericani Federation of"4Giimnxent Thnloy46 first of al 6ihs to as-
sociato. I tset explic Itly Iand " nthuitically *ith the 'vieWi '01~se by the
A";A)I'as exprissed by'It Execidtlvo 'Counicllbn 860bemnbor I1,197

Specifically the AFOFI requests the' FfancO4 Coinitte to -enslder the fol-'
lowing modifications In the billl, H.R. 12080:

1. Raise the minimum Veil eut~bhofit lei6l to $T0 for a single person
and $105 for a couple. and Increase all othqr b ne#ta by,.at le43st lpr et

veens by an nceat the eArnJ'g level On*

3. Extend Meca 4'era o tthe -dislabld ' &-1
4. Establish reasonable controls on unduly high hospital charges and Oiy.

sician fees paid under Medicare.
5. Assure that 'Medicaid -Is available to the needy and the medically needy

whosealinlted Incopmes ~nunotpa for adequate health care, and that It provides
essential medical services to those covered. I "Nr'.~

6. improve present public assistance paynmts -an4jasgro adequate da. c
for children of families receiving assistance in whlcIb the methor In participating

7.~~~~~ /iibse a "talno 'Ij%

f Iian the apfcable mimum wage._
With euiirvspecific reference to Improving the social 9eui$'i~ "

Federal employees, the American Federation of Gc~erliniefib EftlkEefiwould
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sw~reelae conl~deration elggiven by thq Flizanc Copmltte t9 severall prob-
Zemp ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 wA'", .c etyaetmricau eniplook Ites Inyolv selyufa

sonlablO obstacles in the path of needy retired FedealQm6 oe, wcl pevntem frm participating, In Xe4c~ire, Whe other Aibm~cerns, tbe ineuis
6ppo~do Federal retired e*16os *hose penfsin 00,0ubjeoted t4 Federal

Incm 'tax.

We, have a further, inizidment this, one concerned *ith, the Medicare Pro-
gram, which we would, be most grateoul It your Committee Abcepted. We believe
that retired or actlve~uty' feeal enipioyeee 85 'o*et,~ Who, are, not 'now
qllglbl$'for . Med1Mze' Ws]& wec Hospial nedrahce Plon (either 'becte of. their

apn'meberiipintheSecal ecuit System or because of thei failure to
exrercise their options to enroll for health insuran& under -the FederAl Eni-
ployees Health Benefits Act) should be rendered eligible to enroll in the Medicare
Bula.3opTai Insurance Plan. - , 1 ;I. I

This A"edent, If $our Comngttq )j.agreeabl6 0o accept It, might easily be
accommodated at the end 'of sectoni 138, p 8t, title X of H.RI. 12080, which would
begin, as new line 0 of page 04 of the printed text of JH.R. 12 080, August 18, 1907.

ELIMINATION OF TAXATIJX OF CIVIL SERVICE AN11ITag,

All 9f the foregoing portions of our testimony endc t &bill, H.R. 12080, or
supported amendments .thereto Wh~clb we believe areIn. tbk spirit f the bill and
wepi prfect It. We have one rsrvatio]R hoer.

The one, criticism of *this'bill which we7 w to reoi'4 reiiously "onqkns
the provisions involved In the twhn Of Pcvl sere I6'aid Fore1gn Service an-
nuitieS. For many years,'iwe have advocted the rei~dV4l of all lncdpoe ta'zes on
Civil Service and Foreign Service anpulples [p support of our position, we have
cited the case of -pensious under th ~ LafrAd tremelt abd the Social Security
Acts. With regard to the Railroad Rtiretnent system, te 0exemptionifrom income
taxes was Included specvflc~ily In'the *statute setting " thtsse. ntecs
of Social Security pensions, the exemption. took place thiutig# the application, by
the Inaternal Revenue Servic, of a fupreme Co6urt declsilLn An both, eases, no
Federal Income taxes at all are paid on ainulties.

,We think no. Income taxes should be' paid on Civi "Serice annputies.
Werquest that the Federal Government, therefore, di~coi41nue current dis-

criminattion against Federal employees whose annfuities are taxed as Income..
,We. request it because we believe Federal employees's4'ould not stiffer die-

crimination from the Federal Government solely bcu9they are Federal
employees.

These men and women -certainly deserve 'of their country treatment equal
to Social Security and Railroad Retirement Act pensIie,,Their annuities,
therefore, should not be taxed.

THE ISSUE OF THE TRA1W5FOFOREDIT BETWEEN, THE SOO4L,SEOUUITY ANDp TE
CIVIL SERVICE AMETIEFENT SYTlEMS,.

As,'the 'Senate FinanceOn ltW, Id aware I *It'76 the bredeetssor Bill to
ZA1. 1208S0, ~Outained provlsiongisk' ' niechAleuft trtdef credits -for ieeke
9f -Pede a employees wiho hed4n P ye qtiltdAT0 b) if6 yefrOA*tO fdfor benefit
li1Q Civil, Seic ~ leei sy6en, rtnd *hower Also Wit~igbli for -benc-

fisfr ~e peidof thei F!ed. rF 'r''lce iindtir the S~fi~l' euiy ele'
Wyte ecuse th'e Feea tiOe'idbeizAi~i ~ybtts t&the ii.cter
for that peilod on thIr eaf

ohn -the' A'rcn eeai, f(6eitin p~o'~ etfeOn H
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a hardship on Federal einployees.,lile AFUE Is now engaged In d Atftry'-to
devise the most simple, effective, ecohorndiand equitable mechanism to achieve
this gop). .Affer the jqxpplvtI:Io 9L.9uJ atudy, the Al'Q. wil wae e ll~ a-
arndunneeeqaryliur ein rpm tbe sieof YOer, ~ipld~e

Thark you,.. Mr. . airmano for .this opg# tU IyD to IbUtlte our oiona
this bill and to Piuggest certain aditon e uges in the'e*Ist1,qg Sbctal Becurl y
Insurance and benleft systeM.-

STATZE,NT.C~n . zn~o or L~xLTo-,AUi1OAWc Wvb?3tmol

'Mr. 1Oh &tM'An4 ii d Mtor6s ofthe Comilttee ,my natn& IsCarl J. Megel.
I am the Legislative Representative of the American Federation of Teachers,
a national, professional teachers' union of more than 140,000 classroom teachers,
affillated wltl% the AIVkOIO.;80teceloasinl dglcls Iali

'Otir,,Orgilrtlon 'tmh .races . itahrlcl, nldiglasin i i
A Pisa 4h661t~ Zdf6IC the, Department t of ns0 Overseas 'Depeiidefts

Schools, and In th apparent of Tnteriorthfdtit~ hools.,,-I,1
The'Amerlcsn V'edr,tion of TeaceiR's supports 111f. 12M8, A bill to amend

the $ocial Secuity'Act to priov~de an. Increase In social gecoritr payments and
other be'nefi's.,

All toacbe~s hi~e baoAiiy .e4ome itIore ir4terested in '6sfMAl scoritycove'f;
age'sinco e passa0 too.Medica-te by theO,(rngrea5 Obf the Ufitted States' Thi
139 true beca, 6' the Joedtcar6 4ctt 9poeifien' that only those prpoht who ,e
UZdroIatCtrty ~~lalfa fo Medicare after.3nly I,. 100T.

Coverage iffft'r theo Feeral 0ociAl" Security Program. for 4eiplokees, of the
states an t 'brpoitlecal 41bdivislo~g id'-iffy t 6-bbtained only by'tnetris of vol-
untary agrf~pe ety, ,ep .te ktaeA and the Sectetary of Health, Education,
and Welfare" Outsukht to Section 218'of the Social Security Act. The state
decdes within thliixiijta of F"ederal and StAtO law which group of employees
are to bW povetea' wb'en the cov~rhge shall l~gil..

All tifty qtAte, -AIW6 Itieo'and the Virgin TIands have entered: Into agi'ce-
ments *hkih rirvdeg&iM security Odverage for at leARIt some tmloyees. At the
present ti1 u, sonme twejitr-fIve states hanve, e.',tczndd isocl security coverage to
the servke661f ii'oStip1iibllC school teachers, I including, teachers eimployod In Institu-
tions of higoe learning. 14,. .. I-.

In twelve additional states some, but not all, public school teachers are cov-,
ered by the Social Secuirity Act. In some of the remaining states efforts are being
muade4 tO iide'coveiage under time 8Ocla1 Security Act. 1"1

The American Federation of Teachers has given active support to the social
security Idea islq" itp I ~etion, because of its broad social Implications. At the
same tiwe,.IndIivid al t~eachers bd -compli'ed btltter. AbOat"'Its igntlatiors,
Foliowing.ithe enactnes4t ofj tleo1-n~ oc Scqc~ 1$ 4Ac;t, '-j'j-I--' a P*re

pealed exi~ung OIL e nton lka~p4 1st stftuted opc.t m uiy, int
some teacee thli meant reduced rekireient benefitsA ince sneal &6i~t Ha~d
now Jbecqme i~~ e~ program. A t~w tates kupplemented the' sodAW
curity program with new stte teacher pension litws. ven in 40 diohd~ti the Oom
blued p~cia1 ~eurity,-pepsion income for, these teachers tk 1 e44than, the 1)elti~o"
provided IzAqoe states *lu9e tqachers are not covered by S' li4securt'y.-

Acvor4Iiigly, It fis l~gfhlfI iortait that te'pro s$4 ince 'se benefits b in-
corporated-1to fh Cuitty. Act. In~tae lyi f -ot tui lk ihis pti
tire. It is,etfnt(qi1 thfit. ,4 the pr snt tim% the 'Rvkragep pit for wId6Os
imuler tbo.Socil Seurity Act are $U per M6fth. Yet, In :1918'a CIvl Wat, veteran
received a pension of $12 per month from the United Atates Goi 'rnzient~Cn
Poiri soopp am,~ Ovs.

Of special lrritation6,l teahe[ s relates to 8"14f 101f, *litc Vrthtie' foi' a
increase WOO the 91ipnj;gad diuais toPermitte to6 ear~n tio'sfeuikui
deductlops froma lenpt. foTV s;AteS require'a atrnatl'~retfi"teiiiets

UP ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~zpn at~na.eQi.Ag~tnaority 6f theeq teichexn areo (qmrd'b -kc
employment conipenisatlon since 16* salaries duiif tbeir gtimmxe eiralAW j 7
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prec1foe any posAibiity for Investment Income. Yet these indi, luals forfoitbeirsoclaI sc~urity if their' earned Incolme exc~etls $276)6."l Joaitieb, an%1 peraps the
greatest Injustice of all is that, they ate requited to-'pp - the uUregular social

seuIty lax upon, their earnings even though they 'are o, erwise eUgA~ oda
social Ve-corlty'bqn- Bts

In contrast,'ap Individual who Is eliflble mind hasan fnco-re In e*aA0k of00
(it eight even-be $50,000), but not on eakrnIngi, is entitloid to r*e' social se*
cuirity payments and Is not required to pay the social security taX.- Til04justice of
this situation Is self-evident.

Correction can be attained by Increasing allowable earinis aind by rescinding
the social security tax on earnings after age 05-this latter provision, riot with-
staniidngt the TnIx Treatment of the Aged" as proposed under Title V.

AuausT 18, 1907.
Hon. Russ=L B, Lo,
ChairtaN Commjit tee on Finance,
U.S. ftehafe,'014 Senate Offloe Buiding,, Waa~tfgton,, D.Q.

DEAR SENATOR LiOG: The Nationial Association for Meutal, Health, In whose
behalf I write, Is deeply concerned that the Social Security Act still contains
discriminatory provisions so far as treatment of mental cli orders is concerned.

I refer, of course to Title XIX, -Section 1905 (a) (1), of the "at 'Security
Amendments of 1O8A (PL. 89-7), which provides payment for ."iifpatiient ,hos-
pital servIces (other than services In an Institution for tuberclosis or mental

'We urge that your Committee, In considering ICA. 5'11~ 'the social Security-
Amendments ot 1907, recommend the deldton from tbie.abve ptoviln of the
wording in pai~nthese6, so that Section' 1005(a) (1)' would read "Intitent bog-
.pital services'!. This would remove, at long last, the last remaining discriminatory
provision In t1hb SociMl Security -Act against -the mentally Ill.'

This must be done If the two major resources for %njitie4t tr*eatmenit seru'ie
for the menitally' ill-the priv'ateand public psychiatric hdeis l- re through
Federal resistance, to be made more fully avalI able t~ tE h ial idgn
who suffer froia mental disorders.I

The National Association for Mental Health asks that your Committee give
favorable consideration to our proposed amendnentt.

Sincerely,I
Mrs. BuMA1r 368,Ai

Chairman, Council on Legislati on and.'Publio Poliy.

NATioNAL RrHAUIITATION ASSOCIATION,
Wdti#~tot4' D.0wj, ,eptember 18, 1967.

Senator' Rtre*Lt' Loxa,
Oh0Am**, ftd%*te FinesedCo6 nte
New Senate Oloee Building, Wa tigltn D.C.

DrAn SENqATOR L4O: The AdminlsiffW6n's "Social Security Amendments of
1907", provided that the W~retary of Labor would be authorized to provide -work
afid tralnliig b'ograhns 0 *i~enti of aid to faiWies, wih d 6udent children.
The HoUsi rbjet~d thiA 'cvobuendatlon, leaving the authority to jovide such
service to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare..In th6 judgment Of the National Reab"itation'.'Association, the House was
wise in, taking the ichtiozi it did. We believe the authority to provide-the services
should reside in the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare-We believe
he should have the authority to nia)ce contracts with the United States Depart-
idebt of Labor, ' &'ny other tedftal dgencies to carryf ouat o* pat '*htteb he
finds eati be more appfrtoey A dfdhistered'elseWhete.; 76r "instv=e certatinl:Y
the Kanimwer' Develftmeit ad Training P rogramo aiid other UlMite& States
Depdrtmbnt of Labo pr~grams. Would be used 61tebly&?., In addition, however,
tbe stato. Vo&tIonk rehabilitation-agenies would lifidoubtodly.-be used for cer-
taiaivsei'v its, a well ai other 'stat-e-fdral progtsm. ,
* We think the retenatiou V , the, House provftion in' this respect' are extremely

ifta6ftat * in " MW of -thb refett reol'gahblation -,6f , ektain funtius of the
Department of HealIth, Kducatiol,- and -Welfare. Ag youa knlw, the Seeretatty has
6066ntv~q In OIL V aditation:. the'Publle Welfare Agings, -and 'VocatlonalI

k bIt0A,~ Prokralnui-"der the teaderahip -of llfiy 10. Swltter,, wh6O has
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beoen bi4k o* of t 0. VqcTon *hbltt 'diniStratton. This ae O t.
zation gX64$0 to~ beet bityj *6,hAt60e Ir h, d .to brink about a'fruitfulCoordinatotl q''f al of Vh porants. Id, th6 department, which' have As thtir
purps of'h t rhilitatf th netdi of disadvaiftage! "persons. To split off
the work and training functionst as admiaui1tratoq proposA did would certainly
be a blo*,*4 as Weaed~t tk44 tarpo4es of th nae* reorgahtuAtIon plan.Wne ln~+hop'e' tt ; 0 will Cite thin inatter yourve6ry careful coneilera.

flon nt Ilyrettin the fHouso ptayiAion.
With beat wishes, I amj

Z~ B3. Wnrrrw,,
Rrcoutive irector.

AuIO1A, ASOCIATI0O or UNIVERSITY WoMICNI
M10onboAN STATr. DtvisioN,

S~m ~ItIAO3 CMIIJ71ESeptcm bot 17, 1067'.
fteilate Office Rildiso,
Washinigtots, D.91

1)54a L41nt. The'legislative eomhteof thec Michigan Division of to Am~erican
Aesociaton of UnIa'tf Wotuen reviewed th 07 amendments to the Social
Security Act-H.R. W

The ninendmeta are In harmiony w ith the findinigt of our studies of the Ame*t
can family and problfims of poverty. We support Increased inconiem for Weired
people, iluprojed fam)4ly oervices, including adequate 48y care, extension of train.
Ing, re-educatloi, rebaiIjItatlon punl work-Iiniv es, for the unemployed receivIng
public asojstauce.

Hloweve Ir, We stronolyi, '1' 4 e6ciloh, 6f Snc. ROS, '%tbch freezes the proportion of
children on A.PO at A'~ Oguary '8641~l

In Michigan, the 4p0 rate varies front ie"hI II916i counties *hei'rthere IsIndustry, to niroj ths n ne ltd,.Iiiliinddstrial counities
Rates also vary over tim, droping when thore'i a, shortg flbradI.

,creas~ngWbj3n thou wemploYjnent rAter18e8.At.taeolbranin
incusonof ltn onAD I rtt will b~~ettad

ship In a Utio of increased'unhemplovineiit d6cs to foe ory shbutdown or major pro*
duetlon zveaojust~entq

It iW qxuewlyly puYAI0iVeA to, 11imit the, AIX rqllo bef~ro there are sufficient (day-
care facilities, Job-training programs and job opportunities available In all of
our states, and in all of our counties.

Sincerely yours,

-a . Board Member, Michigan Division, AAUWI Okcmos, Mich.
Mr&. Ogssoz Mosiu4As, , -

Legitre Ohairtass Micehigan Div~uonsAAV~W, Blrin9ngha asMio

(The Mp~~~sae twsa itk'~h lnIUM00b&Y .6
Fred R. tarI, a U.S enator. frorn the State 0f Ok) shopnl a
STATIR1*t'PmUmNz0m ST Wuar D., BtM0en, PabatRhIsT !OKLAHOMA HOSPIAL

AssoozAvrew, 'A~ntsvuAvo, JANE PIEILres 10#18COPAE, IIOArn1, BAnITIXGs

Senator Af Vr-s,0 0 giey app ecat* thii opttwn6tYyou hiavo, giatem
-to meet w tthedelegatlooto the Qklahioiua 17iouppita Atso'qiptlpo A~S President
o6f the Ohij4hame RosplW) hsgoeiatipnx and in ohe Interest 00111ie, I, ve Pard4
A staem140t -4n in* vO Iewsof thbe Qlihoma B~oapitAl Aesoio t 4op 1eATlto ouriconcerniover. thieleare and bMedtctld Prograins 1A Olcsh onai. After
I have presented our statezasnt, each member of. the delegattoa might like to nAle
some Informal oMmeats: to you relftt[Ye to Ahis Mtter * Ur4Ce.14nqth t BOOO_ a
.member of the Governing Board of laptAst MeowaI 'HIKia, Okiahomp:9tyr
,wouldlke tocommentonthpo, mfmr~~~4b,~ i i. isvll,)
!;After 141monOW. expree w1t" 'Medlcereb'aud.2) mwth1a ot

provided underTttlw 4 VUX and XCJX Of the Boclal Seewity a 44UOklahoma hospitals are gravely concierned over many aspects of this program
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aikd Its etecP Upon th 4,qgV1 1.o91ency of o~r hQspithls, We ico app'eeato thecomlploxltles of Iiplementg ti~e4 W ", orp. fid a* * , 6da to discuss
%VaYs SO, IPPw4 f t trougsiiing hoo p00g4" and QuWfriia tUIl; further
usefulne~ss to th6 citisens 'they, serve,

se. __p Social Secur~tAt64moa4etq of, A664 en~ctedbyte
CI) tI~i ~5~1~L)~ 51 )~ANtly11111)liftC'thiat t1h lXus 11I P019t

0e ait i ythk t 4i 1 "0b 1 of dcI1,10i 'f "06 inuble co4"~?i lent
to participauIng heap!0 sil. 111e, V'.rtwsut "eIibursenie0i fo tosplt~is uIoii4 the
existing Apterp rt~tIo2 of "reamonail Woat" or bWth 'l eyiz atia Title * ix
IS grosly ilia equal te aid Is causing Oklahoila lbospita-le to Increaise their cha'fgei
to privat'O'payig patii!ntd at all alartnlis r Pte, III oderUtOipovide A' bare

First, the majority of biklahoa ilospltiili are' Plonow"able to produce th
complex set of accounting devices that was proinulgated by the Secretary ot
the Department of Health - duration and Welfare to attempt to Isolate the
"reasonable cost" applicab~e to patientsi covered by Medicare and 'Medicaid.
Furthermore, we are concerned that the whole series of complex manipulations
required by both' the administrative, agencies Implementing Title XVIII and
Title XIX to grossly inadequate to relikburs hospital their true cost to ineet the
financial needs of the hospitalst who are furnishing this care.

-How much itoney at hospital may need over anid above Its basic operting cost
to weet INs fonneial requirements Is a duficult question to answer on- a general
basis. however, there arm two broad, eleinenta that must be Included, In Any.%
consideration of the financial needs of hospitalsi. tFirst, a hospital must -always
recover on a current basis the amount of its day-to-day operatlowal expenses.
%vblih are often refvrreh to its "out-of-pockcet cost"k Second, a hospital inust pro.
-ride itself with adequate resources to meet patients, needs for permanent capital.

lteinmlursemeont under Title XVIII aind Title XIX. to hospitals fails to give
any consideration to the cost that hospitals incuir In giving free care rendered
to certaini categories of non-coveroM patients. Since all nonprofit community hos.
pit~ils care for till types of patients admitted to a hospital by a physician, rcfard-
less of their 0bil1ty to pay, causes all Oklahoma hbo&Mpltt to gv m fe
care" to a segment of its patients. Caring for, patientA who cvelitbtiliW t'albot
pay for this care is a coat of operating any bosphal whowo doots tire ellen to
the public. Although some hositals In the natiohJ, veendowments tin Vrlvyate
philanthrophies to hell) then furnish free care to these pOrsons . 'Olabono'hepi-
tahs mtust flimitce their free care given to patients b pastaing on' this coot to
patients and third parties who pay for thiofv.Terfr, hscts uet be
bornet on at proportionate basis by the paying patients whoer"the 'areD paying
patients sponsored by the United States Oovernain 3,0 a ty'ae iluerel In-
suranctte company, or whether he be one who pasbsV~bill' pt"O M ~i.'dwn

To at tempt to finance thist considerable! vcSt by Ootfnla~lnk*0i1 ti'eve so tes to
a relatively small portion of the patients not spopsoredbY-a'thItd4 jrty Is of
serious- finncial consequence to Oklahom. i wii'o, 1, 1l~ bic$0d 'With
charity endowment funds.

11n addition to the day-toqday, out-of pocket expenses Iicunoo ,9 t4,0 L0011t 11,the hospital also has a critical need for evrepnigthlet till rl
capital. These Capital InedA Include amounts Inypsfed btI 11411 d
ment, as well asfi the amounts required lin the ainount ~fibc ntig~tl OAP Vtc
day-to-clay expenses of the Institution. The presem ine~ tfcOet~tf
allowed In determining "reasonable cost" is J~ eti e~hefnhl i
tieeds of Oklahoma hospitals. t it' '

Another problem deals with the inadequacy o, the pIDsA t' MAP1e#0uif fpr
depreciation. Mn Oklahoma hospitals have, hAe4 Ag 0l~J~ j 1,tto o 'er
plant andl equipment through mortggs or revenue b6Mld, Afid 'Wi)ne' a Ine-
able "debt servicee" expense. To provide. iepr-eqlati p on f I 0tt~~V68t, V~
does not permit the hospital to generate'.nbi It *iet Pne'b ~I tst
on their mortgage Indebtedness YurthermorehtM ;IxAdklu6te1rel1, 16fion for
depreciAtion will handicap hospitals from obtaining lo g-term, Is1.Pn
from third parties who must show to, I'd pA * d' a' t h ttI
will be able ton met the payment sche d l - be6 .II

In conclusion, Oklahoma hospitals recmmend to yoi4 '~ lvthe

1. The reimbursement formula for'hos'pitals under Titles XIII and XIX
should be revised to permit reimbursement to hospitals on tbe basis of au average
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cost pI~r, as Itol ae4 An MOVe aoph!0tated me~thod tatmight'be devel-oe ,1 Pa '41ibas for each 1i~d~vIdual b sptal.
2. 'The ITitle XVIII and XIX t'rograma should'Viov1de'to #eauxr its'fair share

of 09q hoeP~t#J sytem~feecr and baddebt cost.
* 3-T2hwt an' iieit Iellai 61ar4chti of the 'tetiri 1"reaso6Able cmt"l

,0ud, SUch- otDratix sz oA e ces8"v to 'orznitla s~tici~t inereale
itte~ tpi cent tbctor that Is n~w 'Allow the nob-p'pollt hospi&?s.1.
4. "4t tl~e rq fbuikelnent method of hosp~tals'shoitd be cortcct to rocog.

niterepacenex cbts so as to c~ihpute depreciation' on the basis of replacement
cobfg, rather thb I~stotical cost basts.

5. That thi reirement, forniula allow -adequate funds for hospitals to
amortize debts In those hospitals forced to borrow to obtain the necessary capitalfaun"s

One other area that we would urge the Senate Fi'nance Committee to consIder
Is the qjuestion of,,hospital out-patient seryice. We were distressed to See
that, the House of Representatives took all -hospital out-patient beuefits, out
of Part-A hosptal insurance, fund and put hospital out-patitent -benefits, both
diagnostic and theraputic, under Part B, the Supplemnentary Medical Insurance
Program, and, thus, making this benefit subject to deductible of #50 per year

'and the co-insurance, feature of 20, per cent. We believe this would merely
complicate this problem, rather than Simplify it, and would reftult In utter
confusion. to -the Medicare beneficiary. We, therefore, sincerely urge that the
Senate Finance Commnittee to place the hospital out-oatient benefit coverage back
Into Part A benefits, so that hospital services, both In-patient and out-patient,
will be under the hospital Insurance fund.

We sincerely appreciate your permitting this audience of the Oklahoma hospital
delegation to discuss these recommendations with yoU personally.

MEMBERS 0OF TRE DBLEGATIOJI Or THE OKCLAHOMA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Wesley D.' furch,, P~eatdent,,
Oklahoma Hospital Association,
Aduntfrator,
*JAM PAUUPS INC iscopal 0ospita!,
B3~tlovlle, Oklahoma

J. I, Hlenry, Prefddent-Wlect
Oklahoma Hospital 'Association,
Administrator,

Batit Leirial 4.osplaA
Oktaho=q. eiy# Oklahoma

Keith a~ Caliert, Administrator,
Memorial Hospital of Washington County,
lBartlovle Oklahoma

Kenneth Wallace'Lay Administr$r
St. John's Hospital,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.,

Kenneth Bond, lMepber,
Board ot Trustees,.I
Ba~ptist, Memorial Hospital,

Ok~hom CiyOklahoma -

llicha4 0. Luttkell. Administrator,
Norman Municipal Hiospital,
No"'an Mlhm

James 13m. 1*6e0dmn~taor,
Ulll1crest, U6241 CNoter,

Cleveland IlodgerS, viuive Director,
- kgoktA o,%pon

e.t0 e I eadet.
Oklahoma: Blue cross-Blue 8ll as
194I5 South. Boulder,
Tulsa, Oklahzoma
(Representing the Part A Intermediarl for Oklahoma Medicare Program)
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SEPTE3LSER 22, 1007.
Hir. To.L VAIL,
Mel Vr ~ounacl, Conith111cc on.Finanice,

Xcwo Senate Offlco Buiding, Washbipt'oto, JDf.
PwiA 1Xa. VAIL: In recent years, I a housewife and mother, of niddle-Income

ti'raket, living In the Wahington, D.C. area, have mado a practice of beconling*
ui'cqukinted with mid befriending one or two low Income bracket families, with
children, who want to help themsolvesl and who seen% to want to raise their cliii-
dren to become stabile, self-respettig, useful, citizens. I prefer to ex~proess my
concern for those less fortunate this wny, than through organized charities.

One ot my families Is~ the 8- family, who live in the District of Colum-
[)in, They have nine children from the, ages of four up through sixteen. The
mother and father are In their early thirties. Ajr. and Wre. 8 are extremely
conscientious parents. Apparently all children In their famniiy were legitiniate and
were born to one set of parents.

,Ar. S. has not worked for over flve years, duo to a recurring skin (euelna-
type) condition, wbich affects his hands. He~ Is tinder medical treatment, but Is
active physically, except for frequent bouts witb his hands. The, family Is tinder
public assistance. 'Because Qf the number of children iu the 8. family, they re meive
a greater amount of mnoneys and or goods through public assistance than they
wpiuld If Mir. 8, returned to work. As.1 understand the present Social &equisity.
law, there woit0d be no partial public asIStftnco available, to 9upplemnent Mr. $.Is
Income, it he were to return to work. We s an Unskilled laborer, who could un-*
doubtodly be trained to do other wo~rk than lie% cement work which he did for-
'uerly. He eptild wndjwqulo like'to work, buL Is reluctant to because he Vauniot;
earn as much "as is total 'public assistance amounts to, or the total public.
assistance to the 8--- 1#imily. The Is flu' Actualcse

wbcaI cate as an examplei of tliousauaat6 hilar fanailies th usbout the
Is ocel IA aind'I 16:dsng"_ot losing

the se1C-rqspot Qt his clblldren. Bqcause of puj Ina dequate'. piov) alon ormc
flogdoe . amendment to the Social fecufrity. , ucl 9ales are being aidversey,
affected.

,Self .r~apecting persons wolil atberwork, q e su ta live com~4l
and 'conttnus~r on handS.pt w1dc de xoj11p%, amues. A ja'w Ich1 doe 08
irovide6 pa rial public assistance ,Lto-supplemfent wprlctng i.1W011tq, 9tbillng t9

SATEaTB VILD S9J4MoNQ, IKXP9UTEnJ~T~ 't 8I~1~N
- ~ ~ 410o 'A4&TO ftALJ, I SM.B ,~

pAsrmthe~ Nth NationA fl bton of f~l'tgIt 06f WsOO tfvf* 6 bit

thf ie o It' %ihe' en
gatee colt eO tir%_R6tlRttMh ;4ot e~Ps its-

moje1 spec filaU& on
1'hb Natiodlf A-0~ttI !1 of t 1tall 1'WiVj M"l 0 V"-'66utury

a*& noMd~rtbat tb64 'U*ti i . 1 nde~ol 4MW? #4 tdratag,# A thfg~iiht
WWIIa stoiajvofloce tOlbe't I t)W*hbIeittekt d T tIC ,xe o60 titicon -01kctit.,
ly. The wiqdoin of establshing this Association Isniomm~i byi 6. ri t M4h

orkantgatiois 'eoibihi. -AW rhtdilcal eA'te 0*c$~ztff0W6 xe eohnt~ftW 'I Wp&ati~nj
their effect on .9kwers of pherpa aciel Is Teouin g In now dI ient4iofl4A dIlk;

'The NAX.D.' rntbth~ ls~~'?t''e"h ft ea
filled each yr nhenieStates. /5~j IV

*OurAssaob 'nhas a long hitoo ry ft~lin eIrtt'idey, ith d'eo (and
We have'4f-1 1b;ke ci.l vt aa tl1sfth I iumb, hdatfll A:.nd

14'elffaro Pe*1*zin aC Tiles XVfl I ahnd XtX hafve 'be44f ihVleuleitMds
V4 Will con~ze t0 ofter ouf ei MiQd '~ie '40A lts ip this" siIrit lid. t% Ith

thts~., bae gr ndta, 1" 'r ,. ' ' .
.1'g Aba isOi1i
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in' order 641hzpbiaslie our major concern with the existing XVIII and XIX
programs, our major recommendations are grouped and set forth) etow:1. Title XIX funds are currently eing "1s Q;fnje"r rg"Inh.
neighborhood health S enters as a p'art- 'f' the b ~e 'of Economic Opp~rtunfy
progtams.- We are o&sed to the "t1ree drug" prograin.' at theseD eenterdteeauke
thete"M11les'are having 'a (Iemorallzlng Wfect on Ipharma'6y- pwnerA and"it'
alloWedi tio ,continue -as'* planned Will 'destroy many Independent Pimacies.
These' "lfree drug", policies only ''dupliceate and prept exiftinig Ititle XIX
vendor dft' programs that'have' operated- sbccessfully for years 'hndtt vendor
medical assistance' pr6grAM9 piot to Title'XIX We hope tw OEO.drug
policies will be discontinued arid ~that Title XIX fundR will7'hot b6 further
authorized' for' Mich' O.IB.O. 'activities fin-lest'" a vendor drug 'program recog-
nizing retail pharmaiels'is adoj4ted, 'f -- IIII. I.

IDrug -store'destructioni withTItle XIX fund4'f inbighborboods the Govern-
ment Is trying to rehabilitate will be harmful to the'pOdr-ane disadvantaged.

2. The4 itiultiple pricing policies 6; drig, matnfaetitfr ar6 fosterhig and
encouraghig O.E.O, competitoril WVth existing Title 'XIX vendor drug program&'
Such 'prIciiig policies are' cr'eattn*'c-haoe iii the drug rarketplace -In many other
Ways which will be det~iied I~i' or later discussion 'of S' 220)9. We *4Ish to emi-
pha!ze, here that *oithln must be done'about this problems W eliminAte the
predatory competition theidrug' stome owir'fs novt facing In mai~y government
operaMd prokkkii. While ,we hv.fnade such 'efiftendatIbtis Pte&Iously
th any other committees and ~vrmrtoffielal, *e'feel empjhuisgrahould be

made here- epecially at a'time when 'the' ILH1. Task e 14 bbonsiderixig
senmuvPhtt"Aad "gverument phsdach'" acfd bwnd'drugstoreis

ie feel th6 multIl'xwicing policies df many -ompantes will be dtaled'to'
siie extentif 'their i-k'e 604eings 6)r 'ifdW to the'7 Federal GhVernmbi ' Federal'
agencies, and Departuient of Defense are made public and are pubhs1ied . h
pwes r~ That VAl11 atise ftrom srrh continiibuA .061cation of 0otfferfttnprices
wlU do muchb to brink hout' dMg'prIce equalliatioui, *reduced vielfavre and Medi
ftre drug expeniditdreei and'equal opportuffltlee Aor the: 1indipndefit'drug store
owner.

In the Ittert of more6inilcai welfare, and M Seicare dtluk programs, we
urge the Senat~ Plna'ne Committee t6~ brink aboint publcations of -'uhdr*-
"bids" tio the Fed&We GovernmetW

3. From many states our members telitue ti hey fav fto w~t Si months
to collect money from state agencies for Title XIX W96sriptions. Un *gkiiel, our
member are'" couplimentary about the vendor drug programs undew medical
assistance and Title XIX programs but we, hope something can be done about
th~o dleayed ppymemta~4. It -Is doutful thit a ny mrat dameor media aUca~ porm a
as Title XIX can be even' reA~bnably sucesfulwithout's drug program. It Is
our mconWnedatln tl~t' drugs bq, remooved. from the Title XIX ."optional" catte-
gory and'W~ome. at required service. If drugs a"* ivqilo and'adrnioitered in
time, Many Title XIX 'expenditures foi. hppital, nurslig ome and4 physician'.
services May be, eitnated or considerably reueISc 2)

5. Theu pqolfqts tedomof cho~ic sc. 027) nder, Titl XIX Is hi41hly de-
sirable but fro the standpoint. of drugs we recommend lthat anuch a- XIX 'pro.
vision, bo speific respecting welfare patet p nsng homs 'We have heard
of lowest bidder. contrma o for foral irren shome patients Ina a given
areq. IThis dest roy, the .freiedom. of choice concept and almost_ assures lower
qiUty phina celUiM Wevee

~&,~I, ~'~fredrg roras j~some states reur tht vendor pharmacies
no ci the state more, for a welfare grsrpln than the stores charge their

private pat00nts.-
'Sucba quemt sesfi and. n the publ, Pn. e, e eomn

ac' rov1ion for "~ite XIX And XVIII'
..Under Title 'XKVIII we Ireco j ed- tht drugs be Prov)4i . e Meicr

patient for home use. This be~nefItn should'be' Inorporateo J.A th~ Zredlca're law!a~1~.erll~tposet, date t~ p rebsta pdnwjghemepes

of uc a roramwih ay nteesedoffc Our rof
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&. The, great interest in drug benefits for Medicare and welfare recipients

strongly supports the inclusion of a pharmacy owner qn the LIBA,O. Council,
The National Association of Retail Druggists recommends that tj Council mem-
berslip specified in Sec. 162 be increased to 2Q members so that a pharmacy owner
be Inctded.If then umberremaint 40, we. recommend that 8ec 162 be amended
to specify the inclusion qi ,a pharmacy owner on the HI, B .A.O Council.

9. We strongly recommend that Sec. 220 which cstabt)hises a 21-member Medi.
cal Assistance Advisory Council (Title XIX) be amended tO provide that at least
two of the Uoiuicll members be pharmacy owners.

S. 2299; qualityy a'nd Cost Co ntr, Stan rd for l)rugs"..
The survival of the Independent drug stores of this countryand the survival of

many patients may depend on the'kind of drug legslatin Congresq adopts for
meeting the'medlcation needs of a very large segment of olur population. Since
the objective of S. 229) is to dea .with mapy.as)ects of the problem, S. 2299 Is of
crucil Importance to our association fikd to our membership. We are most pleased
with many of the tributes Senator Long and members of Congress have paid the
retail druggists when they bave discussed this legislation. Senator Long's recog-
nition of the ddily contribution our members are making In medical care pro-
grams have been most encouraging. We cetaInly abare hIs desire to see that retail
pharmacy owners and adequately compenA~ted for their sqrvIces In a government
drug program that emphasizes quality and economy.

In recent months numerous government documents and statments havT re-
vealed that drug cqsts have risen little It any In COmparlsonrwith the other com-
ponents of medical costs. We maintain this is s gfiffl.t qvideuc that our mem-.
bers, who are filling 75 per cent of the nation's preecriopfln, have kept faith with
the public and the goverpment.'We further submit 16" iults emphasis that
American competition Is still a trIbUte to otir democra~y.'Oqinpetilion an In-
centive. for efficiency and the price competitlo, In retail pharmacy Isgreater than
can be found among the other providers of medical service ,

W, feel it is in the public Interest that euch ompet0l0h in the drUg areas be
preseryed.,

With this background we are submtttlng eoimeits Andob v~tloins regaidiug
S. 2299 In it sincere effort to be helpfuL While we would be oppod to enact-
ment of many provisions of S. 2299, we feel our.. reasons may lbe of future use
f ness as drug legislation is cons iered. We are0gnia ht of the anliy changes
that must accompany the expanding medlcal care progr~.n'that ar certain to
come but fron our point of view it Is just as imnjirtant t4ralize what Is practi-
cal and workable as It Is to visualize whht O'ight be an eventual -Ideal. White we
understand the objective of S. 2299', It dQes not deal witp many 'tibJeets which
must be Included In an eventual home use'drug program for Medlcare patients. If
we supp_td I8. 299 without drugs for. home use coverage .would be en-
dorsIng Vpen-enude legislation. We' have rec6mmended,dtugs f71r the Medicare
home paent for many months and we feel 'they should b 'a'pait of'any legisla-
tion such as .. 2299 that establishes aut iorized drugs and payment procedures.
Our recommendation will. signfcantly redu*emany, hospital expenditures If
Medicare patients can get vitally needed drugs at home An time

. 2299 will not discourage the multiple pricIng practices of many drug manu-
facturers and It may even encourage an acceleration'of special pricesmto govern-
ment dispensaries, government agencies, hospitals and dispensing physcians ne
of the greatest steps that could be taken to bring better drug prices to the private
patient, welfare patient and Medicare patient Wo gd, be a requldme t that te

manufacturers prices and bdk to federal agencies be bublfihed, If something Is
not done In an effort to eq" .pies ind to end price dimln tion, many
retail pharmacies may be squevzed out f,bU'siness and phrn",y s r ces for the
public will be most lnaccesstble..

F• r miany years our members ave ben bombird4ttwith all 6f tjhe pros and
cons of generic drugs and brand-name drugs. We will n6t labor this issue, but
we want to make several points. We are opposed to aI rqihrement that will di-
rectly or lindlreetly.coipel the physician'to prescribe At d thq'pharmacist to dis-
pense thecheapest generic drug av~il ble. The'. adN" are that many of the
cheapest generic drugs are simply notavalable to'all Aia Aci .it arotghout the
country. Our members know.thAt t,$'% aid.p uk ntio' Is limited
eurrentIn ~i 4'ssuratces t ie*' can I a tc1161641" tvale Or'Mont

Isthtevptill sada~p reae i" ~ .~ re~uthap maufc4iers lia
as~uro adequatD4ei eqialenick~ btt pysl'adp r1et* AeioUCK
ssaur nce" t00 beause clinica l ao om$eran
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W~e are confjjent that mfembeii of the Nationafl Association of Retail Dr11skists
are,'cooperatiftdhiiy wi-th phy~ecans lit providing quality pharmaceutical prod.
ucte, generic or brand nArie. that aro. In the loatienta' best Interest

In this respect reference -should be inade to equItal ency tests_ by_ the Defen se
Departmeflt -and -hospitals that use IA foi~inuary. It 1.s often Observed that .the
retail druggist is incapable of such tests. In the first'place, the Department of
Defense' is spending several l million' dollars. annually on' such a prograni but
they are rejecting about 40 per cent of the drugs offered. A case might be made
for buying known drugs In flue first'place, R~egarding hospitals, about 50 per
cent of them do not have a 'Pharmacist so they do not have A formulary 'nor dio
they do any testing.' If Is probable that a high per cent of the other hospitals
are Incapable of doIng any more testing than Is possible In a retail drug store.
So the accolade, p aid'hospital formularies for cost savings may 66 a fiction.
There Is even less evidence that such iAnvings, It any, are passed on to the patient.
The facts are thAt the hospital mhy not even be buying the cheaper generic but
only receiving- pricek unavailable to the drug store. Here again the multiple
pricing proble~i Is creating chaos In the marketplace and leaving the impressions
that generic'dru&s tir6 cheaper and just as good a'q brand-name' iigs, %then it
is a brand-nAm6 drug that Is dispensed under the generic purchasing policy of
the fornmulary system devoid of any testing.

Until F., P. A. can give our members and the physicians much more arvurance
of therapeic equivalence than they haveiln the Past We Must Oppose the PRTand-
toi;.-y preseibingkQan l~sl sng, of generic drags on a price bas1W 4ontextipla ted
In the propose~ U.$.6? Ilry.

The facttate a1n can pay the differenreebetween what is allowed aind
ahihe~br'6 1 tgiye 4sA i1 well as the patient little comfort becdise out rdem-
hers will bo britimf~ TY' t ptntadrobably the physician.

The- Formulary Coumnttee provisions of S. 2' ' are a source o great 4Z neern
to our members. The eza f g reatest si*61fic~n0e are:-,o ilth i~iAc
owner know-what' 'drtginoduct to buy aiid how Will lie get thie-geherit6 d ng 9
spe-cified If they ore not avuiable in hL's city? How' often will thp F6iffiUlaiY
Committee k~ajig6" lott?, IoW' *it4ll owner dispoeof an int'entbri ihade
6bsolpe at 'the lAtF r o 'lati' Commi ttee nieeting? Wth tnore cont~ie~l pre-
scribing., wiljthor6, 1 atJelief foi the owner who suffers" Ail Inxewt* -, loss
due, to ob6 qsc~q 1 Ho ' 11Insurance carrfis codnt hurf~bre
nient tech91041p e 4" Vip1.'ivl menibers' Of profes.lon,; have time to- prep e for'

Formlary C~mit~eactions? Wfll aly. allowances be, made bt ontinthk~
patients on' drug k Af ,er C61%1u~t renioves drug frofn- Fotnmlat' M."ftl6if
refills could", 1e p'0* "(sturbing situations to a tIen.t" inc iay, of,these
patients il)AV ben 'on some-druxgo for year Mot inatguratin of pr~gramn.

While .w%. i i6Jre~sed6 our 60ubts of. the adissbilitf of creating"V A
Pornlary" oxiu ilttOl' that' w61Ul Attempt td estalls tbetapeutlc:, e iovinc
iwbwo F.'D. . 'co',i i be assufrancs as to such euaii?,we~bId riage
a foldher quest1M '&oerlng'adnlsttieot.

rf such a CdrtxI -e unidettakes re.spopsihlitty for all drugqa the'thsk -vv.l M
not only be ovi'. A Ing",'i I mpssble, i *h admitnistratie ol
ably could iei4erbe jhstlfled. ~~rb

S. 299 cul4cie-te rtove problemsv for retail phArmacieq In, thatla k4fibr
copid reeeive.a K'er4 'drug In- a hospital under the hsi~t'rnlrss

tei~ bu~ivht sW~'h~at ese to a nursin' oo fetxirib to hli o*4Wu~nd
suc a rug~tnotbe eyvred". uMOM-Wthe -drd*I i n'th U11. 8. Pbi&
niulry.~t'h~ wul4be oatunfir and th' lives Of ihiany patleh-tq dn such- A'tJ4~isa~ico~1n'ts ~Igt e joprdized -if tbeyv%*'f qsitehe to tuihtherpntV

coagulan whih te t.Vormulary Committee" iled. -Under, th4 okisAtn
Title XVIII law itis impractical to prohibit An' extended'ci acility Yfrdfru
htiAvng foiiaVarY c6mpiefsabla drugs -when lqsjhital.9 are- "nore to hv
forimularlei, Thla lma created a present' haridsh1p for exfkidl -care, facility
Patients Axi AilA~ ~ ce that '$'U* ply most of -the a rugs o M,6Vei ' p@
cent of nursing 11OM I to i disturbing tmat a government Jiolicy'tht Ailthxrie
pqwinpt for drvgs, del ndon what bed the pattnt Is In rather. than h~w'-b'k
he is or what',dise.e Ahas or what th6,oh sician thinks he needs. An TIM.'
.nterpret~tto o iI VI eiiin6 druKs created ths0W

See. ON ffOf~a)g~hay eboourage spec!an MIrloitatory
prices byt~~mnufaurers to hos pil, =8se~n haIin dt~s

It i81 in Ih prlcnreVt that tilese groups Ill less governnlel4 t
in the futu' A phat tr rIption'd.Iponsink fMr- bhoe patientsi 66 iestAR76d tW
retail pharmac. With the Secretary establishing price ranges for each class
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or type of dispenser (Sec. 2001 (a) (2) (B)] the welfare departments may even
ask for denial of free choice of pharmacist and attempt to direct all welfare
and Medicare prescriptions away from retail drug stores.

The Professional Fee mentioned in See, 2005 and the actual cost are of great
concern to the National Association of Retail Drugg~ts. It should be noted at
the outset that the percentage of stores that use the fixed fee approach It quite
small. We are concerned about any government pricing system that requires all
stores to use the same fee fixed by the government because it is too inflexible
and too Insensitive to operating expenses. A departure from a customary charge
badus with movement to the mandatory adoption of a: fixed fee approach should
take Into account existing duties imposed by our federal anti-trust laws and the
serious restrictions they place on the extent to which any association can become
involved in any price negotiations on behalf of its members.

Many proponents of the fee approach originally were trying to leave the
impression that it was a fee In addition to operating expense.

When N.A.R.D. members began to spotlight the facts we have more recently
been hearing that operating expenses must come out of the fee. A fixed fee on a
statewide basis may not be fair for some pharmacies with higher operating
expenses, This is the type of fixed fee inherently presupposed In S. 2299. It rec-
ognizes no variation In operation expenses or variation in professional services
or professional cOmpetence. The more experienced attorney or physician usually
charges more and is allowed more under any system because of more professional
or specialized experience. The professional fee for prescriptions recognizes no
difference In professional abilities but allows the same fee for a prescription
filled by a recent graduate that is allowed when the pharmacist has had years of
valuable pharmacy experience. Once again we find that the pharmacy points of
view vary significantly depending on what is invested. The store owner must be
conservative, be proud of our profit system and have an adequate return on his
Investment; consequently, he Is worried about an Inflexible mandatory fee fixed
by any government agency.

If the fixed fee does not meet the financial needs of 50 per cent of the drug
stores or If it is reduced every so often by the state or federal government so
that 50 per cent of the pharmacies cannot survive, or If the government agencies
-refuse to rala'the fee during inflationary periods and 60 per cent of the stores
have to losel their doors; this Will only be of historical Interest to the academi-
cians. t n b of h i t

e responsibility of the Ndtional Association oftRelt Druggists to its owner
members Is great and we feel the need for realism Is paramount.

S. 2299 contemplates the use of acquisition cost and the professional fee. In
today's market acquisition cost can vAry defending on so many factors that the
government expense In administering such a program could exceed the costs of
drugs provided. -

We are confident thAt the professional fe pius acquisition cost will be of great
comfort to the predatory discoflnt stores and mail order pharmacies. Those who
see the fixed fee as a means of emasculating the discounters are not giving
proper recognition to the intelligence quotient of operato,6 ommittd to destroy-
ing Independent pharmacies. The fee may become the loss leader gimick of the
1970's and if our members are locked in with a government fixed and flexible
fee for, fifty per ce1t of their customers -their problemA -With' their remaining
prescription business will be further mntgnIfled.

It is ironical that the hospital 'pharmacists' support of the fee gave it a great
momentunt of support when hospitals *ero told to tart itemizing services and at
a time that everyone knew hospitals were charging so much on drugs that thd
pharmacy - 4ejrtment was carryIng other money-losing departments in the
hospitals.

The hospital paid a fraction of what retailers paid for drug* yet they ofteh
charged more for tw or three pills'than a commu ity pharmacist charged ot
th e en tire p re scrip tio n . i 1 , ... .. .

In the interest of providing meaningful assistance to the Senate Finance Com-
mittee the 'National Association of Retail Druggists is engaged in 4' survey to
determine th costs of filling prescriptions. We believe we will have useful In-
formation. On te 'bass of current Infoin-ation It would appear that a govern-
ment, drug program thaI reimburses pharmacisti on a usual and customary
charge basis at thepreviling rate in te immunity will le much fairer than
a fixed fee plus aeuisitsn cost apprqaeh. We are confident the administrative
costs to the gov eim-Meli would be much less. - Z
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SUMMARY

1. The National Association of Retail Druggists speaks only for the owners of
independent retail pharmacies. We are dedicated and committed to representing
their interests..

2.. We support many provisions of HR 12080.
8. We are opposed to many provisions of S. 2299.
4. We strongly recommend legislation to provide drugs for the Medicare home

patient
5. We feel Title XVIIi XIX and XX legislation should state specifically that

federal funds are not available to hospitals and physicians for drugs that should
be dispensed in community pharmacies.

6. We feel welfare and Medicare recipients should be allowed great freedom
of choice in selecting their pharmacy,.

7. We are opposed to using Title XIX funds for free drugs in 0. 10. 0. neigh-
borhood health centers. This practice is at odds with the free enterprise and
profit systems and is using hospital pharmacists and health departments to
destroy drug stores. , .. ...... .", -- I,

8. We feel it Is inadvisable at this time to compel, directly or indirectly,
physicians to prescribe and pharmacists to dispense generic drugs of unknown
therapeutic equivalence on a cost basis when F. D. A. has stated their limitations
would make such a program unwise. , 

9. We do not feel the government is doing enough to reduce drug costs by
prohibiting the mutliple pricing policies of some manufacturers and we recom-
mend an immediate requirement that all drug prices to the federal government
be given wide publication.

10. We recommend that pharmacists be paid for Medicaid and Medicare pre-
Pcriptions. on the usual and customary charge basis at the prevailing rates

CONCLUSION

The National Association of Retail Druggists recognizes the monumental and
important tasks of the Senate Finance Committee and the Vo.e Ways and
Means Committee as this legislation is considered. While there are,,nany *pect
we have not discussed, we share the Committees' desire that government medical
care reflect quality and economy. Since our Association Is dedicated to this same
end, we extend our continuing otter, to render meaningful servicee and assistance
as the many problems are considered.

TaiRoRY ow GUAi, U.S.A.,
OricE or GuAm'8s REPRESENTATIVE IN WASHik&Ojg' -

Washinon,D.a.9 September a, 1967.
Hon. RussmlL B. LoNo,
Ohalrmat, Qommiltee oii )Nnatwo,
U.S. fe~e
Wsiu$st Me03 . o, I

DL~a M n. C Azut As the elected lAepresentattvep of dIan n Wash!ntn
earnestly urge your Committee to make changes In the provlsions of HR. 12$0,
the Social Secirity Act Amendments of 197, to eliminate inequities with respect
to Guamls participation, H.R. 12080 now Is under consideraq6n by your
Committee.

The Organic Act Of 1950 established Ouam as a Territory of te pitte6i State ,
granted a substantial degree of self-governmeint and' extended American citizen-
sIp tolte citizen-. The Island now has a population of some 85,000 lnd deelt th&
Japanese assault andOcupation during Worl# War I1, our per capita income has
grown to within $100 of that of the State of Mississippi.

However,; certain of the, public assistance provisions in the 'presdnl; lw iA-
criminated against Guam and, un~qrntaty H.R, 12080.s now, efore you does
not correct the Inequities._ .. ,. .,, .

At th o't'et, I wAnktlo make plain t fact that welfare as *ay of llfe l
neither popui4r nor desirable to the people of Guam, Our populat tn I# %fVer than
that of Ithe irgin Islands, yet du ipg'the, past two yqrs e have recelv6d only
aout half, t.e a.'omt{ redely,4 tnder 0 S6clql Securlty Act for public*8ssiSt-
ance by the- Virgi n Islands during the pas.t t,'W years. S uch' paYments have aetu-
ally decreased since FY 198.I
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As.compared to the Federal contributions av*ll e to the States, there are
three restrictions or limitation$ on the FWderal "re'vailable to Guam:

1. Thereis currently a $450,000 total lfitatineich year on Federal fuindsformatching pu blic asistance paymentS. No such lm]tat.on i placed onanY of the

States.
2. In the case of the States, the Federal share can amount to 31/37ths of a

single public assistance paymelit; however, In the case of Guam, the Federal
share can be but one-half the payment.
, 3. The Vederal share to the States may be applied to payments, of up to $90
per case; in the case of Guam, $45 is the maxim um Federal share,

In Sectlop 24$ of H.R. 12080, t Is noted that the tQta4 dollar limitation will be
Sprogressively ,lxiic~ase from $575,000 in Fiscal Year 1068 to over $1 million in
1972 and thereafter. This Is heartening and fully appreciated. However, permit/fie

,to point out that tle benefit is,or¢ aPpparaent than real.. Because 9f the double
penalty, we pay in TceivIng Only a 15, .7* Federai siare against a $45 case ceiling
(compared with up to.85% Of $90 to the, tate) -'the current Federal expenditure
on' Guam" for all 'pubile'assistance programs'is only about $16,000 per year-,-less
than ha!( of .the $450,000 per year total ceiling curreflly, author , f quitable
Federal contribtiiMs w , uthorz~l, the.actial Federal expen iture wouldstill lie less h ' n tcurr~enjgr projected limitation. •., .. ". . ...

A priarypp fohleq .ty ls the manner 'w which aein' s saie ksa c9.ta-
diction of the, e'qalzt feor" cet4and tbp marhig or uUL .'th
public ai-s1itaiceprOv~sioA 6f t he Social Sectrity -Act: Whereas, ie t dl bution
foriiulae 'in aq's ,Xederaj assistance. programs r~ecogftize the dlrn,, a .t~e
States' rilatlie fiscal capaitieis to supportt programs and service at a r ired
minimum level-t4e formula, co tained, in, ta- Sociol Security Act seems to
disregard the fiet that Guam can provide only limited benefits-and those only
through very, heavy, local. taxation. It therefore appears.that our needy are.being
penalized by. tho fiscal capacities of other, areas with a greater abilityto pay.....

-Again, Section 248 (e) of H.R. 12080 provided still another Instance of a- rather
gross inequity, from which we seek, relief through your. assistance This relates
to the Medicaid program, (Section 1005 (b) of theAct) for which Federal match-
ing ranges from 450% to 83% depending upon the- per capita income of each
State, Underthe:amendment proposed in. Section 248(e) of HR, 12080 Guam's
currently inadequate and inequitable Federal share of 55% v would; be reduced
to 599/-'0 -that of the most prosperous State of the nationwith the greatest fiscal
ability to payoi Frankly, It Is difficult for me to ,reconcile this proposal with
numerous provisions throughout the, basic Act and -the -proposed amendments
which relate the Federal ,share of !payments to fper -capita. income or are other-
wise related tolocalfiscalcapacity. ' .

I- will be glad to work youri staff In drafting specific language for amendment
to H.R. 12080 to correct these Inequities. .. .

7. Sincerely yours, . .
1 ~) -. AnToNrO'B. WON PAW,

SATEMRN x UnLTE ON D ALF, ow nu HEAI4H. IRPMU4NoxAqq5oNo

A ZMERI6 OF ABS0UTZO owII

Under P.,L. 89-97, the health Insurance business, through the Health Insurance
Association. of America, contributed Its :services to the Social Security Adminis-
tration In planningfor the administration of the Health Insurancl and Supple-

,mentary Medical Insurance benefits.,, Subsequently, five Insurance oompateswere
named as fiscal ntermediaries for hospitals, home health agencies, and extended
care facilities under Part A, (Hospital: Insurance Benefits). ifteetni ompanies

,were selected to act as carriers under Part B (Supplementary Medical ,Insur-
ance), These companies operate under-actual-cost contracts with no provision for
any payment for.other, than'demdustrable exxpenses....-...,

We 'believe that their efforts have helped to make this program function as
.-amo0thly 8-po~sble to the bettbrihent of all Its beneficiaries. , 1!I ;.

,

As might, be expected,-thlA,,ss:alb Intrlcatec-And!,bighly complicated' program.
-Therev are areas..in the fteld of: its adinlhlstration ,thatV remain, to be-, perfected.
.'his, measure, before your Committee contan'.*a, number of provisions designed
,-to allev!.atefrobenl areas andnimprove i the administrative- procedures.f the
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program. These, mhtt~rsIar6 broerly d.lcUssed in a statement presnted to this
CtPmmIttqe. bY the Afteen private insurance carrlors tind fiscal lnterfiediarles
We coi:eQ d their' eff rt4 aud the spirit WiIth which they have conducted them-
selves ih this program antd endorse all of their recommendations.

1iIPA~CT 0' TiiiX XVIi 61N PRIVATE iNY5UR'ACE,

The enactment of Title XVIII has had a severe impact on private health insur-
rance. A cogtly:and painstaking adjustment of coverage was necessary so that
private Insurance coverages 'would not unduly overlap th'e Medicare benefits.
Most group insurance contracts, a large proportion of which are Influenced by
the ,prcessee of collective bargaining, had t0 lie' rViveed on a 'case by case
basls. Employed persons other age 05, and eliilble for TitleXVIII benefits: re-
quiItd special-considerationS. Continued protctldn of a younger spouse or other

"'dependent of a ware earner or retiree eligible for Title XVIII benefits had to lie
Aftured. Siffilar adjustments had'to be inade In 4 large number of individual
p611les outstanding.

Many"instdtance eompanfps have developed 4-nd offer coverages fr brpersons Oged
66 and"ov4" to supplemefit the benefits of i'Itle XVIII. These take a variety of
forms, reflecting the varying desires of 'older 1ersbn for additional protection.
Our present estimate is that 9.4 million people aged 65 And over, havesome private
health lnsurnce coverage. The procesges of adjiSttnent and developing sup-

'plementary e0terage are still In progress and the full effect of Title XVIII on the
tllivate health insurance btislness'may not be properly assessed for a period of
years.
years. *9 ECALAbVtSORY COUNCIL STUDY or TIEt'bTSASLED

There is no doubt that there are disabled Individuals in this country who need
some form of government assistance to enable them to meet their medical ex-
penses. It, should also be made clear that the private health insurance business
does not assert that In every InstanCe Insurance plans go as far as might be
desirable in this area, but we do maintain that the basic mechanism Is there and
real progresses being made in what we think Is the right direction to provide
compoehensive knedleal expnse coverage for a vast majority of our population-
including the disabled. -. . - ,;, : A*

The House did not accept the Administration's proposal to extend Title XVIII
benefits to Inchide disabled beneficiaries, regardless of age, under the social se-
Srilty and rilroad, retirement syStems. We support the action of the House to
establish at Special Advisory Council to -study the 'problems arid coats related
to the inclusion of this group. We view this as a responsible Approaeh to pro-
viding for the health needs of these people and respectfully urge the Nenate to
preserve this section. I -' - " I 1 - 1 -.k:

There is a notable absence of current comprehensive data on the characteristics
of this particular group, their health care needs and their financial ability to
provide for their medical expenses. Administration officials testified earlier before
your Committee that new.data disclosed that both the rate and duration of hos-
pitalzati6f aknong disabled peis6ns were much higher than pi'vious information
Indicated. As a result, the Administration more than tripled their original
estimates for the cost (from$ $ billion to $69 million) of including the disabled
under Title XVIII. It would appar that this' recent survey places added emphasis
on the need for an extensive saalysis of the health care needs and resources of the
disabled before a determination is made on need for, or form of, government
easstance tti be6 provided.

Although highly commendable work has beendole to launch 'I'itle XVIII, and
many accomplishments can be recorded, it would appear that there Are numerous
problems which remain to be resolved before Its administration and full -cost
Imptet aen be evaluated and regarded as satisfactory. While experience Is still
limited, and final:cost figures on the first year of operatift are not yet available,
your Oommittee is well aware of the fact that there is every indication that the
costs of this program are well in, excess of original estimates. Under these
circumstances, It seems questionable whether this s 'the time to add new problems
andadditional cost requirements.,

The Administration's proposed Inelusion at thedlisabled, regaidles, of age,
.under Title -XVIII is also diuestlonable in view of the objectives and Ornliples
under which Title XVIII was ofginfally approved by OongresO. Title XVIII wis
enacted to provide a coordinated approach for the Snaneing of medical care
fokr those Individuals aged 66 ad over, It was designed specifically for the
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pdrtieular Vttbema of this aegroup -aiAd, With their health ctharacteristics
atiul hteeds in wind.,It is our belief that the- kind afid extefit-of dassistance which
the dtsabiedneed'do not appear. to be: best eerved by the- benefits. conta ined in
Title- XVJII. 'Tie! benefits contained tbe underr ire oriented .t~ward acute
hospitaltAtion, andrelated services. They do not provide, sumeent rehabdttjtve
benefi to or long-tell. custodial. type -c"r4 k iquired fo, many person disable!
six m6ntba or lounge.

*Public Law -W9? not Obly- contained. Title XV1lI but Also prol'ided another
new title wnder the Socia Security Act-Pltlo XIX-desiped to, furnish mnedi.
cal Assistance on behalf of aged, bind ' or pernanently and totally disabled mudi-
viduals and families with dependent children, Whose income and tesotirees ate
Insufficlent to meet Ithe cotS Of necessary Medical services and, raiallitation.
We strnfly believe that Title'XIX ft: the .'pr~gruzn to -meet the& heath-cire
r~quiremei~ts of special groups in need of assistance Tob Provide for the inclu-
sion of the disabled under Title XVIII -would be to change the concept of that
proktakni an unfteessary step, In view of teex iigmeehazieln'for health -Vate
inT11tIeXMX

* e therefore respectfully uggst, that the propodedSpeclal Advisory 60ouni
be directed to'take- Into consideration the assistance provided under Title XIX,
and other available programs, to determine whith best ineet6 ~exIsting needs of
the-~disabled. We staad ready to be'of service to the Couil ad suigges that
the health 1nstranco business be considered for representation oit the Coutkil.,

Question has been IrRised by the hospitals concerning the equity of the rein*
,bureemopt. t =IAMnl.prvid~ng. for tbe.-relna~wemenat of -bospitals for care of
-Medicare p~tiqut, whic, bee been. promulgated: In ,regulations , by -the, Depart-
wueut of Heth, 10ducgtioo. and .Welfare, -Ris the cowtento ofteospitals
that this woto of appaoipl cost. to MeIcae ptitents will not accurately
mease the "Ks Of, Qiarlug foe P4090~ eithr Qver Or, under age. 01. r -'

if the facts suppr this position It may mean that those persons, insured by
insurance V-0=2nes, and,4 those w6m pay for care from their o9n resources,
are, paying more than their fair share- of the total cost of hospital care as a
result of the operation of the reimursemnent formula.

The reports, of the House Ways apd Aleans- Committee and the Seate Finance
COimmittee oa H.R. Oft (P.L. 8947), presented the issne of reimbursing costs
under the Medicar program and heated the Loilowingiposition: !... the cost
of servime of individuals covered by Owe program wil not be borne by the mndi-
vidu~a not covered, ,and, the cost; ot, sezvoes of Individuals not -covered will
not be borne, by tbo proramY~ The health lInuranco bushwos suboocribes to this
principle and beleves that the admbn~stration of Medicare should adhere closely
to lt. '- - , - -~ "'- -' .i 1
,Although tbo apdts which *will provide an accurate pkcturof the cost of the

first year of operafion- under Medicare are yet to be completed we respectfully
urge twos Committee to examine carefully theo views of the hospitals with re-
spect to the present reiniburseaent, formula and take such stems as may be neces-
sary to. assure that-the intent presented in the Committee reports Is correctly
reflected in the administration of the Medicare program.,

- P30106WP AMEIANUZTS TO TITLES XIX MEDICAIDD)

itie x1IX was itp~e s a pravma"i which wotild- coneolldate and liberiliue
the Federa 1aW uerWhich tAte re*Olve 1emera1fundsU a" operAte their
medical assistance prgam so, s to make medical services more generally
available to those individuals with demonstrable need. This basI6 premise is, to
accordance with thq policy of the. Health- Insurance Association of America, wbh
,pjppoirts, programs of approp'rl4te governmental assistance In providing health
care protection for people iho lack resources with which to olktalzi private
lkeaith insurance..

110owever, 14 X~x contin, a new'cnept of the lxnjddai entitled to gov-
ernmient assistance, that of the 'iaedlcaly, Ind Igent." 'l.his is used to describe an
ndIuvIdaQ or family with enough Income for basic maintenance but not enough
to Meet health care 6o*p. Largely because of the application of thi concept, the

Ruvept. 10o. 21 8 9thjotir. lot Best. 82 (105); and S. Rept. No. 404, Part 1.
th g., lot *o*l --

88-231--07-pt. 3--44

'A'143
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intial .ost of the program md, estimates. of, future costs greatly, exceed theexpect tons ot.ongrs& We fed. th 6weept of the "InedcAlly indigent," aspresently ope for. nterpreta tl by the Individual .State, has created unree-
sonamble implementations which could include a considerable portion of the adultworking population of moderate Income in some Statem the Rptort of the HouseWays and Means committee on H.R,. 12080a stated that they expected Stateplans under Title XIX "would afford better medical care and services to per-sons unable to pay for adequate care." However, the Committee continued bystating. it, neither "expected nor intended that such, care would supplant health
Insurance presently, carried or presently, provided under collective bargaining
Agreements foridividuals and families In or close to an average Income range.,,

The health Insurance business was founded, and, exists today, upon the prin--ciple that virtually every Amerlcan Is medically Indigent to some extent with..out some form of protection against the unpredictable cost of health care. To
combat the financial drain caused by the catastrophic Illness. the health Insur-
4ice business developed major medical'expaie Ineuxance which available toall Americans of moderate income. Last year, Insurance companies covered
4ver 56 million -peow under age 85 for major.medical expenses-over 5 f.l-lion more than.. In 195, All private Insurers, Including. Insurance companies,
covered almost 149 million Americans below age 6S.for hospital expenses at the endof 1966. This was 85. percent of the United States civilian, non-4nsttutionallsed
population in that age group-over 7 million more than the number covered the
preceding year.

Those who do not have the financial resources with which to meet their routinemedical bills should surely qualify for Title XIX. But we do not feel thisprogram was intended to cover the.area of catastrophic health c0ots for lndi-
iduala who do hatvb -the -moas to,~ purchase private, pr~to.t"oti 6g~inP suchvnntlakenciesoe rwho. have such, protetion' provided1 for them by virtue of

employment. It- therefore appears desirable for' the 1Federal: Obvernment
to place some reasoniable limitation &n the deftnitiobn of the I"midleb.U11 Wnigent"for whichBe eral mat fuAl nd ould be available. bnder Title-XIX.Sec.on,220 of thl measure' Is proposlng'-for all State plats' dprovet! after
July 25, 1907, that 'edeial sharing 'Will' not be available 'f61 'fallie'Wh08e
incomes exceed 183% percent of " highest amount "ordinarily paid t6'.'efAmilyof the same size (without any lntebeandresdur&*) in the form 'of mohey pay-
ments under the Aid to Families tvlth'Delendent Chlldreh pipram., The Seere-tary Is given'discreftln- to inake, appropriate adJdstmeiifA, Ifla State Abpli0$5'uniform maximum tofamilies of dlffeteht slies. A further tNat-0f the'fnatch~bllitt
Of State ekpendlture, Is ijirevided by settluk a figure of l33W; Ipercenb t f- theaverage per capital Inoine-of it' State as the upper liMit on Federal saltarlng'fWhen
applied to, afamily'of fodr under the, fntle XIX 'program,,Thlt figure, would ,bO
proportionately reduced, 6r. lhreased t6 reflect, the' levl for, smaller. or, largerfamily groups. For States with plans already approved, the limit of Federal
sharing under beth tests would,)e 150 lrcent effective July'l,1968, -140 percenteffective Januar.,1;1969, and 188 percent on January 1, 1070.t '. , '-' ".We support~this iCtt6n of the House, but it appears that these llm|fatfobs msfy
produceinequlties In some of the States. Specifically, It may result In the exclusionof individuals eligible toreceive cAsh' assistance payments fromrthoprovlslon of
medical assistance under Title XIX, -- H ... .. , " - ;In order to keep this program within the realm of what we believe is Its Intendedobjective, we respectfully suggest that this sectionbe amended to add the provi-
sion that In no eyept would the operation of the limitations exclude from Titlexi x Federal iting ,Tfiis:t0r' Sny 'fiv{dhAl - 0r;' all 'elig) , 'o , ,lymoitl .cs A . . . I . . . le t r e
monthly 'cash abstahce !ayhMents'from a' State. We feel 'thet tts Is noessary
and in keeping with resonable, atd' for eligiblity und6Y11tle XIX based
on actual need. ana'd _ or elgblt ne( 'teX ae
- Seftlon,'226" WOuld establish a.Medical 'Ad* qbry Council td advise the Secte-
tkry on rnmers of, gen'tt poily 'l-i'the adbinistrtton of inedleal assltikile'(lncltiding'tle i'eatfo'shlp 6fTitles XVIII ad XiX)'and la'ker 0undftl~ns
for Improvements In such administration. We support this, provis10,1ihnd believe
that rep r6 tatveA' Of thO' halt' In'sUraiieb saItess would'r,&h 'vitalAsset to
this Coulclil and hope tha we are Invited to'prtcipate Z

The vle*i presented are based nthe 1b6g'expelenoe of ^6uft YmeIbior 'ti leain pt6vidln'a '4lsk-6preadhnit mechtiA111mi fod th imanclng of medil c'dA re i:theyreflect our sincere appreciation as individuals of the personal and-social com-

H.R. Rep. No. 544, 90th Cong., lst Sees., 118, (1967). ' . " "
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plexitles which surround the economics of medical care. The health insurance
business is increasingly aware of Its commitment to, and involvement In, the
quality and availability of health care in this nation. We are attempting to dis-
charge this obligation in a manner )both responsible and proper, to the betterment
of all Americans.

STATEMENT SUBMITED ON BEHALF OP THE 15 INAURANCK COMPANIES PARTICIPATING
IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF MEDIOARI B WILIM 0. WHITE," J.4- CHAIRMAN,
MEDIOA=R ADMINISTRATION OMMIrnEI HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OFAM~ERICA . ,

This statement is presented on half of the following insurance companies:
Aetna Life & Casualty; The Travelers. insuane Company; Mutual of Omaha
Insurance Company; The Prudential Insurance company of America; Nation-
wide Mutual Insurance Compan$; 'Connetticut GenilLile hilSurance Company;
John Hancock Mutual Life Inurance Comtqny'; ' The Equitable Life' Assurance
Society of. the United $tqtes; Metropolitan Lfe' Instiance Company; Pan-
American Life Insranco. -Qomlhy; ContinentaV Casualty Comoau; General
American ife Insurance i Uompany; Occldentil Li'fe Insolranee Company Of
California; Unloti Mutual Life 'Insura ce Coinpauyj; And Pilot Lige Insurance
-Conpauy. ,Collectively, these flftee Mnkice toznpMiles'tender centr*6t with'the
Social Security Administration Ipay Part B"(8uopliientary-Medlcal - IlsuraLnce)
benefits to approximately. eight 'million beneficiaries, incltding all'the'Rallroad
Retirement beneficiaries '1vo o a se~v~d * 1Th Travelers Insuraince C6mpany.
The ftrst fve companies A1Uo serva di fisdl hr1nf edlai4a for hospitals, home
health agencies, and eited6d care facilltO: idei' Part A Hospital Insurance
Benefits),' pr .en' , ,,...

In testimbn*,"'pr 'et 0n c 8,'196T, befotrethew iomnlittee oin 'Ways, and
Means of the' If6se' 'of Rep*. entative#, We ,6x e,d Our concern 'with the
,problem faced by thit Medicare beneficltiriesin the'colltiction of Part!Bbenefits
for physician service AS the Act now stands; Section 1842(b) '(3)(B) (11) requires
that a Supplementary Medical f)enefit payment which is based onxcharges "will
be made on'the bast d6f aiefcelpted bill, ' ror the basis of an assignment under
the termrs0'which:the rea6nlle' charge is the full charge for the service,'. The
percentage of physicians accepting'fissigiMent under Medicare variesconsiderably
from one ard to another b the - Verall' percentage appears to-be about 50%.
-This mekni thit in'AbWit'half the casMn a beneflciary must secure sufficient funds
to pay thie phsflolan's bill in' full before'he tan receive akiy benefit payment from
Medicar, When theaiOunt of thebill islargei as many of them are, the bene-
Ilciarymiy have tO-borrow money lt'eonsiderableperional-Incouventence ;or
sacrifice, to pay th'e physbcian in Orde0 tObe:able to prOsent the carrier with the
necessary recelpted bill.'i '" '' -' .' .

We are pleased that the House of Representatives- took cognizance ,of, this
latter situation and p0posed to rebledy'it by means of Section 125(a). While the
principle of permttl; benefit payments to e based, on-'an unpaid ite gied bill,
which is enunciated In Sectqn' 125(a), is sound,- the administrative requmreme~ts
.specified thereln"- 'nUnduYi$ complicated."As Ithis section now stands it. w l
Increase iather than decregab the complexityof administering Part B, and hence
probably* will. delay &yrAient a nd increase ad ministrative cost. a.'Eqvally, 4pPr-
tant much dissatisfaction on the part of- both beneficiaries and phyq.cilns .wz
result. We believe the unwarranted administrative detail can and should be
*stricken while pr.ev~ng.the principle. aSpecifically, S io 125(a) "re4uIre that teu upaild iltmed bill is submitted
by a, physician within a grace period, t9, be OiWv)Qed by the Secretary of HEW,
:and is in an amount.which is, determIne_ to! ,e reas6nMble the benefit"payment
is to be made to the physician. Otherwise p~ymient I4 to be "nide to the beneflicaory.
If the beneficiary submits an unpaid itemized bill during this grace perild,the
carrier may not pay the beneficiary,:immediately , but must. set up a special
suspense file. The' claim must be held until the gra. gperod' .has e -0regI or
alternatively, the carrier must contact the, physiciant, o)an assurance that
'th6'physician will not exercise his right to clain pyment during' tl grbce
period. . ,.'', i2' ... f,. . .-

While the carrier may notify the beneficiary ot4e uaovol ble' delay in'Michd
a claini situation; the beneficlary, *ill not be happy with' Op. A ayeno in' most
Instanfes will not- understand the reasons for; it., I the eh, t ,ait e'.Artder
•attefpts to eiedite settlement of theclaim by contacting 8the b.hian or ,the
above-mentioned assurance that the physician would li I otht m Self mavi wif
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for payment, the physician may react unfavorably to this contact. He may either
feel that his furnishing the beneflelary with the. bill was sufficient evideuveof
his Intent not to collect from the carrier or he may ntend to collect and is
merely furnishing the beneficiary a copy .of the bill at the beneficiary's request.

This procedure Is required as a result of the language in Sectloq 125(a) (2)
(ill) at page 47 of UR. 12080, lines 17 and 18, which reads "... and within such
time as may be slecified In regulations.. " and on page 48, lines 2, 8, and 4,
by the words"j. . fails to submit the bill under Clats0 (1)-within the time opel.
fied or.. I". 'We thkrefore fteinminnd that this *ordlng be deleted. The recos.
mended change will perinit the carrier to process benefit claims promptly on the
basis of the first itemized bill received on a particular claim, whatever the
source. This will avoid the delays, misunderstandings, and the burdensome ad-
ministrative costs A4ociated With th'e Maintenabee of a Suspense file, all of
Which are Inliereft fi the e6isthi lai gage.,

There Is, a second provision of S&tion UNA 11 ()(II) which, If eliminated,
would avoid complleatl0im in administration and relatlis with physiciansaid
benefilciaries. This prolsilon prohibits the carrier fro l niaflng payment'to the
physician In those cirCupstanCes Where tbe carrIe6 finds it' f necessary to base
its benefit payment on an amount 1es0 t*n the full charge b bw on the itemized
bill. Instead, the dete s~ned benefit Wolld be paid to th'beflelay.

AVe would biggest thit & better result Would obtain It the chrrier could pay
the physician the determined reasondbIe change (when the physician has sub-
mitted the Itemized bill, because his eatotion wtuild be better tihnn If he were
notified that the benefit payment had been iade O the beneficial similarly,
the beneficiary would have a mere favorAble reactofi' because ths benefit plAymet
bad been made in the manner he bhd anticipatd-directly' to the physician.

To accomplish this improvenient we recommend the deltion from Section
125 (a) (a) (111) at page 47 of the words in lines 18, 10, and 20, which read ",.. cld
the full charge is found not to exceed the reasonable charge for the servlce..
and at page 47 the words on lines 22 and 23 and at pgle 'I . line 1 1... either
because the charge made is found to exceed the :0isoneble charge for' the
service, or ,

Another matter of concern to the fifteen Insurance companies Is the lead time
for Administrative changes which will be permIttedo btwen the enactment ,f
the Social Security amendments and effective date of those amendments. This,
we are sure, is also a matter of concern to the S(ocial 8e urilty AdnminstratiQ.
We want to continue to render services to the Medlcare' bqneficlary In the most
efficient manner possible. Throughout the past :ear All of '0s have Improved
our processing of Medicare claims to minimize the time la between' the idb-
mission of claims and payment of benefits. Certain changes proposed in M.R.
12080 will require considerable reprogramming of computer operations. Also,,'f
course, we do not know the final form the Social security amendments miy tAke
after consideration by the Senate.

We respetfullY suggest, therefore, that a small committee ot the_ cArriers 'Vork
with members of the lnance Committee and Its staff au with' the SiiclAt .
curity Aftlinistration to evaluate the time needed for the Implementation or
each Amesndment affecting the Medicare program. WV1 assure you thit we h',
no desire to delay the effects of the proposed changes and, of course, will .wbrk
to implement the amendments in the Interest of prompt and efftvcl'e service to
the beneficiaries.

Comments by Harold 0. Swank, Director, Illinois Departmeht of Public Aid

CHANO S PNoRos08 By H.A. 1208 IN VtJt PR6oAAMS FoR At) o FAPMAUts WITH
DMEINDENT CUILDREN (TITL'x iV AVIDC) AND Mrf, ci ASSJATANCTn (TITix
XIX MEDICAID)

The changes proposed it th' AFIDO amidMedicald programs by tile Committee
on Ways and Means in f.R. 120F0 (whihlc ham painsed tht floin.e nIdlis now umiler
consideration by thLe Senate) differ eonslderably from those cotitaned in the
Administration's Bill, H.R. 5710, fot which the Committee suhstituted I1,t.
12080--and the proposed changes have caused considerable discussion among
those interested in welfare adninstration.

The Illinois D6artniebt of Public Aid-which administers these programs In
Illinos--therefore Wishes to Inforto the Oongressmen and Senators from Illinois,
and others conceed, of the Illinois Department's reaction to the Bill's prO.oais.
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OUIRALL VIE.W
F'romn an overall -view anil In terw-- of their devclared-objectlves, most of thenineltdlnents are colistructire. If adminlivered with vigor and Imagination, theyshlad prordo both -the Federal- Department aii( State, welfare agencies withprogram management aids that, over time, sliolild einlarge public understondig

aind ,ulplort, as well ass Flow or reverso,,the presejit trend towards higher AFD)C
With certain major exceptionsm pind vome minor fab~islnwnts, the reforms pro-

po~zed by the Bill would initiate o:n a nationwide scale measures already Inoperation In considerable "eope, in 1Zllitols-and proreil effecclrc-and mnothierareas make pomilble -further reforms long advocated by the Illnois D~epartment
of Public Aid and Its LegIilative Adrioory Committee but up to now proscribedtoy Federal la'v or by the Federal Department of Llealth, Education and Wlel-fitro's. lInterpr~iatlon of Federal law,, A4 general Iplcttre of the present Illeiprogram and Its background Is giveji In the pamphlet (Attachzueit A) The Story
(if I'ibflo Aid to IIn11ois i particularly lage-48 through 18). IThe Bill has several, features wlilvb we lielleve merit- partIicular'suiplort, In-eluding sonp, that have. drawn Atroiig~opposhtlon from "oe segmentq of. thlewelfare, community. Chief antiong these Issues8 is comip ulory aecepta nee of employ-
ment anid training by adults and out-of-Kbiool tfcupgers In the AVDO program.including mother for whom suitable child care, arrangements can be piade while,thte mother Is employed or lIn training A i111. we believe,-has demonstrated thenecessity of these provisions. We shall theretorgq PI; t , in cnd IVbl hetal
our reitsons to spor~ ti and po of thq other p~oied reform In the
uaIto31aAVM~program.__. ~ ~ 'Th~ Bill also l bs, eertaip tea tures wbich will defeat, the P O~ tVe sonht iby
tilCmteia the , orh~ cbaigRu ftpops or';q FP program-n!atlciar, tepoosed restrictions. a time 41KC-VemA o~ program and thiproposed fr~e4 1' on t4'. u4boont parent segz~qxit, tp _08,r '0 pror, iii
proposes certa In' correct Ions we belliv erroneous for the.I 1~d icn papawIn particular, the t#~etliod -of correcting thje prllt'joyso and t1
other changes ~wb 'Ch wouldd more eftep'ively, (Vr V~~w csl ~te~u
the orIgInal ~el)to nparticiltar, Ihi' ")Sfatetipii of ?t~t ..rt torkauuand..the ninxalure. If- not 1Availd, colicpta 'uor I~~l the pew aniuer-

lrel e4.Moare progam Time4qnrs PA~ b 11 r~1 ~ mpo;qwe $hall qet out our rtflR~llsfer $0hso im.- Pt'->~
l~~tuallAs WOW r3~~ ie t relyey 94k,9A Wiij li rfrmiptsog aPii If the other changes thie BildeIoti r oleflyefect IT i

a requireumep4tt, each, State. cocii ~ pIrA0~pI6ijnhke'
assiqI4tanee, paypxiqPmt a0prcm .

Areciu Iremat along V14~ ~)ttn ir I~ Atn11 r I' ~~ *.6UtO), but thgt ~Iltal to cI~ m PoeeisryFea v Iieomepnlower -and qpperlrajtj Qtc" % cetb e 4o sndards~ .9),l htprorcuss both the neced fr ~qOP019JJqpOO !il A' 1 -O tQc~fhminlit be applldp (tri of!hft~ /rwcecprql~Cea~rs
Knolowing, in more'retanl, are te Illino~ ~~a tmno mk'4 il ~~ieMi.

inents and reco~nu~ndAtlon*. -, '.

liieasur'eh it pipo- for tbb AlpO MaraI ah s 4 h t~id'th at ofip V~ ilrf~t fhe'hptltojpirtlm i 6t M ib~ itlvT i&'t$t
Allot~~~~~~~111 r,, dirt r~phl It thli"Vitafil rmbldesrk~,fo ltwa7t

of this egr~lo ievet- fe Ii nlsr 't~tif the oIeFa h 'oW

the tactots b~himldJ ot"t5 .- id stotth OIngt.4h Sti i Fed~tl OPiftlefitftS i Acut i in + ftoit I r~c~cp~I Wtued d Irtlh16fhtk I _o) it'd
Ykalues dethaed* ai the p,'4b1k'a ji id. #'We ~i_'t

belev #Okb *rthMii 'that JFlit'e taibe dh~ 1W abeolstr'uct i0mmbl0to0 6ffMmiiiIl' Adfal irL##ltddaUf1~
(of 0 * ec~eu en010m~ 1k 1616 ,1io Ifftmk et *~ I ? q Ia~ fq~'btil~IllfI t10il Pblemeans for IMpm0oflri the family litbation Atlyd dNrl~i fikttvlty -lotsl-tptr
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and Independence, Costs will be understood-and supported-only if benefits cen
be demonstrated for recipients and society alike.
- On the basis of Illin s experience and management philosophy, -the Illinois

DelJartment'of Public Aid dUpports the bulk of thfe reform in the AFDC program
proposed by the Bill' (provided certain' thinor amendmentA and clarifications; as
noted, awe made), raising major 6bjectionohly to the following:

1. 'The proposed restrictions ii thb'AFDO-Unemployed program.
2. The proposed freeze on the absent parent segment of the AFDC program.
With the modIfication§ oei'clarlflcations noted in ertain Instances, the Illinois

Departrint of Pablic Aid aiplports the following proposals: , ,
1. Makin; it mandatory' (rather than'ojitlonal) -that the States frni3sh all

adult recipients in the AFDO program-4tsludhig tolherh---and teenage children
out of school, With 'hose services Which will'develop their potential for employ.
ment or for advancement id their employment (Section 201 of the Bill)-and
making 4t mandatory that th'0fowegoig'reciplents accept employment In which
they 'are Abli to engage (0eftin 204(b)!0f the Bill)'

Antedating the service ainendments of 1062 to the tFederal Act; IlliMiOs pro-
vided In its AFDO program the base education, vocational training, employment
counselling, and child care services which the Bill would now require In every
State.,'

It also has required that mothers vaill themselves 6f opportunities for em-
ploynient or training In all cases where the Welfare of the children wOuld not
be Imperited and sultabl6 Arthngements could be made for child care during themother's absenee for traiiningOr *ork. '"

'As a rest, thelihols',AFDO recipient load in Muly 196 had 'deoreated
by,5.0 percent from July 1962--compare04 with a national increase 6f 02.0 percent.
Thtidtrend hab coi tinued into 1967,' although at a reduced rate (for reasons
which *i-be ihdkited 'dt the end 6f our comments 6z the AFDC program). The
!llnols 'AF * ! dt load )&n4 ared with that of other: large industrial
StAtes'ls sh0Wi tnW tabl. g on as Attachmerit B to this Statement.

Ol1arificiN-e6h id
a. 'Iendorig thinkk atu'e of the" 1Il, we are assuMIAg that the (Yonmittee

(as atted in itS Report) intehd that'this eopcet of maximizing the employment
Potntial of AFDO recipintlinlude e&ncouiragement of the childreft to remain,
in chgoi, at least tht'ongh high schbbl. The Mane'ewould apply to AFDC children
capable of education beyond high khool and eligible foi aid under' Set oh 406(a)
(B)" of the present Federitl law. we are Informed thit article in the qeW York'
Times construed the Bill as not exempting children in school from the employment
rreMsntV'To remov46 all dotbt, the Committee'* intent 4hotld be stated icWhfin

5elot201.
.t.'We "are also assumingg t t, in determining Whether a mother should. be

ecftulred to accept.suitablrenloyment, ior onstderAtion will e given to the
welfare of the clddren and i6ceptance of employment requi red only if appropriate
arrangements can b made for the care ahfd 'protection Of the children, during
the mother'sabsence from the home This pioision iS nade in aeetion 204(a) of
the Bill relativo- to Conimimity Work and Training programs but not in Section'
264(b) denying aid to' those refusing employment '"without good casee. The
child protective provisioshou1d be made applicable to both and ¢dearly stated
in the amndatory language. I - I I *

Except for this omission, we believe with the Committee that Preparation for
employment on a oompulsory basis offers the best and only avenue of escape from
poverty for mothers and their children aided thr6tigh te AFDO program.

vi the mother a choice betweenn the minimum subsistence provided by
a nd Sed -splort for hersef and children)-4, has been urged by some
as appropriate, P i pql~cy7,iqloth inconsistent, wtth the broader funclons
women generally Including the poor, have establt i d themselves in present
4ay America and pidmcal to, the ultimate welfare of the children if they are' to
be provided with models of parental figures participating to the extent of their
abilities In the uiainstream of American life. We believe further that thisd'choice"' philosophy, ignores the dcmntql condition, 4surroundingch1d rear-
Ing, In our urmn center and the 6dsto cultural ad juAent that, are provided
mothers , we I ap' childreii by the developing day carepP. gfns This isoring ofpresent day facts of lfe-cmblned, With qon s~aAfallure in the, past and
also in the present BIll to reqwr$e ,,eq'tates to i13cdel, thelQr A .programs
normal families, with the 'father present but unable to snpp ja ian dent livei- ,
hood because ,of! tpmploYent, underemployment, or, low r.tnge fom,,a.
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time emP ono n|t-has contributed, we believe, to the high proportion of absent
father and "lllegitimate parenthood" cases on the AFDO rolit.

On the urgent need for additional day care facilities and other child care ar-
rahgemets' (including use of AFDO mothers to care for the children of other
APDO mothers; use of homemakers; and other approaches),we' mut call atten-
tion to the scattered, uncoordinated,, and totally inadequate approach now pre-
vailing at! both Federal ' dnd' State levels.' Federal funds are provided- through
numerous Federal laws (Title V, Child Welfare Services, Title IV AFDO, The co-
norle OpOortunity Act, etc.). Yet, in IIlinois,,In the 12 'counties (Alexander,
Champaig'I Coki Lake, Macon, Madison, Noria, Sangamon, St. Olair Vermilion,
Will and Wir ebago) In each of which there are currently over 1000 children re-ceiving AFDC"for a total of 180,46 children-there are currently in operation
only 694 day care centers with a capacity of 20,6Q9 children. Even if this capacity
were doubled by ushin two shifts In each faNclity, the need'would, not be met forAFDO cpildren-let alone children of other mothers who are working or taking
training fowork. -,-

Faced +lth this' hick of facilitles, the Illinois Department-of Public Aid haK
establlshed,"In operation With the -school districts and the State Superintendent
of Public Insteuction, child'- care facilities in the full time' Adult Education
Centers for public aid recdplent6 now in, operation in Chicago,- Cairo, Danville,'
Decatur, East' St.; Louis, Eldorado, Mattoon, Peoria knd'Rockford. -'

From our experience, We havOco6ncluded that the !Federal Government and
the' Statis might -Well ebhsideir elifiln atng thepiPAent fragmentation' and In-
adeqUac lI thefteld of.day caVrO fo-childien by making day care'a part of theregular functioi of a #ehooiaj#1em.'We O6nvlsion a Program whe1tunder school,people .nd hl14 *elfttageneoes'w6ul j6;1fttiy 'tt standards andiprogram con-
tent The 'er0lc would 'either bt i 1ded" *Ithout charge to afl children who
needed the'1 ervice, Or charges, ilght be' eftabliShed on the 'basis"O'f os-with
mothers unable to pay th6 char g e quallfylne for' public 'aid for te Lnecessary
supplementaton. In other words, w beliefe a p6tram for Child Care Supple
mentation will meet an urgent 'modern ieed-iln the same 'way that Title 'XIX
coveraeof the Medically Idigent-has ietan urgnt modeif need.

c. 'We hin lO'suigta Iinl-aUiou? t hA" (*pjletneted the pro-visio. in adftdm o'f 'O Feeal otf--wll: qualify for the ile#wted 85 percent
matching for these services the Bill mikes 'vallable until 1909.,"We have hadelperlence in the pabt of'being dentedithe-more favorable Federal matching
provided by the Congress "to encourage implementation",6n the basis that the
C6sngrses intended only that #.et efforts -be ' twieded. If there isWany possibility
thlt Illinois, will 'again be penalized for Its Initative, we' i6est that. the BMt
dafty its',iiten# toov 'the seMr " ii' a iao taft.:

2.l.Maln tm a d"r fatherr' th-' optionil) that the States develop con-munit. Work and tra tg p o.eam f, r.AFDO'reciplents, adding Federal, match-
big, o .fmnJ' su'pervision and matoclal costs'for such programs, and retaining

in .w;nd tbei State public 6ld'ageies the responsibility fordeveloping and
maintaining the programs (Section 204 '0f the Bill). " ' . ', ....... -,. Illinois Is on6 of the 12 States noted in the' Cmmittee's Repot as -having
established such a prOgram., Infact iuch of the *ordlng in the present provisions
of Section 409 of the present' law au4thorizing' th programeClosely/'parallels'
similar provislons in the Illinois Pub1'Aid (ode. , . ' I .

These 1llin6is public service and trainig bi-grim--closey related'to the case-
work services and designed especially' to overcome the many handlkPs presented
by r iplients with extremely limited employment Kotential to begin with-grew
up oat of iecdcitty Without this prior highly indivlduallzed and carefully super-
vised work and training experience,- Wefoutd thlt the recipients covered had
little eance of gaining acceptance by the Department of Labor's Manpower
Dveopmext and Ttaining program' or training programs offered by other
agencies. Th[y were rejected here as well 'Rs by private employers. Now, with
their major handicaps treated successfully through the welfare-orlented program,
thenhave moved on to succe s both In Labor's more advanced training programs
an' i private employment. '-

We'arO therefore glad' to 'see that H.R.12080 teJeeted the plan to-divide au-thority with the Department of Labor, as oISrlously V*eposed In HAt 6110. It 16
our tiderstandint,: however, that the Senate is being urged, ront various dl ,
reaction to'restore the'divided tuthotity Pjwoosed in HR. 5110! WeoipOie tAhe
reeloftW n-4oth for 0 eeboe tot.'edSeas 40e deft ft Imwrer
thdt'Phdoerat' iWM'shul p#V4 out'the 'deldiled admint4ti arrannsae
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Stfato should make for carryfig out a program fInaooe4 in, part by Federal f undo.
The States should be given appropriate leeway for establishing the administrative
structure best suited to the proigraw conditions within the St~tte.( In tbis Instauce,
the, Bill. otherwise provides for maximum, utilintion of Manpower Development
and Training Act facilities and other resonrcesi prob1~o an private, WIth ]Federal
nos well as other resources not evenly developed In all States, each State catp best
determine the most detective plan for both Immediate and long range goals.

&. Requiring theStates to adopt an action-program for, obtalament. of child
support,, establishment -of paternity, correction of unsuitable ho coditions,
and reduction of Illegitimacy through family planning and other services, with
attendant development of cooperative planning with law enforcement officials and
Federal contribution to the costs Involved In enforcement proceedings (Section
201 of the Bill).

All of these measures have been pat of the llinoisaAFDQ priVgrans for 80me
years.

In 19M5, to Improve Its enforcement procedures, Illinois cent ralised'in th'e offce.
of -the Attorney General of the State the responsibility for taking to the courts
all cases In which court action was Indicated. He Is empowered to do this, through,
his own special staff -or through the, State's Attorneys In .the several counties of
the State. Prior to this remedial legislation,,the Department of Pkiblic Ail Jotten.
had to stop short of -necessary court action, because the locali State's 'Attgypeys,
were unwilling, or unable~bemu",eof tbe coots irivolveoi, tp undertake tbe acilon.
To date, however, the Federal Pepartmen~tf ]Realth, Educatiop, And Welfare has
refusedto match costs Incurred by the, Attorney General of, Illinois q~ lis operk.,
ttons for the Department In tbls, are* , .We. are a8#um$ig th lie isl. Bpi, tvig. iqree
M81. gap ik a#n:jeff o* ive proram -for obtatog "f;4 sup port, pna4 Uto. Federal,

hind. low a* to,, leS 0e made avelpb41 to JIlInoie f'or $64 fwertoking.
,On family planningwe .cowinen4, theCommittee -for. requirlug the _Statems to.

take a positive: rather -than! passive. approachh. ijp offering-, the serves to, all,
apprqprllate. ndividuals onte FOrl~ e ut atpa~ ee
hoWeYv, motto eXpecV, drama4tic - reslulhten fiunepeydmtlI4
illegitimate p~vsentboodjor inordinately lArge f(_iiiles amrpng thq populitiU0
currently vocving 4F00 or likely, to require -A]FO i' the future, Tl~, 'j'Inois
Departnient~of pabic Ad's family, plnng seryice has been' _nt -pera twn since

16-yiet we, are, cnrxentlY fuwnIs~lng. tA~q 3ev~ o ny5 co~e~~t~
&Atotal of 54,572.'T. be surm the a Id~w.eprov~de. Ip, pow au enu1ed ,by, ,egy,ri
furnphed thrQOughpublk lthcllp ~ ~muntrle e~~ss~
hospitails, *ndQther-piyate grgpp1ratioW. )'a-...the pumier, .,nq~;perAFP!
faunily.hap risen in4Aef"Dro~n ie" hee , sgmft: (abment 4q tlogitlmapeprm
segment) of the APDC caieloa4 from, 347, pqr4ons in' 4uneK %Q4 ,~0, psonz in
June 1907. -The . M- inecontrast, oeg'te~ but
from 6.4 to 0.5 pqr -~pvrtesm eqt n ~t eha 0cn4., hpih,(
Indcmtiouq) that thrcee- factor have ted to ,hstrond* (1, jtprtM
eiMculated. to AFDP- mothers, t a Vo6J5. tIP I 'I P#P jlag ! CP
numbers counted in-minority greapoi1 JO) i,di In~lile at anl$i
procedpre4 pf e;dpartVrq~rn "te 'P rql-~ o t ttr o er'

rnone ;.land, (0) , Intemt~t~mr qrOpbity, 664cerning psll e~
hazakrds. 40e have. concluded tD.te.ol raCtilpssl, )jlty tor l,~pg to,
grips with these fatr they aft A)pouto t jl.o~,1f tait~y,
planning aid as an expense chaLrgaet the 8 A~Qporr vn , e~i

nojugr~ ees elpfo~.other. expenses. aJ~r I faill~g, thq.s, honld b
tanllii. Wi piping (408S .c~iq0inqN 84 v"co-4ti, tbO!re are -specific gr;ko d, fort
coijcludijag~tbit the mnoth'er will.-opdi~uqthe program ~and n8O;hi rre~op'rce to
pay the costs involved.. ,..,~*..~.*,

4. Requirijng the States to provide for ioster'home'care'korIF i'p dir.p
removed from, unsuiitable hqmes, ealaygn tne ntirso llruthtm t
lmoavred. and provldlngjfor Federik .mtcbing.more copslstent with j igher
costsi-equired In fos9ter bome care (8etS p2K ofteBil,. .

Illinois, by legislative action In 19 f, ntated a foster.hQjne.progam for 06p
children removed. from ipnsvltahle holnq es~o telrpvisdo*e ,firi aded .ii
1061, to the V'ederal Act. AlthougU tall-poavments were, r~e~fo onl P~m77
c011dren during .Jply 1,6-*O have viewed tills provision as A liecesry adjunct.
to the "family horat'!,orleutation of the VrwNp NvWlthout the-foster cArepo
as on, adjunct, the 'Courts' have oe~n, ~C~f oe~v.~~Irnt un.
suitablehqmies when tbpy~were. uncertain asi to whpre fnmlis could, bq foiund for,
their support after removal.
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Hoi*ever, -here again-as-ib. some iOher, area-.1i1noi.~ has encountered a
program liniltation' arisitg from,) a !questionable, interpretat;1on of the Federal
Act by thelVederal Departknent af Health, Education, and Wel1fare. T~heDepart-ment In -Its Hdaook of Pubio Assietanoe 'Adotf.$Wnion h"sridta ee~
mi tchiiig will, -e availablecaiif It Is ascertained in the A4stk 454 that.
removed Chld'hae a par*&t or eligble relive (an -defined In Soctioa, " of the
Federal Att) to whood h'ome he can return or In wbio"Ohome be ceaiu be placed
within "A -reisonftble period, of time. The ,Departwent regulations. either, state
it Is 'etpefted that' the States'will not, provide foster care for any, cbtd wio
cannot be returned to hl9parent or placed In the home, of a-rekstlve.,This iut~r-
pretation has also ruled out, any child removed-on the basis 61f the physical,
Inental or emotional condition of a parent (or other relative). When the condition
is nbt, likely Itb inproWe, eAdl there is no, other eligible rqlAtivq Witb, whom the
child might eventually be piace..-.- 1 -.

Under -this- interpretation,, the. Pjepartkenit of Public Aid w "tor'ced ixi'i648
to discontinue aid for many children formerly included In Its MJ-oe (fape
prograni'-akd shift responsibility for their care to.Generftl Assistanoe authorities
-or ithe7,inifted funds Afiallable to:ztbeChild Wefr linof. tbp. Illunois
Depattment of Children and Family Services.

We belie.IM8th interpretation wae not founded on 'the ,ler o the preseilt
Federal leo a"d it certaily runs ounter. to. Mhe intent .4 he (Jom'rnittee 6& the
ncw foster home provielone contained in Section 205 of the Bfil. We therefo
recommend that the Bill be olarifted to provide that foster h.qMe,carv be, Coh~f*I"Ce
until such iMeo do other suitable arrangenents can be mole for the ol641 - -1

We Appreciate the Committee's- motives In enlarging coverage of'th~ -foster care
program to cover, certain children placed -In foster howe" prio to, recept of an
AFDO grant. We must call attention, however, to the diffiulty- of determnllpg
eligibility, particularly in the-*eA Of Par*4tAI-resoure8, tOF- some pr0 time.
This will be particularly -true' in the case, cited. by the 6omnitoe, -p*,a, child
both of, whose parents have been killed in an auto accident 'Ihesq parents. may
have had earnings or other resource which would have disqualified -the* family
for AFDO prior to the accident and therofore'the child, under the wording. of
the; Comittee's Bills, would not- "have. received such aid .'.had, aplicatioii
been made therefor??,

We accordingly revotnnen4 that, the Bill Oc '$ari4ed to fp(i, that tMe child ip ll
be eligible i he had lived with a parent or other relative ipeciftcd in Section. 46
prior to court, sotion for plaoomeatfi foster homle , ar, but'at the, time of the
court's determination -(a) ,he had nao parent or (b.) -his parts lacked s#uflIcient
means to meet the costs of foef 'er home care. . '.' 1

6. . Authorizing the States'to- pay-7with Federal mateIainj ,,th ubl ewp)oy-
meat offices for costsipvolyed- In testing, counselling and placing AAM recipients
'iY eiPlOYMeutj M4, 'making thi provistoun , 'ndatory effe4qtte, July M, (See-
tion 2%(f) of the Bil.l).

This provision should aid materially in shiftIng t6 the publiic Cempl,0YPnjnt office
ft responeqily whc is properly theirs and -wbich welifrs- agenies bave often
had to c"rry for 411)0 eiplents who p Iset wimite emp*Wsyailty and specill
problems' requiring careful matching of the potently Iworker to a"4viilable Job
plus individual- persuasion of the employer to give the applicant a chance at-the~J~~ aymntfor the opociaixzed attention aid services required should serv hsame purpose as use of public aid fud toid' the schools and other appropri-
ate-educational authorities to provide eduoatlon sm. Ifical1x-4esiged to overconiethe special handileaps presented by some'reelents Ia the AFJ)O progrAm. Eventu-
aMY, these fuipctons should become an Integral p~r f te employ izi serviceprogram-as is already beglining Wo happen14 in tecase of the educational pro-
gsraw. It 6*4u1,thon no tongr h ecessary for public a41d agencies, to pay these
other. pulic, bodies for the, seviespryqd

6. Providing an' income incentive for the adults in the AFPDO 4mtlly, making
this incentive uniform for work or training on Federal~programi:0nd'Private
emplpymeat, and excluoing entirely earnings of children n i ool (Sitlon, 202
of the Bill).
IAn Income Incentive for, the adult$ 16 an AFDO program Is, a. long, over4zet

reform. Also long overdue was the eilmiuatlon 0* conflicting exemio~ns made by
other laws for. Federal program employment or tr~inlng, ai~d correctng the ab,-sence of any exemption under Feder i 14W Zqr earalngs in prlvatq employment

We have three objectIons, howovertq the earned Iwopoproposal ao pre-sently
contained In the Bill:
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a. A mandatormV'exemption at the level proposed may reault-in someStates--
In bringing the spendable, income of an APDO family Indefensibly: .Qut:0 line
with that receiv6ebk krubstantial numbers of their self-supporting neighbors (as
has occurred with the Economic Opp6rtunity Act exemptlpno). This would4 defeat
the "Incentive", objective of the provision. It wolold also considerably affect the
financial plannInr of States like lllnoiS, which currently budget substantial earn-
ings In the 'AFDO program. In TIune 1907, adultsiin the Illinois AWP0I program
hAd earned Income btkdgeted against.their baste requirements totaling $952,400.
The Conimittee's Bill, ntanodfltd, would reduce this budgeted income by approxi-
mately one third. Although some of this reduction will be offset by the scaling
down the Bill makes in the exemptions hitherto provided by other Federal laws,
we believe the States should be given an opportunity to apply this amendment
In a manner which Will not disrupt the proper relationship of AFDO standards
with the standards of self-supporting families.

We therefore *ecommend that the mandatory exemption be limited to $80 and
that exemptions above this amount be left to the discretion of the States.

b. The' formula for providing an incentive above the base figure of $30 Is too
high, In our Judgiftent, and unnecessarily itmbersome. We agree with the Com-
nittee, however, In discarding a dollar ceiling on the overall exemption for all
adult or out-of-school earners in the family. Since, wages and costs change, a
proportion of earnings as a control on the total exemption Is a more appropriate
device.

We recommend that the formula be revied to permit the States to exempt, in
addtion to the base $80,' ot to exceed 10 per cent of total earnings.

c. The' eai iigs exemption should apply equally to all applicant families (as
well as to teciplent families and families off the rolls for not longer than four
months). . "

We Wpprectate the Comtnittee's concern that this andfbther features of the Bill
not lead to an increase In the rolls, but rather to their reduction. However, an
income exemtk0n Is not- only an Incentive to employment and other means of
self-help. 'It Is also recognition that persons who try to help themselves should
have some recognition for their efforts. It'therefore follows that' an lApplicant
family that has some'Income-but not enough to support Itself at the same-level
that would be provided an AFDO family already on the rolls-4-.hould'bo entitled
to equal ' rccogh ton'of Its efforts 'and given aid until its total Income makes aid
no longer'necessary. ' '"' '

'We therefore recomnen4 that the income 6ieentive be made applicable to appli-
cant famili'withotit restriction'(asis the case -under ourrent' Federal lato-for
applicants and recipients in the prog7-dis for the 'dged blind and disablAd.).

We aso' roommend tihat thd.in come'inenfv~s fn' the' programs for the aged,
blind and dlisdbkd _(and alto in the &bmbned AAIt 'w6 ama under Tild XVI)
be revised and thadd identioal with'thd ifcoe lndentiWd ded f&Ort hAFDO
program. Any special needs occasioned by the special handicaps of age. blindness
or disabilitY? are l r# e p'overly recoiftzed ie'th oublio aid standardL-rather than
in the incomO Ient ive. Dollar eclingh shotd b6'ef ninoted, the biod'eaemption
&lure mde"Ntif (nd mantdatory, and the dddiftol inetntiv4 unif&r* opn
permissive' bihis. " T , , J ' " ,- . .. "i1
7. Provilting fof' vendor payments 69 an' alterufive method of mAidng a "pro-

tective pa "eht In ca*eq of mtsthinage~n eat o" the gr4nt' (Section 207 of 'theB ill). - .... . : , [ ' .• . , . -
The Illihois De p~mht of Pnbflc Ald'And Its Tkgislatite Advisor? Monnlttee

In 1965-'*nd'1968 ' ired the 'P-itiifhnt"bf Healthfi EdMcatob, and Welfare-
to no avallt' sbpPit a e6reet6nTi' theLaw hl~ig these''llned we' vieWedIt as not nli' 'a b oi pr-actical fd Ot i h'en'e 'r~A ''se to Severe'managenient
aItniattonis"'thnthe "tilrd phtty '1,ayW" Ydithod'ih'Vtnti-odulcMd in t h0e fhil
law In 1002, but one which should be m66fe 'palitable'.tolt6eplents than having
ariother_ person take control of their check; -W0 '0lio u~rged that the &6snge6 wv~ld
not erode 'thp "nitie1'epaytnnt" Prinelp bf the pfblle aFslstance'I'tles bit
rather: prateet 'thAt'"principle by enabling :adjtdlnistratve agencle tO 'act' In
deviant situations--rather than plead, s has been the case, that the- prlniple
recognized' 1j6 devtancy. Although the 'Fedetal Deliartmei'nt 'regfstered Its intent
to'oppose 'the legslatkh I Congrea ilam ,RostenonWed' Of fUlllnolgl IhereuIon
introucd ' ABIll In the 89th' C6ngres. '(flR. 1080)-t'covee the'A lD' h 'Well
as tho A1'DO'prbgtam., Congresaman RBstenkiWi'kl'sBll wass'hMtantlallyv the
same as the' pr&vll6bi now contained In.H.R;-12080. except that' It itovIded
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further that vendor paymets!might be combined with money payments. "in such
mianner'a asty be appropriate In view of. thenvature 'and extent of the trund
management problem presented, with the Intent that payments to such suppliers
be utilize only in -cases of chronic and serious-nisam gement of funds and in
such' A woy that the 'needy individual can be returned at the earliest polsilA time
to full cobt *ol of htafmoney pa~znnts.", - '

We belifte that the additional provihions of ofgsm'aRtelwlc'H.
168-59 should be inoorpo.fateit in the vendor, paonhwnt amendment made by H.R.
12080,, witih appropriate adjustments in laxguage to accommodate the Qotmnittee
provisions for use of protoctive payments to meet the needs of children trhcn the
parent or parents8 refuse* work or training. Further, should the Senate include in
its amendments to H.R. 12080 any a4mendmentsfor the aged, blind or disabled
gnubl(o assistance Tities of the-Act, we believe these amendinents should include
a like alternative in the protective paymtent Section of these Titles.

Now for our two major objections to the AFDO provision of the Bill-the two
features which we believe It Is Imperative that the Senate amend Out of the
Bill If the States are to bb expected to achieve the program objectives which the
,Committee on Ways and-Means--In its own Report accompanying- the. Bill-
declared as the'Committee'. objectives In offering the amendments.

These two objectionable and ptogram-defeating proposals are:-, II
1. Restriction of the AFDO program in Its coverage of unemployed ,fathers

to deny aid to (a) families. In which the father has not previously established
attachment to the work force, under criteria set-out.In the Bill; (b) famIlies
In which the father has not been unemployed for more than 30 days; and (c)
families in, which the father Is receiving Unemployment Compensation (Section
203 of the Bll)..

Besides believing these restrictions- to be, unwarranted-for reasons to be
set out shortly-this Section of the Bill Is so worded Ota it could be construed as
denying Federal aid to a State which chooses to cover such fathe"p Irrespective,
of Federal matching. The limitations are set dr5 tteP a~ufretment&--~
rather than as limitations on Federal matching. This anbIguity, In the $etou
should In any event be eliminated. It is not proper, thbat* the -Congress prevent
a State from adopting a program more luclusiyq than that matchable Within,. the
bounds of the Pedeal law..
* Excluding from coverage fathers who do knot~ave the dqsignated !attachnient

to the work force', will -not -,pply., to vast unnbers -of .cqlses. The -qxclu'Io),
however,, will operate to dofea, in the cases to iy ,iqb it, yWapply, 'the declared
purpose of the progmai for stAblllPg ftnily iffip-d.'*dncn , epecb
providing financial aid and Feripe#,Jo -pqT4u NVUe. lack' of ew ;oyent o;
employment opportunity, hAjep~evpnted, them, fropi pstaolishing 9r pn~Liina normal home f~qr thoJr children, Suppose, foKPaX e ta a ;tb~ ~
illegitimate, child recelvfA .AFljO for hb*rsel4 ,ail4ktqt. il 44Zatrl ~. ~ ithe child's fathqr-who0 P4PPq%' t bet K~h 'IQ~p~iq a Ine.'' ru

wohsnevpr. Oeen, able to 4 nl ien uc~n 1 qlf 0);1 ptoimW ulethe Bill's provisions. this father, the mother, ainid the teimatized ch.1y~y oud
Ahe work. force, .This wold not- 9ply efea th u inm 7 jtobe dsquli~d fr, ~'D.~Uu~ne~ lie Il's QY!Sj it! e.4aim ofp~vau ping the proram -ato re'lc 4gii~~ and ueant peet
cases. It o' would, Rriid ~)ewli fr n 4Qlin9n th0; D
programtoA, faiy ~~rqz of 6ememgt,1e fPii oete deupIng
boh thp, Ather 4tqd tl ~ mohretuhti* nam t 9pself-upportlik,contradcm of Or g!n.betysoeK % 'psato' deny a1J

uess tiefther has bep ep doat& d~s ~eeh~e~r
the adfers effect wilt be, fet iCanyb teet ltb'o
th* loia- 1PotI ot nd9 ~ uned b

al valtI, to'Mt fap ty~igh be'8,ay. guide inO oekeply 1ttfni
redacethe p olftpndi oy,

n~ntC~npnabyo. ~iiet wh rh Ifjtb' r i~~i ng om o6'u#~a~iare ldtha theambnt reuire forsnbsteh&attb f ram wID sfiidn
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his is not only irrational-treatment of fathers who have demonstrated their
"attachment to the work force" and supported their families, but such fathers
could not be blamed if, in response, they left their families and thus added to the
"absent parent" caseload. For example:

Under Illinois law the most Unemployment Compensation that can be received
Is $70 per week and this amount can go only to the worker with four or more
children and then only If his highest earnings were at least $598 per month-
a wage above that of most public aid applicants. At $70 per week a family of
a man, wife and four children would reelve $800.67 per month. The present
Illinois AFDO'budget for a man, wife and four children, ages 8, 10, 12 and 16
(assuming a rental of -$90) calls for aid totaling $312.89. In this case the family
would qualify for only a small grant of a little over $6.,

But take an unskilled factory worker or a dishwasher with a wife and four
children of the same ages. The unskilled factory worker (with average weekly
earnings at $83.20 or $360.53 per month), would qualify for Illinois Uneniploy-
ment Compensation at only'$44. per week or $190.07 per month. This person
under the Bill would be disqualified outright for AFDO-U although his resources
are over $100 under the State's standard for AFDO. The dishwasher would
qualify for $156 per month in Unemployment Compensation. He also would be
ruled out under the Bill for AFDO--U although his compensation Is $157 below
the State AFeDO standard,

Here again, the Committee's provision would appear to defeat the Committee's
purpose of encouraging employment andindependence. -

2. The proposed "freeze" on the absent parent segment of the AFDC case-
load by limiting Federal participation to ,over only the number of such children
as constitute the same portion of the child population in the State as obtained
on January 1, 1907 (Section 208 of the Bill).,

The Committee seeks to justify this proposal on the basis that it will "stim-
ulate tho States" to institute the reforms contained in other Sections of the
Bill (presutnably Sections 201 and 204). These Sections have other penalties
for the States, if they are not "stimulated" (no Federal participation whatso-
ever in the- program). We see no sense n6r justice In singling out for further
deprivation the very children who are most in'need of the program's benefits
because their father has deserted them, is In jail or an institution for the men-
tally Ill, or has never married thelr mother. Itaw6uld be more aPpropriate, we
believe, that the States first have An opportunity to demonstrate what results
can be achieved through the Other measureS the Bill directs at the problem of
the absent parent before children are penalized for Acts of their parents or acts
of the States-over neither of which they have control.

In fact, instead of restricting the A,'DC-UnemPloyed program, this program
should be made mandatorV upon all, the States (as had beon proposed in the
Adminiptrations H.R. 5710) and Its coverage extended to Include not only the
families of unemployed and underemployed fathers but the families of fathers
working full time but earning insufficient money to provide the family with a
livelihood.

Information available at the time the program was inaugurated In 1961-
and now augmented by facts being yielded everyday in the current concern with
unrest In our large cities--has 'pointed to the fact. that only by prompt and
adequate aid to the normal family, do ive have .4eal hope of stemmIng the
"Illegitimate parent" and "absent parent" segments of our APDO caseload. It
Is very possible that the premium the original APlOD program placed on the
broken home has contribdited materially tO the failure of the program to stabilize
family, 1ife--partfcnlarly where lack of job O6portunities for males has been
a factor. Rather than increase costs, eXtenion of the program to normal fami-
lies throughout ' the nati6n should lower dependehcV by'enabling the States
to work-with the family through the employment arid , alilng programs at a
time while it is still intact. Indeed, "With a provision along these lines added to
the 13111, we would see no. need for the emergency afssitance program provided
by Section 200 of the lIll--except as that Section might properly be revised
to apply only to emermency ,are for mlgr-nt froAilep' rfnd others rot miern ing
State residence require ients--and fiindtd qt 100 percent Federal funds ith
State administration (similar to the prograii fi* as.oistjng Cuban refugees).

We note one final discrepancy in the Co ,tte',1 BIll relevant to the A'DC-
Unemployed program. Under' Section .40d0(b)(2 ) '(  f the Federal law-as
this would be amended by Section 2O3(a) of the Bill1-ad is to be denied the
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enire family If the fte' ''crxttegted f employment or refuses
work o traiing f r ( Tjuis lippeas t o bq out of line with new State PlJan

requirement'No.,20 t4de 0,b ' 86ctio42O4( b, 6tteD elative. to fkfusl 'of
ewplqym~pt or training 'b' taetb hi eatvO r ~ea chlldrzi #l the
othee segment of the AFDO'cas, 161d. 11ere'Ald4'6'b'dene 1nj 6t he re-
caicitrant parent, other relative, or 'but-6t-clibol teenagt6e cil d hcbf fdienIn the remainder of thej lti~ t.t iv i otmed thrilg poeco
paynept. believe a' ' 7 6rovldf, .sbuld be ,idde fop A AF6-neigplo~/ed
program. '"

There Is no sense In reqtilring nek " lideiidi oe cas4 t6 66'lt~ to I oGeneral Assistance authorities-If '#t Ve t e'h A eneal A V16tbept~m
but not, In the case of a-broken fapfl.'We b'elteve that th', AFDIO )riiamslioiild
provide continuing' q14 forf he cfiilorea while 'withdr~wIn&- aid for the parent
or other adulte wh'o refuse to'avail itielvee' of 'oppoortles fdr workingo
training.

We note fuirther thatectiloun hq0o 0111pr6vtdffi rt re'e reo"gitiono;,payent. made for repairs- tOh6mos '6iped bp -#b1c 614 recipients j6ail
tInlde ho6mes owned by' tlOpient or other relative in AFIDO famlies. The

auienjlniet covers only the sfigle person cafe$6ls
Purely home ownership is cquall. itn'or ta'"as aiMWO fdewy~or fai-i

lies with young children, q4s it i* ~ ~dL~'eu't o l'~irftitul
receiving Aid to the Aged, Blind or LDisabeL Tis*~ Sectioti'of the liltl should be
amended to cover also irepair for homte* owned by A1ADC7 families.

We must conclude our comfmenis. on 'Oie AFDPC aindients pr6po§ed by the,
R1ll by two observations that 09 pot 14~ Into '.pti11la'ame'ndment proposed
by the Bill but rather cut' across thle #3tlr6 problem bf' Oep fdncy 'upon- the

AFDO programs,
1. As 'noted-earlle, thellilio i"A 0O load ha49'ai'10wed tdow'1i the 'jac of

its decline'during the past y~ear. -'Although 'there6 his b0n om ''shiijtiihness in'
the economy, this has§ n9t zkve*re ep~ugh -to accoe for this cbang6e-On tbe'
,contrAry, we have red6on, to believe that-there Is gio beginning aVMinuced In-
crease In application's stimula ted by, the 6vti$'ltle$ 'bf t onao ,1",0 ' pprtnilty
Act Commun1jy.,Servlce Centrsau oter ir tda'iljs_ that 'hat'e hither'to
managed wvitou pu~ca to apply tor public,:id. Me appreciate the ftu
that the Oubhto aid rolls do ntrePresent' covie~k fal perso.ns whoWur
meet the el igibility ' requirementss' It thoy, 4hosge to, appiy HUoVer, It, Is' Ofute
another matter-in our judgmet-fo0r one branch'4 of Zt4'irpnm t to tuudertake
prograiii whlch tend to Incretie de43ai ds 'i another braucf 'government
which is striving to decrease the'demlands.'

WIith the Committee's intense convernt wit raising A4FDU caseload* and coasta,
tee belice if should took into the &ros8 purpose approach tWh is -apparently
being utilized by other, taxn sup pqrted program

2. Underlying-the ultimate pfrectlveness of the employment and trailning. po-
grams Is the unsettled matter of relOcatloijof Individuals 01! 'fallies from ,&om-
munitles which offer npl7w~ent or training prosi~ts to comriiiunitles; wher6
such are available. 9ver the yeiss 'welfare 6ffll9 bave supported the' proposi-
tion that Amer6A citizens should be free to movq wherever:oppo tunlty calls and
they have cited the' StatesO residence rbquixertlents as -a' unuieessary, if notunconstitutional, impairment of this free movement to " leotuis~y I6eelt
one as yet has been willing to, face up fo the'opposite side. 4f tlie'-coin;~ should
people on public a to be required to accept eniploym~nt, or trthln g' evepi ifthis'
means relocation to another community, where the opprtnt,ftts?

-Ve believe. that attent~o4,tp',this isso is a nece944ry copiponent of 'the 'efforts
now under wayto develop the maximum p~jntlii4 of public aid repients for enai-
ployment and self-support. We believe the Congress should give Otijdy and, atten-
tion to all that uz~derlies top Issue. It will become Incteasingly t iftfe as Indus-,
tries shift their locations with changes in tqchnology qpdchangesilnth economy.
It will be multiplied shoul4 the trend of d1sperlqo olIndost'ry roin'the'large In-
dustrial centers to smaller cowmunitles near aritet continue. rAVolved'also Arethe problems of available housil*g, of co i~nity, accptnc '4'Torify groups,
and movement acros State lin'es-:as: ' #el as moement wItbita statO wheire.'a.
special problem Is- presented wen local. ftic par ofhe toal d16t ,ur6
for public aldWe suggest thai Win rot and some of ih4 'vqsible sot ut lne 6
before the, psrogjamis con~i4eroO completed,
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CHAN"$ MOIOBUD M, MIQIAM:

WhlehQ outrle o sdwt~ 31 odvrsey40c;'11111616 In-te lonuiiedlato
/ftaro, wo qvQ the ~l Or pvprqCb to er~onequa in1)$ major a reas:-

1.~ ll1ion--*f th9& ",Maite Auoce of lgSt t Mfort,"
forai~ia i4 Ikallaclousa. maa~ptlqn6 in. portpnit e of public mnagv.

'meptot welfare progriums (tcti 221 of the 13111.
The liberaII.Atons proposeaby the. tOniittee d ndtiing to clii.the basic

fallacy of tsFormuIa. At the time -of its introduction in'the IM0 amendments,
to the Federal Act, Illino~s caillqd attention to the twp, utterly fnllaciou4 Iassilap-
tions on whivh theFormuI4 Is toimdoed, n~i11ly:

b. -that no'state 1'a't 'tri ent meotng tho needs of its people at a sAvidard ti
least equal t0 any04 c*evable fuinhtiugi national standard ,the N)partnient of
Health, )'due'ati6ni, and Welfire'niight iu'Oscribe.

I1llos' )tedleaid prpg~ mut~er Title XIX(-rns it did for many year" prior
to the' enactment Of Ttt0'Ut ieerai OAtIsfies the, standards set as the
fii~on al goal for' 1,975, ll1inob? standards for meeting basic nihntenante re-
quirenis'*9eult In'grahte for money payt'tn'its 6onsIderftbly'etcedIng the
amounts mqtqbiible under the foinulots wot out in the Ftederal In*. Yet, tinder
the Maintenanv6 of State 1Eftot formula, Illinois wae able to receive the add!.
tional Fderuildidmde Iwaildble by the 19035 amendnietits only to the extent that
It increased its medici payrpontis, -its manintenance grAnit payments, 'And its ad-

mini~rq~veexpeses b ht16 pznount of the Federal 4il Iincrenses oyver INs
prIor ex06fidjture§ In the 4Ojj @atkd booe year.

In Its Reltort-000olpatil 'I M. -12080, the (Yoimmttee elpre sed oij 10l1os9
every pLg It ocr'iadatria non g tsIII, the AMD tind'Medkad
prograins. Yet -it. took li ttle note ot this Formula (is one generating timyhrratm'
expeniditure expansion for, th'oOsole urpose of taking -maximaum advantageA of
avilable Federal aid. Thb -fallacy to particularly appulrent as It applies to 11.
lno01is-a other Staten wich May have- had a li1ke record Iii undertaking coin-
prehensilve pi6graine at adequate standards ahe 4 of the 19M iiwendinelfts and
the Introdutoaof 'he Maintenance of State Mfort formula. Iftoopt'for the
cuabionwfdr-compliance that happens to have been- provided by* cost 'of living
li&cre46es and the elevation In charges for edlcal *64re ltha tiovwed tfram Title
'(KVITI and TItje XIXS reuiremehtp, such A State-with a dropping'onsOoond or
at constant CfteO, iy(1 tl hAve be6n compelled to elVAto itR standards andbroaden its 6gau uderpnlo loing the 'additional IPederal fund.

As against the argument advinned-thAt the elevated Irederal. matebing shou)ld
not substitute Federal money for money already being spent by a State--why
shouldn't llintois and other comparable States have been coinpensited InI suiall
part for their Initiative and'unmatehed State expenditures in providing comnpre-
hensive programs at -adequate stafidarda ahead of Federal 'action? The goal of
the Formula -was to indtice substandard Stntes to Move fit the d Irecti~o ohsore
Adequate standards and program content. But without' modification for thoq.e'
States that batI.Alrqady ach Ieved, these, ell ds, the lPorinla was both a~h~
affront to the' InitiattIe of the hIgh standard Othtes Anid e'resi 6 f A dobio
public policy that all States sho 14 fid ways to sednore molielit the subject
fields-of pobl~c',Welfarcl

Wo70herefoec 'wtehto repeat hWi' tA'af~l~fn e iqf In 1965 7or modiflen.
HaOPS te Mort4teA4o of Stat L0 RfoHonua te belirc a Orot'f9fon along the
Iollbtin~o UncehOuld bd'added t M~top 111701 the Nvdcral Act:-

"Tho vrovdefones 0 this 91rition'ahhll Wof appro Utoj*06'S1ate 04rlh ore tpr6;
tn oltcvy Ialn~l rogpkvlu* tund0r SttPlaa' 4dpo44 tinder 2'Itkea 1, IV,
I, XV an adt Mofthoac dtc'icjta tire mandatory untcr

i'ctI01002(oea) (18) ol. t'te WX~ j~ sha I? Mhix RM1t61i api to th ose sta tettehich are prot~d(Ag .nemcry gratsiod& Titles,/'' X, XIV' a14'XVl twhich
tace h$Ui sr tant4ard*gireerlbed 0 th-d kznce~tqi

-we, belive, further, tliat m 1fcti f h oml akimn h ies~et
wihly e~flifqce prov~sioois of the 66Minttfea 11111 In oth~r 9rtOt Aliich dire
tov~aids bUmzulattpg ftbe 5Ofit6i to tak6'il'apori ate,' 'tbii to Ymove reipients
into ipldysnent and dtbe3wise *e* ,d tidenckiupo bI lth1ild.

2. lftfluro to cOrrect '"osi'the 'atibmay ''of Meiad'n etaOpaynent4
to hQSpitnRsl anAd o~bqr,,suppierp of nie~ical services at raem b" .h~ hre
privat pay patlin 6a 20therrthe msee ervicog,' hp".oe hre

Plection 402 of the Bill recognizes thie problem' thilt it ta*kk~s'nly fdv fneqiri
Into, and experimentation with, alternative bases for making payments for med-
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teal ?'serircet, with the objective of ' lowering costs and Increasing efficiency, with-
out sacrificing quality of cAre--At some future date.

II6 our Iong eperience with JIlihiois htedleal Assistance, I':ograuz'-inItlated
mnany. years InI~ dvince of the Title XIX program--niade us fully aware of the
persisleht rlices l~'oats over the yeAraj,those costs veered sharply upward with
the advent of Title XVIII, and Title XIX, We have good, reason to believe that
witch of tldh was due to' the unfortunate attempt 4o wake the two programs
ats nearly uniform an possible I n baste concept. Iun developing Title -XIX, the
expetie~co of State public aid Agencies with ongoingprogramns apparently wvas
nc4 fully ptlilzed, nor were the problnas that might- be Involved In paying
hospitals on the basis of rehsonable'Ooets and physioian'i on the basis I'f AW
and customaiy fees fully explored. Ovi' chief problem at the anomontti ti tertri
of public rclatioias--is trying to explain why we are paying hospitals (olithe bAi
of "z'easo~nfble costs")* worti than 'private Iay lf (out$ pay for the "wme services.
The saniefhpples ailo for care In extended eare facilitim. e sae nothing wrong
It the hoapit h~s or nursig filides collect. enough for the services they render
to be able thbMra'e ost*-lint LWO believe, that everyone who benefits from the
fervkC5& ghditd'share the cost equally. telo~iil

MAi cost'aicouinting pirocedurea can he worked out, and, untilth *pal
and"6ther facilities' actually manke the same charges for the sameo services to
private pay patients nH well as'Title XIX patieflts we believe that Title
XIX should be anaendod note to provide for the payment of charges or cost,
whichever is leow.

We, therefore, recopcmien that, its addition to the study of alt ernatfives
provion made in Section 402 of the Pill, Section 21$ of the 11111 should be
e: an Cd (to that the amendment twoe therein to Serftion 1902(a) (1) of 21tl0
XIX tofil Incluflo also modiftcation of the'",eatednable coat" paymnat basket for
fn-paticntIoap itat iervlcct to protidte for paymetnt onth11 basis ol Old arges, if

S. The6 er oods -method'ph'Mosed for correcting NNW's faterpretatlon of the
"coiuparabihity" provisions of TitW6 XIX (.9ectlon 22.3 of the Bill).

The problem with the cominpaa~iity p~rovisions of Section 1902(a) (10) of the
presoht law is 'cot that the w rd~h of th is Section requires the States to provide
the rocipientA Uf medical aid uer hny one, o'tegory -.witha the samfe oerviem
aq It ProVideti the recipients of any other category.,Thiis s'a sound proviuion-
for why should the aged be6 prvided with doetorAl care and not A1VD0 families,
60~ vi cojersa'? Bathber, the plobli lie& tol HBW's interprctationi of, their Secton.
The DepArt nent held that ttiasmuch'as the SecIon contained refetenoeeto pay-
ment'of pa'eniums; for eligible proiA6 Vnidet' Part B of Title XYIlI and Part B3
included, finhrnited 11e' 'of 2p hcitlwa services, the' States would therefore be

reqire 't' povie ulimtedphyicins'serIt"s to all, categories. We believe
thranterprt'aton as ot indicted~ he resent wording of- the law.

Oui~prelen inIllnoi Is'nc wih tb rnge of ' services provided under
Medi~t v y thi sano angeof eraces to our Modicuh'O recIrdent*-
butrater n tlielac oftitl~st~o Umls orphysiclans' services under Mledi-
car, A 'naiust itl XVIIWhee Cngrss mposed -dednutble. and co-

insuanc proviskinoa give th insured'per on a financial stake when. he seeks
OhyscAnf "Oervices Title XMIX linposes ho ccnpa ra ble 'control s'on -orer-utlia-

tio.' he pl~loaj agency,16 tofpay whatever the recipient's resources do not
111 i-cotkme4t4 that th6 prtteet bximparabilty provision, be rata'ined but the

&znguage olai'1ted to make clear -thatV payment -of, prernlumn under Part P of
Title XVII shall not be construed as prohibiting the Stale. fromn catablioHng
utflist" comirali for 'coftiparisbie lser4, .made available, to other Individuals
Under the tate Plan. ' ' ' *'I*! v 1 11r- ';- -t-,,. ,
.4. The'questlohable validity of -the nve rage per ca pita I ncome control proposed

as a ceiling on State Standards of eligibility for Medicald (Setion 220 of the

i~sAlt6*tkh",fln*1s' present Medieatd'*Andard for a fnmily'of,4fonr.($8G00)
Will' not b6 adversely affected, even' Mt'thd point when the proposed -138'A per cent
ratio t6'fflaintnn'A grant Atandardst ithutd become effective, wip Iuebtion that
per, capfta lltheu18 I a proker measur6 of -ability -to paf. rfor nklema.ry, duldical
care' Sinc* p~r- ettpita'linconier'fieets the -hvAilableWbalth-in a given1 stato
spread t Aerosol the tdtal populatloft' of -that State, tho. vfifbles resulting, fromt
thew tno6 Iftetor.o uiot-refect living'coesa inithituStilte nori the atbHlityof a
given, family with'- A designated incoeto rmeet, Its -fieeds. Thms. 0iu na'cularly
true of the States having low per capita income. The difficulty Is further cown-
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pounded whe the figrWIs applied to a fanilytoffour,.-as ifsdone In .tJh Bill.
The latest available figures published by.. the; USiDeparment9 Cp~Imer",

4rfelmint"ty fot 196 show $311- for Illinois per oapita portaq iaj oconm (we
it1etad'thr r nb figuresfor. per 'oapita Incoe, as, 131) il worded).
In cm'p0r06n, '$809 is the figure for the ,DIlsriet of. Columbia, $3W, fdr New
T4rk, $3449fo; Oaliotdfa, but only $1751for Misealatppl. '- *:.

on thi, bais;.the' forrnulaIn the Bill would allow. WWInoi% beginlg.In 1069,
tl mp66 stai hd'd bigher'than $4700-- ll over the. present standard,. which
is not likely tO be tlovated to the permissible ceiling unless living costs lprease
even more sharply than anticipated. However,, the formula would impose on
Missssippi a ceiling of #2000--a figure well below the nationally used Poverty"
figure of $800.-an this would be applied to fmt~fes who, by do fn tioa, gro.
selp.e~p~i' tlng e~oept for .nee li costs of medical care. ,.. , ; .

Wo recommend that t~s qtionable oonrOI on Stage standards for, Medicaid
e elhhinted from the Bill by retainIng theo perce"Oage ratio, controls 1o ,state

,nflnt~t0nco standards otherwise provided by tho B14 The Fe4eral Deportment
*hould Av'e esuffde weas.eof re 1 Onig th States from eetabiqhing ecceslve
standards for the Medicaid program, particularly if the Departmim4 .i empow-
ered-as ire recommend tn the co cluding Section, of this .tat mnct-to set
Federal gosideline, for minimum and, maolmum State standards which , vil be
acceptable for Federal participation in the Stato program.

STATE PERFORMANCE AT STATE STANDARDS-FEDERAL GUIDELINES FOS STATE
* 'STANDARDS.

Our final comments on this Bill are directed to Its maJor omilaon-its failure
to require that each State grant aid at the standard It sets and, ai an Imporafive
eorolarp, to empower the Federal Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
to set both lower and upper limits-under broad Congressional directives as to
the factors to be considered in fixing the limits--wbch will govern accept blIty
of State-fixed standards for Federal matching purposes.

Thirty-two years have passed siace the enactpent of the Federal Soc il Securty
Act. but only now-through the experlene, gained from the ' b gs" developing
In the Implementation of Medical d-,-haq.Congressional attention been directedto the role played by State public aid standards In meeting or not, meeng
nationally retogadzed needs; on, the relationship of these standards to costs
and caseload, volume; and on their relationship to the management practices Of
low and modest Income Individuals and families not receiving public aid,

The Committee-on Ways and Means--An the limits 1 proposes for thqedlcid
program-has not addressed itself to the crucial Issue: .the standards the States
set to govern basic maintenance grants for that portion of the popul1t on deemecq
poor enough to require subsistence support as well as medical aid, These
standard,, with their undefined content, are accepted as controls for the hfedlcald
Standard-which is not to exceed the maintenance standard by more than 183
per cent

How valid, however, is the basic maintenance standard of a particular State?
Does it cover, at costs prevailing within the, State, requirements for food
clothing, shelter, and other commonly recognized, essentials? Or does It onmit
some necessities or recognize necessities at iquantity-quallty levels known to
be below requirements for decency and healthl? Lut assume that the standard
Is valid-covering necessities at appropriate quantity-quality levels--but the
State actually pays--to Its poor who have no other Income whatsoever-0nly
50 per cent--or less-of the standard?

We believe that unrealistically low, State standards and State standards which
may be adequate but which are not followed In State payment practee, are at
the heart of many of our problem areas in administration of the, public aid
programs:

- they have led to demands that Social Security Increases be disregarded
as a way of Improving the condition of the aged poor--a measure unjustified and
unnecessary in a State which has established a. proper standard and has kept
this standard updated for changes In the cost of living (Illinois Increased Its
food allowances three times since the Social Security increases of, 196)

they have led to demands for mandatory earned incosnf exemptions
(as In the present-Bill) which may prove out to be excessive-if theexenptlon,
when added to a State'sassistance payment,'results in total spendabl Incomje
far out of line with that of self-supporting families of modest income :
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M-te" have beclouded the recurring Issue of the extent of fraud in the
liutlic aid programs--for Is It "fraud" If a recipient uses unreported Income tobuy ci othIng ()v11en cloth ig' has not been Includled in the State standard) ; or
is it frddifhe-bectomes celifuiged and usek more Income than the State intended
to make up the difference between What the State pays and the State's standard?

h and finally, they have fostered civil unrest and contributed to the pro-
liferation of other poverty-relieving programs that might not have been neces-
sary-at considerable saving of public woneys--had the Federal-State public aid
programs been refurbished earlier to fulfill their proper function-through the
correction of standards we are hero advocating combined with a positive program
of action' for moving people off the rolls into employment or other means of8P1lf-suiirt.

Whilo we appreciate that national Inexperience in tie early years of, Federal
grants to the States for their public aid programs Justified leaving the 4titter of
State standards wholly up to the States, the Federal Vepartwent of Health,
Education, and Welfare now has 32 years of experience with State practices,
and the Congress-through its experience with Social Security and other welfare-
related national programs, as well as with publl.nald-ls In a position to better
define the national intent In aiding the States In their publ)l aid function.With the: large Federal expenditures Involved q 4 the numerous Federal
programs Inaugurated to meet the problem of pverity as a jiaional concern,
the Congress can no, longer avoid defining the minimum standards for basic
maintentince a State must meet if it is to receive Federat aid in carrying out its
public aid function. At the same time-because the Statea have moved at different
paces In developing the content of their public aid standards---some recognition
and leeway must beglven to such States. Siut Just as no State should receive
Federal aid If It sets a standard or makes grants at a level'below the Federal
midnimum, a State should not receive Federal aid fQr.any expenditurei It may
choose to make In excess of the upper limit established as Federal policy. In
b rief, w e p ro p o se : . ,' " t . .

--- i iStates falling or refusing to establish an-d pCrJortn -at stadaris meeting
the minktmm Federal standard will not receive any F edtV~l participation--ehoto-
ing to forego such aid on the same principle that they now may choose not to
participate in any given Title of the Federal Act, ,

-r- - States choosing to provide aid above tOe upper linit of the Federal
standard-will be expected. to Meet the ,excess at their own expen.e-as is now
proposed by- HJR, 12080 for States going above the proposed' Federal limits
on the Mleicald program. I '

-- States with standards and performing at tIndard; Wthin the upper
and lower limits oftthe Federal standard will receive Federal mptchingranging
within the pxrsent formula of 10 per cent to 83 per cent of expenditures, ,

There, has. now, e cuuteda large boy o ifprwatfon which the Congress
and the -Veleral Department can uti11e i! develophl upr lnd !o'ker'limls to
govern acceptab!lity of State-determiult~oqtanq4rd". 0r Federal Prtching. Pur-
pose.q. The Department- of Agriculture bap .develo~tld an. n'ergeCY'" e,i4
low-cost adequate food standard which well might serve as the upper'ad lower
limits of the food component of the standard. ' The B1ureat of Laboi*'$tatIstlcshas accumulated extensive Information concerning the consumption. patterns of
various .icQme groups: This, collated with the, nianageent kqow-how of
qualiied home economists, can be utilized to develop upper and lower liits for
,clothing and other essentials. Studies developed by the Social Security Admin-
Istration in connection with Its construction of a "Poverty Index" have yielded
information that can be utilized in developing standards Ip States which are
primarily rural-should this adjustment still be necessary, in light of the rapid
pace of. p ranzatton and the equalizing effect on living costs flowing froul
nationwide marketing and common consumption practices engendered by mass
media advertising.

It will be noted that nowhere arp we suggesting a definition of the applicabe
standards in terms of dollar amounts. Rather, we t'eifeve the Congress in the
governIngFederal Act should set out the Items tobe included in a m nhi, pm
standard--simillar to the five Items it set out in Title XIX as* the min ilium
requirement for Med aid--d.ad then 't4rin general terms the erltgrla that
should g111e the Fleral Departmentin estblising quality and quantity guides
for these item. These Ites would the, be priced within'the Individual States
and the money amount necessary to buv these Items would constitute the State's
standard. Similarly, the. Congress through the Federal law would define in
general only the upper limits of an* acceptable State standard. The Federal

8
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Department of Health, Education, and Welfare would provide quality nid
quantity criteria and the States would price the standard within the State.

We have stressed the need for realistic maintenance grants for many years
for one major reason-in addition to the basic concern over health and decency;
this 18 that work and training programs have less ofin chance for success if the
adult is prlnelpally concerned about whether or not the next meal for the family
will be forthcoming.

STATRUENT OP IRVIN P. SOIULOSS, NATIONAL PRF8IIW.NT, I.NDY.|! VETERANS
AB001ATION, AND ChAIRMAN, LzoisLATzvn COM tITTE, AERBWAN ASSOCIATION
OF WORKERS FOR TIE BLIND

The Blinded Veterans Association and the American Associatlon of Workers
for the Blind appreciate this opportunity to present their views on H.H, 12080,
the Social Security Amendments of 1007, BVA is the national membership
organization of exeervicemen and women who lost their sight while serving
In the Armed Forces of the United States. As the national professional mem.
bershlp association in the field of services to blind persons of all ages. AAWB
includes in its roster of members individuals who work directly In a professional
capacity with blind individuals affected by Social Security legislation.

In general, BVA and AAWB itronglyendorse the provisions of H.R. 12090.
We believe that this proposed legislation advances the OASDI, medicare, and
welfare provisions of the Social Security Act and respectfully urge the Com.
mittee to report this legislation favorably with amendments we are stggesting.

Increases in the cash 'OASDI benefits are urgently need: We believe that it
would be highly desirable to develop a mechanism for automatic In(reases re-
lated to the Consumeis' Price Index to ellminnfellinnneali hardship caused
during periods of sharp increase In the cost of living.

BVA and AAWB endorse the provision of Hi. 12080, which would nke
disabled widows, surviving divorced wives, and widowers eligible for benefits
under ago 02, even if they do not have minor children In their ealre. However.
we believe that the requireneat of attalnftlent of'age 60 for eligibility would
work an undue hardship'6ii these individuals. 'Similarly. wv' blieve that the
definition of disability for these Individuals is unduly hArsh And Phoid be made
the same as the definition of disability for ieneficiAtrbe of the disability inRur.
ance program. We also would strong recommend that the' cash benefits he 820%
of the primary insurance amount immediately uponeligibility for benefits rather
than graduated from 50% to 82 / r. I ' r -I 1 -..... :- -

BVA and AAWB welcome the extension ofthe proVl.ri' covering blind persons
between the age of 21 and 31 for cash disability Instiaieco ttenefita to all types
of disabled persons who meet the definition of disability'lit'the law. HoWever,
we believe that the guidelines in tbe new Section 223(d) (2) (A) concerning the
definition of disability are unduly' harsh. ' The individuals' coveted for cash
benefits are severely disabled under the 'defilition in the existing law, and this
definition should not be made'any stricter than it already I*,BVA and AAWB are disappointed that the provisions of H.R. 3710 covering
disability Insurance beneficiaries, disabled child beneficiaries. and disabled
widows for health care benefits under Title XVIII of the Social Security Act were
not included in II.R. 12080. J)iibled beneficiaries have toulbsist on their Social
Security cash payments nnd ore in the same or worse position In terms of health'
care needs and financial resources as benetlciarles over Ofr. We sincerely hope that
the Committee will Include these provlsioqrs ill tihe bill It reports rather thnu
deferring action with an unnecessary study."

'In.1.85, the Blinded Veterans Asoelation and th 'Atnerican Assoclation of
Workers for the Blind advocated improvements In the program of srvlee. (or
Crippled children under Title V of the Act de.sgntd to nnke',this program truly
effective In preventing and ameliorating disability. Although H.R. 12080 does
propose to Improve this program somewhat, we firmly belove that the Congrems
needs to tqke further action at this time In order to a.stitV- that ehildren with
sensory diseAse problems be located And treated promptly to prevent major
disabilities. Therefore, we strongly recommend that tho name of the program be
changed to "Services for Handicapped Children" to realstietly reflect the scope
of the program Intended by the Congres.. We also strongly recommend that the
financing of the program be changed to the method used in the public assistance
titles of the Social Security Act, so that the states will be able to obtain Federal
matching for all of the dollars they are willing to appropriate for this program.
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Further, wvo revoiniend that [lie state plant provisions lit the Federal lawv be
streIngilie'ndvii to FClire, the stite~j to treat children with till Iyjl.s of potentially
hiani~capping condition. We wore shocked to learn thot wine slattel; do not serve
childrent with vision or hearing p~roblemsi or serve only i few.

11VA and AAWII would also like to urge the Comitflee to amend MRB. 12Q0
to incorporate the provIsionis of S. 1081. These nieninentpi would imilce It 1xissliie
for blind Ilersons~ with at leaIst si luajiirters of covered employment to tecouiu
eligible for tdiabllty inburatie e ash beielilts without repgardl to their ability to
enigage InI ibstiluifal galiful activity. lit etfect, these aniendinenta would make
(lte disability% Instirauce jirograult sliiiir to thie veteratis disability coiilwhiisLatii
prograii by basig the itward of vasia benvllto on a inedicail deternfiuatin tiiut
laliidness exists with the lprestiniption tliut the condition severely curtails oppor-
tiuities for Puiilloynieiit and Ns a serious hunidicap lin other than economtil ways.
of course, tho aticu'u ulniount of disability iiisurune ca.4h bejefts will vary with
thie itumbers of quarters lit covered eutioynnzuiet and the wvage credits of tho

%%' are flruily conjviniced tfiat enactment of the ~ro~vlsoiNs of S. IO I Into lw
will ulifititeiy servo. to spur the rehablilti of blind persons. By providing
blind pprsons, wvith an economic floor from whivih to operate wivile rehat'liltating
tleisc'ivesi the Congmss will give thein tin opportunity to explore val'ou-4 ocevi-
liattoul; without the risk of losing their benefits should they fall in one endeavor
niiil find It necessary to try something else.

On the other h14nd, tlie existing law serves nit a deterrent to rehabIlitation; for
there is ito lIncentive to experuuient wh'len it lld person hais to risk losing tho
st-lcrity olf hIi. cash betieflt.. when he act-pits vinmploptinit which masy provide tlin
uicuuie substo ,tally isiiulet'. As you know, the term) "aibIlity to engage in stiu-

shiiutlii gaiinfilumtivity" lIn tim present deflnition of dleability Ini varlotIAly Inter-
iurtea ' otiross4 the country, by the different state aigencles waoking disahillity
iieteriniuiilouis. Thitt, an, pfdividual who earns anywhere trromt $900 to $I.0m it
year after relitbilitation w)ll rio Ionierlbe 'utitl"I to receive ditgabilty, lust]ra nce
4:41.h bt-nefits. iepielidlig on1 the istatA lit which he resides. Since tbe cash benefits
Co1111ldAI easIly lavebee dou010 the individual's eurd1h1ieonie, the present definition
of (lsbiiiv wvorks4 i handiciap on the dilsabhiql lIidividuuil and film histiklly lit the
1ii11i10 (if rehablillitation.

AVe knuow fruj uthe exlieriene of WorldI WYr 11 and Korcau Couijiict blinded
veteli ill m 1he floor of finanicil secu irity provided by' their dIsnbllity com-,1
pensitoia' a beenu Aum incetitve rather than i ad(eterrent to rehabilitaton.'We can,
conifidently iired(lc(t that the saine will be trite of bilind disabillity Insuranice liene-
llda ries under Socil Secutrity..L

In conlelitslon, tho 11und(ed 'eteranii AssvocIation mid thie Amuerican A4*ociation
of Workers for the 131lind urge the Conmittee onil ininee to taivoralily report 11.11.
120M0 with the Smproenienits we have recommended. 113 50 (loing, the Comminittee
will assure a neded sieja forward InI the vari~ls prograin p~rovided4 mnder thip
Soil Secuiriy Act.

STATF&IFST 0OF THE1 NATIONAt, AssocIATION or M.%ANCiJI'Acvtriauns, IAU10111l1M FiT
Et'umxE J. IJARIsY, VICEv P'RESIDENT

Thue National Association of Manufactuirers im lilenwed to pre.4ent Its views oan
Itli. 11205(i. We shall concentrate our remumrks on sectionss of the it vceaceraig
OASI and public assistance programs.

'Tie SAM supports OA-41 as a self-financing basic retirement systeni. It Is.
eoziiieLn4, however, with the increasing costs of the systemi and with some efflorts4
to convert It into0 A welfare program.

The( NANI welcowes; the enaphatais In H.R. 12080 on bringing recipients of Public
aqssistance Into the mnain stream of economic life and off the relief rolls. At time
sanniv tlime, It questions the need for a proliferation of special programsir to av.
comlish this goal.

Ti'inr I.-Omi-Aa.. .Ruavivomia, 1)IbxiuLITY, AND IMA.LTn1 INsAHAN

Titlo I of MR. 1208 Is, In several respects, a considerable impirovement over
the Adminlittration's original proposals Aaerbodied In H.li. 5710.

Moat importbant, tho turrenthilll eliinates the proposed series of changes lit
the Income tax law to Include Social Security benefits lin taxable income. Sie'll
Changes would have been unfair to lindivldtials who have borne a relatively large
share of total Income taxes during their acttive careers. The iphasig-ouit of special
exemptions after certain levels of gross Income are reached would have been a
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lisrinminatory and Incons istent Interpretaition of the functions of personal cxemi.
tios and progrelsie tax rates In an Income tax system. The changes In In1cole
tM xation of persons over 6, would have challenged the governunent's own anti 'con-
sistently held petition that %)clal Security beneflL are vohntiry and not based
o (a- ontrnctual obligation.

.. 120WO Is also an Improvement over tile earlier propo.als In that: (1) the
-UniIO rato of increase it fA81 ldnelit I2 (j%-apillej to all hleonle levels ; And
(2) the sj*clal allowance for those with 2,5 years of coveraigo i. elinlattd.
Inder Jilt. 5T1. the nillimunt indivIdial loctellt wotilhl have tweit inc rea"Ad close
to 10/o anti, Inl sonic oalst4 ittiler the sp cal allowane, as iuch as 127%. The
.osts Inherent In such Increases would Io unfair to other iiartlclpants in the

syi(0m, which up to now, ha. ben basically related to earnings.
There romans, however, the fact that under 1M.R. 12080 the proposed Increase

in lielts will require al increase in both Social Security tax rates nitd the
ainximum amount of earnings subject to the tax. Combined emnployer-omployee

,ontriliutlon rates for OASI)I and Mt-dicare wotihl rise from the current 8.8%
to 11.3% by 10784. Of more Immediate significance, the Waximnutn'taxable earnings
base would juinp from $0,600 to 47,600 In 1068. The maximum employee tax would
amount to $344 In 1008, 15% above the current level. By 1071, that tax would be
$39-1 or S6% Above 1067 and 212% above the level In 1071 under pretient legislation.
'These proposal., although less onerous than those in it.R. 5710, still raise serlbus
economic and policy questions.

In their 106? AiMlal RpOrt, the 0ounell of XWonomlc AdviSers state that
"Americans with Incomes well above poverty levels also want and are willing
to pay for increasing social Insurance protection." But a sampling of Congres-
tional polls e6nducted during the first part of this year shows no such blanket

public acceptance, n'or example: .
In the 13th Congressional District of Illinols, 890 approved and 45% dis-

approved an8% Increase In benefits, described as requiring no Increase in taxes.
When the proposal was for a 20% Increase, the vote was 15 for; 66%, against.

In the 3rd Congressional District of Florida, 62% replied "no" to the question:
should Social Security benefits, and taxes to provide for 'me, be Increased?

In the 7th Congremlonal District of Wxlo, 69% favoled benefit increases not
requiring tax hikes.

In the 4th Cogreslonal District 6f Kansas, 04.5 % of thb men a.'d 0&5% of the
women ftvorel a. Increaio In benefits If a tax Increase were nOt required. If a
tax inereae were necessary only 20.% of the men and 10.2% of the women
favored an minrease In benefits.

In the poll of the 18th Congress onal District of Pennsylvaia the q'Iestion was
whether the voter would favor Increasing 1myroll tAxes sufflcleptly to hike benefits
by (a) 8% (b) 14%; (c) 20%0. The respondents favor&d the lowest Increase
more than the others (34% voted for that against 10%/ for emch of the other
alternatives). However. 48% said they were opposed to any Increase In Social
Security taxes.

In the 4th Congressional District of Michigan. 46% favored an increase In
benefits; 40% did not. However, 684% wore ngatnst ni Increase requiring more
Social Se6urity taxes.

In the 1st Congressional District of Tennessee, 74% favored nn inerea4e in
benefits that would not requilre a corresponding tax hike; only 260o were willing
to endorse higher taxes to stipport a 16"-20%, increase in benefits. Among college
and university students in that Distriht the preference for the Increase not re-
(milring a tax rise was close to 80%.

These results should not be surprising. The hilstonry fthe Socil Security
lwograin has been one of stcsslve Increams in honeits coverage, tAx rates, and
imyroll bases upon which the tax Is applied. Many ieople view Moclal Secturlty
as an insurance policy guaranteeing them a certain scale of hen flits upon retire,
ment-a misconception encouraged to a considernble extent by government pib-
licationR and statements oi the subject. llowever, ans the Social Security taxes
rise to the point where they are nn Iireasing burden on the average wage-earner,
he becomes more critical about what lie is pa'ylng for.

lven labor leaders, who supported Social Security without question, are be-
coining concerned. Speaking before the Central Isaber Council, William P., Noell,
International representative of the i, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union,
noted recently that uany of Its younger union members are "Irritated that so
much of their money goes into Social Security." ..
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it is true tflat (only it certain portion of the tntlon's over-all resourees cai be

illocaled, to mryhie.rttroulent bieeits. It IM atlsorue that only a o""tIiu port10o
of qm failk re~iiirvs canle W lloco ted for that purpoe, 1n a period fit which

11 i~dviduwtl (4irulin $7 000 a 1ve'r Is already In difficulty l eciuse of increitoes Pt
the o vtl0i n - qicl Ill Iis inconie tUo, the 15%/ Incr ose In 0 oc 1
security taxes Is not something h6 necessarily "wants and is willing to pay for,"
a'speclally whell lhe realizes that thio systent Is oil what might. be called a Imy-
now, hiolxt.a~iiuoiie%-jwys-ror.you-laiter, Iasis. InI fact, under the Admiistrattion's
proposed 109o surcharge and the provisions ot.HJ.M 12080.many~middleInome
fainlies would pay iname combined Income and Social Seecurity taxes than they
did in 1063, completely wiping out the benellt of the 1964 tax reduction,

-4t used to be axiomnatic that the acceptable top imitto the Social Security tax
burden Is Ini the naeighaborhiood of 10U1, (csnabined employer and oruployev' con-
trllintlons). Under thke new jposal, we will hnve exceeed that level by 1071.
The Departmient of tile Treasmury fin 1JEW Itstimony op135)ilg 11.1. 10, noted 1(hut
a selfbemployelt $10,000 it year mau was, devoting 4.2% of him Income to Social
Security tax liptyileits, anal the figure wats; due to rise to -17 in1 100. The
Dlmiprtnaent eainonted t,"It is doubtful that many individaills ait theme rates
eaik afford to devote appretclubly nmore to their retirement in the formt of a long-
terhi programn."1 -Aqoding t6 thoiroposed schedule, the $10,000 a i$'eur mann who(

to Iif~e)~)1~t~\~ 111-19i 0t-10, paty,1.2% of WiA income in Social Security

The NAM bollevis tillt tAS1 functions best ag at brond coverfige'baslc retire-
ineut Iattpin, \YialMOP Ih self-financing andu related to', patt work experience. We
ale 1)1 11804l U'9(, Ine 11 ten~asi iJ.1, 12080o en the, taxatble eanulug-benie-
lills *relutionalipO. W& d4I idt thiik the 9Y~teniT wva* iuteflded, or SWoAM attempt,
to AM've aq It welftot prograun) which could (depend eventually on general rove-
imes for A sligulfleAuat pnet of: Its ilnAncing. Thuti. we ate -onc'erned over the
lproivIsiaI to t'XIMlli 5jIO(Ai il Iflt'flts from general revenue tio'eldorly persooia
iievor eovered1 6r juilte under S.oclial S~ecurity. Although the cost tot eo Treas-
uIvIyof that'highaea' i'lelltR Is ct'ijnlratively small, estimated at $52 mllhion inl
tfltl$ It w('ild Se-t til)Mr preceent for future inclusi1on of welfare-oriented
iiroj&rdinA fin (hit OAHT -trietture. Nueh special -4ituations call and should be dealt
withI through ex istillg welftiro lirgrnins.I

Slimilarl, , we urge Congresst tO resist Adilidsiation attemrats t6 restore a
ll~irpot~atttulyhigher Wtuiulnk b-lefit (Its originAlly jarolosed fin M.

57T1t) oit thae groud tha lit moro. l'eoJle' thereby "would lie reiiived from poverty."
A.- laudable a.4 that goul infy 1w', It would be better niet through other public
(not i&t'ceomitrily federal) anud private lprogritn)R tilt would not encumber the
)A$l 1%Ymteni.I

Lastly, the NAM i4 couicerneul over tli effect of e-onsflnt ('xji'aslon of Social
Security taxes4 un persontil saovingst and( iorlvate icnak'ni plums. About 2.3 million
wuirker4, or alulost ilaltf of tottil pi'rvate iohl-u gr~el cultural empnjloynment, are pres-
ently covered by fuldcal lirivnte retiremntt p~rogram~s. growthh In coveroglilt hs
been PXtreiily rapid. and1 because (of their substantial Investment laconic, fhese
laimt van provide inuch larger btenelts to Iartillpants than under a system such

a18 OASl. I
However, if,1ocial. SocebrIty thiem eonttinue to rise, there ilevltly will be a

slowdown In the expanstli of both private pension funds and Individual sav-
Ingtis-estential elements I- flm 1iancing basice economic groWth. Also, each In-
crease fit the Socil Hecurity wvago base telids to, oompl~cae further the prob-
lean of I itegratIng larivate penNIon plans with Social Security.

The Suibcommiittee on Fial Poliey of the Joint Econoict Committee of Conl.
gre-ss-, ats well as othor grouse , public and private, are presently conducting
sttIdi u to tMe respectivev rohcs which thb private 1penAaion andt Social Security
systems should loyhlY inprovidlul; retdremnent benlefit.4 for the nation'm workers.
We Mid hoped that Congres4s would it least await the outcome of these studies
before approving nity 'further increases fin either the I'resent Social Security
tax rate or oirulaugs liais,

Obviously, there is; bip1arian stipport for fin increase In Social Security bene-
fits it this time, Undler' tho actar i aasuflilon4 provided by the Hocial No-
curity AditistI:rat lon, it fairly -4ubstantlal hike fi beilefits, at least enough to
offitet lte Inrotuls of ifulaIon utitiet 1905,'could he provided without aiiy eliongriu

ithtax _tutjr#rnapee tilation, However, the Houge hat eeit
to go beyond tliesto benefit increases. inathime whort the lbeed for fiscal restralilt
Is %velh recognivme and higher Income taxes appear Imminent, we strongly urge
that ainy additional costs of the Social Sec-urity system be kept to a minimum.
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The Retirment T08#
Under .R. 12080, the amount that a Social Security beneficiary may earn In

continued deployment without having his benefits withheld is slightly increased.
Although, the cost of this prbvision Is estimated at $140 million In 1968, we
believe, in this ease, it is warranted as a more equitable arrangement for the
elderly tePloyed."
Mcdicarn,

The original Medicare legislation provided for 90 days of covered hospitaliza.
tion. H.R. 12080 would Increase the number of covered days to 120, with the
patient paying a coinsurance amount of $20 per day for the additional days (sub-
Ject to adjustment after 1068, depending on the trend of hospital costs). Experi-
ence with Medicare has been limited. However, there Is some indication that
,the program has contributed to the sharp Increases in the cost of health care.
It would seem wise for Congress to refrain from any expansion of Medicare
until there Is more information available as to its Impact on medical costs.

TITLE U-PUBLIO WELYAUE AMENDMENTS

,.Deoplte the expansion of some programming and the increased cost of these
and other provisions in the public welfare amendments of H. 12080, there Is
apparent, nevertheless, a welcome cost-consciousness. There seems to be implicit
in them an effort to provide a pattern of policy intended to control, and perhaps
even ultimately to Curtail, the overall costs of public assistance In the coUntry. In
tbl, regard, the restricted eligibility, for medical assistance, the emphasis on
employment in families receiving aid for dependent children, family planning
services, community work and training programs and work incentives are es-
peially commendable as constructive features, There is a pragmatic basis here
which is good to see.

HJR. 12080 carries welcome modifications of the medical assistance provisions.
They are, in effect, second thoughts after some introductory experience with the
permisslv eligibility conditions of the original legislation. It is wholly con-
sistent for the national government to establish limitations beyond which there
would be no federal participation. The three-year stepping down of the threshold
for federal participation, would in no way prohlblt those states which have more
liberal eligibility qualifications from extending medical assistance beyond the
levels reimbursable by federal funds. Both the lower and upper limitsfor fed-
eral p.articipation seem reasonable criteria at this point. But it experience with
them indicates that general taxpayer protection requires further adjustment of
the gauges for federal participation, later legislation can make corrections .

H.R. 42080's reconstructed gauges for federal participation are particularly
Pertinent as regards the "buy-in" potential for medical assistancerecipients of
Title XVIII Insurance benefits. Since half of the costs of the supplementary In.
surance program are to be paid from general funds, it is a fitting protection to the
general taxpayer to have eligibility for this program, too, appropriately restricted.
I The threat of loss of assistance for families where adult members, or children
over 16 not attending school, refuse work training or work would be a strong
addition to the law. The incentive of 855 (and later 75%) of federal matching
funds, however, is excessive when compared with the complete absence of match-
Ing under present law. It would seem that states culd readily accept the value of
community work and training programs and their ult imate benefit, both to
assistance families and taxpayers, without a matching formula so high as to
invite more, rather than less, dependence on central government funding.

Another practical amendment concerns the provision for increased use of
protective payments and vendor payments where needed to prevent the misuse
of cash assistance by irresponsible family members. This is a welcome flexibility
and can serve to meet public criticism as well as the actual difficulties of pro-
viding welfare aid in homp situations where there is fiscal irresponsibility.

The toughg" approach would appear to be carried to an extreme in the limita-
tion on aid to families with dependent children. H.R. 12080 would "freeze" federal
participation at the January 1967 level of children under 21 In families where a
parent is absent from the home. This is (n arbitrary and discriminatory feature.
If its intention is to curb illegitimate'births, It would seem to bean unrealistic
and unreliable way of doing so. Family planning services are more to the point.
Furthermore, Its practical effect will only be to penalize the states, not the
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parents. State laws would undoubtedly still require that relief be extended where
need existed, regardless of the legal status of children in the home. , -

On the other hand, expression of the new approach In terms of the provision of
work incentives is'ctinstructive. Here certain earnings are not included as family
Income for the purpose of determining the level of public assistance. Provisions
of a similar nattire aie also contained in the amendments now being considered
in Congress for the Economic Opportunity Act. The aim IS, of course, to give
welfare recipients Incentive to Work so that ultimately, they may be self-support-
ing. The particular level of exetnption which would be most conductive to this aim
Is difficult to assess and may have to be finally determined by some experiment.
However, the aim is sound and supports a position which NAM has taken:

Public assistance programs should encourage recipients who are willing and
bible to earn some of their income to do so. Programs which subtract the total
of such income from assistance payments for which the individuals are otherwise
eligible, do not accomplish this objective.

The mechanics of some of these Constructive changes, however,, elicit a some-
what ambivalent reaction. To assure that the programs and provisions intro-
duced by the a'mendmejits would' be put Into effect by the states, they are
mandatory. HR. 12080 requires each state to undertake the above mentioned
programs or services. This, of course, would add to the conditions of grants-In-aid
which have conie under criticism by those who would prefer to see state and
local programs 'under less direct control and supervision by the central
government.

.NAM is concet ned with the role of the states In, tie'federal system and with
i strengthening of their dentity as responsible and -independent parts of the
system. We believe, that state and local governments should--separately or in
cooperation 'With etcei '6ther-find means of carrying greater responsibility for
the planning, support and performance of public services appropriate to their
jurisdictions. It Is thus with some concern that we see In these amendments an
expansion of special conditions which lead to greater central government controlover state-loeal pkobt-alin., ... , - ..

"One of the areas fWhere federal control may becone more apparent Is that of
child welfare sertleet. H.R. 12080 would bring these services Into the program
of aid to fanilie~s with dependent children. 'Although the consolidation itself may
b6 beneficial, It Involves' a procedural question which might have been resolved
differently. The vingle agency requirement which had been in effect for the
dependent children'program would, under -H.R. 12080, apply to child-welfare
services as well. Instead of retaining this limitation, a freeing, up of this require.
rnent might hare been undertaken. Instead of tying the services feature more
tightly to the 06b16. welfare structure, "greater resort to service agencies in the
private sector'v , ilgit have been sought. The - single agency' -concept was
uhdoubtedly afthhr6rIate- In' the Initial 'years of public assistance programming.
However, the last several decades have brought nbw 'developments and com-
petence to state organization, and it Is thus queitlonabld whether such rigidity
should be continued, far le extended.: H.R. 12080 has vi liberalizing modification
of "single state agency" for purposes of federal participation In certain admin-
istrative expe'-iks of 'the medical assistance program; and'this in Itself acknowl-
edges the impractical rigidity of the single agency requirement.

Furthermore, a rigid federal requirement could impede a constructive new
viewV at the state level. There, a trend Is underway toward a new kind of agency
amalgainatlng a variety of related programs, rather than extension of the old-
line, single-purpose agencies, One of the newest examples of this Is the Depart-
ment of Community Affairs created this summer In Connecticut. It will be
responsible for a broad spectrum of activities, including operative and liaison
work with agencies in the private sector. An agency of this sort has implicit po-
tential for coordination .of related functions, for flexibility and Innovation in
problem-solving, and for improving and strengthening state government rela-
tionships with local governments.

There Is a need for a more flexible focus on intergovernmental relations at the
federal level, too. Congress for example, could make legislative provision' that
some of the federal funds for administration of grant programs be applied to
better coordination of these programs at state level, which would be a kind of
corollary to establishing better coordinating capacity at the federal level. Con-
gress could also take a large step forward In the consolidation of grant programs.

Some advance has already been made In the consolidation of grants In the
field of public health and IH.R. 19080 furthers the trend slightly. But more could
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be don. -In the tl Id of:public assistance, for example .4tudent4 of government
operations have. long questioned the need for =the conti utnce of tbe several
categories. Here there is not only the possibility, of. one. consolidates grant for
public assistance, but the alternative of-.two categories: C roc-nee. cases and
variable-tbed cctes. Ji~

Beyond the question of, consolidating. grants to states for *pecfl or rMlated
functions, there is Justified concern with growing. resort to project grants and'
demonstration' and pilot: programs. The use of ,project:grants had been accpl-.
erAted In the child healthfleld with the 1965 amendments to the Soial Securlty
Act and. Is further. extended In H.R. 12080. It,s, boweyer, encouraging to see
apparent questioning, of this trend, since the bill provIdes for convertlng project
grants for health Services to mothers and children aftgr.-July, 1972 1pto grants
to the states This provision has the added value of ending# at least in this limited'
regard,' a bypass of state governments which is involved In the very concept of'
project grants to communities. w do

-There is another arda where it would-be beneftcia tocsndesi plifcatlon,
consolidation- or~gi'eater consistency. This nvolves th matching forzpulas. They
have evolved with no apparent basis or relatloneohip. Twenty-flve yeors ago the
federal share of public assistance was less thana third 1, now it 1 over a half,
but the averages for groups of, states range frovabout.40,% in te richer, Indus-
trial StAtes to -nearly 70% dIn the poorer ones. ,.hlp rilects the equalization
features of the formulastBut the formulas themselves vary considerably A1mqng
programs. What, for example, Is the rationale for 40% federal part lietion in
project grants for child-health activitIes, 50' for. administrative costs or hme
repairs of assistance tecipients, 75% for.the health care 0 mothers or special
service? And why le&e than 100% federal particlpation f r co unity work and
trainig programs In Section 204 of H.R. 12080, but a f& 10"o, for work experi-
enc6*under Title V of the Economic Opportunity, Act? -

,Becaus9 of the wide range of. Intergovernmental welfare programs, and the
number of- authorities in the national government which deals with them. we-
question whether there should not be a clearance of ideas among them before-
the welfare amendments ,of H.R. 12080 are finally determined. For example,
within the Congress itself, the views of the Senate Subcommittee on Intergovern-
mental Relations as well as the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
should be helpful. There are broad matters of policy and Intergovernmental
relations which could well be.considered before the program specifics of the
welfare amendments are passed, thus foreclosing timely corrections to the some-
what archaic structure of public assistance.

For example, what new approach or altered relationships among governments
might help solve the welfare problem? Is a two-category division of public
assistance a viable possibility? Why not allocate responsibility for chronic-need"
cases to the national government and responsibility for variable-need cases to
the state-local governments?

As an example of the potential allocation, there follows here the last fiscta
year data available on the financing of public assistance.

Present distribudion. of public assistance financing, 1966

(In million]

Federal State-local Total

Aid to chronic cases:
Old-age assistance----------------------------.. $1,319 $685 $2, 00t
Aid, permanent and total disability---------------------321 261 552
Aid to the blind ...................................... 49 42 91

Subtotal, chronic- .-............................. 1 89 98 2, 67

Aid to variable-need cases:
Families with dependent children ..................... 1,031 828 1.8
Medical assistance ..................................... 473 437 910
General assistance .......... . 350 360

Subtotal, variable ................................... 1, 14 1,615 3.119

Total, public assistance ............................. 3,1 2, 604 5,797

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Welfare- WIlfare Administration "Source of Funds Eipand4
or Public Assistance, Fisa Year Ended lun 30, IW, Mar. % 1967.

i-66
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'Teshift OT LlnaiUqng iunde; the hypothetical- allocation Of all chronic cases to'be national government and, ill variablf,-need cases to state-localI governmentswould, according to* these 1966 figures, 'roughly reverse the relative balance offinancingg between the national and the state-local governments:

In rnUllonsJ

Funds by governments
National state-local

!Presnt balance...................... . ....... $3,193 $ 604H).potbetlcal balance............................................. 267 ki
Difference ........ 77................11........

T11i4 balance viofitdchabg I (-somewhat eooi conditions affected. thie
variAbie-nr1d tases,, aod as 'thlp fiibr'of ~osoe age W-Iceae.littlgenra 66et' would'seeb to faVor NAN o cgA1 Mtq ora' i. iresponsible role of stAte-local pjc govenets80,ls depend~ene cetrae,goverfithent finit~cink.. '. I oenmn - n - e~ Ieedzc oi cetAn 'aaditional adatg -b, 4fioxi govetnniett responsIbilIty, for 6brpile-need caseswould be the po~tial'inv4 11 1 Vd 1o 0ovn th p.be ofd -artAln qtandards and 04 ntISAin 'tlipst el.The JnvoiV'ewent of the' fidt onA overnMehfiip'oubl[ ilre baei annewell beyolld pUblic Assl~tan4 ftae'f. ,~ ~ as ~ werpat feInit step, bf central kbverkfIet Mfo'so6141,weia'rd," 'I'fact, jeart ofrt thle tI'mocial: seeurltyv" paqkag6. I34t" to4~ 'the total, package of ,relateo'.progrmjis'ich hqor6eit teI",v so rnt1dh bo at the engresion at juriNIcin to ubc*assistdife lekilatio mayiself riieqd rprsaWould 'th ~ l 'l4 4i'.JrL-d~'toi~ e or aprora sharcd now, It ti'X-eOtrJbq-or')- trtttfnde4progihm h' we're thg respojisibi It$..d the' 11 ou, 6 Wa~'eand )1eans and,,$ut1Vinainco. qomitts5,, indjt the 1,ftalth sd ifrrori iqcet'A~cU-91 eH ftn gi' en 6,al'fu~ds,'We6r6 t41,0 responsibIlity of otler, coneA'~iould Mnqt'hevtlue6 of ingnie~o~o~~lca"lstd~ice giin-to the'scihly of~the' sibattnive co~itltee6s regularly dealing~ wit lIi !erqv-:erinInental programs irn the healt t, education and welfare. geld. It~Is; e,' a.fl sqggest~onl Which might be evahi Tlted befe ante ses of 'cqI'iScurty"

amendmentss covering two logcA~f'separa'b'bil:" sabjevt,6 are agqali utjino neAMbelieves, tl~t JAb egpec~ally In eh pr~vt Y eto00 t~~ rt~e source
*of s8Ial. and economteIc sedtrity, in the 'nation;'.andW tispesed to see theeffpas 1n uH.R. 12080 oi Jtob, training * And work Ape~ntives. W~ believe. thegrowi ng burden of federal government benefits, really in tlie ietare'flelds,nleedls to be given careful appraisal and'perspkev 'savsrgrul ~alses pending priorities; and we are glad -to 'see in flflR. 12080 efforts at cost, control.

STATEMEN'it Or M. RoanRsr BNR9M~T, ECUTrIVE DIRECOR, AUERICA FOUNDATION
FOR THM BLIXD,. INO., NEW YORK, N.Y.

I appreciate this opportunity..to. present the views of the American Founda-tion for-the Blind on H.R. 12080, the Social Security Amendments of 1907. TheAmierican Foundation for the Blind, which Is the national voluntary, researchand consultant, agency In the field of services for blind persons, generally endorsesthis proposed legislation.
Aswe all know, Increases In the cost of -living, have made It extremely difficultfor OA SDI beeiiret get, along' on- 'the! cash, benefits which have-not-infact kept.,pace adequately with Inproved, salaries, and higher costs since the,enactetof the Social Security. Act In 1M35. As'a minimum, we would recoin-mend. adopting the increases provided In MIL -12080. We -would further recoin-mend. the, development of a formula related to the Consumers -Price Index tolirovide for, automatic Increases -in these benefits as a meang'of eiinating thehardship of months or even years In periods of sharp cost Increases before theCongress Is able to take remedial action.
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With regard to public assistance, we believe that the rdu'i16meit tat states
at least meet their own minimum; standai-ds for public asalstance 'pa'$kints con-tained In HR. 5710 be restored in-the bill ;yu aie consider Ing t& a. ineans of
alleviating the dire poverty of aid relpiehth in the states affected: With the aid
of additional Federal financing for this purpose, no individual on the public as-
sistance rolls should have to subsist on cash aid which even his own state welfare
agency considers below subsistence levels. We should also like to recommend
that the law be amended to prohibit durational residence requirements in deter-
mining eligibility for public assistance. Such arbitrary residence requirements
work a hardship on the individuals affected and are becoming anachronistic in
view of the increasingly large Federal financial support for this program.

A longstanding oversight in the OASDI program has been the requirement that
severely disabled widows must wait until they are 62 to collect widows benefits
if they have no minor children In their care. Since we can realistically expect
that only a minute fraction of such individuals will be rehabilitated to the
point of self-support, we are relegating them to seeking welfare to subsist when
they should logically be entitled to the suriivor benefits 6 6 the program. There.
fore, we are delighted that H.R. 12060 will make it possible' for disabled widows
to receive cash benefits under age 62. " - I I

We are also pleased that H.R. 12080 his Included disabled surviving divorced
wives and disabled widowers for cash benefits. However, we believe that the-re-
quirement of attainment of age 50 for eligibility would work an undue hardship
on otherwise eligible disabled widows, surviving divorced wives, and widowers.
Similarly, we believe that the definition of disability for these. Individuals is
unduly harsh and should be made the qame as the definition of disability for
beneficiaries of the disability iiiSurance program. We also would strongly recom-
niend that the cash benefits be 82 % of the primary insurance amount im-
mediately upon eligibility for benefits rather than graduated from 50% to
82%%. The American Foundation for the Blind welcoipes the extension
of the provision covering blind persons between the age of 21 and 31 for cash
disability insurance benefits to all types of 'disabled persons who meet the defini-
tion of disability in the law. However, we believe that the guidelines in the new
Section 223(d) (2) (A) concerning the definition of disability are unduly harsh.
The individuals covered for cash benefits are severely disabled under the defini-
tion in the existing law, and this definition should not be made any stricter tho',
It already Is.

The American Foundation for the Blind Is particularly disappointed that the
provisions of H.R. 5710 covering disability insurance beneficiaries, disAbled child
beneficiaries, and disabled widows- for health care benefits under Title XVIII of
the Social Security Act were not included In H.R. 12080, We have advocated
Inclusion of disability insurance beneficiaries In the medicare program In all of
our testimony supporting establishment of the program since 195. Disabled ben#-
ficiaries have to subsist on their Social Security cash payments and are In the
same or worse position in terms of health care needs and flni nelal resources as
beneficiaries over 65. We sincerely hope that the Committee will include these
provisions in the bill It reports rather than deferring action with an unnecessary
study.

Prevention of disability is, of course, the most effective way of preventing de-
pendency and the high cost to Federal, state, and local governments which de-
pendency entails. Preventable disabilities occurring-in .childhood necessitate ex-
pensive special education, vocational rehabilitation, frequently life-long public
assistance payments, and other special programs. At the same time, such dis-
abilities frequently also deprive the national economy of important contributions
the individual might otherwise have made.

One of the most significant disability prevention programs is providedby Title
V of the Social Security Act as "Services for Crippled Children". lAlthough the
Congress has substAntially Improved this program in the past few-years and al-
though the improvements provided by H.R. 12080 advance the program still
further, we firmly believe that more needs to be done to meet the problem.

First, we recommend that the name of the program be changed from "Services
for Crippled Children" to "Servi6es for Handicapped Children" to more ade-
quately reflect the true scope of the program. To most physicians and lay persons,
the term "crippled" means orthopedically disabled whereas the program Is'sup-,
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posed to cover vision, hearing, mental, emotional, and other types of health prob-
lemis as Well.,

Second, we strongly recommend that the Committee alter the financing of theprogram to provide that the states can obtain as much Federal financing asthey are willing and able to match in the same way that the public assistance
titles are financed.

Third, we recommend strengthening of state plan provisions to require thestates to serve children with all types of potentially handicapping conditions.Some state crippled children agencies do not serve children with vision o. hear-
ing problems or serve only a few. - IWith the improvements we are suggesting, we believe that a substantial nunm-ber of children with potentially handicapping conditions can have these condi-tions treated early in life and lead normal lives. without the need for additloital
costly, services,

Most of the, programs authorized by the Social Security Act require highlyskilled personnel In various disciplines to make them effective. Other legislationin recent years is helping to make possible the training of many types of person.nel, but one category InacuNly short supply is the skilled social case worker.We strongly endorse the provisions of H.R. 12080 designed to assist schools ofsocial work to Increase their facilities to train additional social workers.
We believe that there Is a definite need for skilled geriatric social workers t6assist elderly, persons with their problems. We would one day like to see theSocial Security Administration develop a staff of geriatric social workers Ineach of the district offices in the same way the Veterans Administration hasstalked Its regional offices with this type of personnel. Unfortunately, the shortageof trained people will put this day off unless Federally assisted programs are

enacted to train those needed.
In conclusion, the American Foundation for the Blind endorses H.R. 12080as urgently needed legislation to improve the programs authorized by the SocialSecurity Act. We respectfully urge the Committee on Finance to report this billfavorably with the amendments we have recommended.

(The following statement was submitted to the committee by Hon.Robert P. Griffin, a U.S. Senator from the State of Michigan:)
STATEMENT OF THE MIOHIOAN OPTOMETRIo ASSOCIATION, LANSING, MICH.,

SUBMITTED By BOYD B. BANWELL4 O.D., IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT

'The Michigan Optometric Association, along with other professional optometricorganizations of the nation, is unanimous In-support of the proposed Ribicoffand Carlson amendments to H.R. 12080. "Social Security Acts of 1907.,We are sure that testimony in recent days has brought out the reasons foroptometry's opposition to H.R. 12080 in Its present form and we will not burdenthe official record with further detailed testimony. However, It is sIgnifcant tonote that at a time whenthe only known opposition to the Rliblcoff and Carlsonamendments .omes from the American Medical Association therejs a notaleshortage of medical personnel who are schooled and who specialize In vision care.While optometry, considered the first line of defense against blindness bymembers of this profession, currently has some 17,000 practitioners in the UnitedStates, opthalmolggy, the branch .of medicine concerned. with eye care, hasapproximately 4,500 practitioners, In the State of Michigan, there are thirtycounties without 4n ophthalmologist, only eight without an optometrist.",The Mlcfigan Optometrilc Association considers It. 12080, in ts presentform, discerminatory,, contradictory,, and totally Inconsistent with, tp'e publicwelfare. Further, it is the feeling of members of this association that the' iblcoffand Carlson amendments, identified as S. 804 and tie i"ree4om 6f Choice"provision, are essential If H.R. 12080 Is to best ser-vethie needs of those personswho.,qualf ..or ..epts ndr provisions of the federal Medicare program.We sineely a)preclate he opportunity to 6bvibt this statement for; the e er-lg record. If Of-ierson testimony by a member of this organization is leslred,we will be most willing to send a spokesman to Washington for appearancebefore'
the committee.
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Tug CoMMON WALTII OF, MAACH0A.i T,
]))PAHTMENT OF. Tlir ATOINFy (NERAL,

Senator RussIML B. Loxo, INIxos, Septontber 18, 1967.

OhakmtR, senate Ffnatce Oomriltee,
U.S. Senate,
Senate Offoe PBullding,
Waehington, D.O.

Dz~x SENATOR LONo: The members of the Governor's Committee on Law En.
forceneut and Administration of Justice Sulwommittee on Juvenile 1)elinqueney
of the Conlmonwcalth of Massachusetts consider that measures which tend to
foster normal 'child health and development are linportat elements In the
effort to prevent and control juvenile delinquency. Important Among stch mas.
tros ape those which help to prepare youth nm( adults for appropriate employ.
meant, and those whihh help to maintain the integrity of the family and to
assure to families the means to maintain an adequate standard of health liuad
decency.

The Subcommittee wishes to express its concern about certain features of the
fill, IR. 12080 which, we helleve, run counter to theMe'prlnelples., In doing so,
we are fully minldfl of other sections of thO Bill which will hell t6 maintain
amd strengthen family lif0, such as the tqnirenieutt that State. provide and make
available, where appropriate, employment counseling, testing, and Job training
services for adults aMid youths over sixteen years who are not 'ittOnd;ng school.

Our concern is ditcted partlcula rly" to two sectibms:
1. Scti6n 208: ",{nidtalon of number of children with respect to whoih Fed-

eral payment may be made" , I ,
Tie number of children of broken homes for wlhil Federal cMntributlion. for

assistance would be )uAde" Is frozen at tie ltvel of .1uIluarv, UKoT.-Ilf States are
unable to'lnerease their aP rprintlons to meet th n1(e1s resulting from sitelple
population increase (for ireventfie merisures cannot fie inleolAtely effeclive)
as well as from local or rogibnal economic emergencies, either the level of siub.
sistence would uneessarily be reduced or children who need hell) would have
to be denied and would be forced into deeper poverty. despair, and frustration.

2. Scoeton 201: "Programs of services furnished to famnllies with dependent
children" 1 ,,

A new lause' f(1) under Section 402(a) of the '(witil Securlty Aet siweltit'.
that services to be providefd such as day (are for children shall have as their
objectives:

(1) "assuring, to the inaximum extent lw)slble, that such relative . . . will
enter the labor force and will accept employment so that they will become self-
sufficent..

This clause with emlihasils on "to the nmeuIni exjlent iossible" encmurages
State and local welfare departitents to p~ut lIressuure on mothers of dependent
children to leave home and go to work. The nini (if ,VFDI. however, should loe
to provide for the best interests of children. In ninny familIes, the Interests of
Infants and young children, and sometimes of 'older children, are' best served
by enabling'the mother to remain at lhome and provide care for them.

There Is abundant evidence that when children are subjected to deprivation
of maternal care, Impairments of character development often occur. -

Extensive provision *honld be made, In our opinion, for day care services
for pre-school children and after-school care for s iiool-age children of mothers
who work and for whomthis seems to be the best plan And for mothers who
are seeking work or who for other reasons require (lay-tune care for their clil.
dren. However, safeguards should be provided so that no: pressure Is put upon
others to leave their children In order to go to work.

We wish to draw the attention of the Committee, therefore, to the desirability
of two nmenidments to H.R. 12080:

(1) Elilmnation of Section 208.
(2) Amendment of SectIon 201 (15) (A) (I) to read:
,assuring the maximum opportunity for such relative, child, and Individual

to enter the labor force and secure employment, when this to In the best interest
of the children."
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We -realwetfiliy. requet'the (!onnhittee's consideration; of these proposed
eijnige~s in thle 8ocil Security Act Amnndwenta of 1907.

Sincerely, -
ltonF~Rr "i. MucrolmD

Uharme, JvcifleDeiiueny Rubcomnaillee.
'I otvernor'e Committee on Lo M4Iorceiu'nD atid A drfialrallon of Juatlee.

OORNOR'S COMMITTRs. ON LAW EN1ORCENT AND AIDMJNZSTRATIOX Or JUSTCF

JUVXNJLC VELINQUENCY 5UCOM1TTXK

TIi , .0overoor's Coiniftlie on taw Rtiforccsnint 0ii&AdjiitnIstratloq of Justice
wvas createdl in the tall of 19M0 undi w48svhdrgcd'witb ii' responsibility of design-
fill Fid achieving a corn Pret~ensivo program for huprovlit law enforcemfent'aind
u4116Instration of justice hli'1e Comniopwcaltli of Moawclipetts.

ThIs 0omite has appolited Subcozniutcon juyenllo Deli'nquency which
ha' the specific responsibility' o developing concrete ptogranis or the c are.
prevention, vojitrol, and reiiaIbiiit4tjou of JuvenilO d~liWqucnta.

The followig areo uiendjcrs 6t the Suhcoufitit o6JveieDeI~ny
lion. Francis 0. Poitrast, Jutitce, Boton Juvenile Court
Dr. William Kvaraceus, Professor of Education, Iivfrmnu of-Youth Studies, Tiufts

11nivereity
Dr. Reginald Rtobinson, Executive D~irector, Massachumetts Committee on ChIldreii

and Youth' 1 t ". I _t
Dr., Yrancis J. Kdlly, Deiaity Directer of Field Services, 4dac-abusetts Division

of Youth Services
D~r. (1eorge Gardners Director1 Judge Baker Ouldnee (-enter.
Mrs. Frances Qirichi, StailY Associate, Labor Itelations atil Ieswirch Center,

University of Massachuset
XMrsaq Helen O'Meaira, Instructor, Boston University fLaw.Mtedicinehistituto
L~t. SAlvE . Pascucci, Juvenile Officer and P'resident of JuvenleOfficers Assocla-

lioni, Framinghiam P'olice Dejariniont.
Rohert NX, Mulford, General Secretary, Massachusettm Society for tlia Prevention

of Cruelty to Children
Reverend James Breeden, C~omissiona on Church. and RMce, Massachusetts

C6oncii of Churchea
WVilliani A. Rogers; Executive D~irector, lg Brother Association
Anthony, DINa~tale, Qhief Probation Officer, Third- District Court of EAslternt

Middlesex
Vaul N; Affleek, Executive Director, Springfild Goodwill Industries
D~r. Wihihimn Schmidt, Professor of Maternal undl Child Hfealth, Harvard School

Iof Public Health I.
Mrs. VdwnrdI F.~ Rtyan, Chanirmian, Massaclaisetts Educational Conference Board

IVC OF1 110o MMICMY.

lionD1 10l11i T,., JTuifirdVson), Attorney General -of (lie Commonwcalth, Chairman,
G6%vernpor's Conmittee ipa Law Eniforceiient and Admiinistration of Justice

8heldon K~rantz, I-Nmoet lye l)irctctor, Governor's Coimittee on Lawv Enforcenment
and] Adm~inistrationi of Just ice

LouISIANA STATF. BOARD OF HwrLmi
AYet Orl.an*, La., Miquat Rj, 1001.

Hon. Xtussni, Loxo,
UJ ?. smoa10,
1Iashingtont .O

DnMI 'mATOa LNox: -1 called you while In Washington on Wednesday atfter~-
noon, August 18, to relate to you about the meeting which I was attending that
wh.s called by the Welfare Administration Of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, And, Welfare, and concerning which I reported* late, to -our State Health
Omecer, Dr. Andrew Hedmeg. 'The meeting wa called, tts our Invitatikn statute, "to
(hiscus the- proposed legislation (11.A11 2OW) an~d, related' adMinistrative
Matters." However, the* manner In which the meeting *as conducted appeared
to many of us to have beeii called mio3tly tor !~ fnIrpoae of kettInq general
State approval for the newly organized unit In 'HealthlEducati9n, and Welfar-e.
"The Social and Rehablittation Seryieeo." It- was thisot reorg anirzitlon (rather
than the content of the House Bill which moat persons attending the meeting bad
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already read and generally approved) that seemed to provoke the concern of
most of the participants from the various States.

The most important area of the reorganization which would affect our health
programs on the State level was the removal of the crippled children program
and the program for the mentally retarded from the Children's Bureau to a
newly created "Rehabilitation Service Administration." This was a shock to
practically all of the health administrators In the assembly, because the admin.
titration of the Maternal and Child Health Services, the Crippled Children
Services, and the Services for the Mentally Retarded Children are all so very
Intimately intertwined at the operational level, statewlse and locally, where
the actual work Is being done. In fact, It appears to be almost Impossible to
operate effectively one program without at the same time operating the other
programs. We inquired with some apprehension why this fragmentation of
services was being advocated, and the only answer we could get was that Miss
Mary Switser, the new Administrator of the Rehabilitation Services Admin.
Istration, felt that the Crippled -Children program and thb Mental Retardation
program belonged with vocational rehabilitation. This, of course, was scarcely a
valid reason to satisfy the inquiring minds of an audience of acknowledged
experts in the health and welfare of children gathered from every State of the
Union.

I understand that H.R. 12060 will be coming up for discussion soon in the
Senate Finance Committee, of which you are Chairman. Many of us would
appreciate that you see fit to amend HJL 12080 with a few words which will put
the administration of Title V of the Social Security Act under the Children's
Bureau, as It has been in the past. Many, many of us will thank you for your
favorable consideration of the above matter.

The compelling reasons for my request that Title V remain under the admin.
istration of the Children's Bureau are:

1. Besides the fact, already mentioned, that operationally the crippled children
and mental retardation services are so intimately Interrelated with the maternal
and child health services, the following statistics speak eloquently about this
matter:

(a) In 84 State., the Maternal and Child Health and Crippled Children pro.
grams are In the same agency (the Health Department), and in 18 of them 34
states, the same medical director operates both programs.

(b) About 60% of the caseload In the crippled children programs are patients
under 10 years of age, and 83% are under 15 years of age (1064).,

(o) About 80% of the crippled children caseloads are patients with cogenital
defects.

With these foets staring one In the face, how could one recommend that crip-
pled children services should be separated from medical orientation?

2. Whenever a reorganization takes place on the federal level,' such changes
In interrelationship are soon reflected In the States where a competitive scrmble
for the operation of health programs between various State agencies takes place.
U.sually this has lead to the fragmentation of State programs, and practically
never to cooperation and coordination of programs. If the above mentioned reor-
ganization goes tetOoperation, it can be pr#, dlcted, from past experience, that
a tremendous effort will oon billd up for State vocational rehabilitation agencies
to want to take over the State Crippled Children and Mental Retardation pro.
grams. In fact, Miss Switzer, In answering a question on the subject, admitted
that she may actually help to Influence the transfer of such programs In some
of Ito States.
3. According to the Intent of HR. 12080, the spirit and fact of this reorganiza.

tion are In direct violation of the expressed Intent of the fill. The following
is a quotation from '"The Report of the Committee on Ways and 'Means on H.R.
12080" page 128, under the heading, Improvement of Child Health: "Itepresen-
tatives of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare assured the Com-
mitte that there is a high degree of coordination between the various executive
agencies providing health services to low Income children. It is hoped Ihat Ihis
legislation will further tils coordination as well as lead to more orderly pro-
gram development. Title ill consolidates the existing authorities into a single
atithoratlon with broad flexible categorie& H.R. 12080 accordingly eliminates
all present earmarked programs beglimlug July :It 1088, and. replaces them
yilth one total dollar -6utho-lsatuon.- It is elelir then, that the orgaulmntionial
transfer, of the Cripp e Childrn program and Mental Retardation program
io In direct violation of tle expressed Intention of the oe1 of lReprsentatlves.
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4. Blasest on our exlklirlenco with the urippleii (11hilslren program since Tbe
lmos~tgo of the Social Security Act, we iu that ai Very Putall percentage or
erippiled children need special reb~l~li=o beyond the pliysf cij restoration
of their ablities and the education o f the mothers In the methods of .handling
these children as uch as possible in accordance to the principles of normal.
growth and development of children. Thi19 Is parUcularly truie since moot of
Mhe crippliujng covil in children occur early In age, long before children
are tralnved,for a vocation.

t5. Only conipeteiitiy trained nwdkalM personnel, van really grasp the hnptiea-
lon of the great conIIlexi-ty of medical problenMs that1tu it i relfttlozi to bandi*
capping vondltious In children, and -to place wuch problems fit the hands of nonl-
niedically oriented agencies In a real effrontery to the entire nitlilal profe*4ion.

Qi T.r Children's hiurau Io one of the agees of the federal government
that mutit ho given the highest praise for the judlifty of the health serviceve which
It lias beet, Influential it, dev'eloping In the cited StateA for children. This
was indeedl recognised several years ago when the 0hlldrean'.s Bureaut was the
relipieut of the highest pubil health award tin our country at the annual meet-
Ing of the American Public Health Associatlon.

Lot me mention again and again that [lie fraginnl.1io of community health
~services not only depreciates the 4fiity of the service rendered to the peoplep,
but also lincreases significantly the cost of these services because every agency
that rune at health program ut set uip an administrative organisatlon to run
such a program, aind adihnlitratlon. I8 a costly Item In medical care.

There was ifnanituous figrceenant in filage group of State adInitratorsa
of Childreni 11valth Servicem who attended the meeting that we recommend to
the Department of Health, Menuction, and Welfare, that the Crippled Children
Program and Mouita1l. tnirsoin Program not be separated from the Chlldren's
in-an. This was brought to the floor of tine closig iession of the meeting

when the Honorable Wilbur Cohen asked for recommendations. After I And
other arose and presented our reeonimendat. ione iansRtted above, the Honorable
Wilbur Cohen asked whether anyone wished to m rake a statement defending
the reorganhsnational plan. Not one Individual &rose to defend this plan. Only
onoarose to ask for more information about It.

I hope, therefore, that you see lit to amend the wording of MR. 1208 Po that
It will state explicitly that litle V of the Social Security Amendment will be
tnnboitered by the Children'is Bureau.

Sinerely yours, DE RDAMDMPH
ill n'dor, Durcant of Health (iossacrvation.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Hon. Fran ik
FH. E~vans a U.S. Represntat ive in Congre.9s front thie State of
Colorado: 4ETMZ 

1 97
Ho31. FRANK 10. EVANS,
Member of 001 wa,
Hlouae 0fi Builing
Weahfngtoon, D.O.

DEAR RzmicNTA~zvz HvANSs: I would like to titanic you for sending mue a copy
of the Summary of Provisions of the "Social Security Amendments of 1007." and
also your request for my 'comments.

First, I am very much In favor pf the, provision, that Increase the social
wncrity benelits. As we all know, the cost of living has continued to rise, and
the Insured beneficiurlee will Vertainiy be lped.

Trhe changes In the medical plan _ie~ten1;tobe in the right direction.
In discpsalnit the Public Asabtance 'AnIedinents, I will discuss'each as they

Pamtli empftpmislan, other ervwse
IThis provision seems to change the theory that the pae for A mother is9 In

this home to care for her ohildrenf.1 This provision wonl be more aceept~ble If
It set an age limit for the children, ftuch as 14 or 15 before 'they, were forced
from the home.

Mlly, platining, services are- offers -to all ADO families in' Lea' 01anli
County at the present time., However,. I feel that legislating morale is a vory
difficult thing to do and still s"y we'have a free country.
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(Jommunfty work and graintng program
I would endorse this protisIon 100 percent,' as you know we have. had, such tprogram in Las Animas County tnder Title V, and we feel it has been veryu ec e sa u l. ";•-

We In this department are very much in' favor of work Incentives. However, wefeel $30 of earned income and 60 percent of earnings would be a better formula.Y eedV ceidretn0 e n un pk4IY dfa ther . , "
I object to this provision, as many of our fathers do not have a substantial con.section with the work force. This county has been a depressed county for many-yers; therefore, these fathers have not had a chance to have a substantialconnection, with the work force. I would also object to the provision that afather was not eligible If drawing unemployment compensation, as the amountthus re.eIved is, many times, not sufficient to supply the family with their heeds-To me, this exclusion of fathers without work experience does not male sense,as they are the very ones that need this work and training.

Federal payment, for foster' home care of dependent children
- fn this provision okay, . .

Emergency 08ttance for needy children
I agree with this provision, but feel that 80 dayi is ofteq not enough time to,service a case.

Cioh14 wel fare -terviceo
* This provision in the summary is bot well eniough explained for me t& comment..
Lignitaiton on 'id tofamlieqwith dqpendenit 1Wre ,.Here I disagree most sincerely., This would mean that the additional children,and ' the, mother would not be on ttho budget, but would still be living on the.anieunt he eligible children would receive. -Thanks again for sending me this bill, and I hope my comments winl be of help,to you.

Sincerely,
LAs AxxAS C OUY TI DY-PAruMNT OF PUBLzo WEtfARL'.CLAzR 0. RoBnm's, Director.

STATE OF fArEr,
.. Jonn IV. GAR " ,Augusta, Maine, 8eptc&hbcr2O, 1967.
H eo n .4 oii W . G A R D N E R , " ,

&4cretary, Hcatth, Education, and Welfare,
I'aahington, D.O.

D EAR SECRETARY GARDNER: It Is my sincere hope that you and everyone. In your-agency and elsewhere in the administration will be successful in persuading the.Senate and any resulting Conference Committee of the need to alter, the proposedSocial Security Amendments of 1967 contained In H.R. 12080. There are mannyenlightened and progressive features i4 this legislation, but it also contains meas.
urea unduly restetive iind I heli'eve riot in the best pt~blie Interest. .. .

In this time of an Increasing cost'of-llvlhg, it is'linperativd that'r'e lf b givento those on fixed Incomes. Certainly Inge sed Social .Scurit it a eav412% and preferably 15%' Ar n.. " . .9I r, the cea contained InIwR. 12080, while r ,Tld'e olginil bill, JLR. 5710.would have increased the minimum ..1..o $70 fro 1 p . o 44.
... ..~~~ 1 .4 -Vl to.? m . t6s preset leve),of 4

H.Rt. 12080 Locrease Winhimm be-ei~ ,~6'o64y $ , *In Mal ' over- %.: OAArepienti receive Social Security.l ' obVdlOtS' to us tb......minimum benefit Is necessary for these pe to live In th r eIt is the view of Maine officials that the provisions Ontaind In - c tion 201'rof'H.PI 12080 are both unduly p.roscrptjve aW would force unptoductivs andmeaning is pioed r. The ele.ient,of Crlson 4puts government in the very-delicate position ' d"" m - rs will wrrk and which ones will not.That this provl, ion is subject to great abuse should be obvious , More, mi-Portantly, perhaps, in.Maine a ,substatlal percentage of the; APDO-,reciplent-group are on the .progran. for, .,ii~vel honj-prt.o-s'and except for br"e'
intervalsM are taic n excep -si i o... . briefthlnrtal1 aVe 'bs's'.cal tji..Foreing us to spend tiniesd6ing-things for these people which they are perfectly capable of doing for themselvesis an inefficient allocation of money and energy. I give my whole-hearted support-
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-to increased Incentive to work with those welfare reeipents who do need train-tng and guidance to asistt them to become self-sijiPorting; however, to makethis mandatory may well be self-defeating.The Maine legislature has just recently, at my request, expanded the eligibilityof AFDO to include those homes with an unemployed parent. Not to have donethis would have continued a' program which put' a premium on broken homes.It is unfortunate that coincident with this change in Maine law a very restrictivedefinition of AFDO-UP eligibility is proposed in H.R. 12080. The definition pro-posed In Section 203 (a) Of the bill reitrictingasslstande to families Where thefather has been so completely attachM 'to 'the labor force favors the unemployedparent with better education, more skills, and good work experlene&'; it excludesthose'who are most apt to become chrohie dependents. I recognize the interest ofthe House Committee in not encouraging this totoi "dependance but I feel-it mis.guided to arbti itrlyexclude from th rokram theee individual whose need Isgreatest. jet us not forget that our interest is b6t'foused on the unemployedparenthut rather on hler chIidren for whose future We have greater hope.The most troublesome feature in the Nil is the limitation on AFDO eligibles.The* Congress is und rtandably alarni d over the' increase in 'desertion andIllegitimacy in some parts of the oltry bnit to Use thepublic assistance program
as a means of controlling human behavior is at best questionable. Oue wonderswhat ttles and regulations could be adopted to maintain the proposed ceilingand guarantee equal protection under the law. The ceiling proposal does notallow. for ease load Increases resulting from, Industrial Jay-offs or other causesof dependency resulting from varying economic conditions. Indeed, it is extremelydoubtful that a mother will bot bear nnothet child because the Congress hassaid the state will support no more than X number of children. There Is ad-mittedly an urgent need to get at the'causes of these grave social problems andother provisions in H.R. 120S0 such as a strengthened Comnunity Work andTraining Program, Day Care, FoSter Care, Fnilly Planning, and HomemakerServices are useful, salutory,- rehabilitatiVe tools aind offer a realistic hope ofcontrolling the size of case loads. . I .'1'In light of action in sone states establishing whnt ;must appear to'some peopleto b very hlghincome'Apre 'definIng medical lndigency, it Is not difficult tounderstand why the Congress has proposed a liltation on federal participationin nfedieal assistance Vnder Title XIX progranis.I personally feel that with such a new program, It is premature to Impose anyceiling. The Malne legislature turned down my requestfor funds to enableMaine to initiate this program. I am extremely hopeful that we will be particl-pating soon, If a ceiling is to be required, the pr0pos&i standard appears to be.too limitljg, Based oni Maine's 'average 'ADO payment, a fAmily with more,than' 2,400 yearly income would b4 Ifiellgible for medical assistance should thelegislatire appropriate funds for such a program. This is' a long way from the$5,000-6,000 standards to which the Cdngre'sg Apparently objects. I feel that if apercentage c jlng Is to be imposed 150% i- more realistic tiou the proposed
If some of the negative features 6f this legisla'tloi cn be eliminated the pro-posed Social Security amenidments of'1987, takbn togetiler, may prove to be one

of thm pt potentlar. p.seful and 'efillghtened bills effecting public welfare in
I'A.n nclps~ln for. 661rint6rm, on a copiy of the iesolution COerzning thislegislation Jointly adopted by the Maine Department' of Health and WelfareAdvisory Conirttee, thb Citfzens Advis6ry C0niittee to the Bureau of SocialWelfare, and the Executive Committee,'Maine Conference of Social Welfare.

Sincerely yours,
.KExiNETH M. Cavis, iO'ernor.

Rss6LuTION OoNC.M !O SO0'IaA SEcuITiY AUEND34i.NiT oF 1967 FROM 'ft: MAINEDEPARTMENT OF HEALTH' A, WELFAIM ADwisosy Com mnIr , OCrziis ADVISORYCOU'ImzE To ''N _BVUsIu'Or 40cJAL WLF, T 'WUflTTO 9, R $AN
CoNPREtNCE Or SocIA WZstrARE ;
The "Advisory Committee'0 t the Departiient of Iealth and Welfare, to theBureau.0f Social Welfare, and the Executive Committ6e of t06 kaine Conferenceof Rtcial Welfare, met on Selitember 14,1967 to dtiuss the provisions of the SocialSecurity Amendinenti of 1967, H.R. 1 IOS, .49 they affect people programs andfinancing in Maine, and voted to send to You the following observations relatingto the Public Welfare amendments section:
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The strengtbeping of poininupnity work and traiilwg,, expanded (lay care, i0.
proved foster care service% family planning, and homemaking services provided In
the bill offer the best hope of controlling the alse of public assistance caseloads,
because they are aimed at the causes of dependency. Two sections of the bill will
all, but aiullLfy these progleve features and should be ellilunrtei:

, Title l!, pail $, hifetfo 401, Fomi, Improventt.-hs section compels the
State to decide whbkh mother shall work and which shall, not, This element of
compulolon Is not needed in Maiue, The State cannot, provide enough training
a4d work experlewoe for those who want to work. We feel tids Is not a productive
measure. It denies the mother the choice she should have.

IL'tIte I1, Part 2, Seotion 208, Umfttson Number o 4Nigblo AFDO Ohl.
drcen.-This measure puts a ailing on the number of deserted and Illegitimate
children who can be aided with Federal uftd Tthls is a punitive measure, unfair
and unworkable, and we question tbat: it Is constitutional. What about equal
protection to all under the law? We think it unlikely that state governments can
control by edict or restrictive policies the number of illegiUmate or deserted
children.

Wecitizens of Maine who are deeply concerned withthe welfare of the dis-
advantaged hope you will give this bill your very searching attenton.

MAKY WOWrHLEY,
Chairman, Hcaith aud Welfare Advisory 0omtmntteo, Maine.

VIOLA JASPER,
Ohairmas, Advisory Committee, Bureau of 8ooal Welfre.

CHARLES KINO,
Preufdmnt, Maine (Jonferenco of Sooal Welfare,

STATIUZNT Or ARTHUR J. PACKARD, CHAIRMAN, (0OVER)NMENTAL AIrAIRs,
Couurrx, AU tUOAN HOT=L AND MOTEL Assoc oN

The American Hotel & Motel Association is a federation of fifty State inn.
keeping associations having a membership in excess of.0,000 hotels 'and motels
locted in all sections of the United States .The Association maintains offices
at 221 West 67th Street, New York, New York, and at 777-14th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.O.

We would like to comment briefly on the Administration's proposal to revise
the social security system and on H.R. 12080, which passed the U.S. house of
Representatives on August 17, 1007.4

The Administration has requested a benefit Increase which would range from
15 to 59 per cent (an average of 20 per cent) for the 23 million people currently
receiving payments. Medicare, nursing, and other programs would be expanded
and those over 65 would get a tax reduction. To pay for these Increased benefits,
the Congress has been asked to Increase both the tax rate and the wage base on
whichthe tax Is assessed. The current wage base of $8,000 would-be raised to
$7,800 next year; to 9,000 In 1971; and to $10,800 in 1074, The current tax
rate of 4.4 per cent Would be raised to 4.5 per cent In 190 and to 'iper cent in
1973. In effect, the Administrati6n asks that in a little more than five years the
amount of taxes extracted from employers and employees alike' for the payment
of these Increased benefits be almost double the amount which is currently
withheld from earnings.

H. 12080 would Increase the wage base from which Social Security and
Medicare taxes are paid from the present $6,000 to $7,000, effective January 1,
108. 'The tax rate would Increase from its present 4.4 per cent In gradual
steps to 5.9 per cent on January 1,1087.

we are aware and solicitous of the problems of our senior citizens. However,
we do pot believe that a solution for them is to be fouudldin a proposal which
calls'for a dri4tic increase in both employee and erployei'tapl.

Thls'66mmaitteono do bt will want, to be inforiqed of the fiane1al cndition
of otf r Induitry, or hny industry for that matter; as it -q6itsldirs proposals which
would inflict additional financial burdens, If efnaeted.
h Payroll costs represent the major type 9f expenditure, li, tho .ppertio4, of a
hotel or. motel.: In recent years payroll with fringe beIefits amounted to,3.1
cents of each dollar qf sale made by hotels and motels. This rato WIll s4ow a
sharp increase In the current year due to the ena tnent, of, oth Federal and
Stott In iniu wage laws. The Fair Labor 'standards Amendments "Of 106I,
effective Just this last February 1, not only have created ia general disruption
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within the hotel/motel industry, but have also Imposed a harsh economic burden
on the i44dustry. Citing merely av axi oxemple the same 10 8outli~rni State classltf.
vaution utilized by the US. Department of Labor In Its annual report to the
(Colgrets, the recent extension of the $1.00 per hour minimum wage to the Indus.
try will increase layroll costs In that area by an addif1pnol 10.2 per cent! One
need not beia statistician to epuvilioij the enormous added Impact on ppyroll
wlkh will result from the $1.60 per hour minimum rate scheduled for the lifd ustry
In less than four years from now. The operating costs of hotels and motels can-
not be Increased any further without serious consequences.

Add to the already high payroll costs In the Industry: (1) the proposed ten
per cent surcharge on corporate taxes ; (2) the Administration's propowd 20
per cent Increase Ili postal rates; and, (3) an anticipated request for higher
unemploymeut compensation toxes-iu Ihe hotel/motel Industry a 0.15 'per cent
Increase In this tax rate would add over $2 million to tpoe cost 0f pAyroll taxes
and employee benefits-and we are moved to question the ecnole logie of
the Administration's Social Security proposal. The point here behig that you
cannot raise the wage-earner by pulling down the wage-payerl

The national Certified Public Accountlng firm of 11arris, Kerr, Forster &
Company has for many years Issued a nationwide survey of the hotel and motel
industry which tabulated the statlslical ilformatlon with regard to hotel and
auotel operations covering 700 of such units. This study shows a definite trend
towards higher prices charged for room accommodatIons, but continued deellnev
in number of rooms rented. Occupamny of hotels and motels has declined from
85 per cent in 1048 to 60 per cent in 1958 and down to 05 per ent in 1900. The
return on equity Invested il hotels and motels Is less than can be obtained from
a savings bank where there Is no risk of Investment.

Of course, there is another side to the Social Security tax "coin ;" namely, the
employee's contribution to the prog-ain. Just a little more than a-year ago, an
employee's yearly maximum payment Into the program was less than $175. HR.
12080 will Increase this tax to $334.40 In 1068; to $364.80 In 199; to $395.20 in
1071; to $425.40 In 1973; and to $448.40 In 1987. All this while the inflationary
forces take their Increasing toll from the employee's take.home pay. The Con.
gress should be aware that employee--particularly the young wage-earners--
are already questioning whether the benefits of tomorrow are worth the costs of
today.',

While the hotel and motel Industry is Interested, like every business, In the
social and economic program for the underprivileged, it must be remembered
that there comes a point of diminishing returns due to increased costs and low
Investment return. Foreign travel to-the United States Is being discouraged
because the rates charged In other countries for similar accommodations are
less due to lower labor costs. Many of our citizens are traveling abroad for the
same reason. This has affected our, Balance of Payments program to 'which
Congress Is alerted. Such costs shnilarly affected travel within the United
States. as the foregoing statistical figures Indicate. It has been noted that
commercial travelers are cutting down their use of hotels and motels by shorten-
Ing a five-day trip to a four-day trip; a three-day to a two-day, and, In many
cases, making a round trip in one day,ithereby avoiding the expense of overnight
lodging and meals, I I

'The accommodation Industry I a tremendously Important segment of the
economy antd on the present baisls of cost of operation, the return on investment
Is low. Any further Increases In the cost of operation due to Increased labor
costs andpayroll taxes will have a devastating effect upon the accommodation
industry, from an Investment, social and economic viewpoint.

As an alternative to the Administration's proposal and H.R. 12680, we recom-
mend that Congress consider an Increase in Social Security benefits in the
neighborhood of 8 per cent without increasing payroll taxes. We believe that
an increase in the neighborhood of 8 per cent can be accomplished without doing
damage to the Social Secority'system. We also favor subsequent increases In
benefits based on rises In the cost ofHiving. When one consldews thatatnce the
effective date of the 1OOSocialSeeurlty benefitIncreases the, Consumer Price
Index has Increased more than five per cent, there is merit in such as escalator
provision which would relieve the hardships of those elderly citlns who depend
on the benefits.

Nevertheless, If benefits are to'be increased with payrolltaxes remaining at
current levels, the question which must be answered is: who pays the piper?
Are the increased benefits in such an Instance to be paid from surpluses existing
In the trust fund? If so, while we see no immediate harm, at the same time we
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question whether such t&rpluses will continue to accrue to support added twliz'r
fits I future years. Oriare the increased benefits to be paid through geiiterni
revenue financing? If this be the case, then we question the wisdom of such
a move.

We have alw'ys believed that social insurance, in the form of the Solal
Security program now over 80f yars old, ought to be self-financing. We fear that
should general revenue financiifi be used to pay for the program the Insurance
concept of the system may at some later date become subordinated to political
expediences, And this exactly the type of thing an Inusrance system must avoid!
Such 4 stem which serves long-term ends must not rely on financing which may
be hit r 4to satisfy shrt-term desires.

As this otmittee'adi this Congress consider changing the system-be it an
increase In benefits or otherwise--the touchstone of its action should be main.

ititng the altegrity of the financial system on which the whole structure of
Social Security'rests.

STATEMiNT'OF NATIONAL CoMMrTEz FOR DAY GARE OF OHIOREN, SUBMITTED BY
'HON. Hiow 0. G1uooNHEimEB, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND MRS.

'RItCIARD LItsBUROH, 'RESIDENT

* Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the National Committee for the
Day Care of Children. wishes to call to your attention our opinion based on
yars of experience and professional knowledge that the Welfare provisions of
the bill you'are now considering are both unwise and unworkable, The result of
any effort to implement them, in our Judgment, would be disastrous for the
whole country.
11 It is probably difficult for you to appreciate how much anguish this legislation
has caused those of us who are dedicated to the promotion of expanded day care
programs. For almost ten years, the National Committee for the Day Care of
Children has worked to persuade the Federal Government to proved decmit
day care facilities:for the millions of American children who need or might
benefit from them. We have campaigned for increased fund, more facilities ,
better training and higher standards for day care programs, We have repeatedly
urged the nation to eliminate the disgraceful situation in which millions of Ameli-
can thildre) are, left to fend for themselves or under wholly inadequate sulkr.
vision during the day. In that time, we have seen the congress take the flr.-t
steps toward providing for the welfare of these children. , ,.

Today we Jindrourselves in the strange and uncomfortable position of having
to say that the-largest single Federal day care.program ever proposed is a bad
program. Yet we have no choice but to tell you so. For the Day Care envisioned

- by H.R. 12080 as It presently stands is likely to do the children it affects as
much harm as good.

When we first heard that the Congress was considering establishing a massive
day care program for children of parents on public assistance, we were elated.
We thought.that such legislation would embody a recognition of the role day
care can play in breaking the vicious circle of poverty and dependence. We
find, however, not a carefully thought out program to help children develop
mefitnlly and physically, but a hastily put together outline for a compuliory.
custodialservice which is not required to maintain even minimal standards ofadequa~cy, .. •.. .

We believe that the more objectionable features of this legislation, at least
In so far as they affect children, are the result of the haste with which the bill
was written. We hope, therefore, that you will welcome suggestions for amend-
ment: that will eliminate the punitive and destructive aspects that are in the
present document. .
• i In the first place, the day care program is, for all practical purpoaeci, mandatory.
A 'good' mandatoryy', day care prorgim Is a contradiction in terns.No mother

'should be forced to place her children in day care so that she can go to work. The
Judgment as toWhether a, )'o-ng child needs his mother's constant care and
attOntion is one that, in our society, traditionally bel6ngs first of all to the mother.
Society may intervene only when the chad is, In physical danger. In this
Instance, however, we are proposing to intervene in clrcumstances'which relate
not to danger but to poverty. Such a pattern of intervention may be appropriate ii
totalitarian contries. It is sot appropriate in America. - - I

In addition,-some children can benefit from day care and some cannot. Many
children may be damaged emotionally and physically by being taken from their
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homes and being placed in a setting with which they are not ready to cope. Day
care professions are the last to urge day care for all children. They know that a
prerequisite of a good program is a professionally administered, discrim~nating
Intake procedure. Such a process must work in consultation id4th the mother,
to determine the appropriateness of day care for her children.

Previous day care programs have always taken these facts Into onalderatlon.
Yet. there Is nothing In this legislation to Indkte tht one of tle criteria for
deterining whether it is "appropriate" for a mother to accept training or
(ulnlloyment Is whether the placng of heri children In day care is I their best
hiterest. In this connection we refer you to section 523 (1) (101 of the Soclal
Security Act which provides that the States must formulate "(iII) * * such
safeguards as may be necessary to assure provision of day care * only in
cases in which it is determined #. 0* that a rheed for such care exists ;" Although
this provision of the law. was fleveloped in a somewhat different context, it
demonstrates an appreciation by Congress of the kind of standards to which any
g(od day care program must conform. Smilliar language must be explicitly applied
to the day care provided for In H.R. 12080 if we are to have any bope that the.
resulting programs will work for, rather than against, the children.covered., ,;

The second serious problem with the bill 14 its failure to set any wandardsj for
day care services or even to Indicate that suci stadards hsuld .e Set. This
is a deficiency which, in our viewomust be corxectd, .

A federally ,funded day care program as uiqs, tremend4tsresponlbf!ity,.byvirtue of the fact that it Intrudes lnto a sphere ,norip.ully ,reedd for tbe
family. Fully to discharge the responsibility of crilng for hundiredso0tlifuMds,
perhaps, several million, children, this program -.w|l. have to live up tov r"ih
.-tandards& The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfa're should be 1%p icitly.
directed to formulate guidelines for day (ore programs,withinuwhctl !oal ctt-
inurdtles must operate. Such guidelines should giiaraute. tlIday care facilieS,.
staff and programs meet-standards of qualfty sufficient -0: insnzre tiewelai e
of participetlng children. - , .,. .... -,;,

A licensing provision similar to tOat already appllcble, tothe day cire p, ro-
grams funded after: the child welfare provit;ons of the Act .should, al '.be.
written ntotheprogram. . . , ,.
. Such directives relating, to standards should, be a, .pa o 'any., legislation
pertaining to day care., In the context of this' part cular program, however,,
they are absolutely essential. Since receipt of so much of their other money!
will be tied to the provision of day care, the -tgtes. will be under, tremendous
pressure to get day care programs operating. quickly.Ju. a sltuatlon,,where
speed, Is important, standards. of quality are always. thretened.-

Congress should also give consideration ,to changing the Isor 'ua.unoer ivlhlcn
the day care part of the program will operate, If the formula fQr State con-
tributions was the same as that required for community action bbkianms, so
that-the State's share was 10%' InStead of 15 and'25% (and:payable in" services
And facilities as well as In money) better day care would be provided in those
States which would'find the.plreint provisions financially,Impossible.-: ,, ,

Our recent experience with the. Headstart ., Prograu Indicates that there must
be provision of fund forthe building and renovation of facilities. Lacking this
It will be Impossible to start a large scale program in many cities, and.0even
more, in rural area. In addition there must hO rotislon for the traininglrof
teachers and other staff, and for. the provision of health and guidance services,
unless what is contemplated Is a purely custodial "baby sitting" servyce, If this
latter is the case, our country will be in the.anomalous pMsiltlon of'gIvAfgsome
children' a_ headstart, while giving 'otherst' push -backfard.Jf Witi W tis c6n-
templated is a system of rmeting out punishment; to the - hldren of AFD4
motbeis, sUch a 0ustodAl jPr61frm would be emnIently*,4uallfed to'supeed, - 

-

We believe that the mandatory work provtslbfi'th.lt.0k of a ml~iltiim wage
WcaW for'workinj mothert; the incentives offered t6 State to *emoye'IllgItI mate
children from their homes, and the implicit' pefe" i~ oh'u'nemjloyed fathers to
leave their families may lMad to wholesale M lgtioff ;0Vn dreai whtr..the lw
Ii enforced too literally, Into areas whichiAppear 'to' be mdr liberal 'An4dthere.'
foresafer. ' If this leads tO inrehsed mIgratto i' on any ar , ale IntO clte
whieh cannot' afford to absot'rb additional loW l qcomte, t4mil,-' nor to ro.vide
the' spae,'staf or &Aids to'mbet th6 'additional' nd f 'r ay care, w6 iiredlc a
perd -of Misqry, frustration, aid backbreakig .n 6ble to r Otr a
burdened citlee. AVt, - 1 -. i";-

Before closing this statement, we feel that" w ln t add' odr' v6 t6 t66h6
who have objected to other provisions of the bill which seem more likely to
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punish the poor than to end dependency. iz particular, we wOuld hope that tho
Committee would see fit to eliminate the freeze on AFDO recipients, transform
toe work trafning programi Into One that, li mandatory upon the States but
voluntaryV'for recipients, liberalize the eligibility" rules for unemployed parents,
and eliminate any incentive for removing children from their families.

We look to theidistinguished and thoUghtful members of the Senate Finance
Comiittee Afid; to the Senate as a, Whole to amend 'this bill so that it will
become a Worthy part of the country's War on poverty, instead of the be-
ginning of 4. dew war designed to fight the poor.'

- TTHz A.THUTIs FOUNDATION, INO.,
NEW YORK O1A&PTEz,

New York, N.Y., Hep(ember 13, 1967.
Senator RusSmEL B. Lo~e,
Seogfle 0 uilding,
WaAshnton, D.O.
DX 'SzxaToa LONG: Since the Inception of the New York Chapter Of the

Arthritis Foundation, we have given information and assistance to many thou.
sands of arthrltics in Southern New York State. Because of our close relation-
ship with many of the chronically iII and disabled in the community, we have
been able to learn of their needs on a first hand basis. Our awareness of cwm-
munity p oblems compels us to tell you of our concern with certain portions of
h new , Securlty legislation recently passed by the House of Representa-tives, . 1.

H.R. 12080 in its entirety contains many beneficial provisions that have been
long sought by the Arthritis Foundation and other health and welfare organiza-
tlonh. They Include: an increase In Federal financing for such social services
as family counseling, day care, family planning, foster care, and other protective
child welfare services; for demonstration and'other research projects for the
special costs associated with work and training programs; for the training of
social workers and their aides; and provision for an incentive exemption of
earned Income. HoWever, we question the effectiveness of these new policies
If they must be carried out under the shadow of certain repressive Items in
the bill.

These reprehensible Items In H.R. 12080 do not maintain the original spirit
and intent of the Social Security Act of 1985. Instead, these sections will force
the United States back to medieval punishment for poverty and away from the
preservation of human dignity. We refer specifically to:
Title I, Part 1

We reluctantly supported the recommendation for a 15% increase In cash
benefits, as proposed In the Administration Bill. We felt it was a step in the
right direction, but very inadequate to achieve the original Intent of Congress
in the 1O3fSocial Security Act In 1935 the Congress visualized a social Insurance
system which would maintain for senior citizens a decent American standard
of Uving.

The 12.5% increase in H.R. 12080 is so small that.it will have a negligible
Impact on the needs of the senior citizens of America.

Titli, par-t 3
We laud the Inclusion of In-pai ent, pathology and diagnostie radiology in

Part A of MUedlcare. We feel, however, that it Ua Imprative' that hospital out-
patient benefits be continued under Part , rather than Part B of Medicare. For
many patents the placing of #ewe services under Part B .will be restrictive
because they, willbe subject to ded uc, tible and coinsuance. Thus, even fewer
patients will be Oble to avail thnsvesle of these, services,

In addition, It Is e' ential thM H4e- health SeMes be included In the list
of mawtory, see rv.tes. wOmeoHuelth $lrvies d WOUld extend medical re to
.many M person. I would dra % , Uy lower. th 'occupancy of hospital and nurs-
ing m ome bed It would also served 'tjo Mgh coot of In-patient Care.

Untorttmately, the 06,se. did n9.t1 d.c4dO to "zteud edicare, to disabled
persona und mape 0 , v.,.e,.vutary eal agency we are pqrtleularly sensitive
to the unmet needs of this disadvantaged group for whom we '4aq provided
varied, service prormMrs. ,We urge yqu to, support this Item.
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T1t1 II, Part .1,,

The fix4 tatlb for AFDO children of Jinuary i, '1007 could drastically affect
the:chldre# who need services the most if that percentage of tbe population in.
creases. We'd' not believe that the use of ratios'is ethically Justified ii meeting
the needs of deprived children. % :

We atkefutther coticern 'about compuls 0yk mrlo'inent and training programs
for children" yr "'ge 16,'nethployed father, an4 inqthers with'dependent chil.
dren. The dr stlc s*Itc4 'of emphasis of H.R. 12080 makesthe6 Soc1a Security
legislation a Cofipulsory Job training land eniploymn6t recruitment "program
rather than 'i meairis of. strengthening family ljfe, We are certain that you are
aware that doercve measures will not rectify the consequences of generations
of injustiCe, poeilt and disease.

We propose that Congress should incorporate the following flie recommenda-
tions: a . . ... e r

1. get natninifdi'mlimUin iefaie grants which would require al states
to raise all welfa grants at least to the federal low income poverty line ($4,000
for a family of ,). . . !

2. Require the AFDC unemployed parent program In all states and make it a
permanent part o th'e Social $qecurlty At.

8. Establish W'61kk inceztlves for AFDO and other welfare recipients allow-
ing welfare faimilleto keep all money they earn until their family Income reaches
the federal inO0rO poverty line.

4. Transfer the administration of community work training programs to the
Department of Labor,

&.Etiminate allother coercive elements of the bill that may ultimately deprive
thousands of dependent children of the bare subsistence they now receive.
Title ii, PartP

Under the new eligibility criteria for proposed changes in Medicaid, Title XIX,
those medically Indigent people who are In the upper income brackets would
be cut off. The broad range of services would also be narrowed. We at'the Arth-
ritis Foundation have witnessed the beneficial effects of this program which has
begun t6 mo~e health care sbrvlkes forward to levels betting _A modern indus-
trialized society. We urge that Title XIX not be 4ircumscribed.

We recommend that more adequate social insurance benefits and policies be
provided in Title I in order to reduce assistance levels and costs byassuring other
sources of adequate income and helath care, We feel that the Public Welfare
AdVisory Council's proposal of a comprehensive program of assistance and service
based on Federal standards and financing be implemented as an alternative to
the regressive policies In the bilL

We look to your progressive leadership In the Senate to remove the afore-
mentioned punitive items and to develop a legislative document that Is logically
consistent and ethically acceptable.

Sincerely yours,
C.00ms 13B. HAaDiNG, President.

Thi 'AMIClOAN XATIOXAL RED CROSS,
Wahin,#t6n, D.C . September 4, 1967.

Mr. ToM VAIL,
Ohief Counsel, Oommittce on Finanoe,
U.S. Senate, ,Waehington, D.O . ' :.

Di:A'3tMB; VAtL: Thi Will 'respond tMf',60* 1tt~r!rf September 7 asking for
fifornlatifn' Ve might prvIde concerning the amendment "Included in Tt.R.
12080 which Wtould require ;greater'replacement of blood by Medicare patients
than Is required under existing law. We inderstatid that'yoie also ivould like to
have anexpreason oou' VIeWs'On the piop onwd hnendnient. • ! , ,

Ajs you',tfggiested the Amextca&1Nht16il Red Croso has had ratbti extensive
experience In the .lbod -banking, field. It' baA enkage 'i Is6me f6im of such'
activity continuoulsly Ine 107,'qThe present program is the loreot single pro-
gram in the-United .Stateo and probably thitlargest In the wbkild,,It includes',56
regional centers ser+ing) area that. Include about 114,000,000 people 'and- It col-
lected over 8,00,000 mits of blbod'durlng the fitealyear ending June 0, 1067.'All the blood colletee by the Red vOrbso donatedoi a completely vOluntary
basis and the' bl6od thu" colleCted Is lOr6vIdW to 'hospitals without charge for the
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blood Itself. in most Instances, the hospitals reimbutrse the Red Cross. ceintorsitor.
a portionI of thie costs Involved In collecting, pr~sf;ng,pWnddistributing the iOIood
delive~ked to the lboipftals. hn ether in~ti'nces. thi ntire cost Is borne by, the, lied
Cross. Adiinly the parTOCIijton oot t1iouand.9 of, V'olun~teesi l f .o
the program minluizes the expense Incurred. -er n Il Itgs of

Most of the bloq coIcte by, 1, d(rs ,s %-e "4 .~ubr . .li
groups. 1Ab~r u~nI~n cburcb. congregatIo-, 'and4 emplo* es of .lndiista fn
commercAl concerns. if. a ertiln perent e-nSu4glly, ut' ,2O -- o -each

partcijnth Opgo gnfktes bloo , ane yr, theO lied 'OT'o s Ardnarily. able
to meet the annual blooc ~eo thedno and their f041110es- cludink the
parent§*ahd grandparnts,,6f t46'doiio0s.-prvle Ib ~e e r sint
required to provide mdretha n one' tiit of blood for each lui .actunall trans!
fited. And It Is the generopl, ric .o t'.e .Crs to.qie blood -.replace-
ment oil" on tiuch a*'-~k-n basi.

t'nder.the atbove-xn~nti9nei .a iendlm~nt,,or p~trpeV's of. tbE J, reepn u
ble, - Meaicare atieht would We responiiAbf replaig Wo p04 f.b~~ c

th irtphto lodree rte ths opitariefr reo the9~ . 06reet
law. Not only would this drqirnent, produce extra i6r p~te.lqod'bank
or hospitalLwiV preuabl' eol efreejo e1 h qt5pn to, other
patients-t Would place additional ts nhedorgf, 4cp the
blood. But, mie n~~ t olds6 topejlz .gQp ,Ioewh
arie 1iast'iable to rieplac&timio bldod'used in thltq
nation we have compiled within the Rd Cross an~ rom ~!ito.lv
miudeb$ 6tei'bigiiimiaatini, ctsei'~ttapProximua66ly -J_-td oa pflod
transfused in h~sitals Is yelatowprso a 80 year of age or .Asr A8yptpprpb-
ably kfib'', theiaidaV i dA ds"Adolpebftt idlosfh~p~~p9~~~
blood bik'do oti't *'Ir ft'th~ii'tioni6btbd- Vle~ois OOle rs of'ageani
older. Thus, the Medicare patients and their contemporaries nre Ifleligible"16
donate blood nd& ne%*,trlyvo . to rely on dou~tlons by yQ~uiger, members of
their fanileior 6t Whe qoAOr jroiqps that ca4 be of assaie ~,, . ~ .

Accorqn~1ythe n 04Jtm ttoipl lie4,drbss dqes nptbelloyp b thero
Woed aiiindng0 y44 _ n tb4*st interlists ofte te l*fiarsof

Me~icafIegJsai1RQ tbakt puli, iiedWept woldco*fribute.to the silecessful
opetati, of tie Redqrss'.PlpbidPi'giul0 ".

We are gratetl f4>r~ he,9pportIitT affrried'.us to prem~et tbie foiegoing Infor-
niation and Views,

84ri0rely yours,

- S~Oiitber 2R,197
Hon. Tom VAiL,
General (Jounaci, Senate Finance Coptmittee,
New Senate OX66~ BMiddig, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. NAIL: At a recent meeting of the National Conference of State Social
Security Administrators much thought and discussion was given to the many,
difficulties each State experiences In connection with erroneous reporting of social
security taxes by State and local governmental employees to Internal Revenue
Service.

Each State Administrator Is anxious for cimployees of his respective State to
retain all wage credits he or she has earned. However, for A State to assume
many years of unknown tax liability places a State In a most difficult position
and one that many States cannot possibly comply. However, In order for each
State to be able to assist Its employees we are requesting that Slection 218 of the
Social Security law be amended.

1, as Chairman of the L egjilative Conmittee, requested. technical assistance
from the lBureau on the proper statutory language on this particular subject.
Of course, the fact such technical assistance was rendered -does. not mean thdit
this represents the position of the Social Security- Administration.

The enclosed draft language -provides -that a State, at the time It extends
coverage to a coverage group, may elect to deem those employees who had been
members of the coverage group, erroneously reported to Internal Revenue Service
aind for whom no refund has been made, to be members of the coverage group on
the date designated pursuant to section 218(f) (2). This would mean that the
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State In* providing'ooverage by .regular modificationi,-,with any effective date of
coverage. permissible. under. sectlop; 218(f).(1), could lkelude.in, the coverage
group the employees who meet the above requirements.,-, .... .

Continuity of. coverage, with me deletion of. reported wage accounts, can occur
when retroactive coverage is provided by the State for, periods open to correction.
To the extent that this Is not done; no coverage exists forprior periods and the
wage amounts must be removed for the periods open to correction. , ,..
A In, no event would the draft. language provide coverage for those Individuals
who although reported 'to the Internal -Revenue, Seryle are not members of the
vcdverage-grouo.p Id this Instance, Wage amoLunts for-periods open to correction
willl~be: rebve&, " .. '" " ''' " "

We are transmitting ample copies for each member of the Committee, as well
as- a 1spply forany. action .you deem. appropriate.. ,- , - - ,

Assuring you -of my personal appreciation as well. as! each, member of the
Leglsative Committee and each State Administrator for your asslstnace, I am

E.XIA M. Ravas, Leglative Chairman.

Section 218(f) is hereby amended by adding the following:
"(f) (8) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (2) of this subsection,

in the case of services performed by In dRvjcluals as ,pm!rs oF any coverage
group to which an agreement undee, thl4 se MtfbiIW nad6' ici'bldble,; ard witm
respect t? Which' ther'W*r' timely 'paid 16 good fN1tth ' to the eetaii$ of' the
Treasury' aiounts equivalent to the siaii of the ta ; Wfflch *tbld have be n
Imriosed by Seotiohs 8101 'aid 3111 of the Intertial ReVenue Code 6f 1964,4if such
services had 'cantituthd emplonient for putposee of chapter, 21 of' such Code
at the 'time' they were perforned,' arid with rilpeet to: whelic-refunds were not
obtained; such Iridividuals may,' if-so 'rbhitesfed b# -khe State, be'-deemed to be
members of such coverage group on the date :designated prIrsuant to such
paragraph(2.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAu r. TALOR, STAFF, DiRtoa OF TIE UNITED STATES
COMMISSION ON CIvIO RIGHTS IN C*NXEoviox WITH T L II oF H.R. 12080

The United States Commission on Civil Rights. is anikindependent, bipartisan
agency established by the Congress in 1907 and directed, among other things, to
appraise Federal laws, and policies with respect to equal protection of the-laws
and to submit reports, findings, and recommendations to the President and the
Congress.

Under this -mandate, the Commission and Its tate Advisory Committees
have devoted considerable attention to problems concerning the public assistance
program of aid to families with dependent children (AFDO). In IW8, the Com-
mission issued a report entitled "Children In Need' following its investigation
of the AFDO program in Cleveland, Ohio. In a4dtjMon, .Commission State Ad-
visory Committees in Indiana, in MIssissppi, in New 'Jersey, and elsewhere
have carried on their own Investigations of the AFDC program, as well as
other public assistance programs, and have apprised the Commission of their
findings and recommendations, As a result of.these investigations, the Commis-
sion has been made aware of many, of the deficiencies and inequities In the
existing AFDO program and of the clear need for, changes to permit the program
to operate more effectively. It is a matter of basic Importance that, the AFDC
program, In accordance with:Its statutory goals, enable the families it serves
to achieve positions of self-sufficiency and economic independence.

We believe that several of the provisions contained In Title II of H.R. 12080
would provide salutary changes to existing law. We are deeply concerned, however,
about other provisions of Title II which, in our view, woull intensify the problems
to which they are addressed rather than alleviate them. Our comments are ad-
dressed to the following five sections of Part 1 of Title Ii of the bill: Sections
202, 203,204, 200 and 208.

Section 202 -arnings EremptIon for Recipients of Aid to Families teith De-
pcndent Children

Under existing law, States may disregard the earnings of children under the
ADFO program up to $50 a month Pir.chlld, with a family maximum of $15Q.
In addition,-the earnings or any otber Inconie of' an AFDC family may" be set
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aside for the future Identifiable needs of children in the family.-Adults in AFDO,
however, are allowed no earned Income exemption under the Social Security Act.

We support, therefore, the objetive of Section 202 whicb, by permitting em-
ployed parents to' retain- pat of' their earnings, -would provide real incentives
to AFDC adults to work's Under this provision,- the first.- $0 of the monthly
earnings of an adult or of child, over the age of 16 and under 21 and not attend-
ing school, would be exempted as well as one-third of earnings above that amount.
Earnings of children under 16 and of those 16 to 21 who are *attending school full
time would be fully exempt. We urge, however, that the exemption be raised
at least to the level provided for in the Administration Bill, H.R. 5710, namely $50
per month of earned income for each parent and child over 18, with a $150 monthly
family maximum. '

We also support the provision'which would make! the!income exemption, for
both adults and h1ldren mandatory on the States. Under, existing law, State.4
are not required to allow any income exemptions. Currently only 25 States offer
the incentives to AFDO families that are permitted under Federal law

We believe that by broadening the income exemptions and making such
exemptions mandatory on the States, Section 202 can make a substantial con.
trIbution toward the goal of enabling AFDC families to-achieve economic self-
sufficiency.

,eotio 0O*-Dep evA Thet dref 01 U~mpdMea s
In W19 I Congress established, on a temporary and optlojial bs4, 'tho ProgriA

of benefits for the dependent ltyen~of pnezpoyedparents, (ftM?)-UP). TIM
was an. important step toward providing for the care ;Srd sukpe rt Of chIldren
who are-dependent not as a result of the atence, of,ar partfroja the-home,but as a result of the unemploymen% of the p-relt. We. support Oe tlon. 203,
Insofar as it would place the AFTO-UP programs on a permanent btsls1 ,, ,+

But we also urge the Committee to amend Section 20$,to nkke tfdoption of
the AFDO-UP program mandatory to the States. In the six years i6ce the
program was enacted, fewer than halt the States have adopted th program.
The Commission has received considerable testimony concerning the effect on
families who mtst rely on the AFDC program to survive In States which have
failed to adopt this program., In Gary, Indlana, for;example, where this program
is not in effect, a caseworker for the Lake County Department of Welfare told
the Indiana'- ate AdVisdry Committee,: -.* - .' .,'T . "

"Our State AFDO program puts a peinlum on the brkenw iohie " $. Unem.
ployed fathers, faced with the choice of'staying with their fdmilleA 'and being
unable to provide for them or leaving and enabling them to collect ADO benefits,
frequently leave."

In NeWa'rk, New Jersey,- another jurisdiction'that has failed to adopt the
AFDC-UP irogram, a former caseworker told the AdvI66ry' O)mMittee of the
advice he had to'give to:d father 'who could not find employment " ' :,

"It was my very sad duty to have to tell him"that'if he reinained In the
home * * *the family 'would -be taken off [AFDC) and, off th4 record, I
Informally suggested to him that it might be better If he left the' home In order
for his family to be takeit eftre of." ' . '

The Commission Is c0nvinced that if' the integrity of family life is to be
maintained among families dependent upon public assistance, adoption of the
AFDC-UP program must be mtd6 mandatory

The, Commilsslon supports' the lirovision in Section 203 by ir'bich the term
unemployment would be defined under standards prescribed by the Secretary
rather than the States. ItA the 22 States Which have adopted the AFDC-UP pro-
gram, there are wide variations In definitions of unemployment. In solne, such
as Arizona, the terms has eendefined so narrowly that'the Jirgram has been
unable-to operate on more than a token level. Therefore, the Commission agrees
that there isa need for a Federal standard which would apply uniformly through-
out the States.

The Commission Is concerned, however, about the provision which would unduly
restrict this definition by requiring the father to have had a specifiedanmount of
recent employment. This provision, by excluding fathers with no work experience
and those who have suffered unemployment for prolonged, periods, would have
a discriminatory effect on Negroes and other minority group members who as
A r smult of past employment dicriminatlon and unequal training opportunities
might not be able to qualify as previously'employed fathers Under the limitations
of the bjill.'
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,econ 104--ommlUfV Wor* a.d Traftng Proprame

The House bill Would make it mandatory for the States to provide for com-munity work and tral:Ing programs. Adults in AFDO families and children over16 and under 21 who Are not In school Would be-colsidered with respect to theirappropriateness for participation In such programs. If they cannot show "goodcause," any approprIate child Or relative who refused to accept a work or train-ling assignment, or refused to accept enriloyment by the State employment serviceor by any employer; would have his assistance discontinued. The Commissionstrongly opposes this provisldn.The Commission favors the establishment and expansion of programs whichwill provide training, meaningful' *6rk -experience and remedial educationdesigned to coidnteract' the adverse affects of years of inadequate education, em-ployment and training discrimination, and related/denials of opportunity to whichmillions of Negroes and other 'minority group members have for so long beensubjected. We endorse measures which will replace dependency with greatereconomic and social opportunity and which will enable disadvantaged peopleto attain their individual potential. . I IWe seriously question, however, whether these desirable objectives can beachieved within a framework of cmpulslon and under the constant threat ofdenial of assMstauce. We support Sectiob 204 to the extent that it would requirethe States to offer programs of work land training. But we urge the Committeeto amend that Section to make it clear that the aoeptance of the offer of work ortraining1I voluntary.The COnnbhi1sdn h' fo-ndUithcouree of -its, Investigations that-'mAnymothers of dependent children afe.anxios- to work and actively seek oppor-tunles f4oi training aid'employment., rEor these mothers the bill can be of con-aderable help byl providing for meanngful work and training experience andby providing for adequate day ear6 servteef. We also have found, however, thatmany mothers of dependent children feel it is more importUnt for them to stayat home and care for their ¢hlldrep? We believe It would be a serlgpe mistakefor the bill, by permitting the State to determine Whtch mothers iare "pproprlate"for work, to deprive these mothers of lpe choice which rightfully shuld be
theirs to Make.Moreover; 'Oxperieh& has' s 0Q'tht thq6eteve" approach represented bythis provision hot onvflsy(AJ zqt9Mduee the t1 lbkl *kMt-ecniitc ihd entleand self-s4mcilency--t u f i ttes'abusd; dljr iihatoi,tr tnen1,i atiireatsof reprisal against those who would a.%ert their rightd.rhe Colmloln's Mis-sissippi State Advisory Committee heard testimony concerilIng IncIdentstn Whichlocal welfare offlcialg used thqlr authortt v 'to relnove needy famlile from'the rollsas a means of preivntig Negroes' fron 'xerelslng balie constihional rIghts.Section -04 could provide such officias With even greater power over tie 1lYs ofneedy families. rzgear oleovrteiesfWe also recommend that 4ect~o g b'an'ended to provide eiressly that thetraining offered to Aniy indivldndtshili not be below the skill level of his lastrcular occupation. A similar provision has been established by the Secretary- ofLabor In pcontiou with 'the Manpower, Development and Tralninrg'prograbis.We recominend fuithier that adequate Mteguards be prorlded to assure adherenceto alipropilate training Standards. The Com ilsslon's M1l§Aqippl 'State AdvisoryCommittee has learned of' sePeral instanees of exploltatlon of trainees' In 'thework experience afid training prograka offered under the'ausplces of that State'swelfare lepottmefit. In one InStan66, a woman ,testified that Although,' she Wassupposed being trained to learn th0 florist businpos tho wasrequlred to spreadgravel an later found herself assigned to work as a domestle In her employer'shouse. Another woman who s ought training as a dletclian told the 'Advisory Cdn.f-mittee that she was put to Work washing dihes and mopping floors in the localschool. These Incidents strongly sttggest the dangers ot exploitation and thepossibility of InadoteqAate training and meaningless work experiences unless ap-proprlate standards are provided.

Schro .06--Emergenc AeI lonce f or Certain Yecdy Families ltll Dcpendcnt
Children

The Commission endorses the prlncilple underlying Section 2Q0 of the Housebill which, for the first time, would authorize Iederal particlpatIon In emergencyassistance payments to certain' needy families with children. As the house Waysand leans Committee noted in Its report, this provision will permit the degree
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of flexibility necessary to provide-for destitute children and their familleiiwlose
needs cannot be met through the ordinary channels and proeedurePt o ImbUe
assistance. - .!,. ; l , , . I -,
• One group of. Americaps who often are in 0eel of.emergency as tlanta are
,the thousands of migrant worker families who usually Are unable to jtwt
residence! requirements for. public aKsistance. Coniqion State Advisory Cbmi.
mIttees In! south Hend,- Indiana, San Antonio, Tex'Op, an4 Los An.eles, Cali-
fornia, have heard accounts of.the poverty, deplor~blo housing conditions. ,Au d
health hazards to which migrant workers and their familles often, are sub-
jected.,We believe the proyisiou for Federal matching funds for emergency as.
slstance payments contained In Section 206 cold be of con'Iderable'help to this
group of Amerins aswell as to many other families who require Immediate as.
distance to meet envergeucy situations.

We urge the Conunittee, however, to liberalize Sectloii o)by extendlp the
time period in which emergency, assistance would We provided, from the uiaxl-
mumofr 0 days Inrany 12-mouth period, as called for n uthe bill, to a, period
of at least 60 days.

In addition, we strongly recommend that Federal, natclhig for th Piv)graui
be suflently high to provide a realistl Anducement to the State.4 to avail them.
selves of this new opportunity. The 50.percent matcling provided' for in the
House .bill would not furnish ,such 1Inoomcent .to most $tate* and would
place the program beyond 'the financial reach of ma!py StAtes. Experience has
shown that many programs of Federal assistance to States are,.Indeqtwutey
utilized because the States are unable to provide the fundk Uecessry to earn
-Federal dollars. This has occurred In programs in which Feoe ra funding has
been as high as 76 pertet or. more. We recommend that the' Federal share
under. Setelon 206 be Increased so that this new feature.of. the. Seal ,*cicrlty
Act will be able to compete succesfully with other Federal aid progrnans and
gain acceptance by the States.

Scctfon 908-i Lltitieso on Yunbe r ol hldrm telth Respect -to Whon Frdcrar
Pavkekta Mao Be Made

'The Cominieslon strongly opposes the provlsiof n in the HousO bill which w,-uhi.
in effect, freeze the number of dependent children deprived of parental sulqp.ort
by reason of a parent's absence from the home who can be assisted *tidtr
the AFDO program, to the proportion of such children to the State's tntlre
child population as of Tanuary 1067.

We oppose this provision, first of all, because it Is arbitrary and punitive.
In some States, whose populations ten& to remain stable, this provision un-
doubtedly would have only a minimal Impact. In others, however, thw to
which impoverished Americans---many of them minority group members-have
migrated In Increasing numbers, seeking better opportunttlest, this provi-ion
will force the States Into making a cruel choice: that of ether bearng the entire
cost of assisting the Increased number of destitute families or standing asiwle and
Ignoring their needs.

We also oppose this provision because, while It address Itself to a very real
problem, It deals only with symptoms and not with causes. The House Committee
on Ways and Means Indicated its concern, In Its report on H.R. 12080. over the
growth of the AFDO program in recent years, and over the rapidly icre-asing
cost to the taxpayer. The Committee also is concerned that the 1002 nmend.
ments to the public assistance laws did not succeed In' reversing these
trends. We share thee concerns that the program is not meeting Its objectives.

The Committee concluded that additional steps were necessary to reduce the
AFDC rolls by restoring more families to employment and self-reliance. Thi.
we agree, is the course that legislation dealing with AFDC families should
take--namely measures to promote self-sufficiency and economic Independence
of AFDO families. If such measures are adopted and are successful, the root
causes of the problems to which Section 208 is addressed will have been met
and Section 208 will be unnecessary. If, however, these causes are not sMecokSS-
fully met, Section 208 can only have the effect of depriving those who alre-ady
are deprived. We urge that this isrovislona be rejected.
)equretnen t that States hiet full nccd

Under existing Federal law, public assistance payments must be based on
State estimates of the minimum amounts required for food, clothing, shelter,
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and other needs. Federal law recognized that conditions may vary among the
Sat(s, and each State is permitted to determine its own need standards. The
States are not required, however, to meet their own standards of need in the
assistance payments which actually are made. Thus a major purpose in permit-
ting States to determine their own need standards Is defeated in that they
also are allowed to disregard these very same standards. In mny States,
arbitrary ceilings are set on the amount of assistance that actually can be paid-
ceilings which may be substantially lower than the milnimumneed as determined
by the State. Although there are wide discrepancies between need standards
and the maximum payments which actually are made-in programs for the aged
the blind, and the permanently. and totally disabled, the greatest gap is found In
the program of aid to families with dependent children-the programs which has
the largest proportion of Negro and other minority group reclplents..

:'iost State standards for a family of four on AFDO range between $150 and
$250 a month. Nonetheless, In 20 State, the maxim that way ie pald to assist
a faially of four is $150 a month. In seven States the ceiling is less than $100.
The State of, Mississippi places a maximum of $50 on the monthly payments to
a family of four, only 28 percent of its $175.02 standard of need. In 190, the
average AFDO family in that State received less than $500 during the entire
yern. In no State does the average payment per AFDO family exceed the poverty
level and n virtually every State payments range far lelow the standard as
defined by the Social Security Administration,

In Commission hearings and State Advisory Committee meetings, we have
learned of the effect these low levels of AFDO payments have on impoverished
families. In Cleveland, for example, the Commission learned that even with the
bonus provided by the Food Stamp Program there was not enough money remain.
Ing from the AFDO check, after the payment of rent, to enable AFDC mothers
to provide an adequate diet for their families. One 4FDO mother. was asked,
whether she had to cut corners In order to survive. She replied: "I haven't found
a way to cut corners. I found a way to live without." , .

The Commisslon, In Its report, "Ohlidren in Need," concluded that a national
minimum standard for public assistance payments should be established, below
which no State may fall aud continue to receive Federal assistance. We also
recommended that the Federal Government should provide additional assistance
to help the States reach and maintain this standard. We believe the Adminis-
tration proposal requiring the States to meet their own standards of need In
providing assistance payments would be a salutary; step In this direction and
that. at a minimum, the billshould be amended to incorporate this Important
provision.

Mr. Chairman, the Commission is convinced that reforms are badly needed in
the laws and administration of our public assistance program. TheHouse bill,
however, incorporates some basic misconceptions as to what those reforms should
consist of. As the Commission pointed out in its study of the welfare program
in Cleveland, Ohio: 1.

"it is the Commission's belief that the great majority of ADC.reclplents do
not view public welfare as a means for enabling them to live comfortable lives
without working. Instead, they view the welfare program as a means to achieve
self-support and independence. These are crucial points, . apparently not well
understood by many Americas--especially those who advocate keeping assist-
ance payments low in order to discourage dependency."-

We do not believe that the solution to the problems of contlnulng economic
dependence and increasing public assistance costs lie In.measuires to force destiI
tute families from the welfare rolls. The Comilsslon does not concede that these
problems have been proven to be so Intractable that we must'despair of resolving
th'm through other than coercive means. In our view, several of the reforms
contained in H.R. 12080, as well as the recommendations for affIrmative meas.
ures ilroposed by this Commission and other groups and individuals, to assist
disadvantaged families In becoming self-sufilcient and independent are deserving
of a thorough test before we are'entitled to conclude that this approach cannot.
succeed.

We urge the Committee to adopt these recommendations and to reject those
punitive portions of the bill which would serve only to deprive the poor even
further of basic rights and remove from many the hope for full opportunity.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS,
UTAH CHAPTER,

Pall Lako City, tah, Septlmberg19, 1967.
Hon. RussELL B. LqoN,
chairman, Senate FiMace committee,
Wl'ashngtos, D.O.'
* DEAt 8S1qAToa LON0: I have been directed as President of the Utah Chapter of

the National AssoiatiOn of Social Workers, by the Utah Chapter's membership
as its' spokesman, to protest certain provisions of the pending Social Security Act
amendments of 1967 (HR. 12080),, now before the Senate Finance Committee.
'The Utah N.&S.W. Chapter is made up of over 400 professionally trained socini
workers,- representing over 100 Utah community service agencies. This is to say,
that virtuallyfall Of the state's major social welfare leaders and leadership are
represented through' the activities and official voice of the Association.

The proposed amendments have been under study for several weeks by both
the Family and Children's Council of the Chapter, and the Division of Social
Policy and Action. Josephine Scott Patterson,! Director of L.D.S. Relief SWclety
Social Services and Chairman of the WN.A.S.W. Family and Children's Council,
had p6titloned for a public M.A.S.W. stand against certain aspects of the Social
Security amendments on behalf of the Council. A meeting of the Chapter's general
membership has vigorously supported the conclusions of the Council, the DIVi.
sion of Social Policy and Action, the Chapter's Board of Directors, and the
release of this statement to Utah's congresslonal delegation 'and to the public
news media.' *'

You" have before you the statements of the Honorable Dr. John W.. Gardner,
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and Dr. Wilbur J; Cohen, :Under.'
Secretary' 6 Health, Education and Welfare, given before the Senate Flnante
Committee' on August 92, 1967. Yoii also have 'the "August 31, 1067 testimony
of Mitchell I. Otnsberg, Commissioner of the New York City Department of Social
Services, who is Chairman of the' NationA) Association of Social. Worker's Na-
tlonalDivlslOfn of Social Policy abd 'Actloti, and Dr. Daniel Thursz, Dean of the
Univelmty' f Marylanid School of Soclal Work. .

We'i4' .familiar with the statement* of these persotts, as well as with the
official poslflon"'of the Child Welfare' eagne of' Ametlf, and the Utah State
Divislonof Welfare: (Which you now haveb),WAlIl:of these statements, we have
found,-,spkk as one voice with' respect to:both-positive and negative' features
of the amendifients from the professional s6clal work point ot view..

The meinbership of the Utah ?.A.S.W. Chapteri has taken no exception to the
points expressed In these important materials. Where protests have been made,
we protest* where commendation has been givin, we'commend; where questions
have been 6ised, we question; and wheie alarm and concern has been shown,
we show alarm and concern.

In t* Interes of your valuable time and the' needlessness of our written
duplication of what has been so expertly stated by the foregoing -persons and
group., It is our official position that we c6ctur with these statements and
recommend them to you 'as a representative votce of those in Utah, who have
over a4t years demonstrated a high degreeof professional competency in social
welfare leadership and administration. -

We 10 dodesire, however, -to rspecificlly ite two provisions of the Public
Welfare provisions (Title! II) of the amendments as creating coercive, punitive,
and discriminatory conditions, hostile to the welfare of Utah's needy children,
and the promotion of sound family life., They are:' I

1. The provision requiring all mothers '(with limited exception) on state
welfare programs to seek employment or Job training as a condition for receive.
Ing pViblle a&,,stane.

2. The provision which would limit the nume of one-parent fabniles on wel-
fare to their proportion of a state's child populatloh In January 1067.
. These provisions appear to be excessively harsh and punitive towards chil-

dren. Children living In poverty conditions, who have have no fathers In the home
need the constant presence, love and attention of their mothers. To deprive
this underprivileged and especially vnlneiable group of children of- the care
of their mothers, Is to unjustly punish them for circumstances beyond their
control. Furthermore, to say to a destitute child that, fund and services are
not available for meeting his needs solely on the basis of his ca.e having fallen
Into the wrong "percentage" of destitute children is to blame and punish a child

A188
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for the circumstances of his birth or the desertion, death or disability of his
father.

The attitude towards poverty, illegitimacy and desertion as expressed in
these two provisions of HR. 12080 militates heavily against the positive aspects
of the bill. They should be amended ouC

We feel so strongly ,concerning the erroneousness of this attitude that we
would like to deal with It at length.

Probably the most often repreated story about public welfare's Aid to Families
With Dependent Children Program is that It encourages Illegitimacy. Welfare
caseworkers hear the accusation made time and time again, and the story has
gained stature by being propounded in reputable publications, often by reputable
personalities.

"There are a lot of women who feel the world owes them a living, and they
find AFDO just the ticket," say some critics. Others believe that many women
actually go Into the ,'buslnoes" of having Illegitimate children as a profitable
means of increasing their welfare allotments.

Many can't think of, public welfare programs without feeling most of them
should be abolished. One: Indignant writer to the editor of a Salt Lake City
newspaper pleads, "Why should decent, hard-working people be taxed to keep
such trash? It is families of this type (unwed mothers with Illegitimate chil-
dren) who are now receiving government help to the third and fourth generation
and will continue to do so for generations to come. The government should get
busy and-pass lsilation that would prohibit such women from-receiving any
welfare benefits after their second illegftimate child.'1.

State welfare' authorities are also, alarmed over the rising rate of Ille-
gitimaey-898 of all re' births In Utah- during 196--but are quick to refute
the statement that public welfare programs are an encouragement of illegitimacy.

fn associating welfare, with illegitimacy the public's indignant belief far
exceeds Its actual knowledge. Recent surveys of the state's AFDO, caseload
p01not out that 87% of all children on welfare were- born legitimately.
-,Of the'18% born Illogitimately, the large majority or up to 190% of these chil-

dren Weie born' before application fo public assistance was made. A. large portion
of the remalihing 10% of the Illegitimate births were conceived before application
for: public a4stanee;.Actually ,the Welfare Division only paid medical costs for
about 90 illegitimate births during all of 1966.

Thi Is s' an insignificant number when compared to the 5,800 families on the
AWDO Welfire:Progitm and over 28,000 total live births in Utah during 1900.

It; would bolliposesible to prove that the possibility of future financial aid
influences the unwed mother at the time of her child's conception.

There are,' of course, some exceptions. It's. the few cases of this type which
bing crtlelm on the entire AD Program.

Most welfare caseworkern who deal with-unwed mothers on public assistance
regard the lbuslnes? ac legitimate children for more welfare money a myth
that makes little sense-especially to the mother on welfare. In Utah, a recipient
mother-with two children receives a total assistance payment of $5.48 a day.
($103.00 permonth)'

-  I
Based upon'c6nouther price index studies, and studies conducted by the U.S.

Department of:Agriculture this amount falls far below the level of Income con-
sldered necessary for a nflnimum standard of living for three, persons. The
$5.43 must purchase rent ($41.00 per month) food ($57.00 per month) clothing,
personal care, utilities and household supplies, school needs, furniture, recreation,
and all other decessities Of life.
' For an additional bhild the mother receives an additional $.T0 per day and will

receive less than this for a fourth, fifth, or sixth child.
Obviously, the increase in assistance money is not the motive behind having

Ilkletimate chlldred. .Emotlonal - insecurity and instability., plus inadequate
home training and poor personal judgnaent lie at the ,root of the growing rate
of illegitimacyd Out-of-wedlock births are no respector of any economic or social
levels, it's A problem experienced by all Income and ioultural groups in our
society. Welfare authorities point out that the State Welfare Program ultimately
becomes involved with only a small percentage-one out of every eight--of the
state's illegitimate births.

The problem is one which-belongs to the whole communty-to all individuals
and familles, all social agencies, schools, churches. professions.

Most Important, every legislator should try to understand the factors that can
lead to illegitimacy. Nobody, of course, can put his finger on olne specific cause.
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But legislators should keep in mind certain points: Young people are growing up
in a cold-war world that has little stability. Their unease is a reflection of world-
wide unrest Youth has never found it hakvier to acquire a sense of personal
security. Both the home and the community are losing the ability to provide this
sense of security. ..

Americans are radically becoming a mobile people, moving their families from
town to town from one end of the country to another. This cuts ties with relatives
who might give moral and other supportive help, as was more common in pmst
decadeSc And, again, It tends to deprive a child of the security that comes from
steadiness. I . ..

Movies, television, and magazines that emphasize sex, and aggression tend to
stimulate young people and place lowered oral codes before them. They are not
taught the importance of accepting frustrations, and the long-term rewards of
developing self-controL.

One approach to the problem is In a stronger parent-child relationship and in
the return to our old standards of family ties and family feelings.

In line with this, there is the problem of reaching families before trouble hap-
pens and working with parents who are not able to givetheir children security and
affection. The proportion of this type of parent in ratio to population far exceeds
the average person's estimate,

Extended parent counseling services would help, but would probably make only
a small dent in the problem. Inadequate parents are difficult to reach; only
a few will go to agencies for counseling or accept another person's guidance.

We have to start with the child. We should be doing much more in the schools.
In public welfare programs, and In our church programs to detect maladjustment
which is the danger signal of a potential Ilegitimacy problem. We must come to
know the child and his home situation on an Intimate leveL Detection is needed
to prevent social ills, just 'as it is needed with physical ills, Just as it Is needed
with cancer , - - .

N.A.SW. therefore recommends more personal and family guidance resources
in and available' through schools, public welfare, and .ehrchies-tmore trained
persons who-could pick out potential unwed mothersand provide: profession*
preventive and corrective casework services. Perapo evenabqfone this, Is a more
basic need--the need to discover all'of the "whys" of tbe,problem. We need far
more answers than we now have. . i ,  o - .  ,.

Most unwed mothers do not need public assistanceand do wt seek aid, either
financial or professional counseling servlees. But the miuorlty ,who do, the State
Division of Welfarelhas a Serious responsibility. If tbe-responsiblity is not met,
the problem doesn't disappears It becomes greater. - *-, , ,., ., 

An unwed mother is a lonely unhappy person!. SheueuaUy is condemned by',the
community for her pregnancy. Often she has no one to turn to for, help, although
she greatly needs help'and comfort.: Th physical needs of an unwed mother are
the same as those ofthe married mothet--sho needs shelter,' food, clothing, medi-
cal care; ad 'moial".support. The married Wouman receives these,, but the unmar-
ried mother's needs are often met only grudgingly, and usually partially so.,

The married mother looks forward to the birth of her child Joyously while the
mother'with an illegitimately conceived child is frightened and depressed. She
may vacillate between the desire to keep her baby and the thought that the babp
would have a better life If given away for adoption. There is a great deal of suf-
fering for the mother without a husband. And there are those who believe she
should suffer because she has done wrong: she is "bad."

No person, however harshly he might treat unwedmothers, would believe their,
children should be punished for the circumstances of'their birth. They must be
cared for on the saie basis as other needy children.
* The Aid to Families With Dependent Children PrOgram is oneL way citizens

of the state help an unwed mother and her illegitimate child. The program focuses
on the welfare of the child-to keep'the child with the mother on the theory that
a° mother's love is preferable to life in an institution or a substitute home. Only
a few children in the AFDO Program have been born illegitimately. (About 13%.)
County welfare offices are usually requested to help the expectant unwed mother
after. the fact; they work with the mother's Immediate needs and do what they
ea i to prevent further pregnancies.

The purpose of the AFDC Program is to help care for needy children in their
own homes who are deprived of the support of a parent because of death, divorce,,
desertion, separation, or because the family breadwinner is-unemployed, physi-
cally handicapped, or in an Institution such asa hospital otr a-prison.
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It is of particular importance that a mother provide a suitable and wholesome
home for her children. Welfare caseworkers feel strongly about this. They are
aware of the emotional damage that can result when a child is removed from his
family, and a caseworker will do everything possible to help a mother correct a
child neglect problem.: '- ' _ ... . .. ..

When a neglect situation demands it, a family may be referred to the Juvenile
Court and there is the possibility that the court will, order a foster care
placement for. the children: It's In this category that the critics of AFDC have
a heyday. They will point to one mother who entertains men and. throws booze
lartles when the AFDO check comes in and condemn the entire program.,
- Welfare-caseworkers are the first to, admit that families of this nature are
not unknown But they flatly deny that it is a common practice. These few cases
are those who receive public attention,, and. this builds up a false Image of all
AFDO mothers, The' president of a bank may abscond with all' lfthe bank's
money, but' it doesn't mean we should think all bank presidents are crooks.
. AF)D laws require caseworkers to make tetular* home sitss and make other
contacts with families. They 'must determine individual social problems and
move professionally to correct them. Caseworkers contact schools to determine
whether a child Is attending regularly and inquire about his school performance
They find out whether he appears well fed and properly clothed. , ....

A neglectful mothbY' fihds it difficult to hide her neglect should she desire
to do so. Neighbors or relatives call the Welfare Office, local officials bear
about the problekng; and if they are true, neighbors, relatives, and officials
demand that some action 1 be taken to' correct the eondittonsw,1These Incident,
however, are very rare in Utah. .,

In providing assistance for the unwed mother, caseworkers stress, concern
for the welfare of the child and respect fop the dignity. of' the Individual, It is
by maintaining a mother's dignity and feelingof worth as.a person that she
can best be helped to help herself, To force her fmto the laborj market when she
believes. m 'other's pltie is, at hope Oithe 'side of her chWldren i to dest ythe dignity '6f motherhbod in our eomnmiilties. •" . .

Financial. assistane, is provided so that the mother and child cap meet thenecessa' -6xpen of living. Medical cot are pes and I the other is in need
of psychiatric help, she Is referred to a clinle. MAi hobgh, finanela '4id Is the most
publicized part of the AFDO Program, case*6rk and other soelal services is the
cornerstone.

Some girls come to the Public Welfare Pigram in a pretty desperate con-
ditlop. Their fami'ls and- friends often;eject them, and, they don't have
anywhere to turn but- the-Welfojkr Diyalifo. )or. most It is a last, resource,
slne they have no other place to go tqr help."

Rome of the practical things 'done by welfare caseworkers with an lliegiti.
lately pregnant girl are helping the parents and their pregnant' daughter
accept the reality of their situatloq with as little incrimination and self-blame
as possible, helping the mother plan for the birth of her child, arranging for
medical care, etc.

The mother may want to go to a family care type of home pending the child's
birth. She may wish to release her cWi10 for adoption, and the caseworker will
help her to reach a decision and follow the necesry procedure. She may also
need guidance on how to file legal action against her child's alleged father.
HR 1280 would torpedo much of this basic service to a mother if she should
happen to fall In the wrong "percentage" grouping.

While we don't condone the act that caused a girl's illegitimate pregnancy,
we accept the unwed mother as a very hurt, troubled, unhappy and anxious
girl who needs her family.' her friends, and her community more than at any
time in her past life. The last thing she and her unborn child needs at this
point Is to" be personally judged and condemned for the difficulty they find
themselves in. The proper development of the child will depend In a large
measure upon the degree of Its mother's stability as a human being. The puni-
tive and coersive provisions of HR 1280 completely Ignore this principle.

The AFDO Program provides for counseling when a mother Is faced with
daily problems too big for her to cope with. With the help of a skilled case-
worker she may be saved from going Into worse situations--and perhaps from
becoming one of the "repeater" unwed others.

Famliei don't seta' on the AFDO Program long. the average family receives
assistance about 20 ionths. For the most part, welfare families find the means
of self-support themselves and are glad to get off the welfare rolls. Many AFI)C

83-231--67-pt. 3-47
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mothers marry, or seek employment as a matter of personal choice and desire.
Contrary to popular , belief, only about 4% of all welfare cases In Utah

represent second or third generation welfare recipients, and the percent of
Utah's population on , welfare rolls is at one of Its lowest points. In 1940 over
9% of the population was on welfare. In 1950 it had dropped to 4.2%, and
in 1966 the ratio stood at 8.60%.

During-the 19066W fiscalyear the Utah Division of Welfare opened 16,265
cases and closed 19,035 cases. Its program is rehabilitation and service oriented,
HR 12080 would In its present form, throw the program Into chaos. Agencies
that help the unwed mother' haven't caused the problem; they've Inherited it,
The Aid to Families With Dependent Children Program doesn't increase tllegit.
imacy, It tries to provide for the fatherless children and families which are
the result of something wrong In 4selety.

The Utah NASW Chapter membership firnily believes, that HR 1280, unlm
appropriated amended, Is contrary to the best interests of the 18,000 Utah
children now in AFDO recipient households. We understand that our Sthte
Delegation to the House of Representatives did not, consult with Utah Divi.
sion .of Welfare leaders before voting In favor of HR 1280. We would hope that
our U.S. Senators will feel it appropriate to do so.

Sincerely yours, , .++..... ., ,,, , JAM., P. Wmax&~m President.

SEPTSMtBE 6, 197.
Re petition to request two important changes in, current Social Security bill

provisions.
Senator Russ B.; TANG,OkA4re, i1s U.' 9emt / Oo, *$ttee ot+,.Pl ane, ' +. . +Nhaeao sayrte oze B.uldf'Wfteb. .A, LO.

DNA* Szratos O'loez B t N I6"is the' tmiq for ab good 'constituents to "take the
bill by the horns" and propery present tl elr right O petition uuderthe, First
Amendment.

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " W-l"~t~ p~i lsi~ aone of your area 'comstItuients, tere
tS anples oe ijaz iai 6te+' ated 'sincere. conside-ation of it s from,
t nte s eoite th y k o odt i s atk .ft .I. c is i i . ., . . I ,
II am hertwith+stmbmittUi~gi op f'm" letter to 'Califinia's Governor R~agan

which contains 4 appeal for hi pprova1 of a bill by state Senator Stephen P.
Teale*WhIeh wis then awaiting thO " vernor's slgatue.

It would pide that ill ""Inc.edses" tn 8ocEav Securit* payments couldn ot
be regarded as 'income" or dedmeete' trm .W egrant~s.A careful' reading of
this letter copy will disclose t4e fact that it i pertinent to the preset "Hearings"of your COmlttee.

In Governor Reagan'sstteme!t Issued wit~MIhi.yveto of this bill on september
Fourth, he faild':,1'he Old' Age A'tance program is designed solely to meet
the needs whileh cannot be'Pt%,mided by other Income. To disregard Social
Security Benefits, even to, a ninor extent, is Improper." ,

Now It appears fr~mthis statement .that the old and the poor cannot place
any confidence or faith ii a Republican Governor to help them adjust to the
skyrocketing cost of living.' even when it does not incur additional expense to
such'an administration or state. I I

(1.) First: Permit nme to request our Commnttee On Finance to add a pro,
vision on. the current Social lecurity, bill,--now under their consideration,-
which will make Social Security Benefit payments legally exempt from all other
forms of retirement Income, as advocated by Senator Jennings Randolph, accord-
Ing to the Prest...

(2.) Secondly:- I an also requesting.improvement of regulations and rules in
the provlSlons of the Kerr-Mills Act and tl9se Qf Title Eighteen and Nineteen of
the Social Seurlty Act, to control ,better Such orastle abuse in the use -of
Federal "Matching Fifids" as -now xcu rring Inthis Hate.

The "reckless action" of the,"presept, new administration In 'Sacramenjto.
operating under the handeap~of a 'shortage in Welfare F'unds,- has abrogated the
Intent and purpose of 'these statutes "a abllshec1 for tjhe, necessry and proper
care, protection and health of all recpients using such "Matching Funds.",

These conditions can be easily verified by 1r. Jesse M. Unruh, Speaker of the
California State; Assembly, whose 'sotenent upon the matter is partially
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Included In the attached news clipping from the Los Angeles Times of September
Third. Further unfavorable comment,--and In some cases outright threats,-
can be obtained from the Executives of California Dental, Chiropractic, Medical
and Optical AssoclatLon, or any Medical Doctor who has patients under Call-
tornia Medl-Cal or Federal Medicare programs.

I addressed this letter to you--Senator Long,--as I have hopes that you could
possibly find a little of your busy time schedule to read It, for you have been
so considerate of my prevlouk correspondence,

I am sending a copy of It to Senator Dirkoen, who happens to be the only
Republican member among the other fine Committee Senators of whom I have
knowledge. , - I

Will you please file It with your Chief Counsel, Mr. Tom Vail, to enter in the
record of Committee Hearings?

I w t to reassure you of my admiration and respect once more, and I trust
that some of my. petition requests will receive approval by your Committee
Members. - ,

Most sincerely,

SzPTEmDE 1, 1007.,
Re a bill by Senator Stephen P. Teale exempting social security "Increased"

payment from deduction by welfare.

SHdrameto, Calf..
DEAR (i OVuxOa l~~aoN1:,In these disturbing days it istme for mire ostb-

ent to "te e ebull by tle horns and present their cause or appeal " tar ind
ju t "Leq4er~' Ukb you~rslf, instead' of follo Wiuga ftlle parade' led by others

In referene to tq bill .by ,nator Teale, which Is n,walting Yoqr sppi4 Ai.
tliogh t. ,u. iiht appreeiateth6 .#ttchd l1 0orial frp . the WM Angeles T16v "

fi 4aorkg ~i" Whic elh isnatep i~i~b" f thp r as o~Iad endorsed te bll 1 i
31 gg th'You o ;1.gh ; 1 It

hv1 t s this * cea 'e Scial, Secuit Beneissndei. t ofspon.e
o this bkiroetng cost of 'living, special y fol ta lye mt Of the od fnd

theo

who need prescribed medication for some chrohic iiln~ss, the 'heesary extramoney to buy what the ze Medi-Cal reductions deprives them of. That sounds
like a fair "Exchange" to me. . . ..Without your rgnatuore 0this bll,4, aHfqgnia Welfare Fund. will increase
through the automatic reduction of g present State Astan payments, due to
the increased deductible amounts of Social Security cheeks.

The State will then require A. smaller amount In Federal "Matching FundA"for. the ensuing period, and thus we arrive at a situation which Is cOmparable
to "Robbing Peter to pay Pul." -The compariSOn materialies when the Federal government takes money out

of one pocket (Social Security Funds) merely to put thAt money back Into
another pocket -(the Treasury General Fund) because the state Involved did ,ot
require "Matching Funds" -equal to, or proportionate with previous requests.

The sad part of all this trading Is the glaring fact the poor old Beneficiary Is
left hanging. in'the same' peeariousl:position he occupied before this exchange
of financesoccurred. ,,* - I .

I' am suire you are aware of the fact, there'is not even a rennotepossibllty the
State can or will Increase assistancepayments to recipients of Welfare and Old
Age Security.

Should this become feasible In the future,, previous records of such Increases
fail to reveal any condition which will allow the State to equal the nnumit
of this proposed Social Security Increase, eVen over an extended period of yeArs.

(Clo8ing parAkr.aph and signaturiomitted as nonessential.)
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(From the LAvgev Timep, Sept. 14 1071

OCAL WV1T 1 V~4T16

The ltouse:ttpprved SociAl Security bill now Wefore the Senate Finfance Com.
mittee is a marked improvement over the Johfisoti AdnihilstrAtlen's orliha"
propOfal. -

The onilbus measiire of m6re t-fan 200 I*ges also peopo".4 substantial changes
In medical, public welfare and child health pr grams and full heariigo will be
nceskary to atcertain *'rkahllty and tl6 impact on the various states. '

A- prineltl objective of th public Welfare section is, in the words of Reh.
Wilbur Mills (0-Ark.), chairman of the Ways and Means Committee; "to make
tatphyers out-of It'66 eaters." 1i, 0-: I. "

To accomplish that the bill would, among other things, require" the' itatES to
prOvide"Job talvditg for ableb6idled, males receiving aMq and establishh 'day-cAre
centers for thtldrfb of reciplet MOthers deemed able tW Woik or receive tanlulng.

California already has Job training In 51 of the 58 counties, and both these
requirements arg favored by Reagan administration officials.-

Spokesmen 'o4 the governor Indicated that while the general tenor of the bill
is in line with administration thinking, there are still certain critical areas which
must be exatmihed before decisions can be made. They did not specify the points
at Issue. - r

r  "
The Times suggests a particular area of concern in the Social Security program.
That section of the bill would grant a 12.5% increase to old oge, survivors ano

disability recipients at an estimated first year cost of $3.2 billion. But a Senate
subcommittee has already warned that the increase could once again trigger
reductions In other forms of retirement Income.,

in 4t report releaselA o we Sen .TepntisRndolph (D-W. Va.), the ido'mittee chairiman, notttd t)3p fe~w t at a have avallct tbeiisive iof 1085.. Egi~latil

to avoid '6uttinj back o1d'age assistance payments wh eh 86ciai ecurit. bne i.
go lip.. ." ,, , 1

Randolph, s co~vhx'e4..bat oI4d ptvision, c~n he witten t|itothb new Ac
",t' asure that 'ech. dollar of S0al Security poduces an imprvenieRt' i1i-
tme.' of American elderly oi' at la. t results in no detriment; to thelk incoine.01
If suol acfo fa tot. taken tn. oongres, a t rM threw dou bfy Oportait thiaS t W

states thenta8h,' avof h 1i pMotf#i &O beenf14, Which (oslreas VOtes to tho eWdeely.A bill to afford Just such pr~teCin is n * witinig ov. Reagan'A signature.
Authored by Sen. Stephen P. Teale (D-West point), It provides that Social Su.
rity payments Ahall b -qxcluded-in coM*#utLng income for state assistace
Purposes.

Oov. Reagan should resist any temptation to Veto this measure unless it can be
guaranteed that any resultant savings to the state will be utilized to enrich other
assistance programs for the elderly.

(From the Los Angeles Times, Sept. 1, 1001

UNRUVE CamOncs MED X AL 0r AS "Racxtras" Acmom

SACRAjtFEnTo.-A.sen)bly Speaker Jeee M. Unruh Saturday called the Reagan
administration's Medl-Cal cuts a "reckless action."

The Inglewood Democrat sold the $21 million slashed "will result In physical
misery and suffering for over 500,000 children in California and for almost as
many aged persons who have a right to comfort and decent medical help in the
waning years of life."

His statement said the Medi-Cal program was not hastily conceived but was
adopted in 1065 after more than 80 years of experience with the state's old welfare
meed ieal system.

Instead of forcing the poor to be treated in public hospitals by civil service
employee, it provides some freedom of choice, Unruh said.

"The administration's cutbacks in vital health services are based on the
most dubious estimates and accounting procedures," he charged.

LZQISLATURE PACK 13unocT

"When the governor presented his budget to the Legislature only five months
ago. we gave him every penny he requested to maintain the program * * .

"We were forced to rely upon the governor's Department of Finance for the
budget figures. Now we are told by these same people that a $210 million deficit
has suddenly materialized."



Unrilh '*iv tbtOv lgai Attetilg to finhic+15 mbfiths oif.theprga ,with-inl.y 1 'thonth' of r~ttshte Ma "fiscal gimiickry" which 'wll1'F4i6wapgaem dellei bftvtal.wllpodea ah u us which clin'be nsiMto

The ~em~y e~dr's~d cselad nd ostproiltetl6ne are exaggerated and
addition feer~ reviiu of p t $20milias -a reult of mntal, retardation

Showl~yl Is he iame ivento ( lrna's method of fiAnnn mntalheathsiie .10 loa o ImnlteO In eolitraset tith'rAefttal serticei offered'bystate hosptals. The financing Is shared 50-50) by, county slid stte "in ISome
lnsaneq nd75% ,0at an 05 county hI other libstax~~

(The followi lte wit t(ac~e mt -was subfiiRted t 6 C011
mIttee b5 Hon. Carl. Hayden', a U.S. Seiiator, fromr., the State-of

6l Se(1 t O* office Bfkbg
Wohnpgt . D.Q,-

IRA A58~ITOR HAYDEN: Attached Is a statement regikrding the amnendments tothe Social Security Act. This legislation has been carefully studied by, Mr. CliarlpsA, Boyle,- Administrator of the Arizona State Eiiployment Service,. and brought tothe attention of the Employment Security Commission of Arizona..,Jn previousdiscussons on this matter,- the CommIsoners have felt, as Mr., Boyle, a- basnicobjection to the WelfareAdmIDIntrition duplicating faciliteswhich are nowpresent In the State Employment Services.
Apparently,- nowhere In this legislation Is any effort made to take advantage ofthe background and experience whlh -has been built up, Oyler tue, years 1w thevarious Staite Havlpoyment Service. It would be, extremely costly to eotabilmh acompetitive, -ppztiei employment seervice., sys;tew under. the . Welfare
Please understand, the objection Is not that some additional resources may beneeded under the Welfare program In view of the nmany serious problems we face,but It appears there should ho careful study of the area of duplication, expenses,

and responslb~llty.'
I urge6Ytly request that you give this matter careful consideration, and I hopethat the Senate wvill be able to consider suitable amendments In this area oflegislation.

Sincerely,
OJIABLE J. MINNIXG, Oh airMan.

STATEMEgNT RSAmKCNDILNTS TO SOCIAL 8ouaivy AcT
Thfs statement refers' to a'*ndents to the Social 'Security Act as proposed

by H.R. 6710 (copy pi.Wbce4) _aod the modifiedrerslon reborred out )Jy the HlouseWYays'andc Means Comitt6e' n 1.4R 1208 (copy attachedd.
The original proposal, which was encolupassed In ILB. 5710, would hpve pro-vided, in at new Section 410 beginning bn page 118, for 'a comprebensiVe workand training program under the'Specretary of Labor, IncludIng teslIng. counseling,training, Jqb development, aind placewept, tor welfare6- clients. Uutder .thls legis-lation It Was contemplated that, manppowler programts'for welfare c'lients couldbe established- In any COU3 4y ~state ktq~, a joint, Oeterinatlou'6f need'hadbeen inade by the Welfare Del Arthentin4 the Ezpployment Serice. The StateEmployment Service woul4 take necessay steps to ~devqiop. a mnpow er programto met- he rehabilitaton zieds' f "the pkrtlcular c)leqfgroup,' waking full -useof all ' esource and tec4PIques,' 9fti. MAnpower AdmI4_.Istratjon, In. the D~epart-nit of JAbor,',The oprtli of suce h poranwulbeti responslblity of

th o M en Sric The aailabilty f sflal serylcek toithe welfare clientoprot edin thb traihltig program wquld op ntl 'e, Zfectlv, program qperatlons
Woud ~~rp Cp 0 cor~t49n Xnd iphtolewez le~dpartmnts.

r outb Y Ouse Ways atig Mkeans Cmite ePo 4Op
H.R. 5710 has been dropped and the entire manpower rehabilitation 6 Art hasbeen written Into Section 409 of 1111. 120S0, under which the Welfare Adininis-
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tration in 11 States has been operating a small community work and training
program on a 50-50%. Federal-State matching basis. In this revised section,
participation by welfare clients is virtually mandatory and full control of man.
power program action rests with the Welfare Administration; there Is no language
which directs this massive manpower training and placement effort in the direc.
tion of the existing Putblic Employment Service System presently established by
the Congress in the Nation and the Manpower Administration within the Depart.
meant of Labor. The only reference to this type of relationship is to an optional
purchase of service arrangement from the Employment Service if the Welfare
Administration requests it.

With the mandatory participation it is conceivable that each county Welfare
Department in the United States might eventually have an Employment Service
component to serve the clients of that county. This could include not only work
experience and training capability, but also broader employment services.

Although the legislation contains no provision or ceiling in terms of numbers
of participants, it has been estimated that close to 500,000 trainees may )e
involved in this program the first year. By comparison this is twice the size
of the total MDTA program. This legislation, so enacted, would clearly be the
first step in establishing a costly manpower system within HEW parallel to the
existing Public Employment Service System. It could provide for duplicate em.
ployment service offices in every location where the State Employment Services
are presently functioning and for additional offices where they are not. The
legislation contains no caution or safeguard in relation to using existing facil-
ities or services, nor does it make provision for financial Inputs into these existing
systems. The program decisions relating to manpower development under this
legislation would rest not with the existing manpower development agencies,
such as the State Employment Service, but rather with the welfare establish.
ment which at the present time has very limited capability in this form of service.

There is little question relating to the need for the additional resources
provided in the bill. There is a real question, however, relating to the method
of developing and administering the resources which disregards the long years
of manpower experience and know-how in the State Employment Service and
which gives the responsibility to the welfare organization which lacks both. ,

I sincerely hope you will explore fully in the Senate the manpower provisions
as originally proposed in Section 410 of H.R. 5710.

BOROUOH OP BETHEL PARK,
September 1, 1967.

Senator RussELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Fiance Committce,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR: In recent weeks there has been much speculation regarding
numerous proposals relating to changes In the existing framework of our Social
Security program. These changes, emanating in the House Ways & Means Com-
mittee, have passed the House by a resounding majority (414-3), which would
seem to Indicate an overwhelming response by Congress, not only to the needs
of so many millions of citizens dependent on these funds for their very existence,
but almost total approval of the measure as presented, both in form and size of
allocation. If this Is accurate, then it would seem that the proposed measures
have fallen short, at least In spirit and intent; nowhere has the existing bill
demonstrated the desire of our lawmakers to move beyond the realm of political
expediency, or to initiate more than stop gap measures designed to create, at
best, a sorry illusion in the eyes of so many of our Senior Citizens.

It is relatively easy to stop considering individuals, especially when so
large a segment of our population is represented, and to begin substituting In-
stead masses of figures, assigning them to a particular movement within a budg-
etary roll. What seems to have been lost sight of Is the fact that in enacting ally
change In a law as personal as Social Security, one which determines the standard
of living of so many millions of our citizens, the true test of its total benefit le's
not in the ease of its passage or the simplification of its administration, but In the
value that it holds for the recipient. If it ceases to serve the purpose for which
it was intended, then it has failed before it has moved toward Ibs ultimate goal,
that of sustaining a decent standard of living and it has become a mockery of
injustice bringing discredit on its authors and despair to those who look to it
for hope.
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Admittedly, It is a most difficult and exhausting task to formulate legislation
which will offer the greatest possible benefit to the largest number of our people.
in reviewing those areas of change under consideration in the proposed amend-
ments to the existing Social Security Law, it is indeed a travesty of Justice to see
how one change in particular penalizes such a large portion of those twenty-five
million Americans dependent upon 'the benefits of the law. That part of the law
which places an unfair limitation on the earning capacity of the recipient
able to supplement his or her Income not only creates a personal hardship in
most cases but severely limits the law in its original Intent; that of offering
an opportunity to build a sense of security without the destruction of the indi-
vidual's Initiative or self respect.

The existing set of amendments as passed by the House incorporates an in-
crease in the amount that a recipient may earn, before he forfeits some of his
benefits. The present law establishes a limit of $1500.00, while the proposal would
increase -this amount to $1680.00. Both present and proposed measures are grossly
inadequate and represent an almost unbelievable lack of concern; more Im-
portant, they seem to have lost touch with the realities of financial life as they
relate to our Senior Citizens. The presentation of this particular measure is
nothing more than a further affront to the already long-suffering citizens laboring
under the totally unsympathetic treatment of this law.

In an earlier message directed to Congressman Wilber Mills, Chairman, and
Members of the House Ways & Means Committee, I outlined what appeared to
be similar deficiencies in the existing law. In that message I explained how the
present ceiling of $1500.00 now only placed an unfair burden on those recipients
able to supplement their Income and provide a decent standard of living, but that
it essentially held no real position of value In the overall framework of the Social
Security Law based on practical application. It was then, and it is still my firm
conviction, based on the compilation of current data as presented by various gov-
ernmental agencies, and on numerous discussions with many civic and industrial
groups across the country that the lowest acceptable ceiling of a person's income
could be no less than $4800.00.

Although the area of this ceiling on the amount one may earn without forfeit-
ing his or her benefits is a most critical one, it is not the only part of this pro-
posal that severely limits the ability of the recipient to improve their standard
of living. President Johnson, in his recommendations to our lawmakers, advised
that a minimum cash increase of 20,o in ecess of the existing betteits be
enacted. 'ongreseman Wilbur Mills and his associates in the House Ways &-
Mleans Oommittee have seen fit to reduce that request to IS%-%. This counter-
proposal is not only tota ly unacoptable In light of the needs of our Senior Cit-
izens, but represents an appallingly short-sighted approach to this area of con-
cern.

It is elementary, even to the most unlettered among us, that each of our dollars,
given a specified amount, will buy the same goods and services for one person
as it will for another if they are spent in identical fashion. Our economy has no
provision for allowing a greater purchasing power for those on fixed limited
incomes than it does for those who can and do have access to greater and more
variable incomes. A loaf of bread at the local chain store will cost a man earning
$10,000.00 per year Just as much, or as little, as it will the Senior Citizen
receiving Social Security. Is it not Just, then, to allow the Senior Citizen an
equal opportunity to supplement his minimal income so that he may also hi-ve
a better opportunity to provide, If not for the luxuries, at least for the necessities
of life?

Statistics have proven that a large percentage of 'approximately twenty-five
million citizens now receiving Social Security are attempting to bring their
standards of living to an acceptable minimum by supplemental earnings. This
is an indication that these people are neither content to rely upon total govern.
ment subsidy for their existence, nor willing to allow their self respect to be
compromised by a sub-standard offering. It is also well to remember that these
citizens are not beggars-they ask only for what they have earned over the course
of their years of productivity to their families, their employers and their country.
Is it not foolish, then, to attempt to restrict their Initiative and honor, which has
served them and their country so well for so many years, by penalizing them for
attempting to upgrade an obviously inadequate existence?

Any decision relating to a more realistic reappraisal of the existing $1500.00
penalty to at least $4800.00, must take into consideration several base facts of
any citizen's life. Initially, most recipients of Social Security are operating their
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finances on avery rigid and inflexible income; this Income may have been ade.
quate to cope with an economy in which prices were depressed or declining, but
it falls pitifully short of the mark In the economic framework of today's spiralling
cost of living. It Is all too obvious that the dollar of 1067 will not purchase those
goods or services that it did in 1937. It is also obvious that the fixed income of
our Senior Citizens receiving Social Security has not kept pace with this rise.
Economically, this group appears to represent a large segment of our population
that has simply been left standing in the shadows of America's affluence, an
affluence which ,they, to a large degree, helped to shape.

I would like to submit to the Members of the Senate, those to whom will fall
the ultimate task of shaping a compassionate and forward looking legislation,
that before they examine those measures with the ultimate goal of enacting them
into law, they examine their own consciences in an attempt to better resolve
the pressing needs of this dilemma. There is far too much at stake to consider
lightly any one aspect of this measure. Man's ability to survive, and to ultimately
persevere, has always Included not only those factors relating to his physical
existence, but to his Intrinsic values of honor and self respect as well. Any
legislation that takes into consideration anything less than the total well.being
of the individual is not only doomed to fall as a positive measure, but can have
only the most disasterous social and economic effects on those to whom it is
directed. True reform can come only from the hearts and minds of those dedicated
to the cause of furthering the highest worth of man, without thought of personal
gain or political expediency. There can be no other course.

Sincerely,
Ptrn J. PAoE, Mayor.

(The following letter was submitted to the committee by Hon.
William Proxmire, a U.S. Senator from the State of Wisconsin:)

WHITE1IALL, Wis., Sgeptembcr 20, 1967.
Hon. WILLIAM PRox MIRE,
Settate Office Building,
Washington, D.Q.

DFAR SENATIOR PBOXMIRE: I am writing to you concerning the proposed amend-
ments to the Social Security Act, H.R, 12080. As a social work supervisor over-
seeing the administration of the social security aid programs I have become
aware of two potentially damaging aspects of the proposed amendments.

First. Title II, Section 208, page 140 of the bill limits the number of children
who might receive assistance through Aid to Families with Dependent Children
on the basis of the January 1967 ratio of such children to the total state child
population.

This aspect of the bill could be a serious hazard to the citizens of the United
States. Should an economic recession occur in a specific region of the country
the proportion of children in need could easily outstrip the ratio method of
calculating assistance to AFDO families. Those children not included in the
ratio would then either not receive aid or be forced into sub-standard existence
and subjected to a different standard of living than other AFDC families. Only
the children will suffer if this portion of the bill is not removed.

Second. The second potentially damaging aspect of the proposed amendments
Is In Title II, Section 201, page 10', and Section 204, page 120 FF. Specifically
I refer to the proposal which would require mothers on the AFDO program to
engage in work training and employment as a condition to receiving assistance.

It is my feeling that this aspect of the proposed bill could be very damaging
to the little pre-school children who need the Identification with an adult.
Generally AFDO Is granted to homes where the father Is gone for any number
of reasons. Therefore, in AFDO homes there Is only one parent for the child
to Identify with. If the mother is then forced into work training or employ-
ment, there will be no one to give the child comfort, re-assurance or love. It
would be very likely that such a barren childhood would damage the mental
health of these children.

If this aspect of the bill could be changed to exclude those mothers with pre-
school children and those adults not physically fit, It would not be so objec-
tionable.

As a person who has daily contact with the family situations this bill will effect
1 can only urge you to use the power of your office to delete the portion of the
bill In Title II, Section 208, page 140'and alter that section of tWeIll which
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would require all adults, including AFDO mothers with pre-school children,
to exclude those mothers with pre-school children.

I would appreciate it very much if you would insert my opinions in the
hearing record of the Senate Finance Committee.

Sincerely yours,
RICAR *. SHxpmA ,

Sooial Work Supervisor.

RwoO PARK, N.Y., Augu#t 23, 1967.
Hon. RUSSE.L B. LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Offlee Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SE.NATOR LONG: Your committee has under consideration at the present
time certain amendments to the Social Security Act, as amended.

I hereby offer for your consideration the following suggestions which I believe
would improve the existing Public Law:

1. The minimum payment of $44 a month under the present act should be
raised to $75 a month.

2. A retired person could earn up to $145 a month without forfeiting any
benefits.

3. Increase from $1500 to $1700 the amount a recipient under 72 could earn
without loss of benefits.

4. Effective Jan 1968 Increase all monthly benefits by 8% with the exception
of the minimum payment as indicated above. Last effective monthly benefit scale
adjust. in Jan. 1965. Cost of Living rise since that time I believe Is in the neigh-
borhood of 89.

5. H.i. 12080 appears sound on 4.4 tax on employees and employers each for
1968 and 4.8 in 1969.

0. Using Jan. 1968 as effective date, I believe you will be. able to synchronize
Increased benefits outgo, an Increased withholdings on Wages, and new possible
tax bill for general revenue requirements of this bill.

7. Federal Civilian employees to have coverage under the Social Security
Act on a purely voluntary basis in addition to their coverage under the Federal
Civil Service Retirement Act.

8. Retirement at age 60 on a reduced basis.
9. Investments in the Social Security Trust Funds to be other than U.S. Gov-

ernments, perhaps U.S. government agency Individual Issues, as well as Private
Industry Bonds and high grade equities for greater yields to offset higher costs
of administration of the Act.

Thanking you in advance for your consideration of this matter,
Respectfully, MORTON W'EISS.

CONGRESS OF THE UIrTM STATES,
Houss oF RfP, gsNTAnTrs,

Washington, D.O., August 25,1967.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
V S. senate,
IWashington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN. We, the undersigned members of the House of Repre-
sentatives, strongly oppose the anti-welfare provisions of H.R. 12080, amending
the Social Security Act. Since the bill contained improvements in the social
security program but was brought before the House under a rule that prevented
our offering amendments, we could neither vote against the bill nor amend
those parts we believed to be injurious to the poorest people in our society,
especially the children In needy families.

The failure of our society to provide decent jobs and adequate social facilities
for its people results in many persons becoming unemployed and dependent
through no fault of their own. Most of the poor (78%), although legally entitled
to public welfare, survive on a hand-to-mouth basis without any public assistance.
Of the remaining 22 percent, those who receive welfare, only about half are
assisted on programs in which there is Federal matching money and consequently
some effort to raise standards.
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Of' the 7.3 'million persons who do 'reeivepublic welfare, 2.1 million are 65
or older, 700,000 are severely handieapped,,8.5 million-are children in neetly
families and I mill6n are the parents of these children, mostly mothers W'ho
need training for themselves and child care for their children if we expect them
to seek Jobs, if, indeed, they should.

Few-pertsons on" relief, therefore, are employable; and if jobs were available,
there are millions already In the labor market who are not on welfare and are
seeking employment.
H.R. 12080 does not recognie these and similar facts in its anti-welfare provl.

sions.'If passed, this' bill wduld (1) freeze the number of ch)Jdren eligible to
receive AFDC assistance as of January 1, 1007, (2) compel work assignment with.
out spelling out safeguards, (3) change in purpose the AFO program from one
of protecting children to one of forcing mothers into the ldbor market without
adequate protection for themselves or their children, (4) through Its so-called
work Incentive provision, keep fmilles in poverty in most states which offer
low grants, and (5) fail entirely to assure minimum level standards or to provide
that states must meet even the minimum'needs they fix.

For these reasons we unite our efforts in seeking the cooperation of members
of the Senate in rejecting anti-welfare provisions of the House-passed bill; and
we further call on public-spirited citizens and organizations to mobilize public
opposition to this pArt of H.R. 12080.

Respectfully yours,
Jonathan B. Blngham; Jeffery Cohelan; aDon Edwards; Don'ald M.

Fraser; Patsy T. Mink; ilichard L. Ottinger; Benjamin S. Rosen.
thal; William F. Ryan; Charles 0. Dlggs, Jr.; George H. Brown,
Jr.; John Conyers, Jr.; Leonard Farbstein; Augustus F. Hawkins;
Robert W. Kastenmeler; Joseph Y. Resnick; Edward R. Roybal;
John G. Dow; James H. Scheuer.(The following letter was submitted to the committee byI 1-on. Ralph

Yarborough and 'Hbn. John G. Tower, U.S. Senators from the State
of Texas, and Hoii.'Eligio de ha Garza, a U.S. Representative in Con-
gress from the State of 'rexas:)

SrATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WEIFARI,
Atiatin, Tex., Augut 2,1,1907.

Re. H.R. 120S0 90th Congress, 1067.
DEAR SROs: On July 20,1967 we called upon you for your Assistance in resolving

some ofthe Probfmis the State of Texas W;as encounteringin thd'implementation
of its Title XIX Plan for Medical AssistAtnce effective Septezber], 1067. In our
telegram of July 31, 19067 we advised you that we were about to work out an
agreement with Mr. Joseph Meyers, Acting Commissloer, Welrare, Adminis-
tration, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. At this time We wish
to express our sincere appreciation to. you for your assistance, and we are now
asking your continued help in resolving some of the problems in connection
with Title XIX arid H.. 12080, which we understand, will come up for con-
sideration in thq Senate qarly in the week of August 21,1907.

We wish to make you aware that the resolution of our problem with the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is entirely contingent upon the
passage of H.R. 12080 with the provision (Section 223) that a State may buy-in
under Title XVIII and with lull Federal financial participation without being
required to provide for eligible individuals under the age (if sixty-five (05) the
same services and in the same amount, duration, and scope as is provided by
Part'B of TPtle XVIII to eligible Individuals age jixty~ftve (05) or older.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare felt that there was no
legal basis under which they could grant a waiver of the equality of kerviee
requirement in order to permit 'Txas to implement its Title XIX Program In
accordahee with the non-comparability of service amendment in H.R. 5710 at
that time being considered by Congress; however, Mr. Meyers did agree to
furnish a letter to Texas committing the Department of HIelath, Education, and
Welfare to allow Texas to reduce Its benefits to a non-comparability level of
Medical Assistance under Title XIX after the enactment of II.R. 5710, Including
full Federal financial participation for lite "buy-in", It Texas would initially
implement a Title XIX Program with the comparability feature as is now
required by law.
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Since .R. 12080'h'i bh'en substituted for JI1.5710 we are now concernedwith the effect of- ILt. 12080 upon all of the Public Welfare programs In theState of Texas including Title XIX Medical Aglstante. . • IIf H. 12080 is'passed as written, Including Subsection :(b) ,of -,Secllon 223,making this sthfendment applicable with respect to calendar quarters beginningafter Jntie'30, 1067,1 the problem of comparability would be completely. re.4olvedfor Telag. We wish to point, out, however) thatit Is absolutely esentialifor thisnon-comparability of ibrvlces -provision -to be enacted Into Lat, and with fullFederal floantial pArticipation and for it to be made retroactive to'July 1, 1007if 'exRas'ls to oprate Its Title XIX Program effective September 1, 1967.The State -is in accord with the titelve '(12) major changes in the PublicAsls-tatce Programs specifically* in AFDC and the correlation of services re-quired tindetrthe' Program for Child Welfare. We believe that it will be advan-tageous to have Chlld Welfare services and ervldes to AFJD administered underone organizational unit within a single State and local agency. This shouldenable the Statks to accomplish the highly desirable expectations of the Bill.It is recognized, however, that although the States will get favorable Federalfinancial matching, this may and probably will pose some serious questions inthe State of Texas and I am sure in many other States. The most serious Is thereiufrement that portions of these programs, be mandatory by July 1, 1969. Inorder to initiate some of these services, State legislation will probably be neces-sary. It may be possible to use some of the auxiliary Law* now in effect in theState of Texas as the necessary vehicib. whereby those Programs can be imple-mented; but if not, it Is very unlikely that we could obtain legislation effective
before July 1, 1909. The Regular Session of the legislature convenes In January1969 and for legislation to be effective before July 1, 1969, the legislation wouldhave to be an emergency measure and It Is not always feasible to get emergencylegislation enacted even though there Is no special objection to It. Even If speciallegislation Is not required to Implement all of these services, the State does nothave appropriated funds out of which the State could pay its share of the cost.The Departmental Appropriations Bill for the next.biennium will be effectiveSeptember 1, 1969, therefore, we urge that the Bill be amended so that 'the pro-vision requiring the Implementation of the work and training programs byJuly 1, 1969 and the requirement that the State obtain a separate organizationalunit for combined AFDO and Child Welfare services by July 1, 1069 be amendedso that the provision would be effective either July 1, 1969 or within 90 daysafter the adjournment of the first -Regular SeSsion of the State legislature,
whichever Is the later.

Although we are In accord that measures should be taken to rehabilitatefamilies so that they may be self-sustaining and may be'able to go off the assist-ance rolls, we are concerned with the provision that the unemployed father pro-gram be related to the labor market (had been employed and earning at least$50 within the last quarter In covered employment). This would limit the possi-bility of training and rehabilitating those who per chance had not been relatedto the labor market, and as you know, in Texas we do not as yet have complete
coverage under Social Security.

We are also concerned with the provision that would limit the AFDO roll byprecluding Federal financial participation In the AIDO Program if the propor-tion of all children under age 21 who were receiving aid In each State in January1967 because of absence of the parent from the home Is exceeded after 1907.This might result in eliminating from the rolls some children who would other-wise be eligible and who are desperately In need of the services. It seems thatthere should be some other means of enforcing the provisions: designed to reha-bilitate the families and to eventually make them self-sustaining.H.R. 12080 has many desirable provisions, such as the non-comparability ofservices provision contained in Section 223; the provision In Section 222 per-mitting the States, to buy-in for all people eligible for Medical Assistance, In-eluding those who do not receive money payments as well as those who do receivemoney payments; the provision permitting States to buy-in for all persons whofirst go on the Medical Assistance roll after 1967; and many others dealing withthe Public Assistance-provisions, the provisions relating to demonstration proj-ets under Section 1115 of the Social Security Act, the extension of medical care,and the provision authorizing optional payments to patients under Medical
Assistance, etc.
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There are, however, a number of other provisions which may adversely affect
the Medical Assistance Program and the Public Assistance money payments as
provided under the Social Security Act:

(1) Section 222 provides that there is "o Federal maching for the State's
share of the premium for those people for whom the States bpy-in who are
eligible only for Medical Assistance, but are not receiving money payments.
This poses an undue burden or penalty upon the States and is inconsistent
with all other provisions of the Social Security Act. We urge, therefore, that
Federal matching of fooeds toward the State'* share of the premsum for the
buy-i, for people not reoeivlng monet payments under Medioal A#stsance
will be made available. It i desirable that this be on at least a fifty-fifty
matching basis, but if this Is not feasible then some matching formula
wherein the Federal Government would share in this cost should be included.
We ao urge that Federal matoking funds be made available for the pay-
ment of any and all medioal aereioes which tnwt be paid by the State;

(2) Under Federal requirements the State must first apply the recipient's
Income (it most instances small Social Security benefits) toward meeting
the personal needs before applying the income to their medical needs. As a
result of this requirement, Texas i having to deny a minimum of 0.000 Old
Age Assistance recipients who are presently living in nursing homes because
their small income is sufficient to meet the personal need, although It does not
meet the medical needs which up to the effective date of Title XIX had been
partially Included in the grant. All of these recipients and many others
whose persoml needs other than medical are small, will be ineligible for
Public Assistance grants but eligible for Medical Assistance under Title XIX.
Up to this time the Department has been paying the $3.00 premium under
the Buy-In Agreement on behalf of these people and has been receiving Yed.
oral matching for the premium. With this Federal requirement, after Sep-
tember 1, 1067, It will mean that Texas will be paying all of the buy-in
prenidum on these 9,000 people who are being denied as well as others coming
within the same regulation. We utrge an Amr dment to JR. 1080 frhich
will eliminate the requfremet Or regulation that makm the States first
apply the #mall amount of dnootme toward personal ,ecdA, making hlm in-
eligible for money payments and thus, making the States9 responsible for the
total cost of the buy-in for those Individuals, or If the Stste does not
huy-In for these Individualt, paking4to Wlates pay tho c*itre coat of the
medical care which the client could -have received under Part H of Title
XVIII had the State bought In, since these funs are also not matchable
with Federal funds. This amendment is most urgent.

Effective September 1. 1907, the State of Texas (and I am sure many other
Rtated are experiencing the same problem) is paying Medical Assistance under
Title XIX and assistance grants (money payments nnder Titles I. IV, N. and
XVI) to patients in State Institutions for mental diseases and in the hospital
and nursigt sectlo of the. Institutions for the mentally retarded.

For all those patients who have been adjudged mentally Incompetent and for
the patients who are mentally retarded. it is still an nin -'Ived question as to
whether or not these asAIstance payments (money grants) may be made rmy.
able to the superintendents of the InstLtutions on behalf of these patients with-
ont the necessity of going through Judicial procopdings to have leal wuardlans
armointed. If the State i required to have legal guardians appointed for sore
5.000 to 6.000 people, this will be a terrific additional "xense and will flo.v] the
probatA courts in the counties where the Institutions are situated with routine
guardinnship applications, and will delay for at least fit) to .0 days the initiation
of mmlstance grants to otherwise eligible people. This problem, of eonrs % does
n-t afflet Medical Adstnnce payments, but Is a real problem In connection with
tho money payments.

We urge that an amendment be added to IBR. 12() which will nrwvit the
States to make money payments directly to the superintendentq or their lpeally
delegated representatives on behalf of all Individuala eligihl for mnev grants
who are roatlents In the State hospitals for mental dimAose and In the institutions
for the mentally retarded. These sup*rintendents andfor'trnist etlcers are re-
nired by law to keep accurate atennntA of 11 monest received and expended on
bhialf of RU1 Ptatients in the Insttutions. They are bonded anid audited'tnder
State t aw: therefore, they are the loglcnl people to receive and expend the
ncs4tane grantR on behalf of the recipients in the Instittntin. :-ind the npoitit-
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nient of such superintendents as legal guardians, does not give any more prn-
tection to the recipient, but only costs money for the appointment and causes
delays in granting assistance.

Again, may we express our appreciation for your past assistance in this mat-
ter and for the future assistance we know we can anticipate from you in seeing
that our Texts Program 14 protected by the passage of this legislation.

n yo BUron G. HACKNEY.

ATivnxoN, VA,
Secptember 20, 1906.

lion. uSSE.L B. LON,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D..

DSAR SSNATOR IoNO: I read In the Washington Post of September 22 that
you were "a bit rmniused" at Treasury Secretary Fowler's suggestion that desires
of constituents should play second fiddle to opinlons of selected experts. "After
all, we represent the folks back home," you said. 'We're their lawyers." lete
you repeated :A phrase you used just before the Senate passed the 1905 Social
Security Amendmients. You said then: "The worth of the Social Security Bill of
165 cannot be measured solely In terms of dollars. It can better be Judged
by a economist than tan actuary, better by a social worker than an accountant,
and even better by our folks back home and the needs that are met, the fears that
are di.%golved, thewants that are satisfied by what we have wroughL" (Con-
gre.slonnl Record, July 9, 1965, page 1182).

There are plenty of actuaries and accountants working on Medicare, but hardly
any economist or social worker. We need a better balance in the program and
more regard, such as you called for, for costs in relation to benefits and not
only to funds. -

Today at the Finance Committee hearings I heard Senator Carl T. Curtis
say to Social Security'Cormnlssloner lRobert M. Ball that "reasonable cost re-
wards inefficiency." I raised the vame question In a report I submitted in the
Social Security Admmiltration coneening which I wrote a letter to your prede-
cessor as Chalrmant of this committee, which may be found fi the record of the
Hearings on l.l. 0075 (S9th Congress, 1st Session, May 1965, pages 1123-6).
It was pointed out in the recent report to the President on Medical Care Prices
front the Oorham group In the II.1I.W. department that the Social Security
Administration hAs been too slow ii comilng to grips with the economic problems
of Medicare. This report deplores Qie absence of moves toward "cost reducing
methods" in the relmbursement gidellnes: "'ho present Medicare reimburse.
nient scheme, ba.ed on 'reasonable cost', does not provide hospitals and other
health facillitleo with adequate incentilve to be efficient."

Those to whom I submitted my report in the Social Security Adminitration
could not see the practical effect of the confusion of concepts to which I directed
attention. This was despite the fact that I was only echoing critleism'of the
concepts itmisused by the American Hospital Association and Blue Cross which
may be found in reports by the American Medical A.,;ociation and the Public
Health Service, to which I can direct attention to anyone interested. Today
Mlr. Robert M. Ball testified before your commnIttee, In Justifying his delay In
coming to grips with the problems of health economies, that lie was authorized
by the House Ways and Means Committee to be guided by "Principles of Pay-
ment for flosplal Care" and "Cost Finding for Hospitals" recoinezided by the
American Hlospital A-soclatlon. In fact, the House Ways and Meons Committee
and, formerly, the Senate Finance Committee, have relied excessively on tie
Executive branch, according to Senator Abraham Riblcoff's speech of February
17, 1967 In the Senate. Ile was a Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
himself, lie said he did not want all the Information and knowledge on the
subject of Medicare to come out of the IIEW Department because this made
Impossible what lie called "Independent judgment."

My letter to the Chairman of the flouso Ways and Means Committee, whit-h
may be found In the record of the Hearings on II.R. 6710 (1Part 4, pages 2445-9)
presents evidence ot errors in Congrcmstonal committee reports due to excesve
rellance upon lir Social Security Adnhistratiom. I quoted from a letter I re-

-4'.
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celved from the Chief Actuary of the Social Security Administration, dated
August 10, 1966, in which he said it was not his responsibility to make economic
Judgments. Yet this is the burden being put upon him, again and again in the
deliberations of COngressional committees who are asking acttiaries to make
Judgments beyond their province. I request you put Into your record, together
with this letter, . an exchange of correspondence between me and the Chief
Actuary, which Is relevant to what follows. I ask, also, that,.ou'piit.!nto your
record, a letteI to me from Miss Lenore A. Epstein, Deputy Aisfstant Commils.
stoner for Research and Statistics, Social Security Administration, together
with "Some Data on Medical Care of Disabled Workers." These data, as stated
on page 37 of the House Ways and Means Committee Report on H.R. 12080,
caused the Chief Actuary to increase the cost estimates to bring the Social
Security disabled beneficiaries into the Medicare programs (with new figures
as shown on page 362 of your Hearings on H.L 12080).

Where are the lawyers for the disabled under Social Security? President John-
son proposed (and I understand it is still urged verbally by Administration spokes-
men) that they be granted the Medicare benefits which other Social Security
constituents will get Suddenly data, not made public (it took two weeks of pester-
ing for me to got a "brief,note" of summary), are cited as evidence that the
disabled "cost" too much. The House Ways and Means Report on the 1967 Social
Security Amendments (HR. 12080) says that a "major factor" in the denial of
benefits to the disabled under Social Security was based upon "data which first
became available while the proposal was being considered", (page 37). These
"data" are part of an unfinished (and apparently undigested) study by the Office
of Research and Statistics of the Social Security Administration. (There is an
interesting contrast here with the study of the Task Force on Nursing Homes
which though completed cannot be seen by Congress.)

In his letter of August 10, 1966 to me, the Chief Actuary said tb-' nly in "formal
presentations" of the Social Security Administration can we be sure of strictly
correct use of terminology. (However, note page 60 of the Ways & Means Com-
mittee Report on H.R., 12080 where "future rates of Increase in hospital costs"
are shown without any indication that these are daily figures, nor that the "low
costs" are shown without any indication that these are daily figures, nor that
the "low cost" series, acrding to page 504 of the Ways & Means Committee
Hearing record on H.R. 5710, refers only to room and board, excluding ancillary
hospital costs. I don't know about the other two series shown in the latter
respect.) Apparently the "brief note" of the alleged "datk" used to raise the
estimated cost for the Social Security disabled Is not such a "formal presenta-
tion." The group studied does not In fact correspond to the disabled under Social
Security, as explained In footnote #2. Footnote #1 refers to "possible confusion
In the concept of disability" in one respect, but other conf usigns, for want of
Information not given, abound.

The "brief note" points to certain differences between the group to which It
refers and Social Security disability beneficiaries which are not'taken into ac-
count in certain rough figures provided to me by the Chief Actuary's office.
I had asked for some'account of the translation of your findings of the "data"
Into the actu~irial cost estimates shown on page 362 of your. Hearings on HIR.
12080, according to which we 'are going to save all kinds of money by letting
the Social Security disabled shift for themselves instead of giving them the same
helping hand in sickness we plan to give other Social Security beneficiaries. I
request the 'Senate Finance Committee'to get from the Chief Actuary a better
account of this operation than I have been able to get.

The "open, explicit, verifiable. self-correcting process " which acrding to Mr.
Alain C. Inthoven, Assistant Secretary of Defense, System.- Analysis, is the
first step in "the method of science," is not found In the way cost estimates are
presented to Congress in connection with the Social Security program. The very
term, "cost" Is ambiguous. I was4 told by a member of the Chief Actuary's staff
that It is logical to expect the "disabled" to "cost" more to Medicare funds than
the aged. Not that they have to pay more for the same services but that they
need more of them. If he Is right, then this Is not dependent on any specific set
of data but is a permanent fact of life. We get the topsy turvy result that pre-
elsely because they need these benefits more they should get them. By this
reasoning, Medicare should not have been given to those over 65 years but to
those under 60 years.
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H.1N.W. Secretary Gardner told you (page 214 of your Hearings on II.R. 120S0)
that "available data Indicate substantially higher health costs for the disabled
than for the aged. Tie data confirm the Importance of covering the hospital costs
of the disabled under.Medicare." According to the Chief Actuary, this account
of tie "data" is not as accurate as the statement in the Ways & Means Committee
Report (page 37) that "the per capita cost of providing health insurance for the
disabled under medicare would be considerably higher than is the cost of provid-
Ing the saine coverage for the aged." (Some readers would mistake "coverage"
for actual use of health services. This statement, though it does not mean the
same as the Secretary's, remains unclear to-the many who-are not "experts"
and just ordinarily Intelligent bitt helpless in the hands of "experts.")

The conclusion from the "data" drawn by Secretary Gardner Is more correct
than that drawn by the Ways & Means Committee but I might say it Is the
weakest possible way of putting up a fight for the helpless disabled under Social
Security. I have reason to believe that nobody In the Secretary's office took the
trouble to ask for even the "brief note" until I came along and raised a fuss
about It.
According to the Chief Actuary, the reduction of benefits Is the only way to

reduce costs. (I developed this point In my letter to your predecessor. which way
be found in the record of your Hearings In 1965 on H.R. 6075, pages 1123-,.) Hi.
main interest, and apparently that of Congress, too (which does notainke It
right) Is in "actuarial soundness." No corresponding Interest exists yet in the
economic problem Of getting the most for Medicare money. The national Income
accounts of the Commerce Department, with the approval of the Budget Bureau
(which does not make it right), treat all Medlcare payments as "transfer pay-
ments," as if the money were under the control of the beneficiaries when In fact
it Is the Government which Is spending It for them, unlike other Social Security
money. According to the Commerce Department's classification of what Section
1861, (v) (1) of Title 18 of the Social Security Law defines as a "service
benefit" paid for In money by "other than the recipients," It is not a service
benefit. Only cash benefits exist under Social Security. The Social Security Ad-
ministration, negotiating for health services with providers thereof knows better
but It passively approves of, the Commrce classification which is contrary to
fact and law.

But even worse. The Social Security Administration passively submits to un-
sound or not-adequately-studied reimbursement guidelines presented by the
American Hospital Association and Blue Cross. "Principles of Payment for Hos-
pital Care" put out by the American Hospital Association is a very confused
document. A Report to your Committee by the Comptroller General, in the
appendix of your Hearings of May 25, 100, made certain distinctions between
the "accounting" and the "economic" approaches of which many hospital people
are not aware. The Comptroller General's report was a competent consideration
of questions about legislative Intent raised by your Committee staff and very
competent reports have been given to your Committee on drug pricing, nursing
home practices and other areas of concern. Ifhere Is one gaping hole, which in my
opinion, might well be filled by the General Accounting Office. This Is a report on
the economic principles of hospital pricing.

You asked the Blue Cross Association representative who appeared before
your Committee to explain apparent discrepancies betiveen their cost projections
and those of the American Hospital Association. After Mr. James Ensign testi-
fied before you, I caught him in the lobby and asked him to send me a statement
of the Blue Cross Association principles of payment for hospital care. I received
from him the 103 "Report of the Task Force On Principles of Payment for
Hospital Care" by the American Hospital Assollatlon of which Part 2, "Equity
in Financing" (page 27), was by Mr. Walter J. McNerney, President, Blue Cross
Association. I have examined this section carefully and can find no evidence in
It of concern for the final consumer, other than pious phrases.

This reminds me of how I was Introduced to this subject by an assignment iti
the Social Security Administration. I was asked to prepare "a summary analysis"
of the McNerney-Unilversity-of-Miehignn Study of Hospital and Medical Fco-
nomics. This consisted of 13 projects and Involved an expense of over $3S0,000.
The Illumination from this study was used as a reason for others, Including the
.Michigan Legislature, to wait with bated breath for Its coming. It was completed
In 1002, and led to a report to the Governor of Michigan, who turned out to be
Governor Romney. To this day, I have seen no evidence that anybody Is the wiser
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for it, although it is full of all kinds of statistical tables and something called"multivariate analysis." They forgot one detail. Governor Williams bad included
"cost reduction" without loss of "quality" as one of the objects of the study.
This is not even mentioned once anywhere in the 13 projects.

My exchange of letters with Governor Romney about this appears in the
record of the House Ways and Means Committee (88th Congress, 1964, Hearings
on H.R. 320, pp. 2501-2). He saw nothing wrong with this, especially since it
was not Michigan state funds that were involved but that of a i)rivate found.
tion. I mention this now because of the recommendation by the Ways and Means
Committee (Report on H.R. 12080, page 44) that the H.E.W. "Secretary may
find it helpful to contract with research organizations, under existing authority,
for the conduct of research designed to establish better methods of measuring
hospital efficiency and output."

I wish to warn against reliance on an outside organization to do the basic
thinking that must be done within the Social Security Administration, which
has the responSibility not only of administering the Medicare program but the
basic thinking "necessary before we start bending metal." (Defense Secretary
MeNamark's phrase.) I have had difficulty interesting Conkressmen or Senators
in the current absence of genuine economic analysis (as distinguished from
actuariall science") because'they do not see what difference it makes in their
voting. However, my efforts have not been entirely futile. Without any apparent
stimulation from the Social Security Administration (but some from the Gorham
Report to the President on Medical Care Prices, and the laudable action of Secre-
tary Gardner in calling into session a National Conference on Medical Costs) the
Social Security Bill (H.R. 12080), for the first time calls for true economic
analysis in Title IV, Section 402, authorizing "experiments" and study of payments
with "incentives" for cost reduction. A study of Social Security Administration
Work Plans convinces me they will engage in this most reluctantly since they
exaggerate the need for waiting for fuller data, statistical and actuarial, before
economic analysis can begin. Title IV, Section 402 is a step in the right direction,
finally putting a dent in the sacredness of that uneconomic "reasonable cost"
concept now in the law. However, I hope the Finance Committee can find a better
way of defining the problem than the House of Representatives found. Talking
only of "experiments" and "incentives" fails to bring out sound economic analysis,
already more solid than mere experimentation but already in operation in other
parts of the Government and in private industry. The General Accounting Office,
as evidenced by the very fine reports already submitted to your Committee by the
Comptroller General, could with profit be brought into the picture.

I have just received a letter from a member of your Committee (whose name
I do not give, not knowing whether he would desire it). He writes me: "Your study
deserves considerable attention and In view of the fact that this is not only a
philosophical discussion, but one that may lead to constructive criticism of our
present system. I will attempt to study your suggestions in depth."

I hope this is not so "deep" that no practical suggestions can be seen in it.
I shall appreciate having this placed in your record. Such past placenient in Con-
gressional Committee records has furthered public discussion.

YoLbrs sincerely,
SIDNEY KORETZ.

(From the Washington Star, July 1966

INCREASED BENEFITS

SIRS: On July 2, you published a letter from Miss Sarah Shafer which stated.
in part, that Social Security benefits had depreciated over the years in terms of
buying power. The basis of this statement was that in terms of 1904 dollars, the
average benefit increased 54% from 1940 to 1964, whereas the cost-of-living lr.dex
went up nearly 125 percent.

Unfortunately, Miss Shafer's analysis is completely incorrect, because she did
not realize that the increase in the average benefit, in terms of 1904 dollars, had
already taken into account the increase in the cost-of-living index! In other words,
the purchasing value of the Social Security benefits actually increased by 54
percent, since the dollar size of the benefit increased by about 250 percent (from
approximately $22 in 1040 to about $77 in 1904).

ROBERT J. 'MYERS,
Chicf Actnary.

Social Sccnrity Adminilstration.
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(From the New York Herald Tribune, May 28, 19683

PRICE INFLATION PINCii DIFFICULT To MEASURE

(By Joseph R. Slevln)
The United States has been suffering from price inflation, but no one can

say just how severe the inflation has been.
The government's closely watched Consumer Price Index says that spiralingprices have knocked 15 cents off the value of the dollar during the past decade.Each dollar buys 1% cents less at the end of the year than it did at the beginning.The difculty is that it's far from clear that the price barometer takes proper

account oftimprovements in quality.
Turkeys hove bigger breasts but the O.P.I. only shows the cost of turkeys-

not that cbnsimers are getting better turkeys.
Better' medlcnes and grOater medical knowledge have combined to slash tfieaverage hospital stay. The O.P.I. sh6wo that (he average daily cost of a hospital

stay has been roaring but It doesn't make allowance 'for the briefer periods that
patients are confined.

BIGGEST FLAW

The loudest questions are being asked by a special committee of New York'sNational Bureau of Economic Research. It recently told Congress that econo-mists and statisticians "in all probability" would overwhelmingly agree that
the biggest flaw In the government's price barometers is their failure to take
account of quality improvements.

The government agency that keeps track of prices is the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and It thinks that the National Bureau is guilty of gross exaggeration."We don't say there's no upward bias, but we don't think it's very big," Robert
J. Myers, deputy commissioner of labor statistics, said.

The chief National Bureau case in point Is the price of automobiles. Itsstartling conclusion is that cars really cost less today than they did in 1950.
The National Bureau relies on a special study by economist Zvi Grillches. Hedecided that the prices of the "low-priced three" actually fell by 18 per cent from950 to 1909 If due weight is given to quality improvements. The more prosaic

OP.I. reports that the selling prices went up 31 per cent.
Mr. Grlliches arrives at his, prices by making adjustments for three qualitychanges-weight, horsepower, and overall length. He says all three are qualityimprovements and that today's cars aren't as expensive as they seem when it'srecognized that they are heavier, longer and more powerful.
The 9.LS. has some sticky questions about Mr. Griliches techniques, butit has an even more fundamental complaint that any car owner can understand."flow do we know that those are improvements?" Mr. Myers asked; "Withthe current trend toward smaller cars, they may not be improvements at all."The B.I,.S. does make a number of price adjustments for quality changes and

automobiles are the best example.
I Whenever there Is a clearly measurable improvement, the B.L.S. tries to makeappropriate adjustments in its index. To take one illustration, it knocks $650off the average price of today's car against the average price of a 1937 model

to adjust for quality improvements such as the shift from six-cylinder to eight-
cylinder engines and from standard to automatic transmissions.

ARLNGTO VA.,
July 11, 1960.

Mr. Rni ;M~s0A41e Act uary/,•
90ocfaJ security Admtnistration,
Woaalngton, D.O.

DEAR MR. MYES: I am glad to see you drawing attention to what SocialSecurity money buys, as well as to dollar amounts. This will take on a new signifi-cance with Medicare which will represent largely purchases of goods andservices, while hitherto Social Security payments have been transfer payments.
I believe I was responsible for getting the Commerce Department to looktwice at this. The Federal Budget, erroneously, I claim classified Medicare as a

83-231--67-pt. 3-48
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transfer payment, Apparently the "revolutionary" change represented by Medi.
care has been handled in a rather absent-minded manner.

Mr. Robert M. Ball told the Senate Finance Committee, on May 25 (and
you were there) that the "cost of rendering hospital care has been rising at an
average rate of roughly 6 percent A year." The usual figure given Is 7%; the
table, you provided the Senate FinanA and Housq Ways & Means Committees
shows an average of 6.7% in the annual increases of "average daily hospitaliza.
tion costs" In the yeprs 1955-1903 inclusive..
How do you Justlfy'the continual reference to rising hospital costs by this

amount without pointing out that it is a daily figure?
The statement is made that "hospital costs have beep Increasing at a, faster

rate than earnings." You mention a differential of 2.7%. Ini the table you pro-
vided, It appears tha t by "earnings" is meant "avrage wages in covered
employment," but there is no support shown why the two series whose changes
are compared are the appropriate ones ror providing any kind of basis for
determining economic feasibiUty of the program.

I would appreciate a clarification from you on this point.
Yours sincerely, .. D..Y.. . .T.

_. " -3t SIDNEY 1ORETZ*

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
SOCIAL SEojuRITY ADMINISTRATIoN,

Washington, D.O., August 10, 1966.
Mr. SwsEY Koavrz,
Arlington, Va.

DZAn MR. KoRETz: I am sorry to have delayed so long answering your letter of
July 11, but I have been away on a 3-Week vacation that ended Just a few days
ago.

I am always very much Interested in the points that you make about the
Social Security program and usually (but not always) find myself In close
agreement with you.

You are quite correct that the various references that you have cited to
"hospital costs" have, strictly speaking, been to "average daily hospitalization
costs". ,1 think that you will find that, in my various formal presentAUt6ns I
have always used this terminology. Howeverin informal' and spofltanaus
discussions, short-cut phrases have often been used, but I think that it Is fair
to state that. in these circumstances, the various parties knew what was being
referred to. Certainly, in my actuarial cost estimates, the factor of durAtion iof
hospitalization has always played an equal role with average dally hospitaliza-
tion costs. Although for all ages combined, the average duration of hospitalization
has been decreasing slowly in recent years, it is not at all certain that this: is
the case for persons aged 65 and older. In fact, it appears that a considerable
part of the overall decrease In average duration results from maternity cases
(there has been a definite medical trend toward shorter stays) and changes in
the age distribution of the population.

The earnings series that I used to compare changes in average daily hospItl.
ization costs was derived from average earnings reported under the OASDI
system for the first calendar quarter of each year (selected so as to minimize
the effect of the maximum taxable earnings base). In my opinion, these 2
series are the proper ones for actuarial cost estimating purposes, because the
earnings series reflects accurately changes in the general earnings level of
the covered population. You raise a question as to whether these series are
appropriate "for determining economic feasibility of the program"; it is not my
responsibility for making the mentioned determination about the Medicare
program so that I cannot answer your question as to whether these 2 statistical
series are appropriate for such a purpose.

Sincerely yours,
Rovz'r 3. MYzs, F.S.A.,

Ohief Actuary.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTw, EDUCATI0', AND WELFARE,
S OAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,

Wauluington, D.C., September 21,1967.
Mr. SIDNEY KORErZ,
Arlington, Va.

DEAR MR. KolrZ: In response to your teleplioae request, I am enclosing a
carbon copy of a brief note we have Just prepared which summarizes data that
were reviewed In connection with the proposal to extend Medicare to disabled
beneficiaries.

I hope this meets your needs.
Sincerely yours, LExOarI A%. EPSTEN,,;

Deputy asistanl Cornniisatoner
for Research and Statl8ticL.

Faou LENORx A. EPSTEIN, DEPuTy ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOB RESEARCH AND
STTISs, SocIAL, SsoumRr'ADMIISTATIO0

SOME DATA ON MEDIoAL CAAE OF DISABLED WORKERS

Information on hospital and medical care utilization by the':lisabled will
become available from the Social Security Administration's National Survey
of Disabled Adults which is now under way, with comparative data for benefi-
ciaries under the OASDHI program and disabled persons not receiving benefits.
Data from the 1908 Survey of Disabled Adults in Households is now bWing
processed; interviewing for the complementary 1907 Survey of Disabled Adults
in Institutions Is in process.

Pending the availability of these new data, special tabulations of National
Health Sur-toy (NUS) data were prepared for persons classified by age and
activity limitation. The data for men provide some basis for judging the com-
parative levels of utilization by the disabled and the aged.1 These are of special
interest apropos of the proposal to extend Medicare to persons recelitig OASDI
benefits because of disability.''

In brief, the available NH 'data indicate thnt the level of hospital utilizatio,
physician's visits, and personal medical expenses are higher, and health ins" ran ,!
coverage lower, for men aged 17-64 with health limitations On their ability to
work than for men in the same age range who are not disabled or for me. agcd
05 and over. While these data are suggestive, they are limited to the noninstitu-
tional population and do not-necessarily reflect the level of health care utiliza-
tion or the health insurance coverage of disabled worker beneficiaries under
the OASDHI program. Some of the men classified as "unable to work" do not
meet the work experience requirements for Insured status; some beneficiaries
may not consider themselves unable to work because they believe they have some
residual capacity for work. Furthermore, a cross-section sample of the disabled
would include more persons with a disability of very recent onset (i.e., during
the previous year) than would a sample Of disability beneficiaries, because of the
0-month waiting period. This would result In higher utilization rates than for a
cross-section of disabled worker beneficiaries it It is true, as would be expected,
that the recently disabled have received more Intensive care at the time of, and
shortly after the onset of disability, before the condition stabilizes, and before
benefits are payable.
Utilizatton of. Medical Caro

According to a special tabulation of unpublished NHS data collected July
1904-June 1905,' the average annual number of days of care in short-stay

I Corresponding data for women aged 1T-64 have not been analyzed because of possible
confusion In the concept of disability and possible misinterpretation of utilization data due
to pregnancy.

'2For general concept, deflnit$ons and methods, see Public Health Service Ptiblatlon
"o. 10 . - .2, Health Surrey Procedure (May 1984). For earlier data on

persons hospitalized, see Series 10-No. 20, Pereons Hospitalized (June 1065).
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hospitals per 1,000 mif aged 17-64 *as cowilderably higher foxr those unable to
work than for those With, lesser work limitations or without work limitations,
as follows:

Days in short-stay hospilals per 1,000 men aged 17-04

Unable to work-..----.--------------------------- ----------- 4,9, 535
Limited in aznoont or kind -of work..---- - - - - - - - - -- - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - 3s850
Not -limited -------------------------------
Total men aged 17-84--- ------------------ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - 1,-L035,

Men aged 17-04 who reported themselves uflable lb t(* d4tt 2 03ient, -of
the total aged 17--M, averfiged almost four times as many ii6yi in sh6rt-stay
hospitals as meTaed 0-5 Ara4o er, wyho averaged 2,374 hospItal days per 1,000.

The10Q: in~oY f ts~le.hih r Beneficiaries conducted In eight metro-
politati kfids"a iW d~dW hi gh level of abort-stay hospital utilization among

ability Is similar d htb ~ia i~lg o.nt~ ld July 1983-une
1984 the number .tet 0 rre rtz p.2 er p for men without
1tniltation .to 7.% no !b~ iiie atkb ~a ~f~Wiirk, and to 15.0
for. thoennablo to worc. M~en 60 aud, or av~raged 0.Qphys4 x~~vsit pryear.'

we"rc thab twvice- a0:0,i foil th in j! 1
th~'y w6re imIted .($5$7 s1*V 24 ) 0nge wr twio Ohd 6ne-Mal times
as high Asforlmeh aged'65 hh oer a dii W8t"A'v~e, p* 0,bigh'as, for other
men aged 17-04 (Table.1). These-figqres jrelate to tbii bll reiidered, Including
amounts reimbursed of to'bet'~imbursed'by Ins irdnve, bit eicludlung the value
of 'any care pp'Qvided withoutt charge to-,tbe..p l~er~t.t -hrg h8Uctfacilities as
workmen's, comstion 'temporary, disgbilitty, inura-ppe,_ te' Netqiang Admin-,

rllocat64io f personb a ~atbpeses tyty~ q_, or caeon irwAtei~r~
Rion gie4 fro e )mpngrutiUimtton.-ratf."*fh4 ipttaI -stayi Iif e a
Oartleu arlL._4000 cost buq ontoe wa1 ~wrk. bt.fyitalmi
acjointed for abpit 40 perp zt of t4l yr ag p~etclbl.''~ vrg
expense waisoge-third arger-%boij that..tpr. p~yxiIAi 'while n~en w*Itji limited~~vor1~~~~ 6ilt t~mr ie f n v4er'(uot t fos) spent: $ or,o,* s~
less for hospitalps than for phy*11sici h W02., prup were also very* Important

in ae~lne tn4ts $9 pryparperperon,t o' Atey representedita sjiair
rorio oftbe totil- thtAn among the6 Qthor g o q~ pen, ~ .

Ilie lkfiqiM h Iti t'qt~ve$ fou"t~ Idi I ~a 1r~on-af)ay

1W wwor ju V
it t 'I OVA~I in'* pno fts yI-, wee UeintOs worlaol.(e~~mnagd0 n vr5 ecethdba~a'nlIn~~ ~ te10SuvyoDiad worker 48pretoi h eeii~ ae

50-64)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ha elhisrne.B oprsnth h H igra hal ee'4lipbe, tma.1 orfre htdsblt, eeiire a tr N~ l nline coerg thVobn, cals Weecmaiosaeo ere iie

*The i'A We Worker Uder OfiASdF Sol ceriTy Amn idain Ome0 Resarhe.4i
n tstics 190Sreyc ort No.able Workers 104. ecn fteb~eiir6,

s ublc Hoealh eie tainPubenicatiosNo. 100. Sempries-o.s 18, ofVoluse, PhUfta

tim betor sumar data setubli alth M S12Sevc Pulcton . 1 - ,0-SIes ,0-NO. 1,

Healthi IHuualte OSerice JublicationJNo. 10905 (Augst 19-o 84). ue fPyeea



period of disability. , Many willno. longer, be ellglhle. for group rgtQGan4dn"~
fl tu cost of health Jiuragee too hea vy in tho fgc. t ofeduqed Incone. -Dis-ability aloo occurs wuore often q mng those InI the . ower paid, Iasutobie ocua
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federal itchtng. ThI& istinlikely' since iobt-'state§,1 '0artualhrly the loer
Inboe sthtsd (ded, on fedethl matching to fi tn-te the bulk, of the'prOgrhai;
75% ir/Malxie. Hbw veY,rchlldl In need must' be belptd, one' *y or anthr.
we will not 'pei it them'16'Wiitar btif tbl bUrden' will fall on local government.
Prese~drfeh o the ;munclitic l budget 'and' the "property tax are sut that, the
lxecutiie Secretfty 6f the MaW6 Municipal Association, Mr.' John ,SAllsbury,

has expreiMd' official e tonce n 'ier' thila provision In H.R. 12080.z Ie *111' be
communicating the views of his organization to the Congressibnal"delegation.

The proposed ceiling.9n the number of children who will be assisted by the
Federal g6vern&Ae't' Is'aimed at c0ntrollivpg the number of broken hon's. The
Congress is understandably alarmed over the increase In' desertions and illegiti-
macy In some parts of the country, especially the urban ghettos of the northern
cities; but to use the public assistance program as a means of controlling human
beh'Evior is fruitless and self-defeating. More than likely, it will compound
the problem. One wonders what rules and regulations could be adopted to main-
tain such a ceiling and'gUarantee equal protection under the law. Constitution-
ality is open to serious question. From a practical standpoint, the most serious
shortcoming in this ceiling proposal Is that It does not allow for caseload
increases resulting from. Industrial lay-offs, business down-turns or other eco-
nomic causes f dependency. There is an urgent need; however, to get at the
causes of social problems and other provisions In H.R. 12080, such as the
strengthened Community Work and Training Programs, Day Care, Foster Care,
Family Planning, and Homemaker Services are extremely useful, new rehabilita-
tive tools and offer thebest hope of controlling the side of caseloads.

3. No ceiling should be placed on the Federal share of the Medicaid program.
A program as new as this Is should provide maximum opportunity for experi-
mentation and-innovation at the state level. It Is too early to impose ceilings
on a national basis.

However, If ceilings are to be adopted,, the technique proposed by Congress,
an Income standard related to the state's public assistance standards is the
most equitable. The proposed 133%,f% of the average AFDC payment to a
nmily will mean a very limited -and restricted -program In a state such as

Maine, where the average assistance payment Is very low. The average payment
to a mother wIt 4 children in Maine-is$150 a month. The proposed Medicaid
formula meaifg that a family with an income in excess of $2,400 per year would
be inellgible'for'niedial'asststace. If 4he ceiling cannot be eliminated altogether,
we reconvened It be 150% 'o f the average AFDO payment Instqad.of the propl

4. The requirement for worl4 training proram, foe' others receiving AFbQ
payments should apply only 'tWd mothers requesting' t~i h h'Ifig instead of all
AVDO mothers, asthe bill tproposesIt is both undesirable from the standpoint
of public policy and totally, unnecesary for practical reasons. i • - - .-,' --

The effect of the bill's proposal Is to put government In the position of deciding
which mothers will work and which ones will not;,' Which"child'will have the
benefits of his own mother's care; which child will be cared for by parent sub-
stitutes.nFr, very Sound reason, government has not taken upon Itself the
power to dictate such decisions. Furthermore, this element of compulsion is not
needed, and Is irrelevant 'The fitat Is that the combined resources of our Work
Experience 'nd, TrAining program, anti-poverty agencies, and other manpower
tralifig rpr6graxni are wthable no* to provide all the necessary educational,
training and work experience resources requested by-AWDO Alothers' We ekunot
take care of all those Whb Want to work.;'4The pr6osddAn1ndtnients would Yig.
quire us to set up elaborate Admbitrative machinery, assure weekly-regitratfio
with employment services, police "bona fide" job offers; costly procedures-which
serve. only to. divert. our attention! andfresources, from., the -work, training! pro.
grams we are now Just getting underway. Moreover, -a. substantial percentage
of the AFDO recipient groups are on the program relatively short periods of time
and except for brief intervals are basically -self-supporting. Their major need
ismoneyto get them through acrils- period and they- qulckly-return to former
or Pew Job6, when this is passed, In our present program, tese families are Iden-
tified -and we/do-not, spend time doing -things for: them which. they .are perfectly
capable of doing for themselves. H.R. 12080 would force us to adopt unproductive
and meaningless procedures for thls group.,, , i,,, .;! t - ! . i, _

5.. AID financial assistance. for..unemployed parents Mder, the -AFDO pro-
gram should be required of all states. ,It n0 longer makes sense to exclude this
group of needy children whose homes are still Intact and where family breakup
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carl b6 pi*Vented through timelkland adequate assistance. We do not see thej necessity for giving a financial bonus to, the states adopting such prgasTheyali to6' often reward th6 rier st6Ae nd'penalIze the jporer ones. Iier
the state's share of these and other financial assistance programs should be de-
termlned'blyits-relativei ability to'contributei with the Federlil government con-
tributj~ng'the difference between the state's fair cohitrlbution and an adequate
subsistenice -standard;,

0. The matching ratio on the new qelf-help programs to get people off the
welfare rolls should bb dt least 15-5% ~jthere'should be a uniform -match-
Ing ratio fdr all public welfare j~rograi. 'The' tendency''forConigress to adoptvarying ratios for different programs and functions makes for extremely difficult,
time-eon~uinlng, And eomplelt pr6iees~ee at theistate level. They are sometimes
self-d iefeatig ift that they_'disoora ge the adoptioi Of new programs. States-have
long-,advocated, a uniform rpat himig ratio basb1 on the state's abillty,,to con-
tribute to, the ,irograni for 61 OZM *Wefare acftiitieS. The one exception might
be 100%1 federal financing of edfcatioial'and training programs.

7. We strongly recommend that the proposed exemption of earning's for the
full-tinme student be extonde1 to, the oArt-time' student. Part-ti me school arrange-
mentsi,Work-Study programs,- anid' the -like, a'areieving 'more and more youth
who cannot undertake- a' full-t1ime school or~gram. 'The Inconme exemption pro-
vision for students misses the yoiith In greatest need If It excludes the part-time
student. , ., ' p "

8: S- The* sel-helO ' programs Or vIded for in " R.. '1260-~ are Innovative andfoiwhrd4lqkjhg. They, 'offer Otateit ampleojpoitmnity' to enlarge and expand
such prograsin' 'fioui viewv, t &,edcctsoij by the'House Ways, and 'Means Com-
mittee'to'kkeo the, Commnity Work Mind Tra'Ing* authority' Inpublic welfareand to strengthen the program was a wise oh T' It perits,_ Indeed, requires, the
stAte agency th fully util1?,e'educaRtional, exnptb Mxent cdunkeling, 'and job train-ing'Oox~i offered by' other'state and federal agencies. When thes6 resources
ai6 uivalable, how6ver, 'iiblI6 welfare has' ifithoritj to, '46veop programs spe-cifically tailored to the, welfare recipients' needs, individually'-or in groups.
More' Important, these ekics' ean' be ''1packgec"11 with all -other 'health and
social i ~rvicesne~'to p'aiaygto to Itsf f'et.

"'hs,-for the, fir,*t tftA#'i history publi& el6far e *111 havb -all 'the -t66ls Itnkids to'prevent'depond~ncy AM restore efiiioyabl idiiduals to self-support.
This iA a keyt fetd~in I.fi .100's tp'an to p'qbI4~ wel1fare'programs.

9, ~~t6 13. Stte 1hui be ree t, , pmenits at the level Which
the btagt ef dctermih~h tb be' ne.bee41irv to mant~hai level of, health~ anddecoilcy. 'If ihe state contribntei a6c6rding fo'iti?'i-lative'abili to fifnncepublic
welfare' programs, th'6 federal 'k,6Vtei-nni~6it hid 'iiuake ip' the difference be-
tween the state's contribution and a, pre-determined 16Vel' of imdebady.

10.' Gx'eater 'AiiP'P"0A~ is eed4 foi tbe fralhlig, If an peoniiel 'engagedfamily counseling and 4ealth t4ivitikl -tr'in&cldAlt ripWiularly with welfaie'recip~enth, a-b ""'Thtivel P ietivo ilthout family ,ease.workers' adeuAte' b6th'h in mi44qrs -A1dIN,, lbyti saine toien, fanilt'case-
wiork is 'dh 'iddod'itIv'e if the' cssr3 mte'ni a-d cld -healthreutsae

l~~c1~tn~.. $a'h~t~6 ~~ti~sneed arst b"g'd in all hl resuth c wlare
servi~s atal~" kiti et, as the,4 Attvitfe '* Interrela ted, iterdepeuident,

spi 1OCbE 2!iW146A~ifA~ b6iiti6i' 'C iiiI66 R- NalO OoAL

The' tollo*iAtae, bur eftmnnti t~nd rh 'b liidatlons with r~epet to the tent
quebtlinb -Jed 6k, the 1PedeiA1-Stat6 ' Ot~iHi6b'1dOfie6, NAtional OGdvernors'

1. 'Sho6ld thfed PrAl ' g6 'I~q~ntent, jottint6, tb , ~tb full, oft -of 'state don-
sieln cetdaish'ial'adItt1'hnest4b~oe eligible-. for

nh~calDgrams or should the matching be 75/26.as gr~posd ihHR1Q?
lu~llodi'rnaiiulnd whichthe federal government pays the full cost of the codhtit *9Ices.k Under

exi sting State law, WoNa- ttieht Of HeAlI Athe Wjt4nAjng,, agency forhospitals and nurnnj hdieh lffd ls thl cerifying 'uthorltY under TitleXVXII. It Is, therefore, the logical 'Agicy te providtje otiultation. The pro-
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po.sed change would remove the consultant services from the State Health
I JeparIment.

2. Should the total number of children from broken homes receiving AFDO
benefits be limited?

The total number of children front broken homes receiving AFDC benefits
should not be limited. Any child who Is deprived of food and the necessities
of life should be entitled to the benefits of this program, not excluded on the
basis of an arbitrary quota.

3. Should there be a ceiling on the federal share of Medicald? If so. should It
be limited to 1331h percent of the highest AFDC payments to q family or should
It be at a higher level?

We believe there should be a ceiling on the federal share of Medicaid.
However, we believe that the ceiling should be based on an adequate national
standard of assistance. The proposed ceiling of 183 per cent of the highest
AFDO payments in the State would result In a substandard ceiling of
Medicaid lit the states with substandard AFDC. This will easily compound
the problem.

4. Should the requirement for work training programs for mothers receiving
AFDO payments include only mothers requesting the training, mothers of chil-
dren over 0 years of age, or all AFDC mothers as the bill proposes?

The requirement for work training programs should not be Imposed on all
AFDO mothers. Participation In such programs should be determined by the
individual home situation and the needs of the family. Arbitrary criteria such
as "only mothers requesting the training" or "mothers of children over 6
years of age" are not practical. A mother with a handicapped child over 0 or
a large family may be vitally needed In the home to provide adequate care
and supervision for her ehlld rpn.

5. Should the states with AFDC programs for unemployed parents receive a
bonus -such as higher federal mptchinp $rants--In order to reward their progress
and enicoirage the remaining states to adopt the program? Should AFDC pro-
gram be required in all states?

AFDC programs for unemployed parents have Initiated In states where
there has been sufficient state and/or local funds appropriated to earn federal
matching funds. To give such-states bonuses would have little effect on
solving the problem of Inadequate state and local finances. Placing a require-
ment on states to establish an AFDO program for unemployed parents again
does not meet the basic problem contributing to the state's failure to Inaugu-
rate such a program. We recommend some plan of graduated percentage
watching for AFDC-UP programs in which the federal percentage would
be hlgh'r for those states where the availability of the state and local share
of financing Is limited.

0. Should the matching ratio on 'the new self-help program to get people off
the welfare rolls be 75/25, 00/10 or some other figure?

We recommend that the matching ratio for state and federal financial
participation In self-help programs be made uniform irreapective of Which
federAl agency the federal sharo Is coming from. At the preeit time, there
ar a variety of matching ratios for sueb program admlntstkri das on-going
or as projects by state agencies with federal financing thr ughthe Office
'of I, onomnc Opportunity Program; Office of Vocational TOMhpbitation, Fed-
eral Department of Labor, etc. This tends to police a preminftn on developing
self-help program; where the ratio of federal matching Is the highest. Ve
would recommend the ratio be no less tha" 75% federal and 25% state for
administrative eost of seriIce In fedetsly financed welfare programs and
that the federal matching be extended to child welfare service ,for non-
needy children.'

7. Should the exemption of the full earnings of full-time students as a work
incentive under AFDO be extended to the full earning of part-time students?

We are In favor of extending the exemption time to the full earnings of
part-time students to encourage use of educational opportunities.

& Are the new self-help programs to be required for the staten the proper
types, number, and mixture, or should some be 4eleted and other added or left
as in ,the current bill? 1.. . . . . .. 1 '

We, believe the following requirements are constructive and should be
Included in the bill:

a. v4IluatIo* of work potentials of recipient. .
b. Establishment of work 4n4 training programa.

C 'xe,1ptionof e~r1Xzgfstu.dents,
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S d. Making available faily planning Service.. . ..
e. Establishment of day care centers for AFDC children A,t;eqnireId.
f. liringing to the attention of local court cases Involving paternity

establishment and support, :
, g. Coordination of services for needy and nion-needy children through

ozie state agency.
We recommend the deletion of the requirements that

a. States provide protective payments and vendor payments to protect
the welfare of children.

If children are abused, neglected and exploited by parents, they should
be provided with substitute Imrental care and supervision out'slde the
parental home. Giving payment to a third party does not correct Mparental
neglect.

b. Making participation in work-training programs for all AFDO
mothers an eligibility requirement.

c. J.imiting the number of children from broken homes who are eligible
for AFDO.

We recomniend that federal funds for natchii$ 'of foster care payments
for all children whose best interest are erved by foster care plAncemenelt be
available Irrespective of whether such a child is needy or non-need-.

While we believe each state welfare agency should provide services di-
rected toward reducing the number of illegitimate births, we feel that this Is
a community problem and that Illegitimacy should not be correlated with
welfare payments. There Is danger of developing a double standard of
morality for unmarried mothers based on ability to support her child.

9. Should the bill call for the states to make welfare payments at the level
of their definition of need? It so, should the federal share be Increased to enable
the state to meet the need?

We believe that the bill should call for states to make welfare payments
at a level of need which represents a minimum standard of living compatible
with decency and health, If states are unable to finance their share of
welfare payments according to a definition of need which provide a minimum
standard of living, then the federal share should be increased to enablh
states to meet full minimum need.

10. Do the states need greater support for maternal and child health or for
training of welfare workers?

All states need professional trained social workers as well as Blachelors
Degree workers with undergraduate preparation for the Maternal and Child
Health programs and for welfare programs. The Increased appropriations
for graduate and undergraduate training would assist states to Improve the
quality and quantity of personnel to upgrade services in state programs. We
recommend that the requirement that at least 60% of the living fund go to
undergraduate programs bedeleted until there is experience data to Justify
the need.

Auoust 14, 1907.
HAWAII'S COMMENTS ON THE SumumAnv oF CormirEu Dzo0sIoNs Pon PuRosis

OF INTRODUCING CLEAN BILL, THE "SOOAL SCEOURITv AMENDMENTS OF 1907"

1. HEALTH INSURANCE (MAJOR CIANOES)

Increase in Number of Covered Hospital Days 1
We favor this amendment. While the projected Increase In the number of days

of hospitalization would apply to a relatively small number of cases, these are
the ones who may need it moat. As an individual's medical bills extend to this
period of time, the co-insurance becomes very expensive.
Paljmcnt to Phyeko1ans Und h Bth pp Ru mentrv MeiaV naiuraseo Pro rat

This Oppoars to be a describe' e'ge' . Any *IAiatlon of te provisonin '[
comeerning paymientprcedu will, undou0tedy Make, the- program, more ac-
copta le tothp. nilica1 , ietuvati the iiost pten hea rd Om0p0al

Abot e~Ictr~ s he pfi~n 4tap14' W.r0 _eW t4In order to6 xnri1 eposAibte for th.esicdn to'ollet his bill'.'ti vast , 0Jorit o phk ib" n.
Hawaii do not charge more than what would be considered reaeonfttbe hd
customary And for that reason would probably be willing to accept the ehrtler'li

~~ ! - I, o ~ ~ ~wI

AM1
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Tramsfer of Out-Pattent Hospital fervi¢e to the SuppletnextarU Medical Inau-
onoo Progtam

The transfer of the hospital outpatient diagnostic services to Part B from
Part A seems to us to be a logical change. The fact that they will then be covered
under the deductible and co-Insurance features in Part B will probably result
In some liberalization from the patient's standpoint because his outpatient
services will only be subject to one deductible instead of two.

IT. HEALTH INSURANCE (MINOR 0HANOES)

Most of these changes relate solely to the administration of the Medicare
Program and strong feelings about these items generally. One paragraph under
this section is of specific interest.
B.-perimentation with Hospital Reimbursement Methods

I The payment of reasonable cost for inpatient hospital care has been criticized
because no effort has been made to control poor, Inefficient administration. The
reasonable cost having now been extended to Title XIX programs for inpatient
hospital care becomes doubly important for the Federal government as well as
the various State governments to seek solutions for this problem.

We foresee increases in overall hospital costs during this fiscal year of as much
as 20 per cent. Any brake that can be found to slow down the rising cost of
hospital care will be helpful to all States.

I1. AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN AND 0HBID WELFARE

FamUly Employment and Other Srviccs
Responsibility is placed on State Welfare Departments for the initiation of

programs, which nay or may not be essential to meet the individual State's needs,
and may be a duplication of services already available through other public or
private agencies. We recommend that rather than include specific administrative
direction on the type of programs and the methods of organization, the law
require assurances that States will take administrative action beat suited to
meeting their Individual problems toward helping families to become econom-
Ically independent. I

The requirement that States furnish Child Welfare Services which would con-
tribute toward getting families off assistance, rolls, seems Inconsistent with the
goals of Child Welfare Services and therefore needs further clarification. Child
Welfare Services, as presently defined at the Federal and State levels, are*those
services in behalf of children which will insure thatno child will be deprived
of his own home and the care and supervision of his own parents because of
financial need, and only If his own-parents are unable because of factors other
than financial need to provide proper care and supervision, shall substitute
parental care either temporarily or permanently be made available. Child Wel-
farelServi es have never had as their objective getting families off assistance,
but rather preservation of the family home for all children using financial assist-
ance as one of the tools toward that goal In the best Interest of the child.

*We believe that Federal matching for the administrative costs of providing
Child Welfare Services is long overdue. These services should be strengthened
for all children regardless of economic need.
Community Work and Training Programn

The establishment of Community Work aid Training Programs by public
welfare agencies in every area of the State where a significant number of AFDO
families live'as a requirement appears to us as unsound. , . - o,

The establishment of such programs should be coordinated with the Work
Experience Protects and the, work, and- training, projects already ix3,operation
through other tate and Federal departtments, such as state departments, of
education, state and federal labor and VOcktiOnal iehabili dttn ag h1es, and
private organizations. We reommend 'the legislation be limited to' lrhg the
state to give assurances that adults and children over sixteen will be expected
to use work and training resources availabld iWhen use of ,uch tesoure Is
appropriate.
work -I1centive.

This amendment does not appear to be consistent, with the other amendments
to the Bill, It broadens the base of eligibilty and thus would Increase case-
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loads and costs. The statement that "a family would have to fall below the usualassistance levels to qualify initially for assistance and for earnings exemptions"
appears to establish a differential eligibility standard for families with earn.potentials and those without, This amendment creates further Inequities in
relation to a basic standard of living to which families are entitled as it makesthe standard of living dependent on whether the family members are ableto obtain employment (physically, mentally, by age and skill) and on the labor
market.
Oh ldren of Uttemployod Father,

This amendment appears undesirable as it could result in the elimination offederally matched assistance to children presently eligible on the basis ofthe unemployment of the breadwinner. The majority of the children who qualify
under this condition have fathers who have not because of their loss of skillsand education had "a substantial connection with the work force" nor "havehad a year and a half of work during the three year period ending in the yearbefore assisthrce is granted.," The condition exists not because of their refusalto work but because the labor market does not have jobs for wbich they canqualify. Should this amendment go into effect fn October 1907, most states withAFDO-UP programs would either have to meet the needs of these familiesand children from state and local funds or let them starve unless the father
deserts, thus creating whole new sets of problems.
Federal Payments for Foster Home Cases of Dccendent Ohildren

The present laU and the'administrative requirements with respect to federallymatched payments for children In foster care tinder the AFDO programs havenot been sufficient Many states believe in the principle that foster care Is atemporary measure for helping parents to improve their situation so that thechildren can be returned to their care and that recourse to' the courts is a lastresort. The amendment appears to perpetuate and expand a program that is notgeared to the best interests of children And their right to their parents and
their own homes.

It also enconteges the development of fostkr care services for economically
needy children, to the exclusion of non-needy children by providing matchingFederal funds administrative costs of Child Welfare Services to needy children.To tie Federal matching funds to a criteria which' limits" Such funds toeconomically needy children perpetuates the inequities on the part of theFedeal government in its financial responsibility for participation In the costsof services and foster care board payment for any child regardless of economic
need for whom foster care is in his best interests.
Emergenoj Assstanoe for Needy OMlIdret

The 'objective of tho amendment is unclear. From experience, however, mostcrisisituations in families occur as an end result (f long time' deprivation. Helpfor 30 days wll not' dolve the problems of long standing which 'created thecrisis, It the purpose of the, amendment, to to. proylde immediate help on thebasis of presumptive eligibility with Federal toahin for necessry eqdorpayment by purcha4 .iorer, It is cpntrary to 66- en 0&ekrt of prrvlding foremergency needs wlqa imtedIat cash pAyments., limit of 80 da assistancedfat .he purpoo ot'4FDO as a rel'ablltave progrzn geared toward pro.viing the necesar services to prevent -risls 4statlong through strengthening
famil life and ealp oyment potentials.
ChIld Welfare Hervtee .

We believe that the requirement to provide *FDoQser 'ces and Chlld WelfareService through .g iugle organizational unit In tl'etate qndilocal agencies is asound dne froium ie nt of administration,' , v thle 'e'dwen 0nly pro-vides for matcbn Feral fuzrds for personnel Ati ThinfilttatIve: costS for- erv-ices rendered to children in families q'talifylng for AFDO, The bill originallyintroduced by the late Congressman Fogafty and re-fitroduced hy Congressman
Burke (H.R.. 5710) w4s designed to remedy the Inequity. i Federal funds foradministrative coss es well, as foster board payment for all children who , re.q.uired suc~h serve, regardless of econotnjoveed. We, strongly recommend that
the newest aP3znment be revised to include Federa matching funds for administrative costs of providing Protective and preventive child welfare services and forfoster board payments for all children, not just those in ANFDO familiar.
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Lim ffata oi A id t6 DeptnAdtit, Oh efdrth E0lfbles
We hie not In ei~ 1 ~nt vlthti qexent of the aimendilffent, Which limits the

uilmber of mllibtvchlireie d -ipved 6fp ai-ental support Arie to the absence of
theirfther1 eii0le foa f~dbr;1l 'Viaktclied assistance. N6 child should be de-
pklred of fo 4"ind the necehMties bf life on the basis that he does'not fall withinan afrbitrail y e'stibliohed quiota"f chflarii. The criteria for Federal matching
fznds shbld be based on the child's fidi for financial assistance, not the cause of
the need.

The State of Hawaii has always accepted Itsresponsibility. for providing for
the needs f t.dependent and, neglected childrenI through legislation and appro-
prhrtions., Its participation, wlth, the Federal government in financing the pro-
grms for ephiren has contributed im lie~rtbly to the quality and quantity of
these programs, W6 firmly, believe that tlje oily criteria which should be Col-
Sidered for eligibility either: ftr'fuido or services Is need for funds aod/or
services. We have advocated the ellmijiti6n of Categorical requirements for Fed-
eral financial paritcipation in the co~t of such programs. It would appear that
the intent ,of these amendments is to, place further restrictions on eligibility for
Federal matcWhg funds by the introduction of additional conditions of eligibility
Uairelated to need; and beyond the control oi the applicants.
• We are 'In full sup port of all efforts to' maximize the potentials of recipients In

needy families to become economically Independen't. however , such efforts will
not achieve this objective unless equal recognition is' glove to the developments
of work opportunities fri public and private enterprises s6 these Individuals can be
absorbed into the labor market in Jobs commensurate with their skills and
abilittea

IV. TITLE XIX AMENDMNTS

Limitatfro onVederai Participation In Medicai Aes stande
.We are not entirely In favor of this amendment. We realize that some controls

should be builtt into the law to hold the income eligibility standards to a reason-
able level. However, controls which are built to limit these eUgibility require-
ments on a natton-wide basis may operate to the serious disadvantage of some
States whose. money. payments eligibility standards are extremely low. They
would not be able to provide adequate amounts of medical assistance under. the
proposed amendment, This amendment would have no effect in Hawaii. Our in-
come levels for, eligibility are very conservative by comparison of the proposed
requirements. , . .
Maintenance of state Bffo ".

We do feel that the proposed amendment is a progre'Se"steb in requiring all
States to show forward movement in their programs covering Medical Assistance.
As in the case of the previous amendment, Hawaii is very comfortable within the
requirement$ of the present law, These requirements are set forth in the Hand.
book of Public Assistance, Administration,, Supplement 'D", Section D-8524.
Coordination of 'Title XIX: an& the Supplementary Medical Insurance Progorm

Ilawaiil hao'given consjderfon-to aebrai alternate prbvtsione in the existing
iaw covering this subJoct' ,pd WoUld like to cortinOe tq, ,exercise an option.
Certainly, ,we taust take ad tftge f SMI t a resource. Whether this is done
through bi4I'hIn, p yment on behalf of,:or bh aAsh piay'nent to the recipient has
been the subjectlof much diklusiloa l It Would be moe €,onvenent :if the various
States could be allowed the option of one of these thie niethods to accomplish
the purpose of the amendment.
Modification of (omparab1ijtP.u'Psvlnh '. '

We do nOt feel that thlil fmen zpnt.is wise as it would allow a reduction of
sitsvices by Statea which sh Ij b6ncouraged to inlretse the'iervlkes which they
a re providing. .~

Required Seroe underBtate Medicaid Program.
'We believe t.e present-lw is preferable. Perhaps there iare State Which

need -t6'be gien the fr&edm, to enter the Title'XIX, Pi,6g'i gradually. HawaiiI tnot on#'f thetM.'We bagieben fladvutnee of theelo6 1&w in
almf t'tllfVt*VA~i,6 dA9 far &sve'an' foresee wibfllbt'in that 'ittinIer.
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Extent of Federal Finaicial Partfcipation in State Administrative Expenses
ID wati has not used the serlces of professional personnel in the Department

of, HeAlth In aby other than advisory capacities to the Department of Social
Services, the "single State aigethcy" charged with administering the provisions
of Title XIX. We do see the possibility of such usage In minor instances but do
not feel that the additional Federal matching should be a criteria in any decision
relating to the use of such personnel.
Advisory Oouncil on Medical Assistance

Just as the several states are encouraged to uW the services of advisory com-
nIittees, 'go would it be wise for the Department of Health, Educatlon and
Welfare to employ the services of such a council.
Five hice for Persons Rli* ible for Medicaid *1

This is a neoesary and desirable provision In the eyes of Hawaii. Steps have
already been taken to Implement this in our State. While the cost of providing
all services under Title XIX will be much greater, this seems to be another area
In which we should follow the policies of Title XVIII. There is no sound reason
why the needy and medically needy individuals should be treated any-differently
lu this respect from'other Individuals. -;

Use 'ci9tate'At 'iW to'AsaiaS Aeaiti* Paefliiik t40 Pa riit-Is ~iuHealth Programs under the Social Security Act ........ • ....
We are unable t find In the litterattre on HR, 5710 the amendment tO which

this heading refers. From the explanation giVendn the summary for committee
decsilobs, it 'would seem that the 0 mendfnent might have value to States which
may be having difficulty In financing new health programs.

,#I~nt for!4'tq e 0!and (are Wj( TkO~ P1*1~
Weo do agree with the purpose of this am~endm L liawall Is already meeting

the requirements of this provision. We require the use of all resources to assist
in the payment ot tthe medical expenses of either tbe needy. or ptedically needy
individua Among these are Medicare, private and commugty health insurance,
excess tcomeof tb, melc~ly, needy IndIvidual an funds which may becomeavailable. through liability insurance claims as a result of celdent or other cir-
cumstances,
Direef Bl ling of Pdtients under Medioaid "

We foresee strong objection from"the variouS' phye IoAns, Org6 n 1 tonto
the portion of this amendment which allows us to ienbu ,e the' medically needy
individual on the bas.4 i of an unPoAd ltemld, bill 'foI'physi'at ryle )n, the
othe. hand, they would be greatly It favoi bf' th6,i ie3ni ii tf t, allowed such
reimbursement after payment of the bill bY the ' I'dividual; P._Th would have a
direct reflection on thepatient who Is eligible for Medicare w! also for asilst-
ance as a medically needy peron under Title' XIX. It wo 1ld ,eIable A physician
to be paid for his deductibles under Part B Without having to get and accept an
assignment under Medicare, From th latter standpoiut. Hawaii would support
this amendment with the exclusion of the word #npaIM from the amendment.,

V. Oil Iz PUSLIO A5,8IStA1k "Mug .DMNT5

Federal Payments fA* Pepairs to komes of Aastance Recipient.
We agiee with the intent of this amendment. liowever, we recommend that

the matching fund be available for repairs of unsafe and hazardous conditions
in the home whether It cold be occupied or not, and 60 matching be considered
on the total cost of such repalro rather than placiln a monetary limit for match-
Ing.
Social Work Manpower and Training

We are In full agreepatt with the authorizatiot for training' grants but recom-
mend that the limit' on th6 appropriation 'to be used, for undergraduate train-
ln# be deleted until more experienced dataIs Avalable on need.
Permanent Authority to Support Demonetst ion Proleit,..

We fully support the funds for demonstration projects, and their permanent
status.
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STATE OF WASINGTON,
OFr1Zv OF THE GOVERNOR,

Olyinpa, August 29,1967.
Re Social Security .Amendments of 1987 (H.R. 12080).
NATIONAL GOVERNORS' CONYMRNOE,
Office of Federa i-St ate II ciatldis,
Wash ington, D.O.

GENTLEMEN: In response to your Inquiry of August 14 concerning the proposed
anmendmnents to the Social Security Act, there-are enclosed herewith answers to the
ten questions which youi posed and which represent the'views of, ths oMce tand
of the Interested operating departments in this state. -II do not plan to testify personally with respect to _these aimendmnents', but I
do consider the proposed amendments to arise important questions and thetefore
will appreciate your reviewing carefully the position of this state as contained in
our attached answers.

SinceelyDAu=m Jr. EYANS, Governor.

ANSWERS or WAsHINoToN STATES TO THE 10, QUESTIONS -SUBMufED; UNzRz DATEor AuouST 14, 1967, BY TE NAIO A34 GOVERNORS' CONFI' "NE FICEo
FEDE*A!.-STATE RiEA1T~es*

1. "Should the federol,lgovernmnt oonhe to pay the fut --cost, Of stale con-
sulting services, to assist hospitals and - sirsing -homes to become eligible for
medical programs or should the mnatchfng be 75/W6 as proposed in H.R.- 12080 1"

Since Medicare is the principal reason for, state consulting. services to assist
hospitals and nursing homes, the federal government should continue to pay
the full cost of these services rather thahn uskn9,a 75/25 thhii forbtiia."

.9.1 "Shod the -total swfhbero pohildren from broken hot~s recelvingAPDO
be"el* be limitedt"

,The main, purpose of the 'AV!D l~progrard IS to provide flnincoial aosstafned to
needy. children d~pr146d . f ,pat*entAl Aipoort an~d chre, -with aboeneei o *td fi
being one of the, *season fot deprlVktion. Withini a given State,; any eligible child
deprived- by absence, has thio 'differight, t6 assidtance as any other eligible, child
deprived by absence. Setting a limit--either in absolute numbers or-in relat~n
to population or some other Index-Is jpeequitables discriminatory and ,oi~t, of
conformnce with the purpo of th9 progma)

8econdiy,! thfe 44minits4i*V6 0i6blemos' invo14ed In si'A'kr' ',efor~ing' any
eichlmit wild b eiu4otqto~siits or ape ,are'tiot ufliently

reie r tlrn~eyjto' e Xoiiveildt otiacurate vehicle W-9ieb pijoeuc
problems' woyi ex0M W 0" 8m jrk6 a~YPanding, areas
ase the StaWe6 shll~wi..

Thi rd, b~ A~tn ~~ uh~ t,', the State*-aildi fix' pa t r t46'pbli
*61tare progun w't, 'the St 4tes ' eig fintancially. penalized for the eilst-

encef n .1, 1 iq'rblein for whicei no public ,welf are ppc ~' t ub
ed I espo h~i. , h~ug1% family' rek'p nay"be d~rbehe fct ieinatns
that divorce xi ioti fte W deszpdd otfr' ocety (aind ide'tly o
restricted to the economically, marginal). Many. of our pial institutions--the
church, the school, the fiagg media-thare reipoimlbility , or' the changes which
have occurred and must also Phare responsibility, for bolting or reversing, them.
Arbitrary lilmitatio>f Federal fud sntacfsrtle ouint h
problem. 1 i, ds is' no a c"sru~Ii, ou~ tih

Positive ni~tiv6 gd"lgqit the nuniber of, lpii'n 04tjrbg APP
aeas of - a~ic a 6psd to ch ,Ifdfrn &Cceivfhg Aftitf bWcause of 6bseic6'nrc

hoWever, deMrabl "Cettlil y'DIi& Welfare' genbcican and "Should 'focuster
efforts more clearly and Imaginatively In this diection. For effective result,
however, the cooperation and involvement of the total community Is Imperative.

IAstly,, any proposed, rqctiQ1. In, reoldence requirement, under any, of the
public assi~anc& $tlis' would. automatically, linciea .q the 00oportion,.9f_ the
popitiln eligiblelg 'rqoe -alided, program. Imposing a, 6iaximu- .re'ae
to proportions eistng prior to te -removal of such residences provisions would
most certainly be inappro~rlftew. .,t
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8. "Should there be a ceiling on the federal share of Medicaid? If so, should
it be limited to 188% percent of the highest AFDO payments to a family or
should it be at a higher level?"

The ceiling on the Federal share of Medicaid proposed in H.R. 12080 would
presumably affect only the medically needy In %ll states. Since the intent of the
basic law Is to provide public medical assistaiwe Only tO the needy, it is reason.
able to link the definition of a medically needy px'rson to the standards used
to determine need for cash assistance, On this bksls, the 133% percent ceiling
proposed In this bill is appropriate.-

4. "Should the requirement of work training programs for mothers receiving
APD payments include ,only mothers requesting the' training, moths, of
ch l ,dren over 6 years of age, or all APDO mothers 44 the bill propose t"'

Work training programs should be available for all AFDO mothers who can
benefit from them. Caseworkers should.be required to evaluate the individual
situation' and to evolve an employability plan for each mother. Obviously 'Ade-
quate child care must be provided and reasonable objctives must be set. Since
over 30 percent of mothers with th6 husband present are presently in the labor
force it should not be assumed that a mother may smply'elect to remain on public
assistance until she 'wants" to assume financial responsibility for her fairly', She
should 'become a contributing pair'of the main 'economic sfeam as soonas Is
feasible. Planning for eventual support should' begin as soon'hs she applies for
welfare. This'should result In not only lower AFDO rolls but in, a more productive
life for the mother and advantages not otherwise available t6 the children,

6. "Should thO States WtA ,APDO programs for uniftployed parents ;r ;tle a
bonus4.wh al -higher Federal natchng g,--t ,n order, to reward their prop.
rees and encou*age the 'remaining states to adopt the program? Should APDO-MP
program be required i~ n e tateett

Since unemployment has been recognized by Congress as being as muc a z ta-
son for'deprivation of parental sudportand care'as death, Incapacity or absence
all states should be required to extend their AWDO program to needy chire n'of
the unemployed, Since such extension merely. represents' conformance W'itb Con.
gressions intent and equal treatment of diprived children regardless of reason
for deplivAtion, no special bonus should ,b paid to stAtes for Implemeliting an
AFDO-UPPrdgram. ' '1 ;: - . p,

6. A'ShoWd the matching ratio on the new self-helo prog t $6 get people 'b
the toelflare rolls be 75/85, 90/10 or some otheIflpure?" ' , " I ;

MaximumFederal financial pArtilclpationiA of obvious advantage to the States
In anyareh. However, given the'extrem.ely Ith'loeit of day 'care and the ifiprt-
ance oftAFDO mothers obtaiiing or rtainitg einPloynient, 'it would b6 Itali-
larly desirable to have hlghimatching ratib for sueh servtees--irtahilf higher
than 75/25. lven if the short.runcosts should equal, the'*gros' .hortfth'i4n1igs
because of employment, financial benefits should acerbe In the rng ruti bdause
of the acquisitiOn tnd/or retention of skills by thee Working mothers.! - ! ,

7. PShould the seemption of the full eartings bf fuil-tm4 students 'as'a 40O
incentive under AFDO be extendedto the full earnIngs of pdrthfre students ?"

The exemption bf full earnings for full-time students 'should not be extended to
part-time students. However, while H.R. 12080 liberhllses earnings exemptiops for
mOst children, its ifrovisions 'do result* In a reduCtiOn in dx6aptl6ns for,17 Vnd
18 year olds who are not'in school full time and are earning between' $3 pnd $90
per month. The State does not approve bf this restietive'aspect of the bill, "

8. "Are the new self-help programs to be required of the state the proper types.
number, and m(rtre, or should some be deleted and other added or left as is
in th e th e u r r e n t b ill ? ", - ., " ; " ' ' . I '_.... .

The required self-help programs, with the Inelusion of AFDO mothers and un-
employed children under '16, will 'cover virtually 'all emplojable or potentially
employable persons in the federally-aided programe, However, If the A ,F1 06o-
gram is to be held down tbany'reasnable level these self-hepprograms' tnuft be
available to all employable or' potentially>' employable assistance retipient6
whether in Federally-aided Or General Assistance pro dms and whether' they'
are singib or In families, - ,' ' ..

' Although the' bill provides' that# when "appWoprfate,"' testing, 'Job' training
and counselinglis given to each adultatd'ehild over 16 th tertn "ailproprlte
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Is not defined in HR 12080. If HEW were to interpret this narrowly the results
may be disappointing. The AFDQ mother who has only an 8th grade educa.
tion, no work experience and three children under 5 years of age may, seem
inappropriate for training,,but updating her education now, even through home
correspondence courses, may shorten her time on assistance. To wait 10 years
before.iny attempt I*, made to provide job training or to upgrade her educa.
tion may significantly lessen her chances for eventual independence.,
9. ",hould the bill call for the states to make welfare payments at the level

of their defin ion of need? If so, should the Federal share be increased to en.
able the state to meet full need?"

All things considered, It does not seem advisable to pass legislation requiring
states to make welfare payments at the level of their definition of need. In the
absence Of well-defined standards for measuring need (e.g., a requirement Mat

tateo, use the standards recommended by various Federal agencies,, such as
tho Dep rtment of 'Agriculture), States would be free to circumvent the intent
of the* Itgislation by arbitrarily changing their quantity-quality standards used
Indetx iizng need. The real issue is whether States should be free to adjust
the , avg! of welfare payments. Unlike the Federal Government; the State of
Whington does not operate with "open-ed appropriations" and cannot finance
pub,,c assistance by deficit spending. Thus, at least when a," unforeseen budget-
arMy..rbortoge, occurs, e.g., an unanticipated expansion of caseload. States must
eiter be free to adjust the level :of their grants (a percentage reduction against
requIrenintZ--a llratable".-belng the easlest--though not necessarily the most
qut4-way), or be able to obtain. additional, funds from the Federal COy-

ernment. It would seem that the latter option would be a difficult procedure to
adIni!fster-from a Federal point of view-for It would require some method
of ascertaining just what expenditures were In fact unforeseen-and further, unt
avoidable. - I I , -1 0 . .-

The Jresident's Advisory Council on Public Welftre proposed that the Federal
Government set the level of each Btate'4 contribution to, the welfare program,
that the level be based upon per(eaplta income and that the Federal Government
then flnaico ' the remainder. Wlile this method may be a solution to the prob-
lem states would encounter it Complete *tndards Were defined by the Federal
Government and the meeting of full nee6 was required, it would reetilt in an
encroachment upon the right of the states to decide how much they wish to tax
and how they wish to divide the tax dollar among the many alternatives.

,Unlesp one feels that the entire area of the decision as to who in to receive
assistance and how much will be given should be removed to the 'Federal' level,
states must be free to adjust the level of grants. The question of meeting "full
need , %Ath the definition of full need.open to adjustment, is of little consequelce.
The only effect such a requirement would have would be to force states tO con-
tinually adjust their standards rather than to utilize other methods 'such as a
ratable. Application of a ratable---instead of adjusting standards arbitrarily-
does have the advantage that while a ratable is In effect, it is obvious the need is
not being met. Adjusting standards obscures this fact.

10. "Do the stale* need greater support for maternal and child health or for
tranIng of welfare workers?'

In Its report on H.R. 12080. the Committee on Ways and Means expressed Its
belief that the basic responsibility for health services, for mothers and children
rests with the state. The basis for this belief was not stated but It Is apparent
that In many areas (e.g., dental care) the state hos been unable to provide the
Ideal amount of services required. Additional Federal grants for maternity and
child care for low-income families would aid the states in expanding the scope
of care end services now available.

The shortage of trained social workers has been a perennial problem nation-
wide. With the increasing responsibility that the government and society at large
are placing on social caseworkers to deal with and ameliorate the ever-intensify.
Ing economic, medical, and psychological problems encountered among the Wel-
fare clientele, the need for more and better-trained personnel is becoming more
and more pronounced. While this state has for years had an exceptional In-
service training program as well as a stipend program for graduate students In
social work, these efforts have failed to keep pace with current re4ulrements.
More Federal aid for training would greatly assist the states In meeting the
expectations expressed in recent public welfare legislation.
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ILLCREST CIilLDREN'S SERVICES,
Dubuque, oira, Septem ber 22, 1907.

Hon. RUSSF.LL B. LoG,
Chairman, Senatc Finance Committcc,
U.S. Senate,
I1'ashington, D.C.

I)FAR SES.Aro I.oxso: Raelomed b: a Resolutitn adopted Ity the Board (if
Trustees of lliterest Children's Services," Dubuque, lowa. As indicated. the
lbard has expre. sd concern regarding several sectioni of Title 11 (Public As-
sistance Amendments) of I.R. 1'20S0.

This concern edttors around opposition to mandatory work and training for
API)C mothers its a "condition for receiving assistane." In addition, the board
opposes the use of vendor payments, and the elimination of present safeguards
for the use of "protective payments." The board also oppose. any limitation oil
the number of children who may be eligible for federal financing of AFDC pro.
grain ms.

As an Associate of Child Welfare of America, we would concur with testimony
offered by the League to the Senate Finance Committee on September 18, 1907.

We do share the concern of Congress concerning the rising Incidence of Illegiti-
inacy hit the U.S.A. As an agency offering comprehensive wrvices to the unmar-
ried parent (mother and father) we wish to emphasize that the problem is not
confined to the low income, or public welfare recipient, or to any one racial
ininority group. This is a comninlty problem, and we believe legislation aimed
at the welfare client group Is highly discriminatory.

We are certain that House members did not fully understand the Implications
of the bill, and are most hopeful that the members of the Senate Finance Con-
mittee, as well as tile Senate as a whole, will look more objectively on this long
range implication of this Important legislation.

Thank you for your continued Interest in sound child welfare legislation.
Sincerely yours,

DoNAtD R. Osios, AC.W,
lxccutivo Director.

RESOLUTION CONCERNINO H.R. 12080

Whereas the Board of Trustees of lllcrest Children's Services, Dubuque, Iowa.
a licensed child welfare agency, under the auspices of the Iowa Area Conference
of The Methodi.st Church, and

Whereas isahl Board In deliberation at Its annual meeting, held at Dubuque,
Iowa, on September 20, 1007, and

Whereas it has come to the attention of said Board that the 90th Congress, on
August 17, 1007, passed H.R. 12080, known as the Social Security Amendment of
1067, and

Whereas It is the opinion of said Board that the several sections of the Act will
benefit a large segment of our country's population, and

Wherea4, on the other hand, several sections of Title II-Public Welfare
Amendments, are punitive and regressive, specifically relating to AFDC eligibIl-
Ity-work and training, and reduction of the incidence on assistance rolls because
of Illegitimacy or desertion, and

Whereas the question Is raised whether otherwise desirable services and policies
(-in be carried out under the shadow of a coercive and regressive policy without
being discredited and their effectiveness destroyed: Now therefore be It.

Resolrcd, That the Board of Trustees of Hillcrest Children's Services express
its extreme concern that H.R. 12080 was passed by the Congress without full and
due regard to the unfortunate children who are victim of circumstances, and be it
further,

Resolved, That the Board of Trustees of Hillcrest Children's Services strongly
urges The United States Senate through the Senate Finance Committee, to ex-
anllne, in depth the negative Implications bf the aforementioned Act and delete the
regressive measures which would have an adverse effect on solving our ,Nation's
ehild welfare problems, and be it further- ..... I I

Ilcsolrcd, That a copy of this res lution be sent to Senator RiuQehh B. lAng,
Chairman of tha Senate Finance Committee; to Senator Bourke fickenlooper.
to Senator Jack Miller, to Representative John Culver. to The Honorable Harold

W3231-6.7-pt. 3-.9
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Hughes, Governor, State of Iowa, and to the State of Iowa Board of Social
Welfare.

Dated this 20th day of September 1067, City of Dubuque, County of Dubuque,
State of Iowa, by:

DoN"ALD R. OsBoRxE, ACSW,
Exccutive Director, Hillcret h ildrcn's Scrriccs.

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,
Springfield, Auguet 21, 1967.

Hon. Joiin W. GARDNR,
Secretary, Dcpartment of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Wash lnigtofl, D.O.

DEAR SECRETARY GARDNER: After further review and study by various State
staff, I am supplementing my recent letter to you regarding H.R. 120S0, the 1907
Amendments to the Social Security Act.

If II.R. 12080 becomes law, these are tho changes we consider as particularly
good; they are in keeping with what we are doing--or have advocated-in Ifll.
nois for many years:

1. Requires that all States establish adult work and training programs,
complete with day care for children when necessary, for ADO recipients--
and require that recipients accept employment or training as a condition
of eligibility.

Illinois has had such a program operative for over five years; we con-
sider this the major reason for the fact that in the last five years the ADC
load in Illinois has decreased 5.6% whereas nationally It has Increased
22.9%.

2. Provides for direct payments to vendors as an alternative method of
handling the ADO "mismanagement" cases.

Illinois has advocated this for years, and has moved in this direction
as far as use of State funds only will permit. Our position -here is that if
the children- aren't receiving the maximum benefits from the ADO grant,
then-to the extent indicated-the agency may pay directly to the landlord,
utility company, grocer, school, etc.

3. Emphasizes the need for more services to ADO families to improve
potential for self-support, including required attention to family planning
program.

There are also some requirements that concern me a great deal, and which
the Senate should amend if the States are to be expected to achieve those very
program objectives which the Committee on Ways and Means endorses :

1. Restriction of the ADO program in its coverage of unemployed fathers.
Excluding from coverage fathers who do not have the required "attach-,

vaett to the work force" would preclude the welfare agency from continuing
12w ADO program to some families as a means of holding the unit together
and equipping both the father and the mother through the training programs
for self-support.

A like contradiction of program objectives occurs in the proposals to deny
aid unless the father has been unemployed for 30 days, and the exclusion
of a father who is receiving Unemployment Compensation.

2. The proposed freeze on the absent parent segment of the ADO caseload.
We see no sense nor justification in eliminating from the program the

very children who are most in need of the program's benefits. We believe
that the States should have an opportunity to demonstrate what results
can be achieved through other measures the Bill directs at the problem
of the absent parent.

3. The basic fallacy is sill present In the "maintenance of State effort"
provision. This formula is an affront to the initiative of high standard
States and an expression of a dubious public policy that all States should
find ways to spend more money in the subject fields of public welfare ..

by not giving recognition. to decreasing caseloads that have resulted or
could result from the Initiative of States.
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I am most grateful to you for asking the Governors of all the States to supply
you with their comments and suggestions on these maters which are of such
vital concern to us. Through such opportunities to participate In the final shaping
of Federal laws and regulations, we can expect a healthier climate in Federal-
State relationships ard better preformance at all levels in achieving the national
purpose.Sincerely, OTTo KEENER, Gorernor.

STATEMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILD SERVICEs OF WASIIINOTON, D.C.,
SUBMITTED BY MRS. DEFOREST VANSLYCC, PRESIDENT

Family and Child Services, on the basis of Its &I years experience as the largest
voluntary family counseling and child welfare agency In Washington, D.C., is
deeply concerned with what it believes to be several regressive, unsound, and
harmful provisions of the proposed amendments to the Social Security Act.

We wish to submit for the record our general endorsement of the testimony of
the Child Welfare League of America as presented by Its President, Elmer
Anderson, on September 18, as well as the statement of the Health and Welfare
Council of the National Capital Area, and urge the Comnttee to consider very
carefully the full implicatlous In particular of Title H-The Child Welfare and
Public Assistance Amendments.

We are especially concerned with the two major new restrictions affecting chil-
dren dependent upon or eligible for publileassistance uider the AFDC prograni.
In our view these proposals constitute a fundamental reversal of accepted prince
ples of public policy, I :4" ,

Family and Child Services shares the legitimate concern of Congress with
the disturbing increases in numbers of fanilles needing this type of. assistance
and also in numbers of deserting parents'and illegitimate birth%. On- the other
hand, the experience of our agelicy persuades us that such arbitrary and punitive
restrictions as compulsory work or training requirements and at ceiling on the
number of families eligible for. federal assistance, Irrespective Of need, are not
only inhumane but self.defeating and would: not help to rehabilitate families
and remove the causes of dependency.,' * ~ . i ~

The ned , for greatly expanded, day ecare programs to, permit parents, -where
appropriate, torseek employment is obvious. JV have.long supported this. But
to reqatre that all . adults and older children have jobs*in order to-qualify. for
federal assistance, ignores in our, Oxperience the 'fundamental importance of a
mother's role fore'xample, in caring for' and trainingybung children and In
maintaining stable and Independent family Udnits. ..

We urge the Committee to reject these two provisions.

U.S. SVNATE
COMMITTEE ON APPxOrRIATIONS,

nVqhiHhngto4.P0., Setpntber 15, 1967.

1J&G~rmat4 Senate Commitiee onFinatW4. .

DRAB MI. OHAI A: Because of prior commitments, I am unable to appear
before your, Committee to present my views on a subject of the greatest Impor-
tance to California and the nation. I refer to the need of extending medicare's
hospital coverage to certain state and local employees: I have- co-sponsored a
proposal, S. 1071, also Introduced as amendment #206 to H.R 12060, wilch would
provide for this additional coverage. Unclosed is a statement In support of this
proposal. I respectfully. request that It be placed -In the' record of hearings on
I.L 12080

With kindest regards,
Sincerely yours, , . Tho - H. .
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STATEMENT BY U.S. SENATOR THOMAS II. KUCUIEL IN SUPPORT OF MEDICARE FOR
SrATE AND LOCAL EMrLoY.S

Mr. Chairman, I wisli tO address the nicinhers of the Finance Committee with
regard to the need of allowing states, under Federal-State agreements, to provide
hospital coverage under medicare for certain state and local employees whose
services are not otherwise covered by Social Security. .. 1071, a proposal which
I have co-sponsored and which was Introduced by the distinguished Senator
from Connecticut, Abrah'm Riblcoff, seeks to meet this need and end a severe.
Inequity under our medicare laws.

On July 1, 19060, hospitalization coverage under nedlear J)egan for nearly
20 million Americans age 05 or over. Those who reach the age of 05 before 16118
will be similarly covered, whether they are eligible for Social Security retire.
meant benefits or not. But, after January 1, 1068, a person must be covered by
the Social Security retirement system to be eligible for medicare hospitalization
Insurance. Although generally equitable, these requirements create a severe
problem for employees of state and local governments; a problem hopefully
answered by the provisions of S. 1071.

As of January 195, approximately 2.0 million positions In state and local
employment were not covered by Social Security. The Individuals In these posi.
tons will not be eligible for hospitalization 'Insurance provisions of' medicare
unless they have attained Social Security coverage in other employment. These
are employees who are not covered by Federal-State agreements bringing them
under Social Security. In most eases, they are covered by their own form of
retirement systems. These public employees, although members of state or local
retirement systems, do not have programs similar to the hospital insurance pro-
gram available to them. Many are willing to pay for such insurance, but under
present law, are precluded from doing so unless the state brings them under
the Social Security retirement system as well.

Among those public employees excluded from medicare's hospital coverage
are over 680,000 public school teachers across the nation. The." are teetchers
who have devoted their lives to educating the children of this nation; teachers
located in a dozen states across the nation which have excellent retirement
systems not related to Social Security. As a consequence, these dedicated servants
will be excluded from medicare's hospital insurance.

In my own State of Oalifornia, over 160,000 teachers are among the thousands
of Instructional personnel In the nation Who will be denied the benefits of
medicare unless the Social Security Aet'ie amended to permit them and their
employers to contribute to and receive the advantages of a separately financed
insurance program. The reason for this is because California retirement and
survivorship benefits are provided by a State Teachers Retirement System
rather than by Social Security and the existing law makes no provisions for
them to qualify for the coverage available to nearly 20 million citizens over age
(1.

The bill which I have'co-sponsored and which Is now before you as amendment
#290 to H.R. 12080, the Amendments to the Social Security Act, will provide that
those state and local'employee not no* included under an agrenet providing,
Social Security coverage may be covered by hospital insirfncp. They nay
elect to participate in the hospital insurance program as long 'a they a tichlr
own way. The agreement provisions under which a sate may make hospital-in.
surance available In the referendum provisions to accomplish coverage are simi-
lar to those now in effect for Social Security retirement coverage of state and
local employees. A majority of the employees In the coverage in quttion must
vote for these benefits. The bill covers only! those employee groups which may
currently be subject to Federal.State agreements. .'- ....

The employees and their employers will -pay for the' coverageof hospital'
insurance according to the schedule now set out In the lawThus, these employees'
will be paying their own way and will not In any sense be getting a free ride.:
They and their employers will contribute to this fund. The payments, wnldgo
Into a separately established hospital insurance trust fund :-, .' s 1 '

The enactment of thUi legislation will bring another large group of Americans
tinder the protective provisions of the hospitalization insurance program. I
respectfully request, therefore, that the distinguished members of your Committee
give this proposal their close and favorable consideration. The enactment of
such a program would be beneficial to medicare, to the deserving state and local
employees, and to the health and welfare of the United State.s.
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PRf.P.F.D SvA mE' :1" or Tuir. NA71ONAT. COUNCIL OF Ji:wIsII W0Eo.N. INC., NVW
YORK, N.Y., SUBMITrED BY MRS. L O.ARI) 11. WIINER, NATIONAL l'RESI.DENr

The National Council of Jewish Womeno,established In 1893, with a member.
ship of over 100,000 members in local units throughout the United States, has
pioneoredin' services to children and senior citizens and has always strongly
supported programs for such services.

When II.R. 5710 was before the House Ways And Means Committee, the Na-
tional Council of Jewish Women supported the provisions of the legislation in
the belief that It would provide much needed Improvements in the varloLq pro.
grams under our Social Security System. We are, therefore, deeply concerned
and disturbed by some of the provisions of the measure reported by the Committee
and aubskquently adopted by the House of Representativek. Instead of improving
the lot of those who are recipients of, in some instances, pitifully inadequate
assistance, the measure, if it should become law, may rob them of this assistance
altogether.
I The drastic changes proposed under the Public Assistance ttle are contrary

to a long-standing position of the National CoUncil of Jewish Women of support-
ing 'procedures which uphold rtbe rights and dignity of recipients of welfare
services." There is a serious question In our mind whether the dignity of an
individual is upheld if he or she is forced to accept or keep a Job as a condition
of assistance, or the rights of a mother 'are upheld wheni she is forced to abandon
her freedom of choice of caring for her children, or In some instances deprived
of their eutody.

Much has been .aid and written about family deterioration as one of the causes
of our social problems. There Is much in this pending legislation which will not
help strengthen the, family, on the contrary some of its harsh and punitive
provisionR will promote family dilAntegration,,frustrMon and hopelessnes.

The amumtlyon that coercion will place individuals in Jobs may prove to be
erroneous. Our experience With young people in the Women's Job Corps indicates
that a great deal of rehabilitation is required even before Job training can be
attempted,, and even after training iM completed: there is no assurance that a
Job will be Immediately available Should the young people be deprived of mus.
tenance and published for conditions beyond their control?

The limitation of the number of children eligible for assistance adopted by
the House as a means of encouraging the states to implement the more positive
provisions of the pending bill may also prove to be more of a punishment of
the children than an achievement of the desired goal. The "freeze" as of January 1.
1907, does not take into account the possibility of changing economic conditions
in a given state: the In-nilgettlon which may occur: or the period of time required
to develop the nee.mary programs for Job training, Job placement and day care
services. The chief victims of this economy move will be the helpless children
and sociey will not be tho gainer.

As an organization dedicated to the promotion of the general welfare we ore
strongly In support of the provisions in the pending bill which Increase 'Federal
Oinanelng for family counselling, day care, family planning, foster care, protective
child welfare services, and oter needed programs for the training of personnel,
and the provision for an Incentive exemption of earned income. However, it is
discouraging to find that the House Committee report places all the emphasis
on the reduction of expendituires rather thAnon helping the people Improve the
quality of their life. At a thne *hen such formidable efforts are being made to
resore dignity and a ense of worth to the 'eoplo In poverty, the attitude
expressed in the House Comgittee report Is not I kely to suppOrt this effort.

The act ion taken by the Iropse of R epresentnatlves in reducing even the modest
Inerese in social security pnjnichts proposed In H.L. 5110 was very dlisapint-
ing.,The National Council of Jewlsh Women was one of the ery early supporters
of the Social Security System and a vigorous supporter of medica re. Because of the
various services we sponsor for older Americans our members have personal.
knowledge of the plight of the older persons, whose sole Income is the very
Inadequate social security payment. Our experience indicates that the present
level of sWiallsekui4ty payments I6*not eti6mmenfmrrate with the cost of living,
out standard of llvlng, and our concept of life with dignity.

In re6hitlon of the inadequacy of Income of social security recipients many
of our local, Sections sponsor ,employment programs for senior citizens. This
progratfihelped us to acquire an intimate knowledge of the preearlousness of the
economic status of these Individuals; We will cite a couple of examples of workers,
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,of the Workshop for Senior Citizens sponsored by tile New York Section of the
.Natlonal Council of Jewish Women.

Mrs. M. t 0 year old widow, born In Puerto TRie, lives alone. Ste worked
as a laundress for 20 years and her only source of Income at present Is her Social
Security payment of $.40 per month, and the $40 per month she earais at the
workshop. Mrs. M's only relative is her son who has been at the Manhattan
State Hospital for 15 years. She visits hin regularly once a week, and occa-
sionally brings him home for holidays. She finds it extremely difficult to pay
the carfare for these trips, and when she is obliged to buy her son clothing and
small necessitles, she frequently has to do without food and clothing for herself.

Mrs. ., 67 years old, lives alone iIn one room at a rental of $1 per week.
She shares a bathroom and kitchenette with others on the floor. Tier income of
432.30 ier month In Social Security and tie $40 ier month site earns at the work.
shop nre her only regular source of Income. An 80 year old brother, who lives
with his wife In Florida, occasionally sends her a little money, but because of a
strained relationship, Mrs. 0. is terrified at the prospect of.this source of help
being cut off. She is aware of the opportunity of securing public assistance, but
coming front a background of moderate circuinstancec, she shares the middle
class abhorrence of the humiliation of receiving public relief funds. tier economic
plight caused her to develop hypertension and she lives in a state of fear and
a pprbelsioln.

Both these individuals have an annual Income of $1432.80 and $T45.30 respect.
frvely. These Incomes fall far short of even the accepted poverty level nnd
emphasizes the miserable conditions nnder which these leple subsist.

This country is engaged in a war on poverty and we are spending millions
of dollars to help large groups in our population lift themselves out of poverty.
A substantial Increase in social security piyinents is probably the most effective
way of advancing the economic status of millions of our senior citizens, anl offer
then an opportunity to lead a life with at least a minimum of dignity.

We hope that the Committee will weigh very carefully tile consequences that
might flow front some of the very harsh and punitive provisions of HR. 12080.
and adopt the modest improvements of the Public Assistance Program proposed
in 11.11. 5710. We also urge the Committee to give very serious eonshleration to
a more realistic increase In social security payments so as to help older Amerl.
cans enjoy the privileges to which a citizen of the most affluent country In tile
world is entitled.

NATIONAl. ASsOCiATION OV SOCIAl. WORK "A. INC.,
Flin, Mich.. 'plrnbcr 20, 190 .

lon. Senator HIussmii. II. LoNo,
(Vhahlrdon t,it ate Fitt nceat m ilice,
I ,1. ornate',li'vurhshiton, iT.e.

)VWAR S.ATORT LOXO: 'i'he Flinht Chapter of the National Aksivlntlon of Socln'
Workers represelithlg more than 80 workers of (leltesee, rmpaeer and Shlnawassee
comties wishes to engage your support and concern in the revision of the
coercive tnd restrictive provisions of 1.11. 1208ft as It was recently lmsed il the

1ou.ise and now stntidq liefore tile Senate Pinance Committee.
In support of needed revisions, we envlose a brief position statement thereon,

n1s prepared by our Committee on Social Policy fid Action, This represents our
nanlysis of tihe bill atld its InipliClatImS, as it now stands for Public Welfare
In olIr three cotlltes.

We hope that you are sllportitig this bill but we trge you to consider the
changes we think are vital to tile lple of the State ot Michigan.

Respectfully yours, M tRAV M. R P Prcsfeai.

FLINT, MItL,, CIHA'TFR OF NATIONAl, ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAl, WORK PosTION
STATh:tr:NT oN H.1 1200

Translated Into action on the local level, HR., 12080 would, in effect, reverse
the service enlhasis of the 1002 Amendments. If, in effect, the. purpose of its
restrictive provisions Is to reduce the welfare burden, then it is a self-defeating
bill, with built-in provisions for failure. Coercion through reduction of assistance
has bxeen proven tite anl again to Im Ineffective as a method of-rehabilitating
family strength. The skilled social worker whose efforts must be devoted to
Ioollclig eligibility requirements is rendered totally ineffective as an agent of
rehabilitation.
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Locally, the "freeze" on APDlO families as of Janary , 1007, would throw

appiroximateiy.5OO fanillies of (Jenesee County Alone, on the limited Direct Rtelief
resources of the comity, Conservatively, tits would Cost this county upwn~ards of
$1,00.000.OO yearly lit local tax appropriate Ions. 'Multiplied to Include other coun-
ties lit the state. It Is appatrent. that our J'ederal-8tate*county fiscal balance in
31ihgo n would-imm~aed I tely following this year's perilously achieved fiscal
reform ineasure-agnln place our economic structure lin Jeop~ardy. The alternative
would be to reduce it largo segment of our IpJutation to virtual starvation, an
uilhilkable situation In our affuent. society.

The segment of population most Affected by these puititive p~rovisions, would
bie tlint poirtion of our society already suffering front Severe dleprivationt.

Th'Iis Chapter does recognize the importance of the expatision of the community
work amd tranuing provisions of the 1bi11 with Its many g(5dt features. We do
uirge, however, tinit the iprop~osal of the Administration., transferring this pro-
gramin to the Dlepartmnent oif Tlbr, be supported to effect better operations And
time dlevelopmnent of iile service employment Jrogratt. We mnust, however,
uirge that the baisic right of a mother to Any At home to rear her children, be
ire.swrved, The omial health of future generations4 of citizens dictates that
children have bAgie needsq for care given Uy their tnturAl lparentJ4 In their own
liomm. A mother of severAl children cannot provide full time mothering after an
eight hour (toy. Poster care And day care costs ak* 0o expensive a to effectively
revere Ithe ec-onomic goelins of tihe employed aoothaer.

This Chapter would further like' to urge support at this time of An, Increase
In social security benefits by twenty percent WithI $100.00 txr r onthi mifinum
for indiIdualst ann $lr50.00 minimura for con pleA, per Month. Thi8 Provision
w~otild be at key for moving the OASDI beneficiary from old go"MasistanCe. It
does itot seemi necessary here to expand time positive fealtires. of this change.

We would further propose flint thits Hill Include the disabled lin Medicare as
originally jlropo-sed by the adlmuinlst ration, rather than study the situation, As the
11111 currently provides.

STATEKiNT OF 1119 NIMInWAt, ASSOCIATION Or GRl1~oA, SURSIITTED) BY J. FRANK
W~ALKER. M.D.. CHIRnMAN, MAtO Cosmmurm o.x NATIONAL, J.OISLATION

Mr'. (Ciaairan. I Appreciate thin opportunity to sitbint, a statement on behalf
of time Mvilical Agsociation of (Jeorgia on 11.1. 120NO, the "oca Security Amend-
imemts of 11)0." We are, mindful of the crucial decisions and thouglitful dehibera-
lins incumbent upon this Contmittee lin seeking to formulate legilitlon that
will truly be li time best Interest of the health And well being of ail the people.
This statement Is submitted In the Interest of assisting the Committee lit this
iii portanit function.

lit a b roni vense, thme Medical Association of Georgia supports MRt. 12080 as
It vass(~ed time House of ltepresentativs, Notwithstanding our frank and open
oioisition to thle original Act, P.L. M)-.07, we enthutsiatically support the major-
ity of amendments to this Acvt as embhodied in 11.1t. IM08. In our view, they
represent mignitleant Imiprovements In tho basic Medicare and Title NIX law.
There aire several aspect. of 11ilt. 12080O to which we would like to give our par-
fictilar support and there Are two aspects that cause us great concern. These
are:

*4vmO %2- IMED STATSURNT 0OF CHARGE)

Thisq Section provides two new options to thb present mthod of payment of a
phmyshelmAn's ,-tntement of chorgesa. The physiciani may s1 bmxit'is Itemized bill
direct to the carrier. In which caee the carrier would be authbrized to make pap
ument equanl to 11O, percent of the reasonabloebarges4 (provided, of eourise,,tlm
tihe total charges, Are judged to be'reasonoble) ; or, thte patient niay pubinit the
plysiian's Itendoled bill1 And -be pa Id 80 percent of time rea sonablii Onmrgo. We be.
li1v6 this will eliminte a hirdsbip for iiihny under the program, And wethere-
fore recommend enctment of this Section of the bill.

SECTION 140-(INOWSIBJO Or TIM D2aihmED)

An passed by the Hom1Ae this bill lit meomndable for gxnmethltkg It did not
do-thant being fliat It did tnt extend Medicare (Title XV1II) b Pefftb to the dis.
ahled Of All Ages A4 ha~d tpreviously been proposed. The originAl itent-of Medi.
care wns to provhle a system of health cairo finaning for iwoipe fit their elder
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years on tie amsulptiolt tlit A big medical or hoslHtnl NXpen se at Age Mw or
befodld would pose a financial crisis from whIhh they nIight never recover.
Arbitrary Inclusion of selected beneficiaries of all ages muihr Title XVIII wouhl,
In our opinion, subvert the Intent of the original Act front a program desigled
for older people to one deslgued for people in selected categories of all agu.
We believe that the louse aeted wisely by not Including the disaliti under the
provisions of Medicare. We further believe that Title NIX should lie utilized to
assist the disabled.

We recommend enactnent of Section 140 with the ndditlonal provision that the
Council appointed by this Section to study the matter give careful consideraltan
to the use of Title XIX ns a source of available assistance to the disabled.

SECTION 141-(NCLUSION OF ADDlJITIONAL. LICH.NOSM. PRACTITIONERS)

Section 141, directing tie Secretary of 10ealth, Education and Welfare to c-n.
duct studies to determine the uieed for the services of additional licensed pracil.
tioners wider Part B of the program, causes us rome concern. We do not oppose
at study of any asp.ct of the Medicare program per se. Rather our conickril
results from cousideruble publicity given to the view that stch Istudy and su2ise-
quent report may expand the program to Include as providers of service those
limited license practitioners whose Inadequate training and ulnseintitle approach
to medileal practice may, in fact, do great harm to those hi need of competent
medical care.

Most specifically we are concerned over the possible expansion of tile programs
to include the services of chiropractic. In the view of the nmedlcal profession
chiropractic represents cultism in one of: Its mo st flagrant form. Tile dogma
of Its irrational tenets actually resist scientific advances li the diagnosis tirl
treatment of human disease. As a healing art it constitutes a hazard to goml
health care ili the United States and should be resisted on the basis of Its owmn
lack of merit.

Accordingly, we recommnuend that the committee e reject ily suggestion that
chiropractors be included as, providers of -service talder Medlcare or Title
XIX.

DRL'O STANWARIS

Tile Medical Asociatlon of Gergla recently hAd ocenshli to file with the
Monopoly Subcommittee of the Senalte Select Comnmittee oi Smll 81 lshne.s il
ststeineut setting forth Its liostiou o11 the que.tlou of compulsory ' gemerli,
precriblng of drugs; a question also liefore this committee I the form of m
nnendmelt to 11.11. 120i). This statement rend Il part.,

"The Medical A.soclation of Georgia oliliose comllulsory limecribing of drugs
by their generic name. It believes Instead that the physiclan should tie lwrmltted
to retain his traditional freedom i the selection of t1o1e m14d1cations lNiowl
by him to produce tile desired msponse il the patients utder it care. To in-
pose a system that clrcumscriles ihs best medical Judgement would be a dis.
servit to the patients. To suggest that the therapeutic effectiveness of a generic
drug Is necessarily equal to that of a brand drug, carefully electedd for a par-
ticular patient, Is to suggest that there are no distinguislhig differences 1miioltg
pltiellts.

Tlle controversy over generic versus brand nlIe drugs certainly should not
be resolved oil the basis of cost alone. To do so. one lu-t first actept, it goil
colselence, the principle that brand noae drugs have anl absolute generic
equivalent capable of Achieving th' same results. However, there Is n glowing
lack of scientific evidence to stopport such a contention. There Is, In fact, tol.
sidernble evidence to suggest that a marked difference exists even milOlig
general drugs produced by different manfacttre r.. ,

In treatingan ill or Injured patleit tle phy f.%1elat must be ablo to maintnln
absolute control over the drugs pneserild. This is Iartlicularly true with
regard to quitlty. In the Instance of sulccesqIve reflll. the physieianl would Iave
no control unless a given drug were supplied by the .ilme manufnctturer iniri
posseqsed the same varibles-coating, solublit.y, dlsintergratlon thie, base-
with each batch supplied to the pharlcislt. We .kbnit that tilts Is I)oqIile
only with brand name drugs; and isnot and couhl not be possible in a general
drug supplied by several different manmfacturers.

The Medical -Assoclation of Georin. adopted a resolution expresting It'
concern over the possible enactment of the compulsory generic principle lit
December 1060. At the time it viewed Title XVlIl and Title XIX of the So.
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chl ISectirity Act n4 ft(e most probable avenues by wilhidi this prinIciple might
beemue t'stii'-liid [in Fetderal law. Tito 1{eqolutioa Is explicit fin Its oli)iisitloll to
thtis principle either inI the lSocial Hecurity Act or inI any other civilian pro-
granti in current olvration or which may be forthcoming. We submit It for your
thtoughtful consideration."

REBOLUTtOKl

Whereas, federal legislation to antemd Title XVIII of the Social Security
Act to require filling of prescriptions on it ciiilsory genieric basis is 111
eiolivnt posi,41iiiy lit the 00th Congress; anti

Whereas, the e.sthlbivint of anmy system, either by statute or regulation,
to conipel the plinrimiacits to tiil).Atit genetrie eqivalents for brand niamew
prescriptions would ci rcuniscribe thie plysician's choice of drugs and restrict
tiui' exercise of his best medical judgement; and

Whereas, tile enactment of such icgisatlon applicable to Title XV1II would
be i obvious conflict with the intNut of Congress as expressed In Section 1601l of
Title XVII; And

Whereas, prescription by compulsory generic formula makes the cost of drugs
n hiher priority consderation tinin the quality of drugs, which Is unifir to

te Itscian anti potentially dangerous to the pietient; and
Whereas, the enactnment of such legislation would Inevitably lead to (lie exten.-

sioti of this principle to other federal health programs: Now therefore beIt
Ie-Nolved, That the Medical Association of Gleorgia does hereby go on record

exjresing Its vigorous opposition to tile enlactmtent of legislation establishing tile
principle of compulsory generic jorescribiog or Ailling of drugs under Title XVII I
or NIX or any government civil ian program in current operation or which itay
Ix, forthcoming.

We recommend therefore that the Committee not establish this pirinile In
law~ nor permilt It by regulation prior to n exhaustive studly of all the factors,
econoitlilO and therapeutic, which bear on titl important question.

lit conclusion we would like to say that the Medical Association of Georgia
hans reviewed the testimony presented to this Coinmittee by the Amierican
Medicllal Association and concurs with It throughout. We have exained-care.
fully to determine Its Impact at tile local level and aiccordingly wish to give- It
our fiill support and endorsement.

8STATnMNI' OF or D. C. D. floinrs, PRx~mnENT OF U.%iTFD IlV81NES SCHiOOLS
Assocz.%rxox

M1r.'Chairitan and moubers of the tonimittee, Iny unme Is V. 1). IlohflaY. I amn
l're~ident of Nettleton Commeroial College o'f.$iouxt Falls, South D)akota. For
more than 35 years I have been associated with business e-ducation Including
service as a Commissioner on- The Acerediting Cotnuvussion for Ituslumesg 8chools.

nIna prestenztly serving its President of the-Untiled )Iuisfneea Sehoola .4s-ociatom
whichl is thme one association of educational In4itutions. li which nearly. NO of
tipe quality business, schools and colleges of the Nation told mueberkhllp. Ap-
poroximnately 00% of these hIstittloiis are -pr6priefary (i.e., "proftW mikhig").
Tite roots of VB~RA *go back more than lialf a, century to 1012. H-owever, ninny
memixir institutions hare been serving students for more than 100 )ears.

11118A I tself is n affiliate of tho American C~ouncil on IEdncatiol. At leaqt one
a(imnIIINltrator In every UJISA, school Is at niember of the Amerieati Vocational

Also by way of background, the 16m4l~m ~nmiinfr P~USfn6#8 Schoola;
a profeslonally independent body was'foundcd in -195 by VHJSA. ItwNas de-ig-
tuated lit ION0 pursuant to Chapter 33. Title ft, ,.8. Code, and -Anbse4tient lgs.
ltifon as a "ntlonalIk' rtdcogized actciediting Agie'y" by tte U.S. Office of
Edtication. In that capacitj It has accreditedt more thAn 36b Indepemdefit educa-
tional Institutions after careful review and Ifispection.

STATEV[7.T NP rosiTox

Our special Interest InH.R. 12060 coneetfis the training programs authorized
by the Public Welfare Amendment. of Title 11., The* suecesa Of these training
progrants Is direct related to the' authority under tho bill to utilize'all naval.
able educational Institutiolis and facilities to katry out the intent of. the measure.

Otir reading andi understanding of the bill indicates that there Is n adequacy
of language to permit, utilization of private profit-nkimg business schools tider
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contrat.In carrying out the purposes of flhe net. This iiiterprcittionl of either
version of the popensed Community Work and 'P"rainihg Progrin (ILe., 1lI1. 1260
or 11.11. 5710) Is supported by direct responsesf (rei both thle vecretitry of I lealili,
Education. and Welfare and the Secretary of 1.abo~r to questions p'ropoiid by
tile conuiutlee.

Contiration of this Interpretation Is niot :surprising bweenivo of the hlost 'i1
oilher k\ederal training programs which utilize private prolirktnry (i.e.. proit
making andi taxpiaying) busies schools under contract. TheLre is a -17 yetar lilstory
of successful ptirticipatIon by these schlools4 In thle v'ocatiolnn1 ltehnltotioii101 .I.
More recently the schools commiveed contributing to thle site ens of the Miin.
power Develop11Mt and Training Act with icesn iiilac'

Some of the INederal tritluling programs which authorize thle use oft proprietary
school-4 under contract Include.%

1. Vocational Itch Ibililta tloi Act of June 2. 1I20, as amnended 29 U.S.C. 31
(t *eqJ.

2. iianpoirer flraclopniciii and Training Act of 190; as amended 42 U.S.C.
2,371; P.1,. &R-792.

3. indlats Adult Vocational E~dicatloni; 25 U.S.O. 8100. 452. 11323(e)
4. Reononito Opportunity Act o~f 1961, 111 aniendled, 42 U.S8.C. 2101 ci -siq.;

1'.!. &1-704
IS. (loi'rntncai Eonp'lolices. Train Program; (P.Ts. 894-551) 5 U.S i'.

4101-41181
tJ. Keolioniofl eirloptnesit Adniiltslratlon 4tP.Y. 89-45) 42 U.S.('. 23M'~
7. l'einyins' Vocational Rchablilatitm. &SU..C 1501-1511
8. l'oentional Education Act of 1903; I... &11-210 Sec. 8(1)

Tho need to utilize every resource tias beeni forcefully pointed out by D~r. Walter
M. Arnold, Avnsistaiit Comisst~ioner for Vcwational andI 'I'Milual. eduentioil of
the UT.8. Office of Edlucation who, In m. ponse, to a question about the present state
of inadequate, fftcilities In vocational education. sald:

"1* 0 * 1 think poll couldi say Safety thai if le utilited everyj resource I" thlI*
coniltrps to its inaveinaun, ire teoiildn't nieet the "ccds In all tiw.tv IJDay!raImi.
and for all kb1ida of peisotis In the country, at dIfferent ieel of Schooling."'

I INDIVIDUALIZED TRA! NINO AND COUX8LI NO NECERSARV

The prolwiett expainsion of the See. 40. Community WVork andi Tralining I'ro-
granm in1 11.11. 120,90 calls for training which iieees.'trIly 14 of a somew-Ah 'at m1di-
viduahized type bevau.e of the special probleni of the trainees. The private
business school has a successful history of conducting training programs for thi
type of Individual. This Is equally ftue for the counselor oriented Vocatinal
Rehabilitation prograin and for the Ml)TA approach which uses both group
trtinng and tho Individual referral method.

I) Illustrate what Is being acconhlishetd in other Fedcral-Sin it rocat tonal
trining prograins through thle utilization of independent proprietary Ilivse
schools "under eontrAet," thle below listedl Items are attached as exhibits:

Exhibit; "A": Letter from the Oklaliontm Rehabilitat ion Di1vision~ dated
September 12, 10),3 detailing "thle very flne working relationship with thle
p~rivate business. schools." This Is only one of some thirty letter-i fmoii State
Directors.

Hxibit "1B"; "Partnership In Training" by A. Tauren Rhude, Employincuif
Service ikeip, May, 1060. UOSES-118 M )partment of Labor. Thle story of
MQTA trainees In a business school,

Exhibit 110": "IThe Cllimb to Ifehiabilita lion" by Naoicy Osgood1, st.'Peicra-
buro Timmce Thulrsda)', May 5, 196, The story of the vocational reliblltution
of a working mother 1i; a Musiness school.

Exhibit I'D": "Compuitter Morse Is Set Ut) For W41ind" hv II 11obin1son1.
The Washington Post, Sunday, November 20, 10(k). The story of training
blind people for computer career In a computer school.

Exhibit II":,. "Mothers On Welfare Ofet Job, Training" by Carol Ilonsa,
The W~aohington Poet, Tuesday, December U. 1060. The qtory of job) train-
Ing for mothers who- receive Aid to Families with Depiendent Children
(AFDC) through programs In local business schools.

'hearings before the General 14ibeoninuttetdh ThiucAtion of the Corhntito. on lduea-
tion nnd Jiibor. Ifooe of lRei'resentrth'es (89th COD tops. 2d flesslon). Vocational M'uma'
lon Amenuhuents iof 1066. H1.1. 1544 and MR. 1545, Ju ne, 1066, at page 42.
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Uvibi 'IF": Excerpt from ai m~arcl. reiwrt qt the Stanford Restearech
Institute inider 11, H. 061cco of Ediuei.Iloi Contract no. OI--5 -ft0 detlii*-
Ing IPlroprik'ary School Opteratlis,"

Xhlaillit "U": Arill by Mary N". Switzer. Admini~irator of Soeial Anld
Rehabilitation fServe. II i.W. eutitieti 1'raliig I1filicapixd 8Students
For Ollice CAireers" fromn Mh4 Ilaj neShcet, Ovtoler, JIM4. pp. 62-494. The
article points out ho* I'men andm woommr withl handmaki ean it) exiaetc to
voittinue to go tot iushinc'. school for I raiig."

(7'ho exhibits referred to obr are made a pari of the offlefal /Ties of the
Comtim filett.)

Tihe .APIO story eniiitted. "Motimers on Welfare' Ge~t Jolt Training." of l's.
hihit "N" la irtihnrhy In'rtlnent. What is now Iwing done simt'esfhy III
pirvato busies schools on it demonstration i.call I* b expandetl andu madue
perniment through thle propvosal of either 11.11. 12(" or 11.11. 5710O.

Theso are juist sonme of the. peting. Innovative nd mcim-P-4ftil programs now
being voliducted iInd "dependent business school ithl joint locral-State tucat
lit Mtiter vovaj tonal programsn.

10116 MASPONUR BFI%)Hra OF mvrW A.X[) FAWN( SMOMriARIPlS

The Secretarv of I1F' In hlis II1 Fm'nrit Annual Roport to Congresm onl
mDTA noted the growth In, tho utse of noimitlle fltiliiiem of Manplower training
programs4. The numitor of trnhfi4 lit private mchools Increased fronm 144 lIn FY
19M3 to MM66 In FY IO9M.

4ITho atnemtmM of 190.S authorize a ivider use' of private far,1c.l Ice uecre
aiw?. prlrnte "intittimis eoni provide equipment or ae're'e "t o valable' (to
jmbilc Instittioini*, particlarly for training in teehnica and eulbproftssionaJ
occupaltin, or teherty *#tell Intittutione m",t of reasonable east. (1) provide stib.
.iatitalig eqilalent training, or (2) smake lkollible an erpandrd, use of1 the
Indir~dital referral nim theit,- or (8) aid In& reducing more quickly~ ,snetepioymeni
or correnit alid protepective Manpower sthortages.'"1 (p. 151)

it like manner, tMe 1960 Report of the Meeretairy of L~abor on Maiiwer He-
search atilt rAining hinder (te MDi'A rejx'.tediy referl; to the trider utse of Ili Ovate
schools for hitittional training (juge ITO) ; for increased mse of the Inilm'Iival
referral method (page 102) : and as a factor In mats redlifttiolI (page 68S).

"T7he Iridilvifual referral process tmess ail early aulniittrativc measturetIdelguard
to broaden, traiig opporlinflies by supplemnting etoee-group trading pro-
ffrmtflY through fitlfrr mile of crilsimg failitics and to proride traii on n
inirldual basis for those for whom trainingp lI a elas-promp Is Imnpractical. The
wnuamire ha, beets yircis full support by the ('oamqea I" the nin-t ataetited 11111.
date of the .IflTA direltig an exrpaimlon In the ulve of the Inclirldiual referral
process. A rrloxat ter of the prom-islt for use' of private training Ina 1tt filsu also
suipports Increased uise of the individual referral proess." (p. 101)

Tihe proposed iiientmmnts to the ('onunmmily Work and Training I'rogranc
which will permit Federal financial particlpation lin the moats of training whet.
the State or local agency enters ia1to atgreetmnts with 0eznployeri, agveem amid
iprivatte proisrietary schol aire well 'foulnded 'Ot experience alreadY glinel lit
teiwh. other program as V*'ational Rehabilitation, 'MDTlA and Title V of thie

The need for constant revisloit of organizttionail arrangementR was ptoiAM1 out
by secretary of Health, Education and W0lfare. the flonorableJohn IV. Gardner
IW il book, Ooal. 'for A tlrai0 where he PaidM Atpage AR: _ 1,,

characterize A mierleahi education today irere origilnallyl dcrleed to help us aeeoilt.
pie? otir purpose . If thriy no longer help uv,w o must revse them. Thew arrampe-
mentst and methods must erie st* and niot control its."

It Is4 onr p)oRition that thto langiAsgeV'f Itle, If mitlmorizes the iwo of p)rivate
lsroprietarylochoolm under (tontract to parry out training, programs. Ini support of
this positIon we rM y upon:;.! ... ' 4 t.I,71 . - I.

1. Thp Pame interpretation by both the Secretnry of 1HlWnnd the Sero-
turof'Iabor *.

-2. TFhe psmbleo,'mlcy. which iR manifest, lin the ot her training programs
enumerated and discnsved herein, and, , 1' -!

.4. The quecessfui results already obtnitied Ini much oilier lonig 0e01111l141](4
training program and cuer denmonst rat ion AFD)C t raining programs.
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No single conept, viewpoint or type of institution should have u monopoly on
how best a Federal-Stute trailing program should be administered or structured.
The training proposals of II.R. 12080 or II.R. 57I0 offer a diversity of opportunity
for the continual testing of the' efficacy of innovative antd imaginative approaches
combined with an efficient iniplemention of proven methods.

I thank the CoiiinIttee for the opportunity to express my views.

STATEMENT OF TIlE NATIONAL EDDUCATION AssoCIATION OF TIE UNITED STATES, hly
i. JoN B1. LUMLEY, DIRECTOR OF THE DIVIsIoN OF FEDERAL ItELATIONS, IN

SUPPORT Or AMENDIIENT No. 200 To 11.11. 12080

Because of the nutomatic coverage under Social Security of most employees
throughout the United States, inny people are surprised to learn that this
coverage Is not extended automatically to empl0yee- of state and local govern.
mental units. Social Security calls for a tax upon both employee and eniployer.
At the time of the original enactment of the Social Security law, Congress did not
want to levy a tax uponi local or state governments and so It excluded employees
of such political units from automatic coverage. Subsutiently tihe Congre," Ias
set fit to remedy this situation by offering the opportunity for the employees
of these units to affiliate with Social Security on the basis of the majority vote
of those so employed. Public employees In thirteen states have chosen not to take
advantage of this provision because they feared consequent weakening fi retire.
ment systems already i operation. These states are California, Colorado, Con.
neetleut, Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Loulslna, Maine, Mnswihusetts, Mlssonrl,
Nevada. Ohio, and Rhode Island. Approximately 1,8O,000 public employees are
Involved of which number about 700.000 are Instructlonal Iersonnel in the public
school.q. It Is for this latter group primarily that we speak

Although they have chosen not to take advantage of the Social Security system,
the public employees enumerated In the preceding paragraph believe that they
should not thereby be foreclosed from participation In the "Medicare" program.
They Are willing to pay the same fees for this protection as they would be called
upon to piy If the assessment was being handled through Social Security deduc.
tIona from their compensation. The thirteen states concerned would have to pass
enahltig legislation to permit this to be done and a plebiscite of the employees
concerned would have to be held, but no difflcilty is anticipated with regat to
either of these aspects of the matter. Some states have enacted enabling legisla.
tlin already.

The National Education Associaton therefore urgea that Ihe SenateFinance
Committee add Amendment No. 20M. Introduced by Sen. Abrahani Rblceoff on
Aust 30, to IH.R. 12080, th Social Security Act of 1067, now before it for con.
sideration. This would enable emnloyces of Ptato and local governmental units
to contribute directly to their coverage under "Medicar" without. .nlnlng the
Social Security system. The text of this amendment Is Identical with that of
S. 1071, Introduced by Sen. Rlblcoff February 24, 1907, which the Assoclatlons n pports.

thur attention i1 directed to the qtatemeiitA of the Nalfornia Teachers Aqqo-
clAtim, t0 (onneetlent Mlucation Assolation, the Malno TeacherA Aoc atlon
nod the Mas ehuretts '1'aehors Assoclation in support of Amendment No. 20
to IT.t. 12W.0 which arAttnehed her'to.

(The statement of the Jalifornta Teachers Asnoelatlon appears at p. I,.l1.)

STATEMEt- Or Tit, CONNF.CTrWI?1,T Et-M OAn0 ASSOCIATION WtMO r T t ,ENATr.
FINANCEM COMMITTEE oN AMENDMENT 206 T H.R. 12W0-Pas--.imNTPD' RY WqTs.VP
.T. SnrMHAT4 EX, iM'SEIrAIY CONNEC.ICUT EntrcAflox AasOCIATIO,#
My nomp Is Wilfred J, Sheehan. Executive Secrelar.v of the Connecticut Educa.

tion Association. ond I speak In behalf of the Assoclatlon and Its 20,000 members
insupport of ., 1071 (Amendment No. 26 to H.R. 12080). 1

The teachers In Connecticut are nrlvlleed to' have an excellent retirement
plan, which also Includes nrovilions for a snrvlvorshti and dependency srot, ril.
Onr retirement WOAh provides the benefits and protections n#cesa"ry to guarAntee
the security required to have a teacher function well on the job. However, the
one thlnh lacking Is protection fromi the ever.rlslng medical bills faced by many
soon after retirem ent. ., - . .I. . . r,
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Members of the Committee, purely and simply, we need the protection afforded
to others through ennetment of the Medi care provisions added to Social Security,
The teachers in Connecticut have not choseni to be covere~l by $ocial Security In
its entirety. They have elected to Iniprove their own state retirement system
rather than elect the choice of some type of Integrated plan which would have
erodeled our system.

Economics antd reality dictate the folly of any move to Initiate a "Medicare"
system on the state level. Our cholke, now Is the proverbial lobson's Choice, ad
the Committee has before It a reasonable anl acceptable alternative, a provision
whereby imblie employees In ion-covered eniployzient can be covered by the
Medicare portion of Social Security. This, again purely and simply, solves the
jroblenis and needs of our teachers.

We have not. been Inactive at the state level. The 1007 Connecticut General
Assembly has etiacted enabling iegislatlon lin anticipation of favorable action at
the federal level, 'J'his state action has been greetel with enthusiasm by our
Connecticut teachers and now they art, looking tO you to provide the final remedy.

We stiplort H. 1071 wholeheartedly and urge your imme diate favorable report.
Thank you,

STAT MKNT OF )R. JOHN 11 MARVIN, ExFcLUTiVE 9E.I4I TARV OF TiE MAINE
Tetimluss ASSOCIATION N SUPoRitr OF AmJENDMEN.t" 200 TO 11.11. 12080

I ala John Marvin, EXecUtive Sivretory of the .Maine Teachers Association,
testifying in behalf of the MTA, at organization with slightly over 10,000
,niiuers and l'ovidlng with this statement the full endorsement of the Maine
Htqt6 Emnployees' Association, an organization colmposed of over 8,500 stateeniljdyes. "" •

Somuewhlat more than 19,000 Maine stdte employees iud public school teachers
ndAw N'alcipate In the Maine'State Ietirement Systemi This is a retirement
plan thzW has quite gehetally operated to'the satisfaction of the partlclpntsA
although constant efforts ar6 being made to add Improvements.

Repeated studies have been made over the course of the years about whether
Marine state employees and teachers ought to go Into the Social Security program.
For the vast majority of teachers and state enmiploytee in Maine, to abandon the
state program wouhl be quite disadvnntageous. The benefits from the state
program exceed those available from Hocial Security. A detailed comparison of
the Maine State Itetiretueut Vrogram with Social Security Involves accounting
for a large number of'conipprative factors, but In total the factors tend to work
out in favor of the state program in terms of dollar cost and benefits. Certainly
Maine teachers for the most part are not sufficiently well paid to be able to
afford investing more than 10 percent of their salaries In p combination of the
two programs.

Many of Maine's teachers are approaching retirement. Within 10 years linlf
of the elementary teachers In the state will reach retirement age. For time most
part thoO older teachers represent a large group that has endured for years
Inadtquate and substandard salarieS.

Thore is overwhelming sefitiment among teachers and state employees In
Mhine in behalf of securing the Wption to enter the Medicare phase of Social
Security on a fiscally sound basis. Mftine 46oes not ask that the Federal govern-
ment subsidize these people. but simply that they be accorded the sme privileges
enjoyed b moat other citizens

The Maie legislature has accepted the principle In the form bf five unauimOhus
readings of enabling legislation for state emplo 'ee and teachers to participate
In the ,Medlcare program It' CongrOM PAWs the needed legislation. This bill
do'only't6 receive an apo'priatifon ht this tlni ,along w(th several Lother'

worthwhile-pi)ogrnis, These Will ail be held up utill, the" Preint fiscal -eisls in
state .6erhnment'flntmclngis aurfointed,buAt theinitial action of the Legisla.
tare is Indleitlve of the general pnblte Suppot'for the positlon'that tho0e par.ticgl ig ift state governhinnt rtqrtmet ' Ans Should bq Alloyed t6 seture

of moving the profession ahead. Retirement legislation Is of secondary Interest.
but I have learned In recent months the tremendous impact that this amendment
will have on the lives of a lot of eltiens who have worked hard In behalf of
education, the community, and the state. I nm well able at this time to testify

A 235
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to the critical huportn e that this amendment plays in the lives of niny who are
tttiupting to plan retirement programs on extre nely limited benefits.

Mieh month of delay in enacting this amendment will cause untold problems
for inany not now covered by Medicare. I hope that this legislation will receive
favorable consideration from the Senate and untinmately the full Congress.

MlASSAclIUsL-rrs TEAOIIRFJ AssoctATiox,
Bostone, Mass.

From: Executive Secretary William It. IHebert.
To: The Congress of the United States.
Subject: .Medicare for teachers.

The Massachusetts Teachers Association wholeheartedly supports the proposal
recommended by Senator Abraham iRiblcoff of Connecticut, which would allow
teachers fit states not covered under the Social Security Act to purchase coverage
under Medicare. Our Association has consistently supported the position that
teachers in thesm states should be able to purchase said coverage without the
nkece."ity of being enrolled In the total Social Security program.

Massachusetts Is one of the thirteen states affected by this bill. We have ap.
proximately 53,000 public school teachers in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and this Assoclatlon represents these teachers in expressing this point of view.

The teachers of the Comomnwealth of Massachusetts are members of a contribu-
tory retirement system under which they contribute five per cent of gross annual
income towards the support of the retirement plan. It is an excellent retirement
system, and public employees as well as the State Legislature have consistently
supported. Improvements in this plan. However, there is no possible way that
teachers and other public employees in Massachusetts may take advantage of the
coverage offered by Medicare without the enactment of the Riblcoff bill,

Therefore, on behalf of the Massachusetts Teachers Association, we urge the
Congress to enact the above-mentioned bills so that the teachers and public em.
ployees throughout the nation may have the opportunity to participate in this
excellent program.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM H. HEBERT, Exccult'c Sccrciary.

Tn STATE or WiscoNsxI,
COUNCIL FOR HOME AND FAMILY,

Madison, WIs., August $0, 1907.
Hon. RITSSELL B. LONG,
Chairmaii, Secate Finance Conmni tee,
Senate Oflee Builtding,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SrNATOa LOm: We understand that bill 11.11. 12080 relating to Social
Security Act amendments is presently In your committee and that you are hold-
Ing hearings on tis measure. You might be interested to know that the state of
Wisconsin legislature at the recommendation of the state Council for Home and
Family has adopted .,enate Joint Resolution 9, copy of which Is attached.

As far as we know, the problem of runaway fathers Is not Included It the above
mentioned bill which was passed by the 'House of Representatives and we believe
that this is a subeJet that should be dealt with. On this point the 1007 Wisconsin
legislature at the urging of our new state agency passed the above mentioned
resolution asking that child abandonment be made a federal crime so that
abandoning fathers could be more readily apprehended and made to support the
legitimate or illegitimate children that they have brought Into the World...

I am the chairman of the Council for Home and Family's consulting Cqmmlttee
on Enforcement of Support In Divorce Judgments and the abbve mentioned reso-
lution originated in this committee. Our committee met again yesterday on this
subject and directed me to ask whether one of the Judicial representatives
affiliated with our council could be afforded the opportunity to testify before
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your committee on this subject. We would like to leave no stone unturned to ask
the United States Senate to Incorporate the two objectives of tile attached resolu.
tion In the revised version of 11.1t. 12080 which will be reconuwnted by your
committee.

Any accommodation which you might see fit to accord us in this matter will be
greatly appreciated.

I am sendingeopy of this letter to our two Wisconsin senators, the Honorable
William E. Proxmire and the Honorable Gaylord A. Nelson and also to Congress-
men John W. Byrnes of Green Bay and Clement J. Zablocki of Miilwankee to ask
for any possible support that they may be able to offer. I an also sending a copy
of this letter to Wisconsin state Senator Allen J. Busby, chainan of the home
and family council.

Very truly yours,
CLARENCE . TRAirG,

Dodge County Judge, Chairman of Support Enorccmtet Committce.

Thn STATE OF Wiscoxsix, 1007 SENATE JOINT ]RESOLUTION 9

ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTIO

Memorializing the Congress of the United States to amend the social security
act In Title 42 of the United States Code so as to authorize release of needed
information for enforcement of child support, and to enact a federal law against
ch lid abandonment.

Whereas, an appalling number of children are currently deprived of adequate
living conditions due to the failure of their fathers to fulfill the obligation of their
support; and

Whereas, family courts and county law enforcement olbcers do not presently
have adequate means for tracing runaway fathers who have left the state where
their children reside in an effort to avoid their legal obligation of child support;
nul

Whereas, social security records are a source through which the new locations
and occupations of these runaway fathers can often be disclosed; and

Whereas, such records are now made available to county welfare departments
only where the abandoned families aro public assistance recipients, but are other-
wise unavailable to family courts and county law enforcement officers primarily
concerned with enforcing the obligation of family support; Now, therefore, be It

Resolved by the scnate, the assembly conourring, That the legislature memorial-
Izes the Congress of tho United States to amend the social security act so that
Information relating to the most recent address and place of employment of a
mis.qlng parent who Is under an obligation to Aupport any minor child may be

made available directly to the appropriate divorce or family courts and cOunty
law enforcement officers in the state where such child resides, upon written re-
quest therefor by any of them, to assist them In enforcing the obligation of
support for such child; and, be it further

Resolved, That the legislature also urges the'Congress to attack this problem,
which causes grave social and economic repercussions, by the enactment of a law
making It a federal crime for any person to cross a state line to avoid supporting
his minor child or after having abandoned said child In order that federal
law enforcement authorities can assist In apprehending any such person; and, be
it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be transmitted to the Attorney General
of the United States, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
Director of the Family Services Division of the United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and to the members of the United States Senate
and House of Representatives from Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Mich.
Igani, Indiana and Ohio, as well as to the presiding officer of each house of the
legislatures of such states other than Wisconsin.

WILLIAU P. NUGEN ,
Senate Ohief Clerk.

HAROLD V. FROMflLIOH,
Speaker offhe Asset bly.
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THE STATE OF W ooNSIN,
COUNCIL FOR ]ROME AND FAMILY,

Madison, Wis., September 19, 1967.
Re Bill H.R. 12080, Social Security Amendments.
Hon. RUSSELL B. Loxo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Oommittee,
Senate Opco Buflding, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR Loxo: Thank you for your letter of September 11th in which
you indicate concurrence in that provision of Wisconsin Senate Joint Resolution
9 which relates to social security information availablity in tracing runaway
fathers.

You also mentioned that you are having an amendment prepared to ferret out
runaway fathers and collect an amount from them through the federal tax laws.

One other, fact. We note that on page 6 of the committee print entitled "Suin-
mary of Provisions of H.R. 12080 The Social Security Amendments of 1907"
it is stated: "Upon request, the Social Security Administration would furnish an
appropriate court with the most recent address of a deserting father if the court
wishes the information in connection with a support or maintenance order for
a child." We would, respectfully recommend that law enforcement officials be
included in the provision mentioned. In this connection we wold also urge you
to give consideration to a further amendment patterned after Senator Ervin's
bill, S. 2160 which would make it a federal crime for a man to cross state lines
to abandon his children or his wife.

We appreciate your including my letter'of August 80th In your hearings. How.
ever, we would like to prepare -a more extended 'statement' in the name of the
Council for Home and Family to be included In the record if this is permissable.
We expect to have this statement prepared and sent to you by the end of' this
week.'

Again, thanks for your interest'and cooperation in this matter.
Very truly yours, • CrPaNixc 0. TAEGER.

Dodge County Judge, Chalrman' of Support Eiforcement Committee.

THE STATE OF WiSCONSIN,
CouNeomr FOR HOME AND FAMILY,

Madison, W1., September 19,1967.
Re Bill H.R. '12080, relating to Social Security Amendments.
Hon. RussELL B. LOG,
Chairman, U.S. Senate Finance Commiftee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DE A SENATOR Loxe: We are submitting herewith for inclusion in the record of
your committee hearings on the above bill 80 copies of the attached written state-
ment by our council, whichis an agency of the Wisconsin legislature, in support of
1067 Wisconsin' Senate Enrolled Joint Resolution 9. As we previously informed
you, this resolution urges congress to amend the social security laws -to make
child abandonment a federal crime where the father fails to support his children
and leaves the state of the children's residence. The text' of this resolution is
printed in the attached written statement.

Thank you kindly for your courtesy and accommodation In this matter.
Very truly yours,

ALLEN J. BusBY,
State Senator, Council Chairman.

CLARENCE 0. TRAEOER,
Dodge County Judge, Ohairman of Support Enforcement (Jomimlttee.

WELFA, COSTS RESULTiNO FRO DESERTiON OF FAMILIES IN WIscosIX

According to statistics of the Wisconsin State Department of Health and
Social Serivces, desertion is one of the major causes of dependency for families
receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children assistance. During the three
fiscal years 1063 to 1905, desertion was assigned as the cause of dependency in
15% of all AFDC families in Wisconsin. Of the total number of AFDC grants
made during this period, 17.3% of the grants were made to families whose de-
pendency was caused by desertion.
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The following figures for recent years indicate the monetary dimensions of
the problem in terms of welfare costs attributable to desertion in the state of
Wisconsin.

(1) Total amount of grants to families whose dependency was caused, by
desertion:
193-4---------------------- ---------- ------------ $3, 781,875
100-65 ------------------------------------------------- ,874,935
1905-66 - ------------------- 3, 051,452

(2) Total number of families receiving AFDC whose dependency was caused
by desertion:
1963-04 ----------------------------------------------------- 2,243
19(4-65 ----------------------------------------------------- 2,250
305- ------------------------ ------------------------------- 2,233

(3) Average yearly grant per family, -whose dependency was caused by
desertion

3- ------------------- ----------------------- $2, , 20.0-4
1964-5 ----------------------- --------------- ------- 2,374.'80
19.5-00 ---- 2,473.44

The above figures show the significant; financial burden, imposed upon the
people of Wisconsin as a result of Increasing welfare costs caused by family
desertion. It has been pointed out that while family desertion is not often con-
sidered a major crime requiring urgent remedies, nevertheless,, the effects of
such desertion on a wife and her Children- are often devastating. The social, eco-
nomic and human costs of the problem point, up the need for federal legislation
thatwould recognize and attack the criminal nature of desertion and open up
ntv sources of Information to aid in the apprehension of runaway parents.

[a. 2160, 90th Cong., first sess.)."
A: BILL To' amend tilled 18, United' Statis Code, to make a misdemeanor the flight, In Inter-state or foreign commerce, by any person who is the parent of a minor chil or who Is a

married man, If such person so Rlees with the intent of evading his legal respouslbiitleswith respect to the support or maintenance of his minor child or of hiS wife

Be It enacted by the Senate and Houfso of Representatfie. o the United State.
of Amtca in Congress assembled,'That (a) chapter 49 of title 18,- United States
Code, Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section: -
1§ 1075. Flight by parent or husband to evade legal responsibility of maintenance

or support of minor child or Wife
"1(a) Whoever, being the'parent of a child under 18 -years of age, or who-

ever,'beng a married man, moves or travels in Interstate or foreign commerce
with theintent of'evading any, obligation for the maintenance or support-of
such child of such person or of the, wife of such person, which obligation is im-
posed by the law of the place from which such person flees, shall be fined not more
than $1,000, or Imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

"(b), Any person, who, at the time he moves or travels in Interstate or foreign
commerce, is the palrentof a child under 18 yearsof age or is a married man,
shaU be presumed, for purposes of subsection '(a), to have so movedror traveled in'
such commerce with the Intent referred to insubsection (a) If- - ,

"(1) as a result :of such person's.so moving or traveling In such
commerce-

"(A) such person Is outside the Jurisdiction of the place, the laws
of which impose the obligation referred to in subsectlon (a). %

"(B) such child, or the wife of such 'person, as the case may be,
remains within the jurlsdimtton of such place,

"(2) at the time such person so moves or, travels In such commerce, such
child, or the wife of such person, as the case may be, Is In destitute or
necessitous clrcumsta u9es, arid ..

+"(8) tuch person sbhll have failed, for m0re than one month after such
person leaves the Jurisdiction of such place,- tov notify such child or the
wife of such person, as the case may be, of his whereeboits. , - -

The presurhptlh-h bhliilfed by this subsection shall be rebuttable."
(b) The analysis of chapter 49 of such title is amended by adding at the

end thereof the following:
"1075. Flight by parent or husband to evade legal responsibility of maintenance or support

of minor child or wife."
53-231-OT-pt. 3-50
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STATIC OP NEW YORK,
EXECUTIVE CI.IAMBER,

Albany, ,eptcnbcr 11, 1967.
lion. ]RvasELL Lo.o
Chairman, SenatIc Finance Cotinittee,
Xcw Sen te Offlic building, Wsahingtopi, D.O.

DEAR 8E.JATOi LONe: People In New York are deeply concerned with the In-
pIlatlons of the Social Security Amendments before your Committee, and I'd like
to express my vIews on the Amendments to you. Therefore, I'm taking the liberty
uif writing you frankly on the subject.

a'rts of 11.1. 12080, the Social Security Amendments of 1067, are Intolerable
because the bill discriminates against thousands of children and because It threat.
enis thousands of the medically needy with the lo." of benefits. It Is wrong that
sonie children and those who are medically needy should be denied the same op.
iortnultles that are available to others.

There are several flaws, as well as good points, in the bill, but Its shortcomings
are portleulnrly acute on three major problem areas which tire not in keeping
with New York Stite's historical humanitarian concern.

First, the section limiting Federal partlcllation In the Medicaid program of
medical assistance to the needy would dangerously affect New York State's pres-
ent program and its ability to provide Its residents needed medical care, The pro.
grant that New York State now has underway has emancipated the medically
needy of the State from the fear of financial ruin and tragedy that often occurs
with serious illness.

New "York State Acted in good faith to comply with Federal legislation estab.
llshing Medicaid. This legislation required that new Federal funds be used to
exland existing State programs. It would be manifestly unfair for the Congress
to penalize New York StAte at this time for complying with the original Federallegislation,

If this bill were to become law, at least ten per t0nt of thoae New York State
residents who are receiving aid will lose their benefits, and at least ten per cent
of those eligible will lose their eligibility. It would result In loses of Federal aid
to New York State of At least $20,000,000 the first year, $40,000,000 the second,
and $S0,000,0O0 the third year.

A second undesirable part of this bill relates to children of unemployed fathersand permits Federal funds to be expended only for those families where the
father has a recent employment history or has exhausted unemployment com-
pensation benefits.

This 14 a distinct threat to family solidarity. Tn many cases fathers who lack
a recent work history will be forced to desert their families so that the children
can be aided. It is also unfair to the unfortunate children whose fathers for one
reason or another do nct meet the employment criteria specified In the bill. Why
should these innocent children be forced to bear the brunt of the penalty I

Finally, a grievous error would be mado it there Is a freezin.g of the percentnge
of Federally aided children In any state based upon January 1007 figures.

Our estimates of the effect of the proposed limits on Federal porticllpAtion In
the Aid to Dependent Ohildren program indicate that 25,000 needy children and
tlheir parents would be denied Federal aid by January 106S If this proposal were to
become law. The loss In Federal reimbursement would be approximately $10,-
000.000 during the last six months of the State's fiscal year. This again is dis-
crimination against children that should not be tolerated.

No situntlon is without movement and change. How do we know, for example,
whqt diffieultles a period of high unemployment might bring, and how many more
needy children might be Its consequences? I believe that assistance to children
under the Aid to Fomilles with Dependent Children program should remain an
open-ended approprl. tion, depending upoh the circumstances existing at any given
time, as have all welfare programs since their inception in 1085.

Thls Ig no time to enollvocate with the future of our children. ho they without
nedl or be they poor. The times call for a social awareness that mingles comnas-
sion with understanding and a desire to rededicate ourselves to the dignity of all
Individuals, young and old alike.

Sincerely,
Nuz~aoic A. Rooicricu~n.
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STATIC OF NEW YORK,
ExotUzvt- CHANIrN,

Albanyt, ;cptvbcr i, f967.i[oii. IitrsELr. LONO,

('hairmrn. 8cnatc Finance ('omni11cr,
Ncie Hcnatc Ofec Building, Was1itngton, D.O.

I)KI SENATOR LOxo: In my earlier letter dAted Septenlber fourteenth, I
pointed ilt a number of undesirable features contained in II.R. 12080 which
wooldladver.vly affect New York Mtate's present program of assistance to the
inedically needy.

I wish at this time to reiterate my strong support for flexibility it the program
by allowing income eligibillty for Medicaid to more accurately reflect the some-
tlme, widely varying economic conditions In different pArts of a state. The
present provision of the Federal legislation, requiring a uniform statewide
standard, has proved to he unrealistic. A rigid statewide standard falls to take
Into account that both health costs and Income levels vary vastly In different
areas of a state.

Accordingly, I uirge your Committee to give favorable consideration to a
lirovisIon to permit the State to set flexible Income eligibility standards.

Sincerely yours, XL"LOx€ A. ROOKMrgLFJ.

STATEMENT OF MALOLU It. IPETERSON, M.D., CHAIRMAN 01 THIC 1ICIANa
FolUM, N&W YORK, N.Y.

A*" Chairman of the PhyuIclans Forum, I aln pleased to present Its joint of
view regarding 11.11. 120W. I received my medical degree from the Universty
of Washington in Seattle and my post-doctoral training In Internal medicine
at Philadelphia General Hospital, Barnes Hospital li .St. Louis, and the New
York Hospital. I am presently Director of the Diilsion of Gastroenterology
li the Dopartment of Internal Medicine at Washington University School of
Medicine in which capacity I nut daily Involved In the care of patients and the
training of physicians.

The Physicians Fofun Is a national organization of physicians dedicated to
the principle that everyone is entitled to good medical care as a fundamental
right. By "good medical care" we mean a single claws of medical care available
to each citizen without any financial barriers and provided by a teanh of health
workers concerned with rendering totAl care for the total person. Necessary to
such Iedlcal cAre Is an adequate mpply and efficient utilization of physicians,
allied prsonnel, and health facilities.

At this time of Inevitable expansion of government-financed medical care,
the Physicians Forum believes that the organization of medical services in the
interest of economy, effectIveness, and quality is essential to assure a desirable
health return on the public dollar spent.

It is with these concerns and interests in mind that the Physicians Forum sub.
ntits comments on H.R, 12080.

7ITL XV/-

We believe that the principle of social Insnrance implied in Title XVIII,
which results in the Ipad-up right to medical care and the avoidance of a umeflils
test or charity, Is fundamentally correct. We regret the restrictions In the
application of this principle by the Inposition of deductibles and limitations
of ervlces.

A. We favor the increAse In cash benefits but regret the reduction from .the
15% recomiendied by the administration to a 12%% level specified In the bill.
Likewise we favor the Increase in the tax base but regret that this base was
not raised to the schedule InereaSe to $10,800 recommended by the aditnistra.
tion, as we believe Increasing the base Is an equitable application of the
pre itlve tax principle.

13. The PF recomnniends the elimination of deductibles now Included in Title
XViI because we favor an unlimited application of the sound principle of the
iaid-up right to medical care. We also question the economic wisdom of such
deductibles because:
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1. The costs or administering such deductibles may cancel out. tle savings;
particularly when separate agencies process charges rendered to a beneficiary
in different states. At the end of the first fiscal year of Medicare, queries it
regard to deductible status for payment of physician services under Part B
reached a total of 10,877,414.

2. The beneficiary s delay In seeking medical care may result in an in-
crease In the ultimate cost of treatment.

C. We favor the provision of alternate means of reimbursement for services
rendered by physicians. We believe that reimbursenent for many types of serv-
ice on a per capita or salary basis would be preferable to fe-foi-servlce. Were
a fee for service is being applied, we feel that n fixed fee schedule with variatloins
in different communities according tO the current customary and usual charges
Is a reasonable basis for a relative value fee schedule.

D. We regret the transfer of nil outpatient hospital services. to the supple
mentary medical insuraiq program of Part B, Title XVtiI and we rec-oinimnd
the Inclusion of both hospital and physician outpatient services tinder Part A.
Hospitals would then bill separately for hospital and physiclai services and hos-
pitals would remunerate physicians. We approve the payment of full and reason.
able charges for radiological and pathological services furnished by physicians to
hospital patients, and we favor the provision for remuneration of such physicians
by the hospitals rather than by direct fee-for-service payment

E. We regret the more restrictive definition of disability in H.R. 120S0 as
compared with the present law, and we regret the failure to Include disabled
beneficiaries under Medicare as recommended by the administration.

F. We believe that significant cost of Illness, namely the purchase of drugs,
should be covered by the social Insurance purchased by the beneficiaries. This
cost Is particularly high for the elderly who require containing medication for
chronic disease ' We recommend that benefits under Title XVIII be expanded to
cover costs of eye glasses, hearing aids and drugs prescribed by physicians for
outpatients, the costs of drugs being kept at aminlinum by prescription according
to generic name.,

TITLE XIX
Our main objection to Title XIX and therefore to the ,mendiuents to this

section' In HR. 1200 is Its continuation of traditional poor law legislation,
limiting eligibility to those qualifying under means, tests. We, therefore, disap-
prove the limitation on income eligibility that not only tends to freeze medical
assistance eligibility levelsbut also lowers them In some states. The principal
of social Insurance providing medical care as a pailduprright without a means
test Is superior to the provision of care according to a means test no matter how
high the levels. We not only disapprove of a means test eligibility for Individuals
qualifying for cash benefits under the welfare provisions of social security, but
we particularly disapprove of determination of "medical Indlgeney" at the
time of needed medical care.

We believe deletion of the present requirement that states provide at least
Inpatient hospital eervlea outpatient hospital services, other laboratory and
i-rat et , skilled nursing home services, and physician services, and
requirement that states provide only any-7 of the first 14 services outlined in
section 1095 will critically weaken the Title XIX program. The five previously
required services are basic and minimal to a satisfactory program and the provi-
sion of dental services Is a "must."

WiTLE It
The restriction of limited federalfinanclal assistance to broken home families,

eligible for AFDO at the caseload equivalent to the January 1907 ratio of such
children to the total state child population, places a restriction that could exclude
an unpredictable number of children from needed support.

The provision for an increase In Federal financing for such social services as
family counseling, day care, family planning, foster care, and other protective
child welfare projects; for demonstration and other research projects; for the
special costs associated with work and training programs; for the training of
social workers and their allies appear desirable. But we question whether such
desirable services and policies can be carried out under the thadow of coercion
and punishment without destroying their effectiveness.

We question the advisability and even the constitutionality of compulsory
requirements of work or training. Certainly flexibility In such requirements must
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allow for the unavailability of appropriate employment, day care centers, and
suitable training centers, and for family circumstances which dictate the neces-
siy of the mother's presence In the home. We feel that the responsibility for
the conduct of the expanded work and training, programs should be In the
Department of Labor rather than in the Department of HEW.
C(itting costs and improving qualty of mcdioal acr'Lcca

Much as we need to improve the financing and distribution of the cost of medi-
cal care by governmental Insurance, doing so without correcting our current
dilsorganized, fragmented and uncoordinated health services will Jeopardize
the quality and economy of U.S. medicine. Therefore, confronted with the In-
evitable extension of health insurance, the primary aeed is improving the organi-
zatloni of our health serviLes along such lies as the following:

Every family or Individual should obtain pIrlxudrf health care from a famly
physician especially educated, trained and respect as a specialist In this basic
field of medicine. Such family physicians, instead of practicing from segregated
private offices w!th overhead costs of 45 percent of earnings, should be membersof community clinic group practie tenai that include public health and visiting
nurses, social workers and bomemakprs s supported by laboratory facilities appro-
priate to meet some 10 percent of health and medl.al needs.

Nurses would do screening physical examinations in the cline and the home,
thus reducing expense and freeing physicians to do what only physicians are
qualified to do. The expensive duplication by family pediatrician amid Internist
In understanding family medical, toclal and economic problems and In making
home visits would be an extravagance of the past The family group practice
teams would be the foundation of our health and pie~ical care.

For. the needs that the family group practice teais are not qualified to meet,
specialists would be called as consultants to, see the patient with the famillv
iumy'siclan In the family care clinic or patient's home, pr, as circumstances require,
In the hospital where needed specialist services qre available.

Specialists otlier than, psychiatrists and family physicians, should be members
of hospital based group practices. As such they. would'b mor e readily available
to their hopitahized patients than when private oive bnsed. The wasteful expendl-
ture of phylclin time and energy In travel between h0spitala and office several
times a day would be oliminaled. ,Ne ded supporting lirso'jnel, expensive dlag-
nostle and therapeutic facilities and consultation ith other specilalists would be
more readily and economically available to them and their patients.
, Appropriately trained Inidwive9 or obstetrlaj assistpnts would reduce the cost

of normal deliveries end the number of deliveries unattended byv any 0bsteirt-
cally trained person. Obstetricians would' then havemore time to better setve
patients who need their special care.

Wjth progress in 'ttch basic organizations 'of professional services,. needed
regional planning of hospltals and other health falltlie according to location,
siz1, ownership, adequacy of staff and equipment an4 Qoordlnation of facilities
could be a fall accompl- instead of the failure It now Is., The costly .and un-
(.onomical segregation, and duplicatiO6 'of. hospitals according religious
denominations, patient economic status or government service coubd he red uced
nd ultimately eliminated. The Institution of. progressive health care by hospital-
Iz(,l patients and the development of hospital connected rehabilitation units,
nursing homes and home care services Would. bothlmprove the quality of cqreand reduce the current annual five billion dollar misuse of Inpaleat hospital
facilities. I .

And last but not least such organization of s rvicfs would promote consider.
H1op of ways of remunerating physicians that wounzd correct the current disparityIn fees for services requiring similar amounts of time and similar competence inrespective fields of specialization, eliminate the loss of feesas a possible deterrent
to referral of patients to. colleagues specially qualified to meet specific needs,and lessen the administrative cost and paper work of physician remuneration by
insurance plans.

The Physicians Form believes that the principle of soItui security insurance

with the paild-uP right to medical care is s6 basic to the golof providing a single
lAas of media care to each eltizen tht Wet have-recopmemded and recommend

again 'that the coverage by TITl~r, XVIII Oe'.tknded wltmiut deducibles orother limitation to the entire populatln. We #eOloie por la .legislh tion which
provides unequal elgibliity to citizens Of different steps 0 and iibiiitkfor'reds.cAl IndIgency determined at the tmeof need.' ud i . f -
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A critical need In this time of expanding government finaneed :uedivol care i~t
the Improvement In the organisation of services tin the Interest of ecououy, Qt.
foetiveness and quality. Without such, thle pioor health returit ou tile public dollar
spent. andh the drain onl the treasury could be disastrous for both file health alit]
1x'eloilny of thle lntion1.

l.4IN IN CoL?.F.Y,

Tot VAIL.
'oimnacl, Comm Ilhico on Flnasee,

U.S. Si 110,Wahington, DAO
lFAR MR .. V'Afl s Thank- you for your prompt rolily to iny letter of August 25.

rqIttestimig thme right to tetify before your (onnimittee. I sin, of courso.- gri.ved
to learn that abont'suh n important ineasure, affting thie livie- of PA) nialny

awnwomn, nd hilren yo ar cutaiingpublic hearings, and %%IlI not be
ableto iveme a auiene. Ianteve inr reved thnt you should lItve ~oni.
fused~~~~~~~~~ myugnl-drse eus otsiyabout somne of tile miio.t repress.
siv wefar ieialt~n sncetheNew t~alWith a request to tQstify nlabout
"taxinceass."I a siplyassmin th till' lhave confused ile with Poemit-
boiy eseand beaus oftheurgncyof he as, responding to your invitntion

to suit w wtten statement wich I would request be published IIn as elose to
nbarly-conploto fortns ossIble.

My objections to the proposedd welfare freeze, the onploymnent of all those
"emlioylbleiI" over 10, Aid the cut-off of ituch1 benefit" is unpilollloyillelt iliNurnim,4
for welfare recipientsi, as well as the Orovlsilon that a' man moutt hAve worked til(%
and a half out of the las,.t three years to'colec welfare, Is that thes are unitilftl,
inhumtan, cruel acts. $oto. may hector you about the Impinactivality of fidminis.
tering laws to punish children for the ihatps of their parents by holding ot
the threat of starvation. Others may even point out, and with justice t think, that
suchi provisions. are surely violations of the( equal lprote('tol clnumv of the Con.
stittlot,, since they single out a particular group for the inutiutl treatment
tif being deprived of a public benefit. Bunt, even the*v objections pIle, I think.
when placed alongside the very situplentinded obijection that It fis sinijly not
conitton decency to treat any class of people in A donmocracy as maleactors slin.
ply hem~so they have A history of poverty wiceh that democracy hans done little
or nothing to alleviate.

The clear Implication of the welfitre amuendinenti Is that It iq thle fault of th10
mothers And fathers and children who are poor tHnt they are pooir. Else, why ns,,e
every mean* to wek out defaultling fettherst who are, of course,- no heaot poor, al-
though defaulting? Why punlith children by depriving them of their only forni
of succor by wvithholding Federal relimbursemonts? Why punish at man for lnt
working when the economy seems. to proceed with great fility with it built-in
padl of three percent unemployment, n unemployment wich felts muo~t heavily,
I suspect, on black men And women?

Tho wisdom of legislation wich seeksi to get tough With the poor. ats House'
Chairman Mfills Indicated, is truly to be doubted [it this age of violence mid
Insurrection.

Does the Committee- (or the Congress entire) lan to do anything to get tough
with the fatrmers In the Sonth nd sewhere- who, by putting their 11aud4 sIn .4oil
bank. hAvt% swt up'their own nicTly athundtint welfAre, program, and driven hun.
dreds of thotmnds of blac-k and white tenant fArming families oiff the tatils.
nd onto the welfare rolls in our cities? No! It Is only the imor wvho are to Ie,
punlithe, as If they had fallen hec~wnrdot Into thei.,r poverty, rather than it
having been their general conditiontor as long as they have been citireu of this
Democracy?

And what of the children wvho are going to I* enfebled and hunilinteil. by
growing uip once again, ain still another grenoration, without prosper susxteniiee
niid care which only mothers. alid fattbieM can provide when they'lint-c ntropt*

Even If one agrees with thle lAw's Implicitly Invidious chiarfleteriztilons of the
parents (and the means that are netvessary to deal ~with them) ini Is-the
decoey'of punishing the children? One, volhd timitk (lint It tvoild Ibe immnblant
111)01 011 enlightened legislature, blleiAng Os: t'doiis, to'take evecry miauethat
the children do not reapliulate thkeir parenuti! histories.*Alu the Irpoe nnwd-
tllento, which will hot only re 'btrns a)id miore poverty.,1 wi ~ho assure
tho children who aPpt el to bo bot h dei1*44eut on the lftate And fall above th
,himtiryV" 10? levels, that their only'legaey lit to be destitutio, nllaluuittitioll,
atmi a lack of tihe amellities of sueh IproportioM4 tHIt their very IdeAs nutt vocal,~-
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larnes are warped and disordered to such a degree that they may never participate
Ii the general middle class celebration which. Is Aoierienn life today.

Ilha evidence for some time has been clear that the States alone, even If they%
wished to do so, do not have the rwsurciw to provide suatenatice to the growing
numbers of poor children -and their families. This legIsiallon obligate* the
states to pick up the tab which the Federal government, out of souitoMi nqell II 1h-
nemg. suddenly refuses to honor. What con be the effect of such in act Ioil except
to create more of the very poverty among black and white people which thle
Nation through Its executive and Its will Ili the tCongregs hits V'Ovettnt(4 tO
eimiIaIte?

I uniderstand tliat the legislation which Is so repressive for welfare fanlilies
i.s part of all ointilibue bill which provides modest Inicreases for social security
kpi-joners And woine reliabilitationul and daorer programs for Plxwr mlis
I Ami pot Op)posed to (hoso priovislofls, of course, bilt they ilo s-eem to be a'dis-
goise for at flagranut puniishment of tho few by) fte many for not bing so) fort unate
to have hand iirosperou-i fathers grow uip before them, alid I would'ask this
Committee to consider revising (lhe aniendments~u, applying insighglt, cozuWience,
mind the devwney by which they would chooseo to be treated If they were Ii such
strolts; and then to decide whether America Is to We t country for the weak
tin wel), at- tho strong, or whether It Is to lie a nation of Imcvasiugly privileged
fat vats who cannot istaind to share their affluvince for time Lwumiunwett. Forgive
mei If I have been at all lous-wl itled. )lear hli nuid, I Am 114t oll adini6trattor.
nir a social worker, only a writer wvho, spent two years of bit; life living and
talking with those whomn poverty hald-outmmged fin New York. Thus-. I cannot
offer you any convenient nostro1ns or panmumcs to dm-rease the public expense
for poor relief. It Is little enough that the people now -get. AA we' prosper. thev
are further Impoverished, for they f~dust buy Ii the me marke-tplaces, eat tbm
same food-., wear the samue clothes, at tho prevailing cost. Thio result is that
they are assured only that they And their chilidreni shall bW poor. The current
legislation "oe one step further: It asures themi th at they dre to ho singled
out, treated as mialefactors, virtually reduced to'State slavery whichh often
turns out to be State subsidy of venal employers) for the iple MAIrealon th
they are poor and have always been poor.

To the B~ritish Parliament which propoedto do something about the starving
condition of the Irish poor, the poet, Swift proposed that cottage Industries be
established to dress., truss, eviscerte And prepare Irish children for sale onl
the English market As table meats. 'Onea wishes tibet tMe presently proposed
legislation evidenced even this much perverted social sense. Blut our Congress
does not Intend to fatten but to Ptarve, not to'eliminate a problem but to make

een more painful the lives of thooe who already bear thme burden of that
problem. If there were even decently maintained State estalkVhiients where
the present generations of poor children might be removed f rom, the harmful
milieu of poverty, some of the persecutions of the parents, Although no less
caillous and cruel, might make a certain Amount of social sense. But what we
have to offer Is a life fit the rural or urban slunis or a IDickenanz almts-house
Incarceration at great State expense but without hope, comfort, or possibilities
for the future. So I hope you will forgive may Indignation, If it seems excessive,
And ask yourselves If you wis to be decent men and if that. is the way you
believe that decent men should act toward those wvho are, unhappily, the poor.

Yours sliteerely,
1HIV3Ail) M. ELwAN'l

.4,Ihor, "The 1'oorhowe Sate: The Aimmrrica& WIay of Life on P'ublic
.4Asistance."

STAMENT or (InLATF.B I'll iAPIXII 1A COMMITUniX roll NIKTt-IIIARNIAirvt-~i1,
SCINNcmga TO TIMK 8KNATIC 1"iANcc ('oMut113J ox 8. 2209AND .4. 17-lsoosmw
AIWSXKTs To THE i OIAt. ftet'iITY 13114 1.1,11. 12WS. fivemliTen orv TH~OMAS
M. I)URAxT, M.D., CIIAIIAN, Uirpi UNivrmasnr knzow, or MrincsNI

suVINARY A.64) RMEOSAUENDAT1ONW

The Oreater Pilladelphia ("ofiiittee for ~ei~.hrhemtclS~me
wishes to conneptl tis Senite ('omittee hd- itA Chi~iriban for their Interest

inior an obetv ftegets m ti to'Over. 4ierlcan--tissuring that the
natin's rugsuply' Will be of bigbeot possi~le qhahity -and tliat dWngp wlll be

Available,. to All who need them, on'l the mfost eeoumonliie baiwmsoet~ithighi
quality and safe and effective use. Our Committee, made up of five medical
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P4lifMls, two schools of pharniacy, and five pharinaeeuilIcn houses, Is In conu.
plete unanimity on the importance of this objective.I We doubt, however, that the provisions of S. 220 will In fact advance our
country toward that measure's goal of assuring "the orderly, efficient, proper,
and economical provision of drugs . . ," for the following basic reasons:

First of all, this bill provides for the creation of it government comnmittee
who shall have the responsibility to publish a Federal Formulary. 'he task
facing such a committee, fit view of the provisions of the bill, would be insur.
mountable at the present time.

Second, the freedom of the physilan to prescribe the drug lprodnct of his
choice would ie seriously Impaired.

Third, the economic consequences to the pharnaceutical industry, our entire
drug distribution systeniau, more importantly, the consumer, have not been
explor6d. For example, th6'nlethod'by which prices would be controlled would
diminish the nlotlvatlnn 'of the Industry to risk investment in research and
development of new drugs.

Fourth, It seems a certainty that the savings purported to be effected hy this
legislative proposal would be more than wiped'out by the various additional
costs which would be experienced in fulfilling the requirements of the bill.

Fifth, It removes the Incentive for the Industry to push forward In the devel.
opment of better quality dftig producL. It places too much relineo oni govern.
mient controls to Insure uniform quality of drug production rather thai creating
Incentives for the individual company" to exceed required inhinal standards.

Ve believe that, In part, the goals of 8. 2299 woitld be be.t Accomsplished by
giving considerationto tote following reconlulendations:

Rcomionecpdallon ,o. '.-Tle Food and Drug Administration,' undtr the
Refauver-ltarris Drug Act of 1M2, has the broadest authority to Intqlt drug
idiauts and conduct laboratory anilyseA of drug products. lut the fact ifstlat
the Agency Is unable to fully enforce the regulations nt the present time because
It tacks the necessary resources. Therefore, we believe the Congre. should pro 1de
iPDA with the teehnologkal manpower and related revirct..a to fully Implement
the requirenients of the 1002 Act.

-rm niticdld lion. No. '?,-Thi FDA's hew progriain of Inceaeied saiipling
anid laboratory- analysis of finishedldrug proIutL of all malnimflcturer"nt all
levels of distributilon Should be exlAnded as prontly ni pos.'lblC to the extent
required to provide the highest degree" of assurance that the nation's entire
drug mitupply conforms with All USP,1 NP, and other statutory .qtandanf.

Vongre.s should suliply il fiecessary funds for rapld exjianslon of FDA's testfrailties at the New'Nattionnl Center for Drog Analysis at St. Touis. and else.
where. The health professions and plinrniacentfoal industry should support appro.
printion of the necesm ry funds.

1i c~imeoldallon o 8.-The ab."nee of:TT.SP And XF standard.s xiflefclly
reldting to biological performance limits meaningful conclito-ton on the'thern.
peutl effectiveness of a drug product that niee4ASP or NF slWleflen'tlons. The
1T181 has set up a conuntittee to lnvek.-tlgat estlulfsliment of clinical performance
qnndards tw a nnmlr of drug. ln 'the TJSP. The 1181', N'P. and comparable
standards should be kept abreast of advances In science and technology. We urge,
therefore, that government, health sciences and the pliarinaceut lent Industry
encouige and support such Improvements in flese standards.

Recomnmcdallo No. 4.-The profeslonal organlations of medicine and of
medical education should develop a prograth to impresq upon physiCeAns that
they should be mindful of the economic cons sequences of the treatment they
prescrile.

P. 17-Th Hoitoya bill
Additionally, the Greater l'hlladelphlia Committee endorse the equally praise.

worthy objective of S. 17, which provide for the coerage of prescribed drugs In
thep volunry Insurance portion of the Medicare program. However, we feel that
insuring. as S. 17 would, the availability of drugs for M1edicare beneficiaries,
pr incihlly those over 6*, when they are outside of hospitals and nursing homes,
Is inot necessarily the best or only answer,

'The Greater Phiiadelphia Committee believes that none. rkairdleM . o agfo,
,41hould be denied prescription drugs because he cannot pay. We feel that the
blggest burden Is borne by those persons, young and old, who stiffer front chronic
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Illness, require longteri drug therapy, nud who nre not eligible for present
governfient progrums. Those who have this need should be Identifled. W, urge-
that the health profesioii and all other Interested parties join In a cooperative
effort to mean.re such ieel,, and then seek tean,; to'solvo the over-all problein.

' :- " ' D5s'UAlsION'

The Formulary ComnmtIc utjd its upapon tibi ( "
1. 2290 vonl& establish a ne.nember "Pornulary CommitteeL in the TIMW
1)eittnment with responsibility over drugs in the deiortinen's expanding health
and welfare programs. It would require that committee to make, for all-preAcrip.
tion drtgs and biologleais, subtle Judgments nbout relative drug effectivenes'
And distInetive therapentle characteristics that no offlcal body Of U.S. medical
science-In government-has ever before attempt d or been asked to attempt.
I The committee would then publish a "'orinulary of the U.S." Identifying

the drug prodtts that would be paid for by the government, nnd the IIEW
Secretary wmld establish "reasonable cost ranges.",;For such a k'lormulary. to
serve Its Intended cost-control purposes, many safe and effective drugs would have
to be excluded. Thus, the formulary and related provIsions would seriously Inter-
fere With the care of patients it InIHW health and welfare programs and could
ultimately impinge on aid to the sick everywhere. It seems to this committee
that the prime objective of this official U.S. oveniment listing of approved drugs
is cost reduction, not excellence of medical care.
How can any government committee te sure that some admittedLy safe- and

effective, but "unnecessary" or -duplicatIve" drug-the Fo'0rmulary would bar
such-will not be needed by one or many Medicare or welfare patients? -

A few years ago. for example, Congress gave extensive considoratl6n to- the
complexities of evaluating drug effloaty and sAfety. After study that went on
more than two years, Congress wisely rejected'thf O6ncept that to be eligible
for federal licensing a neWvdrug should be relttvely more effective than'exist-
ing drugs prescribed for the same -condition. Thus, the 1902 Kefauver.narrt
Act requires a showing of safety and effectivenesg, but without comparison to ally
other therapy,

Federal agency officials, the medical profession, the pharmaceutical Indnstry,
and members of Senate and House Agreed-that n6 showing of relatively greater
effectiveness should be required as a condition for obtaining PDA approval
of a new drug.

For all prActical purposes, so ftr a's the IlEW Deparlment'a health and wel.
fare programs are concerned. S. 220 would effectively uindermine tIrP "new drug"
provisions of tihe Federal Food, Drtg, nnd Cosmetic Act under which' the 11.S.
IPood and Drug Administration rtquilres the sauhi mIs.lon of substantial evidence
of the safety ndl effectilveness'of any new drug before It permits such a drug
to be placed on the market.

The IiI'W Department expressed es.sentlally the same view In a recent
rept to this ColnlIttee on the policy and procedural problems under S. 2200.We strongly urge this Committee, therefore, not to revommed to the genata
that a Federal Formularly Committee be empowered anid required to make judg.
mnents on relative effectiveness of medicines simply beca ise these medicines
are to be used In federally.flnanced health programs.

Intcrfrrellcc frith pat Iitl care
Evaluations of drug efficacy by panels of committees of experts insight produce

such conolusions as:
.- Drug A has been shown In clinical trials to be effective in the treatment

of TI% of the Iatlenta III with a given di.sease.
-Drug R was shown to be effective In treatment of only 00% of patients

with the same condition.
With appropriate evidence of relative safety. tIlth 'Drug A Oibd Drug R would

be npprovtble under FDA's "new drug" provisions, And so they should be,, But
a FPderal 'Irmtiary Committee of thWe kind contemplAted by 0. 2209 might con.
clude thht '1rng f? Ns "unnecesamry" or "therapetleally duplicate" because it
Is only 00% "effective" compared to Drug A's 75%. However, the 60% success-
fully'treated with Drug*f might Include some or all of the 25% who did not re-
spond to Prtug A. ts this Statistically less effective medicine "unnecle&ary"
or "duplicAtive" for tlise sick men or women?

Evaluating committees., nbmatter hOw'Pxalte their credentials . deal with
averages. The practicing physielan deals with Imdividual patients. No safe and
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effective drug should be denied to the medical profeqlon or to the beneficiaries
of federal-state health and welfare programs by federal edict on economic
grounds alone. Though less effective-on the average-thain some other product,
the less effective drug may be "Just what the doctor ordered" for certain "non-
average" patients. Only their attending physicians can determine this.

This discussion of relative effectiveness has dealt primarily, to this point,
with the comparative evaluation of different drugs for use In treating the same
or similar diseases. But there Is another, perhaps equally serious problem oil the
relative safety and effectiveness, for nditdual patleids, of drugs containing
the same active Ingredient or Ingredients produced by different manufacturers
in a variety of dosage forms according to varying formulas. Drug products con-
taining the same active therapeutic agent can and do have different inactive
Ingredients and exciplents, different vehicles and bases. The active Ingredient
can be released at differing rates of speed.

Remember, Mr. Chairman, we have the problem of drug allergy. No-drug was
eve ' made that someone was not allergic to. The well-known problem of peni-
cillin sensitivity supplies a good example. Allergic reactions to this life-saving
drug range from minor skin eruptions to sometimes fatal anaphylactic shock.
Patients can react not only to the active therapeutic agent, but they can also
lI allergic to the Inactive Ingredients In'a tablet or capsule or other dosage form.
Thus, it might be highly Important, at times, for physicians to have available,
for particular patients, one or more, drug products that had been left out of the
Formulary of tile U.S. under S. 2299 as "unnecessary" or "therapeutically dupli-
ative" or whose price was beyond the HE,1W Secretary's "reasonable coat range."
The IT.S. Public Health Service, In a commentary on S. 1303--the predecessor

to tihe legislation now. under consideration, S. 2299--touched on many of these
points. We understand that the PBS statement was submitted to your Coin.
mittee by the tlEW Department. It said in part:

"In the absence of a substantial amount of blopharinaceutical research relat-
Ing to the relative clinical effectiveness of vast numbers of drugs and combl.
nations of druig. we fall to see how the proposed Formulary Committee can
possibly make supportable value judgments as to the relative therapestic ralue
of one drug over another in carrying out Its responsibilities under the pro-
losed bIll.

"Moreover, the matter of determining whether a drug Is 'unnecessary or thera-
peutically duplicative' poses potential problenis of professional prerogatives and
judgment and could seriously interfere with the practices of private physicians.

"Drug allergies, which occur In up to 10% of the population and are of severe
or even fatal nature. frequently require alternative preparations which may
be therapeutically duplicative."

This brief PHS commentary sums up succinctly the problem of determining
relative efficacy as well as how such determinations might effect the practice
of medicine.
Bconomlc con 8erif es of S. 2299

There Is on ther reason why the public interest could be hurt hy a ninemee-
ber government committee with power to bar safe and effective drugs, on rela-
tive effecjlvenes." grounds, from ni official UA. Formulary.

it Is widely acceiited as a faottbot expansions of federal and federal-state
health and welfare progrmis, And of health in.urmn c progrmni of industry,
labor unions, private carriers, Blue Cross/Blue Shield and the like, will find
so-called "third parties" (government agencies, insurance companies, etc.)-
and not individual patients-paying the bill for one-third to one-half of all pre-
scriptions within the next few year*.

The Formulary of tile U.S. and HEW's "reasonable cost ranges" would almost
Inevitably be followed by most other thirdparty payers. We recognize that S.
220f( wouihl not explicitly bar from uts in IlEW health and welfare programs
drugs not listed in the Formulary of the U.S. Nor would It caplicitly bar front
ive drugs whose cost exceeds tile "reasonable cot ranges" established by the
HEW Secretary. Drugs furnished to a patient by an accredited hospital which
uses its own acceptable f(vrmulary system would also be paid for from federal
funds.

Ilut S. 22(0 would bar federal paytnent unless tie drug were In either the
T.I. Fornmlary or an accredited hospital's formulary, And It would bar federal
ialnmctnt in c.rccs. of the "reasonable coat range," or, where applicable, "reason-
nle charges." The patient or the state would have to pay.
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Tile purposes of these provisiona-and their effects-shoud be obvious, One
result would be effective denial to the physiCian of necessary freedom to pre-
s.ribe, for one-third to one-half of our people, to the serious detriment of good
patient care. And a research-oriented industry, whose economic health is vital
to the public health and well-being of this country and to medical.pharnaceuti.
cal progress, could be denied access for many products, both new and old to one.
third to one-half of its present market,

The research and development of Innovating companies who now spend $400
million annually for this purpose would be seriously curtailed. Consider, for a
moment, what might happen, Under the requirements of the 1962 Ketauver-
Harris Act, it may cost as much as $4 million or $5 million or more, and take
six or seven years, to carry out necessary chemical, pre-clilnical and clinical re-
search on a new drug product and to get approval for marketing from the FDA.

This drug product might have unique values for some Individuals or categories
of patients, even though it was not universally more effective than already
available medication, But, under the provisions of 8. 2200, such a drug product
might not be approved for the Formulary. This possibility would discourage the
Investment of, large sums of risk capital by the Industry In research and de-
velopment.

In addition, from the economic viewpoint, the competitive pressure of an.
other entry In the medical marketplace would be lost. The HEW report to your
Committee on policy and procedural problems uider S. 229D was emphatic on
this issue. It declared: , .: - L _t _,

'The exclusion of competitive therapeutically duplicati-e drugs may tend to
elhinate competition among manufacturers.

"The advantage to a manufacturer of havinghis drug in the Formulary,
while l)qslly equally good drtgs are excluded, provides an economic, advan-
tage not related either to quality or to the market place."

As to over-nil R&D policy-it would be a real tragedy for the public welfare
it an Act of Congress which was intended to reduce the cost to government of
welfare drngs-nmedicines for the needy and aged-should erect a roadblock to
new drug development. :: , ;

The relative efficacy, formulary, and "reasonable cost" provisions of S, 2299
would force price competition among standard drug products, but at what
cost to competition in pharmaceutical R&D; In the loss of new medicines; and
In general depressant effect on the innovating pharmaceutical houses? HEW's
reasonable cost ranges, Imposing limits on federal payments for drugs prescribed
for beneficiaries of federal-state health and welfare progranms, would become
effective price controls, too. In the private Insurance plans. Ultimately, the effect
of these price controls would be felt wherever medicine Is practiced and pre-
scrilIw drugs are bought and sold.

S. 2209 gives no consideration to the economies of an Psential and productive
Industry-that segment of the drug industry that conceives and develops new
drugs. Consequently. If A. 1201M were pased by the Congress, It is likely that the
research productivity of a vital Industry would be seriously Impaired and medi-
cal and pharmnceutical progress would suffer.

Let us remind you of the words of HEW Secretary John Gardner when he
aippointed a Task Force on Prescription Drugs to examine these difficult prob.
h, .Secretary Gardner said:

"In all of its work, I have asked the Task Force to measure the value of pos-
sible solons not only In terms of dollars to be' saved, but in the quality of
health care to be delivered."

The greater Philadelphila Comitteeo for 'MedlcaI-Pharmaceutieal Sclences
urges this Committe to measure its objectives with the same sound yardstick.
Q uality control conl odcalion8 and their coat

The sponsors of S. 2299, seeking to assure the quality of drugs prescribed in
federal health nud welfare. p rogrants, directed the proposed Formulary Com.
mittee to prohibit the use of drugs It found to be of' acceptable quality." Their
blllauthorizes the Formulary Commilttee to establish test procedures, and, to
have tests conducted so as to determine drug quality. In conjunction with the
Fornulary Committee, the IW Secretary is called on to make inspections and
follow other tests and procedures to ensure that drugs eligible for use In federal
health and welfare program are not misbranded or adulterated. The only int-
tation S. 2200 would place on the Formulary Committee and the Secretary In
establishing test procedures. would, it appears, be their Own discretion.
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The effectiveness of these 4zUality assurance provisions would be doubtful. if
not illusrt. Under present law;,the HEW Department and the Food and Drug
Administration already have' the broadest authority to perform drug plant in.
spcton " tind analye drugs in their laboratories.

It is beyond'FDA5s present capabilities to carry out a program limited to the
narrow! purpose of making sure that all:drugs codiform to USP, NF. or other
applicable standards that specify, for examplb,!the purity of chemicals used as
drugs and how mun(h active ingredient a 'product hobld'contaln. . ,

The FDA itself cicknowledges that it lacks the manpower and laboratory and
related resobrces needed to provide-even this limited asshrance of drug product
safety and, effoctlvenes.' How can the proposed Formulary Committee do thls
JobIftheFDAcinnot? .... .

'he quality of th nation'sdrug.surply haslnng been a subject of general
discussion in the p'rulatory agemicy, in Committees of the Congress, and in the
pharmaceutical industry,' Tvo regulatory techniques that have been mentioned
more than once are: (1), COrtification of every batch of every drug produced
by every manufActurer, ind (2),'The stationing of resident FDA Inspectors in
every drug manufacturing plant.'. -':

The first technique would compare to the kind of batch certification that now Is
required under the Flood, Drug hnd Cosmetic Act for: '(1) Antibiotics for human
use, and (2) Insulin. Thesebnd Would be modeled after federal programs for
continuous inspectloh of meat and poultry processing llants.

Testifying on August 10, 1967, before the Monopoly Subcommittee of the Senate
Small Business Committee, Dr. james I. Goddard, Commissioner of FDA, e4i-
mated that batch certification of all drugs would cost about $90 million-a year.
Thee have been estimnites thatlt'would cost another $50 million annually to
station resident FDA Inspectors in every drug plant., -

During your Committee's hearings on this legislation on August 31, 1967. the
Chairman of the Senate Finanbe Committee stated: *"My drug bill (S. 220)
wotild! save $100 mllioh- a year and drugs would be of better quality than
now ...
But batch certification and continuous FDA insPection, two fruonently men-

tioned quality assurance techniques,, would cost an estimated $140 million a
year; And even If cost Is Ignoted,.neither measure can' gunaantee quality. The
FDA* Weekly Recall Report recently Included recalls of. three certified antibiotic
Wpkiucts which had become subpotent.

J_ No resident 'FDA Inspector (no raitter how experienced and capable-and
these are essential qualifications) cat: personally monitor the diverse quality
control activities that are performed by hundreds of employees at widely scat-
tered locations in every quality-oriented pharmaeeutical house to assure batch
safety and effectiveness.

Therefore, evenwith batch certification and resident inspection, the proposed
Formulaky Comimittee' would not have a, "fool-proof" basis for deciding what
drug products are of "unacceptable quality," or. for that matter, of "acceptable
quality." And,'in any event, on a cost basis'alone, 'would not the $100 million
saving be wiped out?

IsIt not clear, Mr. Chairman,that'these difficult problems of drug quality,
effectiveness, and safety have not yet been given the kind of careful examination
by Congress that they require?

Other admjnnitratvo cost, of ". g299
Forgetting the high cost of "quality controls," there is good reason to believe

that the cost to HEW and the states of administering S. 2299's restrictive Formt-
Iar/loost-comrol system would alone be greater than the savings possible from
drug price fixing.

About 70 million welfare drug prescriptions were involved last year In federal-
state programs, and the number may soon rise to100 million or more a year as
additional states take advantage of Title XIX (Medicaid).

Under 8. 2290, each welfare drag prescription submitted for payment would
have to be checked. to: 1) Identify the drug dispensed, 2) Make sure It's a "qual-
ified drug," and 3) Determine that the payment is within the "reasonable cost
range." .

We can conceive of the creation of vast auditing bureaus In the state and fed-
eral government, at staggering expense.,

The Greater Philadelphia Committee, representing academic medicine, phar.
macy, and drug manufacturing, cannot accurately estimate these costs. Therefore.
we urge your Committee, if you have not already done so, to have detailed estl-
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mates developed by experts at hIEW. Such estimates might well show a net dollarius to the public from S. 2299 betau,*e of Administration cost alone.
S. 17- Thc Mon boya bill

Also before you at this time Is S. 17. This measure contains Formulary aid$.# ot. ntrol" provislous sillar in .many respects to those In S. 2299. In addi-tion,.It would expand the voluntary Insurance portion of the Medicare Act (PartI of titlee XVIII) to Include prescription drugs.Our comments on the Formulary, quality and cost-control provisions of S. 2299apply with equal force to the comparable provisions of S. 17 which should be given
much further study.

As stated earlier, we endorse this bill's laudable objective of ensuring that oursenior citizens will be able to obtain the drugs they need as outpatients -outsideof hospitals or nursing homes where Medicare already covers drugs. Congress has,however enacted the Medicaid program, which is intended to provide medicalcare, including drugs, for those classed as "medically IndigenL"The Greater'Philadelphia Committee has a deep concern for those who do notqualify for Medicaid and find the purchase of prescribed drugs a burden. All ofthese persons, young ard old, should be identilied. The degree of their need shouldbe determined. We urge that the health professions and all other interested partiesjoin in a cooperative effort to measure such need, and then seek means to solve theover-all problem. Perhaps the HEW Task Force Study, undertaken at the direc-tion of the President, will point out some ways In which this can be accomplished.

HEALTH! & WELFARE COUNCIL
O METROPOLITAN ST. LoUis, INc.,

Of. Louis, 31O., September 26,1967.161i.- Russr L Lose,
(hairm'an, Oom mitlee on Finance,
U.,. ienate, Washington, D.A.

DI).ta $8-qATOR Lo0 :'The enclosed statement on H.R. 12080 was unanimouslyapproved by the Board of Directors of the Health and Welfare Council of Metro-politan St. Louis. The Health and Welfare Councll Is a'voluntary organization of200 health, welfare and recreation agencies in the St. Louis area.I We respectfully request that you and Your ommlttee" take into considerationthe views expressed in the enclosed statemenL
Sincerely yours,

Rtc1TAt 8. JONEe, PresCiden1.

STATEMENT Ob HI.R'2080
The Board of Directors of the Health and Welfar 4iulndll of Metropolitan St.Louis Wishes to comment on Certain 0r6vision of TkIeshII, III and IV of HR12080 (TheSocialSecurity'Amendmentsof1967). ,This bill contains many desirable provisions long sought by the soclal'tel'

faro'cbm t unity. T hese In hide : '' '' , .. ghtyh," ciaj y .
fanil$y coh12sehing, day care, family planning, foster' eare 'and other prttvechild welfare services; for demonstration' and other research' projects; for the,special "costi associated with work and training' programs and for tltaining ofsocial workers a'nd their aides. " ' .2. Earnings exemption for recipients of 'Aid to Families with Dependent hit-
dren.

;'. Emergency assistance for certain needy families with dependent children.'4: Federal paymentA for repairs to homeg OWned by recipients of aid or as-
We endorse the inlu~on of these prOVialoni and'urg* theCongres to retAint hom In the final version of this'bill. . " ..-.

'Thoe are however bthbetprotisions in' this bill which give us deeoi boneern and"we 6'0opjosgd t6 the]r indluson In the bill inth'eir present form. These are:1. LfmItation on the number of certain depemdidt "children fot.iohom kdderalAFDO ,patmnts may be made,.-This provision results in unequal treatmentof children in need; potentially, Increases the fiscal burden on state and localunits of government or spreads already Inadequate assistance payments over a
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larger number of children; and eliminates a state's ability to respond promptly
to situations arising out of economic recessions.

2. The conspulsory nature of the community work and training program re-
quiring that an AFDO mother or other adult or child over 16 years of age siiut
engage in wcork and training (unless specifically exemptcd) as a condition of
receiving asslstancc.-Employment and training programs are important re-
sources for public assistance recipients. Their value is however diminished when
they are made a condition of assistance. This provision will be expensive to
administer and will further drain off already scarce social work personnel Into
Inappropriate roles.

3. Limitation of 75 percent federal matching funds for child welfare services
to AEDO children rather than granting this to all children in nced of stch scr'-
iccs.-Child welfare services should be available to all children who need them.
States should be encouraged to provide such services regardless of the families'
need for financial assistance. This provision because of its more favorable match-
Ing formula for AFDC children will tend to retard the development of child
welfare services for all who can benefit from such services.

4. 'endor payments for dependent children.-The purpose of public assistance
programs Is to assist families in a dignified and constructive manner. "Voucher"
payments are reminiscent of company stores and are likely to increase a family's
dependency.

5. Elimination of the fire percent limitation on the member of AFDC recipients
for whom protective payments may be made.-We recognize that there are a
limited number of families who are either incompetent or otherwise unable
to handle money wisely and, therefore, "protective payments" are necessary. The
present requirement of the law that such payments be limited to no more than
five percent of each state's AFDC recipients provides assurance that it will not
be misused. We urge retention of the five percent limitation.

0. Rcrislons in the Aid to Families ith Dependent Chlldren--Uncinployed
Parent Segment which tic the definition of unmployment to an attachment to the
labor force.-In 1961 the Congress attempted to correct one of the major short-
comings of the AFDC program by permitting states to provide assistance to
dependent children one of whole parents iS employable but unemployed. We urge
that this section of the law which is now temporary be made a permanent part
of the Social Security Act. At the same time, however, we believe that the
revision proposed in HR 12Q80 tying the definition of unemployment to an at-
tachmtmt to the labor force is unwise. The need for assistance is as great in
families where fathers have no work experience as in those where they do. We
urge that the present language of the law be retained.

7. Elimination of the Title XIX requirements that states must provide firc
specific basic services.-We favor retention of this requirement.

8. The definition of medical indigency set at 331/c% percent above the highest
amount paid to a family of the same size in the form of money payments under
AFDC.-We urge the adoption of the definition contained in HR 5710, namely
50 percent above the highest amount paid to the family of the same size under
AFDC.

Any public welfare program in order to be effective must emphasize the dignity.
of human beings. The provisions of HR 12080 enumerated above, tend to destroy
the dignity of people and increase rather than decrease their feeling of depend-
ency and worthlessness.

The proposed amendments do not address themselves to one of the basic
inadequacies and inequities of our public welfare laws-namely, the inadequacy
of all public assistance grants in many of our states and the inequities of the
formulae for federal support between the AFDC category and the adult categories.

We urge the Senate to eliminate those provisions of HR 12080 which are
destructive of human dignity and we further urge the Senate to restore the
public assistance requirement originally contained in HR 5710 that states "meet
their own minimum standards." We believe however that states will only be
able to implement such a provision if additional federal financial assistance is
made available. In our own State of Missouri, we only provide 77.3 percent
of the budgetary need for old age assistance recipients and a shockingly
low 41.7 percent for AFDO families.
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STATEMENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE, SUBMITTED

sY THOMAS W. GEORoES, JR., M.D.

SOME COMMENtS ON H.R. 12080

We are concerned about some of the provisions in H.R. 120S0 now being con-
sidered in the Senate. While many aspects of the amendments are desirable
including the service provisions for increased and improved day care, foster care,
homemaker services, constructive work incentives, more useful work and training
programs, rehabilitation plans for each family, extra funds for family planning,
and money for social work education, we feel the necessity to comment on those
aspects of the bill about which we have serious question. In addition, wre do
have some suggestions.
Section 101. Increase in, old-ago survivor* and disability insurance benefits

The bill provides for a benefit increase of 12%% across-the-board with a $
a month minimum. We support the administration's recommendation of a 15%
benefit increase and a $70 a month minimum benefit. The present bill would
remove from poverty approximately 800.000 people while the recommended
increase would remove approximately 2,000.000 people from poverty. It would
afford a substantial number of old age assistance recipients in Pennsylvania to
become independent of that assistance.

We further recommend a special minimum benefit of $100 per month for persons
who have worked at least 25 years In jobs covered by Social Security.

Under the present bill, benefits for disabled widows are provided beginning
at age 50, reducing the amounts they would get if they retired at age 62 without
disability. We believe that disabled widows at any age should receive full widow's
benefits.

The House bill did not include the recommendation that disabled Social Secu-
rity beneficiaries should be included under Medicare. This affects Pennsylvania
by making it necessary for us to provide health care under Title XIX Since
available data reveals that health costs for the disabled are higher than for the
aged, we support modifying the bill to extend the protection of hospital insurance
to the disabled group.
Section 202. Earnings exemption for recipients of aid to famlie8 tiilh depcndciit

children.
This section of the bill provides incentives and various social services for aid

to families with dependent children. These provisions in and of themselves are
good, however the legislation attempts to impose socially accepted behavior and
to force mothers to work. This kind of legislation invites coercion dl)proaches
by the states.

We disagree that work for AFDO mothers should be made mandatory because:
(1) Each American mother has the right to decide whether or not she will

remain home and raise her young children.
(2) In Pennsylvania the average number of persons on AFDC in a year has

been reduced between 1963 and 1X87, from 316,090 to 246,67. During those years
117,834 cases came on the rolls because they left employment; 106,310 left the
rolls because they went to employment. We believe this record is based on a
program which provided a wide variety of opportunities and aids-training,
specialized rehabilitative, educational and employment services; unusually fine
cooperative activity among departments of government; a healthy economy with
Industry, business and government doing everything possible to provide Jobs.

While we continue, as does the rest of the country, to have unemployment
among certain groups (particularly youth and especially Negro youth), we are
vigorously carrying out MDTA, Title V (OEQ), Neighborhood Youth Corps
(OEO), New Careers (OEO), and many specialized employment programs of
our own to meet the problems head on.

Public Assistance clients are not essentially different from other Americans.
Most of the able-bodied want to work if Jobs are provided. But we emphasize that
mothers of young children should have a choice.

(3) The mandate reverses the thrust of the original Social Security Act
itself which was to keep mother and 'child together. There is no coercion, for
instance, in the survivor's benefit program. Many mothers of children receiving
OASDI benefits work. Many do not.
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(4) The Congress of the United States,z by passing tile mandatory work
provisions would be establishing securely.n law that APDO mothers, purely
because of their poverty, are second class citizens and should receive coercive
treatment. . f .t: . I

(5) We believe society does not gain If it forces a mother to leave her young
children and go to work. Contrary to usual opinion about the AFDC program,
Pennsylvania, like most other states, has always insisted that women with grown
children be self-supporting. Where a woman has young children, we offer her a
choice.

The House neglected to consider that foster care, day care, and homemaker
costs might be as high as the assistance cost. Most AFDC mothers go into
low-paid employment and will not be able to *contribute a great deal for these
services. In addition, we must consider the social as well as the higher economic
cost of homes that may break up when mothers of young children work. Foster
care costs are four times the cost of assistance and there has not been comparable
federal matching.

It should be noted, too, that the Incentive plan adds another formula to an
already diverse and complicated set. Federal law and regulation provides for
different incentive deductions for old age assistance, for the blind. The proposal
to exempt the first $30 and one-third of the difference for an AFDC wage earner
is an improvement over the present situation which allows no work deductions
for APDO recipients, except children. It apparently replaces the mandated higher
deductions allowed for several Federal employment programs.

The proposed incentive Is lower than is-allowed for the aged, the blind, and
the Federal employment programs. It should be Increased.

The Incentive plan, if used positively, will encourage public assistance recipients
to seek and keep employment.

The incentive provisions excludes persons already employed and at the same
earnings level of working persons on assistance receiving the work exemption.

This appears inequitable. In effect, it gives a person on assistance a bonus
denied to a person with equal earnings.

The incentive provision would cost Pennsylvania $3,197,500. About one-third
of this cost arises because of Pennsylvania's general assistance program which
is entirely state financed.
Section 203. Dependent children of unemployed fathers..

Federal funds are presently available for AFDC payments to families where
the breadwinner is unemployed. Pennsylvania has made excellent use of this
program. The bill provides that fathers would be required to have had a "sub-
stantial connection" with the work force to be eligible. They must have either
exhausted their Unemployment compensation rights 6r have had a, year and
a half of work during a three-year period ending in the year before assistance
is granted. The assistance would not be available if the father was currently
receiving unemployment compensation.

This restriction of eligtbility to fathers Who have a connection with "work
force" or who are not receiving unemployment compensation would cost Penn-
sylvania $213,000. However, if there [an increase in unemployment, there would
be a significant increase in state costs. This provision greatly restricts our AFDC
program by:

(1) Relating the employment status solely to the father, not as now, to eitherparent;
(2) Requiring a work history of six tiuarters;
(3) Requiring a, work and training program be established (July 1, 1960)

nnd assignment of the unemployed father within thirty days after receipt of
aid;

(4) Denying AFDC to cases where the father received unemployment compen-
sation.

Young married couples with Children in which the father has not been In
the work force long enough to have six quarters of coverage and needs public,
assistance will b~e denied.

Persons receiving unemployment compensation payments are today eligible
foranpplementpry public assistance In Pennsylvania.

The iWinuni weekly unemployment compensation rate is $45 pe' week In
Pennsylvania. The' family whosk net is ex eed that amuut, will be denied as-.
sistance under the new bill.

These restrictions on eligibility Are regressive. Public assistance has always
been a backup to Unemployment Compensation, Social Security, Veteran's Bene-
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fits, and other income maintained and Insurance programs whose provisions
do not take size of family and need into consideration. The provision, because
of Pennsylvania's general assistance program, would not eliminate these persons
from the caseload. It would put the entire burden on the state. -

Such a complicated eligibility provision would also add substantially to our
administrative cost and workload.
Section 204. Community work and training programs.

The provision for 75% matching (85% until July 1, 1969) for "training,
supervision, and material" is attractive. Pennsylvania could use a variety of
services In a sound work and training program. However, the mandatory re-
quirement that a CWT program be established in all areas where there is a
"significant number" of AFDO recipients age 16 and over Ignores the fact
that the OWT program by itself, can be used to conduct work relief projects
which have a dead end. In effect, the person In a CWT program would work
only for his assistance grant.

We have real question as to whether such programs are geared to providing
stable, realistic jobS. They seem rather to satisfy the belief that poor people
should work for what they get. It is hot a respectable Wia rof getting people
to work. It does not get people back into the labor market as self-supporting.
It tends to continue dependency.' It is nota substitute for either public employ-
Ment or private employment expansion efforts.

We wonder, in these days of almost unlimited training programs with govern-
ment support, if there is any reason for public welfare to 6o1rate a work relief
program? Pennsylvania has had such a program for many years. Our own
experience is that the more recently created Work-Training programs (Title V.
EOA, MDTA, Neighborhood Youth Corps, New Careers'Program, etc.), with
built-in incentives are more productive.

We propose that there should be a Federally supported work and training pro-
gram. It should be equal in its Incentives and benefits to the MDTA, Neighborhood
Youth Corps, New Careers, and Title V (Economic Opportunity Act Program).

Our best experience convinces us that the public assistance role is to prepare
the hard core of unemployed to enter the labor market. Our greatest success has
proven that literacy training Is fundamental to any work and training program if
it is to enhance lasting upward mobility. Threfore, the program should be keyed
to training rather than a mandatory work turning program alone. For literacy
and related training, the incentives should be tie same as for work training.
Section 205. Federal participation and payment for foster care of corta4n depen-

dent ohildren.
This section of the bill is a liberalization of an existing program that has been

little used. It provides that Federal payment for foster care of children coming
from AFDO families be increased to about $56.00 per person instead of about
$22.00. However, the restriction that the ADO child must be placed in foster care
by action of court both restricts the number of children affected and is contrary
to current foster home placement practices where dependent children are placed
by voluntary action of parents. We agree that neglect and abuse cases should go
through court. But these are a minority of our placement situations. The required
court action undoubtedly represents the main reason why the program has been
so little used.

We believe the stipulation for court action ass prerequisite for AFDO funds
to pay for or contribute to cost of foster care of AFDO children should be elimi-
nated.

The potential financial gain to Pennsylvania is $1,500,000. If the court provision
Is left in, however, the program will be little used.
Section 207. Proteotive payments and vendor payments with respect to dependent

children. .
In our opinion, the provision for vendor payments is In and of Itself a regresive

step. I
At present, only about 1% or 1X%. of public assistance recipients nationwide

are having protective payments made for them under present law, One of the diffi-
culties is that persons cannot be found to act as protector.In light of the fact that
the bill leaves wide open the items for which vendor payments can be made, we feel
that some safeguards need to be built in. It is not unlikely, in light of the punitive
nature of these amendments, that someone will suggest that all public assistance

83-231-07-pt. 3-51
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cases be put on a vendor payment system. Therefore, we suggest that a limitntion
of 5f% of the caseload be established as the maximum forvendor Payments.

We agree that some families need protective payments. We hope that they would
not be used In a negative manner. Opening vendor payments on any large scale
could make state legislature and Departments of Public Welfare subject to heavy
pressures from lobbies of vendors and the result could be an undigilfied system
of relief in kind which encourages dependency.
$cctton 208. Limitation oni number of children with respect to Wchomn Fcdcral

paypintst may bo made.
This provision Is Inequitable and particularly hurtful to many children, It states

that Federal participation will be limited to "The proportion of all children
under age 21 who were receiving aid to families with dependent children (AFDO)
In each state in January, 1067, on the basis that a parent was absent from the
home ... "

The estimated number of eligible AD children receiving assistance because
of absent fathers In January, 1907 constituted 2.5% of the population. The cost to
the State for the quarter July-September, 1907 would be $375,000. In a year, If the
caseload and population remained stable, the yearly cost would be over one nil-
lion dollars.

It is impossible to accurately predict! the future dollar effects. Because the
law required a quarterly adjustment, extensive reporting and coding would be
necessary, adding further complications to an already administratively over-
burdened system which we are trying to simplify.

We believe this provision of the bill Is offensive to American children. It is
class legislation and places the burden of society on Innocent children.

It Is offensive because:
(1) it Is negative and restrictive. It is a masked attack on the Negro AFDO

population.
(2) it states, In effect, that those children above the percentage of such chil.

dren In the population as of January 1, 1067 whose fathers absented themselves,
must suffer for the inadequacies of their parents.
. (3) It could invite restrictive practices by some states, Pennsylvania, because

of Its humane statewide, state-financed general asistance program, will take
on the additional burden without Federal aid. This Is unfair.

In addition, this limitation assumes:
(1) A stable economy and a set employment rate
(2) That the poor will stay poor
(3) That the birth rates among the poor will be coercively reduced
(4) That training and education must produce unrealistically rapid results

in getting people off the rolls. It blames the assistance system for unemployment.
(5) That Congress can force reduction In caseloads by using pressures on

the poor.
Not one of these assumptilons appears to be valid.
Another factor which-apparently was not considered is that the provision

could reflect unfairly on states with a high percentage of families whose per-
sonal or religious convictions forbid them from restrittiug the pize of their
famille. H.R. 12080 is contradictory on this point since elsewhere in the bill
allowances ore made for such convictions.

Section 20. Lmtilatlon on Federal participatom t medical assistance (title
XIX).

A major restriction is placed on the level of Federal eligibility for Medical
Assistance for persons not receiving cash grants. Pennsylvania has received 55%
Federal matching for its federally eligible Medical Assistance costs since enter-
ing the program January, 1960. In July, 1007, the State extended its coverage
to confoim with Federal provisions. The additional cost for the 1007-68 fiscal
year will be--Total $46,400,000; Federal $10,700,000; and State $27,700.000. The
entire 1907408 cost will be--Total $128,400,000; Federal $56,900,000; and State
$66,500,000.

Pennsylvania's Income eligibility for non-cash grant persons Is based on $2,000
for a single person, $2,500 for a couple, with $760 for each dependent. Persons
are eligible If they use of their excess income over these amounts for medical
expense, I L.,

The new provisions shy that eligibility levels may not be more than one and
one-third higher than a similar family group would have tecelved in cash assist-
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nnce. For states in the program, Including Pennsylvania, a transitional maximum
of 150% and 140% tire provided.

If Pennsylvania maintains present medical assistance eligibility levels and
tMins its present grant levels, this provision would cost the state yearly:

At 160 percent (July 1, 1903 to Jan. 1, 1009) ---------------- $ 3, 200,000
At 140 percent (Jan. 1, 100) to Jan. 1, 1970) ------------------ 4,400,000
At 183% percent (after Jan. 1, 1970) ------------------------ 5,200,000

because the State would have to bear the costs In excess of the Federal percentage
particlpation level.

If Pennsylvania were to reduce its medical assistance levels so that the present
grant level relationship conformed to the proposed percentages, the medical as-
sistance levels would have to be reduced as follows:

MAXIMUM ALLOWANCE INCOME STANDARD

Percent of average malximum allowance

Correbt 1314 percent 140 percedA 150 percent

size 61 family:2.)2202 ............................. 2,5 2at  L,30 -,,:I
3 ............................. 2.51 2 2
4 ............................. 3 ON5 3:I10 3:410

6 ........................ 55 3910 4,110 4.400

Reduction of present medical assistance eligibility levels would place a burden
on hospitals which would have to care for more persons without liate aid. This
would tend to increase hospital insurance costs for private subscribers since ihe
hospitals would need a method to fluance any additional free care load.

If Pennsylvania maintained Its present Title XIX eligibility standards and
raised the AFDC grants to make the percentages conform as proposed In the law,
It would cost the state:

133% percent of average nmxintini llowant e------.------- $14, 200, 000
1,40 percent of average maximum allowance ------------------ 17, 030, 000
150 percent of average maximum Allowance ----------------- 10,400,000

We agree that there should be a Federl celihng on medical assistant( levels.
We have some question about whether relating them to the assistance grant
levels in this fashion Is sound. Ilowever, In the absence of Federal standards for
public assistance grants, the proposal is useful. We would like to jee the program
pegged at 150, and the states given until 19715 to conform.

Pennsylvanifa's medical assistance standards are based on studied opinion that
families and persons below these levels cannot afford to buy health insurance.
We believe that a better approach would allow the health insrance system
to be expanded to cover as many persons as possible (lihe disabled, the blind),
and that other eligibility be based on a cost of living deterinhied ability to pur-
chase health Insurance.

We are now convinced there should b Federal simdards for public amssistanmce
grants base l on local cost of living slandalrds. 'I'lmsc should stand alone for
their own value,, t

The Title XIX provisions also ellminate the Ioresetm requirement that states
provide the five basic types of service specified i the present law. They could
select from a number of formerly optional and less fundamental types of care.
This Is a regressive provision. A state, for Instance, could have a program without
physicians or hospital services. Among other consequences, this Is Inconsistent
with the bill's tnmandate that all states provide family planning services without
a physician proeramni there could be no family playing program.

• orplrsons ove I the states would not be authorized, to provide services
which could hive been provided sider part It of Medicare. 'iThey. would no longer
be required to provide comparable service for persons tnder 05. This could
reduce or limit care for families and children if a state so desired.

We are 'damaht that" persona receiving Medical Assistance must be assured
free choice of pmactitioners and facilities. This is a fundamental part of the Penn.
sylvania program'alteady.
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The bill provide.i that the medically Indigent may receive cash payments
against their bills rather than direct pnyvient by the state to the physician.
The physician would make the choice of payment method. Aside from the com-
plex administrative lpyment problems that would result, many experts believe
that such a system could result In exploitation of patients and In a lower quality
of care.
The best way to reduce assistance levels and costs Is to assure other sources

of Adequate Income and health care. These would Include Improved social Insur-
ance benefits and a comprehensive program of assistance and services based on
Federal standards of adequacy supported by a new and more adequate pattern
of Federal financing.
Section :85. Inclisaton of child telfure servlee* fn t11 IV.

If the Intent of this provision is to separate services from the money payment
in public assistance ad combine them with the services of child welfare, It Is
a positive move, in spite of the difficulties it would present to Pennsylvania
because of our structure. (Our public assistance is state-administered and our
child welfare services are county-administered.) In fact, It might be more sound
to move the Title IV services to Title V. This could allow for clear provision
that financial eligibility procedures and services be separated, as they should.

If child welfare services would be used to force mothers of young children to
work, we would te opposed to this move. We assume that they are made in the
spirit of Improving services for all needy children.

In balance the provision Is sound. We should keep clearly In mind that Its
passage would require fundamental change In Pennsylvania's public welfare
delivery system and governmental responsibility strclire. Theoretically, the
present financial structure could he maintained. But either the county would
have to administer public assistance, at least the APOI) service part, or the
state would have to assume responsibility for conducting child welfare programs
presently under county auspices.

There could, of course, be a system which would provide several patterns.
Or we could create, as was suggested by the IPennsylvanla State and 1cal
Welfare Commlqslon, a new pinttern, not like the school district arrangment.

l-I1LTN & WELFARIC COUNCIL or NASSAU COUNTY, 114.,
Garden Oty, Y.Y., September 89, 1967.

lion. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Ohairmra, Pitonce Committee,
U.S. Senate, WashlnpgoI, D.C.

Dzaa SENATOR LoNe: The foard of Directors of the Health and Welfare
Council of Nassau County met on September 20 and authorized the release of
the attached statement indicating our grave concern about Title II of HI 12080,
the SMial Security Amendments of 1967.

We urge you, as Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, to give serious
consideration to the objections listed In this statement since they are shared by
individuals and organizations throughout the country who ,know, from long
experience in the fields of human services, that this legislation 16 regressive
and can only lead to serious problems In our attempts to help people lead a more
decent life.

Sincerely yours, ,JoHN A, GAMULIzi, Pre.idct#.

HEL4T AND WELFARE COUNCIL OF NASSAU COUNTY, INC., GARDEN CITY N.Y.

STATEMENT REOARDINO IMPLIOATIONS Or TITLE It OF IL 12080 APPROVED BY THE
BOARD OF DIRWTORS, SEPTEMBER 20, 196

The Board of the Health and Welfare Council of Nassau County has reviewed
with deep concern Title II of the Social Security Bill HR 12080 which Is now
being considered by the Senate Flannce Committee. The membership of the
Council includes 180 Nassau County organizations and agencies and 400 Indi-
viduals active In the fields of health and welfare. In the opinion of the Board, the
purpose of Title It as stated In the House Ways and Means Conmmittee report
of "reducing AFDO rolls by, restoring more families to employment and self-
reliance" Is commendable. Other desirable features of Title II Include provisions
for Increased federal financing for day care, foster care, demonstration projects
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and training of social workers, and provision for retention by n welfare recipient
of a portion of his earned Income.

However, Title 11 of HR 12080 Includes provisions for carrying out its objectives
that are so punitive and coercive that the net result of this legislation can
easily be the compounding rather than the solution of the problems of the
families affected.

Undesirable provisions in Title It Include:
1. Freezing at the January 1907 level the number of children in each state

eligible for AFDO funds regardless of the number of children requiring such
funds;

2. Forcing mothers of AFDC families to accept training or employing away
from home even when they are the only adult family member, by threatening
them with such penalties as removal from AFDC rolls and the possibility of
court ordered removal of their children from theirhomes;

3. Limiting federal funds for child welfare services to AFDC families and
further limiting day care funds to children of working AFDO mothers without
regard to the needs of the children of non-working AFDC mothers and the chil.
dren of mothers who require these services to keep the Jobs that enable them
to support their families;

4. Limiting aldto children of unemployed fathers to those who have had recent
employment thereby forcing fathers who have been unemployed over a long
period of time to leave home In order to make their families eligible for AFDO
funds;

5, Permitting the hiring of AFDC participants at sub-minimum wage level.
It has been the experience of Health and Welfare Council members in that their

own work and that of the Nassau County Anti-Poverty Program that assurance of
proper care for families, adequate and appropriate education, training and work
opportunity, gind the right to keep a portion of their earnings to materially Im-
prove their family's financial situation are far more powerful Incentives for
welfare recipients to become self-supporting than threats or punishment. It is also
noteworthy that It Is In the best Interest of some families that the mother remain
at home with her children. Also, continued absence of a father from a home
usually promotes family Insecurity and Instability.

The Board of the Health and Welfare Council recommends that HR 12080 be
amended to assure the availability of federal child welfare funds to all children
requiring supportive services, eliminate coercive and punitive measures for
forcing mothers to accept employment, Include assistance to children of unem-
ployed fathers without requiring their absence from home and to authorize the
appropriation of enough federal funds to permit the establishment of sufficient
day care, training and other services to met t the actual need.

SirATE or COLORADO, DEPARTMFNT OF PUBLIC WrLrAi
Denver, Colo., September 1, 1967.

lion. BUSSELL 13. roo,
Ohairman, Senate Ftnance Commlttec,
8csaoe O)ffce Butilding, Washington, D.0.

DPAR 89xATOR LONG: As chairman of the Advisory Committee to the Division
of Children and Youth, State Department of Public Welfare, I wrote to the Hon-
orable Wilbur Mills, Chairman, Ways and Means Committee, in support of H.R.
1077, which provided for comprehensive child welfare legislation so badly needed
by Colorado as well as by other states. I.1t. 1977 has been supplanted by H.R.
12080 now in your Committee.

We are deeply concerned that this bill, although it does provide a considerable
increase In amount authorized for child welfare, will restrict the benefits given
to children dependent upon public welfare programs. Section 235 of H.R. 12080
moves te existing child welfare program from Part 8, Title V of the Social
Security Act (Child Welfare) to Title IV (AFDC), but does not provide for
seventy-fire per cent federal matching for child welfare services given to non-
APDO children, nor does it provide the same "open end" financing.

In effect this means that dependent children not members of in AFDO family
cannot receive the same benefits available to children of AFDC families. The
same is true in the provisions for day care--75% federal matching Is limited to
personnel working with AFDC working mothers, but not to personnel work-
Ing with children not members of an AFDC family. Take for example the
3,400 children in foster care in May 1967. Of this number only 85 were from
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AFDO families eligible under present: law. Under the broadened eligibility
provisions for foster care of AFDC children, only a small number of the remain-
ing 3,821, children would have been included. These fninAFDO cases Include
children who are dependent, emotionally dtisturbed, meitAlly retarded, neglected
or abused, children waiting for adoption, etc. Under the provisions of HA. 12080
these children would not receive the same federal support afforded APDO cases.

Colorado received $2,403,700 from the Legislature this year, .$90,000 less than
requested, and the counties budgeted $875,000. This Isf1r fostei'car6 alone. We
received *only $487,432 from the Children's Bureau, Title V, Part 3 of the Social
Security Act. Twenty of our counties are already at, or over, the .maximum
amount biidgeted for welfare. This means some Colorado counties will have to
close the foster care program. The State is running in the red over $20,000 each
month for foster care."

The 1962 Amendments to the Social Security Act require the states to have a
comprehensive child welfare program throughout all political subdivisions by
1075, and to show progress toward this goal each year. Without the federal match.
lng formula provided for In H.R. 1977, the goal set forth by the 1962 Amendments
is simply unattainable.

We urge you to remove from H.R. 12080 the restricting provisions which limit
75 per cent federal matching and "open end" financing ,to children of AFDO
families.

Sincerely yours,
JAMze G. HUDSON$

Chairman, Advisory Committec to the DivisiOn of Children and Youth.

FAMILY SERVICE OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.,
Norristown, Pa., September 26, 1967.

Hon. RussLxL B. LONo,
New Senate Ofce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: We are writing you concrning H.l., 120,90 directly
following our first Board Meeting of the year. The entire BOard, pluk Our Agency
staff are vitally concerned about the new changes in philosophy relating to child
welfare provisions. We applaud Section 401' of Title IV but are Against anything
that is discriminatory and could lower tlie already inade4uate help for parents
alone with children. Until now, our Ald to Dependent Children Program has
been based on keeping children at home with their mothers and enabling mothers
to be better parents in a natural home setting. This Program IS so under-financed
now, the parent never has enough and this situation could often encourage vices,
rather than prevent or cure them. This, in turn, causes more abandonment of
children and the problem of placement is greater all the time, not to mention
the consequent increased cost of foster homes, if available, or Institutes.

On the Amendment about work and training for all mothers and. out of school
youth over 10, we feel It would be far more practlcol if Jp I opportunities were
offered, not forced. Some mothers are not capable of don two things at once
and would break emotionally. It does not allow for IndiVidual differences. An
overall must is dangerous, for example, if a child Is disturbed and the mother
has to take him out of the home, this makes the problem worse and your future
citizens misfits who cannot contribute constructively to society vhen they grow
to adulthood.

If your Bill eliminates the provision making it' mandatory tupon the State to
pay full need as defined by each State Itself, to public assistance recipients ahd
to reprice such standards each year, won't you defeat your purpose by adding
fuel to the fire of discontent in future riots plaguing our 0d1ties and also hurting
our image abroad of a thriving democracy giving all a fair chance. We do not
believe your Committee has realized the full impact of these Amendments and
that a sober second thought will make clearer the terrible dangers to the health
of our society.

Sincerely,
WnJAM R. COOPER 11,

Prvidmt of the Board
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NATIONAL GOvnENOR5' CONFERENCE,
fIon. us,,. B. L o, ' WasMington, D.O., September 25,1967.

.S. s Bnte,
0;4 Senate Of/ice Budlding, Wa?$ngton, D..

DEAR SsATOa Loxo: The nation's Governors voice strong general support for
the Social Security Amendments of 1967 but express concern for specific points
in this vital legislation now before your committee.
• The National Governors' Conference Office of Federal-State Relations polled
the Governors on. H.R. 12080. This summary Is too short to cover every shade
of view on each point they make but presents the general tone of their replies.

The responding Governors without exception oppose limiting the number of
children in each state eligible to receive AFDC benefits. They claim this would be
penalizing the children for sins of others and would In no way correct the situa-
tion of illegitimacy but merely shift onto the state the entire burden of caring for
the additional children.

The Governors, however, find the other approaches to the illegitimacy problem
helpful. They have great praise for the self help programs, particularly the idea of
work training for mothers, on AFDC. Most Governors do not think this should
be compulsory across the board. Some suggest that the states be required to
ofter such a programnbut mandatory participation be handled on a case-by-case
basis to make sure mothers who should be with their children are not forced to
leave them during the day.,

The Governors favor enhancement and encouragement of the AFDC for Un-
employed Parents program. Some suggest higher matching, extention to every
state by requirement or bonuses for states participating in the program. Opposi-
tion was expressed to new requirements In the bill.

The Governors would like to see the proposed ceiling on Medicaid removed or
raised at least to 150 percent.

Many Governors feel the state should meet their minimum definition of need-
but they stress that thjs can only be done if the federal government increases
its shore of the matching, Several Governors call for a uniform matching formula
for all welfare programs to preclude participation in higher federal-share pro-
grams to the detriment of those with lower matching. In general, the Governors
favor extending the exemptiorl on the salaries of full-time students to part-time
students. . - .. . . . ,

Thank you so much for giving the Governors this opportunity to express their
views on this Important legislation. Because you are aware of their Intimate
knowledge of the execution of these important social and welfare programs, we
are sure you will give their views great consideration.Sincerely,Sn l CHARLEs A. Byazzy, Director.

NATIONAL Tnz u wur s AssocuboN,
Ne York, N7.Y., August 18,1987,

11on. RUSSELL. B. Lox%,
Ohairenan, 'Senate Finance Eommittee,
U.S. 0ongres ,

Washington, D.O..DIar SNATOR LO : TheA National Tuberculosis Association wishes to bring
to the attention Of you and your Committe a provision of Title 18 which we
believe Is In need of re-evaluation, specifically, Section 1812(c) which applies
to beneficiaries who rTe In tuberculosis (or psychiatric) hospitals on the first
day of the first month in which they become entitled to Medicare benefits. This
section provides that the 90 days of hospital benefits ordinarily available in the
beneficiary's first spell of illness will be reduced by the number of days he has
been in such a hospital during the 90-day period immediately preceding that
first day,.

It Is our opinion that deletion of that part of Section 1812(c) which relates
to tuberculosis hospitals is the only sound solution to rectifying an unfortunate
restriction of benefits for patients who must receive treatment in these in-
stitutions.
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Section 1812(c) Is a restrction on tuberculosis hospitals and affects patients
with tuberculosis only to the extent that they receive treatment In such institu-
tions. Patients who are receiving treatment for tuberculosis in general hospitals
at the time they become 65 are not subject to this restriction.

The restriction might impose no lAndicap for tuberculosis patients if they
were always able to receive treatment in general hospitals. However, many
general hospitals have retained a reluctance to care for tuberculosis patients in
spite of the potency of drugs in eliminating infectiousness of the condition. In
addition, the pressure on general hospital beds is so heavy in many communities
that treatment for tuberculosis in such hospitals is not encouraged when a
tuberculosis hospital exists in the area. When the tuberculosis patient has no
alternative to receiving his care in a tuberculosis hospital, he is obviously at a
disadvantage with the patient In another community who receives Medicare
benefits In a general hospital with no consequent reduction in reimbursable
days.

In most states, patients are required to pay for care in tuberculosis hospitals
even though these are mainly tax-supported institutions. Reduction of Medicare
benefits to the aged in these institutions can represent*a considerable financial
burden on them at a time in life when their resources are limited.

The purpose of Section 1812(c) is to prevent use of Medicare funds for cus-
todial care. As such, it has no justification in view of modern tuberculosis treat.
went. Present length of stay of tuberculosis patients is often no longer than that
of many other chronic disease patients due to the efficacy of antituberculosis
drugs.

The provision is also illogical in view of recent trends towards treatment of
non-tuberculous conditions in tuberculosis hospitals. In some tuberculosis hos-
pitals, half the patient population are persons with other conditions. This fact
was recognized by the Social Security Counsel in his ruling of June 24, 1968 to
allow Medicare payments for patients in tuberculosis hospitals regardless of
diagnosis.

Arbitrary provisions applying only to persons In tuberculosis hospitals are
rooted in an historic distinction between tuberculosis and other diseases which no
longer applies. The type of discrimination which Section 1812(c) imposes seems
contrary to the intent of the Insurance program, which is to help all aged
persons meet the burden of hospital and medical costs. Certainly it is contrary
to the spirit of the December 1963 report of the Surgeon General's Task Force
on Tuberculosis Control which recommended an aceelerated campaign to eradi-
cate the disease.,
-Itis our sincere hope that the'Committee-concurs that the situation described
is in need of legislative action, best met by deletion of that part of Section 1812
(c) which relates to tuberculosis hospitals.

The NTA also wfshes to express its approval of Section 132 of H.R. 12080
which allows purchase of durable medical equipment under the Medicare pro-
gram Instead of only rental, as Is now the case. We are eager to see this amend-
ment adopted because It will allow* elderly patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease to, own inhalation therapy equipment. Such patients, par-
ticularly those with emphysema, need to ts this typo of equipment at frequent
intervals over long periods of time, sometimes for the rest of their lives. We
believe the amendment Is a rational and economical approach to long term pro-
vision of needed medical equipment for Medicare beneficiaries.

We would appreciate your making this communication a part of your com-
mittee's hearings on the Social Security Act.

Sincerely yours, • . ,TJAM= E. .INr.S.zs,
ManagbW Director.

THE STATE OP WISCONSIN,
"' DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SEIsCES,

Madison, August 8,1967.
To: Paul 0. Hassett,Ofice of Governor Knowles.
From: Wilbur J. Schmidt, Secretary, Department of Health and Social Services.
Subject: Social Security Amendments of 1967-H.R. 5710.

We have given a brief look at the items contained In the summary of the new
bill called "Social Security Amendments of 1907" which Is now being Presented
by the House Ways and Means Committee and which was sent to you by Under
Secretary Wilbur Cohen, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, for the
interest of Governor Knowles and the other governors of the country. We have
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some reactions to, record, although One is limited In mAdUgU ", OXAMIDna, Ofthese ,proposals by. the brevity of -the summary, which 4s inx y01A., hands a44 of
which we have a ppy,.- - -I._ ,. ,I. .,.:As to social, seciriWy beneftts -there, are. provilpno, whigh seekto Ipqrqeae IenpTfits to eligible persons by approximately 12J 1% with other extenjq, us and ptheradded features which will gomewbat up ftetbe benefit oelm lure Intqrp. of eur-rent price -levels e'h~ool edfh~d~lui 4 ii~~4aw~ hadded boellte s n, Increase froM O0 to 12OAjys f uQ5caeun4r RVarle,with- the provisionn, that. dwrng t~e. add1e40 8O n y there jw*l b9, *.QqI~uxu*c9
feature. requlring~the; beneficiary, o n t0,one-balf the 001 vlyotCO thoe, .44017tional days.- In order, to finance am eschauge It J14 RPOROpe that WArJPg0,11ecto social seeurtly tax beicreaFed~froni tbe.preeentIeyol qf8OQpr ertQ$7,6O0eryear,effectveJanuary,zoo(. Th'M : rlj;j 1. j4 *;I'Il IIOther features dealing with social secwty Ok Wchu4( In. Wnu pd~ appearto be aimed'at- making cths program 4oo zbnlo~u t qoiving roblemsV

General, we iwoufd , regard rth e l'pg~p., li i~etoijeptschedule of, benetat In, Roclal~socurl~yip todt hih ytt~~,wi o
result lp somo e duCWeMA -,~rj~upon the, vtato'4 pvblie_* Astaced piwediaasoitance programs, us4 will be additiopal b ,~ a abo 1oeiilprosbetore it-bocomes necessary for them -to rely upoin0 *(a program

As to features of, this bill deejln'g wit puhc sUqa d 14Welar, thefollowng cments aro ubm~tWe.i,-
The provision for, riqu~rIng . tateo to ei9t~b~qh cqw~tpuity work end trainingprograms and to- see. that all eligible, pqrsonq hAve such, opport~piltee .em to bevery desirable, We have already made, a atawt JA Wiaconsip And'w-guld look fop-ward to an enlargement of. this promrm~uni~r the terms of this legislatiou,which,Incidentally, would increase federal'matching for suipervlsjQnof sopch activitieso85% until july 1i 19(1%, and 70% thereafter. 4k;n
The bill provides for I0mcjeAed earnings e iwoo~s 6r breadw~ujers 11n aidto f~plies with. dependeat c~1ldM4en andas well 4or, o046r, chl4awho pme notatteudbg schooL T41s; Ip our o00nion, Is A 3ryde 10 o auio "it~ in* 6a1,onein which your office sn4 ourOwn XVisconsin 4,*laie a~ hw gret InterestIn, he pesit It -Is h~pe0,4that by lncieased 'ivorklneeitlves In tl4Iafq pl therewillA) bemore'deslie on the part of these,' lliua4, to prepare thenmspves fqr

en~1nt4 of t~s b al llg wI Qh 404, eipoe14hr, nl~
more restricti 'than now a.4 kO9 OeIrAl Anc Patept i~W'e rni
provisionsj which ,ig"'i e Itbout 1t iztaip "j- , lr ep~ tAtaindividual recelilv al.ne Uls 19'p ~i~iaeeh e? ,epo

melit 6on4eniatlom .O;*U~ n ro.4 atf1owo.6
a -erpero inng In te arbefore asslstance Is granted and' (9) therewould 'Wh o, Vi~'lfoj for Ikd plementing~ unemployment compensation duringthe fte the fkthef Wyquld be receiving the same.'fIie Wisconii 'program goes further, as has, J~e u d.y le ,ee

government In the past, In that, ywe only req' re that_ the IdI.Yl44a 4O~w~e1~l6ed~dwoh~l sow'e tbhit 61'h finkat i"V1 dl

sho a brk e*i p fi.Uf a6 ffJ Antrequires th-ereiif 'mJ&6 d eletUh Wlf' w os! 4the tiffe' thd s"n 11.4414 kIv0'. ;-W4't~ 7  fU th40dsmi~, 'hprioplojall f6n id~tbh id tfat 6! OW C# iod, A 'zjxf"?a*&y P lmi? eulsuefm'Vi I ,i Wjithfh k bri defl'd4i6' s 9of , 6 l' y, tWf Appefti-in &mt Iwtmid *btcb 1 hi*4'Jit' tk. f ,t iV '' die vl6,tave- WI hayea W.bA ie659 to~te iktzdet it - Jiw nJuliA 16 M0d th ~floffld fluid' 6 ndi4 W Wh*0tdned't6 bw kenp=e

be l~ic~lly adintekod . nd ftddnbQNItbVzl ftenhfdat~l Iorl Iife
-our present stAnidard aidliWOuld lietIO tfeand ateml't~ 6i t Ofthe proviin ot'.0s', in tho gtibjMctbill fi1O' r4ot be ~ver$_gr64t Ih S sAi~C6.There a're so iil61atio)WIj~li the'1 1ll as t federal'ii&e_ ftdhtIn foste? hom6466~r*'-6 of nd~ht Chf@I. Als far-aa tIs ova reached, weWould fav6r 06tlibi~Our Ii te oi~ o~uj ,6 intj still kaitextanson

which, wioldApjiAr to bo the flrstfLdefdI effort to- sare, elc si small 4-1jthe cost of public assistance to families who encounter emergencies for which
8 3 -2 31-67-pt. 3-52
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no Immediate help is currentT available. The limit as to time for such emergency
asifigance would be a 80-day period, This could have the effect of reducing our
state cost in the program of state dependents, as this would appear to create an
eleb~lltty for fWderal financial particlpation during a 80-day period, which now

We endorse the extension of child welfare services to families who are receiving
aid uider theaid to familieS W1th-dependent children program as another means
of sharpenln the rihabilitativ effortt' which goes Into a total program of
public as.tancei There would be limitations placed oi a number of cases which
would be'allowed for federal flninclal participation within the aid to families
with"dependefrt children progradi.;-The Summary Ptates that "the -'proportion
of all children"under age 21 who, Were receiving aid to families with dependent
children In each state in January 1967 on the" basis that the father was absent
from thehome c~uld not be'exteeded After 197." Our first reaction to this IsRone
of whether such a statement 'of limitation could produce inequity In federal
financial participation between states. We have never seen a proposal like thils
before, e dohi ntl.* are not certain as to how this would effect i state like ours,
as well" s the other states of the country, as w6 would presume that the issues
would be 'dlffer*nt in states 'where there would be a high degree of family lilove-
meit in and'but, and 'other states where the population tends to remain more
stable., hI Isib 'i obvloub effort to control the aid :to families with- dependent
Childin p dai so a to pltacesome kind of limit upon the federal fuviding.
While it pay eerve this purpose, the fact is that if A family is found to be noedy,
It Would appea't to be someone's responsibility to see that help is giveb, alid If
this help sbo 0uld happen t exceed the proportion which Is fixed by this provision,
the fiscal Wresponsibilty Would obviously fil to the state or local units of govern-
mnent. Our' first reaction iS one of conc'irn without being sure As to whether this
provistOn shobild be opposed.-
, There is a limitation placed on the income level- for eligibility for medical
assistance which, for' states Il' ours who are'already in business, would allow
an Income not-ex *ng 150% of ou needs'Jevel for families -receiving 'aid
to families with deiendert children ilntl July 1, 1908, after which time this Wonird
need to be redueed-to"140% by'Janalary 1, 190, andfinally to 1331A% by -1970.
Our present definition of eligibility as to income Wonld fall within the, 160%
provision that could be usd for the present time, but would exceed the 1331/1%
called for by 1970, unless during the time the average aid to families with-de-
pendent children grant also increased. Very likely there would be some increase
seen In the aid to families with dependent children grant so that our allowed
income for eligibility would probably not be upset by this provision.

We hope that these general observations will be of some value to you as you
go about preparing the Governor's view as to this measure.

WIL1U3 J. ScHuIoT, Sceretar.

SMrmTEsxa 28, 1967.
To S'cnate Finace (Yommntftce:

3r. Chairman, I very much appreciate this opportunity to testify in behalf
of supplementary Finance Legislation concerning Medical Benefits for persons
over the age of 65 or med!cly indigent. I am hopeful that your committee will
look favorably upon what I have to say, In the context In which it Is said.

At the present time, I am functioning as Chief of Staff of a somewhat less
than 100 bed general hospital and as Medical Director of a 118 bed extended
care facility. I have had a chance to observe first hand the Impact and workings
of Title 18. Initially In the hospital, from the hospital's point of view as well as
the physician's point of view, and since January 1, 1967, the impact of *fhis
legislation upon the functioning of the extended care facilities and the Inter
reactions of the extended care facilities and the acute hospltals. With all the
ramifications of Implementing new legislation In a relatively short period of time,
I have been quite Impressed with the value of the legislation and the earnest-
ness with which all parties have attempted to make It function smoothly and
effectively. Certain areas have, however, appeared to me to be functioning In-
adequately or with great difficulty. In some cases this problem was on the basis
of some questions or problems with the original legislation. Others had to do
with Its Implementation and interpretation by the Social Security Administra-
tion. With your permission, I would like to detail some of these problems anid
explain their Impact. In addition to making te acute hospital's job more difficult,
they have added to the expenses of the operation. More significantly, however,
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It hascauqed considerable concern and 6ngulth Among'the recipients, the over65 Individuals,' and the greatest destructive Impact have bxen on the Indigent'over 65 pattlentv "-One of the kitriest major problerds' had t0 do with'the deiluctibl portl6iis.The $40.00 hospital deductible and 150.00 physitian' deduetible.very froquehtly"placed a hardh lpon the medically indigent i v# 65 patients. While It is insunderstanding that this lack of;payment maybe re mbursibleexpens' If "tdelinquent, a kohsiderable number of:th s0e 1ople colild create quite" ajjifanclalburden for the' hospital to bear for'te thitia twelve month period. In additlohthere ha 'been considerable confusion rihd' anguish when patients, on lepilg*the h9PpitAl, *i e askd to Vay their bill 'and in Odditioti to the '$40.00 dedutiie,Waei to -pay the B) deductible 'for'bo,4pltal ba *d 'medic61 speclilit it" (w 'pyopinion'thAt t e abolitin o f any deductible iwiild lead toenhance 'appi,"o'(tpeprogram. However, I feel that there should be olly 6ne' deductible overi.-g bothplans A aipd B,-pnd that patient* eair ig'a valid State iubl cV le : 'i. "rtes..ifyng 'to ther' tfidlgec,'or medical indig0hey Should have their' diot tUeWaived. 1 also tminW tO .4tlAblJNf' Fi06tir flnaklelal stability' for the' 6ldn;i'ttthere should b a'grauated' be nfit schedule tkch s'oui present Social e' rlt'payment ochede edils .foi-t-4e higher the ificonio 'ot fl.,ancial solven.y,' theless will be then'ireed fgr T)tl 18 or 'Ite't 10' oVorgo';"J feet thn, t tini -

clause of tlis tfl inotiprjst tepi~w~k'olf es'ied ;, thi,prografi wunteon 1x6nre efficiently find m0il kapldly,W "' awls~o" h n1' 6Wd6AtAndngthat, the i g _ phassti~l,beeifunctIonig near the pr60 d budget, With the except 61 of t'e' patient benefitsin extended "are faellitleA 'w1Wci ir nning at approximately 500% abudget cost i believe I h'av*,i, e liatlol',fOi ' , 0,--w • t thefs riotfunctioning as tightly aS pomible. VhHVAliahs have tradli inally hld onl onemajor roll to play; that Is to m!.qdstez their patients ll, They haye'now been'given an added responslbilit--that of eetilfing gs to their claims dgaifnt tbeirinuronce carrier. Even .the physicians' that are willing to assume this burdenare faced with the dilemma' as folloW: If the attending physician refuses t9certify the patent, or it the Udtillgat06, Review Oomml ttee flnds that the patient'scare has bec 6me tusOdMl 'rather' than rehabilitative, as the law calls for, p4'dthen deprives the pAtient OfbisbenWn ts we physicians feel that there is a moralobligation and it is my,'opinion that,, as the law Is presently written, a legw!obligation of the patient to stort to regenerate his benefits under the sixty-dayclause as provided for In the law. However, this Is not the way the law 1i beinginterpreted at the present time.'-If I may present the following example: Under present interpretation, If anelderly patient fractures' a hip, is hospitalized for a period 'of ninety days,during which tie she Is operated on, convalesces, gets rehabilitative physlo-therapy and at the end'of her ninety day stay In the hospital, Is considered tobe In need of no further acute or extended care; however, the family feels thatthey are unable to care for this patient and that the patient Is unable to carefor herself, propose to place her In a nursing home that she may spend herremaining days in a suitable environment with the understanding that-tey areto pay for all the costs Incurred. They do so for a period In excess of one year.At the end of one year this unfortunate patient has another disabling Illness,such as a myocardial Infarction and is then returned to the hospital. At thattime she will be told that she has no further Medicare benefits in the'hospiltal asher spell of lllnes had ever ceased since she wan In a facility giving nursingcare, even though the facility may not' have been a qualified or approvedextended care facility'undet the Medicare Law. This, I believe you can see,appears to be patently a deuialof the patient's n.eds and would appear shewould be entitled to. It i 'the awaness ofthese inequities and how the laiwis presently funetioning that has led to some abuse of. this particular facet ofthe program. 'Another dlfflulty with regar d to utilization review concerns thelegal status of the physicians functioning on the utilization review committeeas to their liability. Attorneys have agreed 'with ne that since we are physiciansfunctioning In a medical capacity, albeit for the hospital, our determination thatthe change of a patient status from acute to custodial would constitute a medicalJudgment and since the patient was not examined, would be the basis of a suitfor malpractice. If, on the other hand, the patient were to be examined, this couldresult In a suit for assault and battery.it I, therefore, my opinion that to get the utilization review commitIee.functioning more adequate, the members nf such committees should be maRde
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immuneo from liability while functlQning oil. behalf.tt -said, committee. If the
denitiOP In- the law, Of. A spell: of illness, wezet made. either, mgrea 'preisely or.
recommendations 'that a more Appropriate interpretation of thJ.J0te . the,
111w wqre made,, Ikelievo.tbat kbere would be a-1axgretrwj ges,of the

yq,,# nd prm., caI -perso~e $~ti onr ~4 thp law. workleftectvily. 7n1ther- face c. * 4.t th atI~jeattg problems is, the fourte
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an Inflexible limit on' the total number of children does not have much validity
In a very flexible economy.

I also strongly oppose', aS unsound economy, the provisions of the bill relatingto required work training programs for mothers receiving AFDO payments.The original philosophy behind the bill was that society and children wouldbenefit from maintaining the family unit. This basic, philosophy is Still valid.The savings that can be made now through these provisions-will prove extremelycostly as these children grow Into adulthood without the additional parental
guidance which the nonworking mother could provide. ; .. ..

There should, in my opinion, be no blanket requirement that all AFDO mothersundergo Work trailing, nor should mothers be arbitrarily required to go towork. The nollcy adopted Ihould be based on the approch that a mother wouldbe required to accept training and employment only when It is established that--1. The age of the children, the circumstances of the family, or other factors
do not require her continued presence in the home.

2. She'ls mentally and educationally capable of assimilating the training.8. A'Job of the type for which she has been trained Is reasonably available
In the community or nearby. - - ! .. -

4. The mother's acceptance of work training will serve to promote thefamily unit and increase the value of the over-all home experience.In order to administer this program, we will need more and better trained
case workers than are now available.
I very strongly support measures designed to encourage children from AFDOfamilies to find Jobs and move out of the welfare cycle. In view of this, I sup-port extending the exemption, under the AFDO program, of the full earningsof full-time students, as proposed by H.R 12080, to Include the full earnings of

p a rt-tim e stu d e n ts. ... ..
I agree with the wlsdoi of requIring all states to establish community workand training programs In every-area of the state where a significant number ofAFDO families live. Such a requirement should, however, be made only when

we-have- 
,,

1. A sufficiently high rate of federal matching;2. A limit on the period of eligibility rising from this cause which Is,vnl.
forp among the .tates;. i..d

3. A cl0e adminbtraittite int ar'ingemnents among agencies dealing with
the general problem of le nemployo4.For the next 'ew y s i it a vitally, fimpo.rj t li mating rate

should be 'at ieast 9/1for any, ew self -hlp pro'ra g t get people o4fthe welfare rolls Th .prEgran4 ,ave ' ot eti bee d it t th we
q. rogrmy4l eplytmM0iq~eio~raean'csbnei a'le. .1yl ned s uch retince i J40t -Ing,,eroram to stat. legsaofiere tt Inecess o~ tenh 0rco it fsa

,fui~s ntels ss16A of, the Iow*a Ge e s A M'ry he oply waf ,~ ttI
funds ateven the ten percent leve1 wait switch'from there#ular A pir&rPIn. -ab t!X&w ,should he ed

e frtu re. is worth to the profra o e rq etio1r ' 4
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lislation would appear to jiresent priullenls at the siute level in terIH of orga
ilzatloiial strielre. P'erhlaps an tilterntitive method for piroviding paaleit o
Health Deltartment services Krulmtt under Title XIX, covering blil rve,,
oad consultation netilvtit-i that art' tiot currently eligible nuder Title XVII-
shoilId be develolwd.

At Is natural for the stales; to urge retention of support at the 100 percent love
leaving state Ainds free for otlher t-qually urgent liurliwelvd. The consultation will
itursitW homesm does aroma, at least fit part, a state responsibity, and therefore,
proper siject for state financeitl participation.
.,,I wou'd also urge the Commnittee to consliter req1uirlng slatv. to wanke assi1st.
ont0 e) nl3ielits on the basis of actual need. The level of state contributionl coul
Ie _wet on the bansis of that Mottte'4 l5)shlo1 with relation tootiler states, takin
Into consideration the ineoine levels within all of the Mtates. The federal "bar
should be, increased enlisanlially to ai major l1orlloii enabling the State to wnee-
full needs.rI

if we are to muove tn the area of social welfare frmm simply maintaining people
fit the status4 quo toward relmallitlatiomi of them mis a useful comment of society
thea we %hall obviously need, not only more social workers, but for bettor traineIN
toersonnel fin this vital area of goveammuent. I suppxrt thme provisions of the Mi
that offer a Ivirtial reinedy for this need.

I hopp thesecolumflelts will liW of assistance' to you.
Very truly yours, )hilt.

N~~~~w11Rl1 1-3.~O lEUlt'sv01 PRJTST

OrFICR~ OF THIE DIRNOTOR,
Washinmgton, P.O., September 2S, 1.961.

Re H.R. 12080, An Act to Amend tile Social S~ecurity Act.
Toit VAtL,.
(1Yhiel (,ouns-el, Oomiillie on FluMaume, U.S. .ScrlO IC, sVCr eC &umo Gale Buildimp,

Wlafhngtom, D.O.
I)rMR3[t Mn.%t'i.: The Nelglmborhoodl Lgal Servicesi Project of Washlngton, MO..,

funded by the Office of Econoic Opportunity, provides free legal services to thme
imidigent people of Washington. Through our ten neighborhood offices during ID9uI
we hatndled 9.023 ca."s In the areas of consumer, landlord and tenant, crinal,
domiestic relations, Juvenile, and .adtnInstratye law. Approximately WfiO- of
these cases Involved problems of welfare law. During the last fiscal year we have
also represented plaintiff reelpients In attacking the validity of regulations and
statutes enforce, by the Departmeont of Public Welfare. Including sultm to estab-
lishb the. Illegality of the District of Columbia "1sub.0stite Iarent" rule and to
declare unconstitutional the one-year duiraltional residency requirement for public
assistafice elibIlity.

Whus, the cubmulAtIv6 experience of ourt attorneys with respect to the operations
a~nd ft'ulatlons of the lDt4tripct of Columifa Department of Public Welfare hbas
ht~b sub~tattal. It is this cumulative experience an& kulolcdge which I would
like to bring to bWar upon the ,prvitslons of 11.1 -12080, a- Till 'enttled An Act
to Ailend the Social Seckurity A41 'now. nnder conqsidertion byIP t'eSeaqti.~

conain prvisonswhih ~oul wrak ~ibtantini'daimage uot: onilf to he
econliue sl~ssteee ~ rcipent api I 6o1t6hIe 40otitoIer'legal rights&
I reer prticlarl tothe eylsd st4 ndrdsoliibity wIthi i~sxpod to Avail-
ab~lty or mplomen en wit. rspet, oh proposed OAFDO "freeze" I end
aiftoto Ui~ t~meatsto th Ight of el it, ith respect, t6 their tfghts

to ", 1-d 61irniliatfohil i ee'sr~g- tf6 b~ em~tsocsl-a
fi~ll rqte Ointo of thierfmline~t.Vlht tO aiIt~l. 00'

dgel'At4AhO ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 Mea iho ~e~~aA~dapkut n I to 6tm
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With respect to the latter objective, virtually all of the welfare recipients we have
encountered want to be off welfare and enter the labor market, wherever possible.
Those AFD.C mothers, of course, with small children may not prefer to work
or cannot do so because they are needed at home to stay with their children, The
pirovisions of lI.Ii. 12080 are replete with a basic assumption (hat public welfare
recipients do not want to work and will not work If given the opportunity, and
that therefore they should be forced to work. This assumption, which Is assuredly
Incorrect and unwarranted, must be examined In the light of the built-in dislu-
centives to Seeking employment incorporated Into our public assistance laws at
both the local an federal level. Let us focus upon the AFDO program since It
Is -presumably here that the drafters of -the Bill envision "free-loading" and
reluctance to enter the labor market. Without- regard to the lack of #kills and
education suffered by AVDO mothers which virtually makes them unemployable,
let uts examine the economic disincentives to employment which permeate the lawv
applicable to AFDO families.

42 U.S.C. W12(7) (it) now providen that as tate program miust take Ito
acc-ount all resources of lte family, Iiicliuding all income front employment,
except that the state inny disreiord not mom- than $W( 1*1' month of earned.
income of each dependent child tinder the age of 18 but not lin excess of $150 per
wonth (of earned - cme for all dependett children lin the huie. ie *K-ial
i-ecu ri ty Act currittly iirovldts no autliuriss lou to the states to Ignore or
disregard invowe' edrued by AIX mothers. Therfore, with lte excelptinof
those AFDC Itiothers 'who might be employed in programs funded under Title
I or Title 11 of the,14cotiomic Opportunity Act, whose income would be-dio.
regarded as to the first W8~ per mouth alid one half the excess over $8 ersied
pe~r miouth, there Is no exempJt ion for any filcome earned by an AVDC; ipother,
Rucht dollar of income earned Is subtracted from her family' sgrant, and she
hats notlu t lobe gained by seeking eniploymeuL

Mort-over, li the District of -Columbia, pursuant. to Eli (11 of the Public
A"itance Handbook ofillolicies and Procedures a. mother who-la'cn",.em-
lployed (till tine lin competitive employment Is ineligible for any supplementallots
frumt (the Deptrtmenst. MIoreover, an AFDO, mother who Is deemed by the Depart-
wenat to be employable, without regiard to hier bonta fide but unsuccessful Wfortm
to get a job or the current Phle of the labor market, Is deemed Iiellgible to
rmcee continued aslaittoo under District of Coluamijia law, Thus, a mother who
nitty work full tlie as a domestic but who does not make as much working full
litle, ats she might reeve on assistance, Is. Ineligible fur suppletentatioti fromt
lte Departsuent of Public Welfare lit order to bring her net Income up to
lte inini nee&s standards (based on figures wore than a decade old) estab.
Haihed by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia for families on publiq
assistance. A mother could therefore end up pealiz ing her family with respect
to Income available for basic needs for the children by actively seeking work slnd
becoming employed In a sec-tor of the ecoomy which pays substandard wages.

It should further be noted that a 18% increase In public assistance payments
lit the District of Woblba, authorized by. Conrea to bas effectace January 1,
1007, has been Implemented In such a rianner ats to penalize anly recipient who
has n outside sorc tnn e eluding Income from emnlymeat, An AFD~C
mother..who works part-Utinm and who 1.t therefore eligible for suppletteatitou
oft hortivages from the Department cud* uip getting Iwos than the mother who
remtaltts oat A&'I.) without working. The 13%* Iawreave was Implemented. Po as
to be applietl'only. to the actual vaihl paymeat froln the iDeprtnt, Ail ,4A'1X
tuotbero~therefore, eligible for $20 per mouth, for A&rt family before the W3
itreaee, wvould receive, 20 per month after thel 1wnroase. Ifse a oote

sourc of ~hicome. s AllX. -APQother whoop' fam,1ly. was eligible for, Wae NgaW,
nitotint, but wltoeal $100 pir month It n wqrt-Wne emp~oyiunt, would rJ - ivQ
$113 rotteD aret.Her, net in0,ease -WO;4id: be' $ lPatM41 'a- the $20

tha wuldb~'ec*rd~ f lwr Mre Ooputsidej* 1"I mq~~epCiue. Ato effe, sito
woldh~~ eei~p llef or, eKinlg vr4&eomWuoiet

With. Puelk strklaireo Ini ee, with, -,l'. coqw_ x. web o(. sleatle htvew'"
b uilt Into the franWwork .9f th 'oia 8qqiy cL n tteporat sn
Nvo~iAer -Wat .AMDQ rocilents may. t "or AQeic av~e, 5OIej, r4
ervfiteuwo QabuLntei qd o ptl a rktt. ~reve1Roles.i ;at lisqeu tthe

exprln~eot~o r tReypta~terw~r rpe.lle3Atq, have ,vlrtpally
11011 hInQtUaly Ip4 aor eiipagseed pl itt,ipI etn 1 o. ~fr,,j

f rn 1* -Wi ftkse~tM41 4piOB o 6~u hfqa"aele',a)voatat
ptrivavy an i .liglity as, lamnena~They_ wou)4 ojlly e Ito glad, tW AeAX
It, It It did not nienu (leprlvatlon of need parental carelfur their children and
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financial sacriflces.It is our ilobltIon that the emphasis throughout the proposed
amendments of forcing recipients to work, depriving them of.benefits if they
do not accept work, and otherwise depriving them of Independence with respect
to the payments made to their families. % Is misplaced-and unnecessary. First
the financial disincentives to employment must be removed.

Proposed Section 202 somewhat mitigates the lack of incentive to work de.
scribed supra and the punitive provIsioni of the Bill with respect to refusal
to accept exiployment'by providing that earned income of dependent children In
AFDO families and AFDO mothers or guardians must be disregarded by the states
in computing need with respect to'the first $30 of the total of such earned Income
for the month plus one third 'of the remainder of such income for suchmonth.
While it would appear that this section would be quite desirable in removing some
of the dislneentives built into the system, described earlier, In making such
disregard of income mandatoryInstead of optional upon the states, and in not
Imposing a ceiling on disregarded Income, it is to be noted that 202(d) appears
to abolish the existing exemption for income earned under Title I and 11 of
the Economic Opportunity Act. Thus, those Individuals receiving, assistance
who are employed during their first year in community action programs and
whose first $85 earned per month and one half of the excess over that amount
Is disregarded for purposes of determining need would no longer benefit from
such exemption and would be confined to the amount specified In 202(b). The
$30 per month exemption plus one third of the excess earned above that amount,
however, Is a mere pittance compared to the real needs of such families; It
would appear essential to Initially disregard a more substantial sum of money,
at least equal to that exemption currently provided for in Title I or Title II
programs of the Economic Opportunity Act.

Another substantive change proposed appears to provide for endorsement of
such rules as the District of Columbia's "substitute parent" rule. This rule,
embodied, in EL 4.6, IV, 0 of the District of Columbia Department of Public
Welfare Handbook of Public Assistance' Policies and Procedures, provides that
a recipient who maintains a Continuing relationship with a man Is no longer
eligible for public assistance if that "continuing relationship" has certain char-
acteristics outlined In the iegulations, such as substantial Interest in the chil.
dren, 'joining in shopping expeditions with the recipient family, or availabli-
ity In emergencies. The rule further provides that if the Agency believes that
a man Is Uving in the recipient's home, even though he Is not father of any of
the AFDC children and is not contributing to the support of the AFDO mother
or her children, the family Is not eligible for public assistance since it Is pre.
sumed that'the man searing for and supporting the AFDC children. This
rule, similar to rules In other jurisdictions, creates needless hardship and dep.
rivation to Innocent children who are deprived of subsistence needs because
of their mother's alleged relationship with a man. This 'rule, Which is under
court test In both the Districtof Columbia (Robinson v. Board ol Oomm sioners,
CA 8399-00, District Court for the District of Columbia) and Alabama (Smith
v. King, District Court, Middle DiStrict of Alabama, 2405-N), has never been
explicitly countenanced under the Social Security Act, amendments thereto,
or regulations of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Yet See.
ton 202.(b) of the proposed Bill appears to Aanction' state, -'nbstitute parent"
plans by providing that the'"State agency shall, In determining need, take Into
consideration any other Income and resources of any child 'Or relative, claiming
aid td families with dependent childreI, or of any other individual (living in the
same h e as-suh child a4d relatfte) whose needs She State determixs.should
be considered in determining the ,eed of the child or relative claiming such aid."
This may mean that State agencies like the Department of Public Welfare of the
District of Columbia, under the'torms of 202(b), are permitted to consider-the
income and resources Of a inlivig In the home of a recipient who Is foot an
adoptive or even natural parent of any of the recipient's-children, who has no
enforceable duty of support to such children, and who has in most cases not
undertaken to support such children. Further, this sect oin appears to Invalidate
standards pronulgated by the"Departmfnt of Health, Education and Welfare
In Section 8120 of the Federal Handbook of Public Assstance Administration
(Part IV) which provides that "Income must not be considered where' It Is
not, In fact, currently available to the needy Individual: e.g., Support payments
ordered by the court but which are not, In fact, 'made; contributions which
relatives have been determined able to make but which are not, In fact, made;
and income from employment assumed to be available In the community when, In
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fact, the Individual is not working. Aesistance payments must be based on need
In the light of currently available income and resources." Section 202(b) would
appear to sanction state agency consideration of Income which In fact is not
available to the children-beueflcarles of AFDC and would thus sanction and
reinforce restrictive eligibility provisions such as the District of Columbia's
"substitute parent" policy.

I would further like to comment on two other aspects of H.R. 12080. Both of
these aspects present ominous and tremendously significant changes In public
welfare law. First, Sections 207, 201(a), and 204(a) provide for a liberalized
and increased use of the protective payment provisions of .Section 406(b) (2)
of the Social Security Act. As originally envisoned the protective payments
provisions were to apply only when there was a determination by the State
agency that the relative of the child with respect to ,whom such payments are
made has "such inability to manage funds that making payments to him would
be contrary to the welfare of the child." The protective payments provlslons
were to be narrowly restricted since it was considered that one of the objectives
of the Social Security Act bad been to guarantee the right of the recipient to
make his own judgments about how money would be spent Section 5120 of
the Fedentl Handbook of Public Assistance Administration summarizes au-
thortatlvciy the purposes of the money payment principle:_

The provision that assistance shall be In the form of money payments Is one
of several provisions in the act designed to carry out the basic principle that
assistance comes to needy persons as a right. The right .carries with -it the in-
dlyidual'9 freedom to manage his -affairs; to decide what use of his assistance
check will best serve his interest; td to m uce hie pweros through the sormal
ch aemew -of ea~mhs.g eajovfug t~o ssae right a" diarging, the sein -em
apooslbM 8i aeo friemd, uoeAbor and other inembere of1 the oomasi4ty.
Thet lo l eouritr Admnetratfeon't, foous @1 money pml" recog.
uie# Mt a reipfen of ktaeooe dooo xot, boa e he to & reed, lose his oapaoity
to elect howt uVheI asd whether ech of hie uscde is to be met.-

Considerable inroadsinto ,this principle have been made by revised Section
402(a) (20) (Section .204(a) of ZHR.12080) which provides that If an AYPQ
mother decides, that she does not, want to, accept employment -(perhaps Itbeing
her judgment that she Is, needed at home with her children and that the- child
care plan provided by the Agency is inadequate or does not meet the special aeeds
other chlidren),.she not only- will, be removed from the AFDO grantast her
own needs, but that aid to her children will be paid under the restrictive payment
sections of Setlon,406(b), as amended.,Thiswould mean that the A.FDO mother
who, refuses employment would no. longer, be free to provide for the neads.of, ter
children as she see fit in a cordance with her, judgmen as mother of the khull,
dren.-The Judgmentof the;AFDC motherwith. respect totbneeds ofoherci!-
dren would be suppleated by: an Agency, evaluatiott of suchn see. Nor would it
be her, prerogative, under the work; trainhpg sections of.M.2. 120W, to decide
whether ahe mgihtbe more needed-at homewith her family tbn working An
AFDOmother who legitimately feels she mut,bewith-her childrenoa o the basis
of their special needs may not:only expose herself to the threat of being- removed
from, thb public assistance aant but she mayalo beplacing heame-.in, the V.
sitlon of deprlvingheftelf of, the freedom to make, ,uch decisiou.about providing
for her family that any mother not on public .asstazceIs free' to make.,,,- .,

Until now I have reserved comment concerning what Is the eostdistressing
proposal in H.U. 120801 Section 208 amends Section 403 of the social Security
Act so at to freeze the]roplrtion of AFDO children on public assistance to the
general population of children in the-state at the level reached on January 1,
1967. Numerous witnesses before this Committee, including Professor Sparer
have t1 4 *the'delfteli*o i 0 t ofthisprvision upon poor people through-out tle country.As foi'tfie'DINU4tot Columbia, caught In a demographic trend
which has seen an increasing percentage of poor people inhabiting the inn* city
and a large scale outmigration Into the subtfrbs luah a freese 6f the proportions
at the January 1, 198? level would be a disaster Otteonumentat ijropbrtionsul-
timately thrusting back upon Congress thenecessity of Increased appropriations
for the Genefal ,Public, Assistance, (loctlly. funded) program- iotthe Pistrict of
Columbia Department of Public Welfare., It is dificult to projector estimate the
number of innocent children, who might be. harmed by the.freee, ,but it Is cer-
tain that the numbers Would be substantial and the effects of such policy traceable
In another marked Increment in the population of Junior Village, the District's

institution for abandoned, dependent and neglected children., , .
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As lawyers for the poor, however, we wish to emphasize another aspect of
Section 208 which Is particularly distressing. The experience of welfare recipients
before the Agency 'which controls their lives and their very subsistence has gen-
eraily been the stance of a passive beneficiary of statutory benefits. Recipients
have been often treated by the Agency in arbitrary and capricious ways. Indi-
viduals have been summarily cut off assistance without, a hearing under an
erroneous construCtion of Agency roles relating to eligibility. It has been, the role
of .neighborhoodd Legal Services Attorneys as advocates for the poor to provide
an effective voice to recipients In their dealings with-the Agency..We hare at-
tempted to ensure, through our representation of recipients, that the Agency
abidea by Its own rules and regulations and that It acts,- pursuant to Its legol
obligations .under the Social SecUrity Act, In a predictable, consistent and legal
manner. Implementation of- eton 208 paves -theway-for a regression .in the
attempts to establish a meaningful:rule of law with-respect to Agency conduct.
.. in order to carry out the Congrsslonal mandate to freeze the proportion of
APDOEchildren -on the rolls as of, January 1,, 1967,, it will be necessary-for the
District ot-.Clurfbla t6 proknulgate restrictive eligiblity- standards-which would
estiltin-,teellmination -of smine AFDC children to make *ay for new appll-

eants .'It 1i s HkelT that- the substitute parent rul-Iready the' souree of cut-
offs of assistance In situations where.Innocent, children are needlessly and cruelly
affeevd--iwonld be more rigorously and rnthlessly enforced. It Is also likely'that
the Deprtment's emplbyable mother rdle, which provides that all AFDO mothers
phystcally -able to work are p4sumnptively employable and. ineligible for-con-
tinned assimanee regardless of their skills'edueAtion, and-the state of the labor
market, -odold e more -rigorously enfor&, In' shott, vigorous enf6tt*meht- Of
eligibility standards,whose relation to the putposes of tWeAFDO program. ("to
help maintain "ehd strengthen family llfe) is already qneetionablei# 1Id be
necesstated; and An order to-prevent anlaereameoteabelod the-Department
would be r~iquIed to use theoe rules, jpdssibly in a caprieloUsIminner, toleibinate
Aome children from th rolls Inorder to make way for others.The masdate of
Section 402(a) (9) of the SocialSeurity Act-that "all Individuals wishing to
make applications for'aid to-families with dependent children shall have oppor.
tahtty to do so, and that aid to families with dependent- children hall be fur-
nIshed with-reasonable -promptness to all eligible individuals" will have been
rendered nugatory by proposed Section 20& -

- Poverty'In ournation has long been a concern of Congress, and understand-
hhify so. Just three years ago cemprehensIve legislation (Economic Opportunity
'Aet) was kmacted to provide new reiediesm Our public assistance programs have
importd some of our most destitute Americans for decades and most informed
omimehttorsof all- political persuasions, agree that welfare provisions have

iAbt succeded In either' adequately providing subsstence or a means to become
Kelf-*uMcient. It may be that a new system should - be devised but meanwhile
millis *of person kre dependent upon. publicly supplied assistance. H.. ,120M8
tPhold be eJec*d; for it prets'no outions to our present problems and is In
fao'a liotraewon to phiMve ,iotlons remitisdentof -the English po6r WK fWhe
pro pos ls hmaitted by the Adminlftration in HJ.R, 5710 sheld be consideredanew intle light of-the fe*,ptsitavelfeatureo of-Lu..-12080,,along withI reen-

a hilatisor ebmittd by te Advisory Counel:on: Public Welware In 1906 (Hev-
InT the PoeWe Have the Dity). - - -.- -

- - -- :.- -; i~DAMu H., MA5LJ!r --

I 4/O w ~ t -o1t~e .opqy¢ , ,f .. . ,i.,,,," - -..'' 4

.UR ,,.~ ~ -#tOt D.. - '. . ., .. " .- , . 4. ; / * , 4"
-- ~ ~ ~ ~~pj WX A$na~t PI14 WL45 5CTJJI.

Mr Tom - 4 t:--

V.S. ,esotd, !W#040u00o, DAC' t
DW M& . VA*L.IIn the forMal statement which we, siumitted to the Finanoe

coinsittso onhH.R 12060 wr'expwewsedapproval of the proposal ,for the. exenm-
tion- of At portion ,'o eatned In~ome" in detertnintng the amount :of ad4qtahid
to b-hpald dnder the AFDC program. We alao commented that the amountofllnme anubj etto ,incorae exemptions m hmd be Increased, . - -" - -. it;.-.,

As *e h~ve thought further about this matter we have -felt some. conern
that this proposal, If. adopted, would require monthly checking of the families
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who ore earning somue, hvineome atid prot'nbly* it reiwjtutloii- of the liudget
1111d a chlige In, the- amlount Of asilWanee its well. This would have the di"ad-
vanltago of adding Ceen furter to flip very exteni1ve liutsrwvork requirements
Iit Itbe atldlnit ratom. of thilsprogram.

We are therefore subuiiting for the- consideration of the, Coinaltee tin
niteratlre lroj'ostl for Mhe eatraiugs Inventivo plrovision of the bill. The attaved
miaterial Is offered as an amndint to See, 2N02 of H1.1. 1208-0. ,

'1 hix liroiusa * would require~ states to estail)is a "poverty standardl" and
tom dIsregard earned ieomp. prior silwirt paynients, andi comtributiorus until
thms have amounted during the 12 month ix-riod following alwilcatin, together
with what the state would pay fit assistance', to an Income equal to the "poverty
standard." Also, provision would be mode for dlsregarding on a dlminlshlulg
scae In steps of $100, of the next $1,000 of addItional Income, front Nuch sources.

F'or example, If the'. Poverty standard fin the state: wag V2AAX)0 for a family
of four anid time asslstarwe the stable could otherwile give, was $2,000 lam 11 year,
lmmoie-froin earnlmmgs child otupport, 'timd couutributom% during the 12 youths
following application would he totally dIsregdrded .untl~It aggregated more
tIan $510.00.. '

Thel ltro vislons of flie proposal nre:
I.! 'io give numsslmaeour~ienat to --'jlf~effort Aid-to detelopi sou rLes of si pport

other than public assistanuep.
2. To increase the posmsibilIty of sustained iIlepenIdenmj
3. To ellinmnate the expense of Ifrequent month q$); ~iW&1tI grLiit Pij

whkth are required by the iripit 'stin:Ad(1tftt !66*o Ii# 'V()ntahfd: IhR~R
JAM8, (auch grant adjustineii*nt htfp'6~iP t0itri'&4 hhd' RtonkO'nfi
vary under the present iy~ti., It, fiaidb'Wn 01tiimt~l tb~ hk. t klt
from $10.00 to $2V.00 anti there may be upi to 12 ahoea sA V'eAritlf lit

4*, IJo ehtmhti-iteapV. ihe~Ao'ty bn4~h'rtk Inricuet b0loesae b

WO AlSO SnggOt the ili'1Mn of -the- w~rd learied" on p~age -1106" line 24. 'if
thebill.

it it Ist pomfible wo wonid'Appreelate, the Ineiitsloi'-6t th~slette amd Attkched
mnatial; fit the hreorui.'t fi -'auu %*e offer It -too, the '0n§ldei-tIbi 'of the
Committee.

Wae~inglo,, Rieeiala -e.

SvooEsTrn Asm~wosxirs vd H.R. 100W
SECTION 202 (d)'

The provision In, 11.E. 12060 for, Incentive Income in A.P.)E.IsiA disietten
ceptual lMprVwemeit bVev tI* poeittarinieMont. " -

,A. 1It cOstablisbes' MAR -mb Oritwefle ph,.,"
H, It -liberalf"e # tlng'ftV1*1ons for people, inot e,*d by thet'ti un

exentptUottsUhd6k .11.0., Iwo. " i' 1

It hMe some undesirable I)im lan and, likely cb te~
A. It at least does not decrase the existing taper work Involved In reconiptta-

tio11 dnd may actually Increa*1 11 it. -', , ".,
B. t- q!I of".y~tkn whtce& heien

bureauceratic involvement. t'L1

tt Ih k ehIr,*h,
rihI te'the, i*bult Wn~ai 'tv' Wto' te *peit 1p! Y
ayrgeet i~e hipt ?6jF.i& eo

___________ 'a d WCO

this wording &oar lc t At-tlow li Reedon'4020011 ci) aiid (CC,mud o
Include tile preceding wording In lHlt. 12080 begfuning wihtewords "the Stnate Agency"
[it line 12. p. 110.
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The following revision of the H.R. 12080 version is suggested as carrying the
concepts forward into a much simpler operating framework at the first line level-
strengthening even further the psychological incentives, and providing the bridge
Into achievement and opportunity potentials customary for the general society.
If enacted, such a substitute would:
1 1. Eliminate all of the paper work and red tape connected with variable, inter-

mittent income except where It would begin to be enough to pose major dilemmas
in comparison to self-supporting families at the lowest levels above the poverty
line.

- 2. Permit families to know decisively and immediately the specific economic
limits within which they can function to their own advantage without conflict
with concepts of fraud and without bureaucratic complications.

3. Provide a base which would encourage and relate voluntary family support
payments and other private contributions to significant long-term Improvement of
family conditions and rehabilitation.

4. Divorce incentive provisions from the limitations imposed by unrealistic
state assistance standards.

5. Recognize relative differences among states based on general income and
cost of Hying differences. .....
* S. Eliminate the "added tax" imposed upon aid recipients for the support of

other poor people.
-I. ag ate A thew4 t in,

,Z!iminate all the wording in the present bill:
,( n npage117, lipe 4through2, inclsive;and

,) n age 18 1 trouh 16, inclusive 1 and.

"deitrinatlon, (I) all of the income from earnings of ouch persons, from
famniy support paymenf4 Made by an, absent parent, and from eontribtionas.from
any other source, and which, during e*0Ac twolyo-month period following the date
of aPlicaton, total 4eqs.th.a the amountestabliahedijn aoordauoe wlth para-
graph (B), and. (II) a percentage of up to $1.000 per 12 month period, of income
exi udig the amont:,otabished accordance e with paragraph (B) beginning
wth £0df tefir $10.ayd declining progreavely by! 10% for each $100 there-after; and , ' ,; ' .. ..

"(B) shall, for purposes of determining the amount to be dlsregrde -under
(A) (1i),(), 4etorv4" the difference between

, (l). twelpe times. the monthly amount of aid that would be paid under
the State agency's assistance standards if no Income from the sources de-
scribed In (A) (I) (1), were avilable, and - , . ,,. ' ,, ->

(ii) the poverty level established by the State agency for a family of the
same size;

"provided that the poverty level so established may not be less, for a family of
four, pempn, than. $810, adjusted in ,thaesame ratio s the average per capita
personal income in the State bears to tha average per capita personal income in.
the United States; nor, for a family of lems,,than-four, persons, lessthan the
same _0!wte figure 4eereased by, 15%, for each. :fewer than four; nor,
for families of more than four erson, less than the ame adjusted figure" in-.
creased by 10% for, Q*h person exceeding four;, ,. ,

POSSIBLE VARIATION* ,!,j,

lilate justmenti under pargaraph ). ' 1W.. .....

similarly available t1o lnonlrciplents.5. Put a maxumn, on, the. ac0.Ieons (aragrap (B) (I)) due" t slz6f
famlly-or example not* to ekc e total o isoi in a family. i af,4.~~: ,,og of$ ,0 -, - 5 r
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IV. Hhypotlsetooi Baampiee of U80e of Proed Amensdmneeg1

NtbOatiow StateA state 6 state C
1. Averageprsnalocome pot 4 ... ... $124 51.166 $2,007 - $3,1962. Average Prsouat locoe per apbt of, 100ea Sonat'oaIvievra....... .

13. Poverty k" WijM% lamw C4 100 1,8 74 3313784. Eto State asshaoce stsaadrffoqlmiioi 4 233 3,5.................... 
4731 1"4"~ 2,396am 40(b) ps.ASWX XQ I.. .......... . ... ............ 1,3M4 865 1,48"

I Bained on incotoplet, data for 1945.

STATEMEN? SLBbiION J3CUALr oF Ti(E, IoAjW OF fl11FMr05 OF THE ftRAVILEJIAI1D,SoQrY OF WASuIATOTyo, .O., TSYr Js Suavws Comura or T'11 BOARPOF DuS~XITs, Ma. IPorg 8TEWART. CHIRMANY
7%0, TiMvelior &id- $io~icy of ft~hingeon, Df. an agency, ;VWhWrk.entir 'V Wth pje away ftrom bome and in ned, isebes to express Its, conc-aboup Pi~ovislons in the probse agents to thq, $ocial Seuty Aq siubnqjtted Aslfi.U 3811 ML'

Our t~erns~ ar. for tbq possible regt~ti I fet'k ayo the prqijsiontsof tbt# b~ll'as *Well asj fr insetI - ,e*~l~ te' o1t~t 4Jlouwe O uiohc n cir louttes scity Prov1_ ons the V-ueoour poailblllt: i hor ;M41;L r ted to the omlwolfAre amenaji~tiTrlerdor6e we shall Un1p our, conuntos to hs~ ~Etioni of the bl *Iitbhvsp)lre ereuO to welf are. aotl OttUA vsv eiu otentia '4,64 othe families 4dnd lvl it na 4o Taelr Aid.The' lmimsfton' ot a: fini al pendAQy 4mnlin Ie* a ftance to the6 $Ititeeto the ratio of 4eeWe to the Uubro birnI the toalbildpopulhti, of the sta*O aAs d lzJU3ntar' 7100? Would ist peudalts 6t relof fsinilleo resettllng tr z n Oznuliyt (br 10teoutno taniles askilowi toU avel 4$d, 4ttiva -to reoet eu s 0 fr to- lbeter thef iduca-ffoiial' and ezm4oyznAt' 0iotut~ % o1 to, joig ' thr family me k . 4'hPtivblere Aid S ectet 'Ttie trf 'o u041 1 in V tste~s~Yasoser;0i has jet so 14n'afA y '*bch has dejohate4 ln-order to'becok toubicg. lfowevei 1lz" tnewhhave lye4, in poverty &ia*gia sub-but ~ d ~ fl~~chgain atoehold to*itrd 1nd eteo on ftmhr;s~etenc~Ira ine Ikk 1116e, loss of Jo0 t te cie tssItheir lives thoy' ak' uziabl~to malitainthelr begin equillbrfu, ialfind themselves a pe.no7'1A (Y~nhectlc#_ -nd De1nwate eh covrta hive' ,A~io ',jdgdaareelsqter'r 1rerdents 46 ulncoas tltnon on ti :'judi tiat the 3eoa~the~ ~~ a a- ,d tb6- rih to lbile ,cr~Prop6~ 'e tlin* V0 YUt~ iuor '41d 0D 10sRIf Chlde *ta
Wer&ns that tbb e -6~iie~ thi ref~t~ichtk "e, uth in n ,'tt~hia~ an6 ofthe qm44 a tadethj' ) kk1p4r 0, mno actua~ have, the opposite evfect. MMMe1 Ai 0 aaMOaWl toR 4 l4*011 andii iajte1 i iiii~ 01hs 102 IFeda,

Families with'de eneldrune 4iA46iii: *e hidlifaznU we dilythe results In progressive deterlors4oNj~o of productvity among the men anda mounting number of wandering vagrant&. With the additional pressures ofinvolvement og 1ayv ezfoz'cepent autho~tties~ e r ~zq will evenjupo quicklythan now di"par bbcitii of feari and delierately never all posibe des with
.,di~geler A14qd sr a stnoaud eftoectve pubuomwelftre program whichIsdrected -t nseetingbfs hsmnan Aeeds, anD4 alas 4t the.ocial t-nd economicrehabilitation of all of our citisena Severatl of the other provisions In HR 12080seem to us to move In the opposite direction., For example the compulsion that all
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adtilis Anit youth over 18 years'of age not Ina sdiool mnust'Accpt work or work
training. waiving mInimumu wage requirements. % eeuis to us~ to be a most serious
step backward. Adults should be given opportunity and ecouragenment toward
worK- but must have the right to decide that otlher family considerations, not ably
the welfare of ehiidreii,'should take precedence. We sve the requireient tit
wvork'for Youth a's contributing to non-pursuit of education and wvorkIng against
recently developing efforts to have school dropout youth resume their education.

We see the imliosition of disregard for minimum wage standards as a material
threat to families and Individuals who tire seeking to enter the Job market and to
achieVe econoiic indepe&ndence. The families known to Travelers Aid who are mov-
Ing In order to find employment all have less atnd less chance to realize their soci-
tilly constructive goal of self-management If such a provision becomes law.

Finally, in relation to the assistance provisions, Travelers Aid strongly urges
Congressional support for the elimination of durational residence requirements as
a basis for public assistance throughout the United States and the substitution of
assistance according to need as a supplement toward positive rehabilitating.

The pr6pobed modifications of Title XIX (Mledicaid) sems to us to be seriously
repressive. First, the proposed restriction on the level of eligibility would mean
that many families below the "poverty line" would not qualify fbir such assistance.
Second, we cannot imagine it meaningful health care program which is not man-
datorily bnsed on provision 6f these five tutndgmefifal services now Itn the act,
namely; Inpatient hospital services, outpatient hospital'serylces, other lAW~atory
and X-ray services, skilled nursing home services, add phician services. Third,
the, fact that states would no longer berequired to pro'de' services, to persons

une ~yedrs of age ratcally rucest t9Mpsili 'dqaeeiacr
for grtiving eblidren, whose future depends on th ,Ir apa'01ty to fuactien, Travel-
ers Aid $as seen too mai iid ret i from the disd tgii aectona of our coun-

try, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' titea ilouihO~u6t 6&4u~b~~c 4 Ot poor health.-Fourth, wve
foresee c-f' psed -pubic cost f',-'h1 iikn'd of, adults wvho cannot
qual1 w0i s cannot be restor" top~tg liehith wbe-ftIthpdequate o'are they
could bqjretored to gainfu fi poym~iit. V4alll, i t* of our citizensal
podssilIilty for'pirentive medical Id be losld l I -s.

Q,06 ef the most0 posit~e and heptu TOt'r~isOf.*j believe, Is that
fqs~t of smitr 4br A, duciil' al Ainijig. lS~ inliae vastly Injreased

nin~o coinpeteat gnti qualified social'wdikr sii~tly needed throughout
Ws'etrm'of heiilthi and iwlfare programss lbut'PaWfi-ajnrly qre they need

t~r I stj bc. weifaie lprogrAins Ifb&ur country Is to, treql Ii the goal of effective
webablltal 6iot self-s mieeifcy for' thdiseI in ed, V a orlthese local' -rOgrams
are pe sently. suffer gseve06'shortages, 'eaublfg iieatri 6&qseliada for thosee dedi-
catqd'wokerj now wokngi o&'al diportn~enti, makingjt lulposible for them
to proilde the kid 'dixstorative-help w~iiici they and Alt of 'xs know, 11 needed
Ifwe a society, atrot6 bireakthieIr bn fporm ,II'

will fioft6 rILedn~ Wrkporm 1U
Ur4qptunAtey, we pred4ct. tat If the seyer~j rep eviv d : ul'egresstjyeOrort-

sliaopo e4IntltsAu'. reenacte Ifitq~iw ,e' icrea~iaq ti.zumh1;i-or4o Rocial

not "Poqe 6sitonh Iz4 X 4i.06ted, tbey." will -join' Qt " ib4ed. and emergijg
WrOO=in where their pkills 04 Urgeply, *ui4 ip euW btregu-
latiQns er p9Uc$'6 ' QIa .s~efo~r w 49w, 8 WQIoth expectbe in6tiy&A, licand j o'~ - 4$pti a ~e~~r~tp~~~ig nihet o

Ibtgrtyo tenc~ eul~ tbt it now StgQds tn helf to mve e program
forward,' nt bckward W.'nee to undergird thq~est tlia we Inow.

TezorON TIE Iiqs]VyrnoiiQoy L01 PUBLI WU'*Asz AiLOWANCES

Petitioner: The undersigned, (Rev. Horae B. McKenna, SAJ ) is a parish
wrIest, now with eight years experience among the Washiton, pOr, after twenty
years of -work with rural poor and six years In Philadelphia's Inner-city.

1st point: The rule forbidding Welfare to a family with a resident Father
is an Invasion of the marriage contract and rights, a fiscal blunder, and a civic
disruption.
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2nd point:, Welfare VaYnlents in tixenation, *twenty to, ifty percent below the

looverty level, maintain it serfidow and a peonage that is a discredit and a disease
in the United State&.

GJentlenmen:
STATEME?4?

1$t poit: The rule forbidding Welfare poyments to a fain4i 'with44 -'resident
unemployed father violates the rights which the parents bare vowed to Q11e
another. The social disruption gives rise to heart-rending suspicions. The elirlc
situation calls, for more policemen on the street to care for 'and advise unsuper-
vised teen-age souls than there are fathers exiled from their homes Washinigton
had seventy "Investigators!' to enforce this rule,,perhaps more than oefrt each
absentee father. II .III

The 'lWork-Training Program" put In by Senator Rlobert Byrd as A substitute
for "Aid to. families with resident father*" was-;shown by Senator fttbtcotf in'
August 1968, to, have only a three percent -result in jobs. Iri May I co~sulted
the statistician of the program who told me that 5100 were enrolled, 16 trained,
anad a few more than N00 got jobs. 1 would call a program .only ten percept" pioe.
drietive a failure, a disappoinitment somethig like a hoax.*

2nd point: The Washington P~st for ga. June 24, had two articles on Welfare,
One. showed S6n. Ilyrd's picture. In it miss Thompson, Welfare Director, saI4
"housing allowance for family of five Is $46.00 below monthly rental, A record
article announcing the coming "Welfare Itseilpezts' Rally" said "the national
average for ;ments.Is $1780.11 And of course the poverty level for a family

Hence v re Is aiegailxe4 peonage and a serfdomn festering In the ieatt of
the -world's m~ost affluent. society. Its Injustice, Its hnnlom agonies, Ita family
tensions, IV; 6%duc'Ioil*disappointments, Its occupational hopelessness, these
make a mine-field of the Nitaiou.

Can -we irot do better tlkaii keep our Brother In *apt apA misery at least in hfos.
family home?

Respectfully submitted. (tv OAaB OYA ..

- St. AO4#v#u. (Mrch, -V rs41o,, D.

S ATEME T OrWrnzTNtM.YO'A', O, JaVEA$'~h5OZOR, NATONAL V9;

Mi Ohimah; Nfmbr 6fti CNmtittee, my name to' hitey X. Yoii.
Jr. I -adi the -elekutl're diretor of the NgatlobAl VrbaA League.

The National Urban League Is a non-profthalbe nedatoaor.
nlizoildnfounidedj In 1910'to secure kftlaiop r.tunid for, Nefiro cliosnfg ad
the iniebes 6of tbei MniritY' t iV0C.l in its,*
lead~r'silj)ad itiff. -pS)f aI Tntrr'

Th6 flational 13lA6b Iufaue, has AMhIAeei cteW II St *tito -Onil M6b
D.istriqt p1. Columbia. It maintains ZtiollfI ~a qua 'tfr In KeW orc.t,

0ce 6n '.rn, 4~n ia l1 er -,&L
reLo o~i~ Akt dk and ft Utfs, On& a

worli smaducts thq day-to-day activities of the Vrban L4apme throughout fte
0606i14,aied b , h6re thaifi'8'oo volunteered whd $jt0*' eXper, nowle Wankl.,
eiperfen tO rtaA ma [WilTSi 141MIcna ljrb4 Laim i de~bp 1rteu M00ou nit~ to aent.

a a ~met W ncuion In te recodtto he i efo'ti Yniite
order tO add to 76-0. I e th*if iafi idO e
accumiulated over the" = h"l~ ea IdQ~ 4i0ilo' on devdac
you, *. ,oto

*~i, 280repte th ~Ouse Ways' and "en nlte, aq'
b the Ilue o presettvs and'now ut ' ofe'to y hsC~wttee, Includes important-provhhlWn long sougt b" respo'",nsIble "eltS. g*-nizat~ons, but In tI~q v1 wof'th X~atoMO Urb_ e4zubs pollshv
been'eMbiodied In a bill vi4ch *uW O 46~n ter feature qbc? arV0rgr~iso codeve and so r* e e , tha theyt tao Vhq~eo whther e, A6k a
nations, cam afford-*what 1 I t#i bi t we re reurdto tltesate w-hat
Is ba4 ln'it
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The desirable and exceedingly Important features of H.R. 12080 Include an
Increase in Federal financing for a variety of social services such as family coun-
selg, day care, family planning, foster care and other protective welfare
services; for demonstration and other research projects; for the special costs
associated with work and training programs; for the training of social workers
and their aides; and provision for an Incentive -exemption of earned Income.

But otbr provisions are of such a regressive and punitive nature Mhat there
Is an overiding question as to whether they will not,'In the'final analysis, destroy
the efi, Ottvenebs of those provlsipns which are both goid And niecessary.I-,

The 1i 4t. severe -chaxiMe are -those affectifig children dependent upon or
eligible for 1 nzblic -assisf~nceahndtheir parents. fIER. 2080 -would impose! a freeze
on the percentage of ch1ldren for w*hotil welfare-support IM -provided and limit
the percentage tpo the level, p Jnury1987, It r~quireo that all- adults on the
rolls, Inqlwip mol n uto-coLyot vri, -engage In Worlc'And

trinngasa odlt ~ WI hc~vn tsitkie itt 'egard to the. Impact
o~ sc~ii~r a~dtranin on a lfe,~ L, &vibilitT'o ob at te end of the
tralintperl& b eyn ~t.,ii~lsehc ~1O1eept -of 4stabllsbed minimum
wats. t ~ntans ~bv~lns h~rb~ h~lren.culd bi* W~moved from the home
by curt rderon trmstba~~ve bly ue i"iand 7,litch *oUld serve to
discura~ m~4'~rs a p~ng' ~r asistbce radlea'of tMe desporition

of her ned It requires prolrap) ,Qf family plnIn ,f " ,the effort to-fiduce
illegi-tlmn. y in lerrn that invit 1cv~ apprac es 5in have the effect 'of

puni 114 !i~itn~y by,*01 ensbr tiules4 child. ..- .. " - .'I
HR 1080~eqfrescooe~atonwit law &iforceibiit akenefes In detorninng

paternity,. and locating absenI fathers as 4 condition of ,As41tnce, It gives C01n-
greselonil, ftM n' to _aVer 14h. of the a-Intdho rie ecently out-
lawed byA el~I$ trqq6I1re that'in order. to qualify ton asitance,
the parent must have lia A'tunifaaitial connecti iy A1h~~lbor force, a'pro-
vision which will eliminate many men who have' fit - r had an opportunity
for steady eniploymnen And will 6inly succeed in- forcing'r'e families to',break
up and more fathers to leave home In order to obtain support for their children.

States. would be empowered. tq -Withhold cafth pay.M~fitst to fa-milies when
welfare' autborities' deci.ds that 'fdjlti are "misusing" the money, resulting In
vonch&r phyment'or pajMent by a third party, which violates the right of cash
payment and the right to exercise Judgment In the spending and handling of
money.

The purpose .1 thsbl scer t olIs the ruthless reduction of case-
loads and welfare Costs:, Its Mitftude i4 to-'t t6ugh1"wtth welfare recipients;
and its miethodology Is reminiscent of nedifeal poor laws and the alms house.
The esen"e of the, measure 14 the deliberate. use of federally aided assistance and

seviestocerivlyimoAgceptablem mdle-claaq behavior patterns' fpm
Ilies whose welfare reivire p"bliv as~latne,

These uadesiablp elemenT~ 1p, -UMR. 19 W__, are. at complete ia rlane. with the
recn~ned~ton o th Pesdent's Adv~qory Qoni nPulc Welfare, w th the

recommendations of earllier Presidential ad~laory groups, amd ,With the re6oni-
mendations. of alvptbe yoluntary organizations in the lab6r, religious, civil

n-gi cii brfew and reate4els ,..

hiIjbigt bf Urba A nd it'a u hin tis, coruhtr adoption 'of IL I100
can'6only prov ei ifinatr 'in a su an ardynfmetcold Ael hae
the -effect of stimulating 4lots, and farther ese~agte w~rft ' In American

-1 m w'ell aware of te, s4rtosw~hn~tvt~ meso ti Ho s'e
Wayti aMeads Cmitte. They are concern4-as we' I1 ar6 conoern'ed--wivth
breaking the cycle that Is m~cng po1~U iefe wyof if o eoalSO
familes -with Interru'pting thcyl 'T. bi peduy hercne~ Is.,el
plac, bthejb can only be don0 by adoping positive eaue to ft. Ate cl

opp~rtunty. Itca t be abpompllibed through thLe 30 ih*4w of opoortu :168e
embodied Ii rrsiv6'm&baure&'It will serve no- ui~fu1 ptirpose t force 060)e
Into trIn" programs for~ rb that .do not exist and, In the process. requiring
mothers to. fOke tlhe hom.Nr~ w otni opaehge n higher,
premims on broken* ho1A0,.0 the co'iditlofort bi sitne

fl~eeause of it r or featore,,R 128 wl c te mo~re, pother than
lessA, poverty, or-at ,I W, 'e ct~ t i~tbe o h~*r eligible for asslstab1ee,
sec6n, by* 416lsintnep fyAit "h4e ii~ who, are dependt
on the caq of only oe ru and ald, by e pg. the. amount of federal
money aviable to" shar gte-MS'pprt of ez) dee iext'Whlden There.l n
basis for a belief that the number of children needing assistance will decrease
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or that the amount of money necessary to any family to maintain a minimum
standard of Hying will diminish. The cycle of poverty and the cycle of public
dependency can only be broken through long years of concerted social effort to
rehabilitate families and Individuals through humanely conceived and admin,
istered programs designed to combat the handicaps under which they suffer.

To proceed otherwise can only increase the sense of alienation, worthlessness,
self-hatred, and hopelessness which at best perpetuate dependency and at worst
result in riots. Threats. undeserved punishment, deprivation of rights and re-
sources, curtailment of funds do not reverse dependency. They only create fear,
bitterness and apathy, which reinforce the dynamics o dependency.

Given the disproportionate number of Negroes on the AFDO rolls, H.R. -120S0
can only be discriminatory in Its effect. It Is designed to Impose social controls
rather than to arrive at social solutions to our iqst urgent domestic problem,
unconscionable poverty- in a land of prosperity and affluence.

H.R 5710, although of a limited nature In relation to the overriding needs for
overall reform of te present welfare system, contains none of the coercive
elements or inorfl preachments of H.R. 12080. Of particular Importance is the
fact that it requires the ' states to bring their actual welfare payments up to the
minimum levels established by the states teselves.

We in the Natlopal U rblr . ague strongly urge the Senate to reconsider '.R.
5710 in place of H.R, 1080W, urge that you strengthen It in accordance with the
recommendations of the -President's Advisory Council on Public Welfare, and
that you Include within It all the desirable features that now reside within
LR 12080. . .. ... .
• Adoption of the bill, before you, with all Its regressive,.coercive and punitive

features, will n9t succeed in. breaking the cycle of poverty or altering the cycle
of dependency. It will only visit further punishment on the poor and serve
to escalate the crisis of ourcities.

sTAWAWT Or TV$- NAtION-AL $ICE BATON 00P BVUNDSs AND PRorsSSow A
WOUN'S CLUBS,' 0.,'S triLTTED DY COLLIMlI, SEAmNm AND RLL

The National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs, Inc.,
hereinafter referred to as BPW# submits this statement ob the Social Security
Amendments of 1967. BPW was founded In 1919, and Its total membership now
exceeds 177,000. BPW clubs are in operation in every state, the District of
Columbia, Puerto .Rico and the Virgin Islands. Membership Is open to any
working woman. As a result, the Federation's membership includes assembly line
workers, clerks, lawyers, saleswomen, and, In short, women engaged in virtually
every Job description Imaginable. .

BPW considers the Social Security bill now before this Committee as one with
several good features. However, we believe the Committee should give -full
consideration to all the following point&- - .- I .
. First, under the present system, working couples often receive smaller benefits

than couples with the identical income if only the husband worked, Specifically,
let us assume that John Jones, a retired worker, was employed at an average
yearly salary of $4,800. Upon retirement, Jones receives, a: monthly check of
$128.00 plus $81.0 for his wife, despite the, fact that ;she never worked.

:In contr-ast consider Mr. and Mrs. Brown, both- of whom worked, each of
whom earned an average yearly salary of $2,400. Their combined Inconie equals
the income of the Jonese Yet, when the' Browns reUre, their combined benefits
would equal $180 per month-l-$1&50 a month less than the Joneses receive.

The disparity becomes more acute If both husbands Oredecease their wives.
Mrs. Jones, who never worked On" contributed to the! Social security system,
would receive $105 per month. Mrs. Brown, who did work, and who did contribute
to the fund, would receive only $84 per month.' Thus, a Widow who never worked
would receive larger payments than a widow who did and -whose -, Income,-
combined with the Income of her deceased husband, equaled, the Income of the
first couple. The inequity results from the failure of thie socii security system
to prmit-working couples,to pool their Incoupes for pukosei of determining,

al security benefits. Although for tax purposes, the wife's Income Is treated
Identically with her husband's for social security purposes, the wife's-income
does not yield: the sameoiamount of benft Its -ths Identical Inoe of her husband.
These Inequities can be corrected by amending 1202 qf the Social Security Act,
42 U... 1 402 (1084), to permit'working couples to pool their Social security
credits and draw benefits on the basis of combined Incomes.

83-231-67-0pt. 8- 68
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tY te~~ t preat'systeM, berflts W-uld be 'redued: if -a widow rrturn to
woik deSllt6 the fdct that 'sus'pebAlofof )pajizienti Wouldj In most ~' nies,d ullify
fit,least in pait, thk prpoo'ie'f6r roturnlng'tO Work 'Most wld6ws must return to
wbk-,sobat th# .i4y e4an m'e money in oider to provide the e.stltalsOf,
life fr theinslveeWaiid their families, Unless the difference between, the -amount
receivld tefore and after work begins is significant, there1K no" r~al, incentive
for ritdining to work; ByO reducing the payments, CongreSs lessens theIncentive
for retornngto work and encourages women to remain unemployed by relying
on sOclal security. B* -coA0 iiuing the" payments It would 'encourage more widows
o. seek employment aOd -guld provide Increased benefits for those whose eir.

cumstanos require addltlial assistance. r ': .
The present system alsO"provides f/r "mother's insurane benefit," -payable

to widows with surviving children. 42 U.S.C. 402(g): (1064). 'No' prbtslin
however, Is made for payments to male wido ers with surviviftg children,
despite the fart that the considerations which require payment in the former
ca.s seem to apply with equal relevance to the latter a well. Thit diocrpanuy
ca4 be remedied by 61picitly authorizing Fathers' as '*ll as Mothers' Insurance
Benefit ."

Under present law, currently In.4e status coverageg in' six out of the la-t
13 qtMrters ending with death, retirement or disability)"_ required In order for
a cblld'to be deemed dependent upon his mother and thW able to recelve benefits
under the Act. Under the bill passel by the House '-Re0resntatives which is
now* before-this' Committee a- child would be deemed dez~endent 6n his mbtber
under the same conditions that, under present law, a child Is deemed depeddnt bn'
ia faith er;.We bellej'tbat ald to depen4ebt ehlldre 'Abuld b twe same *hetier

thie deiedehcY '14 bi a brother or trtthii. If this bill is nactd 5n 'estlmted
176,000 children would become entitlid to' benefits .i/nntid twith"the - second
month after the month in which the..b!lUs enacted.' ThN figure' itself -pbrtrars'
the essence of the problem.

luq ur vlpw, the points raised herein.re a loglc] pA Weqltable extension of
the pdqc|pl et401 I 'In 'fte' 14 W .Ttl9 'I'dfe A R o 100. e Act
prohibited discrimination In"emiployment 'bas'6d on io'ce; ellgton sex or MionalQrlgln., Its basic purpose was to enact: into law, the fundamental principle, that
every. person. should be judged as an individualand should be able to secitre
those -jobs and those employment benefitswhich- his or ,erability and perserv
rerancetwill permit The extension of Title VII to corer sex, discrimination must,
be construeit as a Congressional determinatiou that dIscrimination based on, sex
is Justal iconststent with the principle of equalopportunity as racial or religious
discrimination would be... .'v .,

HR. L20 represents an Initial step In attempting toapply, this base principle,
to the social security systn. The principles discussed herein would,. Ift adopted,
eradicate d~scim1notion by placing men' and women. on an equal .footing--by.
making social security benefits commensurate with the contributions made- by.
an'individual. The present system determines benefits by applying the pre-con-
celved. and often" 'errobeous assumption! that women tare! the subsidiary xwage-:
earners In- the family. If, our principles are adopted,. the law. could be molded to.
ft the changing realities of American economic life..- j ;., , 1 -.: I.,

In 1035, women comprised only, 23&percent, of thework force; TOday,, the per-
centage ,has risen dramatIeally to approximately,. percent.' In 1935; approxl-
mately 35 percent of the. working women, were married, By 1982, this percentage-
has risen to 02 percent. One-tenth of all family heads are wouienis Additionally,
"given the. rising divorce rate and their high. coit, of- living most' women- ateno
longer in the labor market to supplement their husband's Income but-primarily'In
order to provide- the necessities of. lifefor their families," '

HR. 1L2080 partially, remedies- the Injustices- and discrimination, which haveaccompanied administration of the social.'insurance system., We, therefore,;
urge consideration and adoption of all the points raisedherein. - - -_ .. :' ;-

In addition, BPW wishes to express Its support for the welfare provisions of.
H.R. 1200. This bill will, If enacted, stem the-growth In the number of families
receiving aid to families with dependent children (AFDO). In 1982 legislation
was passed'whlch allowed Federal financial participation in a wide range of

I Presldtat's Commission on the StAtus of Women Amin Wotm o8 (lo8).
'.d. at 29,SUReO4e .V. Moavntifw Stakee Telephon 4 axd Telegraph 0o., Case No. 17-12n (ArIxona

C1vlRigbts Comnlseldn 1966).
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servltesWtAPDO famiie~lTMo fihtehded resbilta 6CUtbatliation-independene
and self-support-have not beA achieved. -It thevwelfare provision of ELM. 12080
are heated ft :believes'.the AMDO rolA- will We reduced by restoring more
fantilles to em loymeit and'self reliance. ]Nederai- financial Involvement in -the
progkiYA woul be a rdinigly reduced.

TXhe significant previslesis which we on~port are,"i follows:
(1) A & requirement that all: Stotes estatblish a program, for each appropriate

AFDC adult And older child, net attending school. with a: view- to getting each
of -them' equipped for work 'and placed In jobs. .Thoe, members -of the family
whd refuse i~W~tot good lcause-to, accept training or- employment, would be taken
off tbh rolls. BEW6ftts for children. however, would not be affected.

(2) A requirement'tbat all States establish- community work and training
programs throughout the State by July 1. 1960(8) A requirement that all States furnish day-care services and other. servktes
to make it possible for adult mmebers of the family to take training and employ-
mnent. Family planning services would be offered toall 'appropriate recipients.
Other services wouldalso be required which would help make the family self-'
supporting.

B PW believes that if -the, Welfare provWsons of this hill are- encated States
would be required to develop ak Programf for'each appropriate relative and depend1

out child which would assureto the-maximum extent possible, that each individ*
ual would- enter the labor force tn order to become self-suficent. Ito &okpllsh
this, the States would have to assur that each adult In the family and each cthiid
over age 18, who Is not attending school It given- employseft counelng, toting
and Job training. The.States would also have to provide day care service needed
for the children ot mothers who 'are determined to be able' to I work or take
trMining, and 'to, 0rovWl suh other services for children which would contribute
toward making the family self-sustaining. ,' .

AlPWbelleYes the Votlfare provisions of thld bill ane steps In the right direction.
Wn that they acknowoldge that welfare alone Is not the proper. approach.W Wu-
w~t that by encouraging Women currently receiving welfare benefits tobe trained,
and by prbiriding care for their chil4ren while the are trained and while'they aro
employed, the bill will give rise to a general Increase In the self-respect, of
women now unemployed &Wd receiving -welfare beniefits; It would be possible under
this'bil -Aor a msothertobW, employed and still retaaf aportodi of her. welfare
pamet. thenore, the same mother could be secret In' the knowledge that hen
children are being care4 for while roeis ator. r, it y rLoiiW , .: - 1,

IBPW, Lthereforh this Commnittee to, vote'l L favor: of ,thle weVVlfare provisifnS
of H.H. 12M6:.' ! ''-'*,, '

The Unitqd Stat~ Tradeziark-4ssoctitiop submitss th astateiefit-to thie Uhited'
gltdtd Se~N '066M ~zi~e 4 hyp ji'f APO 't" relathn !o 'dzig

nott'b6Ceonsttd aarbkt~l 'of th~in "'' ' '

- ~th~ 1~ %6t , VA~t Tiiark A X6
benf~indd ii' I8 I I qui"iembihp 'fighty-1Iid kK #j-r oeld, a -

ot t84Satbi QfM1* 6iith 1fi~" 8" PAst 48th 'tndrte at tin VrAT City of Nt-rW
Y4(X ;biiuish1p' t"4s, regiaor btg emberti'~h r weso

lf-sl~rt IAnd -otljorsIlnftstd in ideinar- 1w't-4bia ltce and tr~4e.
nlak~p~fcttbTheAsoci~eneib it isk t*~od of6 emri~rsfrom piany

countiries. Of the thteOe bhn4red ninety-seven regular "r votti memrers, ipprol.d.
6ate~y, tblrty-one a' e phift -eutftpl 'tanufactue; A5)4 of "the *thirty-five
mnembersa 6f the:11oard ,62'1%a4ors Mii -A

6-. ,ubedthe'Assoclaton. enrlytad 'toidIn !Ijb-dissemination
oinformation perftning to tWdemaro~ and to-Aftord 'a moanAof Oooperative

activity in 'proteting thehf. -,It'publishes 1Uhe adem ark- Reporter, a' monthly
journal containing judicial opinions in litigated cases and articles of research
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and commentary. The Association has worked for uniform State trademark
legislation, which has been adopted In many States.

At the outset It may be well to point out that trademarks In this country are
competitive tools In an economy which Is based on Industrial and commercial com.
petition. The basis of the protection of trademarks Is to protect the public from
confusion, mistake and deception, to foster fair competition and to secure to the
business community the advantages of reputation and goodwill by preventing
their diversion from those who have created them to those who have not. The
function of a trademark is not merely to Identify the source of a product but
also to Identify the goods of one manufacturer or merchant and distinguish them
from those of others. In addition, It should be pointed out that when; trademarks,
or brand names, are protected by the Courts, it Is not only the word or symbol, as
such, which is protected, but It Is the reputation for degree of quality of goods
and business goodwill symbolized by the mark which are protected. Relief in
trademark suits Is directed toward protecting the publlids right to be free from
confusion, mistake and deception and the businessman's right to the fnlts of
his Investment of time, energy and money In creating a better product and building
public confidence In that product. • : .

With this preface wb turn to Section 2002 of the bill which authorlzes a Formu-
lary Committee to compile, publish and make available a Formulary of the United
States Drugs and biologicals listed In the Formulary are!to be listed by their
established name withi the exception concerning trademarked products set forth
in Section 2002(b) (2) (0)., It: Is with this section that the Association Is par.
ticularly concerned. Section 2002(b) (2) (C) provides that certain drug or-combi-
nation drug products may be Included In the Formulary by trademark deslgna-
tion, but only. If they meet certain criteria. These are: ...... V

(1)' if stch products have distinct demonstrated therapeutic characteristics
not otherwise available,
.(2). If such products are available at a lower cost than like products available

by established name, or
(3) if such products generally available and primarily sold under trademark

designation, are the only such products of a quality acceptable to the Formulary
Committee."-
.The practical effect of the provisions will be to exclude from the Formulary

many excellent drug products marketed by trademark name. In this respect these
provisions are arbitrary and discriminatory and should be deleted. The Assocla
tion Is not unmindful of the fact that the purposeofbill S. 2M is to limit the
liability of the Governmentfor reimbursement of the cost of drug* furnished iln-
der the Social Security Act to a "reasonable charge" as this term is defied In
the Act. However, this purpose should be-achleved without excluding trademarked
products from the Formulary. The result of such exclusion Is to dilute the eftee-
tiveness of trademarks as Instrument 'f prqddct identification and tb Impair
their value and validity as means which provide freedom of choice among pre-
scribers and buy -r, . - I . , ,

Some witnesses who have appeared b~iore this subcommittee, and he Chair,
man himself, have suggested that conditlons might be better if drugs were pre-
scribed only by e4bflfhed, name. This, p~a~tlon oveilooks the fact tht' such
procedure could destroy theiz centlve of drug manufact urers to maoe,better
products, and. more Importantly, It. would deprive the physician of hi right to
rely upon his experience with a specific product. Drugs, ;ke automobile tires or
detergents or motor oils and myriad other productsay fall within a given
genus, but this does not mean that all drugss in the genus are Identqal either, as
to all ingredients or effects: -41 people do not react to all things In the same
wAy-whether It be drugs, foods or fabrics. The drug trademark provides the
means whereby tie physician can prescribe the product with which he s tamillar,
which has given satisfaction in the past and upon which he can rely.

Furthermore, the Impact and Importance of the-Formulary envisioned In ,.
2209 will extend far beyond Its use with reference to the Social Security Act.
The Formulary will, undoubtedly have great Influence in the field of medicine
generally and In the prescribing of drugs n particular. Certainly a Formulary
which Is to be designated a "Formulary of the United States" and which will bear
the Imprimatur of the United states Government should not preclude from listing
therein trademarked drugs which are of acceptable qualltyby Government 6tand-
ards. The brand name Is the badge of the manufacturer's reputation a.nd good
reputation Is generally based upon quality which exceeds the average.
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For the reasons mentioned the Assocation urges that the arbitrary and di-

criininatory provisions of Section 2002(b) (2) (0) (1), (2) and (3) be elfin.
mnated from S. 2209 and that the bill provide for the flsting in the Formnulary ofall trademarked products which are of a quality acceptable to the Formulary
Committee.

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND & PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS,
Provience, September 20, 1967.

Re H.R. 12080, 1967 proposed amendments to Social Security Act.
Hon., R'USSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, $enate Financo Committee,
Old Senate Of"c Budikfn, Washfn~ton, D.0,

DEAE Sv.Aos LxOG: I am terribly dI~turb~d. over MR. 12060 as it has beenAmended in the House pud is presently before yorcommittee. Under separatecover I have sent toteCeko orcmitee te postion statement of our
Department of Social Welfare on this bill However, there are two principal
points I would like'to bring to your fAttention : ' ,.1

1. The freeze on AFDO caseload as of Junel 1 0O. 'Mbi Would have an ex.tremely d~magln effect Upon our; ability to tako care of children who' have tobe takez' ca-re of. It would not, by Its&., reduce the caseoad1 but woul just
reduce our ability todo decent job. *

2The iningt of the Medical Asstze Ifgllt Itnad wihnblfi
Owsstanie standArds. Wbaen wewt into . h MeiAr propr. i iA 164
were "nc6twfiged by th* _~ei1 _A at ae4U tadrsa oeb
fin never Wv4s therea *ug~lota tbk IMd6f the gamie. So Ws4Ild a t Ial .ai , d now It, Is pruedthat
this cannot be In e e f the publ ksvta" *. =~ou n
federal 4z0courwgenen IvtsQ9,4W* A h e msthe es

wot~rSae very sus~ al u8048 9f mkney 't.r "bqe l e de
g6*ern ent's original" urg 6g in he Medicare rrtn

Vadpr. tthe Mhd, Wetfar~ Sryie nvsloi vi' . tkio~ t 'tro' wilb he440&t approplationat Ad h th atnpiti 0t'. does notAov ocour, and .wis tOat thia matlp propazi=w_ 1~ 4P ~ W f oierpl topersonnel seuiv A frobl~p qarem a
4F9.hlde #rz fodi W ~ e* many -non-

Zsuppoit th ,'J~ *jts the0y)
AnJ0 suprth Iou 1oul g e fttlp 00osl 4rou1Y i4

"Wstad of refrt$3 ~ ,

fnelyyours -. ~ j U

_#HODZE JeLLND Pt D iA T X~ LOtLW * ~ ~ nr
H.R. 12080, 1967 Pzoi'otxo AlieNDMS TO Swozeeftftrt Aov:

ovvw
The House of Representatives hsPassed Bill HIR 12080 as reported out fromthe Committee'on Ways andMeans tn'amend the-Soelal'.ecurity -Act to *provideIncreases In Social Security provisions and to Improve Mble Assistantce and',;bl4 Welfare Programsp. The. Senate I'uAnce Commlite s, now holding Mearings

onthe 11ill thropgh Septemiber.22, 2907 and-wfll the4 go lzato closed, session.
ccrngto the House,.jepor -"the! Committee Is reqo=nendAfg. the. 0naet-

meat ot A~ aeries of ierI4nent4 to carry out Itirm Innltentof reducing the A]PDOrolls by, restoring more familles to employment end oehf-relIgnme thus, reducingthe Fe4,aifinnc~l Ivolvement, in the Program." .Wble~we, coacur -with this
overall ohjctive, employment Is not a- realI~ttc goal'in many vases. The House
Report Itself , notes, that the major, reason for opezlng cases is: need, due ,tobroken homes resultIng In, ote-parent cawes where the mother In many cases isnot available for employment.
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,Front the point ot.~'lew of this state .1geney there Is nititlaat I.' construcivie
about thet~proliosals e1)witiliy theprm-oni.J s for i'elera toirtleipatuon lit wo'rk
tritairg pregr ins with a proirrain for emab aiqaroprilte adult and older 01aild.
17here Is al~oan provision for Incentive to work by a disregard of it portion of
(he earunng. Thi&s Is In keeping with (love-ritor John ('hafte's reeonauneniation
t~i thet Ithode Wsand General Assemblly that a work Incentive prograInk 14 a high
piriority. .A rtquirt'uent that D)ay Catn &-rvices and oitier services must kit
vstiiblished to tnhlc It posAihh6for recipients to take training itad employment
1.4 signiftl'at. There6 are ter po.4itive fac'torst which will Ie referred to blw

There are negative aspects to the Bill which are very significant. It Is p'ro-I aoved that it freeze he p~laced on AFDC coves where the pa-rent Is aebstuit frotp
ie Ii hoineliaw-d upon the caseload of January, 1007. -7
The plon provides that the Medical Avaqistut*v elIgIlMIJ4ty l~ve1 which '111 lAholle

Island J!4 $25aO0 for a single verson, *3.5)O for Iw iwroai R.Ald$400 for each a ddi-
tionol ~ ~ ~ ~ I( prn uynte 'eta10%of th u~eAssistance budlgetfo a

Money paa1ypt Oftef 4JIJIFA 1W%08 140%,, ONO ctve Januaryr 1. l0~ n
I~'AJanwry 1,ltfl. Th I qld meati'a substaoti~l crease lin Pub)i(c A*s

4lstannc t mon ey 141kiiht -At~lhl for ti mu~t pnrl 'witfh,' tote fupd4.'o'

~~leerease.,InV~ theMAelgiAlVy Dv~f

is t~ rt~rse te ~'ent n~tkiA1 trtid n the01yt Wed tho. -F( t,~hqa

or ndee~dh~o friid1&ThOs I~ sfbl id#O tho cAmtihg tabric, 6t ur
socety te awaiinfg tr~down- iI) a dhAteik -t~pe.dnitlia nle

to',tratdit 4,mffNk'M-' tl. 06 184 qii p *of 'subitintInl Ii~b
ilt ~ 1 tho3en~ 1h4 aent ladb thli letj'tli

7% iigedcaife'. s6f our citjlleo whbpW lctdr e~eto the'ade4Uit ofy~
ii~sa~etIkPublIc' Asatahne oaeloadai wbhi ill not be influendIi any)

substantial, delre byi. thli 110''slation.'.
The POb , ocAsIgstnc caeod Is a ieflectIqn'o o Mmtinity, socal 'probkila,

and elthai~th Improvotfievgs eian be tna to Muodif 10 6 oads, mintilP1- [olut L f6r
come oftht- caupative ft" .ors'iat the cojnnunity are foqnd,'numbera of 1e"p40
will continue 6o ned PublIc Aaamstaneeopayanenta 'I~ "ocAlric.

In 102,,the CongreM -. F~vije4 th tPutilc Assistne, Progol i with Qhe-ox.
pectauion 'th.~t caa*IoA~~s wOuld' dIminish. The Cotnite "I trort tmate'h~
'while'the goals set -for' the Piograhib; In 19W2 Were' essentiallt aound. -'those
Imiendments have inot laid the result which .those In .the admninlstiAtlan who,
sponsored -the amendmneta 'predicted." "Your Cot inittee hola ffdied 'these
problems r ry earefrily 4od Is now recommending severl 4'oordlna'tinx steps
which It eIpeetIm'64i'r tip, ;will reverse the trends toward higher an() higher
Federal Oziancial tonItients in the AFPO Vrogn,',

Aks stated earliel'.' these iroo*108 which contain manly improvemints'are. not
a panacea any more than the .1P0 gqendmnept ,were. If they become law, It
should not t* fxpoqtefl tIhst JVu~i Asaltapee costswl ecI sbttll
particularly w'en'there'lis so much need and" ferment in our cities today.

POSITION ON4 SPECIFIC AML'qDMENTS

I. ll'ork or Tonn cwrea for each Adtt RedpfentU Day Core, an~d
Teahulag Project

The Bill "equir", that allrstatiA establish a Prga "for each APM)~ adult
and child over 18 year not attending sehool with' a vito, getting each of them
equipped'for work and placed In jobs. Federal partiefltin bae not been 61*allnble
In cmxmfibity work 'and training programs until now. throughh the use-of- 1I000/
OEO funds under Title V the Rhode, Island Public Assistance Agency; has hAd
a training program for the list three 'years. This hits been lliite and the fundsN
available have been reduced over the three-year period. Te new Program will
permit an expansion with 85t1% participation up to Junly 1. 1900 and 711q there-
after. An Increased state tcoqt will result through flue establishment of a sound
program.

lin implementing this concept, It will be mandatory to develop criteria as to wvho
wouldl appropriately be employable; to e-stablish M~y Care ServiceA. wichl If

A284
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adequate would be costly;,to faitelitate the development of on-going !educatiqual
opportunities which are not presently available; to develop wqrk training site$
and on-the-job training which are available now only to a limited degree; and
to be willing to finanme the coat of vocational sand other training. In order to
provide the structure and pemnnel for this kind of operation the state would be
Incurring fairly substantial expenditures even though the Federal Governiment
would be reimbursing 75 to 8511.
z. in-cell nve* for Rpl ployme" t

The amutndmnents re quire the States to 0stalish Incentivooi for employment.
Up to now the states have been required to %jlsregard wo~k oxpeses 16 earning
the wage, -but the disrg"r of eamrnnghas only been permitted for children
except for those adults who bave, been Invoiv~c1 Iu Neboonii Oppvtisilty Act
i'gants, or XWTA. The B1ll provides that the lirst $30 of earuei tasil'y-incoome

ipt's ope-tbird of the earnjus ioVe that. anio~irit w6ulil be retained by the taut.
ilY. This Is a positive step, but many feel that a plan at $50 per tm iAnd one-
halt of the balance of earnings would be a greater Incentive; Actually the money
being disregarded to money earned by the recipient and Is not money which Is
being Siren by the agency. a 'a- grant " .- .'.'
iAcco-dng to the aednt.Inafamily receving aPublic Assistancegrn

of-$20 a month. If the mother went to work az~d esynd $8(9 per week, or $120
per viontb,.the factily would get the $120 of earaling plus 4140 of grant .(% of
the. earnings above 4N. would have beendoductetl) for a totaI of $2W0 a ,&a total
kudget, If, the -ruls.of f$50 and a belt pf the Oaixve wqv4rbe pernitted. -the
mother would retain $120 of her Ornilp pins $105ofat -(one-half of. the
earalpgs above $M0 woul bove been deducted) oria toa ot105 -,-;
,1 - I& estimated that aboot &V0 JFJO faiies In 1151o1de 1and have earnings

with:450, In .tralaine In our "re.-A Program and about -400, In OICO ,Progrsnis
Lhtrougbout the sate. A substantial Increase In these nu=ber could be antic-
ipated. We believe that additional fundo -will help, motivate people to obtain
traIning ~and oaplxmt. However, a review of the brlof history of work-In-
centives will demonstrate the tact that this toyncept baa teWdedto incrae
caselods. MEany people waoordlarly would beme Ineligible for an assistance
pAyment continue to receive a niuutenanee check -when port of their inome
a re not re ~gzseil. On the other hand, wnort people are timulated to seek work
and to 4erelP work habits srAi may be "tabled to more ultimately front the
rolls. J)espite the problems Inherent fit work Incentives as envisaged by the 8ill,
we strongly- support the concot.
37. Cozeeload Lete Freeze

The Bill propoa to freese, the AFD)C ipaselonds where ibq parent Is absent
from the hotue ats 6f January 1. 1007. tnder the Bill the proportion of all children
Under axe 2) who were reeiving aid on the basis that a parent wag abs~ent fromt
tbe hiae mi~oold not exceed the January 1067 level tor Federal particilpatIon.

In .bods islond freon January 1007 through Jfly.1067 there, bad been an In-
fcreame In the number vehldien, receiving regIarAFDC trout 8.004, to 10.418,
an increase of 1,414 ohilren. Moot of these children would be In one-paret cattes
and Ywoud ber a 100% Mte ehar,~ For this &mi -year the estimated Incre*e in
state weos wouldd be #00.00, and in tbe jh#Xt fiscaly'Ia''$~~0 Ttere MUtna
bei, tocie~ro ob*4ttoa to thiq irowal which will deprive clldtefi'f help troto
the% Federal ()overnzneat in tke Voney fsayn*nt prorafn, gmwuh children would
mufer AimplY because of the lock of a parent, a mattr ovefr which theyv have n
control :. ,

The inext &Ie, of objectio#, must be to the praopoppi. to relate thep )IPdIcnl "As PaMIt.
once sttandail to the. Pubilio Asoistance mouey pay uet.* *adsard. lhode Jslanil
hap MOW Mfte higher perMitted invonip plan for Tledicil AfqIstancp. It would
be required to Increase the money payment standard qo thtteidrAl l",t
Ane elicibility' criteria would not too anyr sreter than 150%Y, of It. Weffe- July
I. 1%K~ 140% effective January 1# 1M0. and 183%4% January 1, 1(170. In this roar.
Rihode island hAR Increased Its, Mble AssistAnce standards 4)y $1.100.000. In
V136406 by $1.270.000. in 1WIl0l96 by $400.000 There bait been rirgre, In-
croase In the standards of asiistance In recent years without reference to the
MeFdical Apssitance Program without a Federal waundate. It is not reautnt.le~ for
the Federal plan to be ehangedj After the states havoc sePt sip their-Medical Assist-
n nr Prom rs In good faith.
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The obviously unreasonable alternative is a reduction in the income limits
" permitted in Medical Asbstance.

Using the most realistl Public Assistance case budget for an individual, the
MA eligibility limit Is 56% over the money payment plan; for a Medical Assist-
anee Unit of two at $00, 52o over the money payment plan: for a Me-lcal
Assistance Unit of three at $900, 87% over; and a Medical Assistance Unit of
four at $4300, 26% in excess. Therefore, there would be a problem with the stand-
ards for one and two person cases which would mean either reducing the Medical
Assistance eligibility limit or increasing the Public As~stance payments. It
should be noted that the administration recommended in HR 5710 that the
states be required to meet 100% of the Public Assistance standards which they
have established. Many of the states meet only a percentage of their established
standard. It would seem much more fetslble if the Congres had adopted this
proposal rather than attempting to curtail Medical Assistane or Impose restric-
tions on the number of children for which there would be Federal participation.
5. AFDO Unempioied Parents Segment

There must be an objection to the plan to restrict the Program of AFDO be.
cause of unemployment. Rhode Island was the first of 22 states to adopt this
plan-in 1961 since'it has always been felt that the agency is in a better position
to rehabilitate a family if both parents, are present. It has not been necessary for
a parent to be absent in order for a family toaet help In Rhode Island, but prior
to 1961, this assistance was rendered through General Public Assistance with
state and local fund., Such reliance on OPA with total state funds now *ay
Again be necedary if this provision Is enacted.-

The AFDO Prboam for utiemployed parents and children has been our mnalleat
program and has ripondkd very well t Job Opportunitie. Thei Bill -exrldes
any father who Is receiving uemploymentc 6bmpenelon. It is also requited that
to be eligible a fathermusthave had one year And a half of work during a thfe-
year period prior to the'pplication for assistane..

The proposal to retrlct -this Program is almot' contradictory.- A reasoable
definition of an unemployed person would be samebne who is tmemployed and
available for full-time work: Ihe proposal wviuld- be' difficult to 'adminiater
and would emasculate-our present progrrAiwhich has-been most effdctve In
meeting the need of such families permitting parents to temaln. together and
a program In which. there has been 100% turnover in each of the past two

In the last fiscal year, 585 cases were accepted and 587 cases were closed to
employment. The average monthly caseload was 295.

-Certain provisions In,.Title II of HIR 12080--contain, sound addltlons to'the
present law. However, tWereate other provisions in this Bill that are retrogresto
or continue to emphas&ie the'disparity that now exists between Federal fnancial
participation for prograthd In child welfare and-theptblie assistance categories.

The Department sOngly supports the Wres.e. ikW91.dri*.tion 1o6r public
child welfare services-from $55 million and:SO0 million for fisfal.190'and-19T0
respectively to $100 Vmillion for fiscal 1900 and $110 million for each fiscal year
thereafter.-- While this Is progressivee and will strengthen public child, welfare
Programs, state by:state it, Is signiicant to point out that never has the
appropri tion for childwelfare services equaled the 4thorition. The Depart-
ment continues to endorse for public child welfare services the same kind of
Federal-state financial partnership that now exist* between the tate and federal
governments In financing the categorical ,0bn1c assitance programs. A ig.
niant provisdon in the'Bill provides tot 75o' matoifshror cMl Welfare person-

el #ert,*, APDo tfit loiter care. Why this ame percentagee of matching
Is not availlable fo# the sane child welfare services to bnw AFDO children is
difficult to comprehend. - ' - -

Although the Intent' of thd increased authorizatliti for child welfare services
is to help the state. In the dnanc1i*;6f foster' ca'rea full array of child welfare
services with emphasis on services tO children' in their own homes it needed
In today's society to appropriately serve tbe'vriety'of complex needs of children
and their families who come to the attention 'of public child welfare agencies.
The Bill emphasizes disproportionately the use of foster care as a kind of hild
welfare service with Insufficient recognition of the Importance of broad Scale
preventive child welfare services. It Is, therefore, strongly urged that there be
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provision in this Bill for (1) 75% Federal matching for all child welfare per.
sonnel without distinction as to the caseload they,.serve, and (2) Federal
financial pakticipation In the cost of all types of child welfare services including
the cost of foster care for children..

Again, while there is provision for 75% inat hoJisg for daV Care, the limitation
of day care for children of AFDC working mothers only must be opposed. Why
non-AFDO children, many of whom may come from marginal income families,
should be denied equal opportunity for day care when needed is mort difficult
to understand. Further, the Bill makes no provision for Federal funds for the
oonstvuwfon of daV oare facilities. Unless there Is considerable Federal financial
participation in this area, there cannot be a real expansion in the development
of day are centers to the extent needed to accommodate the numbers of children
of working mothers or mothers in training Anticipated in the House Committee
Report. While programs to train mothers and to make them employable and
eventually financially* indi~pendeht are sound for some parents, the tenet must
be reiterated that children have a baste right to develop and grow under the
guidance of their natural family. While work and training programs should
be available and used to the maximum, a differential pVlaing for AFDO mothers
must be the keynote. If states are to be mandated to develop sound work and
training programs, their aceptance by the client should be voluntary with strong
consideration given to the particular need of some children for their parents on
a f u l l -t i m e b a si s . . . . . . . .. -

The matching provisions for foster care to AFID children living in conditions
contrary to their welfare, as roposed, can only become available when a child
is placed in foster care by court order. Rhode Island has adopted as"Nound child
welfare practice the placement of children in foster care by voluntary agreement
with the parent when It is determined, base on'a sound social plan, that the
child does not require the protection of the ¢Obrt and that a judicial determi-
pnation to remove the child is- thusf'not indlcttd. It Is hoped, therefore, that
although the time limitations concerning court action and placement have been
ei-tended In the current Bill; this aspect of the legislation could be further
changed to make available Federal matchtne for AFDO children who'are placed
in foster a bythe public child welfare agency without court action when their
own home Is not able to provide for thier base child 'care needs.

While the proposal to have AFDO programs and Child Welfare programs under
the same administrative agency at the state' level may seem to provide for
greater coordination of AFDC and Child Welfare Services, It must be underscored
that Child Welfare Services should be available to all children in need regardless
of sgc1o-economlc status. With the Bill's strong emphasis on AFDO such an
administrative merer could result,In q disservice to the many, many children
not known to the AFDC Program. The administrative pattern for these services
should be left to the prerogative of the state to determine rather than the
Federal Government. ' , 1 •. , . I .

While It was noted earlier that the Rhode Island Department of Social Welfare
supports the increased authorization for Child Welfare Services contained" In
this Bill, Rhode Island has worked hard to obtain legislation such as the Fogarty
and Burke Bills. It Is firmly believed that only through more comprehensive
financing and greater Federal financial particlpation can there be a further
strengthening of family life and protection of children In Inadequate families.
Full participation of the Federal Government In the cost for all child Welfare
servife, not limited to foster care only, but preventive and rehabilitative services
to children In their own homes to prevent unnecessai placement, is urgently
needed. The states have long carried the major burden In the extension of child
welfare services The Federal Government must additionally help to share this
burden If the "American dream" Is to become a reality for the many unfortunate
and disadvantaged children who deserve and need this nation's spotlight of
concern.

MEDICAL ASSIST4NrCE---PRO5D A)(E.NDMMS TO TrTLE XTi

The .Committee Report:notes that Intent of Coongress In 1965 In authorizing
grants to states under Title XIX of the Social Security Act as an extension of the
1960 medical assistance to'the aged legislation' commonly called the Kerr-Mills
Act. Designed to assist low income persons titable to pay the cost of medical
care, the Programs In the some 35 jurisdictions presently operating concern
the Committee In a number of areas Including eligibility levels, impact on Title
XVIIIB and maintenance of state effort requirements.
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-With -tihe -exceptiu of the Cdnlnittee'8 Oropftal concerning eligibility levels
which Is tteatedIn Item No. 4 of this Position Statement, Rhode Istaxid can be In
geiieroa cod with- the Committee's proposals. Indeed a number. of the proposals
embody the philosophy and practice which has pteviled- in thle -administration
of the tate's mnedical care program In Public Asilstance since 1952.

LM',dntnan'c f (age Bfforg,#
Th cmitee suggests the-present milntenaoce oi state effort measurement

crteril SY01 aycuSe tates to.-expan& their Medic*l AwksttwneRPxram$ P)ore
rapidly than may be sound and proper., -

To prevent this possibility, the.leilto 1uhrzt~ ttsatormwet! the
maintenance of -effort requirement by counting only tbe1Aq xpesA4tur*,for, fian~
clal; aftilstawe, not Includins: medical care, and permitting,.tbe linclusi" O6f
expenditures for child welfare services,.*

(This - moirlo ts woand In concept In that It onaies jetatos to opve perhaps
more soundly In progressing to the comprehensive medical care Programu required
In the bade 965 legislation..

Ilie l on~n~lttee Oelfevesj tAs v~ery much ,Ao the.,'vantaje 01.t thWa't"lhui in'. tr. *41 eligible rec plpqta~of pdil istnpln orer to seu tbnthe beelspoid under XVIII B the supplementr Meia ~uri~'Po
oIen _Ant~ve jurlsdictipps h4ve bloughfl-Ij) thfor'.aMoir,

etqOthir 0*tes, including. Rhio~e 'IsliUd, hvecniee b~tr~e~
b001~n~ 9a~u reasons wth 1n :4frV UItch tbe'Oowipl .teq' 8-i 1 roe t~ e~~

Se togter, -the provlis f the 6iiimitteo Bill, n-al ig T,,.wr
tive to bu, ,In: strke a "carrot. and stick?!, note. qreatei and,

ndattratlVelep.IS provided to th~e states 69pernn de6iXt'uy In 0 -fUot,
no~l n, thei itk6 forfeits participatIon In' the cost of XIX benidta #,Via

inXVIII B: also It the statebuys in for the medI~ally needy aged, no piirtl~lpotI9
in tho premiuma coat Is provided.'.-

Despite this approach, the proposed modIfic~tjons would assil1st. 1Ai0 jqtid
In re-ealufating Its declilop. not to buy in. t #hpgld be, noted that the .1thode
Island medical assistance aged poulation boilee Title XVIJI 's iAd
as more than SOe,,, oftemup ha huriie4'ti coverage, 'th n6dn**icleai
fiecurity, money payment Xroup with, the agepcy providing the premium'.
S. AddilottalProvion '

P-ayment for-medical services by a le~,alI' lible lfd t ( lon A Protte
In ]Rhode, Isfland) would be -required; and'pe'rinil6f' for states to provide I of
the 14 crelce possible for luinclnai medical assfitarace j 9rgta wuld be
authorized. IThese are sound propotalsi which Ik~hoIe Is1Ianfid supports. 'ilrthir,
the provIsion for an Advt.orO Ooq4l~ on Mtedical As$#tance Is to We ippl~ujedprovided It wot1d ntfutction ai* a Ountl sevn to'lnilizldabbl" the, states,

~ectng~ate~oliaiihty anid teilbillty the itate ngt iPlo ~ h _th 6g

Freo chofce of ntedloai eervices li provided r In the 'bil. ThIs'la"i16 eer4
with"I~ng standnig Rh6de I Olind lractie. te state has ah* ys 4" tried r the
:Imj)§rtance of free- choice of pioVId6rs'of* koe -s-ivi C, In- lii W~
Oislbn, ho~vover, the-itate! c&ulobs that-1 i must ontlue, t4.b'ler ttI
ot~linijinent oni' for tho6e 44fr1i ft deerns'd0lAI'ble and es6entl _to'!#.~di~h4ttIis scope of er'ctharehehigh' qjAt tjedcAl'cd~ie bf itl 4

proP'2e afnndmelm o'teigsto.AtPfent' 444"1~a Htf 1lith OXXAt limited to the" 6r oen lethpd.-R6$dsl f"12 ,thfI~
A p ~ sa ol represents iftIogeWs66 16, thla - erI6M pt~rt6 132'hti i'
ments for medical care for our Public Assistance recipients were made -thftth
the money "Larani i'vith th4M"ijlWnt eip6ted t jak th6 bwilder of service
lopg: pjer~.tl" gervlce was_ rndeee& Whlw -bzi~,,h po~q Would
req ouirW the mdcly~ey tti~tm. a te el t~g
I~a~ a c r,,dIffieult mangin 6r Tiopd e _6etai.4~ -sqpltplf
t mtb tu ~iiita[ ntoopvln hl~~s v~w uldeoti stepoeap ntrte rbemtlr6r hiu's b,fisg1i~ b~ ,ral pr4 aQs&~ eb~ful' uto_ ............ ,f di
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-There are a variety -of otlier anendu'ent which should help strengthen the
PrOgrOMn. Some Of- these are --Federal participation In foster home care of AFDCI
childrm~ up to $100 per niouthi 0O% partIcipatioa-n n;mrgeucy use ftanre when
a, family needs sudden -help.tiuch as In the event of eviction, when utilities have
been turned off, wheuatood Is not available, etc, Thuis, emergency altaiotanee could
lbe; avAilable to personss not Already re"~IyIng _AFI)O. It In, Iimit~d to one, period
of thirty days in any twelve month period. This type of emergepicy 4as prevously
been rendered throukh General Public Assistance.

There io- a pr vxiaion for strengthening of family life throug-h inc'reased social
service. "n4 a mandatory requirement on offering fatally planning aerrlces to
recipients. The Intent of thi~s policy-Is not fully clear. It may mean that Rhode
Island although It provides for the referral of persons for family planning on
request, ' may. haVe- to, require -Itii social' workthrg to advise persons of these
facilities when Indicated and not contrary to an Individual client's religion or

There Is a requirement thait states munst estahl1i'nitsto-4eterm1ne pah'W10~
fit cases of Illegitimacy. This Is a matter being hanrIled -by loc&al *bverntnnt at
present but only, In Providence to any substantial degreeiThta would mean an
expoason of our. prefient i~ate legal -serrjce program In :& diffcult- area which
needs attention. Ithas-been fond that the cour'sWRi not, make decisionn In
pa terity matters unless there Is substantil evidnce beyond question, of a doubt.
This Is moot difleuit to establish4 , *--

Tbe- Bill ftirtler requlrej court action to obain 4yppoirt fr". absent feaher.
It appears that the present Rhode Island plan would, meet this -requiremnt

The Bill provides for agreements with cotirtRq to remoye children from -Arlo
faiieA.when it seems that, soae clkiJdren would be-betteroft In foster homefi
or In Institutions due, ta' O4r home. environment anpd child -upbringing in bomes
-with, low -standards including multiple, Instances. of Illegitimacy. It is our experi-
once. that the Rhode, Islond ]Family, Court does not remove, children from their
parents for these reasons but rather applies a more rigid legal wurement of
ne-glect. - :.., - 1

There to a provision which mandtes" prolective papmtolt -wben, the mopey
payment Is being abused by a parent, It Is recommended that the Cogrs plc
some ,percentage llmit,;perliaps 10% of the caseload. on this provision In order
to Iesecn' the pressures which will _result from vendors for. direct payment.%, ,a
mechanism which could become comp~jlicated and expenqsive and would lead to
thle agency beginning to take gver the attfAirsof numerouR families.

The Bill significantly provides for paymentR to eollgns * ud universities to help
yith the sia work manpower. problem by training, students at the under-

graduate n nd Vaduqte leyels for woik Ii, the fteld.- It also provides for ishariii
on a dollar for. dIolar rate in repairs I.to homes owned Oy, recipients up to a=0
expenditure per case. The Congr "s is thus appropriately attempting toencrnrage
families, to home ownership and to encoutrage theni -In the -retention- of their

The Committee encourages the states to .adopt it $Aa months disrgard fo;r
an i.coe in,0rderjtQ eliminatoqtho pr .en ot4pg-n payments wben there*has been., a $oclaj, $eurity Increase which ba an'ae~ti ears e- bel leve

thi issoud n&-e~pt~lpaeadptig hi~polcyconurrntwlthotwork
Inecrtie policy. ~- - --- -- -- -

4 IDnA~

e~jn~e, Scnt ~ $eiiic atae~ TfJ.Inai c (omm W Is now

hearing testimony on Wi.t: j 2o ( Social security. 44nendments of. 007,,The mat-
ters inthis .bill prtaining to,3 Me4re aii NteicIe Program are of ital eon-

Section 181 would give hosplita'ls an oin of hill Ing for-radioogy adpt
logy on their present SSA Form 145.3 without having to bother.,with BSA 1554
unless they 4ao deAtrOd. This greatly simplifies the whole claim process, since the
protess!*W*~ component would be left In the hospital cost and at the end of the
year, the transfer with one bookkeeping entry could be made for the professional
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component to Part B Insurance This Is a step In the right direction and we would
like to see this section to remain as It is. The bill also permits those who wish, to
bill as they have in the past or for the radiologist or 'pathologist to bill for his
own professional component. Under Title 130, the $20.00 deductible for, outpatient
service is eliminated Again; thislas an improvement, and we iitge you tW con-
sider this favorably. One of the' most confusing benefits'to the beneficiary is the
oltpatlent benefits and it is next to impossible, to explain.

I would like to request that these sections be given your favorable consider.
nation. Thank you very much. .

Sincerely yours,
HABOWD W., ST9ADNAM,

'President.

PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTrURERS ASSOCIATION, -
WasMngton, D.O. September 9, 1907.

Hon. Russzu. B. LONGo,
Ohafrman, Senote Finanoe Oommittee,
U.S. Senate, Wahigton, DO.
DrA MR. CHAnMAx : During my appearance before your Committee on Sep-

tember 21, you indicated that you had in mind some revision in the language of
S. 2299. The discussion on this point appears on pages 1572-1574 of the transcript
of the September 21 hearing.

While we have not seen the precise language of the revisionhyou have in mind,
we understand from a later discussion with Committee staff that you have in
mind the following two changes:

(a) The effective date of most provisions of the bill would be July 1, 1970,
rather than July 1,1969.
.(b) A prescription i the personal handwriting of a physician giving the gener-

Ic name of a drug plus the name of a specific manufacturer of tho final dosage
form would be entitled -to reimbursement :without! regard to the restrictive
provisions of the proposed formulary and cost:range'gulde. Otherwise, the re-
strictions of the formulary and cost iange-lgulde would be applicable. ,, • ,

I have given very careful thought to this possible change since my appear-
anee before your Committee, and -I would like to, submit these comments for
the consideration of the Senate Finance Committee.

We strongly feel that this possible change would not,'by anY means, cure the
very serious defects of S. 2299. We have reached this conclusion for the follow-
insf reasons:

(1) The proposa* WOuld still be based on the erroneous assumption of thera-
peutic equivalence of drug products.-

1 (2) The proposed government fofrmulary committee wold 'still be given' the
power to "declare, drugs '/unncoesiary and therapeutically duplicative",'even
though the drugs had previously been cleared by the FDA' as 'safe and useful;
thus, the impact of a restrietlive formulaij wuld still bepresent. '- ..(3) The price fixing O- price regulation Ifpact would still be' effective under
this proposal, as the Secretary of HEW would still be required to publish a cost
guide line undei the terms of S. 299. '. (4) Uider your revised aPproach, HEW would still be given an extraordinary,
and In our view, conipletely uhjustifled authority to cause a, drug product to be
removed from the market-by amending the present FDA statUtes. As I stated
In my previous testimony, "we simply cannot understand why there should
now be proposed this extraordinary procedure for taking a drug product off the
market without the right of~an administrative hearing or even without a court
order based on.a deteilnation of eminent hazard to the public health."

In summary, we ould be' strongly opposed to S. 2299, even with the modifl-
cation you have suggested. We also believe It would be desirable for the De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare to complete Its study and report
on this subject before any changes In present laws are made. Therefore, we
earnestly hope that you and other members of the Senate Finance Committee
will be able to conclude that S. 2299 should not be approved by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee as anamendment to H.R. 12080."

May I express to you again my personal appreciation for the courtesies you
have accorded me and the Industry In giving consideration to our views on this
proposaL

Sincerely, S • /  "": IT"

. - . I President.
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